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Cut the Shit
118 upvotes | March 5, 2018 | by donedreadpirate | Link | Reddit Link
See a lot of bullshit on here. Dudes complaining and not even responding to half the advice they get.
Here's a guideline, for anyone considering posting a question here.
Take a picture of yourself shirtless and print it out. On this piece of paper:
Write down your stats (height, weight, bf%, lifts). You are keeping a journal of your workouts
right?
Write down all the books you have read in the sidebar and one sentence about what you learned
from each one (even if you haven't finished it yet). What was your main takeaway from the
other erroneous material referenced in TRP sidebar and here?
Get your testosterone levels checked and write them down
Write down your ratio of sexual initiations/rejections
Write down the number of women besides your wife you could call right now to chill this
weekend
Shit, write down the name of the last girl you flirted with who isn't your wife
Write down how many days over the past 15 you have actively gamed your wife
Write down two things you do that make you a good catch
Write down what you would do today if you did not have a wife/kids to go home to
Write down what Dread Level you are on
Write down how many more months you have to go until you are an attractive man with
options
If you do this exercise and still don't have an answer to your dumb fuck question, post it. Here, I'll go
first, sans the pic.
Write down your stats (height, weight, bf%, lifts):
6'2", 210lbs., 15%bf
90lb dumbbell press down from 102.5 (fuck!), 275 squat, 350 RDL, 315 lb. Hex bar shrugs,
102.5 lb. One arm rows, 45 lb. curls. Working back up after taking a break when my Dad died
and I was depressed as shit. No excuses though, got work to do. I do a lot of other shit but these
are the main ones. Back on track.
Write down all the books you have read in the sidebar and one sentence about what you learned
from each one (even if you haven't finished it yet). What was your main takeaway from the
other erroneous material referenced in TRP sidebar and here?
Gorilla Mindset: Overcome adversity with mental strength
NMMNG: Unapologetically put your needs first
WISNIFG: You do not owe people explanations for things you do that they don’t agree with
MMSLP: Your wife is a woman and the rules of attraction do not change after marriage
Models: Put yourself out there and accept rejection
The Way of the Superior Man: Figuratively fuck the world with your masculine energy
Rational Male, Year One: Women want sex as much as you do, but the rules are different than
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you thought (AF/BB)
The Natural: Project a calm and commanding presence
Bang: Be bold and forward in your approaches
Day Bang: Create the circumstances for plausible deniability and execute
Ironwood Collection of Alpha Moves: Do for you, take her along for the ride if she earns it
48 Laws of Power (unfinished): Position yourself wisely
Art of Seduction (unfinished): Project sexuality in a way that suits you
MAP: Clean up your life
How to Win Friends and Influence People: Play to people’s ego
Mastery (unfinished): Put in the time to achieve greatness
The Way of Men: Men value other men who add value
Book of Pook: Celebrate yourself
The Manipulated Man: You will not get any credit for being a plow horse - also, your wife’s a
whore, too
The Polygamist Sex: Don’t turn your wife into your protege, fuck as many women as you like
The Subtle Art of Not Giving a Fuck: Choose what is worth suffering for in your life
Backbone (unfinished): Live true to yourself
Conversation Tactics 1-3: Be able to laugh at yourself and have fun bantering
Practical Female Psychology: If you let them, women will manipulate you - have fun with it and
keep it light
Letting Go: The Pathway to Surrender (unfinished): Accept negative emotions and allow
yourself to experience them
The Red Queen (just started): Somehow I missed this shit, no data yet.
General takeaway from sidebar in TRP and MRP: These are the tools, and AWALT, so focus on
being the best version of yourself possible and you’ll get your dick wet
Get your testosterone levels checked and write them down
Low. 230-350 range, high SHBG, low estradiol, low free test. Sorting this out now.
Write down your ratio of sexual initiations/rejections
No rejections in recent memory (> 6 months)
Write down the number of women besides your wife you could call right now to chill this
weekend
1 hell yes, 3 maybe
Shit, write down the name of the last girl you flirted with who isn't your wife
Michelle
Write down how many days over the past 15 you have actively gamed your wife
15
Write down two things you do that make you a good catch
Sing in a rock band and can make people laugh
Write down what you would do today if you did not have a wife/kids to go home to
Lift, dinner, music or time w kids. Same shit I'd do on a Monday if I were divorced.
Write down what Dread Level you are on
11
Write down how many more months you have to go until you are an attractive man with
options
0
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Female thinking vs. Male thinking in an LTR
111 upvotes | February 11, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
My experience with the red pill has taught me more about the behavior of women in the last six
months than my first 40 years on the planet. I’m QUICKLY learning A LOT on here and in this
journey, I want to share my experiences to help and to keep improving on myself. One behavior that I
have noticed is what I refer to the MACRO vs. MICRO principle. I will do the best to explain my
thoughts and experiences and want to hear your takes and experiences on this subject as well.
Most men experience and do relationships from a MACRO standpoint. I define marco as the big
picture, considering things such as overall long-term feeling trends. Examples of this type of thinking
are long term personal growth trends, relationship equity (this is a big one), future or forward
looking, prioritizing logically, beginning with the end goal in mind and looking at the ALL OVER
sum of actions that get you there, and value of personal growth. These traits I describe are all
masculine traits that we all strive to gain and develop in our MAPs. For example, if you and I have
been friends for a long time, assuming we have a good rapport and trust each other, I can screw up
and do something you find offensive, but we can quickly come to a reconciliation and understanding,
then move on. You may be pissed at me, but you will look at my past behavior (i.e. relationship
equity) and draw your conclusions about me and our friendship based on that. I can count on that and
you will value and continue our friendship based on “how good of guy I am and always was.”
Women on the other hand tend to think on a MICRO level. They see interactions and experiences on
how it makes them feel in a particular moment AND it’s almost ALWAYS tied to an emotion. For
example, if I do something that pisses my wife off and irritates the hell out of her, she will feel like I
was ALWAYS bad, ALWAYS behaved like that, and will assume that is the way it will continue.
She will rant, she will bitch, and call me an asshole. It doesn’t matter if I was James Bond for the last
three years and been “perfect” in every way, if I fuck up in her eyes THAT DAY, I’ve always been a
fuck up. Then, days later, I can have fun with her, be playful, show her a great time, and kino
effectively (i.e. give her positive feelz), then she’ll fuck my brains out and lay with me afterwards
and tell me how much she loves me and wants to be with me forever. This behavior can seem alien to
a man, because it is, and we don’t think this way. Women deal in irrationality and in the moment. The
way they feel right now is their validation of their entire reality. It is one way this day, and different
another.
THAT is a huge reason that arguing with woman in a fit of rage is completely pointless. They
honestly don’t give a fuck about your past behavior or how good of a husband you are. They NEVER
want to validate you either (I’ve learned that too). They almost seem cruel and downright amoral.
I’ve made the mistake in the past of arguing with my wife. DEERing is the absolute WORST thing
you can do. It puts you in a position of submission. I admit, I have struggled with this behavior, and
still do on occasion. It is a hard one to kick, but it is essential. When you DEER, she sees (in that
moment) a weak man… then her female mind draws that conclusion that he’s showing weakness…
therefore he must be and has always been weak… I have a BETA bitch on my hands and I’m not
fucking that!
That is another reason she will test. Her mind is a turbulent chaos. Our minds can be that way too,
BUT most of the time we are able to tell ourselves that what we are feeling in the moment, is NOT an
accurate reflection of the MACRO or big picture. We feel the MICRO, but are capable of
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subordinating that feeling to a value and thinking, “If I act on this, what will that do for the big
picture as a whole?” In an example not in the context of marriage, sometimes we’ve all had rageful
moments where we’d like to punch our boss in the face for being a dick, but we don’t because we
know it would be detrimental to our long-term future. That’s the thing, in the context of your
marriage, your wife doesn’t give a fuck OR think about how her negative MICRO or momentary
feelings effect you, she just feels the uncontrollable urge to “unload” that on you, so she’ll feel better.
That is her nature… accept it if you want to get or stay married. That is the hardest thing for me to
understand and wrap my head around.
Women need to feel these emotional swings, in fact they crave it. This concept is called fractionation.
It’s ironic that this very chaos, which we as men find baffling, is one key element that gives her the
feelz and turns her on. It would torture us, and we’d probably beat someone’s ass for doing this to us,
but women need us to do this to them. Those MICRO swings are the fractionation she needs (and
your relationship) needs to create interest and desire in her.
I’m going to use another metaphor to illustrate my point. This same universal principle can be seen in
the stock market, especially in short term traders vs. long term investors. Most of us think big picture
while investing. We invest in good companies and stocks, hold them for a long time and sell them
years down the road at a nice profit. This is MACRO or masculine thinking. Assuming it was a good
investment in a good company, looking at the chart over a period of years will show an overall
uptrend and positive growth. However, if you look closely at and zoom in on the line (daily level),
it’s not smooth and always up trending. On a closer or MICRO level (day to day) it may have down
trended and lost money over a given short period. For example, If you had solid research and you
KNEW the company in which you were investing was solid long term, then you paid attention to and
got sucked into the doom and gloom every day drama on the MSNBC and Fox Business channels
saying “the stock in XYZ company is down today and yesterday and we don’t know why… traders
are dumping it short term and it’s taking a hit.”, you may have gotten emotional and sold at a loss, or
not have realized the gains you could get long term.
In conclusion, what I’m trying to say, assuming you have a good wife or picked a good wife (which
any woman that is not a BPD or psycho can potentially be a good wife), she is STILL going to throw
those MICRO fits and make the stock in your company (i.e. your LTR) take a small down blip. If you
give in, panic, and “sell” (i.e. get sucked in and DEER), you will lose. That behavior pattern in
investing and in your LTR will make you a loser in the long run. Are there times you would select a
stock in your portfolio that you initially thought was good, then for some reason or another changed
for the worse, or turned out to be bad company to begin with? Sure, then you’d dump that stock and
move on. See your wife or LTR the same. Watch for the long term behavior patterns and discount the
short term shit fits. She is a woman. She will throw short term shit fits, but her goal, be it conscious
or unconscious, is to validate your strength and leadership. Woman NEED validation, you must
understand that. That is why they HATE when you seek that from them. Shit testing is validation
seeking. It is a feminine behavior at is core. It embodies insecurity (the opposite of confidence).
Women find security and confidence attractive because they are masculine traits. That creates
polarity, which leads to long term happiness for both you and your wife.
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OWS: Don't be a Pussy, ask for a mental "spot" from
others...you are not alone. Suicide Awareness Month
82 upvotes | September 27, 2019 | by broneilbro | Link | Reddit Link
We all know the gym is a place to build your body and mind. As you grow and find new strengths
and PR you will sometimes need to ask for a spot as you try to breakthrough and get to a newer level
of fitness. Be it bench, squat, or anything else you can feel comfortable asking for assistance instead
of going by it yourself. Don't be scared to ask for assistance that you might not need. People will
help.
The above goes same for your mental well being. Many times those that have the greatest physiques
and other attributes that people ogle over tend to also be those that need help with their mental state,
and many succumb to the darkness.
Many times the message that is communicated on here can be misinterpreted and that needs to be
understood. We aren't a group of callous assholes that will call you a faggot if you truly need
someone and reach out, even though that can come off like that. We are here to support but at the
same time we aren't going to do all the lifting for you. You need to have some burden of the weight
and be willing to struggle as we will be there for you if you need to reach out.
Now, you might be wondering why am I writing this? I'm writing this because my close friend that is
going through what I have done reached out to me. He mentioned within all the chaos of the last few
months (Separation, Moving out, Leaving the Navy, starting a new Job, going through Divorce
proceedings) it was dark for him and he didn't know what to do but just try to numb the pain with
alcohol. He has gained 40lbs in about 3 months from drinking and not doing shit. He lives in a nice
apartment but he mentioned it is quiet when his kids aren't with him. He told me he will kill a 12 pack
a night and just listen to seconds tick by thinking of how he is a failure of a man.
I didn't say anything and I kept listening. The guy has no network and his father had died early and as
I was listening I was reflecting on my journey. I told him that I am there but he also needs to seek
professional help too. Told him to get rid of the alcohol and he needs to start going to the gym and
work both his body and mind. He acknowledged that he realized that he was asking for help by not
even asking for it.
He got a therapist and is doing better than before. He is going to the gym but not as often as I want
him to so we are making a date out of it now. He has to have that accountability just like I needed. He
also turned over his handgun to me because even though he said he didn't want to he did state that
there had been times that he just wanted to suck down a fifth and a .40 cal to end things. He told me
he appreciated me supporting him and I just reinforced him that I'm there for him as I have been
there.
Why should you care? Regardless of the ego that you flaunt or the strength you say you can show, the
darkness has taken and will take some of the best men on this planet. You will see it creeping on you
through your journey and evolution. In the end you shall not be one of them with the support of those
around you. Just ask for help and it will be there.
TLDR: Don't be a Pussy, reach out to your MRP brethren.
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Wife puts out anytime I ask, but it’s always starfish
82 upvotes | August 4, 2022 | by yourmomistighter | Link | Reddit Link
I lost the password to my previous account. I made this post roughly 70 days ago:
https://www.reddit.com/r/askMRP/comments/uyu47r/what_can_i_do_to_get_special_sex_acts_from
_my_wife/
Anytime I initiate my wife is willing to fuck, she makes it clear that she doesn‘t really want to but
that she will. I‘ll go for it and she‘ll respond with „I guess we can“ or „that‘s fine“ or „okay“ and then
she‘ll be motionless and refuse to make eye-contact throughout the whole encounter and will
complain if I try anything other than missionary or doggy or if I‘m too aggressive for her, then after I
finish she‘ll storm off to the bathroom and sit in there for 90 minutes to avoid me. This has happened
for years. I fuck her about 5x a week and she is always willing.
I do lift and have (on-and-off) for the past 11 years. I was varsity weightlifting in highschool and
never dropped the sport. I‘m in-shape but not shredded, probably about 15% bodyfat. I don‘t dress as
well as I could (so I dress badly) as I cannot afford a new wardrobe. I make minimum wage and my
wife has always made more than me. I take part in over half of the housechores. I‘m confident. I take
my wife out on experience-related dates pretty much every weekend. I have read the sidebar, and
several books, including the Sex God Method.
I understand that money wouldn’t turn my wife on, but not having it could result in negative
emotional currency/bad anxiety, aside from that, what else am I doing wrong?
I personally think my wife has an inability to say no to me. The times when she did in the past I
played my „mean card“ and withdrew affection/attention/pouted about it and she has concluded that
she‘d rather suffer through frequent sex she doesn’t actually want than not get any attention/affection
from her husband. Yes, I mistakenly went from 0 to 100 with this in the past. I think she just resents
sex with me altogether and can‘t say no now. There‘s no enthusiasm, and no passion, it‘s completely
a duty for her.
Looking for some direction.
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Be First. Especially You Asshole.
77 upvotes | June 16, 2019 | by johneyapocalypse | Link | Reddit Link
ComteDeBetamax, I posted this in response to your little follow-up comment in your horror show of
hell post.
This post is for everyone here, especially those who come next.
Life is tough dudes.
Your ability to deal with life - even more so a tough life - defines you as a man.
Some of you may know, but others may not…
I managed incurable cancer for a decade.
The last two years of it were incurable, unbeatable, and really fucking hard.
I had surgery after surgery, chemo after chemo, and even a psychotic break after so many
goddamned steroids.
Then, unexpectedly, when all seemed beaten, I suffered from PTSD and anhedonia.
I never mentioned it before, but nearly everyone in my family died this last couple years, too.
And now, both my parents are deteriorating fast: one unexpectedly dying and likely to die
tonight and one just really deteriorating fast.
They're not even old.
(Clearly our genes suck.)
There will only be one left after all this.
So what? Really. As uncomfortable as it may seem, so what?
Que cera cera.
It's life, dudes. No one said "welcome to life, easy and fun life, enjoy the pleasurable ride."
I mean fuck, half the planet's inhabitants over time died young, died early, died gruesomely.
Why, then, when that is our objective reality, have you gotten so attached to that other one?
You know the one I'm talking about. That self-imposed singularity.
Your singularity.
The truth is this: that she is even considered a singularity is itself an irregularity.
If your very life is not assured then why should the presence of this particular woman be so assured?
And why is it so important to you? And why is your very manhood at stake over the potential loss of
this one?
It makes no fucking sense, either logically or emotionally.
Why can't there just be a different one? Or maybe none at all and just you?
Why?
What space within you so desperately needs to be filled by her?
Let me guess, like that dumbass scene in that dumbass movie, "she completes you."
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Fuck that, faggot… you complete you.
Why - like the horse cock dude - are so many of you so goddamned obsessed with the woman in your
life?
This dude is castrating himself to the world, to his wife, to himself. Worst of all, for sure, to himself.
It's awful. It's unnerving.
Should I have folded like the horse cock homo? The same dude who, as made clear by his update, is
disgustingly abdicating to his bitch wife?
Don't you understand that it makes no fucking sense?
You should be obsessed with you. Not unnaturally. Not unhealthily. Not according to the (gay
phrase) blue pill version of "self" and not according to the the (equally gay phrase) red pill version of
"self" - but instead - in a genuine way that places your needs first, your desires first, your goals, your
aspirations, your mission, your vision, your plan, your execution… first.
Do you understand that being "first" and focusing on me "first" is what has gotten me through hell? A
hell that has dragged on a long-ass time? A hell that you all experience, for different reasons, here
usually related to your own singularity, a woman, but a hell that can be overcome?
First.
First, fucker, first.
Focus on that and nothing more.
You need to be first.
There's nothing wrong with being first. It's good for you, even if you don't know it yet.
Be first.
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We don’t do that / You don't want us answering that.
76 upvotes | March 21, 2019 | by Countpudyoola | Link | Reddit Link

Based on a lot of recent posts it needs to be restated what you can expect to learn
from the course materials and the local mrp study group:
Why women behave a certain way... especially in response to your actions/inactions
What tools are available to you
Advice on how you use those tool with examples
Where you are screwing up and why (when detailed descriptions of your problems are
provided).

Not that you won’t get responses but 100% what we are not here to do is MAKE
YOUR IMPORTANT LIFE DECISIONS FOR YOU.
Examples of things We CAN NOT decide for you
whether you marry or not
whether you get a divorce
have a/more kid(s)
buy that car
take that job
cohabitate
move
stay monogamous or not (cheat)
We can provide the tools and we can help you learn how to use them, but YOU must decide what you
build with it. We’re all about helping you understand how to use the tools to form the frame (scribe
the map) of what you want, but you have to know at least that much first.
If you can’t even make those basic decisions you are definitely not in a position to evaluate responses
to those questions.
Reading “No More Mr Nice Guy” and “When I say no I feel guilty” can be a great starting point if
you find yourself this desperate. There are plenty of other resources out there (secular and religious)
if you’re asking the bigger picture questions first. Way out of MRP scope.

Now if you are asking these questions because you are curious what the population
here thinks?
I’ll leave it to those who like to fill out surveys. Again, these are answers from guys who use the tools
here and don’t indicate an “aught” just an “IS”. The information you gather will be from personal
choices those that are knowledgeable to various degrees on our toolset believe are right...for whatever
reasons they have crafted.
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Posting anyway or you are reading this in retrospect?
If other mods remove your post I would consider it a mercy killing. But I personally won’t stop these
questions from posting. Just realize you are asking for a world of unpleasantness because you are
advertising you are not a person who can make even basic life decisions and that puts you on the
bottom peg in a group of guys on the respect ladder.
So your responses will range from
Strangers actually making important life decisions for you.
Think of this like cheating on a test. Well, you got an answer. And it may help you pass that exam.
But you’ve not learned basic life 101 or how to arrive at that conclusion. So now going forward you
still won’t ever be able to grow and answer yourself. And the more you keep coming back asking the
same question you shouldn’t be asking… that’s a downwards slide that’s ugly to watch. You’ll stay
lost. You’ll bumble on through still bewildered. And maybe at the end hold a degree in something
another person wanted that isn’t what you really like.
“Civil Engineering? What? I really want to be a Doctor!”
Too late, eetzpuzzyRpill69 liked that he was an engineer and you did keep asking him what to do
with your life.
Tough love aka hazing.
Sometimes to help you. Sometimes to provide you as an example to the others who are still helpable.
Really it’s just what YOU take from it. Or… sometimes Biff is just standing in the corner with his
plunger because he’s a dick and likes to hurt others with a wooden handle in painful places. But he’s
our dick and at least knows what he wants in life and he took the advice on how to use a lathe, chisel
and glue to craft that plunger.

Your life is YOUR project.
You pick the direction first then ask how to get there.
Lastly if you have still 0 clue as to where to start: post your stats and situation with an end of "Still
deciding what I want" in the Married Red Pill Weekly Own Your Shit thread.
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My wife was never that interested in sex, until she asked for an
open marriage to explore her sexuality
73 upvotes | May 29, 2019 | by RedWildHeart | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Update on the wife's affair. She's gone... It's done.
69 upvotes | April 21, 2017 | by RedPillQuest | Link | Reddit Link
You may have read in my previous posts about how I came to the realization of my tunnel vision
(intentional and unintentional on my part) of my wife's infidelity. Here's an update:
I took several of MRPer's advice last Monday and finally downloaded wife's deleted text messages.
She was clearly having an affair. Here's what I did in response.
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday: found and met with attorneys, learned the law in my state, and
generally formulated a plan. Also bitched and victim puked to my dad and a couple good friends. I
engaged an attorney and had them draft a separation agreement.
The agreement covers the kids. I will not put the kids in the middle of this. I will take care of them
100% no matter what shit she pulls. But it does not give her any alimony. I also keep the house,
almost everything in the house, and the car.
Friday: wife came home from a spring break vacation with the kids and I just held it together. I
reviewed her text messages with my lawyer's brain to figure out everything I could.
Turns out Chad was on a spring break vacation with his family and would be back Monday. He
worked the following Wed., Thur., and Fri. and would be out of town those days. Spring break ended
after Monday meaning that their "fucking window" was limited to Tuesday. I called a PI and engaged
them. They agreed to place a tracking device on my car on Mon. and to follow her on Tue.
I live in an at-fault state, meaning that I can divorce for adultery immediately, but she has to wait 1
year to divorce otherwise. Proof of the adultery might help reduce alimony, but probably not in the
lower courts. Meaning that I'd need to appeal and pay a shit ton more money if she fought me.
Lawyers also told me that the text messages would be enough to establish fault so I didn't need the PI.
I disagreed.
See, I didn't want the video for court or legal purposes. I wanted it so I could block any excuses or
denial shit she might throw up when I confronted her.
Sat. Sun.: The weekend was absolute hell. It was a waiting game. Wife asked why I wasn't in the
mood for sex multiple times and I had to respond. She asked what was wrong several times and I just
STFU.
Monday: got an STD test. Who the hell knows what shit she's given me. Still waiting on those results.
Dealt with more questions and STFU.
[EDIT] STD test normal. Phew!
Tuesday: kids went to school and she dropped me off at the train. I walked back and picked up final
separation agreement from the lawyer and then went to work.
PI texted at 10:30. She'd dropped me off, went home, did her hair and makeup, drove to his house,
and fucked him. Then went back to my house, changed into yoga clothes, and went to the library. I
have the video. Gents, there was no guilt, no skulking... she knew what she wanted and took it. Went
in through his front door and happily left the same way. She only parked a half block away from his
place. Fuck you Chad. But not even Chad... the guy is sleeping in his own basement and has a
fucking Dad bod. Enough of that...
I had my wife pick me up at 6:00 pm and had my sister pick up the kids from my house at 6:05. They
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didn't need to hear this. Got home and I sat her down, calmly explained that I knew she was having
an affair. She didn't deny it. She asked me how I knew. I held my cards. Everything I had was in
folders, printed and ready to give her, except the video which was downloaded to my phone, but I
kept it for when she decided to argue.
I handed her the agreement. I walked her through every paragraph. At times, she argued and I pulled
one more item of proof from my folders. She told me that she'd wanted to end it two weeks ago. I
responded that I knew she'd gone and fucked him that day.
She signed the agreement that night. I had a 24 hr notary come to the house and notarized the
agreement right then. The $125 was well worth it.
I think I held frame throughout. Not my proudest moment, but she followed me around the house that
night. I took ambien and went to bed. She asked if she could sleep in the basement because it was so
late and I agreed. I vaguely recall her asking if there was anything she could do to sleep in our bed
that night. I told her that if she blew me and swallowed she could sleep in our bed. I vaguely
remember teeth, cumming hard, and a bit of gagging as it hit the back of her throat. I woke up next to
her. Oops. Oh well. Wish I'd been fully conscious to enjoy it.
As agreed she packed and left the next morning. She came back to pick up the kids with me, we went
home and she sat and told them that we couldn't live together anymore because she'd had sex with a
man who wasn't their Dad. Hard experience and crying ensued.
So now I'm numb and just holding it together for the little mammals. Wife will move back home with
her parents to another state. Boys will stay with me to finish school. I'm oddly horny and trying to
figure out what I'll do for the next year while I wait for her to file the no fault divorce. If she doesn't, I
will. She doesn't want to fight. Here's hoping she doesn't and hoping everything moves along as
planned.
I called and talked to both of her parents. I gave them all of the details. I will maintain a good
relationship with everyone in her family except for the sister who knew about the affair and
encouraged her and hid it. Fuck her. Just sayin'.
I also took a copy of all the evidence to Chad's wife. I gave it to her and we talked for a half hour
about what was there. If she wants to continue fucking him for whatever reason, that's up to her now.
So, I went from discovering the affair to a confrontation, getting a signed separation agreement with
no alimony, and getting her out of the house in one week and a day.
I'm hoping that my pain and experience will give someone here the strength they need to do what
needs to be done. It can happen this way. I just did it. Don't let any grass grow. Don't be emotional
until it's over. Get legal advice and then follow through. Make sure she doesn't have any wiggle room
and keep her off balance by holding your ammo until each shot is necessary. I don't think shock and
awe would have worked nearly as well.
It all hurts way to much for me to be proud of myself, but I believe I've held frame, owned my shit,
and effectively managed it all for now.
[EDIT - UPDATE] I want to mention a couple things and give an update. First, your mileage may
vary... wife and I have both been raised in very very fundamental conservative religious families.
Consequently, the threat of a public divorce naming her as an adulterous is very powerful. Frankly,
any divorce is a huge move that is frowned upon in the religion even in these circumstances. I will
deal with (even dealt with it yesterday) ecclesiastical leaders trying to convince me to stick it out.
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Before the barrage of posts come telling me not to have sex with her and to divorce her no matter
what church tells me... read on. My only point here is a word of caution to those considering a similar
course of action. You should be aware that it might be more effective in my situation than it will be in
others. Maybe NAWALT?
Ok. That aside, update... we both continue to have a close relationship with MC. He's not your
average MC. Wife has been planning to go to another intensive session with him. He was willing to
do that until yesterday. As mentioned above, when she says she's going to fight her way back into our
marriage, I've responded that she's way in the hole and would need to prove to me that I can trust her,
that this would never happen again, and that she'd need to find a way to make me fall in love with
her, and that I don't know how in the hell she'd do that. Hold your derision for a second, please... just
keep reading.
Yesterday, she came over after school with the boys. I'd been cleaning the house and had put a couple
pictures of us and some of her shoes into her office. Frankly, it's just too painful to look at. She
noticed and proceeded to give me shit about it. She told me I was clearly making a statement and that
the message was received. She then proceeded to lay into me, telling me that I thought I was better
than her, that I had my own problems, and was kicking her to the curb over hers. She also argued that
we couldn't work on the marriage if she didn't live in the house. For the record, I never had sex with
anyone else, told her that I didn't think she was a bad person or a bad mom, and that we couldn't live
together anymore. Plain and simple.
I let MC know. Apparently she'd called him earlier that day, told him that the relationship she'd had
with her paramour had been an emotional one, and asked how to get over him. This is the millionth
time she's talked to MC about him. Millionth time she's talked to ME about him... MC told her that he
can't help her. That we're less than a week out from her getting caught screwing another guy, and
already she's talking about him and blaming me.
She's torn up about it. Called me in tears. If she doesn't have MC's help, she doesn't know how to get
better and save our marriage she says. She wanted me to help her figure it out and fix it.
I told her repeatedly that she just didn't get it. She cried for a few seconds and then asked me if our
ecclesiastical leaders had said anything to me about being able to stay together and saving the
marriage. She asked if my parents were against us living separately. She was looking for any way to
not live with the consequences of her own actions. For someone else to blame. For someone else to
save her so she could go back to Chad.
Here's my only point... she's not going to change. She still can't see what she's done. Apologies, tears,
and promises to change and to fight for your marriage will keep coming, but the facts remain... don't
fall for it. Stay strong. The course you were forced into is the right one. Stick with it.
[EDIT - update II] she just came over and offered a blow job "without any strings attached." It's the
only reason she came over. It was hard cause I'm so damn horny, but I turned her down. I can't
imagine that anything that woman does has no strings attached.
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Valentine's PSA
60 upvotes | February 13, 2019 | by The_Litz | Link | Reddit Link
Guys, just some quick tips before Valentines day!
Go BIG. Show how much care buy spending as much as possible on your love of your life. The
average spend for V-day is $143, don't see that as a limit... treat it as a MINIMUM to show your love.
Remember, happy wife happy life.
And if you play your cards just right you may even get lucky!
Go forth faggots!
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There's no such thing as "Redpill Aware" - Take the first step
in owning your shit.
59 upvotes | September 17, 2019 | by UEMcGill | Link | Reddit Link
So quit fucking posting shit about this. I don't care if you've been 'aware'.
The classic fucking statement, "Hey I've read [one or two books] and have been redpill aware for 6
months"

Do you know what this is to our Flaired brethren? This is DEER. This is excuses. This is one more
feeble attempt at not owning your shit.
When I read it, I read, "Hey guys I'm guilty of fuck-arounditis and have been taking the course work
for audit only. Oh and I'm afraid of committing so I've just half-assed a for the past six months."
Life is about grades. You either get A's or you fail. There's no taking the course for Audit and seeing
what you feel about it.

If you come to AskMRP and instead say, "Hey guys I'm failing and I don't know why but here's what
I've done so far..." you are already starting off on the right foot. Being an integrated man starts with
ownership from the first day.

The first step starts with ownership and letting go of your ego.
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Let my story be your lesson
57 upvotes | September 19, 2017 | by fx20greg | Link | Reddit Link
This is my first time posting, I have been here and at married red pill reading and learning for over a
year.
It has taken me a year of hard work, self-evaluation and red pill awareness to realize I am and have
been a pussy of epic proportions my entire life. Think about that, how far down does one need to be
that after a year of daily reading, researching, and just plain “figuring shit out”, that he is only to the
point of realizing that he is a pussy and just beginning to understand what might be required to build
himself into the person he wants to be. The cool part, “I’m pretty excited to be where I am today.”
This has been a long two year process since the beginning of the end of my marriage. I’m pissed
because looking back, I wish I didn’t waste the two years but I really think the process of the hurt,
anger, loss, realization, and learning must take place to get to this point. I have been married 15 years,
with her for 17. We have no kids of our own. She had a son from a previous marriage who was 8
when I met her and I have tried to raise him and love him as my own. He is now 26 years old and we
have an amazing relationship, I am and will continue to be his dad and his son’s grandfather. Nobody
gets to take that from me. Before shit went sideways, I thought I had the perfect marriage, we used to
make fun of our friends to ourselves because of their shitty marriages. We had what they could only
hope for. Yep, unicorn city! I will list some of the highlights as bullets to shorten this up.
• After 15 years of marriage and never going out or drinking, girls night out with suspect single and
separated coworkers is reason for alarm. I was a pussy.
• Catching her sneaking clothes out of the bedroom before she thinks you’re awake and putting them
in the car before work is a sign. I was a pussy.
• My lovely wife made me cupcakes for our anniversary and pulled two out of the batch to take to the
girls at work. I woke up in the night looking for something to eat, when I opened the fridge I found
the cupcakes that were in a plain bag for the girls were now in a Victoria Secrets bag with I love you
wrappers. I was a pussy.
• After watching the super bowl last year I checked emails and noticed an email hung up in the sent
folder. I opened it up and found a picture of him and her together with a reply, “no I love you more.”
I was a pussy. Of course this was one week after I asked her if she was seeing someone and she told
me I was crazy to suggest it.
• When I tried to reason with her for months that she was making a mistake, hurting our marriage, we
can fix this. I was a pussy.
• When I took her on romantic weekend get-a-way with hundreds of dollars of roses waiting for her
in the room when we arrived. I was being a pussy.
• I took her to a nice restaurant that night a got down on my knee in front of all to propose my love to
her again. She said yes but her fake smile and look of disgust told me her true feelings. I was a pussy.
• When she took a two day away job interview but then never mentioned the results of the interview.
It was supposed to be 3.5 hours away, she doesn’t realize I checked her cars mileage before she left
and she either stayed somewhere close or rode with someone else. I was a pussy.
• When she took a weekend hiking trip with a girlfriend but somehow forgot to get any pictures of the
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girlfriend. I was a pussy.
• A good friend of mine passed away quickly and unexpectedly and I spent day after day in the
hospital with him alone because she couldn’t be bothered to go and she was to busy to attend the
funeral. At the funeral, his daughter from out of state said she needed my address because her dad
had some things he wanted me to have. I told my wife about it and she asked if it was money to
which I said no. Two weeks later I get a text from her saying I opened your mail by mistake. I replied
what mail with no response. When I got home I found the opened envelope with an awesome letter
his daughter wrote me about how much my friend cared for me, etc. At the bottom it said my dad
wanted you to have this….it was a check for $10,000. My wonderful wife was standing behind me
and leaned in and said, you know half of that is mine, its marital assets. I gave her $5,000. I’m such a
pussy…
What is not listed is the hours upon hours of crying, begging, fighting that I have gone through. This
process has been going on close to two years, my wife has not shed one tear. It doesn’t talk about that
fact that I just accepted that she didn’t want any more kids even though I did and somehow that got
turned into my decision and my fault. What’s not listed is all the shame and guilt that is put on me
every time she opens her mouth and I never realized it…until now. Not listed is how all of this has
been turned around to be my fault, I am the reason for all of this. I was told I was crazy for so long I
believed it to the point that I was close or as close as I ever want to be to suicidal. We went to
marriage counseling, she never went back after the first time. I went for months. I became angry and
yelled and even added two nice holes to the sheetrock which I’m not proud of.
It hit me one day after she said, our marriage is where it’s at because of both of us.” That is when I
realized everything bad I had done (angry, yelling, etc) was because I was afraid of losing her and
everything she had done bad (see above) was because she was not afraid of losing me.
So now I sit in my apartment that is barely furnished while my wife is at our lake home as I try to
navigate the end of this marriage with the least amount of loss possible. The weird thing is, not all the
time or not every day but some of the time, I’m happy!! Like really happy. My mind and emotions
are at rest. The shame and guilt for not meeting unattainable expectations are not chipping away at
me piece by piece. I don’t have to actively watch my wife cheat on me. I am making decisions for me
and with my best interest in mind for maybe the first time in my life. Things like confidence, selfesteem, drive, passion are entering my body and mind and those are feelings that I have not known in
a very long time if ever.
The things that matter to me now…..my son and grandson, my lifting and fitness, building my mind
to become unstoppable in anything I want to accomplish. Building my personal wealth so that I will
do everything in life that I want to do. Living life for me and being absolutely okay if someone else
doesn’t agree with how I do that. I am fairly confident that I will not marry again and that is okay.
In the beginning I said let my story be your lesson, so what is that lesson? I don’t really know
but….if any of my story can shed light, open eyes, or help in any way possible, than use it as your
lesson and know that this process can have a positive ending. My story will not end on a bar stool, or
with suicide, or severe depression. My story will end with me grinding every single day to better
myself for me and it has taken over a year to get to today. For the first time I don’t feel so much like a
pussy.
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Putting myself first, fogging and STFU
56 upvotes | November 12, 2019 | by OptimusRP | Link | Reddit Link
Still a newbie (4 weeks RP) but wanted to share some progress applying these principles for my
fellow faggots out there.
Took my wife out on a date last Friday night. It went well considering she had threatened divorce a
few nights prior. See here.
On Saturday morning I got up early and hit the gym. Brought home donuts for the kids. Back and
shoulders were sore from lifting so I scheduled a massage for myself that afternoon.
Went out with a friend on Saturday night that I hadn't seen in awhile. Got home around midnight and
noticed the wife was asleep in bed and topless. She normally sleeps in one of my t-shirts. Got in bed
planning to spoon her for a few minutes before going to sleep. She immediately woke up and turned
towards me. She initiated, gave me a BJ and got on top.
Next morning I went for a run and then on a hike with the wife. While we were walking she says,
"So...you didn't really say anything after sex last night. You just went to sleep."
"That's true, I was really tired."
"So...what did you think about it?"
I stopped walking, gave her a hug and said, "It felt good. We should do it again tonight." Then I
smiled, gave her a kiss, and started walking again.
She was having a hard time getting to the top of the trail and needed to stop and catch her breath
several times. I was very patient and made sure she was was drinking enough water before we
continued on.
At the top she actually broke down and started crying. I asked her what was wrong and she said, "I
don't know! I just feel like you are judging me. I feel like you think I'm a loser!" I could have sworn I
heard a hamster wheel.
None of this was true of course, but I wanted to recognize her feelz so I said, "I'm not judging you
and I don't think you're a loser. I just think you need to do more cardio." I said that last part playfully
and smiled so she knew I wasn't being a total dick.
"I hate cardio!" she said, and continued to sob. I just sat down next to her and STFU, thinking of all
the times I had told her she needed to see a therapist about her insecurities. After a few minutes of
silence, I shit you not, the most amazing thing happened.
"I think I should probably make an appointment to see a therapist," she said. I could not fucking
believe my ears.
"That's great babe. I totally support you in doing that," I said. We got up and headed back down the
trail.
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Why is there so much hate and negativity here and on MRP
sub?
56 upvotes | September 7, 2021 | by TrenGod37 | Link | Reddit Link
I get the guys are trying to toughen everyone up. But why does there have to be so much hate and
negativity for a sub where men are coming together trying to improve themselves ?
The preaching of STFU & FRAME but then calling someone a faggot for being new to the material is
just as bad as calling your wife a moron for not doing the dishes.
How is this negativity helping anyone? It just makes the sub look bad. The mods will say stuff like
that also when they too can just STFU if they don’t like what’s being posted or simply remove it.
it’s become a huge ego driven way of saying your better than someone else. It’s almost like the jocks
picking on the less popular kids to be cool. It feels like high school sometimes in here. There’s so
much of it going on. You cannot honestly say that bashing others for having an ego (ego is something
I’m working on) for upvotes or perception of status does not have ego issues involved it. None of the
sidebar reading tell you to do this type of stuff so I’m not understanding why it’s become the norm.
I get no one here owes anyone else anything. But why not either be willing to help the guy or stfu
instead of wasting your time. Because in the end you are just wasting your own time.
We all started out not knowing shit that’s what brought us here. And we’re all men trading notes.
Having all this negativity surrounding the sub kind of defeats the huge purpose of what a lot of us are
trying to accomplish.
Instead of calling someone an autistic faggot to be a funny tough guy. Why not either give them some
good advice. Or practice what you preach and STFU and not waste your precious time. You can’t tell
me taking the time to comment “faggot pussy” under someone’s post isn’t a waste of your time and
theirs.
I know someone will try to clown this post and make a joke out of it just further proving the point.
But I’m honestly trying to understand and have a serious discussion on why all this negativity is
necessary when we’re all men here for a similar purpose/goal in a world where we are already
extremely out numbered?
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Don't Fucking Forget…
55 upvotes | March 28, 2019 | by johneyapocalypse | Link | Reddit Link
Pussies, ass-pirates, and homos alike… aka new posters... remember this:
Your wives want to be sluts. They want to get railed. They want to scream with reckless abandon.
They want a bad-ass mother-fucker to make them feel hot, wanted, and steamed-up with passion.
They want to get fucked.
Christ, did you forget that? Long ago, and in a universe far, far away, before you became a video
game-playing, dungeon-mastering, masturbating asshole? Before your latest Fortnite skin became all
the rage? Before you started commenting on gay-ass pornhub videos and imagining your days with a
blowup doll? Before your "dream night" became a six-pack and a gay-ass movie on Netflix?
Or did you simply never learn?
Or, perhaps you have gone to the proverbial dark side and fear that you can never get back?
You faggots forget this a lot: They're on your side. (Until they're not.)
But, until they're not, they're more on your side than you realize.
Much more.
Why? Because just like you, they want to get laid. Christ on a crucifix. It's that simple. They want
to get laid. And the only thing standing in the way of them getting laid is… well… you.
You.
You fairies are standing in the way of your wives' desire to get laid.
You don't even realize that. You are your own worst enemy, and at the same time, theirs too.
You are the fucking enemy.
You get so caught up in your Robert Smith-like angst that you forget… within every prudish bitch
telling you to (1) do the laundry, (2) wash your penis, (3) mow the lawn, (4) take out the garbage, (5)
change the brat's diapers, (6) put the fucking toilet seat down, (7) buy some gluten-free bread, or (8)
head by their mother's house to pick up some paperwork... there is a passionate, sweaty whore...
waiting to be fucked by someone who has the balls to fuck her.
Why not be you? After all, it's not like all your neighbors are lining up to run a train on her ass,
right?
I get it. Maybe you're not there yet.
Maybe you've fallen so far from grace that it's, well, disgraceful.
But, you can get back to the mountaintop.
That's what Mohammad says, right?
Give her what you want.
But more importantly - and as you've forgotten - give her what she wants too.
Edit: My wife just texted me nudes from Victoria's Secret. Why? Is it because I'm so hawt? So
amazing? So fabulous? No, it's because I stopped getting in my own fucking way and stopped
stepping on my own dick. I stopped being my own worst enemy. I had my reasons, you have yours.
Just fucking get over it. Christ. Enjoy life. Enjoy your wife. She's there for the taking. If you don't
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take her someone else will. Dick.
Edit 2: After posting this, my wife demanded I come to the side of the bed and blew me. Again. This
is the same woman who didn't give many blowjobs in the past. Like I said, I am no longer my own
worst enemy.
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FR: Filed this week; Lawyer "How did you get so mentally
prepared for this?" ; Her "Ok...this is how it is"
54 upvotes | November 10, 2018 | by broneilbro | Link | Reddit Link
It has been a long time coming. Filed a couple days ago. I was sitting in with the Paralegal going over
the process and finances. I pretty much explained how multiple assets were covered by pre-existing
trusts and other smart moves that I did while I was young.
I explained to the PL that I wanted to wait after the holidays but then I realized what's the point. Take
action and move on. Don't drag out or talk about it without action.
The lawyer came in halfway through and was starting to talk about division of assets and such which
I handed our pre-nup that after reading it said it was one of the most tightly written pre-nups he had
seen in a while and was impressed by it.
As we were sitting there I just realized that throughout the meeting I was catching myself thinking of
her and what she would think about me filing and how it would affect her. I caught myself and
realized that it is me first and daughter second...everything else is trivial.
I asked her to lunch which she later told me she knew it was coming. When I told her I filed she took
it as a relief as she stated she was going to within a couple of weeks. She went on how we were in
different places and this and that. She started going down the rabbit hole of shit tests saying "You
weren't this...and that". I fogged, AA and minimized DEERing. I felt more prepared for by the RP
then anybody else.
One thing she mentioned to me when I had laid out the 3 basic rules of the separation 1. Kid comes
first. 2. Trust 3. Don't bring anybody around the kid during the process, she felt that it was directed
and she didn't have any say with it.
I saw the shit test coming and I told her lack of planning would not fall on me and I was leading the
process to move into the new relationship we will have. She separated and I was once again seeing it
to completion.
She was hung up on the last rule because her paramour she denied. I told her I knew about him a long
time ago and honestly it didn't matter until she brought him around my kid. I chuckled when I said
"Do you think your the first military wife to have an affair and leave her husband while deployed?"
She tried to play the "He's a good guy and you don't have to worry about him around your daughter",
which I responded with "A good guy wouldn't camp out in the backyard of a married woman's house
and make smores with a married woman's daughter". Blank stare from her.
She realized that, but boy was the narcissism sooo thick. She honestly didn't see the issue with it and I
realized I was dealing with a child. I simply asked "If the roles were flipped, how would you see it?"
She then saw it but boy was it amusing seeing this.
As we kept discussing she would throw some shit tests my way that in the past I would defend myself
and be a bitch, but I was seeing them coming and I just accepted responsibility for it and moving on.
She was again perplexed by the guy that was sitting in front of her.
Moving forward, I realize I have to be the adult in this new relationship as she is not driving the
pathway. She stated she will get an attorney and will work on it going forward. I told her that she will
be served and that I will have the kid when it happens.
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I can't scorch earth this because a kid is involved and I told her straight up that if our kid wasn't in the
picture she would have the papers a week after she told me. She was so surprised by that she didn't
know what to say.
As we left she reality must have struck her because she just broke down. I helped mend the feels but I
told her while we are no longer partners we are still coparents and if she needs anything let me know.
She just stood there as I walked away but boy that was a 130lb gorilla off my back.
Overall I know it might not be the awesome action story but I want to say that while it is the first step
in the process, the MRP family provided the skill set that helped maintain my frame to a degree (yes
I'm not that cold blooded or petty but this sets the theme moving forward).
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Lessons from two divorce cases
54 upvotes | May 14, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
This probably isn't on-topic enough to be MRP-worth, so here it goes on AskMRP. I've handled two
cases recently that are pretty interesting, and I know that every third guy I've PMed with on here
claims to be self-employed, so this might be valuable.
CASE 1: THE WIFE
In the first case, I'm representing the wife (62). She's nuts. So is the husband (67). If I had to guess,
she has PTSD and OCD and he has Narcissistic PD. Kids are all adults.
This wife has a horrid case of retroactive emotions. She talks about month-long vacations to the
Bahamas as if they were the worst days in hell. Why? Because she feels like today is her worst day in
hell. Divorce sucks. The guy is a hard-core dark triad follower over the last 30 years, but has pretty
much sucked in his profession because he's a lazy bum, so he has no real money to show for it maybe $50k/yr. He does have a nice $30k/yr social security income though. Wifey never worked in
the 30 year marriage. He won a big case back in 2008 and has been living off of that, and the money
ran out last year.
What does wifey do as soon as the money runs out? Divorce. What else does she do? Gets a chemical
peel, shores up her diet, starts exercising and basically maximizes her SMV for her age group. She
certainly doesn't look like she's in her 60s. AWALT.
What's her deal with this divorce? Well, that guy's solo practice is worth squat. What's his strategy?
Claim he's about to retire and therefore can't pay her any spousal support. Our strategy? Get all her
money up-front using his last 3 years of tax returns. Instead a 50/50 split of the assets, we're working
with her getting 70%. This puts her about $250,000 ahead. Given that he's got liver cirrhosis and still
drinks a 6-pack a day, she thinks he'll only make it another 7 or 8 years. In her mind, that's around
$2,750/mo during what she expects to be his lifetime. If I calculate the numbers traditionally, she'd
probably get somewhere closer to $2,000 (worth about $150k over the same period if we account for
taxes). She's making bank on this deal and he's too stupid to realize otherwise.
Why else is this such a great deal? Because: (1) present dollars are worth more than future dollars, (2)
cash-in-hand guarantees against the risk of him dying early, (3) cash-in-hand is post-tax, instead of
pre-tax support that the $2,000/mo would have been ... and the list could go on.
Moral of the story? Just because you made it 30 years doesn't mean AWALT is no longer true. Also,
hire a divorce attorney who actually knows how math works (which is shockingly rare).
CASE 2: THE HUSBAND
In the second case, I represent the husband. It's essentially the same set-up, except:
Instead of a big case in the past, my client was a brilliant engineer who resorted to being an
embezzling swindler who live for years off of stealing from his old employer before turning
himself in to avoid going to jail. In the end, he's still broke just like the other guy.
Instead of having NPD, this guy's just a straight up beta.
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Wifey in this case is a lot crazier than in the other case - making up all kinds of things that have
clear evidence proving she's wrong, yet she can't drop it.
Wifey's so psychotic that she's lost touch with reality. She is the definition of what we describe when
we say women will believe what they want to believe regardless of the facts. She's manipulative to
the core - even to the point of threatening in front of the children and extended family at Christmas,
"Sign over everything we own and agree to take all the debts and to pay me $5,000/mo in spousal
support or I'm going to start stealing property from the marital estate and giving it to my family."
That didn't go over so well with the judge - especially when she actually went through with it.
Husband's response? He withdraws the case initially and tries to reconcile with her. It was never
going to happen. When the case was withdrawn, that was her cue to start transferring the property
away because the restraining order was gone. Two months later he realizes he got played and re-files
the case.
Where'd the negotiations end up? Well, he didn't want to have to pay spousal support because this
harpy would have brought him back for contempt every single month he didn't pay. So, he cooks up a
deal to give her all the assets and he takes all the debts and she foregoes spousal support ... basically
the same thing as above. I help him do it.
What happened here? He actually has the capacity to go earn $200,000/yr again, but now will never
have to pay her any support on it (yeah, we made that order non-modifiable!). Also, he's going to file
bankruptcy on 85% of the debt because that's what was in his name already. Oh yeah, and he
qualifies because he doesn't have any assets to offset the debts (which is why we gave them all away),
but for bankruptcy purposes there was a legitimate equitable exchange in the divorce decree and we
used language distinguishing it from a domestic support obligation, so they can't say squat about it.
He's going to walk away with a $200k/yr job in a year and no debts to worry about. Sure, he lost
about 500k in assets, but he'll easily make that back.
Moral of the story? Do your math. The same deal that can cripple one guy makes another man laugh
all the way to the bank.
Moral of both stories? If you're about to get divorced and you're self-employed, tank your income for
3 years before the divorce. If you can't feasibly do that, make large business expenditures on things
that have low resale value. This decreases your income by virtue of adding large deductions, while
having only a nominal impact on the value of the business, but at the same time increasing what you
can potentially earn after the divorce is over because you've just invested all that money into your
company.
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Update: Wife Went Full Bitch Mode
51 upvotes | March 2, 2019 | by LongRoad_518 | Link | Reddit Link
All,
Here's a quick update. I appreciate all the advice. Original post
I think this was a prolonged shitty comfort test vs a main event. Here's why.
I distanced myself from her all day Thursday. She was still in a bad mood but opened up. She's very
insecure and feels that she's not necessary anymore. She made the comment that all I needed was
hookers and a maid. I laid out what I wanted from life and want her to be come along.
u/Throndor_Rising and u/ChokingDownRP advised that she need comfort and reassurance that she's
part of the plan. As soon as I laid this down very directly (something like "I would like you to be in
my life, but not blowing up and being this bitchy about everything") - her demeanor changed. She
still was a bit distant yesterday, but moved everything back into our bedroom and started wearing her
ring again. I grabbed her this morning in a big hug and she melted into me. It's almost like nothing
happened.

I did take /u/red-sfpplus advice here:
If she spends tonight in the Guest room that is fine but tomorrow I would communicate that
husband and wife sleep together in the same bed and that is an expectation not a request.
Her initial response was "I don't feel like your wife right now". But at the end of the day she was
sleeping back with me in the same bed.

My lesson and part in all this is that she needs more comfort and reassurance. I've been so worry
about becoming the supplicating needy whiny faggot I was, I have given next to no comfort to her.
Some comments here and there but nothing that really made her FEEL it. I also need to lead her and
give her supporting tasks and goals as part of my mission.
I realized from others' comments that this could be related to my son's death. Which makes perfect
sense since this is the worst time of year for us (he got sick late Jan and died end of March).
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[FR] Taking what you want in the bedroom.
50 upvotes | May 22, 2018 | by throwaway5892145 | Link | Reddit Link
Some background for you. Married both in our 40's, well over 20 years. Almost to the "empty nest"
phase. Been on the RP path for 1.5 years. Went Rambo early on, but self corrected. Once I realized
this was the long game, I settled in and just tried to make progress every day.
6'4 220 BP 265, DL 300, OHP 135 (had shoulder surgery) visible abs. I've been lifting on and off for
years. But 6 days a week now since the RP train has left the station. I can count on one hand the days
I've missed. The Iron Temple is now part of my DNA.
One of the primary reasons I'm here is to create my slut.
My wife is beautiful, engaging, fun to be around, and a great mom. And yes, I'm familiar with wife
googles. But she turns heads wherever she goes.
It took me a year and a half, but I'm now probably a point above her in SMV. This took work, and I
was shit tested like crazy for the first six months. As my body changed, wardrobe changed, hair
changed...for example: She never wanted me to grow a beard, "It's scratchy, I don't like 'em. If you
want to kiss me you won't have a beard" etc, etc. About 4 months ago, I decided I looked good in a
beard, wanted one, and now have one. But I digress..
I'm hoping that someone will read this in the future as they are trying to decide whether or not they
can change their sexual situation in their marriage.
Yes. Yes you can. (well, you can change YOU)
The sidebar reading has been extremely helpful. And their is truth in all of it. However, I'm of the
opinion that there were a few things that have helped me on my journey. Going to share a couple,
then get on with the field report.
Her emotions are her problem.
For some reason, when I heard this, it totally resonated with me. What a blue pill pussy faggot I
was... "honey why are you mad?" "are you ok?" "what can I do?" I can almost hear her drying up now
when I repeat those lines in my head.
-AA This has been a HUGE success for me. I've always been good at verbal jousting, so I was set up
for this one. Once I didn't care whether or not I "made her mad" it was game on. Again, her emotions
are HER problem. Tons of fun, and has really helped lighten things up in our relationship, and have
her see me as the cocky fun guy.
OYS - In every regard. This is my mantra. Clothes on the floor?, pick them up. Trash full? Empty it.
All the shit that she WOULD have done if I left it long enough. And trust me gentlemen. You need
not do any PR on this. She will notice, and frankly if she doesn't.. I really don't care. If I was single, I
would empty the garbage before it was overflowing. Why is being married any different? This has
been my hardest challenge. In the areas where I slacked, my wife filled the vacuum. So pulling some
of these tasks back provoked a lot of questions. But I did it because it needed to be done, and I finally
realized as a Man, my job is to take care of Shit.
Paying attention to what she does and not what she says"I hate guys that have big arms." Then two months later in bed, running her hands up and down your
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arms.. wow.. nice arms.. rock hard. (stupid me, I was listening to what she SAID for 20+ years)
At any rate, I wanted to bring her out of her sexual shell. Religious, conservative and boring in bed.
And to be honest, the blue pill me was just lucky to get laid. So I didn't want to upset the apple cart.
Frequency was good. 3 + times a week. But, it was a checklist item for her. Needed to be done so I
wasn't butt hurt.
Several times we had "the talk" me saying "It's not the quantity, it's the quality, you just aren't into it"
Yup. Nothing like negotiating desire. Worked great.. sex was awesome after that (rolls eyes)
My wife has sighed and protested in the past when I've asked for different positions. "That hurts" " I
don't like that one" "can't we just do it this way" on and on.
About 3-4 months ago, I was far enough in my journey and looking good enough naked that I thought
it was time to start taking what I wanted, and just honestly not caring if she liked it or not.
Fast forward to the last month or so. Basically, there is no asking anything in bed anymore. It's
ripping clothes off, going at it, moving her around (kind of roughly) placing her hands and legs where
I want them. No asking. Doing.
I. CAN'T. FUCKING. BELIEVE. IT.
Each time I went further and further, I thought the comments would come, the loud sighs, the
protests, the shit tests that I was going to have to push through... Nope. Just heavy breathing, nails
digging in my back and enthusiastic participation, and a big smile when we were done.
Fellas. I have a long way to go here. But for me this was a benchmark. Taking charge in bed, and
eliminating those past beta traits, and just doing it the way you want to do it. That's what they want,
and more than that.. it's what they NEED. I haven't seen my wife this fulfilled sexually our entire
marriage. If this will work with her, I PROMISE you it will work with you, no matter how repressed
your wife is. (caveat being as long as your marriage is just in a lull, or sexually repressed, if you are
on the verge of divorce.. probably not)
Am I getting unsolicited BJ's? Nope. Wife has a hangup with oral. Work to do. But the path is clear,
progress is being made, I didn't think it was fair or good karma, to take from the knowledge I've
received here and not give back a little. I hope though, that my small successes in this area might be
helpful to a future MRP'er.
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Wife Moving Out
49 upvotes | August 27, 2019 | by themerovingian01 | Link | Reddit Link
35M Married to a 37F single mother w/ two kids from her ex-husband. We've been married 6 years.
I'm 165 lbs, lift, sidebar, own a home, and a successful company. I've been reading here since
January.
Last weekend we were suppose to go to a wedding together. A couple hours before we were to leave
she says she's not going and drops the bomb that she's moving out within the next month. I stay calm
and say I'm sorry to hear that. She's been saying she's not in love with me and she's unhappy for the
last 2 or 3 years. I tell her I'm still going to the wedding because it is my friend and I RSVPd.
I changed my facebook status from married to nothing.
I get to the wedding and she's texting me like mad. Begging me not to hook up with anyone until she
leaves. Begging me to come home. Freaking the F out. Telling me she loves me. In all she sent me
about 90 messages. I DARED or ignored all of them.
Fast forward a week and she's saying my responses were narcissistic and emotionally abusive and
she's still moving out.
She bought boxes and started looking at apartments.
I've been strong but I'm just not sure what to do right now. Need some support brothers!
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Wife is approaching the wall and wants freedom to do
whatever she wants with zero consequences.
49 upvotes | January 30, 2020 | by Diesel_Dragon | Link | Reddit Link
I'm looking for input from guys who have gone through a similar situation.
I'm 31 6'5" 215 17%-18% BF
Bench 205, Squat 210 (recovering from dislocated knee) BR 175, OHP 135 DL 310 (also lacking
from knee injury) SMV 8
Wife is 29, turning 30 in a few months. SMV 7
3 kids - 5(f), 3(m), 1(m)
Background
Wife and I both grew up in super conservative traditional Christian households. My dad was a drunk
(sober now), I was raised by my mother with essentially no father figure, textbook nice guy
syndrome. Wife and I were in the same social circles growing up but never really knew each other.
She had a more traditional upbringing than I did. ( no tv in the house, girls wear skirts, dresses etc.) I
rebelled, hit the party scene hard in college, had my fun with drugs and sex, etc. , realized I didn't
want the lifestyle long term. She never did rebel. Always followed the rules and did what she was
supposed to do. We met and had the same goals, Disney happily ever after. Marriage, house, kids,
dog, cat, etc. I was a Beta to the core. Everything I did was for her. After she was diagnosed with post
partum depression after our 2nd and while she was pregnant with our 3rd, I couldn't keep her happy
no matter what I did. And I did everything at the expense of my own happiness. I felt like a bag of
shit because no matter how hard I tried I couldn't make her happy. Eventually I decided I can't live
like this and something needs to change. I stumbled across Athol Kay's NMMNG. This led me down
the rabbit hole to the RED PILL. I devoured Rollo Tomassi's books, MMSLP, Pook, listened to all of
Jordan B Peterson's Podcasts, found my direction and mission in life and stuck too it. I started lifting
heavy, gained a significant amount of muscle mass, dressed better to show my physique. People
started to notice and comment on my new look. Wife followed suit, upped her SMV but not enough
to encroach my SMV. Things got better. Sex improved significantly, but not where I wanted it to be.
She always had issues with sex due to her traditional upbringing and how it was never talked about.
Never had sex education, never masturbated etc. Sex was better than before so I was content. The
biggest game changer was the development of my frame and passing shit tests. Admittedly, my frame
was far from perfect. Outwardly it seemed solid. Inwardly I struggled to get my mind where it needed
to be. Comfort tests were also difficult for me to recognize and led to some Ramboing. Once I did
recognize them the Ramboing was under control and things improved even more. I started working
towards starting a business and becoming financially independent. We changed social circles by
leaving our church and joining another much more liberal church that was more aligned with our
beliefs. Everything was looking great.
Present Situation
This past Sunday I was blindsided. She told me she wants to have her own life outside of our
marriage. OK, I have a life outside of our marriage with friends and I am enjoying it. No reason you
can't have the same. She told me she feels like her whole life she has always followed the rules and
has always done what she was supposed to do. OK, totally understand. She doesn't know who she is
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supposed to be because her life has been dictated by someone else's arbitrary rules... the Disney
lifestyle. I told her I had to go through the same process to figure out what I wanted in life and that no
one else but me can make me happy but me and I make the rules for my life. She then tells me that
she regrets not living her life to the fullest when she was young, with no responsibilities and
experiencing life while she had the opportunity. She told me her values had changed from when she
was younger. I told her to explain what had changed. She said she wants to figure out who she is by
living her life to the fullest with no fear of consequences....I ask, what do you mean by that, what
does that look like for you. She said she wants to live the life she should have in her early 20's and
experience what I and everyone else got to experience at that age. I said OK, still haven't answered
the question, what does that look like for you. She told me she wants to go out and meet new people,
flirt with other guys, know that she's still "got it", see where life takes her and do whatever she wants
with whoever she wants with no fear of consequences. This way she can become a better person for
our relationship. I was getting nervous but holding frame well. OK, define whatever you want with
whoever you want. She says she doesn't know, but wants to feel the thrill of being hit on by other
men because it boosts her self esteem and she can feel more confident. OK, what else has changed for
you. She said I know we have had this conversation before but I don't feel like kissing other people is
really considered cheating, it's just kissing, it doesn't mean anything..... WHAT THE FUCK DID I
JUST HEAR.... My heart is pounding, I'm in complete shock. But I have to keep frame no matter
what. Don't fucking break frame. I said OK but I'm not ok with that. She then says that she would be
ok if I were to kiss other girls or go to a strip club if that's what I wanted. (1 year earlier I went to a
bachelor party and refused to go to a strip club. Not my thing, never been nor desire to. She said that
if I had gone we would be over). Still in shock but holding frame I say, that's not what I want to do.
She then says that even if I were to cheat on her by having sex with another woman "by mistake" she
would be very upset but would be able to move past it and forgive me... Then it hit me... AWALT.
For fuck's sake, I didn't ever think this would be an issue. At this point I assume she has already done
something and is trying to salvage the relationship. But at the same time, she doesn't have social
media, has not 1 close guy friend and she, never had an issue with me looking at her phone, and not a
very active social life. Literally zero red flags before this conversation. I ask her if she has something
she needs to tell me and to cut the shit. She denies and just says I'm not looking for a cheat pass, but I
want to know that if I were to go out and live life to the fullest the way I should have when I was
young, I don't want there to be any consequences, you will always be my number one but this is
something I have to do, but I don't want it to jeopardize everything that we have together . I zero in
on my frame and suppress all emotions. I told her, you are free to live your life however you choose,
it's your decision to make, not mine, but to expect zero consequences for your actions is an unrealistic
expectation. I then told her what I don't want in a wife. I don't want a wife that kisses other men, I
don't want a wife who has sex with other men, I don't want a wife that goes on dates with other men, I
don't want a wife sexting or sending nude photos to other men, I don't want a wife that let's other men
put their hands all over her body. We then got into hypothetical situations which was a slight fracture
in my frame. I stopped it as soon as I recognized it and said if you desire another man physically and
then act on it in a physical way or allow men to act on their desire for you, I consider that cheating,
crossing that line will have consequences for our relationship and I can't promise that we will be able
to continue our marriage. She said she wants to keep the discussion open because there are a lot of
grey areas with my "rules". She said just because we aren't on the same page about what constitutes
cheating doesn't mean we can't come to a compromise and find middle ground. I didn't waiver, I told
her these are my boundaries and there will be consequences if they are crossed. End of conversation.
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She did not agree to my boundaries.
The next day, reset, treated her as I would any other day. She seems taken back by it. gives me a hug
and kiss before work. I get texts from her throughout the day...I don't feel like you are respecting
what I need to do for me to improve our marriage...I respond with you know what I expect, lets talk
at home...that's very degrading to me... let's talk at home...I need to figure this out now...I'm at work
let's talk about it at home... my phone rings, I answer hey what's up... I need you to come home right
now something's come up, I need you to switch vehicles so my mom can pick up the kids, I can't go
into details. OK go home, one of her girlfriends are over and her car is in the driveway. She meets me
outside and says I can't come in. OK what's going on. Beth found out her husband is cheating on her.
EDIT:
I appreciate the reply's from everyone. I can't reply to everyone's comments but they are incredibly
valuable to me. I had to write an exam today to be certified in my trade to start my business. I stayed
off Reddit and cleared my head to focus on the task at hand. I passed the exam. I can now make cash
on the side to stash for the go plan. Reading the comments, I am delusional about my SMV. I half
assed the red pill and it bit me in the ass. I'm a boring Billy Beta and my wife knows it. Tonight I had
a discussion with my wife about where we stand with all of this. I told her my boundaries again and
let her decide what she wanted. She told me she wants an open marriage and wants to have sex with
other men and is ok with me having sex with other women. I told her that's not what I'm looking for
in a wife but I can't stop her from fucking other men, but if she does, there's the door. She broke
down and said she feels trapped, admitted she wants to sleep with other men but hasn't yet. No matter
what she does she loses. If she stays with me, she doesn't feel loved, beautiful, wanted...aka no feelz
due to severe lack of game. If she pursues other men, she loses everything she currently has and
knows it. She also said she doesn't understand how I just don't give a shit about losing her. How can
you be so cold hearted and emotionless. I am meeting with a lawyer next week Tuesday. She was
diagnosed with severe post partum depression 2 years ago, is on anti depressants, has gone through
cognitive behavioral therapy twice in 2 years and is seeing a therapist. During her 3rd pregnancy she
called the midwife and told them she was afraid of hurting her kids, Family and Children's Services
was called. It is all documented as well as the discussion on Monday. I feel like I have a lot of
ammunition for full custody, but the lawyer will let me know if I'm delusional. Her parents have
recently separated. Together 35 years, only for the sake of their kids. They all moved out, 1 year later,
the marriage was over. Her mother is moving in our basement in a month and has nowhere else to go
other than the street. So I'm currently building a bedroom in my basement for her. It's a fucked up
situation that I never imagined myself in. But I can move forward and will move forward. The
mission hasn't changed, only the situation surrounding it. I have had a date night planned for us for
tomorrow night before all of this went down. I'm going out and having fun regardless of her coming
or not. If she does come great, I will game her and show her a great time. If not, I'll work on gaming
other women because I need practice. I also am going on the vacation I planned regardless of her
attendance. I am going and will have a great time regardless of who I am with. Thank you all for the
advice and the reality check.
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Being strong makes her wet (FR)
48 upvotes | May 2, 2019 | by coinbaserep | Link | Reddit Link
So I just wanted to share something that happened yesterday that might be interesting
I’ve been lifting heavy and overcoming my lower back pain issues with my herniated disc
Hit my personal best of 185 squat last week
Been squatting 3 days a week with other other compound lifts
I fucked my wife yesterday around noon and took her for a surprise coffee date at 2pm
We came home and I was feeling strong and she hugged me and told Me I was thick. I said what do
you mean ? She’s like your chest and upper body is getting bigger
I then grabbed her ass and said your thick too
She knows I love that big ass in her 5’4 120 frame. She’s a tight little package at 38 years old and is
keeping slim and all her weight goes to her ass (if that’s possible)
We got joking around and she asked if I was going to squat at the gym I said no I’m going to do it
here and I playfully picked her up and threw her over my shoulders and back and she started laughing
and asked if she was going to be my weights
I banged out 10 squats and then started spinning around real fast in the living room and dropped her
on the couch
The giddy girl stood up and she was Beeming and
She blurts out
“I think you just made my pussy wet”
I walked over and gave her a kiss and said let me check and slid my hand into her panties and sure
enough she was soaked
Bad part was the kids were home in 5 mins and I had just fucked her 3 hours earlier
So there you have it
We already knew want a strong man and I saw first hand how my display of strength made her Knees
week and pussy wet
And before anyone gives me shit about my lifts. My goal is 250lbs squat by the end of the year
6’0 180lbs and getting stronger everyday
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Watching her world fall apart post separation. MRP fixes the
man, not the relationship.
47 upvotes | January 12, 2018 | by ImSteveMcQueen | Link | Reddit Link
I don't take pleasure in watching people suffer. But I also questioned what my worth was while I was
in my marriage. According to my ex wife's shit tests, she did everything, blah, blah, blah. And even
while I STFU, OMS, remained stoic, lifted, read, built myself and upped the dread, I sometimes
doubted my worth and what I added to her life. Did I really deserve a better life than this or was I
fooling myself ?
Separation and divorce is the ultimate value test. When 2 people remove each other from their lives,
the value that each added gets removed and the deficit in each's life becomes very apparent.
While we were together my loyalty to my ex wife gave her carte Blanche to treat me however she
felt, mislead by her feminist thinking and controlling ways. To her own peril she ignored my
increasing SMV, bluffing that I would put up with her crap and never dump her fat ass. Dread
apparently had no effect on her, because she thought she had me locked up. And apparently it didn't
matter that her husband didn't find her attractive anymore, because sex isn't really all that important
anyway.
But I was stronger and smarter than that. I read and I lifted. I widened my friends circle. I spent time
on my hobbies and didn't let her guilt me into spending all my time with her. I passed her shit tests
and AA'd the hell out of her. I removed attention when she disrespected me. I got my balls back.
One day I quietly realized that she was never going to add much value to my life. She felt no
obligation to contribute anything meaningful to the relationship and never would. It was OK that I
was making friends, getting fit, learning, becoming a better human being. She was fine to sit where
she was, spinning her hamster, ignoring the reality of our relationship, keeping a strangle hold on the
status quo. But I wasn't.
Our main event was really mild. I calmly announced that I wasn't getting anything out of the
relationship and I wanted to end it. I gave her lots of time to respond. I owed her that much. But her
response was to escalate by lawyering up. And so it went, one escalation after another, she sure that
at some point I'd fold.
But I wasn't bluffing. While she was hamstering away, plotting the steps that would surely drive me
back to her, I was well on my way planning and living my life for me. I wasn't going to be held
hostage by the duty of loyalty to her. I was certain I'd earned a better life than that. And so the whole
thing played out one slow step at a time until now we are completely separated. The whole thing
backfired in her face, because IDGAF what she thought we were supposed to do. I was living for me.
It is thus with great interest that I observe from afar how her life is post separation. And the picture is
not pretty.
She has come to learn that men don't like fat mouthy opinionated women. Her (single) feminist
friends may tell her what a great catch she is, but men don't care about what feminists think. Men
have their own agenda and she isn't very attractive to the average man.
And all those little things I used to do religiously - take out the trash, take care of the yard, take care
of the vehicles, plan and organize the holidays, cook family meals, pick up the kids, take the kids in,
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etc. Nobody does that shit for her now. She either has to pay someone to do it or do it herself. And
guess what ? It takes time. And effort. She doesn't get to sit on the couch and watch TV anymore. She
actually has to be on time to drop off and pick up the kids, because nobody has her back anymore.
What a friggin concept !
Her social life is shit. All those guys that I hung around with that were too loud, too redneck ? They
aren't in her life anymore. So she hangs out with her boyfriendless feminist girlfriends, or worse, her
family. How was Christmas and New Years without me and my circle of friends ? Pretty fucking
glum.
And that big career she had ? That has gone to shit too because without a great husband doing
everything at home, her work hours have been slashed dramatically. Not to mention all the hours she
is spending with her lawyer because she is so fucking mad that her asshole ex husband left her that
she'll stop at nothing to try to get revenge. But to no avail.
So why do I care about the details of her life post separation ? I don't, except that it demonstrates the
worth I added to her life. I've moved on with my life and things are going great. I'm happy now, I'm
better with the kids, the kids and I have a great relationship, I have a great gf, I'm living for me, etc. It
makes no difference to me how her life goes.
So while I take no solace in her post divorce woes, what her train wreck post separation does show is
the value I added to her life while we were together. And the reason this matters is that I always
wondered what I truly added to her life while we were together. I mean I could tally up what I did
and know mathematically that I spent X hours per week doing A, B and C. But was I expendable ?
Did I really make her life better ? Or was I just kidding myself ?
It turns out that I made an immense contribution to her life. So much so that she is lost without it. I
take great pride in that. Because my goal as a man is to lead and make a difference for the people
around me. And I did that, in spades.
For me, the biggest question while I was in the relationship was whether I was getting what I
deserved from my wife or whether I deserved something better. Not in a covert contract "you owe me
this" kinda way, but in a "am I getting what I should out of life" kinda way. For me this question
couldn't really be answered until we separated and I saw the outcome. And now that I've seen it, I
was selling myself immensely short by staying in that relationship.
The moral of the story is that men that work hard, lead, learn, lift and constantly work on themselves
do themselves no good by staying in bad relationship with a poor partner. MRP fixes the man. The
hard truth is that it might or might not fix the relationship. Not all women want to lead a conscious
life. Not all women are willing to change and grow. Some women are too comfortable to respond.
Some women are unable to respond at all, shackled by their belief systems, peer pressure and poor
skill sets.
The man must face this reality and be willing to leave the relationship to get the full benefit of his
growth. Without a willingness to leave, the fruits of MRP can be nullified by a poor partner. Without
a willingness to leave, she has the power to make the rest of your life miserable, one way or another.
Gentleman, you control your destiny. MRP gives you the tools to live a happy life. But it isn't simply
enough to apply them and hope for the best. You must be willing to take honest stock of your partner
and your relationship and be willing to grenade the whole fucking thing in some cases. It is a big
friggin step for sure. But know that if you are willing to work on yourself honestly and relentlessly
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you will achieve a much better life on the other side of the separation.
I'd wish you good luck, but I don't believe in that shit. You only get one life. Lift hard, read, learn,
grow and be brave. The rest will take care of itself.
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I thing dread is working. Part FR, part question.
46 upvotes | November 9, 2019 | by SmoovMove | Link | Reddit Link
First off - yes I'm the guy that could not get my wife to fuck me for nearly 11 months this year.
I was going to post this in OYS on the main sub, but didnt want to get hit with a rule 9 violation so I
figured I would post this here.
Been working RP about 15 weeks now. Now down to 206 from 260. Been slowly starting to game
the wife. Her bitchiness is on the decline and I'm on a roll with swatting down shit tests with STFU
and Fogging / A&A. Still zero sex and not any initiating from myself or the wife.
So far I havent initiated any active dread. I know I should get on that, but she doesnt seem like she is
in a position where it would work out for me....or so I thought.
These past couple of weeks have been super busy for me. A friend of mine who owns a performance
shop in town was preparing a couple of builds for the SEMA show and was running behind. He
called me up and asked to help so I got busy doing some fab work for him. This has been resulting in
some pretty late nights for me the last 2 weeks. Wife hasn't really given me any shit about it and has
been stopping by the shop to bring me dinner and hang out a bit a few nights a week.
As the last build got wrapped up, my buddy invites me to the SEMA show. Of course I jump at the
opportunity even though I can only go for a couple of days and head out to California. Wife has work
obligations and cant go....not that I really wanted her to.
I dont know if anyone here has been to SEMA, but it is chock fucking full of 8s,9s, and 10s. Its
insanity. I'm taking fucking pictures of everything....people, cars, presentations. Hot fucking women
keep coming by our booth and taking pics with our builds, and my buddy is posting all sorts of shit to
his Instagram. My wife keeps texting me and seeing how things are going and asking for pics. I tell
her to check out the shops Instagram for all the pics and videos. I dont have time to send and upload
all that shit. Later I look at the shops Instagram and I panic a little...buried in the posts are pictures of
me, me with the shop owner, and me with gorgeous women standing with me or in the background.
Strangely the panic quickly subsides and I realize BP me would either make a fool of myself in
begging the shop owner to pull down the pics, or I would proactively try to manage my wife's
incoming shit storm. I say nothing and do nothing.
The texts from wife ramp up in frequency. I decide to enact 2/3 and start lengthening the time I take
to text her back. At one point I wait a good 3 hours to respond and completely ignore a couple of
shitty texts about "how busy I must be." Goddamm right I'm busy.
I fly home last night. When I get off the plane I text the wife to let her know I landed and I'll be home
in an hour. She texts back "ok. I'm tired and going to bed. See you when you get home." When I get
home I go to the bedroom. The lights are on dim and shes laying in bed wearing lingerie. I almost
didnt know what to do, but I say nothing and get in bed with her. We fucked twice. Pretty good
quality sex too.
This morning I get up to take a shower to head to the office for a bit. At one point I looked through
the glass to see her standing naked staring at me. Without a word she comes into the shower and
sucks my dick like a cock famished porn star. I let her go at it for a few then pull her up by her hair
and pin her against the wall and fuck her again.
Guys...I cant remember the last time we had sex 3 times in 2 days, let alone 3 times in a year. From
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what I can tell, I believe I somewhat unintentionally established some level of dread while I was in
California. Of course now I'm prepared for the eventual backslide into nothingness and I want to
avoid that.
I dont want her to feel like she can just give me a bit of pussy and then fucking go back to being a
bitchy asexual wife. Any tips on keeping the dread level up without going Rambo and being obvious?
Anyone here ever work their way out of a dead bedroom and have an idea of shit I should be on the
lookout for? Any input is appreciated.
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Update 1 to Caught STD (What to tell wife?)
46 upvotes | January 7, 2020 | by RecoveringOxfordBlue | Link | Reddit Link
So, I'm the dumb fuck who posted this a month ago (TL;DR, I caught an STD from a hooker), and I
thought I'd stop by to give you guys an update and another laugh. Before that, some opening
comments:
To those who thought I was trolling: I really wish I were. But no; it was a real post. I'm usually an
intelligent, sensible guy with a responsible job, but you wouldn't know it, would you?
To those who merely mocked or laughed: yes, I know I fucked up. But before you laugh *too* hard,
think about this: 70-90% of *ALL* women, not just hookers, have oral herpes. In theory, having oral
herpes yourself prevents transmission to your dick, but, as I found out, theory isn't perfect. So if you
EVER get a bare blowjob from anyone else, as I'm sure many of you have, you risk putting yourself
in a similar position.
To those who actually took my post seriously, and especially those who DM'd me with advice - thank
you. I was in a pretty dark place for a few days, and you helped me, even if I didn't respond to your
comments. You make this place worthwhile, and you're worth a thousand of the other sanctimonious
fuckers around here. Thank you.
So, what did I do?
First, I got tested. PCR test said it was HSV1, which is a mercy; in theory, that should mean fewer
recurrences compared with the other strain, HSV2, and a reduced risk of passing it back to the wife.
(But then, as I say, if theory were correct, I probably shouldn't have got it in the first place.)
[Anyway, Lesson 1 for me: Always wrap it...]
Second, I spoke to my pastor. My mind was quite messed up for a few days, and I didn't feel like I
had other male friends in whom I could confide. He helped me clarify my thoughts and realize that
life would go on, whatever happened. [Lesson 2: I should take Athol Kay's points about male
confidant's more seriously...]
Third, I spoke to a divorce attorney. I was scared both by the fear of divorce and the prospect of not
being in control of events. Having an initial phone call calmed me down and made me realize that,
though I didn't want a divorce, it wouldn't be the end of the world and would still have access to my
kids, etc. [Lesson 3: Facing my fears really is the best way to kill them...]
Fourth, I told my wife: that I'd paid for a blowjob and contracted herpes as a result. She was not too
impressed, obviously, but was surprisingly understanding - said that she had known something was
wrong, but thought I was preparing to leave her, and was actually quite relieved that I wasn't about to
do so. It didn't make for the best Christmas, obviously, but she made it clear that she wanted to stay,
and wanted us both to work on our sex life so that I didn't feel the need to stray again. She also said
that she was surprised that I had the balls - not only to pay for sex, but also to then tell her.
Did I need to tell her? Perhaps not. The fact that it was HSV1 *could* conceivably have meant that I
gave it to myself, or she to me, despite her not giving me a blowjob for nearly a year. However, on
top of my feelings of guilt, I would have felt like an utterly cowardly shit if I had kept quiet and
passed the STD to her, and she happened to be one of the small % that had particularly bad
symptoms. I don't want to be that kind of man. As it is, she now knows there is a risk of transmission
but has already instigated sex twice in the past week (which I realize may be more from lack of
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security than from genuine desire, and which most counselors would say is a bad idea right now, but
whatever...)
So, where do we go from here? I'm still trying to work that out. My relationship with my wife has
obviously changed, though I don't think it's *entirely* for the worse. MRP is indeed RP on hard
mode; I just lost a life, but haven't quite figured out where the respawn point is.
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This Holiday Season- A Public Service Announcement:
46 upvotes | November 26, 2018 | by MrChad_Thundercock | Link | Reddit Link
Listen up Faggots. Uncle Chad already hung up his Christmas lights you lazy fat fucks.
The minute I started untangling the strands of lights on my front lawn yesterday, my next door
neighbor – a hot young milf- pulls up in her driveway. She smiles at me, Uncle Chad gives her a
wink, and then she goes inside. 5 minutes later, her loser fat beta husband comes outside to hang up
their lights as well. My hunch was correct, as soon as she went inside she must have nagged her beta
husband about decorating the house for Christmas like I was doing. The entire time, she was
supervising over his shoulder and nagging the fuck of out him. She was brutal.
He couldn’t do anything right. I know this one very well. The way he put the lights in the garden was
wrong, the way he positioned the snowman stakes was wrong, the way he wired the lights was wrong
because she didn’t like how the extension cord went across the walkway, the clips he used for the
lights were wrong. I listened as his wife bitched him out for over a hour. The best part was how he
overloaded the amps because he had too much shit plugged into one outlet and all the lights went out.
She got so pissed at him she slammed the door shut and went inside. He was pathetic. What a fat
fuck.
This holiday season, don’t be a pussy. Take the lead. Take Charge. Don’t sit idling by.
Your wife, if it didn’t start already, is about to get pimped by the mainstream Christmas narrative.
She’ll FEELZ the pressure to buy all kinds of shit you don’t need to try to impress her family and
friends at all the holidays parties. Don’t get pimped. Your wife just celebrated Thanksgiving and gave
thanks for everything she currently has in her life, but now she will get pimped and demand all sorts
of expensive trinkets and gifts as presents. And if you don’t oblige, she’ll guilt shame you the entire
time.
Here’s my advice to you:
Be mindful of your wife deliberately trying to make you more beta. Be mindful of her actively ballbusting & emasculating you during this holiday season. Here, wear this ugly Christmas sweater.
Here, hold my purse while I go in this store for a second, Here, when we go to my parents house for
Christmas, don’t say a fucking word, sit there like a good little boy and obey me. Here, let’s pack up
the kidos and whisk them away to their 4th party this evening. You better not fucking complain
either. If they kick and scream, it’s your fault. If they act like little brats while opening their presents,
it's also your fault.
You may ask, “Why would my sweet little bride, my soul mate, purposly try to emasculate me?”
Because it secures her male's long-term commitment - by reducing his options. By ball busting you
into submission, she destroys all of your self-esteem.
At your lowest:
It's harder to stay on top of your health. Less likely to work out. It's harder to kick ass at your job.
You're less likely to fuck other women. You're less likely to cheat. You're more likely to stay.
She knows, on some subconscious level, that male attractiveness is about your mojo, or your overall
attitude. If she can destroy your self-esteem, you'll never have enough mojo to even think about
getting another woman. Then you're hers to drain of resources ($). Eventually, the relationship may
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end, but it will be on her terms -- the way she likes it.
An aging women without a beta is fucked. Back in the day, she would have to live with her extended
family and be a burden into old age. At worst, she would end up a beggar on the streets. Many female
beggars in the 19th and early 20th centuries were simply widows. And these destitute women served
as a visceral reminder to ALL women: you're lucky to have a provider, sweetheart. So, in their
subconscious core, women are fucking terrified of not having a mate to provide for them. This fear
has been bred into them as a Darwinian fitness mechanism.
The fucked up irony is that, in acting to secure her mate's long-term commitment by lowering his
value, she becomes no longer interested in him as a mate. This didn't used to be a problem, because
she'd only have to look at the destitute women to see what happens if she's tempted to leave. Now,
however, thanks to alimony and no-fault divorce, when she's thoroughly betafied her man, she just
leaves him and takes his money.
Take-home lessons:
Build a lifestyle that keeps you attractive and in-charge. Never compromise. Keep a strong frame in
any relationship. If she ever tries to betafy or ball-bust you, recognize it for what it is: She's insecure
in the relationship. Handle it like any other shit-test. Don’t be proud of the fact that she considered
you "marriage material". It just meant that you can be relied on to be there. You had limited options.
You give no tingles. You might be a good provider one day.
Happy Holidays faggots. Don't get pimped.
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I guess my main event is going to be today.
45 upvotes | March 6, 2020 | by Balls_Wellington_ | Link | Reddit Link
I'm using my one victim puke here.
This morning I made the apparently unforgivable mistake of waking my wife up with the hair dryer
and shutting the front door too loud.
That led to this little conversation.
For clarification, her "sickness" is just a cold. Her "exhaustion" is because she stayed up until
midnight watching TV, and her "early wake up" was at 8 am. Standard shit test making a huge deal
out of things.
I'm going to go have a couple beers with my boss, go home, and get the house in order for my parents
coming over tomorrow. She definitely won't clean in this kind of mindset.
Honestly my wife seems so wound up it looks like she might actually petition for divorce. That's fine
if she does, I'm not about to roll over and whine for her.
For the guys out there who have had their main event, I would appreciate a little feedback as to how
this goes. Is it just a standard shit test, but bigger? Should I record the conversation in case she tries
to pull a DV lie on me? Is it appropriate to provide comfort at any point during this, or do I just keep
doing my own thing while she loses her mind?
See you guys on the other side.
Edit: I guess she has the papers for me to sign. I'll make her formally serve me, and then lawyer up if
she does.
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In my opinion.
44 upvotes | September 18, 2016 | by Robert19801980 | Link | Reddit Link
Guys in this sub are majority a bunch of fat losers who never knew how to be a human being.
Of course you should control your fiances, groom yourself, dress nice, work out. Do this for yourself.
This is what you are supposed to do.
Who would want to be around someone like yourself.
Don't get me wrong red pill is good and bad. The good, own responsibility. Which you should have
done awhile back. It boggles my mind how a woman would even want to marry a loser like that. Or
you became a loser. Why i don't know.
Everything else like leaving when the wife doesn't want sex, to withdraw, stfu etc. All stupid. If you
love someone you are open with them. If they don't like what you say tough shit.
I bet half you turds are keyboard Cowboys who have disgusting wives. Still fat losers. I would love to
see what you really look like in real life.
Half these people wouldn't take your advice.
Like chris rock quote, i take care of my kids. You supposed to take care of your kids.
You are dishing out advice to people when you were once a loser.
Same as a former crackhead telling you don't do drugs.
Duh you fucking idiot.
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FR: Don't be unattractive
43 upvotes | December 15, 2016 | by omarcoming16 | Link | Reddit Link
I play social sport after work a couple of times a week. Talking to my wife yesterday morning, she
asked what time I'd be home, and I said probably 7.30-8ish...
Fast forward to the evening, I decide to grab a beer with teammates afterward. My wife calls me just
after 7.30 asking where I am. Apparently she was planning on going xmas shopping tonight when I
got home, and is steaming that I'm not home already. I say "OK, I'll finish this drink and come
home.", and can hear her starting to rant as I take the phone away from my ear and hang up.
I casually sit down, and keep chatting with the guys until I've finished my drink, wish them all a
merry xmas etc, then head home. Get there around 8, and she storms out of the house ranting. I smile
and tell her to enjoy the shopping.
I go inside and find all three kids still up, despite their regular bedtime being 7.30. I shower, grab a
snack, and put them to bed. By this time, the youngest is losing her shit, but I just laugh at her
protests, and she falls asleep pretty quickly. I then go and check on the 5 year old, who somehow has
a glow stick in his room and is waving it around. I sit with him for a bit, do a little glow stick
dancing, then leave him to fall asleep by himself. I then go to the oldest's room and turn out her lightthat kid would read until midnight if we let her.
I heat up my dinner, and sit down on the couch and start watching an episode of 'Black Mirror'. I get
some chicken stuck between my teeth, and remember that we're out of floss. I text my wife, who is
probably still be fuming at me, and ask her to grab some floss while she's out.
She gets home a little while later, in a good mood, and with the floss. I get that pesky bit of chicken
that had been annoying me. We discuss plans for the weekend, how we're going to get to her work
xmas party the following night, and other bits of idle chit chat. We head off to bed, but I'm tired and
don't feel like sex so don't initiate anything, and we fall asleep.
None of this is remarkable. None of this make me attractive. This is all about not being unattractive.
This is just how a person should act when they don't live with their heads up someone else's ass.
What is remarkable is the contrast of this unremarkable evening against how old me would have
handled it all by doing one, or more, or possibly all of the following:
(a) DEERed like shit over the phone about how she didn't tell me that she needed me at home by a
certain time bla bla bla, and probably gotten into a heated argument. (b) Left the drinks immediately
after making a rude comment about my wife to the guys I was drinking with (c) Continued the
argument when I got home (d) Flipped out when I saw the kids were still awake (e) Lost my shit with
the youngest when she kicked up a fit (f) Snapped at the 5 year old for playing with the glow stick (g)
Continued the argument with my wife via text once the kids were asleep (h) Would have asked for
the floss, but my wife would likely have ignored the request (i) Given wife silent treatment when she
got home (j) Decided to punish my wife by not initiating sex
This wasn't a once off either, I've become the balancing force in my household for the last few
months now, but last night was just a good example of fighting off a series of shit tests that I would
have failed miserably in the past. Things aren't perfect, but inside my head and inside my household,
things are finally unremarkable. I am finally not unattractive.
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[FR] It Actually Happened.
42 upvotes | March 24, 2017 | by RecoveringBPAddict | Link | Reddit Link
TLDR; got anal after 20 years of marriage, still require validation from within
I am 9 months into MRP. I have read the entire sidebar. I lost almost 10% BF and I am finally under
20%. I use SL5X5 and run pretty regularly.
So wife has known about RP since a friend I tried to help warned her last summer. [BEWARE about
who you tell about this!] It definitely put me on hard mode. Meh, look at my post history if you want
to hear that story. My experience has moved forward in starts and fits, but I was moving forward the
whole time. Frame was the hardest thing for me to grasp. My first idea was much closer to an autistic
retard red pill rambo stomping around demanding compliance. Nope.
As I tried and failed and tried again, for me, it was about becoming more comfortable in my own
skin. Self validation seeped into my psyche and I began to feel different. IDGAF helped but it was
more than that. I began to GAF about me. I began to look within for who I was and what I wanted. I
consciously let go of a "dual" identity that I thought marriage was supposed to be. I wasn't happy and
neither was she. I was an autistic retard of a captain and I wouldn't have fucked me either. I wouldn't
have respected me or appreciated the financial value I brought with my needy sucking of validation I
had become to her.
We have several kids. They are pretty cool and our family unit was a good one. It is worth providing
for, fighting for and defending to my last breath. I was the worn out gear, the un-greased cog, the
choking carburetor. I was the problem and no one was going to replace my gears, grease my cogs or
fix my carburetor. They couldn't. They are all on the inside and only I have access to them.
The process sucked. Just when I think I am getting this, something else happens and yet another
jagged part of the pill stabs me and it hurt. What hurt was my ego, my understanding of male/female
dynamics and what I needed to do to be content. Killing my ego is still an ongoing process.
As I slowly grew, frame became critical to progress. I stopped calling, texting and, I am so ashamed
to admit, tracking her. Yes, being a techie, I tracked her phone as a bitch Beta Buck! Fuck me! I let
all that go. If she left, I DGAF. If she screamed, I DGAF. If she did whatever, I DGAF, but I did it all
with a smile. Granted it was a fake one in the beginning, but it was still a smile. I became the cool
dad. I started getting comments from the kiddos that it was more fun to clean the house with dad, it is
more fun to work outside with dad, it is more fun to whatever with dad!
Shit storms came and went. Keeping cool began to grow inside and I stopped having to fake it so
much. The heart rate slowed down and even stopped spiking when things went south. A slow
confidence began to grow so much that just last wee the teens car just took a $$$$ multi thousand
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crap and I handled it like a champ. I didn't panic or freakout like in the past. I just didn't feel it
anymore.
What is fucked up about me is that I am in the military. I was trained to deal with high pressure
situations and maintain situational awareness at all times. Professionalism is an area where I have
been good for a long time, but the frame fell apart in my home life. I have since left active duty and
I'm now in the reserves.
As my frame grew and I started to pass shit test, wifey started coming around. I stopped all duty,
starfish and transactional sex. She really started responding. If she wasn't performing, meh, it just
wasn't good enough for me to continue. THIS WAS PRETTY SCARY, but exactly what our sex life
needed!
I was recently recalled to active duty in my country and am being sent away for several months.
Relationship was getting back on track and wife wanted to keep it that way. I had nailed down a B&B
away from the kiddos and she was excited for the weekend. To make it special, she wanted to try anal
for the first time. Now all you RP Chads out there who get it all the time may not appreciate this, but
we have been married almost 20 years and this has never been on the table. Not only was she
enthusiastic, but even high fived me afterwards and was proud that she could do anal!
I had some surprising feelings about the experience. I do not feel any great sense of accomplishment.
This was something she wanted to do for us, it was pretty good, fun and HIGHLY enjoyable. Cool. It
will definitely keep me around, but, it was not the internal feeling of validation I thought it would be.
My inner self has moved so much that I know that when I hit 15% BF, bench 250 and squat doubly
my body weight, when I nail my new business I am starting on the side, when my kids grow with
strong sense of home and safety I provide, when wife is fully satisfied filling out the frame I provide,
my sense of validation will be awesome!
Even with anal now in the mix, she doesn't' complete me, ... I do.
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Dungeons & Dragons Dread
42 upvotes | October 12, 2016 | by Dr_Harden_Thicke_MD | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 50m, married 25 years, two kids in college. Came here from r/deadbedrooms about 6 months
ago. Was a fat fuck beta bux with no game to speak of wallowing in covert contracts and hoping to
get starfish sex more than once every blue fucking moon.
Since swallowing the pill I've lost about 40 pounds of fat, updated the wardrobe, and learned the
beauty that is outcome independence. But this report is more about dread, and dread comes in many
forms.
One example: part of owning my shit included heading to a law office to have a Last Will and
Testament drawn up. If you haven't done it yet, fucking do it - it should be part of
fatherhood/marriage 101. While at the law firm, I picked up one of my attorney's business cards.
Wife happened to find the business card in my suit pants, and guess what? Her hamster went apeshit
for about a week until she hesitantly asked why I went to go see a lawyer. I could have been an
asshole and played with her mind, but I owned up right away that I had gone to have a Will drawn up
- to make sure she and the kids were taken care of if I got run over by a bus. I got laid that night.
On to the title. MRP advocates that every man should have interests outside the house. Most of the
advice leans toward "cool" hobbies. I play golf every few weeks and am part of an over-40 pick up
soccer league. Those are pretty cool hobbies, right? However, as a high school kid years ago I was a
soccer jock who also hung out with the brainiacs on the weekends to play D&D.
A few months ago I went to our local game store and asked about joining a D&D league. Every
Sunday afternoon since then I've been playing Dungeons & Dragons. Funny thing is, since Stranger
Things came out on Netflix, people have been coming out of the woodwork wanting to learn how to
play.
Surprisingly, some of those people happen to be hot chicks. I shit you not. We live in a pretty small
town - a suitcase community for a large metro area. And I keep running into some of these hot chicks
I know through D&D. I think my wife was picturing a bunch of pimply neckbeards sitting around a
card table swilling Mello Yello. Imagine her fucking surprise when hot chick #1 with the long red
hair and sleeve tattoo fist-bumped me at Wal*Mart and called me by my character's name.
Wife: "Who the fuck was that?!!!" Me: "One of the neckbeards from D&D."
Her eyebrows connected to her hairline and I actually saw her hamster shit a tiny little brick.
My point is, get out of the house. Don't go overboard, but get out there! Meet new people, open your
horizons. Join a book club, take up underwater basket-weaving, whatever. Even the most unlikely
hobby will have a hot chick peripherally attached to it.
Oh, and lift, bro.
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Red pilled 3 months ago. Impending separation. Need some
help.
42 upvotes | January 2, 2020 | by 2112311username | Link | Reddit Link
First post here. I need some help...
I'm 43. Together 16 years, married 7. 3 awesome kids. Sex has been bad the entire time. She had
childhood abuse and I always chalked it up to that (deep kissing off limits from the start, morning sex
a NO, major hesitations on anything submissive). I dealt with it because she is STUPID HOT and
figured she would just take a long time to open up.
However I had SHIT for frame, failed ALL HER TESTS (obviously didn't realize they were tests),
and gradually became complete world-class bluepill embarrassment every day in almost every way,
for years.
I'm successful in most all other areas of my life... 7 figure net worth, 6 pack abs, great career, social
status, friends, kickass dad, athlete, etc.
But at home I was a needy, whiny bitch. No emotional maturity. No consistent emotional evenkeel. Never took the high road. Little stuff would set me off. Complained about the lack of sex. I
blamed her for not logically understanding how important sex is in a marriage. I responded to every
test with either nerd-ass logic or feminine over-emotionality. I ignored her when she needed real help
(once after a miscarriage). I drank too much. I lived completely within her frame and was a slave to
pussy and always petrified of losing my family.
A year and a half ago I hired a coach to work on some work-related stuff. Got into mental discipline.
This was transformational. I got sober, built some awareness of emotional intelligence. Began
practicing it and applying what I was learning successfully to career and money... then I decided to
tackle my relationship.
I come at her hard... "we need to fix this". I offered to go to a workshop, retreat, therapy, guided
MDMA, whatever, let's do it all. I said I'm no longer imprisoned by loss aversion (which was true, I
let go of my fear of divorce).
She refused workshops or retreats, claimed bad timing (she just finished grad school and was starting
new career) and said she doesn't feel safe talking with me. Eventually agreed to do couples therapy.
Took 3 months to find one and it was a disaster. Once a week, no real talking between (I'm still acting
like a bitch at home). I was hardcore DEER the entire time in the sessions. I basically flat-out blame
her for having intimacy issues as a result of abuse she suffered as a child. She shuts down even more,
then at a total loss I suggest separation (since nothing else was working - looking back was hoping
she'd protest but she didn't).
So we agreed to separate and to start that process by talking with a separation expert who would help
us create a co-parenting plan, break it to the kids, etc.
Then I took the red pill.
It started with David Deida's "Way of the Superior Man". POLARITY blew my fucking mind.
(Being raised by 4 women, my every-other-weekend dad died at 12, I thought I was supposed to be
emotional, vulnerable, heart-on-sleeve, sensitive, reject the "man box", be like women, etc. etc). Kill
me. I won't go into my bluepill conditioning because it doesn't matter.
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Then I read a bunch of PUA stuff, mainly interested in how people worked with the polarity dynamic.
Then I read The Rational Male... what can I say?
I'm believe I'm through the 5 stages of red pill acceptance. I'm not angry, not depressed, I have
accepted it. But I'm a kid with dynamite. I have no skills. Red pill behavior is not automatonic. I've
read everything I can get my hands on, but not sure how to practice any of this within the marriage
setting, when we are literally hanging by a thread.
I've been relatively cool since I read the book, no over-emotionality. I have pushed back several times
on some things that I felt I was getting emasculated on (she didn't know what to make of it, but
claimed more lack of safety)
I see her now completely differently now. I see everything completely differently. I understand she
operates on context, not content. She lives in how she feels. Her emotional filter is the "truth" to her. I
understand I am in control of her attraction. But I have no practice in game.
Our session with the separation therapist is next week. Then this happens...
3 days ago I express some concern about a 3rd party entering the mix and escalating... concern
around losing time my kids. We share a hug and tears (reserved on my part), she actually allows me
to hold her while she cries. I hold her while she sobs. This was the first moment in a long time where
I'm able to legitimately care for her. I'm not trying to solve anything. I don't want anything from her.
I can see her as the hurt 7 year old she is deep down. She felt safe and I could tell.
The next day, out of nowhere, she sends me a link to the workshop I asked her to go to over a year
ago. It's all about communication and repair. She says "I know this may be frustrating but we have a
lot to communicate about and I came across this". She "came across" the exact workshop I asked her
to go to over a year ago.
So we have appointments now for a mediator to hammer out a separation agreement (an hour next
week), and a workshop to repair our relationship and learn communication (3 day workshop in 3
weeks). I think she's confused and was reacting to my care for her with a step toward repair, under the
guise that we'll need this workshop anyway to talk about this kids.
My gut says to decline the mediator meeting until after the workshop. Use the time and the workshop
to repair. But I need to learn, I need help. I don't know how to re-estalbish frame. I don't know how to
be safe without giving away my power. I don't know how to lead her without being authoritarian.
I don't want to lose my wife, or my family. I am ready for that if that's what's required to be a better
man. I am living the worst nightmare I have for my sons, so I'm ready if that's what it takes. But I'd
like to save this.
I still do wonder how much of our disaster of a sex life was a result of my blue-pill bitchness, or her
past abuse and intimacy issues. I suspect maybe 80/20? Saving us is still a bet that she can relax into
her feminine in a way she never has. I don't know what's possible with her sexually even if I never
break frame for the rest of my life.
I welcome any feedback, resources, your analysis of what's going on, action plans, etc. You may say I
deserve this, that I'm still a bitch. Maybe I do and maybe I am. But whether my marriage ends or not,
I'm on the same path you're on... committed to being the best man I can be. We start where we start.
I'm thinking about my boys. I want them to see a real man, and a real relationship, and that's going to
happen no matter what. I'm Just trying to see if I can make it happen with their mom.
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FR - Push Yourself Into Her
42 upvotes | August 6, 2021 | by UsefulWalk4 | Link | Reddit Link
Morning Bitches!
Lately, I’ve noticed a complete lack of Field Reports here, especially ones where something actually
went well. Here’s mine from last night. Background: Things haven’t been going that well and I
haven’t had sex with my wife in 3 months. I know my shit’s fucked, go read my OYS if you want to
dig into that pile of shit, that’s not what this FR is about. So, the last few nights I decided to put forth
some extra effort on initiations. Shot down with shitty excuses every time. It was so bad that two
nights ago my wife literally had an ice pack on her head for her headache. So, yesterday afternoon, I
come across this GEM from HORNS:

Can you try something? Because as I read that reply it is entirely in her frame. Don't do that
Next time you're wondering if feelz are there just stop. Don't try to calibrate if and why they
are there. Instead, just remain silent. Push yourself and your strong masculine feelz into her
and slowly but forcefully apply that pressure as if you are penetrating your woman with
your thoughts.
Think about how fucking hot and sexy she is. Find that part of her body you like the most
and just enjoy it. Keep pushing in and soon you'll start to feel her inner feminine polarity
has nothing else to do but react naturally to your own.
Don't say a fucking word but look at her.
Then, when you're ready, go fuck your wife. And fuck her like it's the last time you're ever
going to fuck.

So, I decided WTF, I’ll give it a try, it sounds corny, but what have I got to lose. Here’s the deal, it
worked, well. I sat on the bed and waited for her to come out from the bathroom. I thought about her
ass as instructed. She came out and I just stared at her and pushed myself (metaphorically) into her.
Staring into her and thinking about her ass and thinking about fucking her. She asked what I was
doing, I STFU and continued. She giggled, she knew what I was doing, she liked it and then we had
sex with literally no resistance. Given our past circumstances sex with no resistance, no excuses, is
completely unheard of.
Now I wish I could top this story off with a fantastic over the top story of how great the sex was and
how she let me fuck her in the ear or something for the first time, but this wasn’t that. I’ve been going
thru a phase, she hasn’t been that attractive to me, and it’s likely reciprocal. The sex was so, so, but it
was much better than no sex or a hard rejection.
Special hat tip to the “think about your favorite body part” portion, that tipped the scale for me.
For those of you with 1000 shitty excuses to not have sex, give it a go, this technique literally washed
all that shit away in 15 seconds. In the long run, it's a frame issue, but this is a great technique to ditch
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your shitty frame for a few minutes. What have you got to lose?
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Confirmed my LTR has been cheating
41 upvotes | July 2, 2019 | by PayingDwyaneWade | Link | Reddit Link
Okay here goes. First post on here. Open fire.
Stats: newly 29 yo, unmarried, 10 month LTR, live separately, no kids 5'9" 155 lbs Lift 3x/wk.
Bench, squat, DL, OHP numbers cannot be updated. I'm getting over a minor back injury, but I'm
sure I can do at least body weight for each now. Reading: sidebar, 16 commandments, she comes first
(probably shouldn't have read this one first).
For a few weeks now, I've had my suspicions that my LTR has been talking to another guy. I saw the
message previews on her iPhone. It didn't look innocent. It was a guy asking her if she already had
dinner, what she was up to, etc.
I left it for a while. If she wants to have beta orbiters, then so be it. Nothing to concern myself with.
But I couldn't shake the feeling that something was up. Trust your gut.
Then this past weekend, I took her on a road trip out of town. At one point, she puts in her pin code to
her phone to unlock it. Out of the corner of my eye, I see it and memorize it.
During the last day of our trip (yesterday), as we're getting ready to check out of the hotel, she gets
into the shower. Like a typical woman, she takes her time showering. Her phone is laying on the bed
and I couldn't resist the urge to go through her messages. "Trust but verify."
Holy fucking shit.
It wasn't some beta orbiter. It was her ex. Her first bf from years ago. Most likely took her virginity.
The story was that they started dating in college but then he dropped out after receiving a job offer.
He got busy with work and life so he ended things with her. He wouldn't commit to her (Alpha
widowed her?).
Jesus Christ I'm still in shock at what I read. I rushed through it. I couldn't read everything before she
stopped showering, but I read enough. I'm sure you've guessed it by this point, but yes, they've been
fucking.
We had sex every day this past weekend. In the bed, in the shower. I made her cum multiple times till
she couldn't take it no more like I always do. We seemed happy. Honestly. I've read about many of
the other problems that guys have on this sub and I just can't relate.
But what really shocked me (other than being cheated on in a seemingly happy relationship) was that
she did things with him that she wouldn't do with me. God as I'm typing this I feel absolute shame for
becoming another blue pill beta cuck statistic. According to the texts, she attempted anal with him,
she swallowed his cum (she's done this with me as well, but only once or twice). Alpha fucks.
AWALT. God damn it.
Another painful thing is that it's not just texting for logistics. There's emotional cheating. She's really
into him. Lovey dovey emojis and 'I miss you and I really want to see you' texts. Ouch. What's
interesting was that it was mainly one sided affection from her while he was mainly about logistics
and sexting. Alpha fucks indeed.
I was in shock. Still am. Had to make a long drive back home with her. The silence made it even
longer. I applaud myself for not causing a multi vehicle collision. But I couldn't hold it in. We talked.
She cried. I asked her if she had been 100% honest with me. She lied to my face point blank each
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time.
Then we get back to her place. I told her only about the text previews. Then she admits that she lied
and that she never cut off communication with her ex like I asked her to when we first started dating.
I continued to press, but she still refused to admit to cheating. "We're just friends. No touching, no
sex." Liars gonna lie and hoes gonna hoe.
I chose not to reveal all my cards. I made no mention of reading the actual texts on her phone. She
apologized profusely saying she made a mistake, I'm the only one she wants to be with, to share a
future with, "I love you," "I'll do anything to earn back your trust" blah blah blah. No tears from me.
No outburst of anger. Just a hysterical smile with lots of keeping my mouth shut.
You're going to rip me apart for the next points that I write. I'm giving all the relevant info here
because I see this as a learning experience. Hopefully one day I can look back at this and just laugh
while sipping champagne in business class.
1. There was minimal vetting time. Only 2.5 weeks of dating before LTRing after meeting on
Bumble. Shoot me now. She had a low n count and "conservative values" but she slept with me
on the third date (including bj).
2. There weren't many red flags at all. But one was that she never made any mention of me or
having a boyfriend on her instagram account. I myself don't have social media but "trust but
verify." I read somewhere on this sub that women do this to keep their options open. True story.
3. If you haven't taken your shot at me yet, now is the time. She wanted to get married young and
soon and have kids soon after. Slowly over time, she pressured me into this and I fell into her
frame. Her reasons were that having kids later would be riskier for her and the kids
(biologically fair point).
We've already discussed our timeline for when she wants to get engaged, when the wedding will be,
when and where the honeymoon will take place. We've even looked at a couple of wedding venues. I
was about to book in advance our honeymoon trip around the world in business class. All before even
hitting the 1 year LTR mark.
God kill me now. I've been so blue pilled Billy beta boy.
We may have discussed all of the above, but I haven't given any of them to her yet. Briffault's law
would suggest that she keep her shit together until the marriage contract is signed and baby on the
way to lock my dumb ass down for long term. But she just couldn't wait and resist the alpha dick.
As I'm writing this, I feel completely humiliated. But there is hope.
Pre-trp me would have cried like a little bitch in front of her, demanding to know why she would
destroy what made her so happy and comfortable. She could have lived a comfy life in one of the
most beautiful and most expensive places in the world. But now she ain't getting shit from me.
Pre-trp me probably would have forgiven her on the spot after seeing her cry and beg for forgiveness.
Instead I walked away with my head held high and her crying hysterically.
I admit it. I done fucked up bad.
My question now is for my next steps.
Option 1: Hard next her cold turkey and never look back. Focus on myself.
Option 2: Demote to plate. Only see her when I want my boner taken care of and only when it's
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convenient for me. Focus on myself.
Option 3: Keep her as LTR until I find someone better to branch swing to. Focus on myself.
As I'm typing this, I think I know what the right answer is, but I always enjoy reading trp veterans
destroy noobs like me on here. So do it.
This all comes at the worst time, of course. Close family member is sick and I'm starting a new job
that I fought to get for years. Then again, there's never a good time to get cheated on.
I swear to lift, sidebar, meditate, learn and practice game, eat healthier, dress and look better, read
more trp-related literature, focus on my self and career and mission.
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May Rub Prostate
40 upvotes | October 21, 2020 | by red-sfpplus | Link | Reddit Link
Some retard asked what MRP stands for.
I will tell you what it stands for.
Hence forth, I declare that MRP stands for "May Rub Prostate"
This place is about getting laid. It is about getting your needs met as a masculine man, and about
building or finding a slut to do what you want.
So either you fall into the newly defined MRP as a man who is already getting his prostate rubbed, or
you shall soon be.
Your woman is either the kind of girl who is OK with rubbing your prostate, or she shall soon be.
I dont give a fuck about your fat, preggo wife who you fuck once a month and you get pity sex from
maybe once a year.
You are married?
Excellent.
You will take this woman and build her into the type of slut who is down with the brown and is ok
rubbing that sweet prostate of yours.
Fuck all this nonsense.
You need to fucking lift so you can control your pelvic floor muscles so when that slut of yours goes
three knuckles deep, its not a problem.
Now someone sticky this motherfucker and lets get to work.
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Picnics, massages, and doing the dishes...
40 upvotes | January 18, 2019 | by johneyapocalypse | Link | Reddit Link
These are the true keys to success.
Don't let the heathens here convince you otherwise.
Life is short. Use it to....
Do the dishes.
Mop the floor.
Tell your friends you're too busy to make it out for drinks.
Go back to school to become an artist, focusing on florals.
The key to a woman's heart is to concentrate on chores, poetry, and the languages of love. Foot
massages help, too.
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Discovered wife has had an affair, have kids, she doesn't know
that i know
39 upvotes | January 24, 2019 | by fruitylad | Link | Reddit Link
Hi Guys, advise needed.
My wife gave me a version of the i love you but im not in love with you speech 5 month ago, up until
then relationship have been ok but not great.
After the speech I immediately got reading on here, reading sidebar material, started concentrating on
passing shit tests, started lifting and dressing a little better. Things between wife an I started getting
better, less harpy, generally happier, started touching me more etc, still very little sex though.
Thought I had saved things just in time and vowed to continue improving, but she had a few subtle
signs she was cheating. Athol Kay says the speech usually means someone else is on the scene, she
was very protective of her phone sometimes when i wanted to use the camera, wanted anal sex for
first time ever randomly, was getting her vagina waxed for first time ever and getting lots of
eyebrow/nail treatments done, more than usual and she worded a few thing funny on a couple of
occasions during normal conversion. She said would i sleep with other girls if she said i could once
(Of course so i would let her do the same.)
I put these things to the back of my mind until i sneaked her phone at night the other day and
exported all the SMS messages from it, read through and she had an affair starting just before the
speech and it ended 2 weeks ago, the other guy said he wouldn't leave his wife and kids for her. She
caught me putting the phone back as she woke up, asked me what i was doing, got very mad that i
violated her privacy but I said i was just copying the family photos to back them up as i have done in
the past, i have never looked at her phone like that though. She got very suspicious but now believes i
dont know anything as i didn't confront her.
What should i do?
Im sure most will say hard next, confront her, arrange looking after the kids between her and move
on. Trouble is my kids are everything to me and i cant stand the though of not liking under the same
roof as them 7 days a week. If I hard next it would be 3.5 days at best, with her potentially making
thing difficult in future.
I think a better option is to not let her know I know, concentrate on the kids, be happy that i can be
fully part of there life and live with them when there young, and in a few years confront her and end
it when the kids are a little older. Whilst doing this i can see other women without her knowing and
keep improving and hopefully find a nice girl to hop to once i end it in a few years time.
I understand its over and she will probably do it again, giving her a second chance is out of the
question as its 6 month affair, not just a drunken mistake, she probably would have left me if the
other guy would have left his wife. My dilemma revolves around the kids being the world to me, so
should i stay with her for them or is this a bad idea for other reasons.
Any thoughts, I dont know what to do?
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I Quit Drinking Inadvertently-TLDR
39 upvotes | October 24, 2018 | by parkerfiveone | Link | Reddit Link
Deleted
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DB, found my wife cheated
39 upvotes | October 8, 2019 | by PaPaKAPture | Link | Reddit Link
Hello, first post here, very new to MRP. I have been in a dead bedroom for years at this point,
something snapped in me near the end of August. Tired of who I was, where I ended up in life. the
saying that a smoker can not stop smoking until he decided he can not live another day as a smoker,
that was this feeling, I can't explain it any other way.
Since then I have lost 24 pounds, got a gym membership, started reading NMMNG, the Married Man
Sex Life Primer and just ordered WISNIFG. Grow up, be a man, re-light that desire in my wife for
me. that was the goal, but not doing it for her, doing it for me.
Fast forward a month later, I checked my wife's Facebook messenger and discovered she had an
emotional affair with a guy about 5 years ago. I know exactly how I would have responded had this
been two years ago or last year. I didn't feel much of anything. Sure a little sad, pissed and what not.
But after a day, I didn't seem to give a shit. What I didn't know before that I understand now is
AWALT, and I understand why she did what she did. It was because I had let myself go and became
a beta loser and fat and worthless.
I started this journey with the goal of bettering myself so that my wife would find me attractive again,
but now it's to put me in a better position to walk out the door for good when the time is right. And
now is not the time, mostly due to financial reasons, but I'm just beginning the work and I still have a
ways to go to get into shape.
As the Married Man Sex Life Primer taught me, a woman's sexual interest will increase when they
are worried about losing their man to another woman, she knows that I could fuck off at any moment.
As a result she won't leave my dick alone. After not sleeping in our bed for nearly 2 years. And I
won't lie, the sex is QUALITY, of the quality we hadn't had in 10 years, but she is not doing it out of
a place of attraction, perhaps a desire to keep me around, not desire for me.
My question after all of that... is it wrong for me to continue to fuck her brains out knowing I'm going
to divorce her (by my calculation, around June of 2020)? I feel like I should be mad about the affair,
but I'm not. It was my red line and she blew past it without thinking twice.
And of course the other option would be to work it out with her. I do love her, and we have two
amazing kids together. I don't think I could trust her again, at the same time I wouldn't ever put
myself in that position to be cheated on again. Not sure yet, but leaning towards the former.
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Finally Divorced
39 upvotes | May 8, 2020 | by themerovingian01 | Link | Reddit Link
Just a quick update here because some people have been asking about my status.
Two weeks ago my divorce was finalized so I'm 100% free and clear. I stayed firm in the negotiations
and was able to walk away with a great deal. She didn't ask for much at all.
It was definitely the right decision and I should have listened to everyone here and done it a lot
sooner.
For anyone else on the fence I'd say go for it. Separations never work. When women are done they
are done. Cut your losses and move on.
Thanks for the help guys!
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It is pretty much always wrong to reveal depression or sad
thoughts to your wife?
39 upvotes | May 31, 2021 | by EX-FFguy | Link | Reddit Link
I know the conventional knowledge is generally no, but is that all there is to it? If you are building
your life with someone shouldn't you be able to reveal to them when you have doubts, sadness etc
about what is happening in life?
I've be going through some really rough shit with some deaths and falling outs with family and its
getting to me, and when I told my wife about some of the depression I was feeling it turned into a
small pile-on of other failings she see in me. Needless to say, put me in a worse mood but made me
reflect whether you EVER talk about deep emotional shit with your woman.
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SO swears nothing happened
38 upvotes | December 25, 2017 | by 88Will88 | Link | Reddit Link
So I hear a noise late last night which wakes me up and I look over and see my partner is not in bed. I
creep down the stairs and I see she is on her knees in front of the fireplace, wiping her mouth. I hear
this sound like a large animal or something climbing up the chimney. She looks nervously at me and
says she heard the noise too and she explained she was only down on her knees so she could look up
the chimney to see what the noise was. I am very suspicious about this so I ask her if she is seeing
anyone. She told me after while that she has been talking to an old friend but nothing has happened.
I am red pill as fuck so I instantly suspect trickle truth, also she has something that looks like eggnog
trickling down her chin!! I get really mad and she tells me that she has only seen this guy once before
and it was a year ago. I ask her if anything happened and she told me that he showed her his sack, but
she didn’t do anything physical, she just needed someone to talk to. I am glad I had the chance to talk
to her about it and sharing my feelings with her really helped us to have a better christmas together.
Anyway guys, remember AWALT and have a merry Christmas!
EDIT: I found a number on her phone so I rang and some dude answers. I asked him straight up what
do you think about my girl, he doesn’t answer, so I ask again, he still says nothing, I ask him one last
time then I yell down the phone “answer my fucking questions!” He says “Ho ho ho” and hangs up.
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According to /r/sex, a lot of women like when men lift. Who
knew?
37 upvotes | November 13, 2019 | by waitshhhhhh | Link | Reddit Link
Husband lifts, wife gets horny af, can’t stay off his dick, and is inspired to get in shape herself.
Go figure.
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Title: A dating strategy for older RP men
37 upvotes | August 9, 2021 | by GoingForHundred | Link | Reddit Link
This is my first post. It’s about a dating strategy for mature guys – not an OYS and not a victim puke.
I hope MRP moderators don’t bury it because it contains material that’s not easily found in RP
forums. To be clear, I am writing for a particular audience, not teenagers or 20s-30s, maybe some
upper 40s-50s, mostly guys above that age. The rest of the web is totally blue-pilled on the subject.
Background: I am a 56 year old MD who was red-pilled in divorce court. My kids are in college. My
ex did well financially by divorcing a doc after 20 years marriage… ’nuff said. All future contact
with her is severed except maybe for graduations and weddings. I found Rollo and TRP too late, after
my divorce. I read the sidebar entirely along with other RP literature. I am in excellent health,
physically fit, have decent looks for my age. I am pretty marketable. I am not going to provide squat
numbers or my N count. Though I am no longer married, and never will be married again, I
appreciate MRP for its wisdom and its guidance.

THREE THOUGHTS ABOUT DATING IN AMERICA IN
2021, UNRELATED TO MY AGE
(1) Virtually all American women are poisoned by feminist ideas
(2) Divorced women are off limits – my choice, not theirs
(3) Single moms are off limits. They should be off limits for every man who has his shit together. Let
the gutter guys have ’em.
As a medical doctor of 25 years who delivered hundreds of babies, who gets paid to examine
women’s vaginas and touch their breasts, who’s dealt with every combination of STDs and
psychosocial disease, who’s been immersed in the dark side as well as the bright side of humanity, I
have a different take on sexuality than most TRP writers. I can list many examples of what drives my
thinking but here are three ugly ones:
I delivered babies to several 12-14 year olds. I had pregnant girls as young as nine (9) in my
career.
I treated the crusty trifecta of gonorrhea, chlamydia and trichomonas too many times to count
and multiple times in a clinic day
I managed every sort of psychiatric problem, and a large number of relationship problems. That
didn't keep me from getting blue pilled in my marriage.

THERE IS NO FRESH MEAT
Men have choices in how much spoilage we can tolerate in women, and how much spoilage we elicit.
Are you gonna be the guy fucking a nine year old or giving an STD to an eighteen year old? Where
do you, personally, draw the line with women’s ages, who is too young to fuck, who is too old to
fuck, who is too ugly to fuck, who is too sick to fuck? Do you, as an older guy, want to seduce
virgins?
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This is not judgmental rhetoric. We each need to decide what is our personal sexual standard. I do not
want answers posted here, just introspection: Are your lusts truly your own, or have you absorbed
them from someone else – maybe from porn or MSM? Men should think about our programming and
where it came from before seducing anyone.

IDEAS FROM A GUY WHO TRIED IT POST-DIVORCE
AND GOT BURNED
(4) Twenty-somethings today are boring as talking to a wall. Yeah, they can fuck but with most of
them that’s about it
(5) Thirty, forty, or fifty-somethings who were never married AND had no kids almost universally:
Have serious mood or personality disorders
Are angry at the universe
Blame the patriarchy
(6) Women with high body counts may be fun for a while but these cats will stray. Are they worth
my time? Are they worth your time?
Middle aged and older guys have limited days on this planet and limited energy to burn. We need to
stay on our mission, remain physically fit and enjoy our hobbies. While female companionship can be
enjoyable if it’s not been ruined through poor life choices, the novelty is less than when we were
young. Gone is our willingness to orbit a supposed goddess. Most of us have standards that need to
be met.
So how is an older, professional type guy supposed to avoid the pitfalls of dating in this feminazi /
thotpocalypse era? I believe it involves building and maintaining standards. So here is my current list:

MY DATING STANDARDS & FUTURE GOALS
(1) Don’t date single moms (DDSM)
(2) Don’t date divorcees (DDD)
(3) DO date women who are tired of feminism, who enjoy receiving a man, and who appreciate
masculine energy
(4) Don’t date married women (DDMW)
(5) Don’t date never-married women *(DDNMW)*
(6) No multicolored flags
(7) No children, goats, or creatures that scurry
(8) No physical stigmata or psychiatric disease
Points #1 and 8 are standard RP dogma. #5 – \(DDNMW*) is deeper but we’ll call it personal
preference.* The rest are self explanatory. Women with serious medical conditions such as terminal
cancer might be #9 but I’ll leave it off the list for now.
The senior dating challenge is like looking at a Venn diagram or solving simultaneous algebraic
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equations. I created a dating strategy for myself which I enjoyed enough to present here.
The optimal solution I found is dating once-married, never-divorced single women, ie, widows.
(A brief pause for the retching and vomiting to subside.)
Some widows are amazing. Maybe it’s an acquired taste, but I like what I’m finding so far.

REFLECTIONS
What I have been finding through two years of widows “research” is that this is an underappreciated
dating pool. These women generally know what masculine energy is and they value it. They are
easier to seduce and they usually don’t mind being upfront about their willingness to be taken. They
play fewer mind games. They waste less time. They usually leave a man with no regrets afterward.
Yes, there are some wholesome pretenders, hostile, fat or ugly chicks – same as any other group – but
they are comparatively more pleasant than their age matched peers.
A few takeaway points:

Unlike teenagers and young 20s (who are still children despite their N counts), widows aren’t
worse off after receiving a man – especially a man who unreservedly enjoys the woman’s body
and her feminine spirit
Not all widows are hags. Some are young and attractive, and some are terrific in bed. Most are
willing to improve.
Many are emotionally healthy. Almost all widows know how to handle stress because they
already did it repeatedly. Some were emotionally shattered by their loss, but they they were
able to build stronger internal structures afterward. This is excellent news for guys who are
exhausted by all the brittle, posturing, tatted-up females shouting about micro-aggressions and
proclaiming wokeness.
Widows are plentiful: 13 million in the US and 259 million worldwide, but those numbers seem
low
An average widow has more wisdom than most non-widows. That means they may not tolerate
fools or lowlife as readily, though it depends on the woman.
They’re often more financially stable than the general public, so less of a man's time is wasted
on gold diggers
STD risk is statistically low
They tend to be less shallow, have traveled more widely, have more cool hobbies, a broader
outlook, can talk about interesting things, and have fewer sexual hangups. When they do have
sexual hangups, those are easily plowed through.
Guys can throw stones at my observations but I ask instead for logical responses rather than spouting
emotionality or clichés. Maybe some guys will give widows a try instead of going MGTOW?
Any good stories?
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LAST THOUGHT...
Not all old cars are Bentleys, but some of them are. Why not enjoy a classy ride?
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Frame. You Lack It
36 upvotes | June 25, 2019 | by ReddJive | Link | Reddit Link
Frame. It is the primary thing you should be building. I personally don't’ care about how well you are
banging Mary Jane Rotten Crotch. Your lifting? Ok I have come around to believe that should be
mentioned.
Yeah I get it you are trying to swallow the big red dick that is The Red Pill while you are also trying
figure out what a man is, or what kind of man you are. Believe me Red Pill isn’t a pill as much as it is
a finger in your ass during a blowjob. How you handle it will define you.
I read a lot of posts about how great your sex is. I am impressed really I am, but what does that
prove? It proves women like dick. Frame is far more essential. I don’t care about why AWALT is. It
just is.
The Sky Sees The Clouds
Your actions are all you can control. It’s all you truly own in life. We usually crucify the Rambo, but
what we really crucify is the Rambo who then comes crawling back begging for help on a mess he
created. I prefer people who do shit on purpose. You can be spontaneous, or unpredictable if you
want, but I am here to tell you someone who thinks, fucks, and lives with a plan is fucking attractive.
if she is acting disrespectful, whether or not she’s fucking you, means she doesn’t accept you the way
you think she does. Someone can desire you (or your money) but not value you. If you are new to
this, she isn’t going to listen so well, and that’s when you have to just not GAF. She is going to want
to remind you about how fucking pathetic you are. That she doesn't need a man. Sure sure you can
slap the anaconda out and do the helicopter if you want. Watch her squeal with delight. All you
proved is that women like dick.
Grey Clouds, White Clouds, Black Clouds
Your frame isn’t defined by the sex you get. She knows she can get dick. It’s out there and any
hungry guy will take her up on it. I am Chad. I know for fact that sex is easy. Your Frame isn’t
determined by the pussy you slay. Your frame is determined by telling her that she can go. That the
train doesn’t stop, it might slow but it will never stop. It’s her choice to stay or leave.
Many of you are thinking that if I do X then Y will happen. She will magically submit and be the
wife/girlfriend/woman you want. She might. Then again she might not. MRP saves the man not the
relationship.
Your Frame is manifested in your mission and your pursuit of it. You do things for your own
purpose. Her, or anyone else’s acknowledgment is just a bonus. The result of who you are.
The Sky Isn’t The Weather
What happens when you have no frame? You act with entitlement; an expectation that your needs can
only be fulfilled by someone else. That's a powerless position and explains why you're a blue pill
faggot.
You are going to do a lot of cool shit that no one will notice. You may do embarrassing things that
everyone notices. the only thing guaranteed is your death. A man’s life if hero to zero every damn
day.
It’s not that bad things don’t happen to an Alpha Male, it’s how an Alpha Male handles bad things.
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I revealed to my wife I was molested, and she’s no longer
attracted to me.
36 upvotes | December 27, 2020 | by ComoMariposa | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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MCT Rules for Pandemics
36 upvotes | April 26, 2020 | by MrChad_Thundercock | Link | Reddit Link
Hi Faggots, Social Distancing is killing most of you betas out there. Despite what she says about
being stressed with homeschooling the kids or adjusting to telework at home, lack of attraction is why
you aren’t getting laid. It’s also why she is acting like a sexless cunt and bitchy first mate right now. I
already see it happening to friends and coworkers.
Look, if you ain’t Gaming, you ain’t Fucking. MRP is red pill on hard mode because you have to find
a way to game the same woman every day. Once you find it, you must internalize it as your own so it
flows out naturally.
Especially now, she is seeing you all the time. All of your weaknesses are magnified. For you fat beta
fucks, it’s like trying to light a fire with damp wood. She simply isn’t attracted to you. You aren’t
getting laid for a reason and she is probably shaming you for even trying.
If you ain’t Gaming, you ain’t fucking. Your wife isn’t yours. It’s just your mother fucking turn with
her. Don’t be mad that Chad fucked her back in college in the foam party on spring break, he earned
it. He gamed her. She thought he was hot. She didn’t need an emotional connection.
Mystery’s Cat String Theory still applies. If you just give the string to the cat it will be bored and stop
trying. What the typical wife does when she marries beta billy. He turns into a blue pill faggot and
she loses attraction.. If you put the string too far away from the cat it won’t try to chase it. You must
keep the string just out of reach of the cat and tease it. Keep the attraction going, drive bys, DHVs,
teasing like she’s your bratty little sister, kino, Fuck with her mind..always.
Now more than ever, keep her mind busy or she fill it in with a bunch of nonsense. 100% chance it
will be directly proportional to money too. Your wallet will pay for it. More than ever, women are in
competition with each other to display their resources. I know dudes not getting laid but getting
suckered/ shamed into expensive kitchen upgrades, building pools, etc. all because they’re failing to
guide their wives during this time. Women stay plugged in and spend all fucking day long on
instafuck, fuckBook, tik-fucking-tok these days comparing and contrasting their resources with other
women, if you aren’t providing the tingles or feelz, she’ll start bitching about the next expensive
home renovation or vacation that she REALLY needs.
Keep your emotions in check. Don’t show weakness, save it for your bro’s or keep to yourself. She
doesn’t give a fuck about you. She only cares how you make HER feelz. Keep your DHVs going.
Also keep the illusion of work going. Never break Kayfab. Pro wrestlers never give the act away no
matter how silly it is... Always stay in character. Even if you’re considered non essential at work, she
doesn’t need to know that. You just got promoted congratulations. Let her know the important work
you’re doing. Tell her about the task force you were just assigned to. Wear a fucking headset and act
busy as fuck during the day at your laptop. Print out a schedule and mark it the fuck up and tape it on
the wall. Get dressed for your skype presentation. If you have free time, start a side business online.
Women are attracted to high status and value. Must keep your high value going. If you appear to be
doing nothing all fucking day long she’ll dry up. Let her see all your work wives emailing and texting
you. Keep giving the gift of Dread. Let her see how much they miss working with you in the office.
What have you done for me lately? They don’t give a fuck that you took them on that expensive
vacation last summer, what did you do for them right now? Always add right now after everything
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they say to give it context. Woman are always after more resources, trinkets, and prizes.
Don’t get lured into arguments if she says you never do this or that. You never take me on such and
such vacation - you’re right, I reserve those for my girlfriends smile and grin. Keep AA at all times.
She’s flooded with emotions right now, bet your ass you’ll be shit tested. Don’t take the bait. Lead
her. I ordered from XYZ restaurant, I’m leaving to pick it up have the kids ready when I get back.
I’m grilling steaks tonight so go ice down the beer. Don’t ask what she wants.
Take her on a virtual trip. Everyday around lunchtime, I take her out on the back patio. No kids
allowed. Tell those little assholes to stay inside. MCT bought a bottle of red and bottle of white, told
her to get her ass out on the back patio. We watched some videos on Napa valley.. travel channel, etc
have fun, joke around. NLP terms it’s called future pacing.
Talk about the future and what you plan on doing. Keeps her childlike and gets her into her hindbrain
and out of her mommy mode forebrain. She feelz stressed from the kids, work, and all the Karen’s
out there. Take her on a virtual trip and learn about these new places. You’re doing this for you, she’s
welcomed to join you. Let her feelz your strength, confidence, and DGAS attitude. Watch when she
post pics of the 2 wine glasses on fuckBook and how all the other women swoon over what you
created for her. Don’t compete with anyone, let them compete with you.
Keep Prizing yourself. Be the Prize- by Prizing yourself. This is a great old school Swing Cat PUA
move. Guy is a legend. Make it seem she is trying to win you over. Tease her, neg her. Did you just
come over here to flirt with me? Keep that up babe, you’re earning points with me. First time I told
my wife she was earning points with me was at a party with her friends. They couldn’t believe I said
that. IOIs and all over me for the rest of the night. Also the opposite of that is good too-, babe, you’re
losing points with me- if she drops something. Cheeky smirk, ass slap, walk away.
A healthy marriage is one where she submits to you - you have to keep a higher value then her.
Doesn’t work the other way around despite what mainstream advice says. Best marriage is one where
your balls remain empty. Must have male and female polarity for it to work. You can’t be a walking
doormat.
Keep your T levels up. Don’t eat shit all day. Workout, pushups, chin-ups, squats, walk around the
block,. Punch yourself in the balls if you have to. Stop fapping like a bitch. Low T level, means being
weak, means not leading, means bitching wife, means No sex, means expensive kitchens in your
future.
Don’t be a lazy piece of shit. After your work is done for the day, for fucks sake clean up. Do yard
work, pressure wash, clean all the shit up you’ve been neglecting the past year. Don’t lose your day
gaming skills -I’m not talking about fortnite either you faggots. Revisit the basics and why it works.
Reframe everything. This is a chance to double your workouts. Clean the fucking house. Spend more
time enjoying your kids. More time honing your skills. More time to fuck.
Cool, calm, and collective. Don’t be a keyboard jockey these days. Don’t become obsessed with
politics and the news. Check it once a day to stay informed. But stop being a bitch about it. That shit
is purposely designed to make you feelz powerless. Conquer and divide tactics. They’re pitting sides
against each other.
A grown man doesn’t get angry over politics. It makes you look extremely unattractive. It’s a weak
example for your son too. It’s a victim mindset. Shows that you aren’t the center of origin.
When is the last time you got a great blow job? Strong powerful man get great blow jobs. Say what
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you want about Bill Clinton, this dude was a champ at BJs. Go watch YouTube videos of him playing
Mayor Game – how he just owned a room when he walked in.. dude could drop panties like no other.
.
How you act today will remain with you for the rest of your life. Did you get shit done? Act like a
little bitch? Failed to lead? Fail to help your kids?Did you work on yourself? Did you set goals and
start action towards them?Become the King. The king doesn’t complain or whine to the queen. When
you act like a King, you start getting treated like a King. Women are preprogrammed to reward their
prize with sex.
I use to blame everything and everyone out there. I blamed the weather, politics, the company,
company policy, mission statement, the economy, the news, the president, the party in power. It’s a
fucking lie. You were lied to. It’s all a set up. It’s a joke.
You are the only one to blame. The world is abundant. You are the key to your better future.
If you ain’t gaming, you ain’t fucking.
Be safe.
MTC
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[FR] Shut your whore mouth
36 upvotes | February 24, 2019 | by red-sfpplus | Link | Reddit Link
Yep, even your Daddy has his moments.
Friday was National Margarita day. Who knew? Not this guy who is currently blasting his ass off and
avoiding booze for the moment.
But Mandy knew, and whatever she is a big girl and I love me some Fajitas.
Previous sexual partners was the topic. In hind sight I suspect my girl was needing some comfort, and
I missed the mark on this one.
About 3 margs in I start getting pepper sprayed with questions about my "man whore" days, who I
have fucked, where, when - in far more detail and pressure than ever before.
AA was not going to fucking get the job done. I tried everything in the book, it was all a failure.
Eventually, the Captain gave in and lost frame:
"I don't remember how many women I have fucked, but I can tell you that you don't get this good by
watching porn and jacking off. All you need to worry about is making sure you remain the only one I
want to fuck"
Fuck.
Fuck.
Fuck.
Yep, I really just said that as I watch her eyes start to water up and nothing but silence....
God fucking damn it son.
So I did the only reasonable thing, I got up and went to the bathroom.
Ever hear a juiced up faggot talking to himself while taking a piss and cussing himself out? Well it is
pretty sad.
I head back to the table, with my DNGAF meter turned up. Not going to dwell on it. My RP
awareness coming back. Move the topic of discussion on.
Nope, I sat down and she baited me again.
"You know Red, I think it is kinda shitty that you have had sex with other women while you are still
married."
"Does that include you, cause last I checked we fuck like rabbits"
"No, I am different, we didn't meet until after she moved out."
"Oh, ok so the rules don't apply to you then, I see you are special. Check."
At this point, I know exactly what she is doing. For the first time IN MY LIFE I am baiting a woman
into an argument. All that shit I have talked about not purposefully giving your woman NEGATIVE
FEELZ, AND HERE I AM DOING IT.
And doing it like a boss.
"I am not having sex with you tonight"
"OK, well I am going to finish my fajitas and head over to the bar to find someone to fuck tonight
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since you are passing on the opportunity" - WITH A HUGE SHIT GRIN ON MY FACE
Two seconds later she is kissing me, and yeah we fucked when we got home.
That was Friday night. Saturday we lifted together and chilled.
Today as we were eating she says:
"You know when you got riled up Friday night, you went straight for the jugular vein. It really
bothered me at the time, but it was kinda hot at the same time. You said exactly what you felt. That
would have been a weekend long argument with my ex"
"Me to, fighting sucks. I'll try not to rip your jugular vein out again in the future when you pick a
fight with me"
With a kiss on the forehead and a shit eating grin.
Lessons learned:
If you are going to break frame - BREAK FUCKING FRAME LIKE A BOSS. Maybe this is what
Rian, BPP and WSS talk about when they speak of manufactured drama?
Maybe manufactured drama should be re-coined to "gracefully breaking ones frame on purpose?"
But I didn't break it on purpose or gracefully. I got fed up with shit talk from a teenager, and I shut it
down hard.
So hard, so hard...
Anyway, flame away faggots.
Nothing brings me more joy that y'all learning at my expense.
I blame the Tren.
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Wife Threatened Divorce Last Night
35 upvotes | November 8, 2019 | by OptimusRP | Link | Reddit Link
STATS
Age 41, Height 6'3", Weight 220 lbs, BF 24% (Navy)
Wife 41, Married 18 years, Together 22, Kids 12 and 9.
LP 295x5, BP 195x5, BOR 135x5, OHP 105x5
Reading NMMNG
3 weeks in RP Journey (Dread Level 1)
BACKGROUND
Let me begin by saying that THIS IS ALL MY FAULT. I have been a shitty Captain and I make no
excuses. I own that.
My wife and I dated all throughout college, got engaged our senior year, and married a year after
graduation. We are both Type A, intelligent, outgoing, driven, successful, and very strong willedindividuals. We are also both incredibly stubborn. She was never submissive, even at the beginning
of our relationship. When she was growing up she wanted to be President of the United States. In
high school she was the Student Body President. I was Captain of the football team in high school
and in college. We were the quintessential "power couple".
The first 5 years of our marriage were good, but not great. We lived in a shitty apartment for three
years to save money for a down payment on a house. The guy next to us was a drug dealer and there
was a murder at a bar about a block away from our building. We both worked very long hours and
had little time for fun.
I eventually got a job with one of the "three letter agencies" and was away at training for several
months. After training we relocated and bought our first home. Everything was picture perfect. I was
in my mid-twenties and in the best shape of my life. That's when the depression hit. Mental illness
runs in my family and the stress of my new high-pressure position eventually broke me. I became
suicidal and was in and out of the hospital. I was on every kind of antidepressant imaginable. I was a
shell of my former self.
My wife stood by me through all of this. I eventually recovered and took a less stressful position
within the agency. I excelled and was promoted several times. About 5 years ago, I was ordered to do
something I believed was unethical. When I refused, I was demoted, harassed, and eventually shown
the door. This triggered a relapse of my depression. For the second time in 10 years, my wife had to
step up as Captain. She took care of me, our two young kids, and what was left of our dwindling
finances.
We eventually sold our home and moved in with my parents for several months. We cashed out our
retirement to pay for my medical bills. I eventually recovered and found a job across the country.
Within a year we were back on our feet, but that's when our marriage problems began. I was back to
my old self, full of confidence and optimism about the future. My wife, on the other hand, seemed
distant and disconnected. She became extremely critical and judgemental, constantly bitching and
nagging me about anything and everything.
Like a good little Blue Pill, I thought I could make her happy by doing what she wanted me to do,
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like helping her with the chores and spending more time with her and the kids. I did all of these
things and more, but she always seem to find something else about me that she didn't like.
We went through 4 marriage counselors in 3 years with little progress to show for it. I believe seeing
me in my depressed state not once but twice, has caused her to lose all confidence and respect for me.
I was living in a dead bedroom. Instead of owning my shit, I lashed out and started messing around
behind her back. I foolishly thought I could survive my shitty marriage by seeking validation from
other women.
I soon realized this only made things worse and stopped screwing around. I decided I was going to
either fix my marriage or get a divorce. That's when I found MRP and learned that if I wanted to fix
my marriage, I had to fix myself.
PRESENT DAY
My wife is overweight and very insecure about her body. Before finding MRP, I went Rambo and
said I wasn't attracted to her and that she needed to lose about 30 lbs. Naturally, this did not go over
well. In the last 3 weeks since finding MRP, I haven't said anything about her weight, diet, or lack of
exercise. I've been entirely focused on myself.
I purchased all the books listed in the sidebar. I joined a gym and started doing Strong Lifts. I found a
barber and got a nice haircut. I've been reading about Frame, Dread, DEER, the 1,000 tow rope, etc.
I've written in the MRP OYS Thread every week (although I just got two weeks for a "Rule 9
violation"). I even took my wife on a date last weekend and planned another one for tomorrow night.
She has responded to all of this with a barrage of shit/comfort tests. She has called me "selfish" and
keeps asking if I think she's attractive. She has been going through my phone and asking bout text
messages with female friends. Last night we were laying in bed and she said, "You know what? You
aren't going to break me."
"What do you mean by that?"
"I feel like you are trying to get me to submit to you."
"I haven't asked you to do a single thing for me in the last three weeks."
"That's true," she said. "Maybe you are doing it subconsciously. Maybe you don't even know you are
doing it."
Of course I knew that what she was feeling was dread, but I didn't say anything about it.
She continued, "Anyway, I just want you to know that's never going to happen. And I'll tell you
something else. I'm an attractive woman and I get a lot of attention."
"Are you trying to make me jealous?" I asked.
"No," she said, "I just want you to know that other men find me attractive and give me attention. I'm
not saying I am going to cheat on you, but I could if I wanted to."
To me, this crossed a huge fucking line. But I kept my cool.
"Hey, do whatever you want," I said.
This apparently was her breaking point. She jumped out of bed, turned on the light and screamed,
"That's it, I am done with you! I am done! You are the most emotionally unavailable man I have ever
known! I don't want to be with you anymore! I believe I would be happier without you!"
"OK," I said.
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"I'm getting an attorney! I want this house and primary custody of the kids!"
"We can discuss that," I said calmly.
She grabbed her pillows and stormed out of the room. I layed there for a good 30 minutes to see if
she was coming back but she didn't, so I fell asleep. At some point in the middle of the night she
came back.
I got up for work and left without saying good bye. Once I got to work I texted her that I was
cancelling our date for obvious reasons and would be spending time with my son. She wrote back,
"Good for you." A couple hours later she wrote, "So is that it? You're totally fine with everything I
said last night?"
I said, "I'm not, but you should do what you want to do."
So that's where I'm at. I really don't think she wants a divorce. This is probably just the mother of all
shit tests, but any insight or direction you guys have at this stage would be appreciated.
UPDATE: The date is back on and my MRP ban was reduced to 5 days. (Thanks u/weakandsensitive)
I appreciate all of your comments and will see you next week in OYS.
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I rejected the starfish [FR]
35 upvotes | May 9, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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My Red pill Discovery
35 upvotes | June 25, 2018 | by rhugg215 | Link | Reddit Link
My Red Pill Discovery:
You can look back at my post that I made in November of 2017.
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/7awtu5/wife_separated/
I still keep it up and I still look back at it every now and again when I need a reminder of why i'm
here on some of the rough days after swallowing the pill and still going through the discovery. It's a
bit long, but 10 months worth of learning and discovery:
Stats: 40yrs
6ft - 210- 18%BF
Bench - 230 5 sets of 6
Squats - 280 3 sets of 8 (Bad knees football and motocross)
Curls - 120 4 sets 8
Leg press 320 2 sets 5
Lats - 95 4 sets 8
My routine changes 3 times a week working different targeted muscles then 2 times a week working
groups.
Cardio varys between mountain biking 5-12 miles 2 times a week and trail running 4-6 miles 2 times
a week
My Story:
I seperated from my Ex wife July 2017, I was beta to the max just not realizing it was such a thing
with the upbringing in a tribe atmosphere of feminine imperative. The typical be yourself, be honest,
emotional and emotionally available. All of what most of you already know or have gone through.
Needless to say during the first 5 months of my seperation I still helped her out with whatever she
needed, all while trying to get her back and begging for sex. Thinking now my known covert
contracts should get me what I want then I would rambo when it didn't work out like I planned.
I fell into deep depression, didn't leave the house. Barley even got off the couch when I wasn't
working. Just waiting, waiting for that woman to see the pedestal I put her on and value me as a
“Good Guy”. I thought, everything I did for her in our 8 years of marriage should mean something,
now realizing It was just my turn. We have a daughter together and I raise her two other sons from
another man since they were 3 and 1.5 yrs old… ( should've saw the writing on the wall then..)
So one day while scouring the internet for some guidance, advice, knowledge to bring me out of my
slump I came across this place on reddit - Married Red Pill. After reading some posts and seeing the
comments of Men that just truly seemed to care I thought I would try and get some advice from these
guys. Advice I did get: you can see all 101 comment here. I believe it's probably one of the longest on
this page. Needless to say I got my world turned upside down. I started deer-ing the commenters and
got called out, finally i just gave up, stopped making excuses for my pathetic behavior and started to
listen.
First thing I did was hit amazon, I bought NMMNG, The Rational Male all 3 books, MGTOW, The
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Map, downloaded the Book of Pook, What women want when they test, Open her, MMSLP, Hold
onto your nuts, Dark Triad, 48 Laws of power. Also downloaded and read 95% of the sidebar. Next I
joined my local Gym
I started reading in my free time at work on my Kindle app, I would read when I got home for an 2
hour. I bought notebooks and made notes of everything I read. (On my 4th notebook) Notes on the
mistake I made, notes on important things to remember and just over all Ah-Ha moments I had about
what I was reading.
I spent 3 months in this process and I knew I still wasn't ready to post. I didn't feel I knew enough yet.
I kept reading and lifting, got new clothes, STFU around my wife at the time when she would come
around. January I went on Tinder and met a woman just for friend with benefits. We would hang out,
fuck, she did everything I wanted. One day she started giving me some emotional bullshit through a
text that rambled on for ever. I simply wrote back, “Knock your bull shit off, if you want talk come
talk i'm done now I got shit to do.” She was at my house after work, apologetic, not wanting to lose
what we have. I simply said “what made you change your thinking” she said “ I needed that, I needed
you to put me in my place. You were right I was being an emotional mess and taking it out on you.”
Then she thanked me and blew me.
It was that moment that I realize I've grown. I've learned. I recognize the test and conquered it
without even thinking. My wife even came over one day while she was at my house, left in a bitch fit
cause another woman was there. I simply told her you left and are not meeting my needs. That
following weekend my wife invited me out for dinner, we had a great time, I started catching feelings
again. She was grabbing on me, kissing me, Putting my hand between her legs on the ride home
(short skirt). I dropped her off, thanked her for dinner and left. 20 mins later I get photos of her in
lingerie telling me to come back and I should stay the night. I respectfully decline and told her were
seperated to work on the marriage, you put no effort in and until that is the intention there is nothing
that sex is going to accomplish at this point. I also knew the only reason she acted this way was
because of the competition anxiety she got because another woman was at my house a week prior. I
knew if it was genuine desire to rekindle she would continue and uphold to fight for me. It didn't. A
week later she told me she regretted sending me the photos. AWALT
I took the trash to the curb (She left), I would be a fool to let it come back in and treat me that way. I
shortly gave her an ultimatum, she wanted counseling (which didn't work because she walked out
twice after the counselor called her out on her “Victim” bullshit) I filed for divorce. She was shocked
that I didn't give her more time (by now its been 10 months) I got the house, 50/50 custody. She had
to have her mom move out with her from arizona to help her with the kids and purchase a house
because she couldn't afford one on her own. Does it all still sting, of course it does. Do I miss her
from time to time, yes but I don't miss the emotional abuse, the narcissistic behavior, the constant
tests. Now I do my thing, with who I want when I want. I have 3 plates now that I spin every opposite
week each knowing, and each competing for my attention. I only supply the attention based on their
desire and behavior.
Overall I must say I wish I found this so much earlier in my life. It would have saved me a lot of
drama. The solipsism is real, Hypergamy is a bitch, and the female imperative is a game that is
constantly going to have to be in check if your ever in a relationship with a woman.
Thank you to each and everyone one of those who kicked my ass back in november, calling me out
on my weak ass behavior. My life has changed for the better and I will never know all that can be
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learned but I look forward to the journey. Intergender Psychology / Intergender behavioral
Psychology has now become one of my favorite past times to observe, read, and write about.
I hope this post helps someone or at least shows some new men that things can be better. I look
forward to posting in the future with some of my recent essays I've written just for opinions and
theories. Much Love MRP community, could've done it without you.
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FR: It’s only awkward the first time
35 upvotes | April 13, 2022 | by arm_candy | Link | Reddit Link
I’m on vacation right now. I’ve never been the kind of person who works out on vacation. I’ve
always taken it easy and told myself I’d get back to it when I’m home. And maybe that’s fine. But
I’ve been exercising daily for a couple of months and I told myself I’d keep up the daily routine this
time. At some point I’ll probably switch to a different routine but this vacation wasn’t going to be the
reason for abandoning my current schedule.
I packed some basic stuff, mostly exercise bands since those are easy to use wherever. I was self
conscious about putting this stuff in my bag, and it was weird for me to let my wife see. Why?
Limited packing space. Because I’ve never packed this stuff before. Because I have never been the
kind of person to bother exercising on vacation. All stupid reasons built around an irrational fear of
judgement. You know what happened when my wife saw it? She said, “Oh, you’re packing exercise
stuff?” I replied “Yeah.” The end.
The first full day on vacation, it was getting close to nighttime and I still hadn’t exercised. I retreated
to the bedroom and did some push-ups, because I had to do something and I felt awkward going
outside to exercise with everyone watching. But a few sets of push-ups aren’t enough to count as a
workout session. After the kids were in bed, I finally grabbed the bag of exercise stuff I packed,
awkwardly told my wife I would be back, and went outside. A family member followed me outside
and chatted with me while I did band rows and more push-ups and band pull-aparts. After a few
minutes they got bored and went inside. I finished my workout and took a shower.
The second day I went out in the morning and exercised. Everyone watched me go out and they
couldn’t possibly miss me exercising outside the window. The third day I went out to exercise after
lunch while the kids were taking a break. The wife read a book in a lounge chair next to me while I
exercised. Both days I had fun trying some new stuff for legs. Pistol squats, “box” jumps onto a low
wall for reps, split squat jumps to exhaustion (these are surprisingly brutal). You know what didn’t
happen either day? The awkwardness. It was almost entirely gone. I established to everyone (and
especially myself) on the first day that exercising on vacation is indeed a thing I do.
This is just the story of a guy who did something simple and confirmed it wasn’t a big deal. It’s
specifically about exercising on vacation, but it could equally be about barbell lifting in a gym for the
first time, or giving a public presentation, or initiating sex without the “humor” shield, or delivering a
“no” to a compliance test. None of these are logically difficult, but can bring up anxiety and be
emotionally difficult to attempt nonetheless.
Just like the gym, no one else really cares. People might notice you flailing around in the gym for the
first time but they don’t actually care and will likely have forgotten about you by the next day. Your
team at work isn’t really invested much in whether you bomb a presentation. Even with your wife,
she doesn’t care that much about what you do. If a denied compliance test actually ends up creating
days of conflict, the compliance test and your response probably wasn’t the real problem.
The only person who really cares about your success or failure in most things is you. Worst case you
do get some flak about the new thing you’re trying and that means you get to practice fogging or
negative inquiry or broken record (or STFU). The possible negative outcome for action is frequently
far smaller than the negative outcome for inaction.
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So do the things you want to. It’s only awkward the first time.
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FR: THANKS!!!!
34 upvotes | May 22, 2019 | by AdditionalPie3 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 35yo, 6’3”, 195lbs, BF 16% (NAVY), (SL5x5 week 4 WAF). I WAS Married 12ys (together
16). 3yr old kid.
Reading List: Finished NMMNG and MMSLP, currently reading WISNIFG.
Found this site a month ago. Been in a shitty place for a longgg time (check post history if needed).
This place made sense. Today I found out my wife is still banging chad from work because of the
techniques I learned from this site (Sony VOR in her car). I made an appointment with a divorce
lawyer. You guys did not save a marriage but did save the man!!
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Their behavior, not their words tell you all you need to know
34 upvotes | June 17, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi everyone. Working on getting better and better every day. For those of you that aren't familiar
with me, I'm 42, 6'1" 225 lbs with good lifts. Financially well off and over 6 months into my MAP.
I wanted to point out some redpill truths I've seen in my own life and how my dear wife shit tests me
and how I've learned to handle it properly. I'm sharing this info as both a learning and teaching tool.
Feel free to comment and share what you guys have seen too.
RECENT EXAMPLE:
My wife, professionally, is high performing pussy. She has a good job, a lot of pride, and wears her
feminine "independence" like a badge of honor. She chirps constantly about how she "doesn't need a
man... blah blah, yadda, yadda..." I get a kick out hearing her ramble. When she rants like that for
some hamstery reason, at times, I'll do things like roll around behind her, grab her hips and dry hump
her and tell her, "yeah, but you like my cock in you..." she laughs a bit, then pushes me away, and
says, "stop acting like an animal!".... I tell her then, "I can't help myself... you make me like an
animal..." she then laughs again and goes about her business, acting like she's completely disgusted
and reviled.
Later that night she sits with me and starts touching me after the kids go to bed. Acting all flirty and
affectionate, asking me to go upstairs with her. I go up and crawl in bed. She goes into the bathroom,
comes out about 30 seconds later, naked. I immediately get up, scoop her up, pin her against the wall,
then have my way with her. Women love to be manhandled. It ends with her in front of the bathroom
mirror, me behind her with her....
Now the whole point of this story is to show that she acted like a "bitch" earlier in the day and puffed
her chest out with independent feminine pride AND like she was completely turned off by my
animalistic gestures, BUT she RESPONDED sexually to a man that laughed at her, teased her, and
treated her like a silly little girl. I know how she TRULY feels based on her behavior.
Please share examples of what you guys have seen and how you handled it. Love to hear them.
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Looks like I'm getting divorced
34 upvotes | October 26, 2019 | by got_my_bell_rung | Link | Reddit Link
Looks like I’m getting divorced. The shit hit the fan this morning. My wife suspects cheating, and left
the house and hasn't come back (unusual for her). This is a new account so I can't post yet in OYS on
MRP. If this isn't appropriate for this, mods let me know and I'll repost in OYS.
Mission: To continue to help the sick the best way I can. To provide my children with a positive role
model. To be a source of strength, for myself, and for others.
Age 56. Height 6’0”. Weight 175 lbs. Lifts: BP 225x8, DL (Hex bar) 345x2, Squat 265x5. Soon to
be ex-wife 57 years old 5’0” 100 lbs. Married 29 years.
Reading: NMMNG, WISNIFG, SGM, MMSLP
Family:
Two young adult daughters, both are finished with college and are doing well in good careers. I am
very close with both, as is my STBX.
Social/Hobbies:
I’m a golfer - I belong to a club and have a regular weekly golf game. I’m part of a larger group of
guys and play in club tournaments occasionally. These guys though, are strictly golf friends. I don’t
see them socially off the course. I neglected my social life for many many years, as I made the
mistake of giving it up to give all to my family. I guess my kids benefited, but I see now that this was
a big mistake. They would have been fine anyway, and I would have been much better off in the long
run, if I actually had a social life away from my family when I was in my 30’s and 40’s. I’m doing
better with it now (I started with the golf group just a couple of years ago), but I feel like I still have a
long way to go here. I don’t have anybody I can call to go out for a drink or dinner, and I’m going to
have to change that.
Career/Finances:
I am a physician, and I’m in a good practice. I’ve been the sole breadwinner for my entire marriage,
even in the seven years after we were married, but before kids (looking back, this is a red flag). I
started with zero after medical school, and have handled all the finances, always. We are debt free,
and I have accumulated enough assets that I could probably retire at age 60 (4 years from now) if I
chose. Well, that won’t be an option any more, after divorce, but I’ve come to accept that. My STBX
has zero knowledge of money, saving, investing, etc. She shops, and I pay the bills. My fault for
never putting a limit on this, although she was never abusive (compared to some women out there, I
guess).
Relationship
Married for 29 years. My STBX is a stay at home mom, never working (for money) except for a 2
year period, when she worked part time. She did tons of volunteer work as the kids were growing up.
She developed a chronic illness about 11 years ago. It’s in the same category (to me) as fibromyalgia,
Epstein Barr, and Chronic Fatigue syndrome - she has multiple debilitating symptoms, but there is no
measurable disease. All blood work and scans are always normal. She has spent tens of thousands of
dollars on non-conventional “treatments” to try and get better, without much success.
Sex
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Zero. None. For 11+ years. Part of the time I had low testosterone (I was tested, but stupidly
declined to treat), so the lack of sex didn’t seem as bad as it really was. When I finally decided to get
treated, about 5 years ago, my libido came back, and the lack of sex became a huge issue.
I held out hope that things would get better, but I didn’t have a plan (not aware of MRP). There were
some discussions, which of course, led nowhere. The final discussion ended with her saying, “I guess
I just shut that part of myself off”. Onset of menopause probably didn’t help much.
I should have left years ago. I know it. I didn’t have the guts. I was afraid of being lonely. We got
along well in every other way. I felt guilt, because I was abandoning a sick person.
I then broke with my lifelong values (honesty), and started cheating. In the last year, I’ve banged
nine different women, most from online dating sites. I have a woman that I’ve been seeing regularly
for the past 2 months. She just became suspicious this week (no hard proof), and immediately moved
into the guest room. It’s fine with me, because this just can’t go on like this. I hate sneaking around. I
should have just left, instead of cheating. But what’s done is done. I have to figure out a way forward.
I alternate between feeling fine, and planning what to do next week to move forward with a divorce,
and sick to my stomach, because I’m losing someone who is like a sister (not a wife) to me, and I did
it in a shitty way.
I would appreciate any insight you guys have. I don’t have a lot of people I can talk to about this,
which is partly why I’m here.
Edited to add readings.
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Thanks MRP/ASKMRP, you fixed a man, and a marriage,
although i no longer want the marriage.
34 upvotes | January 21, 2020 | by fruitylad | Link | Reddit Link
130 lbs. 5’0” BF 14% (Navy) 38 old
Squat: 230 x5, OHP: 108 x5, Rows: 124 x5, Bench: 141 x5, Deadlift: 245 x5.
MMSLP, WISNIFG, NMMNG, Rollo Best of year 1,2, 16COP, BOPook, TWOTSM, Bang,
RationalMale, SGM, BP professor/red man group/ryan stone/rollo youtube videos, Huge amounts
MRP/ASKMRP posts
Together for 12 married for 10, wife 33, kids 4 and 8.
This post is to say thank you to this community for the help you provided me, it truly is a goldmine of
information, the hard work of putting it all together and laid out ready to follow is much appreciated.
Also this post is for my own reference in future, for comparison for others and for any comments
anyone would like to make.
What happened.......
15-16 months ago i got the ILYBNILWY speach. I knew this was really bad as I had some red pill
knowledge. I discovered David Deangello and RSD back in my early 20s, and did a bootcamp with
RSD Ozzie. However most of what i learned was all about cold approach pickup, nothing about long
term relationships/hypergamy, lifting etc, but I knew about shit tests, oneitis, being non-needy, OI,
just game stuff really. It got me from incel to a few dates and lays to the wife who was the first one
who was super into me, sex every day etc.
So I did some searching online about the ILYBNILWY and found Athol Kay and then
MRP/AskMRP. I knew instantly the info here was legit due to past knowledge, so began lifting and
reading the sidebar as fast as a could. I started focusing on the shit tests she would throw which
almost alawys came in the morning whilst getting ready for work, STFU and AA were weird at first
but i just kept thinking dont DEER, and that automatically lead to STFU.
After ILYBNILWY she wouldn't kiss me and no sex, she gradually started responding to my efforts
though and wanted to cuddle in bed again and would kiss me as we used to, But then almost exactly a
year ago, I found out she had been having an affair, it went on for about 4 months and ended a few
weeks before I found out.
What gave it away..........
What gave it away was the ILYBNILWY speach, then little sex, wouldnt even kiss(peck) me leaving
the house, said she 'could' sleep with others and still maintain relationship and would i sleep with
other girls if she said i could (covert talk). She was calling me shit head disrespectfully a lot and
talking about divorce a fair bit. She panicked when i wanted to use her phone camera and started the
camera for me instead of letting me do it, waxed her vagina for first time, started getting nails and
hair done regularly and asked for anal out of the blue (just before the ILYBNILWY). This was the
one that got me to check her phone secrelty, after listening to Rollo and Donovan Sharp saying
women do this to practice for the alpha.
I took her phone when she was asleep and exported all the SMS messages and it was clear what was
going on.
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What I did........................
Initially i bluffed about not being sure of what to do, I told her family to give her a consequence and
told her if anything else happens its immediately over. After the ILYBNILWY speach i started lifting
and reading the sidebar as fast as i could. I couldnt believe that even though i thought i was
enlightened to women compared to most, there was still so much i didnt know. After a couple of
months of doing callisthenics, bought a barbell, squat rack and a bench, started stronglifts 5x5 and
saw huge progress. I continued to focus on shit tests andI then started playing football (soccer) with
friends again once a week like I used to and started going out for beers with them again, something i
stopped doing when the kids were born. I took every chance to lead, doing housework, cleaning,
aranging kids birthday parties, buying christmas presents, what to do on the weekends etc.
Over the last year, half my wardrobe has been replaced with newer, nicer clothing, my old stuff was
old and worn and started good grooming habits that I long since stopped doing. When ive been out
with friends ive been practising cold approach pickup and Im also just starting to learn guitar and my
first karate class is next month.
Ive been stashing bitcoin and gold/silver bought with cash as much as i can without it being noticed,
so its all unknown by her and off the books, also read up on divorce proceedings and divorce
strategy.
Ive now read a huge amount of material, done stronglifts5x5, madcow 5x5 and customised madcow
5x10 variant, not missed more than 2 days training since i started. I look and dress much better, smell
better, and im in the best shape ive ever been by far. Im far bigger, stronger than ever and my 6-pack
is just now starting to look good as im currently cutting. I have a strong sense of mission, to
experience and get good at everything i have ability to and im enjoying life again like i havent for
years.
How she responded................
Initially after finding out about the affair, i was initiating about 3-4 times a week, and although she
would have sex it felt obligated and forced and she would complain a lot about what i was doing,
saying shes not enjoying it etc, the frequency was 1-2 times a week with 1-2 turn downs. Her general
attitude was improving and shit testing was slowly getting less and softer, less aggressive. She
initially would say you doing weights now in a grump, i would just say yes and carry on, but that
subsided as time went on, now its just what i do. Then she started giving me complements about my
body, touching, having better sex, less turn downs and then saying she loves me again, I say it back
using the 2/3rds rule.
It was a mixed bag, lots of improvements but the real turning point happend when we were at the
beach late last summer with her sister, i had my top off and her sister commented on how my body
looked hot. Things then improved further very noticeably.
This continued until now where I rarely get denied sex, its about 75% starfish 25% active
participation, she often will wear lingerie when i ask, anal sometimes, in different locations, recorded
a time with a camera, and she never even did those things even when first met. Sex frequency is
about 3-4 times per week, and her horneyness is 100% linked to her menstrual cycle. The 1000ft rope
has pulled a little, she has tried dieting twice over the last 3 months. She says she loves cuddling at
night me more than anything, follows my lead when cleaning house, shit tests less frequent and
softer, generally more pleasant to be around, less stressed, less lazy, better to the kids, and she says
she loves me all the time.
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Now...............
Initially i had no plan to leave, i bluffed to her that couldn't decide what to do but deep down i was
never going to leave due to the kids, I value my kids tremendously, above all else. Whilst being a
blue pill beta, her lazyness and complaining about how difficult the kids were, I would take it upon
myself to take all work away from her to make happy. So i gradually dropped my own hobbies,
friends, etc so i could look after the kids at all times, do everything so she could relax, do what she
wanted thinking this made me a good husband. It made my kids even more everything to me, i was
either at work or with the kids, that was my life.
Now i still put my kids at the top, in the grand scheme of life im will accommodate my life heavily
for a few years for them by staying so as to have full involvement and time with them whilst they are
young. So i will keep reading, lifting (it just what i do now, i cant believe im 38 and never realised
how much difference this makes for women), dressing well, gaming on nights out and leading. The
marriage is better than it has been since the honeymoon period but ultimately I dont want it anymore,
Ive lost my trust and respect for her. The wife goggles are off and i can see shes jsut a mostly lazy,
HB5, not a great mother who drinks too much.She has tried losing weight recently but fails after a
week or 2, I think she just doesnt have it in her to lose any significant amount of weight. The thought
of financially supporting her when kids are older and left home is abhorrent to me. The constant
question that comes to mind is 'what value does she add to my life and what is the cost to my life for
that'
My plan is to stick to my MAP above for a few years, become the best man i can, enjoy my kids
living with me 7 days a week until they are a little older and more independent so as to lessen the
affect of only seeing them 50% of the week (about 3 years when they are 7 and 11) then start having
fun with hookers as that has a low chance of getting caught (Did it once already soon after i found out
about the affair for revenge). If i get caught no worries, we split, i see them regularly still and i wont
affect our relationship too much as they are a bit older. If i dont get caught a few years after that
when they are both 10+, i up and leave anyway and hopefully take the kids with me and hit the dating
scene as the best man I can be.
When i contemplate the last year, i think its sad that the world is like this, every single mum in the
playground picking up their kid has a corresponding man with a similar story no doubt, and every kid
from a broken home (and there a a LOT) has a degraded father relationship as a result, but i digress.
Im looking forward to what lies ahead of me, i now feel like im living a life rather than just existing,
with purpose and direction.
Thanks for reading, hope it helps someone, and now i must continue my path.
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Let this be a warning to you...
34 upvotes | March 31, 2019 | by johneyapocalypse | Link | Reddit Link
Still believe your sweet princess is a unicorn? Maybe a glittery-eyed, sparkly unicorn with glowing
hair and a pot of gold at the end of her rainbow? Maybe she's the sweet creamy filling of your
coconut cream pie?
Yah, this dude thought the same... about his high school sweetheart and mother of not his five
beautiful children. After all, he had the perfect marriage.
Moral of the story: We're all human, we're all fallible, and your wife, like you, is fallible. Many
believe the system and the courts and the very nature of paternity favors the sweet mama, so watch
your ass and stay vigilante.
With the arrival of every new DNA testing company, it seems, Pandora's Box opens a little more each
day.
Edit: This reads like one of every two MRP posts:
We were typical highschool sweet hearts, we go out together, we never fight, I feel like I've
done everything a loving husband should do... I work long hours and maybe haven't always
been there when she needed me... And never in a million years would I ever have suspected
my wife of being disloyal - she's always done everything she could to support me and take
care of our children.
Edit 2: This reads more like a Stephen King novella with a Fabio cover:
Not only are none of them my biological children, together four of my children have three
different fathers.
Edit 3: And finally, her reaction, which reads like a warning preached at MRP:
So I confront my wife with this, expecting her to confess and beg for forgiveness. She
doesn't confess. She doesn't even take it seriously. She says the tests must be flawed.
I keep bringing it up and she keeps brushing it off, getting progressively more annoyed at
me. When I bring it up she will try and guilt trip me. "We've been together since highschool,
do you seriously not trust me?" etc. But how am I supposed to trust her in the face of such
overwhelming evidence?
Edit 4: My own: Fucking soulless bitch.
Edit 5: Seriously dude?
Is there anyway, anyway at all, you think I could or should save my marriage?
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Wife Shit Testing
34 upvotes | November 4, 2018 | by throwawaystarkness | Link | Reddit Link
I hate whining but I need to get this bullshit my wife did off my chest. My wife and I went out for
drinks with one of her friends and another girlfriend of hers from out of town. After a drink at this
one place, my wife suggests we all go to another bar that she and her friend went to when I was out of
town last week. We get to this other bar and the bartender (big fucking guy) comes around the bar,
introduces himself to me, and then walks over to my wife and picks her up. She laughs and they talk
a bit. I'm standing there like a fucking asshole with no idea what to do other than to kick this dude in
the gut and fuck her friend's hot friend (I don't do either). Then we sit down she and the bartender talk
for awhile. I end up flirting with her friend for a bit, ignoring my wife, cause fuck her. After we get
home I tell her how fucked up it was to let another man pick her up like that and she just plays if off
like she didn't have a choice and how she was just being her friend's wingman last week and her
friend was interested in the bartender and so that's how they became friendly with the bartender. Well
this guy didn't touch my wife's friend or really talk to her the whole time we were at the bar. Ok. My
bullshit radar is going off. I now know when I'm out of town and she's out with her shitbag friends
she flirts with guys while I'm sitting in a fucking hotel room by myself like an asshole. Time to frame
up and get lifting. Fucking bullshit .
EDIT: as an update to this. I went through her phone and found a text exchange with another guy in
which he says they tried to fool around but were too drunk.
Looking for a lawyer now.
Fellas learn from this. Where is smoke, there’s fire.
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Welcome to askMRP, regarding the quarrantine, and refugee
members, welcome and read
34 upvotes | October 5, 2018 | by Rian_Stone | Link | Reddit Link
Good day. I know our sister subs, TRP and askTRP have been quarantined, which create some
problems for those who access them, especially via mobile. Some of you may be brand new, so this
PSA will walk you through how best to integrate with the subreddits intention.
askMRP is for low value questions from those who haven't bothered to do anything yet.

MRP began to have a problem, where users were asking very basic questions that betrayed the lack of
sidebar reading, or much of the basic first steps one should take post-pill (not lifting, talking too
much etc). AskMRP was created to solve two problems.
1. Those users, who we lovingly refer to as 'value leeches' were degrading the quality of the sub,
directly contributing to the 'eternal September' phenomenon.
2. Many users who have read through the sidebar, are doing action, often don't have enough users
to ping their ideas off of, and the weekly OWS threads don't provide the right kind of feedback
for that sort of practice
And so, askMRP was created to solve both problems. Value leeches are going to ask anyways, so
now they can be forced into providing value to the readership. Teaching helps retain information far
better than reading does, so the users who are doing something get a change to teach what they've
learned, as a retention strategy. MRP remains here for field reports, and quality posts that have
general value to anyone reading them.
So if you're new here, and often posted to TRP, welcome. Be aware, any 'internet status' you've
become accustomed doesn't matter here, only what value you provide, today, right now.
As such, you are politely, but firmly requested to take a read through the sidebars of MRP and
askMRP, become familiar with the concepts we've developed over the years before running your
mouth, navel gazing, or throwing advice on the wall to see what sticks. I've been told we also use a
softer hand here than in MRP, so try your best to not call people out as faggots, unless they are being
exceptionally obtuse, though I do reccomend you not take my job from me, a namedrop on the
comments or a report will do just fine.
Finally, if you're a part of the subreddit, your best band for your buck will come from participating in
the own your shit weekly threads: Oct 02 here. they are where 99% of the work here is done. As
always, adhere to Rule 0, you're here for mens successful sexual strategy, or you're not here at all.
This includes too much meta discussion on your opinions of the reddit admins, femenism, or
whatever outrage clickbait article you picked up in your Twitter feed yesterday.
Enjoy your stay, and don't shit up the sub, or you'll be bounced here just the same
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[FR] Fathers Day
34 upvotes | June 18, 2018 | by red-sfpplus | Link | Reddit Link
Father’s day was this past weekend as you likely know. What is Father’s day all about? It is about
celebrating the relationship between your kids and yourself, or yourself and your Dad.
My Dad is dead, and I do not live in my hometown anymore, but my sisters do and they put some
flowers on his grave for me and sent me a pic. I will visit it in August when I am in town. Beyond
that, I still think of him a little each day – he helped me become the man I am today. I remember
hating his guts when he made me work at McDonalds when I was 15 making $4.25 a hour and paying
my own car insurance when I turned 16. If I didn’t have money, he bailed me out that month – but he
taught me an important lesson about responsibility.
Now I have two awesome kids. On Saturday morning they made me breakfast. My son is an expert at
cooking sausage in the microwave and my daughter is an expert at making eggs. So they teamed up
and made me eggs and sausage for breakfast. It was delicious. They gave me a card they made
themselves with a little note. Great stuff.
Later that Saturday the kids and I went bowling and arcading for a few hours then we picked up the
wife around 5pm for the culmination of the day – seeing Incredibles 2. After the dine in movie we
went and got ice cream, and that was our Saturday.
On Sunday (actual Father’s Day) was the greatest day for me in a long time. The kids shipped off to
their first overnight summer camp ever. I never went to summer camp when I was a kid, let alone go
to a camp for a whole week, much less at 9 and 8 years old. We left at the crack of dawn and drove
them to camp and helped them get all checked in.
Want to know what a proud Father is? A man who can watch his two kids go off to camp for a week
and know that he has taught them values and helped them build confidence they will have their entire
life.
What investments are you making in your daily lives? How are you growing, and helping others?
What is Father’s day? Father’s day is every day.
Or were you waiting for a card, dinner and sex from your wife for Father’s Day?
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Whose woman is this?
34 upvotes | May 16, 2017 | by anythinginc | Link | Reddit Link
I have been lurking the past few weeks because washing my eyes with bleach was not an
option. A little over a month ago, after a few months of my husband acting all weird, I
discovered he was following theredpill and boy was I in for a rollercoaster.
Do NOT go rambo. If your woman notices anything within a couple months besides you dressing
better and working out then you are doing it wrong.
We had our wonderful times, our low times but we were on track again. I loved him so
much- we have 3 beautiful children, a roof, a great life, health, friendships.... I used to feel
safe in his arms, loved- Not anymore.
Let that sink in. The same relationship that had this man living a quite life of desperation, that drove
him to google "how to make my wife love me again" or some shit at 1AM, was just fine for this
woman. No mention of if "being off track" was her emotional affair or cheating.
About five months ago something changed. I couldn't pinpoint exactly what. I started really
hating going back home, I felt accosted for sex all the time, I felt miserable all around.
Sounds like this guy didn't have enough fucks to give about this relationship to do MRP right. All this
guy wanted was for his wife to fuck him, but now she's talking about divorce based on what websites
you visit. You are supposed to be fun and benevolent. I guess we need The Family Alpha around
more to talk about being a good captain.
If this man's greatest crime is coming on to his wife every day when she wasn't attracted to him
then this sucks bro, I'm sorry. But if you tried to quick-fix her instead of yourself then this is
exactly what we warn everyone about.
One time , I had the flu and declined sex- he was upset and accused me of "always being
sick, never wanting sex"(we have sex at least once a week- sometimes more- but always at
least once).
I can feel this guy's butthurt from here. Alternatively, she is "sick" 5 days a week and we are seeing
her post-rationalization.
I noticed him flirting with a friend of ours. Maybe i deserved it- maybe i was a horrible
human being, a lousy spouse.
I mean, your husband hates his life and feels unloved and will try anything to make it better and stay
married to you, but all you want is validation that you've done the best you can and want therapy and
a divorce.
Trying to flirt is cringy, being attractive enough that women want to talk to you and fun and engaging
conversations are expected to just spring up around you is not. This guy sounds like he skipped to
Level 8 in a couple months. Level 8 is right before you tell her you need to have sex to stay in this
relationship.
I started to think perhaps he would be happy if i wasn't in the picture- even my kids would
be happier. I got treated like a child- I was even told He didn't trust me making good food
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choices so grocery shopping was his responsibility. I was told I was fat- need a beach body!
She loved him sooo much, but is ready to divorce because he wants to grocery shop for the house and
have an attractive wife who respects him and is attracted to him. Maybe he went rambo, maybe he
sucked at escalating and initiating, maybe he was an insufferable asshole, but maybe just the simple
fact of coming onto his wife every day was enough to push this unattracted woman over the edge.
All this time, I had no idea what was going on. Then I came across his history- yes I was
snooping. I saw all these posts about redpill/marriedredpill. WTF. The more I read, the
angrier I became. I can't look at him in the eye anymore. What makes a human being
THINK they have the right to manipulate another human being? What did I do to deserve
the anxiety, the depression he created? Why- if you supposedly love someone- do you do
this?
This is what a hamster sounds like when you fuck up.
This was all a month ago- I have no idea if he has stopped reading it or not- he says he has.
He told Me it was a support group for men- nothing else. I go from moments of anger to
moments of sadness. I'm probably going to get out of this relationship and it will
destroy my kids- I just can't phantom why he would this to me. All I can think of is about
the poor women who are trapped in a relationship with some lunatic who thinks it's ok to
play with someone's emotions. I can leave because I have a strong support system. i don't
think I will ever be able to trust another relationship. I am writing in this forum because I
want to reach out to others and see if anyone has gone through this. How did you get over
it? How did you rebuild your confidence? How did you rebuild the ability to trust others?
Peeps- I'm broken. Thank you for reading.
I'm sure she thought her husband might read this to dread the fuck out of him. Live for her or get left
bro. I would like to think that if I were discovered I could own everything I've said here and hold
frame and get on with my life with or without her, but maybe I would fold too. Trump gets to grab
women by the pussy and be president. You visit a sub where the most common advice is to lift and
don't be butthurt and you're done.
I don't really want to know whose woman this is...but it could be any of ours if we go rambo and fuck
this up guys.
Some lessons:
Keep fight club a secret, the penalty for not "just getting it" is disgust and hatred.
Step 1! Lift! Be attractive, don't be unattractive
Do not ever be butthurt
Do not talk about sex
You have to like you wife
Work up the levels of dread slowly, do not jump around
In regards to this man personally, I'm sorry she isn't attracted to you man. The fact that she is this
angry and has all these emotions means you potentially DO have a chance if you want this to work.
Maybe she's a SAHM and enjoys the lifestyle, or whatever, maybe she "loves you but is not in love
with you." It is going to be the long normal MRP ride though. Becoming attractive, being valuable,
being benevolent, being a good captain, erasing the scoreboard, build a frame and a life she wants to
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live in. She CAN give you the relationship that you want, but she has to want to, and she will only
want to if she is attracted to you because you have fixed yourself, not her.
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The Trifecta - Victim Puke/Field Report/Thank You
34 upvotes | January 24, 2017 | by Garblix | Link | Reddit Link
I figure this doesn’t belong in the main MRP forum, so I wanted to leave it here as a thank you from a
work in progress.
Married to wife for 16 years. We have one son, age 13. About 3 years ago marriage went to complete
crap. Long story. I know, they all are and they all share common themes. Sex had been about once
every week to 2 weeks for a long time, with occasional exceptions, but then dried up to complete
dead bedroom. After a couple months of dead bedroom and me asking what the hell was the problem,
the wife told me she wanted a divorce. She was done, ready to move on. The backstory would make
this post a War&Peace length novel. I pleaded to work things out, more for the sake of our son than
anything. We’d had issues off and on for years and the thought of us splitting had entered both our
minds more than once. Family however outweighs all to me and I knew my son was better off with
both parents under one roof. This is why I pleaded for her to stay. She refused. She said she was
done.
I found MRP much the same way as others, through another subreddit. Can’t remember if it was dead
bedrooms or relationships. I found MRP when I was still in the “woe is me” and depressed stage. It
was and remains to be the kick in the ass I needed. I already hit the gym moderately, but I started
kicking my gym and lifting habit into overdrive. Instead of machines I switched to mostly free
weights and upped my game at the gym a lot. Started following programs and reading forums on the
best lifts. I read MMSLP, NMMNG, SGM, WISNIFG, Book of Pook, watched some of
BluePillProfessor’s videos and read all posts daily and religiously.
I saw a counselor a total of 4 times. Initially, in hindsight, I think I wanted someone to help me deal
with it and probably console me. While the guy I saw was empathetic, he let me know he wasn’t
there to tell me he had a magical cure and that all would be well. He opened my eyes much like MRP
did. He told me it sounded like she’d already checked out and I needed to get my stuff in order – with
lawyer, exercise, and treating the relationship like the dead one it had become. Be a good father and
let my son see me happier separate from my wife. Let him see me with a woman who was passionate
about being with me instead of being unhappy in a relationship with a woman who doesn’t love or
respect me. It was a cold bucket of water dumped on me that I needed. He didn’t want to see me over
and over for months on end. He addressed the problem, called it like he saw it and we were done.
I started thinking more for me and what I needed to do to get my life in order. I’d always put her and
her thoughts and wants first and up to that point had tried to nice guy the relationship back into
existence. As expected, this disgusted her even more. Now I went and did more on my own and
started living life like the single life I expected to be living soon. Family still came first, but I made
more time for me and things that improved my life.
With the increase in muscles and better physique, and the independence I displayed more and more,
the wife took notice of the changes and seemed more concerned about who I was becoming and what
I was doing in life. We had seen a divorce counselor for the sole reason of how to handle the whole
split with our son and how to break it to him. We’d had a dead bedroom for almost a year and a half,
sleeping in separate bedrooms for a year(she moved out of it , not me) and had an agreed upon date
for us to tell our son about the split and when his mom would be moving out. Yes, by that point I’d
started to man up more and told her if she wanted the split then she could move out. The house was
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cheaper for me to keep and she could afford more as she makes a good deal more money than I do.
Long story short (too late, I know), the date to tell our son came and went. If she wanted out, she
needed to make the move. I maintained my abundance mentality and outcome independence frame of
mind, going and doing stuff either on my own or with my son. She started to show little signs of
wanting to be closer – talking more, casual flirting, etc. I mostly ignored or mildly acknowledged. I
made her work for any reconciliation. I wasn’t going to puppy dog my way with the relationship ever
again.
MRP also reminded me not to be an a-hole or Rambo my way, to balance the alpha and beta, and to
just be a better man than I’d previously been. If she wanted to be a part of it, great. If not, I’m okay
there too. It’s easy to read some books and think “I’ve got it now, no more work needed here”, but
any man who’s been mostly beta their whole life needs constant reminders and guidance to deeply
internalize what is being preached here – how to be a better man than you have been.
This story is getting long, so to get to the end here I have to say that a year and a half after we were to
split I am still married, our sex life has dramatically improved more than prior to the dead bedroom,
and I’m doing things with and to her that I never would have thought would happen years ago. My
son can see the difference in our relationship. He’s commented on us getting along better and sees
real physical interaction between us much more now. Before dead bedroom all he ever saw was an
occasional hug or peck on the cheek. He sees me joking with her when she throws the occasional shit
test and not taking her moods seriously. I am continuing to up my lifting game all the time and still
being outcome independent. I'm a better person overall.
I rely on the guidance I find here all the time. Just when I think I have it down pat, a shit test or
something else comes along to remind me that this is something I always need to keep up with, that I
can’t just sit back and relax, thinking I have it under control. I always need to work to improve
myself and to strive to be a better man. I do slip some still, and that is why I rely on the guidance I
find here to help me keep on keepin’ on. I am still not the ideal man I know I can be so I still strive
for more and more improvement. That’s why I come here almost daily. I need the reminders and
reinforcement to push me sometimes. I’m a work in progress and will never claim I have it all down
pat. Always so much to learn and ways to improve myself.
One last thing to say is that there are a couple handful of really great commenters here, so please
don’t stop dispensing the wisdom. There’s many men who really count on the good information you
relay to us. There’s some guys on here who try to drop wisdom and act like they have it all figured
out, but you can tell they are still in the wannabe stage. And some guys here try to dispense advice
and you can tell they just don’t truly get it yet, or have it misconstrued. I really, really wish posters
/r/jacktenofhearts and /r/iratemd would come back. I think those 2 guys dispensed some of the most
sound, well thought out, well reasoned logic to be found on here. There are still guys on here
dropping good knowledge, and I genuinely thank you, but I miss the wisdom from those 2 especially
since they no longer provide it. There is a lot of details about my marriage I could have listed but this
post was mostly meant to be a big thank you to all of you on here who “get it” and take your time to
help all the men who truly need it.
I credit this forum with giving me the tools to make me a better and stronger man, emotionally and
physically. In return, all of that saved my marriage. And I truly know and have deeply internalized
that no matter what happens with my marriage going forward, I am going to be just fine married or
unmarried.
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Confirmed. She's cheating
33 upvotes | April 11, 2017 | by RedPillQuest | Link | Reddit Link
To update a conversation I started a few days ago, I've downloaded wife's text messages. She's come
up with an alternate contact name for him, but the texts bear it out. Talk about tuppy sessions (had to
look the word up), how passionate and hot it had been, and going to the next door neighbors lake
house where no one would recognize them and where they'd have an actual BED for once (don't ask
me where they were going before).
So there it is. Decision made. I'll get a lawyer tomorrow and a PI. I'll set this thing up so tight that she
walks away with nothing, and I'll start acting single as soon as the paperwork has ink on it. In the
meantime, I'll act normal to avoid sending her to ground. And maybe I'll insist on fucking her in the
ass a couple times before handing her the papers.
Thanks for pointing out my tunnel vision. Poor little mammals... But none of her shit is my fault. At
least I can look forward to talking this RP off of hard mode soon.
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Reddit ban coming?
33 upvotes | June 28, 2020 | by Vegasman20002 | Link | Reddit Link
Is there an alternative to Reddit that MRP will use to post OYS etc going forward if the rumored
Reddit ban happens tomorrow? If not, and MRP is banned, thanks for all the help over the past year,
gents.
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FR: I haven't arrived, but I'm clearly getting somewhere
33 upvotes | January 23, 2018 | by gameoflibidos | Link | Reddit Link
2 years ago I was a low confidence beta yes man. I was 240 lbs, probably 30% body fat. Married for
9 years with 3 kids, wife gave me very little respect. I was her work stress punching bag and man
servant.
Been lifting for 2 years, 3 to 4 days a week, no breaks except Xmas week twice and beach vacation.
Finished all my required reading long ago, in fact, some books I've read 3 times as sometimes I can
feel my mental state slipping a bit and I re-read them bring it all right back to the forefront of my
mind.
Today, I am about to turn 41. I'm 6 ft, weight about an even 200 and probably 14-15% body fat. I
walk with confidence, I would almost say I exude confidence these days. Even so, the process has
been so long that I often questioned how much progress I was really making. The wife has been slow
to respond, but she is and has been responding. Lifting itself is such a slow process to go from
completely out of shape into something a chick will bite her lip when she checks you out. It was so
long, when I worthless and out of shape, you sort of walk around like a ghost.. you're just a JAG...
nobody looks at you or cares to. You're just some dumpy fat dad. The encouragement over the last 2
years has not come in droves... quite the opposite... tiny little moments when you catch something.. it
almost surprises you when you do. A quick glance that never happened before, maybe you catch a
friends wife looking you up and down real quick trying to figure out if it's just your new clothes or
what.
Today.. I finally received some true encouragement that let me know that I really have made
significant strides forward.
I was simply walking through the mall and was dead stopped by a hot little early/mid 20 something
working at a pagoda. She had seen me walk through there before because my office is across the
street. She introduced herself and was disappointed to notice I had a wedding ring on. She didn't
attempt to sell me anything, she only related that I looked great and my wife was a lucky woman. We
chatted for a minute and I told her not to worry she'll see me again and left with my food.
When you're almost 41... used to be a fat lazy beta dad slob.. and 2 years later you get dead stopped
by a smoking 25 year old who is clearly eye fucking you at the mall.... let me tell you folks... you feel
like chad fucking thundercock.
If you ever feel like you aren't making progress... re-read a book... lift more.. lift heavier.. but keep
reading and keep lifting until it all sinks in and one day.... one day you'll be in your 40s and be dead
stopped by a hot young little number that clearly wants to fuck you... and it'll finally ring in your
head.... my god.. I did it.. I'm fucking money.
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What worked for me
33 upvotes | February 26, 2018 | by ParadoxThatDrivesUs | Link | Reddit Link
Nutrition. Fucking nutrition.
If you check my post history you'll see I've been at this for more than two years. I lifted, I read, I
MAP'ed, I mastered the material, and I applied it in my life and marriage. And it worked - I found
self-respect, and earned the respect of the people around me. It completely changed the trajectory of
my life and transformed me into a different person. I sometimes shudder to think where I might be if
random luck hadn't led me to this site.
And yet, for all that personal success, the original problem that brought me here - sex with my wife didn't change all that much. Some improvement, and a change in my own perspective that took away
the mental pain, but no true transformation. In my own mind, I guess I just figured that I had taken it
as far as it would go.
A few months ago, for reasons completely unrelated to MRP, I stopped eating out and started eating a
clean, high-protein diet. Each meal is 8 ounces of chicken (or some other meat), 100 grams of rice (or
some other carb), and a bunch of broccoli (or some other vegetable). I prep the meals for the week on
Sunday and weigh them into plastic trays - the whole nine yards. I wasn't expecting any big changes
because I believed that I was already eating a healthy diet. The meal prepping was mostly a financial
thing.
Big there were big changes. I've never been overweight, but - I now realize - I've never really been
lean. After a few weeks, my body fat dropped and the muscles I had been developing popped into
view like they never had before. I discovered that the phrase "hard body" isn't just an expression. I
solidified. All of the lifting started to finally get traction.
And now the wife initiates sex, something she's never done before. She drops hints during the day.
She finds reasons to grab me. She defers to me, tries to keep me happy. This from a woman who I
would have sworn was not capable of enjoying sex. Or life.
So, yeah, nutrition. So fucking stupid, so obvious. It wasn't just nutrition that did it, of course. If there
are a dozen things you have to get in line to make it all work, I put in the time and effort to get them
all together - except that I somehow blinded myself that I wasn't eating properly. Once that finally
clicked into place, it's like the lock just tumbled open without even trying.
So learn from my mistake. Everyone wants to skip ahead and obsess over shit tests and comfort tests
and main events and all the rest. But it's obvious to me now that stuff is secondary.
The very first lesson I learned here was that if your wife doesn't want to have sex with you, the reason
is because she doesn't want to have sex with you. But the opposite is also true. When she wants to
have sex with you, she will.
So if you're not getting the results you're hoping for, go back to very first principles. Track what you
eat. Don't guess or assume. Track it and lock it down.
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Moving in the right direction... seeing improvements in my life
33 upvotes | March 19, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm about 3.5 months into my MAP. Working deeper into dread level 3. 6'1", 225 lbs and good lifts.
Last night, I came home from work. Wife and I had plans to go to the gym together (it's amazing how
when she sees me making it a habit and sticking with it, she hops right on board and comes along),
then to dinner and drinks and a planned night out (neither one of us had to work early the following
morning.) She gets home from work and complains about not feeling good, so I went alone and
worked out. When I got home, I showered and got ready. She was lying in bed watching tv, the entire
time. I asked her about how she was feeling and she reported she was feeling better, but showed lack
luster motivation to get ready. I told her playfully, come baby girl, get that sexy ass up and get ready.
She blew up and started shit storming, saying I was being pushy and treating her like a child ordering
her around. I laughed it off and teased her, then she finished getting ready and got into the car and we
left. Had a nice dinner and a drink and came home.
We walk in the door and she says the famous, "we have to talk." I knew what was coming, so I
looked at her and smiled and said, " what's up babe?" She proceeds to tell me that I'm an asshole and
I treated her like a child telling her what to do. She proceeded to say, that I'm a selfish jerk who
always puts my needs first, and I'll I care about is sex. I laughed at her and said, "yep... you're right, I
can be a jerk sometimes, and I absolutely love sex with you, it's fun!" She yelled and fitted some
more, I heard somewhere in there she hated me or thought I have always been an asshole, and some
other blah blah shit about her threatening to leave the house for the evening... (I put the words right
now after these types of statements in my head). She said, you want a submissive 1950s wife, should
I put on apron and make you cookies??? I laughed and responded, "I like chocolate chip the best!"
At that moment she began to break from her frame and come into mine because she paused and
actually stated to laugh. Then she calmed down, and we actually began to have a nice and pleasant
conversation. We went up to bed that night and had some super hot passionate sex, with round 2 early
this morning, with her texting me throughout the next day.
My point is, although I'm learning and far from a red pill master, I can see this shit really works to
improve ALL areas of my life. It is so true that when you began shifting from blue pill pussy to a red
pill man with balls that does not give a fuck about pissing your wife off or her emotional storms, she
really does fall in line and move into your frame. Her shit tests still come, but that's her way of
confirming you're on the path she sees you on, giving her positive feelz.
I'm always looking for advice and constructive criticism on here, but I'm sure I'll will hear that I still
care too much about my wife. That may be the case, but of course I care, she's my wife. BUT, I care a
hell of alot less about her emotional storms and pissing her off.
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Long-term married men of MRP (10+ years), what qualities
would you argue are most important in choosing a potential
wife
32 upvotes | February 7, 2020 | by lefty929 | Link | Reddit Link
Or in other words, if you were suddenly single again, knowing what you know now, what would be
your most important qualities to screen or look for?
I am in an 8 year relationship on the cusp of engagement and recently been having doubts.
It’s shit-or-walk time. And since I’m at the start of my journey here I’m unsure how my woman will
react to me becoming full on MRP.
I was hoping some of you who have experienced success could comment on what you think are the
best attributes or qualities to screen for.
I am hoping to use that info to help gauge if my woman is worth the commitment.
Thank you
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Don’t Be Like Jack
32 upvotes | July 17, 2020 | by SamHighway | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys.
As some of you may of remembered, I submitted this post last week. I got a lot of good feedback
from you guys, which I really appreciate. I wanted to make this post to share what I tired with my SO
around her hamster dealing with my neighbour (Jill), but I also wanted to share a story as a little
reminder for all of us here (new & old).
A couple of days after I made the post here on /r/askmrp, my SO brought up the neighbour (Jill) in a
random discussion. This time around, I decided to try something different from AM & AA… A lot of
you commented to initiate sex right there and then.
Well? That’s exactly what I did. I kissed her - hard. Followed by taking off her clothes a fucking her
right there and then in the living room and filled her up. I found it intriguing how she didn’t try and
stop me. In fact, she encouraged it. Since then? Well, I haven’t heard of Jill’s name come out of my
SOs mouth, but it’s only been a week since I last posted about it. I’ll give it time… Anyway, I wanted
to thank some of you older and experienced mrp guys for the help.
The main reason I wanted to make this post was to be a reminder for all of us here…
Yesterday afternoon I wanted to edge and mow the lawn since it was a beautiful, sunny day. Where I
live, we have had shit weather for the summer. It’s been raining constantly, a long with weekly
thundershowers. Therefore, getting out and enjoying the sun, whether it’s for leisure or outside work
is very limited right now.
Since I work from home, I have a pretty flexible schedule. I try and get shit done during the day when
I have breaks in-between meetings and client work. It was around 2ish (close to 3pm) when I decided
to go out and mow the lawn. Where I live, our backyard areas are fairly small and there isn’t a lot of
work to do to keep things up to date, but you gotta do what you gotta do. Since it was so fucking hot
out (mid-30s Celsius), I decide to mow the lawn with my shirt off to get some sun.
About halfway through mowing the lawn, as I go and clean up an area of my yard, my neighbour Jill
walks out of her house to come over and chat with me. Right away she comments how the view was
“too good” and she wanted to get a closer look. I told Jill that I should put her ass to work so she
could help me out. She got a good laugh and was trying to make a lot of small talk. Anyway, I had to
shut down the conversation with her after around 5 minutes since I wanted to finish up the yard.
I kid you not, around 10 minutes later, Jill has her husband Jack out of the house to mow the lawn.
She’s berating him, making fun of him, and yelling at him to tell him what he should be doing. By
this point, I finished mowing the lawn and put all of my shit away. I was on my deck area drinking a
Bubbly while I was watching this shit show unfold in-front of me. Not only was this woman yelling
at him non-stop, but he was DEERing the entire time. Holy fuck.
There was even a point where I heard her mention my name — not sure why. Either way, it was
pathetic to see. One of the commenters (/u/tom-anonymous) on my original post made a comment
that Jill seemed ripe for an affair. I completely agree with that assessment. During that dinner party a
couple weekends back, I got to learn more info about Jack, Jill, and their marriage.
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Breakdown:
Jack: 29 years old, IT developer, beta bucks, bends the knee for Jill constantly, socially
awkward, doesn’t lift, and is definitely Jill’s “safe” option.
Jill: 34 years old (HB7, brunette), government (office) worker, quickly settled down with Jack
after she turned 31 years old (Jill told me she was ready), approaching/at the wall. After a year
of being together, she mentioned that she gave him the ultimatum to commit or risk losing her.
Married for around 3 years now

It seems really clear to me that Jack is has always been in the doghouse and that Jill is preparing to
jump back on the cock carousel (if she hasn’t already). What’s sad to see here is how many guys are
just run through the machine; especially, if they go through the divorce machine (as Rich Cooper
talks about in his videos). I bet if Jack took control of his life, had a MAP, lifted heavy, built his
framework, and stopped pedestalizing Jill (all women for that matter) that he would be in a better
position. Unfortunately, I doubt that will ever happen… Jill has her own personal plow horse.
As I mentioned before, I wanted to share this as a reminder to keep pursuing excellence within your
own life and MAKE YOURSELF the priority. Hit the sidebar, lift heavy, and keep improving. Oh?
You have done that? Hit the sidebar again, and again, and again, and again. That sidebar is your
fucking friend. You fucking hit that sidebar.
Don’t be like Jack.
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Threat honored, After filing for divorce
32 upvotes | May 6, 2022 | by cryptus-maximus | Link | Reddit Link
A month ago the wife put an ultimatum on me, sign for our child's passport or we're getting a divorce.
I opted for the divorce. She then said, if we're getting a divorce, you need to leave the house. I told
her I would not be leaving voluntarily and that she would need to pick-up the phone and call the
police herself. She was on the phone for a while but the police were taking too long...so I called them
myself and successfully thwarted what would of possibly been a false DV charge.
Since I filed for divorce, my day-to-day peace has improved but it is skewed by the looming divorce
and her desire to get full custody and to be seen as super mom. The first couple weeks were
tumultuous, but I like the new norm more than pre-divorce. Instead of putting her career first, she
does her part in transporting our kid and being out with her after pick-up, she is less critical and I
have been enjoying ability to exercise my freedoms without bearing that nagging energy.
She's told me that she wouldn't have taken off with our daughter because of the life she's built here
and that she wouldn't of called the police without first consulting her lawyer and that I was stupid and
paranoid for thinking otherwise (contrary to the exact threats she's given me before). She told me that
she was not 100% sure about getting a divorce and that it was not inevitable that we would be getting
one down the road. My family and family-friends have attempted to intercede. None of that matters, I
had one day where I broke down privately, but since then I have been steadfast in proceeding to get a
divorce ASAP. I've had a taste of post-marriage life and there is zero chance of going back.
What I find astounding about all of this, is all she had to do to avoid this chain of events was to
humor me by agreeing that a 3rd party hold the passport. I would of signed off and she would of been
booked for a trip this summer to go see granddad with my daughter. She has tried to guilt me by
saying that her dad is sick and that she would never forgive me if he died without seeing our daughter
and I simply told her, the power is in your hands. Her unwillingness to allow me any sense of control,
even to her own detriment, is really amazing.
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Killing the ego
32 upvotes | March 16, 2018 | by BobbyPeru | Link | Reddit Link
Over the years, I've learned the difference between being judgmental and being observant.
Sometimes, this is a fine line. One thing I have observed on MRP is new guys often think it's a "race"
to become alpha, and a little bit of progress can be easily mistaken as a total transformation. This is
the ego
After a lifetime of being lied to by the media, friends, family members, and your own mother,
unplugging from the matrix is no easy task. In fact, many of the people that have lied to you are
simultaneously lying to their self. So, the line between truth. lies, reality, fantasy, and wishful
thinking can become blurred. MRP can often make things more muddy before the clean-up starts
It's kind of like cleaning out a garage - it will look more messy than ever before the real progress is
revealed.
One of the biggest issues is ego . All too often, we either see a newer guy come on here posting about
a situation he needs to fix right now, but in reality, if we provide solutions, they are band-aids, and
they generally will not help the new guy's progress.
These type posts start with tell-tale signs of the markings of ego. For example, when I see a guy start
off with 'I've always been alpha, but blah blah blah'... or I'm probably a 9 SMV (snd then gives no
details about lifts, height, and weight - yes, all three are required for a reasonable analysis)... or 'wife
is shit testing me about folding the socks,'... or 'wife gave me a hard no, but I didn't show any
butthurt.'... etc... the problem is usually the ego is in the way of the beginning of progress
Progress begins when the new guy has finished all of the sidebar readings and is starting over.
Progress begins when the new guy can honestly post all physical stats Height, weight, and lifts .
Progress starts when the new guy doesn't lace his post with pats on the back or please tell me I'm a
pussy pleadings.
Progress begins when the new guy realizes he's been brainwashed and is still brainwashed , and he
wants to do the work to deprogram.
Progress begins when the new guy realizes there are guys on this board who have put in a ton of
effort, way beyond what he has put in, and he is willing to listen to feedback, no matter how much it
stings.
Progress begins when you hit your first lifting plateau after adding 5 pounds a week on all lifts for
many months straight.
Progress begins when the new guy has cleaned up his diet, is under 15% BF, and has the stats to back
it up.
Progress begins when the new guy realizes he is a pussy with no frame , and he becomes willing to
STFU and lift , and then gradually add A&A, AM, fogging and other frame builders.
Progress begins when the new guy has internalized frame and no longer is faking frame, which his
LTR will see right through and break easily anyway.
Progress begins with all of these acts , thoughts, and behaviors of humility.
Progress begins when the new guy can admit he has a long hard road ahead, and he starts to become
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comfortable with small but valuable strides of progress.
Progress begins when a new guy can come on here, present objective facts, and not lace it with
implications of the grand ole alpha days, the great resent victories on who should fold the socks, and
not present us with paragraphs of he said/she said dialog. You will not find progress within the
mundane details of every day BS conversations between you and your LTR
Progress begins when your LTR isn't giving you hard no's anymore, and you realize that your sexual
strategy is a combination of things in this post, and it is working
Progress begins when the stay plan becomes the same as the go plan
Progress beings with killing the ego because then the new guy can tear down the sand castle he has
built and build a solid rock fortress**
The enemy is not women
The enemy is not your LTR
The enemy is not the media and the brainwashing you received
The enemy is your ego.
Kill the enemy
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SO angry with my response
32 upvotes | October 3, 2017 | by 88Will88 | Link | Reddit Link
My SO is in a really frisky mood one night. So we are in bed and she snuggles up really close and she
whispers to me “which of my girlfriends would you most like to have a threesome with?”. I told her
and she gets all shitty at me, hits me, throws off the covers and storms out of the room! Apparently I
was only supposed to say 1 of her friends. AWALT huh
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Living in doubt about my wifes past infidelity
31 upvotes | January 29, 2019 | by blackironlung | Link | Reddit Link
Background:
New guy here, found MRP about 2 months ago and have been reading everything, still in progress.
Married 6 years, 1 kid, wife is a stay at home mom, I own/run a successful business.
Lifts: bench 255, squat 385, deadlift 415, overhead press 185
Stats: 5 ft 10 - 205lbs Not sure about bodyfat but i'm fairly lean.

For the most part my life is excellent. My wife is a good wife and a great mother. Shit test come and
go but nothing major. Sex about 3 times per week and is good, no complaints there either. House,
business, finances are doing well and progressing as I've planned. So now to the problem...

Around the end of my first year of marriage sex started to drop off and my wife started acting kinda
strange. Alarm bells went off and I had this gut feeling she was cheating on me. I dug in and tried to
find out what was going on but I never got any conclusion. Out of frustration I eventually asked her
straight out but she denied everything. The problem with that (outside of the stupidity of asking) is
that she denied things I knew to be true so I lost trust.

While this was going on I spent more time on myself, my business and at the gym. Had I known
about MRP back then I would have probably had a better game plan but all I knew was the gym so I
did that. I never found any real evidence of her cheating but my gut won't let it go. No matter how
much logic says nothing happened my gut insists that a women does not act that way for no reason.

Sometime after all this she got pregnant and then everything changed. I had little trust in her by then
so I paternity tested my kid and I'm sure he's mine. Since I had no evidence I decided to move
forward and to try and push this shit out of my mind. But it's been 4 years and I still regularly think
about this. For me cheating is a deal breaker and my gut and my head are in constant conflict. I
realize I will probably never know the truth but do I simply live with this?

Any guys out there dealt with this sort of thing? Do I need to squash my ego am I being an insecure
bitch? I'm okay if she cheated, I would divorce her and move on but I hate the idea that she fucking
cucked me and I'll never know the truth. This shit fuels some seriously intense gym sessions but I'm
fucking tired of living in doubt. I'm not even sure what I'm asking cause I don't see a resolution but
fuck this makes me angry... I'm tired of thinking about it so I'd thought I ask for another perspective.

I know I could go out a fuck some other chicks but at the end of the day I'd still be married to a
women I don't trust. Loyalty is important to me so I wont do this but I've considered it and I don't
think it would help. How do I stop thinking about things I'll never know the answer to?
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Wife just Asked For A Divorce - My MRP Path
31 upvotes | March 14, 2017 | by VengefullyY0urs | Link | Reddit Link
First of all, I am very happy its come to this, and without MRP I would have handled this very
differently.
Some time ago my wife fell out of love with me and sex stopped. Not only that but I felt constantly
walked over and disrespected. As many of you did, I looked inward and built my life by lifting,
reading, and going through the stages of dread (I was at the fuck-me-or-fuck-you stage - she chose
fuck you).
I originally went into MRP with a hope it would fix my marriage, but instead it fixed me. I stayed on
top of my game, fitness, job, and social life and developed abundance mentality. It allowed me to
view my relationship from a different prospective and I saw I wasnt getting any value out of it, and
there were plenty of others that could give me what I needed.
Some truths I experienced during my journey:
Always watch actions - not words. She told me she loved me, but none of her actions showed
me that. Turns out is was not true.
There is a real difference between forced dread, and natural dread
MRP will build you to the point where you can easily get laid, just maybe not with your wife.
(Going through breakups before) Women seem to throw waterworks during the initial breakup,
and then its shuts off like a switch and then they DGAF. Having true abundance mentality helps
shake that cold heartedness.
The more I committed to her, the less I ended up getting back in the relationship.
When the sex dries out, prepare to leave because that is what she is doing emotionally.
Lifting is the foundation of rebuilding your life.
For hard headed people with confidence issues, it may take cheating on your wife to take her
off the pedestal and to develop abundance mentality.
Anyways, I suppose since I am getting divorced I will move over to TRP. Keep fighting the good
fight. I am frustrated about having to untangle the living situation, but I am excited for my future.
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Realization during argument with wife
31 upvotes | January 14, 2019 | by throwaway5884609 | Link | Reddit Link
I lurk around these parts occasionally and was curious what others think about this incident.
As background, married 10 years, two kids, live in an apartment in an ultra-high COL area. I've been
wanting a house for a long time--I want my kids to grow up in one, and I have a dream of building
myself a music space/home studio in a basement or attic. Houses have been out of reach but in the
last couple years I've started to crush it in my career and now it's looking like we will be able to do it
comfortably (i.e. without financially stretching) in a year or two--basically we could afford a small
detached house in a nice area with a good school while still maintaining some urban amenities and
being able to walk to things.
We've talked about it a lot and usually were on the same page about wanting it, but suddenly recently
my wife started to say she didn't want to move to a house anymore, she just wanted to stay in our
apartment and renovate it, talking like she's "just not gonna do it" etc.
My first reaction was to get angry about this, and I basically told her "staying in this apartment
forever is off the table for me. I want a house. " At first I'm thinking "I'm handling this right, this is
the new, more assertive me, not taking shit anymore." I was, in fact, pretty angry about her attitude,
because she knew this had been my dream for a long time, and I am the one working in the highearning field so that we can afford it, so it seemed really flippant and spoiled to just dismiss my
dream because she felt like having a house would be a hassle. We had a whole dumb argument about
it that led to nowhere, and I started to feel like my assertiveness was futile.
Then suddenly it hit me: it was futile. I was getting sucked into a pointless hypothetical debate with
my wife WHO CHANGES HER MIND ABOUT THINGS EVERY WEEK. Only three months ago
she was talking like she wanted to leave the area entirely and move somewhere rural. So why the
fuck am I even wasting my time on her? Because deep down I am not actually being assertive, I am
being a whiny bitch upset that he didn't get his feelings validated.
The reality is: right now we are not ready to buy a house. In a year or two, when we are, THAT'S
when I can assert myself, putting out a concrete plan and pushing the plan forward. In the meantime,
it's silly to waste energy arguing with someone who will probably change her mind about the whole
thing seven or eight more times.
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Attraction 101
31 upvotes | March 28, 2018 | by MrChad_Thundercock | Link | Reddit Link
Listen up faggots, let's go back to our textbooks and review our notes on how to build Attraction.
If you are not flirting or Gaming your wife, she isn’t going to fuck you. Gaming builds her level of
attraction for you. Just because you married her and dedicated your life to her, doesn’t make her want
to fuck you. If she’s not fucking you, she’s not attracted to you.
You must develop this skill- because married game requires you to game the same woman every day,
day in and day out. If you don't understand the concept, she will friend zone you quickly and you will
be shit tested to death. She'll turn into a harpy, nagging, sexless little cunt. Ask me how I know.
For you STEM nerds, Attraction is a differential:
Attraction = High Value – Low Value.
You want that fucking sweet Rolex, right? Why? Because it has high fucking value. You can Feelz
that excitement and attraction for it. You look UP to it. It’s way UP there. You are DOWN here,
looking up.
You must come at your wife as a person with high SMV. Up your SMV by doing all the things we
talk about here. Never come at her from the same SMV level or a lower SMV level. She will not
Feelz the attraction. For betas in shit dead bedrooms for years, she already knows all your beta
tendencies and faggotty ways, it can be done, but the sex comes last.
How do you build Attraction?
You generate attraction by breaking Rapport. For you faggot retards, Rapport means “a close and
harmonious relationship in which the people or groups concerned understand each other's feelings or
ideas and communicate well”.
Rapport is great for building comfort, but not for producing Tingles ™. Rapport dries up that pussy
really fast.
You build Rapport by small talking, being Mr. Nice Guy, Mr. Agreeable, Mr. Understanding, Mr.
Predicable, Mr. Boring.
Rapport is the OPPOSITE of ATTRACTION.
You break rapport by first giving her a compliment, and then taking it away by teasing her,
challenging her, being a little disagreeable, and having a cocky, arrogant, playful frame. You tease
her, challenge her, and game her. You make her qualify herself to you. You poke fun at her, treat her
as a little teenager, you have a cocky smirk on your face - all done in a playful kind of way.
Subconsciously, she'll sense that your SMV is higher than hers. This is how you build Attraction. She
needs to Feelz that SMV differential. She needs to be looking UP at you, while you are looking
DOWN at her.
I’m not going to list things to do- like grabbing her ass, 10 sec kisses, picking her up and grinding her
on the edge of the kitchen counter, mocking her, etc. Come up with your own list and share notes.
Anything on a list is all things confident cocky men just do.
Bottom line:
Build attraction by breaking Rapport. Stop being Mr. Boring Predicable Nice Guy that has bitterness
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in the air.
You need to treat your wife like a girlfriend you are trying to fuck.
Break Rapport.
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Pulling the plug - Christmas edition
31 upvotes | December 26, 2021 | by Psteaz | Link | Reddit Link
-This is part OYS, blog vomit, public flogging request, and of course asking for any advice you
gentlemen have to offer. Mods kick my ass if you want this elsewhere.
After discovering the beginnings of an emotional affair in August, I gave my wife an ultimatum to
never speak with the man again or else I’ll be gone.
I cried over our marriage and made a pussy as fuck post on reddit. Some angel simply commented
“you need MRP”. Thank you stranger.
NMMNG? Might as well have been my autobiography. Covert contracts everywhere. Spent all my
effort trying to make the wife happy.
I’ve been reading the sidebar and focusing on myself. Picked up golf again, saying yes to friends,
riding my motorcycle, etc.
(For the record I already lift heavy 6x a week and make great money.)
Weirdly enough things were improving. Sex was getting extra kinky and more frequent. She was
respecting me doing my own thing for once.
Didn’t matter. She had already fallen out of love with me. Years of zero respect had done their
damage.
Last night I discovered she continued texting and seeing him. She had been using a messaging app
and deleting everything immediately. Still denies anything physical has happened, don’t care
anymore.
The old me would give her a 2nd, 3rd, and eventually 9th chance. Not anymore. My word means
something now. I’m done.
Christmas entirely ruined. No kids so don’t care.
I’ll soon be single for the first time in 10 years with the tools to hopefully succeed this time. Going to
continue building myself up and spin some plates for the first time in my life.
Thank you MRP for turning my dust speck testicles in to raisins.
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Blowing up 7 year marriage after swallowing the red pill
30 upvotes | February 18, 2019 | by YungNblessed | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Recently Cheated on and Broken up with after 7 Years... What
the Fuck do I do?
30 upvotes | August 15, 2019 | by barelyevenhere000 | Link | Reddit Link
I should preface this with the fact that I am not and have not been married. But after 7 years, 5 or 6 of
which we were living together, it felt like it. I know it's not the same— but I posted my story here,
and one of the few comments pointed me to this sub.
TLDR: After noticing my girlfriend acting suspicious, I found her Reddit messages. She'd met a guy
online and they'd been talking / having online sex / dirty-talking for around a month. They also talked
about me (by name) and my inadequacies, including the fact that apparently I've never given her an
orgasm and she's been faking for years. When I confronted her, she admitted all of it. She said it was
over and had been in her mind for a while. I moved in with my parents.
I'm at a loss of what to do from here. Apologies if I'm monumentally ignorant; I've read a bit of TRP
sidebar, but my head is just spinning. It's hard for me to convert that information into a plan for
myself. I am completely lost. I never thought she'd do this in a million years. And the worst part is, I
just want her back still. I can't stop texting her.
What the fuck is wrong with me? What the fuck do I do?
--------------------Edit: POSITIVE UPDATE: I really appreciate all the responses. Especially with me charging in
here as ignorantly as I did. I needed all of it. I needed the telling-it-like-it-is, the tough love, the
advice, the "sorry, dude"s, even the people just roasting me— all of it. I honestly value all of the
responses here, even the ones that stung to read at first. I'm taking it all to heart. I've stopped texting
her except for the logistics of getting my shit out of the old house. I got a new job with better pay. I
don't have a gym membership yet, but I will get one, and in the meantime I have some dumbbells and
will do as much at-home exercise as possible. I'm reading NMMNG and cackling at how accurate it
is. I'm actually working methodically through the sidebar rather than scanning through it in panicked
grief. A good friend took me out for a goddamn steak dinner; we drank bourbon and talked about all
the bad things about her and how I'm better off. I've actually internalized and BELIEVE the idea that
she did me a favor, that this is a unique opportunity to focus on myself and the man I want to be,
without having to actually go through something like a divorce. Rather than foreign thoughts I have
to concede, I FEEL it in me that I deserve and can achieve BETTER, and that it's my duty to actually
fucking TRY. It's hard to explain, but it all just kind of clicked. And I have you guys to thank. Christ,
I can't thank you enough.

(Special shoutouts to the effort put in trying to help my sorry ass by u/Escape_From_Betacraz,
u/JudgeDoom, u/InChargeMan, u/RedRedux, u/red-sfpplus, u/RedPill-BlackLotus, u/LongRoad518,
u/TheLitz, u/RedJive, u/Two_kids_in_a_coat, and u/red88lobster. You guys were especially helpful.)

Update TLDR: OP is a faggot
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Wife Sending Selfies to Orbiter / Chad
30 upvotes | August 19, 2019 | by Veleo256 | Link | Reddit Link
Been RP aware for 4 years. Throwaway account. Successfully moved from boring no blowjob no
orgasm often DB sex life to handling my wife in a dominating way in bed. I get the blowjobs I want,
really even better than I wanted because I can now face fuck her and she gags a bit and looks up
smiling saying I gagged and then right back at it hard. Can now fuck her and look at her deeping in
the eyes and tell her to come like the hot little bitch she is and she rolls her eyes back in her head and
lets go. I could not do that Pre MRP and had a double chin so badly that people look at my ID today
which is still current but pics are from 5 years ago and are surprised (at how much of a pussy I was).
Me - 43 years old 5'10" 185 lbs. Wife 40, in good shape, attractive. Children - 3 under the age 10 and
under. SL 5x5 all in pounds Squat 280, BP 180, Row 190, OHP 150, DL 300 (DL is 1x5). I am
currently making significant gains in SL 5x5. BF between 13-15%.
I have owned my shit - recently decided I needed to begin a year long endeavour in investing in
myself to get a complimentary set of learning that will propel me in my career - ideally creating
startup, less ideally working as a consultant in my field, worst fallback would be working for private
enterprise. FO completely did not support, despite my efforts for her to understand the value of my
mission. Investment will be significant, payback is not guaranteed, and hey my apporoach is fuck it
I'm going all in on myself. This is not a knee jerk reaction, rather a calculated long thought out
decision. It became and is my mission, FO did not support. I've also been busy during the past two
family vacations, which I believe is a mistake, but required for me to continue forward with this plan.
During these times my FO brings me food and keeps me going while at work.
But... she got bored.
Chronological order doesn't really matter. Bottom is wife, beginning late spring began sending selfies
to an older man ~54, just about to retire. I know for a fact they were kitten eyes pictures of her in a
Bikini, in dresses, and for sure at least one set of tit shots. This went on all summer, even when we
went on family vacation she'd be up to.
A week ago today when I found out about this let her know I was in a bad place and needed to talk. I
sat her down, and let her know that I knew. I made it clear to her that I think that at her very core, she
is a good person. I made it clear too, that I am not going to tell anyone about this. I made it clear her
story is not new, and that I am not here to judge. I needed her to know that she is not a bad person in
my eyes, couldn't say it of course I'd be talking about fight club, but AWALT. I knew saying all of
this that this happened on my watch. I also said this knowing full well there is a very strong
possibility I've only scratched the surface of her infidelity.
After setting the stage where I was at with respect to her, and how I thought about her in a positive
way (because I do), I then let her know that regardless of whether she is a good person or not, her
behaviour is now affecting my quality of life in a negative way, and that I can do none other than act
in my best interest. I repeated I'm not here to judge, and left the house for a few hours.
Later that evening I then told her I wanted the wedding ring a gave her (almost 20 years ago). She
gave it to me, I put it in my pocket, and the next morning she had taken it out of my pocket and put in
her jewelry case. That same morning I said where is it, and then locked it away in my gun case. She
came to me before I left for work asking about "how this will look to other people". I told her that
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wasn't my problem. I also set her phone number to "blocked". It still is.
Looking at the guys's online profile - he is soft. No lifting, no sports, his main picture of himself is
him with a gay white curly haired dog. Doesn't mean he didn't find a way to get her going. He did.
The selfies she was sending him are not turtleneck type pictures.
I still have kids with her. This is still my ship. I've made not commitments to leave or to stay. Sexual
energy towards me has been predictably very high this past week, and before I figured out what (at
the very least) what was up through the summer, it has been the most satisfying of my life between
the two of us.
She also offered idea of me sleeping woman, but "just once". I believe her offer to sleep with other
women was to help fix the guilt of her own indiscretion. It could also be the "I'll share a high value
man if given no other choice." I like the second but the first is more likelly.
What I'm trying to cut through here, is what kind of a pussy am I? I'm struggling with this quesiton,
but when I finally answer it I think I have my way foreward.
Am I a cuck, or a little faggot who cant' handle my good looking wife's orbitors? If the answer is
cuck... I can't live with her anymore. I need to act in my own self interest. If I allowed her to become
so bored, that is on me. In this case I am thinking to push the hell out of her boundaries to get the
absolute best sex life I can acheive with her, and where needed, to activate plates (yes I have options)
and then decide.
I'm not making any rash decisions and she knows this. This is an otherwise high value woman whom
I am forever linked to, and who is very eager to please me at the moment. She also has since changed
her tune about my learning endeavour, and wants to understand how she can support me on it.
I must say this has been a monumental test of my frame, which without the learnings from the sidebar
and this community, I would never have been able to hold.
I've not shed a tear, nor will I. AWALT.
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Alpha is as Alpha does
30 upvotes | October 12, 2018 | by milkeway61 | Link | Reddit Link
TL/DR
1. Being fit is good but being your own mental point of origin is better. (Of course being both is
best.)
2. Recognize you own SMV and choose your relationship(s) accordingly.
3. Be good at many things but pick a couple to excel at.
4. My frame still sucks.
Narrative
Mr. Right (neighbor to the right of my house) is mid-40s, close to 300 lbs., and 5-10 or so. I don’t
think I’ve ever seen him wear anything besides basketball shorts and t-shirts. Obviously a fat ass but
the fun kind. Ms. Right reminds me of Tess Holiday; a fat girl with a pretty face. She does the
rockabilly look. She’s always put together, hair, makeup, clothes etc. No children. They own
matching jeeps, he is president of a jeep club, he made a pile of money selling insurance and lives off
residuals/auto renewals, and she teaches nursing for an online college. Almost every Sunday their
club comes over and he fires up his big green egg. They hire a neighborhood kid to wash their jeeps
while they party at his pool. I’ve been around them enough at these parties to know he is the AMOG
of this group and she eats it up.
She/they also has a friend, a fat blond, that he/they fuck. I say this because I saw both girls giving
him head by the pool at 2 a.m. earlier this summer. Their pool is clearly visible from my kitchen
window. Her yellow mustang is kind of hard to miss in their driveway about once a month.
On Tuesday of last week, I was doing tire flips/sledge hammer HIIT in my backyard. As I was
finishing up he came up to the fence and was trying to do the “you got this, one more rep” thing.
After I finished, we start talking. He finishes his beer, and calls his wife to tell her to bring out two
more. Thirty seconds later, she comes bouncing out and hands us each a beer. We both said “Thank
you,” but other than that continued our conversation about how he is trying to improve the pulling
power of his jeep. After about a minute of her just standing there, he glances over and says “Run on
in, honey, and check on dinner while the men talk.” Then he swats her huge ass. He gets a “Yes,
daddy,” and a grin as she literally bounces away.
Interesting that his frame is stronger than mine despite his appearance. I would have tried to include
my wife in the conversation, however, Ms. Right was comfortable just being around him and he was
confident enough to let her be what she is.
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Fogging examples
30 upvotes | August 3, 2016 | by logger1234 | Link | Reddit Link
User Drugganser from this post:
https://www.reddit.com/r/askMRP/comments/4vts60/update_on_my_journey/
Suggested I post some examples of fogging to improve my game.
Mostly I use it when my wife is critising me for something I factually failed to do in a crappy tone.
Examples:
"You didn't take out the trash!" A: "You're right, I didn't."
"You left the dishes in the sink!" A: "That's true, I did."
This is different than deering Defend: "What's the big deal?"
Explain: "I was really busy and figured I could do dishes after the kids were in bed."
Evade: "I don't remember that. Are you sure it wasn't one of the kids?"
Rationalize: "You leave things in the sink all the time!"
My acknowledging the objection pretty much ends the discussion.
Ironically, since I've started exercising and getting rid of processed foods, the amount of these
criticisms has decreased. I suspect I am a) Actually taking care of business better and b) Not giving her a emotional reward for criticism (no
whining!)
Not sure. But /I/ feel better.
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Victim Puke: Negative Space
29 upvotes | March 7, 2017 | by resolutions316 | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR: Massive victim puke. My wife isn't attracted to me and never was.
Everybody gets one of these, right?
There's a common optical illusion - I'm sure you've seen it - where the negative space between two
faces, looking at one another, creates the image of a vase.
In many ways, that's what my marriage has been like. I saw a marriage - a beautiful woman, a loving
husband, a caring relationship - but what I was looking at wasn't there.
I was seeing the negative space - the space between us on the couch, as she sat as far away as
possible, head down, scrolling Facebook. The space between us in bed, as she rolled over to the
farthest possible point. The space between us when I went in for a hug or a kiss, and she looked
away, rolled her eyes, shrugged.
I came to a sudden, shocking realization the other night. Originally, I came to MRP to save my
marriage - to improve my sex life after a dry spell of 1.5 years. I wanted nothing more than to reconnect with my wife, the woman I loved more than anything - to love and feel loved by her. I
would've done anything to get there.
So I worked out, dieted, dressed up, worked on my frame...all the while, realizing that I was hiding a
covert contract: If I do all these things, and become more attractive, my wife will have sex with
me. My wife will love me.
That brings us to now.
We've had sex exactly three times since I started coming to MRP. All of those occurred after massive,
blow-up fights - mostly about me, and my self improvement. I go to the gym too much, I don't get all
the dishes done before I leave for work anymore, etc, etc....little things, inconsequential things.
After each of those fights, we ended up having sex - almost as her way of apologizing. It was good,
passionate, loving. After each time, I felt like a million dollars - it's working! I'm becoming more
attractive, and she's responding!
Then, the day after one of our fights, my wife mentioned she had a coupon for an online sex toy shop.
Incredible! Our bedroom, dead for so long, was alive! She was becoming more adventurous, more
interested in me. We giggled and nervously shopped. It was fun, exciting, like being teenagers again.
We got the box a week later and went through what we'd bought - a dildo, a vibrator, some goofy
sex-dice game. But she wasn't feeling sexy that night, so the box went on a shelf and we went to bed.
That was over a month ago. Since then, I've bee trying to flirt, to initiate, etc - always, to get turned
down. No problem, I'd think. I'm not there yet, but we're improving. If I just get more
attractive, if I just get some more muscles, if I just improve my frame...
Last night, while we were hanging out on the couch after a great day with the family, I leaned over.
"Hey - you know what would be fun? We should try out those sex toys tonight! We haven't used
them yet!"
My wife rolled her eyes and shrugged her shoulders: "Absolutely not, ugh," her body language read.
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And then she said:
"Well, I've used them."
I froze. She must've seen it on my face, because I think she immediately regretted saying it.
"You did?.....When?"
"Oh, well...I didn't write it down, or anything. I don't know."
I returned to folding my laundry.
My mind was racing. When could it have been? During the day? But the kids are always here, and
they haven't been napping great, and she's been so stressed out about it....At night? Probably not with
me in the room, she's too self conscious for that.
Then it hit me: Once a week, I go to the gym at night, after putting the kids down. That's when.
I went upstairs, ostensibly to put my laundry away.
When I got up there, I lay down on the bed and started hyperventilating. I put my hands over my
eyes. I was afraid I would start crying - no woman likes a crying man, MRP said in my head - but I
didn't. I just couldn't control my breathing. It felt like my heart would jump out of my chest.
Here is why:
Our whole marriage, she's told me that I wasn't the problem, it was that she just wasn't feeling
sexual. The kids, the pregnancy - she just didn't want to have sex, with anyone.
But she did. She did feel those things. She was horny enough to get herself off, but she felt no need
to involve me. Even knowing how important it was to me.
I was away at the gym, getting myself in better shape so I could be more attractive. I left,
she got off....and then I got home, and she didn't say anything. If I initiated, I got rejected.
Completely oblivious. I'd been working my ass off to save our marriage, and she felt absolutely
no need to do anything on her end. And she never would.
She had gotten me excited, thinking we were broadening our sex life and having fun
together...but the whole time, I had been shopping for my own replacement. She wanted
something that could get her off while she lay there imagining someone other than me.
I was nowhere in this scenario. A non-factor. Like I'd been our whole relationship.
Remember:
I asked her our multiple times, and got rejected....
Then, after dating for about a year, she broke up with me. "I don't want to fuck you," she told
me....
It took me a whole year to get over her - and when I finally did, we got back together...
Sex declined very steadily - and even before the kids, we were maybe having sex 1-2x a
month....
She'd been telling me the whole time.
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She wasn't attracted to me, and never would be. I am not a sexual being to her. I am expected to
provide - support her, support the kids, give her everything, sacrifice everything - and she doesn't
have to give anything in return.
I had to leave the house. I made up the lamest excuse imaginable and got in the car. I got maybe half
a mile before I started screaming - so many years of guilt, frustration, humiliation, shame. So many
years of feeling like I wasn't enough. So many years of rejection from the person closest to me. So
much work, so much suffering.
All for someone who never loved me, and never would.
I've never felt so betrayed in my whole life. I saw it - My whole marriage, laid out before me, a
diagram.
"If someone took video of us," I said out loud, "and cut out the sound...you'd never be able to tell we
were married."
And right then - right then - is when I decided to get a divorce.
I no longer want to save my marriage. My marriage can't be saved.
Right now, all I care about is ensuring I get to see my kids, and that they have a safe and easy
transition. That they feel loved and protected and secure.
And that I release, slowly, the anger and shame that's been eating me alive for years now.
When that's gone, I'll have a huge gap in my chest - the negative space where I stored all my fears.
Maybe something else can go there, one day.
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I've been married for one month. The sex stopped 2 weeks in.
Most posts are from men who were married for years. How to
address this critical Issue so early? (initially posted in MRP)
29 upvotes | August 25, 2020 | by dongus88 | Link | Reddit Link
The title gives you a good picture. It was the usual story. Met an amazing girl, I knew of the red pill
enough to get a decent looking one. Sex was amazing. Best I'd ever had. I'm a practicing Christian
and I knew I would be married one day. Since I'd found such a great girl, why not go ahead with her?
I am 23, and a college grad. She is 20 and still in school. As a Christian I wanted to marry young so
as to not live in sin. We dated 6 months.
Fast forward to July. We are married. We go on a great honeymoon and have lots of sex. Returning
from the honeymoon I change jobs, there's lots of packing and stress so sex is naturally less frequent.
I recognized I was beta backsliding (lost my temper, broke frame, covid left us with housing and
employment issues, it was a very bad time in my life) but it was too late, I could tell she was growing
disdain for me.
Then, 2 weeks in, she stops having sex with me. Says it feels violating for me to have sex with her.
Says I have changed, I'm not the same guy. I ask what happened to the girl that used to be all over
me. Her answer: You killed her.
So my question is, since our marriage is so new, is it reasonable to go to late stages of dread much
sooner? I think having the Fuck me or Fuck you talk is something I'd like to do sooner rather than
later, and certainly not 12 months down the road. If she keeps this up we'll probably be divorced in
less than 6 months.
I have been reading the sidebar, I have caught many of her shit tests and passed them recently, I'm
dressing better, hitting the gym more and running. However I don't think I need to wait months and
months to build dread. At this point I truly believe: fuck me or fuck you.
TLDR: My wife of ONE MONTH has already started sexual denial and she has stated she intends to
continue this. How would you handle this?
DO I wait this out for a few months, building SMV or is it reasonable to tell a brand new wife, fuck
me or fuck you and divorce within 3-6 months of marriage?
for reference I have read "When I say No, I feel guilty," "Saving a Low Sex Marriage," and am
currently working through the "Mindful Attraction Plan"
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Working out and lifting after 40
29 upvotes | March 5, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
I periodically change my lifting and cardio routine to keep my body from plateauing and to foster
proper muscle growth. However, when the first few days, or even the first week of that change
promotes some fatigue and a tad bit of muscle soreness. Usually, I just grin and bear it and the
soreness and fatigue work their way out, but in that first week after a routine change, my body is
showing me its limits and I may only go 3 times that week as opposed to 4 or 5.
For example: I might do 4 to 6 weeks of 5x5's bench, deads, squats, rows, and military presses (2
days per week) with other smaller muscle group exercises in between those days (2 to 3 days per
week), alternating upper and lower body and / or muscle group areas.
Then, I'll keep doing bench, deads, squats, rows and military, but change the sets. For example, on
bench, on my 5x5's, I'll do 5 x at 275, then switch to a 12-4-3-2-1-12 with the 12's at 235 and the
4-3-2-1 a pyramid with 4 at 285, 3 at 295, 2, at 305, and 1 at 315, then back down to 235 for a set of
12 (which I usually get failure around 7 or 8). I do similar sets on rows and military, but switch to leg
press on a sled in substitute of the squats. The smaller muscle group routines usually stay the same
with 3 sets of 10 with alternating exercises (i.e. for triceps, one day I'll do skull crushers, then the
next time I'll do push downs on cables). One of the owners of the gym I work out in gave me this
routine to try (12-4-3-2-1-12). Also wanted to know if anyone here did a similar workout and what
kind of results you got.
For guys 40+, what have you guys done that helps you with these types of transitions in workouts?
Also, what type of supplements and / or vitamins, and / or protein powders do you guys use?
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Wife Checking on Where I Am
29 upvotes | March 16, 2019 | by ChokingDownRP | Link | Reddit Link
Going to make this quick. Age 40, married 13 yrs, together 18. 3 kids under 8. I'm in a good place
progress-wise. Unplugged in Jan 2018. Read all the material. I've lost 50 lbs, added muscle, wife
aims to please, IOIs from other women, flirt in front of her as often as possible with desired results.
Doing great at work, owning shit at home, going out and enjoying life.
Went out for a beer with my brother in law (he's married to wife's sister) this week after we had had a
small argument earlier that day, she had been harpy, I had better things to do, etc. Reset the next day,
all seemed well...
Fast forward to today (3 days later), wife asked me to fix something on her phone. I open it up and it's
on her text thread with her sister and I read her sister saying "seems they were together, or at least
mine says so." I scroll up, read her original message to her sister where she basically was checking to
see if my story checks out about where we had gone, asking her to check my "story" against her
husband's etc... Their collective hamsters were out of control. She didn't really ask me anything about
the evening other than where we went and how much I drank...I complained that I was slow getting
up the next day.
Anyway - I get that it's dread that causes her to ask my whereabouts... But why not just ask me? Do I
need to offer more comfort, or just STFU and keep my foot on the gas? I like that she recognizes that
I could get strange, but don't necessarily like that she thinks I may actually be doing so. Worry less
about what she thinks, since I've done absolutely nothing wrong? New territory for me, just wanted
some thoughts.
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Displays of high value (DHV) vs. displays of low value (DLV) in
LTR or marriage
29 upvotes | November 29, 2018 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 41, married with four kids. Wife and I both work full time careers. I'm 6'1", 225 lbs. Bench 335,
squat 425, and run a 5k in under half hour.
We all have slipped up from time to time in our marriages and executed DLV's. After all, we are red
pill men, but we are human. I'm interested in hearing about different DHVs and DLVs that you guys
do / have done and what has worked for you / worked against you, and how you made corrections
and grew past the DLVs you were making.
Here are a few of mine...
Some of my personal DHVs
1. I promote and lead my family with healthy eating habits and exercise. I do all the cooking, but
share in meal planning with my wife. I make the choices, but allow and welcome her input. Our
whole family is active. We hike, run, kids play sports, and enjoy the outdoors. My wife loves
that I lead in this way.
2. I control our finances 100%. I have owned my own business for 20 years and make a good
living. My wife has a great government job and provides our health insurance and she has a
great retirement pension. I pay all the bills, manage the money, and save for our family. We
don't and have not lived paycheck to paycheck in many years.
3. I ALWAYS decide where to eat when we dine out. However, on those 10% of occasions my
wife asks to go somewhere else or has a request, I am happy to do so.
4. I call my wife out on bullshit whenever I see fit, even if it pisses her off. I don't care, her moods
are like the weather, if it's raining today, it will be sunny another day. Hell, sometimes I think
she's sexy when she's mad... besides make up sex is always fun. Women are like giant children.
See them as such and you're 80% of the way there.
5. We have a full time nanny / housekeeper. When we hired her a few years back, I made the
decision to hire help, I ran the ad and I did the preliminary interviewing and screening. When I
chose my top three candidates, I set up a round of second interviews and invited my wife to
meet each candidate and sit in on the second interviews. When I made my final choice (with
her input of course), we ended up hiring a great woman that has become a part of our family.
6. I take care of the house maintenance. I do most of the work myself, but hire out what I can't do.
I don't rely on my wife to take care of any of that.
7. I do all the vacation planning and booking. Of course, I get her input and we talk, but I buy the
plane tickets, reserve hotels, etc.
8. I enjoy my male friends and my hobbies when I want to. I want my sons to have that same
value, so sometimes I bring them if it's appropriate (i.e. baseball games, fishing trips, etc)
Here are some of my past mistakes and DLVs
1. I desire and have a need for physical affection. Sex of course, but also just touching and
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holding hands with my wife. I have become grumpy and pissy at past times if she hasn't
reciprocated affection or wanted to be left alone for some reason or another at selected times. I
did observe that this type of behavior pushed her away and disgusted her. As I've gotten older
and became more and more redpill, I've realized this and mitigated this behavior out of my life.
2. I am forgetful and careless about certain things frequently in my life. For instance, I have lost
several pair of expensive sunglasses and chosen to keep replacing them, forgotten my credit
card in restaurants (this happens 3 or 4 times a year on average), lost my drivers license once
and had to have it replaced, forgotten or missed doctors appointments. Most of my shit is
together, but I drop the ball on selected things like the above examples. I've made several
corrections to curb this behavior, but it's a part of my personality that I struggle to shake.
3. When my wife and I have gone out, sometimes I've gotten drunk and said dumb shit. This
doesn't happen often, but as I've gotten older, this has gotten way better.
4. I used to DEER (and sometimes still do), BUT I've become more aware and am able to catch
myself and STFU when needed.
5. Sometimes I sleep in on Sundays. I like to be the first one up, but sometimes I get tired and lazy
on Sunday mornings and sleep until 9 am (I usually get up before 7 am).
6. Sometimes I'm disrespectful, rude, and mean to my wife when I am angry with her. It's very
infrequent, but sometimes I act like a child in this sense. This has become less frequent and less
intense over the years.
7. My office at work tends to get paperwork clutter at times, especially on my desk.
8. My car is usually clean, but sometimes it gets let go for a short period of time and is messy.
So, I've aired some of my strengths and weaknesses.... what about you guys? Let's learn from each
other.
Let the comments and ball busting begin!
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I like my wife less the more I eliminate codependency
29 upvotes | October 24, 2018 | by skidsm | Link | Reddit Link
This is my first FR / question on r/askMRP. I've been reading/lurking for about 15 months.
Swallowed RP over Labor Day weekend. I've been submitting OYS reports for a month now.
I have a question based on my changing experience over the past two months of working on my
mission, goals, and self.
TL/DR: I am making great progress on eliminating my codependency on my wife's needs, and as that
happens, I like her less and less.
My first OYS gives some context of how I arrived here, but I need to add a bit of detail. Some of this
I wasn't even aware of when I submitted my first OYS, but I'm learning as I keep working on myself
and think about the comments from other MRP users.
I've been with my wife for 20 years, married for 16. Met in law school. She is highly intelligent,
professionally motivated, and capable. We had two demanding professional careers before she left
hers when we had first child. After second child, she reentered workforce part time. Now SAHM with
part-time job.
Marital background: Wife is a child of a dysfunctional home with physical and emotional abuse.
When we first dated, she showed signs of abuse. No coping mechanisms for stress, prone to massive
bouts of rage, saw and assumed the worst motives in people even when there was no reason to
suspect malice (e.g., if I forgot something at the grocery store, she would fly off the handle, accuse
me of intentionally not listening, not caring, etc.). Her strategy for accomplishing goals was basically
bullying with high intelligence. Effective in short-term outcome but not in relationship building. Any
normally functioning man would have run.
But I didn't run. Instead, I built a life where my psychological well being was based on making her
happy. I found codependent validation in my ability to care take, fix her problems. As a result, most
of my adult life was spent on eggshells, literally feeling a pit in my stomach when my cell phone
rang, lying to her about going out for drinks after work, hiding my whereabouts, and generally
suffocating my entire self to her whims, needs, and emotional terrorism. We would have blowouts
and fights, divorce was threatened by both of us, but we always moved on and kept going.
For context, this behavior was probably about 15 percent of the time. When she wasn't acting out, we
shared interests, had fun together. Sex has always been ferociously good and frequent. I knew I didn't
like her behavior at her bad moments, but I was convinced I loved her, and that this was just a part of
love. Marriage is hard, right? What I didn't realize until I discovered RP was that I had absolutely no
independent self or life at all. I was entirely codependent, framing my emotional happiness and
sadness through hers. Which is a fucked up way to live.
Fast forward until today. To my wife's credit, she has worked hard on her mental health. She lost
about 50 pounds and has a hot little 40+ body now. She is dedicated to exercise, which she credits to
her mental health improvement. She adds a lot of value to the household - does lots and lots around
the house, manages projects, earns a second income. And sex is great. She has gotten treatment for
her emotional issues as well. So we're now at a spot where the behavior I identified earlier has
dramatically decreased. We might have one day a month now where she exhibits that kind of
behavior, instead of two days per week. And the severity and duration of her episodes is lessened as
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well.
My codependence, however, did not lessen. I framed my worldview in terms of OUR goals, OUR
interests, OUR family. Until recently, though, I couldn't see that OUR life was just HER life with me
living in it.
My change: Come 2017, I discover RP and spend a long time reading. I read WISNIFG and
NMMNG. I recognize myself inside. I spend months doing some really hard instrospection and
questioning and learn that I am a 42 year old man with no sense of purpose or self independent of my
wife, and that my entire life has been based on validation-seeking choices and actions. Come 2018, I
swallow RP and begin to work on myself. Fitness and business are on the right path, but the hardest
work I need to do is figuring out what I want and asserting myself, ending the codependency I have
lived with for so long, and living my life for me.
So, after years of struggling with this, I have found a personal mission, written goals to further that
mission, and plan to accomplish those goals. I'm following it, making progress, stumbling along the
way, and trying to learn from the veterans here.
My question:I haven't been living with this purpose for long, but I am feeling changes in my
relationship with my wife already. I don't want to rehash OYS details, but I am now leaving the house
to see friends frequently. I am stating my feelings, desires, and preferences routinely and
comfortably. I end phone calls with her now easily. I have taken two trips out of town with friends
and simply told her I'm going, didn't ask for her thoughts or permission. My leadership skills need a
lot of work yet, but I am making big strides in ending codependency. It feels great to allow myself to
live for me.
Here's the thing. As I build a life around what I want and my mission, I find that I am liking my
wife less and less. This does not feel like anger or resentment. I get along on a day to day basis. I am
still sexually attracted to her and sex is frequent, good, and pretty raunchy. I tease her and game her
as often as possible. I went through anger phase about a year ago as I was reading. This is different.
It's a calm observation that I just do not enjoy her personality as much as I thought I did. I'm able to
see much more clearly that I don't like the way she handles a lot of her emotional life, and those parts
of her are ugly enough that it influences my entire view of her.
My question is whether this is a common stage on the RP journey? In all of the FR and OYS
reports I have read, I haven't come across much discussion of this issue. The conclusion I'm coming
to is that the "love" I thought I felt for her was actually just my own codependent emotional
investment in her feelings and emotional state. As I'm breaking that unhealthy emotional link, I'm
noticing a gap or hole in my relationship with my wife. I'm glad for this, because it means that I'm
making progress on ending codependent, validation-seeking behavior. But I'm confused about
figuring out what I legitimately want from my marriage now that I'm setting my own goals and
mission.
I'm not looking for a quick answer to this personal question, I'm going to work through it as time goes
on. I am curious from the community whether anyone else has experienced this shift, and what
opportunities and pitfalls I might be overlooking or blind to here?
Thanks.
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Wife wants divorce
29 upvotes | October 12, 2018 | by Lion-Slicer | Link | Reddit Link
I found out my wife of 10 years has been going online to look for lawyers and has actually sought
one out. I found out because she was using my computer ( which she never does)to look up lawyers
and I looked through the history. Almost like she wanted me to find out rather than serve me.
I confronted and she said yes that I don’t listen to her, don’t validate her decisions, that I have no
respect for her and wants a divorce. I immediately said ok, bring me the papers and I’ll sign them.
She immediately acted surprised and said “ I don’t want to do this and I still love you” and she keeps
sending me pics of us and family ( three kids). She even sent a pic of herself crying.
Now to me this screams shit test but goddamn is she being stubborn. Like I said she has contacted a
lawyer and spoken to our financial advisor. The thing is she wants to work out custody/asset details
first. I said, no I need to be served papers before we discuss to which she never replied.
She told me today that she loves me very much but is still adamant on divorce. I have been holding
frame pretty good except a few slip ups where I said you should think about the kids and she is being
selfish.
She wants to send the kids off tomorrow to grandmas so we can work out details of custody/assets to
which I finally said “fine, let’s get it done”. What the hell is going here? Is this a massive shit test or
not? What is the move here? I don’t want a divorce and am scared to get divorce raped.
I should note she is an admitted 6 and I am a 7 or a 7 1/2. Fairly attractive College wrestler who kept
up body. I’m 43 she’s 36. I have been beta most of our marriage up until I swallowed rp in June. I
suspect she is fearing the balance change but is really convince me divorce is imminent.
Also is it a wise move to try and work out custody and assets before a lawyer in case I do get served?
Some people say it saves on lawyer costs, but some say not to. Thanks!
Edit: I got home from work, she is half tearing up and gives me a hug and says everything’s gonna be
alright. Then talks about how holidays will suck this year. Welcome to my world. Btw, shes on the
rag.
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Wife pulled a knife on me last night
29 upvotes | September 25, 2018 | by jakethesnake5000 | Link | Reddit Link
She was cooking dinner and cutting chicken. I was happy she was making my favorite meal so I
kissed her on the cheek and she went ape shit. She turned towards me with the knife and fork and
stepped towards me and said “I told you to never touch me again.” I then said, “what are you going to
do, eat me?” And laughed. She went on and on about how she is depressed and started recording the
whole event on her phone. She said I grabbed her and made a mark, I probably did this when she had
the knife in her hand but regardless it wasn’t hard. After that she called my mom, I still don’t get why
she calls her of all people.
Basically she is prepping the battlefield for divorce with the lists, now the camera and the text
messages per my lawyer. I can’t live with a depressed person that won’t seek help. She said she is
Saving her money for divorce but at this point I need to do this to save my ass and get this process
started. No amount of self improvement, alphaness etc will save this marriage as long as she is
literally crazy.
I’ve finally hit the point where I am ready to leave the marriage. I can’t believe took me this long, but
I am here and I am ready to move forward with my life. This is getting to be dangerous and I don’t
want my life ruined or destroyed anymore than it has through this whole experience.
I just want to say thanks for all the no nonsense advice and suggestions through this whole ordeal.
Keep up the good fight.
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It *MIGHT* be possible she did not cheat
29 upvotes | September 18, 2019 | by simbarlion | Link | Reddit Link
Here is a little story I would like you to consider before you:
1. See a lawyer,
2. Accuse her of cheating
3. Ignore a 2 week cooling off period before acting.
I also spend some of my time on a car forum. Someone inevitably rocks in with a problem with their
car. Often its a new noise. The OP is clearly worried and equally clearly hoping someone online is
going to say something to the effect of “Yeah I had that, don’t worry, it went away, drives like a
dream now, 30k miles later still going strong”. We all know there is a very small chance of getting
that response and it being true. What is far more common is the worst case scenario response –
“that’s a total rebuild you know”; “I had that noise and the engine blew up the next day”. If you’re
lucky, you might get, “For fucks sake, you've told us nothing about you, nothing about how you treat
the car, and nothing about the cars history – sorry buddy we can’t help you - give us some more info
or go to a mechanic”. The reality is that EVERY person online who responds knows nothing about
you, your history, your situation (seems obvious really). And for good reason most car forums have
posting requirements (like ours here) that encourage the bare minimum information to try to help.
But we aren’t here to talk about cars - and MRP is a bit different.
So at askMRP you rock in with your worst case scenario train wreck story, hoping we care, and that
someone will give you hope its going to magically work out. At askMRP, It is our role to call your
shit, call you into action, challenge you to MAN UP. So we counter your worst case scenario with a
WORSE case scenario. “She definitely cheated - you're a CUCK!” "NEXT her and learn to vet!" But
that doesn’t mean we are right. We don’t know you, you can’t trust us - so don’t post your puke and
then tell us 4 hours later you went to a lawyer because we showed you TWO RED FLAGS.
That's retarded.
You should by now know the captain / first officer analogy, hopefully you know that YOU have let
your boat drift out of harbour and out to sea. YOU know its your fault, YOU tied the shitty knots and
fell asleep. But now you are out there in the middle of nowhere, no land in sight, and you come in
here with your problems, (which we confirm) and then decide your best move is to JUMP SHIP. No,
kimosabe, your best move is to stay aboard. Maybe get back to port and fix the boat. Maybe use the
shitty boat and crew as a sparring partner to improve your captaincy. Maybe use it to get you to a new
destination with new crew. So for fucks sake, please DO NOT JUMP SHIP because we tell you it’s a
shitty boat with a shitty crew. Its done you fine for x years, you can make a few more months before
you decide.
Moral of the story (in u/RStonePT words in response to recent poster): I've always hated these
(desperate posts). Literally a snap shot of peoples lives, and a guy hoping to be the exception of the
standard story. You've told a story that leads us all to think she cheated, which she may have. Of
course I know fuck all about you, and that kind of makes a difference.
So:
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Trust your instincts.
Wait a bit before you jump off the boat.
Give us more info if you are desperate that we decide your fate.
Own the prison of shit you locked yourself in

She might not have cheated | Your car might be fine
.
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What will you do with your spoonful.
29 upvotes | September 6, 2020 | by RoccoPinkman | Link | Reddit Link
Sometimes life feels like it Will go on forever, the days seem to really drag. But, it isn’t long, it’s
really fucking short and with the help of this chart you can see just how fucking short it Is, it’s a 90
year life laid out in weeks.
Here’s a quote from ‘wait but why’
Sometimes life seems really short, and other times it seems impossibly long. But this chart helps to
emphasize that it’s most certainly finite. Those are your weeks and they’re all you’ve got. Given that
fact, the only appropriate word to describe your weeks is precious. There are trillions upon trillions
of weeks in eternity, and those are your tiny handful. Going with the “precious” theme, let’s imagine
that each of your weeks is a small gem, like a 2mm, .05 carat diamond
If you multiply the volume of a .05 carat diamond by the number of weeks in 90 years (4,680), it adds
up to just under a tablespoon
Looking at this spoon of diamonds, there’s one very clear question to ask: “Are you making the most
of your weeks?” In thinking about my own weeks and how I tend to use them, I decided that there are
two good ways to use a diamond: 1) Enjoying the diamond 2) Building something to make your future
diamonds or the diamonds of others more enjoyable In other words, you have this small spoonful of
diamonds and you really want to create a life in which they’re making you happy. And if a diamond
is not making you happy, it should only be because you’re using it to make other diamonds go down
better—either your own in the future or those of others. In the ideal situation, you’re well balanced
between #1 and #2 and you’re often able to accomplish both simultaneously (like those times when
you love your job)
Life is short, of course we know this, we all know this on an intellectual level we know one day we
will die, We never really feel it I though, I mean really feel it in a emotional sense. For example one
day you will take a shit and that shit will be the last shit you ever take, as your taking that shit you
may be thinking of all the things you need to do that day but you wont be here to do them. Its always
something that will happen to other people. It feels like you have all the time In the word and this can
lead us into complacency. Marcus aurillius said this ‘As you kiss your son goodnight, whisper to your
self, he may be dead in the morning’ I may sound like I’m being morbid here but stick with me I’m
getting to it. My point is, nothing in this life is certain, there is no guarantee that when we tuck our
kids in to bed at night, come the morning either of us will be here.
So you have this shitty little spoon full of diamonds, what are you going to chose to do with them?
Will you make them more precious for you and your family, will you spend your diamonds lying on
the sofa covered in Dorito dust watching porn, will you continue to work that job that you fucking
hate because it’s ‘safe’, will you miss the opportunity to get that hot waitresses number because
‘maybe tomorrow’, will you put of that trip To Brazil to trail BJJ because ‘COVID-19’ (ok you have
my permission to Skip that one for now) Or will you take your kids on adventures they’ll remember
their whole lives?, will you game your wife everyday, will leave your job to grow your side business
full time?
Although it may not feel like it, this life is finite, it your time here can and will be measured and one
day you WILL die, that we can be certain of. That day may well be tomorrow, shit, it might even be
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today.
The point I am trying to make here is that we should all be more mindful of this and take the time and
awareness to be more present. Your daughter wants you to read to her but your busy with emails?
Your son has a big game but you spend the whole time berating some faggot in askMRP because he
had the audacity to ask where the sidebar is. Even when we are present we are never truly present.
I’m guilty of this myself, probably more than most but recently I’ve learnt to be more present, maybe
your kids want to Play, maybe you have a load of work to catch up on, emails to reply to, faggots to
berate, but instead of trying to do it all at the same time, take half an hour out switch of your phone
and just be present for that 30 minutes, I find that doing just this is of more value than being ‘there’
all day but never really being ‘there’.
We can all Benefit from remembering how lucky we are, all the things that had to come together for
you to even exist, your time is short, are you really going to spend it covered in Dorito dust and
crusty Kleenex?
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Wife Moved Out
29 upvotes | October 9, 2019 | by themerovingian01 | Link | Reddit Link
So for those who have been following me I have an update. My wife of 6.5 years and her two kids
moved out this weekend. It was a bit shocking to come home to a half-empty house. I admit I lost it a
couple times. Even though she didn't treat me all that well I still have a big sense of loss and sadness.
Sometimes I think I miss the life we had more than the actual person. Or at least the person I first met
before things went sour a couple years ago.
At this point she wants space and doesn't want to give an answer on if or when she'll be back. She
doesn't want to lose me and asked me not to see other people and she is doing the same.
Part of me wants to work on things and part of me wants to just move on.
My next decision will be how long to wait before filing for divorce.
I did tell her I'm putting a time limit on the separation. I'm not going to be living in limbo. She
complained that I'm pressuring her and giving her an ultimatum.
So my question is, how do I get over her as fast as possible and kill the loss, sadness, and angry in it's
tracks?
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Suddenly, I'm not as interested in sex
29 upvotes | October 16, 2019 | by bumpiesttoad | Link | Reddit Link
Is this something men commonly go through while changing their mindset? A year ago I obsessed
about sex all day long, it was my world, I'd do anything to negotiate desire. 6 months ago I genuinely
started not having an emotional reaction to my fiancee turning me down for sex. Sex was wild and
fairly frequent at this point. Now I find myself not feeling much of a sexual urge, for my fiancee or
anyone for that matter. I'd rather rock climb, lift, read, or go on a hike. I'd like to keep initiating as
forcefully/frequently as I had been, because I know the natural urge will come back in full force, and
when it does I'd rather it not be a shocking change like it was the first time (even if it was a positive
change). Is this just the way of life or is something out of whack?
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What steps should I take before ending a relationship with a
woman I am engaged to/cohabitating with?
29 upvotes | February 1, 2020 | by bumpiesttoad | Link | Reddit Link
I’ll start off with stating I’ve half assed the side bar and only briefly participated in OYS. I found it
difficult to stay consistent when I was lying to myself about what my intentions were. I could go into
the specifics, but at the end of the day I’m just not excited for marriage, not exactly happy with my
relationship, and fucking myself financially. I’m in no place to lead myself through life, much less
another human. Marriage isn’t going to fix this, and there’s no point of considering repairing this
after calling it off. I did not propose for the right reasons. I’m 27, she’s 26, we’ve been together since
highschool, engaged for nearly 1 year, 7 mos to the wedding.
What do I need to consider before moving forward on this? We share an apartment with 6 months left
on the lease. She’s on my credit card. We have 2 cats, I would only want 0 or 1 of them. She’s in grad
school living off of loans and my assistance. Her parents are broke and she will be a little more than
screwed financially for a while, plus they aren’t close to the school so she wouldn’t be able to stay
with them.
Then there’s the hooked venue and photographer, ring, DJ, etc that’s been partially payed for. I still
care about her, a lot, which is largely what’s made this so difficult to decide on. That and my track
record of indecision. There’s going to be significant fallout with friends and family, but that’s just
part of it. Go ahead and call me out on my shit, but I’m really looking for some logistical answers
here from guys who have done this or gone through a divorce.
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Frame & Happiness
28 upvotes | July 24, 2019 | by CarelessBowler5 | Link | Reddit Link
TLDR: MRP provides me with a whole series of accomplishments. Those accomplishments make me
feel good. I feel happy more consistently. Wife enjoys coming into the frame of a happy man.

Yeah, that's a pretty beta-sounding title, but hear me out:
As I've dived into MRP, reading the side-bar, etc., I've noticed that I'm racking up a small list of
accomplishments.
My body is starting to look in a way it's never looked before. I see muscles I didn't know I had. I'm
lifting weights I didn't know I could lift. The progression of accomplishment feels good.
In learning to be more assertive, I'm not caving to people's manipulation or silly requests. I'm getting
what I want more frequently at home and at work. It's progress, and it feels good.
Just bought a new house, and I'm knocking out project after project. There's still a lot to do, but I
have a host of accomplishments already built up, and it feels good.
Attempting to be an alpha for my kids, they become more obedient and more cheerful in my
presence. Our time together is that much sweeter when I'm consistently maintaining (or trying to
maintain) frame, instead of caving to cries and whines (I've got little, little kids). It's not perfect, but
it's progress. And it feels good.
Trying to game, seduce, and initiate with my wife more consistently. We're nowhere near where I
want to be, but there have already been strides between us heading in the right direction. It's progress,
and it feels good.

I've noticed that day-to-day, as I consider all this progress, I legitimately feel happy. I feel good. I can
smile easily and broadly. I can laugh more freely.
In the recent past, this type of behavior would come with covert contracts:
"If I provide my wife with a happy husband at dinner time, she'll have sex with me." (Nope.
Didn't work. Never did.)
"If I accomplish things around the house, my wife will agree to do what I want to do this
weekend." (Nope. No correlation. Had to argue with her still to get my way.)
"If I'm a good dad, my kids will behave which will impress my wife, and then she'll have sex
with me." (Nope. Using your kids doesn't work. They hate it. She hates it. Stupid move.)
At the end of all these contracts was the idea: "... and then I'll be happy."

Now I'm trying something different. Now, I'm happy to begin with. I'm happy regardless of if I have
sex or not. I'm happy regardless if I get the dishwasher all-the-way fixed today or just most-of-theway fixed. I'm happy regardless of whether my kids are being less cooperative than normal.
I take a moment to look back on my recent pile of accomplishments. It feels good. And I feel happy.
I've noticed that this is the frame that my wife happily submits to. I know what I'm about. I'm happy
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with life strictly based on what I'm doing. I'm not moping. I'm not wearing some veneer beneath
which I'm actually pissed off and vengeful. Neither am I actually, visibly pissed off. I'm. Just. Happy.

Shoot me feedback. If this is all beta-fag stuff that I'm misinterpreting, I'd like to know sooner rather
than later.
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Mate Guarding: Alpha or Beta?
28 upvotes | December 15, 2019 | by whereyougetthisguy | Link | Reddit Link
I have a nuanced perspective on mate guarding, and I'd like to be called out on my bullshit if you
think this is wrong, so don't pull any punches here and let me know what you think.
I know the default RP advice is to not mate guard. And from a passive-aggressive, "being a
controlling boyfriend" perspective, I get that.
With that said, I've had a handful of situations in my life where I physically mate guarded a
girlfriend. I would tell a guy to fuck off, or shove a guy, or physically removed him from the
situation.
This certainly wasn't all the time, maybe 3-4 times over the last 10 years. But every time it happened,
it was always very appreciated by my woman, usually followed by wild sex.
Athol has an interesting take here, where he basically says that mate guarding is necessary:
http://marriedmansexlife.com/2012/10/mate-guarding-for-the-win-and-wetness/, an interesting
quote from the article: "An important distinction bears reiterating because a lot of Red
Pillers miss it. An Alpha is aloof/indifferent to women’s emotions; he is NOT aloof to
interloping males. Just look at primates."
Yet, Rollo takes the opposite approach: https://therationalmale.com/2012/11/01/mateguarding/, saying "The more Beta the man the more his proclivity to Mate Guard will be."
Heartiste says not to do it as well:
https://web.archive.org/web/20170525224014/https://heartiste.wordpress.com/2014/03/21/whymen-shouldnt-mate-guard/
Strangely enough, both of these opposing views make sense to me at the same time. The cognitive
dissonance is real, folks.
The problem with this, is you'll never be able to always physically mate guard. There's going to be a
situation where it won't be a good idea to mate guard a Jason Momoa. You're also likely going to be
out-ranked in SMV at one point. Even if you're an 8 and working on yourself every day, you could
very well find yourself in a situation where your woman is talking to a 9.
I have a problem with this, because I want a practical solution for how to handle this every time, and
I'm not convinced there is one. I've been fortunate enough where to date, every mate guarding
situation I was in was easy: dude was lower in SMV and smaller in size, and it was quickly ended.
But that doesn't help me when I run into Jason Momoa.
Now, of course, the single best strategy for all of this is to consistently improve your SMV. I get that.
But what I'm having a hard time getting my head around, is a straight-forward playbook on how to
handle mate guarding. I'm not fully convinced the community has a 100% verified, repeatable
playbook on how to handle this. Everyone's automatic answer is:
Soft next her
She's not yours, it's just your turn
Increase your SMV and fuck other women
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Okay, guys, I get it. We all get that. But that doesn't mean there's no other solution.
I'd love your thoughts: is mate guarding alpha or beta? How do you handle it?
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I have 12 hours worth of travel. Let's do it newbies. Ask your
basic questions.
28 upvotes | January 3, 2020 | by weakandsensitive | Link | Reddit Link
Fuck China. The country is a bunch of drones.
I stayed at the Park Hyatt Shanghai and the service there is unbelievably shit despite having 3 staff
per every customers. At a 5 star place, you'd expect staff to be paying attention for non-verbal cues.
Wrong. They spend their time autistically doing who knows what, but it sure as shit isn't responding
correctly. Reminds me of another group of people...
Here's the last time I did this.
Also - the plan is to do a livestream of this weeks OYS posts on 1/4 @ 1PM Central, 8 PM France
time when I'm in Lyon.
Edit : sorry guys. I fucked that up. No wifi on that A380 flight. I'll get to questions soon as I can.
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What's up with all the deleted profiles and dumb questions
28 upvotes | February 21, 2020 | by shumbappan | Link | Reddit Link
Ok. so the latest is here https://www.reddit.com/r/askMRP/comments/f7hcvi/had_an_affair_now_the_wife_wants_me/
Why do you guys post this shit and then when someone calls you out, you delete your initial post like
a pussy and even delete your id itself?
Shame on you!
For being a pussy.. and also for being a fucking excuse of a human being.. who cannot even take
some criticism.. if you cannot take even that fucking internet strangers, how the fuck can you take a
minor shit test from your wife? Shame on you... literally fucking shame on you you fucking
miserable excuse of a human being!
I mean if you read even a little bit of MRP or askmrp.. you know that you have to be the absolute
bottom rung of the cesspool to post a question here.. so you did it.. and then you delete it.. that makes
you even worse than the bottom rung..
Terrible.. and shame on you..
Get some frame motherfuckers..
On the good side.. you actually make ME feel good about myself.
And that is saying something..
Do the work..
You know what the problem is?... EGO..
You idiots and retards cannot take it when someone calls you out...
Why?
EGO..
That is why... fucking retards.
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/84tpno/killing_the_ego/
To quote Over the years, I've learned the difference between being judgmental and being observant.
Sometimes, this is a fine line. One thing I have observed on MRP is new guys often think it's a "race"
to become alpha, and a little bit of progress can be easily mistaken as a total transformation. This is
the ego
After a lifetime of being lied to by the media, friends, family members, and your own mother,
unplugging from the matrix is no easy task. In fact, many of the people that have lied to you are
simultaneously lying to their self. So, the line between truth. lies, reality, fantasy, and wishful thinking
can become blurred. MRP can often make things more muddy before the clean-up starts It's kind of
like cleaning out a garage - it will look more messy than ever before the real progress is revealed.
One of the biggest issues is ego . All too often, we either see a newer guy come on here posting about
a situation he needs to fix right now, but in reality, if we provide solutions, they are band-aids, and
they generally will not help the new guy's progress.
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These type posts start with tell-tale signs of the markings of ego. For example, when I see a guy start
off with 'I've always been alpha, but blah blah blah'... or I'm probably a 9 SMV (snd then gives no
details about lifts, height, and weight - yes, all three are required for a reasonable analysis)... or
'wife is shit testing me about folding the socks,'... or 'wife gave me a hard no, but I didn't show any
butthurt.'... etc... the problem is usually the ego is in the way of the beginning of progress
Progress begins when the new guy has finished all of the sidebar readings and is starting over.
Progress begins when the new guy can honestly post all physical stats Height, weight, and lifts .
Progress starts when the new guy doesn't lace his post with pats on the back or please tell me I'm a
pussy pleadings.
Progress begins when the new guy realizes he's been brainwashed and is still brainwashed , and he
wants to do the work to deprogram.
Progress begins when the new guy realizes there are guys on this board who have put in a ton of
effort, way beyond what he has put in, and he is willing to listen to feedback, no matter how much it
stings.
Progress begins when you hit your first lifting plateau after adding 5 pounds a week on all lifts for
many months straight.
Progress begins when the new guy has cleaned up his diet, is under 15% BF, and has the stats to
back it up.
Progress begins when the new guy realizes he is a pussy with no frame , and he becomes willing to
STFU and lift , and then gradually add A&A, AM, fogging and other frame builders.
Progress begins when the new guy has internalized frame and no longer is faking frame, which his
LTR will see right through and break easily anyway.
Progress begins with all of these acts , thoughts, and behaviors of humility.
Progress begins when the stay plan becomes the same as the go plan
Progress begins when the new guy can admit he has a long hard road ahead, and he starts to become
comfortable with small but valuable strides of progress.
Progress begins when a new guy can come on here, present objective facts, and not lace it with
implications of the grand ole alpha days, the great resent victories on who should fold the socks, and
not present us with paragraphs of he said/she said dialog. You will not find progress within the
mundane details of every day BS conversations between you and your LTR
Progress begins when your LTR isn't giving you hard no's anymore, and you realize that your sexual
strategy is a combination of things in this post, and it is working
Progress beings with killing the ego because then the new guy can tear down the sand castle he has
built and build a solid rock fortress\**
The enemy is not women
The enemy is not your LTR
The enemy is not the media and the brainwashing you received
The enemy is your ego.
Kill the enemy
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Wife Hates Sex
28 upvotes | September 4, 2020 | by the_sharpest | Link | Reddit Link
Ok- man and wife 44. I’m lifting 4 times a week and showing decent definition, I’m a good looking
fella and have an incredibly attractive wife. Getting no sex. WTF is going on?
So: I am also incredibly sweet to her, compliment her every day on how pretty she is, rub feet, back
and whatever she wants, snuggle into her in bed. But nothing comes my way from her end.
I was also posting in dead bedrooms, but it’s depressing and a cry fest.
Time to man up and grow a set of balls. I need to game this situation.
Hard ass advice please.
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Update: Discovered wife has had an affair, have kids, she
doesn't know that i know
28 upvotes | January 25, 2019 | by fruitylad | Link | Reddit Link
Last night she kept asking why I was acting weird etc, getting upset because i was avoiding her etc,
that this is serious and I was forced into showing my hand. Its hard to act normally in these
circumstances and she was piecing everything together.
When the kids were in bed I showed her the exported text messages and asked her whats been going
on. I said I have read every message on her phone so tell me everything. I asked her a million
questions calmly to get everything I could out of her. The affair started just before the i love you but
im not in love with you thing, and continued for about 5 months until he stopped it, she claims she
gave him a 'leave now or never' because she knew he wouldn't and it would end things, which she
claims she wanted. She slept with him several times over the 5 months but claims never wanted to
leave me, just got dragged into it as our relationship wasn't great. Of course, actions not words
springs to mind.
I said to her ive given you crap excuses since i found out to give myself some time to think about
things and decide what to do. I said logically I should kick you out now and end it, thatch what most
would do and probably the right thing to do. But I feel like I can give you another chance as we have
a long history if you understand I want passwords to every email, site, phone, everything and I will
find it hard to ever trust you again. I will check on you and question you whenever i want and if you
put up any resistance its over, if i see any sign your hiding something its over, or if things arent
returning to the good relationship i want it to be its over.
She cried and said she doesn't want to lose me its all a mistake etc and she wants use to stay married
forever, and she already had valentines day plans for us, but of course after 5 months of being
unfaithful, she says this almost certainly because her branch swing failed. She says its over but that
was only 2 weeks ago, usually that means it might start up again but im sure she wouldnt dare try
now and i believe her that it really has ended..
Now whats left to do is read everything about divorce, decide how long to stay, decide whether i will
start meeting other women without her knowing and pull the trigger at the right time. Whats clear is
things can never go back to what they were, so im just trying to get best i can out of the situation.
Thanks for all the comments and help on this post and last, its really appreciated during this tough
time.
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[FR] Five months in - lessons learnt
28 upvotes | March 31, 2018 | by mrp2017 | Link | Reddit Link
I was just reading over my victim puke over on /r/Deadbedrooms, the terrible advice given over there
and then comparing me from then, to me from now. The changes are stark so I thought I'd document
the learnings in a more comprehensive and consolidated format. If the mods find this objectionable,
fair enough.
Me
32 years old, 6'0 tall, 190 lbs. Right now I'm at the end of a bulking cycle but am going to train for a
half marathon as I embark on an 8 week cut. I expect I'll get that down to about 180. I've put on a
substantial amount of muscle since I started lifting, most prominently in the chest, shoulders and
arms.
Lift stats: BP = 205lbs, Squat = 325lbs, DL = 315 lbs, BoR = 170lbs, OHP = 135lbs (I know, I
know). Started doing pull ups for the first time, up to 11 with eyes on 25 as my current goal. Bicep
curls at 45lbs.
Readings done: Sidebar of MRP/TRP, Book of Pook, NMMMG, TRM, MMSLP, listened to BPPs
podcasts, had a lot of really important early conversation with /u/Red-Curious on PM's
Operating at somewhere between DL 5 and 6 (consistently at 5 with spikes of 6)
Initial Situation
In short, I was a fat fuck who thought he was masculine because he had decent cardio but managed to
completely neglect his own body aside from that and completely ignore my wife's desires at all. I'd
basically had 2 years of near deadbedroom status and was on the verge of just ending it rather than
face going back to have to pester my wife for one more night of really unenthusiastic starfish sex.
Today
Ive started a new job that takes me travelling a lot, and will keep doing so for the year. This keeps
windows for sex relatively short (2-4 weeks at a time) but I'm consistently having more sex in a
week, sometimes a day, than I did in that 2 year period - with the sex being far more enthusiastic and
enjoyable for us both.
I have a mission, goals, higher career aspirations, a better relationship with other people in my family
and with work colleagues. All thanks to MRP.
Lessons learnt
It's important that I point out that there isnt anything I'm about to write that hasn't been written before
on these boards, in the sidebar or in the required readings. What I will be doing is relating these
things to my own situation and explaining my own mini-epiphanies along the way.
1. My wife isn't different or special. She is a normal woman. (MMSLP)
Like most guys on here, the anger phase came at me hard. I'd been lifting before I ever found MRP
but after reading /u/Red-Curious guide on what is essentially 'kino for dummies' I was able to get
some pretty quick results. I, naively, thought that getting sex would make me happy. The manner of
getting it ended up making me angry and almost nauseous. Every day I'd take frustration out on the
gym, stewing in the disgust of my new found knowledge. How could my wife be just like some club
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slut? Is she only with me because I got there first? Is it just a matter of time until her head gets turned
by some random gym rat?
Well - its not her fault. AWALT. This wasn't something she did to me, this was something I'd done to
myself by putting her on a pedestal. That knowledge is really liberating. I found myself realising that
I didn't need to try so hard to try and please her or prove myself to her in some way. All I had to do
was be the best version of me and try to have some fun with her.
A residual effect of this is finding other attractive women to be far less intimidating. Flirting with just
about anyone comes far more easily to me these days
2. Lifting is a pre-requisite. It is not, in itself, enough
You know what the call a beta with good muscle mass? A beta.
As soon as I'd achieved some newb gains I started getting the compliments. If you have any gay
friends they can usually be relied upon to let you know when you are looking good first - other
women soon followed. That didn't really translate to attention from my wife, let alone sex, until I'd
made other changes.
Lift for you. Lift because its good for your health and good for your confidence. It is not the silver
bullet.
3. Fixing her feelz is the most important thing (sidebar)
So you've got your muscles, mission, assertiveness and dread. All good right? Not even close.
The hardest part of the process for me (so far) was translating self improvement into the happy,
fulfilling sex life that I always wanted. Being a better me opened the door to that but it did not take
me through it. I'd always compartmentalised different parts of our relationship and not really paid
enough attention to what generated real desire in her. This is why the kino for dummies post got me
started so well. A little grope here, a ten second kiss there. I had to learn to make her feel desired all
the time before she became truly receptive to having sex with me. I'd never really thought of myself
as selfish in the relationship before but I guess I was. Me doing all the choreplay, bringing gifts and
flowers etc never really made her feel wanted and I'd never once stopped to work out why.
Once I'd made her feel desired she started to feel free to reciprocate. Now she's kino'ing me all the
time, dropping into the bathroom as I shower to give me impromptu oral etc. We are also able to
openly communicate about our needs and desires (which I think I must have glossed over because
only TFA's create your slut really covered this from what I've read).
4. I was always far too passive - in everything (NMMMG)
At 32 its embarrassing to admit that you know practically nothing about how anything in society
really works. I'd basically gone through life like a feminist, toiling away and expecting that things be
handed to me as my just rewards. That isnt true in my marriage, in my career, in my hobbies or in
fact any thing at all. Covert contracts are absolute poison. You have to be willing to advocate for
yourself, put yourself first and really go after what you want. This I didn't really learn from TRP but
from the workplace where some advice on payrises and promotions essentially came down to coldly
calculating what you are worth (aka make yourself the prize) and making a strong case to overcome
any resistance.
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5. I hadn't done everything wrong
It's tempting to throw everything out when you realise how much of a bitch you are. Don't do it.
There is a reason they tell you not to go Rambo like some spergy asscrack of a man. Over time I've
realised that what MRP is really about is remedying my deficiencies and enhancing the strengths to
increase my value - I'm not making a new person entirely. People have always found me funny. Why
would I throw that away? I've always had athletic talent. That doesn't mean I stop cycling or running
or playing sports and just spend every day in the Iron Temple. I'm intelligent and respected in my
industry. I should combine that with assertiveness to increase my presence and overall worth. The
tools and potential I needed were everywhere around me. I just needed the instructions to tell me how
to use them.
I was going to do a section on the future but this is too long and that can probably be covered in OYS
anyway.
Cheers
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Beta Bux and Alpha Fucks
28 upvotes | March 30, 2019 | by Daddy_ThunderCock | Link | Reddit Link
I showed up to askMRP about to throw in the towel. I had spent 12 years with a woman who would
seemingly refuse to fall in line and follow my leadership. I was in shape, made good money, was a
good dad, fucked well, dressed well and got a lot of attention from women. I still had no frame with
my wife and she didn’t respect me. She would run her mouth, swear at me and consistently display
really shitty behavior. I had really good beta qualities but because of my lack of frame and consistent
strong alpha qualities her anger towards me only increased. She would hate me for my six pack and
six figures and she would tell me I was a made man who had no value and was nothing without her.
She was a harpy disrespectful cunt.
It was all my fault.
Even though I managed to do a bunch of things right they were mostly just beta improvements and I
still had no frame. In addition to lacking alpha qualities I had plenty of bad beta behaviors ruining all
of the good things I did. I reinforced really bad behaviors and reaped the shitty prizes. I stopped most
of the beta behaviors because they weren’t helping and I was tired of being controlled by my need for
validation. Because of my nice guy tendencies, I didn’t feel like I had value unless I was making my
wife cum on the regular. I wasn’t doing what I wanted but was focused on her pleasure. She was the
prize. I couldn’t wait to fuck her at night and she knew it very well. I had almost zero OI. I made sure
to tell her how much I needed her and desired her. I allowed her to control me because I was weak
and lacked mission outside of fucking her. I was a codependent beta who needed his wife to fuck him
in order to feel good about himself. I got plenty of sex, but at what cost? I wasn’t the prize and I was
a needy bitch. Beta bux can get you laid, but she wasn’t my slut and she controlled me with sex.
My wife started to despise me and I could tell her desire for me was waning. I knew something was
wrong but I didn’t know what to do. I thought solving the problem via beta bux could be the right
idea but historically she would become harpy within a short period of time after a big purchase or
vacation etc. I was losing control and desire, I was lost. I was running out of ideas, and knew I
couldn’t endure this forever. I was going to break.
Then I was schooled on game and frame by someone who has mastered the techniques and things
started shifting back in my favor. /u/alpha-zach This shit changed my life because I was always
intuitively gaming but I didn’t know the rules. I had really good frame in business, with family and
my children but very little with my wife. Once I knew that frame existed and could be built like
muscle, I became obsessed. My mission was to gain frame in every facet of life. The hardest place to
make gains in frame was still with my wife. She is a formidable opponent concerning banter and shit
testing. She knew how to push my buttons and get me to break frame.
Wednesday night my wife cursed me out for a half an hour or so. I had to fall back on STFU and
endure an ear beating from a very emotional woman. I said nothing and remained unfazed. I was
prepared for a massive shit test, and I passed. I sat on the couch reading and she huffed and puffed
her way upstairs to the bedroom alone. I knew this was going to happen and I didn’t want to reward
her shit behavior by going upstairs to fuck her. Normally, this is exactly what I would have done. I
finished my drink, finished what I was doing and went upstairs. I fell asleep in seconds while she
seethed in anger watching some bullshit on Netflix next to me.
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I reset every morning. I loved her and served her, but didn’t give her any specific attention unless her
attitude changed. We didn’t do our normal hangouts and most of our talk was logistics. She tried
desperately to gain back control with nasty shit tests and tried everything she could to get me to break
frame. I was the oak she punched until her knuckles bled and her arms grew weary. She realized it
wasn’t hurting me and decided it was more advantageous to join the team. If all else fails she always
fucks the alpha. At the end of the night, she kindly and submissively asked me to fuck her. I happily
obliged. 2 days of no sex gets her all riled up and we had some really hot animalistic sex.
If you just had a great night with your woman don’t rest. Tomorrow she will wake up and might be
in a shitty mood for no reason. You will have to game her again tomorrow and fix her feelz. You
must remain constantly vigilant, maintain frame and game your woman every day if you want to keep
things moving in the right direction. Don’t ever slack or slow down because your hypergamous little
woman is going to search out the smallest chink in your armor where she can attack. Once a woman
has tasted it they won’t settle for anything less than an alpha who gives no fucks and dicks them
down at the end of the night. I have spoken to people who have been doing this shit for many years
and this truth doesn’t change. They will always search for weakness and if they find any bitch in you,
they will attack.
Edit: This was over the course of 2-3 months.
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Day game success
28 upvotes | April 13, 2019 | by Daddy_ThunderCock | Link | Reddit Link
I have diligently been working on my frame, game and removing my needy tendencies. One thing I
have always done well is be a dick to her and get her laughing. My biggest problem was that I would
get her bitchy, but didn’t know how to de-escalate and get her laughing again. I would end up getting
pissed that she was pissed, and actually took what she said at face value. Yesterday, I texted her to
come upstairs and fuck me. She said no, called me a dick and then literally less than an hour later,
came up stairs to suck and fuck me. This is the craziest phenomenon and I still can’t believe the red
pill works, but it fucking does. Look at what she does and not what she says. I am still choking this
truth down daily and moment by moment at times. It is challenging to rewire your brain but it is
possible.
In the past I would have meandered around downstairs during the work day to go find my wife. I
would try and hug on her and be sweet and cute to her. I would offer compliments, back rubs,
kindness and acted like my 7 year old son does. I would almost always get rejected during the day
regardless of how attractive I looked externally because the pure smell of my faggotry repulsed her.
Women can smell your gay a mile away. They also don’t want another little kid hanging all over
them being needy as fuck. I thought “being attractive” only meant dressing nice, having a nice body,
well groomed etc. Conventionally speaking, I was attractive as I could get but I was still getting
rejected. I couldn’t figure it out and it really pissed me off. So I did what most of us did, I complained
to her and whined like a little faggot and she dried up even more.
On Thursday I had a really solid day of work and wife was very well behaved. I went out and bought
a nice bottle of wine and some of her favorite beers from a local brewery for her good behavior. In
the past, that would have indicated I “needed” sex and was planning to fuck her that night. Instead, I
planned to go out with a friend and hit up some bars. I would have gotten laid if I stayed home but I
wanted to run an experiment to gain some more frame and power. I know for certain this fucked with
her head because it was unexpected. We didn’t fight that day and I was very appreciative of all of her
hard work with the kids. She is a SAHM and was very bubbly and fun that day, so I specifically told
her I was rewarding her good behavior by getting her treats. It wasn’t a covert contract for sex, but a
real offering of a gift for her good behavior.
Friday rolls around and I know for certain she is going to be horny as fuck from the lack of sex the
night before. I start gaming her first thing in the morning. Employing push pull was the tactic my
marriage was missing and it is incredibly effective. Historically, I would pull her into me and then
refuse to let go and push her away. This resulted in her feeling my neediness and getting turned off.
When you pull a woman in, it will overwhelm her and you have to pay attention to her actions so you
can push her away before she pushes you.
I walked over to her in the morning and appeared to be giving her a hug, but I just opened the fridge
instead. A few minutes later I was going upstairs and gave her a hug and a paternal kiss on the
forehead. The whole morning was me just working and being aloof and busy. Later that day I needed
to go drop off the rental and get my car back from the dealer. When I left, she asked me for a hug and
I gave her a hug and a shitty little peck on the lips. When I walked away, she had this little girly
smirk on and said she was looking for a “real” kiss. I went back over to her and shoved her against
the wall and made out with her. She giggled and squealed like my 5 year old does. Ass slap, walk out
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the door.
When I was out, she called to ask me how to make our sons lunch. I sometimes like to get creative
when I cook. This really pisses her off because they request certain things “daddy style” and she
doesn’t know how to replicate it. When she called I told her “Tell our son that he will have to have it
the normal way because I am not home and mom is a shitty cook.” She called me a dick and laughed
her ass off. You could have drown a toddler in her panties at this point.
We had dinner plans with our friends that night and the whole family was excited to get out. Around
3:00 is when I started texting her again.
Me: I don’t think I can go out to our friends tonight.
Her: Why?
Me: My balls are full of cum. I could use an assistant. If you are busy, send Stacy up. (It’s the name I
gave her when she gets slutted up and wears a weave or fake bangs. I tell her she is my girlfriend /
plate. It leads to some fun nights.)
Her: Fucking Jerk! I am busy, not right now.
Me: Lollll
Her: I thought it was serious also my mom is here.
Within the hour she had her mouth wrapped around my cock and my cum sprayed all over her. Her
mom was still there and my kids were downstairs. Both “reasons” are just shit tests which can be
overlooked because alphas get exceptions.
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Day 0 - Valentines day off to a great start... Taking the pill
27 upvotes | February 14, 2019 | by redshift835 | Link | Reddit Link
I wrote this up but didn’t know of the moderated 3 day limit for new accounts to post directly on
MRP so posting here.
Brand new to reddit. Brand new to this sub. First post and considering what today is, might as well be
my official start of how things are gonna be from now on. I have been holding the red pill in my hand
since the beginning of this year. No more fucking around. Im doing this.
Been married for almost 4 years, together for 10 and we have a an amazing little girl who is about to
turn 2. We both work fulltime jobs but my salary is over 75% of our combined income. This post is
not a backstory about my past beta journey but more of a line in the sand I am drawing because
things are not the way I want them to be.
I came across MRP in late December and srsly fucking opened my eyes. It was like i was reading my
life story. How the hell did i not see this until now? I have been beta without knowing it for so long!
No more of it. I started lifting ASAP to get in shape. I am owning my shit and no more of this beta
lifestyle i have been so blind to.
Since Jan, every now and then I try to make an alpha move without a goal or direction. All of them
have backfired. For example my buddy came back from out of town and wanted to meet up for a
drink on a Friday night. Wife was watching shit reality TV and I said im going out to meet him and i
walked out the door. Well that led to texts and phone calls and a fight later for going out for drinks,
even though our kid was put to bed and she was watching TV at home either way... Pretty sure I
vacuumed the house the next day ti “make up” for my mistake of going to see my friend...
Initiated sex about a dozen times if i was to estimate and only twice I have been able to get some.
And it wasn’t great it was supremely mediocre. Nothing this month of Feb yet but i initiated only a
few times to be shut down.
Well- onto my reason for making my post today!
Today is valentines day, the most beta holiday ever. I knew that she does not deserve some elaborate
reward if chocolates and a nice dinner or whatever else. But I still decided to wake up early this
morning and make breakfast of pancakes and bacon and eggs. (pancakes in shape of hearts... )
which is something I would not normally do. Well she came down and I had it all set up, she doesn’t
acknowledge me or my breakfast i prepared and instead walks to the sink and tells me “next time
don’t stack the pans on top of each other cause they will scratch”... srsly! made me so mad but I didnt
show it or say OK i just ignored her and got our daughter ready for daycare...
Before my wife left she did say thank you and it was thoughtful and get this... and leaned over
towards me to make a kiss face but didnt actually kiss me, it was her allowing me to come in to kiss
her. She said she had lip shit on so blah blah blah...
Anyway today I will be going out after work to play hockey (play in a weekly league) and have no
idea what I will do when I come home. Totally ignore? Pretend all is good and try to see if she wants
to have sex? One thing is for sure, this is the last time in my life I am going to make fucking heart
shaped pancakes!!
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The line between plow horse and taking care of family.
27 upvotes | May 11, 2019 | by firstlight777 | Link | Reddit Link
Here I am again, at my wits end with the wife. Finances suck, so I work a real job, make about 60k/yr
before taxes and have been doing a night job three to four night a week to make ends meet. Wife has
been sahm for most of marriage, 12 years now or so, been married 16 years this August, three boys
17, 11, 6. Moved to town she wanted to move back to to be closer to her family, bought a house less
than two years after move. Doing ok at real job but less than old location due to move. Job is crazy
stressful, deadline oriented, commission, pay up and down every check. Always had debt that I now
see is due to subsidizing her sahm status. Two cars to take care of, all the bills paid by me, always
have taken care of us. I'm fucking tired, never time to myself, the boys, or her and I. Since buying this
house there has been no free time due to repairs, painting, while working two jobs and three kids in
school. Now she wants a divorce again because I'm not fun, she should not have to get a job because I
should gave done better in my career, her words. All kids are in school now fir first time ever. She
dies the mom stuff, dinner, homework, getting kids places, but she complains about it all. I started as
encouraging her to get a part time job just to make $300 a week do I can quit my night gig. Not
asking alot here! I am a good dad, know how to cook, dishes, laundry, etc. She says how will all the
stuff I do get done if I work? It's a fucking excuse and I'm tired if being her slave. I tell her I'll have
time to focus and grow my real job if not running to night job all the time, plus night job goes till late,
like midnight or one am, then I can't get up for work, kids school. I've stopped gym ever since buying
this house, still eating good but have list my gains, which she liked. It was working now it's all gone
to shit again. Been telling her directly that she needs to get a job, our life will be more balanced, but
no. It's been three weeks of no talking except about kid logistics and bills. So what do I do here? I'm
not leaving this house I bought for us, and she's not going to give in. I'm a plowhorse but I have kids
to take care of here, bills always coming, money always tight. Is it owning shit and bring a man or am
I just her bitch. This post sucks, if mods want delete, but don't ban me for being a bitch. This site is
all I gave sometimes to get me on track. I am the target audience here, 40, married, not some 22 year
old coming here instead of TRP. I need to get flamed again by y'all.
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[FR] Noob edition. The stressed out shit test save.
27 upvotes | April 8, 2017 | by getwokeorgobroke | Link | Reddit Link
Since I'm still learning I thought it'd be better to post here rather than the main reddit.
Background: Started lifting and learned about red pill in the fucking weirdest way possible (story for
another time) in December. Before this my sex life fucking sucked. Every night I'd jerk off and play
video games, my wife hadn't sucked my dick in 10 years would give up sex 3 times a year. I was just
miserable. I had went two fucking years without getting laid while my wife enjoyed a wonderful
lifestyle. I felt like I was living with a roommate and a mother, but resented my wife like none other.
So it's been a pretty busy week, I'd been on vacation for a while and was back in the office for the
first time and had a very dense day. Originally the plan was to work from home a bit, take care of
some light errands and have a chill day.
However, I was needed to deal with the many fires at work though so I decided to go in. During the
afternoon the wife texts me, says our kid is spending the night at a friends and if I want to go grocery
shopping with her. I explain that I'm just way too busy and I'm going to finish the day up. A bit after
5 I text her and say I'll be leaving soon. I end up not leaving for 20 more minutes, around 5:45. So I
text her a usual to let her know I'm coming home so she can get dinner ready/whatever/just FYI. I'm
excited, kid's out of town we'd been staying with relatives and I'd been horny af the whole week. So
I'm ready to have a great night.
I get an angry text reply: "WTF I'm so hungry you were supposed to leave 20 minutes ago".I call her,
explain I got hung up with an issue at work. She hangs up on me.
I get home and pick her up, she's already up my ass about how she's so hungry and she's been waiting
for me (which she never communicated to me in the first place that she planned on going out to
dinner tonight).
I let her go, saying nothing. She is going on and on with the usual for a good 10 minutes. You put
work ahead of the family, you have time to fix everyone else's problems but no time for your family,
you didn't make a phone call for me to schedule an oil change on my car, and on and on.
A year ago I would lay right back in to her and argue that she never told me about dinner, that when I
started pursuing my very successful career 10 years ago and she decided to stay at home her tune was
very different blablablaa.
I just STFU, she looked at me and asked if I had anything to say for myself, at this point we're 5
minutes from a nice restaurant.
I said "I'm not interested in arguing with you, the kid's gone tonight so we can go out for a nice date
and have a fun dinner, come home and have some fun or you can yell at me. But I'm not taking you to
dinner so you can berate me, I'll wait for you to pick up some groceries and do something else tonight
-- your choice."
Silence
I say, "I'm not even mad, I know you're just hungry and I've been thinking about nailing you all day -so what do you say?"
I park the car, she says, "You're right, I'm just hungry let's go to dinner."
At the restaurant they have a great craft cocktail menu and they'll make something for you if you tell
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them what you like. I ordered for her since I know what she likes, generally made fun conversation
and had a nice dinner.
We get home, I grab her as soon as we walk in the door and carry her upstairs, she asks for a massage
(hahahahah no thanks). I say sure, undress her and ask her what's been bothering her, she says her
shoulders. "Your ass you say?" and start oiling her up, "No, my shoulders!" "Your tits?" I flip her
over, oil her up some more and start gently rubbing her tits. She says, "Come on!" "Sorry maam,
arms and shoulders cost a lot extra, and I don't know if you can afford it." She says I'm right but
might know a way to pay for it and proceeds to go down on me. I talked dirty and told her how
fucking hot she is and how the other mom's must be so jealous and how hard she was making me.
Just six months ago I would still be dealing with this shit, I would have bargaiedn to do even more of
her responsibility around the house. I would have sulked when I thought my chance for sex was gone
and dealt with this for the next few months. Now I actually understand how to deal with the situation.
It's so simple it's really amazing. Biggest things -- STFU, have fun in bed, flirt with your wife the
way you do with any other chick you'd like to fuck. Don't resent your wife for treating you like the
beta fag you were.
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Well the bomb dropped.
27 upvotes | March 16, 2017 | by Dc4red | Link | Reddit Link
Well guys,
I have been on my red pill journey for about 4 months, and can honestly say its improved every facet
of my life.
Yesterday my long term SO(5 years, bought a home 1.5 years ago) came home from a short business
trip and told me she cheated and it was the second time. I wasn't shocked as Monday night she was no
contact which is very un-common for her.
First time was a year ago, at the same event with the same guy and at the time i was a huge
faggot(fairly fit, run a business, zero frame, no drive or vision.). Since going RP my relationship was
improving steadily and i thought we where both happier people.
She did it again Monday night and came clean Tuesday(told me about both times then) when she got
home, said she wants to be honest as she want our relationship back and she will do anything. (just
words.)
I feel as though you guys have prepared me for this moment and i held frame better than I ever have
in my life while she was a mess, and just took the information and left.
Last night i returned home around Midnight and she was still up crying and i chose to sleep in the
guest room. She again said "Ill do anything to fix this, and if i could take it back i would."
This is just a thank you for helping me be ready for the enviable, and handle it with grace. I told her
late lastnight that she can keep trying in the relationship but i have no plan too. But if im going to
cheat i would tell her first, but I plan to list the house on the market in 30 days(im a realtor). Get it
sold and start my life over with nothing but dignity.
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Field Report: I ended it
27 upvotes | December 19, 2016 | by blimblamp | Link | Reddit Link
About a week ago I ended things with my LTR. Over a decade together, and we're young. N=1 for
both of us. No kids. I've been very active on MRP but I have to clear my history periodically to keep
a clean trail.
I sat her down and said it wasn't working for me. This was counter to a lot of advice I got here in
MRP, though to my defense I also received some overwhelming advice to end it. That evening she
had bouts of being really broken up, but was mostly conversational in trying to argue her way into
making me change my mind. After a couple hours of discussion I packed a suitcase and told her to
take care and left the house. This was about a week ago. I haven't spoken to her or seen her since. She
hasn't made any efforts to contact me either. From this I gather she didn't really feel too strongly
about wanting to keep this either after the initial shock wore off.
A brief background: About 8 months ago I felt neglected. We barely saw each other and she seemed
extremely disinterested in me. She was openly hostile and bitchy towards me for apparently no
reason. I got on the MRP train and made a ton of progress. Near the end things were improving ever
so slightly but I realized during my red pilling that this wasn't what I wanted. Life is too short for
someone who has to be conditioned into wanting to simply spend time with me. I know, AWALT,
I'm still working on red pill and the next woman will be the same if I don't change. There is a lot
more that went into the decision, but I'm not going to waste time trying to convince people here who
want to try to find every single fault.
I am doing ok. I don't really feel any more lonely than I did before the breakup. If anything I feel less
lonely without the oppressive feeling of having to live with someone who doesn't seem to want me
around. I am not planning on dating or hookups any time soon, but signed up for Tinder out of
curiosity. Getting a shitload of matches from young and cute girls, more than I could possibly ever do
anything with. My goal at this point is simply to push my comfort zone. I'm meeting a lady from
tinder tonight for coffee just to chat and talk about traveling. Pretty nervous about that, but I glad I
am, so I can get over the anxiety of these normal interactions that everyone else has been having their
entire lives (but I haven't).
Not really looking for feedback, more just throwing this out there to show that ending it isn't the end
of the world. It was definitely the hardest thing I've done in my entire life. I did the cliche thing of
standing in front of my house's door with keys in hand, summoning the courage for a couple minutes
to unlock the door and walk in. I sat in my car for about 30 minutes before then doing the same thing.
More than anything I feel a sense of relief. All of the expectations of me in that relationship are gone.
No pressure to have kids before I want to, pressure to be a provider for a stay at home mom, pressure
to live in a city I don't really want to be in doing a job I don't really want to do. It's really obvious to
me now that this was the right decision.
Edit: thanks for the comments everyone. Really surprising how positive literally every one is so far.
Meeting tinder lady went well. It wasn't romantic at all and I'm not really sure she had any
expectations of it being romantic. But she was cute and the conversation was nice and she seemed
open to meeting again at the end. I'll need to get over the really weird feeling of being affectionate
towards near strangers.
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FR: Pick up your hat
27 upvotes | December 16, 2016 | by HeyItsHarvey | Link | Reddit Link
The short of it: a friend introduced me to MRP, it made sense, so I implemented my MAP right away
and gave it a shot. This was after we didn't have sex for four months. I know that isn't a lot of people
and some of you guys have gone years without fucking, but it was enough to drive me crazy. Married
for two years (together for four). We do not have kids yet but that is what I want, so we are going to
start on that soon. I'm 34, she's 27.
I've been at this for eight months now. My frame is getting stronger and I refuse to go back to being
beta. It's mostly now become "Your bullshit--no ones bullshit--effects me anymore." I think realizing
that not only your wife is going to shit test you, but that EVERYONE shit tests you, is key. I read all
the books on the side bar, absorbed it, read them again when I started slipping.
I lift now. I've put on a solid 15 lbs in the past eight months and she has loved all of it. In the time
I've implemented my MAP she has done more things in bed with me than I thought she ever would.
She's always been the shy girl type, so it is working, but I didn't do this for the sex. I am doing this
because I want to be better. I want to make more money. I want to be bigger and stronger than the
other dads. I don't want a dad bod. I want to be able to chase my kids and not run out of breath, pick
up all the grocery bags at the same time and carry them in. This is for me. This isn't for anyone else.
I signed up for a gym membership and decided that instead of knowing my bartender and knowing
the other bar flies, I want to be know at the gym. That is my community. I go to the gym for cycling,
rock climbing, and yoga. I lift at home (built a home gym).
I've never done home improvement stuff. So now I watch home improvement videos on YouTube
and I fix shit. That door that rubs on the carpet? Pull it off and sand the bottom so it doesn't drag and
isn't a bitch to open. The backyard patio you don't like? Rip it up and build a new one. There is
always something in the house that can be fixed or improved. Learn how to do it.
Right now the house is a mess (I keep on top of most of it by keeping a schedule of which room gets
picked up that day on a rotating basis), but it's her mess. She's been shopping and buying Christmas
presents, leaving them in bags around the house. The kitchen table was covered in crap the other day.
She stopped cooking us dinner and looked at me "You need to clean your stuff off of the kitchen
table."
Old me would have DEERed. "What do you mean? This is all your junk. Your shit has been all over
the house all week. I am not going to touch any of it because you would yell at me that I messed up
your system, or that something went missing, or you can't find something." This would end with me
apologizing and cleaning it up. But only after we go to separate corners and I drink two or three
beers.
Instead, I owned my shit. I said "You're right, I'll clean up my mess." I had a shit eating grin on my
face and I just walked over to the table and picked up my hat that had been sitting there. "I'm done."
And I held it up.
And do you know what she did? She went from pissy to giggling. Then she said "That isn't the only
thing on the table that's yours." There was some other stuff there that was mine, I just hadn't notice.
She walked over and was right in front of me about to start picking up my items. She started getting
pissy again. "This is yours, this is yours." I replied back "Oh yeah, you're right." I picked her up
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(thank you deadlifts) and sat her ass on the table, grabbed her tits and said "These are mine too" and
engaged in a ten second kiss. She pushed me away, giggled, and cleaned off the table.
The biggest thing I've learned is that you have to constantly be improving and never engage in
bullshit because it's never over. You always have to pick up your hat.
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Is she your wife or your lover?
27 upvotes | August 24, 2016 | by BluepillProfessor | Link | Reddit Link
We all know the story: Sex was great, 3 times a day and 7 on Sunday. Couldn't get enough of each
other. Deeply in love. Got married. Sex slowly died off over a year or two. Now we only have sex
twice a month. She is nasty, mean, and critical of everything I do.
I CAN NAME THAT SONG IN ONE NOTE!
Much of the problem is now that you have a wife, she is no longer your lover.
Think about it! When was the last time you greeted her with a passionate kiss? When was the last
time you took her hand and helped her out of the car? When was the last time you surprised her with
a gift? Or made her belly laugh in public? When was the last time you made an effort to make her
look good to her family?
I am NOT saying you need to do- or even should do- "date night" or become a supplicating, whiny
little Beta waiting for mommy to dish out some candy to her little boy.
I AM saying that you need to be MINDFUL OF YOUR ATTRACTION. There really should be a
book about "Mindful Attraction!"
This simply means you need to be aware of how you look. How you dress. How you talk. How you
present yourself. Be attractive- don't be unattractive! It is that simple- your main goal is simply to be
MINDFUL and aware of what is attractive and what is not.
Talk in low, measured, and deliberate tones, build a muscular frame, dress well, stay neat, maintain
hygiene. Guys, this really is not rocket science.
Here is my example that prompted this post: Yesterday I had another problem with the bratty teenage
son who takes my stuff. He had taken my only remaining credit card and I needed to go shopping. I
called my woman because she was having dinner with her Aunt and arranged to pick up a credit card
from her at the restaurant on the way to the store.
I had on a ripped up T-shirt and stringy blue jean pants from mowing the lawn. My hair was
uncombed and I had not even brushed my teeth.
As I rushed out the front door to meet at the nice restaurant, albeit briefly, a little mindful voice inside
my head sounded off:
"Are you going to see your wife...or your lover?"
I stopped on the front porch and broke into a laugh.
I was going to see my wife, or perhaps my mommy, to get something I needed. When you are
"mindful" it is strikingly easy to see that whatever I was doing, I was NOT going to see my lover!!
I went back inside and washed my face, brushed my teeth, and ran some water through my hair,
slicking it back. Then I put on a dark blue shirt with a collar and a pair of nice grey shorts. I took off
my long, calf length white socks (super geek stuff right there) and put my bare feet in a nice set of
gym shoes. Elapsed time: Less than 60 seconds!
At the restaurant I tapped a couple drops of peppermint essential oil on my finger and rubbed it on
my lips and gums. Then I sneaked up behind my wife and waited for her to take a drink of water
before grabbing her from behind and planting a kiss on her lips. I held her head and quickly and
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lightly licked her upper lip with my peppermint flavored tongue. She turned bright red, her whole
body flushing.
"Hmmmm, how are you darling?" She said while smacking her lips and tasting the strong
peppermint, clearly a bit nonplussed.
I gave the Aunt a hug, sat down, and put my arm around my lover, picking a bit of food off her plate.
The Aunt's eyes widened and even bugged out a bit unsure what to make of this show of affection
and dominance. After I got the credit card I stood up, put my hand under my lovers chin, looked her
deep in the eyes, and gently planted a kiss on her forehead. Then I smiled, fist bumped the aunt and
walked out of the restaurant.
TLDR: Be attractive. Don't be unattractive.
Edit: NEW GUYS ESPECIALLY: DON'T ENGAGE IN SEDUCTIVE BEHAVIORS LIKE
THIS AS A COVERT CONTRACT!!! AT LEAST READ "NO MORE MR. NICE GUY"
FIRST!!!!
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My wife's cold attitude is driving me nuts
27 upvotes | November 7, 2021 | by Upbeat-Cap4610 | Link | Reddit Link
6'2" 175lbs, Early 30's, married for 1yr, together for 4yrs, No kids. Lift heavy 3times a week.
My wife and I had a fight about 4 months ago due to our infrequent sex life. During the fight, she
asked me "Will you still marry me if I had told you we won't have sex during the marriage" and I
responded with a NO. She flipped my response and started crying that I married her for sex. She even
made the same claim to a therapist during our visit and also threatened to tell our family and friends
the same. This falsehood got me really infuriated.
We eventually had to sit down a few days later to resolve our issues(at least so I thought). But since
then, she tries avoiding talking to me by any means possible.
For example,
Even though her company allows remote work, she still would prefer to go in every day and when
she gets back in the evening, she only wants to talk for a few minutes, and then she goes into her
room to be on her phone and TV. (Note: we sleep in different rooms because of my snoring)
During her off days, she would leave the house sometimes around 9-10 AM and not get back till
about 5-6 PM claiming she was at Starbucks and also doing shopping.
Whenever we are going on a dinner date or event together, she would be so quiet in the car and would
barely have conversations with me. However, once we get to the restaurant/event, she becomes
lively, laughing and talking. Once we start heading back home, the cold attitude continues.
This behavior is really affecting me psychologically and I try not to let it show outwardly. Our sex
life has gotten worst even after the therapy session and multiple discussions and I am losing patience.
I am beginning to suspect she might be cheating on me even though she does not appear like the kind
of woman to do something like that. Sometimes, I am tempted to want to check her phone even
though I know that's wrong.
How do you guys suggest I approach this issue?
Thanks in advance for your candid responses!
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Discovered cheating AFTER taking RP
27 upvotes | November 8, 2017 | by KidBrody | Link | Reddit Link
I'll try to keep this short. 40 years old. Married 11 years. 1 child (15). Met my wife at work. I was her
supervisor and she was a young single mom with a 2-year-old. Dated, eventually married and I
adopted her child. Found out later when we tried to have kids of our own, that she couldn't have kids
(I could). Spent thousands on infertility treatments.
I support her 100% financially and always have. Our marriage was good or great most of the time.
No cheating. Mutual respect. Good sex life. 2 years ago, I got fired from my longtime lucrative job.
Spent over a year looking for a new job which wrecked my confidence, savings, and self-esteem. I
went into a deep depression. This was pre-RP so like a fool I was expecting emotional support,
comfort, and sympathy from my wife during what was then the most difficult period of my life,
which of course I didn't get. I became bitter at life and at her for her indifference to my pain. I swung
hard beta...started drinking daily, getting fat, feeling sorry for myself, etc. Predictably, my marriage
went south in a hurry. I won't bore you with the details, you've all heard them a thousand times
before.
I ultimately found a new job and then discovered RP about 2 months ago. Stopped drinking, started to
eat correctly, lift, STFU, and sidebar with a hard emphasis on maintaining frame (my weak area).
Predictably, my marriage got better in a hurry. This last weekend we went out of town and I fucked
her 4 times including anal. That kind of shit hasn't happened since we were dating. She was
submissive, respectful, and following my lead. She was treating me better than she had in years, and I
was happier than I've been in years.
Then 2 days ago....Monday morning....I get a phone call. It was a friend who said he heard my wife
fucked our neighbor last summer, but it was just rumor so don't take it too seriously. Without RP
knowledge that's probably exactly what I would have done....dismissed it as a silly impossible rumor
and nothing else. But instead, armed with the knowledge of the true nature of females, I was almost
certain it was true - given the beta bitch drunk captain I was during the time frame this allegedly
occurred. So I walked over to his house, knocked on his door, and straight up asked him...."Did you
fuck my wife?". After a lot of denial and going round and round he eventually admitted he knew she
had cheated on me, but wouldn't directly admit to fucking her or give any details beyond that.
When my wife got home I confronted her about it. She initially denied it. Then she admitted it
happened once when she was shit-faced drunk and barely remembers it. The she ultimately admitted
it happened 3-4 times over the course of about a month last July...always while she was shit faced
drunk at one of his parties. (this guy throws a weekend garage party almost every weekend in the
summer). She said it was stupid, quick, terrible drunk sex and they both said "this is stupid we can't
be doing this" and cut it off at the end of July.
She was crying and apologizing over and over and begging me to give her a second chance. She
swore she's never done anything like that before, that we were just having so many problems in our
marriage she was certain it was heading for divorce anyway, and that I was absent (which I was) and
he made her feel hot and wanted and it was just a rush for her. Of course she then talked about how
good things have been recently and she just wants this second chance and that we could come out of
this with a better stronger relationship than ever. I didn't get emotional. I didn't engage in any of this
baiting conversation. I simply told her I will let her know in a day or two how I intend to proceed
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from here.
Pretty simple question....what the fuck do I do? I do love her and I absolutely love my daughter. We
were well on our way to the kind of marriage I've always wanted prior to this information coming to
light so I could easily see being happy with her presuming I can get the images out of my mind of my
neighbor fucking her brains out.
The seemingly obvious RP answer would be to hard next her. That's fine, but how does that fit into
the context of owning my own shit? At the time the cheating happened I was ubber-drunk captain and
mega beta. I might as well of put his dick in her for him. There's also the reality of hard nexting a
wife of 11 years versus hard-nexting a plate. We live in a no-fault state. I have to give her half my
assets and income because she fucked the neighbor? Also, our only-child daughter is a perfect 4.0
student, awesome athlete, never been in trouble, just an overall great kid. Her mom and I are her only
family. Divorce would lay waste to her entire world. The statistics on the effect of divorce on
children are widely available and irrefutable. It fucks them up.
I can stay, continue to work my RP plan, keep my finances intact, not upend my kid's world, and
likely have a good marriage - with someone I will always know cheated on me. OR I could leave,
wreck my finances and my kid's stability, but keep my dignity and self-respect intact that I didn't stay
married to a cheating whore. Being new to RP, my SMV and game is still weak as fuck for the single
scene.
Either option looks like absolute shit to me.
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Using the female social matrix
27 upvotes | October 8, 2018 | by witnessthenomorebp | Link | Reddit Link
There was a post earlier that mentioned the female social matrix in the comments. The female social
matrix is tricky, but you can get a feel for it and use it to your advantage. I've only started to see the
effects of this in my LTR but it's part of the, "women love for their men to be wanted by other women
almost as much as they hate it" dynamic. It is easier to illustrate this with examples of ways I have
pushed this dynamic to raise my SMV without having to do anything other than what I already am.
Ex.
My wife knows that the hot little blonde always flirting with me on our cruise wanted to fuck me just
by watching the dynamic. She was bragging about how that was happening to a group of women at a
party. Bragging, not bitching or mocking it like she would have before. On the drive home from the
party I tell her that actually that little gal told me she wanted to "suck your wife off of your cock."
near the end of the cruise when I had just fucked the wife to sleep and went downstairs for a drink or
two.
She looked at me angry and asked why I didn't tell her on the ship and I laughed and told her I didn't
want to have her in jail for throwing the little thing overboard. Her mood changed and she laughed
instead of going on a tantrum for 3 days like she would have if I would have apologized. And then
she fucked me when we got home instead.
The point? The next week when she broke out that story at another gathering, she used those exact
words the little blonde had used, to GREAT impact on the group of ladies she was telling the story to
and trying to get their sympathy. They immediately started talking shit on me and giving me dirty
looks across the room where I was chatting with another guy. I was just within ear shot but they got
more vocal to make sure I knew I was a fucking asshole and they would never put up with that shit
and they would kick my butt. The effect my wife was looking for. She's the victim, the center of
attention, the poor thing with the husband who attracts girls 20 years younger. Poor poor thing.
Until my wife stepped in to claim her place at the top of the pecking order and have them a big, "I
don't blame her, I want to suck me off of him too." Which resulted in laughter and all sorts of praising
my wife and admiring me from that side of the room out of the corner of their eyes. Throughout that
gathering I was getting kino from randoms as they walked by or caught them watching me from
across the room, which means my wife did too for sure. She would have been angry for weeks
without me saying the foundation using MRP principles and would NEVER have mentioned it in a
group unless it was too harp on me. But here is the same situation making her the big cheese for
having the big prize instead.
Got fucked hard when we got home.
And they ALL talk. This will be something that women you don't even know are on the edges of your
wife's social circle will hear about. You can raise your SMV while she is raising her social value just
like that. She gains value to the women in her life and also creates massive passive dread for herself
because she knows which of those women are in bad relationships, or are on the prowl, or have
cheated before. She also knows that you were the instrument she used to raise her status and it makes
you valuable to her. Since you are just a tool for her validation, pleasure and security She's pushing
and pulling herself and you just planted the seed.
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Think about that, it certainly would have been UNFATHOMABLE to me 5 months ago. She's
BRAGGING about a young hot girl on the cock carousel saying that to her husband while she's
asleep upstairs using the same filthy words to shock her audience.
I use this type of thing when I can to generate feelz and get things going. It can backfire dreadfully if
you aren't strong enough or centered enough yet (happened once) but used right, it will move
mountains.
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Alpha Boss Problem
27 upvotes | August 14, 2018 | by wildnight98 | Link | Reddit Link
51, 5'10", 175, 32" waist. DL 265, SQ 270, BP 205 (tho deloaded for shoulder at present). Pilldate
Oct '17. Reading: sidebar complete, some 2x. Currently listening to The Way of Men. Dread level 4-5.
Sorry about the length, trying to keep it short.
Quick Summary of MRP Progress. Made it over the initial hump, feeling so much more free and
"back to myself." Chronic marital arguments now almost completely gone, due to use of AA,
fogging, broken record and her learning I remove myself when she isn't nice. Sex 1000% better than
pre-MRP, crazy enthusiastic during ovulation, hit and miss rest of month. Still dealing with long-term
power struggles over complete control of finances (I have most control) and over small day-to-day
stuff. She follows my lead on the big stuff.
The 2016-2017 "Incident." I had this strong instinct that she was cheating during 2016-2017 for
about six months. I won't bore you with all the usual details but she turned off location tracking on all
her devices and acted weird and a laundry list of other little signs, out of town business trips, late
work dinners etc. I never got any direct evidence. She's in tech and is a natural detective so her opsec
would be strong. It ended with her coming home from one of the work dinners--where I expected her
to stay out till midnight as usual (cue various routine excuses and explanations)--she was home early
and she was very very angry, and stayed angry for several days. She wouldn't admit to being upset
when asked. I suspect the reason may be her affair partner broke it off and she was pissed (broken
branch, oops). Again, not enough evidence to take action. All the "signs" and my instincts quiet after
this incident.
The Alpha Boss. She's worked for this guy for 15 years as he built his company from $2M sales to
$95M annual through two rounds of VC. He made millions along the way. He is a martial arts
hobbyist, an nth degree blackbelt, and travels constantly for national and international competitions.
Obviously in shape. About 7 years younger than me (my wife's age). He just started being a soughtafter "thought leader" speaker in his industry. My wife has worked for him longer than any of the rest
of his management team. She's his "right hand gal" or as close to it as it gets. He's extremely likable
and I like him a lot. We've known each other for as long as my wife has worked for him and even
hung out a couple times (work schedules interfere). She works on special projects all the time for him
in evenings and on weekends (at home).
The Praise Incident. So last night at dinner we were talking about somebody challenging her boss in
a business scenario and she started explaining why she thought this challenger didn't have a chance.
By way of explaining, she said her boss is the smartest guy she ever met, he has a photographic
memory, he thinks really well and fast on his feet, blah blah blah blah blah and he's funny and
everyone likes him. As she was talking a cold hand gripped my intestines and squeezed and I heard a
voice in my head saying "hey idiot, are you listening to this hypergamous confession?" I can't believe
I missed it. It was right in front of me the whole time.
Where to next? I'm at the point in my MRPer journey where I usually try to figure out my own
problems and the roadblocks for myself without posting, and so far I have. This one has me stumped.
Short of giving her an ultimatum to quit her job, which seems really reckless for a variety of reasons,
I don't see what I can do to improve my marriage while this boss is spending more time with my wife
than I am, with all his good attributes and none of his bad ones (that his own wife probably sees
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clearly but my wife doesn't because they're always in his element). I'm doing great and never felt
better but I am always going to be chasing this guy who gets more of my wife's attention than I do.
Anybody successfully dealt with a situation like this before? Thanks, sorry about the length.
tl;dr. My wife works for a solid alpha boss whom she admires, probably hypergamously, and loves
her job etc, and he seems like a huge impediment to me building the marriage I want.
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What is MarriedRedPill, what is askMRP?
27 upvotes | July 5, 2018 | by Rian_Stone | Link | Reddit Link
Lately I have noticed some off-topic and varying levels of usefulness in the posts between the two
subs, and I'm offering some clarification for everyone on the pupose of MRP and askMRP.
Marriedredpill is the space to discuss RP strategies, produce field reports, and provide value to each
other from within a committed relationship. It's since grown to encompass a few other properties:
1. Demographically older, and all the nuances that comes with it
2. Generally focused more on pragmatism, and less on over arching systems. Getting your own
house in order, and not worry so much about society crumbling around you
3. A much lower tolerance for self pity; our one-victim-puke rule
4. No fat chicks
When I first started my MAP, there wasn't an askMRP. It's still not universally accepted among the
readership. It was a solution to the simple questions How do we filter low quality, un researched,
value leeching questions without turning MRP into The Oliver twist forum, always asking for more?.
Is there any way to polish those turds into something useful?
So askMRP was created. I'm surprised people post there as much as they do, it's always been I'm too
lazy to start, so I need spoonfeeding. the users who respond, mostly do so because teaching a thing is
the best way to learn a thing.
So, we are where we are. regression to the mean. Having said that:
1. Questions end with a question mark. If you post a field report or a navel gazing post onto
askMRP, we both know you know it's shitty quality, and think it goes into the shit pile. It
doesn't. Your post would have been better in the weekly OWS thread to begin with (that
stickied post thats always updated), you're just too lazy to post more than one navel gaze before
you Rambo your shit.
2. If it's a field report, I don't give a shit if it's not up to Caddy McCadderson standards. If it's got
some value for another person reading it, post it to MRP, thats the point. If you have a theory
that ties together multiple field reports, it goes in MRP. If you're worried about getting grief,
don't. I could give a 100% foolproof guide to banging supermodels, and someone would
complain that superdupermodels will see right through it. Taking grief with a little good grace
is good practice anyways.
3. OWS posts aren't about what you wish you could do, or what you'll do tomorrow, it's about
what you've done, and fleshing out your process. Others chime in to teach what they've learned,
and point out the blind spots.
End of the day, if someone reading it can carve a success out of their life with the information
therein, it's an MRP post. Don't worry if it's not 10/10, none of us will ever post a magnum opus, so
don't worry it's not. If you have a question and can't be arsed to learn, askmrp and hope that someone
else needs to refine their understanding of the same thing. OWS is for action, not pontification
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[FR] STFU, just STFU
27 upvotes | May 15, 2018 | by red-sfpplus | Link | Reddit Link
This is going to be a quick hit, and something I have not seen directly suggested here...
I carry a voice recorder for work sometimes when I am doing IT org reviews. There are far to many
things said in my "Bob" interviews to take notes and all that. Or when I am touring a Datacenter it is
easier to just talk, rather than write.
Last night I had my voice recorder still on and when I got home my wife started to hit me up on a few
things (canceling kids practices due to STAAR tests this week - big thing here in TX) and I DEERed
a little, then later on that night I got into it a little with the kids about homework, etc. Nothing big,
just normal parent stuff.
This morning I am sitting and working and reviewing the tapes. Holy shit I sounded like a faggot
when I started to DEER with her on why we needed to cancel ball last night and tonight. Not like it
impacted her mind you, but holy fuck you can hear the manipulation on tape.
We talk about carrying a VR around if you are going thru a divorce, or whatever....
My suggestion, is that if you are DEERing and struggling with STFU with your wife/SO/LTR to
carry it around, and listen to how big of a faggot you sounds like. You likely talk way to fucking
much.
Made my ass pucker this morning, that is for sure.......
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FR: Long road to the end...but every end is a new beginning
27 upvotes | June 11, 2019 | by broneilbro | Link | Reddit Link
Gents, It has been a while since the last update and for others see my posts. It is coming to an end
almost a year to the day of "I'm moving out"
Friday is the last day that I will be married. We signed the mediation papers last month and I did very
well since I had a prenup in hand.
No alimony, no massive splitting of accounts or anything. I just gave her a "fair" in her eyes cash
payout to walk away. I actually was expecting to pay a lot more but her shit for brains "women only"
lawyer didn't really work for it but who cares.
Since last post, I had stumbles within my frame as I found myself having a lack of discipline and
motivation to go forward. It was/is a dark time in a sense that when you look around and see an event
that was started out of your control driving your life you need to acknowledge it and realize that it is
not the end all be all.
I was working a job just to have a job in the months going through the divorce. Lawyer said get one
fast and I ended up at a place that paid well but was going nowhere. I decided to apply for a great
program with a company everybody knows that I am excited to work for and will start in July. This
month I'm taking off and relaxing/resetting before the new work starts.
You will find that regardless of the control of the emotions when you have to sign a legal document
to layout how you will raise your kid, they will hit you.
The only time I felt anger was having to ask the state to divorce my wife and have time sharing
approved. If you say otherwise you are lying to everyone yourself included.
With that out of the way, I am now dating a 26 year old HB that my friends didn't believe I was when
she walked in and met them. Friends joked when they saw her as she is a 5'1" Asian blend and I'm
6'3. Got to love it.
She has been steady throughout the past few months and while it is comfortable I have been putting
the rules to the test with great success. She has given me the "where do we go from here" and "do you
love me like I love you" which I easily subdue. She has given shit tests that I ace and she still states
"You are not what I want but I am here. IDK what you are doing to me". Read the guiding texts and
learn.
In the end, I'm feeling great, my numbers are up, my account is still intact, and I'm looking forward to
the next journey. I just again want to thank all those that have called me faggot over the year and
those who actually contributed their experience and knowledge to me. Thank you.
The journey never stops.
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Female Psychologist wants husband to become Beta
27 upvotes | July 11, 2019 | by ITlover | Link | Reddit Link
Wife went to Female psychologist/sexologist, she told the psychologist I was being dominant and still
hold traditional roles at home (I do). Psychologist told her I am the reason why she has issues, and I
am has-been. I am supposed to treat her very kindly whatever she does (it's only natural), sex is not
her duty, she can only give it if she feels like it. Even If i pay more I should help in the kitchen and
do everything like her, and she won't even has to thank me for that.
When I heard that from my wife, I said : "What about your issues (the reasons she went to
psychologist in the first place) ? did she give you any advice on it?" she said : "She just told me
everything is your fault, you should treat me better."
I mildly surprised by this, because I believe that WHATEVER happens in the couple it's the man's
fault anyways. and while I don't really need to answer this. I think I need to have a talk with the wife
one day or another. How to address this in a smarter way than : "my way or highway" ?
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I was told this was a better place for my post
27 upvotes | July 17, 2019 | by Maranus | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.reddit.com/r/relationship_advice/comments/cefarb/after_8_years_my_wife_has_fallen_o
ut_of_love_with/
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Compliance tests
27 upvotes | September 5, 2019 | by GoingOnAJourney | Link | Reddit Link
My wife will sometimes be in the mood where she throws out small bursts of compliance tests in a
short amount of time, but the caveat being that I was already about to fucking do exactly what she
says.
A perfect example is a supermarket trip. Pull in to the pretty full car park, spot a space and drive
towards it to park. She pipes up with "Park over there". Unloading the kids, she says "Get the buggy"
which I'm obviously going to do. Walk towards the trollies and receive "Get a trolley". Sigh. You see
where I'm going with this?
Right now I recognise the tests and STFU, but there has to be a better way. Can't say "I'm getting the
fucking trolley" as that's butthurt. Can't say "Yes dear" - immediate fail. Could be sarcastic: "no, let's
just carry the groceries today", but I want to be playful and this will likely come across as butthurt.
Looking for inspiration. How would you handle this?
Update: Loads of great suggestions here, thanks. More importantly I've learned I need to go get my
balls back. I'm taking action.
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Death of a parent
27 upvotes | September 26, 2020 | by TakeIIRP | Link | Reddit Link
My dad recently passed away. I've been stuck dealing with things as my mom doesn't have the
slightest clue as what to do with the estate, vehicles, and upward 200k debt.
No will. No plans. Nothing that I have found yet. Still hunting through.
I blame myself for not looking into it sooner but I didn't realize he had gotten this sick and just
avoided going to the hospital until it was basically too late.
My wife has been supportive but I've only ever read on here how women use this time to test their
men.
I've been grieving his death mostly in private because I can't bring myself to fall apart in front of
others. I have a shifty poker face because my wife has told me "are you ok? What are you thinking?
You look like you're gonna cry. It's ok to be sad. " I've just said I'm still processing and organizing
my thoughts. (I probably look like I am when I'm thinking about everything right now)
I was able to lift the other day and upped the weight because I needed it. Was able to cry, be angry,
and gather myself while everyone was asleep and I focused on lifting and my dad.
Any advice?
Answered - Worry less about what others think. Stay in my frame. Grieve my lose how I need to.
Take care of what I need to take care of.
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Am I irredeemable?
27 upvotes | November 25, 2019 | by Mensa51 | Link | Reddit Link
I was married to my wife for 25 years. We met at college. We were so in love. Our union was
pleasant for the most part. One day, on a whim she expressed a desire to seperate. I made efforts to
convince her to attend counselling. She wouldn't listen. I had to give in. We have a son who is in his
mid 20s. There aren't very many people i can rely on. I've lost my family. I could've never imagined
I'd be deserted by the woman I swore to spend my life with.
It's unimaginable. I still am struggling to come to terms with reality. It's a pain unlike any other. My
parents are old. They too are shock beyond words with this development. We've been lamenting our
fate. Seperation has brought ignominy to me. People suspect I maltreated her. The truth is that there
wasn't a day when I ill- treated her. I'm lonely and hopeless.
I meet my son infrequently because he's busy in his life. Friends refuse to spend time with me
because I'm unable to become the effervescent self I once was. Every night I lay on my bed,stare at
the ceiling and wonder if death would be easier for me. But then it occurs to me that my parents need
me. I haven't smiled for months now. I've become skeletal.
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I (27M) never wanted to get married, LTR is changing my
mind
27 upvotes | February 10, 2020 | by kuramakira | Link | Reddit Link
I'll keep it short and toasty - I fucked up. But hear me out, this isn't another unicorn circle jerk
session. I tried plating a female colleague for a few months but she wouldn't budge. She's (23F) a
muslim girl, wears a headscarf, the works, she was just awfully sweet, respectful and hides her nice
ass which for me was a mindblowing turnon. After about 3 months of me flirting my balls off, we
started going out and one thing led to another, we were dating for a year. Fuck. She was a virgin, she
wanted to keep herself till marriage, but is in love with me and we had a blood fest on the sheets
which to this day I feel a tad guilty about. She's pretty much perfect wife material: she's financially
independent, when i come to her house she has a meal ready, has cookies or some awesome shit
made, and gives me tons of backrubs. Seen as she hasn't had anyone in her life before she's pretty
much... clueless when it comes to sex and I was used to some very rough fucks, but that's a minor
issue and is changing for the better. She's realistic, caring and very good with keeping finances, in our
city she's appeared in newspapers for doing charity work.
My question fellas as I am desperate. I thought marriage was as stupid as paying to step into a bear
trap. But I'm liking the idea of having this girl around and I've vetted the shit out of her. She's a
practicing muslim, I am too on paper but I have nothing to do with the religion, which means we'd be
getting married in terms of Sharia, no "losing half your shit" kinda shtick. She's really in love. And
when I say really in love, I mean greeting me at the door like she was my dog, and taking off my
shoes and giving me random ass footrubs to the point where I feel like this is a prank. From your
perspective as folks who have dived into the risk pool; should i give this a try?
She has never asked me, but I know culturally if I dont marry her I will break her heart for good and
I'll have messed her up for taking her virginity before marriage. Im kind of in the shit here. Anything
is appreciated, really. Thanks guys!
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Don't know how long me (29) and my wife (34) will last - 5
years married & autistic son, feeling stuck, bored, and like
we're not really friends anymore.
26 upvotes | July 15, 2019 | by long_term_strategy | Link | Reddit Link
r/relationship_advice told me to post this here.
My goal is to remain married and grow together, but I feel like I've hit an emotional roadblock and
am feeling trapped/depressed/not friends with my wife.
We met 6 years ago, got married after dating for a year and a half. I grew up in the church and invited
her in and we found an amazing community to build our faith together. We moved closer to her
family to help take care of our son who is on the autism spectrum, and since then I've just felt like
nothing is easy or chill or fun anymore. We also don't have a ton of friends or community where we
live now, only some immediate family members. She grew up partying and I grew up as a Christian,
abiding by most of the rules, and was a virgin up until meeting her.
We take a good amount of trips, we have fun together occasionally, but typically our life involves me
working from home, my wife works part-time, but we have polar opposite jobs, and my wife worries
about our son and it suffocates most of our conversations. We love each other, we have a healthy sex
life, and we have fun as a family unit, but I constantly find myself not really get along with my wife
anymore.
We've taken 2 dates this year. We don't have a lot of the same interests. My wife is incredibly
responsible, but almost to the point of annoyance where it's very hard for her to let her guard down
and have any level of peace. She's difficult to travel with, very opinionated, has a hard time going
with the flow. She has a very commanding personality, and I have a completely relaxed personality.
We butt heads a lot when dealing with the "how" in day to day life. We usually get similar results, but
the arguments come out of how we are doing the task. Simultaneously, I try to spice things up all the
time and work with our differences, but we always seem to net out in the same arguments - circles.
I know all of this seems generic, and nothing is specifically wrong, but this relationship is very hard
to enjoy at the moment. I'm affected by other relationships or women who seem like they are so easy
or easy to talk to, but I look back at mine and it just seems so bland.
In the midst of all of this, I've been watching pornography since I about 2003 and watch it still on and
off, but my wife or anyone for that matter, does not know. I know it affects my mood toward this
whole situation, and I've tried to stop over the years and find accountability partners and help, but it
always creeps back in. I have a problem with it and it is a silent addiction.
Any advice on how to talk to my wife about that specifically?
My overall question though is how to feel as a husband and dad with a relationship that feels just kind
of feels boring when I feel like I have so much energy to give that is not received. The thought of
going back to the dating world is sickening, but I also get the feeling that we are not entirely
compatible with each other and that we may be happier with other people.
I'm just depressed and need some guidance. Thank you all for reading.
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Wife Moving Out: An Update
26 upvotes | September 30, 2019 | by themerovingian01 | Link | Reddit Link
In case you have not read my initial post, it is here:
https://www.reddit.com/r/askMRP/comments/cwaqdh/wife_moving_out/
It's been about a month since my wife told me she's moving out. She now has half the house packed
up, a lease almost signed, services ordered, and furniture ordered. This past weekend she had her two
daughters pack up their rooms. The apartment she picked out is nice, but is over 50% of her takecome income so she'll be broke.
She said she planned to sign the one year lease today and moving out next weekend.
Her thought is that "one year is short" and we can "work on things" while she "takes space." She says
she needs the space to work out her own priorities, her wounds and habits, her sexual desires, her
frustrations with me, blended family issues, social issues, and other family issues. She also wants to
see if we actually miss each other and want to spent time together.
In the last moth I consulted several divorce attorneys, separated our finances, took steps to protect my
assets, and also went to individual counseling. The therapist says she almost certainly has borderline
personality disorder.
I've been focusing on outcome independence and making the stay plan the same as the go plan.
I also picked up a side plate that is fun but definitely not a replacement for my wife.
Last night I mentioned that if she moves out we are 100% done.
This morning she's freaking out and saying she'll stay because I'm forcing her too. She said " You've
created that requirement. You set the boundaries and you said that's how it is for you. You will not
work on things without me in the house. That doesn't leave me a choice ."
Right now I'm a bit lost. Do I let her go?
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Wife initiated, gave her a hard no, chaos ensues.
26 upvotes | September 27, 2019 | by SmoovMove | Link | Reddit Link
Been working RP for 11 weeks now. A week ago began implementing A&A, fogging per
recommendations here with good results.
A little history....our bedroom is dead (sex 2 times in the last 12 months). I gave up initiating when I
found RP and went monk mode to focus on myself.
Last night I came down with food poisoning...a really bad fucking case, to the point where I called
out sick today for the 1st time in the 9 years I've been at this job. Spent all day puking and on the
shitter.
Wife comes home from work and initiates. This is the first time shes done so in 3 fucking years at
least. As much as I wanted to fuck her I gave her a hard no....I literally just got done sitting on the
toilet for 30 minutes and felt the dry heaves coming again. She lost her shit - flipped out, started
yelling about how she cant believe I turned her down, bitching about the fact that I'm not ready when
shes feeling horny for once, that I should be lucky she wants to fuck, etc. I'm feeling like shit and not
particularly witty so I just STFU. She eventually stomps off and is in the media room watching her
stupid shows.
I'm pretty sure she is trying to manipulate me as she knows I'm sick as fuck and would say no....but
unsure as to what end. I think I handled this well but I'm also unsure. Thoughts?
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Teenage Daughter Wants to Spend Time with Friends During
my Parenting Time
26 upvotes | October 4, 2019 | by wkndatbernardus | Link | Reddit Link
I didn't see any questions about this specific topic in my searches so I'm posting here hoping for some
divorce/custody advice.
I've been divorced for 11 years. My ex and I share 50/50 custody with a daughter who is now 14 and
a freshman in HS. I don't live in the same town where my ex lives (30 min away) and my daughter
goes to school in her town. The issue is that lately, my daughter has begun getting invited to
parties/sleepovers/activities at friends' houses on weeknight evenings (some Fridays, too) when it's
my parenting time. Of course she wants to go even though we typically have a great time together. If
she does go, that means I lose my evening parenting time.
This issue came up a bit in middle school but, I was able to either just say no and shut it down or we
would reschedule a day/night for parenting time at a later date. Now, however, under the influence of
her mom, she is saying that she should be allowed to go even during my parenting time and that,
further, we shouldn't have to reschedule the parenting time for a later date.
I don't want my daughter to start resenting coming to my house (especially because I know that soon
enough she'll be able to dictate where and when she goes anywhere) but, I also want to maintain the
custody time I have with her for as long as possible, since her mom's household doesn't set the best
example for her. None of this would be an issue if her mom wasn't in my daughter's ear about it so, I
am also coming up against the shitty influence of my ex. Anyone face issues with older children who
start bucking the custody arrangement and are supported in this by their moms? What actions should
I take, if any?
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Sub-Communication With The Wife
26 upvotes | October 24, 2019 | by AnyHead | Link | Reddit Link
I've been focusing on the idea of Frame lately, and how frames interact during conversations or
disputes. Obviously, the process of unplugging involves working through the phases, which hopefully
most of us have read about. We begin to STFU in response to shit tests. As we build this necessary
detachment from the emotional states of others, we can find ourselves effortlessly using AA and AM.
<-- (This post lays out the natural STFU-to-AA progression very nicely.)
These strategies allow us to stop DEERing. Here's one of my favorite lines from this foundational
text (bolding mine):
By committing the sin of explaining yourself to a woman, you instantly throw her into the
role of authority. You give her the sub-communicative position of approving or
disapproving your decision, and squander your credibility.
This is the definition of Operating in Her Frame. This quote resonates so deeply because a lot of us
feel like we've known this all along, but never saw it stated plainly. But it got me wondering... are
there other ways that we might be giving away this "sub-communicative position" of authority?
In my own marriage, I have noticed my wife's tendency to obliviously drop throwaway remarks into
interactions that hint at the expression of a power dynamic, or her being in the position of
approving/disapproving decisions, without any kind of shit test being involved whatsoever. An
example:
Me: Hey, I'm going to the pharmacy to pick up [our son]'s prescription. Be back in a bit.
Her: Okay, that's fine.
As if I was asking for, or needing her sign-off on this. Another example:
Me: *sits down on the couch, grabs the TV remote*
Her: *just now walking into the room, playing on her phone* You can change it to whatever, I don't
care.
As if I needed her approval, or as if she was even paying attention to the TV in the first place.
I usually A&A these moments with an over the top mocking and sarcastic, "Oh, thank you very much
for your permission!" But it makes me think there must be other ways this kind of subcommunication is happening that I haven't noticed before. She is strongly Type A, so it may simply
be her default method of communicating with everyone. But it could also be an indication of where
she believes the power lies in our relationship, whether that's real or imagined.
Has anyone else experienced this? If so, how did you deal with it?
EDIT: to be clear, these moments don't bother, perturb, or otherwise have any effect on my actions or
emotional state. These are just observations, and I'm simply curious about sub-communicative
behavior in these sorts of power-exchange relationships.
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Who can I talk to in person about my personal
growth/struggles as a man?
26 upvotes | February 18, 2020 | by LabelOtherSide | Link | Reddit Link
Title say it all. My dad would’ve been a great person to talk to about this stuff, but he died when I
was 17. Both of my grandfathers have passed away now. I have guy friends at work but they are all
heavily beta. One was cucked recently and is now being divorce raped. Poor guy. I have Christian
guy friends at church but when I have brought up things in the past it became obvious that (at least
with the few leaders I spoke with) they are blue-pulled in their thinking. “Sacrifice every part of
yourself for the woman.” Where do I find someone to talk to when I am dealing with these
changes/realizations/red-pill struggles? I know that “men are always alone” in the world. But surely
there are men in my community who can lift eachother up?
Btw, all you internet strangers are great, no hard feelings. Heh.
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How to cultivate abundance mentality while married
26 upvotes | December 9, 2020 | by BigPooPooStinkyButt | Link | Reddit Link
I love my wife and do not want to leave or cheat on her. She is great and we’ve been going strong for
8 years. The more I adhere to RP principles the more positive our relationship gets. Problem is I’m
not sure how I can adopt an abundance mentality as a married man. I’ve been with just a few women
besides her, in my mind I am not convinced I would be able to rebound so easilyshould shit hit the
fan in my marriage. This gives her a bit of leverage just being a woman, you know? I don’t have
backup girls in my phone or girls that I could hit up for a booty call. I don’t know how I would go
about doing that without taking off my ring or making a tinder alt or some shady shit.
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Abundance mentality?
26 upvotes | November 14, 2020 | by finallysomeservice | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys. 37. Married 14 years. One year old baby girl. 178lbs 6’0. I lift on the regular and pay close
attention to my nutrition. Have been going through the majority of the TRP sidebar over the last year
l stumbled on TRP last December when I was trying to figure out why my wife wouldn’t have sex
with me no matter what I tried. It has certainly opened a new outlook to me. Been struggling with
regrets of my religious upbringing that left me seriously lacking in the sexual experience department
of my teens/early twenties.
I have realized my failures of the past 14 years. Got Me into a head spin of anger and regret. Went to
a dark place for a few months. I feel like I’m back on track mentally now. Focusing on myself. No
more victim puking. Though I’m still having trouble with the score boarding mentality ... (I’ve done
“X” so I deserve sex). Sex is still once every 2-3 weeks if I’m lucky.
I guess my question is this: How... as a married man do I get myself into an abundance mentality
when abundance is not there? I don’t want to cheat on my wife. I have tried the initiate and if you get
rejected just go to the gym or do something else.. But she catches on to that... “you don’t get what
you want so you’re just gonna leave?” And then says see you only want me for sex if I withdraw
attention after being rejected
Second question. After 14+ years of being in her frame and a total blue pill Beta how do I bring her
into my frame. I find this extremely difficult.. my wife has pretty bad anxiety and this triggers a need
to try and control pretty much everything. How do I pull her out of this? Any articles on frame or
books that best present this? Thanks.
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What am I doing wrong? When is it time to give up?
26 upvotes | July 10, 2021 | by BentBarbell3536 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: Late 30's, 5'6" 175, wife also late 30s, married for 13 years. Kids 12, 6, and 2.
Lifts: Been doing wendlers 5/3/1 for about 2 years. 1RM for all lifts SQ: 400+, DL 400+, BP 315, OP
165
Reads: NMMNG, WISNIFG, MMSLP, Superior Male, Book of pook, and others.
So let's get into to it. I've done the work. I'm not here to be arrogant so please hear me out. Actually
when it comes to arrogance my friends have stated many times that I'm too humble. Just putting that
out there...but anyway my wife wont fuck me (sex 2-4 times a month)
I'm attractive. I know this because I went on a guys trip recently and had women in their 20s literally
following me around at a pool party. I didn't try hard and walked away with multiple phone numbers.
Not tooting my horn but I worked my ass off to look good based on feedback I've gotten here.
I make over 100k and my wife has been a SAHM for the duration of the marriage. So I'm financially
stable as well.
The one issue I have is my wife found out I visited massage parlors in the past. This surfaced roughly
3 years ago and has been an off and on issue since. Quarantine for coronavirus made matters worse
for some reason and we haven't really recovered since.
I feel like she holds the pussy as her only card that she can play as a power move. How the fuck do I
counter this move? As mentioned before, based on red pill feedback I built a social life that didn't
exist before. I started going on guy trips. I try to be out of the house as much as possible. I have
hobbies. I fix shit around the house. But when I make a move on my own wife she pulls away.
WTF??
Is this a lost cause? Is she just the type that is too stubborn to give in or am I missing something???
If you need additional info to diagnose this issue I'd be happy to answer and give more details. I
know there is alot of wisdom on this forum and I promise I'm coming from a humble perspective and
will gladly appreciate any advice. Beat me up, say what the fuck you want, just help me lol.
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Retard Science Experiment - The Holy Grail of Cum
26 upvotes | August 9, 2021 | by HornsOfApathy | Link | Reddit Link
What's up retards? You guys doing well in here? I figured this place gives me so much entertainment
it's time to give back to the community with hard, long data once again. Previous science experiments
have yielded retarded results, I expect this one to perform the same. The difference this time is that
the control subject is not a retard, but ME. But since I'm posting to /r/askmrp.... I guess that makes me
a retard wanting to play in the retard playpen.
In order for me to run this experiment I needed some retarded sexual strategy to test and the methods
to test it must be like an autist retard would.
Plus, I really DNGAF because I can recover from any retarded shit damage I cause unlike you
fucktards, so...
Let's begin.

The Holy Grail of Cum Science Experiment
I recently came across the Holy Grail of Cum (thanks /u/tyred_biggums) supplement stack. It was on
the internet and had a lot of upvotes. For sure it's legit. Do you think this will make my cum more
powerful like Chad McThundercock's massive loads he shoots on your wives? Do you think if I shot
bigger loads I'd be more attractive to my wife? What other questions can I ask in other people's
frame?
So here's the retarded cum-buckets formula:
L-Arginine, 1000mg Strength, Taken 1 time daily = 1000mg
Zinc, 50mg Strength, Taken 1 time daily = 50mg
Pygeum, 100mg Strength, Taken 2 times daily = 200mg
Lecithin, 1200mg Strength, Taken 1 time daily = 1200mg
I went to amazon and ordered it all right away. I began day #1 taking the recommended doses, but the
man in that post said he leaked pre-cum like a faucet after 5 weeks. So I doubled the doses. All of
them.
But here's where the science experiment gets cool: What happens if I don't initiate sex while building
up this high performing sweatshop hours semen factory she can smell? What if I don't turn down her
need to suck on my dick sometimes, but I don't bust a nut for as long as I can go? Will she love me
more? What if I go full autist DNGAF - just STFU and LIFT - and take my cum pills - what will
happen? Surely she'll get some dread and think I'm fucking other women. That always works, right?
Well guys, it's been 6 days. I haven't cum in 6 long days and managed to ward off the evil dick witch
from busting my nut. This morning I had to pull an Al Copone and evade her blowjob tax by rolling
over and pretending to want more sleep. Last night she fell asleep accidently with my dick in her
hands.
Wife is generally walking around the house looking defeated and mopey
My general side effects: Weird and strong desires to go day-game HARD. Lots of success already if I
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wanted it. Dreaming about a sea of imaginary pussy and mentally masturbating to it hard. I'm about
ready to bust out a gooey mile-long bullet from my dick and my balls are swollen a bit.
/u/Praexology calls me Hollow Point Horns because he thinks I'm gonna put a hole in the back of her
head.
Will report back science experiment data as it intensifies.
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Am I ever supposed to say anything about the annoying stuff
my wife does?
26 upvotes | January 7, 2022 | by unwillingone1 | Link | Reddit Link
After a lot of trial and error and realizing I’m not as far along as I’d hoped in my journey. It’s back to
the basics for me. STFU. every time I open my mouth I’m starting some shit and it’s putting me in
unnecessary situations. Mostly due to the need of being right.
So I’m trying my hardest to STFU. As fucking hard as it is. I’m pretty sure the advice I’m going to
get is no you idiot STFU and lift. So I will continue with that. But as I move forward.
does there come a point where I should be calling my wife out for the annoying shit she does, things
like.
being on her phone all the time
leaving shut lay around right after or as I’m cleaning up
doing things so inefficient and ineffective. For example, we will have people over and I give
her a list of the things we need to get done. And she’s upstairs sweeping the attic. The most
unimportant thing possible.
being a chronic hypocrite. Giving me shit for stuff she’s does constantly. But I have to stfu
about it.
I’m totally in the anger phase right now. Everything she does pisses me off. How she does things are
done so stupid it blows my mind. And any suggestions I give. Or direction. I get attitude. Am I ever
supposed to call out these annoyances or am I supposed to ignore them, right now. And moving
forward. Or what’s a good way to lead this.
Also When do boundaries become micromanaging? Having trouble figuring out if these boundaries
are because of my own insecurities or healthy Boundaries. No one likes a micromanager and I
worked for one for a long time. I hated him. But she does things so stupid in my mind like I said that
I constantly feel I’m having to redirect her. Etc.
And I create these boundaries but then I have to think. Is this a boundary for me. Or because I’m
insecure about something she’s doing.
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I went nuclear with laying down dread. Now I'm confused.
26 upvotes | March 14, 2019 | by Full_Ratio | Link | Reddit Link
My wife over the last 8 years has been a monumental bitch to me; to say I have been through hell and
back with mental abuse (and physical at one time) would be an understatement. A lot of what I went
through was my fault, I should have never even accepted her behavior but I was convinced (she lead
me to believe) I was supporting her by sticking with her through the chaos. I mean that's what
marriage is in the vows right? through sickness and health blah-blah-blah all that crap?
Anyways moving on, I got tired of that shit eventually. It really wore me down to the point I was
suicidal, it was at this point that I told my self no, I am and was always better than this. My number
one goal at first was to lose weight and stop putting up with her shit to the point of complete
indifference, I was going to do what I wanted when I wanted and if she had a problem with it, there is
the door....
The shit tests from there on out were relentless and the rage, oh boy, she would rage at my "don't give
a fuck" behavior but after non stop diligence and a year later my looks did a complete 180. I dropped
over 38 pounds, packed on some decent muscle mass, and even buzzed all my hair off, to which her
shock (speechless with a slacked jaw) was ungodly satisfying because I never told her I was going to
do it.
From there on out (post buzzed hair) I was getting some serious ass from my wife even finally got my
first BJ from her, one that would continue to be many. Only problem is I resent her. I just can not
stand her anymore even through all the positive attention I'm getting from her, she will sometimes get
all giddy or flirty with me and I hate it, I find it disgusting. And I hate myself for it too because I take
what I can get sexually and believe me I want it. At the same time I don't love her, its all gone now.
The confusing part is that we have been on the fence with divorce for years now and I made quite
clear that we would be splitting and she agreed mutually but now she is playing like everything is all
better now. Its not better at all, for me at least. The amount of attention I am getting from beautiful
women day to day is staggering, my wife would die inside if she saw how beautiful some of these
women are and I like it, fucked up as it is I like it a lot and want it. I want to experience new women,
I want to feel what its like to have a clean slate, to have a frame I established first and never had it
broken then repaired. Most of all I see these women look at me with seductive eyes, flirt with me, and
I feel a strong urge to see what its like to be genuinely appreciated.
Don't get me wrong I'm not a cheater nor will I ever cheat, but I don't want to stay with my wife. She
has displayed she has the capacity to change and it breaks my heart that after all I went through, got
to the point I'm at, and even got what I finally wanted out of her that I despise every bit of her.
I apologize if this was a really long post or rant filled but I feel I needed to vent and I'd appreciate
some feedback or help for what I'm going through. thanks.
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Movie depictions of building frame
26 upvotes | April 2, 2019 | by kendallb183 | Link | Reddit Link
So I was watching "American Beauty" on Amazon. I realized pretty quickly this guy was in a MRP
hell. He had totally supplicated to his wife's frame. She frequently told him what he could and
couldn't do, and claimed victimhood when he wouldnt follow her orders. This guy finally reaches the
crux most men on here do and says fuck it. He starts weightlifting doesnt let his job fuck him over
anymore, and even regains some control over the wife. He also earns himself the chance to score with
a much younger woman. All the while when ues getting his life back together, the woman hates the
loss of control and cheats on him for a sleaze. The part that shows this guy as an alpha is how he
keeps his cool finding that out, how he is calculating and litterally exudes IDGAF attitude.
Now of course because of Hollywood being feminized, this is all demonized, hes made to be the
oppressor who is slightly crazy. Unfortunately for Hollywood, I saw him as the hero... so their
propaganda didnt work. I wont give away the ending, but you can see clearly the end was Hollywood
setting reality back to the way "things ought to be", the feminized imperative. A man's imperative
must lead to bad things for him, and the woman is there to claim her rightful place as king over him,
less she deems herself a victim.
All in all, for someone trying to grasp what is frame, and what building frame looks like, I personally
think this movie does a great job showing it. Are there any other movies you guys have seen? What
are your thoughts on this movie?
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An AMAZING Field Report from "Dave from Hawaii", that I
found in Rollo Tomassi's page. This is using game/red pill
successfully in a marriage!
26 upvotes | December 30, 2016 | by mundocorde | Link | Reddit Link
https://heartiste.wordpress.com/2009/08/14/relationship-game-week-a-readers-journey/
EDIT: Sorry, it's not from Rollo Tomassi but from Heartiste. My bad. I cannot change the subject,
though.
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The new set of rules and the importance of frame
26 upvotes | September 12, 2018 | by BobbyPeru | Link | Reddit Link
I am currently getting my Masters in counseling, and I’m in the middle of a class for Counseling
couples.

From a RP lens, I can’t help but think about how Rollo writes about BP men acting in relationships
based on the “old books, or the old set of rules. The teachings and lessons in my current counseling
class are mostly based on those old set of rules, but as a Rollo says, women are playing by the “new
book,” or the new set of rules. Men who are still playing by the old set of rules will be in for a rude
awakening sooner or later, often after its too late and the marriage contract is in effect. Then, they
may begin to see their woman acting differently, and this is very confusing to the BP man. He sees
his woman "changing," but really what he is seeing is her following the new book of rules in a more
open manner.

I don’t see it with any anger anymore. The anger phase has come and gone, but that doesn't mean I
don't get angry sometimes. It's just, I very rarely get butt hurt anymore. I've become glad that I see it
how it is. The truth is women love opportunistically, and based on their current mood, which can
change in an instant. They will throw all these rules (that they teach us in my counseling classes) out
the door in the heat of an argument. That is just part of the new book, so it doesn't surprise me
anymore. As a matter of fact, it often amuses me. When I get amused by her trying to push my
buttons, A&A and AM have all but become the default, and she will often laugh along with me....
Why? Because she knows its just a game, and the fact that I "get it" allows her to laugh along with
me. This is what they mean when they talk about the man having such a strong frame that it is like a
container. The woman is drawn to that strong container, and she fills the container that the man lives.
To boil it down, she is often living in my frame instead of the other way around.

My oneitis is pretty much gone, but if I'm not diligent and careful, I can easily fall back into her
frame... because remember gentlemen... the shit tests never end.... and you don't want them to. If the
shit tests end, that is a signal of indifference or apathy, and also signals a lack of dread. Passive dread
is an ongoing factor in the successful RP man's life, and it is a healthy dread. If she's feeling dread,
she still sees you as attractive and fuckable, and that turns her on. She won't admit it, but trust me, the
fact that she initiates as much or more than me confirms that actions speak louder than words.

Getting back to the class: They talk about communication and blah blah blah... but when it comes
down to it (in the real world) women will fight dirty, and all of these teachings about proper
“communication “ are really just buzz words to keep the beta males on task. AM and A&A are my go
to's, and I don't take her serious enough to have a conversation about "communication." Also, it will
bore her to death and dry up her pussy like a hair dryer on a summer day in the Arizona desert.

That’s why FRAME is so important. I’ve been on hard-mode almost daily for over 2 years, and
hardly anything she can say or do has an effect for longer than 10 minutes, if that anymore. More
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times than not, if I do lose frame, and it does happen occasionally, I will quickly regain it and simply
say "lets just drop it. It really doesn't matter." End of conversation. If she tries to prod and continue
the argument, I just go broken record... "lets just drop it. It really doesn't matter..." because you know
what... it really doesn't matter. Life has become simplified in that way. It doesn't mean I have a
drama-free relationship with my wife, it just means I control the flow of drama and start it and end it
how I wish. Any drama happens in my frame.

Now, I get “ I love you sooooo much” with that old loving look in her eyes. I love seeing that, but I
don't base my happiness on it, and I realize it can be completely different tomorrow, or even 10
minutes later... and that's OK. Frame has to be internalized to get there, and faking it will only expose
you as a fraud, so I don't buy into the "fake it till you make it" on the subject of frame. Just try to
build your frame, and be genuine. **STFU until you can build your frame strong enough** to
implement A&A and AM. These should be genuine and come naturally with time and lots of effort.
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[FR] The Beard Trim
26 upvotes | June 18, 2018 | by SteelSharpensSteel | Link | Reddit Link
One of the things I like to do is to go out weekly or bi-weekly to get a beard trim. It's cheap, gets me
out of the house, I look good afterward, all good things. There are a large number of stylists at the
place where I go, and over the past year I've gotten to meet each of them as it's random who I get.
They all have interesting personalities and stories.
So recently I went there and had a beard trim, and the stylist was a smokeshow (HB8), as stylists
usually are. Blonde, maybe around 24 or so. I've friend-zoned her early on but we still chat, as much
as you can chat in 20 minutes while you have someone with a razor near your neck.
Last I talked to her oh about six months ago she was getting out of a relationship from her toxic loser
boyfriend with a new guy, who "helped her" out of her last relationship by sleeping with her. But this
most recent time it was just a flurry of red pill truth coming out of this girl.
She's chatting away, and I'm going "Mmmm hmmm" "Yeah" "And then what" because what else can
I say without getting beard hair in my mouth.
First she told me about this concert that she wanted her male non-exclusive friend to go with, but he
didn't go, presumably because he is a loser. So she went with her friends. Had a blast, apparently.
Then she was sad (tm) that her male friend, who has not given her the title of girlfriend and being "in
a relationship", was not there, so she was bawling her eyes out.
Then she was mad, so she screwed one of his friends the following night when she blacked out after
being drunk. "But he and I had a chat to see what we remembered, and it totally wasn't all on him.
Especially the stuff that we did - that was all me."
"Mmm hmmm."
"And one of his other friends was there so I know for sure that he knows that I slept with this guy.
After all, we're not exclusive." - said with a flip of her hair and a bit of anger.
"Mmmm hmmm. So then what?"
So then what apparently happened is that this guy who she had been seeing freaks out, buys her roses,
and then tells her he loves her the next day. But she looked disgusted and angry by it. She didn't say it
back.
And of course, the not-boyfriend still "doesn't know what he wants" and did not give her exclusivity.
Stupidly smart, this guy. I would say that he's spinning plates (and really, never LTR a hairdresser),
but he fell into the Beta Abyss at the end. He apparently is doing all sorts of DLV things right now.
"So where are you at now?"
"I've told him I'm happy being single. If he can't get his act together, I'm fine with that." She was all
pissed off when she said this too.
Then she asks me if I have kids. Yep, I do have munchkins.
Afterward I looked in the mirror. Damn, the beard looks good. Another good trip.
TL'DR: Beard trims make your beard look good. CC. AWALT. Don't be surprised by anything
anymore. Don't be a beta.
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When I Say No I Feel Guilty - Summary
25 upvotes | June 6, 2018 | by becoming_alpha | Link | Reddit Link
Reposting from main sub on to askMRP per the mods. I have a serious problem with defensiveness
when my wife starts criticizing me. WISNIFG was written for me and I just re-read it and outlined
the material to help internalize it. Fogging, Negative Assertion, and Negative Inquiry are the exact
tools I need and I'm finally using them how I should. I'm sharing the TL;DR summary.
Edit: full 12 page outline with too many nested bullets for a reddit post is here.
Summary of Assertive Rights – You have the right to:
1 – Be the ultimate judge your own behavior, thoughts, and emotions, and take the responsibility for
their initiation and consequences upon yourself
2 – offer no reasons or excuses for justifying your behavior
3 – judge if you are responsible for finding solutions to other people’s problems
4 – change your mind
5 – make mistakes – and be responsible for them
6 – say “I don’t know”
7 – be independent of the goodwill if others before coping with them
8 – be illogical in making decisions
9 – say “I don’t understand”
10 – say “I don’t care”
Summary of Assertive Skills
Broken Record (verbal persistence) – keep saying what you want over and over again in a calm
repetitive voice, without getting angry, irritated, or loud
“I want x” repeated as many times as needed
Workable Compromise – Whenever your self-respect is not in question, offer a workable
compromised to the other person. Do not compromise a matter of self-worth
Self-Disclosure – Assertively disclosing information about yourself – how you think and feel. Make
sure body language is congruent, eye contact.
Can also be a neutral inquiry, just trying to understand
Fogging – Agree with the truths in non-assertive criticism. Agree with actual truths about you and
your behavior and admit mistakes or errors. For arbitrary right/wrong judgments tacked on to
criticism, agree with the odds or principle (there’s always a grain of truth). Don’t respond to anything
implied.
Agree with actual truth: That’s true, that’s right… I could, should x
Agree with the odds/principal – for something that’s possible: you could be right, maybe you’re
right, that’s probably true, I guess you’re right, you may be right, I understand why you think
that, I see why you think that
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Negative Assertion – Assertively accept and own (via self-disclosure) your errors and negative
points. Share true feelings we assume we should hide: dislikes, worry, ignorance, desires, and fears
I did do x, what a very stupid/dumb/inefficient/wasteful/unproductive thing to do, I didn’t
handle that well, I messed that up, I goofed, that was a dumb thing I did
Negative Inquiry – prompting criticism – inquire into structure of right/wrong structure in criticism,
and ask for more information wrong/bad about your behavior. The critical issue can then be out in the
open to find workable compromise
I don’t understand, what is it about x that is bad/wrong/you don’t like?
What am I doing specifically that’s x?
What else is wrong or what don’t you like about me doing x?
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new ? read this before you nuke shit
25 upvotes | April 9, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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WOTSM - Withholding Ejaculation?
25 upvotes | January 31, 2019 | by magnoliagent123 | Link | Reddit Link
Listened to WOTSM a few times now, and it gets better with each listen, but I am still utterly
confused about the chapter on withholding ejaculation during sex. Any of you do this? I understand
the premise that a woman shouldn't have that power over you, but seems so counter to natural
instinct, plus it's pretty awesome to cum in a woman.
Interested to hear your interpretation and experience with this.
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Porn, Marriage and Swallowing the pill
25 upvotes | February 25, 2019 | by SalesmanTurnedRed | Link | Reddit Link
As someone new to swallowing the pill, I understand that I need to get myself in order before seeing
improvement in my relationship.
I've dedicated this week to not pushing my wife into duty sex that she offers to shut me up. I'm not
interested in setteling anymore.
While going through a "celibate" period, does anyone rely on porn for temporary satisfaction or do
red pillers take a more drastic no fap like approach?
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How bad do you wish you had your pre-kids wife back?
25 upvotes | March 8, 2019 | by Foid1376 | Link | Reddit Link
Asking you guys because I know you'll be honest with me.
My husband (24) and I (24) met a few years ago and realized pretty quickly that we both read TRP.
At the time I read it to be able to play the game from the other side (it's easier when you know the
other team's playbook), and now I read MRP to see myself objectively as best I can and to recognize
when it's the hamster going crazy and I'm not using my logical brain. (Fuck RPWomen. That's just a
sub about how to trick men into marrying you.)
Having kids is kind of a weird topic with my husband and I. Anyone who has ever asked us got an
immediate "no fucking way" from both of us, because we hate other people's kids. But we talked
about it recently and the more he thinks about it, the more he does want to have kids. I was okay with
this, because I was kind of in the same boat, but...
I asked if he wanted to adopt. There are PLENTY of children in the world that need real homes, so
why make more? We have two rescue dogs, and they're the best thing that ever happened to us.
Rescue dogs, rescue kids, same thing, right?? But no. He wants to have a biological child (in about 3
or 4 years. we like to plan for the long term).
This scares the shit out of me. Not raising a child—I'm on board with that—but the squeezing-a-kidout part.
Posts like this scare the living shit out of me. And they are endless on TRP, and even MRP.
My husband is the most important person in the world to me. Making him happy is my #1 goal. He's
my captain. If he wants to have a child instead of adopting, then I'm on-board.
But I won't be the same. Having a fucking kid changes your body in ways I can't imagine, physically
and hormonally. I've heard women say countless times, "ever since I had little *insert consonant*ayden, I *insert some awful thing that their body does now*."
I brought it up to my husband, "You know if we have a kid that my body will be FUCKED right?
Like, it will never be the same. It will be a mom body."
He was spinning plates when I met him and a couple of them were moms. He said they had great
bodies. But I think he was just trying to make me feel better.
I take care of myself: I’m active, I eat well. My husband and I do Taekwondo 3+ times a week, I’m
5’9”, 140lbs. 36”x26”x38”. He’s convinced that I’ll “bounce back to normal”.
But what I’m MOST afraid of is the male primal brain, and the female pregnant brain. When a
woman is pregnant, the make primal brain says “this one has already been used. Go fuck one that
isn’t used.”
I’m not worried about my husband cheating, but what I am afraid of is that we have a kid, like he
wants, but the entire process changes me in his mind from his BDSM sub in the bedroom to his ole’
lady. Or that the hormones from being pregnant would throw me off the deep end and a annihilate the
Spock part of my brain I hold in such high regard.

THE FUCKING POINT/tl;dr:
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For those of you with kids, what did you think of your wife through the whole pregnancy thing?
Especially after.
Do you feel like she let herself go? Is sex not as enjoyable anymore? Did she go all cunty when she
wasn’t before?
What, if anything, could she have done better—to keep you feeling the same way about her?
I know I’ll probably be horny af with all those hormones, and my husband said there’s no way he
could want to fuck me while I’m pregnant.
I know you can’t say that you wish your kids weren’t born, but how bad do you wish you had your
pre-kids wife back?
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The age-old "I'm having lunch with my ex-boyfriend"
25 upvotes | March 31, 2019 | by Imaginary_Historian | Link | Reddit Link
This happened to me yesterday. I upgraded a plate due to good behavior for a while, and she has been
pushing for a more serious relationship for a while.
Then ex-BF starts texting her. Long story short, he owes her a significant sum of money which she
has been wanting for a while, and he invited her to lunch, supposedly to give her the money.
I, of course, thought this was BS. I said nothing until I researched this topic of girls having lunch with
exes. Most just say "hard next" or "soft next" but I found another article that said to say something
like "I am not thrilled about this but if you do feel you need to meet this guy for lunch in order to get
the money, do the least you have to do, and you have to be back in an hour and you are making me a
steak dinner that night." Basically to sound like you aren't mate-guarding. I said that and she said OK.
Now the thing about easy answers is that they sometimes don't end up easy. Our best RP answers
look better in print than they usually work in real life. No, this didn't stop there. She fought with me
about it. On and on she went. I finally told her that meeting an ex for lunch is not OK with me. Get
the money, yes, but this ain't social hour, and the guy just wants to fuck you. I then asked her why she
even wants to have lunch with an ex, what do you hope to gain? She said she doesn't want to have
lunch at all. I said, if you don't want to, then don't, just get the money and leave. She didn't like that.
She fought more and more. Brought up other shit about me. You know how women do that shit. She
just wouldn't shut up about it. I just told her the same answer over and over again, stood my ground.
That night she almost refused sex with me. I turned that around and we did fuck, and she apologized
the next morning. She met the guy, saying she was just getting the money from him and that's it. She
was gone for a *lot* longer than I thought she should have been though.
So at this point, I am waiting for her to tell me how the meeting with her ex went. She has not said a
word, and I haven't asked, and most of my RP sense says not to. What would you do?
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Am I missing something or AWALT?
25 upvotes | June 3, 2019 | by LongRoad_518 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm in a good great place. I'm in the best shape of my life, socially active, physically active, owning
my shit, etc. I am not swayed by my wife's emotions at all, but she seems to get angrier and bitchier
every time we "argue". Argue in quotes since I don't engage, which makes her angrier.
The latest was that I had planned our anniversary celebration for Saturday. She had cancelled the
babysitter (apparently), I told her "that was disappointing" and proceeded to take my daughter to the
one activity she could have done (escape room). This set my wife off and she convinced my daughter
not to go. So I wasted $150 since no one wanted to go (needed at least 2 people). Ok, whatever sunk
cost. I decided I was going to go see a movie, of course everyone wanted to come, so we did that.
After the movie, wife asked out of the blue "do you need me?". Responded: "I don't need you, but I
want you and choose to be with you". This blew her up how she doesn't want to be with someone
who doesn't need her. No BP faggotness, just let her be. She decided to sleep with the kids (of course,
this is predictable when she's angry), I came up and said goodnight, they went to get a drink. SAid
goodnight to her and she bitchily said "but you don't need me, fuck you". I responded with "I want
you, and need to fuck you" (silly grin).
That night she sent a long email to my therapist that I'm not going to fully go through (most of the
stuff was from my extreme Rambo 4-6 months ago - overtly inspiring dread through threatening to
cheat, get hookers, whatever).
Here's the key points from it relevant to my question
-I'm degrading and demeaning since I only want her for sex. (Note I praise her all the time for stuff
she does -decorating, cooking, cleaning, hell throwing me a towel for the dog)
-I make comments like "I'll fuck you later" when leaving for work
-When she gets angry I treat it like "when the kids are throwing a tantrum" and finds it funny
-I pull her hair and slap her ass during sex which makes her feel like a prostitute. (She has never
complained about this and is enthusiastic during sex so I see this as a ASD)
-It's all due to a midlife crisis. " Changing his appearance, lasik, removing body hair, obsessing over
weight lifting, obsessing over getting rid of all body fat, not sleeping AT ALL, checking out other
women and telling me he can point out the ones he finds attractive" (The last was from a shit test)
-" I’ve discussed all of these things with him before, having emotions meanwhile he has NONE. He
literally never cries or gets upset or emotional at all, when he used to actually care way back when
and would cry if he was upset. I don’t know what happened to that person but he’s long gone now. "
She called me a stoic fucking robot yesterday. And then an asshole, and then have mood swings. I
really am not phased by her and would miss her if she left, but I'm finding it harder and harder to love
her. She broke down crying last night, I told her I want her in this marriage. She points out how shitty
BP me was but then says she doesn't like the new me.
I can't seem to generate positive feelz. Every attempt I make she rejects. Never wants to go out, just
wants to be on Instagram or be around the kids. AWALT or am I missing something in all this? In a
recent OYS I was told to slow down a bit on the gas and I have done so.
Any advice would be welcome if someone has seen this before or if AWALT and we are getting
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closer and closer to the main event and this is continued attempts to have be break down, back down,
get emotional, or what not.
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The Stages It Took For Me To Process and Accept AWALT
25 upvotes | September 18, 2019 | by tom-anonymous | Link | Reddit Link
I think the hardest part for a blue pill guy coming to red pill by trauma of cheating is grasping the true
meaning of AWALT.
I experienced the following stages when trying to understand and accept AWALT.
Stage 1 - Anger At Her.
How could she have done this. She was my unicorn. She has no integrity. She lies. She’s a
backstabber and she’s rewriting history. She was willing to give up so much for so little. She didn’t
own it. All women are bitches and whores.
Stage 2 - Anger At Self.
I understand she did this because of AWALT. I was a faggot pussy who created the situation for
AWALT to cultivate. I will try and fix this by following the side bar.
Stage 3 - Anger At Self and Her
At this point you read many reddit users giving advice to next her and move on. You are still
processing these instructions through a Blue Pill lens, so the following code does not compute. “If I
was a faggot pussy who created the situation for AWALT to cultivate, then why should I next her
instead of giving her another shot?” DOES NOT COMPUTE => Either AWALT is my fault, or it’s
her fault. You can’t have it both ways. Or so you think.
Stage 4 - Acceptance
You realize you can have it both ways. Yes you were a faggot pussy who created the situation for
AWALT to happen. However once it happens, the damage is done because it will never be the same.
If you stay, you will never go a day without thinking about it.
If you stay, you will have to add 10 times more weight to that frame you hold everyday just to coexist with her in the same house. It never goes away no matter how hard you try.
If you stay, you will always wonder if she will flake out again next time you don’t show her attention
for an extended period of time.
If you stay, you will lose your self respect. You will look in the mirror and see a guy who is married
to someone who cheated on him.
If you stay, she will lose respect for you even through she desperately tells you otherwise.
If you stay, every time you look her in the face while you’re fucking her you will think about the time
she was willing to give herself to another married fat fuck in your very own home (and how little
attention it took to get her mind to the point).
Stage 5 - Understanding AWALT Is Relative
You’re lifting and getting bigger. You’re focusing on your mission and career. Your voice becomes
richer and deeper because that’s the voice you were meant to use.
You begin to notice other women giving you IOI’s and it’s exciting at first. Then it becomes
rewarding when you realize it’s no longer a big deal.
You eventually understand that the power that took control of your wife is the same exact power you
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have with other women. As long as you follow the sidebar.
You stop thinking about whether or not you should stay, and you start thinking about what it’s going
to be like when you leave.
You start planning for your own future that doesn’t involve her.
You then realize AWALT is relative. It’s relative in the way women evaluate the value between two
men. It’s relative in the way women evaluate how they feel when they’re in the company of one man
verses another.
You stop thinking AWALT as a zero sum game. You start seeing it as an unlimited number of
interactions with no end to the number of transactions you can try. Each interaction is a chance to
become better than you were yesterday.
I have a long way to go, but I couldn’t have done it without you guys. Thanks for reading.
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Caught STD. What to tell wife?
25 upvotes | December 9, 2019 | by RecoveringOxfordBlue | Link | Reddit Link
Throwaway account, but lurked here for some time. You guys are the only community whose opinion
I trust to ask this.
44M, married to 43F, two kids (8f, 10f)
Bit of a dead bedroom. Following TRP guidelines, lifting, etc., for past 6-12 months.Dread level 3 or
4 (mini event last month where she said she was worried I'd leave).
Anyway, impatient fuck that I am, couldn't wait for self improvement and increasing dread slowly.
Instead saw a prostitute who gave me genital herpes via unprotected oral (moral: ALWAYS wrap it,
lads...)
Now, what to do with the wife? We don't use condoms, so if I say nothing she'll contract it eventually
then shit will hit fan. Better to fess up now, I reckon, and save her the pain of infection. Any advice
on how to break it to her?
I know the stay plan is the go plan, and all that, and was (before this) mentally preparing myself for
what divorce worst case might look like. But now it's potentially around the corner, and at her
instigation, I'm shit scared. Made me realise that I really do love her, and my kids.
Feel like shit. Life suddenly unraveling. Please help.

Update 1: Jan 2020
So, I'm the dumb fuck who posted the above a month ago (TL;DR, I caught an STD from a hooker),
and I thought I'd stop by to give you guys an update and another laugh. Before that, some opening
comments:
To those who thought I was trolling: I really wish I were. But no; it was a real post. I'm usually an
intelligent, sensible guy with a responsible job, but you wouldn't know it, would you?
To those who merely mocked or laughed: yes, I know I fucked up. But before you laugh too hard,
think about this: 70-90% of ALL women, not just hookers, have oral herpes. In theory, having oral
herpes yourself prevents transmission to your dick, but, as I found out, theory isn't perfect. So if you
EVER get a bare blowjob from anyone else, as I'm sure many of you have, you risk putting yourself
in a similar position.
To those who actually took my post seriously, and especially those who DM'd me with advice - thank
you. I was in a pretty dark place for a few days, and you helped me, even if I didn't respond to your
comments. You make this place worthwhile, and you're worth a thousand of the other sanctimonious
fuckers around here. Thank you.
So, what did I do?
First, I got tested. PCR test said it was HSV1, which is a mercy; in theory, that should mean fewer
recurrences compared with the other strain, HSV2, and a reduced risk of passing it back to the wife.
(But then, as I say, if theory were correct, I probably shouldn't have got it in the first place.)
[Anyway, Lesson 1 for me: Always wrap it...]
Second, I spoke to my pastor. My mind was quite messed up for a few days, and I didn't feel like I
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had other male friends in whom I could confide. He helped me clarify my thoughts and realize that
life would go on, whatever happened. [Lesson 2: I should take Athol Kay's points about male
confidant's more seriously...]
Third, I spoke to a divorce attorney. I was scared both by the fear of divorce and the prospect of not
being in control of events. Having an initial phone call calmed me down and made me realize that,
though I didn't want a divorce, it wouldn't be the end of the world and would still have access to my
kids, etc. [Lesson 3: Facing my fears really is the best way to kill them...]
Fourth, I told my wife: that I'd paid for a blowjob and contracted herpes as a result. She was not too
impressed, obviously, but was surprisingly understanding - said that she had known something was
wrong, but thought I was preparing to leave her, and was actually quite relieved that I wasn't about to
do so. It didn't make for the best Christmas, obviously, but she made it clear that she wanted to stay,
and wanted us both to work on our sex life so that I didn't feel the need to stray again. She also said
that she was surprised that I had the balls - not only to pay for sex, but also to then tell her.
Did I need to tell her? Perhaps not. The fact that it was HSV1 could conceivably have meant that I
gave it to myself, or she to me, despite her not giving me a blowjob for nearly a year. However, on
top of my feelings of guilt, I would have felt like an utterly cowardly shit if I had kept quiet and
passed the STD to her, and she happened to be one of the small % that had particularly bad
symptoms. I don't want to be that kind of man. As it is, she now knows there is a risk of transmission
but has already instigated sex twice in the past week (which I realize may be more from lack of
security than from genuine desire, and which most counselors would say is a bad idea right now, but
whatever...)
So, where do we go from here? I'm still trying to work that out. My relationship with my wife has
obviously changed, though I don't think it's entirely for the worse. MRP is indeed RP on hard mode; I
just lost a life, but haven't quite figured out where the respawn point is.
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Do MRP members advocate for decades long monogamous
LTRs/Marriages or it just the case that everyone on here found
TRP too late and were already trapped?
25 upvotes | December 13, 2019 | by Work_ln_Progress | Link | Reddit Link
Hi all. First time poster.

Context
I'm 24 and 3 years into an LTR. I can see married life laid out before me. We're looking at buying our
first place and she's made it clear that she wants mariage and 2-3 kids with me.
I'm someone who really values human relationships. I can't imagine any relationships being more
meaningful than with a lifelong partner and the children that follow. But I'm also not filled with
confidence that what I hope these relationships could be is even possible. I'm not sure if a woman will
ever love me the way I want to be loved. I'm sure the novelty of being single again and sleeping with
new and attractive women probably won't be particularly satisfying either...

Question(s)
1) Do MRP members advocate for decades long monogamous LTRs/Marriages or it just the case that
everyone on here found TRP too late and were already trapped?
2) Is my best option to just keep the relationship going but reduce the effort I put into it while I read
and work my ass off in other areas of my life for the next 6-12 months and then re-evaluate?

Update:
Thanks to everyone who has taken the time to reply and is still engaging in conversation. There does
seem to be a variety of opinions below. I'm currently travelling and lacking regular internet access but
will continue to hop in and send comments as I can. A few things I'm seeing as constant:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Don't buy a house with someone you're not married to.
What she wants shouldn't be a factor at all in my decision.
If I want to have children this will be rewarding but also lots of hard work.
Ultimately it's a cost benefit analysis. Do I want the freedom and casual sex that goes with
being single. Or do I want the ability to raise children in a stable environment with a woman
that I know will grow older get stretch marks?

Obviously this is a condensation and there's plenty more that I'm taking away from the discussion.
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How do the older men here avoid dead bedroom situation ?
25 upvotes | November 17, 2020 | by RSK_94 | Link | Reddit Link
A woman's libido starts declining once she's past her peak fertile years and goes through several
hormonal changes from her late 20s to 40s/50s i.e till menopause.
Unlike women, men don't have fertility window. As long as we are physically active and follow a diet
rich in animal foods, we can have sex even in our 80s and 90s.
So what are the challenges did you deal with in sexual relationship as your woman went through
these cycles ? How did you avoid or overcome dead bedroom situation esp. with a peri/postmenopausal wife ?
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Caught Wife Cheating
25 upvotes | December 23, 2017 | by Rich-Dude | Link | Reddit Link
The wife and kids are gone to the in-laws for the holidays and I'm here alone with just the dog and
Reddit. It's nice and quiet, just need to shovel the walk and do a bit of paperwork today then order
some Dominos as a reward for those monumental tasks. I've been absorbing the shit out of this sub
for the past few days. This may be what y'all call victim puke or maybe by the time I'm done typing
there may be an actual question to address. In any case, your advice and/or opinions will be
appreciated
We got married young, both at 21, and had our first kid at 22. (Our kids are 14 and 12 now) The root
of our issues is most certainly the lack of time I gave her over 15 years, and I see that, but it doesn't
forgive her betrayal.
I worked for my fathers small landscaping company since I was in elementary school, and by the
time I was in my mid twenties I had, for all intents and purposes, taken the reins. We've since
quadrupled the size of the company and moved into different industries. We still do residential and
commercial landscaping, which is my fathers real love, but we now subcontract our
equipment/operators out to pipeline and oil-lease companies, which has been lucrative, to say the
least. It involved working obsessively for several years to the point that there was nothing else in my
life. I'm starting to slow down now, but I think the damage that's been done to my personal life is
irreparable.
I see a lot of talk about alpha and beta around here. Personally, I think that's over-simplifying things,
but for the sake of the argument, from a professional stand point, I'm alpha as fuck. With my wife, I
suppose I am Beta? I admittedly leave any household decisions up to her, more out of a "don't bother
me, I'm busy" headspace, I suppose. I certainly could have been involved more with the kids. The
vacations were always good, but day to day, I could have done better. Looking back, I guess I can see
how I leave her high and dry without a leader.
A couple months ago, I got a suspicion that she was cheating. There were signs. I hired a Private
investigator (cringe as fuck, I know) and yeah, she was and still is. I haven't said anything yet to my
wife or anybody else, save for my father. A part of me wants to fucking bury her in revenge, and a
part of me wants to go back and change things, though it's not possible. Right now, I'm 70-30 on a
divorce, and I've retained a divorce lawyer. I'm currently trying to insulate myself financially from
this.
I just re-read what I just wrote, and it sounds so matter-of-fact. The truth is, this is killing me. I might
go rent an escort tonight, or maybe just drink myself into oblivion.
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Clever girl, I wasn't paying attention
25 upvotes | October 6, 2017 | by Rian_Stone | Link | Reddit Link
One of my fellow mods caught me. We are so focused on unfucking married guys, swapping notes
etc. We forgot that theres a new group coming in. The 'about to be' marrieds. And I, us, we. We
discuss things with you from the same lens as a guy who IS married. Always good to have another
guy come in and point out the obvious, hard to see it on the ground. I forgot that, I'll own it. your not
married, why in the fuck would you get married? Why in the fuck would you want to when you have
clear problems? They are called red flags because they are signals to cull her from your life. When
you get a raw piece of chicken for dinner, do you send it back, or ask how best to season it so you can
swallow it easier?
For all your problems? Your best answer is "don't do it" And if you listened to that advice, you
wouldn't be here. You'd be at TRP, where you know thats what they are going to tell you, so you
figure you'll get the answer you want to here from us instead.
Theres no difference in outlook between us, only strategies and situations.
You won't listen, but listen up. If you have a laundry list of red flags, boundary crossing behaviour...
Why the fuck are you signing up for your own loss of ANY power in establishing your boundaries? If
you can't handle a bitch when you can literally walk away, how you gonna handle one when you
can't? At least not cheaply, or easily. Heaven forbid you get attached to your child you will have with
her. You're chemically designed to love that little guy to the point of self sabotage, and you can't even
deal with your shit without it.
In Canada, they give you the marriage for time in, you guys don't get that... Something about keeping
the gays out of marriage or some shit. Can you make it work? Sure. Andy Dufraine could crawl
through a shit pipe to escape from prison. The question is, why would you want to? Look deep. I
know why, do you? Guess what your problem is, and what you need to do to solve it?
Ask yourself that. If you haven't even started, and you're already fucked, why in the fuck would you
want to double down on your fuckup? The best advice for you is to thank her for finding all your
weaknesses, wish her well, and promise to 'never fuck up like this with the next one'
The advice you may actually implement? Dread isn't about 'winning back your wife/fiance' it's about
unfucking yourself. Just go through the same steps as everyone else. If you're lucky, you'll come to
your senses before you do something stupid.
Also, no one cares about your pity party. We all have ours, if you want to be 'heard' or empathized
with, hire a shrink, they are paid to pretend to care.
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Secret Phone
24 upvotes | February 7, 2018 | by loading__Alpha | Link | Reddit Link
Background: 2 months on the Red Pill. This is my second post. My first post after I found MRP I got
bloodied pretty good and rightfully so. I was told to stop being an Idiot and go to sidebar and start
reading. I've not stopped reading. Still have a lot of reading to do. The rest of my background isn't
important for this post.
Body: Yesterday, while my wife was out, I was sitting on my bed beginning to write my first OYS
post on MRP when I heard a buzzing sound. It wasn't coming from my phone so I searched for the
source and found a slightly charged prepaid phone in my wife's shoe box in the closet. "Classic sign
of an affair. Fuck me." was the first thing that came to my mind. The phone is locked so I'm unable to
access any info.
I'm planning on putting the phone back, but I'm not sure how to approach this. I don't have enough
evidence to prove an affair, but obviously she's hiding some major shit from me. Any
recommendations on the best approach?
Parting comment: I will be getting PRK (laser eye surgery) later today and won't be able to reply to
comments for several days, but appreciate any feedback.
UPDATE:
Went to Target, found the exact same phone. Put sim chip in the phone and no luck the account is
password protected before grabbing data from AT&T. Don't know my wife's email address password.
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FR: Vacation Shit Test
24 upvotes | May 31, 2016 | by omarcoming16 | Link | Reddit Link
My wife and I took a trip away without the kids last weekend. I sorted the whole thing myselforganised leave from work on her behalf, set up babysitters, flights, accommodation, everything.
Told her a few weeks ago that we were going, and she had been bragging to everyone that would
listen since then.
We both had a few too many drinks the first night, so are feeling pretty sorry for ourselves the
morning of the second day, and just laze around the pool for the morning. After lunch, I tell her that
I'm going to go and get some snacks and drinks from the hotel shop, and then take a nap. She asks me
to get some pineapple and coconut drink to go with the duty free booze she bought. Sure, no problem.
I walk over to the store, grab some snacks, some drinks for me, and the first pineapple and whatever
drink I can see. Surely there is only one pineapple and whatever drink at this shop, right? Back to the
room, pour myself a drink, and sit down to read for a bit. A few minutes later she gets back. Turns
out that I had bought pineapple and mango drink rather than pineapple and coconut. She has an
absolute meltdown, yelling about how I never listen to her, why the f*ck would she want pineapple
and mango, and just generally ranting like a 3 year old who has had her sandwiches cut the wrong
shape.
I sit there, witnessing it through a purely rational lens. Sure, I got the wrong drink, that’s on me. If
she’d acted in a reasonable manner and said ‘you got the wrong drink’, and I’d respond with an
equally reasonable ‘oh, sorry about that, why don’t we walk up together and get the right one’.
But this wild, emotional, and irrational response just finally hammered home a few key points. Feelz
before reelz, and What have you done for me lately. We are in a hotel room on a tropical island that I
organised, with kids being looked after by babysitters at home that I organised, while both taking
leave from work that I organised, and she is still able to turn into a screaming banshee over a box of
juice that can be replaced in less than 5 minutes? Yep, All Women Are Capable of That.
I’m too far caught off guard to respond with A&A or AM, and all I manage to verbalise is "Really?"
a couple of times before firmly telling her to get the fuck out of the room so that I could take my nap.
Not an ideal response, but I’m defending my frame unlike in the past where I would have DEERed
the shit out of this. She looks shocked, but shuts up, and then storms around the room for a minute
making herself a drink, then goes back down to the pool.
Again, in the past, I would have gone after her after an argument like this, because the thought of her
being angry with me would be enough to keep me awake by reliving the argument in my head and
planning for the ensuing round 2 and eventual apology. However, this time, operating within my
frame, I know I haven’t done anything wrong, so I can genuinely NGAF and fall asleep within
minutes. The lingering hangover may have helped this as well.
She comes back up about an hour later, and wakes me from my nap to ask why I hadn't responded to
her text message. I tell her I have been asleep. She then reads it out to me, and it was basically an
apology sandwiched between two slices of justification. I call her on this, and add to ask her if she
knows how unattractive it is when she acts like a toddler whose sandwich has been cut into the wrong
shapes?
She goes quiet for a bit, and eventually I break the silence rambling about how housekeeping woke
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me up half way through my nap by calling the room phone to ask if they could ignore the do not
disturb sign on the door and tidy the room. She interrupts my rambling to make a genuine apology. In
the past, she would have pushed me for an apology for yelling at her, and I would have eventually
relented. Today, she didn’t even mention it.
A few minutes later, we had some good quality day time sex, and the rest of the trip goes well.
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First post- discovered MRP more than a year after wife had
affair. Would like feedback
24 upvotes | January 31, 2019 | by splittinherkitten | Link | Reddit Link
35 years old. Married 7 years. Two kids. Wife had affair in 2017. Things had been stressful for a
while. I was wrapped up in a new promotion at work, wife had been struggling as her mom had
cancer. Anyhow, she ended up fucking around with some guy who started out as a shoulder to cry on
as I was not as ‘emotionally available’ as she needed. By the time I’d obtained enough proof to be
sure what was happening it had been going on a few months. I know the advice here is to not
confront until you’re under control. I discovered email evidence on computer minutes before wife
came home so I was unprepared and just blurted out accusation. She admitted and told everything,
even stuff I’d rather not have heard. Crushed. Spent more than a year trying to ‘work it out’.
Relationship is actually good and peaceful today. Sex not as often as I want, but better than some I’ve
seen. Avg about 2x per week. She has went to great lengths to convince me to let it go. I feel maybe
like I am close to the point where I could do that. I spent 2018 learning how to meet her emotional
needs. She’s happy. Lately, I been focusing on reducing my need for external validation. Lifting also,
but it’s never been an issue for me to be in shape. Anyhow wife’s words and actions(the ones I can
see) now suggest she’s in this marriage. I am just wondering if there are examples out there where a
man can go through this with the wife, recognize his failings, improve, and then still have a good
marriage with the same woman. I’d love to hear from someone who came back from this and
managed to have satisfying marriage. Or, if you tried that path and it didn’t work let’s hear about that
too. Just looking to benefit from the experiences of others. Thanks.
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Wife Went Full Bitch Mode
24 upvotes | February 27, 2019 | by LongRoad_518 | Link | Reddit Link
Posted in OYS this week but need some immediate feedback.
Yesterday, I just got home (about 30 mins earlier than normal), was sitting checking emails, and
texting with a guy I work with. My wife out of nowhere, bitchily turns to me and goes "what are you
doing, who the hell are you texting?". I AA'd and responded with "just trying to manage all my
girlfriends" with a huge grin. She asks what the hell is wrong with me, and has been mad since. i
went to Muay Thai, came home, she was still bitchy so I just went up to bed and read.
Tonight she’s still bitchy, shit tests left and right, started being downright disrespectful. Tying to
point out how much better she is than I am, she’d have no problem finding someone, etc. I just smiled
and AA/ fogged all of this. At that point I stood up and went to the garage to lift. She’s now moving
her stuff into the guest room. I was in DNGAF mode, but now am wondering if I fucked something
up here. Or is just looking like a mega shit test over something stupid?
Edit: Adding context on the last few months Week 20 of MAP. Here's the short version of why I
found MRP: Sex life sucked. Son died of cancer 3 years ago, became needy and whiny relying on her
for emotional support, depression, panic attacks.
From Week 16 and the fuck-up.
I fucked up and probably set myself back two months by complaining about lack of
affection and how sex life was boring. This occurred since it was 4 days since we had sex
and I was feeling neglected (stupid). I just couldn't STFU, I wanted to win the argument.
Naturally wife took offense to all this especially since I was an asshole in the way I brought
it up; I went Rambo in the worst way when I thought the anger was gone. I keep comparing
myself to all the guys on here versus figuring out my own values and what I want. I've
shifted validation from my wife to this forum which is fucked up.
Last few weeks I've been really well mentally. I started Muay Thai 6 weeks ago to get out of the
house 2x a week. Went to a work event and didn't care she was pissed about it. Started removing
attention last week when she was in a mood (no major issues or bitchiness though - more finger
fucking her phone and I had better things to do).
UPDATE All the comments gave me a lot to consider. Here's my take and update of the
situation.
This is a serious 0 to nuclear by her. I am preparing if she goes to kill the puppy. I am not ready
to kill the puppy.
I have never seen her in this mode... ever. She's gotten pissed and launched verbal intercourse,
but it was never this raw. She was cursing like a sailor (she has never cursed since I've known
her).
What I've taken from her bevy of text messages (that I didn't respond to outside of "if you want to
talk face to face I'll be in our bed")
She is feeling very confused about the 'new' me
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She says she wants a 'nice guy' who will be a good husband
She feels I'm preparing or currently cheating.
Based on starting to exercise, lose weight, lift weights
Comments regarding cheating and girlfriends
Starting Muay Thai and out at night 1-2x per week
Going to work events where there are women around ("who knows what you do during
those")
She doesn't understand why I'm not apologizing for the girlfriend comment
Apparently I joked recently when the kids were whining about being left with me when she
went out that "maybe it'd be better if you died, then they'd have no choice". Not the smartest
comment, but nothing happened here... and wasn't brought up until last night. She claims I
"wish she was dead".
My take
This is a main event
She wants me to apologize, grovel, beg, etc.
I have held pretty strong to frame and not getting upset or angry (outside of the kid situation)
I had her laughing a few times when I got home during some shit tests
Things really went to shit with her after I went to lift
She didn't like that when we were arguing that I 'left' and 'chose' to workout
Her tactics escalated to try to get a response
First takes ring off - used to bother me, doesn't affect me at all
Stonewalls - not complete no talking, but limited communication - doesn't affect
me
Tries verbal intercouse - I went and lifted
Starts into the "you're an asshole, I deserve better" speech
Threatens divorce (while she can be crafty, I doubt she's lawyering up. But I'm
watching out for it)
Moves her shit into the guest bedroom - still doesn't get a response
Threatens things regarding kids - anger response from me that this is not
acceptable. She backs down a little bit
Text messages with a lot of crazy random shit and no reaction from me
Her using the kids, manufacturing situations is a red flag. I am very concerned here and this
cannot ever happen again if the marriage does continue
Regarding comfort - I think I need to dial the dread back and up comfort in the future
(assuming marriage continues)
Comfort is there but she needs more right now
Dial back AA/AM regarding extramarital affairs
She's feeling very confused and like she's not valued
As of this morning
Said goodbye to the kids, told her to have a nice day. She grunted a response which was
indecipherable.
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"Married couples, what is the unspoken rules of a successful
marriage?" thread on askMRP
24 upvotes | January 23, 2019 | by weakandsensitive | Link | Reddit Link
The thread is a shitshow. It's a 101 of average dating/arriage advice sucks.
According to the top voted advice in that thread, all you have to do is communicate harder.
1. What's the point of communicating if the other person has no interest in listening?
2. Why do people imply that talking is the extent of communication? The majority of our
communication is non-verbal.
Even the controversial comments were pretty terrible.
Buried in there though, was a link to Mark Manson.
Have a look. Look for gems.
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It gets better and better and better... or at least it can.
24 upvotes | August 24, 2018 | by johneyapocalypse | Link | Reddit Link
It gets better and better and better... Or at least it can.
You need to believe in yourself. And be disciplined. And pay attention. And learn. And conquer your
fears.
But especially, be disciplined.
Not like fake, poser assholes, but like real men.
You've stumbled upon this steaming pile of shit/nirvana (depending on your perspective) - aka
AskMRP - because you are (choose one of the following): (1) scared, (2) weak, (3) lame, (4)
insecure, (5) pathetic, (6) retarded, (7) gay, or (8) actually a real, live gay unicorn... or maybe (9)
you've lost your way and you don't know why, or (10) you were once strong and are now failing, or
(11) you never learned this shit from your father or, or (12) well, you get my point...
But it's okay.
It can - and if you are disciplined - it will get better.
How do I know?
Because I was you. Once.
Like you, I was lost.
Perhaps like you, I was forgotten.
Even worse, I was really sick and getting sicker.
And I stayed and I learned and I grew and I healed and I learned some more, from some smart
mother-fuckers like stoney, bogey, and sk.
And I prevailed.
This happened.
And then this happened. (Thanks MCT, one of my all-time favorites.)
You know I was actually dying, faggot?
No. Seriously. I was dying.
Fuck my girlfriend. Fuck my wife. Fuck everything.
I had some serious god damn problems.
And then I busted my ass and worked hard and then I worked harder.
And I prevailed.
And you know what?
Today is even better:
What was once one is now two.
What what once no is now yes.
What was once improbable is now probable.
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What was once impossible is now reality.
Just keep trying, bro.
p.s. It could be so much worse. You can get through this. Don't give up on yourself. Don't give up on
your manhood. Maybe it's lost, maybe it's forgotten, but it's there to find.
Find it.
p.p.s. If you don't like my post, go fuck yourself.
Oh, wait, this is about sex, right?
Okay, here's an update:
4-pack is now a 6-pack.
Oddly, muscle mass has dropped a bit.
Sex now happens twice-a-day on weekends, and a few times during the week.
Note to reader: wake up early, dumbass, morning sex is key.
Anger doesn't work. Try to connect. I connected and it made all the difference.
Don't try to be so tough. Chances are you're not. Just be you. But don't be a fake-tough-guywho's-actually-a-pussy.
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Today I have been discriminated against
24 upvotes | May 25, 2018 | by mrpthrowa | Link | Reddit Link
I’m one of the “rockstars” of my Fortune 100 company.
If you have been following uk news you’ll know that recently every company has been forced to
disclose a meaningless gender paygap that doesn’t portray any useful shit
In 6 years I worked my ass off and got myself on the executive fast track
Built entire teams across multiple continents to deliver 100s millions of revenue
Been eying this internal position for a while. A dream executive job that is well placed for my career
I interview and impress with flying colours. My accomplishments and references speak for
themselves
The job gets given to some damsel who doesn’t know her left from right
I ask for feedback got told she was given it because of gender affirmative action
Never mind that I’m one of the least represented minorities in this place
Gentlemen we are in a world where you are explicitly told you are being passed over because you’re
a man right in the fucking face and you can do nothing about it
Fuck this shit
I am bruised disgusted I’ve never felt this low in my life
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KETO: Your shortcut to (part of) being attractive or how you
can get shredded in 4 months.
24 upvotes | May 2, 2018 | by Tebulus | Link | Reddit Link
Some people stumble upon the right formula and don't need/want help and see results on their own,
but more often than not you will see weeks/months of writing maybe consistent progress pics all
based on some preconceived notions about diet/metabolism they learned when they were younger and
healthier and wrongly associated with their lifestyle at the time. Then at the end of the time sink they
are acutely aware of two things and frustrated. 1. They are still fat. 2. They are acutely aware they are
still fat after all this time and they have wasted the time. Fuck that noise. Try this:
This guy went from 25% bodyfat to 9-10 percent in four months.
Seriously, look at the picture:
Now notice the top comments:
Dude holy shit. That before is me right now. This is hella inspiring. Grats man, giving HIIT
another go thanks to this post.
Could this be you saying this? Have you been struggling? What have you got to lose (hah), clearly
whatever bullshit you are doing is not working.
It’s more about the diet then the training!
To which OP chimes in to support. To those of you thinking: "Oh I dont want to be a crazy person
like that guy and lift 6 times per week or fast or do interval training on hills". Not all of us want to
commit at that level which is perfectly fine. However the takeaway is that this guy identified the
problem (fat), came up with a plan that included some well known practices for shredding yourself,
and stuck to it and achieved incredible results in a few months. You cant make it more map
compatible. If you struggle with fat, do it.
Resources:
Why you got fat (clip from Fathead, excellent documentary on Netflix)
Reddit Keto FAQ
Marks Daily Apple
My FAQ:
Q: How/Why does Keto work:
A: Keto works by removing sugar and restricting carbohydrate to a moderate/low level. In doing so,
your body recognizes carbohydrate as a resource is no longer available (which it is designed to
accommodate for) and your liver begins to produce ketones as a byproduct of metabolizing fatty
acids (body fat) for energy. When your body does this autonomously as a preference, you are in
ketosis and "fat adapted". Because most people carry more than enough fat on them at all times and
they have repaired their metabolism to respond to insulin properly again (insulin is one of the bigger
hormones when it comes to fat storage) those fatty acids are free flowing on demand. That
mechanism is also what allows people to fast for extended periods of time while intermittent fasting,
and also what prevents from feeling that stabbing hunger pang you are probably used to hitting right
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after a large meal or shortly before your first meal. This is a barebones simplified (and probably
minorly incorrect) summary, read into the reddit keto faq/resources if you would like to learn more.
You can play with the details a lot, but that is the core.
Q: "But insert myth about nutrition/lifting".
A: Thats retarded. Read the faq fag.
Do with it what you will. Keto is just a variable here. Lots of previously fat now attractive men got
the same results with a different diet/macros/plan. It works exceptionally well for me and probably
will for you too, but it does not for everyone so keep that in mind.
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Who cares if she leaves?
24 upvotes | April 1, 2018 | by 88Will88 | Link | Reddit Link
Posting here because this is just some surface level thoughts, rather than anything groundbreaking.
There are some users here and in TRP who seem to be placing too much emphasis on how to
“keep/control” your wife. Something about the whole tone and nature of the discussion disturbs me at
both a subconscious and conscious level. My current feeling is that the GOALS differ between my
style of red pill and those which place any importance on keeping a relationship. Worrying about a
woman leaving shows a lack of abundance and shows that you give a fuck. Displaying either of these,
or even feeling like that subconsciously is a weakness she will detect and detest.
My feeling now is that some guys are simply way too invested in keeping/controlling their wife.
There are some tendencies to overthink and overcomplicate the idea of a red pill relationship. In my
view there is no such thing as a red pill relationship, there is simply relationships led by red pill men.
Worrying about the end of any relationship is essentially a bluish/purple pill. Some guys are adopting
a trad con purple pill. Am I wrong here? I ask here because the members here have been there and
done that so no point talking about LTRs in the main sub. My view on the red pill is that it is fairly
simple in the context of a relationship, you simply are not scared to lose her. You don’t need a
complicated relationship rule book, because if she leaves, that is great you spin plates again. If you
want another LTR then just start one. Who gives a shit if she leaves?
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My wife puts out, but she completely see's it as her duty
24 upvotes | March 26, 2022 | by loveisconditional | Link | Reddit Link
Anytime I initiate, which is generally 3 or so times a week, she says yes to PiV sex. It's made obvious
she doesn't want to fuck, but she wants to keep me happy or from whining or from being cold to her.
Effort during sex is minimal from her. I do all of the moving and am the only one to ever show sexual
desire.
Blowjobs aren't always a yes. Anytime I ask, she'll generally just follow up with "cant we just fuck
instead?" which means she'll lie there while I move. Ocassionally I'll get a blowjob. Maybe once a
week to every ten days. But she'll make it clear that she doesn't enjoy blowing me and that my
precum tastes terrible.
So... it's obvious she seeks to please me, or at the very least to avoid her husband being grumpy or
cold to her due to a rejection. I don't even recall the last time she said no to sex, but I also can't say I
recall a time where she was dying to be fucked be me. I know validation needs poison a sex life
because I want my wife to want it. But what exactly is going wrong here?
Am I not attractive enough? Is it just my attitude?
I'm guessing it's a mix of a bunch of things...
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Handling wife's bitchy behavior in public.
24 upvotes | May 23, 2019 | by BudgetEbb | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 37, married for 10 years, two kids. Squat: 265 lbs, Bench: 175, Deadlift: 295. Wife is hot, we
have regular sex.
Yesterday I was with my wife shopping some food at a big store. We were late and while she was
picking food up and putting it in our basket a security guy come to us and told us that the store is
closing now and we have to go to the cashier to pay the money. It really was late, and we really had
to finish our shopping and the guy told this to us with respect and in a calm voice. I told him that we
finish first picking this particular food and then will go to pay the money, but my wife suddenly turn
on bitchy mode and told the guy "Why do you even talk to us in such a nasty tone! Who are you?!
How can you behave with me like that..." and so on. It was unexpected and unnecessary. But after she
told it she suddenly turn off this bitchy mode and went on with her shopping.
As she was far from me at that moment I couldn't immediately stop her telling her to shut up. For a
few seconds I just stood there embarrassed. When I wake up from this it felt to me completely beta to
catch up to her and to tell her off.
Now my question is, how to handle this bitchy behavior in public when it is not towards you, but
towards completely innocent person? I fucked her the whole week. The night before this has
happened I fucked her really hard and she gave me a solid bj. If she was acting like this with me, I
would treat this like a shit test, but she was acting like this with a complete stranger and it looks like
at that moment she was just being a bitch.
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What is a man's mission?
24 upvotes | May 23, 2019 | by go-RED-go | Link | Reddit Link
I'm having a difficulty understanding and identifying what is my mission and what is a "man's
mission" in general.
I've read in quite a few different sources about importance of having/following a mission as a man.
To live a life to his full potential, man should have his mission a priority.
On the other hand, a woman, to live a life to her full potential, should have her relationship and
children her priority.
How do you identify a "mission"?
Is mission always (or often) = your professional career?
Or is it something totally independent from, but can overlap with career?
Is mission something big, that lasts a lifetime, or is it something that lasts in particular life period?
Can you have 2 or more "parallel" missions at the same time?
Does the mission have to be something really impactful to the world around you , leaving it a better
place when you die. And is stuff like being the best man you can be and improve every day
something too vague to be called a mission?
Is your mission always something that's hard and that scares you? Is your mission something
that fulfills you or can it be something that you hate but just know you have to do?
I know pussy should never be a mission, and your marriage is also not equal to your mission. How
about your kids? Is this also something that doesn't count as man's mission?
How do know that you are on the right mission? Do you feel it by emotion? Do you know
it logically? Do you have to go in the damn forest and spend few days alone meditating until you get
an epiphany?
Any insights or examples should be helpful.
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Keeping Perspective
24 upvotes | July 12, 2019 | by Commander_Nomad | Link | Reddit Link
I work in (among other places) the American Automotive industry. Big plants, big unions, big
pressure. Gran Torino Get-off-my-lawn style, just a generation younger.
This morning, a guy at the plant who worked night shift committed suicide in the parking lot. He got
off work, got in his car, pulled his pistol from the glovebox, put it in his mouth, and pulled the
trigger. There's a rumor that it's wife/kids leaving-implosion-situation, but regardless I'm having a
hard time wrapping my head around how he got to that point.
You see, I've been to the bottom, or at least as close as you can get without living on the street. I've
faced the fact that my child will likely be born with a debilitating disease. We thankfully dodged that
bullet but her first 2 months of life were spent in the NICU (Neonatal Intensive Care Unit) with 4
major surgeries along the way, including the first one 5 minutes after she was born. I made nowhere
near enough to pay those bills with shitty small business insurance, but $10k too much for charities to
even consider me. I had a March of Dimes (USA Charity) rep in the NICU tell me that if I'd divorce
my wife that Medicaid would cover most and they would pick up the rest. That's what they did for
our room neighbor's baby whose baby-daddy was in jail and she lied about having insurance. I was
hard headed and proud then. Today I think I'd be more pragmatic.
I've declared bankruptcy. I've been foreclosed on. $350k+ of medical bills going to Collections will
make that acceptable real fast. During that time I had my identity stolen along with my debit card
(mid 2000s) and went negative value, can't deposit a check or it will be seized broke, for a few
months until I got the fraud sorted.
In that time, when I was at my lowest, I never once considered suicide. And I think it was just a
matter of keeping perspective.
I've had a lot of jobs. Most I've left voluntarily, one or two it wasn't by my choice. But I am confident
in my value so I don't worry about finding work.
I've struggled recently with alcohol. 1-2 drinks turns into 5-6 too often (past 5 years, not previously).
I can go a week sober no problem, but I enjoy the buzz too much for my long term health. I don't
want to eagerly anticipate happy hour anymore. I walked out to my car mid morning today to do my
video chat appointment for Sinclair method Naltrexone. It's a problem that's been slowly growing, so
I'm going to fix it. At that time I find out about suicide dude, 3 hours earlier 150' away. And I think,
damn, how bad does it have to be to go to that headspace?
So I'm sitting there thinking "my life isn't perfect, but damn how could it ever get to that point?" and I
just don't see it. If you read this and you can bridge the gap in my understanding, take a big step back
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and reevaluate.
She left you? Ok, there's 3.5 billion women on the planet she's not that special. There's more women
like her. She didn't arrive on a pedestal, you put her there.
She's taking your kids? Ok, get a good lawyer to limit the damage. Remain positive, be as much a
part of your kids' life as possible, and play the long game. My home-life was good early, but rough as
a teenager. My father and I get along great as adults, even though I respect him less now (lifetime
blue pill) than I did as a child. My mother and I get along fine too. Stay in your child's life and they
will understand you as adults later.
Lost your job? Eh, it's not the end of the world. USA doesn't have debtor's prison, the worst that
happens is they take your stuff and you start over. Been there, done that, it isn't fun but it's nowhere
near the black hole that it's perceived to be.
Feel stuck and powerless? It's all in your head. Being born in the USA (Or Canada, Australia, NZ, or
Western Europe) gives you a financial and opportunistic advantage over most of the rest of the world.
Make a plan and work it, you're already better off than a significant part of global population.
At the end of the day you're a man, you have value or at least the potential to be valuable and the
world will open to you if you put in the work. You should go into the darkness clawing for another
breath, not meekly accepting or worse yet welcoming it.
If you feel like checking out please recognize that is not normal, and perhaps you're not calibrated to
the realities of life as squarely as you think. Please talk to someone
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I had to act and I acted.
24 upvotes | July 30, 2019 | by 5ive5ive6ix | Link | Reddit Link
Influences: NMMNG, WISNIFG, Monk Moding the Side Bar. 6’3, 205lbs, 14%BF, 245 bench press
for reps, 315 deadlift for reps, 145 shoulder press for reps, Lagging on squats at 275 for reps (right
knee injury). 34 years old. Wife is 36yrs old, HB9+ at prime, HB7-8 post wall. She’s still up there.
Background:
2010: She was a hot bartender and close LJBF. She was on her cock carousel, and I was spinning
plates like a fucking elephant in the circus. She was well aware of my plate spinning and did not want
anything to do with me emotionally or sexually. It didn’t matter, I got her to hop on and an LTR
sprung after 2 years of LJBF.
2012: Beginning of our LTR. I was deeply committed. I went Oneitis on her. I dropped all my plates.
It was laughably difficult because I never thought about how difficult clearing my table would be. It
frustrated her. She had trust issues like The Godfather. She wanted those plates gone and out of my
life. She deleted all the girls off my phone and I didn’t care. They were just plates. Eventually, my
table was clear and all the plates were out of sight. No more random unsolicited “hey...” texts in the
middle of the night. Looking back... one would think those would be the worse times in our
relationship but they were not. They were the best. My LTR was the sluttiest, dirtiest, personal porno
star of mine. We played around with BDSM quite a lot. She loved being submissive. Ball gags, anal
hooks, nipple clamps, ropes, candle wax, throat fucking... you name it! She was down. She was the
dream fuck. It was like she was competing for gold every time we fucked. Knowing what I know
now; it was clearly because those plates created dread. She was on her toes. She made sure she was
the best. DREAD IS REAL, FOLKS! (I wish I knew this then.)
2015: Happy Wife, Happy Life! (You MRP vets must be gagging. Knock it off.) I religiously
subscribed to that ideology. Instead of plates, I was spinning covert contracts like an elephant in the
circus. FRAME? What frame? I continuously lived on the “Happy Life, Happy Wife” standard. Sure
enough, years have passed and I victimized myself with these contracts. I victim puked all the things
I thought I was entitled to as a married man. Shit, my DEER game? That shit was on fire. I was the
best Defender, Explainer, Excuser & Rationalizer that ever existed. I went from AMOG to a blue pill
faggot. One positive trait I kept was never quitting the gym. I’ve always lifted; however, every time I
went, she would send me out the door with a sweet kiss and “see you in an hour”. She set a time
limit. (Good lord! Writing this is making me angry at myself!) Sex began to trickle down to duty sex.
She initiated, but I still considered it duty sex. Blow jobs are fucking rare though.
2019: 3 years of marriage developed into a steady decline in intimacy. I lived in her frame. I whined
to her about dumb shit. I complained about beta shit and demanded (stomp,stomp) she respect me as
her husband and the father of her child. That was our cycle. We’ve hit a Plateau pretty close to the
bottom and we went to terms with it. This is marriage. This is where we are now. This it our baseline
because I’m a pussy. It’s all because of me. I have accepted my life. What kept me slightly “together”
was being able to go to the gym more often than I could because my gym has a day care now. No
more childcare issues. I got my physical frame back. I’m looking good. I went beast mode and added
intermittent fasting. Manly outside but a real fag inside. I owned it and I was ok with my piece of shit
boat in calm waters.
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Stumbling Upon MRP: I was not looking for answers. Remember, I was content. Sex was happening,
just not the sex a wanted. I figured it’s just marriage. This must be how it is. I wasn’t looking for
internet advice. I literally just stumbled upon MRP but that’s not important. What’s important is the
rabbit hole of self realization known as the prerequisites and sidebar that I found myself navigating. I
began to realize that I turned into a faggot bitch. Like holy shit! What happened to me?! I use to tell
the bro’s “treat em like dirt, they’ll stick to you like mud”. Now look at me. I’m a little pussy. Instead
of going in a rage, I kept my composure and just MRP’d. I educated myself and was able to backtrack
and review where and how things went wrong.
Present day: I was going to delay the application of MRP. I wanted to fully understand and really
think it out. I’ve read NMMNG & WISNIFG. I wanted to re-read the side bar. I wanted an MRP
diploma before I went to work. Unfortunately, my wife and I had an incident which required MRP
tools. She wants to surrogate for her friend. I did some version of DEER to convince her that it would
be a bad idea. The issue tucked away for a little bit but resurfaced on (let’s say) D-Day 1. This time I
applied a hard “no” and I STFU. She proceeded to negotiate blowjobs and anal sex if I said yes. It
pissed me off because I’m smarter now and I know better. I don’t negotiate with terrorists. I held my
ground. I hit her with another “No” and I STFU. It became a 15 minute one-way conversation of her
DEERing while she (drunk) cried. It was one way because I STFU. It was so fucking liberating to not
fight or argue.
D-Day #2: Same conversation. Same “No” & STFU. (I was amusing myself.) She was a bit uneasy. I
could tell because of the head tilt she did, waiting for me to DEER. (Meanwhile I went back to the
sidebar making sure I’m doing things right.) I’m holding my ground and beginning to understand
frame with her help. She wanted me to live with a pregnant chick and a baby that’s not even mine.
Fuck that! Hard no.
D-Day #5: I am the captain of my ship. I am feeling good. I wanted to live in my ship (household) the
way I wanted. I decided, since my daughter does not need baby gates around the house, I removed
one of three gates while my wife was at work since the gates are just a nuisance. They served no
purpose. I left for work before she arrived home. A few hours later, I received a text “You removed
the baby gate!” I didn’t respond because it was not a logistical inquiry. She later texted about
logistical info and I responded. All was well throughout the day.
D-Day #6: IDGAF. I cleaned the whole house and arranged some furniture for more room and
functionality. It looked great and I was pleased with myself. I was doing things for me. All the while,
I’m not hurting anyone. I didn’t go full retard with the furniture adjustment. Just tweaked it a little
bit. She came home with wandering eyes. She’s catching up. I was doing things. I acted like nothing
changed. I didn’t seek her approval. Business as usual for me. UNTIL... she hit me with “I want the
baby gate back!” I hit her with a “no” & I STFU. She responded with “why are you doing these
things? You’re doing things and not consulting with me.” I STFU. She told me she would put it back
herself if I didn’t. I STFU. Next thing I see is her placing the gate back. I let her. Once she was done I
simply removed the gate again. No rage. Cool as a whistle. She wanted to argue. I didn’t. She was
angry by herself. She had nobody to fight with. Instead, I put on the best casual clothes I had and
hopped in a car to Walmart and got some deodorant. This triggered a 4-day silent treatment from her.
She even took my daughter and stayed at her parents over the weekend. She wanted to hurt me, I
didn’t let her. I hit the gym. I cleaned the house, read books and worked on myself. She saw it. She
saw I used the time she gave me to polish myself.
D-Day #10: She was prancing around the house all quiet and butt hurt while I’m happy as A gay guy
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doing squats in a cucumber field. Suddenly, she seized the silent protest and began to converse with
me. Like nothing happened.
Here is my question... I’d like to think I successfully hopped out of her frame (I plan on staying out)
and this was the main event before I start building my own frame for her to enter. Am I interpreting
these events correctly? Or did I just go fucking Rambo? I’d like to know or be warned of any shit
storms that might come during this phase. I don’t want to get blind sided.
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Should i just let it be? Or try to help my dad.
24 upvotes | November 29, 2019 | by Kapetsu | Link | Reddit Link
Lately ive been noticing that i have a blue pilled dad. My step mom seems to be the one running this
house.(I'm 16 but please take me serioysly. I want to help)
It was better before they got married. when they did they combined their loans becouse she seemed to
be in trouble. (I didn't know this before this week. I thought my dad would be smart enough not to do
that).
He doesn't have any hobbies that i know of. Before he did (cars, MTB, wind surfing etc). He also
pretty much never spends anytime with us kids(4 of us). Less than an hour a week mostly. All time
goes to work 8hr day and spending time with her. He did spend time with us before they got together
and even when he was with my real mom.
She on the other hand is not working right now. She is full time studying towards shit that doesn't pay
that well. But she is not up to lower her standard of living. Basically my dad is the only one with
money. But she is the one who decides where "their" money it's spent.
He has seemed to be intrested in lifting, but that never got off. (Me at 16 starting to get bigger.) I'm
only saying this becouse it's like she doesn't want my dad to lift. Cardio they both do daily. And she
talks about being "healthy"(i can talk more about her health shit if u want to)
Today i noticed that she didn't like my dads hair when it's cut. (It's longer than hers ffs) i guess a
sutble way of getting him not to look good to anyone else.
Oh and when you ask about anything at the dinner table it is always her opinions that matters. My
dad doesn't even say what he thinks most of the time. One on one my dad is fine.
He was in work stress for a long time before he changed it up a little. What ive heard it's been alot
better for atleast a year or two now.
So ive been thinking that if i just get him to workout with me he will have support and hopefully no
excuses. (And ill get some time with my dad). Also i can then bring this up slowly.
If i just say it in he's face. he will just get angry and close off. Probably just say were all against her.
When she's around i obviosly can't talk.
So i just want your guys opinions about what could i do to help him get better or completly out of
this. Or just to actually realize this is even what's happening.
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My victim puke, and advise needed. I was told to post here...
24 upvotes | November 25, 2020 | by throwawaypain345 | Link | Reddit Link
30 years old, 173 cm tall, 32% body fat, 94 kgs
I didn't use my victim puke, I would like to cash it now please.
As you might know from my post history, I was married to my "unicorn" for 4 years, we divorced
this year. Let's just say it wasn't easy. I live in a middle eastern country, some traditional values still
existed, so I searched for "the one", who I will marry and have a family with. My teenage years and
college were just studying and gaming, did little socializing, but pretty much kept to myself. While I
am pretty sure I am in the spectrum somehow, I did have good social skills, which attracted my ex in
the first place.
It was friendship at first, which blossomed to "love". We went the trad route, getting a job after
college and marriage. Back then she was really attracted to me. We didn't even hold hands till after
like 2 years (lol) but I knew she was really attracted to me, and she also told me. Before marriage we
got a little handsy, and I could confirm, the girl was wet.
After the wedding night, it was like a switch was turned off. She would happily have sex with me, but
she wasn't really into it, more into the novelty. She didn't get wet at all except after a lot of foreplay,
and sometimes not even then.
There was problems, but nothing major. We were both "depressed", she was very smart but in a dead
end job, meanwhile I was climbing the ranks and making better money each year.
The main problem in marriage was the sex. She never said no, but she never initiated. The always
horny girl I knew was NEVER horny, we of course had many talks about this. Nothing. I even lost
weight and Got in the best shape of my life, to the extent that I was getting attention from other
girls... Nothing.
In 2019, I kinda gave up, and had a very good opportunity to go work abroad, very good money. She
was complaining about her job, so I called a friend and got her a job in a much more liberal, much
more social place. I remember I would push her to open up and be more sociable. And that she did.
When I traveled, she made some bullshit reason about not being able to come immediately with me,
and stayed behind. I noticed that she would lag in my texts, wouldn't respond like she used to, rarely
checked on me.
Then she dropped a bomb: she doesn't love me, and think she never did. She loved me but not that
way, and at first she wanted to "work on it". I said no, divorce time. She agreed.
What happened next, is a friend convinced me to try and save the marriage, when I pitched the idea it
was met with objection. With a little more push, I discovered the following...
My trad con religious waifu threw religion out of the window, she told me she wants to try drugs and
drinking, she told me she wants to sleep around, she has "a strong need for male validation", and she
never was attracted to me, but she found other men made her wet, and made her want them. She liked
another guy at work, he is "her best friend" now, but he isn't relationship material. He might be a fwb
tho. She found that she is good socially, and love manipulating people to get what she want. The girl
that was my wife, the love of my life, that made me wait 2 years to hold hands cause "religion", is
speaking about being fwb and going out drinking and drugging it up.
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All that while I was completely alone, in covid lock down in a new country. No friends, no family.
To say that I was devestated would be an understatement. I was red pill aware, and even used some of
the things here to better myself, but turns out, there is a huge difference between reading and
internalizing. I got the red pill shoved up my ass.
Oh, and for good measures, I lost my job too.
All my life I ever worked for two things, get good grades to get a decent job, and be a good
husband/lover.
I was a fucking idiot. I deserve everything that happened to me.
My entire mental model of the world crashed. I am now slowly, but surely, rebuilding it, with me, my
wants and my needs in the middle.
My to dos:
Right now, the number one goal in life is fitness, I am fat, so I will stop being fat. I already started
training again and hopefully she'd the extra weight and build muscles.
I won't bullshit you, it's hard. It's hard sticking to a diet, especially when ur suicidally depressed. But
lately I have been fighting harder, and while not adhering 100%, I try to limit my binges and not
destroy my progress.
For the record, I use CICO and keto for diet, stronglifts 5x5 and some YouTube training for fitness.
Second goal is rebuild my social circle. It's amazing how losing in life can make people leave, and I
spent the last year alone. Pretty much alone. That level of loneliness does something to you, but being
30 and in that loneliness made me not fear it. I am willing to be alone, so won't compromise on the
quality of people I surround myself with.
3rd is my life mission. Work, job, vocation, whatever you name it. I want to start my own business,
but I discovered that I am scared shit less, a grade A coward. I don't know how to beat this yet, but I
plan to, and plan to be more rich and successful. I tasted poverty and tasted having money. Fuck
poverty. Currently I am re reading the side bar, devouring the side bar series by Rian stone (that
opened my eyes to how fucking weak I was, and what I can do about it), taking a philosophy course,
and dabbling in tinder (shit results) and rebuilding my wardrobe/hobbies.
There you have it boys, any advise, any plans, anything is more than welcome. Insults are welcome
too, as I grew a thick skin,. Tear me a new asshole, God knows I deserve it.
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A real shitty situation - on being magnanimous in victory
24 upvotes | February 29, 2020 | by brattykids123 | Link | Reddit Link
I have been separated from my ex and the mother of my kids for 3 years
The separation wasn’t friendly. For a while prior to it, there has been violence from her including
breaking stuff and physical violence, the beginning of some branch swinging, all be it over-hopeful
and nothing really concrete. I have been a drunk captain for a while before all this and missed
obvious shitty comfort and shit tests and just wasn’t a high value male. I worked on myself for 2
years and forged way ahead in life and she never really caught up and age was showing on her whilst
I was getting easy young interest.
In the end, she drunk the feminist cool aid wholesale and truly believed she can get divorce, get the
house, maintenance, money, keep the kids and get me out of their life. And I got sick of her.
And so she set about implementing the whole pretty much feminist playbook: I started sleeping with
plates, often overnight, and after a few weeks I was blind sided with accusations of truly vile stuff,
police was involved, and I was truly staring into the abyss: lost it all, possible charges, investigations,
and all the shit. Restraining orders and the whole nine yards. Dark times.
Enter stoicism and a poker face. For a while I was homeless sleeping with various plates who were
very happy to have me. I sat down set about my plan for the next 2 years. Was super careful with
communication and left no room for doubt whatsoever. No direct communication at all. Everything
recorded. I had an iron frame, understood what I could and stuck to my goals like my life depended
on them (and it literally did, sink or swim). Pressed for the financial settlement which wasn’t so bad some asset swaps in her favour (70%/30%). No spouse maintenance, child maintenance very
manageable and less than half what she was hoping for, although still quite generous. All the
investigations and charges fell through - the courts saw through it all and had some real harsh words
for her behaviour. Regular generous contact with the kids - we have some truly wonderful time and
they won’t get enough of me.
Got a new place, I have elevated one of the plates to live with me - a wonderful feminine 8/10 who
helps me in my mission, 100% in my frame, and is wonderful to the children and they love her,
proved herself well and beyond for over a year and doesn’t inquire too much about my other plates
(don’t ask don’t tell) and I made it clear to her if she is good with me I’ll take care of her.
It’s truly amazing what three years can bring about. Coming back from the very bottom I’ve seen all
the shit and nothing fazes me any more. A strong frame carries everywhere. I rebuilt my life, my net
worth is recovered and is nearly twice as much (although this past week I lost over 40k thanks corona
virus). I earn two times as much, I spend every other weekend travelling around, regular gym goer
with an excellent physique.
Throughout all this I know that she’s been miserable. We all know the feminist lie - life has been
truly unkind to her. She’s ageing fast, nobody of any real value wants to stick with a post wall with
kids, she has now discovered what it means to have to take care of bills, and a mortgage, and job
security, and all that shit. She’s not been able to get anybody since. She can barely hold herself above
water.
Recently, I went back to court because I wanted to take the kids overseas for holidays and she
refused. I put my case, she put hers.
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She got so destroyed in court it wasn’t funny. I felt embarrassed for her at times. Queue really silly
arguments like “he wants to replace me as a mother with the other woman!”, “he was too much of a
party boy 20 years ago and therefore he’s unreliable!”, and, “his family are all evil because they don’t
like me”… and other shit.
At some point she made the mistake of saying she is about to move for this partner she supposedly
got and was talking about for a few weeks. After being pressed, turns out said partner has never been
met in real life - some online thing, the judge told her to not talk about hypothetical situations and to
not treat such moves lightly because they may affect the kids. She basically got told don’t be too
hopeful. It was ugly embarrassing. In court she asked whether I care for her and whether I would
object to her getting a partner. I truthfully told the court that “It would be wonderful for to find
someone she loves, I think it’s a good thing and everyone should have this feeling in their life”.
Seemed to have killed her.
The judge verbally slapped the shit out of her. I got what I wanted, and got more! She now needs to
send me regular updates about the state of the kids. She now needs to bring the kids to me for
visitation rather than me having to do the trips. The judge saw my commitment, all the steps I’ve
been doing to try and reconcile and engage with her reasonably, her unreasonable behaviour that is
fuelled by all the feminist “you can take it all” shit, saw through it all and handed down the
judgement.
She broke down in court, it was ugly. Hysterics, crying, “this is not justice”. Literally telling the
judge she won’t comply. “I have so much stress in my life I can’t have more, please no, blablabla”.
She got told to be careful what she says next or else she’ll be having it far worse. She followed me
outside and hurled a wave of verbal abuse at me, how I must be enjoying fucking ‘those sluts’ every
day, and how she has friends she will rely on them to get at me (a clear threat) blablabla. Textbook
female hamster. A good reminder why I fucking couldn’t stand her all those years.
I felt sorry for her. I’m way beyond anger and resentment. I don’t want to give her the wrong idea
that what what she’s doing or what she was doing was right, but…
This is a woman who needs help, who needs direction in life. I wouldn’t give two shits if it wasn’t for
the kids. And while at first I was indifferent to her demise, and dare I say at times gleeful, shit is not
funny anymore - I don’t want the mother of my children to be like this - because she affects them.
They are with her more than they are with me, and while they learnt how to deal with (guys - kids
have amazing frame, honestly), her stress and demeanour it will continue to be a drag on them.
Granted, I’ve been more on the side of asshole than not to her. I want to course correct. I want to find
ways to help, be comforting even. She so hates me and she sees as the ultimate asshole. She has never
been able to emotionally open up to anyone. She alienated all of her friends, her mother even with
whom she has a really shitty relationship.
Her comfort tests are so shitty, I only realise them a few months after the fact. A few months ago she
sent me this note saying that “I am such as an asshole with so much money, and she’s such a good
mother she has decided to start working reduced hoursm look at my sacrifice!”. It was really a shitty
cry for help.
She sent an email after this court ordeal that could be interpreted as wanting to move forward. I want
to show some comfort and show I can help without being beta. Perhaps being lenient with the trips.
Offering an olive branch perhaps.
A come home to Jesus of sorts. Don’t get me wrong I don’t want to open the chequebook. I want to
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do this without giving false hope, without appearing weak. Historically, I burnt her so badly she
doesn’t want to open up or appear weak in anyway. She’s allergic to looking like I gave her
something. She would take any concession from me as a great feminist “strong woman” victory and
rub it in my face.
Some advice here is welcome from you guys. I want to see how you would handle this situation. How
you are handling these situations - where you are permanently the evil guy because all the feminist
promises fell through, but you’re hooked by having shared kids that you both need to take care of.
EDIT: update posted in response to the top comment
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Wife wants me to take her back and I'm torn.
24 upvotes | May 6, 2020 | by LazerSpin | Link | Reddit Link
In 2019, after six years together with my wife (no kids), I filed for divorce. At the time she was 32
and I was 34. I have been living by myself ever since then while she stayed in the house I owned
prior to marriage. I initiated divorce because, despite my best mostly Blue Pill efforts, she never
stopped nagging and starting fights with me over our time together. The last argument she started had
me especially scared because it sounded like she started yelling how I was hurting her (of course, I
wasn't event touching her), I got scared she or a neighbor would call the cops, and I would get Duluth
Modele'd.
The divorce process has not been combative, but slow. I'm having to push both of us through the
process instead of working with another person. Over the past few months with Corona and economic
uncertainty (in our six years together she has never held a full time job) she's made a blitz to get me
to take her back. Last time I saw her she gave a power point presentation on why I should do this. Her
arguments were that divorce could still continue, she knew the kind of sex I liked, she promised no
more fights and that she'd clean and cook. Essentially it boils down to her realizing her mistakes over
the time we were separated and having become a better person in the time we were separated.
Honestly I'm also a realist. I tried dating after I filed and it went OK. I'm well situated financially,
educated, but fat and BP. The latter things I can fix, but I don't know if I'm up to the effort that would
take (I'm kind of a pussy). I do want kids and a family some day so MGTOW isn't really for me. I
have no idea and little confidence that I'd be able to achieve this dream if I turned her down now.
I can type an entire book explaining the nuances of our relationship, my past dating history (I'm a
commitment-phobe), her absentee father (her mom divorced when she was young and her younger
sister is also a divorcee), but I know no one's got time to read my life story. In short, my situation is
really painful, bros, and I don't have anyone to turn to (my parents mean well, but they are too old to
give me advice on this). It hurts a lot.
I guess this boils down to gambling on me being able to rise up and doing better in the future or
picking the "devil I know" and hoping that the only RP thing I ever did in our relationship (serving
her papers) and whatever skills I pick up along the way will be enough to create a long-lasting
marriage. I don't know what to do. I wish I just kept being beta so she'd dump me instead of me
dumping her. That would have made things so much easier.
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SO Upset About IOIs From Neighbour
24 upvotes | July 10, 2020 | by SamHighway | Link | Reddit Link
Rundown: 32 years old, 6’1, 193lbs, Lifting 4 to 5 times a week, 11% BF (lean/athletic build)
Sidebar: NMMNG, WISNIFG, RM (#1 & #2), Book of Pook, 48 Laws of Power, and working on
The Way of The Superior Man. I am also subscribed to Rian Stone & Rich Coopers YouTube
channels.
Relationship: SO 28 years old (plated for 9 months prior, LTR for almost three in half years now)
Hi there.
I have been hitting the sidebar for almost a year and a half now, even though I have much, much
more work to do. I have been journaling on a regular basis (week to week/monthly) to review my
individual progress within myself. I have made sure that STFU has been my best friend once I
discovered the main /r/marriedredpill sub a year and a half back. I came for the usual BS that most
guys do here, which is basically becoming a beta male plow horse who continues to become
unfuckable.
I would like some feedback on a situation that I was involved in last weekend, as I noticed my SOs
hamster has been going off all week…
As most of you know, this past weekend was a long weekend (North America). For the fact that we
had a holiday on Wednesday (Canada Day), it made me have a shorter week work-wise even though
it has been like that because of this whole pandemic issue.
Anyways, we had new neighbours move into the house next-door back in January/February. For fun,
let’s call them Jack & Jill (early 30s, married couple). I have got to know both of them on a pretty
friendly level where whenever I bump into them outside, I will have a casual conversation. Part of
this was because I have been forcing myself (for over 6 months now) to be social with whoever I
bump into once I leave my house (part of my MAP).
When I ran into Jill at the end of last week (Thursday), we chatted for a few minutes before I had to
head out do some errands and she mentioned to me that they were having a small get together on
Saturday night with a couple of our other neighbours and a few of their close friends. She wanted to
invite me and the SO. I agreed and said it would be fun to get out and meet some new people. Jill
insisted on my number so she could text me the details, even though I told her to just give me a
date/time when it was on Saturday night.
The next day, Jill started texting me a lot asking if there were any kinds of alcohol I wanted, what
kind of food I wanted to eat, basically, just a bunch of random BS questions. Whatever - texting is for
logistics and I end up responding by telling her that we would see you and Jack tomorrow night. My
SO was pretty excited for the get together since we were getting out of the house to enjoy a fun
evening.
Once we arrive at Jack & Jill's place, it started to become obvious to me that Jill was giving me lots
of IOIs; especially, when she was touching my biceps, lower back, and really trying to extend/have
long conversations with me. At first, I thought she was just being friendly, but it became clear that
she seemed interested in me when she was touching my arms and saying how she wished Jack
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worked out and ate better. Even though I was being social with everyone who was there, it didn’t take
long for Jill to find her way to get close to me, or even move aside her friend while we were eating
dinner to sit next to me.
My SO definitely noticed the IOIs and made a comment to me later on in the evening (at home) that
Jill was hitting on me. This got worse after Jill sent me a text the following day (Sunday), which she
said: “It was so great having you over! We will have to do these get-togethers more often! ;)”. When
she saw that text, she went absolute ape even though I just STFUed the entire time. The thing is, my
SO has been hamstring on her all week. She even tried to make a fight about buying Comet and
bathroom cleaner into the fact that Jill was flirting with me. I did make a joke that I was thinking
about renting out the spare room to Jill if she and Jack didn’t work out, which left me with a good
laugh.
For you experienced mrp men, what’s the best way to deal with your SO/wife/girlfriend who is
constantly harping on the same issue over and over again. I’m just STFUing and throwing in the odd
chirp and joke, but she has been referencing Jill on a daily basis at this point that it’s just laughable.
Any thoughts or feedback on what I can add to the arsenal?
Thanks, guys.
EDIT: Thanks for all of the feedback & entertaining comments, guys! I will keep in mind everything
that was mentioned here. Thank you all for taking out the time.
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New here. Oblivious wife is inconsiderate and disrespectful. Do
I STFU or call it out?
24 upvotes | July 18, 2021 | by blackjackjackblack10 | Link | Reddit Link
I’m new here but I been reading away. I’ve always lifted. I’ve always had good game this is more of
a drunk caption scenario.
Our relationship is pretty good besides the arguments and her being SOOO sensitive. I’m working on
STFU I DEER Out my ass.
But I’m wondering when she does something inconsiderate or disrespectful am I supposed to STFU
or call it out and then STFU.
For example. I work 5 days a week. She works 2. Of course her two days are much harder than my 5
/s. So when the weekend comes. I let her sleep in. I get up early anyway to get more shit done. But I
got our one year old. Take him downstairs. Shut the door so she can’t hear him screaming. And
always have a coffee ready for her.
We’ll the one day I wanted to sleep in Bc I had been having to wake up at 4 that week.
She is in the room banging shit around. Asking me to hand her shit. Our kid wakes up and she has
him screaming right by the door. Doesn’t shut it. And is on her phone. At this time my blood is
boiling. I want to wake up and deer away. She’s so inconsiderate and I don’t even think she knows it.
And then I come downstairs and she says. You could have slept in. I about lost it. But I just STFU.
She will take my shit and move it. She will take the last of something and not replace it. She will do a
chore and not finish it. The house is spotless when she comes home from work. When I do it’s a
mess. When she wants to leave the house. I say no problem. When I want to leave. Problems. I get so
fucking mad but I’m trying to again. STFU
But My questions is how are these types of behavior going to improve if I just stfu and not call it out
(which I know will result in an argument)?
If not advice. What is a good book for me to read next
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FR: Expressing Appreciation
24 upvotes | April 28, 2017 | by V1adimirPoontin | Link | Reddit Link
I am still new to MRP, but I've noticed that there is limited content related to relationships that are
currently value adding and well-maintained. I know this might be because many of the members
haven't reached this stage in their relationship, but for those who have I thought it might be helpful to
share a valuable lesson I learned this week about expressing appreciation.
LTR has been sick all week. And no, not fake sick, I can tell that she is clearly miserable. She left
work early on Monday, and after visiting the doctor, found out she was quarantined to the house for
the rest of the week.
I typically work late on Monday nights, and when I get home I notice that my mother's car is parked
in the driveway. When I come in, I see that my mom has supper waiting for me. I talk with her and
find out that LTR had called my mom to ask if she would be willing to pick up her prescriptions from
the pharmacy as well as a couple of groceries that she had intended to get after work. LTR knew she
couldn't do these things herself, and didn't want to bother me while I was at work. My family is the
nearest family LTR has, and my mother is retired, so it wasn't a big inconvenience. My mother asked
me to make sure to tell LTR not to feel bad for asking for help, because she could tell LTR felt guilty
for taking up her time. My mother assured me that she didn't mind, and that LTR had thanked her
profusely.
When I go upstairs to go to bed, I notice that there's a note on the guest bedroom door. LTR had
decided to sleep in the guest bedroom so that she wouldn't expose me to more germs than I had
probably already gotten before she realized how sick she was. I left her be and went to bed.
I call her on my way home the next day to see if she needs anything while I am still out. LTR informs
me that she is all set, and that dinner will be ready when I get home. I'm skeptical, because I'm not
too keen on eating something she cooked since she is still very sick. When I get home I find out that
she ordered my favorite meal from my favorite restaurant in town and had it delivered. But, this place
doesn't deliver. Apparently, she called and talked the owner's wife into bringing food over to our
house, and they agreed because we are regulars.
In addition to this she scheduled and paid for a cleaning lady to come and clean the house. We
recently moved and the responsibilities are a lot greater than our old home. LTR claims that she knew
I was studying for an exam all weekend and knows that it is hard for me to focus when there are
chores to be done. And, since she was too sick to do them, this was the best solution to make sure I
had one less thing to worry about. Finally, so I wouldn't have to worry about cooking, since that is
her responsibility, she set up a "fit" meal delivery service through the weekend.
I realize that this sounds like one giant humble brag, and in some ways it is. Right now, my
relationship provides me with value, but even before finding MRP I knew that didn't mean it always
would. Part of maintaining that value is rewarding good behavior, just like you reinforce a child's
good behavior. My LTR made sure all of her responsibilities were taken care even when she was too
sick to do them herself. I had no expectations that she would make all of these alternative
arrangements, but I am willing to admit that I am thankful she did.
Throughout the week I've made sure to thank her for the things I was thankful for. I've also thrown
some extra comfort her way by checking on her throughout the day and playing doctor when I'm at
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home. Having an LTR who is simultaneously on shark week and sick, could have been for many
couples a week fraught with whining, shit tests, comfort tests, and fights. But, when you put the work
in on the front end, by vetting and setting boundaries regarding responsibilities, it is possible for an
LTR to add value to your life.
If you are at a point where your LTR is in your frame, then expressing your appreciation when she
handles responsibility well or adds value to you and the relationship is a powerful tool in reinforcing
that frame. Seeing me approve of her decisions and providing her with positive reinforcement further
solidifies my frame and allows the LTR to feel proud of herself for working to please me. In this
instance, an overall win-win situation.
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Wife won't have sex bc of election
24 upvotes | January 23, 2017 | by notmyrealprofile22 | Link | Reddit Link
Quick background. I found RP four years ago after retiring from the military. Married 20 years with
four kids. I sought RP after returning home and seeing the shit mess my wife had created during
multiple deployments where age controlled the finances. I started leading again and our house got
back in order. Things have been great
Sex had never been an issue. Prior to November, sex was regularly 4-7 days a week. My wife has a
very high libido and before November I had never gotten a hard no from her. She was always
adventurous and down for whatever.
Then election night. My wife knew I was voting for trump. Any time she tried to debate it with me, I
STFU. Then he won and my wife has gone fucking insane. The day after she told me she no longer
respected me and didn't know how she could trust my judgment. I've STFU most of the time.
The sex quickly stopped. A dramatic change from our previous twenty years. Since November we
have had sex1-2 a week following this basic set up: she tells me she only wants to fuck cause she's
horney, we fuck, and she goes to sleep or off to whatever. She's made clear every time that she's still
very upset and this is to hold her over.
We don't talk at all during the day. Conversations in our house are limited to discussing child care or
logistics. I told her we were going out without kids Saturday, and she told me (again) that she can't be
social with me knowing I voted for trump. On Saturday she really lost it with me. She screamed that I
voted for a rapist bigot. who has no respect for women. She said her entire view on me has been
irreparably changed I STFU. We haven't spoken much since then.
I don't know how to best handle this. It's been two months and her anger has not lessened. I've gone
on with my life without her and she does not give a fuck. One example: the neighbor who always
flirts with me stopped by to grab something. After she left my wife looked at me and said: you should
fuck her. She voted for trump. You can be assholes together. I said: good idea. That would be a fun.
She's got a great ass. As I walked away she said: I'm serious. You do not understand how much I
despise you and how little respect I have for you now. I do not care who you fuck. I am trapped
because of the kids, but someday I won't. I said: there's the door. You're not trapped. Just walk out of
it. " She laughed and said: soon.
I spoke to a divorce attorney this morning. I want to make sure I'm covered. But from an RP
standpoint what the fuck do I do?
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Half my life wasted.
23 upvotes | January 22, 2017 | by discipleofthered | Link | Reddit Link
New account for my journey.
Fuck... I'm 33 years old, I'm just discovering this now? Fuck you, society. Fuck you, Hollywood.
Fuck you, women!
I know what you're going to say, sidebar, lift, etc. I promise you I'm on it. I made a shitty post on an
image site about how my wife and kids disrespect me and how miserable and trapped I felt. Typical
Vinnie the victim shit. Some guy messaged me and pointed at this sub. This was during the Christmas
holiday so I had some time to check it out. My mind was blown, my entire marriage is a complete
clusterfuck and IT'S MY FAULT! She doesn't love me, I'm just her best option right now. Since then,
I've read every post going back weeks on here,/r/marriedredpill and /r/theredpill. I've read NMMNG,
I've started WISNIFG, I've started SL5x5, I've changed my haircut and I've tidied up my pubes. In
short I am unplugging.
In the mean time, I'm fucking pissed off. I did everything that 'good men' do. All it got me was a
disrespectful, undermining wife, no sex and kids that I don't like. I've lived like this for 33 years. I
could have fucked all those gorgeous women 15 years ago! Instead I fucked fat girls and psychos
thinking that was all I could get. The stupid thing is, I can look back and see the random times when I
did unknowingly act alpha and got what I wanted. The time I was in a bad mood and was over the top
sarcastic, passing shit tests. The time I was preoccupied with a problem and left the marital bed after
having sex refused. I was genuinely confused as to why she came downstairs naked and begged me to
come back. AAAAAAARRRRGGGHHH. Why do we tell men to suppress their masculinity? What's
wrong with men being men? WHY THE FUCK ARE WE DOING THIS TO MEN AND BOYS?
Since I've started taking responsibility for my problems I have discovered: Our finances are fucking
disgraceful, we're in debt up to our eyeballs, have no savings and are one month away from missing
rent. From now on, these are my finances and I will correct them. Our house is falling apart, the
garden is a shithole, there is black mold everywhere, door handles broken, paint peeling, windows
rusted shut. From now on, this is my house and I will repair it. My body is disgusting. I'm at least 8
stone overweight and weak as a kitten. From now on, my body will be put on the pedestal in place of
my wife. I will give it what it needs. My career is stagnant, I'm a massive pussy at work and get
walked all over. I'm so eager to please that I tolerate bullshit from men that are less intelligent than
me. From now on, I will look my colleagues in the eye and tell them that my engineering expertise is
what needs to be applied. Not their ego driven intuition. I will lead myself first, then I will lead my
family.
Here's the worst part. My step daughter has gotten herself hooked up with a controlling, no prospects
pussy of a boyfriend. That's what I've been for years and it's what she expects in a relationship. Why?
Because she is replicating the relationship I have with my wife. However, this is a problem that
should rectify itself when she goes to uni, by which time she will see what the head of the family
should look like.
I know that I am the problem. I know that I need to fix myself. I know that I must become the man
that I would admire not by hoping, and praying or talking about it but by doing it. I must start
believing that I am the man that leads himself and others. I have already started, I will use this sub to
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make sure I do not stop.
No more Billy Beta, no more Vinnie Victim. Lads, My journey has started. I've started recognising
shit and comfort tests. I have a dry sense of humour and a predisposition to sarcasm so that seems to
help. I've gotten laid 6 times over the last two weeks and now that she is on shark week, I've had a
few BJs instead. I don't even need to initiate half the time. It's like she wants to blow me. I can also
fuck without cumming in 30 seconds. I used to be so worried about making sure she got off (so she'd
fuck me more often) that the tension got too much and I'd just nut.
Here's the kicker, Now I couldn't care less if she fucks me or not, I don't care if she cums even though
she does. I just don't fancy her anymore. I fuck her because it's better than a wank. When I think
about it, her pussy feels exactly the same as those other pussies I've put my dick in before. I'm angry
with her. I know it's not her fault, you don't get pissed off at a shark for biting off your arm but that
doesn't stop the pain, it just makes you not want to go swimming again.
To the guy who messaged me. Thank you, you've saved my life. To the rest of you, sorry for victim
puking. I know I should channel the anger but I needed to quantify it on paper first. That is what this
is. Gentlemen, the future is bright, the future is red and delivered in pill form.
Hit me with your best shots.
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"Let's work on the relationship" : What does it really mean?
23 upvotes | October 31, 2018 | by Downtowndex72 | Link | Reddit Link
In my experience, when a woman says this, what she really means is "I'm going to give you another
chance to bend to my will". She has no intention of actually changing herself.
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STFU & The Benefits of Doing
23 upvotes | July 18, 2018 | by Th3JourneyRed | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR - STFU does NOT mean simply keeping your mouth shut when she's irritated. It applies to
every single thing you do, and it is the core of your independence and command of the household.

Intro
I've been reading and attempting to internalize/understand Red Pill concepts for what feels like a long
time. I only became aware of MRP within the past six months or so, and it's been a breakthrough. The
Drunk Captain post set off an introspective journey that has honestly saved my future.
I think I'm at the point that I can submit some of my understanding to the community with a
reasonable chance of being right and edifying those who have yet to understand this particular topic:
STFU.
In colloquial use, STFU translates exactly. Just be quiet at this exact moment. In RP parlance, it has a
much wider application. When I stumbled onto /r/TRP and saw that term, my first thought was, "Oh
great! I already don't talk a lot during arguments." That was not nearly as true as I thought, and it
frankly missed the entire point.
If anybody else sees STFU and doesn't understand why not talking when she's upset doesn't seem to
really get you anywhere, perhaps this will add some clarity.

Definition
Let's get this out of the way. STFU is not "Just don't talk a lot during arguments."
It is a philosophy with two core tenets. First, always maintain control of your speech. Respond. Do
not react. When she's upset and blaming you, this means taking time to think about what she's saying,
mostly by applying the concepts of The Emotional Process to the conversation. Is her recount of
events accurate and truly linked to her frustration, or are her emotions simply riled and she's
externalizing them by blaming you? Do I fog, neg, A&A, disengage?
In my own marriage, this means that I always have to remember that she is emotional before she is
rational and that she exhibits highly narcissistic behavior on a semi-regular basis. Every time that I
forget to do this, the conversation goes off the rails. Every. Single. Time.
Second, STFU translates to, "Actions speak louder than words." At no point in the beginning
should you be talking about taking ownership/responsibility for your life and your house. At every
point, she should be discovering the results of you simply doing so, and it should be a pleasurable
thing (unless you don't care about the relationship, but this is MRP).
When you finally start explicitly directing the marriage or talking about things you want to change
(more/better sex, financial objectives, children), it should be against a backdrop of OYS achieved in
practical silence. Dread 9 and 10 only occur after months, possibly a year or two, of demonstrating
SMV to her. The point of STFU is not that she'll magically change her behavior by fulfilling your
covert contract. The point of STFU is to force you to demonstrate your competence and attractiveness
to her thoroughly enough before opening your mouth and laying out how you want her behavior to
change. Doing otherwise is a surefire way to blow up the relationship.
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Tenet One, Benefits of Controlling Your Speech
STFU when she is upset has two very important positive aspects. First, you are driving the
conversation. When she comes to you upset that you didn't take her where she wanted to go on the
date or that you didn't ask her about starting your gym membership, responding, not reacting, means
you are in control of yourself and where the conversation is heading. It means that you are solving the
real problem, rather than the one her hamster brought to you. This means you can resolve her
emotions without sacrificing your frame, and that conflict gets resolved quicker and smoother than
before.
It will take months, possibly years, for the surface lesson of this pattern to sink in for her: you know
what you are doing when she is upset. She may never learn the true lesson of this pattern: she is
emotional before she is rational. If she accepts that deeper awareness, you have found a woman who
you can probably rely on to a moderate extent like you would your male friends. That is, she will be
able to see past some mistakes and maintain respect for you and your emotional leadership.
Regardless, the second benefit is the authority that will come from reliably and successfully
applying this principle. Remember, leadership is hard. Your LTR, presently, has absolutely no
clue why she can't talk to you about being upset without it devolving into a fight, and she will have
no clue why all of a sudden it starts getting better. She might think she has an idea (my wife certainly
does), but she doesn't. Over time, the absolutely bat shit things she says will start to pile up, and she'll
begin to realize that she actually has no clue how you're staying so calm and collected while steering
her back towards tranquility and happiness.
If she has an ounce of rationality and good will, there will be a tipping point at which she begins to
trust in your ability to soothe her, because even thinking about doing it herself is exhausting.

Tenet Two, Benefits of Action Over Words
Even more important to /r/MRP than STFU is OYS. It's why the only recurring thread there is the
weekly OYS post. STFU is merely the most important piece of advice when talking about how to
OYS. Before you set your 1RM goals or your budget or the hobbies you want to nurture or the bad
habits you're going to ruthlessly exterminate, you must internalize STFU. We do not talk about fight
club, and this is why.
First and foremost, it establishes control in fact. If you look around and decide that X needs to
happen and simply make it so, by definition, she has no control over your action. This will freak her
out in the beginning, especially if it's some massive policy change for the household. So, it is best to
start with small objectively good things. It is objectively good that your yard and house are neat and
in working order. It is objectively good that your body is in shape. It is objectively good that you stop
jacking off to step-daughter porn.
Secondly, think about the times that some buddy of yours has said, "I'm going to do X," and
you knew that was as likely as getting struck by a meteor. I guarantee that your LTR has heard
you talk about objectives ad nauseum that never get achieved with the exact same attitude. Do not
give her the opportunity to deride you, either internally or externally, and do not hand her
confirmation of her opinion of you. STFU ensures that she only sees your attempts at change when
you succeed.
Tightly coupled to that point is the fact that talking about your plans softens the impact when you
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complete them. If finances suddenly aren't in disarray, that's a jarring positive thing. If the yard is
always mowed, edged, and trimmed, this is a surprising and pleasurable experience of your
responsibility. If you suddenly get haircuts regularly and dress well, she will be happily surprised.
Good surprises equate to dopamine. They tap into your reward circuitry. It's why you scroll reddit for
hours on end, looking for that next hit. As you introduce good changes into your life, your wife will
adopt a similar mindset.
The more surprising you can make your achievements, the more pleasurable they will be to her.
STFU optimizes how your LTR experiences OYS.
Contrast this with a point I made earlier. Leadership. Is. Hard. Every single thing that you don't own
falls on her shoulders. She has to figure out the standards for keeping things in order. She has to
figure out how to achieve them. She has to execute that plan. That all takes time and energy, which is
stressful. Most of these things will never not be an issue, which means that the difficulty of planning
and executing will never end.
When you OYS, it is a massive weight off of her shoulders, especially if you get it to a point that you
can look her dead in the eye and say that thing she just brought up doesn't matter or is already taken
care of. When you STFU, in the exact same moment she discovers you have taken ownership of
something, she also discovers the wonder of not having the ultimate responsibility for that
matter, either.
Finally, and very importantly, she is not interested in the details of OYS. She does not give a flying
fuck about the nuts and bolts of lifting. She could not care less about what you are doing to make sure
she doesn't have to worry about the vehicles. She really really really is not interested in your
raspberry pi fixation or why exactly you're excited about turbocharging your project car. I can think
of nothing more boring than an intimate description of how you keep the house in order. All she cares
about is how exciting, attractive, convenient, and/or socially recognized the results of OYS are.
Which means that talking to her about OYS is shooting yourself in the foot. There is no version of
you talking about it that does not end up with her trying to wrest control from you, deriding your
plans (internally or externally), or seeing you as some tone-deaf conversationalist who can't recognize
that she's listening to you prattle on about <insert masculine hobby> because she wants to be polite.

The Exception
There is one really notable exception to this process. If it's been a while (1000 Foot Rope) since you
know you started successfully and consistently applying an accurate model of your LTR to your
conflicts and it really doesn't look like she's recognizing the benefits of a man who can handle her
shit, you need to deeply consider that you're married to some flavor of a Dark Triad. This is
especially true if her combative behavior has escalated, rather than diminished or acquired some level
of humility.
Find a counselor who has experience with Dark Triads and figure out where exactly she is on the
spectrum. Be prepared to blow it all up and for her to go on the warpath when you do.

The Final Result: Admiration, Independence, and Great Sex
Female love equates to admiration, and it exhibits itself through varying degrees of starry-eyed
cooperation. A good woman recognizes her true nature and encourages her man to act in such a way
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as to create that admiration. You create that admiration by OYS and STFU. If either of these
components are absent, you might as well burn it all to the ground.
Once you successfully OYS while STFU, though, two things happen. You gain increasingly peaceful
access to independence and authority, and she becomes more sexually interested. You still have to
initiate and flirt, but if that's not part of OYS, then you're doing it wrong.

Concluding Thoughts
I wrote this as much for criticism as for the community's edification. I'm pretty sure I'm on the money
here, but if anybody disagrees, I'd be interested to understand why. I think one thing that doesn't
really come out in the post is the fact that I'm following OYS and STFU as much because I just want
to be the one taking ownership of my life as I hope it will make the relationship better. I've got a 65
point plan to OMS, and I legitimately don't care if she approves or even notices. Even if it doesn't
shift the paradigm of the relationship (which I think is only possible if she's diagnosable), the
confidence that it will create will be worth the struggle, all on its own. This is not a covert contract.
Once I OMS for a time, I will make my desires for certain changes known.
I also don't think that I connect this to sexual strategy very well. I'm kind of capitalizing on STFU
being an established concept, but I wanted to get into what I think the mechanics of STFU are and
how they drive an LTR towards viewing your independence as a good thing in her life. Connecting
her admiration with her sexual availability is best done more rigorously in another post, though (and
has been done. I'm not really breaking new ground here, just figuring out if I understand STFU).
Finally, for the life of me, I can't find the 1000 Foot Rope post. I think that's an important concept to
this post for giving guys here healthy expectations for how their LTR's will respond, and specifically
set a reasonable upper limit on the grace they dole out before fundamentally evaluating the
relationship. If somebody has that link on hand, I'd appreciate it.
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FR: The princess is no longer in another castle...
23 upvotes | May 4, 2018 | by hack3ge | Link | Reddit Link
I've posted here a few times on my situation - my marriage was pretty much fucked. Wife hated me,
resented me, was actively looking for a divorce, openly attending open houses, etc. I had hired a
lawyer to draw up papers, had my house appraised and started an application to refinance to buy her
out.
That being said I was loving my life, great hobbies, lifts all going up in the gym, killing it at work,
cleaned up my diet so I was finally below 10% BF, veins popping out of my arms, solid six pack,
kids telling me I'm the best dad in the world, got challenged by DangG3 to find another chick to fuck
so I was gaming women hard - I was prepared to be single.
I finally closed the deal on a plate and in no less than 24 hours my fucking wife who had been
sleeping on the couch for 2 months was in my bed saying she just needed a good nights rest LOL sure
okay. I wasn't going to miss the opportunity to have some fun so I started escalating, what was she
going to do divorce me. Wife shit tested me for a good 20 mins including tons of LMR, I got the I
don't even know who you are, I don't know what you want in life, you go out with all these people I
don't know, you don't care what I think, you are a fucking asshole, etc. For the first time, AA/AM
came naturally to me, at one point she was bitching about something and I responded and she burst
out laughing - I don't even know what I said. The entire time I was thinking she is still staying in bed
if she was pissed she would get up - watch her actions not her words. After she called me an asshole I
was like yep I'm one damn hot asshole so you know what you should just shut your mouth, take your
clothes off and fucking come kiss me because I know you are dripping wet - I got the "see told you
that you were an asshole" so I grab her by the hair and pull her to me and proceed to caveman the
fuck out of her.
I assumed she wasn't coming along and maybe she still isn't - I personally don't care either way. I was
just posting because I was surprised that MRP apparently works in all situations to build desire fucking AWALT. The best part is IDGAF - hot sex is a baseline for me and the first thing I thought
when it was over was hmmm not sure that's enough sweetie the plate I fucked was better and 10 years
younger - what else do you got?
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[FR] Field Report: Just a Simple Smile
23 upvotes | December 21, 2017 | by johneyapocalypse | Link | Reddit Link
It's been a hard week.
Pavlov has me in his sights.
This time last year was, well, horrifying. I could be and perhaps should be celebrating the life I've
been given. I've been successfully doing so for many months. Something about this time of year
though, both consciously and subconsciously, is reminding me of how it all went to hell.
Instead of a fat, bearded, red-suited man I was called upon by a dark, punishing, sickle-bearing
bastard.
Sick and getting sicker, the chemicals coursing through my body doing things they do in camps,
during war.
No one else knows this, of course, what I'm feeling now. How I'm reminiscing. I don't show them
anything.
I share with you for context. Why perhaps I haven't been so cheery this past week. And how hard it
must be to turn this shitty mood around.
I woke up yesterday and weighed myself for the first time in a month. I'd gained three pounds. Not
entirely unexpected I suppose. Sigh.
Hadn't been feeling so hot for a few days. More overworked than sick. Took a few days off. Kind of
felt like my body needed to recover anyway. I'd been hitting it hard. Hitting everything hard.
Today's okay. Nothing special. And I'm not smiling.
Take a little break from the office. Walking, listening, meditating. Mile after mile in the warm sun,
Pook on my headphones. Hit the bathroom, button my pants. What's this? I'm using that new hole I
drilled in my belt, the one meant to remind me how far I've come? Interesting.
Back to work, the belt a distant thought. Another walk and I'm off to get the kids. I'm on daddy-duty
this week since the wife is away.
Windows down, sunroof open, music loud and hard. Still not smiling. Left arm perched against the
window. What's this? My shirt is tight, but only in the biceps and in the shoulders? Reach over, feel
my bicep. Hmmm. That's odd. Get a call. It's forgotten.
Home now, kids run to their rooms, and it hits me.
Off to that room in the house with all the mirrors and gym equipment. Shirt comes off, the longsleeve, collared one. Roll up my t-shirt sleeves, mimicking a muscle shirt. What… the… fuck?
If I covered my head I would not recognize it was me. I have biceps. I have a vein running vertically
down one of them and horizontally across the other.
Three pounds up and one inch down. That's… fucking… muscle. And… it… looks… fucking…
good.
I catch myself in the mirror and I see it. The smile. The smile that's alluded me for the last week.
Shirt comes off and I look closer. See my abs much more than the last time I paid attention. Not
where I want them to be. Yet. Not where they will be. But they're there, and they look good. Not yet
like this (no homo - okay maybe a little homo) but getting there. Christ, there's a fucking vein in my
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shoulder.
I've been working hard. Really, really hard. Month after month after month. Hard. You hear that
newbie pussies? It doesn't just fall in your fucking laps.
I've been monitoring my results. Paying close attention.
But I hadn't really stepped back and looked at the larger view. The global view. The macro view as
you uber-geeks would call it.
I finally did and now I know what [Triadis3] (https://www.reddit.com/user/Triadis3/) meant in that
post of his from a few days ago. I get it. I understand that not everyone loved it in the girl's locker
room TRP sub, but I get it. I feel it.
It's good to be alive. It's good to smile.
Oh, shit. There's sex in my life too, right? And a woman?
I'm having sex and it has improved, both quantitatively and qualitatively. Best sex I've had in
my entire life lately. Huh? With my wife? Is that even possible?
She told me last week, after sex, that she never imagined she could share such intimacy with
another human being. How cute.
She keeps rubbing my biceps. Constantly. We walk the dog a lot together. Jesus she's touchyfeely these days.
She rubs my obliques frantically - like she can't get enough - like they're the key to her survival
- when I'm penetrating her. I have chronic pain issues. They involve my spine. I've taken to
core work very, very enthusiastically and aggressively. It doesn't feel like work. If I hit the core
hard, twice a day, pain is lessened. It's that simple. But it has given me a core that she's not so
accustomed to seeing, touching, or feeling.
Two weeks ago she said, and I quote "you are transforming your body and I love it." There was
particular emphasis on the word love.

As I've mentioned in a few comments I am operating in the world of red pill on hard hardest mode.
Serious illness does that.
Is it working? In ways it is. In ways it's clear I'm not there yet.
I am working on a real field report for the other sub and it's comprehensive. But that smile meant a lot
to me and I wanted to share. So many of you have helped me so much, I hope you find some
satisfaction in learning of my successes.
I for one know the journey is just beginning and is bound to get harder. For me, it started as a sexual
journey focused on someone else. It has evolved into something entirely different. Something
profound and meaningful.
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"What's gotten into you lately?" -Quick field report
23 upvotes | April 25, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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Shit and Respect
23 upvotes | February 8, 2019 | by SpyderMaybe | Link | Reddit Link
Do the shit tests ever end? I'm 58, married for 18 years, one kid for 14. Lifting, boxing when I can.
RPish for 4 years-ish. For some reason, I have this image of getting there. Where the shit doesn't fly
and she just quietly respects me for the rest of my life. Maybe that's when I die. Or maybe she shittests me because she respects me and I better just fucking enjoy it. It just never ends. So fucking
tiring.
If there is someone out there who isn't some young ass buck that's not gonna just call me a pussy and
lift heavy motherfucker and then come back and talk to us, that would be great. Oh, by the way, fuck
you all.
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Operating in your Wife's or LTR's Frame
23 upvotes | March 1, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
One of the subtle and difficult to see traps many of us married guys fall into is the fact that we move
from operating in our own frames into operating in our wives’ frames. The first iron rule of Tomassi
states “Frame is everything. Always be aware of the subconscious balance of who’s frame in which
you are operating. Always control the Frame, but resist giving the impression that you are.”
Frame can be a very blurred and difficult concept to grasp in the first place, which makes it even
harder to wrap your head around the conscious momentary awareness of who’s frame in which you
are operating. Coupled this with emotional flooding, male ego investment, and fear makes this a
cache of power kegs sitting in a burning warehouse.
Here is a list tips, or a set of litmus tests, that have worked well for me, to recognize who’s frame in
which you are operating at a given moment (remember, women LIVE in the moment), AND when
you are being controlled by or operating in her frame.
1. You have an interaction with your wife after being apart from her for some routine or given
amount of time such as coming home from work, she returns from grocery shopping or running
errands, or some other sort of interaction where you and she have not interacted for several
hours. Example -- You come home from work and you’ve had at least an average or above
average day. However, your wife / LTR is in a pissy mood about something that happened to
her that day and is acting like a bitch. Normally, she greets you and ask how your day is and
kisses you, but this day, she does not do that. The exact moment you notice or recognize this
fact, you are in danger of being pulled into her frame! How you experience this or what you do
in the next few moments are critical. What worked for me is to go over to her, greet her, kiss
her and ask how her day was. Now, my wife initiates this meet and greet kiss after work about
75% of the time, so I know she is hamstering about something if she is too distracted to kiss her
man. If she is dismissive, distant, or bitchy, I snicker at her like I would my two 12-year-old
daughters, and possibly poke a light joke (not about her mood… don’t call it out at this time)
then open the fridge and get a bottle of water or something. The key is to act unphased and do
what you would do if she was not there in the first place. Normally, she might push me away
and say not to touch her (whatever bad or shitty hormonal mood she is in… I don’t care). As
soon as you care, or even OVERTLY recognize it, you are even deeper down the frame loss
rabbit hole you started down as soon as you gave it importance by noticing it when you walked
through the door. Once you start giving energy to it by asking “What’s wrong honey?” you’re
fucked, because that very act pulls you into her shitty frame and then you are drawn into a
senseless, illogical argument and you begin DEERing. Kiss your frame goodbye my friend.
2. You go on vacation and you feel some sort of tension in the air after getting there and planning
to go out sight seeing or some other shit you do on vacation with the wife or the wife and kids.
Example – My wife and I went away last weekend without the kids. The vacation started out
with her being tense. I absolutely know she was tense by reading her body language and her
nuances, but I said NOTHING. Some personal background of why she was tense: Before my
red pill days, I used to have (no longer have) a covert contract that when we go away on an
adults only vacation in a new city or place, I expected us to have crazy monkey sex that whole
weekend. Now it wasn’t the idea of crazy monkey sex that my wife didn’t like. In fact, she
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loves that kind of stuff. What she did NOT like was the convert contract that had existed in the
past. I was aware that this contract existed before, and I was able to recognize that fact in my
own mind and correct it, BUT I never voiced this to my wife. I STFU and did, not talked.
Women respond to men’s action and leadership, not your words. So, seeing she was tense, I
told her what I wanted to do that afternoon and told her to get dressed and let’s go out. She
relaxed a bit when I took the lead and we went out and had a great time. Later that day, I
initiated sex and was shut down. I recognized this as shit test (be it conscience or
unconscious… who cares…) and blew it off like it was nothing. I held frame, didn’t get mad
and started getting ready to go out that night. This is the test here… she was fighting my frame
and I saw that. If I would have gotten mad, GAME OVER! It is funny how quickly frame can
be challenged and lost. I found it to be a sudden event in many cases, especially like this. After
the denial, I didn’t react negatively to it. She looked at me confused, because the old pre-red
pill me would have been butt hurt. I saw her confusion, and smiled at her and said, I had a great
time today and I want to go back out. She relaxed again got dressed and we went out till the
wee hours of the morning. She was more relaxed and I began to lay the ground work by
creating fun and sexual tension. That next morning, I woke up and felt her snuggle up and start
rubbing up against me. I took her and dominated her (read the sex god method), gave her
several orgasms and ruled her. We ended up having passionate sex two times a day for the next
3 days before we came home. Now, that’s great for a married couple both in their early 40’s, so
this red pill stuff works guys.
3. Your wife bitches at you for not doing some simple household chore “correctly” or shows
disgust about one of your habits, or makes fun of one of your short comings. Example – My
wife was fretting about her hair roots being gray and it not being convenient that she could get
a stupid hair appointment squeezed into her schedule. Many blue pill guys take this bitching
seriously and offer to take the kids, create space for her, or some other supplicating pussy
whipped bullshit to please her. I just let her bitch and listen and STFU. Now, if she nicely
requests help from me in a COMFORT test, I’ll accommodate her, BUT I’ll say something
smart ass and sarcastically (with a teasing tone) “I suppose I can carve out some time to help,
but it’s not free baby…” Usually she will laugh and say, “I know what you want…” I’ll tease
back and say something like, “you, me, some wine, and one of your sexy outfits tonight… then
I’ll smack her ass and she’ll giggle at me.” Look, it doesn’t matter to me if that happens later
that night or not, it’s just the point and the “feelz” during the interaction that matter. Women
respond to the context or feeling, not the content. My advice, make everything playful. As soon
as you start taking her seriously and trouble shooting her problems without a genuine respectful
request from her, you’re in her frame.

My point in all this is that I think a key concept in controlling the frame revolves around the style and
type of communication you employ. As I mentioned earlier, women think and communicate covertly
and emotionally, and we think and communicate overtly and logically. The very act of moving the
communication from covert to overt is an important key in controlling or losing the frame. Also,
calling our or “observing” her mood or your perception of the interaction, changes the interaction all
together.
There are a couple of principles in quantum mechanics that illustrate this concept and the underlying
ideas can be applied to interactions with women. These are the double slit experiment and
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Schrodinger’s Cat.
The double slit experiment – best described in this YouTube
videohttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfPeprQ7oGc–
light exhibits the properties and behaviors of both a wave and a particle. We can see that light or
electron particles behave like waves on the screen behind the slits, when we would expect them to
behave like particles since they are fired one at a time. Therefore, in order to determine that, it is
measured or observed. However, the observer collapses the wave function simply by observing and
blows up the behavior.
Schrodinger’s cat – (from Wikipedia)A cat is placed in a room that is separated from the outside
world.A Geiger counter which counts the amount of radioactive decay and a little bit of a radioactive
element are in the room.Within one hour, one of the atoms of the radioactive material might decay (or
break down because the material is not stable), or it may not.If the material breaks down, it will
release an atomic particle, which will hit the Geiger counter, which will release poison gas, which
will kill the cat.The question now is: at the end of the hour, is the cat alive or dead? Schrödinger says
that according to the Copenhagen Interpretation, as long as the door is closed, the cat is dead and
alive. There is no way to know until the door is opened. But by opening the door, the person is
interfering with the experiment. The person and the experiment have to be described with reference
to each other. By looking at the experiment the person has influenced the experiment.
Here is the takeaway. Like in quantum mechanics, observing or overtly bringing attention (in a weak
or blue pill way) to your wife’s mood or behavior changes the nature of the interaction. Observation
either defines (or frames) the outcome of the experiment in quantum physics AND the frame in
which you are operating with your wife. A woman’s mind is strange and weird like the world of
quantum mechanics. It has any and all possibilities in it at all times, then during an observation (i.e.
in a “moment” for her), it becomes a measurable reality. That is why when she says, “I hate you”, or
“You’re such a disgusting asshole” you add the words “right now” in your mind to the end of
ANYTHING she says. Your goal is to control the frame and have at least an 80/20 split of positive
feelz toward you to negative feelz toward you. Rome wasn’t built in a day, so if you are just starting,
do the work. If you are improving and getting better, she most likely will come aboard, but she may
not. If she doesn’t you win anyway, because when you fix you, AND assuming you stay true to the
red pill, history shouldn’t repeat itself in your next LTR.
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Red Pill Truths and Parallels with Other Natural Laws
23 upvotes | March 7, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
Last week I made a not so great post attempting to connect a couple of principles in quantum
mechanics (how observation changes the results of the game) with controlling frame with your LTR.

In this post, I will try and be more direct and to the point by drawing a connection between some red
pill truths and other natural laws in the science of economics.

How and why your LTR’s desire comes and goes (or goes and doesn’t return), and how to
maintain it. – the law of supply and demand

The law of supply and demand in economics - The law of supply and demand is a theory that
explains the interaction between the supply of a resource (i.e. your time, attention, and presence) and
the demand for that resource. The theory defines the effect that the availability of that resource and
the desire (or demand) for that product has on its price. Generally, low supply and high demand
increases price. In contrast, the greater the supply and the lower the demand, the price tends to fall.
Red pill principles governing attraction and desire (seen in levels 1-5 of dread) such as preselection
(social proof and SHOWING you are wanted by other women), differentiation (a fun life apart from
your wife), frame, and other passive DHVs run parallel to this fundamental law in economics.

For example – The ONLY resource of value we as men really have and can control is our time,
attention, and presence… that’s it. Remember though, you must demonstrate (create or maintain) that
value. Your wife or LTR will NOT value your time, attention, and presence if you over supply it. Just
like in the law of supply and demand, a flood of supply erodes the value. This usually does not
happen overnight. When many guys get married or move in with their girl, the lost their
differentiation (their old life, their friends, etc.). You in a sense, become to entangled with your girl,
and a result, become too infused with her. Relationships need a form of individuality and
separateness to thrive. David Schnarch talks about this in his book “Secrets of a Passionate
Marriage.” The relationship is created and maintained within this space. Women crave a sense of
mystery in their man. You must game her to create it. That is the core of dread level 3. Build a life
apart from your wife. This by default decreases the supply of your time, presence, and attention
COVERTLY. This is what increases the value of YOU, which in turn, will raise her (or other
women’s) interests in you.
Just like the law of supply and demand, it searches for a market equilibrium. Unfortunately, if you
oversupply yourself by always being around and being lazy and boring, the equilibrium that your
“market” will find is a dead bedroom. That is why the markets are always in state of flux and
constantly growing, pulling back, or changing. Your LTR will do the same. You have to keep on your
mission and keep growing to find ways to create and maintain value.

Second example – preselection – this is basically, “I don’t really have in interest in it until someone
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else plays with it.” We all have seen this behavior in small children. A kid can have toy collecting
dust for months in the bottom of a toy box, but as soon as a friend comes over and gets it out and
shows interest in it, the kid suddenly wants the toy back with fervor and guards it with his life. Your
girl works the same way when she perceives someone else wants you.
Again, like in the law of supply and demand, the increased demand for a limited supply you, makes
your value increase. Your woman (or other women) will “buy” your “product” (i.e. your
awesomeness) with sex. Introduce, competition anxiety, which makes pussy wet.

Final example – maintaining frame and passing shit tests (dread level 1)
When your woman is shit testing you, she is covertly telling you “I am demanding alpha… I want to
“buy” and value alpha… show me alpha you pussy!” By losing frame, being a pussy, and failing shit
tests you’re supplying beta whenever she is demanding alpha. Buyers disappear from markets and
search for other markets in economics whenever the products they are demanding aren’t supplied.
She is telling you supply alpha. She isn’t buying beta, so when you do things to placate or please her,
she sees you as a bitch. So, why would you supply beta when the buyer is demanding alpha? The law
of supply dictates that sellers (i.e. you or other men) will bring their supplies to demanding markets
(your girl wanting alpha). Guess what…. Eventually, a supplier WILL show up if you don’t. Do the
opposite of what your blue bill upbringing tells you.

In conclusion, I write these examples because I believe that many of us men think analytically and
can metaphorically connect these types of rational and concrete examples. It’s easy to think of the
science of economics rationally and understand its principles. However, many new unplugged guys
struggle at first because they still have their emotional baggage from being blue pill. Internalize this
and apply it, BUT DON’T TALK ABOUT IT WITH YOUR GIRL and DON’T FUCKING TELL
HER about your grand plan to make yourself a better man. She doesn’t give a fuck about your lip
service. Do it! Show her. In most cases, she won’t want to be left behind by a valuable and selfimproving man that is going places. In fact, you’ll see subtle signs of her onboarding (many times
subtly and slowly). Examples of this: She’ll start working out when she sees you working out. She’ll
shit test you less, become more respectful, and even bid for your time and attention. Look at her
behavior, it will be a tell all.
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Tips for Marriage Counseling
23 upvotes | April 29, 2019 | by themerovingian01 | Link | Reddit Link
The wife wanted to go to marriage counseling to "work things out." We've gone to 3-4 sessions and
they mainly consist of her complaining about all the things I don't do or do wrong. A complete waste
of time if you ask me. Anyways, what are some tips on how to handle this situation? It's pretty hard
to DARE in a counseling session.
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Don't listen to what they say, watch what they do
23 upvotes | May 27, 2019 | by Daddy_ThunderCock | Link | Reddit Link
This phrase is very important, true and helpful. I am really good at ignoring words and tuning her out.
At some point in my BP career I really started tuning into what she was saying and analyzing it to try
and improve myself and my life. Everything got worse as I engaged on her playing field and got
ripped apart while I DEERed like a faggot. So this is clearly not what you want to do and I have
abandoned it.
I am wondering if you can take this idea too far and what the repercussions are. Recently I have been
getting a lot of morning / day sex. We are both fixed so I typically cum inside of her because it just
feels better. Before we fuck she will say "Don't cum inside of me, I don't want your cum dripping out
of me all day while I am trying to do homeschool." Those are very overt clear words, they aren't
about our marriage and I don't "think" it is a shit test because she has continued to say it for a while
now. I ignore her, cum in her and she bitches at me. I smirk and say it was an accident and move on
with the day. Silly example, but I am ignoring her words and her actions say it's fine because she
keeps fucking me. Is this just a shit test that I should pass by cumming in her regardless of what she
is "saying" or should I respect her wishes?
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I'm pretty sure I'm going wrong, need some advice gentlemen.
23 upvotes | September 6, 2019 | by mrbadassmotherfucker | Link | Reddit Link
35y, 5'9", 178lbs, 15% BF, married for 8 years, kids: 2 boys (4yrs & 2yrs)
Back Squat: 375 lbs
Deadlift: 410 lbs
Bench Press: 275 lbs
Dips: 175 lbs added
Overhead Press: 155 lbs
Pullups: 155 lbs added
Pendlay rows: 255 lbs
Readings
MMSLP, NMMNG, Book of Pook 50%, Daily readings of MRP/ASKMRP posts.
Currently Reading: WISNIFG, sex god method
I’ve been RP aware for about a month now and it’s completely changed my mind set. It’s given me
hope for the future and plans that I didn’t have before.
My marriage was and is still just a typical modern day marriage. I see it everywhere. Friends, family,
co-workers, all going through this modern day beta male syndrome. Low amount of sex (once a
month at best), adhering to the woman’s needs and trying hard to keep them happy so it doesn’t
“upset” the relationship. She’s angry/sad/moody, better fix that shit right now. Being a beta male and
letting the passion go in exchange for boring comfort, which quite frankly slowly drains the life out
of both partners.
I recognised this and found MRP. I’m awake and I’m making changes to myself so that I’m don’t
remain as this blue pill faggot pussy bitch anymore.
The thing is, it’s really fucking hard to keep this slow paced. Once you find out this gold mine of
information, you want to implement it immediately to make things better in your life. I did.
As expected during my change from BP faggotry to this RP mind set, there’s been 3 main times my
wife has called me up on it (aside from the everyday shit tests etc). In fact, the type of shit she was
coming out with really made me laugh as I completely expected all of it having read so many posts
on here that were very similar. These conversations were mostly about my change, my new found
interest in sex and how she doesn’t like sex as much as me. The one that made me laugh yesterday
was straight after we smashed… “I need time in between sex to build up to be horny”. I genuinely
laughed at this one, like how long do you need… It was 4 days since we last fucked… ill just give
you a month each time then haha…
During these conversations I was asked a lot of questions. I couldn’t see a way out of not answering
these without making her more insecure. I think I read them as comfort tests tbh, but I genuinely am
not advanced enough yet to be able to know for sure. I completely understand why she’d have these
questions, as I’m changing… I’m not a fucking push over anymore, I want MORE sex, MUCH more
than we’ve been used to for the past few years, I’m taking charge in our relationship and family
trying to be the captain… So I took it upon myself to explain a few things about the changes I’m
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going through as some comfort for her to not feel lost… Whether this was the correct thing to do or
not, I really don’t know.
I’ve made some of my desires quite clear. I want more sex (and I’m getting more sex now), if she
doesn’t want to give me more sex then we won’t continue like this (the response I got from this was
the feeling of more pressure to have sex with me now otherwise I’ll leave her). I want more passion
and desire, something which I know will take time to develop again, but that I believe is possible.
Without giving away anything about RP, I explained that I’m trying to become a better version of
myself. I’m trying to lead our family, but her input is still important. I’m trying to re-ignite some
passion within our relationship. All of this I’m doing because I want to do it, I want this to happen
and it’s what I see for our future. I’m just trying to be happy. I’ve been lazy over the past years and
not lead my family where I should’ve. I also laid out some plans I have for our family, such as house
upgrade, more excitement in our spare time and having more time for each other as well.
I know at the moment she’s not on board completely. Seems like she’s having trouble letting go of
the fact that I don’t want to be her beta bitch anymore and it was mentioned that I’m making her feel
like a little girl and that I’m taking charge of everything.
I’m in her frame. This I know. This is something I want to work on. I need to NGAF, but I’m finding
it tough when she keeps coming out with this crap about not being happy about my changes. I’m
doubting myself.
I know I should probably just keep rolling, concentrate on me and trying to understand how to
maintain my frame and not let her bother me. Obviously I’m not there yet. It’s a fucking tough
journey guys. I still feel weak, definitely. I know I can get there, whether or not she joins me, well
I’ve said that’s up to her and if it doesn’t work out between us then that’s the way it goes, but I want
it to work. It’s tough to not want it to work when there’s kids involved.
I guess I’d like to know what you guys think about this situation. Does it sound reasonably normal in
terms of guys turning the ship around? Do you normally get these kind of tests where she calls you
out on the changes you’ve been making?
Do I carry on like I have been, or try and slow down a bit, and if so how does one slow down? I feel I
need this much sex, but if it’s making her unhappy (is that just bullshit or should I listen to this as a
sign of RAMBO?)
Fuck, I’m confused.
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What do you guys make of this situation?
23 upvotes | September 2, 2019 | by gulpinsculpin | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys,
Going through a serious situation and could use some feedback, advice and guidance from the group.
So I will do my best to be a man that says a lot in few words.
Me - 6’0, 200 lbs and under 15% BF, lifts and high T levels. Six figs income. losing some hair… All
in all decent looking dude and can spit game.
Ive been with my wife for 8 years and married for 7. She just turned 30 and im about to turn 38. We
are both pretty fit and have a nice life going for us in SoCal. No kids as well.
I worked hard to guide her from a sushi restaurant into medical device sales and she just scored her
dream job like 6 months ago.
Ever since then she has been treating me like I've lost value, I think its because she has the chance to
make my kind of money (I have always made 2 or 3 times her income), maybe it also has something
to do with her hitting 30 as well. She has been upset about this and kinda depressed.
So she went on a business trip which was more like a party for her company in Cancun and wound up
cheating on me with some guy that (not being a bitch, he had strong game) seduced her. This guy is
married with 3 kids and try's to fuck only married chicks any chance he can. He has done this to other
chicks at the company. Kinda like a predator.
So I don't have solid factual info, but I got her to admit that he slept in her room one night and they
just made out, so she says, but WTF, who would believe that?!?! So lets chalk it up as he banged her,
although I don't have solid proof, thats how I view it…
I gave her a chance to make it up to me and the first month was great. After that it faded into what I
read as her not being sure she wanted to be with me. She has mentioned things like “I spent my 20’s
with you”, and I get the impression that she was going to try to trade up on me. Maybe I'm wrong, but
it seemed as if she got worse and maybe she even felt like she got away with cheating, so she could
walk all over me. All I know is her attitude/treatment was below the standard as to what I'm willing
to accept as a man.
So when she was on a more serious business trip I left her and moved to another state (Colorado has
wayyy better divorce laws than California). I just took a bit of cash and left everything outside of my
personal shit.
She has been extremely depressed and has lost a lot of weight. It's taken a hard toll on her and I feel
she is actually really sorry, but from losing me or her provider? Both?
So here I am in a new city, and I have gotten on all of the dating apps, and geez! Dating is tons
different from 8 years ago. Its sooo fucking easy to get laid. Ive banged 7-8 chicks so far, but have
come to realize that these aren't quality women, although the chicks have been between 6-8ish looks
wise, but they are on there for a reason. they all seem to have different problems. I just find this super
unfailing. Most likely just the wrong women. Before her, I used to love the thrill of the hunt and to
rack up numbers but maybe I'm just more mature now? Not sure…. Please advise.
So I had to go back to LA for some business and extended the trip to spend some time with her and I
have to admit, I really miss my old life with her and my dog. My old place is super fucking beautiful
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too. She is begging me to come back. I can tell she's extremely sorry. Sex was great too.
im really confused on what to do here. Gut says I need to man up and find a new one as painful as it
is.
I have a few ideas on how to proceed.
1. Get a divorce and stick it out with her, if she will accept these terms ( she swears she will do
anything to stick around)
2. Get the divorce and move the fuck on.
3. Be a cuck and just go back cause she seems sorry enough.
4. What else is a solution? All ears…
Some Key points to mention:
1. I feel that due to being on the hook financially has held me back from realizing my full
potential business wise, but who knows what the future holds, she may make my kind of money
in the future. Am I being a dick here? This is a big thing for me emotionally. Ive seen guys get
ruined in marriages. Just doesn't make sense to me. Women have no incentive to act right
unless they make more money. I think this is the biggest issue with marriage.
2. She was actually a great wife. Cooks and takes good care of me. Never in a million years would
I think of her as un-loyal before this situation. She's a good looking woman too. Took me a
long time to find her and she wont be easy to replace.
3. I actually like being married outside of what can happen financially in divorce.
Sorry if this is coming out as a rant or incoherent. Just trying to make sense out of all of this.
I will edit as I generate new thoughts.
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Is STFU really this effective or am I doing it wrong?
23 upvotes | September 20, 2019 | by SmoovMove | Link | Reddit Link
Quick background... 40yrs old, wife is 39, married 10 yrs, no kids. Found TRP 10 weeks ago. Started
lifting 4 times a week 8 weeks ago. About 80% through the sidebar readings. Picking up old hobbies
and playing music again.
Ever since I've learned how to recognize shit tests, I have noticed that my wife throws them at me
constantly, like up to a dozen times a day. I realize now that I've been failing them consistently for
years.
Since I'm taking things slow, the only tactic I've been utilizing is STFU. Everytime she throws some
nonsense shit test at me, I just keep my fucking mouth shut. I dont respond, I dont argue. I've noticed
that when I do this she will immediately retreat from her negativity and begin talking about
something positive. Her attitude also will do a 180 and she'll appear happier than she was 5 minutes
ago. This seems like it's working too well....
Is STFU really this effective? Am I ramboing this to get this type of response? Is this just her way of
starting to adapt to my new behavior?
Any input is appreciated as I am still very much new to this.
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Not looking butt hurt when ignoring wife?
23 upvotes | November 22, 2019 | by sash_northpointe | Link | Reddit Link
Last night, my wife got some bad news that one of her friends was diagnosed with terminal cancer.
There was a lot of consoling and comforting her and she went to bed fine. This morning, she was
non-stop bitching at the kids and me. No problem. I didn’t let it affect me, STFU and ignored her
before leaving for work and ignored her messages all day.
After getting home from work, the bitching continued until another friend came over and the wife
acts like nothing’s wrong. Again...STFU and go outside to cut grass. Coming in from mowing and the
friend is leaving. When she does, my wife asks why I’m all pissed off? I told her that I didn’t like her
attitude and that I didn’t want to be around it. Her reply was, “if you don’t want to take it, go find
other options!” I laughed it off and sarcastically agreed. There were a few other comments like how i
looked like an asshole in front of her friend, etc.
My question is how not to look butt hurt when ignoring her shitty behaviour? I kept playing with the
kids for the rest of the evening, just ignoring her and shutting up.
Thanks in advance.
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How do you balance chore play vs owning your shit?
23 upvotes | December 10, 2019 | by CapableConfidence | Link | Reddit Link
I’m the type who will normally do the dishes when they’re there or do the laundry if I have the
chance because I enjoy living in a clean and tidy home. My wife however won’t seem to care most
days and if I ask her to throw loads of laundry in, it’s usually met with a grumble and an exasperated
sigh - even if it’s the only thing I’ve asked her to do all week. She might say something about being
busy with work that day or something (she works from home here and there) which I know to be
complete BS as most days she ends up watching Netflix with her laptop open.
Do I continue to own my shit around the house without her owning hers? Leaving it feels passive
aggressive to me. Appreciate any insight from the more seasoned members who might be in a similar
situation - both of us working full time, etc.
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Vibrator update.
23 upvotes | March 21, 2020 | by MassiveLeftist | Link | Reddit Link
I ended up buying the vibrator as a surprise. I want to introduce new sex ideas to the room.
She flipped out, said she will never try it. Saying she has a low libido and a toy won't fix it.
She is not religious, but ended up seeking marriage advice from christian therapy sites.
These sites told her I watch too much porn... blah blah ( I rarely, rarely watch porn, only to edge train
).
After she said no... she said she's willing for sex 3x weekly (up from 1x monthly).
It is better, but only 1x weekly, and she hates long, fun sex, still quickies.
Anyways, the other night I got a little tiny sex toy she was comfortable with previously...
She opened her legs and relaxed, was enjoying it way more than normal.
I decided fuck it, got up, and grabbed the sex toy.
She didnt refuse, infect she opened up for it and let me have my fun. ( I love giving pleasure, and
receiving pleasure).
After we were both done.. we decided to play some video games... I was stoked about something new
in bed.
After ten minutes.... it hit me.
Hey babe, you changed and were way willing. How many times did you use that without me
knowing?
She went from refusing to ever use it.... to using it 6 times in the last 2 weeks.
I smiled... laughed, and told her good job, at least she finally is thinking about sex.
Internally.... I am shitting bricks. Used how many times in secret, not telling me, knowing it's my
fantasy?
I ask her, so did you plan on telling me?... "no, I'd be embarrassed. "
It's fun, kinky, and new.
However... I finally realized a female hamster mindset. I realize so much more of the red pill, how
easily females can lie, deceive, and frankly not care.
I've been told for years... she has no libido... sex monthly. To find she masturbates 3x weekly with
this.
She has a libido, just not a libido for me.
Abundance mindset, frame,gym, lifting, diet....
I have work to do.
My thoughts currently:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What else is she not telling me. Feels lied too.. massive distrust.
Should I care, focus on me.
Maybe this is good, and can push for more kink down the road.
Maybe I opened some fucked door earlier rather than later.
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Honestly, good she's finally having sexual thoughts. Good she's having more sex with me. It still isn't
enough for me....and I realize not enough for her.
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To Married Men of the RP: How much support in hard times
can you count on to get from her?
23 upvotes | May 3, 2020 | by warburgio | Link | Reddit Link
tl;dr: How much support, loyalty, understanding do you get from your wives in bad times, when you
struggle? Is it a blue pill dream to not see them as just another thing to manage?
Hi,
Im not married, but in an LTR. Im an expat living in a western country , have a local as a stable gf.
Im having a bit of a rough patch right now- my close relative is fighting for his life in hospital in my
origin country, and I cant be there to support my family cuz of Covid travel/quarantine restrictions.
My girl is working from home. Because of the Covid the only human contact she has is me when im
not working ( and im free once in a week and on weekends). She isnt dealing well with this isolation,
i normally dont mind dealing with her emotions, dramas, etc. shes a girly girl and a fairly delicate one
so its part of the package.
This Saturday I get grim news from home that the health of family member took a dramatic turn and
only a miracle can save him, made few calls to my family and everybody is in bad shape. I call my
girl to tell her that i received a phone that my kin is dying, and that i wont be a good company for her
to stay over, that shes welcome to come over for a bit but nothing more. Her reaction was 'yh, but you
kinda a knew that already', she calls me 5 minutes later crying saying that she understands that im
dealing with shit, working hard etc but she is lonely, she was looking forward to the weekend, etc etc
etc - me, me , me generally.
She came over for dinner, I dealt with drama, she got into chirpy happy mode again and I kicked her
out.
Now I know that females and males work differently. That girls struggle with empathy. That for her
Im basically what I can provide, what value, which utility I give. She got her fix, she got her rock,
some attention and felt better. I got a crying child to deal with when I really didnt need more on my
plate. Plus she probably lost some attraction for me seeing that I can actually worry sometimes.
Now Im left a bit in a pickle. I am wandering how much AWALT is in this behavior. I saw
generation of my mum (55+) soldiering through some really bad times like champs, holding families
together, thinking about everybody else but themselves and this girl (25) behaved in a manner that
astounded me for a second.
Is it a generational thing? Did I just discovered that my girl isnt a person who will be of help in bad
times or is it just a normal thing and all women are to an extend the same and you look for support
within yourself and in your mates.
tl;dr: How much support, loyalty, understanding do you get from your wives in bad times, when you
struggle? Is it a blue pill dream to not see them as just another thing to manage?
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What to say when she asks “is everything ok?”
23 upvotes | June 18, 2020 | by DanPaladin | Link | Reddit Link
Pretty early on in this process. Very much into the STFU phase of things, with occasional ass
slap/grab, tease, etc. I am giving her a lot less attention as I am focusing more on myself and less on
getting validation from her. What’s the best way to answer the “are you ok?” Or “why are you being
quiet?” or “do you want to talk about anything?” Any thoughts?
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Preparing for divorce
23 upvotes | June 24, 2020 | by The_new_Todd | Link | Reddit Link
I am just looking for any pointers or general advice as I get ready to split from my marriage.
New to TRP. Have read Rational Male and Preventative Medicine. I’m half way through the sidebar.
I’m 46. Married for 20 years. Two daughters aged 17 and 13. I’m white and my wife is black. Had a
lot of sex when we were dating. Were together for a few years before we got married. Wife has
always been a ball buster. She was crazy in the beginning; we would argue and she would through
shit but we would make up and it was pretty much okay. There were some red flags but I was trying
to prove to myself I could maintain a relationship. I thought that her demanding nature was a good
yin to my yang and would keep me on track. I joined the military and proposed when you came to
visit me. She really wanted kids. It was earlier than I wanted but got okay with it. I went back to
school (law school) and it was a hard four and half years. During this time she was VERY
concentrated on our kids. I was always gone or studying. We weren’t going out. Sex became more
and more rare. Cut to the last 7 years, sex maybe once or twice a year. I moved to the back room. I
don’t wear my ring.
I told her I wanted to end the marriage. She went crazy. Threatened to divorce rape me. I agreed to
try counseling once more hopefully to get us on good terms so we could mediate and work on an
amicable split. Counseling was basically her venting but wasn’t doing anything about the issues I
had. Honestly, I have no desire to stay with her and have only stayed this entire time because I have
been afraid of a custody fight, seeing my daughter’s less and because I make a lot more money than
she does. Until recently I don’t even think I could afford to pay her support and still have enough
money to survive.
So counseling has been on hold since quarantine. We’ve been fighting a lot lately. We got into
several fights over race. She wants to talk about, watch, listen to, stew about violence against black
people every moment of every day. Nothing I do is enough and she accuses me of white privilege for
my lack of emotion and anger the way she feels right now.
I’m ready to let her know I’m done. My daughter’s birthdays are in May and June so I’m trying to
wait until that’s done. I’m leaving to visit my elderly parents after and will be gone for two weeks.
My plan is to come back and have the conversation (again). This time will not be a negotiation but I
will try to get her to agree to mediation. If she refuses I will file myself. My oldest daughter will be in
college in a year so I would rather not hire lawyers but will do it if needed.
So, anything I need to do? I’m 100% in my head every second of every day. Just trying to actually do
this because I’ve been on the fence for years.
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What the fuck am I doing?
23 upvotes | February 4, 2021 | by TakeHimRoundBack | Link | Reddit Link
Just wrote out a fuck load of text. Deleted it all. Spent a few minutes reading MRP. Saw the action
orientation.
Now I'm looking around at my own life like, what the fuck am I doing? I need to start taking action
because I'm stalling for a good enough reason to take action.
But you know what? This forum motivates me. You guys challenging each other and having higher
standards. There's something about that that makes me want to get up and get moving.
I've always loved competing. I've always fought. But lately, I've faced things that had me on my
knees. I came out of those challenges with nothing left in the tank.
Does anybody here know how to come back from nothing when you feel you got nothing left to fight
with? I've never felt this depleted in my life.
Holla anyone else who is post narc abuse. The ghosts.
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She doesn't matter and stop looking at her phone, right?
23 upvotes | May 4, 2021 | by ragnar_Daneskjold | Link | Reddit Link
I remember hearing on the livestream that u/hornsofapathy and u/weakandsensitive want to see
people post a pic of their bitch tits when they post on askmrp. Here’s mine from ~1 year ago.
Also, for u/weakandsensitive, u/PutABabyInThat and all you other gordian knot cutters the simple
answer that I think I really need is: She doesn’t matter and stop looking at her phone.
Yesterday after getting home from work I snoop on my wife’s phone and can see she read some
erotic literature and masturbated. I have now observed quite a few times when she’s masturbated
AFTER declining lunchtime sex and sometimes (like this) when she’s just masturbated.
I have been able to keep myself from bringing this up to her which has been the right move, but never
bringing it up has also allowed me to continue to observe it on her phone where it’s not really hidden,
just in her search history. I could not stop myself from using this as an excuse to ask for a little
validation for myself and potentially stir up some shit.
I asked, how about sex tonight? I did this out of neediness for attraction validation. It was pretty clear
to me even in this moment that I wanted to get a grade from her on where I’m at in my MRP
progress. I actually do want sex too. Maybe I’m hamstring to justify it but I have very little trouble
talking myself into “yea, you definitely want some sex right now”.
I received a brief but very familiar; “I’m so tired, I did so much sex stuff over our anniversary
weekend, all the chores!! You took time off work for fun today and I did this that and this at home.
You have no appreciation for all I do.” I respond like I have for a while now, “hey no worries,
another time” and even though I don’t think I do it, my body language likely screams out in pain and
butthurt. She then shifts from chores to another familiar discussion that goes like this.
Her: “I’m worried about how much you’re wanting sex. We just had sex two days ago.”
Me: “Don’t worry.”
Her: “Give me some reassurance.”
Me: “It’s fine, you said no.”
Her: (LOUD) ”I don’t need your permission to say no!”
Me: “you’re right”
Her: “Give me some reassurance.”
I do not know WTF she’s asking for here except that maybe it just boils down to she doesn’t
believe me when I say it’s fine?
Then a new part of our discussion occurs. She starts to overtly (in desperation) describe to me that my
pressure is killing her desire. She explains that it’s too much. She feels like she’s trying hard and
she’ll never get me to a point where I’m satisfied. She says it’s so bad that she’s starting to feel like
she’d just prefer masturbating on her own when she’s horney and she says she charged up her
vibrator today just for this purpose.
I’m fucking floored. I chuckle and she says ‘ohh you’re so turned on thinking about my vibrator’ but
I’m really laughing cus yea I already know you feel this way Mrs Daneskjold, you’ve not only been
thinking about escaping me in this way, you’re already doing it regularly and I just cannot believe
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you’re telling me. Also, I’m fucking shocked that (without any history reading our sidebar) she is so
easily able to describe how my validation seeking behavior is killing her desire. Like I want to think
that what she says is all emotional waves to ride on top of, but shes speaking the MRP gospel and it
shakes me out of my boat.
Then she gets into negotiation mode; “We have lot of sex already, 1x per week, 3x per week max is
plenty. I need you, Ragnar, to take more time off work to help around the house and I need to you to
give to me more emotionally, like now you’re barely even responding to anything I have to
say”(phew! At least I’m kinda ShuttingTFU).
Then, a round accusations of an affair or me being on the verge of an affair occurred. This happened
once about 6 months ago. She called my mother and cried about her suspicions of my strange
behavior based solely on my weight loss and me acting a little different after reading like 3 articles on
Rollo’s blog.
The affair accusation is happening about 1x per week in the last month and I either deny it truthfully
or joke about it. When I’m being serious, I explain that cheating doesn’t seem like something that
would ever serve me in the long term. This probably sounds like I want to avoid divorce (and I do)
but what I don’t say is that an affair would be a shit way to get into the next relationship.
This conversation starts to get into a circle and I cling to a few points that I try to make:
1- Mrs Ragnar, you’re not responsible for me. You think it’s your job to take care of me (sexually)
but it’s not.
2- I have no interest in hiding from you when I’m wanting sex and what kind. It’s important to me to
keep bringing it up when I want to.
3- I don’t’ want to trade any of those behaviors for or negotiate around wanting sex.
I freaking hate thinking about myself making these statements because, at my stage in all this, when I
say these things it probably comes across a little desperate and the sub communication I’m sending
out is that the absolute opposite is true. I would probably be better off saying nothing at all, right?
Even when she’s begging, or crying for me to give her a response to what she’s saying?
I was not prepared to receive this overt communication from her like this. When she gets overt, and
even if she’s spelling out things that are right, like I’m turning her off with validation seeking
behavior, do I need to treat this seriously? Or do I just need to relax and be patient? I’m mitigating a
lot of my unattractive behaviors and faking some of the other shit pretty good. I know in a day or two
or next week I’m going to be rubbing on her butthole with my thumb and we’ll both be happy. So
why should I worry about it at all, right?
My cheat code for this problem, and please tell me if it’s not this simple is: She doesn’t matter and
stop looking at her phone. Right?
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Wife pushing back after upping my SMV and holding frame.
22 upvotes | July 1, 2019 | by TheDeathOfMorality | Link | Reddit Link
So hopefully I get some decent advice.
Wife and I had issues found TRP/MRP and started working. I post to OYS, I lift, I've been STFUing,
passing tests (or so I feel and seems). I've made l progress, but I want to continue to grow and make
progress, any advice, brutal honesty, ect is appreciated.
The only unique part of this relationship is our son is severely special needs.
Things have been going well, until Saturday. Our son was in the room sleeping and our baby monitor
went off, she went and handled it, and came back. The second time it went off I was reading and as it
went off she said "your turn". I simply was trying to finish reading the last part of the paragraph of
the book (maybe an extra 10-15 seconds, this was non-emergency) and didnt respond (I assume in a
timely manner suiting her) and she just snapped at me "are you just going to fucking ignore me?!"
I set my phone down, told her not to be shitty with me, in firm tone. Got up, took care of kiddo, and
then changed clothes and went to work out. When attempting to leave she insisted I stay with a
compliance test "Wait, come here. Dont leave." Nope, I left to worship Odin in the iron temple.
Came back, trying to bring good energy. I told her I wouldn't fight or argue, and was in a pretty
pleasant mood. She however was distant, obviously angry, and cold.
I maintained my attitude but withdrew attention from her.
The next morning I attempted a fresh start, and she was still clinging to this ridiculous event. So once
again, withdrawal of attention and went on about my day. Even went as far to hang with the boys for
a few hours that night.
Now for the interesting part, last night she left this elaborate page of a note detailing how she's
worried for the marriage. How she wants love, respect, and compromise (interesting she says
compromise, because I refuse to compromise on some shit I dont want to do). She also stated she
doesnt want to have sex then go on about our separate missions (not sure what to make of that?) Long
story short it was an emotional appeal for beta behavior and to give her power. Perhaps I've been
failing comfort tests?
I spoke to her and stood my ground. She wants better communication, which I agreed to. She dislikes
that I "shut down and refuse to fight". I told her that wont change because I refuse to spend energy
fighting. She played very female games, basically saying that I go on about my mission and dont
entertain her, told her that's not my job to entertain her, but I've invited her multiple times to join me
on my journey.
She then hit me with a test, a hypothetical question. Saying she feels I only act closer to her if I
receive sex, I told her yes that's the main way I feel loved. Never hid this, never denied this our whole
relationship. She asked "What if I couldn't have sex for 6 months, or a year? Would you leave?" I
answered honestly and said I didnt know.
I then took this opportunity to express my vision of how the marriage should go. I laid it out and
asked if she would grow with me. She said she needed to think, so I shrugged and went on about my
shit. A few hours later I asked if she had come to any decision. She had but the concern was my
answer to her stupid hypothetical question. And then tried to correlate it to if I lost my job. (This
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happened in the past) and I sharply (probably a mistake here) reminded her that when this did happen
she was disrespectful, mean, and cold.
This lead to her shifting into me being hung up in the past. Before feeding anymore into this mess I
realized I was DEERing and decided it was best to just STFU. I refused to fight and told her to stop,
and left for work with no affection given.
So, advice? How do I move forward, keeping my frame and keeping attractive traits? What can I
expect? Critiques?
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Don't talk about fight club
22 upvotes | July 24, 2019 | by Daddy_ThunderCock | Link | Reddit Link
Wanted to check in with wife after we both had a long day. I left the house after working, feeding
kids dinner, taking them on a bike ride, read books from Jocko and installed an ice machine. I text
wife to let me know when she was on her way home so I could hit the gym. Work meetings prevented
my lunchtime routine.
Wife gets home and is mad. Kids are playing outside and end up shooting each other with hoses.
Nbd, just being kids. She attempts to bitch but I just leave while her words are still following me out
the door. Apparently she expected me to shower the kids. It was only 7 and figured she could. They
basically do it on their own now, it isn't hard. If she had asked me, I would have done it but that
wasn't part of my plan for the night. We were busy doing cool shit.
I come home from the gym and literally forget about the situation because I DNGAF. My frame was
that I owned my shit and was a good dad. In her mind I'm a selfish prick. I allow her 15 minutes to
spill her guts. She refused a check in but I was OK letting her vent but I was only listening.
Long story short, back in Jan I told my good friend about RP. I thought he would love it. He did not.
Got pissed at me and told my wife I was going to manipulate her and all kinds of things. That
surfaced during the convo. She bought A book about about Alpha males and is reading all about me.
"Says" she wants no part of it. I let her finish and the timer goes off. I go back to my phone. Finally I
say "bummer. That is really unfortunate to hear. " Wasn't well received.
Similar shit that happened to horns it seems. However it takes a turn because I have spicy latina who
wants me to get physical, he has the complete opposite. I leave to go shower so I can go out. Not well
received. I recorded it. Door slams. Texts about her deadbolting the door and locking every window.
Fuck.
Thoughts here? Go home and assume she is bluffing is my first thought. Plan b is hotel. Plan c is a
friend's but not sure who is awake. Plan D is a woman not my wife. I'm at a bar right now and gonna
smoke weed with the bartenders.
It's only Tuesday.
Edit: Option A worked like a charm. Now I just need to stroll into bed and hope she is nice and
unconscious.
Edit 2: Slept in bed, woke up at 6 and went to teach class per usual. Came home as if everything is
normal, because it is. I got an email with her telling me she hates when I leave the house because its
female branch swinging behavior. That language wasn't used, but she is familiar with the signs from
all her shitty friends who have unsuccessfully done it. "Every time you leave the house I expect you
to just cheat." She demanded I respond and I replied "Babe, you know I don't respond to emails like
that." Her "Can we chat tonight?" Me while grinning "We can have a check in." She rolls eyes and
walks away. Comes back 5 minutes later and asks for a hug. Projects on to me that I am a
codependent needy mother fucker. I laughed while hugging her. Lets see how tonight goes. Maybe
main event, maybe she falls in line.
Shout outs to modafinil. 5 hours of sleep and I feel like a fucking champ ready to destroy the day.
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Knowing the path and walking the path
22 upvotes | July 30, 2019 | by Awakeningof17 | Link | Reddit Link
Haven't posted here in a long time. I'll try to make this short.
Found MRP. Was in a bad place with wife and kids like most of you. Started lifting, reading and
implementing the sidebar. Had some real success in the beginning, but the wife just couldn't take it
the more I improved. It got to the point where she was so stressed with the situation that she decided
she wanted to bail out. I honestly believe I could've been an MRP guru (was far from it) and it still
wouldn't have been enough. My turn was definitely over and looking back there were so many red
flags with her behaviour it should've been nuked much sooner.
So now I'm separated, in the divorce process and living in an empty house without my kids. It's a
more peaceful place and the kids don't need to see a sparring match between parents every day.
But since the split I've backtracked, picked up old habits and not doing what needs to be done. I have
the tools and knowledge, but finding it really fucking difficult to get back on the golden path. Is it
acceptable to slip up for a short time to grieve over the corpse of my old family life? Or am I being a
fucking pussy and need to man up and get the shit done that needs to be done?
Right now I know the path, but I'm not walking the path... I'm stumbling around drunk in the fucking
bushes
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Need advice with wife falling out of love with me.
22 upvotes | August 15, 2019 | by aita2899 | Link | Reddit Link
Been married for 17 years with three children. A few years ago my wife found some texts that she
took out of context and thought I was cheating on her, when I was being sarcastic in the texts instead
of what she thought was in the texts. I even had her call the women and she confirmed that nothing
was going on. After that day she never brought it up again and things I thought were great for the
next 5 years.
We didn't have a dead bedroom we had a great sex life, great parenting, she and I shared the cooking
duties and all house duties we both contributed. I took care of the finances and we flourished in both
our professions. I didn't know about PUA before we were married, and I did just fine with women.
Even after we got married I had women constantly talking to me and making her jealous. I don't think
I ever had a problem with game, I think I had enough naturally to get by.

I was admittedly for 17 years an angry guy, where I would let little things get to me and make me
blow up. I never laid a hand on her, but I think it just wore her down.

Five weeks ago she asked me to go with her to the gym, and when we got there she laid all her
feelings out. How she couldn't trust me ever since that day, and how she loves me, and because of my
anger and getting fat and this trust issue she is confused on how she feels. She loves me, but not
romantically. When her friends and family tell her to end it she says what a good dad I am, and how I
am a good husband besides these things I mentioned above. She tells them she's not ready to make
the decision to leave me, but because she equates love with sex we have only had sex twice which
she initiated, had an orgasm followed by crying due to her feeling confused. Since the second time
she won't go past kissing.

Since this all went down I have been lifting 6 days a week and in the five weeks lost 30#. I've cut my
anger completely out, and I am working on not reacting to these things with anything but a calm
response when she talks about the chance of us separating.

I found MRP a few days ago and learned I had already started 1&2 of dread and was already looking
for hobbies etc to get into, so I was working on dread three before I even came to the subreddit on my
own. Read the side bar and I'm working my way down the list of reading material starting with
NMMNG.

What I read was a lot of people posting about married where their partners have not said they don't
love them romantically before and I guess I just don't know what to do or what path to go down to
work on building attraction again because she has said it herself if it came back she wouldn't be
feeling like this at all and thinking about separating.

I'm wandering in the dark and wondering if it's even possible to get it back and how the hell to do it.
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I'm looking for some guidance from anyone who could pass some along. Thank you
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I'm in a bad spot mentally. I feel trapped. I have a very good
work from home job but I feel like it's destroying my social life
and my SMV.
22 upvotes | August 2, 2019 | by drumandtheywillcum86 | Link | Reddit Link
I have been working a work from home job for a year now. I make a good amount of money in this
role, but I feel like it's destroying the attraction between us. I own my shit at home, but I don't really
get out like I used to other than going to the gym to lift. I've been so caught up in taking care of
everything at home and making sure the kids are happy that I've forgot who I am. Any good books
you would recommend to help me with this?
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Frame....Frame.....Frame
22 upvotes | August 27, 2019 | by 1kdawg1 | Link | Reddit Link
5"11 42 208lbs 17% I do not drink and have not in three years. Very good career with solid finances
Big fucking house I built myself.
Gym 1 rep max: Bench 315 Squat 405 No deads due to back Thick back Decent arms. I am in damn
good shape and the gym is my temple....habit for 20 years
Readings: NMMNG Rational Male all three Way of the Superior Man Book of Pook Shit Test
Mastery MMSL MAP
Found RP three years back.
Reading through the sidebar. Reading NMMNG again.
Made a mistake and posted on Marriedredpill and the responses FINALLY made me see how I never
stopped living in my wife's frame.
Sex is bad and I always initiate....when I cannot hold out.
I have made progress on myself. I am starting to understand that I need to put myself first. I dress
better, I get deep tissues regularly, I go for long bike rides, and starting to do more with the guys.
There is so much in chaos though, but my post is about my two young sons; 5 and 8.
Me, no ipad during dinner, no ipad when we are out on the weekends, brush teeth every night, clean
up every night, I do not reward with toys, eat a solid breakfast, and so on.
Her, ipads ALL THE TIME, not consistent with hygiene, cleaning up toys not a priority, constantly
buying toys, junk food for breakfast, and so on....she shares the same habits herself.
Me, I am organized, do my own laundry, clean my own dishes, etc.
Her, clothes and dirty underwear everywhere, sink full of dishes, clean laundry piles everywhere,
trash in bathroom full of bloody maxi pads, etc.
I have stopped helping her with her shit a long time ago and only focus on my things.
My boys constantly whine around her. They behave but do have fun around me when she is not
around.
She goes to bed with them EVERY night.
My sons are now showing signs of entitlement. Why should I clean, I don't want to clean the toilet, I
can't throw the trash because I can't walk 30 feet because my legs hurt but I can run around and throw
my toys around.
Just today, we went to Dave and Busters for my 8 year olds birthday. My parents were there as well.
His face was stuck to the ipad. I told him his grandparents are here to spend time with him and he
needs to put the ipad down and spend time with them. He was reluctant but he knew I meant
business. As soon as the wife came back from the bathroom, he whines and she gave it back to him. I
held firm and said no. My son was caught in the middle, but she eventually took the ipad away
because she knew how she looked with my parents there. She loves them. She squacked and made
comments, but I was solid here......not always the case....I am 50% on this.
All of this is part of a bigger picture but wanted some candid and serious medicine from all of you
please....so please lay it on me.....
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Wife being nice during separation?
22 upvotes | September 4, 2019 | by aita2899 | Link | Reddit Link
Guys, I’m slowly trying to unfuck myself. My wife and I are separated and living in the same house.
As some of you that have followed my posts know, I caught her cheating and called her out on it. She
swung branches and said ILYBINILWY. I had already started to follow a loose version of the map on
my own.
Since then I’ve read NMMNG,IFGWISN,MMSLP and a.m. half way through the rational male.
I’ve been trying to be a good dad and spends tons of time with the kids while I am living in the same
house with them, and the divorce splitting of assets and finances have been done on our own without
any fighting.
I’ve been going out doing my own thing and vaguely answering or changing the subject when she
recently started to care where I’m going or where I have been.
I’ve been flirting with her and doing things like a&a when she shit tests and flirting with her daily. I
have refused to text her unless it’s about logistics, otherwise I pick the phone up to talk to her about
whatever.
Her long distance boy friend is coming into town the weekend and she is going to spend it with him
obviously. She says she loves him yadda yadda. I just smile and change the subject. I don’t show her
ever that it bothers me now.
Some weird things and I’m trying to make sure my interpretation is correct. She is being extremely
nice and supportive. Texting me nice things saying good morning have a good day at work etc, she
even tried to kiss me when I was locking eyes with her while cooking. I moved and said I’m not that
easy anymore with a smile on my face and kept cooking.
Another thing that happened is she thinks I went on a date(which I did) and she kept asking me about
her and what she looked like. I kept deflecting and said dinner was nice, or I’ll say I don’t kiss and
tell with a smile on my face.
Is she being nice because I’m getting back to how I used to be and she is slowly getting attracted to
me again, or is she just being nice to cover up what is really going on with our relationship?
I’m in the same boat if she leaves or stays, so at this point I just keep reading, working out and
slaying it as a dad.
Update:hmm
This should be fun. Did I handle it wrong?
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She doesn’t arouse me anymore, so what now?
22 upvotes | October 18, 2019 | by rcbanks00 | Link | Reddit Link
Despite the significant improvement in our relationship since swallowing TRP, I have no desire to
fuck my wife of 14yrs. I can’t even get aroused from her even from her stimulating my dick. I’ll get
semi-hard enough to penetrate but after while I lose interest and end up finishing on my own. She’s
still kinda cute but the years of disappointment from rejection after initiating sex has taken a toll on
me. Since TRP, she will supply on demand but it’s not all that great either. It doesn’t help that I’ve
had women 10-20 years younger (HB8+) actually compliment and approach me. I’ll admit I stepped
out once with an insanely hot 25y/o (I’m 39) for wild sex but even then I still was able to fuck my
wife with no hesitation. Lately, I’ve lost interest despite her willingness and enthusiasm to please me.
What do I do?
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My (45m) wife (40f) suddenly wants to get a divorce after 16
years.
22 upvotes | November 20, 2019 | by My_Newest_Acc | Link | Reddit Link
Hi, first time poster here. A friend told me about “red pill” and told me to post here. Here goes
nothing.
My wife of 16 years wants a divorce all of the sudden and is refusing counseling. I am looking at the
browsing history on my WiFi devices and she is visiting lawyers websites and apartment websites.
She’s told me several times she wants to get a divorce and is starving me off all contact. No touching,
no kissing, barely any texting. And no sex, of course.
This all sprung up out of nowhere about 1 month ago. Throughout the years we would get into heated
arguments on the weekends when we would drink too much, and we are both prescribed adderal. So
the arguments would turn into verbal fights. Typically, it would be about sex. She has never wanted
to initiate sex, never has. It’s always been me to initiate but she has always seemed to enjoy it, I
believe?!
Anyways, she’s telling me there’s been too much damage over the years. I’ve admitted to her that
there has certainly been problems and we will stop drinking. I haven’t had a drink in 3 weeks and
don’t intend to. She is not budging and still refuses to go to counseling with me.
My heart aches incredibly, I have a child in the house with this woman. I do not want to see our
family get split apart in the span of a last-second decision from my wife. It’s been 16 years and she’s
had a complete change of heart in a matter of a month and, again, is searching for divorce attorneys
and new housing, and will not go to counseling.
I’ve tried everything. Please, what do I do from here?
Thank you.
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What was the best way to handle this?
22 upvotes | December 21, 2019 | by DeadGreek | Link | Reddit Link
I've been at this MRP stuff for a month. I've devoured nearly everything on the sidebar. I've read
WISNIFG twice, NMMNG, MMSLP, RM, MAP, Poon, and Pook. I'm working my way through the
RP sidebar and am audiobooking WOTSM. On day 1 I went to the gym and started Stronglifts 5x5
and haven't missed a workout yet. So Lift/Sidebar/[try to ]STFU. All this not to say "Oh I totally GET
IT" but just to give some perspective that I have done some work before putting this out there.
Married 21 yrs, 2 boys 16 and 10. This morning we had an encounter fairly typical of the shit that's
been going on for over a decade and I need some help deconstructing it. Wife and 10yo were going to
an event this morning and my son needed to get some gear together. My wife, who has been a little
more pleasant since I started this journey, came out and asked if I could help my son with an
unexpected problem he was having with his gear. They were trying to get out the door, she wasn't
fully ready herself. I don't find she's much for shit tests, but I did a quick shit test check anyways. The
information was new to me; she was occupied with things she couldn't drop; we were in a timesensitive situation. It's something I would have voluntarily done regardless of her asking. So, to my
mind not a shit test at all and just part of participating in a functioning household. I immediately went
in and starting helping him with his problem.
Here's where the classic pattern comes in. About 60 seconds after starting to work with him, with no
problems, my wife stops her own prep to come in and insert herself into the situation. She is very
controlling and believes that nobody can do anything as well as she can. This is her hallmark
personality trait in all circles of her life, whether work or volunteering or church or especially at
home. Now in the past, I'd have done one of two things. Either a) quietly endure the nonsense of 3
people working on a 2 person problem while she is now not readying herself; or b) show some
butthurt and disengage.
I ran through what I learned so far as best I could quickly. I felt that her inserting herself changed the
whole scenario and that there was now no need for me to be there. In a sense, it was a retroactive shit
test. I decided that neither of my usual responses was acceptable. It seemed doing "a", even though it
was basically STFU, was then failing a shit test. So I decided to extract myself like "b" but to do so as
neutrally and matter-of-factly as possible, and not demonstrate butthurt. So I said "I see you guys
have got this, then" with an upbeat, not snarky tone, and left the room to return to what I had been
doing. I was very careful to keep my behavior calm and avoid any impression of bitterness. And in
truth, I wasn't: I just put my mindset into "Is my son's need attended to? [Yes] And is this what I want
to be doing? [No]"
So that's question 1 - what was the right approach here? I'm willing to accept that I botched this - I
could use some outside perspective.
Part 2 is a few minutes later, she came out and read me the riot act for, in her eyes, getting all butthurt
and stomping off. She was just short of yelling and going on about "unacceptable" behavior, "this is
what cooperation is all about" and other very critical commentary, saying it was just "wrong". I
pulled out a little WISNIFG with "I don't understand. Can you explain how what I did was wrong?"
but after getting hit with "how can you not SEE what was wrong?" I just STFU. My mind was
burning to get into the old "Why do you have to take control of fucking everything?" but I didn't do
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it.
Now our house is very small and arranged so you can literally hear everything anyone says,
especially with raised voices. So a few minutes after that, I took her aside and said "regardless of our
positions on the events of a few minutes ago, DO NOT EVER criticize me or belittle me in front of
my children again." This belittling is something we have done to each other over the years. For my
part I have stamped that out the last few months and definitely since putting together my MAP. But
she doesn't know that and of course accused me of being a hypocrite while not acknowledging her
own fault. I reiterated my position, ended the conversation, and they left for their event.
So question 2 - Even though I can't see that it was wrong for me to make clear that her behavior was
wrong, is there anything wrong with the way I handled it?
Not looking for any validation here - I can handle the slings 'n' arrows.
EDIT: typos
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Deny sex for a year? what dread level? *Starfish
22 upvotes | January 26, 2020 | by SelfFramed | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Do you have a best friend?
22 upvotes | October 25, 2020 | by phil_stein | Link | Reddit Link
I don't remember the last time I had a best friend. Curious how many guys have one.
I have felt, for many years now, a low-grade depression. I do stuff I like to do, and generally live a
pretty health life, lift (I'm on/off on this), and am in control of most aspects of my life. The biggest
hole is meaningful male friendships. I have lots of buddies through golf and softball. I had joined a
men's group but was too psuedo-spriritual for me. I'm more financially successful than most of the
people I know and probably smarter, which makes connection a bit harder.
Background
I've been divorced for 6+ years now, and went through all the hideous, needy beta shit stretched out
over about 8 years prior to that. Divorce was a mercy kill and has been a massive upgrade to my life.
Since then I've dated a bunch of women, got my life together on paper - great house, great career,
make a ton of money, no debt, hobbies, buddies, good dad, kids like and respect me, etc. Currently
dating a women who works hard to keep me happy, I get abundant sex, she's smart, better looking
than I am, and generally adds value.
So this isn't about being alpha or holding frame. I think I'm just a little lonely and wondering if this is
just how it is.
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MRP: why did u get married and what are your biggest
lessons?
22 upvotes | June 19, 2020 | by Redpilltaken | Link | Reddit Link
Hi, I wonder why red pillers get married. Did you marry before discovering RP? Has your life
improved? Would you make the same decision?
I’d like to hear a contextual view. How old are you and your partner, are you in the east or west? Do
you have children? Are you concerned of infidelity?
What have been the big lessons in the experience? Any thing you wish you did differently or would
advise a younger self?
Thank you and hope we can all learn from each other.
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FR 8 months in, DGAF works.
22 upvotes | July 13, 2017 | by Schlippery_Schlong | Link | Reddit Link
Background. Long story short, Mrs. Schlong and I were having problems. Fighting a lot, Near DB
with weekly starfish sex. Was recommended NMMNG by, of all people, a female shrink. NMMNG
lead me to this subreddit which opened my eyes to why my wife didn't want to fuck me. In 5 years, I
had turned from the hawt Marine that she married to a lazy, smelly fat fuck. (Current military guys,
when you EAS you need to pay extra attention to your weight.) After I cried like a bitch, I started
lifting, read WISNIFG, MMSLP and most of the sidebar. Unfortunately, lifting aggravated an
existing neck injury which put me out of commission from February to May. Since that I've been
doing daily cardio and yoga three times a week. I'm down from 230 to 205 at 5'11". My goal is to get
down to 190. Started identifying shit tests, used STFU at first but I've become great with AM. Been
owning shit around the house, took charge of finances and have been hanging out with my bros more.
Mrs. Schlong has been responding to the changes very well. Enthusiastic sex almost nightly, cleans
more, cooks more and has become generally pleasant to be around. I would say that she acts better
than she did when we were first married.
Tonight was just a normal night that would have gone really shitty in the past. Wife and I got home
from work around the same time at 6, she had a stressful day at work and was very moody. A year
ago I would have encouraged her to vent about it, listened to a two hour rant about office politics and
not get laid. That was the old me, he's dead. The new me invited her to smoke a bowl with me, she
vented for a few minutes, I cracked some jokes then hopped in the shower and then took care of some
things around the house. Around 7, Mrs. Schlong came to me red in the face bitching that there was
poop outside of the litter box and that it was somehow my fault. In the past, I would have apologized,
cleaned it and begged for forgiveness. This time I simply through my hands up, gave a deadpan look
and said "You know what! You're right, I need to work on doing my business in the box." She started
scoffed, told me that I better clean up the mess and stormed off. I did some yoga and came to an
amazing moment. My wife was PISSED, what I said seemed to make her even more mad, but I
honestly didn't care.
Around 7:30, my wife approached me and apologized for her behavior. I accepted her apology,
hugged her and kissed her on the forehead then announced that I was going to go pick up some dinner
(cheat day!). I didn't tell her wear I was going, she asked me if I wanted to know what she wanted. I
told her that I had it handled. Despite her protests, I went out and got her a meal of my choice. She
loved it. When I came home, around 8:15 she was freshly showered and wearing a sexy outfit. We
smoked pot, ate shitty fast food burgers, and then had rough, enthusiastic sex.
TL:DR Wife was acting shitty, I chose not to get wrapped up in her emotions. She apologized,
changed her tune and almost broke my dick off.
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New or Newish to MRP? Frustrated? Here is a flowchart to
troubleshoot ...
22 upvotes | February 15, 2017 | by mrprider | Link | Reddit Link
I had a flowchart image but cannot get imgur to work, so here is a text flowchart ...
Edit: Imgur Link
start - I am unhappy in my marriage
#1
Do you have ALL aspects of your life on improvement trajectory ?
A) Career & Personal Finance
B) Leading Family, and being Fun
C) Physical fitness and Meditation
If your answer is No? Go to #7; else proceed down.
#2
Are you observing progress? With more focus on
weakest areas while milking the best areas as much as possible?
If your answer is No? Go to #7; else proceed down.
#3
Have you given at least 1 month per year of relationship
to improvement already?
Ex: 7 years of marriage => Min 7 months of continuous progress
on all fronts
If your answer is No? Go to #7; else proceed down.
#4
At the start of this relationship, were you the AF?
Or you started off as a BB provider?
If your answer is AF? Go to #7; else proceed down.
#5
This is the hardest relationship to turn around.
If you were to be single right now, could you get laid in next 24 hours,
with a woman of equal or higher SMV than your SO?
(Basically, Are you hot, attractive and fun to be around?)
If your answer is No, Go to #7; else proceed down.
#6
Quit and file for divorce
#7
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a. Lift
b. Read
c. Plan
d. Track
Now, I don't claim to know everything there is. But hopefully this helps someone.
Veteran MRP people like bogeyd and stone might remember me, and I owe them an update on my
situation. That will be a separate thread, soon. In short, I am at #5 and almost ready to smoothly hop
over to #6.
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1 year Field Report
22 upvotes | December 19, 2016 | by ofthehighdesert | Link | Reddit Link
After just celebrating my 16th wedding anniversary with my wife, it seemed like a good opportunity
to do field report.
The custom in my marriage has been to make a big deal out of any anniversary that is a multiple of
five. In keeping with that, last year, I booked a trip for me and my wife to go to England, where we
used to live, and has a lot of fond memories for us. My marriage was in trouble then. I certainly
wasn't an alpha and, truth be told, I kind of sucked as a beta as well and after several hard years with
trying to raise 6 kids, 3 of them high risk adoptees, my wife was pretty burned out. She was not
attracted to me, in fact I would say that her feelings about me were bordering on disgust.
I thought taking a really nice, romantic, trip might help fix things, but I was sadly mistaken. My wife
had recently been making the transition out of being a stay at home mom, to getting her masters
degree and re-entering the work force. She seemed to be enjoying the process and being happier, but I
could see that her happiness was largely based on not having to be around me. During the whole trip,
most of her happy and laughing moments were because a guy in her class was sending her funny
messages. She was completely disengaged from me the whole trip, but very engaged with her phone.
In the months leading up to the trip, she had been very careful to make sure any time that I was home,
she would be out doing something else. On the last day of the trip, I tried to talk to her about what her
plans for the future were, and she was hoping for a career where she could be out of town 70 percent
of the time. I finally lost my shit and told her I thought she was planning for a life without me.
The conversation did not go well and was a shitty cherry on top of a shitty trip. For the next month, I
was in a panic. I could see my marriage slipping away and being the hen pecked little faggot I was
having a break down about it. I tried on a number of other occasions that month to try and talk my
wife into wanting to work it out, but she did not want to. She was done with me, done with trying and
actually said, she would just rather be roommates than my wife. That was bottom for me.
I shared with a coworker and friend that my marriage was pretty close to being over and he listened
patiently and then introduced me to TRP. I didn't know much about it at the time, so I started with
reading "The Game" and "MMSLP" I started reading the family alpha and the rational male and
slowly lights began to turn on in my brain. I began to realize that my approach to being a good
husband was fundamentally flawed, that I had my wife up on a pussy pedestal, that I was horrible
unattractive. I had to be honest with myself, that I wasn't happy with her either, that I was tired of
feeling like a whipped dog and that I wanted more out of marriage than I was getting.
I eventually found this sub and began taking an inventory of what would need to change to be the
man that I wanted to be. I decided that if I did the work to be that man and my wife was still
disinterested, then I would leave her. I decided to immerse myself in as much writing and information
as I could to change my mindset into the kind of man I wanted to be.
I started by joining a crossfit gym. To date, I have lost 25 pounds overall and my doctor says I have
put on nearly 15 pounds of muscle. I still have more weight to loose. I am probably between 20 and
25 percent body fat now but I feel a lot better and a lot stronger. I started passing shit tests like a
champ. AA and AM became my constant friend. I became fun, flirty and easy going. I started getting
a life and having things that I do that don't involve her. I stopped talking to her about my feelings,
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ever.
Fast Forward to my 16th anniversary. I took her out on a date and made some interesting
observations. My wife wanted to go out with me, big improvement over last year. At one point I
mentioned that I had some more weight to lose, and she noted that I don't look fat, I look strong. She
puts her hands on my arms a lot and leans her head on them. She mentioned that I seem solid,
emotionally and unshakable. Sex is at least weekly, not where I want it yet, but better than once every
two months a year ago. She asks me what the plans and visions for the future are, comfortable letting
me lead the family.
Perhaps my favorite part of the evening was when she commented that being around me makes her
feel comfortable and light. I have worked hard to make my frame about being fun and calm. She
seems to have confirmed that she is in my frame and likes it there.
Still have a ways to go. Probably another 25 pounds to loose and some career milestones to reach and
a lot more fun sexual experiences to be had. But I am happy with the progress. Red Pill works, if you
give it time and put in the effort.
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Wife is going to happy hour with some guy friends
22 upvotes | December 10, 2018 | by TheBlueStare | Link | Reddit Link
My wife is going to a happy hour with a group of her ex-coworkers. They’re all guys. Over the last
several months all of them have either found new jobs or were laid off. They used to go out to lunch
together. And I didn’t care because they were coworkers. They had one happy hour after the layoffs
and I didn’t say anything because the layoffs just happened. But now it has been several months and
this isn’t networking or anything. It’s just her going to a happy hour with some guy friends.
We’ve been together over 15 years. I have never suspected cheating. But this just rubs me the wrong
way. I clearly need to raise my attractiveness. But am I being a beta pussy about this or do you think
this should be a boundary?
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We’re splitting up.
22 upvotes | October 17, 2018 | by InconspicuousWand | Link | Reddit Link
Since I been clean I been trying to clean up the shit storm I created that I woke up to.
The relationship had turned to shit. I had too much of a past. I had been cheating and didn’t see me
stopping. I opened up the idea to an open relationship. She didn’t say no but wasn’t what she wanted.
So I did the opposite of what I would have in the past. I would have manipulated her. Things
wouldn’t have got better and we would be in the same shit storm a month later.
I came home 2 days ago. I sat her down and told her it’s best to split. I couldn’t be faithful. She was
going one way with her life. I was going another. She was well established as I was picking up the
pieces of a fucked up dude and putting them back to together. I knew she would never leave. So it
was up to me to respect her enough to end this to let her and me both, move on. I’m in no place to be
a good captain at the moment. Esp with my past and everything she knows about me just makes it all
harder. It’s better to start fresh. For myself.
She moves out today. 5 years go poof. But I ain’t really that upset yet. Probably hasn’t really set in.
But then she messages me saying she wants to take the dog. My first thought was no fucking way.
It’s the only thing I love in this life. But then I had to stop being a selfish prick for once in my life
and realize. I work longer hours. I’m home a lot less I travel around more. I now will be paying more
in rent (dk how I’m going to swing this) and vet bills will set me back. And honestly she can give the
dog a better life. And everything can be gone thats I cherish tomorrow anyway. So I had to make a
choice. I let her take it.
So as I sit hear crying like a little bitch writing this over the loss of my dog. I can be happy that I can
start fresh and better myself so if I ever get a new girl or dog. This time I will be ready for the job. I
don’t really have much else to say, maybe just looking for some advice moving forward from this.
But I do want to thank you to all who have been helping me this far
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Recommending Japanese rope bondage
22 upvotes | September 4, 2018 | by monkey__harris | Link | Reddit Link
Started to take the pill about 6 weeks ago and though it keeps getting stuck on the way down my
retching beta throat I’ve started, started, to get somewhere.
I’m lifting, STFU-ing and reading, and though I still consistently fail shit and comfort tests, I’ve
started to at least realise what’s happening, even if I often realise too late. Frame improving, in that I
now have a tiny, really shitty frame, which is better than no frame at all.
Biggest improvements have been with sex. It was never a horrendous problem, but could certainly
have been better. 1-3 a week, on average. Since being more open and confident in my sexuality it’s
more or less daily.
Thought I’d try to give back to the community a bit with a recommendation: Japanese rope bondage
(also known as Shibari). I’ve Googled to see if it’s come up here before but can’t see anything.
Obviously if you’re not having any sex with your wife this is going to be a hard sell, but it’s worth
considering if you want to push things a bit further.
Here’s why it’s worked for me:
Submissive wife (AWALT) so being tied up already a turn-on for her.
Ropes are manly. Tying knots is manly.
While restrained she can allow things to happen and rationalise it as nothing to do with her.
Means that lots of things she’s not usually comfortable with (e.g. oral, anal) are fine when she
can’t easily move out the way.
Compared to other forms of BDSM, rope bondage is more aesthetic. Doesn’t seem cheap or
tawdry. Women seem to like it.
Allows an opportunity for the male to show competence if he knows his way around a couple
of ties (see below).
Allows for female hamstering and dread over quite how he knows this stuff…
Getting started:
You can buy ropes on Amazon. Just search for bondage rope and look for something well
reviewed. You’re going to need 2-3. Hemp recommended. The coloured ones start looking a bit
tatty pretty quickly.
This video is a great start. It’s easy, and looks good.
You can also do this rope bra, and (depending on the size of your wife) use the ends to do the
dragonfly tie shown in the previous video.
This crotch tie is very very easy. Suggest you include the optional knot near the clit for extra
stimulation. The ends can then be used to tie ankles to the bed.
Explore from there. E.g. this leg restraint.
Anyway - this has worked very well for me. Hope someone else out there can get some benefit.
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UPDATE: Crunch Time
22 upvotes | August 25, 2018 | by discard9090 | Link | Reddit Link
Original post: https://reddit.com/r/askMRP/comments/98jsip/crunch_time/
So my refusal to let my gf, her son and her cat move in with me, from day one, into my new house
has led to her deciding to end the relationship.
My apparent lack of "generosity" in this regard and my "fears and doubts" about having her move in
immediately with me was just too much of a "painful rejection" for her.
This is a woman who refused to visit in my old place for the last three months as it was too " shitty"
for her. But then all of a sudden wants to spend more time together as soon as I move to a shiny new
place.
She can no longer feel happy and open around me. She wants a bf who says yes not no, who is
"flexible and not rigid".
It is what it is I suppose. I don't feel great about this turn of events and am resisting the urge to just
give in and tell her to move in.
It's definitely highlighted my oneitis, verging on an addictive quality.
Time to come back to myself and keep focused on what I need to do.
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Field report of what I experienced last night. My eyes are
starting to open
22 upvotes | June 10, 2018 | by InconspicuousWand | Link | Reddit Link
Been together 6 years. I have been plugging away at the side bar like you guys have been telling me.
My main 3 focuses for this month we’re
get to the gym 4-5 days a week.
practice STFU
STOP operating in her (or anyone) else’s frame.
I have really been getting the hang of STFU. She’s trying extra hard to get me to react. Pull me into
her frame. Trying to pick fights. I’m not having it. I have either been ignoring her (esp if it’s through
text). Ignoring her. Changing the Subject. Or going and doing something else. The test have been
getting less and less.
An episode happened last night. We had people over for food and drinks. It was a great night. But at
the end of the night. We were all talking about going for a ride on my motorcycle. My buddies wife
(who always hits on me so she doesn’t like her to begin with) said she wanted to go on the bike. I tell
her let’s go (it was a joke we had all been drinking and I only have one helmet anyway)
She’s like let’s do it. My Wife says no you don’t have helmets and been drinking. We keep joking
about it for another minute. My wife goes outside. And I poked fun at her to my buddy and his wife. I
guess my wife heard and took offense to it. Came back in and tried to throw a fit. I tell her stop it.
She goes back outside and sends me like 5 text.
“I can’t believe my husband would talk shit about me” “So disrespectful” “If don’t want to accept me
and my morals. I’ll leave don’t act cool in front of your friends”
Stuff like this I honestly don’t even know what she was talking about Bc it wasn’t even like that. So I
just ignore it.
She comes back in and we all split ways Bc it was late. The shit continues. I keep saying to myself
“you will not enter her frame” she starts crying. Fake crying. I don’t even know. I just keep dodging
everything she’s saying. And treat her like a 4 year old mostly because she’s half in the bag and
acting like one.
I finally grab her and start making out with her. She stops crying. Next thing I know she starts
sucking my dick saying all crazy shit. Starts riding me. My mind has been blown. We always have
sex. She doesn’t deny me usually ever. But this was different. This was the slut I have been waiting
for.
I will continue reading. Continue working. I know this is just a little thing and I’m no where near
where I need to be but I’m starting to see it work. My wife is a control freak and wants to have a say
in everything. I will go buy a shower curtain and she will come home with a different one 2 days later
because she didn’t like it. Stuff like that.
I guess my question is be where to go from here? Am i on the right track?
I will continue working. And reading. My next step is to really hone in on my mission and how to get
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a business going.
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[FR] There's hope, gentlemen. If I can lead, you can lead.
22 upvotes | December 5, 2015 | by midwayshift | Link | Reddit Link
Gentlemen,
I'm late 40s, married 20+ years, career beta, a few months into this journey. You can check my post
history for the Own Your Shit themes, mostly. A few months in, I'm happier in my marriage than I've
ever been, and my wife is too. I'm leading for the first time, becoming the Oak.
If I can make this shift, you certainly can too.
In the last three months, I've read the sidebar, the top posts here and /r/marriedredpill, most of the
books both subs recommend, reread NMMNG and MMSLP in particular, radically changed my diet,
lost 18 lbs of fat, starting lifting heavy iron, gained 9 lbs lean muscle, noticeable to her and to others.
I'm confident, not arrogant. I'm learning what it means to be the Oak.
For the first time in my life I've started dressing well, have been Kino'ing my wife, playing IDGAF
and wasting shit tests that used to derail me, playing rough and alpha in bed, demanding specific
panties or outfits or positions or scenarios (sometimes because I want, sometimes just because I want
her to know I'm the Alpha), making decisions without her approval, leading. Learning to be the Oak,
and not flipping out when a new test comes. One night, in heavy sex, after I was very much the
dominant one, I demanded that she tell me why I was doing what I was doing, and kept eye contact.
She said I did it because she loves it when I dominate her. Nothing too hardcore, but our roles are
working well for both of us.
I'm bouncing from Dread 5 through to 8, where 6/7/8 are really just about me being confident and
recognizing that I'm worthwhile, and I can be Awesome and not manipulative or needy or afraid, all
of which I was before, and am surprised that it's not an insurmountable challenge to be strong.
Meanwhile, wife - with whom I've always felt a power struggle, who has been controlling and at
times just mean - is thrilled with "the new me". She keeps asking why I've changed, telling her
friends she's not sure what started it, that she used to think I was having an affair but I'm so into her
she feels confident enough. When she asks me, I just say I'm being the guy I want to be. At first that
freaked her out; now she finds it mysterious and invigorating.
A couple days ago I was flirting with my wife via text, and she responded with a shortish wall that I
think represents what we're up to here.
I was doing some mild role play flirting, telling wife that I'd be home late because I was gonna be
with a MILF I know (her). She said this:
This milf is feeling radically inadequate for you-seriously. Between my moods, constantly
being tired and extra weight I have been feeling incredibly lacking for the new you. BUT
you look SO hot and your new expressions of love for me have been overwhelming . You
have become this fantasy man emotionally physically and spiritually that any woman
dreams about. I just feel like I xan't keep up with it.
What did I text in response? Nothing. Radio silence. Did she shit test me after? Nope. We had a nice
evening together - dinner, kids, then intimacy. But let me read between the lines a bit so you can see
what's changing for us.
This milf is feeling radically inadequate for you-seriously. Between my moods, constantly
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being tired and extra weight I have been feeling incredibly lacking for the new you.
She's a work-from-home (professional career, home office) mom of 2. Understandably tired. She
does a lot around the house, especially in last few months. I've had more dinners ready for me, dishes
done, laundry up to date, than in years. I didn't ask for it or demand it. It just started happening when
I started to lead. Because I'm leading, she's got somewhere to go. She senses the vacuum and knows
she's invited along, and that I'm going and not staying put. I initiate sex most every night, and she's
asked that we have a "closing time" so she can get some sleep. That often means no long, delicate
foreplay. Which is great by me.
She's always had weight problems even as a kid, and is a gym goer, but food is hard to tame. But
she's seen my diet and is intrigued; while jumping in with both feet is scary to her, she's tiptoeing,
and making good progress. I haven't demanded it. She sees me changing and doesn't' want to be left
behind. I doubt she'll be able to have the willpower to get to where I'll get (I'll be at 15% bf by end of
the year, and want to settle at 12% and then re-evaluate), but she'll improve, lose weight, and gain
self control and self confidence. That will be great for both of us.
BUT you look SO hot
I've moved form "puffy/pudgy" to 17% body fat, and noticeable growth in all muscles, but still a
belly, not cut, not shredded. But she's really impressed. Runs her hands over my body. Tells her
friends I'm muscular. Overshares, really, but if she's happy with how I look, and horny from how I
look, good.
I'm also dressing nicely. I'm wearing nice, cool, slightly hip stuff, thrifting, good shoes, but look my
age. I'm not a metrosexual or skinny jeans dude, but I'm no longer wearing Costco Relaxed Fit shit
and baggy button downs.
I've recently gotten measured for fitted shirts, neck and arms only, just as a transition. I'm sorta a
large-tall guy now, but broader shoulders than that fit, and longer arms than a regular large, but don't
want to swim in XLs anymore. I took her with me, asked her opinion on a couple shirts and ties,
bought the ones I liked anyway.
Tonight she remarked, mostly teasing, that I needed to stop buying clothes for me and buy clothes for
me. I won't (though I'll buy lingerie).
and your new expressions of love for me have been overwhelming .
By which she means 'kino', ten second kisses, caveman, DEVI. All of which has resulted in radically
increased pleasure for her, as well as me no longer being a three pump chump.
You have become this fantasy man emotionally physically and spiritually that any woman
dreams about.
Our marriage has always been a struggle, from the beginning. Three times I didn't think we'd make it,
and probably hoped we wouldn't, but I wasn't going to eject.
I know that we're not in magical shangri-la land now, and that we'll hit land mines and road bumps.
But we've had some pretty bad situations arise in the last month, including this week, and we're more
stable than ever, even when tired and stressed. I'm becoming the Oak; she's enjoying being led.
I just feel like I xan't keep up with it.
Oh, and that last line? The hamster is a powerful thing, even when he's just jogging on the wheel. I
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didn't demand it, but I'm leading it.
TL;DR Work the program. Take your time. Do the stuff. Read, lift. LEAD. Become the Oak. If it can
work for me, you owe it to yourself to try.
[edit: moved a paragraph for clarity]
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Coming from /r/deadbedrooms? Read This.
22 upvotes | August 17, 2015 | by FearDearg2015 | Link | Reddit Link
Firstly, welcome. Your deadbedrooms days are close to an end.
Secondly, if you haven't already gotten the message before you came here, you are the cause of your
deadbedroom. Your current girlfriend/LTR/wife most likely shares that dead bedroom with you, but
your bedroom is not dead because of them, or anything they do or don't do.
Your bedroom is dead because you are not bringing it to life. Your bedroom is dead because you are
too lazy to bring it to life, or you don't know how. MRP can show you the way to fix yourself, and fix
your dead bedroom. MRP cannot guarantee that your current girlfriend/LTR/wife will be the one
sharing the fixed bedroom with you. Even you cannot guarantee that.
The MRP message is that your new life, which starts right now, is all about achieving your maximum
potential as a man. You will learn a lot about yourself in the process, and you will kick yourself a
little bit for the mistakes of your past.
Remember, the past is past, and the future is now. Hit up some books from the sidebar, clean up your
diet, clean up your health and fitness. Become the man that looks at himself in the mirror and
KNOWS that the world does not owe him anything, and that if he wants something, he takes it for
himself instead of waiting for the world to give it to him
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Dread Level 3: Build an interesting life & Why it's important
for an LTR
22 upvotes | March 13, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
It's safe to assume that most or all of us in the MRP (askMRP) sub reddit are in LTRs, ranging from
new blue pill bitches that have just began to uncover red pill truth to seasoned red pill husbands that
have solid LTRs and families.

I see a lot of posts on here from newly unplugged guys and nearly unplugged guys talking about their
LTRs and looking for ways to improve their relationships (been there myself). That’s fine if you want
to improve your relationship and I get it, BUT you will discover that the red pill addresses your issues
and fixes YOU first, then you can bring a healthier, better version of yourself into your relationship.
Many men discover that their current LTRs come on board and their relationships get better. She
begins to respect you, she seeks YOUR approval and permission, and the she opens her legs with
genuine desire and not under obligation. However, sometimes there are many guys that are so far
down the blue bill road for so long that their LTRs have checked out or cheated. Doesn’t matter…
you win either way. If she leaves or cheats, next her ass and use your new red pill Jedi arts and skills
to create a new and fun relationship with a new submissive, sexual, and deserving woman (my
advice... NEVER forgive a cheating woman, but some opinions on here may vary, but I doubt it
many will!) Relationships are women’s work and purpose. All you have to do is be a cool red pill,
best version of you, and your current LTR (or new one) will work to build and develop the
relationship with you (assuming that’s what you want and you allow it.) Personally, I like being in an
LTR and it’s what I want for me. I have fun with my wife and I get a lot of value out of her and my
family. My wife works to please me and at our relationship because I bring value to her life. I credit
these results, and many other positive results in my life not related to my marriage to my discovery of
the red pill. I just wish I would have found this back when I was 21 (I’m 41 now).

Now assuming that you are far enough down the red pill path to understand the nature of women and
cruise through their shit tests, have your shit down and under control financially, emotionally, and
physically (Dread levels 1 and 2), it’s time to move to dread level 3. This goes too for any single guys
not in an LTR. If you are doing the same things married guys are doing in dread levels 1 and 2,
women WILL begin to notice you. They’ll be all over you doing the things in the next few dread
levels so pay attention (LTR guys and single guys looking for an LTR).

Dread level 3 (build an interesting and fulfilling life independent of your wife, but do it for
YOU)
Imagine two charged (polarized) metal plates a short distance apart. A magnetic or electrical energy
field forms between those plates, and they exchange electrons and energy. They pull on or attract one
another, and both feel the energy field between them connecting them. Now, if you move the plates
closer together, the energy field goes into flux and chaos and begins to dissipate. If they get too close
or even touch, the field disappears and the polarity goes away. On the flip side, if they begin to move
too far apart, the field weakens and dissipates and the attraction is lost.
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Your relationship IS that energy field between the plates. If you don’t have a life outside of your wife
and become too integrated with her (i.e. get your plate (not a pun on spinning plates!) too close to
hers), she WILL lose attraction for you. There is no air of mystery about you. Women absolutely
need an air of mystery about their man, whether he is new to her, or she’s been with him for 20 years.
It is the drive that makes her hamster run, especially if she views you as a high value man to begin
with. That is the embodiment of dread level 3…. Just enough distance (autonomy and differentiation)
to keep her imagination running, but close enough not to send her into complete panic mode and ruin
the trust. Stay just far enough away to create a polarized space and let the relationship (the electrical
energy field) exist. Trust me, it will come into existence if you just let it naturally form through this
process of differentiation.

For example, have a cool hobby that you can do, that you love and that is productive. Sorry guys,
playing video games, spending time with your kids, or working are NOT hobbies. You may enjoy
those things, but they are NOT hobbies. Personally, I play poker on a serious and competitive level, I
play golf, I bowl in a league, I play softball, and I fly small engine aircraft. These are my things. If
my wife wanted to tag along on occasion and fly with me, or wanted to come watch a softball game,
that’s cool, but I do these for me and I’d do them all even if she left me or died tomorrow.

In conclusion, if you're well into dread level 2 and have your physical, emotional, and financial shit
together, and you’re ready to move to dread level 3, that’s great. Identify two or three things you love
that you used to do or always wanted to do and start a plan to bring those back into your life. Your
LTR will take notice and may give you shit… that’s good… that means she notices and is just testing
to see if you are where she perceives you to be. Pass the shit test and carry on. Don’t go fucking
Rambo and run out and spend 20 hours a week doing a hobby if you are doing nothing now, most
likely she’ll try and draw you into an argument and you’ll do something fucking dumb like DEER
about it, or worse, tell her what you’re doing in some way or another. Ease into it and have fun.
Communicate to her through ACTION that you are a busy man and want to live the only life you
have to the fullest. If you want her in your life and you’re doing it right, her response to you and her
behavior toward you will tell all. She bid for your approval and attention. She’ll be sexual and fun.
Women want a fun and interesting man. If you are that, she (or another woman) will take notice.
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Pre-sex shit tests
22 upvotes | April 27, 2019 | by arm_candy | Link | Reddit Link
I'd like to ask for a bit of advice on handling some pre-sex shit tests. This basic scenario has played
out a number of times, ending with me walking away at least two or three times.
Tonight my wife was in shit test mode. She started with a compliance test to open a delivery for her. I
did the "oh no your legs don't work!" thing, physically moved further away from the box, and
eventually just said no repeatedly and kept a smile on my face. Legitimately wasn't annoyed. This is
only here for the shit-test context.
Eventually she changed the subject to sex and told me to get towels (for after). Grabbing hand towels
is something I usually do, so didn't fight the compliance test and just grabbed the towels. When we
started kissing she decided to create some tedious bedroom drama. She playfully hit/pinched me and
then got pissy when I return the favor to her ass. I grabbed her ass and kissed her to shut her up about
it, but in the process I leaned on the sleeve of her shirt, pinning her shoulder to the bed. She pulled it
away and launched into a bitch session about me leaning on it, said that she's told me in the past that
it bothers her and I always do it and it's intentional.
Now what the fuck am I supposed to do here? Serious question. She's sabotaging the tiny bit of
sexual energy in the room by taking a break to lecture me. Ignoring her rant completely seems
implicitly to say that I'll accept this behavior. Part of me wants to tell her to fuck off and walk away.
Part of me wants to tell her to shut the fuck up and kiss her (but I'm not really aroused anymore
anyway). Part of me wants to DEER and respond to her accusation.
Instead I purposely leaned on her sleeve again. I believe it came off playful, but maybe it came off
more "fuck you" in the moment. She pulled her shoulder away again, I gave her a smirk, and she
bitched some more. I told her to take off her shirt and it wouldn't happen again. Her response was that
she's told me about things like this before, and I intentionally do things that I know piss her off (I
guess not entirely false based on my last action) and that she doesn't like it when I do things after she
tells me she doesn't like them. What I hear: "I don't like to be playful (with you) and if I'm going to
put up with sex (with you), then you could at least walk on eggshells during the act."
At this point all the blood had left my dick and I was actively disinterested in sex. So I told her this
wasn't doing anything for me and looked at her. She said something that amounted to "whatever", so I
put my pants on while telling her that I don't know why she pushes like this before sex and that it
completely ruins it. Then I said I was going to go read elsewhere.
Obviously, I have a lot to work on. Firstly, more STFU. I took a weak exit and made it weaker by
whining about her ruining it. By the time it got to "this isn't doing anything for me", I should have
already been putting on my pants, said only that and left.
What else should I be doing for shit tests like "oh my God you leaned on my sleeve?" I could go AA
and ask if it's fatal. I could ignore it completely and pretend she never said anything. I could nuke it
and walk away immediately. Of those only AA seems reasonable but I think would yield the same
escalating shit test I got tonight.
Obviously I should get more attractive and this will happen less, but while I work on that are there
any other suggestions? I'm interested in both "alpha sprinkles" that would help in this narrow
situation, because it's happened multiple times, as well as more general, "this is happening because
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you're fucking up broader issue X".
(And yes, after I read I also went and lifted. Accessory lifts because I already did my scheduled lifts
today.)
edit: Holy shit wall of text. Cut down some, but still a lot.
And since this is my first post in AskMRP, cut the shit:
36, 150lb, 5'7", 15ish % bodyfat (Navy method), Wendler Training maxes: OHP 75, BP 125,
SQ: 225, DL: 235
Books:
NMMNG: Don't hold people to your covert contracts. Also holy shit a lot of guys are
way worse off than me.
MMSLP: Being attractive is the biggest factor in marital bedroom happiness.
WISNIFG: Assert your actual desires. You can get your way most of the time by simply
being willing to state what you expect, repeatedly.
Rational Male: This was the first one I read and it's been a while, but... Relationships are
not altruistic and love isn't unconditional.
MAP: Rehash of MMSLP MAP but refocused to present it for a less desperate-husband
audience. Didn't get much out of this.
Pook: Have fun with it.
Way of the superior man: Haven't finished, but... Create duality in your relationships.
How to win friends...: A decade ago, but... No one generally cares about you. They care
about themselves. Show genuine interest in them and they'll suddenly be interested in
you.
Day Bang: Haven't finished, but... Open in the daytime in a gentle, non-sexual manner.
Elderly opener.
The Ironwood Collection of Alpha moves: Lead your family to win in the bedroom.
Sex God Method: Being a sexual god will make women fall in love with you. Do that
with DEVI to be a sexual master.
Models: It's far better to force a potential partner into the interested or disinterested
bucket than leave her undecided.
Subtle art: You actually will give a fuck about something, so pick well.
Testosterone: Haven't checked. Will do next time I've got a GP checkup appointment.
Initiations/rejections: probably between 2:1 and 3:1.
Number of women besides your wife you could call right now to chill this weekend: 0
Last girl you flirted with who isn't your wife: Last was a random cashier; don't recall name but
also don't flirt enough in general
How many days over the past 15 you have actively gamed your wife: ~10
Two things you do that make you a good catch: Good cook. Pretty funny.
What you would do today if you did not have a wife/kids to go home to: Right now, sleep.
Tomorrow, call up friends to hang out, probably.
Write down what Dread Level you are on: Working on 3
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How many more months you have to go until you are an attractive man with options: 6-12
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Rewarding bad behavior vs being the oak?
22 upvotes | January 24, 2022 | by unwillingone1 | Link | Reddit Link
Read NMMNG x2, re reading WISNIFG. Rational male. MMSLP. MAP. And tons of post on here.
Working out 5-6 days a week. Been lifting for years even before RP. Fitness is my strongest point.
Sex is frequent.
Anyway been STFU because I talk too Much and Every time I open my mouth I get into huge logical
vs emotional arguments.
I still find my wife pressuring me into a corner looking for responses when I STFU. And my mind
goes to all the shit I’ve been reading. I panic and I either say something fucking stupid. Or sit there
like an autistic. I have a lot of work to do. The most pathetic part is I been reading this stuff for way
longer than I’d like to admit. And still don’t know how to respond.
We have kids. The relationship has become boring as fuck. Im trying to be more fun because I am
climbing my way out of the anger phase. Where every move my wife does pisses me off.
I started by planning a day out for us today because we never do anything anymore since the kid was
Born (18 months and a 9 year old) my fault. Also on the way we were going to drop one of our cars
off to get worked on. This is the only day we could do it. Earlier in the day she gets a phone call. It’s
her work saying she has to come into work that they are swamped. I hear her go “alright I’ll be right
in”
There was no discussion with me. There was no “sorry about our plans but I need to do this”. She
jumped up. Got ready. Said I love you and left. She’s the manager. So she could have probably got
someone to come in if she wanted but maybe not. That’s not my industry.
Not to mention. If I had to work for an hour late even on a day We didn’t have anything planned it
would of been this huge deal. I’m noticing the covert contract here but it’s still annoying.
I STFU though and tried to think before I reacted.
One side of me thought this is bad behavior. She should have at least brought it up, and had respect
for our plans before running off.
Another part of me said. Is this really disrespectful or am I making a big deal out of nothing? It’s not
like working last minute is something really fun for anyone.
Another side of me thought. Shit happens. Whatever just let it go and do something better for
yourself. And remove my attention when she comes back.
And then the last side of me thought. Maybe I should be the oak. When she gets home. I should have
something fun for us to do here and roll with the punches.
But then my mind said. We’ll you’re rewarding bad behavior then aren’t you, no respect for my time
or what I had planned to even run it by me, not to Mention now the car isn’t going to get dropped off?
But shit happens doesn’t it? How would you want to be treated in that situation? But that’s a covert
contract. I want to be respected and this doesn’t feel respectful. Set a boundary. But maybe I am
being ridiculous for getting upset over this? What am I supposed to let slide? I am so fucking lost in
my head, and have these battles constantly when it comes to the readings. I am all over the fucking
place. I read and read and read but have the hardest time internalizing it to fit my situation.
I have high SMV (fitness. Looks. Game. Dress. Hobbies. Friends. Etc) but I have nice guy behaviors
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out the ass. So there’s this constant conflict. With situations where idk if I should be STFU. Fogging.
AA. Or giving comfort. Leading the team by example or stop rewarding bad behavior.
Am I cleaning this messy house up because I’m a man who doesn’t live in slop. Or am I enabling bad
behavior of people leaving their shit out?
Am I throwing trash my wife left out in the garbage because I am leading by example of how we help
each other out and work as a team to sail this ship. Or am I putting all the trash she leaves in one big
pile to show her she’s not playing her part. And I’m not going to be her maid?
This is where I get confused
Has anyone been here. Any advice for moving past this?
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Wife requesting I be more dominant
21 upvotes | November 12, 2021 | by GoDaiKudasai | Link | Reddit Link
When I first got together with my wife he told me she was generally submissive and wanted me to
take the lead in our relationship. We dabbled in some bdsm stuff for fun in the bedroom and she
seemed to appreciate my confidence and the role I took around others, but once we started living
together, things went pretty vanilla and it felt like she pushed away and respected me less overall.
After some medical stuff, we went through a year and a half long dry spell.
When we started back up having sex again I would typically initiate with massages and the like but
after a few times, she approached me and said she really wanted to start up with the power play stuff
again as it's the one thing that reliably gets her in the mood. She also mentioned she wants more of
that sort of thing in our every day lives as well that isn't just about sex but I honestly don't know what
to do with that and it seems to bum her out. She doesn't want to just tell me things as ideas either
because she says doing so ruins the effect.
We experimented with some throat fucking, light spanking, slapping, dirty talk etc in bed but I feel
like whatever I do, it isn't quite enough for her and while our sex life is currently better than ever, I
can tell it has just ignited her desire for more while I feel like I am already entering questionable
territory.
When I do manage to bring out her submissive side (though lord knows I have no idea most of the
time what actually triggers it), her entire disposition shifts and not only is she very open and fun in
bed, but almost immediately she starts taking better care of herself, doing more around the house, and
being more openly flirty.
When she slips out of it however, she is moody, uninterested, and snippy to the point of pretty much
making me feel like she wants nothing to do with me at times. Sometimes it seems like she is being
deliberately bratty/bitchy just to get a rise out of me but because of our dry spell and how our
relationship changed during it, the idea of reacting dominantly puts me on edge and I feel like I
always back down and then she either just gets irritated and distances herself from me or lately, on
occasion, she basically tells me to dominate her which seems counterintuitive.
I know she wants me to lead, and after googling 'shit-test' because she apologized for shit testing me
earlier one night after we had sex and then refused to elaborate, I eventually found myself here. Now
I feel like she might just be leading me by the nose to this stuff and I am conflicted about what that
actually means.
I love this woman but it goes against everything I feel like I know about relationships to treat her the
way it seems like she wants. I always considered myself very confident but I feel like I am playing
with fire here.
Any advice? Any ideas on adding a power dynamic into the everyday that won't make me feel like an
abuser? Should I see any of her behavior here as a red flag?
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FR: She tried to bring the starfish back
21 upvotes | July 6, 2019 | by ChokingDownRP | Link | Reddit Link
I've been at it since January 2018. I'm as happy as I've ever been with my life, my marriage, my
family. I never expected following MRP to turn things around the way it has. My wife has submitted
to me by most any measure (besides anal). She initiates regularly and I haven't gotten a hard no in
probably 6 months. Having sex about 3 times/week. The starfish is long dead...or so I thought...
Once, the night before I was leaving for a business trip, I turned her down when she offered the
starfish. I just told her that I don't have sex with women who don't want to have sex with me. The
thought of sending me off fully loaded must've sent her hamster into overdrive, because when I got
home there was a different woman inside my wife's body. That was the last time she offered anything
less than enthusiastic sex.
This week, my parents were visiting. Having free babysitting one night, wife and I went out - we had
fun - live music, walked and laid on the beach, had drinks and really enjoyed each other's company.
We were all over each other like we were kids. Once home, we made our way to bed, where I
initiated. She stopped at one point and said "I don't feel comfortable fucking with your parents across
the hall." Figuring it was basic ASD or LMR that I typically just swat away, I just carried on and said
nothing. I started fingering her, she seemed in to it until she jumped out of bed like she was angry,
went to the bathroom, came back with her pants off and said "alright, if you have to I'll let you, but
make it fast and be quiet." Aka, she offered the starfish.
Drunk and completely caught off guard by this, I froze like a noob, before saying "I don't want you to
do anything you don't want to do, but I'm not concerned at all with the possibility of anyone hearing
something in my house." She said "you know that I want it, I just can't enjoy it with them here." I
knew it was over the minute I engaged in this discussion. I lost the game, and didn't want to continue
playing. My dick went soft and since there's no point engaging, I decided to cut my losses and get
some sleep. I just kissed her on the head, told her I love her and went to sleep.
I reset the next day, at one point, I pressed against her from behind while she was doing laundry,
grabbed her neck and kissed her. Smacked her ass & started to walk away and she said "mmmm, I
may have to rethink my no sex with visitors in the house rule" I just laughed and carried on with what
I was doing. That night, she initiated, nice bj, great sex. She had zero reservations about our house
guests and made no effort to keep quiet
Two reasons for my post: 1. Reminder to everyone getting results - stay sharp, I thought the starfish
was dead, so I wasn't ready when it reared its ugly head again. This was a good reminder of why my
foot needs to stay on the gas.
1. Any advice on what I could've done differently? She obviously didn't have a real concern about
our guests. It wasn't a hard no, but offering me starfish is the same as a no in my book - I won't
accept it. I know some would recommend accepting the starfish, then caveman her, but I want
nothing to do with a woman that doesn't very clearly want to fuck me.
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A post for Newbie's Hope
21 upvotes | July 28, 2019 | by IncitingDramah | Link | Reddit Link
I've seen posts varying across a variety of complaints. Most of these newbie posts have yet to do any
work or even read the required reading. This post is to help you new comers understand and possibly
VALUE why the general response given in the sub is STFU, Lift, and Read the sidebar.

STFU
Stfu is advice given because you can't keep your mouth shut. You open your mouth, and you reveal
how much of an unattractive faggot you truly are. STFU is an absolute basic defense against your
beta feelz escaping into reality, thus cock blocking yourself. This absolutely helps you pass basic shit
tests, if you aren't passing shit tests you aren't getting laid.

What STFU applies to
Don't talk to your wife about your feelings
Don't talk to your wife about the frequency of sex
Don't talk to your wife ABOUT THE RED PILL
Don't complain to your wife
Don't talk to your wife about self doubt
Don't ask your wife for permission

Why this matters?
As a man, you DO things. Acta non verba
Women talk, men do!
"But Dramah, what about a man's word being his bond?!"
Well, this applies to dealing and addressing other men. This DOES NOT APPLY to women.
Women do not play by the same rules, so you should disregard words in the context of women. STFU
is also your basic defense against shit tests, because if don't open your fucking mouth you puke your
faggot feelings all over your wife. WHAT STFU DOESN'T MEAN is that you stone wall your wife
because you're too autistic to speak. Don't become a mute because you're stupid.

What Lift applies to
Lift heavy weight to make yourself look attractive
Lift heavy weight so you're not a weak faggot
Lift heavy weight because it combats depression
Lift heavy weight because it combats your feminine tendencies
Lift heavy weights because it builds discipline
Lift heavy weights so you build confidence in yourself
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Lift heavy weights so you look good naked
Lift heavy weights so you visually appear more masculine

Why this matters?
You as a man, should be healthy. You want a healthy wife? You want her to work out, lose the baby
weight from her kid she had 6 years ago? Want her to get rid of her bingo arms? YOU need to lead
that, if you become attractive physically and make it apparent this isn't a phase but a permanent
discipline she will follow. The vast majority of people do not enjoy working out, this isn't something
that's fun like shooting guns or playing your favorite video game. However, the Pros completely
outweigh the Con of effort. This also gives you a leg up on 80% of men, because a majority of
today's men are weak pathetic faggots who drink their soy milk, wear skinny jeans and share their
feelings with any women who listens.

"But Dramah! Lift is hard!!!!!"
Then you're a bitch and there's absolutely no hope for you. Go be a faggot and complain somewhere
else.

Read the Sidebar
This is gold! This is your toolbox! This is your philosophy! I can't stress this enough! This is where
change happens when you apply it to your life! The community has painstakingly put together some
of the most profound, easy to read content for you.
Every question you could possibly have regarding TRP/MRP is answered from the general
perspective in the sidebar

Why this matters?
This matters because change starts from within. You internalize the material, this helps you actualize
the man you should be striving to be.

"But Dramah, the world should accept me for who I am!"
No. Fundamentally... NO. You as a man are only as attractive as the value you bring to the table.
Grow up and realize you're not valued because you exist. That is a woman, only they are valued
because they exist.

So before you post ask yourself the basic question. Can my problem be solved by STFU, Lifting, or
reading the sidebar? Most likely.
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Why am I the one feeling so much dread?
21 upvotes | September 26, 2019 | by RJP4420 | Link | Reddit Link
I am 35yrs old 5'10" 165lbs Married 6 years with 2 children (Girls 7 & 4)
I have a good job and make good money.
I have been working out for about a year and a half added 20lbs of mass since I started.
Just Started 5/3/1 program: Bench 230lbs, Squat 365lbs, OHP 160lbs, Deadlift 215lbs,
This may not belong on here but here goes.
I have always thought of myself as doing much more in our relationship than most husbands I know.
I have always tried to step up in the relationship by doing whatever needed to be done dishes, making
dinner almost every night, cleaning, laundry as well as all things outside and in the garage. I've
always looked at our marriage as we are a team and we need to help each other out when needed
because we have kids and one person shouldn't bare all the burden of raising them and managing the
household. We always had sex at least once a week throughout our marriage. It may not have always
been the most intimate (likely my fault) but I would say it was never starfish and she was always
pretty into out.
I discovered TRP about 3 months ago. I started to very cautiously and slowly implement some of the
ideas to try to build some frame. I started to flirt with her a lot more, she was very receptive and I
discovered just how powerful touching her can be (not just sexually). We started to get along a lot
more and I feel like she is totally into me (feels awesome by the way). We were fighting much less
and I didn't feel like I didn't like her and vise versa.
I have a business trip to New Orleans at the end of July and she tags along(leave the kids at the in
laws). We have a great time and have fun every night. My wife (a solid 8 with a very friendly
personality) is really looking good and we go to several events with a lot of dorks so it always seems
like there are a lot of eyes on her. The first night walking around Bourbon street I see some
recognizable faces walking around who are always at these events but have never talked to them
before. We hang out and go to a few bars, they are buying a lot of drinks and we are all buzzed. There
is a nice guy we meet that is hanging out with the group. (He kinda looks like a better version of me
but bigger, more tan and a southern draw) My wife who usually can talk to everyone and hold a
conversation has some conversation with him (he is with his wife) nothing seemed out of the ordinary
for her mannerisms. We end up hanging out with this group almost every night drinking, bar hopping,
and having a good time. Everyone is dancing, drunk and having a good time my wife and I are all
over each other like we used to be when we were first dating and going to bars every weekend. I step
out at one point to have a cigar and was gone maybe 10 minutes and then step back in the club and
she was dancing with the guy. I say her name like what the hell she stops immediately and is
concerned. She is apologetic but ultimately believes it was innocent which it probably was because
everyone was really drunk. I tell her in the morning I overreacted and that I didn't really care that she
was dancing with him. All day I can't get that image of her dancing with him out of my head. I felt
like I had lost all progress made and was immediately shifted back into her frame but even worse off
than before. We finish out the rest of the trip and I am totally suspicious of that guy the whole time.
We get home and I am still feeling all this anxiety about what happened (mind you I have never
thought my wife would cheat on me and I still don't think she ever would) and am very suspicious
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still. We both end up being friends on facebook with him during the trip because he was nice and
cool (also lives thousands of miles away). I end up telling her that what happened is still bothering
me (I know bitch beta faggot move). She kinda thinks I am crazy and can't believe I am still bothered
she tells me how much she loves me and would never even think of cheating. I tell her I will never
bring it up again and haven't since. We start to go back into what seems like our old ways of fighting
and not liking each other for about a week until I try to start to regain composure and get beck to
where we were. I remain suspicious and monitor activity which I have never done. I notice he likes
every single thing she posts it seems like and she likes a lot of his stuff. (This is where some of you
may think I am crazy) I check her search history on google I notice two things. One is a search about
how to know when you should get a divorce (from the week we were fighting) and the other is how
to communicate secretly on messenger. I check her facebook searches and she has searched him
about 5 times to date since the trip. As you would suspect this drives my anxiety up and starts to drive
me crazy. I continue to monitor never mentioning a thing and try to play stupid dad while still trying
to regain some frame.
About 2 weeks ago she makes a post about not being able to sleep really well and he's the first to
comment and says "I have some suggestions DM me for details". To me this is fucking stupid why
can't you just tell everyone what ideas you have. I check her messenger and his name doesn't show up
in recent but I search only to find out she has hidden the conversation. Which was totally innocent
something like: her "Hey what are your suggestions" him "Try to eat right blah blah blah" mentions
he is a certified nutritionist and if she ever wanted to get setup with a program he would do it for free.
Her "Oh thanks that is so nice maybe if my current diet doesn't work out I'll take you up on that" and
that was the end of it. Nothing more has been said since then but it starts to drive me crazy that she
hid this. (She probably only did this because I was acting like a jealous faggot before). I continue
monitoring and notice about a week ago she completely erased her google history which I don't think
she has ever done before. This is really the only things that I can find because the thing I worried
about the most was the secret messenger and the screen time for her messenger app is minimal. There
is no other proof that anything else at all is going on with her.
The past 3 weeks have been going awesome no fighting and usually great sex every other day. We
are always flirting and touching each other whenever one walks by. I find myself always wanting to
be with her and around her. I truly feel like she really does love me a lot more. I continue to Lift,
study TRP and actually discovered TMRP (about a week ago Especially Steele's guide to MRP)
which I found to relate much better to what I am trying to accomplish in my marriage. I never wanted
a divorce just wanted to get along better and have her desire me more like she did when we first got
together. Here's my main problem I feel like I have oneitis like a motherfucker and I am just being a
jealous faggot. I f he was local it would probably be an entirely different story because I really don't
believe she would throw away our marriage for an LTR to a married man she barely knows. How did
this happen? How do I get out of this anxiety filled jealousy that doesn't have much basis in reality?
What is my next logical step?
Thank you for encouraging me to ask my question /u/HornsOfApathy/ with this post OYS. Go post
now. Maybe find your Morpheus.
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LTR is friends with a co-worker who has high SMV. How to
handle jealousy
21 upvotes | December 2, 2019 | by pollenao | Link | Reddit Link
I posted this in Asktrp and thought I'd ask for insight here too.
My 1.5 year LTR recently started a new job in marketing and has made friends with a 6’7 guy who
used to row for Great Britain (high SMV to compete with lol).
The dynamic in our relationship is generally positive – all affection instigated by her, she’s
submissive, happy to follow my lead etc. Essentially no red flags.
I lift, work on myself, have a good job, get attention from other women (and my LTR knows it), but
this guy’s SMV is clearly higher than mine.
She’s mentioned him to me a few times, each time commenting on his height and size. To show the
‘difference in height’ compared to her, she showed me a pic of them standing together at a work
party.
I recognised this as a shit test, so just nodded at the picture and moved the conversation on (any
comments on a better reaction here would be appreciated).
How do I deal with the fact that she hangs out with and could be attracted to her male co-workers,
especially this guy she’s befriended?
Obviously confronting and revealing my jealousy / insecurity is a big no, but the internal conflict is
real. So how can I make peace?
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Declining duty sex
21 upvotes | December 5, 2019 | by IncitingDramah | Link | Reddit Link
So, a dumb thought crossed my mind while reading some of the stuff around here.
If your wife tries to give you duty sex, what's the best way to decline that? Or should you
theoretically decline it? If the goal is to strive for validational sex vs transactional, of course.
Also, curious about thoughts on backing out after she or I initiate and you realize its duty sex.
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How do you remind yourself not to engage?
21 upvotes | December 20, 2019 | by CapableConfidence | Link | Reddit Link
Anything you keep at the front of your mind? Any mantra you repeat in your head when things get
heated?
I'm getting better about engaging less, but I'll still get caught up in it way more often than I'd like to. I
know STFU should be simple, but assume I'm retarded because apparently I am when it comes to
this.
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Fiancee threw a butter knife at me
21 upvotes | February 4, 2020 | by The_Meissner_Effect | Link | Reddit Link
Last night, we were eating a snack together, and the topic of her weight came up. (She was on her
period FYI)
She gained some weight last year, and made a comment towards the end of summer that she doesn't
feel as confident in a bikini as she once did. She's not fat, but it's noticeable from when we first
started seeing each other. She said at that point that she would buckle down this past fall and hit the
gym as she used to. Obviously, that never happened. I played it cool and kept going to the gym on my
own.
The wedding is supposed to be in June. She made similar comments to the above after New Year's
Eve. This time, I have been pushing her more to the gym and in the gym, in the name of support. Last
night, she was trying to say that she weighs (and looks) the same as she did five years ago. I was
agreeing in a sarcastic way and she was laughing at first, but slowly my language morphed to the
literal/logical as I tried to explain (huge mistake) that she does not and that she shouldn't lie to herself
if she intends to commit to making a change.
She apparently took serious offense to this and threw the butter knife that she was using for the
peanut butter at me square in the chest. She went to bed. No other physical escalation, no yelling or
anything.
This morning, I went to the gym, and when I got back and we were both getting ready, she is half
sobbing about how I am pushing her too hard, and she is going to break. (She went to the gym twice
last week - Tuesday and Saturday) This might be more related to her 1 hour commute each way to her
new job - although this is supposed to be temporary up to May/June.
She has yet to apologize for the disrespect. I told her I was sorry for offending her but not for telling
the truth before she went to bed. She refused my peace offering of reading her a bedtime story
(women = children), which she usually enjoys.
Should I end this relationship?
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Second thoughts on commitment
21 upvotes | March 24, 2020 | by Nostas01 | Link | Reddit Link
Long story short, me (25M) and my 5 years LTR (24F) are planning to move together, we are buying
an apartment for ourselves. Im having serious second thoughts, sex is by no means great, shes great
(have really good morals, i was her first man, strong family values) she recently gained weight
(20lbs) and sexually I'm losing interest. I don't want to break her heart if i say I'm no ready for
moving to the next step because it would mean to break up. But also i have this urge to talk to every
nice chic i ran into (several have flirted with me but i blew them off). Please help!! What have you
done in this cases?
Edit 27.03:
Thanks a lot for your responses. I cleared my mind, had some days off of everything and realized
what I already knew, that i have to be true to myself and man the hell up with my live. The truth is
that i wasn't afraid to take the commitment, i do not buy by the idea that "she's the one", but i do think
that she is wife material. I talked to her once i set my mental house in order with What i wanted for
my life. That was a relief for me and her, i could see. I realized as another member here told, that she
was following my beta behaviors. I told her about my discomfort with her laziness and she started
working out every single day since i told her. I also start working out twice a day, restart learning to
play the guitar and finish to read a book i left unfinished.
Thank you all!
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Anyone get the "Not tonight, I have Corona Virus starting"
rejection yet?
21 upvotes | April 1, 2020 | by MassiveLeftist | Link | Reddit Link
Edit: I actually want to see what men are going through with Corona Virus, so I am making some
edits.
The Corona virus fucked up a lot for me, gym closing, near fatty food all the time, and being cooped
up with a bunch of little kids is pretty rough.
I ended up gaining about 5LBs, and actually working more than normal.

What I'm working through with the Virus:
1. Lost my Gym
2. Lost being able to escape, and being more flirty while away
3. Lost majority of hanging out with my friends, I had been working on reconnecting with other
men / friends.
4. My hobbies have closed down.
5. I work outside, since I am able to WFH, and let me kids play all day long. Its pretty nice seeing
them play.

Positives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Showing, 2x daily still, keeping my hygiene up.
Still styling my hair, and wearing nice clothes. Not sitting in PJ's all day.
Letting the kids play more than normal
Badass home gym now
I realize how bad her gaming actually is. She games all day and the kids just run around like
crazy kids.


Trying to game has been horrible:
1. Kino is harder now, actually. She is locked up all day, at least before she would come out and
visit me for 10 minutes when I got home from work.
2. I don't see women in public any more, can't do any type of mild flirting for practice
3. Been cooped up for weeks in the house, bunch of kids running around.
4. It was easy to accept no, has she finally started her periods again.
5. I tried to flirt with her, tried kino, and I suck at these things now. When I tried to initialize , she
declined, so I gave her 3 options of... couch, bed, or shower, she can pick one, trying the
MMSLP, but I have no game and it failed.
1. Her dull stare went on for about 30 seconds... looking at the wall. She had the look of
"how the fuck am I going to get out of this".
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2. 30 seconds later, she gets a cough. then coughs more, and more....She then googles for
symptoms of Corona virus... and tells me she thinks she has it.
The funny story...
I'm not a dick, so yeah, I made some tea, got her vitamins... etc
I knew she was lying. How the hell did you get sick when we haven't been outside in weeks, and zero
packages have come to our house, lol.
She keeps sitting doing a slow cough.... Mind you, no coughs all day, and she has been video pc
gaming all day.
She got up to the bed room, and ... zero coughs for 2 minutes. She walks back out.. coughs start
again.
Now that I am aware of Hypergamy and my years of Beta.... I can see how fucked I truly am.... or am
not rather.
Edit #2: I have a lot of work to do to fix myself for sure. As we sit and watch TV, zero coughs for
about an hour now.
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RedPilling Gottman by BluePillProfessor... an under
appreciated resource.
21 upvotes | May 7, 2020 | by RPAnon123 | Link | Reddit Link
I want to publicly thank /u/BluePillProfessor for publishing the series on aligning Gottman's theory
with Redpill theory on Youtube.
Gottman is a pretty smart man in that he seems to be the only conventionally trained marriage
therapist that is capable of accurately identifying what is going wrong in a long term relationship.
However, whether due to a lack of insight or social pressure, his prescription for "fixing the
relationship" is most often gynocentric and misses the mark of what the man needs to do by a wide
margin.
Thankfully /u/BluePillProfessor has taken the time to give us the Redpill perspective on what
Gottman should be telling men, in the form of a number of YouTube videos.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G5PjVw_i9gY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Df7yVLNSm0A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQWkBqr-s7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NsVgye_5mrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7mWsn5CiS48
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T1UOAFnSmBg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_Ik3oKANEg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=br_E_HtT6v8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MQlW_tXE0U
Given the number of views they have, I think these videos are vastly under appreciated for what they
are. They aren't a RedPill handbook by any means, but they are a good soft start into applying some
simple RedPill concepts in the context of modern relationship analysis.
Good luck.
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Coronavirus killed my rookie Red Pill progress. How do I
recover in this environment?
21 upvotes | May 28, 2020 | by BentBarbell3536 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 36 and my wife (SAHM) is also 36, been married for 12 years. We have 3 kids, 11, 6, and 2. We
had issues for most of the marriage because mom and wife dont get along which has caused
resentment between her and I but not enough to end the marriage.
I found red pill around November 2019 after marriage had been falling apart for the previous 2 years.
In 2017 Wife found out I was visiting massage parlors (happy ending) and that was the beginning of
the end I suppose. We tried marriage counseling, I was told I'm a sex addict, then I went to a sex
addiction counselor for a while which helped me understand some of my issues but did nothing for
my marriage.
Fast forward to November 2019 when I find the red pill, I start reading the sidebar and get MORE
serious about lifting, start dressing better, and being more spontaneous....and marriage gets better. We
start fucking more. Her jealousy goes up based on the passive dread I've been letting off and
divorce/separation talks start to fade away.
Anyway, you get the point. Theres alot more to be said but I'm trying not to write a novel.
Stats: 5'6" 175, was doing 5/3/1 before COVID, DL: 370, B: 294, SQ: 362, OHP: 164
Sidebar: NMMNG, MMSLP, Book of Pook. I really identified with NMMNG and realize I'm
extremely guilty of covert contracts. Since learning that I've started to voice my needs and live more
for myself.
Before C19: I was slowly building back my social life and going out with guy friends. Was crushing
my lifts and seeing crazy gains. Wife was worried about chicks checking me out at the office.
Now: Can't go anywhere so social life is at ground zero. Started a home gym, bought a barbell, squat
rack, and bench but can't find weights Anywhere. Working from home so again dread is non existent.
Bottom line is that I've seen tremendous results in my limited time since swallowing the pill but
Covid has crushed that! Wife is again saying she needs a break, wants to separate, and says that I
haven't done enough to prove to her that I won't hurt her again.
The biggest issue is that I was trending in the right direction and covid hit at the absolute worst time
for me. I'm seeking advice on how do I recover from this. How the hell do I create dread when I have
to be home all the damn time? How do I get my muscles to pop like they were when doing 5/3/1? My
wife was responding like crazy to my new self and now that guy is gone.
For the experienced red pillers you've built up enough alpha to make it through the COVID storm but
what about the rookies? Where do I go from here?
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Ungratefulness to the MAX
21 upvotes | April 7, 2021 | by ErrythingPhroze | Link | Reddit Link
As time goes on; more and more stuff from TRP begin to click and make sense to me. I've been
married going on 2 years now. I am an electrical engineer and my wife is a data analyst. She is older
than me and graduated before I did with a math degree. Her GPA wasn't that great and she didn't co
op or intern anywhere so finding employment upon graduation went horribly for her. She ended up
working at a bank as a teller. Her student loan debt is through the roof. Literally living on the poverty
line.
Fast forward a couple years later and I am getting ready to graduate. I already have an engineering
position lined up; later making 6 figures. Money starts rolling in and life changes over night. I buy a
house BY MYSELF for us. Our home is gorgeous and I am very handy. All repairs, tools,
maintenance is handled 100% by me. I live there for a whole year before she even moves in (pre
marriage). I buy her a ring. I agree to a wedding even though I think it is a huge waste of money. I
even convince my company to giver her a shot in an analyst position and now her salary/lifestyle
changes overnight. She pulls in about 80k now.
Because her debt is so high, I told her all she needs to pay is water/internet. Not because I need the
money but just out of common courtesy so she isn't just another bill. Everything else she makes;
throw it on your debt or do what you want. Her household bills max out at $500 a month WORST
CASE SCENARIO. Typically is around $250-$300. I feel as though I have given her a DEAL OF A
LIFETIME.
She has yet to change her last name and says she will change it when she is added to the deed of the
house. I refuse. She doesn't clean; cooks regularly but that's literally it. I feel as though I have literally
pulled her out the gutter but she's never satisfied. How quickly she's forgot what her life was like
before I saved us.
Is this normal?
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Suspicions about wife's infidelity several years ago - should I
bring it up?
21 upvotes | July 23, 2021 | by qwasd0r | Link | Reddit Link
I have a suspicion about my wife having had an affair several years ago with a co-worker she
sometimes works night-shifts with (way before I got into MRP). I have no hard proof, only that I
would've absolutely deserved it at the time and she apparently deleted the message history with him
over the course of 4 years. The guy is apparently known to be a bit touchy with female co-workers.
My gut tells me that I should absolutely STFU about it unless I can stick unmistakable proof in her
face, but on the other hand I'd feel like an absolute cuck if I let this suspicion go.
Any advice?
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Separated and I still work on me every fucking day...
21 upvotes | November 20, 2017 | by ImSteveMcQueen | Link | Reddit Link
I've been separated since May, 7 months ago. I started my RP journey for real in September of 2016,
15 months ago. Presently going through the divorce process. I'm in a new relationship with a great
woman. Life is good.
I still work on me and RP stuff every single day. Every day I am reading something and/or
meditating, planning, evaluating and learning. Not to mention lifting. It never stops. I never want it to
stop either. I never seem to catch up and I never seem to plateau. MRP isn't just a way of life, it is a
commitment to a lifetime of learning and improvement.
My commitment to RP, in my late 40s, is the best single thing that has ever happened to me, and I've
accomplished a few things in my life. Never before have women made sense like they now do. Never
before have I experienced peace and happiness like I do now. Never before have I had the quality
relationships that I now do.
My only regret is that I came upon this so late in life. I will ensure that my boys are RP educated
when they are old enough to understand.
Many thanks to the leaders that put this sub together and to the men that come on here and share their
stories. I read everything and learn something from every single thread.
The RP journey isn't easy and we all know that the first months are hell. But as you learn and lift,
things get better. Then they get good. And then they get awesome. I know of no other path in life that
works as well as MRP.
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FR: Own You Vacation
21 upvotes | May 26, 2017 | by V1adimirPoontin | Link | Reddit Link
My fiancée just finished graduate school, and will be spending the remainder of her summer studying
for her professional licensing exam. I appreciate how shitty her summer will be, because I will be
doing the same thing next summer. In celebration of her accomplishment, and as a way to unwind
prior to studying, I planned a vacation for both of us.
It was the best vacation I have ever been on, because I planned all of it. We did what I wanted to do,
and it was a bonus that the LTR enjoyed herself. The trip was a reward for her completing grad
school, but I couldn't force her to have fun. Below are some tips for maximizing YOUR fun on
vacations with your SO.
Tip 1: Plan the Whole Damn Thing
I booked the flights, the all-inclusive resort, the activities and excursions, and our meal times and
locations. I figured out things like wifi packages, if and how our phones would work, and if we
needed special outlet converters. When it came time to pack, I packed all of my stuff and laid out I
wanted her to bring. I arranged transportation to the airport and from the airport to the resort. I owned
my shit.
Tip 2: Keep Something, or Everything, a Surprise
LTR knew our travel dates and location. But, during the planning process the only question I asked
the LTR was if she felt comfortable parasailing. Everything else was a surprise. I revealed the plan
for the entire trip at our first dinner at the resort.
Surprises make things exciting. LTR and I typically aren't big on surprises, because we are both
meticulous planners and organizers. So, I knew keeping everything a mystery until just before it
happened wasn't our style. In the past, we had always worked together to plan trips. We would divide
and conquer based on our skills sets (she is better with booking flights and hotels, I am better with
researching activities). Typically, we would have a typed itinerary that we would review and refine
leading up to a trip. So, there was understandably some anxiety for her part going into a trip where
she didn't know what to expect.
I got "I'm nervous/scared/anxious" a couple of times. Each time this was handled with a hug and a
long kiss. I took this as more of a fear of the unknown/trying new things, rather than a "I don't trust
you/I don't think you can pull this off." Whether this is a shit test or a comfort test will depend on
your SO. Handle accordingly.
Tip 3: Schedule Time Apart
On one of the days, I scheduled a spa day just for the LTR. Hot stone massage, facial, etc. When she
got back to the room, I had laid out the outfit I expected her to wear to dinner with a note "Dinner at
7. Wear this. No panties." LTR complied, and was kindly rewarded with a quickie in the bathroom in
between courses.
LTR is an introvert and needs time alone. Because I planned our daily schedules, I knew that I
needed to schedule chunks of time where she could just do her own thing. Make sure you schedule
some time apart on a long vacation. Take time to go to the gym while your SO lounges around the
pool, or schedule an activity that you know she would enjoy, so you can do something you want to
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solo (even if that is gaming hotties at the hotel bar).
Tip 4: Have Fun No Matter What
I scheduled a tour of a historical location that was cancelled at the last minute. I was able to
reschedule, but was suddenly left with 6 hours of unplanned free time. I could have been butthurt and
angry that the company fucked up, but instead I made sure I had fun anyways. I looked at the daily
resort schedule, and quickly signed us up for some activities. Part of being in charge is quickly
making a new plan when the original plan falls through.
This also applies to situations where your SO might not be having fun, or is angry, or is throwing a
tantrum. Don't let her feelz ruin your trip or ability to have fun. The closest we got to arguing was the
LTR asking if she could have alone time in the room, because she was upset that she let her face get
burnt during one of our beach days. I happily agreed, and told her to meet me at the lobby bar when
she was feeling better.
Tip 5: Enjoy the Surprises
The best surprise of the trip had to be while we were parasailing. As were high up in the air over the
ocean, the following conversation occurs:
H: "Do you think the guys down on the boat can hear what we are talking about?"
M: "No."
H: "Good, because I have a naughty question to ask you."
M: "What's that?"
H: "Will you cum in my ass tonight?"
M: "I can come in your mouth, on your tits, and in that pussy too if you'd like."
H: "Yes sir. I think we should start at the top and work our way down. How do you feel about mouth,
tits, pussy, then ass?"
Maybe not a surprising conversation if you and your SO have mastered the art of anal sex. But, for
me this was a pleasant surprise. Several months back we tried it for the first time (LTR claims her
first time, AWALT so who knows) and it didn't go well. Lots of tears, pain and blood. So, her interest
and willingness to try again came as a pleasant surprise.
I loved the vacation, and so did the LTR. While I didn't expect a thank you, she thanked me more
times than I can count, both verbally and sexually. The fact that she didn't have to make a single
decision during the trip outside of if she wanted another margarita, made the trip all that more
enjoyable for her. There was zero stress or tension or arguing on the trip. Women don't want to
HAVE to plan everything, and vacations are a great way to use the principles of MRP to add some
fun to your life. If you SO has fun, that is just a nice bonus.
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Karate chop for touching her asshole
21 upvotes | February 16, 2019 | by financeandfirepower | Link | Reddit Link
So I have been enjoying the benefits of mrp and getting sex about 3x to 4x a week and throw in a bj
once a week or 2 to 3x week during sharkweek. Wife has also been working out more trying to keep
up with me. Her ass has been looking amazing. I spank her and tell her she is a naughty girl and such.
She is never vocal but if I do not ask just tell she gets wetter. Anyway last night I was spanking her
while fucking her doggy and thought let me try rubbing her asshole while we fuck. I just touched it
for a brief second and her arm swung around and nailed me lol I laughed it off. Before red pill I
would have been devastated by this but I STFU and went to bed. This morning she said she was sorry
about last night just I had never tried that in 16 years and you can’t just spring that on her. My
question how did you guys ramp up new sex stuff? My wife is obviously turned on by being
submissive but she will not admit it and when i do the pulling hair stuff and spanking she gets super
wet. Just looking for some others experiences in the pushing the sex envelope. I am about year and a
half in to rp. wife and i have been married 11 years. I lift 3x per week and 1 rep max on bench is 275
now.
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Now imagine being her and being married to a man she doesn't
find remotely attractive?
21 upvotes | February 24, 2019 | by JameisBong | Link | Reddit Link
[19F] Ovulating for the first time since I was 14 and I cannot believe the intense arousal it brings is
not more widely spoken about
3,767 points•458 comments•submitted 11 months ago by wtfisgoingondownther to r/sex
I’ve been on birth control since I was 14 (which stopped my ovulation) and just got off it for the first
time very recently, and I woke up a day or two ago with my underwear literally soaked through. My
first thoughts were honestly that I had wet the bed. On top of that, all I can think of is sex and am
constantly aroused. My every second thought is sex-related and I can barely get anything done. Also,
clitoral stimulation does absolutely nothing for me and the only way I feel actually satisfied is when
there’s something inside of me
I know ovulation is just your body trying to get you pregnant but holy fuck. There’s something about
it that’s so primal
I thought there was something wrong with me til I googled it and found out that all women who
ovulate go through the same thing every month (though maybe on different levels of intensity). It’s
weird how this seemingly isn’t ever discussed
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Powerlifting vs Bodybuilding as They Apply to Sexual Strategy
21 upvotes | August 12, 2020 | by ManImproving | Link | Reddit Link
I know the usual outcome for these kinds of posts is to attack the question-asker, but I’m actually
looking for more of a general discussion here.
First, my stats:
Mid-thirties, 6'2", 179 lbs, 11% bf Navy Method, married over a decade, multiple young kids.
SQ 5x235 lbs, BP 5x220 lbs, OHP 5x143 lbs, BR 5x215 lbs, DL 5x335 lbs
I’ve been doing Stronglifts 5x5 since December 2019. I started with the bar. I love powerlifting. I
love getting stronger. I love beating my old PRs and watching the numbers go up.
My buddy has been doing a bodybuilding routine for years. He does low weights for tons of reps. He
looks strong as hell. Emphasis on “looks.” I quickly discovered that I passed him on all of the big
compound lifts. Obviously, I gave him shit about this. Every time, his rebuttal was to send me a selfie
of him flexing. I have to admit he still looks way more fit than me, even though I know it’s all an
illusion.
That got me thinking: In terms of sexual strategy with women, is powerlifting or bodybuilding more
effective?
I know, I know, be your own mental point of origin, don’t care what women think, etc. But the red
pill is about optimizing sexual strategy, so let’s optimize.
Realistically, no woman cares what you can bench or squat or deadlift. They care how you look and
how you make them feel. Past a certain strength threshold (strong enough to carry your woman to bed
or get a couch up a flight of stairs), I’m wondering if powerlifting offers diminishing returns in terms
of sexual market value. Maybe bodybuilding is the better approach.
For the record, I get why the married red pill sidebar recommends powerlifting. It gives you a way to
measure progress and shows other commenters where you’re at in your journey. The only way to
measure bodybuilding is to look in the mirror, which is subjective. For myself, I plan to stick with
powerlifting through Stronglifts before eventually transitioning to PHAT, which mixes powerlifting
and hypertrophy elements.
So what do you think? In a crowded bar, who gets more girls: A guy who powerlifts, or a guy who
does bodybuilding?
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Lost my job today, still have shit together, how to frame this to
LTR?
21 upvotes | August 31, 2020 | by imav8n | Link | Reddit Link
46yo, 1.5yrs into LTR. Got notice that I am being RIF’d from my high paying tech job this morning.
They are giving me 2 months paid to find a job, and a decent severance package. I am OK
financially, could easily last 6mos without a job, prob stretch that to a year, and I don’t expect to be
out that long. I have highly marketable skills.
Spent the morning puking to my bro over coffee and having him set my head back on straight, but am
still kind of panicky/anxious about this since it’s all new (head straight, “feels” still all over the
place). Yeah, I have a new mission now (get a job) but that’s not what I expected when I got up this
morning.
My first thought was to STFU about it until I have a new gig then celebrate the new job. I know my
LTR can feel it when I am anxious and nervous though, and will ask me what’s up if I try to play it
off like that. I am confident, but know I will be reeling for the next couple days...and frankly, I don’t
really want to hide something like this from her (integrity).
So right now, it’s trying to figure out how to tell her without feeling like a little bitch crying to
mommy (yes, I am feeling like a little bitch who wants to cry to mommy at the moment, even though
I have a mission and a plan). Maybe just lay it out that this happened and this is my plan? Avoid until
the feels are gone? I dunno...throw it at me guys, the blue pill beta bitch is strong in me today...
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Interesting reading for people new to MRP
21 upvotes | October 3, 2018 | by gameoflibidos | Link | Reddit Link
This was linked to the front page of Reddit today. It's stories of horrible experiences dating "Nice
Guys" Several of the stories are text book out of NMMNG. It clearly shows the bad habits of bitter
nice guys that have the world view that being nice should be enough to get everything they want. And
as anyone who's been here longer than a half minute and read any material knows, that thinking is
completely incorrect.
https://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/comments/9kz5ya/serious_girls_who_have_been_guilted_into_
going/
These are all stories from women's perspective.
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FR: My Return; Dread, Frame, and Amusement
21 upvotes | September 20, 2018 | by broneilbro | Link | Reddit Link
Gents, First I want say thank you for all of the advice, name calling, and general support over the
year. I have to say I can see the dividends paying but it's only the start. This will be a long review
since my last post and there will be some questions sprinkled in.
The last update was that I returned from deployment to an empty rental house with nothing but dust
bunnies. The first night I was back in town I wanted to see my daughter but I realized the road trip
brain was a no go. Spent the first full day finding a place, a gym, and furnishing my citadel to say the
least. It was interesting being a bachelor again but I was noticing IoIs from most of the girls that dealt
with throughout the day. It is fun.
Reached out to the wife and I found myself first amused that she didn't have a plan which I pulled out
of her for our return.I found myself developing the plan and instead of asking "Where do you want to
meet" I was more leading and directing where we would meet before we picked my kid up from
school. My focus was on my kid and I realized through this process that I have to be co-parent with
the StBX.
We discussed the process forward in which I explained we will be separate and there is no "Honey,
let me sleep in the guest room" or any of that. While we talking she must of realized that I was not
considering going back.
It was a mixed bag of emotions but I held frame. Multiple times she would try to state something that
was "I want this for the kid" when it was actually for her. I was amused by it and shut it down saying
that would be discussed later (ie per legal document). We had an hour together before picking the kid
up which I voice memo'd on my phone, which got some major points on record that we agreed with (I
understand this could change).
We picked up my daughter and I was just focused on her and how I know moving forward I will be a
better man and father for her. I feel an intense focus on our relationship that I know was lacking
before I found the RP and the paradigm shifted.
After that we went to dinner and it was a nice hipster-esque place. I just loved on my daughter
throughout the night and I had to say that when I left to go to the restroom she must have got jealous
at our waitress who I caught glimpsing at me when I was walking past. It felt good. In seriousness I
would say I'm a decent 8.5 and my wife was looking like a 6 because she didn't clean herself up or
anything like that.
I really saw past that and I was amused by how I see her as a X-partner. If that makes sense. During
the dinner, I held frame as she tested some boundaries trying to see if I was actually doing leaving
which I am. I AA and AM multiple shit tests and everything that I was expecting to come my way.
After dinner we went back to "mommy's house" and we played with our daughter as a family. It was
really fun time for my daughter and sadly it was something that we should have been doing before
but we were both in two different places and I was not leading the family.
We had a fun time and I told the wife I was putting the kid down. I put her down and read her a book.
In that moment there was a flash of "Let's work this out" and BP/cuckiness in my brain that was
seeping through. I killed it and I went and focused on the moment with my daughter. It was definitely
something that I would have used to dread because I was a little bitch not leading my family.
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After the kid was down, I walked around the house and I could see there was a lot of work to be
done. My StBX was looking like the weight was unbearable as it was a manageable project and she
had chosen a decent house with good bones. She chose her actions and I wasn't going to shoulder any
of it.
During this period, I noticed there was no attempt to victim puke, no "Take me back", no name
calling, or anything that would make me ugly. It was flowing very well and it was most likely a shock
to her system but I didn't care.
When I was about to leave, I could see that I needed to stroke her emotions a little bit. She looked
like she realized that "Fuck, the RP broneilbro is what I created and it's what I want"
I could see the hamster spinning and spinning how to justify not taking me to bed. She went for a hug
for a goodnight and she just held on. In that moment she realized the BP me was leaving and this new
RP was moving on without her.
She started crying and in that moment I was torn between just leaving her there and being petty or
just be that Oak tree. Since she is the mother of my child, and I am looking at the long game here I
just held her and told her everything is new and the new paradigm is what it is. There was no "I'll be
back" or "We will get back together" it was me driving again the fact that OP was moving on. She
was shocked by this but then in a moment she was looking for a kiss that I just decided not to because
I'm going somewhere else and her throwing pussy at me would be the save all.
She asked me "Do you want to stay the night?" and I replied with a look that stated that "No". I could
see how she again realized that broneilbro was out the door.
I'll be truthful there was a glimpse of BP cuck that wanted me just to forget about everything that has
transpired over the deployment. I wanted it to be comfortable again and I wanted us to be a family
and live that Norman Rockwell life that everybody dreams about.
As a dim light RP started to shine and reminded me that the through the deployment I have
personally grown, mentally, physically (she couldn't stop talking about my arms) and emotionally
that I was not going to threaten that and revert back to my old ways.
I see her for the true person she is and I probably understand her musings better than her, but moving
forward I know the delicacies in the relationships that we have but I will still be the first to file as I
am meeting with potential lawyers this week to finalize it. It will best to file while things are cordial
and still focused on the kid.
The road isn't done and will never be done. I am just saying that putting RP into practice is the key to
actually making shit happen. Acta non Verba is my new motto and I am taking the actions that I need
to live the life that I want. This is just getting fun...
TLDR: RP fucking works if you act...
Thanks again and please rip me where you see fit.
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FR: cutting out alcohol
21 upvotes | March 22, 2018 | by Iammrp2 | Link | Reddit Link
I quit alcohol 4 months ago and I feel I'm just now back to my old/best self. I was drinking heavily 3
nights a week and I'm sure it drained my body of valuable nutrients.
Since quitting I've been taking vitamins and supplements and hitting the gym 3 sometime 4 days a
week. It's taken me this long to feel like I'm back.
The other thing I've changed is not consuming caffeine past 11am to ensure quality sleep and
recovery.
Just a warning to those that drink, cut that shit out. It's draining.
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Why StrongLifts over GreySkull for beginners?
20 upvotes | October 17, 2018 | by weakandsensitive | Link | Reddit Link
Just curious. Looking forward to the discussion.
I personally think there's something to be said for AMRAP.
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Wife and I decided to end our 12 years relationship, 7 year
marriage today.
20 upvotes | August 8, 2018 | by nothestrawberrypatch | Link | Reddit Link
I was your typical blue pulled chump. Dated this smoke show when I was 18, became super needy
and she dumps my ass 3 weeks later. I linger in her family off and on for 5 years eventually we get
together at 23, fast forward to now we have a beautiful daughter and been married for almost 7 years.
Introduced RP theory about a year ago after having a 4 year dead bedroom and an emotional affair
with a woman at work. Got my shit together and began to deprogram. First got rid of the affair, began
dread on my wife and it was working well. Then came the comfort tests. I think this is where I failed.
She began to respect me as a man, we were sexually charged, but no matter how hard we both tried
we couldn’t become emotionally attached again. We had a talk today and realized we’ve tried
everything and it’s best we end our marriage and continue to coparent. I stated our daughter needs us
to get along. So no fucking bullshit. She agreed. I’m on a plane now back to work for 2 weeks. The
drive to the airport with her had a sense of peace to it. Like an old dying dog had finally got put
down. What do I do now? How do I remain RP but a good father? How do I not get fucked over and
not become some blue pill chump who gets taken advantage of?
Edit: How do I have a RP divorce/separation? Forget the other shit I asked yesterday. I’ll be fine in
those regards.
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How the F did I end up a married beta having starfish sex twice
a month? Where am I fucking up, and how do I fix it?
20 upvotes | April 10, 2018 | by jared_irl | Link | Reddit Link
Fuck. This will probably be a rant, and although i'm starting to learn MRP, i'm sure i'll use the wrong
terminology. I'd apologize, but fuck that.
I've never considered myself a beta.
I have a great career and continuously work to advance myself
I'm a triathlete who can bench 275 and squat 400 (6'. 210lbs)
I aggressively defend my position in life, and my family and kids from all possible threats
I'm a firefighter
I've been married 11 years, have 2 toddlers (5 and 2).
Relationship with my wife has dropped to basically roommate status since the birth of our 2nd kid.
she put on a bunch of weight during the 2nd pregnancy (some of it is definitely in the right places
though...) She had a very rough delivery, and so things were stopped for a couple months, and never
really recovered.
Sex has become mostly boring, with just enough small batches of really good to keep me interested.
Most times, it's no foreplay, no real kissing, just some light hand action, then one of us climbs on top.
She cums 80% of the time (or fakes it, who the fuck knows...)
There are times where it starts out that way, and gets really good though. Sometimes it's me going
caveman, and honestly, sometimes it's her. That's maybe once every 2 months or so, and it's great. I
haven't been able to pin down the reasons, or recreate it on demand.
Lately, it's gotten a ton fucking worse. We got rid of the kids for a wedding weekend, and had sex
ONCE. One fucking quick boring starfish fuck with 0 kids in the house for 2 and a half days.
To my credit (maybe? fuck, I dunno) , I did turn down shitty starfish sex the next morning. She got
out of the shower, and I tried going down on her and was telling her about how I wanted to toss her
around, and she told me to get the lube and hurry up because she wanted to make sure we picked the
kids up early. I noped the fuck out of there and left her naked in bed. Not sure if that's a good strategy
or not.
Of course, I then tried to initiate again, this morning before we got the kids up and got shot down
again because - are you ready for it? - she wanted to make sure she had enough time to wash and dry
her hair.
Well, fuck me. that broke the camel's back. I've been reading deadbedrooms and mrp for a little
while, because something has felt really off, but sex is more consistent, and occasionally better than
most people, so I kept denying I fit in. No denying it now.
I don't know where to start. Any immediate red flags? I just started Rational Male on Audible, but I
need more help.
edits: formatting
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Anyone have tips for creating time and space for sex when
there are always children in the house?
20 upvotes | June 28, 2019 | by Sepean | Link | Reddit Link
We used to have time for sex after the kids went to bed, but the oldest now stays up almost as late as
my wife, and it is really cutting into the frequency of the quality sessions. Keeping my wife up later
isn't really an option, she's an early riser and her next day is pretty much ruined if she stays up past
10.
So with 3 kids (ages 1, 8 and 10), there's never a free moment.
The only solution I can see is that we just have to tell our 10 year old that we're going to bed early or
something and locking the door (there's even a dressing room before the bedroom so no listening
directly at the door). He's probably smart enough to realize what is going on, but he's at the age were
sex (even kissing) really grosses him out. Does anyone have experience how to handle a preteen with
this?
Any other tips for creating time and space for sex?
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"Will you love me if I'm fat...?" Questions.
20 upvotes | July 10, 2019 | by yarmysmardarm | Link | Reddit Link
My wife of 15 years, 41yrs old, is having some minor health issues. Nothing major. Things have been
great between us. I've been lifting, we've both been eating better than we ever have. I'm 43 and in the
best shape of my life. Anyway, So last night she's telling me how she got her period and I'm helping
calm her down about other stuff (she's high anxiety,) when she finally throws the "will you still love
me if I get fat." Now I gleam a lot of wisdom from the sidelines of this subreddit. I'm reading the
sidebar and actually am entertained by a lot of the problems some of you folks talk about. "sucks to
be you bro" I say, and I carry on with my day. I'm by far no pro at shit-tests, but the long pause before
I said what I said was worse than what I actually said, which I can't remember exactly. The question
completely blind-sided me. OH yeah, I said "You're my girl or something, doesn't matter. That's not
what set her off.
She was fine now, back to baseline, but she was very upset, saying things like "I guess I know my
place here, I'm only useful around here if I'm fuckable." Now I have nothing against over-weight
women, I'm friends with some, but as far as my dick goes, I'm just not biologically attracted to them.
I told her that to ask me that was unfair because she's not fat, I don't find fat women attractive and if
she was to let herself go that much it would be a sign of disrespect. She said now she's worried that if
she gets fat and I leave her for a younger hotter woman she'll be alone the rest of her life because no
one wants to be with a fat single mother. Like I said Things are fine now, this morning she asked me
what I think of her outfit, do her shorts make her ass look nice, so I know she's still seeking validation
from me, which is good. Admittedly I don't know much about Dread yet. (There's so much sidebar
information really, you can't just know everything immediately, it'd be nice if we could!) But is this
some level of dread I accidentally entered here?
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How do things change with a third baby?
20 upvotes | October 30, 2019 | by pursuing_the_ideal | Link | Reddit Link
Been thinking of growing the family. Wife wants to. Curious if anyone who has 3+ kids has any
insights and tips on how things change and with your kids and wife when your family grows to three
kids. Current kids are ages 6 and 3.
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How do I handle a comfort test if I'm not attracted to my wife?
20 upvotes | November 19, 2019 | by OptimusRP | Link | Reddit Link

Age 41, Height 6'3", Weight 215 lbs, BF 23% (Navy)
Wife 41, Married 18 years, Together 22, Kids 12 and 9.
LP 315x5, BP 205x5, BOR 145x5, DL 140x5, OHP 125x5,
Finished Reading: NMMNG, Currently Reading: WISNIFG
4 weeks RP, DL1, Week 4/4
I've spent the last 18 years pursuing my wife for shitty starfish sex. Since taking the pill I have
stopped initiating completely. I will no longer settle for that. She has initiated a couple of times and I
have provided duty sex, but wasn't really into it. I'm just not attracted to her anymore.
My T level is 471 but my doc will not help me raise it. I bought a bottle of "Invictus Alpha Boost"
from Amazon to try and raise my levels naturally. I've only been taking it for 3 days and haven't
noticed a change in libido.
I have given up porn and stopped jerking off. I am in monk mode. I go to work, go to the gym, spend
time with my kids, get shit done around the house, and go out with my friends. I haven't been
neglecting my wife. I've taken her on three dates in the last 4 weeks. I've been holding her hand and
giving her hugs/kisses. I just don't want to have sex with her. The last time this came up I told her I
needed some time to focus on myself and asked her to be patient with me.
I had planned to initiate over the weekend even if I didn't really feel like fucking her. On Saturday
morning I playfully asked if she was smooth "down there". She said, "No". I said, "You should make
an appointment at the wax place today," and she immediately said, "No" again. I made a face like
"suit yourself" and walked away.
Anyway, here is our text conversation from this morning:
Her: "You don't touch me, kiss me, have sex with me, or tell me you love me, and you don't know
when you'll want to."
(20 minutes later)
Her: "Mmmkaaayyy???"
(30 minutes later)
Her: "You can't think of anything to say to me? At all????"
Me: "You need to be patient with me."
Her: "Patient? While you figure out if you can stomach touching me or providing any affection at all?
I thought being patient was just related to you deciding when and if you're going to have sex with me
again. Are you telling me I need to be patient for any form of affection?"
(2 minutes later)
Her: "Perhaps later you can help me reconcile what you're doing about this in the midst of you having
all these adventures without me and enjoying your time with your friends. Maybe you can help my
brain understand that."
(2 minutes later)
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Her: "Fine. Since you can't argue with my feelings just know that I feel invisible, rejected, and
heartbroken. I'm going to stop texting now."
(1 hour later)
Her: "Do you love me more than obligatory love?"
Me: "We can talk about this tonight babe."
Her: "Whatever. Fit me into your schedule."
I was tempted to DEER and remind her that I have touched/kissed her recently, but I caught myself.
I'm not going to defend myself, especially over text.
I am at a loss here. I don't want to have sex with her unless I genuinely want to, but I also don't want
her to feel "heartbroken". I want to be honest with myself and with her, but I also do not want to be a
dick or continue to hurt her. What is the best way to handle this?
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Infidelity with 4 Children - Divorce or...???
20 upvotes | December 20, 2019 | by circle_s_ranch | Link | Reddit Link
Infidelity: I (44M) discovered my wife (40F) of 14 years had a short affair with some loser from her
yoga class in July of this year. She quickly ended the affair and wants to reconcile / improve our
marriage, which she says was in a bad place. The problem: a core value in my life has always been
that infidelity results in divorce — no questions asked, good riddance! However, just prior to finding
out, my mate told me to read up on MRP, as I sensed my wife was unhappy. I began researching and
consuming everything I could about MRP. It didn’t take long before I realized where I had gone
wrong in the marriage and why she chose to do this. This does not make it acceptable, but according
to MRP, I was doing a lot of things wrong, in spite of being a good man, father, husband and
provider.
My Family: We have four great kids together (3 boys and 1 girl), who I love and couldn’t imagine
even less time with. My other core value is being there to raise my kids and not letting my current
wife bring random dudes around them. To add to this problem, my wife has not worked outside of the
home in 12 years, so my life after divorce doesn’t look all that good, financially and with my children
(based on the state that I live in).
My Question for the MRP community: I know this is often a resounding “no”, but are there any
scenarios where a 2nd chance is worth it? If I was doing most of the things wrong (according to
MRP), should I give it a 2nd chance, but this time with the MRP concepts and strategies vigorously
applied to EVERY aspect of my life and relationship, or do I need to divorce her and leave my house
immediately? If it weren’t for my 4 children, who I love and want more time with (given my
demanding career that makes it hard to be home as much as I’d like to), I would not consider a 2nd
chance. However, with what I have read, I know I could have done more and most likely avoided this
devastating event...if only I knew about MRP 12 months prior to this happening. I know everyone’s
situation is unique. For me, I believe my children are worth fighting for, as the judicial system in my
state will strongly favor my wife and my financial situation will be a struggle as I would be
responsible for two households.
Thank you! The MRP community has helped me during these harsh times. I would appreciate any
perspectives or advice, as I try to figure this out in my head.
Cheers,
UPDATE: Thank you to all that replied. Yes, I’m struggling with these conflicting core values. Given
the dynamics and that I’m in a no fault state (one of the worst for men), I have decided I have a better
chance of working on myself and recovering from this (personally, not in terms of the relationship) if
I stay together for the next 6 months. During that time, I am going to continue to work with my
attorney on either a post-nuptial or actual filing that favors me. I will respond in detail shortly.
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Wife found out my account in a website and she wants a
divorce
20 upvotes | January 21, 2020 | by dbayraktar | Link | Reddit Link
I am 24 years old and married to a 21 years old girl. (married 1.5 years & no kid)
Let me tell you the story;
I created an account for a website in 2016 before my marriage about relationships, dates which
people get help from someone else about their relationship, self-development etc. But my wife didn't
know about my account. Sometimes I give advices to girls and guys about their relationship. They all
think that I am good at it. I also let them know that I am married and I love my wife. Everyone knows
that. I never cheated. I give some TRP advices to some guys there.
My wife said that she found out my account and read all my comments yesterday. She said it is
wrong to give any advice to a girl. She said why did you do it? Why do you care? bla bla. she got
jeaolous and I said I did it because it is like my job. I like helping people, I like to give advices to
people. They all like my advices. But she got very angry and acted like crazy, she cried and yelled.
She said that she will go to her parents house on Friday and will never come back again. She says she
can't trust me again. I don't know what to say. I never apologized. I said I did nothing wrong.
What should I do? I accept some consequences but I don't want to lose her. I love her but she can't
trust me.
Need some advices, thanks.
EDIT: Thank you all for your comments. I think I do not care if she will leave me or not anymore.
She asked me what I want to eat for dinner. She does not seem like she wants to leave. I think all of
her threats are just bluff. I don’t care. All of your comments made me realize again that I should not
give a fuck about her. I won't let her to make me feel like I am guilty.
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Getting divorced. What's the best approach at this stage?
20 upvotes | March 4, 2020 | by Diesel_Dragon | Link | Reddit Link
For background see my last post.
I am currently on vacation with my soon to be ex wife. We had a great time initially. Relaxing,
having fun, she initiated sex all day everyday. More sex than we have had in the past 3 months. It was
fucking great. Felt like all my hard work was starting to pay off. This is the last night we are here. We
are flying home tomorrow. It was by far the best vacation I have ever had. Had anal sex for the first
time, she liked it. I took her out and we had some fun a few nights. I got a ton of attention from other
women etc. Tonight we went to a bar and she got drunk. She's currently passed out in bed and claims
she has no idea what she did and why I'm pissed. Here's what happened... At the bar I was constantly
being approached and eye fucked by much younger women, but nothing escalated past introductions
and small talk. My wife clung to me like I was a piece of gold and someone was trying to pry it out of
her hands. Literally putting her hands down my pants while trying to talk to people and trying to have
a good time. Some dude was piss drunk and stumbled and was about to fall down, I caught him with
one hand and prevented him from falling. Him and his circle of friends thought I was a fucking hero
and called me superman for the rest of the night. It was smooth as fuck. They bought me a round of
drinks and their girls were trying to grind with me. I declined. My wife saw all this and was basically
trying to fuck me on the dance floor. We grinded for a bit and had fun. It was amazing. I felt like king
shit. I turned to talk to one of the guys, where you from, what do you do, etc...small talk bullshit. I
turned and saw my wife grinding with another guy. Significantly lower SMV than mine and hers for
that matter. I approached and said that's enough, she's my wife and only dances with me. She looks at
me and then sticks her tongue down his throat... I said if that's what you want to do with him fine, I'm
leaving... Find another way back to the hotel, or don't. I walked out, she followed and tried to kerp me
at the bar. I just told her I'm done and going back to the hotel. Decide what you want to do. She came
with and cried the whole way back. I thought I would be more upset that she did that right in front of
me... But I don't really care... I knew it was over and the only thing that annoys me is that I have to go
through the divorce process and I really don't want to deal with that right now. I have so much shit
going on right now... I'll find out in 2 days whether or not I passed my final exam for my business. If
I do, which I'm very confident I did, I'll be making 150k + a year. I don't want to share any of that
with her... Should I suck it up and pretend everything is cool for a bit until I have the rest of my shit
in order and then serve her the papers? Or should I end it as soon as I get back? Sorry for the shit
formatting. On mobile. Thanks gents.
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Married with Children
20 upvotes | July 22, 2020 | by simpleguy237 | Link | Reddit Link
I'll try to keep it brief. Married with one 2-year old daughter. I have a good full-time job and my wife
is unemployed. I also lift about 5 days a week and she runs occasionally. We are both in our late 30's.
You will understand this post better if you have children.
The problem is my wife doesn't want to be a mother to our daughter. By that I mean she constantly
ignores her and doesn't want to follow "good parenting" habits. The ignoring part gets to the point of
neglect where I have to fill in when our daughter is calling my wife for something. By parenting
habits I mean feeding habits, correcting our child when she does something wrong, teaching our
child, guiding her, not arguing with me that it's OK to put lipstick (with chemicals) on her, not trying
to make a 2-year old feel guilty about things that are not her fault, protecting her when she's about to
fall, etc. My wife's negative behavior is an everyday thing. It's not just a once a week incident. It's not
that my wife doesn't know any better, or that she's tired, or that doesn't she have the time, or that she
is dumb. It's just that she doesn't want to be a parent.
This would be easier to fix if she admitted it, but she doesn't. In fact, she's always bragging to people
about the things that our child can do and even takes credit for the things that I showed our child to
do. I've heard her lie on the phone saying "I'm about to go take my child to do such and such" but
when the phone closes it's back to ignoring her. I understand the bragging and the lying but at least
put some effort into being a good parent. Before we got married, she used to talk about how she
would be the responsible parent and I the fun one. Right now I have to be both.
So I really don't know what to do in this situation. As far as I know, we don't have a problem with
sex. And if there were a problem, it would be easy to fix. Just literally leave the house for any reason,
and her attitude changes. But I don't know how to change her attitude towards our daughter. I've tried
stepping in when she ignores her (in fact I do this every day). I've tried telling her to stop ignoring
her, don't feed her junk, stop yelling at the baby, etc. I've tried showing her articles online for specific
parenting situations. None of it works. The point is she just doesn't want to be a good mother because
there is no apparent threat against her for not being a good mother. She knows I can't just leave and
mess up my daughter's life.
So how can I get some leverage over her? How can I make her want to be a good mother or else she'll
lose something? I realize that this is not an easy question to answer. At least not for me. Thanks in
advance.
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Long Puke: Is it possible to fix a marriage in which wife has
lost respect/admiration for husband?
20 upvotes | March 15, 2021 | by Finding_Fluid | Link | Reddit Link
Hi gents,
I have been lurking MRP for a while, and appreciate that this forum is here for us neophytes to vent
and ask advice of other men on this journey. This is a rant/puke, but also a request for thoughts and
advice.
For those who don't want to wade through the post below, my fundamental question is whether with
work and implementing a red pill approach, it is possible to turn around a marriage in which my wife
no longer respects me or demonstrates attraction toward me. As I explain below, this is not her fault.
It's mine, and I own it - 100%. However, I have seen a lot of advice around the web indicating that
once women lose respect, it's almost impossible to get back. Some even suggest the best course of
action is to move on and start fresh after you've done the work to become a better man, but I am not
willing to take this step until all other options are exhausted. Shoot me down as blue pill or
emotional, but I love my wife and I am committed to her. I made a commitment to her before God at
the altar, and that is something I won't easily walk back.
For those still reading, here is the longer version of my story: For most of my adult life (I'm in my
early 30s), I have considered myself a masculine man, perhaps even an "alpha." I built a high-paying
career from nothing, work out and lift, own my house, and have a healthy social circle of male
friends. I'm decent looking, even handsome, and throughout my twenties I had a healthy dating/sex
life that included several attractive partners.
In the past week, however, I've looked in the mirror and finally admitted the truth to myself: I'm a
beta, if even that. I don't know how to be a man, only a male. Switch the penis for a vagina, and
there'd be virtually no noticeable difference in terms of how I carry myself through life. While I did
well developing myself in general ways, I never learned how to be a man. No one gave me the
manual. Without delving too far into personal issues, I grew up with a father who was an emotional
trainwreck, weak in every respect, and who worked out his personal failings through patterns of
abuse. Like many young men, I didn't have a role model of masculinity in the home, and when I went
into adulthood, I just kind of assumed it was "working hard, banging pretty girls, and doing a bench
press every few weeks." I don't know how to lead myself, much less my wife, family, or others. If
this sounds overly harsh toward myself, it wasn't - it's actually been liberating to finally come to
terms with this realization, because it's lit a fire like no other under me to do whatever is necessary to
change my life, at any personal cost.
Here is the situation with my wife: when we initially met in 2016, she was head over heels toward
me. I don't say this to compliment myself, simply to provide the facts. Of all the women I'd dated, her
attitude toward me was that which could most be described as "adoration" in the classical sense.
Others commented frequently on how she looked at me, the sparkle in her eyes, how she always
seemed to be hanging off my elbow when we were out together. She would bring me lunch at work
just so she could sit in my office during the lunch hour, even if I was too busy to talk to her. She was
an accomplished woman in her own right and not by any means immature, but when she was around
me she acted like a teen girl with a high school crush. She would even quietly snap photos of me (she
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never told me until I caught her one day) working at my desk. I could give example after example,
but you know it when you see it in a woman and she's looking at you like you're a hero or a king.
Four years later, we're married, and the light has gone out of her eyes, erased bit by bit as she's come
to know the real, weak me under the pretense of the person she fell in love with. She's often distant,
sexually uninterested, and no longer makes any effort to connect with me emotionally or intimately.
She has gained 40 lbs since the time we were dating, and doesn't put much effort into her appearance
unless it is for professional reasons. An important realization I had in this regard happened last week.
I thought to myself "she doesn't think I'm worth the effort," and almost immediately replied to my
own thought: "You're not." From time to time, that spark is still there, but again - you know it when
you know it, and the woman I dated is no longer there.
The reasons she's lost her admiration for me are many, but revolve in part around my emotional
instability. I struggle with depression and PTSD. I have never been mean or abusive toward her, but
she has time and again seen me blow up and shout "Jesus effing Christ!" over a simple annoyance, or
sink into an energyless depressed stated wherein I can barely say "good morning." She's heard me
talk about how I hate my life, how I feel the cards are stacked against me, how I'm constantly
overwhelmed and "behind," how I feel my life is out of my control and have no hope for my future.
She's even heard me talk about ending my life, although I've always quickly clarified "that's just how
I feel emotionally right now, I'm not serious and would never harm myself." She's also seen me
breakdown and cry over seemingly trivial things - not the loss of a parent or some major event, but a
car breaking down at an inconvenient time. She's watched me be constantly indecisive, overly "nice"
to her and others, and put myself last to others over and over not because I am a self-sacrificing
superhero but because I am a doormat people pleaser looking for a pat on the head. Looked at
objectively, I'm as disgusted with my behaviors as she is.
All of this reached a peak two weeks ago. I realized I was doing nearly all the cooking and household
chores, plus my day job, and getting nothing in return. Again, I don't fault her. I put myself in this
position. At one point, she "jokingly" suggested we could be "roommates with benefits," and during a
particularly disinterested attempted at sex, basically pushed me away and said "you'll have to work
harder to get my legs open." At that point, I just called it off and walked, without even commenting.
A few nights later, her mood switched completely, and she basically ripped my clothes off and kicked
off our most passionate night of sex in a long time. I mention this because here and there, the embers
of the original fire is still present. She will still show those admiring behaviors every now and then,
which gives me hope that "all is not lost" in this marriage.
I recognize I can't change her, only myself, and much of her behavior is a natural female response to
a neutered, weak man. My question is - where do I go from here? I've diagnosed the issues and I'm
taking my first steps toward improvement - getting the books, consuming tons of podcasts, and more
importantly, making daily changes in every aspect of my life and implementing the advice I read.
However, can this marriage be saved and turned around? Or is this a case where it is too late and I
need to look past the horizon once I've rebuilt myself as a man?
This may be blue pill or overly emotive, but in my eyes, this woman is still the gold standard, and I'd
go through hell and back to save our marriage. Despite all the weakness and personal issues I've
shared above, there's still in my soul that core, masculine trait that says "I'd take a bullet for her and
my family, and I wouldn't think twice." I'm confident I can do the work and improve myself, but
haunted by the fear that although it's not too late for me, what if it is too late to recapture the spark in
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my marriage?
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Wife very angry and hostile?
20 upvotes | July 10, 2021 | by thoughtsforreddit | Link | Reddit Link
Read a lot of the sidebar material, workout 5 days a week, career going fantastic but relationship with
my wife is not getting better.
Want to go out a walk? Sure, where to? Surprise, you'll see when we get there.
Drive out an hour, sunny, very scenic island walk by the shore. Wife doesn't want to go a walk... out
of no where shouts "GIVE ME A MINUTE".
So I leave, talk to an old man nearby, 5 minutes later come back. "Ready to go a walk?"
"I SAID GIVE ME A MINUTE. What do you not understand!? I don't want to, I need time. I have
anxiety." Etc...
Kept frame. "Okay, if you want to wait that's fine but you can't be this hostile to me. I'm just asking if
you want to go a walk".
"You annoy me, go away". Etc...
I walked off, confused again. This isn't uncommon. What's going on wrong?
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Get Busy! (Absence for Noobs: You might be doing it wrong)
20 upvotes | November 28, 2016 | by logger1234 | Link | Reddit Link
Some of us, especially early after discovering the pill (but not internalizing it yet), tend to see RP
tenants through BluePill eyes. This is especially true with building dred through absence,
Example
A recent MRP post included this gem:
"I plan to keep my distance from her for the rest of the week. But does that just show more butthurt?
or should I act like I don't care what she said and continue as normal."
Keeping absent because she hurt your feelings or rejected you is a feminine technique. We're trying
to become better men and more masculine. Of course it shows butthurt!
But I thought you said be absent?
Absence is fine if you actually have things to do. Especially things that add value to your life and
especially your family by extension.
So replace Demonstration of Low Value (DLVs like sitting on the couch watching TV, or playing
video games) with High Value Activities.
Sometimes, to the noob, coming up with things to do is hard. Our whole world revolves around her.
So here are some options:
Walk the dog
Feed the dog
No dog? Get a dog
Lift
Not a member of a gym? Join a gym
Build your home gym from home
Measure your weight on a scale
No scale? Buy a scale!
Go out and buy new clothes. Money is a problem? Go Thrift-store shopping. (You can get
weights cheap too.) Ask if she wants anything on your way out.
Do something active with your kids. Don't just take 'em to the park, teach 'em a new game. For
little ones, I spy. For older ones, ice skating. Unique Experiences.
Rake the yard / Mow the Lawn / Prune Trees
Go read a book on improvement by yourself in a different room
The Home Improvement Project you've been putting off
Run to the store to get something for the project (Just don't go 8 times per day and look like you
can't plan.)
No project? Get a project. Painting is reasonably easy.
Clean your personal space. Stop being a slob.
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Home repair. Replace burned-out light bulbs. Fix broken things.
Winterize the lawn mower. Get the snow blower out of storage. Get the shovels out of storage
and some ice melt.
Wash the car or Change the oil in the car.
Cook yourself a snack or meal. No, not microwave soup. Nothing processed. If you have no
skills, make a grilled cheese sandwich, or better yet, BLT. No bacon or tomato? Run to the
store.
Go shooting. (No gun? Buy a rifle. Wimp? Get a .22 bolt action.)
Go for a walk
Don't get confused - sitting around is DLV.
It doesn't matter if you are reading sidebar on your notebookPC, reading askMRP or putting together
a family budget, it sure looks like screwing around on the internet. If you want to work on those
things, do them in private, on your lunch break, etc.
Example:
Ordering parts for your private gym on amazon? DLV
Building a private gym that arrived in the mail? DHV
Out of Scope:
This examples here are not social, they are not a hobby that builds value (besides home improvement
and maybe the rifle). Of course, Once you have actually done something, schedule some guy time.
Coffee or breakfast is easy. Then consider a social event, etc. 12 steps of dred will help you here.
The point of these is to get noobs in the habit of being busy, of getting things done for themselves,
not to please someone else, and to kill sloth and slobbery. Of course you should think about your
mission, etc, but sometimes, you just need motion to create some inertia.
Conclusion and the Punchline:
Become a better man. Stop screwing around and get busy.
If you do that, you will naturally implement absence and STFU. But it will be the right kind of
absence and STFU "I want to get the leaves done by ten so I can have time to lift before lunch" covertly pointing out the argument is taking you away from things worth doing - if you bother to say
it at all.
Challenge:
Find 5 things you can just do that are worth doing. Post them here.
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OYS tip....always always always be early
20 upvotes | November 22, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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Jesus Titty Fucking Christ: N00bs
20 upvotes | August 20, 2016 | by SorcererKing | Link | Reddit Link
This has been a rough week on your MRP/askMRP mods. Trolls, cucks, morons. We have
consecutive posts literally asking the same shit. Everyone's fucking angry, angry, angry, afraid,
afraid, afraid.
ENOUGH.
You new guys are not doing enough shut-the-fuck-up-already. You talk and talk, DEER and DEER.
You justify and explain. SHUT THE FUCK UP.
Your goal here is to get out of your wife's head. Repeat after me: this is my life and it's ending one
minute at a time. Know - not fear - that your wife never loved you like you loved her, because she
can't. Now, if she left today and you never saw her again, what would you do with the rest of your
life? DO THAT. But SHUT THE FUCK UP about it.
Pro tips:
Don't TELL your wife any fucking thing about what you're doing. Just don't.
Recognize that you've been a selfless piece of shit Nice Guy and that is repugnant.
Resolve to put in the work to unfuck yourself.
Because I'm really a softie at heart, I'm going to give you some links:
All of you start here.
Feeling angry? STFU and read this.
Wondering why you feel lost and confused? See here.
Now read, bitches. We're happy to answer your questions, but not when they are super-retardo stuff
that is in the sidebar, books, and posts. Your first task in owning your shit is taking responsibility for
who you've allowed yourself to become, and fixing it.
Get to it.
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Living with separated wife - emotionless, but mixed messages
20 upvotes | July 19, 2022 | by justfuggmyshidup | Link | Reddit Link
29 years old, married 4 years, 2 kids.
5'10", 180lbs, don't know bf % but it's somewhere north of 15.
Read NMMNG.
Lift 3x a week. 110kg bench, 145kg squat, 200kg deadlift (3x5)
Wife said she wanted a divorce just over a week ago. It was in response to me saying I think our son
is insecurely attached to her, after she left him crying for her in favour of going to help a friend with
her CV.
She's threatened it before, so I did the usual routine of distancing myself, withholding attention.
The weird thing was that we took a holiday in this time. Everything felt normal except she made a
comment about me being 30 and single when our son asked whose birthday was next.
On the last night she came to tell me that although she had said she was going to take the kids to her
sister's, she was not going to do that any longer and come back home. But her family had been made
aware of her decision to divorce me.
At home I said nothing to her that wasn't strictly necessary. Took the kids out as normal, sometimes
with my dad or my mother.
One night we had the talk, about how she wanted to split amicably, how there was no animosity. It
was very cold and pragmatic. The only emotion I saw from her is when I said I did not plan to sell the
house, but I would keep it for myself and buy her out (I could afford to while she couldn't).
I came home yesterday to find a note written out on the desk, which contained the appointment for a
lawyer visit. She went grocery shopping and came back with a treat for me because she 'meant what
she said about there being no animosity'. And she just invited me to spend Saturday with her sister's
family at the park.
I see here a lot that if a woman wants to divorce you, she's had it planned long in advance and she
would simply serve you the papers and be gone.
So why the change of plans about moving out, the notes left out to see, the gifts and the invitations?
I should add that although I do not want the divorce, I have not attempted to change her mind at all.
I've been implementing the divorce busting 101 rules, and keeping my distance other than necessary
communication to do with the kids.
I'm admitting straight up that I'm clueless, and I'm asking for insight.
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[FR] Didn't STFU This Time
20 upvotes | October 29, 2015 | by ThatOtherMarriedGuy | Link | Reddit Link
Background: Throughout my 10-year marriage, my wife and I have done a lot of talking and
arguing, arguing and talking. Rarely has it done any good. For the past few months, I've mostly
avoided arguments by simply shutting the fuck up when they start. This has not always been easy,
because my wife often says things that are objectively false, or completely ridiculous, or both, but
I've done my best. Tried to focus on improving myself, etc.
"You Don't Care"
My wife's latest recurring theme is that I obviously don't care about her. A couple of days ago she
sent me a snippy email about something I did that she claimed demonstrated to our peer group that
I'm not special to her. I ignored this email.
She followed up with another email, apologizing for the previous one and saying that she's trying not
to think about "our situation" and avoids bringing up her emotions because I'm obviously not
interested in how things make her feel.
Hmm.
I didn't respond by email, but later that day, when we were alone together, I asked her, "What did you
mean when you said 'our situation' you're trying not to think about?"
She thought for a minute and said, "Our situation is that you care more about getting what you want
than you do about my feelings or this marriage."
Time to STFU?
As she said this, I knew that the conventional MRP wisdom would be to STFU or agree and amplify,
fog, etc. But this time, I decided to communicate with her honestly. Total blue pill, right? Maybe.
I focused on being absolutely calm and at peace, then told her, "Before I say anything else, let me say
this: I am not telling you to do anything; I am not asking you to do anything; I am not attempting to
manipulate you into anything. I am simply stating what I believe."
"Honey, a marriage without sex is not a marriage. You have been withholding sex from me for most
of our marriage."
"I do not withhold sex!"
"Having sex 3-4 times a month is not enough, and I think you know that. I honestly don't know where
the women of your generation got this idea that denying sex to your husbands is okay. It's not okay.
It's not biblical. If you asked your priest, he would not tell you it's okay. If you asked your mother,
she would not tell you it's okay. The only belief system I know of that encourages wives to deny their
husbands sex is this modern incarnation of feminism. But the goal of feminism is not happy
marriages. If you want a happy marriage, withholding sex is a big mistake."
She was furious. "That just proves my point. All you care about is getting what you want. What about
my needs? What about my feelings? Is sex all that matters to you?"
I stayed calm. "Sex is not the only thing that matters to me, but it is the only thing we do exclusively
with each other. It is crucial to a happy marriage. So if you want to have a happier marriage, that's the
first step."
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"How is that going to make me happy?!?"
She just told me to get lost, that she'd never been so disappointed in anyone, and that I just proved her
point yet again, that I'm selfish and only care about what I want. Off she stormed, wiping her eyes.
I Guess I Fucked Up
I went back to work. When I came home that evening, I was happy and friendly and flirty with her,
goofy with the kids, etc. Got the kids to sleep and she went downstairs. I watched the World Series
for a bit, then drifted off to sleep.
Some undetermined time later, I awakened to my wife jabbing her finger into my shoulder. "So, if
you go to sleep before I do, is that withholding sex? Am I withholding sex now?" I'm not sure how
angry she was, because it was dark and I was 95% asleep. I just said, "No," and rolled over.
Or Did I?
This morning, I got up early like always and went for my morning walk, then came home and
showered. It was still dark when I quietly began getting dressed. My wife was still asleep, or so I
thought.
"Hey, come over here," she said. I crawled in bed beside her. "No, come stand over here beside the
bed."
??? So I did. My wife then gave me a wonderful blowjob. Seriously, it was awesome. My legs were
shaking after I came in her mouth. I crawled into bed with her then, kissed her and told her how
amazing that was and how much I loved her. I offered to return the favor and she said I could do that
tonight.
Then she said, "I did that because I wanted to, not because I had to."
I smiled. "I know, sweetheart."
WTF Just Happened?
Right now I have a smile on my face and a pleasant tingle in my balls. I plan to shower my sweet
wife with affection (and chores!) tonight after work.
Did I fuck up by not shutting up? I dunno. I doubt this is a watershed moment and there is still a long
way to go. And generally speaking, I intend to STFU when I have the urge to argue.
But both of us are happier today than we were yesterday. And that's something.
Thoughts from the wise among us?
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Six month check-in: Progress, Dread, and the Road Ahead
20 upvotes | February 24, 2019 | by IRunYourRiver | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR – A recap of my first six months on MRP and a fuller description of the events that led me
here. I describe my path up to this point, which is DL 4 or 5. I finish by describing my plan as I see it
now and asking for feedback. My plan at this point is to focus on improving leadership skills and
seduction/game. I have a six month goal of being able to pull plates if I want.
MAIN BODY
I’m posting this as a sort of extended OYS post. It doesn’t appear in the typical OYS thread because
I’m in the middle of a six-month ban from MRP. Anyhow, this is part journal entry and part roadmap
for whatever my path ends up being.
I conceive of my Red-Pill journey as having three main parts broken by two major events. The first
event occurred in Spring 2017 when I discovered the level of deception that my wife was capable of.
I’ll explain below. The period prior to this was my Pre-Blue Phase. I wasn’t really RP or BP at that
point, I just was. After Spring 2017 was my BP phase with an extra helping of Dead Bedroom. The
second major event was finding TRP and then MRP in July/August of 2018. That began my RP
journey and brings me to this point.
Married, 45, wife 46, three kids, 5’8”, 160 lbs, 12 % BF. DL 350, BS 280, BP 175, OHP 150. I don’t
test my maxes often, a few of these are six months out of date. I’ve been doing Crossfit 4x / week for
a little over a year. Just completed Whole 30 diet, lost 7 lbs, and still adhere to much of it. Dread
Level: 4ish.
Readings: NMMNG (x2); MMSLP, MAP, How to Save a Low Sex Marriage, WISNIFG, Seven
Habits of Highly Effective People, Models, Attraction is Not an Option, Book of Pook (parts of it), a
lot of sidebar, tried WOTSM a few times but I don’t think I’m ready.
PRE-BLUE PHASE (Prior to Spring 2017)
I was a Nice Guy. I played with the kids, had a good career, respected my wife. I ran and biked a lot.
Skied and climbed a little. I never got out of shape, but I never thought much about my attractiveness
or my masculinity. I drank A LOT. I smoked A LOT of pot. I played video games in the evening,
looked at porn, got into stupid political arguments on social media. My career trajectory was fine, but
not stellar. I gave my wife a pass on everything because I figured she was the one taking care of the
kids and she reminded me several times a day just how miserable she was. In the spirit of owning my
shit, there’s a line from Book of Pook that I think summed up my existence pretty well
(paraphrasing): “The first young man is facing TOWARDS infancy. [He] wishes to climb back into
the womb. [He] wishes a cushioned place in the world. [He] is ordinary, merely a filler of a void.”
That was me – it still is in some ways.
I let my friends go; I let my hobbies go; I worked a lot, but not effectively. I couldn’t have told you
what I wanted – other than for the weekend to arrive so I could smoke a big bowl and go on a ten
mile trail run. Womblike, cushioned places were what I sought.
My wife generally ran our social life. I didn’t really like her choice in friends, but didn’t think I had
much say in the matter. It seemed to revolve around who the kids were friends with.
FIRST EVENT – DECEPTION UNCOVERED
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My wife forced a friendship between our kids and another family who I could see very clearly was a
bad match for us and for our kids. Their parenting style was horrendous, their kids were brats, their
house was a disaster, and their dad, we’ll call him Chad, was always, always messing around on his
phone. I remember once they had us over for a BBQ, but Chad got too distracted, didn’t prepare
anything, couldn’t work his grill, and so we all wound up going out somewhere. I was astonished at
this poor performance. Who the fuck can’t work their grill? A fucking gas grill?But my wife pressed
on with the friendship.
Around this time, my wife started taking better care of herself. She worked out, bought new clothes,
changed her makeup scheme. She looked good. We had a lot more sex. I felt like we had gotten
through the hardest part of the young-kid years and were starting to reap some rewards.
Chad started coming up more and more in passing conversation. My wife was nominally friends with
his wife, but I don’t understand how anyone could be friends with his wife. She was as exciting to
talk to as a box of hammers and seemed miserable all the time. My wife started picking their kids up
from school. Their kids would come to our house, make a giant mess, and eat all of our food. Chad
would come to get his kids later and once in a while I’d get home from work to find him sitting in my
kitchen drinking my beer. But for all that, he and I were not at all friends. He and my wife started
working together on some political activism work and none of it seemed right to me.
I finally looked on her phone one day and was astonished at the volume and content of texting
between Chad and her. All sorts of emotional validation surrounding their political activism. The
occasional random conversation about nothing. Texts in the morning. Texts in the evening. Texts
during the day. Nothing exactly incriminating, but a lot of it.
I fucking hit the roof. I told her if I started feeling like a chump, things were going to get very ugly.
I actually think I handled this part of it properly. Problem: I was a paper tiger and she knew it. I had
no ability to walk away. It wasn’t in my mental makeup to torch a marriage. I could hardly even
conceive of what was happening. I think she sensed this and pushed back hard. She got closer and
closer to him. I got bluer and bluer.
BLUE PILL / DEAD BEDROOM
I was confused, scared, hurt, you name it. I told her all the time how much I loved her. I bought
gifts. I expressed my feelings to her. I would buy anything for the kids and her and still have the
credit card debt to show for it (almost unfucked as of this writing). I told her over and over that I
didn’t want to lose her. I started reading books on marriage and communication and how to be the
smiling guy in the sweater, etc. I was constantly anxious. I started working out a lot more to get out
the anxiety. For a while I was doing 100 pushups every day. I ran all the time. I meditated, I prayed,
I told myself over and over that this was all in my head and was related to my attachment styles and
whatever other forms of denial I could come up with. The sex dried up almost entirely. We would
go months without having sex. She could cut me to pieces just by looking at me in a mean way –
which she did almost all of the time. I openly wept in front of her on a few occasions. And – I was
fucking pissed. I would shout in my car all the way to work and often all the way home as well.
Nothing made sense to me.
If I’m being 100 % honest, I don’t think she was fucking Chad. But in any case, I didn’t like her
relationship with him, she knew it, and she doubled and tripled down on it anyhow. For a while I
went into spy mode. I put a tracking device on her car. I made a habit of looking on her phone. I
followed her in a work car a few times. I would show up at our house unannounced in the middle of
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the day. When she was at her activism meetings, I would drive by to make sure she was where she
said she would be. I never found anything out of place. But I was fucking miserable. I didn’t sleep
well. I drank all the time.
I actually had a “the talk” with her about how I wanted us to have sex more often. You can imagine
how well that went.
Despite how pitiful the Blue Pill phase was, I did have a few accomplishments. I began going to
Crossfit. I know it isn’t exactly “lifting”, but it has many of the same benefits. I stopped smoking pot
and playing video games entirely. I learned how to meditate. Toward the end, I greatly reduced my
alcohol consumption. These things have helped me subsequently.
Finally, one day, it came to me: Our relationship, the way I understood it, was dead. There was
something there, but it wasn’t what it was before. That was gone, dead. And I was staring at the
corpse.
I’m not terribly woo woo, but once this sunk in, I swear to God I found TRP completely by accident
within about 24 hours. If I had found TRP even a week earlier, I probably would have dismissed the
entire premise.
RED PILL / DREAD PATH
All of us can probably remember our initial unplugging. I don’t know what to say about mine except
that it was the only thing that had made sense to me in the preceding 14 months. A lot of what I had
experienced finally made sense.
I’m not going to win any land speed competitions for my Red Pill path. I had some quick gains about
a month or two into unplugging. Some of the stupidest PUA stuff actually worked on my wife. Sex
came back pretty strong. We were having sex 2x per week. I was getting fairly regular BJ’s. We
would send little flirty, sexy texts to each other through the day. But this didn’t last. I was only DL 1
or 2 max. I still hadn’t hardened up on the inside. I was still pursuing Blue Pill ends with a little bit of
PUA mixed in.
I took a series of trips in the fall for work and for guy time. The first few of these didn’t go so well. I
was still paranoid about her relationship with Chad and, in all honesty, I didn’t like being away from
my wife or my kids. I didn’t have a lot of fun on the trips because I was missing the kids and my
wife. That whole “mommy” trope that gets thrown around on this sub really hits the nail on the head.
I still looked at my wife as “mommy” and didn’t like being that far from her.
About this time I read WISNIFG and Seven Habits in quick succession. Something clicked for me
and I started to understand that I had come to MRP with the spotlight on my wife – as many of us do
– and I had failed to take the light off of her and shine it on myself instead.
I also began to realize some of the benefits of RP approaches to parenting, my career, and
relationships outside of my marriage.
Before my next work trip, I decided to focus on one thing only – taking control of my emotional
state. I came up with a scheme that worked pretty well for me. I’ll call this the 5 Step Rule. It is:
Maintenance (First, do no harm; Keep the focus on yourself) – i.e. Don’t fuck yourself up and catch
yourself early if you start doing it.
Recognition (Honestly assess your degree of independence) – Do you need to straighten yourself out?
Did you fail to maintain?
Response (Begin with the end in mind; Be guided by your principles) –What state do you want to
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find yourself in? What person do you want to be? Are you stopping yourself from being that person?
Mastery (Get yourself back on your feet)
Functioning (You’re up, go back to Maintenance)
I’m writing this out, because I found this blueprint to be helpful with some other supporting actions
later on.
I wrote out a Personal Mission Statement. This makes more sense to me than a MAP, although I
think they serve the same purpose. I also think that once your PMS is solid, it should serve to define
your Frame too. Frame, in this case, I am defining the way Blue Pill Professor describes it as
(paraphrasing) “The best version of yourself”. I organize my Personal Mission Statement as a series
of Principles, which guide me. Each principle is comprised of several Goals that are mid-term
projects meant to feed into a Principle. Each Goal has a set of Supporting Actions which are the
things I do now to move forward. Supporting Actions can be reminders, short objectives (days to
weeks in duration), or habits that I would like to develop.
Sex picked up again for a while. But then something funny happened – I just started seeing my wife,
my life, my relationships, and myself in a different light. I’ve seen other guys write about this too.
Suddenly, I didn’t feel like I needed sex for validation. And I have little appetite for duty sex. So, my
attraction to my wife has fallen a lot. I’m not sure what to make of this just yet. But I like the path
I’m on, so I’m pressing ahead.
I started coaching one of my kids’ athletic teams. I also started staying after Crossfit classes for some
extra strength work because that’s a weak area for me. So, between these two I have something
scheduled six days a week. I think this put me in DL 3. (The sports season just ended, so I have a few
free nights again)
I started noticing that I would still have the occasional victim puke, so I applied the 5 Step Rule
(described above). This seemed to work. Next, the condition of my house started bothering me so
I’ve worked on a series of home improvement projects. I spend about 45 minutes each night either
cleaning or repairing something or helping the kids clean or repair something. I put in a few
weekends of work on larger projects as well. Recently, I think my wife has responded by getting off
Facebook and helping out too.
That brings me to my present situation. I believe that I’m getting close to DL 5. I’m in a bit of a
slump at the moment, but this seems to happen just before a step forward. THE ROAD AHEAD
If there’s a question in this post, it is – What do I do next? I want to keep this relatively simple, so
my main focus areas are going to be 1) leadership skills; and, 2) seduction.
Leadership – I’m reading sections of Laws of Human Nature and re-reading Seven Habits of Highly
Effective People. I have begun taking over aspects of the family life / household and will continue
taking over more of it. I see this as a fairly all-encompassing endeavor that will affect my parenting
style, my marriage, my friendships, and of course my career. This doesn’t come naturally to me.
Seduction - I have a six month goal of being able to pull plates if I want to. Maybe I won’t want to, I
haven’t decided. But this is something I should be able to do. I have a rough plan in place to move
me in that direction. Very briefly, it is: NoFap (Desire is the gas in the car); Basic tools (Seddit; reread Pook; maybe others; I don’t want to overdo this part); Put myself in pickup situations (20-60
minutes a few times a week); Learn polarization (Be a man; communicate masculinity); Escalation;
Rejection; Plate opportunities. I went NoFap a few weeks ago and am still “king of the castle” as it
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were. I go out 1 or 2 nights a week. Sometimes by myself. This is hard for me.
I check in with Dread and still try to adhere to the path. I’m having to adjust my mentality a bit
because I didn’t picture myself getting past DL 4 or 5, but I think I’m in that range now. Learning
game and acting upon it obviously puts me way up at DL 8 or 9, which may be about right for a six
month goal.
I’ll leave it at this for now. Feedback is sought and appreciated. Let the “faggots” fly.
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noticing a pattern in my wife responding to my new red pill
aware life
20 upvotes | April 1, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
So, I'm several months into my MAP. Have good lifts, look good, and have an active life. One thing I
started doing from the get go (and more and more as time goes on) is tending to my needs first, of
course with situational prioritization (ex // if one of my kids needs my help and input for the annual
science fair and has limited time to work on it, I would rearrange my schedule to accommodate, OR
if my wife had a company event at her work and asked me to come, I'd gladly go with her)

That being said, as I began to prioritize my own needs and life, and take responsibility and action to
get those needs met, my wife has occasionally bitched about it, by calling me a selfish asshole, and
saying (in a shrewish and mocking tone) things like, "I forgot, your needs and wants come first... I
just need to learn my place." I just shrug it off and say, "ok" in my mind, and I stopped DEERing. I
used to try and please her, but I've significantly mitigated that behavior.

I assume this is just shit test resistance to see if I hold my frame. My wife is respectful almost all the
time and we have a decent sex life (I'd like more frequency, but it's always passionate and high
quality sex). I just see this as an attempt to shit test and gain control over me in some fashion.
Thoughts?
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Update: "Wife addicted to weaponized sex"
20 upvotes | November 27, 2017 | by herp_a_merp | Link | Reddit Link
Previous post: Wife addicted to weaponized sex; impending divorce
Recap: wife kept weaponizing sex even after DL 10, we agreed on a ~3 week time to reconsider
TL;DR: I ended it, told the children we're separating
I asked for any last minute tips in my previous post. I went with a solution where I both upped the
comfort in the form of more mindful family time and attention for her, but made it clear that sex is
non-negotiable for me.
We had sex twice and I got a period blowjob (that I had to ask for), but once the deadline came she
said she needs time and we need to hold off on sex because she can't do it, when she doesn't feel
"emotionally connected". And we need to "work on the relationship".
That was a hard boundary for me at this point, so I told her about what comes next in terms of
divorce logistics and that we need to tell the children. She wants to turn this into some sort of trial
separation, but after this long, I find that idea surreal.
I considered it likely that this would happen. I do think she's addicted to weaponizing sex. My current
reading of our history right now that she accumulated her indignation for months and years and made
me responsible for not untangling them without making any of them explicit. Much like a female
Nice Guy's covert contract: "I expect you to do something. But I won't tell you about it, because you
should know, but I'll get pissed, turn self victimization to 11 and go ice queen if you don't do it." So
from my perspective, she would start randomly crying for half a day in the middle of the coolest
vacation because of sth I might have done months before (that she can't explain in words btw).
After 2 years of therapy this was still a thing. I couldn't fix her feelz for her.
And/or I wasn't ripped enough.
Telling my 11 yo daughter that we're separating was the hardest fucking thing in my life. I'm not
proud of it, but seeing what it did to my daughter wrecked me mentally. I might have to swallow my
pride and consider finding a therapist to deal with this myself. I can't afford this to affect my job
performance right now.
I'm looking for an apartment in the area. It's a very tough market and it looks like I'm going to need a
temporary solution before I find a decent one. I'm moving out end of next week in any case. (We rent,
so moving out is not as a huge deal in terms of divorce as a house would be.)
Gym time was one highlight in the past weeks, 3x a week, every week, sticking to the schedule to the
minute. Changed the routine and no new injuries (so far). Dialed in the diet too.
Making my way through the divorce and building up my new life as a coparenting dad is my new big
project. Any good pointers on post-divorce parenting are welcome.
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Beware of Half Truths
20 upvotes | September 13, 2017 | by Alpha_Engineer99 | Link | Reddit Link
There was a recent post about applying too much punishment and minimizing too much time and
attention. Really hit home for me.
This month my wife has been a little more harpy and bitchy than normal because she started back at
work (teacher). Kids are also busy with school…. I've been getting hard no's lately. I pulled back time
and attention and really ramped up the punishment and dread.. I was able to pull her lately– she'll
come seek me out in the house to see what I’m doing in the garage or playing with the kids… which
is good, but I haven't been able to pull her sexually though. I started to question wtf im doing wrong
and why doesn't this work anymore. I always hate this time of year when her job starts back
up..totally fucks up my game I've built all summer.
Tried something different yesterday. Instead of continuous punishment, I can home from work in a
cocky and playful mode. Slapped that ass in the kitchen. Did homework with the kids, pulling her in
for a kiss when she passed by, showing my boys how i can squat mom… she got all playful, great
laughing mood, picked her up and mauled her on the kitchen counter, etc..
Later that evening, She tells me “I’m glad that u got that carrot out of your ass you had lately.” Of
course, I replied telling her to bend over so I can shove it up her ass now.. She was laughing , playful,
giddy all night. Made for a great night of sex.
Her comment is interesting..though. Im Realizing that everything is but a half truth. The last few
weeks, I would have said that dread is all you need , bc it worked wonders for me the last 3 years of
finding this place, (previous 10 yr dead bedroom), however it wasn’t giving me the results I wanted
all month. now judging from my actions yesterday, I could say that cocky and playful is the only
thing. Etc.
There is never just one thing. I see now that everything is important. It all needs to be balanced for it
to work. It's good to be reminded that these are all just tools to use. A Toolbox. Don’t get set on just
one thing. When u hear that u only need this one thing, this one diet, this one workout plan, this one
stock, this one trick, etc. It's probably not true. You need everything. Everything is important. There's
nothing not important. It's all important.
I was so hung up on applying dread and punishment all month bc i wasn’t getting any pussy, I totally
lost track of my manhood, my mission. Got back on track and wife responds. Fixed her feelz...
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Stop thinking out loud
20 upvotes | August 1, 2017 | by stew7000 | Link | Reddit Link
A surefire way to be shit tested is to think out loud. Obviously shit tests will come your way, but if
you really want them to be coming at you like a Contra spray gun, say stuff out loud in front of your
wife like:
Wonder if I have time to go to that place.
Thinking about going into town to pick something up..
Not sure which restaurant is better.
Maybe I shouldn't tell my brother about that.
I think I have time to fit that in before I leave.
Etc etc.
When I do this in front of my wife, my wife immediately jumps in with a pointed opinion on the
matter. I've been nuking these too frequently ("I didn't ask for your opinion" or "I don't need you to
respond") and am coming across as a bitchy little boy in doing so.
I could avoid the whole damn situation by stopping my thinking out loud.
TL: DR Contemplate questions in your mind, and only open your mouth when you can firmly and
decisively state as captain what you're going to do. Or better yet, don't say anything - just fucking do
it!
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FR future ex wife moving out
19 upvotes | November 10, 2017 | by izual19 | Link | Reddit Link
I've been fucking up the last few weeks. I've de loaded twice. Used to squat 300 5x5 now I'm back to
250. My diet has been shit. Like gas station pizza level shit. Mostly because I have been that damn
busy.
I got my house from looking like something from the show hoarders to show ready in preparation to
sell. Progressed the mediation process and have a child care schedule set up. Future ex wife moves
out next week. I've started packing and have a plan for where my son and I are going to live.
I've got a good plan for living on the cheap untill I reach my goal of 50k saved and I'll purchase my
own home. Shouldn't take more than 10 months. Also have set up a support structure for my son. His
grandparents will be watching him while I'm at work. I think having people who love him always
around will smooth the transition to divorced life.
Only been putting a small amount of effort towards online dating. It was honestly quite shocking
having 26 year olds saying I look hot, or I look like trouble. Like, the best ego kibble ever. But I
know I don't have the time right now to waste chasing pus.
Took the advice of others from my last post and have worked towards not having my ex wife see me
as an enemy. This has been a huge improvement. She's cordia,l borderline sweet towards me. Gives
me some hope that we won't be exposing our son to our toxic bullshit drama anymore. Thank you to
those who convinced me this was a good move.
I'm taking thanksgiving week off to go deer hunting. Really looking forward to some solitude and
quiet to decompress. I haven't felt this happy in a long time.
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Where Is The Good?
19 upvotes | October 12, 2017 | by SteelSharpensSteel | Link | Reddit Link
So I have to tell you guys, MRP and AskMRP have been a bit negative recently.
When I read posts like this in MRP:
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/75hafq/holding_frame_in_dread_level_12/
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/6yvrxm/fr_1_year_from_the_artist_formally_kno
wn_as/
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/6vo0lz/your_wife_is_a_whore_and_you_should_
divorce_her/
And this in AskMRP:
https://www.reddit.com/r/askMRP/comments/75u6u4/new_to_mrp_and_the_marriage_looks_like_its
_coming/
I gotta say, that sucks.
And at times AskMRP is 50% handholding, 45% faggot, and 5% new people who need help with the
pill (some of the long timers might say it's 99% faggot, 1% new guys who need help, but I digress).
The thing that gets me is - Is it really that bad for you guys? I get that there is a spectrum of people
here, and most of us are idly by lurking and maybe if they have the stones for it they are doing
something about their problems. My personal experience in taking the pill though has taken me from
about a 5 to 7 (not just physically, but my overall well being), and in the process taken my
relationship with my wife from a 5 to a 7. But not only that, I can see the process of where I can bring
myself, and thereby my relationship to a 8 or even further - there is some positive looping and value
adding going on. Taking the pill for me personally has been very positive (and a necessary kick in the
ass, I must admit - fortunately I didn't have to take it as a suppository). But a lot of people here seem
like they are really struggling - I mean to the point where they are having main events or have them
coming up soon, or their relationships have deteriorated due to years of abuse to where they just
DGAF and start spinning plates, or after years of neglect they're starting the process of divorce.
I'm going to briefly do a callout to a positive post https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/5l6un6/heres_your_example/ , what a damn
inspiration, u/GargantuaBlarg29
The question is - are you good? Is your relationship good? Mods and ME's, you've been here the
longest. Are you good?
For some perspective, it's a damn miracle that each of you is breathing right now, let alone have
electricity and computers and internet. I think it's a good reminder to take a few minutes, breathe
deep, and realize things aren't so bad. You are in a universe that is 46 billion light years wide, and yet
you're the only you out there that has ever been or will be. Meditate a bit this morning, and take a sip
of that half full glass. Smell and savor the coffee this morning.
Then get back to work at the iron temple, and get to where you need to be.
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Hold Onto Your Butts
19 upvotes | March 23, 2017 | by CaptJohnLukeDiscard | Link | Reddit Link
The title refers to how I feel after discovering RP / MRP a few weeks ago, going on a massive
reading expedition, and starting to implement some of this shit. I've realized I'm a massive bitch and
it's been a kick to the teeth. HOWEVER, I also feel a sense of hope that I haven't had in YEARS.
"Hold on to your butts" is what Samuel L. Jackson says in Jurassic Park when he resets the entire
system and it slowly comes back online. The entire system shuts down and doesn't come back online
immediately. Instead, one monitor starts to blink with a little message and SLJ figures out that it is
actually possible to fix the whole system. That's where I'm at... the one little blinking message.
This is a throwaway account b/c my wife knows my other Reddit login and I don't want to talk about
Fight Club with her.
There's an essay coming your way because I’m still at the very, very beginning of this journey and
just need to get this stuff off my chest. Hopefully it will help someone who is thinking about taking
the pill or who isn’t sure if they really have a problem. Also, fair warning but I’m going to get a bit
graphic but I think it’s all pertinent information.

Backstory
A quick backstory: M32 married to F32 and we have kids. I met my wife in college. I thought she
was smoking hot (amazing face, DDs, but 30# overweight) but looking back realistically, she was a
6ish and I was an 8+. I was playing college baseball at the time and she was doing the whole
freshmen-gain-30# thing.
She was my first sexual partner, I was her second. Her first was a beta who had decent game but
lacked balls / motivation to do anything further or fight to keep her.
We were crazy about each other, got married young, amazing sex all the time. I’m talking hangingfrom-the-rafters crazy monkey-sex where you almost pass out right after the O. She was super naïve
and so not really kinky but was passionate and mischievous. She wanted the D all the time and
constantly enticed, teased, and dressed slutty to get me going.
Fast forward after several kids. She got in superb shape after Kid #1 and then kept getting better and
better after each one. She’s now a fitness trainer with a soft 6 pack. She looks like the Crossfit girls
but with a tiny bit less muscle. Super young looking A+ face. I’m a lucky shithead.
I went from ridiculously good shape (college baseball was 4+ hours per day of practice, lifting,
running, etc. year round) to 50# overweight. Right now, I’d say I’m a 4-5 and she is an HB8, maybe
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HB9. I get shit from my buddies all the time about how she is the hottest girl they know in person.

The Problem
The sex and passion in our relationship has slowly dwindled for years. I started noticing maybe 5-7
years ago that she just wasn’t as into me physically as she used to be. She swore up and down, side to
side, back and forth that she wasn’t driven by physical appearance, that she was still madly in love
with me, and was still very attracted to me. FWIW, I make a very nice living allowing her to stay
home (she does the training thing for funsies) and our kids to be in private school.
She’s always been sexually receptive to me but has become more and more of a starfish over the past
few years. She does what I want but if I don’t initiate, she could go weeks without sex. When she
does initiate (usually after a fight about her not initiating in a long time), I can tell she is doing it out
a sense of compliance, duty, & obligation but not because she wants to bang my brains out. While
I’m sure that she still loves me, this has affected my self-confidence at the core level. Combined with
a sedentary job and being obese (I’m not going to mince words here… I’m obese now), I’ve had
minor, infrequent issues with not getting it up on occasion. This simply compounded the issue. I got
my testosterone measured and it was on the very edge of being low. I’m 32 but the average 70 year
old man has higher test than me. My doctor says it is because I’m a fatass who doesn’t do anything to
boost it plus I eat like shit and my stress levels are through the roof. Well, duh.
Her lack of desire plus my increasing self-doubt / loathing over my fitness / test levels / etc. has led to
several huge fights during the past few years. She says she is sorry but she has low libido / is tired /
was distracted / whatever. After each fight, we have great sex for a few days until it slowly slips back
to normal. Each time, I’m getting madder and madder at her even though looking back on it, it’s not
that she was getting worse – I was (and that scared me).

It’s All My Fault
I’ve spent a lot of time blaming anything and everything except me for this issue. Recently, I read
Extreme Ownership by Willink & Babin and then stumbled onto MRP a few weeks ago. I’ve started
to devour the materials on this site including the recommended reading. I’ve swiftly had my teeth
kicked in and have realized that this is ENTIRELY MY FUCKING FAULT. I’ve identified three
primary ways that this is my fault.
One: I’m a fat fucking slob. I don’t pay enough attention to how I dress, especially around her, and
have put on 50# of fat. My diet is trash, my skin is in poor condition, my clothes are not thoughtful,
my teeth aren’t white enough, and my gut is massive. Just about the only passing grade I would give
myself is that I do go to a real barbershop and get a good haircut every three weeks. However, on an
appearance level, if I were to ask myself “Would I fuck me?” the answer is an emphatic “NO!” Why
should I expect her to be any different? She married a jacked dude who dressed well and now has
Homer Simpson sans the bald head.
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Two: I’ve become a BB in wayyyyy too many ways. MMSLP talks about the need for balance
between Alpha & Beta. I’ve always leaned more to the Alpha side of the spectrum (even though due
to a fucked up childhood, my version of masculinity was poisoned by my mother). However, I’ve let
myself become more and more beta over the past few years. I don’t just take what I want anymore. I
defer to my wife on nearly everything. She isn’t a naturally aggressive person but I’ve become such a
bitch. For example, after we fight about sex, she will sort of initiate the next day and ask me what I
want to do and I’ll answer with “whatever you want.” When we were first together, I just took her
whenever I wanted it and she took me whenever she wanted it. I’m NOT talking about rape. I’m just
talking about good ol’fashioned sexual aggression. She loved it. Now, I’m all lovey-dovey passive
with her all the time. I pay her too much attention and whine when she doesn’t pay attention to me,
physically or otherwise.
Three: I don’t seduce my wife nearly as much as I should. I don’t game her. I am a Christian (I know,
I say fuck too much) so I never tried to sleep around even in college when I had chicks throwing
themselves at me. I wanted to wait until marriage and I found the One. However, once I found her, I
seduced the hell out of her all the time. I was a dork sometimes but I was a confident dork who got
the job done. As they say, if it’s stupid but it works, it’s not stupid. Now, I don’t seduce her. I’ll be
helpful around house, with the kids, etc. as a part of my master plan to make her wet by how nice I
am. Covert contracts ALL over the place. I would hold score in my mind and then whine, cry (yes, I
occasionally cried to her about my feelz because I was acting like a bitch), and moan to her about
why didn’t she rip off her clothes and mount me after how nice I was to her. Being a helper around
the house may help her destress but it also doesn’t make her panties wet.
So, like I said. I was and still am a bitch. This is my story of how I’m changing that.

Fitness & Diet
The testosterone test shook me to the core. It was quantifiable proof that I was, in fact, a bitch and it
was all my fault. To fix that, I started Crossfit three weeks ago. I love the combination of heavy-ass
Olympic lifting plus cardio in varied ways. It is kicking my ass but I can tell it is really helping. I am
starting to get morning wood again and feel some old self confidence coming back.
I’m also eating clean. No more “eat like a ‘Murican man, dammit!” Fuck that. The average ‘Murican
is grossly overweight, can’t see his dick, and will die way too early after years of ED (I was on that
path up until a few weeks ago). I have transitioned to eating clean 95% of the time, mostly focused on
meat, vegetables, lots of healthy fats, and complex carbs from sweet potatoes. I’d recommend the
How to Boost your Test article from AoM if you haven’t read it yet. I’ve incorporated clean eating
plus intermittent fasting for additional testosterone / HGH boosts.
As a result, I’m already noticing a significant difference in how I feel. Am I like I was in college?
Hell no. Then I could breathe fire, slay dragons, and bang my now-wife 5x per day. But… I’m
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starting to feel better enough that I can now actually remember what feeling that way was like. Here’s
an analogy. If you stick a frog in a pot of boiling water, he’ll nope out immediately. Stick him in
luke-warm water and then slowly heat it up and he’ll sit there until he cooks. I don’t know if that’s
100% true but I think it holds fast as an analogy to me and my health. My transition from awesome to
fatass was so gradual that I never really noticed how awful I started to feel on a regular basis. I do
now. Generally speaking, I have felt AWFUL for years and didn’t even recognize it because awful
was normal.
Physically, nothing has changed substantially yet (still very early) but I’ve dropped a few pounds and
my dick is a lot harder during erections. I’m also waking up with morning wood for the first time in
YEARS. I’ll take it.

NAWALT… Actually AWALT
Before MRP, I would have said my wife was pretty much perfect (other than the lack of desire thing)
and that she didn’t shit test me at all. Nope. After reading more and more and then observing my
interactions with her, she shit tests ALL the time, granted in very minor and passive ways. They
aren’t “bad” but they are clearly an ongoing effort for her to maintain her frame and feel comfortably
in control of the relationship.
Don’t hear me wrong… I still love my wife and believe I’m incredibly lucky for far more than just
that she is hot. She is still a wonderful person and I’m still crazy about her. I just see her shit tests
now. I didn’t before because I was being a beta bitch.

Recent Successes
So yesterday, I decided to do something about it. You guys are probably going to say I was going
Red Pill Rambo and you are probably right. Whatevs. I texted her during the day and told her that
when I brought the oldest son home from his late practice, I expected her to be in a sundress with
nothing on underneath except perfume. I also told her to have some massage oil ready. No response
to the text from her. #fuckit
Before practice, I decided that I would make dinner not because I wanted to help her but because I
love to grill / cook. So I made a great meal of chicken, grilled veggies, corn, and grilled pineapple for
dessert. I told her ahead of time what I was going to do. She was shocked I pulled it off and confessed
afterward that she had already made dinner because she didn’t think I would follow through. I just
shrugged and grinned while I ate my grilled pineapple.
Fast forward and when I got home with the son, I sent him straight to bed. She was walking around
the house in pajama pants and a big baggy shirt. (shit test… I told her what I wanted to see her in) I
went in to get into the shower without really saying anything to her. Old me would have whined
about how she wasn’t wearing what I told her to.
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She walked in and took off the clothes, showing a sundress underneath. I did my thing in the shower,
she hopped out, and brought the massage oil to the bed. I told her give me a massage. She laughed
and said she thought it was for her. I said nope and to start massaging me. She said no. I told her I
would spank her if she didn’t. For the record, she hates it when I spank her… so she says. She gave a
sarcastic answer or something… so I grabbed her, put her over my knee, and popped her 2-3x times,
just enough to sting. I then felt her up and spanked again 2x. I felt her up again. Needless to say, she
acted pissed about it but her body indicated that it wasn’t.
After that, she gave me the massage and the night went really well from there.
This morning, I got home from a men’s breakfast and she was up starting to make the kids breakfast.
Thursday mornings are weird for us because we are both home for a while & awake before the kids
have to go to school. I’ve asked for showers with her before and sometimes she does, sometimes she
‘forgets’ and then I usually act like a pouty bitch. We’ve had a long history of Thursday morning
showers being an issue.
This morning, I came in, kissed her hard for about 10 sec, didn’t say a word, and then headed to the
shower. (good so far) She asked “do you want me to join you?” Like a bitch, I said “whatever you
want…” I know, I’m a bitch. She sighed in an exasperated tone and then followed me in there. The
shower was great. She was acting reserved and a bit sad with her face but her initiation / creativity /
activity level was much higher than normal. I didn’t want to finish all the way then so I stopped her
after a bit and made her get out. I then got dressed, gave a lot of thought to what I was wearing,
cleaned my face, etc. and got ready. I paid her almost no attention other than being polite but slightly
curt with her.
Right before I was about to leave, she walked into the bedroom where I was getting my shoes on and
gave me an impromptu BJ. BJs are not uncommon for us but her opening with one is, especially if I
haven’t asked for it or whined about sex lately.
The funny thing is, I think she was still shit testing me a lot last night and this morning. She had her
sad, distant face on almost all the time but was acting much more like I want her to act in terms of
sexual interaction. She was more into it. I think I’m going to have to really work on differentiating
between what she presents or says versus what her body does… aka it got really wet after I spanked
her a bit. She is acting like her feelings are hurt but she is also way more into me. I need to figure this
out (if you guys have any suggestions / insights, plz halp).

Going Forward
I’m sure there’s going to be more and more of an adjustment period where I figure this out and she
adjusts to me. MMSLP says to give it a month of adjustment per year of being a bitch. So for me, I
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can expect 7-9 months of adjustment. For now, here’s my gameplan of moving forward.

1. Focus on improving me as much as possible. Eat clean, intermittent fast, lift heavy ass weight,
pay really close attention to clothing, hygiene, etc.
2. STFU about my problems and how I feelz whether it’s about her, my work, my childhood,
whatever. I unload on her emotionally wayyyy too much. If I have a problem, I need to go
squat or deadlift it out. I am not going to cut my wife off emotionally or verbally but I will take
back control of our relationship where I am the pillar and she is not.
3. Seduce my wife. I’m a moron but I really think she actually likes to be told what to do. I need
to figure out how to manage that. I’m not into BDSM at all (and don’t plan to be) but I believe
my wife would definitely be a very willing sub if I were…. Anyone have any suggestions on
how to capitalize on that for us both without going full BDSM?
4. Don’t GAF about her shit tests and below-baseline-of-importance feelings / issues / problems.
5. Spend more of my free time, limited as it is, improving myself via reading, cooking, etc. rather
than playing some dumbass video games. r/factorio, this might be good bye.

So… I’ll use this account to keep you guys in the loop. MRP works.
I do have one major question though. To what degree do I interact with my wife in terms of normal
phone calls, texts, etc. throughout the day? I'm really confused on this because on one hand, I don't
want to straight up ignore her because that seems childish yet on the other hand I feel like I don't
really know how to interact with her staying outside of her frame and within mine. Any feedback or
advice on this?
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What the fuck have I gotten myself into?
19 upvotes | October 5, 2018 | by ShitBeta | Link | Reddit Link
I've been a career beta piece of shit all my life. Married 13 years, together since college, have become
more and more beta in the past two years. My 4-year old son died of a cancer and I fucked up and got
depressed and looked to my wife for strength - big fucking mistake. Little respect. I had started to
slowly get my shit together over the past 3 months (not being needy around her, dropping 20 lbs
through cardio though) and found MRP. Read NMMNG, MMSL, and Rational Male within 3 days.
I've never had my own internal frame, NMMNG described me 100%. I'll start lifting in November
since I have 3 business trips out of the country with no access to a gym, but what can I do in the short
term to stop being so much a faggot and come to terms with this new reality and starting to get
unplugged from the FemMatrix. I've stopped apologizing to my wife and have already seen some shit
tests. I have a high level of anxiety disorder/panic attacks (been to therapy and meds) and feel a
constant state of anxiousness this week (after completing MMSL). I get anxiety even being near my
wife since I think she's going to shit test and I'll fuck it up.

Careerwise I'm killing it - make over 200k, high level leader, rising star, etc. but homewise i suck.

I can't unread what I've read and am in a bit of a panic mode of where the hell does life go from here?
What can I do to chill the fuck out - I think hearing from people who've gone through this helps but
they're further down the process and actually started shit. I have no safe people to talk to, no friends
outside 2 guys at work (high introvert), so likely will rely on this forum for a lot of hand holding.

TLDR: new to this and freaking out a bit.
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For those of you who have been married for 15+ years and have
never been divorced, what advice would you in particular give
to a man considering marriage?
19 upvotes | October 2, 2018 | by ayeitsurboylomein | Link | Reddit Link
/r/askMRP/comments/9ktlyg/for_those_of_you_who_have_been_married_for_15/
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Thank you all!
19 upvotes | June 26, 2018 | by financeandfirepower | Link | Reddit Link
Thank you …
At 38 years old I found myself accomplished with financial stability, a great company I built, a great
family but I was unhealthy and had a very unsatisfying sex life. I am married 11 years, together 15
years. We have two children boy 4 and girl 7. My wife is really a great woman SAHM and since I
discovered the red pill submissive in the bedroom as well. It is amazing to me how much she has
changed along with me as I made my progress with red pill philosophy. I have followed the rules and
NEVER talked about fight club. I can look in the mirror and see my improvements, but at the same
time look at my wife and see how getting my shit together has improved our family unit completely.
There is so much good that has come out of learning to literally fuck my wife the way I always
wanted to.
The bad … Two years ago I was 6’1” 310 lbs and my doctor diagnosed me with type 2 diabetes. Not
a shocker to me as I was a lazy fat ass who used food to cope with the stresses of building a business
and the general stresses of raising two children. I had low points before and got put on Zoloft in my
mid twenties and was a zombie for quite a while. No real highs no real lows just cruising in the
middle. I thought the Zoloft helped with my anxiety but it destroyed my feelings for sex. My wife
and I had sex maybe once every two weeks for most of our marriage. Just standard starfish as you
call it. Early on when we were dating and she would be drunk she would say things like “I’m a bad
girl”, but I just did not understand the whole submissive nature of my wife back then and I was a
pussy for most of that part of my life.
The number one influence on my life with women was my mother. My father was a betabux pussy
his whole life and my mother ran the house. Dad NEVER talked to me about women and has never to
this day even broached the subject. My Mother instilled in me that providing for a woman got me
what I wanted. Being the nice guy. Prince charming gets the girl. All that. What a wrong way to go
about it.
So I am a lazy fat ass two years ago and I decide to get off Zoloft cold turkey and get in shape. I need
to lose weight and get healthy or I am going to die and I can’t make money if I am dead. I used that
logic. I pushed myself lost 20lbs and got injured. Self pity spiral and I go into July of 2017 and then I
find the needle of red pill in the haystack of the internet that opened my eyes to a whole new me.
July 2017 … I had been of Zoloft for a year so I started to feel my dick again kind of LOL I also felt
nerve tingling on the tip that the doctor said may be a side effect of diabetes. Neuropathy. That really
got my attention. I took a couple days and really focused on myself and thinking how am I going to
do this. I tried to step back and look at myself independently and what drove me to wake up every
morning and work as hard as I do to provide for my family. It was eye opening. I basically rewarded
myself with shitty food and porn. I have been addicted to jerking off to some form of porn since
about 12. I started with the scrambled playboy channel and over the years learned all the internet
tricks in my teen years to modern day porn hub. The problem for me was that I hit a wall with it. The
porn was getting weird this past year. It was all step daughter, step mom, step whatever shit and it
just freaked me the fuck out.
I know people are motivated by a reward/pleasure well my food was killing me and making me fat
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and my porn was going to turn me into a shameful pervert. I decided I was going to completely
change my reward structure and use discipline that I knew I had but had never applied to my health
and sex life. The rewards needed to be there and sex was going to be my reward if I was going to
eliminate food and porn.
I googled “How to turn your wife into a slut” and found Hunter fuckin Drew “Creating your slut”
Wow that was all I needed to launch me into red pill land, the side bar and I have not looked back.
Lifting is the single most important thing is true. I STFU and set on making myself awesome and
figured if it works the way they say I should be able to do it. In August 2017 I hired a lifting trainer
two times a week (have not missed once) and started with just learning how to move my fat ass again.
I progressed to lifting just the bar to almost a year later lifting with the 45lbs plates on the bench and
repping out. I am now 257 lbs and have a lot more to go but I love feeling my muscular arms and legs
and the TESTOTERONE it produces is awesome. I now have sex with my wife 3 to 4 times a week.
It is awesome sex for me and her. I am cave manning and spanking her and talking dirty. At this point
its just awesome to me. I just keep getting happier. Once a week or so I will tell her I need a blowjob
and she will just get down on her knees and blow me. It still amazes me from where I was a year ago.
I will end it how I started it. Thank you… to all the guys who have contributed to this wealth of
knowledge that is the red pill. I really do appreciate it. There is still a long way to go but I am really
enjoying it thus far.
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FR - Dread from guys trip?
19 upvotes | June 1, 2018 | by ChokingDownRP | Link | Reddit Link
Age 40, married 12yrs, together 17, 3 kids under 6. 6'4" 255 lb (down from 283) body fat percentage
still too high to bother measuring. Doing SL 5x5, solid early gains, but I'm still a fatass. Unplugged in
January. I was a physically fit alpha when we met, quickly turned into a beta bitch after developing
oneitis. Sex life has improved drastically since implementing MRP. From starfish 2x/mo to
enthusiastic fucking 2-3x/wk...and I don't even look good yet!
A couple of months ago, I planned a trip with 2 friends to tent camp and kayak fish (. Leading up to
the trip, she was obviously hamstering, shit tests galore and it was shark week pin to of that. I half
expected an unsolicited BJ (these are not frequent, but happen sometimes) given that by the time I
returned from my trip would be like 10 days since we last had sex... but that didn't happen, oh well...I
didn't ask for it, and wasn't butthurt, it was an experiment to test my SMV, I'm obviously not there yet
since she let me leave fully loaded.
The day I left, the forecast was calling for heavy rain, as women with beta husbands do, she threw out
a few tests- "are you really going to camp in the rain" me: "yep" and just kept packing. Her: "what if
the storms get bad" me: "I'm well prepared for anything that could come my way, don't worry about
us."
The trip was amazing - awesome kayak fishing, tent camping (far from roughing it), reconnecting
with male friends, talking about our goals, struggles, wives (I talked some RP, but they're not ready).
Mostly radio silent with the wife except calls home to talk to our oldest kid and to make sure the
younger kids were all ok. If wife started talking day-to-day, I simply said I had to run as we were
about to do X (insert fun thing here)... I'm on vacation after all.
The last night, while in my tent, I texted logistics (when I planned to get home, I'll pick up lunch on
the way, I'll need a couple hours to clean and put away my gear, etc). A few texts back and forth, and
she texted me a house listing (we're starting to shop)... My reply was "you should be sending me sexy
selfies instead of listings" - a few minutes later she sent a face and small amount of cleavage pic.
BTW, I've never asked for, nor received a single sexy pic from her. I decide to press for more...i told
her "it is definitely cute, but doesn't look like you really went for sexy...try again!" Next pic had her
shirt off, but nipples covered with her "fuck me" face. "Very nice, you're getting warmer" - the next
was tits out, and very nice. She asked for a dick pic and I obliged captioned with "do you want this
inside you?" Her: "hell yes" me: "it will be 1st chance I get tomorrow" her: "mmmmm, don't you
want to just come home tonight?" RECORD SCRATCH...wtf is that? Old me may have packed up
my shit and drove the hour home. At the very least I'd have explained how I really wanted to
"snuggle with her tonight," but packing, etc was too difficult. I just responded that I loved the pics
she sent and was looking forward to the real thing tomorrow. End exchange.
Today, arrived home as planned, worked on my stuff, played with kids, had lunch and helped put kids
down for nap time. Took a shower, wife asked about the trip, asked if it was really just the guys or if
we all took our side chicks... she's said a few things like this lately... my standard response is to
pressure flip "what reason would i have to cheat" but today I just STFU then she said "you all aren't
that kind of guys"...I quickly replied, "no, they brought their wives, who really liked my side chick"
with a big smirk (A&A - who is this guy with the big balls all of a sudden?). I then grabbed the back
of her neck, kissed her and said "why don't you suck my dick" and whipped it out. She pushed me
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onto the couch and obliged, then great sex followed.
In the old days, she'd have "let me have sex with her" upon my return (starfish/duty). This was very
different, almost like the switch flipped and she knows she better fuck me before someone else does.
I don't know if it's the cumulative effect of my changes, dread from the get away, the A&A about my
side chick, maybe she's just horny after 10 days of no action? Anyone else had similar experiences
following a get away like this? A particular moment where you felt the 1000 foot rope tighten?
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How to not give a fuck?
19 upvotes | May 24, 2018 | by taway01803 | Link | Reddit Link
Ok, I’m losing my shit over this. Months of reading the sidebar, owning my shit and practicing OI
and I’m kicking my self in the balls for feeling this way. Im pissed, angry and resentful. Fuuuuck!
Here what happened last night: Wife on day 3 of shark week, no sex for 5 days now. I’ve been horny
all day so after the kids go to bed and we’re alone, ambience is good, I tell her flirtingly “so, wanna
tell you some thing” Her body language shifts to an “uh-oh, shit!” pose and gets the deer in the
headlights look
“What is it?” She says “I want you to suck my dick” I reply. Mind you, I had to muster courage to get
to saying this. As a recovering nice guy, I never said anything like this before. I always asked, always
nicely vomit
She smile and hesitates for a bit and say “no, not tonight” in a sweet tone. I take it as a soft no, so I
keep pushing. “I’ll be waiting for you later upstairs.” I assume the close. She comes up, gets to the
washroom I lock. The door, etc etc. She comes to bed and says “don’t you want to sleep?” which I
reply no, I told you what I want. She says no again, can we do another night, blah blah. Im there
thinking “fuck this, there’s no reason why not tonight” but didn’t want to push hard. So I start to tease
her and we have a few good laughs, giggles, tickling etc. Softened the mood nicely. After all that she
pauses with a smile and says “not tonight hon”. At which point I get up from under the cover, put my
clothes on and kiss her goodnight. I ended up sleeping in the guest room, my hamster wouldn’t stop.
Not even sure how to deal with her today, i want to remove my attention altogether today and ignore
her. I’m butt hurt and pissed... mostly at myself as I’m unable to hold frame. I hate the power she has
over me, fuck! Help! How do I untuck this? More importantly how do I get to a point where I don’t
give two fucks when shit like this happens??
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Why it’s important to fire your personal trainer
19 upvotes | May 11, 2018 | by captain_my_captain22 | Link | Reddit Link
It all started in 2012,
(yes, I said 2012 you sorry faggots, keep reading).
--I got a very athletic dog, and I couldn’t keep up with him, even after a 5 mile walk he would be
bored/still have energy, and my ass was wiped out. So I got a bike to wear him out. I forgotten how
much I liked mountain biking, and my trainer said it would be a good way to lose some weight.
So off I rode, both without the dog and on the street, I put 1000 miles on that bike in 9 months,
enjoyed the hell out of it, got me out of the house, and ‘active’. Now here’s the funny thing, in that
nine months I lost a grand total of -1 lbs, yep that’s right cleaned up my diet and rode 1000 miles and
gain 1 lb of weight,249 lbs, at 5’10”. But my trainer said, “don’t worry about it, you just in your late
30’s its ok, your body is 23 anymore”.
--So for the next 3 years I rode my bike 2 to 3 times a week (even got a custom bike) and rode the
hell out of it enjoying my time and turning a wrench when things broke, but the stress of life kept
creeping in. I kept having terrible stomach pains, at first thinking it was diverticulitis, I’d just kept
working through the pain like my trainer said too. Well turns out it was kidney stones and gallstones.
Ah don’t worry about it, pain is just means you’re getting stronger right, I mean my trainer said you
can work this out with diet and exercise.
--Finally in 2015, stress caught up with me and I had to have my gallbladder pulled. The pain went
away and I could eat again, which my trainer said was great, so keep eating, so I did. My trainer said
don’t worry about the weight, you are just ‘big boned’, I bet if you got a DEXA scan it will show that
you’re a mutant with huge bones.
Well, he was right, I had big, dense bones (z score of 2.5!) and my weight finally maxed out in
December 2015, 262 lbs, 42% body fat…and I'm 5'10".

Yes, I was carrying around 110 lbs of fat on my body…Shit.
--About this time I discovered the red pill, and well, that’s another story for another day. So I got the
free weights out of the attic and starting lift in February 2016 on the back porch using the Starting
Strength app.
I hadn’t lifted free weights with purpose since 1997… Shit, that iron was heavy, I couldn’t walk or
scratch my ass after the first day.
• Squats = 115 lbs,
• OHP = 65lbs,
• Bench = 95lbs,
• DL = 95 lbs.
--After about 2 weeks I went to the GP, had some blood work done, Total T, 223, free T 0.2…Ah
that’s alright my trainer said, you’ve applied at NASA you don’t want to add any meds to your life,
you can get these numbers up naturally, and my GP agreed with my trainer. So I hit it hard for 1
month, 3 days a week religiously on the back porch.
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--New T levels checked after a month, Total T 270, free T of 1.2. Hell yeah, said my trainer, you can
do this.
Weights are coming up, had a free membership at a Globo gym from the insurance company so I took
it. Continued on Starting Strength linear progression, knee’s, back and triceps hurting constantly.
Trainer said keep it up don’t be a wuss you can do it, just work through the pain, so that’s what I did.
Right up until the point where I almost fell with #315lbs on a squat set…
--I ignored the advice of my trainer to watch more videos on youtube, and decided to go see a
powerlifting coach in May 2016 at the same time I move to a gym that has real iron in it, powerlifters,
and strongmen to boot! I weighed 255 lbs,
• SQ 240lbs 240 3x5
• OHP 115 3x5
• BP 185 3x5
• DL 225 set of 5
Form got cleaned up on all 4 lifts and I started pushing myself, having my trainer crack the whip on
me 3 days a week, T levels checked Total 289, free T, 2.5, see says, my trainer, it’s coming up
naturally.
--October 2016 rolls around and I’m starting to stall on my linear progression, body weight is now
down to 223 lbs (25% Body fat from Navy Calculator), and I’m falling asleep at my desk almost
daily.
Lifts are good, but not where I want them.
• SQ 270lbs 3,4,3
• OHP 152.5lbs 4,3,3
• BP 232.5lbs 5,5,5
• DL 335 lbs set of 4
(partial weights coming from micro plates that I bought on amazon)
--I start with Garage Gym Warrior from Andy Baker, starting a new program testing my 1 RPM.
• SQ 300lbs
• OHP 177 lbs
• BP 252lbs
• DL 375 lbs
--After I fall asleep for 2.5 hrs at my desk mid-November 2016, wife makes serious suggestion to go
see hormone doctor.
I had a full blood panel done. Well lookie there, my T levels are at 299 with a free T of 2.5, and a
with a wrecked endocrine system/adrenal fatigue from caloric restriction and training with low T.
Shit.
But my trainer said not to stop lifting so I didn’t, I kept at it, lowering the volume so I wouldn’t fall
asleep at work, but that didn’t work, stilled crashed, daily.
It takes 4 months to get on HCG (dealing with a careful hormone doc and endocrinologist) in March
2017.
But now my brain starts working, fog is lifting, I’m only checking in with my trainer maybe once or
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twice a week now.
--I’m cooking with gas in May 2017, T-cyp, E2 blocker, and HCG. I’m finally tired of hearing my
trainer saying “suck it up” when my right nut aches, all day, I go see a urologist. He tells me I have a
twisted nut that keeps trying to cut the circulation off. My trainer says, skip the surgery, you’ll
missing 6 weeks of training. I blow him off and go for surgery on my nut sack this summer.
--September 2017 I am finally finishing the 12 week program (after 9 months) of Garage Gym
Warrior I test my maxes.
• SQ 380lbs 1 RPM
• OHP 205 lbs 1 RPM
• BP 315lbs 1 RPM
• DL 405 lbs 1 RPM - I was off this day, I listened to my trainer and he said to test this lift even with
3.5hrs of sleep - One of those all night shit tests, no frame...
I weigh 252 lbs, my body fat is back up to 27% by navy calculator, yes I’m a fat fuck, but I added 32
lbs of muscle in 19 months. But I don’t care right now, my MAP has me getting really fucking strong
and that’s what I’m doing, fuck my trainer. I have a 18.5” neck now and a 49” chest. I know what it
takes to get the weight off, and that’s what I’m doing at the end of this 12 week cycle.

So after almost 5 years, I finally fired my personal trainer.
Why did it take me so damn long? Because he’s a fucking idiot, and he’s my ego. And it takes a long
time to quit listening to the bastard, the sooner you do the faster you will get where you actually need
to be. So what is the fat captain doing this week (after a nasty head cold last week)?
This morning October 2017:
I weighed in at 264 lbs, (eating 4K calories a day and taking in Creatine, has added a lot of water
weight)
• Squats: 4x5 @ 305lbs - A 190lb increase plus another set
• OHP 3x5 @ 155 lbs - A 90lb increase
• DL 3x5 @325 lbs - A 230 lb increase, with multiple sets
• Bench 4x5 @252 lbs will be my Wednesday's load. - A 157 lb increase, and another set

I went from being a weak ass bitch to the 1000lb club in 19 months, and most of that
time with low T!
I added an extra rep on the end of the each of the last sets, just because I could.
What are my goals?
I want to Squat 405 lbs, deadlift 500lbs, do sets at 315lb on the bench and 225lbs on OHP.
It might take a while but I will get there.
So don’t make fucking excuses, I lifted with hardly any fucking T (that of a 85+ yr old man), and
only the burning desire to get stronger and that’s what I did.
Get your T checked,
if your form sucks, get help,
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and for GOD SAKE don’t listen to your ego, he’s a fool!

Do You Even Lift? I do.
Post Script:
Two days after I wrote this, I was on the bench doing 4x5 @ 252lbs, standard workout, with good
warm up mind you. Last rep, of the last set, something ‘popped’, dropped the weight from about 4
inches off my chest. I yelped and one of the guys got it off my chest. Wow, that shit hurt. Wonder
what happened? Still had range of motion but it hurt like a mother.
So what happened? Best I can tell, I listened to my fucking ego, again. Our gym is pretty hard core,
we are in the south and the gym is non-A/C’ed, so that morning I was slipping on the bench and my
feet were slipping on the floor (think humidity/condensation), so instead of stopping to reset my
form, I ‘pushed’ through the pain and TORE MY PECK TENDON RIGHT OFF THE BONE!
FUCK.
Off course thinking it was a ‘just’ a muscle belly tear I tried to work back up, but no dice, waited too
long (about a month) to get it looked at and it took the Doc an extra hour in the OR to pull the muscle
back into position. Now here I sit with a screwed up arm and a SLOW recovery, itching to get back
to the gym, all because I listened to my fucking EGO, again.
Do you Even Lift? Shit, I can’t, but that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t, and know when to fire your
personal trainer/ego.
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wife is overwhelmingly attracted to another man and is in my
face about it
19 upvotes | May 5, 2018 | by ArticulateSavage | Link | Reddit Link
My wife (36) and I (35) were at our neighbour’s last night when my wife started effusively praising
the physique and attractiveness of a male acquaintance that we all know. She praised his physique
and attractiveness while criticising his girlfriend’s physique and attractiveness on two separate
occasions over the course of the evening. The second time she brought it up she must have praised
him and announced her attraction for him for about ten minutes. I felt humiliated and disrespected.
This was something that I had been clear about in the past; I don’t like when married women
announce that other men make their pussies wet. I think it’s disrespectful to their husbands. This was
something my wife and I had agreed upon. Although we are both human and may feel attraction for
others, we won’t rub our attraction in the other’s face. I think it’s a sensible policy.
I suspected her of having an emotional affair with a friend of mine and fellow Afghan War veteran a
couple years ago and was able to break it up between them by taking him for a beer and filling him in
on how dedicated a father and husband I was. For some reason he just left her alone after that. Or,
they got better at Op Sec. Now I suspect that she is smitten with a new fellow despite my best
Married Red Pill efforts over the past four years. I swallowed the pill in 2012 and have read
everything on the sidebar, some of it multiple times. I lift, dress well am attractive and have the
respect of my co-workers and friends. My social calendar is always full and I have meaningful
hobbies. I’m bilingual, have a Master’s degree and am very well employed with enormous potential
for financial compensation as I age and come into my own in my chosen field. I get plenty of IOIs
from other women, my age and younger (old broads too, obviously). Somehow my wife, and my wife
alone, treats me with contempt and I am not sure on what to do. Any advice would be much
appreciated.
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Challenge a Shit Test?
19 upvotes | July 18, 2019 | by red_mainframe | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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I fucked up last night had a fight with the wife.
19 upvotes | August 12, 2019 | by savageinthebox | Link | Reddit Link
Usually when we’re anywhere that there is alcohol the wife drinks and I drive. Yesterday I drank and
the wife drove. Basically we fought (with kids in the back) because I was concerned with her shitty
driving. As she got angrier with me I got angrier with her (no A&A, no fogging, no AM, just straight
up sparring with one another). When she hauled off and smacked me (didn’t hurt but offended the
shit out of me) I said stop the car and got out. Dark road, pretty much middle of nowhere she calls my
cell and says the kids are scared get back in the car. I say not if she gonna keep being a cunt, I’ll just
take an Uber. She says you’re on speakerphone we’ll talk about it later, get back in the car. I get back
in the car. We make it 100ft and we’re screaming at each other. I’m screaming like the flaming
faggot moron that I am. She says “you’re right, take an Uber” and she pulls over. I get out and slam
the door. Call an Uber. Get home wife is trying to put kids to bed but they won’t sleep because
they’re worried about me because I got out of the car in the middle of nowhere like a fucking retard.
They’re happy to see me, wife goes to bed in one kids room the other sleeps with me in master
bedroom. Not like wife and I wanted to sleep together anyway.
So - long story short, I know I fucked up, dropped frame, acted like a BP fag and screamed at my
wife in front of my kids. Question is, now that I got up and went to work while everyone was still
asleep, how do I handle this going forward? Reset and act like nothing happened? Demand an
apology for wife hitting me?
39, wife 39, 2 kids. RP since Feb 2019. 5’9”, 235. Bf about 35%. Lifts bench 175x10, DL 215x7,
squat 140x10, OHP 100x10, Row 115x10.
Read: MMSLP, WISNIFG, Pook, NMMNG, Rational Male year 1, MAP.
Edit/Update: Thank you to everyone who commented, no doubt I needed tough love. Despite
knowing better, I texted my wife an apology. Basically said I didn’t like the way I acted and I will
stop drinking. I also said neither her or our kids will never see that side of me again. Her response
was “okay thanks, we’ll discuss later sorry I hit you”. I said “Forgiven, no need to discuss further
unless you need to”. We’ll see what happens when I get home.
I don’t care if it was the wrong move, I realized what a shit bag I was and I had to apologize. I will
also apologize to my kids tonight in person. I will stop drinking, as I mentioned to a commenter
below this is not my first Wake Up Call about drinking, not by far...I have to take responsibility for
this or nothing else I work on in MRP will mean a goddamn thing. I thought I was making progress,
but this set me back. I will not fucking quit. I won’t look at this like I failed. Worst case scenario I’m
back at Day 1 of RP having already read many of the books and having started lifting 6 months ago.
Maybe I can skip the Rambo phase this time and without alcohol I can actually make progress.
Cannot thank you assholes enough for slapping the shit out of me this morning. Best day of my life.
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Difference between MRP and TRP
19 upvotes | September 12, 2019 | by redpillm | Link | Reddit Link
Hey all,
I see a difference in response maturity and philosophy between the 2 communities, for a new
redpiller. I wonder if MRP is a stage to get into after starting with TRP, or does it have a different
school of thought. If the latter is true, what are the resources for a new MRP that I should consider?
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In My Head, All the Time
19 upvotes | September 16, 2020 | by sodarishnod | Link | Reddit Link
Pook said something interesting in the Testosterone episode (YouTube) about Action. It's all about
taking Action.
I found myself thinking about what that would look like. Then realized, "That's the problem. You're
thinking about action, instead of just doing and being in motion." So I started making mental notes.
At the gym, I'm waiting for a slot on the racks. Are those guys thinking I'm being rude? Hovering?
Skinnier than they are? Am I coming back to check too often? That guy cut in - did he see me? Did
he not give a fuck? Is that Alpha? Am I overthinking this?" I'm not kidding or exaggerating. That's
one example, and that shit's running 24/7.
On the drive home, I tested myself with just empty mind meditation. "Don't think of anything. Just
observe the scenery, breathe. Couldn't make it 5 - 10 seconds. Over and over again.
So, I'm seeing now how IN MY HEAD I am all the time. Someone suggested the Waking Up app, so
I started it. Helpful, for sure.
My point is that I'm thinking that a lot of my MRP work has been mental for me, not holistic or
integrated or authentic. That's not quite the right word, but I don't want to overthink it and try to
wordsmith it for anyone's sake.
Anyone else been in this mental-fuck blackhole space? I feel like Neo as they first began to work
with him.
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Shitty day, shitty question
19 upvotes | October 24, 2019 | by Iockpickinglawyer | Link | Reddit Link
I feel dumb even asking something so basic
Last couple weeks I had been getting a lot done around the house. Not because of any covert contract
or dancing monkey. I've just established routines and trying to build good habits. Been leading the
kids in healthy habits. Doing exercises and tracking their progress etc. we've made it into a game. It's
fun and I don't push them.
Today I was just off. Work was a hard day. I just need to catch up on some sleep really. So I didn't
get anything done around the house. Left dishes etc. Wife works weekends and one day through the
week. This happened to be her work day. On the days she works she acts like I didn't work that day
and I should have been cleaning the house all day or something. She always comes home very
entitled. Even said one time she expects a clean house when she comes home from work.
Even though I felt bad I decided to prioritize the kids over cleaning. I ran with the kids. Had them do
their other exercises. Played chess with the two boys.
She gets home and the questions start "did you do this?" "What about that?" I just say no and STFU
not because I'm trying to STFU but because I'm just too tired to engage. Her mom cooked dinner so
she says "well at least mom cooked dinner." Questions continue "did you do this?" I Say no that I'm
feeling bad today.
This interaction solidifies the idea that AWALT and they don't care who you are but what you
provide for them. This was one of my off days. A day where I wasn't being attractive. Do I get a
break? Of course not. Should I expect one? No.
I'm putting the kids to bed now and afterwards I'll be leaving to the man cave. I'm not interested in
guilt trips and creating distance is my only appropriate response at this point.
My question is, should I be like "I didn't own my shit today. Being tired isn't an excuse. I need to man
up." Or should I do whatever the fuck I want. I felt bad so I gave myself an evening off and I don't
feel bad about it.
Im sure in the future I'll have off days. Do I just need to suck it up and own my shit?
I mean, it would be nice to have a woman who actually gave a fuck about me and instead of giving
me a hard time asked me how I was doing, if she could get me anything, hope you feel better etc. but
that's not the sort of world we live in is it? That's the blue pill ideal. If I want someone to care about
me like that I need to develop my male friends for that. As a leader/man of this ship I don't get off
days.
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Help dealing with withdrawn checked-out and angry wife
19 upvotes | December 1, 2019 | by MightBeNiceGuy | Link | Reddit Link
I got temp banned with a Rule 9 violation last week in OYS because I was whining about my wife
moving back to the guest room again. I deserved it.
I need help though. I feel like I'm not making progress here and looking for some insight. The pattern
that keeps repeating is that I take steps to lead my own life and my family and she feels
"disrespected" that I'm not consulting her on every decision anymore. Then at some point I do
something at I want or say no to her about something, and that triggers her victim mentality, she gets
angry, lashes out, and moves to guest room. We become roommates at that point and basically she
goes to "her room" after dinner, I get the kids to bed and we basically avoid each other the rest of the
night. If I try to approach her room she'll yell at me to leave claiming that it's her space.
I reset every day, say good morning, sometimes make her a coffee or go for a hug. She ignores me
and doesn't make eye contact. When I get home from work, I always greet everyone enthusiastically
(which the kids love) and she doesn't even turn her head. I can feel the anger and resentment in the
air. It sucks.
After a few weeks of this she'll make some comment about how I don't even communicate with her
anymore. That makes me chuckle because of course she's the one withdrawn in the guest room. And
then fight begins where she screams at me that I'm punishing her, that everyone is trying to hurt her,
she's holed up here to protect herself, that I don't respect her, that I'm not on her side, brings up shit
from 9 years ago when I was very weak (yes mistakes were made). She says she doesn't like this new
me, that I used to be nice and caring and now I'm selfish, and that whatever I'm doing is making
things worse.
The last couple cycles of this I try to provide comfort and end up caving to some of her demands to
restore the peace. She comes back to the bedroom, we fuck once or twice, until the whole cycle
repeats again after a few weeks of sexual denials and ramping up withdrawal of attention & dread.
Please help me see what I'm doing wrong and how I can break out of this loop.
Background: Married 10.5 years, 2 kids (7 and 3). Beta provider for all of our relationship until I had
a crisis leading up to our 10 year anniversary and realized that I'm not getting what I want out of my
relationship while her entitlement was soaring. Went rambo at the beginning, then retreated for a bit
and things were better for a short time. Started lifting and exercising and am in best shape now since
married. Took steps to build my own life outside of her -- bought a 2nd car so we each have
independence, got an office so I'm out of the house every day, try to go to events and stuff after work
when possible, pushing more of the kids/household duties on to her. My social life is lacking because
I'm always working when not doing stuff with the kids/family.
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Thanks for the wake up call
19 upvotes | December 4, 2019 | by Probles08 | Link | Reddit Link
27m 5'9" 220lbs 30%BF 5x5 lifts
Sorry couldnt recall the other required stats. First off my punctuation sucks so I'm not gonna go back
and fix those as long as my words are used properly I think the message will get across fine.
Just wanna say thanks for those who responded to my first post on here. I knew I would get alot of
painful truths but it was worth it. I'd be lying if I said I'm magically red pilled like you all but I'm
thankful for the side bar and resources.
Ive been reading in my spare time whenever I can NMMNG and its a great read and big wake up call
to who i was. Id be lying if i said i wasnt still devastated by my wife leaving me for another man but
you know after reading this I do take ownership for my fuck ups and I see now that I was losing my
manhood and sense of identity to be a "good guy" I am very guilty of submitting and just trying too
hard to avoid conflict and i cause more lies than truths in order to please my wife.
I wish I would have found you guys sooner or else I'd still be married. I cant change whats now but
definitely own up to what i did wrong and move forward.
As of lately when my wife does message me about things regarding the divorce or our kids I am more
honest and speak my mind. Considering shes already screwing another guy and is jobless she asked
me to take the kids overnight since I'm still at home so it could be more stable so I said fine. But also
in relation to her being jobless she also asked if I could print her papers out needed for this job and
maybe i should have to help her out being my kids mom but i had to be honest and say I'm sorry I
cant do that anymore any extra help im giving you is just making me a doormat. She didnt take it too
kindly but I said its the truth . shes gone through many jobs and I would always print things scan
them and fax them so she thought this time would be no different. Also she got very heated with me
when i typed a formal document to have her sign saying she agrees to let me take the kids in so I
could have it in writing and she started saying I hate you and I'm trying to take the kids away and
blew up and again just said im sorry you hate me I cant change or fix how you feel but I dont have
hate for you and wish you well and ended the conversation. I hope this kind of honesty is the at least
the direction i need to be in?
It still sucks all in all but through this experience I am learning I am in control of my own choices and
not everyone may like them but I cant run back and cowar my choices. I'll start trying to get the other
books as well and do some more self discovery. Thanks
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Wife spent $9k behind my back
19 upvotes | December 14, 2019 | by shouldidrawtheline | Link | Reddit Link
This evening my wife gave me a letter telling me she has spent $9k for an online class to help her
communicate with me. I’m considering divorce. I was not considering divorce before I got the letter.
We are far from poor but she has just completed a masters program that I paid for and only works
part time. I work a lot. She’s not a good communicator. She did this behind my back. And took out a
credit card just to do it. We have two small children. I’m very frugal and this is against what I stand
for from the stand point of doing it behind my back and the cost. Thoughts?
Update: Thanks for all your responses. I’m obviously ashamed she wasn’t able to speak with me
about this before doing it and there is work to be done there. It’s also by most definitions a scam as
it’s an 8 course with some follow up. She’s done a couple weeks and I do have to say I’m impressed
by her expression of commitment to me, it’s something that I’ve always seen in her though. I’m not
sure if we should call AMEX and dispute the transaction, any thoughts there would be appreciated.
One thing that’s always bothered me in her and I relationship is that she feels she has to be the ‘safety
net’ when I try take the family in certain direction. Little things like pushing nap time to big things
like buying a farm and building a tiny house. She’s got a great family but mom is more the earner and
she’s been with some leech guys. She really expressed how I’ve only shown her that I can be trusted
and she does, but it’s a change of mindset for her. She offered unprompted to follow me on several
things that I had been letting lie. Thanks again for everyone response and word of caution to other
posters lots of comments are attacking and extrapolate far beyond reasonable, sometimes they hit
truth sometimes they don’t read and make your own decisions just like everything in life.
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Happy 2020 and Field Report
19 upvotes | January 2, 2020 | by OptimusRP | Link | Reddit Link
STATS
Recovering Drunk Captain, 10 weeks RP, DL1, Week 10
Age 41, Height 6'3", Weight 216lbs, Waist 41", Neck 17", BF 24% (Navy)
Wife 41, Married 18 years, Together 22, Kids 12 and 9.
Lifts: LP 400x5, BP 235x5, DL 175x5, ROW 160x5, OHP (Injury)
SIDEBAR
Finished: NMMNG, WISNIFG
Current: MMSLP (85%)
FYI - I haven't been posting in OYS for the last three weeks because I am on a 28 day ban for being a
total faggot. Basically I was trying to make myself feel better by saying there are other people posting
on r/AskMRP who are worse off than me. I was acting like a pussy and I thank W&S and co. for
calling my ass out AGAIN. The only person that I should be comparing myself to is me.
Anyway, the reason for my report is because my wife brought up divorce for the second time in 10
weeks. I have been holding frame consistently for the last several weeks by not losing control, not
acting butt-hurt, not going Rambo, resetting every morning and playing my nice card, but also not
rewarding her intolerable behavior. I have been keeping busy in and out of the house, playing with
the kids and generally enjoying my life no matter how pissy and bitchy she is acting towards me. She
expressed a lot of frustration that I seem to be "totally fine" and "happy" with my life without her.
When I nodded in agreement she fucking flipped out and said she wanted a divorce. I said "that's fine
with me" and announced I was going out for a few hours to run some errands.
When I came back I calmly told her that if she wanted to get an attorney she could take out a credit
card in her name and use our shared account to make the minimum payment until the divorce was
finalized. Her mouth fucking dropped and she began to sob. I asked her what was wrong and she said
"I don't want a divorce! I just want you to react to me! I just want you to care!"
I immediately recognized this as another shit/comfort test. I said, "I care about you very much and I
prefer that we stay together, but your current method of getting me to react is not working for me."
She said that she didn't know what to do and I said, "Try being nice to me." I wiped her tears away
and gave her a big hug. She continue to cry into my chest and I told her not to bring up divorce again.
Then I left the room to go check on the kids.
Later that night after the kids were in bed, she approached me in the kitchen wearing panties and
nothing else. Even though I am still not very attracted to her, I knew it would be the wrong move to
turn down sex, so I lead her to the bedroom. We had not done it for a couple of months and I really
gave it to her good. To my surprise, it felt amazing. I had a massive orgasm. I don't even remember if
she got off or not but she cried afterwards. When I asked her why she said "I just feel emotional". I
didn't think too much about it and snuggled up with her until we both fell asleep.
I still have a long way to go, but feel like I'm on the right track. Keep grinding my friends.
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About to file for divorce
19 upvotes | April 16, 2020 | by Onein1024th | Link | Reddit Link
Okay guys. I've dabbled in MRP and worked my butt off to get in the best shape of my life. I dress
well. I groom well, though my hair is getting long with the coronavirus going on.
I'm a good Dad to our 4 and 1 year olds.
But I'm over having a cold distant wife. I feel more alone with her than I do alone. We fight more
than anything else. We fuck once or twice a week but she's a dead fish. We've lost all passion despite
my efforts. We started a marriage counseling video series at her behest; which I'm about to cancel
because she always has an excuse to not do it.
So here's my deal with myself. I'm going to make one last month of all out effort at the advice of this
subreddit.
About me: 6ft, 175lbs. I've been doing calisthenics since the coronavirus but I'm above my body
weight on all the big lifts (edit: well above, but I haven't been measuring 1rm for a long time). We
just went on vacation and I was one of the best looking guys at the resort. It felt good to get all that
attention from others. On my last few business trips I wound up in another woman's bed that I had
just met. Blocked by ASD but fooled around quite a bit. And the other trip I would have scored had
she not had her fat cockblock friend urging her to not join me for dancing. I fix shit around the house,
do dishes, run errands, and am good with the kids.
I am now CEO of a company with 20 employees. This company is going through growing pains,
especially now with the virus, but I have made good headway. Q4 was our best quarter since I joined.
I am a humble, open, honest leader with a firm hand on the wheel and no problem enforcing
boundaries.
I have read WISNIFG, The rational male, models, bang, day bang, the way of the superior male, and
countless TRP and MRP content
Edit: also NMMNG, the art of seduction, the laws of power, how to win friends and influence people
Working on MMSLP and Sex God Method
Where I struggle is sleep. I don't do good job of letting go of stress and peacefully climbing into bed
with someone I don't like.
About her: stubborn and serious with very high standards for herself and others. Jacktenofhearts had
some great writings on dealing with this type of woman but I've struggled to understand what he was
saying, I wish he were here to ask. Basically it was, withdraw attention and affection from this
woman. Other than trying to fuck her, I don't give her much at all outside of normal husband shit: hug
her when she cries, make sure my family is safe, make plans for parenting. I was her first because
nobody else was good enough. Somehow the luster is lost and I'm not good enough for her now. She's
very critical of me, of herself, and worst of all... Of the children. In these cases I've had to step in and
tell her it is unacceptable and I refuse to let her speak to my kids that way.
As you can imagine things were different when we were dating
She will not give up captainship to me for anything. She's clinging onto the tiller for dear life as I'm
steering us towards a future that we agreed upon years ago. She is convinced the business will fails.
She is convinced I will squander and lose my ample nest egg.
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I'm over it.
So... What am I missing???
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How can I get back into the drivers' seat and save my marriage
with children
19 upvotes | April 30, 2020 | by barret_wa | Link | Reddit Link
edited.
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How to show praise over progress
19 upvotes | July 6, 2020 | by LabelOtherSide | Link | Reddit Link
My wife has been showing more interest in dressing up, making more sexual comments towards me,
and has been reacting warmly to my advances. She has been wearing things I’ve asked her to wear
(that she didn’t want to wear years ago) and has been talking about getting in shape after the baby is
born.
I have been so pleased with her level of enthusiasm. She even recently spent money to buy some
beauty products and has been applying them regularly.
When she does these things, I can tell she is seeking approval by facing me, angling her body towards
me or by stating her plans to improve her body in a questionative way, and I always respond with,
“cool, that’s great babe, I’m proud of you taking care of yourself, you are lookin fine, that’s my
pretty girl” etc etc.
Today she broke down and said “I don’t want to wear (random item)” and “I try so hard to look
beautiful for you” and “I don’t want to look like a (common term for a HB 10)”
Am I not showing enough attention, since that’s her main currency that she wants? Am I not praising
her enough? How do I keep encouraging her as she makes these commitments to be an attractive
female? What’s the deal here? She said “your standards are just so high.”
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Do I tell her? Or do I just continue to stfu, lift and read the
sidebar
19 upvotes | July 29, 2020 | by ac3jc | Link | Reddit Link
41 m, 36 f. I’m 5’9”, 165lb. I’m fit, currently building a gym at home so working on more gains. I
have two teenage girls from a previous marriage, (I’m a good dad and have a good relationship with
the ex wife), she has two young boys. We’ve been together for almost two years, live together. Have
started a business and are in the process of starting a new one. Sex about once to twice a week. She’s
super hard working, her work ethic is commendable. Is a good mom to her kids and treats mine with
respect. We actually make a good couple and I feel like she adds value to my life and is very
supportive of my mission. Prior to me she was married for a couple of years in her mid 20s. Got
divorced and stayed single. She has a high N count obviously. She’s very pretty and Mexican. I don’t
know the number details nor do I care to know. I on the other hand have only been with 8 women, I
lost my 20s and half my 30s to my previous marriage, I never really went through a dating phase.
This right here is my problem. I feel like I am in the best shape of my life, the way I dress, my level
of fitness, the way I look, my level of self confidence, my career level, the best it’s been. I get a good
amount of female attention. I feel like I need to meet more women. I’ve never done that. This is
causing problems in our relationship because of my wondering eye and she notices. Do I tell her this?
Should I throw away a good thing with a woman that’s helping me be better in order to get what I
missed out on? I’m trying to focus on my goal, but it’s hard. She wants our relationship to grow and
be great and honestly so do I, but I can’t help to wonder what it’s like to be out there on my own. I
need guidance.
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Wife gets disrespectful when she doesn't get what she wants.
19 upvotes | June 21, 2021 | by 2009p71 | Link | Reddit Link
30yo 270/6’2"/body fat 25%/Bench 250/Squat350/DL315
To give some back story, we met when I was 19 and it was just supposed to be a hookup. She was 34
and the age difference was kinky. We really had a crazy connection; and it was honestly the happiest
few years of my life I couldn't get enough of her. Sex 3-5 times a day. Sometimes for hours at a time.
We got married a few years later and it seems that's when things took a turn. We never had stress to
contend with in the early years so I never saw the side of her that comes out when she's unhappy with
somebody.
The first pregnancy was really rough, she became nasty and verbally abusive towards me. I went into
a pretty deep depression and withdrew from her, which resulted in more excessive verbal abuse and
then explosive anger on my part. Our relationship became really toxic. I felt really alone and posted
some ads on craigslist for hookups and exchanged some emails with women. I know that I didn't
really have it in me to fuck anybody it just felt good to have the attention and interest from a woman
again. She found out and has never really forgiven me for it.
Fast forward to now we have two kids, I work two jobs and we barely make ends meet. She hasn't
worked since the first baby but will re-enter the work force soon, she is about to finish a university
program which I've supported her through financially and watching the kids solo whenever I'm not
working. We've done a lot of counseling and for the most part really improved our communication.
The recurring theme here is sometimes I feel seriously disrespected by her... And what's worse it feels
like she hates me. It makes me so furious and hurt I don't know what to do with myself. In the past I
would bottle it up until it eventually erupted into some kind of act of anger, breaking something or
screaming at her, which she'd hold over me just like the craigslist adds and emails from years ago.
I've never hit her but god knows I've wanted to in those moments.
Last year I moved out for a few months at her behest because our fights were affecting the kids, she
said. I moved back in 6 months ago. We've been making progress and slowly things are getting better
and more regularly positive. A few days ago in the morning she takes up an issue with me and I don't
really agree with her on it. This is where we have a problem, when she wants something and it isn't
going her way, she gets increasingly charged. This conversation culminated in her saying I was "a
fucking embarrassment" and leaving the house. It wasn't just the words it was the way she said, full
of vitriol and hatred.
I've just totally pushed her away after this. I won't talk to her beyond the basic arrangement for
logistics. She's hurt and wants to reconnect but I feel like I can't be vulnerable to her. I feel like I've
sacrificed the prime of my life for her, and get no thanks. Now I'm left holding the bag to support her
and the kids without much prospects for myself. I can do the math and life would be pretty tough if
we got divorced but I can make it work. What really kills me is the kids growing up in the
environment of separate homes and money being tight. I feel like it's going to impact their
opportunities. I don't need much from my wife, just respect and affection and a willingness to work
together.
I'm just not getting it from her. I've been through so much I'm really at a breaking point in terms of
being able to put up with it. I'm sure she'd say the same thing. I always feel like there's a light at the
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end of the tunnel though, like things are getting better and I just need to hang in there. But we never
seem to emerge. I'm terrified another decade goes by and it's like this and I find myself miserable and
even more stuck.
Do I give her another chance and let my guard down, try to reconnect and move forward?
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I (31M) am upset about my pregnant wife’s (36F) sexual
history - that has just surfaced again. Now I’m thinking about
RedPill life instead of Blue or Purple Pill Life. Depressing but
where do I go from here as a Beta - with a kid on the way …
19 upvotes | July 30, 2021 | by LocoShibe22 | Link | Reddit Link
I (31M) Upset by my pregnant wife’s (36F) sexual history that has surfaced again - and am now
feeling really RedPill about life in general. What should I do ?
I (31M) upset about my wife’s (36F) sexual history. How can I overcome this with her and build a
better sexual relationship ?
Upset about my wife’s past - not sure how to move on
So my wife (36F) and I (31M) have been together nearly 10 years. She was kinky and High Libido
for first couple years of our relationship but when we met she was just getting out of a relationship
that ended badly and had an abortion. She was more sexual with her previous partners than she ever
was or has been with me.
We’ve both had our share of trauma and experiences.
She experimented more sexually in her early 20’s than I ever did.
I have some resentment and am kinda of triggered that my wife was essentially a promiscuous “party
girl” for a few years before I met her - who has an older man as a boyfriend who was manipulating
her as a young female.
She had sexual experiences with other prior partners that we have never explored together. Anal sex,
drug induced sex, threesomes, public sex, etc.
I am pretty upset about this anytime I am triggered by it. It rarely comes up - but it did recently when
I found some text messages she sent to her friends that basically were her telling (what I would
consider bragging) to her newer friends about this stage in her life. She never discussed this with me
as it’s pretty awkward. I also don’t want to bring it up now that she is pregnant.
However, things got to a head last night - and I explained what I found and all my feelings to her. It
ended up in a big fight. I left the house - she cried. She is mad I invaded her privacy - I am mad for
all the reasons listed here. We both wanted to break up - but this morning I said I’m sorry and we
hugged. I still don’t know how we’re are going to move on. How am I going to coach my wife
through childbirth - with freshly triggered a motions - now knowing she had a much worse previous
partner that I realized and had sexual trauma and will likely never be as sexual with me for the rest of
our lives? It’s like her sexual purity decreased by 10 in my eyes, and she pulled her 10 year old
trauma to the forefront of our relationship. Now it makes sense why she has never been that
passionate or kinky or interested in orgasming herself for past 8 years of our relationship. I have been
more than patient with her for last 8 years.
I’ll ask her to do new sexual activities like anal - and be very soft with my approach, encourage her
and care for her needs and she will just consistently say no for like 10 years now. We have never
done anal. Yet she did anal consistently with her previous partner before she met me. Her response is
that she doesn’t like it. She is not willing to try with me - to see if she likes it with me. If she loves
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me I feel like the experience would be more of a bonding experience, than the experience she had
with her previous partner who she did not love.
1. I’m upset that she is so open with these newer friends about this period in her life that she does
not discuss with me. It’s pretty awkward to discuss with me but it’s kind of detrimental to my
perception of our sexual relationship. I also think it’s inappropriate for her to have these
conversations with people in general. She should be more polished and not go into
conversations about this stage in her life given it was 10+ years ago and she is now married and
pregnant and in a long term relationship with me. Why re-hash the past for “giggles” and
whatever just to bond and connect with new friends. New friends don’t need to hear about her
sexual escapades from 10+ years ago.
2. We are pregnant and the sex life we did have is about to get even more boring and vanilla for
the foreseeable future. Will is ever be possible to get my wife so comfortable with herself and
sex again that she will revert back to her early 20’s self and be open to sexual experimentations
with me and be more interested in orgasming herself and have deep sexual connections and
trying things with me that she tried with her previous partners?
Or are we destined for a dead bedroom and I’ll likely end up miserable which may lead to me
wanting to find another woman outside of the relationship that can keep up with me sexually?
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Need advice to give my 55yo Dad
19 upvotes | August 2, 2021 | by TIGERSTYLE_ | Link | Reddit Link
Dad is 55, very successful at life. Family man, no debt, holiday homes, big construction business.
Gets hit on regularly by younger women etc. He’s always been the head of the household, natural RP
type of bloke. In shape!
He’s been married 36 years to my mum who’s just turned 52. From my perspective it has been a very
successful marriage and all my siblings and i had a great upbringing!
Mum has recently lost 12kg, started travelling more for work and dressing up to go out - without dad.
Now she’s dropped the bombshell on him that there’s someone else she’s met away for work, “grass
could be greener” “i’m not in love but i love you” “he came onto me but i said no”
Dad’s panicking and chopping his balls off to “win” her back. He’s done all the typical things you
can think of. Flowers, shaved his beard.
I’m trying to feed him little bits of advice at work (we work together) but he’s not listening to me.
And i’m stumped for what I’m meant to tell him....
Guys, what should i tell my dad? What advice do i give him? He’s hell bent on salvaging this and
“just wants his life back”
I’m 22 if that makes any difference.
Thanks.
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Wife keeps asking if everything is alright
19 upvotes | August 10, 2021 | by blackjackjackblack10 | Link | Reddit Link
Every since I started this journey things have been going way better. But lately my wife keep asking
me if everything is all right. And is like stressing to keep up almost. I told her what I expected out of
the family because she was just laying around. And she started to pick up the pace but now she’s like
going overboard.
She will call me while I’m at work apologizing that she didnt get a chance to put the dishes away. Or
dumb little things. It’s almost like she’s living in fear and it’s giving her anxiety
I stopped caring about her so much and will get laser focused on work or something I’m doing and
she will say I seem upset. Asking if everything is alright. Am I sure. Etc.
It’s honestly starting to get annoying. I tell her no everything is fine with a smile. Because honestly it
is.
I told her she can relax everything is fine. And she doesn’t need to stress about the little shit.
But she will still ask if anything is wrong like every single day. How do I stop This?
Also where does the line get drawn between being a leader and pretending your wife is dead.
I keep questioning myself whether I should be asking her for help or do things. Or Just doing
everything on my own. I don’t want this to give her an excuse to be lazy again
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Newly separated and becoming tired with spinning plates...
19 upvotes | January 30, 2019 | by broneilbro | Link | Reddit Link
Gents,
I have been posting for the past year about the shit show of my life. Anyways I am about 2 months
from finalizing my divorce because the kid is involved but I have been lifting, reading, and fucking
like a new man. I have to say a lot of the doctrine here has given me a new focus and I am truly
enjoying life again. I am being a better father to my daughter and focused on that relationship as I
should have. Relationship with the STBX is straight logistics and no issues there even though she is
trying to blame me for the divorce which I am amused by.
The new freedom of dating has been great. I have had plenty of dates and girls which I spun for a
while and I would not waste my time like I would have been before. It's truly interesting seeing the
dating world and women through the RP as a single man.
One issue that I am recognizing with myself is that my time is minimum as I am 50% time sharing
and I find myself getting tired spinning 2-3 plates with the 3-4 nights that I have free to myself. I am
following the rules on controlling time and presence with them. If they start complaining about not
spending time with me, I let them go. It's a valid reason but at the same time I won't waste time on
them.
I am having good results but I have to say it's sort of losing it's shine because getting slightly
exhausted by it if those that know what I mean. I am cutting the number down to 1-2 in the stable but
it seems like there is an urge to go LTR and not spin. The main plate is a solid plate but I am keeping
her on her toes with varying dread and she is eating it up.
For those that have divorced and dated how did you stop this from creeping up? Shall I just put of
dating for a while?
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Looking for advice on last night for me.
19 upvotes | February 4, 2019 | by pesadelo | Link | Reddit Link
So I tried to initiate with my wife of 8 years yesterday morning and was denied because our kids
woke up and adulting prohibited anything. She said if I got them to bed at a decent time tonight, it
was on.
Challenge accepted.
I am not a huge NFL fan and left my in law's house early after our weekly Sunday dinner there. The
boys are asleep at 8 and it is on. She comes in and lays on the bed. I start removing her hoodie and
she says that the clothes stay on. I tell her no and and keep going. Then she puts her finger in my face
and says, "you'll take what you're given."
Knowing this was a shit test, I just went into the bathroom and took my contacts out and went to
sleep. As I lay on the bed, she said, "are you really going to be that controlling over sex?"
"If that's the way you want to see it."
I think I fucked up after that because I told her that she had no reason to be that self conscious and if
she didn't want to, I was happy to wait until she did. I told her that I wanted to bury my face in her tits
and there to be nothing between us. I also said that I wasn't thrilled that when she said yes, she was
still saying no. She just repeated that sometimes she like the bra on, which I won't fault her for that.
I am thinking of sending her a text and saying that I rehected her because of the "you'll take what
you're getting." comments. Would this be advisable or should I just STFU?
If any of you turn down sex, how do you do it and. What kind shit tests have you gotten?
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There's definitely a bigger issue but making sure I'm going
about this correctly
19 upvotes | February 15, 2019 | by ParaXilo | Link | Reddit Link
I broke a bone in my hand during jiu jitsu training last week.
So of course this has been met with some shit tests. Seemed fine at first until I now have to see a hand
surgeon for treatment plan.
This has lead to talks about the yearly cost of training, maybe $20 bucks per class and less than 2k
per year. Bills are paid, vacation planned, etc. Not having to post my family outside walmart begging
for money. She mentioned, "You can do what you want with your money. Just know that your wife is
unhappy and your son is going to miss out on things if we can't afford them. I still don't want to go on
Monday. "
I tried to STFU and maybe I should have but hit me with a "Something different is going to have to
be done or this is going to be something that will cause us to separate. Is this sport really worth it."
Lost frame and told her if $1800 was worth separating our family.
Of course after the fact I should have just laughed it off and had fun with it. "Guess I can spend it on
a new motorcycle" or something.
Definitely lost frame. Should have STFU more or had fun with it. It's an inconvenient hobby at times
but something that I have done for 9 years. Since we've been dating so it'snot something new.
Plan is to just STFU about it and keep pressing forward.
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When i say No the boss Stonewalls me
19 upvotes | March 1, 2019 | by FoxShitNasty83 | Link | Reddit Link
I have a strong history of being a yes man, this includes work. Im recovering slowly from that.
My boss lets call him Ben, he calls me into a meeting following small talk the following conversation
takes place.
Ben: hey foxshitnasty we are a 24/7 operation as you know and we need someone to take care of
things and be on call.
Me: i agree i can put a roster together and look at payments for the team etc.
Ben: the others arent really competent, i want you to be available to answer the phone and solve any
issues. There is an extra $1k per year for you.
Me: just me?
Ben: yes
Me: 24/7/365?
Ben: yes
Me: $1k isn't much to be on call all the time every day of the year
Ben: that's all I can offer
Me: it's not really worth it for me so No, but im happy to discuss a bigger roster with the others
involved and a structured and agreed pay i can get them up to speed and we can make it work.
Ben: here is the thing, I already told the management team you would do it.
Me: You should have checked with me first this isnt reasonable. No i cannot.
Ben: (try's various tactics, whats best for the business etc)
Me: No - it needs to be more money i cant do that, happy to discuss further (broken record)
The meeting ends, and the stonewalling starts for a period of two weeks. Its pretty good and quiet so i
get my head down and get jobs finished.
One of my staff approaches me, he is nervous lets call him Bob. He asks me if im leaving? No im not
leaving why do you say that. Well Ben asked me if i can run the place without you, Bob is mid level
skilled but not confident. He expresses that he isnt ready for me to leave and will leave if he is asked
to do what i do. I say im not leaving at the moment. (odd i say nothing to boss STFU) few weeks
pass.
Bob approaches me tonight, "hey is it ok to be off tomorrow morning?". He wasnt on leave and didnt
have any left so i ask whats up? Well Ben has invited me to play golf tomorrow but i dont have any
more leave he said it dosent matter and not worry about booking time off. This is the first i am aware
of it.
Now typically i cant be doing with this shit, boss being a cunt just get another job (logic). I am
however priced out of the market, in order to get a job even close im looking at a 4 hour a day
commute. I have been looking since xmas.
My boss is my boss the company pays money so i do what he says but what does the recovering nice
guy do? STFU and over look this or escalate to HR and no doubt my life will be more difficult. Can i
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challenge my boss, its unprofessional in my opinion and disrespectful behavior (lacking actual
evidence)... again bosses can make our lives difficult if they want to.
Summary: boss stonewalls me when i say no, boss takes my staff to play golf and gives them time off
paid. is it likely that one of you cunts is my boss. If so fuck off, also advice please.
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I thought this was interesting
19 upvotes | March 14, 2019 | by JameisBong | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.reddit.com/r/sex/comments/b0qd4e/last_night_i_heard_my_husband_tell_off_one_of_hi
s/
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Dealing with extremely narcissistic wife
19 upvotes | May 9, 2019 | by MightBeNiceGuy | Link | Reddit Link
If you have been following my OYS, you'd recall that my wife moved out of the master bedroom and
into my 3yo's room shortly before I discovered MRP. Since then she's withdrawn all affection and
attention. During the day we've been pretty ok roommates/co-parents. After the kids go to bed she
hides out in "her room" and avoids all interaction with me. I've been working on myself and trying to
weather the storm.
Someone sent me this article about narcissism thinking about my wife. It describes her pretty well.
Over the past 2.5 months we've been sleeping apart, she's had a number of blow-ups and emotional
outbursts, but always blames me for something and never any capitulation. I don't think she's capable
of understanding that a relationship is a two-way exchange ... at least not now.
Things have been calm all week until last night I went out to a meetup group related to my career. I
came home, kids asleep, and she was in her room with the door mostly closed. I just did my own
thing and let her be. She comes in an hour or so later (I was working out on the pull-up bar) super
pissed that I didn't greet her or say hi upon arriving home. Cue huge monologue about how I don't
respect her or care about her blah blah blah. I literally chuckled and said "Oh now you want my
attention after shutting me out for two months. I think you can figure out a better way to get it"
This morning she's raging, demanding an apology (for what ... I'm not sure really). We're in some
crazy power struggle but she continues to dig her heels in and refuses to enter my frame.
Any advice that can help break this cycle?
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Why the emphasis on limit strength?
19 upvotes | May 14, 2019 | by AccidentallyShackled | Link | Reddit Link
For those familiar with the nature of bodily overcompensation, your body adapts in ways specific to
how you train (“Specific Adaptation to Imposed Demands” Or SAID principle).
I notice RP generally advises to train limit strength primarily through lifting heavy, but doesn’t focus
much on other forms of strength such as explosive strength or endurance strength.
For those unfamiliar there are different forms of strength. For example a shot putter has starting
strength and explosive strength up the wazoo but might have a 1 rm of 220. No one strength is
“stronger.” Historically, who could throw a heavy object the farthest has been the measure of
“strongest,” but now it seems limit strength is the RP norm for measuring strength.
Why is that?
Is there anything “not RP” about wanting to have endurance strength primarily? Is German High
Volume training or Gironda 8x8 somehow inferior? Am I reading a preference for limit strength into
MRP that doesn’t actually exist? If so, why the 1 rm focus?
Thanks
Edit: my karma sucks so I can’t respond, but I want to thank all of you guys who put in time to
answer this question. You guys all have some really in depth answers and I appreciate it.
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Low libido LTR
19 upvotes | May 16, 2019 | by abratoki | Link | Reddit Link
Hi, hello all,
I have been lurking here on this thread for a while now and this is my first post on the thread here.
I have been here for about a year and I finally come around to asking questions here that I didnt seem
to find a definitive answer for in the books - nor did I find a relevant articla that could put things into
perspective for me.
I dont want to go into too much details with regards about the relationship I am in since from what I
have been reading here it really has been boiling down to men wanting better and more fulfilling
sexual relationships with a woman and my story is no different than the others.
I have been with this woman for a while now - living together as well for a couple of months and she
is someone I can see building a life together with.
My problem specifically boils down to her low libido and from an outside perspectice even the lack
thereof.
Since the beginning of the relationship it always seemed to me that sex for her is not really a priority
(there were times in her life that she went without sex - or self pleasure for years without problems)
whilst on the other hand I am a real sex hamster and always have been.
I have been applying dread on her for the last 3-4 months or so with regularly hitting the gym, having
a social life and generally taking up the mantle of leadership and being the men in the relationship which she has been taking quite positively and reciprocated affection regulary - though in a nonsexual way.
What I have been missing - and this is not exactly something i have been able to fully internalize
within myself - or even be able to specifically describe up until this point - is lets out put it this way sexual desire/wantingness to be fucked at all.
Sure, we have regular sex and she gives me basically anything that I ask for - though I never feel that
she is actually getting an enjoyment out of it.
And that is exactly my problem. I want to feel lusted for. I want her to be at a point where she is
quivering for me to give her a good dicking but she either just doesnt have the sexual drive for this or
has barriers that even she is unaware of that blocks her from letting herself enjoy sex and fully
immerse herself in the act.
Based on my suggestion she has been seeing a therapist to have her personal issues sorted out by a
professional (neither of us are from the states btw and what i get is her problems are deeply rooted in
abandonment issues by her parents - she is half russian and at the collapsenof the ussr her mother had
to go back to russia when she was little due to visa/ nationality issues and she got left here with her
father causing her to feel unwanted/ inadequate in lot of ways)
What im looking for suggestions from you guys is this: 1) how should I have this conversation with
her about this issue of mine without me making it sound like im giving her an ultimatum or pushing
her intona corner like - you must start giving me better sex or otherwise 2) are there any materials
that give guidance on the subject 3) would be interested in any anecdotal evidence/stories where you
have encountered something similar.
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Shit test or is she jealous?
19 upvotes | October 20, 2021 | by BentBarbell3536 | Link | Reddit Link
5'6" 175, Late 30's, married for 13 years. 3 kids. Lifts: 1RM 400+ for SQ and DL, 315 BP, 165 OHP
Sidebar: NMMNG, WISNIFG, Superior Man, Rational Male, MMSLP, MAP, Book of Pook, Rian
Stone Youtube
I know this may be a weird question but I honestly can't figure out if my wife is shit testing me or is
she jealous. It's like the more I show progress (new job making more money, fitness improving,
building a social life, etc), the angrier and colder she becomes. It's like she's unwilling to
acknowledge my improvements and almost seeming jealous or angry.
Example: I just landed a job making significantly more and instead of celebrating OUR success its
kind of like a fake congratulations and not really excited even though she's benefitting too!
FYI: she just started working and she doesn't make much money. I honestly don't care about the
money, I'm more happy she has something to do with her time. But it's like she's jealous of my
success because her career isn't doing the same. Meanwhile we're supposed to be a team.
Sexual rejections have also been more frequent and more disrespectful the more I improve.
Just want some insight from the guys here. Have you had this experience and how do you view this
behavior?
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Getting her to lose the weight?
19 upvotes | January 14, 2022 | by RPADestiny | Link | Reddit Link
First time poster. Long time lurker. Been workin on RP for about 1 year and man oh man has it
changed my relationship with my wife (and my life in general) and changed the way I view myself
and the world. I won’t get into all of that.
Here is something I’m struggling with:
Wife has slowly blown up over the course of our marriage. We are talking going from a healthy
130/140lbs to slightly over 200lbs today. Typical story about how after she had our child she never
dropped that weight and has continued to gain weight ever since. In comparison I’ve always been in
shape. I picked up weight lifting again a year ago since it’s essential and I’ve fallen in love with it. I
lift six days a week, hit all muscle groups twice a week, and every session is 1-2hrs in length. I built a
basement gym and I’m obsessed and it’s really become a zen hobby for me at this point. Love
growing and see my body building up. Even before weight lifting tho, I’ve always been an active
good looking guy. I’m blessed with great genetics from my parents.
Now, I can’t lie and pretend that I didn’t have a covert contract in the back of my mind when I started
red pill and weight lifting (im looking the best I’ve looked in 10 years physically). I’ve never
confronted my wife overtly about her weight gain. Before red pill I always made passive aggressive
comments about “other people’s” weight, certain junk foods that “other people” eat and those types
of “maybe she’ll look at herself if I say this” comments.
I’ve backed off on that stuff a lot. I understand the concepts of stay plan same as go plan, trying to
kill off resentment and be a positive clear headed captain and I also understand the concept of the
1000 ft tow rope that Rian Stone talks a lot about on his YouTube channel. 1000 ft tow rope is what
I've been telling myself when it comes to her weight for the past year
So here I am a year later and my wife’s attitude and actions are way improved. I’ve reclaimed my
masculinity at home and at work and I’ve put the captains hat on. All while keeping a light and fun
attitude and avoiding going Rambo or getting resentful (actually did have the anger phase the first 3
months or so after learning red pill but did a lot of stfu instead of lashing out to deal with it). My
relationship is in a good place with my wife. I never get turned down for sex and I’ve been getting
BJs every time we fuck for like six months straight where I didn’t have a BJ for over five years
before red pill. She cums during sex now too most the time which she very rarely did when I was
blue pilled beta (can thank ‘sex god method’ for a lot of that).
But, she’s still fat and not doing anything about it. My SMV is way over hers and the only thing I can
think to do is be overt and tell her “you need to drop this weight”. I would prefer not to just nuke the
marriage over the weight thing but it's a huge deal to me as time goes on and nothing changes. The
more I lift weights and get hunky and good looking and have changed my attitude towards women
the more I recognize I could pull so many hotties if I was a single guy. So why put up with a fat wife?
I’m not afraid to loose her if push comes to shove but I do enjoy my wife and our family and friends
how things are. So, I could very easily get with younger and hotter women at this point in my life if I
did nuke the marriage (I’m 32, good looking, good job, car/house etc) but my biggest sticking point
beyond actually liking my wife is keeping the family together for my kid. I haven’t been able to cross
that rubicon yet where I’m okay with the kid growing up in a broken home. Maybe I will someday.
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I like my wife, we get on great, but how can I get her to drop the extra weight so I can have my pre
pregnancy hottie back? Do I just keep telling myself "1000 ft tow rope" or should I be overt and tell
her to lose the weight? As as side note, I've noticed that in other areas of improvement being
overt/clear with her was effective.
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Diagnosed with MS in my 20s
19 upvotes | September 15, 2022 | by cashwomenexcel | Link | Reddit Link
It really feels like my life is over. Knowing that I might die as a cripple in my 50s due to this disease
really makes it all worse. Add to that the fact that I’m recently married with a new baby and it’s all
even worse.
This is a really confusing time in my life and TRP has really changed my life for the better in the past
few years, so I’d appreciate any tips/input from you guys on how to move forward or even wrap my
head around this.
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The answer is always the same?
19 upvotes | October 26, 2022 | by dubromx87 | Link | Reddit Link
TL DR Be attractive?
So I am imrpoving in all areas if my life. My lifts are getting better every week. I am at the gym 3
times a week since 6 months. I got a rise, promotion and I have a job now the makes me meet
hundreds of people every week, with trainings presentations consultations conferences etc. I also
learn new language, and new work skills apart from work hours. I improved social life, now meeting
some friends at least every other week. I have a wife of 3 years, dating for 7. I am 33 yo and wife 31.
And I feel she is not putting so much work into relationship or improvement as me. And it makes me
angry. I know the best answer probably is to just keep doing what I am doing... But I feel at this
moment I should get more from her. I get sex when I generally initiate with true desire (every 2-3
days apart from shark week), but nothing more. I do not get spontaneous BJs (during shark week
typically every 2-3 days but only if I initiate), I do not get creative ideas from her side if I do not
come up with something. It feels she is perfectly ok with the amount she is getting and have no desire
to change/improve. Lingerie? I stopped buying that shit because 90% has been bought by me, and
they were worn for like max 3 times, and generally if I do not mention that and this is not smth like
valentines day - she has no incentive to surprise me with that.
Talking as You know changes nothing, as I tried that before self improvement journey. And you
could say - you get the sex how often you need it so why you think about it? I do not know man, I
would like to experience true desire for a moment - that is why I do this self imrpovement journey.
Do you have any tips? Should I just increase my self improvement? What should I do? I already
picked so many activities - that I do not know how could I make the dread higher?
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How to handle this shit/comfort test?
18 upvotes | December 8, 2021 | by StarsandStripes702 | Link | Reddit Link
I’ve been exploring MRP for a couple months now and it was actually working out quite well. Daily
sex was a thing again and I thought all was well, bitchy attitude out the window, etc.
Lately though it almost feels like my wife has caught on to what I’m doing and has began to fuck
with me. She’s been saying things like “I don’t care for this new attitude/personality”, “you’re too
dominant/aggressive”, “you only want one thing (sex) from me”.
Is this just an attempt to gain control over me again or bring me back into her frame? Is this a shit
test? She’s been acting this way for a few days.
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How to breakup with partner of last 5+ years
18 upvotes | February 27, 2022 | by Work_ln_Progress | Link | Reddit Link
Me 27, her 25, together >5 years
So I’ve finally done the calculus and realised that I want out of this relationship before marriage
which is where this thing is going.
Fortunately we were planning to move interstate soon (she wants to and I don’t) so there’s a natural
clean break point where she can just move without me. She has a job and free rent on the other side
so she’s not completely fucked. The move is about 2 months away.
I don’t want to work on the relationship or salvage it. This should be a clean break. I’m here to ask
how those who have gone before handled it and whether they have any advice/tips. Also I feel like I
should tell her now-ish rather than waiting. We share a bed but have a spare room in case things are
weird.
Does time/day of week matter? Any wording recommended? Any general advice?
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Starting off wrong?
18 upvotes | August 11, 2022 | by RPturtle | Link | Reddit Link
Married 11y together 14. 3 kids under 10
About 6 weeks ago wife (35) and I (34) had a serious argument that led to me realizing I was being a
beta bitch. Been knee deep in reading ever since. I started with NMMNG before I had the chance to
read that we don't talk about fight club. In NMMNG I found I was using sex for validation and led to
bad sex. My dumb ass.... I talked to my wife told let her from now on, I don't want her to do anything
she doesn't want herself. No sex especially right then. We took 2 weeks off of sex and no initiations
from me. When that ended we had damn good sex once. I performed better than normal and lead her
to what I want.
She has been distant ever since then. She said it's not normal for me to 1. not be all over her. 2. to last
that long after a 2 wk dry spell. 3. not negotiating for sex after 4 days.
Since then we've had bad sex twice and I've told her I don't want that. It feels forced and it sucks.
Again another red flag from me. She thinks or has entertained the idea that I already have or am
trying to fuck someone else. At the gym or at work.
Other than reading/ listening to sidebar and books I've gone to the gym more often was going 1 to 3
now going minimum of 3. I told her I wanted to take all the bills over because I've been a piece of
shit and not involved. And I started doing more around the house. My house, My responsibility.
Right now our relationship is the worst it's ever been and it's like she wants me back in my beta box. I
know up until now most of our problems are my fault. When I'm trying to fix me I'm met with
hostility, mistrust, and her walls are all the way up. I've passed several shit tests but failed more im
sure.
Tuesday we had the day off together and planned to spend it together hanging out in our pool and
having a few beers. She decided to do some yard work that I wasn't interested in right then so, I told
her I'd rather not. She continued doing it so I went and did my own thing. When she gets done and
comes inside she starts badgering me about what's wrong. I told her how I didn't want to so I didn't do
it. Ruined the whole fucking day.
Some things are different positively, she has slept with her head on my chest without me asking. This
is something that I like because it puts me to sleep. She normally complains it hurts her shoulder.
I'm aware and trying not to go Rambo. I haven't told her she is wrong at all. All I've done is own up
to my bullshit and work on it. I still need a mission and to establish frame. At this point I really don't
want a divorce and I'm trying to kill the oneitis. If divorce is what needs to happen I'll cross that
bridge when I get there but I haven't prepped at all.
Is this too much Rambo or am I par for the course?
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Jerking off in Bed after Sex Denial
18 upvotes | August 26, 2022 | by luzerpatrol | Link | Reddit Link
So last night the LTR denied sex and it's been becoming a more frequent thing compared to before.
So she actually fell asleep pretty quickly but I was horny and so I got up and walked to her drawer
and got some lube and beat one down and then went and cleaned up in the bathroom. I wasn't trying
to be discrete or anything and I could have cared less if she woke up or not.
My question is about doing this in the future. If she turns down sex and I say I'm really horny, are you
going to help me out (jerk off etc.) and she says no to that, do I just grab some lube and beat off right
there? I don't really feel like I would want to go to the living room couch or spare bedroom.
Does this go against the "Be attractive" mantra?
Thoughts? Not really sure what the ramifications of this are or how it fits into any RP stuff.
Thanks in advance.
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Wife lied again. Plan to kick her out, but want to make sure
I’m doing the right thing. Help?!
18 upvotes | January 20, 2019 | by JCX_Pulse | Link | Reddit Link
Caught wife in a lie this morning. She visited some guy at a mall with her friend who’s in from out of
town visiting. From my post history you will know my wife has been lying to be for awhile.
After finding out I told her I was going to go out for some time by myself but didn’t tell her where,
when she asked why I said I just needed to get some fresh air.
Her friend leaves in 5 hours or so to go to the airport, I planned on going back after 5 hours and
telling wife to pack a bag and GTFO.
My question is, should I do this or is it emotional, passive aggressive behavior? Last week I told her
if she lied to me again there would be consequences and I’m afraid if I don’t stand my ground and
make good on my word I won’t ever be able to take myself seriously. But I’m emotional and don’t
want to make some stupid proclamation I think will help but is actually a Beta move.
Thanks in advance.
Edit: wife called and accused me of being with my female co-worker and demanded I delete her from
my life and don’t talk to her again. I could give a fuck about this girl she’s talking about, but she’s
trying gain leverage over me by saying I’m digging through her life because I’m ashamed of my own.
Wtf? I’m too new to know what the proper way to handle all of this is.
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What do you guys do when your wife is upset/flustered about
something?
18 upvotes | October 20, 2018 | by martyrothenburg | Link | Reddit Link
My girl had the garage door unlatch and slam down on the trunk of her bmw. Fucked the whole door
up. Fucked the whole trunk up. She called me in a fluster about it.
I listened quietly while she got it all out of her system I then told her that’s frustrating but the
insurance will cover the car if doing it ourselves isn’t cheaper and the door will just have to be fixed.
I told her go to work and don’t take it out on everyone there. We will figure it out later on.
Is this what you guys do in these situations. When your wife is compiling about work. etc. am I here
to just lend an ear? Offer a solution? Tell her everything is going to be alright?
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how do you reset every day?
18 upvotes | October 15, 2018 | by gonnafff | Link | Reddit Link
i understand how we should hold frame, STFU and lift, while gaming our wives daily.
however, my wife nagged and shouted and paid 0 respect to me last saturday. how am i supposed to
just forget it and reset?
edit: thank you for ur replies. i understand how i should treat wife”s tantrums like a 3 year old”s
tantrum. i”m not quite there yet, but it”s a very good goal post to aim for.
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New BIL slapped my wife's ass as a 'joke' - am I handling this
right?
18 upvotes | August 4, 2018 | by reformingbluepill | Link | Reddit Link
Tldr: BIL touched my wife as a joke. Got a plan to deal with this decisively if he moves a finger
again, but I'd like your input.
SIL (49) comes over to visit her little sister (36, my wife).
Right behind SIL is her trusty man-poodle, the new BIL. She divorced old BIL a year ago. Replaced
him with new BIL about three months ago.
Seen the guy four times, every time walking behind her, eager to please and obey her every
command.
My wife greets them in our garden and makes small talk. I was getting my sons ready to go because
I'm teaching them to ride a bicycle. On my way out besieged with my excited kids asking me a
million questions, I hear my wife in the garden blurt out: "Excuse me? What do you think you're
doing?". In a tone that makes the room temperature go down enough to make ice picks.
I notice the tone and then I hear SIL laughing. They're just joking around - I conclude
After getting back she tells me what really happened.
Standing in the garden, out of nowhere, she feels a slap on her ass. She turns around, thinking it's me,
and sees BIL standing there grinning. What I heard while leaving was my wife's response to that. .
SIL laughed it off and the man-poodle said: "What? I thought you were into alpha males?". My wife
told him that he has the wrong idea and removed herself from the situation. They left soon after.
I was surprised (to say the least) because I would have never believed the man-poodle to have the
guts. I assume this was his really awkward, lame and borderline retarded way to make a joke and it
backfired.
I told my wife to immediately let me know if anything remotely like this happens again with new
BIL. She agreed, paused and then asked what I would do if this happened again.
I told her that I would see to it that he got the fuck out of my house and that I would give him a hand
if he didn't comply immediately.
I reasoned that there could be two things going on:
1 - New BIL is fucking autistic and/or socially retarded and tries to be funny. Shit blows up in his
face when my wife made it clear that she wasn't having any of it.
If this is correct, this behavior likely won't happen again.
2 - New BIL is not the meek poodle he seems to be and has more predator in him than I thought. This
would imply that he waited until I was out the door and made his move.
If this is correct, this behavior likely will happen again very soon I can deal with it swiftly and
decisively without second guessing.
I told my wife what to do without doubt or hesitation. Had to make a decision in a split second. Got
an incredible blowjob that night, so she's showing her appreciation... but I wonder how you guys look
at it?
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Covert Contracts according to Marcus Aurelius
18 upvotes | June 13, 2018 | by redwall92 | Link | Reddit Link
This is a good description of what covert contracts look like. This is someone trying to find them and
kill them.
Meditations, Book 5, #6
It is the way of one person, when he has done someone a good turn, to count as a matter of
course on being repaid in kind. Another is not as quick to do so, but all the same, in his own
mind, he regards the beneficiary as being in his debt, and he is conscious of what he has
done. A third is, in a sense, not even conscious of what he has done; he is rather like a vine
which has produced its grapes, and seeks for no further reward once it has borne its proper
fruit, as with a horse when it has run its race, or a dog when it has followed its trail, or a bee
when it has made its honey. And so such a person, when he has done a good deed, does not
shout about it, but passes straight on to the next one, as the vine yields new clusters of
grapes when the season comes around. 'So one should be one of these people who act in this
way without, as it were, being aware of it?' Yes indeed. 'But surely that is precisely what he
should be aware of? For it is the mark, they say, of a social being to perceive that he is
acting for the good of society, and, by Zues, to wish that his neighbours should notice it
too!' What you say is true enough, but you are misreading the present argument; and
because of that, you will be one of those people I mentioned earlier. For they too are led
astray by reasoning which has a certain plausibility. But if you make an effort to understand
the real meaning of the argument, you should have no fear that, because of that, you will
neglect any act which serves the common good.
We all have covert contracts. I think it is part of living in relationship .. in community. I think it is
inescapable for humans. Even in isolation we tend to think we are owed chances by nature (or by
something) for just existing. That just means we will always have this to work on at some level. A
realization of the fact of that ongoing work is a step forward in the process of life. It is a huge step
forward for guys who have spent their lives trying to please others in order to please themselves. It is
a huge step forward for guys who have spent their lives trying to find pleasure by seeking validation
from their wives and from others' opinions of themselves.
This guy included this in his own personal writings. These personal writings happened to get
published; bonus for us. This is the work we are to be doing.
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Mothers Day
18 upvotes | May 13, 2018 | by red-sfpplus | Link | Reddit Link
It is Mothers Day here in the US. Since I am the oldest child in my wives eyes I went all out as usual.
Friday she got a dozen roses and chocolate strawberries from Shari's Berries delivered.
Saturday I spent all day cleaning, scrubbing and detailing the house - even the toilets making sure to
get all the over-spray.
Saturday I took her to a fancy dinner and movie. Arranged for the kids to have a baby sitter.
This morning I was up at 7:00, and cooked her breakfast - delivered in bed and made her coffee
EXACTLY how she likes it.
Today it will be a hot bath with rose petals, foot and back massage and I plan to clean her truck as
well.
My question is very simple:
Will all this nice stuff finally persuade my wife to want to fuck what she perceives to be her oldest
child?
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The Journey (Alternatively, Read the Books)
18 upvotes | April 29, 2018 | by JoATMoN9 | Link | Reddit Link
There have been a plethora of posts lately that are simply one off questions of how your relationship
with your wife right now is shitty, asking what kind of band-aid you can put on it right now in order
to "fix" it. I don't think you all realize it. You're on a journey here. It's not a patchwork, quick fix,
magic wand waving fairy tale where once you do enough things suddenly your wife will like you.
This isn't about the you now. This isn't about your wife. This is about getting yourself to the life you
see in your mind. The one you wish for every night before falling asleep. The one you feel is just so
far out of reach every morning that you instead decide to abandon any plan to change it today.
You're not unique. Funny thing is, we've seen it all before. And enough notes have been compiled to
actually guide your mind through the journey and it's stages. It's on the sidebar of the main MRP
page. And there's a reason you should read it. That reason is that your mind, the human mind, runs
most comfortable on the pattern it already knows. So much so that it will fight alternate trains of
thought and provoke a fear of exposure to that thought. Ever find yourself going to some new
experience, maybe heading to a club when you haven't been to one in years? Maybe heading to meet
a group of people you don't know? Ever see people vehemently fight against alternate ideas? Like
when political discussions arise over a family holiday. Or when that guy on dead bedrooms is
considering allowing an open marriage. Ever think "If I only knew before."?
Alternate ways of thinking are all around you. They're scary. They're scary because they break the
reality you're currently living by. The rules and expectations you currently have are simply a shaky
straw house built to protect yourself from life's whirling winds, from the chaotic storm of, to you,
certain death that exists on the other side of their walls.
And as much as you think you're learning from someone telling you: "Hey man, if you do this and
think this, you can get here.", the idiotic way your mind works, you never really GET IT get it until
YOU actually learn it yourself. I could sit here all day and tell you that 2 plus 2 equals 4. But until
you take two things in your own hands, and add another two things, and count four fucking things in
your hands, that light bulb just will not go off in your head.
And what is it you have to change? What are the stages? There's more than one? Yes, there's several
concrete stages, trains of thought, that can be summarized and broken as you read through the
sidebar. I will identify some of them here, along with some ancillary books worth mentioning. But
again, you will not get anything from reading about this here, other than an opening of your eyes to
just how fucked up you are, and a solid recommendation to stop asking situationally based questions
and start changing YOUR mind through YOUR reading and absorbing those books.
Stage 0: Blue Pill - "I care, and so should you."
Stage 0 is a self-centered world where you believe things should go your way just because you want
them to. It's childish, really. If you have young kids, you may see them display this behavior. "I want
this because I want it." Many posts you see from this stage include those who believe that they can
look, act, and be unattractive, and still expect women to flock and drop their panties. They will
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believe that they are owed favors, things, etc. They will keep a score in their head, constantly adding
and subtracting from it, and are so ignorant that they believe other people should (if they know what's
good for them) not only accept that score, but also to want to raise their score, as determined by you,
for your benefit. Then they will read:
NMMNG: And realize that their system of scoring doesn't really pertain to other people. People may
be aware of the fact that you are keeping some kind of score, but ultimately do not follow your
scorecard. As a reversal of this though, you need to realize that other people often keep their own
score. And friendships/relationships just don't work if everyone is keeping score according to their
own set of rules, but no one follows anyone's rules. Then you read:
The Rational Male: And realize that many people (though the book focuses on women) follow rules
based on what society has forced upon them. Group dynamics, power dynamics, and sexual dynamics
will make people act in a somewhat predictable manner, and that manner is used to get the best out of
life for that person that they possibly can get. You are not special, you are merely a pawn in that path
to get their possible best. Reading these books gets you to:
Stage 1: Anger, Action, Denial, Guilt, MAP - "I don't care, but you should."
So you've learned that there are people and motivations outside your currently infantile mind and the
fact that the world is so selfish, so manipulative, so selective, and so unforgiving pisses you off. Here
you are going to get posts where people start lashing out at their wives because they start seeing the
code in action. And ones trying to use spot tactics to provoke fundamental change from a
macroscopic level. Posts will have their wife pushing back against any effort to contain her with
boundaries. Or some fantastical idea that their wife simply isn't fully like that based on the mere fact
that she hasn't blatantly shown that behavior in the 8 years they've known them. Others will not know
what to do, where to go, how to swim in this sea of "no one cares about you". So they ironically
scream out "care about me, what do I do?" There's this feeling that the world, or MRP, or men, or
their wives, or SOMEONE should care. Care either that they've been suffering for so long, or even
care that now they are going to do something about it. "I've lost 20 years." No one cares. "I finally
found you guys." No one cares. "Did I do good?" No one cares. "I've hit the gym!" No one cares.
Then they read:
WISNIFG: And realized that even though the world is operating by these social, sexual, and power
dynamics, that because no one cares, you have more freedom to do what you need to do to care about
yourself. You can do things you want to do because it doesn't subtract from the score you keep
anymore, and you don't care if it subtracts from the score they keep anymore. As a reversal, you also
learn that other people have the fully acceptable, logical, completely inconsequential option to do
what they want to do as well. The world that you thought was a world where everyone was
intertwined with each other and their scorecards turns into a world where everyone is walking their
own path. And they're allowed to do that. Then you read:
Iron John: And realize, from a story of an ignorant, rule following little boy what an ignorant, rule
following little boy you were. You understand that carving your own path means you need to be
taken down roads that were unfamiliar to you before, and potentially shunned because you also
understand that there are many other rule followers that have not been awakened yet. Then you read:
Models, HTWFAIP, 48 Laws, Mystery Method: and realize that there are ways to interact with
people, both those that are still following the rules and those who are carving their own path, that get
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you what you want. There are more formal tactics, but in the same breath societal interactions need to
be smooth and second nature as well. They need to be so smooth, that reading them in a book will not
get you to where you want to be. But only by going out and practicing them, will you achieve that
mastery. Luckily enough, because you are no longer worried about score, you are at:
Stage 2: Independence, Frame - "I don't care."
Independence is strong. And so are your ideas. But in a world where still no one cares, even though
you don't, the shift feels lonely. Posts you will find here are those like "I've cut to 12%, go out
regularly, and pass shit tests, but it sucks that my wife still isn't where I want her to be." Or "I have
lost interest in women, sex, my physique, plates, relationships, jacking off". Why try? Why not just
give in to the loneliness? You have the capability and mindset to excel, but you don't. Then you read:
SGM: And realize that maybe when two minds and bodies come together there's more to it than
simply finishing the task. That putting in a movie and fast-forwarding to the end is retarded and
unenjoyable. Maybe there's something to be said about the journey, they build up, and then
immersion. Then you read:
TWOTSM: and realize that even though everyone is walking along their own path, that there's waves
of connectedness between us that you can feel and move in. Manipulate and create. Like art, there's a
certain way to interact still to communicate on a level that you haven't before. And you read:
POOK: and realize that you can get enjoyment and interconnectedness from simply being yourself
and being fun. That emotion and value have all the weight of an old currency, but none of it at the
same time. That life contains an unlimited supply, like an ocean of value, that there's no need to
concern yourself if a spring dries up. That you are free to be who you want to be, without any binding
influence by anyone who may think otherwise. You allow and exclude those in your life freely and
without judgement. There is no scoreboard, there is no score. You don't care, but don't care that you
don't care. And though you thought that would remove the ability to enjoy life, it actually removes
any limit to.
Stage 3: Fun - She cares
What unlimited potential. Wouldn't it be fun to be around someone with that unlimited potential?
Wouldn't it be worth it to be around someone with that unlimited potential? Isn't that all we're ever
searching for? Potential is a powerful feeling. That something, anything might happen at any time.
Accomplishment is a good feeling for sure, but accomplishment is fleeting. When you have
something, when you've done it, when you've locked it in (Marriage) the day feels great. But the day
after feels less great. And the day after that even less. But potential. Wow what a feeling. And when
the world is simply potential, then you'll see guys who can play with their wives, who can reach for
their dreams, who seem to be fonts of unlimited drive, and who can show others a way. And watch as
some take to it knowing that they need to find their way, where others think they need to find the
way. The idea that there's the way means each and every one of their problems already has a correct
solution. And so all it needs is a quick post and a band aid fix. Stop fooling yourself. Read the damn
books. Your way is out there. Open yourself to finding it.
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Anniversary Ideas
18 upvotes | January 11, 2018 | by red-sfpplus | Link | Reddit Link
Long time lurker here…Been reading the sidebar, lifting and doing other general manly shit, for at
least a solid 4-6 weeks. Tying to not go Rambo here, so I am looking for some advice.
Tomorrow my wife and I celebrate our 13-year anniversary, and I am trying to figure out what we
should do to celebrate.
I had been hoping that she would handle everything, but here we are Thursday afternoon and nothing
has been communicated. So here is what I am thinking.
I am going to try and schedule some sex and maybe even a BJ for Saturday night around 9:00pm after
the kids go to bed. I plan to avoid her completely during the day so when I finally cold approach her
right before bed, she will more than likely be ready to go down. She should be fully rested, and since
I have not touched her all day, be craving at the thought of my cold, strong hands finally touching
her.
One question I have, is should we do dinner and a movie first – before the scheduled sex, or is that to
beta bux? Should I get the sex/bj before I pay for dinner and a movie or what do the real Alphas
around here think?
Should I try and go all out and get a baby sitter, so IF we do the dinner and movie date first, before
the scheduled sex, that we are alone for a few hours – or is this TO alpha? I sure don’t want to scare
her away with manliness.
I could really use some help here guys, this is way outside of my comfort zone. I just want my yearly
duty sex and BJ.
Thanks!
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Holy crap, life is good ! What are some of you thinking ?
18 upvotes | January 8, 2018 | by ImSteveMcQueen | Link | Reddit Link
Holy crap, I can't believe some of the horror stories I read on here. A year ago I was in a crappy
relationship too, but nothing like what some of you have.
What the fuck goes through some of your minds ? I have 2 questions. 1) Why aren't you working on
yourself ? 2) Why do you give a fuck what she says ?
Why aren't you working on yourself ? When your car breaks down, what do you do ? You fix it ! Do
you drive around on a flat tire ? No. Do you try to get groceries with it if the bumper is falling off ?
No.
So why are some of you so friggin hesitant to read and lift ? Like WTF ? Your life is shit, your wife
has no respect for you and yet you waffle around spend your time arguing with your wife. Let me
give you a tip: Absolutely nothing that comes out of your mouth is going to fix you or your
relationship. That is why we say "Acta, non verba". The only thing that will change your life is YOU
working on YOU. Period. End of story.
When your life is screwed up, you should be spending every spare minute and even some essential
minutes working on YOU. Read NMMNG 3 times. Read WISNIFG. Read it again. And again. Hit
the gym regularly. Can you press your body weight ? Can you run 5K ? Are your abs showing ? Can
you plank while fucking or are you smothering her with your belly ?
Until you got this stuff down cold, there isn't any use coming on here to ask questions. Because
nothing people tell you will make a difference. She doesn't care what you say. She is watching what
you do and who you are.
Why do you care what she says ? If your partner disrespects, ignores you, you cheats on you, calls
you names and doesn't follow your lead, why do you care ? She is showing you her nature and what
she thinks of you. Nothing that you say will change her. You can't change her. She is what she is.
So the next time she acts badly, do you care ? No. You observe. You learn from it. You use it as
motivation. You don't get butt hurt. You don't retaliate. You don't DEER. You don't negotiate. You
work on you in the manner that is best for you. Period. End of story. Act like you are single. DGAF if
she is butt hurt by that.
A year ago I was where some of you are. Not all relationships are savable, but your life is. You don't
have to live a crappy life. You don't have to be in a crappy relationship with a shitty low value
woman. AWALT, but not all women are going to respond positively to your growth and
development. MRP saves the man. The relationship might or might not be salvageable. Put that front
and center in your mind and do work on what you can: YOURSELF.
Holy crap my life is good now.
I lived in a bad relationship for 10 years. I used to tip toe around my ex, trying to make her happy.
Letting her yell at me and control me. "Happy wife, happy life", right ? NOT ! Fuck that. Get to
work. Start living up to your potential. Everything else will fall into place in due time.
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[follow up] You Find Nude Photos of your wife....
18 upvotes | January 27, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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Interesting way I created dread.. how to capitalize on it?
18 upvotes | January 4, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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Just found the red pill
18 upvotes | January 12, 2016 | by Spellgage | Link | Reddit Link
I discovered MRP last night after Googling "my wife is hateful to me." Reading Ironwood's article
and the first chapter of NMMNG has left me floored. They both describe me to a "t." Almost every
word. I've been in shock all day. I had no idea what I was and still am. All I know is, I don't want to
be that anymore. I don't really have a point to make or a question to ask; I just felt the need to say that
I'm here and that I'm questioning the illusion that was my life.
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1 month after puking
18 upvotes | December 14, 2015 | by ma-trpta | Link | Reddit Link
A month ago I was messaged a link to the RP subreddits, and then quickly directed over here, where I
followed up with another victim puke-fest before getting off my ass and trying to get this damn pill
out of the packaging.
Yesterday, my wife and i had sex for the first time in over six months.
She's been telling me that I'm more distant, less reactive (and "not listening") when she's had her
outbursts. I have been managing 99% of the shit-tests by ignoring them, with a very rare AA thrown
in to keep her on her toes.
It appears to be working - this wasn't starfish/pity sex, this was my beautiful wife of 4 years begging
me to plow her harder, then telling me this morning that she's still sore from it. My response was an
AM - "well, I'll let you rest another day, but then your ass is mine". Slap on the ass, walked out of the
room...she just stood there looking dumbfounded for a good 5 seconds before following me.
Lifting, eating right, reading. Still a lot more work to do, but I'm definitely a believer.
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Vampiresquid's husband
18 upvotes | November 19, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
Hello MRP,
Vampiresquid is my wife. She told me she'd posted here, and I am beyond pissed. I haven't looked at
Reddit in a long time and I didn't get to read her post. It sounds like she stirred a lot of shit, and for
that I apologize. She also said you all wanted to hear my side of the story, so here it is. (This is my
first time posting on Reddit, so sorry if the formatting sucks.)
I'm 36 and she's 34. We've been married for 8 years and together for 10. We lived together for a year
before getting hitched. We have 2 kids (1 boy, 1 girl), and she is a good mother. We actually have a
pretty good sex life. I guess I'm lucky that we're compatible that way and she just likes sex.
I found the red pill about 1.5 years ago. I'd been feeling pissed off and frustrated at work and at home,
and I'd just seen my best friend completely screwed over by his wife (cheated on and then divorce
raped) so the red pill ideas resonated with me. I realized that I'd been fucking things up my entire life
by being a Nice Guy who needed external validation while blaming other people for my problems. I
also admitted to myself that I was basically being a lazy motherfucker in general. It was holding me
back from being successful at work and enjoying my life. So I decided to man up.
I read NMMNG and spent a lot of time on Rational Male and Red Pill Room, and some time lurking
on MRP and TRP. I started lifting, dressing better, and working on my social skills by striking up
conversations with random people and flirting with women as much as possible. I reconnected with
my buds and started hanging out with them a couple times a week. I'm doing shit for myself, and
cultivating an IDGAF attitude if those things are inconvenient for my wife.
It's been paying off in a lot of ways. I've been taking on more responsibility and standing out more at
work, and got a small promotion as a result. I'm taking care of shit around the house, instead of
asking the wife to call a plumber, etc. I'm spending more time with my kids, taking them places and
teaching them stuff. And, I'm getting more attention from women. This has been a revelation for me,
as I've never thought I was very attractive.
Here's where my wife comes in. She is, honestly, drop-dead gorgeous. When we met, she had just
quit a career in modeling and had been earning enough from that to put herself through college. Even
at 34, she gets shitloads of male attention, and guys have hit on her right in front of me, knowing we
were together. Before RP, I did the typical beta thing and put her on a pedestal and bent over
backward to make her happy. Even though she's beautiful and fairly intelligent, she has low selfesteem (from her crappy childhood) and I basically became a validation faucet for her. And I got the
validation of being the average looking dude with the smoking hot girlfriend/wife.
I decided it's time to end all that. I'm slowly killing my oneitis, and I'm showing my wife that I'm an
attractive man with options and important stuff to do. I'm the prize now. I'm not her validation faucet
anymore, and I'm not dependent on her, either. I love her, and I love my kids more than anything, and
I want to lead us to better things. But she's both insecure and strong willed, and now that she's learned
about MRP, she has lost her mind. It's just like one big hamster in there. It's like I'm under a
microscope, and she always thinks that I'm wanting to leave her or I'm trying to trick her with some
tactic. Sometimes I get things like "oh, are you being 'alpha'?" It's fucking infuriating.
Her finding out about MRP was an extreme fuck-up on my part, and I don't know where to go from
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here. Do any of you have experience with a wife finding out about MRP and fighting you over it?
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The wife with other women
18 upvotes | February 10, 2019 | by black_second_coming | Link | Reddit Link
We were at a friend's birthday party last week and she, the friend, kissed my wife, twice.
I have no problem with it, but my wife did. She has expressed interest in women and having a
threesome, but has said she doesn't think she could go through with it because she would have a hard
time with me being with the other woman.
So last night she asked me a question: why am I ok with another woman kissing her, but not another
man?
I replied with Donovan Sharp's answer from a Red Man Group episode, "women are so attractive that
they can't help being attracted to each other." Then I said that, unless she decides she's a lesbian,
another woman isn't competition, but another man is.
I also said that I was only ok with the kissing because I was present, and that it's a no go if I'm not
there. She also agreed with that.
I'm wondering what the consensus is on this question.
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I'm only with you because I have no choice.
18 upvotes | February 4, 2019 | by firstlight777 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 40 she's 37, married 15 years, three kids, 16, 11, 6.
169 lbs, 5'11", I lift three days, light weights still, squat 135, press 100, not maxes just my rep
weights. Crunches, pushups, planks, dumbell stuff.
Nmmng, Pook, lots of pinned posts. Next up is MAP, and wisnifg, loaded on dropbox.
Been at this for 8 months, immediate improvement, then crash and burn, rambo-ed, then stfu,
improvement in her attitude and respect, treatment of me (and the kids) is always up and down.
Moved cities 1.5 years,ago, still not making close to what I used to make at my career, working low
level night job (deliver pizza) to make ends meet. Shes a sahm. These things makes me resentful of
her since we moved to be closer to her family and she was oohh so unhappy where we were. Now it's
same thing different state.
Whenever we talk about her working it gets put off, and she says the house, kids activities would fall
apart etc.
The question:
Leaving rental home, buying a house in different part of town. Relations between us are up and
down, Rocky through all of this, I still got us a house and supposed to close in two weeks.
I feel some stuff I'm doing has backfired. Things touted here as gospel, I'm doing it wrong. Going to
the gym has turned into her saying I'm all about myself and it takes time from work. Being more
dominant in bed has turned into her saying I fuck her like a whore, to rough, not loving. The night job
has added dread. Her not knowing who I work with, where I am. There's a cute young girl there who I
talk to and we've seen her out three times at music shows of a band I used to be in years ago. The
dread has been good, but, backfired? Last night was the third time, and I told my wife she was going
to better and there's no reason for any drama. She calls her my work girlfriend. I introduced her to
wife, it was a quick exchange in loud environment, thats it. Wife caught me looking at her few times,
but really I was just buzzed looking at various hot young girls. My wife is very hot, gets hit on often.
This super tall young dude, well call him Chad, talked to her and basicly asked her out while we were
there,(I was at the bar saw whole thing) she told him she's married but was smiling and loved it. I
want her to look at me like that again. Ok, when we got home she's playing the whole game about I
just want to fuck the girl.i work with and blah, so.i told her you don't have to do this, and that I love
her. We drunk fucked pretty hard, but not much passion in her end. Today, she was withdrawn, told
me she I threw her around like a whore, that I was thinking if this chick while I fucked her, I'm a
loser, can't support his family, she has offers from guys texting and messaging her, also brought up
the dude from night begore, and that she was going to start accepting some offers because she's done
with me. Moving on for her.
She said she has to "live with me because she has no money and has to take care of the kids but that
doesn't mean were together".
"I'm only with you because I have no choice."
All the while, were buying a fucking house. Am I getting used here or what? I'm supposed to buy a
house to what. Sleep on the couch and live in this toxic environment? I need somewhere good for the
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kids though, it's cheaper than renting, but I think I'm setting myself up for divorce rape. I know, she
knows she owns me, but I do care about her, she's my oneitus definitely, also mom to my three kids.
Does anyone know if it's advantageous to only have my name in the deed?
I don't know if this will get better unless we have some real time living apart. It's constant bickering, I
know it's my fault, drunk captain, no real goals, always trying to make ends meet, make it through the
month financially and mentally. Resentment from her about how she gave her life away to kids and
me who have no respect or care about her. Resentment from me because I moved for her and now
were really struggling. I'm a plow horse and I now know that gets zero respect. And now the house
thing, suppose to be positive, fucked up by her again, but she wins either way.
I'm a fucking puke fag. If you read this trash flame away, and advise please.
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Need to get a grip.
18 upvotes | February 19, 2019 | by Bulk_king11 | Link | Reddit Link
So I been dating this chick for almost 9 months now. Before the relationship I ran my map and
created a whole new life for myself. I’m jacked (I run gear) I’d say I’m in the top percent of looks. I
have a great job. That’s allowing me to get out of all the debt my addiction caused (2 years clean
now). Upped my style. My game has always been on point. I used to be into PUA before red pill
(high N count). My mission has been laid out and written down. It mostly consist of the person I want
to become. And how to get there. Along with being a dad. Family man. And building my business,
my hobbies, and other things.
Met this chick and I was ready this time to be a better captain. I laid boundaries. I had all my shit
together and till this day she says she never met anyone like me. She tells me all this shit she loves
about me everyday. She’s more than obsessed and we are on the same page with a lot of shit. It’s fun
as fuck to be around her and no lie at this point we fuck anywhere from 1-3 times a day. The fact that
things are so good has me absorbed in this woman. I can totally see myself marrying her and having
kids with her one day.
BUT I can tell im beginning to develop oneitis. Which is weird bc I have always had abundance and
would cheat bc of all the chicks I would have hitting on me and mostly validation issues. This time I
said I wouldn’t cheat to myself. So I have been working on myself and the relationship but I find my
self thinking about it all day. I have never been this good to a woman before and I’m afraid it’s going
to bite me in the ass. Im afraid of too much beta killing the attraction. She says she loves everything I
do for her. She constantly brags about it. But all I can think about is you have to keep up your alpha.
So I draw back at the slightest unpleasant behavior. I lift. I do bjj. Snowboard. Stocks. Plan run shit
And hangout with my boys at least once a week. But still I feel like I’m more beta to her than I have
ever been to anyone. As I do a lot for her constantly. I do it because I want to but I still have a fear of
it biting me in the ass and down the road leading to less or no sex. Bc right now I can’t even go to the
store without her blowing me in the car. I realize this fear sounds crazy but I have it. And I’m sick of
dwelling on it.
I’m constantly Trying to keep things perfect. If one thing goes wrong. Like this morning. I had to get
ready for work and I was fucking her and she stopped me. And told me to get ready. I could feel
myself getting butthurt and thinking. I know how much time I have to get there. Don’t stop me. Then
I think I need to withdrawal, I need to withdrawal attention. But When I do she can’t handle it it
seems and it makes things worse. Almost like I’m giving unfair punishment. Which I probably am.
I’m causing myself to legit go crazy. I can see myself becoming insecure for no reason. Bc she works
at a bar. I get insecure. Thinking about her exes. Or certain shit she says. I get butthurt inside. And I
don’t even know why. I stfu but I still get quiet. The thing is I KNOW this is a me issue. That this
shit sounds stupid to you guys who been here a while. But it’s real for me. And I could use some
advice or perspective. How to cut this shit. I’m literally internally on the verge of ruining a great
relationship. For no other reason than my mind.
I have dread. Get hit on when we’re out. I have almost everything it seems going for me. On paper
I’m the fucking prize. My hamster to myself is. Go cheat so you can take your mind off her. And stop
caring so much.
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I legit feel like a pussy inside and idk where the fuck it came from or what steps to take to get rid of
it. I’m lifting. I’m thinking about her. I’m working. Her. It’s becoming too much. And I need a
perspective change to keep me happy and relationship healthy.
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Day 0 of Swallowing the pill after my wife mocked me - Is my
marriage salvageable?
18 upvotes | February 21, 2019 | by throwaway-iwantmysil | Link | Reddit Link
This was tough for me to write out, so please bare with me.....
My marriage is on the rocks. I am to blame for the problems. I've basically been a drunk captain this
entire time. I never owned my own shit.
It has been ten years of me acting like a bitch, complaining about not getting enough sex, getting into
screaming fights with my wife and two boy when things don't go right, etc.
I'm 40 years old and weigh 215lbs. In spite of my excess weight, I'm still fairly good looking. She is
41 and weighs closer to 250lbs and her looks are starting to weather. We weren't always like this. I
used to be 185lbs when we got married. She too was much less. In spite of her looks today vs mine,
she has complete frame and control and perceives her SMV as being much higher than mine.
Our sex life is in shambles. I feel like I don't get enough. I used to feel like I deserved it. But she
thinks otherwise. She hasn't kissed me passionately in years. Blowjobs are non-existent. She doesn't
let me touch her breasts. When I try to run my hands between her legs she tells me that she is good
and doesn't need to be looked after. She is repulsed by my touch. She is checked out from me.
I am thinner than her. Better looking than her. Have more potential than her and she is the one who is
checked out in this relationship. I am to blame for the problems.
When sex does happen, its for my pleasure and benefit and mainly to shut me up. "Do what you need
to do" is what she says on nights she is willing to close to her eyes and wait for things to be over.
Last night I wanted her and she declined. Today I had a bad day at work, brought the bad day home. I
yelled at my wife. I yelled at my kids and tonight she comes out swinging at me mocking me for
being a little bitch because I didn't get what I wanted from her last night...... and you know what? She
is right. I am a bitch.
She also knows that I'm her bitch. A good provider with a job in the $150k range. I am a safe bet for
her. She puts up with me because she gets first crack at the money for the house, the kids, etc which I
have always allowed.
This admittance on my part has been hard for me to write out. Mainly because it shows my true self.
A loser. A lost little boy.
Even this reddit username of mine proves that I have deviated from being a real man with control.
This account started off as a "therapeutic" account for myself where I would talk about fantasizing
my sister in law and wanting to have sex with her. As I spread my pathetic fantasy, I would start
trolling other sub reddits in order to gain karma. Looking back at some of my posts I see how
immature and how pathetic of a man I have been over the past year. Its no wonder my wife has lost
all desire for me. I'm acting like a 14 year old boy.
I want things to change. I want to change. I want to be a husband my wife respects. I want to be the
father who in control of his ship at all times. I want to lose weight. I want to feel better about myself.
I have lost myself and have lost my ways. I need to be a better man. Firstly for myself. Secondly for
my kids. And thirdly for my wife.
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She was once in love with me. Not so much anymore.
Where is my wife at this moment? She's checked out. She went to sleep 30 minutes ago. She doesn't
want to talk to me. She doesn't want to watch TV with me. She doesn't want to spend time with me.
She would rather close her eyes and sleep than be in the presence of a drunken captain. I don't blame
her.
My question to askMRP is the following: Is my marriage salvageable? Or am I fucked?
I am looking for brutally honest replies. I hit the low point when I realized tonight that my wife
mocked me. She mocked me. It hurts to admit. The woman I love mocked me and I am to blame for
it.
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Bumps in the road
18 upvotes | June 7, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
It's been a while since my last post. Chugging along my red pill journey, but I hit some bumps that
I'm not sure if I'm handling optimally, so I'll keep this as brief as I can and looking for you guys to
kick my ass and help me be better.
I grew my business quite a bit over the last year and a half. Things are up trending and we've brought
on some additional people and won some new contracts (for those of you that don't know, I have
owned my own construction company for the last 18 years). I needed some access to low cost capital,
so I took money out on my home equity line (HELOC) and some cash I have saved over the past few
years, and put it in the business to fund some rapid growth. I've been doing stuff like this my entire
career and any money I've invested in my business produces profits and nice returns. This model has
been tried and true for me, so it's normal practice for me when necessary.
I owned my house before I married my wife and it's protected (to the best they can) in a prenup
(second marriage, found the red pill shortly after) and it's solely in my name still to this day. She
came home from work one day pissed as hell a couple weeks ago. Told me "we have to talk after the
kids go to bed." She approaches me after the kids go to bed and confronts me about the HELOC. I
shrugged it off and said, "yeah, I got $40,000 out of my HELOC earlier this year." Her rage grew as I
blew her off, and she ranted harder about how I'm a liar by omission and how I can't be trusted. I
started to DEER but quickly caught myself, then ended it quickly, but saying "you know what, I did
it, and I understand that you're upset... if you would like to know when I decide to do something
similar in the future, I can let you know." She fired back, "well, what if I'm against it, I guess you'll
do it anyway!" I said, "yep, absolutely will, but I'll tell you... I got nothing to hide." She got enraged
even more and gave me the silent treatment for a few days. I went about my business and didn't give
a shit. A few days, she draws back in and is all lovey doevy and fucks my brains out the following
weekend.
Last week, she goes to see her therapist, and comes home mad again and opens the "me being a liar
and fiancial cheat again." I tell her, "I'm not doing this, we discussed this already." She gets mad
again and says how she is offended and this is major deal for her and this issue is not settled. Said she
wants a say in and some changes in how the fiances are run. I said, "sure, your advise, counsel, and
opinions are always welcome, but I'll make any final decisions." She got enraged and shit stormed for
two days. I went out last Friday night for dinner by myself and came home. She is acting like a bitch,
so I DNGAF and don't engage. About an hour later, I put on shoes and tell her I'm going back out...
this is where I'm going and I'll be back in couple hours. You are welcome to come or you can stay.
She pouts, gets dressed and we went out. I had fun, while she pouted at first, but then came around.
The rest of the weekend was spent having fun and full of mind blowing sex.
Tonight, I took my daughter to her softball game (I coach) and took her out to eat after. My wife had
the other kids (my son and her son) and took them to eat. She also dropped her daughter (my step
daughter) off at a school function and had to return at 830 to get her. She texted me about 8:10 and
asked me if we were done with the game and when I'd be home. I told her, I was getting dinner with
my daughter and that we just finished up and were heading home. She left to get her daughter at the
school function and took the boys (they are 9 and 7 and can't be left alone). I arrived home and she
was still out. She got home about 8:50 and was shit storming about how it's so late and how I'm a
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selfish inconsiderate asshole for not thinking to come home earlier so the bedtime routine wasn't
interrupted (normal bedtime routine starts at 8 pm). She ranted about how it's late, and she has to get
up early and the kids will be difficult and blah blah blah. I kind of chuckled at her and told her while
shrugging and said, "not a mind reader... if you wanted or needed help, you should have asked.... I
would have been happy to help if I'd been available." She says, "I shouldn't have to ask... blah blah,
something about common sense, blah blah.."
I told her, "I'm not playing this game, and I don't appreciate the attitide." She shit stormed some
more, so I shrugged and went down stairs to watch tv. She followed me downstairs and brought up
the HELOC again and how I'm a huge asshole.
I said, "done discussing that issue, we talked about it and I'm done with this silly discussion tonight."
She said, "well, I'm still mad and I'm still not ok with what you did with the HELOC." I said, "ok, I
understand you're upset", and walked in the other room. She shitstormed some more and ran back
upstairs.
My questions:
1. Am I being too much of a dick and insensitive about the HELOC issue and the cash I put in my
business? (It was cash I had saved, and would have had anyway with or without her because
although she makes a great living, I make 5 times what she does). I really don't care, but maybe
she's comfort testing?
2. Is there something I'm doing that is not consistent with red pill philosophy that I don't see?
All comments and takes are welcome.
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5 month lifting progress after discovering wife's EA - want to
set new lifting goals
18 upvotes | July 19, 2019 | by tom-anonymous | Link | Reddit Link
I started lifting 5-6 days a week after I discovered my wife became obsessed with another guy about
5 months ago. Instead of feeling sorry for myself, I started making myself better both physically and
emotionally. I found you guys and been reading for a while. The physical part seems to be easier than
the emotional part, but I'm becoming a better version of myself everyday (which is what's important).
I feel great about my progress over the past 5 months, but I feel like I still have a long way to go. I'd
like to set more aggressive goals for myself. Visualizing goals seems to help me make shit into a
reality.
Based on my progress so far, what do you guys think a realistic goal would be for January 1st, 2020?
Also, at what weights do you know when you truly arrived?
I don't know what my max's are because I've injured myself in the past trying to max out. So I stick to
3 sets of 8-10 reps and use that as my only indicator. Thanks in advance.

5 month progress (Feb 2019 - July 2019)

Deadlift (3 sets of 8 reps) Before 135 lbs -> After 275 lbs

Bench Press (3 sets of 10 reps) Before 105 lbs => After 205 lbs

Squats (ass to ground 3 sets of 10 reps) Before 115 lbs => After 225 lbs

Edit: I do other compound exercises and 20 minutes running on treadmill a day (5.5 mph).

Other Info:
Age: 46
Height: 6’0
Weight: Before 195 lbs => After 197 lbs
Body Fat: Before 25% => After 16%
Arms: Before 14.5 inches => After 16.5 inches
Legs: Before 22.5 inches => After 24 inches
Waist: Before 40 inches => After 35 inches
Calves: Before 14.5 inches => After 16.0 inches

BTW - wife notices my progress and is getting nervous. We have sex everyday (sometimes twice a
day). She initiates 50% of the time. She often comments on how hot I look and seems anxious about
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me continuing to improve myself. Over the past few weeks my abs have popped out. I love it.
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Wtf happened?! Worse before it gets better?
18 upvotes | August 28, 2019 | by Wagzdaddy | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 5’10” 170lbs. Squat: 210 OH press:100 Deadlift: 250 Bench: 140 Row: 130
Background: 43yrs, wife 49. Married 14yrs. Blue pill faggot all of them. Been RP aware and
swallowed the pill 6 mo. ago. Devoured the sidebar (and continue reading and lurking) and had all
the usual ups and downs. Owned my shit, lifted with dedication immediately, STFU etc. Began Krav
Maga lessons, hooked up with friends more and went out more. Just spent time away from wife.
Went about with a DGAF attitude and sex came back quick with wife. Not great but when denied
learned to have OI. And when given starfish railed her through the mattress. Said “no” to her. Walked
and talked with a purpose. The “change” was noticeable to everyone. Most important the change was
noticeable to me. I felt alive and happier (and by extension the entire family) than I’ve ever been.
Current: 2 mos ago things really came around. I had been working on abundance with number closes
with HB 7 and 8s. I began in earnest, and naturally, to dominate her in the bedroom. Dirty talk ie “
your my slut” with agreement from her. Unbelievable fucking sessions. Doing shit we have never
done or been a looong time since. Anal, CIM, sex toys, dirty talk ie she’s my slut.
Then, I had some lack of OI when denied and the sex slacked. I had resistance and felt that I had to
remain stoic and continue on my journey and get back to basics mainly focusing on me. Just
...do...me. Had great success with frame lately and just not having her in my head at all. Shit tests
came back hard. Been awhile. This time I had the frame better to deal with it. First started a couple
weeks ago with her suddenly NOT OK with me “taking her” when I feel like it. Watch what they do
not what they say right? Last couple months she obviously enjoyed my assertiveness and dominance.
I took this as a test. I AA and said “I was under the impression that was the best sex of your life!”
Then two days later I fuck her silly. Wants it hard.
Fast forward to yesterday and suddenly she thinks I shouldn’t be going to the gym so often and says
I’m only thinking of myself. I fog and agree and say true I am thinking of myself. She shuts up. Mind
you I’m not neglecting anything at home such with daughter or owning my shit.
Last night I go to gym again after cold shoulder and sexual denial from her. She brings up later that
“the new me is arrogant” and she doesn’t like it. She is still pissed that I laughed off her concerns
having sex with her when only I want it. Btw gaming and kino, feelzing up on the ass and just
generally touching the wife again. Also having fun with treating her like the little girl, oldest child in
the house. I then give the meow to her and grin and she says that’s what she’s talking about. Says I
won’t be laughing when we separate. I say ok. Says the concert we are going to she won’t go and to
take someone else. I say ok cool. She storms out of bedroom to sleep on couch. Maintaining frame
just trying to foresee my next move, besides continuing my MAP, and of course what I could’ve done
different. I’m doing solid and want the marriage to continue. At a complete loss that’s why I’m here.
This just escalated quickly! Should’ve backed off? Not a comfort test but shit test I need to weather?
I can take the brutal honesty I know is coming my way.
TLDR: First time poster. I’ve gone from a fresh noob to confident man with Alpha qualities leading
the house and wife and family on adventures. Insane, uninhibited fucking to a complete 180. I believe
I showed past beta me again with lack of OI and felt I needed to start over only her to resist
everything about me that was working to improve my life.
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Frame: Caught on Camera
18 upvotes | September 2, 2019 | by CarelessBowler5 | Link | Reddit Link
Which one of you was this?
https://www.facebook.com/DailyCaller/videos/398002474188118
Dude held at gunpoint, lights up his cigarette instead of complying with gunman.
You want to practice OI? This guy is practicing OI.
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At what point is this chore play?
18 upvotes | October 12, 2019 | by Carpenter4875 | Link | Reddit Link
I’ll come back and add my stats shortly - just hoping to get some thoughts while I’m doing a couple
of chores real quick.
This is faggotry, and I know it, but I can’t get out of my own head and I can’t figure out if I’m
entering Rambo territory. I’m thinking too much into this, but it’s where I’m at nonetheless.
Ive had a week of doing pretty damn good resetting, being fun, planning awesome family outings,
flirting, hitting new personal bests in the gym... today, I’ve had some fun things planned and some
chores planned, one of which is to clean out our cars. Now, her car smells like a milk exorcism has
taken place in it due to the kid’s spilled cup last week- really fucking awful smell.
Just before I go out to get started cleaning, we’re in the kitchen flirting a bit, and I pick her up, and
carry her to the bed. The denials are already starting, along with the groans, but not in a really playful
tone, more annoyed. I start kissing, trying to get her sweater off, and I get the “I really don’t feel like
this, I just want to watch tv and take a nap, please don’t and just lay down with me...” after a couple
of times of her saying this, I say “na, I’m good, I’ve got too much to do. You do you though, I’ll
catch up later.” Could have been better, but I at least didn’t seem super bothered.
Now, I’m cleaning out my car, obviously butt hurt in my head, wondering if doing stuff like cleaning
out her horrendous car is an example of me doing shit to make mommy happy- I’m trying to stamp
out these covert contracts, but it’s as if I’m deeper than I thought and can’t see a covert contract vs
what I would be doing normally.
If I don’t, it’s very blatant butt hurt response, which will lead to that kind of conversation as to why I
chose not to clean out her car after I said I would- we can have that convo, but I’m trying to figure
out how to not come off butt hurt about the sex.
If I do clean it, I don’t know how else to start down the path of “I’m making great progress with
myself, and I need to quit dancing to make her happy”...
Thoughts like this make me realize that I’m not progressing as fast as I thought- if I don’t ask on
here, I’ll start obsessing and over thinking, and in the end I’m right back where I started in overanalyzing.
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Books for her.
18 upvotes | October 14, 2019 | by mrbadassmotherfucker | Link | Reddit Link
My latest OYS for reference...
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/dbqaao/_/f23duvb?context=1000
I'm just over 2 months into my RP journey now and things are going pretty well. Even when they arnt
going pretty well, I'm anticipating that and making sure I hold frame, game and generally make sure I
am happy.
My wife has obviously noticed the gargantuan amount of reading I've done sinse picking up RP. I
told her at the start the books were all about self improvement. It seems to have struck home with her
now and maybe she feels like there's some catching up to do on her behalf, but she asked me if there
were any books like mine for her to read.
I guess she wants to improve.
Either way, I was interested in if any of you guys had passed on any books to your wives that helped
them with self improvement. Maybe they found out about RP accidentally and read some of the
material, if so, was it helpful?
I wouldn't tell her shit about RP, fight club right, but is there any material she could read that isn't
directly RP?
Cheers bros!
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Wedding ring shit test
18 upvotes | November 14, 2019 | by BlakeMortimer | Link | Reddit Link
Obligatory stats: 41, 5'10, 150 lbs, been in the gym for real for 1 year. Bench 154 lbs, DL 286 lbs,
OHP 88 lbs, Squat 242 lbs.

In the beginning of September, I noticed that I was not wearing my wedding ring. I always take it off
at the gym to prevent damage to it, and had forgotten to put it back on. Not a big deal, but I didn’t
really feel like wearing it then. Not really thought through on my part, and not consciously meant as a
power play or signal to the wife.
Wife didn’t even notice, and two weeks later I went on a guy trip to Ibiza. When facetiming with the
wife (and my little daughters) during my time there, she jokingly wanted to see my wedding ring. I
said that I was not wearing it, and she pretended to be offended but didn’t make a big deal out of it.
Not in the phone call, and not when I got back home. It didn’t even come up again at all.
Several more weeks pass, and we have had arguments and all, but no mention of not wearing the
wedding ring.
Until yesterday.
While we are getting ready for bed, I get a big shit test about me not wearing my ring. Asking me the
reason why I’m not wearing it. With my wet paper frame, I DEER-ed that it was in my sports bag and
I was OK with that. She accused me of not having the nerve to tell her I lost the ring, I repeated that it
was in my sports bag. She asked again why I was not wearing it, and I repeated that I was OK with it
being in my sports bag.
She got really pissed and this led to me putting the ring back on. It really didn’t seem worth the
trouble, we are married after all and the ring is a symbol for our promise to be faithful and
monogamous. I realise I was completely in her frame though.
I’m a bit torn on this event. I clearly failed this shit test, but there also hadn’t gone much thought into
not wearing the ring. This seems to me a lack of vision and thus frame on my part. Other than having
a clear vision about (not) wearing the ring, any thoughts about how could I have handled this event
better?
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When A Request Becomes A Shit Test
18 upvotes | November 20, 2019 | by jes484 | Link | Reddit Link
I noticed that my wife asks me for things a lot more than I ask her for things or favors. My question is
at what point is what appears to be a reasonable request actually a shit test?
Is this covered in a book in the side bar?
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So this just happened...
18 upvotes | November 21, 2019 | by DeanMaverick13 | Link | Reddit Link
Things were finally starting to turn around. Family running smooth, I am doing well in the gym, wife
has almost got the toddler weaned and hormones balanced which means aunt flow came back. 3
months later, in fact a week ago we went out for some drinks, nachos and cigars. Got home, had the
indoor Olympics before sleep.
She missed her monthly and the test came back positive today.
A third baby...
It's my fault for being irresponsible. I get it. But damn, now I feel like my life is on hault for another
two years.
The last baby really did a number on the marriage. He has not been a laid back kid at all.
I'm just trying to get my thoughts out I guess. I don't know what I'm going to do. I'm not a bunch of
kids in a minivan kind of guy.
I feel guilty for the regret.
I don't even know if my marriage can take another sexless, stressful hiatus so soon.
But, I still have to own my shit.
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LTR dreads herself about my sexual past
18 upvotes | December 11, 2019 | by Whotheprize | Link | Reddit Link
6’ at 195; back squat 325x3x3 12/9/19. Bjj blue belt (currently practicing), judo black belt, dabbled in
muay thai and jkd for about a year each.
Read NMMNG, SGM, Models, book of pook, way of the superior man, 48 laws of power, TRM.
Having some inner conflict about moving forward with Ltr and need some internet advice from
random men to help me sort through it.
Ltr for the most part is great. Submissive and more sex than I can handle. She is however high
anxiety about my past and dreads herself. For example she thinks that she’s not the one for me or my
type bc I have dated short brunettes and she’s got lighter hair and is about 5’7”. She tells me that she
is bothered by negs I made at the beginning of the relationship or girls I dated before her and I ever
dated (basically my sexual past). It’s been 2 years.
When we last discussed this I asked her if she would be happy with someone else. She said yes,
maybe bc when she’s not with me she’s dealing with all these negative thoughts but when we’re
together she never thinks about this stuff (red flag??). Self-sabotage? she asking me to kill the puppy?
I’ve tried providing extra comfort but it hasn’t helped so am at a loss. I think this stems from her
sexual inexperience as I took her virginity 2.5 years ago (I’m 31 and she’s 26). I can empathize with
her bc I felt the same way when I was w the oneitis who led me here (she was a ho and only my 4th).
I also think she’s trapped in the Disney narrative for romantic relationships.
It seems like the relationship is coming to a close if she can’t come to terms w the past. I would like
to stay with her but I’m also cool being single. It is tiring dealing w the same issues over and over.
Pretty much the only problem we have. She’s told me she’s tried all sorts of things to get over my
past but to no help.
I want a family at some point and I think she would be great as a partner and mother as our values
align on most things. I’d appreciate any insight bc I can’t tell if I am lacking somewhere or there is a
hole in my frame when dealing w this. I feel bad about the dread she’s dealing with?? Can I help her?
Is her dreading herself a bad thing ?
EDIT: Being able to talk through this and get an outside perspective from older and more
experienced men has given me much insight. Thank you all and I appreciate the time you’ve taken to
help me with this.
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How Do You Guys Even Trust Your Girl?
18 upvotes | December 30, 2019 | by AttractiveMofo | Link | Reddit Link
I started reading the Red Pill side bar again a few weeks ago. After reading almost everything there, I
wonder how do you guys even trust your girl isn't gonna cheat on you for a guy with higher SMV
even if you're doing everything possible to up your own?
I know I should NGAF but at the same time I think I'll feel betrayed if I trust my girlfriend and then
she does something to betray that trust. How do you deal with that feeling?
Sounds like I have no balls, I know, but I'm just genuinely asking a question about trust here.
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RP Father's - How far will you go to teach financial
independence?
18 upvotes | January 6, 2020 | by ImNotSlash | Link | Reddit Link
Finances with my 16yo son have been an issue. I take care of his essentials. He's responsible for
anything extra. My desire is to teach him to be more independent. "Figure it out," is my mantra.
I have a concern this may have been counter-productive. He has pursued two avenues.
1) Doing house work for his girlfriend's dad. The amount varies but yesterday he landed $60. This I
don't have an issue with. He figured it out.
2) He asked his mother for $200. I believe this is in addition to the $20 he already received from her
to resolve his negative bank balance.
He does not have a job though his grades are good and he participates in after-school activities. He
can get a job, but would be limited to around 5-10 hours a week.
I have an issue with #2 and I'm trying to work it out in my head. Reasons to not care:
1) It doesn't concern me. I told him to figure it out. He's doing just that. It is only my responsibility to
hold my line and hope he'll someday come around.
Reasons to care:
1) His mother is teaching him exactly what I am trying not to; to be dependent on others.
2) His mother lives in squalor. He knows. Yet, this doesn't seem to bother him. IMO, this touches on
something deeper but I acknowledge this is me getting inside of his head when I shouldn't.
3) His basic ignoring of core responsibilities.
My deep instinct is to confront him and say, "relying on friends and family to support you financially
will only get you so far. You're 16. No driver's license (though he's coming around on this). It's time
to start stepping up and being more responsible." I think at a minimum this is the wise choice.
However, I also want to take it further, contact his mother, and ask her to stop (I know she won't). If I
did take that route, I know I'd have to leave it at that; mention it once and let it be.
What is the advice of the RP Dad's out there?
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Throw in the towel, or a life raft?
18 upvotes | January 13, 2020 | by redpillruminations | Link | Reddit Link
28, 125lb, 5'3", 5x5, squat 205, bench 125, OHP 95,row 125, dead 220
Read: MMSLP, NMMNG, WISNIFG, SGM, 6 pillars of self-esteem, currently book of pook
Been working MRP for about a year. Seeing physical gains. Lost 50lb. T is low 300s and I'm making
an appointment to fix this. The gym has created confidence in myself. My small frame presents issues
(physical and mental) that I'm learning how to deal with.
Anger stage hit hard and lasted for months. The info here is amazing once you "get it" but was hard
to break my initial programming (career beta). Took time to marinade. I got into hobbies, and get out
of the house 2-3 nights a week.
It seems that the more progress I make, the more my wife resents me. She likes me less, seems less
attracted. The shit tests are bitchy and often shitty/comfort. I pass (A&A, AM, kiss on the head, short
hug, STFU) but a lot of themes are recurring each time. I see her giving others her best, but it's never
given to me. I've been testing out upping baseline comfort but can't shake the feeling that I'm
rewarding bad behavior.
I want to know when to throw in the towel, or to send a life raft. I haven't spoken my mission into
existence, so I wonder if that's a missing piece. There's no common thread pulling us forward. The
tow rope doesn't seem to be tightening, I just see her getting smaller in the distance. I am working on
my daily leadership, as that seems to be the next stepping stone to progress (giving her jobs, planning
daily activities).
Am I just a dancing monkey that's not getting the reaction I desire? It seems like at this point, I
should be seeing some progress from her in one way or another.
Abundance is an issue for me, which I'm actively battling. I'm becoming more comfortable chatting
up strangers and I know that with more practice, I can succeed here. I had oneitus for years, but the
farther I get into this, the less value I see her bringing to my life. I just care less and less about her as
I focus more and more on my mission. She seems to care less too.
I'm a valuable man (finding and believing in my own value again). I am willing to walk away if that's
what it takes to live in congruence with who I am.
Consider this my entrance. See you in OYS.
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LTR suddenly got into anal
18 upvotes | October 10, 2020 | by Brogba420 | Link | Reddit Link
First of all why the fuck would this be something that gets my guard up? Anal is amazing and I
shouldn't even bat an eye. Yet I'm a bit cautious about this, let me explain.
I'm 26 years old, been with my girlfriend (24) for 5 years. We live together and also have a small
child together.
Sex has been great since day 1 and she used to orgasm several time each time we had sex. After she
gave birth 2 years ago she lost a bit of her sexual stamina and since then she can't really come more
than 2 times then she's done.
I've tried to initiate anal a few times during our relationship but she's mostly said no. About 6 months
ago we tried a couple times but she said it hurt and just didn't like it. I left it at that and didn't initiate
again.
Now the last couple of months we've had sex less frequently and she stopped initiating as much as
she used to. 2-3 weeks ago when we did molly together the conversation got sexual. She said she
wanted to try it again and did the day after. She really liked it and we've had anal like 4-5 times since.
She orgasms hard when we have it and she doesn't hesitate when I initiate.
She's a very reserved girl and while I've opened her up to more of life's pleasures anal has always
been very taboo for her and a thing she was quite cold to.
Now that I'm typing this I feel kind of stupid but I can't ignore my gut feeling that something isn't
quite right that she did a 180 regarding this.
Anyone had something like this happen in their relationship, if so did you find out the reason for it, if
any? Could it be in correlation with her initiating less frequently and she's trying to add some spice?
Maybe she's not as satisfied with normal sex as she used to be?
I'm probably overthinking this but asking for opinions is worth a shot.
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Would you do it all again?
18 upvotes | December 1, 2020 | by moto101 | Link | Reddit Link
25 years old - 200Lbs - 6' - 20% BF
I was going to ask this question in AskTRP but this sub is more fitting. I've been in a good LTR for 3
years now, she is extremely loyal, goes out of her way to please, rarely shit tests, needs a good
amount of comfort, blowjobs, fit, yadda yadda you get the point.
The marriage talks are coming up more and more as you would expect a 26-year-old woman to start
doing. I on the other hand am not really thinking about this at all at this point in my life and it's
making me anxious.
I make good money for my age, I'm in a local rock band, I'm building my own business, I live alone,
I race motocross, I backcountry ski, and the idea of trading all this freedom so soon into my life is
turning me off to the whole idea.
I have been out of school for 3 years now which meant the end of "rules" and the start of living my
own life and I feel like I would be turning this page too quickly by getting engaged.
This girl would make a good wife and mother and I realize they're not easy to find these days.
For those of you who were in my shoes and chose to marry at this stage in life, would you do it
again?
Not do you regret it, but if you went back in time, would you do it again?
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Always Prepping...
18 upvotes | March 13, 2020 | by SteelSharpensSteel | Link | Reddit Link
Given recent events, I am putting up a thread for folks to discuss what they are doing for coronavirus
planning. Normally we like to keep this subreddit on topic, but this is a occasion where exchanging
notes is very useful.
Keep the thread on topic, as it will be moderated.
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Recently divorced, end of my rope
18 upvotes | April 2, 2020 | by throwawaypain345 | Link | Reddit Link
EDIT: Thanks to all you who commented, even the not so supportive comments, I was and still am in
a dark place, and maybe hugs isn't exactly what I need right now.
I know the collective culture of TRP thinks that a man must be a rock and unflinching, but I guess
even men are humans, I am not in the state of having ultimate abundance mentality nor the body of a
greek god and the mind of a greek philosopher. My current state won't make my ancestors proud, but
it is what it is.
What you should know is that I am still fighting, looking out for my mental health and trying as hard
as I can to better myself, so your advise wasn't wasted. I WILL come out of this stronger and better.
So thank you for your thoughts, and for briefly caring about another human being you don't know.
Hello brothers, long time lurker...
I will get right to it, I am recently divorced, and I guess the breakup is taking its toll. I feel
unimaginable pain, and my productivity is pretty much zero. I wish this was fresh, but it happened 2
month ago.
To give a quick background, married for 7 years, first everything, middle eastern country so its not
uncommon, I was a lurker here for a long time and this place benifited me immensely, but apparently
I didn't fully internalize a lot. I thought just because different culture, some things don't apply...you
know where this is going. She left me because I was boring and didn't give her tingles, despite a
stable career and decent money flowing.
I read the sidebar. I started exercising and lost a ton of weight (but still fat, too fat), I was on my way
to better things and then the quarantine happened. Sitting alone most of the day is making my brain
eat me alive. I miss her, yet can't forgive her, I miss the emotional intimacy, the sexual release. The
fact that i am working abroad, completely alone and cut off family and friends isn't helping.
I need your help brothers, ever since the divorce my motivation is shot, I simply can't do work or
anything serious, aside from working out (used to gym, now home workouts), I used to chase after
my career hard, now I don't give a fuck. I can't find the motivation/discipline to work or be
productive. Why bother? If I become homeless and die... Why bother? I won't be more alone or more
in pain. My heart literally hurt, actual pain from the emotional toll.
How can I get over her during a quarantine with no ability to socialize or date? (and honestly, no
energy). And how to regain my mission? Right now nothing matters. I want to be a man on a mission,
and I know how, just can't find the energy to do it.
Appreciate you help, brothers. I literally have no one else...
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LTR gf redpilling me?
18 upvotes | June 7, 2020 | by ContentRefuse | Link | Reddit Link
My stats: 6’ 190 lbs 36 yrs old Bench Press: 275 lbs Military Press: 185 lbs Squat: 345 lbs Deadlift:
440 lbs
RP aware for 4 years. Discovered it while I was still married to my wife (38) at the time. RP theory
made me realize my life was better without her so I ended a 12 yr marriage with her.
After the divorce, messed around with some ONS, nothing serious for a couple months. Met my
current gf (30) and did not intend for it to become a LTR, but she surprised me.
She’s a country girl and has a lot of RP characteristics. No wondering gerbil, no mood swings, hates
talking about her feelings, doesn’t complain, always up for the next life adventure, enjoys
hunting/fishing/camping/shooting, etc. However, I’m seeing some red flags here and I’m not sure if I
need to end it or double down on RP theory and behavior.
We’ve been together 10 months and for the past couple months she has become distant and does not
show affection. All affection is initiated by me, including sex. Sex was always like this because she is
very submissive and would say “if you want something, just take it” so I do. The sex is great and she
always orgasms at least once.
One of the reasons I divorced my wife at the time was because she wouldn’t follow my lead. I was at
dread level 10 and she still wouldn’t follow, likely because she was two years older than me and I
couldn’t break away from my beta past.
With the current gf, she will follow my lead 90% of time, but I’m beginning to doubt myself with
how distant she has become. This past week I tried initiating sex everyday and was rejected each day
except one. Sex earlier in the relationship would happen 5-7x a week.
When I have brought up her being distant, she is adamant that she is happy and the problem is her
internally; that she sometimes becomes distant, but it has nothing to do with me. During this time, she
will continue to throw shit tests at me. She rarely gives me comfort tests.
My question is: How should I proceed with her being distant? Own my shit and continue the IDGAF
attitude? Or do I cut my losses and next her?
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Wife Wants Therapy; How Much Help Do I Offer?
18 upvotes | July 17, 2021 | by Asthmatic | Link | Reddit Link
Me: 37, 181lbs, 19% BF. Her: SAHM. Five kids together.
I’m laying in a hotel bed right now with my wife on our fifteenth anniversary outing. Yesterday, after
a day out, initiated with my wife in the room. She freezes up a bit and I continue. This is how it
usually goes, but once we get into, we enjoy it. Eventually, she tells me that she’s still on her period. I
tell her that there are other things we could do to make each other feel good. Blank stare from her. I
stop, and break the STFU rule: I point blank asked her, “when did you stop being attracted to me?”
She told me that it wasn’t necessarily an issue of being attracted to me; rather, when she started
noticing changes in me six months ago, she realized that she was not emotionally invested. This
troubled her, and she opened up a bit more about having trouble connecting, and that at that point she
was thinking about separating but didn’t know if she actually wanted to. She then asked me if I
thought about separating. My response was that it hadn’t been something that I thought about a lot. I
know I hadn’t taken ownership for the majority of the married relationship. I told her that I didn’t
expect her to accept the changes I made at face value due to my past behavior, but that I also had a
shelf life of how long I might be able to last in a marriage if baggage of fifteen years can never be
dropped off or even repaired. She then opened up to me a little more and mentioned that she was
thinking about seeing a therapist, because she isn’t sure about where she fits into life or the marriage.
She then mentioned that she wasn’t sure where to even look. I asked her if she’d like my help to find
a therapist, and she said yes. I asked her if a career was an issue for her, but she said the
overwhelming majority of this was emotional detachment from me/the marriage, and not being sure
what she wants. For the first time in a while, she cuddled up afterwards, clearly looking for some
comfort. We hugged for a bit, then moved on to playing a card game.
I told her I wouldn’t smother her on this (like I have in the past), and that it was our own
responsibility to fix ourselves, but that I would help her in regards to what she needs.
How much do I actually help in this situation? Furthermore, how seriously do I take the talk of
separation? It alarmed me at first, but then when she asked me if I thought about it, I wondered if this
was just her trying to get information from me. The night before, I was almost getting bored of her
and not sure where we were. During this conversation, I started to get the feelings again, but more so,
I know that I failed her, and she seems lost.
My assumption is to just continue my plan of lifting six days a week, continuing the side bar (going
on my second reading), and continue working on my side projects/hobbies. However, I understand
that I have probably gone a little too stoic, which is not congruent to the emotional volcano I have
been in the past. I always know that I’m expecting too much too soon. I’ve been going hard for eight
months, losing 50 lbs, getting fit, and working through some past trauma. After about three weeks,
my wife began working out. Within the past month or two, she has been coming to me for nearly
every decision, big and small.
That being said, the baseline of one month per shitty year of marriage puts me at barely the half way
point of getting a white belt in owning my shit with this. Things have gotten better - I’m happier, kids
are happier, wife seemed happier, and sex is about three times a week on non-shark weeks. I’m
seeing a lot more friends, and she is starting to do the same. However, I think I’m missing the forest
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for the trees here.
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Sex and mind games. STFU or call her out?
18 upvotes | July 19, 2021 | by hombre_rojo | Link | Reddit Link
Hi, brothers.
Now that we're talking about calling your wife out or not, I am having a situation and would like to
know what the best strategy to follow is (other than STFU, lift and read, which I swear I am doing).
Just for the record, I am in my mid-40s, and I am healthy, and decently attractive. She's in her
mid-30's.
My wife suggests that there may be some action tonight. She may have been flirty during the day.
Night comes. She's awake in bed, on her phone. I am also in bed. As soon as I start showing my
interest in having sex, she immediately pulls back, gets super annoyed and starts nagging: "Stop
bothering me! I am busy! Don't uncover me! You're so needy!". If I insist, she gets more and more
defensive: "Don't touch me!", etc. This has been happening for years.
What I do is: I go to sleep. There's nothing else I can do. She'll keep browsing her phone for hours,
and the supposed planned sexy night never happens. So basically she changes me for her phone. I'm
sick of it. I have learned from this forum that bad sex is worse than no sex, so I am willing to go to
sleep because I know if she complied, it would not be enthusiastic sex.
In any case, what's the recommended plan of action at that moment of the night?
Call her out, as in "Hey, why do you do this to me? You seduce me and then nothing happens?
Why do you think we got married but to have sex… to have kids? Etc. Etc." I don't think this is
a good idea, for the simple reason that bitching it is not attractive. Women talk, men do. Right?
Be more intense and touch her despite her saying no? I don't think this is a good idea at all.
Leave the room (as if I am butt-hurt)?
Masturbate to some porn in front of her? Just kidding, but sometimes I'd like to.
Sleep? Duh.
What's the recommended plan of action the following day?
Call her out? As in "Why do you keep doing this to me?". Terrible, right?
Be less available? Go somewhere else? Disappear?
Ignore all and keep STFU, lift, reading?
I am doing my work, reading, trying to STFU, and trying to be less of a clown (very, very hard).
Specific question: NMMNG says that one should be open and honest, and express one's needs,
including sex, instead of having covert contracts. Could someone please explain how calling her out
is not being open and honest and is, in general, a bad idea? Or maybe it isn't?

Thanks for your answers.
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Why do I find this so difficult?
18 upvotes | August 11, 2021 | by BullishScentedCandle | Link | Reddit Link
I was laying in bed with my SO And I forgot I had to do some work on my phone. I said out loud shit
I forgot to do my work order. After I filll it out i text a buddy of mine and then lay down for bed.
My SO says you done cheatin? (inside joke we have everytime I’m out of the house etc) I say yes.
Then my phone starts vibrating from the text my buddies sending. She asks who it is. I say one of my
girlfriends clearly sarcastic. She flips over all pissed off. And then says youre rude. Imagine if I said
that to you” I said I’d laugh. She said it’s a stupid answer. I say. Ask stupid questions get stupid
answers.
She said asking who’s texting you in the middle of the night is not a stupid question. I said stop being
insecure. She starts flipping out. I stfu or fogged. Too late I know. But in the moment I blank.
But I keep fucking up every step of the way. I feel like I actually am autistic. All I do is read this stuff
and it’s not Stucking with me. like these new behaviors are coming off so out of character and shady
I feel.
It’s causing more shit than if I just would of explained it’s just my buddy but that would be
considered DEERing.
Now this morning our son wakes up at 630. He’s content for a half hour and then starts getting whiny
right before I have to leave for work.
This goes on for a half an hour she’s not waking up to get him. I run back upstairs to grab my phone
and leave. he must hear me and starts crying again. My wife throw her hands in the air and goes are
you serious?
I say can you get him. She gets up and stomp away all pissed off my to get him. I leave for work. She
calls me. Saying this and that about how I woke him up and then was rude asking her to go get him.
I say he’s been up for an hour. what’s the problem? She starts bitching and I go off. She gets to sleep
in everyday God forbid she has to wake up and tend to our son before 10 o’clock for a day. It’s so
absurd to me that I have to explain this shit to her. And I know I should stfu but I can’t help it
sometimes. How does she not understand that our hungry son is more important than her 10 hours of
beauty sleep.
I keep telling myself not to DEER but then think how is she going to understand if I don’t explain
how stupid her thinking is.
I’m trying to apply what I’m reading but I feel I’m not fucking getting it. I’m all over the fucking
place. I read so many things do this. Don’t do that. It’s confusing the shit out of me. Has anyone dealt
with this on their journey or am I just retarded and missing the whole point?
She ended up apologizing for both instances but I still know I handled them like shit
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How do you handle it when she starts feeling you're not
emotional enough or (insert any shaming tactic that tries to
convince you you're wrong for not being a softy)
17 upvotes | June 5, 2019 | by SKRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
So an example of when shit hits the fan - let's say there is a crisis in the family - her dad's hospitalized
and needs surgery, and there's a ton of other things worrying her as well. You being you, your natural
strategy is to put your head down and stay strong through it all, while she goes through pretty much
the entire range of the emotional spectrum.
That is until she starts complaining and cribbing that you're not sensitive enough, emotional enough,
moved enough, you don't have a heart, not empathetic enough, you're not worried and all - the
shaming stuff. Other than just shrugging it off like the oak dealing with a 5 year old who has no idea
what she's saying, just how do you deal with this test when you have to put it down?
Many a man I know actually believed they were wrong and needed to emote more, and it backfired.
Others get upset because she just plainly ignored the fact that YOU are probably the one who got her
dad in time to the hospital in the first place. Both fail.
Now what is a successful response to this?
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Watch your shoes...big vomit post...
17 upvotes | June 11, 2019 | by Dumed4Lyf | Link | Reddit Link
Let's get this out the way.....I'm prolly the biggest faggot on here...

Me - 41 yo, 203 lbs (Lost 30 in past month), army veteran, no friends/social circles,
Her - 41 yo, 190 lbs (I think), army veteran. Total Alpha. Totally unhappy. Says she doesn't know
why she feels the way she does about me (cause of MRP, I now know why). Not stable (childhood
dysfunctional), previously married.
Together 7 years to single mom (she had 3), married 5, we have one kid of our own. I've never been
good with responsibilities (bills, hygiene...you name it), and I'd say that I've had an addiction to porn.
While dating she found out about the porn. Told her I'd quit, but it would resurface again which
would result in lies and more lies. Trust and resentment established due to the porn. Eventually
married and have our own little girl. Wife has health issues...Adrenal Gland hemorrhage and
autoimmune issues. One day her libido totally cuts off, and she stops saying "I love you" and being
intimate. I start being a real bitch and do everything to please her. Was working at a known bank here
in NorCal, but because she was making good money at her job she told me I should quit and look
after the 4 year old. So without an absolute doubt, I have been in her Frame from the very start and
even more so now that I'm not working. We do not communicate well at all. Arguments on the
regular.
Changes as of late:
PMO (Porn, Masturbation, Orgasm) - 2 months ago I realized that Porn has majorly fucked me up.
Stumbled on Reddit on the whole NoFap Sub and I've been 2 months sober and feeling the positive
effects of not jerking off like a bitch. Confidence has rocketed.
MRP/AskMRP - Was directed here by NoFap member and it truly opened my eyes of how much of a
fucking faggot I am. So far I've read NMMNG and currently reading MMSLP. Wife knows I'm
reading "Something". Been working on new nutritional plan, appearance and hygiene. Been going to
the gym and lifting as much as possible (No serious Gains as of yet, but improving). She's insinuated
that I've been cheating on her. Starting to see the payoff of improving MYSELF. Women are looking
at me, staring me down. She's gained a lot of weight and very agitated that I'm invited and getting
compliments and what not.
Sex - Wife came home from the New Kids concert the other night and gave me head, and then got on
top. Let me just add this was after a 7 month drought.

Biggest Issues
Shutting the Fuck up!! I suck at it! I'm such a defensive baby. For example, I walked in the kitchen
and grabbed her and pulled her close to me. Her response, "Why can't you just hug me?". Then my
normal routine kicks in and I start defending myself, "Well you always grab my dick when you
want". It's usually me describing how she can do something but I never can't. My voice goes up 2
octaves and I sound like a whining bitch. I am extremely Argumentative. I did pass my first shit test
yesterday, and she even came up to me and apologized for acting crazy.
Also, Half of me knows that I have to do this for MYSELF, but the other half is still doing shit to
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please her or get attention/affection out of her. Sometimes I realize I'm sitting/standing around her
HOPING she'll touch me, then I'll snap out of it and do something constructive.
She doesn't trust me with finances or anything adult, so hey, I get it....What Woman in her Right
Mind would Want Me???!! She's consistently complaining about being stressed from her job...blames
me for everything. I'm learning to do shit that needs to be done rather than have her to tell me to do it.
My plan is to start looking for a job and work on working my debt (college) down.

Manning the Fuck Up - Do any of you fuckers know if there's any SPECIFIC tools for guys that
have Peter Pan Syndrome? I'm sure I'm not the only dude on here with this issue. Like, I was babied
while growing up and always had people do shit for me. I don't question basic issues regarding
finances, bills, vehicles...they were never a priority for me....especially now that she's in control of
everything. It's like I'm underdeveloped or stuck and the idea of me EVER being a man who has his
shit together is just out of reach, however I do feel like I've just begun to start the journey of change
since being on MRP. Just tired of being a deer in headlights when it comes to being a Man.
Anyways, have at it fellas!
ANY input will help.
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(Xpost from asktrp) My wife is depressed, and I would
appreciate some insight so I can help her
17 upvotes | July 2, 2019 | by darklogic420 | Link | Reddit Link
We have been married for almost 17 years. Financially and professionally life could not be better. My
career is at a point where the comfort I can provide for both of us is more than I ever could do before.
And this is after we moved for my job which as an added benefit brought her closer to her family. No
kids yet but we seriously are discussing it. On the surface things looks great. We both go to the same
gym, and lifting has had obvious benefits beyond the physical ones.
But while my star is rising, my wife is in an absolute rut. She laments that I would be better off
without her, that she holds me back in life. She despairs about her body image, and has no drive to
advance herself into a real career while also feeling inadequate about being a house wife. We signed
her up for real estate courses so at least she could become an agent but she dropped out of that.
Is her depression unwarranted? No. I admit that I helped light this shit on fire. Five+ years ago before
our move I was the one who filed for divorce back when I couldn't deal with her depression and
generally being a belittling bitch to me. I even had an affair after filing (short one, regretted it as we
were trying to patch things up and confessed everything). At the time when she threatened a revenge
affair I told her I would leave her instantly and resume the divorce if she did that, as sex as an act of
revenge was something I considered too evil to allow in a life partner. We tried going to therapy and
things did improve, but I'd say it was more that she improved enough to convince me to stay.
Now back to the present.
Sex happens but it's not good or frequent. I get her off but frankly she does not do the same for me.
So I stopped caring about pursuing sex with her. It happens when she is horny and I solve that for
her. That sums up our entire sex life.
I bring home the money and do about 30% of the chores. She has a massive amount of luxurious time
each day to pursue hobbies, to find work, or to read or play games, or even go out and socialize. She
seems to prefer to sit in a corner and read. We watch shows together and play video games together,
but for a lot of our time recently it feels like we're roommates with occasional benefits. And she is
socially isolating herself. She seems to wallow in self remorse and pity. She clearly has suicidal
thoughts but I don't believe she will follow through on it.
Long story short I am working diligently to improve myself. My workout goals are aggressive and
the results are pretty good for my age. My career is one of unbridled ambition. She even
complimented me that she likes that I am a tyrant in the workplace. But I am stumped on how to lead
her in a way that helps her feel whole again. She isn't going to seek help on her own. I asked her to
see a therapist even if it meant going without me but she refuses, stating that she doesn't trust them or
indeed anyone (including me), that there isn't anyone who won't hurt her or betray her.

(New info since original asktrp post)

I have read the Married Red Pill post about Depressed Wives and other common posts and the mantra
of "it's your fault" however while I acknowledge my own responsibility that post doesn't provide me
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with insight or a roadmap. I need either some insight into the sidebar material that I've either
misunderstood or a different interpretation of RP that helps highlight this situation. Multiple posters
on asktrp urged divorce, and I appreciate the cold hard candor. I have been down that road before,
and while this isn't oneitis I am very reluctant to go down it again. I was a significantly lower value
male early in our relationship and dealt with depression and confidence issues of my own and she
stuck by me back then. I was shitty in how I repaid that, and I want to exhaust efforts in helping her
before just calling it quits.
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Continue with kino or back off?
17 upvotes | July 11, 2019 | by redninja77 | Link | Reddit Link
Together 16 years. Body fat 29%. Lifting the past 4 weeks since starting mrp. STFU and building my
frame.
No sex for 3 or 4 weeks she's been mad. In the past when this would happen id get butthurt and
eventually cave and go beta. I think she's expecting that to happen and just waiting it out.
I've been resetting each morning, staying positive, doing more activities by myself and with kids.
Gym. Bjj. Taking over night time stuff with my kids and cleaning because I don't like a dirty house.
I've been trying to do kino throughout the day. A few days ago she was saying "don't touch me". She
stopped saying that but she doesn't reciprocate when I touch or cuddle. I've put a pause on initiating
sex the last week or so.
Trying to figure out if I should keep doing what I'm doing, initiating kino and talking to her even if
she mostly gives me one word responses and makes it clear she doesn't want to talk or touch.
Or should I just pull back and stop trying to initiate for a whole and just be cordial.
I think I've rambod a little bit and I saw that mentioned a lot here that it's common for noobs to
Rambo.
EDIT: Holy hell yall some tough-love-doling-out moffugers. I was initially surprised by all the
"you're a fat fuck" comments but ended up deciding to lose this fucking weight - been tracking eating
in myfitnesspal the past several days, on track to lose 1.5 pounds/week and going strong. Thanks
guys.
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Shit test pass
17 upvotes | August 5, 2019 | by thelonghop | Link | Reddit Link
Keeping this short, but it took me way too long in life to recognize a shit test. I knew my wife was
likely in the mood (ovulating) and we'd spent some quality time together, so I was very open about
making my desires clear and she was amenable. Then the shit tests began. Often I would fuck this up
and cause a fight, or agree, or whatever to not piss her off. This time I took whatever she said and
acted like I misheard her or agreed and amplified. She doesn't like beer and I just drank one so now
she smells my beer breath? Yeah, this is a lager, next I'm going to drink a stout to breathe on you, and
you let me know which you like better. She says something about I'm selfish? Hey, I'm not a
shellfish! I don't sing and dance with a mermaid under the sea. Just ridiculous stuff and it cut right
through her shit tests and soon she was smiling and ready.
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Low T - thoughts on steps to take?
17 upvotes | August 4, 2019 | by LongRoad_518 | Link | Reddit Link
So I got my blood work back at 285 T. For a 36 year old it’s Quite bad. Hell for a 60 year old it’s
quite bad.
I want to make sure that 1) it’s not caused by say a pituitary issue and then 2) get this taken care of as
quickly as possible. Honestly I’ve been feeling like shit and it’s getting worse. I think my primary
care doctor is playing a guessing game - not even an educated guessing game.
For those that have dealt with this - thoughts on if I continue through my primary care provider, find
a urologist, find an endo, find a place that specializes in low T therapy? There’s a lot of information
on the internet and much of it contradictory on this. While no one here is likely a doctor - many have
a lot more knowledge than I in this area.
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I lost frame last night. She hit me at my weakest spot.
17 upvotes | August 26, 2019 | by raw-with-love | Link | Reddit Link
"I want to be with someone who has an income. You have no income."

Of course I have no income. Because I started a business 5 months ago. One that she encouraged me
to pursue, and she actually planned it with me. It's been an uphill struggle for me this whole time.
One can't simply pull a business out of their ass. But I have savings and I pay my bills. Though she
has been left paying for 3/4 of our dinners out, which are usually her idea, and the bulk of our
weekend getaways, which are her idea as well.

When she said that comment to me I lost my frame, and said weak things like "So I'm not good
enough for you?" "What happens if I fail at this business and go back to my regular 9 to 5 job. I'll
never make as much as you."

The whole thing started because she had mentioned that she has always out-earned her partners. She's
in the top 5% of salaries. She was reminiscing that it used to be her dream to have a partner who out
earns her, or earns the same amount of money, but that has never been the case in any of her past
relationships including this one.

I can't lie, she is part of the reason that I started a business. And maybe my hearts not in it, so I'm
falling. Perhaps it was foolish to expect her to support me in a time like this. I don't mean financially
support me, I have savings. I mean she shouldn't be kicking me when I'm down. She's not always like
that --it's rare. But sometimes at night those harsh comments slip out of her mouth, and she becomes
surprised when an argument comes out of it. She declares again: "Oh look we're arguing again!!". Of
course were arguing again... because you said a shitty offensive comment.

I don't know what to do. I really want to continue pursuing this business, but if I continue to fail I'll
continue being weak and vulnerable to those comments by her. She's clearly resenting the fact that I
am struggling to make this business happen. I don't even know how to approach her today, because
her comment hit me at my weakest spot.
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Advice badly need: How to navigate leaving the mother of my
child
17 upvotes | August 30, 2019 | by ForeArmsForDays | Link | Reddit Link
I'll preface my request for help with my cut the shit monologue.

Write down your stats (height, weight, bf%, lifts).
6 ft, 73kg, 9% bf.
Squat 110kg 1x5 ( bad back)
Deadlift 140kg x 5(bad back)
Bench 115kg x 5
Weighted chins bw + 45kg x5
OHP 60kg x5

Lifts are embarrassing for someone who lifts seriously but i my back injury inhibits squats and
deadlifts. I also do MMA and stay below 75kg for weight class purposes.

Write down all the books you have read in the sidebar and one sentence about what you learned
from each one (even if you haven't finished it yet). What was your main takeaway from the
other erroneous material referenced in TRP sidebar and here?
Gorilla mindset: Take life seriously as if it was an athletic event, each and every day.
Unchained male (Alpha Male 2.0): It is essential to undo yourself from social programming to
become truly happy
NMMNG: Put yourself first, don't expect shit from any woman ( cover contracts)
Rational Male: Women would rather share a successful man than be saddled with a faithful loser (
beta).
Alpha Male Strategies: Treat women like a celebrity and they will treat you like a fan
48 laws of power: Plan all the way to the end
Way of Superior Man: Utilize your masculine energy
Day Bang: Old man laptop game
HTWFIP: Become interested in other people

Get your testosterone levels checked and write them down
Medium: 731 ng, high SHBG. In the process of fixing
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Write down your ratio of sexual initiations/rejections
nada rejections in the past few years, women throw IOIS and sometimes approach me ( only in
pubs/clubs)

Write down the number of women besides your wife you could call right now to chill this
weekend
maybe 2

Shit, write down the name of the last girl you flirted with who isn't your wife
S
Write down how many days over the past 15 you have actively gamed your wife
3
Write down two things you do that make you a good catch
Box, Make bank

Write down what you would do today if you did not have a wife/kids to go home to
Have sex/go on a date or read Epictetus
Write down what Dread Level you are on
5
Write down how many more months you have to go until you are an attractive man with
options
0

*********************************************************************************
****************

Hello Gents,

I would really appreciate your advice on this situation as the stress has been creeping up on me lately
due to this.
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I am cringing right now describing my situation and know where i went wrong but what's done is
done so here it goes.
Met my current LTR 4 years ago ( i was 25) ( she was 27), at the time i had a notch count of possibly
15-20, it should've been much more but i was blue pill as hell and simply didn't capabilities on
opportunities despite them literally being there for the taking. Raised by a single mother ( father died
when i was 1). Found the pill in 2018. Consider myself not too much of a chump in real life as i do
MMA, earn 6 figures and do well in social environments. I clearly used to be a chump though as i
LTRed a single mother, moved in together two years later and got her pregnant.
My son is 1 year old and i am on the verge of leaving her but i still want to be in my sons life. For the
past 6 months she has done nothing but nag and bitch at me everyday for a host of reasons, saying she
doesn't trust me, that i don't pull my weight, saying i'm an asshole, threatening me with restraining
orders, treating to go to the police with false accusations etc. It is beyond exhausting at this stage.
We currently rent a house for a good deal ( rent agreement with landlord since 2017) however our
lease is due for renewal in November and i am thinking of jumping shit. I currently have 145k(euros)
saved up but the housing is so expensive here i am tempted to wait until Brexit and the elections are
over and hopefully the prices will have dropped somewhat. The only option i have is to move into an
elderly family members place until then as i will not pay the money to house share and renting a
place on my own is insane. She has threatened me with a restraining order recently and is absolutely
crazy beyond belief, i have cheated on her 7 times since we got together but she doesn't know this
and i am ready to dive back into the SMP but i would ideally want a place of my own and also ensure
i don't get raped with child maintenance/custody etc. I want to see my son at least twice per week and
would love to dive back into the SMP straight away but the property market is insane right now and i
need to navigate this correctly as she may get me screwed over in court as i now make 6 figures ( was
earning 28k when we met ) and she earns sweet FA !.
Note: Since we met i have increased my income x4, kept active in the gym/MMA, achieved another 4
year degree and countless certificates pertaining to my field. Her child stays with us 3 nights per
week and spends the other 4 at her fathers, my LTR also tries to get me to pay for stuff for her child
despite the child's father paying alimony.
Please help me on how you would navigate a way out.
Much appreciated gents, sorry for the potato formatting ( on the phone )
Thank you
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UPDATE TO Frame.....Frame....
17 upvotes | September 8, 2019 | by 1kdawg1 | Link | Reddit Link
UPDATE....
I have been consistent with the boys in the following:
Not eating in the room. No electronics during dinner and I actually sit with them and we have
conversations. Helping my older son with homework. Limiting time on the Nintendo Switch.
Throwing trash. Emptying laundry. Etc.
Then a few days ago I was helping my older son with spelling words. Wife, as usual, butts in and
says my random way of bringing up words for him to spell is all wrong and does so in her usual
demeaning tone in front of the kids. I ignore her and continue with my son. Later that day, he was
struggling with a certain word....and responded by saying he wants to give up. I immediately told him
that is not an option and just try his best. He responded again saying the same thing, I looked him
straight in the eye and told him we do not quit and we always do our best and learn. "WE ARE NOT
QUITTERS!" was my last response.
Wife starts criticizing me in front of the kids and I ignore staying focused on my son. And he gets the
spelling correctly.
The next time alone with him, I spoke to him about my tone and my pushing him. The result of that
conversation was that he is glad I pushed him because he was very happy that he got the word right.
Even today, he is spelling ORCHARD with no problem with a witty smirk on his face.
Later that night, wife hands me the phone with her father on. He wanted some advice about
something.....but as usual...when it is to late and with little information. Do note that my wife and her
sisters have ran that family and their father doesn't make a move without their consent.
I get off the phone and I tell my wife that that she is setting him up for failure and if she wants me to
assist she must get me involved well ahead of time and not last minute. I am the same way with my
side of the family. I am most honest with those I care about.
Well my wife blew up and this ended with me breaking frame calling her a CUNT, and her calling
me something lovely in response. I fucked up here badly. Eventually, her brother and I got it
sorted....and her brother addressed the matter appropriately. Case closed.
Fast forward to today, she has been sleeping with the boys. Not speaking to me. Trying to find ways
to piss me off. One way was intentionally having my older son eat in his room. I responded to that by
telling her he should not be doing so....and her response was her telling me "I am his mother and I
will do what I want him." I STFU and left the room as I did not want the exchange I knew would
occur in front of my son.
I am still working with the boys, holding firm on my schedule, and enjoying the solitude for now.
Fast forward to today...
Since her primary way of communicating is text, and I told her many times over the years I want a
relationship with her and not with her through a phone, I now only respond if she calls or talks me to
me directly.
Our home is cleaner since I am realizing from all of you that I MUST do the things that must be
done, regardless if my wife does them. I am the fucking Captain. And interestingly, wife is slowly
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doing more to keep our home clean....not even close to what she should be...but definitely
improvement....I feel I am leading by example better.
Spending more quality time with my sons. Holding them accountable to cleaning after themselves,
not eating in their room, no unnecessary whining....but not allowing them to vent sadness and
frustration appropriately. Helping them in baseball, taking them to practices as this is the area where I
am the better suited parent to help them get better. Very limited time with electronics. Again,
interestingly wife is slowly following my lead with this.
We are only speaking when needed to. She ignores me for other things, but I also have withdrawn
attention. I feel I am not acting butt hurt. Speaking to her respectfully, minimally without DEERing,
better at STFUing.
She still goes to bed with the boys amd I am sleeping alone. I miss the warm body at night but I do
not miss the whining from my wife and the starfish sex.
Now she tells me she is going to a Backstreet boys concert Sunday evening at 5. True honesty
here...something about it bugs me and something about it males me feel good that she is doing
something that she likes. I will take over the boys at 4 pm and make sure they get to bed by 8:30 pm.
She did not even ask me of I was able to watch over the boys. In the end, I rationalized this by being
able to spend time with the boys and not to allow them to be an argument tool between my and my
wife's drama. Really tried hard to keep my ego out of it.
Guys, I am still missing something/a lot. Almost a week now like this. Wife is taking care of the
house better, following my lead with the boys better. The boys seem happier, and more in a schedule,
and eating healthier with the obvious treats here and there. YES, I am horny....but whenever I feel the
urge....I keep telling myself that sex cannot be my reason, as me being growing to be a better man is.
The books and sidebar, from what I understand, say to hold this frame, and keep on my course.....
Am I interpreting this incorrectly or not? Fucking confused guys, as I feel we are separated but living
together, but finally with some structure.
Rereading NMMNG and Book of Pook currently.
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A Crucial Moment?
17 upvotes | September 9, 2019 | by Masterdan2015 | Link | Reddit Link
Interested to hear if there are any different views on this subject/situation I have.
My wife wants to me to attend my sons friends birthday party with her this Saturday. Now this year
I’ve started playing football Saturdays (soccer) again, I’ve played semi-professional most of my adult
life and toned it down due to the birth of my boy. He’s now 3!
I did make the rule that if the family needed me for something important or we are away on holiday
then I will miss out.
However she is claiming that it’s unfair of me to not attend with her as it will be awkward for her
socially not knowing other parents. She’s saying that I’m selfish for not wanting to be there with her
and my son.
My response is that, there’s no way this is an obligation for me to attend. It’s not a family issue, this
is pure for her selfish needs of wanting me to hold her hand at a social event she may find
uncomfortable.
It just so happens to fall on the “Football Night Out” day of the year too, so if I don’t go then I’m
missing out on bonding with other men etc.
I’m right in thinking that I shouldn’t bend over and be the white knight for her here? Or am I failing
to be the Oak for her and my son? Do I need to lead the family? In any circumstance, if it was your
wife, what would your response be?
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How to make her cum vaginally?
17 upvotes | October 12, 2019 | by go-RED-go | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 36, wife also 36, married for 3 years, together for 3.5 years. 1 child (2 year old).
Discovered red pill 1y ago. Started serious lifting, but major fucked up with frame building. Went
insane butthurt super mega turbo Rambo 10000 and things got a lot worse then they were before
redpill. Almost destroyed my marriage. Slowly rebuilding now, without ramboing.
Height 192cm (6 feet 3.6 inch), Weight 96 kg (211 lbs), bf estimation between 12-16%.
Squat 3x4: 107.5kg (237 lbs)
DL 1x4: 137.5kg (303 lbs)
BP 3x5: 102.5 kg (226 lbs)
OHP 3x4: 60.5kg (138 lbs)
Pendlay Row 5x5: 85kg (187 lbs)
Chinup 3x5: +20kg (+44 lbs) added
Finished MMLSLP, The Rational male, NMMNG 2x, WISNIFG, The Unchained Man: The Alpha
Male 2.0, Sex God Method.
Currently reading BANG.
So recently I've read Sex God Method and liked the book a lot. It's very informative and easy to read.
But reading about this guy's comprehensive and abundant humble-brag of sexual adventures got me
thinking about the topic of vaginal orgasms and me still being a sex noob with it.
So he talks a lot about making a girl cum on his dick and he seem's to have mastered it as something
that happens almost effortlessly for him and his woman.
So as I understand, for it to happen he has all 4 elements of DEVI covered, followed with good
foreplay and **long period of vaginal sex*\* , but he mentions that sometimes even this is not
necessary and he gets her to cum in first few dick thrusts.
So here is my case:
My wife never had a vaginal orgasm. She says (thinks) she is not able to have it, that she had one in
her life and that she is afraid that she never will. She expressed that she would like to experience this,
but is also sad about the possibility that she (allegedly) is physically not capable of having it.
I'm extremely pumped up regarding the possibility of making her cum vaginally. I want to experience
the feeling of her cumming on my dick.
After reading the SMG, I realized that I have 1 (probably more than 1) major problem that's holding
me back in getting even close to achieving this. I usually can't fuck strait for more that 3-5 minutes
(without pulling out and taking breaks) cause it's a 1 way ticket to Ejaculationville for me. So I feel
that first I need to address this inability to control my arousal. I don't know how to start though.
Maybe with controlled and deep breathing during sex?
In last 3 years, there were 2 situations where she told me "O my god, I feel like I could cum if you
keep this up". In both situations I was fucking her doggystyle and she was extremely horny.
However, her saying things like that, made me loose my cool instantly and exploding inside her in 5
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seconds like a horny virgin.
So what normally happens when we fuck is: I eat her out and she has a clitoral orgasm. No big deal, I
like it, it makes me horny and I'm not doing it solely for her.
Problem? Well, even clitoral orgasm from oral sex is not always easy for her. She is often in her head
worrying about stupid stuff like am I doing it but not really want to, does she smell bad, do we have
enough time, will she last too long and "ruin everything" and so on. She sometimes takes even 45
minutes and it stops being fun for me.
So this is where it gets interesting - I asked her if she's fantasizing about something when I eat her out
and for quite a long time she would just blush and told me she's ashamed to talk about it. So around a
year ago she confessed that she always has one of these two fantasies:
1. me fucking her and another woman at the same time.
2. me fucking another women or two other women while she is watching us.
Another women in the fantasy is either a girl that we both know that she thinks is interested in me
(either this being true or just her hamster thinking that this women want me); or they are just some
made up girls that she imagined.
She also told me that the girls in the fantasy always do "slutty" and forbidden stuff - they do anal,
they squirt. they do ass to mouth, and in the fantasy I treat them like whores they are. I never kiss
them and I never cum in their pussy, only in their ass or on their face/mouth. They are always
blondes.
In contrast, in the fantasy I cum in her vaginally, I kiss her and tell her I love her, and that I want to
be with her, and I sometimes pick her as my favorite over this other bitches.
I find this shit very interesting, as this could just be a confirmation about women being aroused by
possibility of competition with other women, fighting for a man (of value) and feeling a thrill when
she wins this competition. This could also indicate her deep rooted belief that some forms of sex are
bad, dirty and unacceptable for a good girl (anal, squirt, atm, mouth and face cumshot), so she creates
"slut and whore" characters so she can think about it freely. She did anal with me before (avoids it for
last 6 months) but sometimes felt "dirty" after doing it. Same thing is true for mouth and face
cumshot.
So my plan for sex is to focus more on Emotion and Immersion from DEVI and also to practice
ejaculation control for penetration longevity.
Maybe a good way for Immersion would be transferring slut/good girl threesome fantasy from oral
sex to vaginal sex. I could create a story and keep telling the story while fucking her.
I'm really interested in you guys experiences with vaginal orgasms and how the fuck you manage to
do it. I appreciate your honest input.
Edit: Thanks for comments. I realize I might be wanting this for all the wrong reasons and that I
could adjust my perspective.
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Advice on creating a submissive wife in the bedroom
17 upvotes | November 17, 2019 | by buckeyeboy1977 | Link | Reddit Link
Swallowed pill almost 2 years ago and it has been going well for the last six months. Sex about once
a week and I am fine with that as we are super busy during the week with kids sports and activities (3
boys). Genuine desire to fuck me has returned and she now has orgasms from PIV sex which had
never happened in all 15 years of our marriage. I have been working on getting her to be more
submissive in the bedroom. Doing things like light spanking, grab and pulling her hair, fucking her
face when she gjves me a bj, holding her down a bit when fucking her hard. I have also tied her up
and blindfolded her as a natural progression. This is where I fuck up I think. I have invested in some
toys (under bed restraints, blindfold,flogger, paddle, vibrator). It seems to really turn her on in the
beginning but then she loses interest and wants untied or gets scared that I will do something to her
she won’t like. I just can’t seem to get her to fully submit. She loved being blindfolded and restrained
but I cant seem to keep that excitement going once she is in place. Any tips or strategies I should try
to build up the anticipation and fantasy in her mind? To build up her trust?
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Happy Thanksgiving, belated
17 upvotes | November 29, 2019 | by OptimusRP | Link | Reddit Link
Just wanted to thanks to all the vets who take the time to read and respond to all of us newbies and
faggots. I hope everyone on MRP had a good Thanksgiving with their families.
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What would you do if your LTR/fiance/wife told her friend you
weren't "her type"?
17 upvotes | January 11, 2020 | by trp1223 | Link | Reddit Link
Disclaimer
I'll admit I'm a little bitch for posting about this again, but I wanted the opinion of the MRP
demographic.
Stats
I'm 30 years old, 6'5, 240 lbs, and about 20-22% BF (down from 25-30% when I met my LTR).
Started lifting 18 months ago and got my bench up from 155 to 285. Due to an ankle injury I don't
squat more than 225.
I own two businesses, one B&M and one ecommerce, and I am an investor in a few local small
businesses. I own a modest home, nothing fancy by any means. My family is one "the" families in
our area of about 800k people. I can't go anywhere without someone saying "Hey! You're so-and-so's
son right?!"
State of the LTR
She's 26 and we've been exclusive for six months. I have to be honest and disclose that she was part
of the rotation for just one month prior to her asking for exclusivity. I dropped my other plates and
don't regret it in the slightest. She paid for dates, brought me lunch to work, cleaned my house, and
gobbled my ding dong with alacrity. And she still does all of this. She's submissive in and out of the
bedroom. Although she rarely initiates, she never denies me sex and we have it at least once a day. If
I tell her to get down there and take my load to the neck, she does so. If I want to tie her up, she
doesn't say a peep. If I tell her to bring me lunch to work and blow me, she does so.
Surely, this girl is super attracted to me! So I thought.
Her "Type"
Although I never really care about n-count unless it's a confirmed outlier, I'll say I "confirmed" her ncount of 10 by seeing old messages with her closest friend where they were exchanging that
information.
I'm from the trust-but-verify camp and have no qualms about it. If I'm investing my time and
resources in anything, whether it be a girl or a business, I'm absolutely doing my due diligence.
That being said, I've been able to go through her messages ad libitum without her knowing. Turns
out, nearly every guy she's dated, hooked up with, or wanted to hook up with was a sub 10% BF juice
head. I'm not saying her type was just fit guys, it was 100% dudes on steroids.
One of the messages I saw she sent prior to meeting me was a picture of one these juice heads with
the text "He's just so big and strong. He's definitely not boyfriend material so that's why I don't mind
just giving myself up to him".
The Truth Hurts
Due to us having mutual friends, I already knew she was into juice heads before we even started
dating.
But going through her messages recently, I was hit with the truth in black and white and boy did it
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suck.
Most of the messages since we started seeing each other were glowing 5-star reviews of me and our
relationship... except one.
A few months ago, a friend of hers was asking about me and what I was like. So my girlfriend sends
her a couple pictures of us, to which her friend responds "OMG YOU GUYS ARE SO CUTE WTF".
My girlfriends replies "Thanks! :) he's totally not my type, but I think that's a good thing!"
Her friend: "that's DEFINITELY a good thing!"
FUCK THAT NOISE. We all know that "type" = attraction. And clearly this girl isn't physically
attracted to me,
My Conclusion
Although the LTR is everything a guy could want, she's clearly only "attracted" to two things: how I
make her feel, and my resources.
Ergo, I'm beta bux in RP clothing.
It's unfortunate because she really is better than most girls I've been with. I would love to have
children in the near future and this girl seemed promising (she's even okay not getting married before
having kids); however, it seems like the shelf-life on this one is exceptionally short and it's only a
matter of time before she comes to the "sudden" realization that I'm not her type and is no longer
attracted to me.
Am I wrong to make that assumption?
If my end goal is to have kids, do I jump ship on this one sooner rather than later?
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Handling accusations of cheating that I didn't do
17 upvotes | January 16, 2020 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi all. It's been a while since my last post. I'm a good year into my MAP. I'm 42 and wife is 43. Both
in good physical shape and we lead an active life. Second marriage. Been together over 4 years,
married just over 2 years. 4 children (2 are mine, 2 are hers) that all get along well.
6'1" 215 lbs with good solid lifts. Bench 335, squat 410, dead lift 435.
Relationship and sex life is good. However I do get called selfish, a jerk, and on occasion, have been
outright asked if I've cheated / am cheating on her (I am not and have not). I usually use AA,
deflection, and sometimes fogging (which completely diffuses her) when she rants about this. When
it ends in her being rude and disrespectful (i.e. I get called a name), I end the conversation with a
boundary and she usually comes back hours later and apologizes, and other times just drops it.
I wrote an article on here about 8 months ago about getting a loan for my business (borrowed against
the house, which I had before the marriage and is still only in my name). I have a wife that is very
tight and conservative with money. She had no debt when I married her (still doesn't), and she has a
great job and is a big saver. I always had my home equity line and have used it over the years (paying
it off and reborrowing) before I met her, so it's always been a behavioral pattern I've had. I took a
draw 8 months back and she found out and confronted me. I said in a nutshell. "yep, took money for
the business." She got pissed and called me a "liar by omission", which, in her eyes, hurt her trust and
confidence in me. She gave me extensive grief, which I had to put up a boundary, but my actions (at
least the way I handled them) caused some damage to my relationship. Now that I look back, I made
a mistake by not disclosing up front. My bad. Maybe my old nice guy persona was subconsciously
afraid of her reaction... don't know, don't care, but I've improved and I run things better now. Because
of this, I've had expressions (from her) of broken trust and have been outright asked if I'm cheating. I
made that bed, and have dealt with lying in it. I share this story because it has a point in the next
section.
A couple nights ago, we were planning a trip for next month. I reserved and paid for the hotel and
plane tickets. She asked about the rewards program for the hotel, so I gave her the logon info for my
rewards account and she logged in and put the info in for the reward. She scrolled through the
rewards history and saw charges / rewards for a local budget motel on a Friday night, a couple
months back. She immediately blew up and confronted me, accusing me of laying with some whore. I
blew it off and told her it was one of my employees stayed late to finish a job and worked the next
morning (Saturday), which was the truth. She didn't believe me and and brought up how I was
untrustworthy because of the home equity loan I wrote about above, I was a known liar (because of
that). I actually shrugged and said, "you're right, we did have an issue about the home equity loan,
and I can see this issue with you seeing the motel reward is making you upset.... I told you the truth
about the situation, if you don't believe me I can't help that." She erupted and demanded proof and to
see my phone, to which I have not complied. She demanded to know why it was in my name and had
our address in it, and that it must be me.
I do have proof that it was paid for on an employee's credit card and I have a copy of the signed slip
by the employee. I don't feel I'm under any obligation to explain myself. In fact, I'm tempted to let the
hamster run and use it as dread. I hope she digs through the computer or my phone "when I'm not
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looking." It may be fun to see what happens. Who know, who cares?
My question is, am I handling this optimally or should I break down and comfort her by offering
proof. She hasn't brought it back up, so I let it go. Should I stay my course through fogging and
maintaining boundaries, or should I give in and show her comfort? I can see pros and cons either
way, but I lean toward the former. Blast away guys.
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If 5x5 is for strength, why not do 3x10 for hypertrophy?
17 upvotes | October 15, 2020 | by kendallb183 | Link | Reddit Link
So, 5x5 is notorious for strength gains and is the staple for RP. But if people are trying to get
physically visible results faster aka more hypertrophy why are we not pushing for 3x10 workouts
with 2 days 1 day off or 5 days on 2 days off?
Doing 5x5 will build more muscle neurons quicker for strength increase and also build more
myofibrils in each muscle sarcoplasm... which increases strength but that doesn't equal muscle mass
as quickly as 3x10s that increase the number of sarcoplasms and result in a visual of more muscle
with strength still gained but more hypertrophy.
Is the goal to look big quick or be strong quick?
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Want to buy a boat....wife going thermonuclear
17 upvotes | November 8, 2020 | by Useful-Layer3106 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats 43. 3 kids 8-12. Married 15 years. 5 11 192 15% bf Lifting for 3 years. Running 531 5+ lifts
from last week Bench 200 x 8 Squat 215 x 10 Ohp 115 x 8 Physique is on point. Catch and release
gym bunnies with minimal effort.
Found MRP 3 years ago. Sidebar complete. Love Deida and WISNIFG.
This place has helped me take my life to another level and I’m loving every minute of it.
Finances: Net worth is $1.1mil. Base income $150. High cost of living area unfortunately so it
doesn’t go real far.
Budget enables ongoing savings, retirement and college funds, but comes with trade offs such as I
drive an older vehicle, I put a stop to most home ‘upgrades’, etc.
Wife SAHM, but gets some assistance from her folks for kids sports, music lessons, vacations, etc.
Issue: The issue at hand is I am considering getting a fishing boat. Fishing is one of my passions.
Had a boat at one point years ago and got rid of it when the kids came (good little beta!)
Now I want to get one again. Going to split with my dad so the total cost is less than $10k.
Brought up to my wife a week ago. Let her know I was serious about it. Standard shit tests but I
fogged those pretty well.
Went to look at one a few hours away yesterday and came back to a nuclear shit storm. All types of
emotional manipulation like I would expect, but the duration and severity of it has me surprised.
She is obviously bringing up the financial aspect. Can’t afford it, I am not letting her buy a new shed,
etc. I get that she sees a threat to her resources.
She has made some comfort type comments; she doesn’t want me gone more, you don’t care about
me because you haven’t scheduled our next getaway weekend, at one point she even said I never
really cared about her!
She also brought up divorce indirectly, saying she may as well just take the kids, one look shut that
down, so then she said well maybe she should just leave.
Honestly I would not be totally torn up if we did divorce.
On one hand, I do like her. She is a great mother, homemaker, responsible with money. Great family
environment for the kids. Sex is on demand and she is still in great shape.
On the other hand, there is a ton of hot young pussy out there to be had.
So gentlemen, my question to you is do I have a blind spot around this boat? Am I making an idiotic
financial decision? Am I interpreting her womenese correctly? Does that even matter?
Appreciate the feedback.
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Corporate Politics - With Women
17 upvotes | February 17, 2020 | by brattykids123 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 35M, 6' 84 kg on a cut, 102.5 kg bench, 280 kg deadlift, 180 kg squat.
Sex and relationship life is good. This post is not about that.
This post is specifically about corporate politics, especially with women. This post is for those in
large corporations.
I'm a middle manager. I made it through hard work and good politics, but I've been stalling for a few
months.
I report to not 1, not 2, but 3 superiors who are women, the only one who's above them is the
company CEO. My immediate manager, my second line, and my third line are all women.
And as a you might expect, it's a fucking nightmare.
Immediate manager (a director) is the ultimate boneheaded process Karen - doesn't understand a
technical thing, interrupts everyone and everybody in every meeting. I haven't met anybody who likes
her - I have stellar relationships with a lot of VPs in the company and every single one of them
warned me of her. One minute she's shouting, the other minute she's dovey. One week I'm her
favourite person ever, the next week she sends me 10 flaming emails every day. It's a fucking
nightmare.
Second line, a senior VP, let's call her Hillary, is new to the role, location wise she is in the same city
as Karen and so they go on trips together to horse races and what not. Karen has her on speed dial
and I can't get through to Hillary at all.
Third line, a board member - doesn't care for anything our organisation does, and only cares for
herself. She's an attack dog who manages by constantly attacking the other board members.
All of these pretty much got their roles because of affirmative action crap - they'd never cut it out on
skills alone, and they pretty much add no value whatsover. They are untouchable because women,
right?
It drives me nuts. I don't know how to deal with them all. I have started applying for other jobs and
looking around for new opportunities.
Any tips on how to deal with situations like these are welcome.
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Moving from compliance to enthusiastic compliance
17 upvotes | March 29, 2020 | by lefty929 | Link | Reddit Link
For the most part I have sex available on demand. If I don’t initiate, after a few days my woman will.
I have no issues with the quantity but I do with the quality.
My problem is about 50% of the time I can sense she’s in “duty sex” mode. It is compliance but not
enthusiastic compliance.
I want to improve this ratio to as close to 100% enthusiastic compliance as possible. I believe there’s
a level of devotion and enthusiasm I could manifest but am struggling to get there.
I’ve read the sidebar, and one part I’m focusing on is working through MAP. I’m lacking a mission.
Most of my energy sinks into my vices. I’m still charming and witty with her, but certainly have
other areas of my life in deficit.
Is the answer as simple as, get going on the mission? And put simply, how do you do that?
Aside from mission - what strategies do you personally use, like visualizing, to manifest your ideal
sex life?
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Is this what maintaining Frame looks like?
17 upvotes | April 7, 2020 | by AltrusiticPound | Link | Reddit Link
Situation:
Me, my wife, and my baby are staying at my in-laws in upstate NY. Normally we live in the city. I
was still going in to work until last Friday (job is shutting down for a week and I’m taking vacation).
Since my in-laws are >70 my wife asked if I would hop right in the shower when I get home. When I
got home Friday I went right upstairs and into the shower. I come down and my wife, baby and inlaws are in the living room/kitchen area. In an accusatory tone my wife says, “where are have you
been?” I look at her, STFU and take my daughter from her. She looks at me red-faced and repeats,
“where have you been?” only this time with an upward inflection like she’s trying to be nice. I look at
her and say you wanted me to shower when I got home, so I did. She gets mad at me, gets up and
walks out of the room and calls me a piece of shit…in front of her parents and our baby. I don’t
respond. I go upstairs and she follows me up. She throws/slams our baby’s chair on the floor and
says, “You know, I don’t have to put with your shit.” I said nothing.
I said nothing for two reasons. One, I was absolutely floored. I literally said nothing and she lost it.
The second reason I didn’t say anything is because of the STFU mantra.
This is the second time this week I’ve come home and my wife has come at me like a fucking cop. I
forget what she said earlier last week, but I answered her question and then said, “it’s good to see
you, too.” She gave me a look like I was out of line. It was a mistake to be sarcastic, but I was
annoyed and didn’t know how to handle it. We didn’t talk for the rest of Friday night, but I socialized
with her parents like it was all good.
The following morning, I wait until our daughter is napping and the in-laws are busy. I sit down next
to my wife on the couch and tell I want to talk about last night. I repeat the way the situation unfolded
and I repeat what I heard her say. I then tell, in a calm voice, that if she speaks that way to me again
I’m leaving. She didn’t seem to care. I asked if she was sure. I was ready to leave and stay at my
family’s house. She started talking about why she was mad. She brought up how I used to flip out in
the past and curse at her, even how I’ve said “fuck you” to her before. I didn’t deny it, but I didn’t
apologize. I just brought the conversation back to the fact that I don’t lose my shit and curse
anymore. And since I’ve joined MRP, I haven’t. She listed other reasons she’s been angry with me,
like I don’t talk to her that much anymore and I don’t talk about my job with her. She’s right. I’ve
seen/read a lot about how stoicism = alphaness, so I stopped complaining. I don’t talk about work,
because it’s fucking work and it generally makes want to bitch.
I tried to use negative inquiry, fogging, and the broken record technique to bring it back to what she
said the night before. I told her that when she comes home she looks for things that are wrong, she
grills me like the cops, and she doesn’t act like she’s happy to see me. She apologized and told she
would try and be more pleasant at the end of the day. She straddled me after that and we talked about
having sex. She ended up “not feeling well” later that night so sex didn’t happen.
So, is this a small victory? Did I manage to maintain Frame?
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How to make wife stop being a hysterical bitch anytime the kids
cry or she is stressed?
17 upvotes | April 25, 2020 | by Psilocybik | Link | Reddit Link
I have three kids, the youngest is 6 months old. It is very hard to raise kids, especially when they're
young and cry and nobody is sleeping good. We're both tired all the time but we keep soldiering on.
Have had tons of arguments in the last 6 months, screaming at each other, ready to divorce but
thinking it'll be better once our youngest isn't so needy.
Tonight I'm trying to get my 3 year old to take a bath but she doesn't want to for some reason, and is
crying so I dropped it. But my wife is now freaking out and launching into the whole 'I had to work
all day and you only get the kids riled up when I'm trying to watch TV and I have to do
EVERYTHING around this house and I never get a break RAAAAA' that I'm sure many of you have
experienced.
She calls me lazy, because I spent an hour watching the nfl draft last night. Usually I don't get so
things on my own without her freaking out that I don't pull my weight. I do at least at much as she
does, I'm a great dad. But she still starts attacking every time and I argue right back because she's so
fucking wrong. How do I handle this better? It's so hard not to tell her she's an idiot and she's freaking
out over nothing.
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How to deal with irreconcilable differences of opinion on very
serious issues
17 upvotes | May 12, 2020 | by DrBeaufort | Link | Reddit Link
At the launch of my drunk captain phase, my wife had a potentially serious medical complication
during her pregnancy, and she wanted to use a course of treatment that I thought was too risky and I
was strongly opposed to. I insisted that she not go through with it, but she decided to anyways, and
basically said 'fuck you, it's my body.' For purposes of this question, assume we are both
professionals qualified to have a strong opinion in this area. I felt helpless and angry that my wife and
child were being endangered, and there was nothing I could do- I had zero input.
I laid out the scientific evidence and argued hard, but never supported her emotionally. I realize that I
was aggressive, and fragile when I should have been empathetically assertive. Also, it is her body,
and I really didn't have any rights here culturally or legally, despite being the father. But is there
anything I am missing about how I could have handled this type of situation better? I feel like the
same dynamic keeps playing out in my life, and I keep making the same mistakes.
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While We Wait
17 upvotes | July 22, 2021 | by schmidter7 | Link | Reddit Link
I'll try to keep this quick without engaging my entire life story. I am 36, ~200k salary, very fit and
muscular (workout at leas 6x a week), and father of 2 little girls, own a 1.5m house. Lots of drama in
the relationship. I am 6 years sober, but had a period where I was a complete piece of shit. Wife
knows about me hooking up with escorts, strippers, etc. Also, I've probably failed every comfort test
given for the past 10 years. There is a lot of resentment between us that we are working through. I am
doing the work, which is hard as I am busy as fuck and figuring it all out is just hard in general
Bottom line is I haven't had sex in about a year. Wife has made it pretty clear that it is going to be a
while before we get there. She does not feel safe with me. Tenses up when I touch her etc. Thinks I
am going to leave her for a young hot 20 year old (which could be true if this continues much longer).
I don't want to bust up my family, but also am sick of masturbating. This is not sustainable.
What advice do you other members have of how to deal your sexuality, libido, sexual needs, etc in
the meantime, while you are doing the work and things have not improved yet? I am not getting any
of this time back, and these are statistically my "best" years. Im debating getting a Bumble/Tinder
and saying fuck it. But I do care about my partner and my family. Getting caught would devastate
them. Does anyone set a timeline for things the change? Im worried I'll be writing this same post 5
years from now.
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Why do I feel so empty inside?
17 upvotes | August 3, 2021 | by abratoki | Link | Reddit Link
Ok, so this is going to be a little different.

I have been following Red Pill principles for the past 4 years - give or take.
I have been in the fortunate situation that when I have found RedPill on Reddit I was at my lowest
and the cruel lessons in life really jumpstarted and fueled the fire in me to change for the better.
By now, I have managed to build up my own life, my own frame, my own vision, the ship is sailing
with or without a first mate and I feel invincible.
I'm successfull at work, side gigs are coming along nicely and finally I have managed to get back into
the gym routine again - (doctors finally cleared me for proper exercise as I had a herniated disc last
year and a torn muscles in my shoulders).
Stats atm:
195cm, 92KG, 14% body fat ( loosing about 0,75Kilos of fat every week)
Bench max: 65KG at one rep max
Squat: 150KG at one rep max
Deadlift: 100KG at one rep max
Rationally, when I look at my life, I feel like at the age of 30, I actually have my shit together and am
way ahead of most of my peers in terms of status, power, career, finance and even looks.
I am seeing a girl that is super submissive, she calls herself my personal little slut, really enjoy
leading her and she just gobbles up my manliness and I can see it on her how much joy and happiness
she is getting out of me letting her behave like a real woman - which in some way feeds my manly
ego.

So here is the problem.
Why am I still not happy?
What aggravates me about this the most is that I literally cannot find one aspect of my life that I
could pinpoint as the root cause of this problem.
I really fucking should be that dude that is living his best life as a young, financially independent,
successful man.
However, nowadays I feel like I am just going through the motions of my daily routine and am not
getting a whole lot of joy or excitement out of most things.
Everything feels kind of bland, even the amazing sex the girl offers does not excite me anymore the
way it used to excite me in the past.

What the actual fuck is wrong with me, what did I miss?
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Outcome/Update from Dread & Removing Attention/Affection
17 upvotes | September 15, 2021 | by -craven-moorehead- | Link | Reddit Link
35yo, 6’3”, 210 lbs, 20.7% BF, OHP 3x120lbs, DL 3x350lbs, BP 3x180lbs, SQ 3x300lbs. Found
MRP in January 2020.
Here goes a bit of a field report, and I’m looking for some input on some things. I’m posting to the
retard playpen for a reason, still working on things, have at it.
Background:
In yesterday’s OYS I wrote:
I was not focusing on myself enough. I took that to heart and ran with it, and took the advice of living
life like my wife was dead. I didn’t Rambo and go out of my way to ignore her, but I just kind of did
my own thing and it was great. Well this inadvertently kicked the dread up, and in the last 3 weeks I
have been hit with:
1. “Are you getting in shape because you’re going to leave me?”, I replied that’s not my current
plan, kiss on the forehead, all good.
2. “Don’t leave me too soon, so I can enjoy your body for a bit”, I replied by fucking her brains out,
multiple times. Horn’s post about when was the last time you fucked your woman clicked with me on
this one, and things were on the table that have not happened in years. I almost made the mistake of
thinking that this sex was the new norm, but I caught myself and reset and kept things status quo.
3. So the first 2 were what I would describe as half joking comments. But last night I got hit with an
honest “please don’t run away with someone else” It was a different tone, much more serious, and I
could tell it was a valid concern. I provided comfort, but I also got a text that she set up an
appointment with her therapist for tonight. I am going to stay the course here, and see what comes of
it.
One more I forgot about (didn’t think much of it at the time but it came up last night), I was putting
on cologne one morning and she asked me why I was wearing it and who it was for. Now mind you
I’ve been putting on this same cologne now for maybe 4 months, and in fact she bought it for me
years ago for Christmas. I said it’s for me, I like to smell good, and she kept pressing on who else it
was for, I thought she was joking. I laughed it off and didn’t think much of it but apparently, she was
100% serious.
“The Talk”:
So last night, we put the kids down, and are eating dinner and brings up her appointment, and why
she set it up, notes from what she said below:
- I have a bad habit of ignoring people, and at times I even ask a question and then getting distracted
by my phone without listening to the answer (this is true, not just with my wife. I’m 90% sure I have
ADD as my focus can be shit sometimes, something I need to work on in general)
- she claimed that this is what was upsetting/frustrating her (This has been going on since we met in
college, not just the last few weeks so I know this is just her feelz)
- she could feel that I pulled my affection and attention over the last 1.5 weeks specifically
- I have always been touchy/feely (KINO comes naturally to me), but not lately. In fact she listed the
only 3 times in the last 1.5 weeks that I touched her (2 ass slaps & I pulled her in for 1 hug). She also
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said when I left in the mornings I would only give he a quick peck goodbye and go on my way
(which is true)
- She said she didn’t realize how much she needed my affection, even though sometimes she
complains that I am too touchy, as soon as I stopped she felt ‘gutted’ and ‘invisible’
- She literally sat there and explained in laymen’s terms how her hamster was working on overdrive,
and told me because I pulled affection and attention, she had convinced herself that I was cheating on
her.
- In the last 6 months I’ve really pushed my lifts up, I’ve cut weight, I’ve grown my beard differently
(and started using products rather than just let it grow wildly), went from a buzz cut to an actual hair
style, improved hygiene, wearing cologne again, and have been trying to change my mental models.
She overtly told me because of all of this she was insecure, thinking I was doing it for someone else.
She admitted that she was the one that suggested growing a beard after we got married, liked and
encouraged me to grow my hair out and style it, encourages me to work out and works with my
schedule to make that happen etc. So in short she likes and encourages all of the changes but her
hamster is stuck telling her it’s for someone else.
- She said she doesn’t want to keep accusing me of cheating, because if she does it enough then ‘I
may wake up one day and say fuck it if I’m going to get shit on for cheating I may as well actually
cheat’. LOL
- She was visibly upset still while she was talking, on the verge of tears, but calm and not bitchy.
Clearly coached/scripted by the therapist on how to bring up her feelz.
- She said she would never turn down my affection again, now that she realizes how much she needs
it (the best part is she actually believed it, I give it about 2 weeks before she tells me to stop slapping
her ass haha)
How I handled it:
While she was talking I listened, let her talk, basically STFU.
The good: I had a pressure flip at one point, when she gets pissed off she starts being a disrespectful
bitch. So as she was talking I called her on this and said of course I’m not going to engage/interact
with you when you are being disrespectful, I have better shit to do. This knocked her off her ‘script’,
as she looked a little puzzled that I would call her out on something during her victim puke. But I
held my ground and she actually acknowledged this and apologized for being disrespectful. Also, she
never specifically asked outright if I was cheating or had cheated. It would have made the
conversation a lot ‘easier’ and quicker if I had of just comforted her and told her I haven’t cheated
and am not planning on it anytime soon, but I bit my fucking tongue and did not disclose this. I need
the hamster to still be moving here.
The bad: I ended up apologizing for what she claimed is the issue (ignoring her to check my phone),
more in a “I’m sorry that this has made you feel this way” than a straight I’m sorry, but I still caved
on that end.
Overall: Dinner & conversation ended, I provided comfort which was well received. I got a BJ when
we went to bed as she’s just finishing shark week. Generally I’m amazed how quickly she felt me
pull my time and affection, and how much it affected her.
Moving Forward:
So now I’m recalibrating. My plan now is to keep busy, doing what I’m doing, build a life away from
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my wife, but adding back more KINO and affection. Reward good behavior, pull attention and
affection when I get bad behavior. Keep lifting, reading, STFU/WISNIFG techniques for shit tests. I
don’t want to backslide and go 100% comfort/BETA but if I don’t want to go full retard and keep
ignoring her completely, so I’ll have to find the right balance here. I am expecting some ups and
downs over the next few months, possibly heading for a main event? Ultimately just keep moving
forward and calibrate as needed.
Side Note:
I don’t know if this should be a separate post or not. In the fall, my MIL found out that my FIL had or
was having an affair (I don’t know all the details but it sounds like multiple times, over several
years). Her parents had the prefect Tradcon marriage from the outside looking in, high school
sweethearts, together for 40 years, white picket fence and all. This sent my wife into an absolute
tailspin, and I had the opportunity to witness what I could possibly expect during a main event. She
was very pregnant when this happened, so I was not running any dread at all, but this got her hamster
instantly running at 11/10. She was hysterically crying, snot bubbles, etc. She was an absolute mess
and while I was trying to console her she asked me:
- if I was cheating on her
- if I had ever cheated on her
- she told me I could tell her if I had cheated on her and she wouldn’t be mad
At this point I was sincerely concerned about the health of the baby, so I told her I have never, nor
will I ever, cheat on her to help calm her down. I thought that would set me back in the process
because at the time I meant it, so I thought she would not be swayed as much by dread. But given last
night it seems like that’s been long forgotten.
I’m curious if anyone else has had experience with a ‘mini-event’ that was brought up by something
completely outside of your control/influence? It was quite the spectacle but as I said I am hopeful that
I got some practice to see how a main event could look. Obviously, I would have to handle a real
even much differently.
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Tip: puking never helps. Take ownership. Don't be a victim.
17 upvotes | November 20, 2017 | by ImSteveMcQueen | Link | Reddit Link
Another thing I learned is not to go cry (puke) to someone when things go wrong. Not your buddy,
not the sub and certainly not your wife.
When something goes wrong get out a notepad and retrace the steps leading up to the bad event
backwards. What precipitated it ? What did you want to happen ? Why didn't it happen ?
Don't ever blame someone else for something that didn't go your way. Everyone acts in their own
best interests. Figure out what YOU needed to do to have the situation come out in your best interest.
Next time it happens, do things differently.
Realize that you are being a victim when you complain. You are trying to evoke sympathy and get
rescued when you complain. You are trying to shift the blame for the outcome away from yourself to
someone else when you complain. NONE of these actions will help you learn and move forward.
The way to get out of victim mode is to generate options and then empower yourself to use them.
Look at the event retrace on your notepad and come up with 3 to 5 things that could have been done
differently to prevent the outcome. Once you've done that, reaffirm that you are strong enough, smart
enough and capable enough to do things differently NEXT time.
Whenever you feel like a victim, assess the situation and take options. Don't look for sympathy, don't
blame shift. Do this until it becomes second nature. Whenever you think "this sucks" or "poor me" or
"that wasn't fair" start generating options. Get so you can do it in real time as a situation is unfolding.
As long as we remain in victim mode, we remain stuck. Puking just keeps us there. The sooner you
start generating options, the sooner you empower yourself and start controlling your situation.
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Read the sidebar and STFU
17 upvotes | October 5, 2017 | by InChargeMan | Link | Reddit Link
It could just be me, and I know that AskMRP is supposed to be a catch-all for the newbie MRP posts,
but lately it seems like 80% of the AskMRP posts could be answered with an auto-mod of "Read the
sidebar and STFU".
For me (and I would wager a good number of the members on here) taking time to give meaningful
feedback on posts is coming from a desire to help others. With limited time to spend on this, your
shit-posts are wasting time that could be spend more productively.
IMO MRP is significantly different than TRP. TRP is inundated with borderline retards (aka young
hormonal men/boys) trying to find the cheat code for pussy. MRP is really for mature (we would
hope) men in serious relationships who also have serious responsibilities. Let's try to do it justice and
keep your trivial day-to-day dear diary bullshit to yourself.
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FR: 1 year from the artist formally known as prarrott
17 upvotes | September 8, 2017 | by redeemedpr | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys.
I deleted my old account "Prarrott". The last year has been one of the craziest of my life, and as I felt
around in the dark trying to figure out who I am and what to do about my broken marriage, I put
some thoughts and details here that I chose to erase.
A year ago I found the red pill. It was shortly after the birth of my third child. The conception of this
child was unintentional, and happened during one of the handful of times a year my wife and I would
have sex. My wife seemed to despise me, she did not want to spend time with me, she did not respect
me. She certainly didn't seem attracted to me. Common story here.
I dived into the RP. Its maxims and theories made sense of all my failures and accidental successes
with women throughout my life. I was so far from the ideal person that lives out these maxims, so I
greatly struggled to properly implement them in my life - particularly in my marriage.
This is where I thank many of you for helping me along, helping me understand, steering me away
from and helping me conquer many of my weaknesses. You smashed me, but you rooted for me.
Many of the things you helped me see have gone down deep and will stay with me.
As I look back, my problem was this --- I needed sex to fulfill me. To make me feel like a man. It
wasn't even necessarily with my wife, but I was unwilling to leave her at the time because of reasons
I laid out (primarily my children, financial situation, and my faith - in that order at the time). Since
she was the only one I could have sex with, I was constantly angling for it and I could never quite set
aside the anger at its absence.
As I swallowed the pill I began to generate, and be able to notice, interest from other women. I
started to foster this by looking into PUA literature. I became fascinated with the game. Attracting
women was something I had never been able to do efficiently, and I didn't know what to do when I
realized I had attracted one. As I continued to struggle to get a positive response from my wife, I
pursued this even further. It was validation I hadn't had in years. Even thought I wasn't having sex, it
was working for the time being to make me feel like a man.
The end of last October was the first time I kissed another girl. I met her and, with my new found
"powers" could tell right away she was interested and I started to escalate. She knew I was married
and didn't care, that blew my mind. Though I felt bad about the kiss afterwards, it was extremely
validating.
Starting at the beginning of this year, I began to pursue other women more intentionally. I ended up
kissing 8 other women. What I didn't reveal here is that I went further, and got BJ's from two of them
toward the end of this journey.
As many of you know, my wife discovered this behavior at the beginning of June. She knew I had
been shady, to say the least, but didn't seem to care. I confessed to kissing other girls. We separated. I
thought my marriage was over, and began to plan as such. I was broken by my behavior and lack of
self control, and that I had not been able to fix my marriage, and that I was compromising time with
my children, etc. But, I was content to move on from this marriage to greener pastures in love and
sex.
My wife came back a week later and told me she wanted to try and work out the marriage. I decided
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that I owed it to my children to give it one more shot. So long as she said she wanted to make
changes, I would stick around to see what they would be. One last go at it. As Jerry Seinfeld says,
breaking up is often like pushing over a coke machine.... you can't get it on the first push, you have to
rock it back and forth a few times.
What I experienced over the next few weeks was unexpected, to say the least. My wife began to
change drastically. She admitted she had been possibly clinically depressed for three years at least.
She took more responsibility for having "driven" me to my behavior than I would have ever expected
or asked of her. I owned my behavior completely, she did not make me do anything. But she was
willing to accept her part in our failed marriage, she owned it, and began to move away from it and
toward me. I gave up that lifestyle I created on the side, and deleted all those contacts. I repented and
returned to my faith.
After a few weeks, the rest of the story (the oral sex) began to weigh extremely heavily on me. I was
trying my best to take that to my grave as my secret. Those girls both lived in different states, and I
never saw them again. I knew they had no interest in contacting me. I could keep it a secret if I
wanted. But I decided I didn't want to, frankly I couldn't do it. If my wife was going to make these
drastic changes and put herself out there to try and make this marriage work, she deserved to know
the whole truth. If she was going to make an informed decision, she needed to have all the facts. Plus,
in my renewed relationship with God, I could hear his voice telling me without question to confess.
Many of you will think this a poor decision, and BP at its finest. Perhaps it is, I no longer care.
The fall out from this revelation of the rest of the truth about my behavior was catastrophic. My wife
lost whatever little bit of trust she had left for me, many friends I had sought help with lost trust for
me also. I had essentially lied to my family and friends by not disclosing the whole truth, but saying I
had.
I knew I what I had done, so I was willing to accept the consequences. I had been humbled. I was
contrite. I no longer cared if I looked, or even was, strong and "alpha".
My wife came back a week later again and said this did not change things for her. She had decided to
see this marriage through, and she was going to do that. She began to see a counselor to deal with the
trauma of my adultery and to unlearn the poor habits of relating to me, and learn new ones. I began to
see a counselor to deal with my preoccupation with sex, and the destruction its caused in my life.
This was all a month ago. What my wife has requested most of me in this time is vulnerability. I had
hardened to her over the years of rejection, and my interpretation of RP ideas to not show emotion
fortified this. I had become a completely closed book, and my wife felt like she was living with a cold
stranger. It was hard to open up and express emotion, I had taught myself so thoroughly that this was
weak and unattractive. But I began to try.
Where I got flanked by life a little was here: I had to accept that one of the consequences of this
behavior is that it could truly spell the death of my sex life forever. My wife had no interest in sex
before, now I really gave her a reason to keep me at arms length intimately. I knew that if I chose to
stay married (for reasons previously outlined), that sex may never be a meaningful part of it. I had
never been able to accept this before, because it was always her fault that sex was absent. Now, it was
clearly and undeniably my fault. I could no longer blame her. I had betrayed her, and lost the right to
expect her to open up to me sexually.
I began to focus on other aspects of my life. I started BJJ with my son, something I had wanted to do
for some time. I started reading fiction and history a lot more. I played with my kids. I focused on
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enjoying the small things. When your life is a disaster, the smallest moments of sunshine can bring
real joy. I began to be vulnerable and show weakness and hurt and pain with my wife, I was no
longer concerned with trying to be "attractive". It seemed a pointless endeavor. Several weeks ago, at
the behest of both our counselors and my wife's desire, we signed a 90-day celibacy agreement. Hard
mode for me - no porn, masturbation, or sex. Part of my "recovery plan". I had a very hard time with
this, for reasons I doubt I'll need to explain. I was cynical - lucky wife, now she doesn't have to deal
with the guilt of denying her husband sex. But, I've heard the good reports at nofap, and elsewhere,
that this can be an interesting journey. I opened up to it. Lets see what I can learn from it. I expressed
my fears and sadness to my wife. Off on this journey I go.
Well, the last 2 weeks we have had more sex than we have ever had in our 10 year marriage. We had
sex 6 times in 5 days. It has been the best sex of our marriage. It was everything we have ever
wanted. She initiates nearly every day. We are connecting in every other way, also.
My wife is fighting everyday to learn to forgive me for years of failed leadership, porn addiction, and
weakness - and for the adultery in this year. I am fighting to forgive my wife for years of harpy,
disrespectful, bitchy, cold and sexless years. We are making progress, to say the least. More than
either of us expected.
What I believe many of you were trying to tell me was to let go of sex. I had to let it die before it
could come to life. But, I was never able to really let it die. I always just faked it, hoping I could trick
it to coming back to life. Once I let it die, along with all the pressure I put on my wife for it, it sprang
to life. There is a a lot more going on here, that I won't go into. My wife lost weight (she was never
big at all, but still didn't like her body) and began to accept her body and enjoy it, we began to spend
more time together talking, I began to make real actual sacrifices to accommodate my family and
wife.
It will probably take me many more months to digest what I learned here, and what is valuable to
take with me into my "new" marriage, and what I need to leave behind. I am thankful to God for
many things surrounding this past year, for bringing me home to Him. I am thankful for this place,
for all the help you guys gave me. The information here is extremely powerful, and I used it poorly. I
continue to try and learn to use it appropriately for the rest of my life.
I recognize this isn't a value-added post with red pill truths, direction, and advice -- so delete it if you
must. I felt I owed this place a follow-up on my story (many of you PM'd me asking for one before I
deleted my account). Thank you all, and I'll see you around.
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"Do you think I need to lose 5 lbs?"
17 upvotes | June 12, 2017 | by cabanaboy46 | Link | Reddit Link
Over the past 6 months I’ve been lifting, eating healthy, and building a much stronger frame. It was
incredibly weak for a while there but I felt my frame really reach a new level about 30 days ago when
I just stopped caring about her feelings at all. This might be a little too extreme but it really got my
frame calibrated to a much stronger place than it had been for quite some time.
During my MAP I have steadily increased the whole foods that are incorporated into my diet. It’s a
pain in the ass to go to the grocery store at least once a week, and it’s a bigger pain in the ass to have
to cook all my own meals, but I’ve made this a new part of my lifestyle. Over this period, the wife
has fluctuated from supportive to pissed based on her mood or what I cooked etc.
We have a big trip planned this summer to an exotic location that will include lots of beach time, and
we recently got a new scale in our bathroom. My wife came out of the bathroom a couple of weeks
ago and said:
W: “Do you think the scale is broken?”
M: “No, its new”
W: “Well it says im ### lbs. The other scale said I weighed less. The most I’ve every weighed is ###.
Do you think I need to lose 5 lbs?”
So, this is just the worst question I think any guy could ever be asked. I literally stared at her for a
good 3 seconds and then just said it…
M: “That’s a good starting point” I didn’t laugh after I said it. I wasn’t trying to be mean, but it is
what it is. I just maintained eye contact and then she gasped (half smiling strangely enough) and said
W: “What does that mean?”
M: “It means it’s a good starting point. You can easily lose 5 lbs by the trip and I’ll help you if you
want it”
Fast forward to the end of that day, and I’m putting together her meals for work the next day. And on
days she doesn’t work, I prep breakfast, come home for lunch and cook lunch, and lay out her mid
day snack and then I cook dinner. The other day she even made a comment that was basically “I’ve
wanted to lose weight but never could do it by myself”. WTF? Where was this 6 fucking months ago?
MRP is right with the assessment that they will bitch and moan but eventually they act like it was
their idea. And at times I feel pretty beta prepping all her meals, but if that’s what it takes to make her
eat better then so be it. I’ve wanted my wife to lose weight as long as I’ve known her. She was
always a little big for my taste, but she has so many other amazing qualities that I didn’t want to let
her go for that reason. I really thought over time she would figure it out. Wrong. When I started this
journey I did it because I wanted better sex and wanted her to get in better shape. After 4 months of
my MAP I gave up on her ever following my lead and was legitimately doing it just for me from that
point on.
Not that I had many doubts about MRP accuracy, but when something you’ve read about and heard
about for some time finally manifests itself right in front of you, (that being that the woman will
follow you when your smv begins to rise or she at least calibrates with the new normal) it feels really
good. I know this isn’t the sort of field report where a guy finally gets his wife to try fisting midgets
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because he’s ALPHA, but this shit does work and more importantly, it will improve your life and the
lives of people that associate with you, in my experience. Good luck
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When should you actually get into a LTR?
17 upvotes | June 6, 2022 | by mrmonbant | Link | Reddit Link
I'm in my early 20's. Met TRP, improved myself for a few years, now for the first time in my life I
get some female attention and I've been dating around a bit. Thing is, every time after a few months
of dating a girl she gets feelings and me sleeping around becomes a problem for her. Usually I really
like them (or else I wouldn't be seeing her for so long) and maybe getting serious is fun and an
opening for adventures but I also like my freedom and flirting with women, even though I'm not
some sort of "big Chad".
I feel like 99% of the people around me would have said "if you like her and there are no red flags
then go for it, why not", almost like I'm some sort of an outcast in my way of thinking.
Really been doubting lately, and as married men I would love to hear some insight about if or when
should I get into an exclusive LTR with a girl I really like, even in the price of leaving my humble
single life behind. Thank you.
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Doctors Not Big on TRT?
17 upvotes | August 21, 2020 | by sodarishnod | Link | Reddit Link
Had an appt yesterday to get a full panel. The doc asked why and I told him my old running buddy
was doing it and TRT strongly recommended it, my mail-in saliva sample gave a score of 91, and
shared my lack of energy and sexual desire.
Dr: "How often do you have sex?"
Me: "Good times are once a week, but overall it's been once a month."
Dr: "That's totally normal. Nothing to be alarmed about. Sure, 18 year olds are much more active, but
nothing's unusual about your frequency."
He then around three times to the fact that it might be depression (even though I told him my outlook
on life is positive) and that after the results come back, we could pursue that route if my T levels are
normal (even though the nurse earlier said "T has such an incredible range of what's normal..."
If he says no, I'll go somewhere else. But I'm curious if this pushback is normal, and why there would
be pushback.
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Rebuilding attraction with wife
17 upvotes | January 6, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
I’m 41. 6’1” tall, 225 lbs. Bench 335, squat 385, dead lift 395. Wife is 42, in great shape and
attractive.
We're a second marriage. Been married a little over a year. Been together about three years. Found
the redpill a short while back.
About a few months ago, I puked and have been exhibiting some needy behavior on an off. I know
the extent of it and began to mitigate and have stopped. Reading side bar and applying my new MAP
for about 7 or 8 days.
We suddenly went from hot passionate sex three times per week down to twice, then once per week
over over the course of that time period. Now, I'm at a point we haven't been intimate in almost 2
weeks. I've read most of the side bar books, RM, NMMNG, WISNIFG, The Subtle Art of Not Giving
a Fuck, MMSLP, and recently picked up the Shogun Method for Married Men.
I've been initiating sex almost every day the last week and have been shut down. Didn't act butthurt
and held frame. Last night did it again and got shut down. She gave me a speech about how she
wasn't feeling it and expressed her feelings to me. She also said she felt bad about not feeling recently
attracted to me and didn't want the marriage to fail. I calmly said ok, then I told her sex is very
important to me and is an essential component to a healthy marriage. I told her that if our sex life
continues to downward spirt, the marriage will fail. Then I STFU and went to sleep. This morning we
woke up and she was cold and disengaging, so I brushed it off with an IDGAF attitude, and she went
to get breakfast for our blended family children. I'm headed the gym and writing this post.
Looking for advice and comments and thoughts on my situation.
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[FR] Dread and low self esteem. (and damn.. women are good
with words)
17 upvotes | December 14, 2018 | by MRPN00b | Link | Reddit Link
You can search my limited post history, but the basics are.. married over 20 years, 6'5 215 abs,
clothes and hair on point, finances good. BP 255, Squat 330, OHP 165 (shoulder injury years ago, so
I take it a little carefully with that)
Been on the RP bandwagon since July '16. Just about at the "one month per year of marriage" point.
Overall, things have improved. I could talk about how my relationship and sex life have improved,
but I'm more focused on me. Confidence is up, killing it at work, dressing better (have to stay on top
of this, style and season changes) being a much better dad. OYS. Planning, cleaning, fixing.. I drop
the ball from time to time, 9/10 on this.
On with the field report. I want to create my slut as part of this process. Gone through all of the
sidebar reading twice, working my way through again. Amazing how much you pick up/internalize
each time. At any rate, I've been slowly ramping up the sexual menu. You can ready my post history
on BJ's, still stuck on that. Not sure it will ever change.
One of the concerns I've had about dread, is that my wife (although very attractive) has low self
esteem. It seems that dread needs to be applied a bit more carefully in these instances. I'm on DL 5.
She has NOT acted predictably. Sex has improved a little, but mainly just due to me taking what I
want and not asking. I can't say that the dread has anything to do with it or not. But, I've been wanting
to try new things, one of my goals this year was to use a vibrator with her. I know this may not seem
like a bid deal to any one of you, but we've NEVER done that. She would never bring it up. But all
women like vibrators right? If used correctly, I thought it would be a lot of fun for her, and a turn on
for me to see her get all worked up. I told her I had a surprise for her last night. A lot of kino during
the day. She was primed, and right in Ovulation week (thanks Clue) so I thought it was teed up.
One other factor that lead me to try this, is that she has been really feeling the dread hard this week.
We were out together last week and an early 30's hottie left a note on our car at the store. We drove
separately, and as we walked back out to the car, we both saw a woman place something under the
wiper of my car. My wife runs over and grabs it, it was a handwritten note, basically saying "Tall
jacked guy in the blue shirt, call me.. " more or less. Wife was pissed. Texted the number and told her
that I was married etc, etc. I laughed it off and said "welcome to my life when I go to the store"
smacked her on the ass and forgot about it.
All week it's been constant comfort tests, this one dread instance seems to have tipped the power
dynamic. She saw for the first time that I have options, and is scared. So, in my brain I thought "ok,
strike while the iron is hot" Sex every day since then, very active participation. In the back of my
mind I kept thinking "ok, if she's ever going to start BJ's again, this is when it will happen" Of
course.. that didn't happen (rolls eyes) but nonetheless is was great.
So back to last night, she wears some lingerie (one of my favorites) we just start getting warmed up
and I grab the vibe out of the drawer and say "remember your surprise?" it's dark so she can't see it
"what are you doing? What is that?" me: "buzzzzz" her, backing away "no, no..I don't want that, that's
gross. You are enough" I just said "Ok, your loss I guess" and tossed it aside.
Totally killed the mood, we had sex but she wasn't into it. This morning the hamster had been
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running all night.
She wanted to talk, big speech about how sex is a beautiful thing between two people that love each
other, and that vibrators are for lonely desperate women and that her and her friends all make fun of
women that have to use them, and she wants no part of them.
I just let her finish and said "Just trying to spice things up babe, but no problem, I'll toss it"
We kind of go back and forth for a minute, I'm trying find a way to disengage. Then she hits me with
" I can't believe you would use my low self esteem to your advantage"
Damn. She's good. (that's exactly what I was doing)
This went on for a few minutes (and I know I shouldn't have engaged, but damn I love to argue
sometimes, working on killing this) the basic jist of it is, she knows I'm bored with our sex life, I've
told her as much in the past, and while it's improving, I have tried to show her that I'm not happy with
the same 2-3 things for the rest of our life and lead her in this regard, with some successes, and of
course like this one.. failures. Obviously the dread isn't enough, so I'm trying to reconcile this with
the "levels of dread".
During this discussion she brought up some points which on the face of it sounds like a failed
comfort test. After pouring out her heart to me after this note, she told me she loves me, wants to be
with me forever, and is afraid I'm going to leave. I just kissed her on the head and said "I'm here
because I want to be" She brought that up this morning. You didn't tell me you loved me! You didn't
say you are never going to leave, etc etc. You just said "I'm here because I want to be, that's not the
same thing"
So on one hand I'm trying to provide comfort when needed, but on the other hand, I'm trying not to
undo the hard earned dread.
So, partial field report on dread and low self esteem, and also would like a critique of where I went
wrong here and how to handle dread etc, moving forward.
Thanks gents.
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The Consciously Crazy Wife
17 upvotes | October 29, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
About once every 6 months this situation will rear it's head, so it's worth asking about to me.
Yesterday was another one of those times - almost like clockwork. I believe it's probably tied to
situational depression, as it usually comes up in one of two situations: (1) within the first couple
months after my wife gives birth, which should now be over, as our last kid is over a year old and I'm
snipped, and (2) within a few weeks after she finishes a busy season at work, as she works 80-100
hours/wk during these times and there are 2 busy seasons a year spaced about 6 months apart. She
just finished one on October 15.
Unfortunately, the stress of her busy season work life pales in comparison to the level of stress she
experiences at home, dealing with the kids. She does not handle motherhood well at all. Yet she's
dead-set that she wants to be around the kids more and more and that she hates working. This is part
of the "conscious craziness" that she experiences - knowing that she prioritizes motherhood above her
career, but that she hates the way she feels when she's around the kids for longer than 2 hours, yet can
be at work for 16 hours and be happy. I could get into a lot of psychology about why I believe this is
the case, but it's not worth it.
Moving on: on the way home from church yesterday she says she wants to talk about her work hours.
I said "OK," knowing that she most likely wants to ask me for permission to shift from a 100% load
down to 85% or 50% (I usually prefer her at 50% post-busy-season). She got upset that I just said
"OK" and didn't follow-up with more. [She later said, "All you needed was to say, 'Okay, let's talk
about it soon.' But no, you just said 'OK.' And that means you don't care."] I set a boundary: "The
kids are in the car. I don't want to have that conversation in front of them. Let's feed them lunch first."
We enter the driveway and just sit in silence for 2 minutes (I was answering a work e-mail). I ask if
she's ok and she doesn't answer, so I get the kids out of the car and start cooking them lunch.
She comes in 5 minutes later screaming her head off about how I'm not supportive of her. Now, I
knew she was upset, but at the time couldn't discern why (and didn't really care to), so I use some
negative inquiry to avoid making assumptions: What did I do that was unsupportive? Her answer:
"You just said OK." NI again: What's wrong with agreeing to have a conversation with you about
your hours? She had no answer and spits back: "I know I'm being crazy and I have no rational basis
for feeling this way. I just know I don't feel like you're supporting me right now." I fog and selfdisclose: You're right, I'm not supporting you right now. I have no intention of supporting bad
behavior.
Of course, she got even more heated after that, so I just STFU for about 5 minutes and let her talk. It's
all "you this" and "you that." The last one was, "You're so mean!" That one actually made me laugh,
so I put a hand on her shoulder and said, You're right, I'm the big bad wolf. Want me to start huffing
and puffing? She rants for another 2-3 minutes about her feelings and that I'm not doing enough to
coddle her. I STFU, smile, and nod. That set her off: "You're so manipulative. You have this
power over me. It's all one big power play and you're just flaunting that you have all the power.
I hate it. You know I have no power over you, but when you just stand there like that, it's like
you're waving all your power in front of my face."
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Now that was bizarre to me, as I hadn't said anything in something like 3 minutes (the wolf
comment). So, I employ some more negative inquiry: What did I just do to manipulate you? Her:
"That look. You just act like everything's normal. This is not normal!" Me: I'd be happy to smile some
more to brighten the mood. Her: "No way. I know that smile. I hate it when you smile while I'm
feeling like this." Me: I shrug and say, Fair enough. But I'm not going to yell and scream at you
either. That wouldn't help anything. And apparently having a positive attitude or just being normal
are manipulative. So, there's no way to win. Conclusion? I smile: If I can't win, I'm just going to do
whatever I want and you can come back whenever you're ready. Then I went back to making the kids
lunch.
She storms out of the house saying she's heading to the mall to buy some new work clothes. I don't
chase after her. Note: I used to chase after her when she did that. Then I stopped and she'd get furious
that I didn't chase after her anymore. Now she knows this as the norm.
Literally two minutes after storming out, she comes right back in, acting much softer. Her vernacular
changed gears. Instead of "you ... you ... you" it becomes "I ... I ... I." Once she started describing
how she was feeling (comfort tests), I walked over, held her in my arms, kissed her forehead, and
said, "Everything's going to be fine. Just trust me. I got this." Honestly, I have no idea what "this" is
that I said I "got," other than life in general. It didn't matter. She just needed to hear some catchphrase that sounded emotionally uplifting. That was the end of it. She was happy and fine the rest of
the day - cuddly even (though she had to get on a plane to Chicago, so no sex that night).
She made a comment later on about how she knows how frustrating it can be to deal with someone
who is emotional without any rational basis. She cited her mom as an example: "Everyone knows my
mom is crazy except for her. It drives everyone up the wall, but she doesn't have a clue how
ridiculous she is. I know that I'm crazy sometimes. I make a hard effort to be conscious about
when I'm acting crazy and not. But even when I know I'm being crazy and totally absurd with
how I'm feeling, I can't stop it and I just keep feeling it anyway, whether it makes sense or not."
Questions:
1. I know I probably didn't handle the situation ideally. Suggestions?
2. What's the best way to deal with someone who consciously knows that she's acting crazy and
irrational, but continues to do it anyway? That is: maintain frame and let her emotions run wild
for a while, or treat the fitness tests as if they're comfort tests in an effort to calm her down?
3. "Watch what they say, not what they do" notwithstanding, is it at all problematic if my wife has
caught on to the notion that maintaining frame and playful banter in the midst of her emotions
is a "power play" and that she perceives it as "manipulative"? [I recognize that she may say she
hates it, yet her behavior and attitude toward me ex post facto may indicate otherwise.]
4. Any other thoughts on dealing with this 6-month recurrence?
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Anything to watch out for?
17 upvotes | October 13, 2018 | by LongRoad_518 | Link | Reddit Link
First time in a really long time I stood up to my wife. Yeah I fucked up a real long time.
She was being nasty this morning and I simply told her that she cannot talk to me that way. She
screamed “I can talk to you however I want”... I walked away. Now she’s mad (silent treatment). The
sad part (for her I guess) is that I just find it funny. Like a 14 year old who doesn’t get their way.
Any tips here on what to do further or things to watch out for? I got a ton planned today I can do
myself do not a real issue to spend time alone.
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Is this blatant disrespect OR shit test?
17 upvotes | October 11, 2018 | by crunchyteabiscuts | Link | Reddit Link
We're cuddling and watching a Halloween movie after dinner. Throughout much of the movie she
sends texts to a married male work friend about the movie. They both love this movie and share
humor about it at work. Okay, understandable. But the texting increases as the movie progresses. I'm
getting annoyed. She begins to explain to me her relationship with the friend, telling me they share
lines of this movie at work quite often, and she tells me he's married. Okay, she probably is able to
tell I'm annoyed and feels the need to explain herself. She goes on to tell me that they once ate edibles
together. She tells me that during her out of town conference they might sit in his hotel together, eat
edibles and watch this movie. Even though I feel disdain towards her in this moment I can't help but
laugh internally at the reaction she's attempting to get out of me.
I try to play cool and not react. I noticed that she sometimes plays these games where she tries to
gauge my reaction to see if I'll attempt to control her or to see if I get pissed off. She rarely ever
follows through with the things she says about hanging out with male friends. I don't know why she
does it. Her last LTR was very controlling, so she always tries to gauge whether I'll try to control her
so that she can tell me off.
Why do you think she does this kind of stuff? How should I react? Is playing cool and pretending like
it doesn't bother me the right move? Sometimes I wonder if she does this kind of stuff to gauge
whether I'm okay with a polygamous relationship, which I'm not.
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The aha moment
17 upvotes | October 8, 2018 | by Bencousinwater | Link | Reddit Link
Yesterday, my wife said her brother is more masculine than me. Her brother is a bum...barely holds a
job, smokes weed nonstop, out of shape, no ambition, etc. I was shocked and said, really? She said
mhmm. And I laughed.
This stung more than I'd like to admit. 12 hours later it's still bugging me. I try to rationalize it: is it
because the jobs he manages to get are in construction? Because he goes hunting? And then I get
angry and think I pay our bills. I am a good father to our baby. I have been a dedicated partner and
husband. I keep our house in order. Yet this fucking skid is more masculine than me. What I heard
was, he's more of a man than me. And it's frying me.
It is my "aha" moment. Realizing my wife thinks her brother is more masculine -more of a man- than
me is fuel. It's made me angry, resentful, but motivated. I realize how far I have to go. I took some
time away from MRP because of pregnancy and newborn. But it's clear I have no respect from my
wife. The little phrase, which was said innocently enough, and probably with harmless intentions (we
were joking around) has explained a lot to me. I'm struggling with it.
What was your "aha" moment?
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What to do when LTR can't handle dread?
17 upvotes | September 16, 2018 | by redpill_ltr-friendly | Link | Reddit Link
I secured my LTR after discovering the red pill. As such, I entered that relationship in a way where I
had pretty much all the power in the relationship.
The problem is that she was anxious as fuck. Constantly comfort-seeking. She never shit-tested. She
never got angry at me. She only got sad, upset, hurt, insecure and more neurotic. That is obviously
not a fun person to live with.
As I reduced dread, while maintaining an outcome-independent frame, the relationship improved and
I actually enjoyed being around her again.
However, occasionally, she becomes less compliant, more lazy, works out less, does less sexual
favors, etc..
What do you do when your LTR can't seem to handle dread? When the dread isn't translating into
increased sexual desire but is instead translating into neuroticism, anxiety, and depression.
Are there different types of dread you use in this situation?
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I want to like my wife again
17 upvotes | September 14, 2018 | by acuraaruca | Link | Reddit Link
I used to be so into her. All about her. We were best friends. Had so much fun together. Things were
great. I really enjoyed the sex and always wanted to have it.
Now sex is like whatever and I look at random women and want to rip them apart. I went from crazy
player over 100 chicks bedded to settling down with her over the years. And she really does make my
life better overall.
She just gets annoying to me sometimes and I have a hard time wanting to do things for her like I
used to. Sometimes I sit back and think man I was so into this girl. What happened. I don’t even
know what happened besides just getting comfortable and bored of the same old thing.
I know it’s my job to spice things up but I’m having a hard time finding that motivation or effort.
Lately I have been forcing myself to lighten up with her and have more fun.
Part of me wants to be single and go fuck all the women I want again but I know deep down that’s
not that fulfilling for me in the long run. And It throws me into a bad life style trend. I honestly am a
bit ungrateful for the value my wife provides for me.
She’s loyal to the bone. Cooks. Cleans obsessively. Is a great mother (well I know she will be with
how she is with her nephews.) gives me sex whenever. Makes good money. Is supportive with
everything. Smoking hot and foreign. And she’s always thinking about me. Always going above and
beyond for me and the relationship. And I am just whatever about it. The thing is I don’t want to be
whatever about. I want to actually like her again. This is the longest I ever been with someone by a
long shot. Like I said I Was a ONs guy. So is this how thing just are? I read some of you say your girl
is your best friend and not in a corny cliche kind of way. What the hell am I doing wrong here? Or
am I just being unrealistic?
Patrice’s bit about liking and loving a girl are spot on here.
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Balancing initiating vs bad sex vs withdraw time/presence
17 upvotes | August 1, 2018 | by MRPn00bee | Link | Reddit Link
Quick stats: DL5, 205lbs, 16% bf, 290 squat, 275 BP, 345DL. Working on MAP and finished sidebar
required reading, currently doing round 2.
For the last 2 months I’ve been initiating whenever I wanted usually during the day. I’m getting a
good success rate about 80%. When I’m turned down I go about my day, learned not to initiate at
bedtime so I can go do something else.
When I’m turned down, it’s usually some variant of “my mind is busy, I’m tired, etc.” Sometimes she
would initiate later at bedtime as she knows I wanted some during the day. I kino and game her all
the time from the moment we wake up, not with sex in mind but because I enjoy touching her and it’s
fun.
Here’s my problem: 4/5 times it still “feels” like duty/starfish. Her eyes are shut, sometimes tells me
her vagina is “shy” and needs to warm up to me (womaneze for I’m not ready for you), and she’s
usually dry I have to use lube. She still doesn’t blow me unless I stick it in her face when I want it
and she obliges (half heartedly but whatever). I’ve cavemaned her several times when I get the
starfish vibe, she seems to be ok with it. However I am not anymore. And quite frankly I’d rather go
to sleep/do something else than have sex with someone who’s not attracted to me. The one time I
pulled out, ended it and said this is not working for me, I was hit with comfort tests up the yin yang
for next three days. The sex that followed was no different.
How do I balance “always initiate” with “say no to bad sex” and “don’t punish good behaviour”? I
mean she is complying to my initiation, so that’s a plus. It’s gets more tricky when she initiates but
the ensuing sex is bad.
EDIT: Cut the shit
• Write down your stats (height, weight, bf%, lifts). You are keeping a journal of your workouts
right?
5’9 205lbs, 43 yo, 16% bf, 5x5: Squat 290, Benchpress 275, Deadlift
345, OHP 135, BB row 175
• Write down all the books you have read in the sidebar and one sentence about what you learned
from each one (even if you haven't finished it yet). What was your main takeaway from the other
erroneous material referenced in TRP sidebar and here?
⁃ NMMNG: Its ok to have needs, and I am responsible for meeting them. Kill the covert contracts
⁃ WISNIFG: I don’t need to explain myself and I owe nothing to others, learned new techniques
⁃ MMSLP: Don’t be complacent with your wife, just coz you’re married doesn’t mean the fun has to
stop
⁃ Rational Male, Year One: Killed a lots of beta ideas, like women are equal, observe what she does
not what she says, women want sex. True eye opener
⁃ Saving a low sex marriage: you need dread to keep the fire stoked, total fail on my side (beta me)
⁃ MAP (still reading): didn’t really find much meat in this one, I was already doing most of the green
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and stopped the reds, building a plan, etc. so.. meh
⁃ Sex God method (still reading): Need to be more dominant & immersive, get out of my head
⁃ Preventive Medicine: It’s never too late to start acting like a man with options
⁃ Subtle art of not giving a fuck: life’s too short, don’t take things too seriously and only give a fuck
when it really counts
⁃ 48 Laws of Power (still reading): learn how to get others to do what you want
• Get your testosterone levels checked and write them down
563, doc said normal - within standard deviation for my age group.
• Write down your ratio of sexual initiations/rejections
80% success
• Write down the number of women besides your wife you could call right now to chill this weekend
3
• Shit, write down the name of the last girl you flirted with who isn't your wife
Sarah
• Write down how many days over the past 15 you have actively gamed your wife
13
• Write down two things you do that make you a good catch
Engage in meaningful conversations, charismatic personality. People
want to be around me
• Write down what you would do today if you did not have a wife/kids to go home to
Workout, get together with friends for dinner, meet new people.
• Write down what Dread Level you are on
5
• Write down how many more months you have to go until you are an attractive man with options
15, but quite frankly I can pursue other options right now if I so
wish to choose.
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Had a Tinder date and now I realize what I'm missing in my
life
17 upvotes | July 3, 2018 | by RunningMan86 | Link | Reddit Link
So I suppose this will be labeled as victim puke. I've been trying to improve things with my 15-year
long LTR but now I'm having second thoughts about my future.
First up, I've always been very beta. Shy in groups (oddly enough, not when I was dating girls) and
introverted. Often afraid, unwilling to take risks, basically super beta. I'm 31 years old and met my
same-age wife 15 years ago. I was her first boyfriend ever, and she was the first girl I fucked. We're
not married, have no kids, but do own a house that I'm very fond of (partly because of the location,
and that I did a lot of work on it myself).
I have been reading Red Pill stuff for some months now, but still need to finish reading the full side
bar. I feel like I have made some improvements here and there, but still far from where I need to be. I
don't lift (yet?) but I have been running for 2 years now. Together with a clean up of my diet this has
had a major impact on my weight and outlook on life. I'm 5.75ft and currently weigh 143lbs, down
from a peak of around 198lbs. My appearance has improved significantly but I probably need to
STFU and finally go lifting. My butt looks awful, and despite abs when I flex my muscles, there's still
some stubborn belly fat, it's not tight enough. I think I haven't looked this good since I was 16, my
LTR really made my complacent.
In terms of work, I'm a failure. Doing just enough to get by, but I miss the drive to really achieve
things. Maybe I'm deluding myself but I think my sex life plays a major role in this.
So now the reason I'm writing this post.
I always thought I couldn't get any better but since I lost weight and put up a Tinder profile I've
noticed there's a whole world out there to explore. My wife is basically frigid. She has no sex drive
for me. She likes kissing and cuddling but flinches when I want to touch her tits or pussy. There is
rarely any desire. She thinks oral (giving and receiving) is gross and doesn't even like fingering as "it
always hurts". Lately we've had sex once a week (sometimes twice), which isn't enough for me. It's
better than before (there's been a period with a lot less sex), but it's mostly duty sex and it's
scheduled. She's not sexual, doesn't want to wear sexy lingerie, doesn't want to shave her pussy bald,
etc. When I make overt or cover threats about leaving there's some improvement, but generally the
sex still sucks. It's bothering me more and more that she doesn't act very feminine. The good news is
that she isn't fat. She's attractive but could be more attractive if she put in more work.
Another major issue is that my wife isn't keen on having kids. She wants to do it for me, but would
rather remain childfree. I've reached the point in my life that I want my first kid.
I've been on Tinder for some time now, thinking some plates on the side could keep me happy.
Recently I finally met up with a girl from Tinder that wanted to fuck a taken man. It made my realize
what I'm missing out on in my life. She arrived at the room, entered the door and we were
immediately all over each other. Nice face, hot body, much bigger tits than my wife, bald pussy.
Completely my type. She was all over me, I finger fucked her hard with three fingers with her clothes
still on and ordered her to suck my dick. All within minutes of meeting each other IRL. We did all
sorts of stuff my wife doesn't want and it was an eye opener. Even the way she moaned in my ear,
giggled when I manhandled her, all the things she did to me. This was my first experience with how
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sex is supposed to be. My wife has never been like this...
I don't hate my wife but the Tinder experience really makes me question if I want to continue this
relationship. I love her but I'm not sure if I can achieve my full potential with her. She's a great friend
and the life we have together is more like a brother-sister relationship with an occasional duty fuck.
Up until the Tinder experience I think I deluded myself into believing I could change my wife, now I
think that's a fantasy. She's never going to become my slut, I no longer think it's possible to change
her into what I really want. I don't look forward to leaving here, but why am I wasting the best years
of my life with someone who does't like touching me sexually, and who's disgusted by something as
mundane as precum on her fingers? I always thought I would grow old with her, but do I really want
to give up having a great sex life?
Today it feels like the only thing keeping me in this relationship is the 15-years long sunk cost
fallacy, my fear of this huge change in my life, and the home that will need to be sold if we separate.
TL;DR: Beta who needs to lift and leave his wife.
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Ex wife moved back in town from 2000 miles away, came to our
sons bday party I threw, she tried kino on me
17 upvotes | May 20, 2018 | by oneredguy | Link | Reddit Link
Long story short I got divorced five years ago when I discovered my ex wife was having an affair at
work and followed that rabbit hole down her social media. Where I discovered that when she had
prior told me that she didn't even have a boyfriend in college she didn't mean she was alone. But
rather that she enjoyed going out every weekend and getting banged by bar and club randos,
including getting gang banged, etc etc, and that she was still chatting with and sending nudes to these
guys on Facebook. Sorta my red pill awakening.
Divorce took two years, standard hell filled with lies that I was a bad abusive man (I was a weak nice
guy beta), and immediately after the divorce was finalized she sued me again only this time she
wanted to move two thousand miles away with full custody. I had given up after watching my entire
life savings and life turn to dust and had taken the red pill hard. So I knew my only chance for my
goal, being a family man, was in finding a new wife. This was two years ago.
Now today I'm a top man. No longer a fat loser but a top 5% man. With a wife a decade younger than
my ex wife, who is in my frame and adores me. She's also pregnant. I follow the married red pill
advice with her and it works, amazingly well. I'm happily married.
Two months ago my ex wife called me and told me that she's sorry. An apology that the blue pilled
me would have died for, but the red pilled me doesn't care. She told me that our son needs his father,
that he's her entire life, and that she got a job here where I live and was moving back. She told me she
would negotiate with me and not use the family courts against me. Hilarious, of course, cause I don't
think they would be receptive to her suing me to try to give me back partial custody.
I do worry that she will try to get child support redone as my income has risen in these years.
I went to dinner with her a month ago. My new wife, myself, her, and she surprised me with her
"long term boyfriend". Who she claimed she has been dating for years, only in an LDR as he lives
here where I live not 2000 miles away. They didn't touch and their interactions seemed forced. I'm
clearly 3+ points higher smv but I really liked the guy. A nice stable beta, who I don't worry about
being around my kid.
Today was that sons sixth birthday. She asked me when she told me she was moving back if I would
plan his birthday party. I did, it went very well, and he had am amazing time playing with all his
cousins he's never really met before. He's finally out for the night.
During the birthday party, though, I felt a hand caress me from the top of my back down to my ass. I
turned thinking my wonderful new post red pill wife would be there. No. It was my ex wife. And she
immediately turned and walked away.
Later I brought this up to my wife. She told me she saw it like a laser. And said, with a dread induced
smile, that she's not worried (lol) and it just means the ex wife is jealous.
Now my ex wife is quite good looking for her age. But she's almost 40 and my wife is still in her
twenties, and better looking. Plus I made this new marriage from a red pilled frame. I harbour no
desire to hook up with my ex wife. My desire is that we remain on these good terms and she doesn't
start using the family court system against me again. She's fully aware that she could, and she knows
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that her lies will not only be believed but will work. My goal is to remain on good terms only, and not
have her turn into a vindictive bitch again.
This is new territory for me. I have pretty good game no I've maxed my SMV (which isn't going to
help me here), and I've got my shit together. In our interactions how should I proceed? I've thought
that if she tries kino on me again I should set a boundary there, but where and how to draw that line?
A woman scorned and all that...
Any tips? Anyone been in this territory before? Any advice is very much appreciated.
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Take the Wife Back?
17 upvotes | April 3, 2018 | by mosteverythingisgrey | Link | Reddit Link
Experienced guys, have you taken your wife back after you’ve turned yourself around and she’s
realized what she’s missing?
BACKGROUND
Forty years old, married fifteen years to a forty-four year old, separated and living in a new house for
one year. Three kids, age 8, 9, and 12. 50/50 custody, minimal child support payments from me to
her, and no spousal support. Amicable separation, with the exception of her losing her mind because I
was able to move on so easily.
Issues that led to the breakdown: I didn’t do enough for her - converse, text, renovate, share
emotions, take care of the house, I was controlling with the finances, etc. She said that her "needs"
weren’t being met so she didn’t want to have sex with me, although she forced herself to in a few
instances of transactional sex. She thought that all her other good qualities should compensate for the
lack of sex. For me, the only issue was sex. She’s a great mom and a great wife otherwise - or so I
was supposed to think. It was the standard, “Everything was great except the sex”.
That was the supposed narrative that explains why our marriage broke down, but we all know the real
reason - me. I would say that I most closely resembled the Captain and the Constantly Complaining
Passenger in Jack10’s post here
I’ve lurked here for a couple of years and read most of the sidebar including Rollo, Glover, Greene,
TFA, and Deida. The most significant exclusion would be WISNIFG, but that was and is the least
needed. I’m still very much a work in progress but I’m doing what needs to be done.
I began swallowing the pill and turning myself around during the final two years of our marriage but
it was too late. She told me she was done working on our issues and to move on. So my choices were:
1.Stay and continue working on myself for the sake of the kids and our finances, with no reasonable
expectation of a positive change on her part.
2.Find someone on the side and have the best of both worlds. This option is generally not for me.
3.Leave and rebuild my life.
So I told myself to stop being a pussy and to leave. A call to arms if you will. I did that and haven’t
looked back until now.
PHYSICAL
Lifting and BJJ have been staples for years, so it’s a non-issue. The new girlfriend said I look like
Thor the first time we fucked.
FINANCES
Secure job with a steady salary of just over $100k/year. No debt other than a mortgage.
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SOCIAL
Introverted with a small group of close friends. Socially competent, funny but not witty, able to hold
an intelligent conversation, but not the life of the party. I’m always trying to improve here but
generally I’m confident and comfortable with this part of me. I really don’t give a fuck if someone in
my life happens to think I’m too reserved or not outgoing enough.
I’m open to feedback here though, as my sociability has been the second-most area of improvement
needed - next to frame. In the experience of the experienced guys here, at what point does
improvement in this area cross over into trying too hard to be someone you’re not? Especially as a
forty year old guy who mostly has his shit together and mostly doesn’t GAF.
FRAME
This will lead into the issue at hand and the question I have. During the dying gasps of my marriage I
learned about frame on an intellectual level. I understood the concept but never actually operated in
my own frame, try as I might. The same could be said for almost all of the RP concepts that I knew of
and tried to apply. Really I was just a pussy but that doesn’t matter now.
I chose not to get with another girl while I was still technically with my wife. That’s just me though, I
get why guys do. But during the time that we were drawing up our separation agreement I met a girl
and said fuck it, let’s give this RP thing a shot on a blank slate. Fake it till you make it. I didn’t even
know how to fuck anymore, but the Sex God Method seemed like a good approach.
From day one with her I pretended that I was alpha AF even though I wasn’t. Passed her shit tests
with flying colours and revelled in her textbook emotions. It was and is glorious to see every single
RP concept proven firsthand, even though it’s a sample size of one. She says I’m the best sex she’s
ever had. I say this without ego - at first this was a huge ego boost because of what I’d been through,
but now I see the reality that it simply comes down to attraction in an RP sense.
I’d like to think that the changes in myself over the past year was all me and my inner strength. But
realistically that first period had a lot to do with her and her willingness to let me lead - almost as
though she’s RP aware. I say that as fact. She is not on a pedestal and I don’t think she ever was. And
that’s the thing, because of that experience of faking it till I made it, I’m not faking it anymore
(obligatory disclaimer: at least mostly - obviously I still have a ways to go). Now I know I can be
single if I choose, I know how to get my shit together and keep it together, and I know that I don’t
need to depend on anyone except myself. I give her credit where it’s due, but now it’s all me. It’s
been an interesting transformation.
Although not necessary, here’s a bit about her for context. If some of these points seem pedestally, oh
well. It’s part of my evaluation of who and what brings value to my life. For the sake of what will
ultimately be my question, let’s assume that I don’t have oneitis.
•She’s thirty-two years old with a nine year old daughter. Yep, I have no illusions about where she
sits within the feminine imperative. And yep, as the ex-wife says, there’s the obvious suggestion that
she’s looking for a dad for her kid. I’m aware.
•Salary is slightly higher than mine.
•For the first few months I told her that I’m in no place for a relationship. She said that’s fine, she’s
happy doing what we’re doing. A year later and we’re still together. The boys bust my balls about it,
but I’ve been living the past year with the mindset of doing whatever the fuck I want, and here I am.
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•She seems to implicitly understand RP concepts, almost as if she’s read everything on MRP. For
example, when I DEER she tells me that I don’t need to explain myself to her. She says that today’s
society has emasculated men and that although she’s self-sufficient, she likes the idea of being led by
a real man.
THE PROBLEM
Here’s the issue. Now that I’m making myself who I need to be, my ex-wife has taken notice and
regrets her decision to end it. She wants me back. She sees what I’ve done for myself and says that I
was right all along when I said that if the sex fell into place then so would everything else.
To be clear, I now understand that it wasn’t necessarily her or the sex, it was me. Regardless, she says
she now appreciates and values me in ways she didn’t before, and she wants me more than she ever
did. All of this would have been a non-issue for me, except for one fly in the ointment. Because of
her newfound attraction to me and my own curiosity, we’ve fucked twice since Christmas, and both
times she lost control like she never has before. Essentially she was the slut that I always wanted her
to be.
Now, I’m not hung up on the sex itself because I know now that generally, sex can be readily
available if I want it. In fact, now that I’m typing this I realize that I probably didn’t need to get into
the girlfriend narrative at all. Whatever happens with her happens and I’ll be fine either way. But I’m
gonna leave it in as a stream of consciousness exercise.
The issue here is that my wife wants me back and she wants to fuck me too. I’ve learned that I truly
don’t need her, nor do I need any woman. But my dilemma is whether I owe it to her and the kids to
give it another shot. They didn’t get the best of me when we were together, so now that I’m getting
my shit together part of me thinks that I owe it to my family to try again. The kids are happier now
and I'm a better father than I've ever been, but part of everyone's misery before was my drunkenness
at the helm. That’s what I wrestle with. Obviously no one can answer that except me, and I’m
certainly not asking anyone here for the answer, but I am asking whether anyone has had a similar
experience and how you resolved it. I like to evaluate things with information from multiple sources,
and my old man and my buddies don’t have the particular perspective found here.
That was a lot longer than I expected but if nothing else, it was an enjoyable exercise in selfreflection.
EDIT:
Alright, every response here has validated my feelings, so thanks.
In all seriousness though, this is probably close to the truth. As much as I like to think that I'm an RP
guy now, it's a good reminder that I'm not there. Otherwise I wouldn't have posted here in the first
place. Back to fakin' it.
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Keep Going. She has a breaking point.
17 upvotes | May 24, 2016 | by SubPrimeMate | Link | Reddit Link
Nature is on your side. At one point, she was hot for you. She liked your smell and your vision. Your
game worked with her, really well. So well that she wanted to fuck you, and to marry you. She
wanted to follow you. She thought you were all that.
Then, something happened. You got too comfortable. You mated with her, and produced offspring.
For a while, the babies were all over her, she was overstimulated and didn’t want you to touch her.
She seemed to know what needed to be done, for the babies, and you didn’t. So you deferred to her.
You said, “whatever you need me to do.” Sound familiar?
Then it spiraled down from there. You lost the reins. You started taking orders, and you lost your
purpose. You lost value and gained weight. You did whatever she asked, but she was never satisfied.
She lost interest in sex. She started complaining more, and nagging.. She shut her legs tight, and you
had no idea why.
Then you realized. You stumbled onto MRP, and you awoke from your long slumber. You realized it
wasn’t your wife who lost her sex drive, but you who lost sex appeal. You hit the gym. You started
on the sidebar. As your physical frame gained strength, so did your mental frame. You lost weight,
you gained focus. Until finally, you rediscovered your vision, and she took notice.
She softened. Shit tests became comfort tests. She started to caress your chest and arms. She breathed
you in, and opened her legs for you. She started wearing outfits to bed for you to peel away. Your
found her breaking point. You passed her SMV, just by a little, and her juices flowed again.
I am a year in, probably 85% committed. I have lost 20 pounds and gained muscle. I have stopped
being angry and indecisive. I have read 5 sidebar books, and had numerous epiphanies. I have
regained my vision and frame to a degree, but I have a long way to go. Six weeks ago, I found her
breaking point.
But I made a mistake. As the sex increased, the motivation to improve decreased, and I could feel my
frame slipping away with my resolve. Within two weeks, she shied away again. I had barely broken
through, so I didn’t have to slip back far to be under the ice again. I realized what was happening, and
got back on track. Making decisions, counting calories, pushing plates. Now I am back in the hot
zone, and I will not relent. I want to see how hot this can get.
Keep at it gentlemen. Maybe you are just starting and you have a long road back to awesome, but
keep at it. Maybe you have made big gains, and she is all over you like she was in the beginning, but
keep at it. Maybe you just reached her breaking point, and she is surrendering to you again, finally.
Keep at it. No matter where you are, just keep going. This road never ends. Just start walking, keep
going, and walk further. There is no end to the journey -- so don’t forget to have fun along the way!
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FR: She folded like a cheap lawn chair.
17 upvotes | April 24, 2017 | by ImSteveMcQueen | Link | Reddit Link
Wife and I had a big nuclear event about 12 days ago. It has been building for a long time.
Thursday before Easter she was ranting and being disrespectful. I reached a limit and declared I was
totally done with the situation, lets proceed with the divorce. She says OK, but wants me to go on a
pre planned family vacation after Easter weekend. I said that I couldn't stand to be in the same room
with her any more. She begs, "for the sake of the kids". I grabbed a copy of "First Kill All the
Marriage Counsellors" and told her the only way I'd go is if she read it cover to cover and
implemented the respect aspect for the trip.
She complains and shit tests. I stand my ground. She reads a few chapters and declares it to be
misogynistic crap, etc. I tell her to keep reading or I'm not going. A day and more shit tests pass(ed),
etc. More complaining. I keep telling her to keep reading or I'm not going. And she reluctantly does,
even bookmarking pages and taking notes by the end.
Meanwhile I'm in full on divorce mode. I'm calling properties for rent, drafting up an asset division
list and a timetable for sharing the kids. No more fucking around, lets do this. All the while
maintaining calm in the home so the children enjoy a "normal" Easter. Thankfully they were
oblivious to the whole thing.
On Easter Sunday night she completed the book, apologized and said she doesn't want a divorce. I
wasn't ready to go there. I agreed to a 6 month truce on the divorce issue.
I moved back into the bedroom. We've had good sex several times. She hasn't once turned me down.
Several times she has shit tested about things that are wrong with the book. I either STFU and let her
hamster or I give her an example from our relationship or someone we know that demonstrates how
the book is right. No DEERing, I'm giving her a lesson on how to be a good wife and what I need to
see to be happy.
One time she says that the book is written for narcissistic men who want to control their wives. I tell
her that the author is a woman, the book is written for women, the book was on the NY Times best
seller list, men don't read relationship books and that narcissistic men don't stay in troubled
relationships. That shut her up !
Meanwhile we had a very good family vacation last week. She was very respectful and went beyond
what I asked and implemented several of the behaviours outlined in the book. I can't remember the
last time I heard so many "thank yous" and little displays of appreciation for doing things. And she
clearly asks me how I'd like to see her do things.
Last night she started up on a few of her favourite shit test topics about finances, retirement planning,
etc. I addressed everything she brought up factually and directly and kept her from going emotional
on the topic. At one point she broke down and stated that she just wants to feel more appreciation
from me. I didn't see that coming. I comforted her and stated that was something that I could do for
her - comfort test passed.
She said she felt close to me when we went to bed together. She just called me on her lunch break
and told me how much she liked our discussion last night and how close she felt to me. She used to
do this regularly when our relationship was young.
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I have a lot to learn and we aren't out of the woods yet, but at least I now have her attention.
For a long time I tried to figure out how to prod my wife into improving. How could I give her a
lesson without trying to tell her what to do. Stuff like that would have no credibility coming from me.
It turns out that "First Kill All the Marriage Counsellors" is a very good way to do this. There is no
doubt that the nuclear event was a big part of this, but having her read FKALtMCs gave her a
blueprint for what things needed to look like going forward.
Here is an RP review of the book:
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/3sk7y7/book_review_first_kill_all_the_marriage/
I recommend it be added to the sidebar reading material.
Edit: I think it is misfortunate that the author, Laura Doyle has a similar previous book entitled "The
Surrendered Wife". The title of that book was an off put for my wife. Laura apparently has a new
version of the book entitled "The Empowered Wife". I haven't read it.
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Dread Level 10
17 upvotes | March 10, 2017 | by sdhs435klj24 | Link | Reddit Link
I know I will get downvoted because this is a new account with no history. I don't care.
How many people saw an immediate and lasting change with their wife once they got to DL10? I
told SAHM wife I want to end the marriage. I've retained an attorney. I am ready to move on. This
was not an ultimatum.
The next day it's like all the shitty things in our relationship from over the past several years were
reversed. People warned me about hysterical bonding on here and it is 100% true. Things that were
way off limits are now not. Things immediately went from dead bedroom to kinky. She enrolled in a
tantric sex program. Lots of stuff. She is suddenly the nice and caring.
I'm skeptical of how legit this is. The reason I hired an attorney is because I'm ready to move on. I
have options from catch & release over the last several months and I've realized I'm the prize. I'm a
much better man than I was 18 months ago.
I've fully embraced the idea that I can't change her. And now that I'm ready to leave she does a
complete 180, but it's also very short term. If she adds value to my life like she has started to over the
last week I don't need to move on. There are many reasons for this - she may legit care, losing out on
her lifestyle, and a lot of external validation from her friends who know about our situation.
Of course my work isn't done and I don't view MRP as a short-term fix.
I wasn't trying to use an attorney/divorce to change her. It has changed her, at least in the short term,
but who knows if it will last. That's out of my control.
What have others learned going through a similar experience?
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"Can you imagine where you'd be without me?"
17 upvotes | January 15, 2017 | by getwokeorgobroke | Link | Reddit Link
Ok, so I'm in my 30's and so are my buddies, we all came from nothing and happened to be smart
enough to earn six figure incomes in the tech industry in the midwest, not super easy to do. All of our
wives don't need to work and never have.
So at a party last week, myself and a few buddies are sitting around the table and the wives start
talking:
"Can you imagine where they'd be without us?" They all nod and laugh.
I answer to my wife (the ring leader) -- "Yeah, I'd have a few more cars."
She gives me a look and I just smirk. The next day she tries to corner me on it and I STFU. Was that
the right move replying to her rhetorical question? I could have just let her and the other wives pat
themselves on the back for "raising such great husbands", and STFU.
So I'm not really sure if I end up on top in the whole situation at the end of the day.
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8 months in, 1st post.
16 upvotes | April 21, 2017 | by mrpjourney | Link | Reddit Link
I figure it's time I introduce myself.
42, been married for almost 20 years, we have 2 boys. I came here, like so many others because I
wasn't happy with my sex life. I would initiate with my wife every night of the week, horny or not so
that by the weekend she would feel guilty enough to finally say yes. It was my routine for a long
time. Eventually it started to stretch to 10 days, then 2 weeks etc...
She never starfished me however, she always got into it, orgasmed and would remain enthusiastic
long enough for me to finish. However it was the same old positions, the same old way, lights off, in
bed and we were always done in under 15 minutes.
I've been lifting weights since I was about 20. In high school I was FAT, knew NOTHING about
nutrition. Took a class on nutrition in college, started lifting with some friends. It wasn't until I started
reading here that I realized the "side benefits" of lifting.
Met my wife in college, 1st woman I met who had her shit together. Held my ground until
marriage, that's when I started the beta slide. I was working 7 days a week after college making 6
figures, my wife was making a normal post college salary. We would fight over house chores, I felt
that while I was at work on weekends, she should do the laundry, dishes etc.. She would say that she
will only do those things when I'm there to do my share! This started my beta slide, I didn't know
how to handle this shit test at the time.
Since MRP
I will admit, I went to fast. Had my wife calling lawyers, she was convinced I was having an affair.
She was PISSED I would begin withdrawing affection when she would withdraw sex. She is the type
to immediately jump to a self destructive reaction instead of trying to fix herself or the situation.
Finally she broke down and somewhat submitted. She was raised by an independent woman and a
father who wanted a son. So she has a little tom boy attitude, can do anything a MAN can do etc.. My
frame has gotten A LOT better, she tends to say things to bring me down to her level. They hurt, I
was pissed and had trouble, even after all the reading, maintaining frame.
Now I see it for what it is, her hamster, feels and lack of filter. It doesn't bother me near as much
anymore. I still have some work to do, but I can at least STFU and seem un-phased. Its amazing how
quickly her attitude can change when you don't enter her frame. Its also amazing how much more
fragile my frame is if I miss a few days in the gym!
I do everything now, I cook 95% of the meals in my home. I do 95% of the shopping in my home.
I do about 60-70% of the laundry, dishes and other chores. It drives her crazy that I no longer just sit
on the fucking couch and zone out to TV when there is shit to be done! She gets so antsy and nervous
caught in my whirlwind of owning shit. She is starting to come around and do things without me
asking her. She is also starting to ask for direction or how she can help. She comfort tests me
constantly about what value she adds to my life besides a paycheck. She is worried I don't "need her",
I just reply, "I don't need you, but I still want you".
Sex is anywhere any time unless the kids or some medical condition gets in the way. I take what I
want in the bedroom now, I don't ask, I just do. Some things are still off the table, like anal. And just
recently I asked her, during sex, who's pussy is this and she replied "yours". But then after sex, she
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quickly came back and said "you know its not yours, right". In her mind, I don't own her in any
capacity. I just STFU and didn't respond. She can say that shit, but the soaked sheets say otherwise!
I Struggle
I struggle with fathering my boys. My youngest son can really push my buttons. My wife will
coddle him and he will play her like he invented the violin. I'm setting boundaries with him and her. I
try not to correct her in front of him and only set boundaries with her in private. This is hard when
she is trying to discipline my oldest son however who she holds to a different standard. She will
berate him until she makes him cry. She doesn't feel like he is respecting her or listening to her or
taking her seriously until he shows some type of emotion. I'm not perfect, I loose my cool with my
kids as well, but I quickly make up with them and correct myself, where she actually holds grudges.
I've actually began to explain to my oldest why women act this way and am trying to get him to
understand frame. While I expect him to respect his mother, I've explained that he doesn't have to get
emotional or take her non-stop berating seriously.
I struggle with not getting unsolicited blow jobs. I know I don't deserve them and its something she
has never really done in the past. I don't ask for them anymore, I take them as a warm up to sex and
sometimes I finish with them. I need to internalize why its so important that she want to suck my dick
to completion just because....
I struggle with her drinking. I drink maybe 2 nights a week, my drinking puts me in a laid back
mood. Her drinking puts her in a shit testing mood. She struggles with a lot of insecurities, she can't
even leave the house at 9am to go to one of our kids soccer games without a shot of vodka. Since my
SMV is so much higher than hers, she is constantly comfort testing me about her weight, which she
cannot lose because she drinks to much. I've approached her a few times about her drinking, she cries
and knows its a problem. When she starts complaining about her not losing weight, I simply point out
how much she's had to drink in the last week.
I struggle with my weight. While I have a lifters body, my percent body fat fluctuates between
12-18%. I love to cook, I love food. Intermittent fasting has helped with this. I coach both my boys
soccer teams, during soccer season my time is very limited. I still lift, but the cardio I normally add to
help offset my eating is usually put on hold. It's also hard when my SMV is higher than everyone else
in my social circle. I know, not saying much these days given the country we live in! On a side note,
my wife constantly complains during soccer season that I'm never home, even though I'm literally
coaching her son!
I struggle with initiating and gaming my wife. Mainly because my need for validation from her
goes unfulfilled. I still want her to initiate SOME type of affection, my wife doesn't cuddle after sex
or any other time really. She rarely initiates any type of intimacy. I know this is MY JOB, but I
struggle with the fact that she doesn't pine over me. I feel I deserve this even though I understand I
don't. This isn't as bad as it used to be, it has gotten better both on my end of needing and her end of
never doing. However I still struggle to game because most of the time she has a shitty attitude, either
complaining about work or trying to explain to me why her life sucks. I need to learn how to bring
her in my frame with teasing and A&A, but her drama can be relentless.
I am struggling with finding my purpose in life outside my family. What do I fucking want? I have
recently started back into one of my long time hobbies and it gets me out of the house 1 night a week.
Outside of that, I'm still at a loss! I honestly don't know what makes me happy...
I struggle with the hypocrisy that is feminism! Now that I can see, its hard to keep my mouth shut!
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Work I've done
I've read the sidebar and all the recommended reading material. I have to go back and reference
quite a bit as I learn more from doing than just reading comprehension. I find that reading MRP and
askmrp for a few minutes a day keeps my head in the game so to speak.
Despite my injuries, I maintain a lifting regimen. I can no longer power lift and years of over
training chest and not enough back has really taken its toll on me. I'm currently trying to correct this
problem.
I used to DEER everything! The understanding of this has been monumental in my ability to
handle my wife! Understanding that her words mean shit and her actions mean everything is a game
changer.
I flirt more and am more receptive to women's advances. I look for IOI's and I'm overtly friendly
with all women, ugly or hot. My wife has taken notice of this...
I upped my wardrobe. I no longer wear t-shirts ever, unless I'm working out or in the yard. I no
longer wear tennis shoes EVERY day! Brown shoes and a matching belt for me! My wife comes
home and immediately gets into her pj's. I remain looking nice until I go to bed!
I take the lead. Its true, women, despite what they say, really don't want to make decisions. I no
longer ask what she wants for dinner, I just make dinner. I handle all the finances, really always have,
she hates that shit and wants no part in my investment decisions. I'm fortunate that she isn't a big
spender, rarely buys clothes or frivolous things and given her income, I don't feel it necessary to put
her on a budget.
Well that's me in a nutshell as it pertains to my MRP journey. I'm lucky to have a friend that was
actually learning this before me. Having him to talk to is probably why I haven't posted before. This
is my 1st post on reddit. I've done some research into formatting, but without a preview button I have
no idea what it's going to look like after i hit submit!
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Wife accusing me of cheating.
16 upvotes | April 15, 2017 | by knowncitizen | Link | Reddit Link
So I have been lifting and reading and slowly upping dread and lately my wife is actively coming out
and asking me if I'm cheating. I'm not as I'm too much of a beta to attract a woman but her hamster
sure thinks so. I was ok with the questions but now the behaviour has turned to my wife actively
sabotaging my new hobby. I am taking up target shooting and did the safety course before Christmas
and have to apply for my gun licence. As part of the licence application they request a signature from
the wife to confirm she has no fears of me obtaining the licence. If she does not sign the form they
will call her. She refused to sign the form because I'm an alchoholic. Quit 3 years ago. I'm pissed but
I'm not sure if I'm overreacting or going Rambo.
Edit: 17-04-2017 Based on the replies I have received it would appear that my ego is out of check and
I need to do the work. Thx.
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wife responded with nukes
16 upvotes | April 13, 2017 | by Longwaytogo11111 | Link | Reddit Link
Trying to keep this short.. married 15years or so had 4 kids, found redpill content last week from
looking for lifting advice after 6weeks of lifting. I know i've lots to read and have been reading as fast
as i can go but it was impossible not to notice and try handling shit tests better than i have all my life.
Am thinking to very slowly get some dread and game over the year, i'm in no rush. Been lifting, had a
round of clothes shopping, got a decent haircut booked in...
I'm looking for some advice as i've found myself in a predicament i'm not well prepared for, and
holding the course is going to be pretty stormy - i'd like to defuse the situation and help my wife find
some calm.
A minor shit test i get a lot is 'can you just do x' - it might be incredibly slightly more efficient for me
to 'just do x' but mostly it's all shit test. Close the curtains, bring a blanket, bring a drink, go get
something, go put something somewhere. I get a moment to ponder why this is necessary but then get
on with it - happy wife happy life right? I've asked her about this 'can you just' stuff before, maybe it's
the way of asking that is noticeable. And of course it's hard to argue logically that it's fair and
reasonable to 'just say no' to a small simple request that makes her life a tiny bit better. This week,
then, she's halfway down the stairs and i'm like 4 steps behind her. Turns to me - can you just get my
slippers from our room. It's like she's come up with a reason to ask me to do her bidding if she
wanted slippers she would have got them when she was upstairs. Now i can go which is more
efficient by 4 steps. Shit test, right?
I'm like No, but sadly did go get them (new to this) and i guess i was whiney but i was trying not to
be. Right so she decides my behaviour is not ok and is literally fuming while i'm muttering about how
she should get her own slippers and telling her that it feels like getting me to do little chores like this
is not cool, that she does it a lot. "give me more examples, when else, when else have i asked". I
chose not to get drawn. I walk past her on the stairs "Jesus, don't bite!" i chuckle. I get to the lounge.
WHACK! i've been smashed in the back with a pair of slippers, and i turn to see her raging anger. I
tell her that her behaviour is not ok, and that' i'm going out (30mins earlier than i'd already planned)
so call the dog and head out. I get texts while i'm out, one about the dog, the other simply 'twat'
I get back later to the silent treatment. I'm completely cool with this, it feels ok. I make some jokes,
no reference to earlier - they go ignored. Late, she demands an apology that i refuse to give. I don't
want to have any conversation about this tbh, and stfu. She says "right well we have a problem then.
if you want to (split up) you're heading the right way. I tell her she's over reacting and stfu, fall
asleep.
Next day i'm still cool. i've asked if any of the kids want to go out when i get back from work
(swimming), silence and nobody home at that time. Felt like games from her, but nice day so not
unreasonable to be out (and not tell me lol) and idgaf so went to lift and swim. Got home. talked
normally with her. she seemed cool. she asked if i'd had a think about yesterday and what she had
said. (first shit test of the day). Yes, i said. Then silence, walked off. Evening normal. Late, last thing,
she's back at it. I tell her i have forgiven her loss of control. She is clear that my unwillingness to do a
small thing for her and more importantly to discuss my reasoning is a very serious problem. We have
a problem she says. I don't, i say. i'm cool. Your problem is not my problem might have slipped out. I
tell her she's overreacting. She tells me she thinks my behaviour has changed and that i'm acting
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guilty. What have I done? We are seeing a therapist, she announces. That i could think so little of her
that she's not worth (incoherent). She would sleep in another bed tonight if there was one. She is no
longer going to cook meals for me or do my laundry.
I stfu but have to tell her again that she's overreacting and all this anger over the slippers isn't
necessary, i've forgotten it and moved on. Went to sleep. Woke up to the now familiar shrugging me
off from morning cuddle.
I still think marriage is pretty strong and she's shit testing hard now. Or she's guilty about something
and thinks i've discovered something maybe - this guilt stuff she's brought up twice while raging
about the slipper situation. I've no reason to suspect her. But it's one day at a time now... refusing to
walk on eggshells, little bit wary as understand drunk captain needs to gain trust before grabbing the
wheel and like i said i wanted to go slow but wow things are way worse than i thought, she's shit
testing to the max. Is this 'normal' when drunk captains take the blindfold off? How do i put the
brakes on this slippery course while still heading in the same direction!?
TL:DR; wife has a lot of anger inside that she's venting right now, after a failed shit test.
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Some honest feedback from my wife.
16 upvotes | April 11, 2017 | by ImSteveMcQueen | Link | Reddit Link
I stumbled upon what appears to be some of my wife's journalling efforts from last weekend. Upon
reading I gained some insight into things as she sees them. I'd like to use the information I gained as
constructive feedback on my approach to the relationship. I have my own ideas, but I'd like your
insight and comments.
She calls me a narcissist for taking time for my hobbies and friends over spending (all) my time
with her and the kids.
She calls me tall and handsome. She kind of thinks my work outs are vain. She resents that I
mentioned diet to her and that I've lost weight.
She compares me to Blake Shelton. She sees herself as Miranda in many ways. Thinks we
could both be happy with other partners, eventually. (I don't think she realizes what her SMV
is.) Is drawn to Miranda's angst saying "she is real, she is not superficial, she finds meaning".
This is a comment on me (and Blake) that I/he could unplug and move on and not look back.
She thinks it is admirable that Miranda had a mourning period.
My wife gushes about what a thoughtful, kind, caring boyfriend Miranda has found, Andersen
East, how Miranda is probably happy she isn't "walking around a superstar" any more.
She goes into how it is so unfair that I won't go to counselling but she does acknowledge that I
seem to be working on things by myself.
She is very lonely. My wife likes to have pity parties. She listens to public radio and the news
and finds bullies and victims. And then she likes to commiserate with the victims and play
"woe is them". Verbal pity masturbation. Trump is her favorite bully. Immigrants are the
helpless victims. "Isn't it sad ?"
I'm not saying that Trump is right or wrong or that the immigrants are or are not being victimized. In
the list of things that matter and that I have control of in my life, this is probably item #147. I would
be happy to talk about sports, future plans, things we could do immediately, etc. But she wants to sit
and have a pity party.
I refuse to do this with her and so I've been checking myself out to work, hobbies, friends, work out,
etc. She is spending a lot of time alone on the couch. I can't really get her off of it.
She thinks my leadership is too strong, that I'm not consulting her enough.
I'm not vulnerable enough. I don't cry.
She thinks I am "playing my cards carefully" in our marriage. I think this is a comment to me
ghosting her for bad behaviour or maybe she is sensing I'm getting ready to leave and making
preparation.
She worries about how the kids will take our separation and divorce if it comes to that.
She says that I take too much credit for the work I have done on our house.
There isn't a single mention of any responsibility for anything on her part, nor anything that she
could do to make things better.
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What do you think of all this ? How would you change your approach if you received this feedback ?
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(Update) Victim Puke: SON of Negative Space - The Negative
Spacening
16 upvotes | March 8, 2017 | by resolutions316 | Link | Reddit Link
I don't mean to hog this board, so I won't be posting for a while. But I wanted to include this update
to my previous thread, since I personally get a lot of value from reading people's updates.
First off, I wanted to say thank you to everyone for all the comments and insight. I post here to get
feedback from people that think and see things differently, and that's incredibly helpful. Thanks.
A few days have passed, and the pain has faded a bit, allowing me to think a little more clearly. It's
all still there - I keep replaying the conversation in my head, revisiting the pain like a tongue seeking
a wobbly tooth - but my rational faculties have at least partially returned.
I wanted to break down a few of the major takeaways I got from this incident, and from everyone's
comments.
Yes, my wife is not attracted to me.
I already knew that. The sudden shock came from really internalizing that the problem wasn't her
libido, but me all along.
I knew that, too. But the convenient lie of the "mismatched libido" helped to smooth the edges and
protect my ego. I honestly thought that if I made some minor changes, things would turn around.
How hard could it be?
That was my ego, and Ego does not stand up to harsh reality particularly well.
No, I'm not ready to get divorced.
That was spite, and hurt, talking. The fantasy of presenting divorce papers and making her sorry was
powerful...but ultimately, just masturbatory.
Many people pointed out that I had my wife on a pedestal, but it was more than that - I'd bit my entire
self-identity around being "the nerd that made good and got the dream girl." I felt like I'd won at
life...and having that ripped away was a direct attack on my self-image.
Which is why you shouldn't build your self-image on a foundation of validation from others. Lesson
learned.
I haven't actually changed that much.
When it comes down it, what have I really done?
Gone to the gym. Ate less.
That's pretty much it. But my physical body was never my biggest weakness. It was just the easiest
thing to work on and see improvement in, which is why I focused on it. Look, mommy! My bodyfat is
dropping!
What needs work is my (lack of) frame. But that's maddeningly hard to deliberately practice or track
improvement in, which frustrates my A-Type, goal-oriented personality. I can't measure it, so I can't
see any improvement, so it feels like there's no improvement at all.
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That's no excuse, however. I just need to get over the need for validation - this time, from the
"scoreboard."
I desperately needed this to happen.
I'm not going to lie - it still hurts like a fucking bitch. I'm wincing as I type this. From the outside, it
was just a small thing. For me, it was a massive trauma.
But I really needed that. Even during the first part of my MAP, everything I was doing was for her. I
was (am?) still afraid of her moods, her emotionality, her disapproval. She was always going to the
arbiter of whether I was successful or not.
The anger has faded, but it's left some space in my mind between me and her. I'm certainly not saying
I'm now "out of her frame" or that I don't still love her - I do.
But I have fully accepted the fact that we will probably not be fixing this marriage. I don't think
I am a MRP Success Story - "The Boy Who Fixed Things In Just Four Months!"
I'm just going to do my thing. I'm going to get on with my life. I'm going to raise some fucking
awesome kids. I'm going to have fun with my friends and build an incredible business. I'm going to
travel and read and explore the world. I'm going to work on my own psychic defenses - be OK with
getting angry, with lashing out once in a while, with fighting for what I need and saying what I feel.
It's my life I need to save, not our marriage. If she joins me, great. If not, great. I'm just done being
the bitch.
Every big improvement in my life - quitting my first shitty job, rebounding after almost killing
myself, dropping weight after getting fat, starting my own business, even getting married to my wife they all came after traumatic events, things that were so painful and so hurtful that they shook me
loose.
This feels like one of those moments, where the status quo finally becomes untenable.
I think I needed 4 months of MRP just to get here. Now, I'm finally at the beginning, again.
Anyway, thanks for the tough talk. I'm sure there are many more weird psychological ticks in this
post, but...Cheers.
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Initiating leads to wife feeling guilty
16 upvotes | January 17, 2017 | by stew7000 | Link | Reddit Link
I've made sweeping changes over the course of the past couple months after 10 yrs of beta. Went
from sleeping in to waking up and lifting 6 days a week (reading on day 7) at 5:30am, reading has
replaced addictive phone use, on top of things around the house, working outside the home on a
schedule, doing guy stuff with friends on a schedule and randomly to get out of the house. My wife is
beginning to see me as the leader and knows that I'm not just on a "kick" but that this is real. That
said, I initiate almost every day and get the hard no every time except once per week on the day we've
generally set aside for sex. The latest attempt (and what I'm looking to you guys for help with) was
last night and after the hard NO she said she goes to bed feeling guilty every night. In this case I
STFU and went to bed, not angrily - just calmly and without being butt hurt as I've done each time I
get rejected (either that or do something different or even leave the house - but haven't shown butt
hurt emotion like I used to). How do I work with this guilt she is having? Does this mean things are
working? I know she realizes she's lost her "I outwork you" card that I now own and won't let go of (I
do tons of work around the house, help with kids, work out regularly, etc that's what I mean by
outworking her) and I think this may be where her guilt comes. Her old response would have been,
you're disgusting, you don't do anything to deserve sex - and now that those excuses are slipping
away from her, guilt has set in for her. Need some help interpreting this and more importantly what to
do next.
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For Nubee- God Speed Traction, OYS
16 upvotes | November 13, 2016 | by screechhater | Link | Reddit Link
Welcome Nooby.
You can make great gains in as little a few days by "Owning Your Shit." I will give you a prime
example of my own experience as an example
After finding MRP, I read this and come to realize quickly I was in the right place, and then I found
this which told me I was correct, I found what I was looking for.
As I read, and read, I decided quickly on a plan of action that to this day, has massive implications in
my wife's behavior toward me, and how damned fast it happened from the time I formulated a plan,
implemented it and the course correction of the relationship that followed
I went in the office early the next day @ 4am and left early and literally went through the entire
house and anything that was strictly mine or related to me, such as shoes, books, glasses, weight sets,
tools, etc. I picked up and placed in there perspective places. Then I opened my closet and loaded all
old or poor fitting items into a give away bag and did the same in the master bath and laundry room. I
cleaned up my side of the bed, the master bath vanity and anywhere I else I could think of that made
me feel disorganized or give the impression I was a slob.
This took about a solid four hours and then I headed off to a dept store and stopped along the way to
drop off the giveaway bag. I bought a nice pair of pajamas that matched for 20 bucks on the clearance
rack and picked up all new underwear, socks and white undershirts. I stopped @ a discount store and
got shoe polish and cleaner.
I drove my truck through the car wash, vacuumed it out and wiped it down in and out. Stopped by the
barber shop got a trim, telling the barber to cut the eyebrows, check the ears, and shave my neck.
I got home before the wife and started organizing what I could in the areas I was responsible for like
the outdoor tools, garage, etc. I didn't spend an exorbitant amount of time on it, but enough to feel
some traction. I took my shoes outside and cleaned and polished them. Cleaned the boots and put
them back where they belonged.
The day was slated for a literal "Own the Shit I Touch and am associated with" type general clean up
day
That night after putting the kids to bed, I wrote out a detailed plan of my diet, my weight, finances
and decided where I was going to go with all of it. This post told me to really look @ all my
behaviors with his OYS statement of "Journey - after finding and swallowing the pill, I looked
inward instead of outward. I got naked in front of my mirror, and said to myself "if I was a chick, I
wouldn't fuck you". And it was true. Not my insecurities speaking, but the truth. "
Whether embellished or not, his story is an axiom. You can walk through life in a fog, or you
can wake the fuck up, look in the mirror and state "enough". Looking inward is the start. Only
you can judge yourself properly, and the harshest, kill your ego and do something about. It
takes work and consistency. But if you don't let up, it eventually it pays off.
About the sex in my marriage and her reactions to me Owning My Shit ? I could give ten fucks on a
score card, but she initiates when she wants it and I initiate when I want it. A month ago on a
vacation, I fucked her 4 times in the same day, and I initiated. A year ago ? Fuck, who
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knows.........but I do emphatically, "Own My Shit"
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Sprinkling Alpha and Cutting off Beta doesn't work
16 upvotes | October 10, 2016 | by BluepillProfessor | Link | Reddit Link
If you sprinkle the Alpha and cut off the Beta it looks like bad shit happens. I think that is what we
are seeing in several examples recent and ancient. We have long noted that you cannot just sprinkle
some Alpha on it and make the meat taste good.
However, the pattern I claim to have identified in several cases is when you sprinkle on the Alpha
AND at the same time suddenly stop being the Beta emotional tampon then you have suddenly
removed the entire reason for her staying married to you. News flash: This is NOT going to make
your marriage better.
Add a little "anger stage" into the mix and we have the makings of the cluster fuck described in many
stories.
Let me help out especially you "Alpha" guys who are natural assholes. If you are going to sprinkle on
some "Alpha" by, for example lifting, doing guy stuff, responding to shit tests, leading etc then it is
NOT a good idea to also remove all the "Beta" for example listening to her, expressing emotional
connection blah blah.
When we say go slow, we really, really mean it. Don't go Red Pill Rambo. Don't start to challenge
your woman, especially in public. Don't remove YOU and your emotional connection to your wife
(aka "Beta") at least not completely.
Do cut back on the Beta and increase the Alpha. Do become SLIGHTLY more aloof, confident, and
busy. Do make an effort to pass Shit test AND COMFORT TESTS.
Posting on AskMRP as a lower quality post because I am not sure if I am right in my theory on
relating Alpha sprinkles and Beta withdrawal. This is a concept I am hoping to flesh out because I
think there is something there but I don't have it yet.
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Ready to be Roasted VP
16 upvotes | January 29, 2022 | by pildorado | Link | Reddit Link
43 YO, Married 10, together 15. Wife is 39.
Where to start... Found MRP in 2016 as BP pussy and went hard for a couple years and made some
modest gains. Had to dig deep this morning to find my old handle and my post history was
enlightening. Nothing has changed because I completely back slid and am in WAY deeper shit now.
While on MRP had decent map with weak frame, this allowed me to coast fairly well combined with
some marriage therapy, we were doing okay for a solid 1.5 years. Finally conceded to children with
the wife's fertility treatments and hit the lottery with triplets. Yea. Wife's pregnancy was a golden
period in our relationship, She was happy as fuck and a joy to be around, so fucking sweet. Now
convinced hormone imbalances play a major role in our marriage. Only hiccup was sex was painful
for her during pregnancy and she was with triplets so I slipped into old fap habits after 2-3 years of
MRP.
Then the kids came. Holy fuck. Enter major debilitating postpartum depression. At this point I was
caring for the three babies and her. Feedings, diapers, baths, food for us. The whole fucking thing.
Anyone who has young children... Just sit with that mental picture for a minute. Managed to keep my
high paying high-stress job for a total of six weeks and then caved. Agreed to sell our house and
move to another town to be closer to her family (I have done this three times now in different
iterations). Moved her mom in with us to "Help".
I create a solid plan, take capital from savings, open a new business in new said town while trying to
maintain frame, care for her, three babies and now also her mom. Turns out mom doesn't cook, clean
or really help in any way. Then Covid hits and one week into new biz I am closed by the state health
dept. I continue to pump money into commercial rent and drain remaining capital for 3 months until I
finally concede and close shop. Back to fap, back to alcohol, exercising like crazy to try and deal with
stress and anxiety
Wife has high pay corporate job with amazing benefits and was able to collect pay while on
postpartum disability, She easily slides back into remote work while I care most other things that
need to happen like childcare and cooking, cleaning etc. Kids are now 2.5 years and I have been their
mommy since day one. Childcare has had to be a team effort but, it is very hard for her. At times, she
finds no joy in it. Currently, she makes breakfast, gives baths after work and will hang with them on
weekends. She is often frustrated around them. This covid thing is fucking us on childcare. We have
been unable to find a nanny or daycare up until now. Daycare is often closed for weeks due to
positive kids.
Stress is killing me. Have been in emergency room multiple times over last 2 years with heart attack
symptoms. Was initially diagnosed with panic attacks but, more investigation also reveals advanced
coronary artery disease (genetic, Dad started this shit early 40's as well). Weekly nuclear shit tests
send me into full chest pain and occasionally to ER. Told her after a recent conflict that I am done.
Now sleeping in separate rooms (my choice). I don't think I will survive very much longer with the
constant heart attack scares. Really fucking lost.
My current weak ass MAP. I love her and the kids. Ideal situation would be to get help with and
continue marriage. Get control of heart condition, neck / back injuries and anxiety. Get kids into solid
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daycare and get my ass back to work. This has been the plan for sometime and is not working.
Currently 6'1" 175, 10% BF Cycling and lifting light (nursing a couple injuries), daily meditation,
weaning back off alcohol, started a 30 day alcohol detox today and may keep off permanently for the
heart. Experimenting with veg diet to appease cardiologist for the last 60 days and cholesterol is now
in normal range. Statins have me feeling like shit and constantly sick from kids, not sleeping.
Let the beatings begin...
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Blow job and then divorce
16 upvotes | April 6, 2022 | by 404framenotfound | Link | Reddit Link
29, 180cm, 190lbs, 18% body fat
Bench 110kg / Squat 140kg / Deadlift 220kg
Married 4 years, 2 kids
I posted my first OYS just last Tuesday, and tonight had the divorce talk I mentioned I was
expecting. But after she sucked me off.
I left the house after the kids went down to sleep. I got a text saying that we needed to talk. I asked
what needed to be said, and she said she was miserable.
I used fogging and put my phone down for a while. When I checked again, there were a number of
messages outlining things she had done which she hoped would be a sign of commitment to our
marriage.
Last week, she told me she hates me twice. Figuring I couldn't do anything to make her respect me
less, I told her that what would really prove her commitment would be a sloppy blow job with lots of
eye contact. She sent back some outraged protestations, to which I told her to warm up her jaw.
I came home later and she was up. She told me to take my pants off and then she sucked me off.
Almost immediately after began the talk. It was a long list of the ways in which I had changed from a
kind, loving, sensitive man into a angry piece of shit.
She also listed the things she had done because she loves me.
We discussed court proceedings. She teared up a little towards the end.
As best I could, in my autistic way, I tried to fog, negative inquiry and occasionally broken record my
way through the thing (I had to BR on my insistence that I would have 50% custody of my kids).
This talk has happened before. But in the past, I broke and kow towed. Admitted how I'd been a bad
husband, and promised to change.
This time, against my instincts, I didn't do any of that.
Now, she says she's taking the kids to her parent's tomorrow for an indeterminate amount of time.
Again, in the past, I would've demanded or begged her not to do that. But this time I simply said OK.
Why would she give me a blow job and then divorce me like that?
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Is there a place on MRP for prevention instead of cure?
16 upvotes | May 20, 2022 | by IronAntlers | Link | Reddit Link
As a young guy in a relationship I am happy in, I often notice that many of the posts on MRP are
about guys trying to un-fuck their lives. I have rarely seen guys continue to post whilst in a situation
they are happy with, unless they had already gone through the process and successfully come out the
other side. I was thinking about sharing field reports as part of an ounce of prevention beating a
pound of cure.
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Constant shit tests
16 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by RP_guard | Link | Reddit Link
Married 7 years, 3 kids under 6yo. Lifting 17 years All time PR's
Bench= 200kg squat= 262.5kg dead= 300kg. currently 125kg BW 15%bf, 6ft6. reading mmslp and
binge watch Rian stone due to his specificity on LTR's.
So since I've become aware of the shit tests I now am noticing my wife is contantly shit testing me.
I was out with friends having dinner when I received a text from the wife saying she has work early
and that I'm basically a POS because kids are not in bed etc. my blood was absolutely boiling. I don't
go out much with friends and all she had to do was basically put the kids to bed as everything else
was already done by both of us before I left. I realised this has nothing to do with the kids and she is
testing my compliance or a "shit test" I ignored the text. Me and my friends then called it a night
roughly 10 minutes after the text. I called her on the way home and ignored the text completely and
fogged the situation, seemed to work. I got home and I'm aware her hamster would of been running
(competition anxiety) I then attempted a bid sexually which was successful as she was quite
receptive.
I am starting to understand my wife much better since knowing and understanding certain behaviour.
I can easily tell the difference between a shit test and a comfort test now and the different approaches.
if I continue effectively dealing with these shit tests will they end?
I dont know how much I can take, sometimes my rage during these tests is absolutely pulsating
through my veins. I know I should aim for OI but I would also like these Shit tests to be less frequent.
These sort of tests are occuring multiple times a day. HOW CAN I REDUCE THESE TESTS?!
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Question: Does Emotional Connection require High Dread?
Also, she lost it.
16 upvotes | June 9, 2019 | by Umar_Neo | Link | Reddit Link
Originally I wrote this post to figure out the proper comfort to apply to my wife who was crying,
experiencing anxiety, and choosing to sleep on the couch Establish Emotional Connection. That felt
incredibly blue so I researched more and found Newb: No your wife doesn't comfort test you. I think
the emotional connection is for those that have some alpha credibility, likely not me yet.
Now, after she went apeshit, I'm writing this because I want to see if I handled this properly.

STATS: 6'3" | 192# 15.5% {180# would be 12%) | 7y w/ 3 kids | Dread 5 | SQ 210#x5 [just finished
my deload back to 210 on monday], OHP 110#x5, ROW 180#x5 | RP 4 months | sex 2-3/week

READ:
The Game, No More Mr. Nice Guy (NMMNG), Mystery Method, The Married Man Sex Life Primer
(MMSLP), When I say no I feel guilty (WISNIFG), The Rational Male (TRM) , The Mindful
Attraction Plan (MAP), The Way of the Superior Man (TWSM), Book of Pook, Sex God Method
(SGM), Day Bang, 16 Commandments of Poon, redpillhandbook,
READING:
The Unchained Man, Models, 48 Laws of Power


Recently my wife traveled overnight for work, she constantly texted miss yous. During which time I
threw a cookout and did some house work. When she gets home the next night I hit the garage to
workout, when I come in she is boohooing all over the dining room table. She was upset that the
mower guy cut one of her flowers and I moved a bunch of her other herbs from the porch floor so no
one would trip again. I took ownership for the cut flowers and offered to replace them, which she
refused. She wanted me to promise to not do housework while she is away (recurring theme; her stuff
gets relocated out of hazards way; not really worried about flowers), to which I said no. 2 hours of
fogging (I truly understand that you feel that your stuff is thrown away and I think that sucks.),
negative inquiry, negative statements, and broken record. (My new limit is 30 minutes, don't let that
shit run on.) I laughed when she said I throw out all her stuff and she cried saying I was mocking
her. She sleeps on couch mad/crying.


Next day, her body pains aches nausea etc. She attributes anxiety from me neglecting the one thing
that would protect her "Not doing housework while she is gone". I say I understand, I'm taking the
kids to the museum, want to come? I'm ignored. Amongst this months ago we planned to get a hotel
for this night. She backed out over childcare fears. So I tell her I'm going out anyway, I remind her
that today and she angrily says," Good. I want to see the least of you as possible". Kids love the
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museum and the lunch restaurant. When I get home she is full cripple, I offer to help, "you don't
deserve to help me". I talk to her for a while about "this house must be respected and you can not
leave your crap all over the place." and I tell her she needs to start respecting her things in the house
or accept that I'm going to move stuff. She suggests a third option, which is the first option, she needs
to respect her stuff. She warms up after this. I like to dance, so I went dancing that night. I get home
and she asks if I went dancing, "yea, but it was more of a class". Then she asks if I touched other
women, I say " uh, yea while I was dancing". "I hope you enjoyed her and she enjoyed my husband. I
feel cheated on blah blah blah If you wanted to stay single you shouldnt blah blah... I don't even give
hugs...", I don't dance often, first time I was frank about it. First time she ever mentioned cheating in
any capacity. I'm in the bathtub so I don't respond at all just STFU. Maybe a couple raised eyebrows.
No fog, no inquiry just STFU. She moves back to the couch again.


She wakes me up at 4am. "We need to talk come downstairs now!" I'm like "naww I'm sleep we'll
talk in the morning." She fusses almost wakes up kids so I go tell her to chill out. She says "SIT on
the couch now!" I cock my eyebrow and say no that's not happening. She cusses, fusses, drama
drama. Her broken record is sit on the couch. Yada yada yada … I feel like you cheated on me... yada
yada yada, I turn to go back upstairs. Louder more drama. Follows me up yelling, I tell her we can
talk later when she is behaving. Yada yada yada, loud cussing, I get in bed. She starts storming off
threatening idea, not actually saying, but threatening divorce. Then I hear her open kid 1 door. She
took him out to the car. I'm up then! HELL NO. I go to get him out the car, she starts yanking and
pulling on me. I back up, yada yada yada. I say "Take kid 1 in the house." Yada yada.. I realize I'm
going to have to be willing to burn this whole thing down. So I walk in the house to make sure she
doesn't grab kid 2. She follows yada yada yada. I realize kid 1 is in the car outside by himself, the
youngest. So I go back to get him. She darts out throwing her body over him. So I just stand behind
the car staring at the beautiful sunrise. SHE GETS IN CAR ACCIDENTS WITH HER ANGER, not
with my kids! She takes him into the enclosed patio. I go upstairs and she grabs kid 2!! So I put kid 1
back in bed, and realize she is just going to have to take 2 kid and be reckless, no other ideas come to
mind. So I protect kid 1 and 3. All are still sleep until kid 2 wakes up in her arms, "What's going
on?". I say, " Mommy is sad, baby" She gives mommy kiss on the cheek and says don't be sad, then
starts to lay back down. So kid 2 is on the porch. I'm blocking the door to kid 1 and 3, she carries on
yada yada yada.. she says "If my dad was alive he'd kick your ass, maybe I should do that, maybe you
will listen then." I bust out laughing. She said oh you think that's funny!" I say, "HAHA I'm sorry
bae, your just so cute!". yada yada yada..sit on the couch.. eventually she starts swinging on me. So I
just guard my face and take it. She starts yelling. So I grab her and throw her in our room on the bed.
She pops up and starts kicking scratching, and all types of reckless mess. (I took picks of the
scratches) She tires herself out and collapses knocking over a painting. Into my mind jumps the idea
of her hurting herself and blaming me, I can't control that. I check to see if she is ok, she is, I go get
some water for myself. I tell her I'll let her out the room, I'm not trying to keep you in there, she just
can't take the kids. She calms down. More yada yada yada.. Guilt, manhood, dead dad etc. Yada yada
yada. "We are broken, you are holding us hostage."I said you can go, but this is my childrens home.
More yada yada..still sit on the couch. Here is an interesting part.. " we are just going to be broken
until you decide to fix it, because that's just how you are." Don't know if that was a slip or what, but I
smirked, thought that was a compliment. Aside from all the everything has to be husbands way, this
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almost felt nice. Anyway, she tired herself out, moved her clothes/jewelry/etc into her office and is
limping around exhausted. She doesn't lift bro.


What's next? Hell if I know. Could she nuke us? Maybe. Could she sneak out with the kids? Maybe.
Could she really go apeshit and call the cops and make up a story? Maybe. But in reality how is that
different than any other day? The risk is always there and we have to step into the risks and face our
fear and be men.

I treated this as shit testing, because I saw shit. If I'm wrong tear me a new one. Let me learn from
this mistake. If I'm right... THIS IS THE SHIT I GOTTA DEAL WITH? Next moves are to just
distance myself and let my distance be her reward.

edit: grammar and stuff
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Developing a love for shit tests and results from smashing
them...
16 upvotes | June 24, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
I post regularly on here, but I'll throw some quick updates on numbers... 42 years old, 6'1" 220 lbs.
Over 1000 lbs combo on bench, squat, and dead lift. Almost a year into my MAP.
My wife, like all women, is driven to shit test me from time to time. Before redpill, I was wishy
washy at passing shit tests, but the tools of AA, AM, STFU when applicable in combination with
stronger frame (I say stronger because I'm not perfect and I still need to improve) have improved my
life and my marriage so much.
For all you newbies, the sidebar material and reading the posts on here WILL help you, IF you do the
work. Get your mind and your body strong first... (can't stress this enough). This is the thing, you'll
get to a point where you won't even have to think how to pass a shit test when you get it from your
honey, you'll just be able to do it.
As I progressed on my RP journey, my wife got worse before she got better. We fell into a pattern of
her being bitchy most of the time, to her having intervals of being bitchy and submissive, to her being
mostly submissive (I say mostly because it's in her nature to poke the bear... she has to... it's countless
generations of species survival built into her DNA. Don't hate her for that... embrace it.
Here's my question, and wondering if anyone else has seen this.... sex is frequent and good. However,
after a massive bitch throwing shit test, one in which I am able to hold frame and conquer, she ends
up floating backing into my frame eventually, becomes submissive, and the sex that follows is the
mind blowing type sex we had when we were dating. I'm talking shit in the Sex God Method book.
Most of the time, sex is good, but I found this top of the line sex comes after she seeks that emotional
rush from testing me, and on some level, she absolutely gets satisfied from seeing me hold frame and
submits. It seems to me that this is what she wants and needs. I believe this principle is reflected in
the 16 commandments of poon.
What kinds of things (in this context) are you guys seeing in your wives and LTRs?
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Way of the Superior Man
16 upvotes | August 8, 2019 | by Cmvplease2 | Link | Reddit Link
30% through this book. So far it's not been very inspiring. Seems to be about getting in touch with
your feminine self which is gay.
Should I push through and finish? What did you guys get out of the book?
Edit: Thanks guys. I pushed through and finished section 2. I can see the value now. If I had read this
earlier it may have prevented my Rambo tirade.
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Can you demote a wife to plate status?
16 upvotes | August 18, 2019 | by anxiously_synonymous | Link | Reddit Link
Wife went to visit sick family member out of town for about a month. Found evidence on a USB that
she was at a guys house overnight.
Not sure what to do next.
I am a fucking catch if I do say so.
Her and I get along great. She respects me and takes my lead, we laugh, have fun and have great sex
and are good friends.
She had been talking lately about getting older and losing some of her great looks etc. Our 10 year
anniversary is coming up.
I've been busy for work, and haven't had time or inclination to "cash in" on my new late bloomer,
handsome man-in-demand status.
Never once cheated or really even thought about it honestly.
Mentally and emotionally I'm just fine.
I know I could do pretty damn well. We have great kids. Home life is great, kids are great.
Not sure what next move is.
She shows no real need to branch swing, and I'm sure she couldn't land anyone long-term as great as
me. So it would be painful to see that whole process play out with her understanding the reality of her
diminished prospects for anything longer than ONS.
Psychologically I'm just thinking, well ok you had fun, (hopefully the one time only)... so I suppose I
will start to as well... and just see how it all plays out.
Any thoughts? Suggestions?
Kind of at a loss here, not sure how to proceed and accept the new reality.
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Dating after divorce and redefining love
16 upvotes | September 28, 2019 | by Spock_Vs_Spock | Link | Reddit Link
Long story short, I was married for 9 years and have 2 kids. After last kid, wife turned off the sex and
became a nag. I was beta to the max. Discovered TRP, started lifting again 3 years ago, divorced not
quite one year ago after just living my life (sex improved but she was just a miserable person to be
around). I'm enjoying my new life. And just started getting back out there to meet new people which
brings me to my present mindset.
I'm in great shape and have no problems talking with women. But I'm having a hard time with the
idea of "love". I don't need a woman in my life but I value companionship. Most recently went on a
date with a woman. Solid 6 but very intelligent and kind... Things I value over straight up sexual
appearance. About 7 years younger than me and she has no kids.
Lust is lust. Easily defined. What is your perspective on love knowing that a woman will never love
you in the way a man wants? Is it just find someone who likes to be around you and will add value to
your life? I'm pretty right brained about things and just can't rationalize what love is anymore having
left a 13 year relationship with one person. Perspective is appreciated.
Edit: Lots of vomit on my part. I appreciate the dick punch.
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Wife leaving analysis
16 upvotes | October 8, 2019 | by tempotissues | Link | Reddit Link
This is not exactly a question but a good real world example of being blue pilled and expert analysis
of Rollo on this issue.
mods: if you deem this unfit here feel free to delete it but I think it'll help a bunch of people.
Tech lead is a YouTube vlogger/content creator/coder who worked for big companies like Google
and Facebook. His wife left him and took his son with her.
Tech leads wife leaves him
Rollo's analysis
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Loose Skin from weight loss?
16 upvotes | November 18, 2019 | by prematureredpill | Link | Reddit Link
Has anyone here dealt with this? I have seen a lot of posts about dropping a ton of weight but nothing
really addressing the skin. I’m approaching 50 pounds down and nothing stomach skin is pretty loose.
I have about 30 left to drop and know it will be bad then. Has this affected SMV for anyone? How
about at the beach? Just curious if anyone has any experience in this area.
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Nice guy behaviour?
16 upvotes | December 24, 2019 | by RoccoPinkman | Link | Reddit Link
I feel like an emotionless robot
I’ve realised during all my self improvement that I’m not a very emotional person, this in itself
doesn’t sound like an issue, I mean I don’t want to cry every time my girlfriend is nasty to me or my
kid brings home another shitty painting from school but it would be nice to feel passionate or really
pissed about something occasionally.
The main event that got me to thinking about this was the recent death of my mother, I feel Like I
took way to well, my siblings have been distraught and I’ve just been, well, ok. To put this in to
context I’m the youngest by 10 years and I was the closest to her and also the only one present when
she died.
My question is, am I just an emotional retard or is this nice guy behaviour, never wanting to rock the
boat? It’s not on a conscious level, I’m not stifling feelings or having to keep them in, I just don’t feel
them. There are certain projects or activities in my life that I’d like to feel passionate about and I just
feel vanilla. Is this just years of conditioning myself to not stand out? And is this something I can
work on?
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My insecurity is killing my marriage
16 upvotes | January 22, 2020 | by Wokmichelin | Link | Reddit Link
I have been with my wife for nearly 6 years, 3 kids. I'm a fit guy, and not hypersocial but do have
friends. No deadbedroom, but she doesn't have a lot of desire for it.
The thing is, I'm killing my relationship and don't know if it's too late to fix it.
Since last september I've had this nagging feeling that she's cheating on me. And even when every
rational examination shows otherwise, still the feeling persists. Which has led to me mateguarding
and checking her messages, basically worrying all the time. This worrying I feel has made her resent
me even more.
Come January, I leave for university 2 hours away, which means I'm only home for the weekends. I
start to build dread, as most of the students there are female. I basically go Rambo - she sends me
these lovey dovey messages and I seldomly answer. I ramp up the sexuality in our interactions, and
that's where I can see that she doesn't like it. I thought our relationship would get more exciting with
all that distance. But it got worse. These two weekends I have been home she has been even colder
than before I left. I feel like I'm raping her.
Last sunday I found out that she has been secretly seeing a mutual friend since I've been gone. I'm not
worried about him, but why keep it a secret? So after sunday my paranoia has been on overdrive. I
mean, if she lies about something, she might aswell lie about something else. She did say that she
didn't tell me because she thought I would be jealous, which in light of recent events I do understand.
But I'm paranoid now.
I video call her everyday and seek endless approval, trying to fix whats left of our relationship. If she
says shes been at home, I can't believe it. So I accuse her of lying, even though theres no reason to.
I know I should to keep my frame, but it's so god damn painful to imagine her slipping away from
me. And at the same time I know, that the more I grasp the further she goes. And if she doesn't text
me enough I get even more paranoid.
What the heck should I do? How do I man up?
I lift, meditate, read the sidebar, but can't shake this feeling.
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The red pill on insane difficulty : a marriage story with a
progressively debilitating illness – taking suggestions
16 upvotes | January 24, 2020 | by Luftbrucke | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys, Basic Question
Now: 36yo 190cm 75 kg ~ skinny fat AF
3 years ago : 185kglbs ~15%BF (bulking), Lifting (all x5 | Kg): BP: 50, SQ: 77.5 OHP : 50, ROW:
45
Wife: 30 (SAHM) | Together: 8 | Married: 5 | Kids: 2 (2,5m and 0,1f), for context, she was a 9/10 a
couple years before we met (she was then 22 and me 27), a 8 when we met (precocious wall I guess)
and good looking for her age now.
Read: NMMNG WISNIFG TRM MMSLP Pook Poon (neither MAP or WOTSM yet), long long term
lurker of trp / heartiste / dalrock.
I had decent game prior to the relationship and kept it at a fair level (regular quantifiable successes
with HB8+) which made me oblivious to the fact that my fucking mission was blindsiding my
appreciation of my relationship which deteriorated while I merrily became Mr. Betamax to prove
myself a point (and because I was a faggot) more on that later.
Until 4 years ago , while I didn’t fully grasp the reasons of the evolution in the relationship, I realized
the effects it had on our non-existent sex life, and I decided to go to the gym (duh), and build up a
start of a decent shape. The project was to improve my SMV, and update my mission (which includes
a part of Christian dogma and was preventing me from correcting my relationship) and also stop
being a faggot.
And then it happened : an auto immune disease, without any known cure. My only hope was to tone
down the symptoms. It was debilitating at first (high fevers, cramps, etc) and then attacking the
nervous system (brain fog, forgetfulness, numbness, migraines, and more), ligaments and muscles
(heart palp, eye twitching, extreme fatigue, and more).
The fatigue was so intense I couldn’t climb stairs without pause, couldn’t be functional past 17pm,
and couldn’t hold a long conversation. The headaches were so bad I couldn’t read more than two
sentences at a time, had trouble finding an answer to the most basic of shit tests. The pain was so
constant, I couldn’t think straight during the episodes.
Had to go survival mode in order to keep my job, and my family. It has been 3 years of sleeping –
working – trying to find a cure.
Literary no time to work on my mission, or to game anyone, not the slightest possibility of working
out, nor improve myself in any way. Just not die.
I was incredibly lucky enough to keep my job thanks to a good man that protected me / hid me from
scrutiny. But when I tried to switch job after a while, I got sacked in a record time. Still we have no
financial troubles. Now for the fun, guess how much support I received from the wife? Yeah,
Precisely. Even if I went in fully expecting the behaviour, it still hurt. Come on she was living on my
fucking dime the whole time, with only one kid to take care of ! Could she at least ASK how I was
doing ? Like one time in three years ? People are kinder to pets, fuck !
For the record, I was lucid enough to never ask her directly for help or cry, or show weakness of will,
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but ofc in my state I had a literal negative frame.
Well it is useless to get angry at it, it is what it is. Anyway, eventually, through efforts and research, I
found a semi reliable experimental cure 4 months ago, and I am slowly getting out of this hell.
I have been functional for only one month during which we had our second baby (while it was
unwise to grow the family, I conceded her the pregnancy to keep her happy, and because I want a big
family).
Unfortunately, a lot of the symptoms are still lingering (slight vertigo, moderate fatigue, trouble with
words), and even if I am getting a gym membership as soon as my work schedule allows it, I need
some help cause the relationship is beyond fucked up:
Nuclear shit tests, indicators of disinterest (you disgust me), suspicions of cheating (fifty fifty on this
one as the medication gives paranoiac psychosis, although no proof after bugging the computer and
her phone for a bit but I will l give the kids a pat test), total lack of respect, no sex now (was starfish
for a long time before), no obedience, sapping my authority in front of the kids, and ofc second
guessing everything and looking at me as Mr Betasucks (the beta that can’t provide).
As for me, I am in the process of losing a second job (I am doing what I can to keep it, but it is
unlikely as I underperformed severely while sick), even though I should be able to find another one
relatively easily, and should be able to keep it then, have a strong support network, but a recovering
frame weak as fuck.
So I am open to any suggestion, to improve the situation. As I am still struggling intellectually and
physically I can’t seem to find the way out here. Thanks guys.
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How to deal with Admin. Assistant?
16 upvotes | February 25, 2020 | by tablesturnedagain | Link | Reddit Link
Lifts: 5x5. BP 225. S 225. (S and DL is low because I’m a pussy and I hate to squat) DL 315. OHP
155.
6’3” 222
19%
Side Bar: Read it.
I’ll cut to the point. We got a new secretary, and she has given me the fuck-me eyes since day one.
She spends at least an hour in my office everyday. She’s probably a 5 maybe 6. Just a wall-smashed
mom. But not ugly. She has started dieting, working out, tanning, etc... All the other employees
notice. It’s gotten pretty obvious. She keeps pushing the limits. She finally just asked me to lunch. I
said I couldn’t then had a chat with her that I wasn’t comfortable with it. She’s married with kids and
the whole 9 yards. As am I. Yet, she sits in my office and tells me how her husband doesn’t do this or
that. How he only has his GED. He plays video games and on and on. You get it. He’s everything
you don’t want to be. It sure has been eye opening. It’s basically one big picture of women’s
hypergamous nature.
I’m not going to lie. I like the attention. I’m a weak little bitch who likes the attention. No doubt. I’m
wondering about how you guys have handled these situations? I know, don’t shit where I eat.
Although it’s tempting. Do I just need to sit her down and be very frank? Or should I keep letting it
roll and flirt always let it be a grey area? If I move jobs, then bang her? Thanks for the advice. And
for calling me a faggot.
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Best example of holding frame I've ever seen...
16 upvotes | February 28, 2020 | by RPAnon123 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIhGJyLR6TI
He wants to go for a drive. He does.
She talks non stop. She screams. She pleads. She swears. He grins the entire time. They laugh it off in
the end. He treats her like the little sister.
He made his living risking his life, driving hard. Gave her a little taste of what it was like.
Appreciation. Respect.
Note how she replies to the track attendant when they go out, like she is in charge. He ignores her.
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Can I have a good life and maintain sexual relationships with
TMAU? Feeling hopeless
16 upvotes | January 2, 2021 | by mytrowawayforstuff | Link | Reddit Link
I’m not married but I came here because I imagine most men here will be my senior (I’m 24) and I
feel the advice I receive here will be better, over at asktrp it usually seems like teenagers that
comment.
So I have TMAU type 2. TMAU is basically a metabolism defect which prevents me from
metabolizing certain substances which in turn make my breath, body and sweat smell pretty bad. At
its best it’s a very musty smell at its worst it’s literally garbage. Ever smell a dead mouse? .. yeah..
Type 2 means it started later in life (only been a year) and that it can be cured although that’s a very
long road.
I have been feeling kind of hopeless lately as everywhere I go I’m treated as an outcast. Recently I
was on a plane and for 2 hours listened to a family behind me talk shit about me.
Surprisingly since I’ve had this issue I’ve hooked up with one girl and had another show heavy
interest but I couldn’t follow through because this just kills my self esteem.
Currently I don’t work, date, have friends or even go to the gym anymore because of this which is a
complete 180 to the person I was prior to this beginning. Im hoping I can cure it but if I can’t..I just
don’t know how to live the next 50+ years like this and could really use some advice. Thank you.
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My Wife Asked for Couseling
16 upvotes | July 30, 2020 | by LabelOtherSide | Link | Reddit Link
Alright guys, this is it. There have been a lot of things I’ve wanted to ask on here over the past few
months, but she hit me with this today so I figured the time was right to ask for help.
My wife and I were texting today, talking about how our needs were not getting met. She finally said,
“We need counseling” “I’m not playing” “We need help through all this hurt” “Because I think we’re
both hurt more than the other realizes” “And I’m scared” “Scared of not meeting your needs” “Scared
of my needs not being met” “Scared of each of us belittling the other’s needs” “I just want and
objective third party to help us” “To help me listen without breaking down” “To help you understand
why some things are so important or hurtful to me” “To help us get back on track and have the great
marriage we both want”
I don’t want to go to counseling because many guys here have said it will just devolve into the
counselor encouraging her to be solopsistic, global female imperative, yada yada.
I am trying to bulk up, increase SMV (just got a new haircut that looks great) but somehow I feel like
I’m running out of time. I don’t want her to lose patience with me as I become the Captain. In ways I
have already lost patience with her but she is a reflection of me, so it’s my fault that my needs aren’t
getting met. (And it’s my fault that hers aren’t getting met either.)
My fear of counseling is that the counselor will convince my wife that her “needs” are for me to be
sweet, mild, agreeable, when actually my wife really just needs me to become the best man I can be.
Come on, bash me. Or give me some advice. I haven’t even responded to her text yet.
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Financial Responsibility and Head of Household
16 upvotes | December 13, 2020 | by Flat_Use3665 | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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I think I passed a shit test for the first time
16 upvotes | May 28, 2021 | by the_dancing_squirel | Link | Reddit Link
180cm
75kg
18% bf
Lifts:
Squat 65kg
Row 35kg
Bench 35kg
Deadlift 65kg
OHP 30kg
Doing stronglifts 5x5
25M, wife 24
So we got married 2 weeks ago, and this was a "civil wedding", and have a church wedding in
October.
She asked me where we're going for our honeymoon. I answered that I wanted to drive around
Europe for two weeks in a camper (smth we've been talking about for a while). I added that best
would be to go in the spring. We'll save enough, get vaccinated, and won't drive in the snow.
She was happy with this, and went to bed. She then asked me why we have to save if we'll get the
wedding gift. I answered that this will partially cover the wedding costs. She didn't like that. Started
saying she understands savings and investing, but wants to live life. I said I agree. I also want to live
a life, but want to do it smart. Since I was shit with money, and we didn't save anything for the last 2
years, and we're planning on buying a house. So sure. We'll go, we'll enjoy life, but we'll plan it
ahead of time.
While she was emotional, I was stoic and held my frame. I was open to talk about it, but not to break
my decision based on emotions alone.
This time it ended with her saying "forget it" and laying down. When I came back after brushing my
teeth, it was all good. She's now talking to me normally, being nice, and connects with me. I act as if
nothing happened.
Is this an example of a shit test? Previously, I'd break my frame at the slightest threat of a temper
tantrum.
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My wife, 46 years old, of 17 years is having a virtual affair with
her first love from 30 years ago. Do I blame myself?
16 upvotes | June 24, 2021 | by NeglectedHubbyinNY | Link | Reddit Link
Hey everyone,
I was told to post this here from the guys in asltrp.
My wife and I have not been the most loving couple the last 5-7 years of our marriage. Good core,
but feel like roommates.
About 6 weeks ago, i found out she has been having a virtual affair with her first boyfriend, who she
got in contact with on Facebook. I see all their messages and have been saving them. There are I love
you's going back and forth, plans to meet up and have a weekend together, and even talk about
blindsiding me with divorce.
I know I have been lacking in the attention dept with her (and vice versa), but what do I do here? Let
it go and collect more data for divorce? Or talk to her about it? She says she cant leave me right now
because she is a stay home mom and I am the breadwinner.
I provide, Im in good shape, and look good for my age. Not lacking tehre. She is 100 pounds
overweight.
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Am I missing an opportunity here?
16 upvotes | August 18, 2021 | by JustAboutDone3070 | Link | Reddit Link
Been reading and thinking about MRP a lot the last couple days. One thing that has come to mind is
wether or not I’m giving my wife opportunities to add value to my life .
As a small example… often my wife will ask me if she can make me something to eat or take care of
my laundry. I’m pretty independent on these sort of things, I usually tell her “Thanks, but I’ll take
care of it”. I do what I want for sure, it’s my choice and there’s not any sort of CC or ego thing going
on here. It’s as simple as if I need something I’ll take care of it myself.
I got to thinking, maybe I should be allowing her to do things like this and when they are done well
praise can be given. I can’t create a positive feedback loop if I’m not giving chances. If I let her do
tasks like that she may feel good about it and find herself wanting to do more?
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[FR] Six months of work and DL4 issues
16 upvotes | January 1, 2018 | by Nec_sorte_Nec_fato | Link | Reddit Link

[FR] Six months of work and DL4 issues
I realized this past June I was losing the power dynamic in my 3 year marriage. I had become soft,
complacent, and boring. Wife was getting attention from Chads at work. She was beginning to act
disrespectful towards me. I Googled "power in marriage" and found MRP. Everything here
immediately clicked and I went to work. I've read the sidebar, some of it twice. Have not missed a
trip to the Iron Temple due to laziness. I've done over 18,000 push ups since reading TFA's 31 Days
to Masculinity. I am actively working on my MAP.
I went too fast too early and scared the cat in a big way. Had to pull back a time or two to provide
enough Comfort so she could feel trusting toward me. For a brief time I was jealous as fuck but
managed it and let the past go (for the most part - I'm still trying to kill my ego protection). Also
about 60 days ago I realized that I wasn't doing the work soley for me. I had a covert contract lurking
that said if I got my shit together she would want to fuck me more; because of that I also didn't have
real OI.
The last couple of months I've come a long way, correcting those psychological aspects. I've found a
decent balance between gaming her & having fun with drive-bys, and reducing the amount of touchy
feely & sexual neediness toward her. My frame is coming together, although it's made of inferior
materials at this point. One of the things I realized I wanted was connection with her at bedtime and
during the night. Yes of course I'd love to fuck her instead, but baby steps. So I changed out from a
split king bed that seemed like she was a mile away to a queen. Now when she comes to bed she
faces toward me to talk instead of facing away and finger fucking her phone. I fall asleep most nights
with "two points of contact" on her (inside joke) as opposed to a mile wide gulf of simmering
hostility between us.
Wife is showing very nice improvements. She is deferential toward me, fun to be around, and is
taking care of the house like never before. For example, she recently created a chore list, framed it
and hung it along with a family month planner, and a dinner menu planner. She is doing the chores on
a daily basis, planning meals and ingredients a week ahead. She is actually sticking with it and being
consistent. She seeks my approval now - I've told her that I'm pleased with her initiative, and that
she's doing a great job.
In the last few weeks wife says to me that she likes my improving body and that she's attracted to me
(see my recent OYS posts). Last night in bed she mentioned my shoulders, that they were getting
nicely defined. She's been dressing better, paying attention to her carb intake, and taking her vitamin
supplements. Feels like the 1000 foot rope is beginning to tighten.
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This brings me to DL4 and recent events. I just began the process of incorporating BPP's method of
reducing my time and attention, and possibly affection and presence, for sexual denials on Dec 15th;
I wanted to proceed slowly here. Saturday evening rolls around and it had been 5 days since the last
sex, duty sex that I actually walked away from. Before that it was 10 days, duty sex then too. The
quantity and quality are definitely lacking. Shark week was any day now (thanks FLO app), I didn't
want to wait 4 or 5 more days. I initiated on the couch and she denied me saying "it's only been a few
days".
I might've hung around a bit longer on the couch but instead got up right away and withdrew to
another room for an hour or so until bedtime. I kissed her on the forehead and rolled over to sleep. I
was fed up with the frequent denials and I showed it more than I have in the past two months. Next
day (yesterday) I have to be away for most of the day, planning to leave the house at 9:30 am. She's
wakes up and isn't friendly but follows through on her promise from the evening before to make
breakfast. My scoreboard is reset every day so I'm friendly and easygoing and break her out of her
hard shell and we have a pleasant morning. Just before I leave she brings the issue of last night and
sex out into the open so I tell her: "I'm not mad, I'm just disappointed that you don't want to have sex
with me." (this is almost verbatim from BPP's book)
I gave her a brotherly kiss then left the house and for most of the day she blew up my phone, her
hamster was working hard. I ignored the texts and did not reply at all. I got home about 3 pm. By
then the hamster was worn out and she was respectful and demure. We had a nice evening together at
home. At bedtime in the bed she is softly crying tears and says "I hope you want me and nobody else;
I'm worried that I won't be the girl for you. I'm afraid you'll want someone else." I reassured her,
wiped her tears away for a few minutes, kissed her on the forehead and we fell asleep.
I'm not in any rush to push the issue, I'm trying to play the long game. But this morning she brings it
up again. That she does all these things (keeping a nice house, cooking, loving my children, keeping
things I like on hand, washing and folding my clothes, etc.) to show me how much she loves me "Why can't that be enough for you?" she asks. She's partially right, in all those ways she's a very good
wife now.
I said to her "My marriage has three parts. You're a good friend, and a good helper. I also need my
wife to be my lover."
She left for work and immediately started texting me. Here are some of the things she's said, I'm
hoping that y'all can help chart my next course of action:
"I will never meet your expectations. That's why I know I'm not the girl for you. I'm not the
woman you want."
"Everything I do to show my love, appreciation, and devotion is not what you want."
"I'm not what you want anymore. You're trying to change me into whatever it is you are now...
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to whatever it is you want now... and I just don't speak that language."
I know I'm not the one you want anymore. I know it in my bones. And it sucks so bad."
It sucks the one person that's enough for me doesn't want who I am anymore."
"I was never enough for my mom... most of my friends... all of my past boyfriends. Now you
change and decide I am not enough."
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I hate my wife...any hope trying to repair marriage?
16 upvotes | December 26, 2017 | by MD-MBA | Link | Reddit Link
I am early 50's and my wife is mid 40's. We have two kids who are now in college so I no longer
worry about child support. For years we had a lousy marriage, she was a nag and we rarely had sex. I
failed in some regards. I was out of shape and lacked frame a lot of DEERing an whatnot. However, I
provided a great life for my wife and kids. Top .1% of income so my family never wanted for
anything. I did feel that this entitled me to sex and respect. I do not care that she wasn't attracted to
me. Just so long as I got sex and respect. However, she failed to uphold what I thought was a basic
bargain.
Then, 2.5 years ago I get a heart attack. I recover and am in the best shape of my life. If you would
have told me I would have a six pack in my 50's I'd have been floored. I also read up on stoicism to
control my blood pressure and to be unaffected by outside actions. My frame and fitness massively
improved and coincidentally so did my marriage. Then, I found the redpill a few months ago and I
seemingly cannot shake this feeling of rage towards my wife. It's at the point where the joy of seeing
her disappointed of being denied sex is far better than the sex itself. Sometimes my unkindness seeps
out into the open. I effusively praised my brother's wife for what she made for Thanksgiving while
ignoring my wife's subpar food because I know this digs at her.
So my question is, is there a way back from this? I wouldn't mind divorce. I'd lose about 25% of my
money but no big deal as I have a lot. My kids are in college so no worries there. I could easily find a
younger more beautiful woman. I almost see fighting for my marriage as chasing down someone who
stole a rotten apple from me when I can go to the orchard and pick a new one. Would love to hear
some advice on this especially from the older guys.
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Tip: how to improve yourself by 20%* in one fell swoop...
16 upvotes | November 28, 2017 | by ImSteveMcQueen | Link | Reddit Link
Sleep is an essential, critical requirement for human beings. Many physical and cognitive things
happen while we are sleeping. It is vital that humans get not only enough sleep but also deep REM
sleep in order to function properly.
I've considered myself a good sleeper, given that I fall asleep easily and remain asleep generally until
morning. However, I've been snoring in my sleep for the last 20 years. My partners complained about
it, but I thought it was nothing more than a nuisance. Usually it would stop if I slept on my side. I am
not overweight, in fact I am pretty fit. I am an active person. I have no health issues.
It turns out that I haven't been sleeping well for a long time. The way to tell is if you can frequently
remember your dreams. You dream during REM sleep. If you are suddenly awaken during REM
sleep you won't remember your dreams. If you doze in and out of REM sleep, you'll remember your
dreams. I rarely remember my dreams in the morning. Either I haven't been reaching REM sleep or
my sleep apnoea has been rousing me out of REM sleep.
There are other signs that I haven't been sleeping well, such as nodding off in the afternoon,
frequently being in a morning fog and sometimes being a bit irritable even after a "good" night's
sleep.
It turns out that it is relatively easy to cure snoring and sleep apnea. Both snoring and sleep apnea are
caused by various throat and nasal tissues obstructing the airway while you are relaxed during sleep.
If you go to a doctor with this issue they will discuss various surgeries, dental devices, CPAP
machines and sleeping positions. None of these address the real problem: flabby throat muscles.
The quick, simple and fun method to get a good night's sleep is to take up playing a didgeridoo for
20-30 minutes 5 nights a week. I kid you not. There are even research papers written on the topic.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Didgeridoo
http://www.bmj.com/content/332/7536/266
It turns out that playing a didgeridoo takes lots of breath as well as strong throat, facial and lip
muscles as well as abs. It also teaches deep breathing, circular breathing and breath control.
In my case playing the didgeridoo completely changed my breathing, both at night and during the
day. I breath much deeper and freer at night now. I almost never snore. I wake up refreshed and I am
not drowsy during the day. My focus is improved as is my mood.
I was amazed at how much better my breathing was once I started playing the didgeridoo. The first
few times I played it my throat and neck muscles actually hurt. I couldn't play on back to back days.
My breathing immediately improved.
I like playing at night before I go to bed. After 20 minutes I feel so much freer and open. Sometimes I
even get light headed. I follow that up with some guided mediation with my woman and then we
settle in for a good night's sleep. It is amazing how much this simple routine has changed my life.
AJ Block's YouTube channel (Didge Project) has a ton of information on the didgeridoo and sleep
apnea.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOgfM3J2BUvSVEAsRPX_4eQ
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VYnzw4AUwxA
Or these.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JB1X8Jb5X4M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJ82RrXUkQc
if you have sleep apnea. YMMV
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Wife prefers it slow
16 upvotes | November 4, 2017 | by Technostatin | Link | Reddit Link
Despite what I read on here about women liking having their hair pulled, slammed hard and fast,
thrown around the bedroom etc, my wife apparently hates all that stuff. Every time we do it she wants
it slow, as this is how she gets off. We have good sex but sometimes I do want to bang her like a
whore, but it's hard when you can tell she's not into that & would rather do missionary slow and
romantic.
Now does this mean I'm a beta? Or that NAWALT? i.e. Do we accept that all women have different
likes/dislikes when it comes to sex and not all like it rough?
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About to jump ship
16 upvotes | November 2, 2017 | by mr_chan99 | Link | Reddit Link
Long time lurker, first time posting (Note: English is not my native language). Swallowed the pill
about one year ago. I'm married, 40, wife is 38, one son age 12, been together 15 years and married
14. Height: 5'6" Weight: 160lb, I´m lifting for 2.5 months SL 5x5 (seeing improvements in strength
and dropped BF from 26% to 23%, still a long way to go, I know !), taking good care of what I eat
for about 1 month, tracking calories with an app. Read NMMNG, MMSL, WISNIFG, Rational Male
years 1 to 4, the book of pook, the way of the superior man.
Background: Been completely BP all marriage, drunk captain big time, don't own my shit, all the
usual problems. We work at the same company, different departments. First 3 to 4 years everything
went great, then she changed to another department, sex declined to once a week and starfish, started
working more hours, I started to get suspicious and found out she was cheating with her department
head, never had hard evidence, but all red flags were there, she never admitted to it formally, only
implicitly when I gave her an ultimatum, said "I prefer to be alone than with a cheating whore", she
said nothing. But the cheating seemed to stop and she changed department again.
I have a little kid to take care, otherwise I would have divorced her. Fast forward to about 3 years
ago, she and her sister got to be responsible for a new department with about 20 people, and with
services outside de mais office.
(about her sister, she is one of the biggest bitches I ever seen, she complains constantly about
everything, and everybody, and talks trash about me, behind my back to my wife). Almost all
workers are women, except for two guys, from the beginning they started hitting on the two guys, it
was a sad thing to see. When i heard my wife talking about one of them (chad) i knew i was fucked.
She tried to hide it, but it was completely clear she is crazy about Chad, she is his supervisor and
would see him twice a week in the main office. The days she saw him she always dressed differently,
showing more of her body, you get the picture. Red flags start popping out, like being alone with him
in another company building and after getting home going to the shower, something she never done
before on that day of the week (and in the middle of her cycle), etc. It´s a complete shit show, once
again I don't have hard evidence, and she is a master at gaslighting, so forget confronting her and
trying to get her to talk.
So I think I have two choices: 1 - do nothing and live miserably and be unhappy like I have lived for
so many years. I feel a lot of anger and resentment towards her, and the only thing that keeps me here
is my son. 2 - jump ship and try to live my live the way I want, do the things I cant do right now, like
traveling abroad, buy a motorcycle, and many other things she would completely freak out about,
(she is very obsessed about money).
I choose option number 2, and I´m thinking of doing it next summer, when school ends, and I don't
have to drop and pickup my kid at school, and it wont fuck his school year.
I know that if I leave, it´s going to be a big shock for him, he already has to deal with some problems
in school like bulling and a lot of envy from other kids because he gets the best grades, most of the
time. It´s crazy, it´s a very small town, everyone knows each other and there is a lot of envy.
So what the fuck í´m doing here ?? You ask !! Well I would like to know if there´s anyone here with
kids, that got divorced, or knows men divorced in the same situation, how did things go with the kids,
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they hate you / resent you for getting divorced ? Did they turn out OK, or got screwed-up because of
it ?
Sorry for the long victim puke.
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[Beginner FR]: Seeing results, still far to go
16 upvotes | September 22, 2017 | by NoneSuchAs | Link | Reddit Link
This past week I pretty much withdrew all romantic attention from my wife. As I said in my last
OYS, it was clear to me that there was no sexual energy between us, and that I was better off
focusing on myself. The final trigger for this was a failed attempt at sex a couple of weeks ago; we
were cuddling and naked but after a while it was obvious to me it would progress no further, so I
rolled over and went to sleep. It's not the first time this has happened.
At that point, it didn't matter to me why it wasn't working.
She wasn't attracted? I was just being autistic? She's a dried up old shrew? She's all repressed over
some personal history I don't know about? I'm just a pussy?
Doesn't matter. This isn't working, I'm banging my head against a wall here, this man and this woman
aren't making progress, something has to change, I'm going to change.
So I just decided, good intentions aside, results matter, and my results suck. Whatever I'm doing, it's
not working. Whatever she's feeling, she's not acting like a wife to me. There's no point in pretending.
Right now, she's as good as a housekeeper and babysitter, and my constantly trying to sex her up is
counterproductive. I don't need to be cruel, I can still be cordial, but the romance is done here. No
more trying to be a "good husband" for me. I'm going to focus on my vision and goals, make my life
what I want it to be, and not waste a moment trying to make her feel anything.
So I just stopped a lot of the old routines. There were a few routines that have literally never been
skipped, with rare exception, since we married: Kiss good morning; kiss goodnight; movie together
on Friday (literally every Friday night since 2001 or something). But too often lately, those kisses
were just reminders for me that I could kiss her as a routine, but actual love-making was not
happening.
So I stopped. A light hug in the mornings. At bed-time, I go to bed on my own, say goodnight as I
walk by, and leave her alone with Facebook. On Friday: Sorry hon, no time for a movie tonight, gotta
get up early tomorrow and work. The rest of the time, I'm busy working on my business, working
around the house, with the kids, reading something I want, getting good sleep, doing what I want.
Still as friendly as I can be, share a story over dinner, laugh at funny stuff, whatever. But none of the
old "husband" stuff.
Sure, I worried this would be hard on her. I noticed she seemed sad that I didn't kiss her in the
mornings. But fuckin' hell, placating her is not going to help me. Trying to make her feel everything
is all right, that's not going to help either of us. I don't need to intentionally torment her, but I'm done
with this codependent make-sure-everyones-happy crap.
After a few days of this, it occurred to me that I was free to flirt with her if I wanted, that I could
practice game with her as well as with anyone else. I don't have a lot of game to practice at this point,
so I haven't really done much with that, but it's not a bad idea.
Last night I came home late from a tech meetup, as planned. We talked a little, then went to bed
around the same time. No kiss, no hug, no touch, just climb into opposite edges of that gargantuan
king-size bed, and sleep. Years ago I thought a king-size bed would be great for sex, but recently it's
just become a way to sleep very far apart from each other.
Some time in the early hours of the morning, I heard her whimpering lightly in her sleep. It's
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happened a few times over the years: she has a nightmare of some kind, and makes these little
whimpering sounds, like a scared puppy, in her sleep. The first few times it happened I would ask her
what the dream was, she always said it was a big dog chasing her or something; later I stopped asking
because it's probably not worth talking about. What she needs at this point is a lot of comfort and
strength in the form of a long and solid embrace.
So I stroked her awake, said "Hey it's me, come here," pulled her over, and held her close. Probably a
good ten minutes of just lying there holding her. She shed some tears quietly, I wiped them away, and
kidded her with an old joke about her side of the family being teary-eyed softies. She kidded me
back.
Somewhere in here I kissed her briefly, and after several minutes lying together, me autistically
debating in my head ("Is there sexual tension now? Gee I have a hard-on, but what to do?") I gave her
a long hard kiss, noticed that she responded, and proceeded to rip her clothes off and take her.
It was pretty passionate and emotional. Normally at this point I would be tempted to say something
mushy like how much I love her or I'll always be your husband or whatever. This time I tried to say
nothing, but at some point I asked her, "Whose woman are you?", and she laughed. I asked her again,
"Whose woman are you?" and she said quietly, "I thought you no kiss me any more." (My ESL wife.)
Again, I was tempted to say something mushy and explain blah blah blah, but instead I said, "You're
my woman, that's who you are."
The only other thing I said to her, near the end of it, was, "I want you to sleep closer to me." We slept
spooning the rest of the night, on my side of the bed. (This matters to me. I've spent too many nights
nearly spooning her off her edge of the bed; I didn't admit it to myself for a long time, but it's clear I
was chasing a woman who didn't want that kind of attention from me.)
This morning when I left for the gym she was still asleep. I kissed her and asked if she was watching
a movie with me tonight. I don't feel as worried about "keeping her happy" as I did before, but I do
want to validate her as a wife by giving her some husbandly attention.
So what are my take-aways here?
1. I still have a lot of things to work on in my life, and I always will; it's up to me to work on them
and get results.
2. Focusing on my vision can have an effect of dread, which can pull her toward me; this is
somehow different from "trying to apply dread".
3. I want a good woman in my life, even though I don't need this particular woman.
4. Actual DGAF is subtly but significantly different from trying to DGAF.
Questions: What could I have done better? What important points am I missing? What potholes
should I watch for in the road ahead? Not that it matters much to me, but is this DL4?
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Wife is spending time with her coworker during our "trial
separation" want to stop handling this so poorly.
16 upvotes | July 19, 2017 | by vprgt | Link | Reddit Link
Together since 18, 30 now with no kids. She started a job at another place with better pay four
months ago. One month ago tells me she has been miserable for the last few years, does not want a
divorce but wants space. Two weeks ago gets her own place. I did some digging on this guy she
would text who she works with. His Instagram is filled with pics of him at the gym and my wife likes
all of them which even makes me feel more like shit.
Anyway I have drove to his house a few times at night and her car was parked there both times. In
my gut I know what she's probably doing but I have not confronted her. She denied there was
someone else to the core and was angry at me for even suggesting that.
How can I just handle this with my dignity?
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Well, its over for me
16 upvotes | June 25, 2017 | by prarrott | Link | Reddit Link
After the text discovery in my previous post (which turned out to be her just thinking I was texting
another girl about getting divorced. She was not able to see whole exchange. She was just upset I was
investigating divorce behind her back). a few days passed of silence. Really, what I had been dealing
with anyways.
Long story short, we sit down to talk tonight. She was trying to set "rules" for me to stay in the
relationship. Though I liked her attitude and some of the ways she described what she wanted in a
relationship with me, I generally refused any rules. She then insisted I answer a series of questions.
This was the moment of truth. Im tired of hiding, frankly. She asked if I have kissed any other
womanand I said yes. She asked if it was the same woman and I said no. She asked where I kissed
them and I basically said, public places ... really theres no reason to answer that. This is where she
lost it.
She has cried hysterically, and has called her sister and told her I cheated. I heard the conversation
and thats all she said. The sister is on her way over to the house.
You guys have been with me from the beginning. I was a wreck of a man. I'm far from where I need
to be, and I wont stop working now. But this event was ahead of where I wanted it to be, but that's my
doing. I went through the dread levels too quickly. I made decisions that will compromise my
marriage, and I admitted to them.
The next several days, weeks, months will be difficult.
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15 year marriage over - Thank you
16 upvotes | July 1, 2016 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
No seriously, thank you. Long time lurker. I've been married 15 years, no kids, discovered MRP
about 6 months ago. I could go on and on about how I was but you've heard it a hundred times, alpha
turned beta to keep the peace, one story that will give a good idea where I was last year...Wife and I
start hanging out at a golf club, she starts acting all flirty around one of the pro's, I think nothing of it,
I show I'm not bothered, that's just me. She then proceeds to get a little drunk and walks 50 feet away
from where we're sitting to go speak to him on his own, leaving me sat on my own. She comes back
20 minutes later, and after a little digging she admits she asked to add him on facebook. I did nothing
about this, I didn't even verbalise I had a problem with it. She almost cuckolded me and I did nothing,
boy was I a fucking pathetic chump. There you go, there's my one beta story, that's all you're getting.
I've read all sidebar material, started lifting, looking good now, was a little skinny but now defined
after gaining a few pounds of muscle with definition. MRP blew my world right open.
I started with me, NMMNG got me all riled up as it was a mirror of my life, made some big changes,
particularly no more approval seeking, started doing things for me, seeing covert contracts all over
my life (footrubs and massages for sex etc.), got started on getting rid of those.
Took WISNIFG and devoured that like it was the kung-fu manual, started using fogging and NA any
time I had to be assertive, used work as a playground to hone those skills and started taking it home.
It was working, I managed to become happier just through minimising argument duration. Any time
she had a problem, I'd fog the shit out of her and leave her smiling afterwards. Now I don't argue with
women, that's just stupid.
I stopped GAF, removed my presence when she was shitty, gave her more attention and affection
after sex. Started initiating often, didn't get butthurt when there was a hard no, got to the point where
a soft no meant I'd just pull her pants down and fuck her hard.
I started handling shit around the house, getting all those jobs done without being asked, I was mostly
always doing something, I remember one weekend I was doing jobs all weekend, they needed doing,
she wanted to spend time with me and chill out, I noped out of that and got on with it, she started
doing jobs too, we must have spent a grand total of 2 hours together that whole weekend (despite
living in a relatively small house), I remember her saying just before I went back to work on the
Monday "I've had a really nice weekend, thank you" This made me laugh, I did the opposite of what
you wanted but you had a great time! Women love a leader.
I've read Manipulated Man, The Way of the Superior Man, Mastery, The Way of Men, 16
commandments, fuck, you name it, I've most likely read it. I've read more books in the last 6 months
than I've read in the last 10 years! I've devoured pretty much all TRP has to offer, all time posts on
MRP and read anything posted on here and MRP daily. I read all the comments I take it all in. To
quote a Eminem "I've been chewed up and spit out and boo'd offstage"
My Journey started with me, it gave me self respect, it showed me I deserve to be happy. On my long
journey that will never end, I started to see the light, I started to see how shitty my wife treated me, I
was the mirror and I needed to look within. Only, I realised I wasn't seeing my reflection, I was
seeing shitty when I was being awesome. Something wasn't right, and I needed to do some further
introspection. In my devouring of the sidebar looking for an answer, I connected some dots, I saw
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that whilst I was being pretty fucking awesome, my wife was an angry bitch. I discovered BPD, my
world tanked, though everything fit, all the traits, all the symptoms, it made so much sense. I
devoured all I could on that, I did some TRP research and they were all saying the same to anyone in
my situation, RUN. I didn't want to run, I wanted to stay the course, ONEitis anyone? Well, yes it
was a little of that, and a little of the nice guy fixer coming in to play.
I have been pretty awesome for the last month, I made a bad decision that my wife disagreed with,
instead of a conversation, instead of disappointment, I was called names, I was threatened, my
livelihood was threatened. I was manipulated, I got FOG'd, not in the fogging sense, in the BPD
sense, Fear Obligation Guilt. All because she did not approve of my decision. I was treated poorly,
very poorly, I had enough self respect to see that, thanks to you guys. Thanks to MRP/TRP. I owned
my bad decision, I wanted her to own her bad behaviour, I know that's not possible for someone with
BPD and I deserve better than that. Most BPD sufferers are incapable of accepting/owning their
faults. They use tactics to never have to do that, turning tables, blame shifting.
I don't deserve to be treated like that for one second. I know I can be happy without her. I will
rebuild, this time I'll be better than I ever was, even before I met her. I'm going to be fine.
UPDATE EDIT
So I jumped the gun. I was in her frame, and affected by her shitty behaviour, I didn't see it until I
posted on here, you fuckers sure know how to get through to someone; I owe you all.
I have made some huge changes, I haven't yet put enough work in to start making decisions like this,
as BPP said, I'm still in the anger phase. u/WhiteTrashKiller also pointed out
Making decisions from an emotional perspective rarely makes the outcome beneficial.
which I didn't see. I may as well have been demanding an apology here. That is not important if I'm
in my frame. Allowing myself to be affected by her shitty behaviour shows I'm still very much in
hers, I didn't see this at the time.
I only wish I had some buddies that I could've talked to about this before I left the house, guys like
you, walking the same path. No one I know wants to hear any of this, I've tried to talk to some of my
married buddies, but they're all BP as fuck and aren't ready to hear anything in contradiction to what
they believe.
That's why I love this place, I'm now back home, sticking with STFU and will definitely give it
another 6 months. Thank you all.
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intro / FR from beginner in UK.
16 upvotes | June 5, 2016 | by briareos_uk | Link | Reddit Link
[[TLDR]] Tested, verified, go all in and work your ass off. This shit works.
Long time lurker here, thought I would weigh in with my field report / introduction. Working through
sidebar, NMMNG was a total mind-opener.
34 from the UK, born into a fairly large family, parents separated when I was young and the older
brothers moved out - leaving me with my mother and little sis.
If the sidebar has taught me anything it's that spending such formative years as the only male with
only my mother and little sis for company is largely what put me where I am today - i was already the
quiet kid, but as I grew up with no male role models around, i folded a little more every single day
and supplicated to them, and dealt with their needs above my own by default. I am a good provider of
support. I look after my own but not myself and I know now that has to change.
I look at my son every day and silently promise him that he will never have to live that way.
I’ve been married 2 years, we were together for 6 years before that. Our two year old son, is my
whole world - and undeniably a huge part of what's driving me to MRP-up and to stop failing to be
my best. Sex was obviously great in the pre-kid, pre-marriage days - with a decline over time that left
us with a frequency of around 3 months on average between some fairly ‘meh…’ sex. I fell into the
trap of thinking ‘it’ll come back after wedding is planned/kid is born/kid is older’.
I spent a long time rotting away reading thread after fucking miserable thread on /r/deadbedrooms for
about a year before I found redpill and subsequently MRP about a week after. Boom.
Since finding MRP, it chimed instantly and I felt I’d found something that instantly resonated with
my situation. There was an initial feeling of ‘wait, i have to do all this work?’, followed by ‘fuck it,
this isn’t doing it for someone else, for the first time - this is for me, and if these guys are anything to
go by, then there’s a huge amount of benefit for everyone on my ship’.
Guys, I have read many posts written by you, I want to thank you for inspiring me. If there’s anyone
lurking here still trying to figure out if they should stop thinking and start doing, then I hope this post
helps them to make that decision. It’s a one-way trip. You will smile and you will not look back.
Lifting:
I started right away, like, closed laptop and just started doing right away. I’m a musician and am
used to sudden flashes of inspiration taking over but not on a physical level like this. I started
bodyweight right away, and to my surprise I enjoy it immensely. One single thing to focus on, cut all
the white noise out, amazing. I’ve been spending two hours every other night alternating push-ups,
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sit-ups and crunches. That first night I got a bit carried away. I ached for three days and it felt
GOOD.
I have since cobbled together a barbell and weights scavenged from friends. It feels even better than I
thought to simply push heavy things away and then pull them back again, I’ve found a new
productive hobby in lifting.
Mindset and Frame:
I think due to my upbringing I’ve allowed myself from a young age to think and deal with things the
same way my mother and sister did, always worrying about twenty different things, ie; hamstering. I
know I’m not built for this and that this self-imposed state of anxiousness has affected every single
relationship that I’ve had; I see now why past relationships failed hard.
Going back a year to when I was a sleep-deprived, frazzled mess of a first time dad, she’d convinced
me that I had mental issues and needed therapy, and I’d fucking believed her. Luckily i was too much
of a lazy mess to actually book any therapy up. Since then, the lifting has provided me with all the
mindfulness that I need, and there’s definitely no way that I need therapy, I just needed to apply
myself. I’m much more here now, and she hasn’t brought it up since. result.
I’m actively shutting anxiousness down whenever I notice it so that I can focus on the task in hand.
Lifting gives me a killswitch on that and it has helped me in a massive way. Frame wise, well, I’m
still building it - living in the frame of others has long been my default, but the cornerstones of mine
are becoming apparent; much less ‘yes hun’, ‘sorry’ and far more ‘try asking again’ or simply ‘no’. If
it gets pushed back on, i’ll hold the line as much as I can before reverting to STFU. There is
resistance, but it’s not huge.
My next moves are to start being far more autonomous in general, to fulfil my duties and roles before
she ever-so-helpfully reminds me about them. Isn’t it annoying how they remind you, even though
you’d already thought about it? My aim is to be in a place where i haven’t ‘just thought about it’ and
instead i’ve ‘just done it, so we can bang now’.
SMV:
I’m a pretty slim guy that was starting to take on some dad-podge but thanks to wife’s cooking my
diet is pretty good, so with the lifting in progress beginners gains are becoming apparent, more so
now that I have actual weights to play with. I’ve taken to shaving properly, picking out better fitting
shirts, washing more often, and generally taking more pride in my appearance. I still have a way to
go, I’ve gotten rid of many clothes that just don’t get worn and will soon start replacing entire
wardrobe to reflect new version of me.
Hobbies / Activities:
I’ve started an IT business [data recovery, consultancy, and provision of storage] with my brother. I
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told her about it briefly, she acted uninterested and did not mention it for days. When her family
came over for the day, she was excitedly telling her daddy all about it, and has done similar with her
friends when socialising.
As mentioned, am a musician. After two years of being a fresh new dad combined with totally betaized bitch I have gone back into the recording studio in my own time to lay down some stuff, first
time since my band came to a halt when I became a dad. She gave no shits about my band failing and
she gives no shits about me making music now. Whatever, it’s my hobby not hers. Turns out I totally
still have my voice, so I’m going hell for leather and treating it just like exercise - use it to block out
all the white noise, focus on something productive, it can only mean good things right? I feel more
confident as a result, and it’s worth it simply on that merit.
I have been socialising more with my buddies [bandmates] more in the last three months than in the
last two years and it feels good to be part of a tribe again.
To round up:
In all honesty, I’m only starting out here, but wanted to give some feedback in the hope that any
lurkers out there stop wishing and start doing. I want to thank the established members of this sub for
their constant input and guidance - it was meant for other guys but i’ve taken it on board too - thank
you, you’re helping me change my situation and my life.
And the wife? She’s noticing it. She never says, but I made the decision from the start to watch her
body, not listen to her mouth. She talks all the time, I can’t keep track of all that shit. But her body
language, I can read well. Since starting on this journey 3 or 4 months ago, I’ve gotten tested, but
respected. I’ve been ignored with disdainful looks and then afterwards been bragged about. I’ve been
given the silent treatment, only to steal two of the best kisses of my life. I’ve worked my ass off to
become slightly larger, and I FINALLY got laid. All of a sudden, she’s interested in getting that ‘part
of our relationship’ back on track. I’ll show her just how back on track I want it.
Tested, verified, go all in and work your ass off. This shit works.
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How do you handle sex/initiation, *while* you're improving
(which means that 'you're not yet improved' -- which means
"she doesn't want it from you.")
16 upvotes | February 29, 2016 | by ThrowTheEgg | Link | Reddit Link
I think the big one that most new guys get hung (and drawn and quartered) on, is the seemingly
contradictory aspect of certain bedrock principles of MRP.
It's said that MRP is a 'sexual strategy' and while it's not put forth as solely that, that absolutely
features in the preponderance of discussion, and I'd say upwards of 90% of how/why new guys find
their way, looking for help and answers to that specific question. How Can I Get My Wife To Fuck
Me More? Without begging, without (undue) gaps in quantity or quality, and with (if they make it
that far) more willingness, more sluttiness, more all the good stuff.
The short answer to that, as we all know, is Improve Thyself. All day, every day, in every way. Got
it. Check.
But - as we also know, it takes a fucking looooooong time to get it all together; indeed, it never really
ends if you're doing it right. Not just physically, but shit-test-knock-backs, full grasp and practice of
both Game and Frame, the works. It is a very long road.
That's cool. In fact, that's fun.
But with regard to how and when along the journey that the sexual aspect comes into the equation -what do you do when the increased quantity and quality lag behind the gains elsewhere?
No amount of kino, no amount of fun happy leader guy, no amount of proof elsewhere that things are
getting much better (ie. Me) -- no amount of these things are translating into increased fucking.
So, the teaching goes - you can't expect it, even if you do everything right, so get the fuck over it.
Take her down from that pedestal. Remain fully Independent of Outcome. Do not, I repeat, do not let
that Butt appear Hurt.
Got a hard no tonight? Move on, who cares. Can't get any juices flowing no matter how much
caressing and/or rubbing and/or slapping or anything else you've done from early in the day until late
at night? Well, the problem is...
Let me beat you all to the punch:
"She's still not attracted to you;" "You still haven't lifted enough;" "You're still not at a place where
she wants to fuck you."
Now, let me give you the benefit of the doubt, and say it's true. It shits me at work when newbies
think they know more than me who's done it for a long time. So, OK, I'll accept it: she's still not
attracted to me or some aspect of me that matters.
So If that's the case, while you're on the journey -- what do you do then about sex? About initiation?
How often do you try it on?
Do you keep at it? If so -- and remember, she's not attracted to me -- then it just feels as if it ingrains
her behaviour even more ("I didn't want him on me last night, here he is again, so I'm doubly against
the idea -- tomorrow night, it will be triple!"). Seems very counter productive.
And yet, the advice is to Always Initiate and do all the pre-emptive ground work through the day that
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has to be done, just seems to shut her down further. "I'm so tired -- I just want to sleep -- CAN'T I BE
TIRED AND GO TO SLEEP?" She starts talking about how tired she is, from the minute she fucking
wakes up. So even down this path, the knock-backs keep coming.
So, short question to the long pre-amble: what do you do about sex while you're building? Keep at it?
Or lay off it until you're there? And when are you "there" if prevailing advice is that "you're never
there."
Because both paths look as if they're leading me back to where I started.
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FR: STFU is hard to do, and AWALT.
16 upvotes | February 18, 2016 | by 42andatowel | Link | Reddit Link
My wife has been in a bit of a funk lately. It happens occasionally with her, maybe some undiagnosed depression issues involved, but whatever I usually just roll with it, I know not to expect too
much out of her during one of these episodes, and I'd rather deal with this a few times a year than
have her on medication and she agrees.
I get home from work, pull her out of her funk enough to get her moving along for our busy evening
schedule (amazingly I solved every problem she couldn't all day long in under 5 minutes). The kids
have places to be, we need dinner, a little shopping, and then home late with a not insignificant
amount of chores to be done before bed.
We get home, I get the kids lined out, assigning tasks, get everyone moving on what needs to get
done. I decide to tackle a mini project related to one of the chores that has been on the list for a while.
As I'm doing that and she's watching she makes a comment about am I going to do X while I'm doing
this project.
Now, I could have done X, X does need to be done, but it would have added 30 minutes to the project
and I need to order some very specific supplies to do a significantly more detailed version of X, and it
would involve redoing X anyway. So I told her we need to order Y first then I'll do X when Y comes
in. I don't remember exactly what she said here, but she essentially acknowledged my plan of action
and seemed on board.
So I finish up the project (takes another 20 minutes) and she's surveying the results and starts really
laying into me about why didn't I do X while I was doing the project. We really need to do X, I can't
believe you didn't do X. I don't know why you even bothered with all this if you weren't going to do
X, etc. Before I would have DEER'ed this to death, rehashed everything I said previously and then I
would have launched into an "I worked all day, came home dealt with your shit, dealt with the kids,
did the project, don't have any free time, didn't want to waste another 30 minutes on something I
would have to redo anyways, just want to have some time left for myself tonight, can't do it all by
myself, victim puke." For a split second I almost did this.
We interrupt this frame report for an important message...
If you think /u/whinemoreplease doesn't like your victim pukes, then magnify that times 1000 for
how much your wife dislikes victim pukes. It'll turn the rain forest into the Sahara in no time.
... we now return to your regularly scheduled FR.
I probably still talked too much, but I simply said I already told you my plan 20 minutes ago, if you
had concerns you should have brought them up then, not waited until I was done to bitch about how I
did it. Then I just STFU and refused to engage her on it any further, despite her spending about 5
minutes nagging and trying to draw me into an argument.
So she goes off to our bedroom, obviously still upset, and I continued on with a few more tasks and
some clean-up from the project. I had to repeatedly beat the little beta fucker in my head into
submission because it was hard to not follow her, explain myself, appease her etc. As the title says
STFU is hard to do. It definitely shows I have more work to do.
I finished my cleanup, prepped my lunches for the rest of the week (cooked, weighed, and packaged
some chicken to take to work), prepped my breakfasts for the week, and then headed to the bedroom.
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That beta fucker in the back of my mind wouldn't STFU himself about the shitstorm that was going to
be waiting in the bedroom.
When we got to the bedroom I could here the "thud" as that beta fucker passed the fuck out in shock
inside my head. There was my wife, all pleasant and sweet, not seeming to even remember the fight
she tried to pick 30 minutes ago. In the past I would have brought it back up myself, I wouldn't have
even noticed she was past it, I would have felt the need to drag some acknowledgment out of her for
everything I did today, including getting her out of her funk and into the world of functional adult,
and everything else. With beta fucker passed out, I just reminded myself you usually can't go wrong
with STFU. I'll say it again though STFU is hard to do.
Instead, I initiated hard, didn't really give her a chance to say no or object, just took what I wanted.
She seemed significantly more into it than she has been lately. I wasn't a minute man, but I didn't last
long for some reason (it usually takes me 20-30 minutes to finish). Then I helped her with her O.
Afterwards she was significantly more snuggly and affectionate then she usually is.
STFU might not be so hard next time.
So that got long, if you made it through all of that a couple of personal observations and a question.
1. When in doubt STFU, and kill that BETA fucker still whispering in your ear. Take him out
back and shoot him, he's not doing you any good.
2. AWALT, she doesn't give a shit what you did yesterday, she doesn't even give a shit what you
did 4 hours ago. All she cares about is what you didn't do, and even that she doesn't care about
30 minutes later.
3. Did I handle the shit test in there correctly? Would any of you have done anything differently?
I'd appreciate any insight into the entire interaction.
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She's Letting me go
16 upvotes | January 6, 2016 | by Astronomoron | Link | Reddit Link
UPDATE 2: Vamp's back. As u/jacktenofhearts suggested, I'm going to get some therapy for myself.
I also agreed to couple's counseling, but I'm going to be the one to choose the counsellor. I know
that's frowned on here, but any suggestions on how to find a good counsellor would be appreciated.
Vamp has agreed to get off Reddit (stop fighting the internet) and start working with me IRL.
UPDATE: We're going out for dinner with the kids in a little while and then Vamp and I are going to
have another "talk" We'll see what comes of it.
You may remember me as Whatthel1. I'll just make a long story short. Vamp is leaving. She told me
tonight she's realized that she can't make me happy and is letting me go. She packed a bag and went
to her brother's.
I fucked up. I did this shit all wrong, and for the wrong reasons. I stupidly expected her to react too
quickly to my improvements and then pushed the dread too far. I lost her trust, and It looks like there
may be no coming back from that.
Not sure why I'm even posting this, except to admit I fucked up and be an example to others.
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Dan Bilzerian on Joe Rogan
16 upvotes | March 1, 2019 | by red-sfpplus | Link | Reddit Link
Y'all need to fucking get a dose of reality.
Go watch Joe Rogan and Dan Bilzerian talk about marriage, divorce, women, etc.
Fuck all these pussy posts about not getting laid, being in your girls frame, bosses that suck, etc.
14:45 till about 26:00
Twelve mins of nearly non stop RP knowledge being jizzed all over your face.
https://youtu.be/RX5Iw-XsWu4?t=885
Summarized for your autistic brains.
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Why post-breakup GF asks for reunion, but turns into a bitch
once I'm about to accept?
16 upvotes | March 22, 2019 | by whatifitsfun | Link | Reddit Link
I’m asking this here because my goal was to have an LTR which would lead to having children. And
it seems to me that on /r/asktrp I will just be told to avoid LTR in the first place.

### Intro

This is was my first girl.

I went completely broke, I’ve been struggling financially for months now, she's been bitchy for a
while now and less than a week ago proposed a temporary breakup. In response to that I made it
permanent. I was already contemplating breaking up long before this, but this was the last straw.

Now she’s sending me a hundred messages a day. Complaining how I’m a cold, heartless monster; an
egocentric whiny brat who asks for more than he deserves; and that no woman will ever love me like
she does.

I mostly ignore them, because they contradict the truth and provoke me to argue in defense, which is
a waste of time.

But, a couple times she seemed to make a genuine effort to fix it. She would say things like: “I can
learn”, "I can adapt". So I took the bait.

### Question

Once I begin to allow myself to be convinced by her to reunite with her, she turns into a bitch again.
It pisses me off and I withdraw. She says the last few nasty things and then becomes nice again, so I
lean in again, and then she turns into a bitch. Again. What the hell is happening? It’s so predictable
it’s not funny anymore.

So now I haven’t been responding to her texts for a while, and with each message she’s becoming
more pleasant. Making me feel positive about her again. But I’m not taking the bait a third time. And
I sure as hell won't reunite with her. I just want to understand what this is.
.
What does she actually want?
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Update and seeing more positive changes in my red pill
Journey
16 upvotes | April 9, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
It's been a little over a week since I've posted. Been on my MAP and flowing with my red pill
journey for several months. Lifts and health are good and Owning My Shit on a consistent basis. I
post this not only as a check on my own progress, but also that it may help other guys that are newly
unplugged and committed to doing the work. The red pill mindset DOES improve your life in many
areas, but this post shows how it can make for a better and improved marriage or LTR. I don't want to
make it sound like it should be your motive for going red pill, but it IS what brought most of us here.
I now understand that when I ended up choosing to do this for me, the following paragraphs were
some effectual benefits that "just happened" as a natural result.

I noticed more and more that my wife is being super submissive in many aspects. She is almost
always pleasant, respectful, and asks my opinion, advice, and input on almost everything from trivial
stuff, to major decisions. She is respectful of my time and when I tell her I'm headed out to do
something, she comes over, kisses me, and says she'll be here waiting for me when I get home. Now,
she is sending flirty and sexy texts when I'm away from her, and the other night when I went out to
play cards with some buddies, she was waiting for me in a sexy piece of lingerie when I got home.

She is also talking more and more (excitedly) about our long term future, and is always very
appreciative when I take her on a weekend getaway, of which, she is now packing sexy lingerie when
we go. Sexual frequency, variety (doing it in different rooms in the house, the car, and on the front
porch after a night out), and intensity has begun to pick up as well.

Although she does shit test and gets pissy now and then (been noticing a very predicable pattern with
her cycle). I assume this behavior pattern from her is demonstrating excitement of seeing her man
own his shit and displaying high value. I never expected to see changes this quickly or see such a
difference. Post your comments and experiences please.
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Low Sex Marriage as the Norm
16 upvotes | September 17, 2020 | by ApostropheSs | Link | Reddit Link
I about 2 months into MRP, and it’s changed the way I see things all around me. Obviously I am
looking to improve individually and improve my marriage. One of the things that I keep coming back
and struggling with is the state of the marriages of most of my close friends, and mine and my wives
mutual friends.
Most seem to be really low sex, low energy marriages. We all have kids, and work, and life is tough
right now, but I don’t want to use that as an excuse. And I don’t want my marriage to suffer because
of the influence of our friends. I don’t want us to just accept that this is what happens to marriage.
How do you deal with the influences of low sex marriage from some of your closest friends? Anyone
else see this in their friends and direct relationships? Thanks for your thoughts.
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Wife calls me gay for wanting anal...proper response
16 upvotes | April 30, 2019 | by SoggyTrain | Link | Reddit Link
Pretty much sums it up. We have done it 4 years ago pre kids, but not since. I know calling a guy gay
is a shit test, but wanted to know how to properly diffuse this next time without DEERing.
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I Fucked up should have STFU
16 upvotes | May 20, 2019 | by frozenpond | Link | Reddit Link
I’ve been posting in OYS. Stats 39 yo 200lbs bench 215 around 15%bf wife 40 married 7 years 2
kids major oneitis beta but making major progress last 3 months.
Sex has been improving drastically but I have huge validation seeking issues.
My smv is high and she knows this. This though makes me doubt that the sex is true attraction sex
and she’s just transactionally fucking me to keep me.
My OYS have more detail.
The issue at hand is I am away this weekend across the country from her. We had a good week but
she put up various resistance that annoyed me during the week. We had sex but she said no to
dressing up and was generally just not as submissive to me as I wanted her to be. So I’m out here and
I send her a pic of me in the morning... I’ve been making major fitness gains and I look good. She
liked the pic a lot so I told her to send me one of her body later... surprise me. She said “OK, I will! “.
She never does.
Now this wouldn’t be a big deal but I sperg out and tell her that she’s lazy and takes me for granted
and doesn’t really desire me and we have a huge fight over the phone. I was doing good for a long
time but I was so angry in my head for whatever reason that she wasn’t complying. I’ve made a
bunch of requests lately and she doesn’t comply or says yes and then never does it. On the other hand
sex has been frequent and quality has been improving.
I fucked up huge by communicating over the phone that I was annoyed with her non compliance. I
have no clue how to proceed when I get home tomorrow. What is the best way to salvage this
misstep?
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SO Threatened To Move Out
16 upvotes | August 18, 2020 | by Balls__Deep__ | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Took red pill, not attracted to wife anymore
16 upvotes | January 17, 2019 | by CasinoRoyale4455 | Link | Reddit Link
I found and took the red pill about 6 months ago due to marriage problems and after reading
NMMNG. I'm a career beta. Been reading the MRP posts, side bar, starting lifting 2 months ago.
After taking the red pill and waking up I realize I don't find my wife attractive and have no desire to
have sex with her. As a career beta there's no way she's ever found me attractive/desirable. Do you
guys see this situation with career betas?
Do career betas take the red pill, then wake up with a women they don't find attractive and have no
desire to be with? Or do think this is just not owning my shit?
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When the lightbulb goes off.
16 upvotes | January 16, 2019 | by Oldsoldier78 | Link | Reddit Link
When you realize you caught oneitus and that you've been a sexually needy, validation seeking bitch,
where do you go with the wife from there? How could she EVER see me as high value man again?
Do you say you've seen the light or acta non veba?
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LTR Management
16 upvotes | November 28, 2018 | by laylow82 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys,
i am pretty much unexperienced with women (28 years old).
Due to improving myself and my looks and upping my SMV, I was fairly successful with the ladies
the last two years.
Right now I am in an LTR (24 years old).
I was doing a good job when we were dating and was using the advice i got from here and TRP.
I was showing a lot of abundance mentality and push pull was point on.
What I need now is a strategy guide for LTRs.
I started to let the beta shine a lot.
We are deeply in the honeymoon phase.
We are giving us cute nicknames and telling us how much we love each other and stuff.
I cringe on the inside but I cant stop doing it.
I mean she is really cute and submissive.
She is never bitching and respects me.
She is always excited and happy to see me and has never flaked before.
I havent seen any negative change until now, but I think I will in the long run.

Am I being a faggot? Should I start neglecting her a little more?
Sometimes I use dread on her or remove attention for a while.
She notices and adresses it covertly but it does not really change her behavior.
I am lifting and still seeing my guy friends. I keep my life busy.
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Comfort Test during string of Lazy/Slothful behavior
16 upvotes | November 7, 2018 | by Steve_rebooting | Link | Reddit Link
My wife hit me with a comfort test a few nights ago. She pulled the "I feel like an inadequate wife,
mother, and home owner" and in my head I wanted to say "hell fucking yah, thanks for noticing" but
I employed some of the WISNIFG learning and just probed... "why do you feel that way", etc.. etc..

Basically I STFU and just probed her instead of trying to justify or start an argument

I know deep down inside she wanted me to play the old "Honey your amazing, don't even think like
that" and give her a hug/kiss. The truth is; besides keeping our kids clothed and fed which I can easily
do, and DO multiple times a week, she is just bringing no value anywhere else.

Just looking for some insight & thoughts.. Played it right? Should I have just lied and passed a easy
comfort test?
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Wife's old sex photos
16 upvotes | September 3, 2018 | by Western_Engineering | Link | Reddit Link
30 y.o. 20% bf. mrp beginner
I've been backing up our hard drives, and my wife specifically asks to back up one of her old drives. I
do, and as I get curious, I discover a lot of old photos of her having sex with various men from her
past. I'm sure she's aware that those photos are there.
What's the most appropriate reaction? Say something? Do the backup? Delete those photos? Trying
to maintain my frame, but those photos sure messed with my mind.
EDIT: Thanks everyone, decided to STFU and go lift. Worked well.
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I used to be cool.....
16 upvotes | July 26, 2018 | by asholsandelbows | Link | Reddit Link
Yep... that’s the bumper sticker my wife wants to put on our minivan. I thought it was pretty damn
funny, until I realized it’s probably better suited stamped on my forehead. I’ve been married for 13
years,and for 13 years I went from having a awesome social status, all the toys I could ask for and
pretty much freedom to do what I wanted, when I wanted, on my terms.
Now I am 38. Got a nice home, three awesome kids, a kick ass job and a wife who cooks and cleans,
does the laundry. What more could I ask for..... guess what fuckers, I’m tired of it!! I am the poster
child for the word BETA!!
That’s right, I gave everything up for her. Why? I thought that what a great husband was supposed to
do. That’s what happened when you get married. You both have to make sacrifices. If anyone
believes this is true they are pretty fucked up in the head.
See, I gave her everything she wanted, a house, a couple cars, the dogs she wanted. I could go on and
on. She is being treated like a queen..... meanwhile I am being treated like a slave. Yep, I do what she
says, when she says. God forbid I say no to something. Don’t want to rock the boat. I just look at her,
up on her pedestal and say... yes dear. And our sex life.... well let’s just say my right hand muscles
are bigger than my left from all the jacking off I do.
But then I found a book. NMMNG. Changed my thinking a little. Found this subreddit. Devoured the
sidebar books. Read post, after post after post. Guess what I learned. I am a fucking faggot! And it
pisses me off. Sure in the past I would blame my wife for our debt, our lack of sex ect..... and she
would just put me in my place. Now I realize the only person I have to blame is me! What a shitty
fucking realization that is. I could have avoided a lot of this shit if I would have just put my big boy
pants on and said the word NO!!!
Well, I have STFU for the past month. Watched her actions, not listened to her words. And I’ll be
damned. Half the shit she does I have already read about. I now know I order to get back to being
myself, the awesome fucker I used to be, I need to swallow the red pill. It’s intimidating as fuck. But
I have absolutely no choice.
So there is my victim puke. One of the reason I wanted to post this is so I can look back in a year and
just see how much of a beta, pushover, peice if shit I was. I now am willing to give up everything to
get my balls back! Peace out. I’m going to go lift some shit!
Edit: Formatting
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FR: Came in her mouth, she wasn't happy
16 upvotes | June 21, 2018 | by ChokingDownRP | Link | Reddit Link
40 y/o, 6'4" 253lbs, doing SL 5x5. Making great progress following MRP program,
Sex went from 2x/mo starfish/ duty to 2-3x/wk & enthusiastic since starting MRP in January. Been
pushing the envelope sexually, she's liked it all so far (hard pounding, doggy style, throwing her
around, pulling hair, dirty talk) just doing the things I want to do instead of gentle love making &
constantly asking her if it feels good to her.
Prior to last night, I have blasted in my wife's mouth exactly once - which was the first time she blew
me, 17 years ago. She swallowed, then told me she wasn't cool with it, don't do it again. I
didn't...EVER... even though that's exactly what I've wanted to do. This might have been my first
failed shit test.
So, it's the tail end of shark week, and I initiated after we had a couple of drinks. Started out with her
playing with my dick, I initiated sex, but she resisted, orbs still shark week (she feels gross, etc). I
told her to suck my dick, she did. I pulled her hair, pushed her head down a little and thrusted into her
some - nothing rough, but all things I've never really done to her. She didn't protest, but I could tell
she wasn't thrilled. At that point, I knew she'd be saying something to her good little beta boy after i
finished to get me back in line...fuck it, might as well go all-in, right? The time came for the grand
finale, I said "mmmm, I'm gonna cum in your mouth" a couple of seconds before blast off - she didn't
make an effort to stop it (didn't take my dick out) so I blasted, she took the first burst, then got up
quickly as the remainder shot onto my belly. I could hear her scrambling and spitting in the
bathroom, etc...she was pissed & appeared near tears when I next saw her.
Without ever saying I'm sorry, I simply said, "I never thought you would react that way" her: "in all
our time together, you haven't done that because you know I don't like it...i only blew you because I
knew you wanted sex - I was doing you a favor" me: "I just did what felt good to me" her: "like
pulling my hair and pushing my head down? You know I don't like that" me: "yeah, I liked all of
that... maybe the best blowjob you've ever given me" kissed her forehead, told her I love her and went
to sleep.
Nothing awkward this morning, normal hugs and kisses when I left for work. I'm not sure I will get
another BJ to completion anytime soon, but it felt good to do what I've wanted to do all along. I
probably should've waited for my SMV to increase before being so bold, but WTH, I went for it and
seem to have produced no ill effects.
Thoughts?
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[Discussion] Love After MRP
16 upvotes | May 22, 2018 | by drty_pr | Link | Reddit Link
A need for this discussion was mentioned by both u/88Will88 and u/SteelSharpensSteel the other day
on a post. It got me thinking, so I figured I'd give my spin on it and see how others view it.
When we show up here, there is a magnitude of reasons that we are in a shitty marriage, but the
underlying theme to all of it is too much beta. We then go through a rigorous regiment of becoming
more masculine and introspection to reach a point of self actualization. When we get here, so much
has changed, but so much has stayed the same. I, as well as I'm sure lots of others, have had a hard
time articulating "do I love my wife?"
What is love?
I love high quality IPA beer. I love a steak that's so rare I honestly question if I should take it off the
grill. I love that feeling of shaking while I'm in the locker room drinking a protein shake. I love my
dogs in their complete unconditional love for me. I love my kids knowing that, barring disaster, they
will always be there and they are the most important thing in my life. I love sex.
These are all measurable and tangible things. They stay at a constant state of love and unless I chose
to change, they always will.
But I love my wife...
As mentioned above, when we decide to stop playing the game as feminine men, this is one of the
things that change. We no longer believe in solemates, fairy tale romance and unconditional love.
When you start to see that the love she gives you has a price tag, it makes you question what kind of
love you should give in return. Sure, when my balls are drained, my favorite dinner is on the stove,
she has been doing things that make my life a lot easier of her own accord, I feel love for her. Even
something as simple as bringing 2 beer out to the garage when I'm busy on a project and listening to
me ramble on about my new saw.
This becomes a sort of conundrum though. If she isn't doing those things, and I subsequently don't
feel that love for her, am I simply writing the biggest covert contract of all?
The best way I've been able to understand this is that love is something I give her. I choose to give it
when I see fit, and I choose to not give it when I see no need. It's not something I take or deny her of.
Simply something I give. My love is a gift. She appreciates this gift, as it comes with undivided
attention and the "fun drty". When I choose not to give this gift, she is met mainly with indifference.
Sometimes even contempt and hatred.
It's not really a conscious decision I make either. So it's not a keeping score/tit-for-tat kinda thing.
More of a natual course of action. The difference between this and the way I used to love her is in
how I don't expect it. If she wants to use it as some sort of bargaining chip, I don't play that game.
Maybe this isn't the right way to view it, but how I spent the first 12 years of our relationship seeking
her love, by giving her mine irregardless, did nothing but give her the upper hand by living in her
frame. Now that my love is a gift, she appreciates it so much more.
How do you view love? Thoughts?
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[FR] Alpha Clothing
16 upvotes | April 19, 2018 | by SteelSharpensSteel | Link | Reddit Link
In the spirit of all the super fast results posts recently, I had to share my story.
I was browsing Amazon, and came across the Three Wolf Shirt last week. Intrigued, I purchased it,
and figured, hey, why not. Wolfs are cool, and I always need more alpha in my shirt. Plus, the
reviews were very positive (take some time to read them).
It came in the mail this past weekend. Tired after a long day of choreplay, I put it on after the kids
went to bed.
I swear my wife looked at me and literally started undressing herself right there. I felt powerful,
strong, and intense! I cavemanned her three times, and used every trick in the SGM to turn her into a
puddle of hot sex and contentment. Afterward, I could not resist a urge to howl at the moon.
The other day I went to the local Starbucks wearing this shirt and ladies kept coming up to me and
swolesting me. After the fourth one did it, it became uncomfortable. They had this ravenous look in
their eye. Maybe it was the pheromones I was emitting - perhaps they could smell the testosterone.
I don't think there is any other alpha clothing that is as good as this shirt. I swear it will allow you to
skip six levels of dread - for you beginning MRPers, you want a shortcut? Here it is.
I've put the shirt away, because it has too much power. Be careful if you get this shirt - you might get
what you wish for. And more. Right now all I do is just touch the shirt in the evening and my wife
comes up for hot sex.
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Field Report [FR] Why you need to lift
16 upvotes | March 27, 2018 | by Trtntrenbrah | Link | Reddit Link
Keeping this in askmrp due to the content and it being a basic pillar, i.e. nothing new here.
The requirements you need to meet to even look like you lift is so low nowadays, it’s an
embarrassment.
Regardless it’s one of the most central tenets, lifting/diet and having some sense of what you are
doing is putting you ahead of a large % of the men I see today and I reside is pretty large
metropolitan area.
Which leads me to my wife’s friend, Julie, who she has known for a number of years. Julie is in
college, quite the feminist but dates otherwise, which should be of no surprise to anyone here. Now
Julie is super cute would consider her a notch below my wife.
We could delve more into my on going saga with her but it’s irrelevant to this particular story
Now Julie and my wife had plans one weekend afternoon. I left to go to the gym before she arrived,
and honestly thought they’d both be gone by the time I made it home.
I arrive home and they are still clucking away downstairs, both greet me, and I acknowledge them
both, but I’m more focused on getting a shake in because god knows I’m going catabolic just from
the 10 minute drive home.
After I discarded my hoodie upstairs, I travel back downstairs just in my tank and sweats and that’s
when it starts.
I’m preparing my shake, and begin telling my wife and Julie a story about an acquaintance of mine
(Alicia) a younger medical professional.
While I’m telling this story, I’m making eye contact with both of them, but Julie is visibly getting
unsettled, she can’t sit still in her chair, shifting around and immediately goes quiet, as soon as her
eye catches mine it’s down with this little half smile she has.....textbook. Now as my story is
progressing it’s getting more noticeable, now my wife has honed in on it. Julie wants to look but
can’t bring herself to even act normal. Julie has always been good with the IOIs typically, and always
seemed confident with it in a playful manner. But this time was different, she refused to hold
anything with me, she was lost. Disinterest right.
It was written all over her face, her body, her mannerisms, doing everything she could to hide the
obvious, but physically her body would not let her.
Now I’m not a massive guy, I don’t consider myself jacked, I’m 5’10 about 195/200 and lean,
aesthetic is my only concern. Think men’s npc bikini division, and I comfortably stay 8-10 weeks out
year round, and I just got done working out so I still got half a gay pump going on with some good
dick skin vascularity.
Noticing what’s going on I ask Julie if she wants a popsicle, like a little kid.....of course she does. I
grab her one from the freezer and hand it to her, she can’t even open it right, she has it upside down,
the fucking wrapper is clear. This chick is grasping for anything. Finally she gets it right, “there ya
go, good job”.
Now she’s got the popsicle, apparently sucking on something is helping her mellow out, who would
have thought.
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After my story is finished the wife and Julie head up stairs and shortly thereafter she leaves.
Now I keep my mouth shut. Don’t say anything about Julie having a minor meltdown because I know
my wife all too well....she is going to bring it up in about 5 minutes.
And like clockwork “I’ve never seen her act like that before, and as soon as we went upstairs she
started to ask about how we knew Alicia....She has a crush on you”
God help my wife.
We all know what this shit is.
Yes of course I got fucking laid that night.
But this is why you lift, this chick literally couldn’t contain herself, she was that uncomfortable.
Humble brag or not it got me laid. And what did I do? I just showed up and was myself.
I wasn’t flirting with her in front of my wife, barely even addressed her, I wasn’t overthinking the
situation or looking to capitalize, I told some half ass engaging story and kept my mouth fucking
shut. And then went about my business, result was it spun the wife’s hamster to see her friend in a
tizzy.
This shit can be that simple if you put the work in and lift.
It pays dividends.
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I am a No More Mr. Nice Guy Certified Coach with Dr. Glover
16 upvotes | March 8, 2018 | by niceguycoach | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys. My name is Jason Miller. I am a No More Mr. Nice Guy Certified Coach with Dr. Glover.
I'm going to get way out of my comfort zone here. I'm planning to schedule an AMA on r/NMMNG
to answer your questions to the best of my ability. UEMcGill was gracious enough to let me cross
post here.
I'll create another post for the AMA itself on r/NMMNG. I'll be fielding questions this Friday, March
9 between 12:00 PM and 4:00 PM Pacific Time. I don't know what to expect, so please bear with me
if there are issues during that time. It's my first time doing this!
My profile on Dr. Glover's web site is here.
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Fucked My Ex, Now What?? Do I Plate Her?? What Happens
Next??
15 upvotes | August 23, 2020 | by ArgentinaMRP | Link | Reddit Link
Hola!
Sorry, English isn’t my first language and I struggle with it a bit.. I’m Argentinian.
I found mrp after going through a lot of RP material over the last year looking for answers in my
relationship with my ex (31 - three years). I ended up breaking up with her four months ago after
following the sidebar material for over a half year. A little about me, I’m 34 years old (6’1 & 182lbs)
and have been working out at least five days a week (weights and a mix cardio — running, football,
swim laps) when I started working on myself. I have gained around 7 to 8lbs of muscle in the last few
months. I feel and look way better.
Recently [yesterday], my ex came back to me after no contact for four months to me breaking things
off to her. She came to my place unannounced and started yelling and screaming on my front porch
area. I didn’t really say anything. I just stood there and took it all in as I found it pretty funny. I asked
if she wanted a coffee to calm down a bit and she stopped shouting. Once she came into my place she
started to initiate and grab my dick. I ended up fucking her moments after she came inside my place.
My ex jumped on me kissing, grabbed and sucked my cock, as I fucked her mouth, hard. It was nice.
I even fucked her in the ass and grabbed her hair as I cummed in her mouth. I fucked her like a dirty
slut. It felt good and hot as hell. After she got cleaned up and dressed up, she clearly stated to me that
this would never happen again. She started yelling at me on the porch again with neighbours
watching what was going on. She got in her Renault and drove off in force.
What happens next? Do I plate my ex? Should I fuck her again if the opportunity arises? Do I add her
to my pipeline? She would be bottom of pipeline if so. I have already been spinning plates and have
been seeing a couple of young 20s girls that are hotter and more fun to be around. Have any of you
been in this position? This whole situation confuses me… Gracias, chicos.
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Do you call her out on manipulation or rewriting history?
15 upvotes | January 9, 2019 | by HornsOfApathy | Link | Reddit Link
I have an interesting situation that I've come across, and it's the first time that I'm RP aware of this
type of behavior. This was 3 days ago.
Most recently I went out to spend some quality time with my buddies, nothing too long or over the
top. I don't regularly do this, but was invited. I made it clear that I would potentially be going to do
this earlier in the evening with no resistance. At the time of leaving, a shit test occurred and I
basically STFU. She actually overtly communicated she was jealous I got to spend time with friends.
The shit test continued with her bawling and crying. It was a mixture of comfort/shit test that I chose
not to diffuse since I had given plenty of comfort for several days. I left, letting her know where the
captain would be and about how long I'd be gone.
After leaving and joining my buds, I got a text from a different friend that said "Hey, saw your wife's
fb post.... everything ok?"
Wife's fb post was: "Hey guys, I have a quick question I wanted answered... anyone know a family
law attorney? Thanks!" Few comments on there, one which she said thanks I'll screenshot this for
later use, but it was timed about 30 min after I left the house.
I know this was a large shit test and recognized it right away. She was heavy hamstering at home and
I knew it. I chose to finish at halftime with my boys and head home. She had crossed a boundary and
I was going to let it be known.
Got home. Didn't say anything about it. She was hamstering, I let her get out her feelz for about an
hour. STFU mostly. She finished with her feelz and I said, "I got a text from a friend about your
facebook post. Please take it down."
She hamstered again for a bit, I stuck with broken record "Please take it down." She did after I hit the
broken record twice more.
I believe I made it clear with my actions that she had crossed a boundary. Since then she's been very
pleasant and nice, and I got an enthusiastic BJ during shark week yesterday.
Last night I let her know a friend from out out town is coming in this week and I'm going to hang
with him one day. She says, unprovoked, "You know, that post the other day... it wasn't about us. I
hate when people are nosy (blah blah). It was about <insert actual legitimate issue her family is
having>. I didn't word it in a way that it was about us, since it wasn't about us. I just hate nosy
people!"
She either:
1) Put that post up to manipulate me to begin with, realized she crossed a big boundary and it was
wrong... and is now trying to apologize for her actions in some way by rewriting history, and not
taking ownership (AWALT) of her actions to make herself feel better (hamster time...), or
2) Concealing her true intentions.

Based on all her actions and not words, I'm confident it is #1. #2 is very unlikely given how many
great feelz she's been getting lately and her unprovoked revisit of the boundary crossing. My question
is: Would you call her out on her manipulative behavior or just let the hamster do the heavy lifting
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and forget it? What would you do? So far, I've just STFU and haven't mentioned it since the day of
the incident.
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Wife stopped initiating sex 4 years ago until we decided to have
our first child
15 upvotes | December 20, 2018 | by Captain_Brown_Beard | Link | Reddit Link
My amazing loyal wife who is also my best friend of 2 years who is 35 and myself who is 33 decided
to have our first child this year and then something crazy happened. My wife became hornier than
me!
We first started dating 6 years ago and it was amazing. We were both trying to impress one another
as you normally do in a fresh relationship and she was initiating sex all the time. Two years into our
dating this stopped. The BJs stopped and I had to ask for sex every time and to her defense she never
did say "No" without good reason , but she would just lay there like a dead fish as I did all the
work(worse than no sex to me). I started to fall into depression because of it and became addicted to
weed and was drinking too much on top of that (Stressful job at the time too.) I asked if I wasn't
performing as well when I knew I wasnt, but she said there wasnt anything wrong and that she is just
shy and awkward about sex, I was like you totally were not this way when we first started dating and
of course she couldnt give a good answer to that one.. I talked to her about it a few times over the
years and she never changed so I guessed that was that and gave up and just watched some VR Porn
to kinda get some of that feeling back (I know stupid, but it kinda worked and full filled that lame
desire to feel wanted).
We decided it was finally time to have a kid since we are getting to that age and we both want one.
Thats when things got strange. She turned back into her old self and started initiating sex and giving
BJs again. I came home after work and she was on the couch in sexy outfit and it really shocked me
into a powerless simp mode. Two months of amazing sex and she got prego and can you guess what
happened next?...Yup, the switch was turned off. I felt so betrayed to the point of evening wanting
divorce and just saying screw it we can raise the kid separate, but I love this women too damn much
and I know in my head and heart sex isnt everything in life, but I cant seem to turn it off.
I feel this is gonna damage us down the road because when any other women gives me attention it
makes me feel that way again and I hate it.


Update: Sorry I am not very good at explaining myself on here apparently. My wife and I do have sex
on the regular, she just doenst initiate ever
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Low T - acta non verba?
15 upvotes | December 7, 2018 | by ChokingDownRP | Link | Reddit Link
Age 40, 6'4" 241lbs (down from 283), 21% BF, Married to SAHM, 39. 3 kids, 7, 3 & 3. Unplugged
in January, things have progressed nicely, life is good. Still working on the physical, but my head is
in a good place
Never thought I'd be asking this question, as I don't see myself as the person that I would think has
low T, but apparently I do. Just got checked for the first time and came back low 265 ng/dL, Dr.
Recommending a 2nd test, which, if confirmed low, would refer me for TRT injections.
I've been reading about TRT, and am somewhat excited about the prospect of starting TRT and
seeing what kind of difference it makes for me (physically and mood-wise).
I haven't said anything to my wife about it, but I think I will after the re-test if confirmed. Would like
to hear how others handled this. On the one hand, I don't want to acta non verba, and have her walk in
on me with a needle in my hands (I have some drug history, but nothing like that), then freak out that
I didn't tell her about T injections. I also think that it will lead to a ton of shit testing if I do tell her.
My frame can handle it, but it's still not desirable.
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Preparing for fatherhood
15 upvotes | November 18, 2018 | by 1puck | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR at bottom
Started digesting RP material a year or so ago. My LTR was pretty shit. Turned the horse around a
few times then immediately went BP again every time things were going well, it's like some fucked
up autopilot. I'd sober up and stick myself back on the path. So far so good, it's been a long time since
I felt like the centre of my universe. This time around was the first time I truly felt prepared to leave
the LTR and just rip off the bandaid, it would hurt but I knew I would be okay with time (having a
busy life now definitely helps). I also realized that maybe she's just not the right fit for my life and
just because I improve, she may not.
She's come around again for now and I don't feel myself slipping like I used to, but I'm well aware of
how easily it can happen. Some part of me didn't come back to the relationship this time. Honestly
hope to keep it this way, I get more stuff done. Fast forward a month, she's pregnant. Can't say I'm
not pretty scared, but I'm also quite calm and feel a strong desire to be prepared. I've discussed with
her about the kind of parent I want to be and the kind of environment I want to raise it in and she
seems to fall in line with it pretty well for now. I've also discussed how things have been rocky, and
how things are going well right now but that if we come back to that again then it will be best for the
child for us to separate. I'm not sure that was necessary, at the time it felt like an important boundary
to set, but she was receptive to it and it came about naturally and not in a super negative way so
maybe it's no biggie.
Anyways, now I have a child on the way and have no clue what to expect. We both have strong
support from our families so I'm not as concerned about getting clothes/bottles/toys ect. However I
am concerned about just the general day to day stuff. Maintaining a social life. Being the captain of
my ship. Managing my time and not being worn out and giving up on my personal goals in life (this
is a big one. I still have a lot I want to accomplish in life that having a child will definitely make more
difficult). When and how to discipline my kid. Making friends with other parents. Also I'm not where
I want to be career-wise and have only recently started taking the steps neccasary to get me where I
want to be. I'm asking here because it seems like a lot of reading material on fatherhood seems quite
infested with a BP agenda. I know I don't have many specific questions, but ill take any advice no
matter how simple or obvious it may be.
TL;DR
LTR pregnant. Not sure if we will work well together or not. Things are okay for now. Desperately
need to know things that father's should know in day to day life, don't trust many guys IRL for advice
(Most are very BP) or whatever buzzfeed shits out.
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Do you guys have any backup forum or something?
15 upvotes | November 5, 2018 | by johnpayne10 | Link | Reddit Link
TRP young gun here. I have started going through your stuff because it is essentially a higher version
of TRP. Also, it will be helpful in managing LTRs and my future wife. (I am not really much into the
'don't marry' aspect of TRP. I will probably get married.)
As you guys know, TRP is quarantined. It is only a matter of time before it goes out of reddit. But we
have a backup site. So not much to worry. What about you guys? Do you have any kind of backup
forum or something? Some kind of archive?
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I am obese
15 upvotes | October 10, 2018 | by red-sfpplus | Link | Reddit Link
I am obese.
I had my medical screening at work today. 5'10" at 220# puts me at 31% BMI which means I am an
obese man.
I am completely devastated. I have not had sex with my wife since March of this year. This is
probably why. Who wants to fuck a fatty?
I thought I was doing good. I have read the sidebar, I lift a few times a week, but I eat a fuck ton of
food. Like enough for probably two people.
Doesn't matter what I do, I just cant stop eating all that pussy. Should I switch to eating ass?
I need some easy, quick wins and someone to take the blame for me being obese.
Should I go back to SL5x5?
What about Keto or IF?
There are so many choices, I do not know which one to make.
Please bros, help me!
PS: I am back bitches. ACL was a blast, my kidneys are recovering and it feels fucking great to be
built AF and walk around a music festival with your shirt off and not look like 95% of the people
there.
PSS: Fuck you BMI
PSSS: Fuck all these faggot posts in here by weak ass men who need to stop getting fucked in the ass
by life.
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My personal transformation and some potential concerns for
the future
15 upvotes | October 7, 2018 | by PathtoResistance | Link | Reddit Link
First, I wanted to share some backstory: I was a beta my entire life until recently. This feeling of
inferiority, which started to develop in middle school, has stayed with me until ~2 years ago.
I've been with my wife for 8 years (1 of them married), who I met shortly after high school.
Throughout the first 6 years of our relationship she also treated me like a beta, because like others
here constantly mention, I wasn't ‘the captain of my own ship’. She would call me and want to talk on
the phone when I was with my friends and give me shit if I didn't want to talk. She would give me a
hard time about this, or that, or whatever. If we went out with people, she would point out every little
mistake I made. For a stretch of several years, she would just act cold to me, and I never really
understood why. Of course, there was also very little intimacy - sometimes we wouldn't have sex for
1-2 months. I would try to ask her what was going on, and she'd come up with ridiculous reasons "You've gotten better at it, but you still leave your clothes on the floor sometimes, and these things
turn me off”..
After college, I got a decent job. Because I advanced a marketable skillset, I became highly valuable
and started to make a very good income (~100k). Shortly after this, a natural transformation occurred.
First, I stopped taking shit from everyone and anyone - the utility company, my boss, my friends, my
family, my girlfriend. I became fairly grounded and serious. At first, this elicited slightly negative
reactions, but 2 years into this, it clearly seems like all of these people respect me more. I hold people
to high standards, but I hold myself to even higher standards, and people can see that.
Now back to the situation with my wife. Naturally, our interaction began to shift as well. She'd be
going on about how much her dad is an asshole (he really is), but she did this every other day. In my
new state, I would be frank and say "look, you're right, he sucks. But this is all we ever talk about. I'm
getting sick of it." When she'd ask me to do favors, previously I would do whatever just to please her,
but now everything would come at a cost or come with an understanding. By this I mean the
understanding that if I am asked to do favors, and this 'favor-asking' is mostly one-sided, then that
makes me the authority. If I fulfill the favor, then great, if not, then don't berate me for it. If you do
berate me for it, forget about me doing favors for you in the future.
This shift has transformed many aspects of our relationship, but most notably, our sex life. Before, it
always felt like I was 'working for her'. My focus would be to make her orgasm, and when she did, it
was then okay for me to finish. It was 80% missionary, and 20% doggy - always. In retrospect,
despite her orgasming, it wasn't great sex for either of us, and it explains why we had sex so
infrequently. But for the past 1.5 years, we have sex several times a week, and in many instances, 2
or 3 times a day. And when we do have sex, she's trying to do everything she can to please me. Even
though she’s now ‘working for me’, she orgasms more, and much more intensely (very loudly, for an
extended period of time). She loves to get on top of me and orgasm that way, which is something she
never did before. Again, this is fairly new over the course of the past ~1.5 years.
And it doesn’t stop at the sex. She’s always hanging around and doting on me. And perhaps more
importantly, she’s become very happy. For the past 1.5 years, she has been jogging every single day,
meeting up with friends for coffee or lunch, and truly enriching her life in a way that I’ve never seen
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her do before. She used to just sit in and watch TV most of the time.
Anyways, last year was when we got married (the first 7 years were unmarried), and we decided we
both wanted to conceive a ~6 months ago. However, I decided to have a little fun with it. I told her
outright in all seriousness that if she wanted a baby, she'd really have to work for it. You could tell
that she was a bit confused - she couldn’t tell if I was half-joking, or if I was being serious. The first
few times after I said this she did put in a little more effort, but it felt kind of fake, so I just continued
to pull out.
She'd get a little disappointed and would question me about it, but in my newly-adopted firm tone, I'd
say, "I really meant what I said before, you are really going to have to work for it". After being pouty
a few times, she asked me what she could do. I pointed out a few things, like some lingerie outfits,
but I also firmly told her that the burden of figuring out what I like was mostly on her.
Here is what's strange and what I still can't figure out. You'd think this was selfish of me, but believe
me, her pleasure began to intensify to levels I did not even expect. After ~1.5 months of her ‘working
for it’ and being extremely submissive and proactive (I won't go into the details), I unloaded in her,
and for the love of fucking God I wish I had recorded her facial reaction. It was pure ecstasy. It was
like some mix of crying from pleasure and of someone who just came up for air after spending too
long underwater. It was a facial expression I’ve never seen before. Then, she laid there for a while
with a blank expression. After a few minutes, she arched her butt up and held that position with her
eyes closed, still breathing heavily. An hour later, she was masterbating very intensely.
The time after this we had amazing sex as well, but it wasn't quite as good, so I pulled out again. Like
earlier times, she got a little frustrated and pouty. It's almost like she thought we got to a point where
finishing inside was guaranteed. Nope. We didn't have sex for 3-4 days (whenever this happens, I just
pretend like I don’t care), and then she got her period. Once her period was over, or close to over, she
went fucking nuts….
We were going at it like crazy every day, and every time I blew a load inside of her, she would have
that look again (or something similar). Not that 'cycle', but the next one, she did get pregnant finally. I
was kind of worried how the sex dynamic would change after this, but it didn’t. I'd wake up for work
and get in the shower, and she'd follow me to give me a blowjob. I'd say "I need to go to work soon",
and she'd look up to me from the ground and say in all sincerity, "please, please fuck me". So of
course I did.
I wanted to share my story, because I think it points something out. To be a leader, you have to lead.
You can’t ask other people what to do or what they want, because they simply don’t know. If I were
to ask my wife if she wanted me to treat her this way several years ago, of course she’d say no,
because society told her that it’s unacceptable for a man to act this way. I believed it too. But both of
our lives have transformed once I began to take charge.
But I also have a concern. My wife is truly becoming a nympho. She continues to act like one even
though we’ve already conceived (so she no longer has to ‘work for anything’), and it seems to be
intensifying. I can’t quite put my finger on it, but it is starting to concern me - my instincts are
reacting and telling me that perhaps I don’t want to her to go to far in that direction.
Does anyone have any thoughts on this?
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Older MRP: was it worth it?
15 upvotes | September 20, 2018 | by MrPurplePoison | Link | Reddit Link
I've been married for over 15 years, 2 kids, etc etc. Over the last two years I have had to get my crap
together, started exercising, being a leader, etc. I discovered MRP a few months ago and can say that
the basic theories really work. It's as if I have the cheat codes to women and relationships now.
Mostly by not caring to play their game. Because it doesn't matter.
So things in my marriage are improving, I'm good, wife is happy (or as happy as she can be). But
now that I actually can recognize shit tests and the like they are EVERYWHERE. As she approaches
the wall I see no end in site. So I kind of traded blissful misery for awakened tension.
For the older folks who have been RP for a while and have the benefit of perspective, was keeping
the marriage worth it?
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Sick Wife - We cant have sex anymore because im going
through menopause.
15 upvotes | September 6, 2018 | by FoxShitNasty83 | Link | Reddit Link
35, 5'7", 154lbs, married 8 yrs, redpilled 9 months.
SO 39, 5'4", (wont get on scales)lbs
to refresh your memories im the guy that hasn't had sex for 4 years, not proud of this just highlighting
the level of beta'ism we are dealing with here.
Recently things have been going well, Another woman flirted with me in front of the wife we went to
a family wedding where a lot of people commented on how happy and more outgoing i am... as well
as the 4 inches i'm missing on my waste. This pissed her off and she spent the rest of the wedding day
sitting with the old folk complaining about the loud music... despite my best efforts to get her to
dance (I found someone else).
My wife complains a lot about her health (infections, tiredness, weird lumps on neck) normally I
would just comfort it... but a few times recently i jokingly suggest "we should go and get her put
down so i can upgrade to a younger model or you can just go to the doctor like a normal person
would".
So she calls the doctors and they want to see her to do a physical checkup.. she also says the doctor
said "it sounds like you are coming up to that time in life (menopause)" I just STFU and go sleep.
This morning i start getting angry in my head im prepping for this being another shitty excuse and
she can pull out the "menopause card any time i try and get intimate with her" the reality is she could
need treatment (HRT) that might actually help her. Initially i thought about going with her to the
doctors or reminding her that "i need sex to be in a relationship and this better not be an excuse" this
sounds lame.

how do i handle this, im thinking with my less angry head on:
This is her problem.. support where needed and DNGAF
if i get the "i cant have sex with you anymore line"... "that's great.. i wont bother you for sex
anymore"
stay plan is the go plan
again if she categorically states that she cannot be intimate with me due to health reasons, our
marriage ends if we cannot find a compromise that works.. im committed on this but i dont
think she realises this yet.
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A Mans maximum effort becomes a Woman’s minimum
expectation.
15 upvotes | July 30, 2018 | by Rojo-Gringo | Link | Reddit Link
When I think about the improvements I have made with my life, it seems that a woman’s solipsism
cannot see the before and after, only the now. How do you deal with this when you fail to live up to
your best performance?
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Handling wife while FIL is dying of cancer
15 upvotes | July 10, 2018 | by RP_Prop | Link | Reddit Link
First Post, been following and quietly improving myself for about 6 months.
Background: 39, 6', 245, 22% BF. Lifts are currently pathetic as I recover from a knee and shoulder
surgery in the past 5 months, but I'm following SL slowly and surely so I don't reinjure anything.
Married 7yrs to wife (also 39), 2 kids 5yrs and 2yrs. Read NMMNG, Pook, halfway through
WISNIFG.
Things in my marriage have improved exponentially just from me starting to own my shit and stfu.
Now a wrench has seemingly been thrown in that. My FIL (a natural alpha and great mentor of sorts
for me since I embraced it) recently got the diagnosis no one wants to hear. A very late stage cancer
that has metastasized to his liver and lungs. Waiting on pathology later this week to see if he has
weeks or months left, but the early indications are not good. I've so far done a pretty solid job
maintaining frame and taking a lot of her normal load off her shoulders so she can spend as much
time with her father as possible.
My wife idolizes her father and is obviously taking this very hard. Besides the obvious upping the
comfort during this time, any suggestions on how to handle this whole situation and her going
forward? Has anyone been through this? I lost my own father to cancer at a very young age, so I don't
have an adult frame of reference in these situations.
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Just saw the hamster fly out of the wheel
15 upvotes | June 8, 2018 | by GrahamBaby | Link | Reddit Link
Last night we were looking for an old FB message and as she scrolled through we saw one from 5 yrs
ago she had sent to a guy. Basically he’d added her & she’d messaged him to say what’s up etc, told
him she was married with kids etc - nothing outwardly untoward but...
The guy was part of a group of guys/girls she’d lived with for 3 yrs at university. She’d years before
admitted attraction to him but nothing had happened (and I believe that).
She also ended her message with 2 kisses, funny because she told me the other day she didn’t like
putting even one kiss on texts to guys.
She also followed up his reply with a long response and a suggestion that they ‘all’ meet up soon.
It never happened and this was 5 years ago. I was full blue pill beta 5 yrs ago, for the record.
I teased her about the 2 kisses but showed no Butt hurt because frankly I’m not butthurt about this this is not the point of this post.
I write because of what happened tonight.
I mention some flippant comment about how I used to tease an old coworker, and she from
NOWHERE says “that’s way worse than me messaging that guy”.
Hang on a minute I said, where’s this come from?
“Because you were SO JEALOUS of me messaging that guy when it was nothing, and what you’ve
just told me is way worse - not even COMPARABLE”
I honestly at this point could not believe what was happening. I started to wonder if this was my first
look at the hamster through the eyes of Neo.
I mainly STFU at this point, but when pressed and pressed again I said that I thought it was mildly
inappropriate of her to be private messaging some guy she’d admitted attraction to in the past, and
suggesting that they all meet up.
The reason I did this is because I know if the tables were turned and she’d discovered a message from
me to a girl she would have completely LOST HER SHIT.
Anyway at this point she lost it, and I mean lost it. Tears, shouting, almost screaming, jumping up
and down, slamming doors “how could you think that of me” “you don’t know me at all” “your
JEALOUSY is RIDICULOUS”.
If there’s one thing that annoys me like no other it’s a girl accusing me of jealousy when it doesn’t
exist. I had no problem, it was 5 years ago but I did let her know it was inappropriate.
The way she lost her shit suggested to me that her hamster has been running madly all day, she feels
guilty and this is her way of trying to pin that guilt on me or something????
It was really weird - can anyone explain what just happened and how to react to anything else she
says on the topic?
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Is she prettier than me
15 upvotes | March 26, 2018 | by kendallb183 | Link | Reddit Link
30 sec version, wife got fat, my fault, we used to be skinny and I let myself go and she followed. I got
myself on a diet and in the gym, wife joined. She's doing well with some cheating here and there on
it. We're in Disney world, a girl skinny and cute is in line in front of us. Girls giving me IOIs wife
obviously takes notice... a few moments later gets close and intimate and looks me in the eyes and
asks if she looks better than her. I freeze thinking hmm I don't wanna be like no baby your fine and
built comfort with her current state which isn't what it could be, she's prob 5-10% over ideal bf. I also
don't wanna blow her out by saying no this girl looks better and demoralize her progress on dieting.
I say simply yes babe you look great and kiss her forehead. She smiles and a moment later puts her
ads against me in line standing close and moving back and forth a little to get me turned on.
I'm thinking this was successful, but I'm curious for MRP perspectives.
Specifically how do you keep competition anxiety without demoralizing progress toward being the
girl I want her to be? Did I accomplish this well or was there better ways to do it?
Edit: replaced Blew up with got fat because we used to be skinny and I let myself go and she
followed
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AA/AM/Stfu is not working
15 upvotes | May 20, 2019 | by TrenGod37 | Link | Reddit Link
I been dating my girl for 9 months and the honeymoon stage is over. We fight constantly. I start by
calmly talking to her and it ends in a screaming match. I know I shouldn’t be participating in this but
damn she’s good at dragging me in.
She is very sensitive and when I try to AA/AM she get really but hurt and more pissed off. She thinks
I’m being an asshole I guess or that I’m poking fun at her and she becomes bitcher
When I STFU. She will complain that I don’t show her any love and it causes her to be colder. So we
end up just not really interacting normal.
If I sit down and calmly try to talk to her she ends up going right to defense and it makes it hard to
compromise anything. It usually ends in me walking away. Sleeping in a different room by choice.
Because I don’t want to be next to her. Or just leaving the house. Then she will say that she feels
insecure how I can just leave so easily. That she doesn’t get how my mind can even get there because
she isn’t going anywhere. Then it makes me think. Am I wrong here?? Am I doing something wrong?
I run my map. I constantly am revising it and my goals. I work 60-70 hours a week an Hour away
from our house. I run a side business. Do bjj. Gym 4 times a week. Still make time for her and my
friends. And self work. On top of that I’m constantly doing everything around the house that is hers.
And looking for ways to show her comfort and Love. I work 6 days a week. She works 2. All I ask is
for a happy supportive partner who helps in places I need it. Some food ready for me when I don’t
have time to make it. And good sex. The good thing is we fuck every single day. But a lot of the
things she used to do is becoming less and less. And when I bring it up in a non confrontational way.
She makes excuses why and gets defensive. This shit is awesome or has been but I’m not sure what
the fuck has become of this. I feel I can’t communicate anything. And idk what I’m doing wrong here
or if I’m just asking for too much.
If I’m wrong I want to know and I’ll work on it. And if she’s the problem I want to know that too.
And then maybe I shouldn’t be with her. Idk who’s at fault and when we argue she makes it seem like
I’m being dramatic. And she’s giving me her all. But I see it as I’m just giving everything so much
more. 500% in life to her 90%. But maybe I’m delusional.
(It’s been a while since I been on this sub and I have a lot of brushing up to do. I realize but for the
time being. I’d like to know your take on it. Maybe I’m just being a faggot and need to suck it up but
my happiness is declining bc of all the fighting. When we have good days they’re fucking great.)
Can I get an outsiders perspective on this?
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Connection and Sex
15 upvotes | May 19, 2019 | by sash_northpointe | Link | Reddit Link
I thought I was making progress with the wife the last few months as far as more frequent sex. It’s
now been a month since the last time.
We were getting ready to go last week and right before she asks, “why do you think we don’t have
sex as much as you’d like?”
My reply, “To be honest, because you’re not attracted to me.”
Her response was that it was definitely not the problem and that she wanted more connection. On my
first OYS post a couple weeks ago, someone mentioned connection was tingles. I’m not giving her
tingles.
I’m reading the sidebar, back lifting 3x a week, working on not being the Nice Guy, so slowly
building the attractiveness.
Has anyone else gone through a similar scenario and what are some ways you brought back that
connection/tingles?
Thanks in advance.
TL;DR Wife needs more connection for more sex. How do I help bring back connection?
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Navigating "I need you to communicate"
15 upvotes | May 26, 2019 | by nodoxsavefreespeech | Link | Reddit Link
So I'm about two months out of a relationship that went south. Things were great for about 3 months
and then started to go downhill. I am pretty aware of what happened. We were in my frame to begin
with and then shifted to hers. Not a surprise things went south upon this shift.
Outside of maintaining frame and state control, one of the bigger issues I am stuck thinking about is
how to deal with the demand you get from every woman to "communicate". It's such a total bullshit
demand that always harms the relationship. What I mean is that every time I "communicate" by
opening up and sharing my thoughts about the relationship I am usually met with immediate
dismissal and whatever it was I shared ends up being thrown in my face at some point. Total fucking
trap.
Yup... STFU is the way to go but this, too, can backfire. I just read over /u/sepean's "10 ways to fail
at MRP" and it really hit home. I have about half of what he spoke of internalized but tend to slip on
the other half. It's tough. I am definitely frustrated at how myopic women are allowed to be in
relationships. But I digress...
I really liked the following part of that post:
> Anything she says about you and your marriage is all deception and traps, it’s shit testing. The only
thing you should listen for is hooks for your A&As. Other than that, you don’t need to give her
answers and under no circumstance should you actually do anything based on what she says.
I was hoping I could get some of you to discuss that quote a little more with me. For the most part, I
get it but was hoping some of you could share some anecdotes and wisdom to help me navigate being
a "communicator" but not actually fucking communicating.
How the hell are you not communicating and/or listening to your women and laughing in their faces
when they get emotional?
My guess is that this is something that gets established early on in that you subtlety communicate that
you're not falling for their emotional traps. AND THEN YOU STICK TO THAT FRAME. Sound
right? I always seem to get worn down by my SOs when they are behaving well and the relationship
is going well. I tend to want to reward her by giving in. Stupid. I know.
Anyways... thoughts?
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Question about handling a woman when she vents
15 upvotes | June 23, 2019 | by mahathun | Link | Reddit Link
I just watched the video "Don't try to fix it. I just need you to listen." where a woman has a nail in her
forehead but she does not want the man to remove it or talk about it but just listen to her venting
about the pain.
So this is about fixing the "feelz" rather than fixing the problem for her. This got me thinking about
below type of scenario and I am looking for some clarification on this subject and hope you guys can
provide some insight how handle this type of a situation.
When we listen to women who are venting (or how things are not fair/ office problems etc.) without
trying to fix her problem or giving any solutions, to what extent should we put up with her venting
before that can eventually lead to an emotional tampon? How to make her stop without appearing as
inconsiderate about her feelings and handle the situation effectively.
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I think I failed a stupid shit test this morning?
15 upvotes | July 2, 2019 | by canbelboy | Link | Reddit Link
I think I failed a shit test this morning. The problem is that I don't know how I could have handled the
situation differently. Since being MRP aware (6 months), I have been applying a lot of stuff, without
much success however. One of the things I'm trying to do is 'lead' more, in the sense that I am taking
her out on unexpected dates, dinners, drives etc. She's not always liking that, because it puts me in the
driver seat, not her. Last week, she mentioned a movie she would like to go watch. So this morning, I
arranged a babysit for the kids later this week and I texted her:
ME: "Hey! On Friday evening, we're going to the movies together!'
HER: "I'd rather have you ASKING me this instead of just giving me an orderlike that"
I was so thrown off by this response that I answered:
ME: "Hey honey, this Friday, if your shedule allows and if you could make the time, could you
please please please join me for a movie? Please???"
HER: "I'll check my availability"
I feel like I have failed a major test and walked right into her frame again.
Any comments?
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wants vs needs post - link
15 upvotes | July 12, 2019 | by lifeadept | Link | Reddit Link
does anyone have a link to the post about differentiating between wants and needs? I don't remember
who was the author (Steel maybe?) I can't find it anywhere ;/
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Wife is trying to counter my STFU.
15 upvotes | July 13, 2019 | by mbaquest | Link | Reddit Link
Married 11 months. I’m 25, wife 24.
Took the pill roughly a week ago. Trying to read as much as I can. Started lifting regularly.
So a few days ago, I came home from a 12 hour shift. Wife was suppose to make me food, it was
around 8pm. She asked me to wait a little longer because the food wasn’t ready. I patiently waited, as
I did the day before — no complaints — but around waiting until 8:50 I asked her to hurry up in a
normal tone. She then got an attitude and felt offended.
She said “let’s go to the kitchen together and bring the food to the living room”.. I obviously sensed
the power move and jokingly told her to “not make a big deal of it” and go get it for me. She
refused... my wife is the stubborn type when she’s upset (funny thing is the food was already done
cooking) . Then I got up myself and put it on a plate. Half way in doing say, wife says “I want to eat
”, I tell her “wait, you want to eat with me or on a separate plate?” As I gently walked from the
kitchen into the dining room — trying to talk to her like I care. She notices and says never mind.
Shortly afterward I come over and try and kiss on her on the cheek.. she says “don’t come anywhere
near me.”
I gladly put on my gym clothes and leave the house. I’ve been doing STFU. But the problem is my
wife tries to match my energy and just gives me the silent treatment. This use to bother me a lot but it
doesn’t anymore.
She keeps saying, before this incident, that I’m more mean to her, that I’m not as nice. She even went
as far as to say “you’re trying really hard to be cool lately.” But every single time, I don’t
acknowledge anything, I just continue as if it’s nothing.
Basically I came on here to get advice on how to break the silent treatment without apologizing while
maintaining STFU. Funny thing is I went to the gym the night before as well the wife called and tried
me with a comfort test about her being sick. I asked her if she needed meds and that I’d be home
shortly.
When I came home .. she apologized for getting gum stuck to our couch (random i know— but she
apologized like a little kid) .. I told her it’s okay and gave her a kiss. She then said she felt hungry and
wanted a snack from the kitchen. I told her I’d make it for her when I got done taking a shower. She
said “but I want it now..” I said no, not right now. When I got out she was in bed. Lol she hasn’t
spoken to me since. I keep saying hey to her and making normal convo.
Any advice would help fells!
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Cheating, divorce and lost new girl. Need help.
15 upvotes | July 19, 2019 | by swampbarbarian | Link | Reddit Link
Want to pass my situation by you guys....I’ve been married for 5 years and with the same girl since I
was a sophomore in college (15 years total). We broke up a few times in our relationship and I had a
few short term relationships during those times.
We got married and soon my marriage was coasting and not exciting anymore. We went to
counseling and my heart wasn’t in it. I felt doubt even getting married in the first place. About last
year at this time I got involved with someone from work and we just clicked. I knew I was going to
cheat right off the bat. We went on work trips together and had a blast.
I knew these feelings weren’t going to last forever because of the guilt I felt. After about 5-6 months I
told my wife and came clean. She was and still is very devastated. It was brutal. However my feelings
for the girl at work kept growing and she assured me that I could take time to sort things out and
she’d be there.
A few months passed and I mentioned to her that I was going to get a divorce. My marriage wasn’t
repairable. Over the last month or so the work girl began distancing herself and becoming very
cold/not affectionate. I knew something was up but she wouldn’t express her feelings. Finally last
week she says that she is tired of being in a relationship that isn’t completely open and her feelings
have changed and that she’s met someone else.
This was and is devastating to me. Instead of just grieving the loss off my ex wife I’m now
heartbroken over the work girl. I’ve been popping Xanax nonstop and can’t sleep or eat. My buddy
turned me on to trp and I’ve been reading up. Any help or advice would be awesome? I’m in a bad
place, thanks.
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Fat man wants to know how light he needs to get to start
jogging again?
15 upvotes | July 23, 2019 | by GC0W30 | Link | Reddit Link
Okay. 5'11 and 290, early 40s.
Played football in high school, but got fat in college. Started lifting weights again, off and on, a few
years back.
I'm dieting, doing SL 5x5, and hiking for a half an hour a day.
I'd like to start jogging, but I've got this feeling I'd damage my feet/knees/shin splints if I don't wait
until I lose another 50 pounds, maybe more.
Advice?
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Who do you talk to?
15 upvotes | August 16, 2019 | by IOwnMyShit | Link | Reddit Link
I like you guys. I’ve been a faggot before for posting faggot shit and even though it stingsild my
retarded ego it helps, and I appreciate it, gentlemen.
Now. I had my first panic attack today. If you’ve never had one let me tell you, that shit is horrible,
traumatizing. You’re convinced you’re dying from a heart attack, you have all the physical symptoms
of a heart attack and you feel you’re fading away and dying right then and there.
Naturally my girlfriend (living together for 3 years) gets to know as she comes home and I’m not
there, I tell her I’m on the way home from the ER, not gonna lie to her. I had a fucking panic attack. I
took too much PWO, I trained extremely hard, and my brain thought my body was dying.
She gives me a lot of shit, probably rightfully so because I took more PWO than usual and I should
know to stop lifting when I’m dizzy. Ok I’ll take it.
However I just want someone to fucking talk to, that shit traumatized me, I was sure I was a gonner.
I’m not going to talk to my gf of my sissy feelings when she’s had a shitty day too and is tired and in
a foul mood.
So who do you guys talk to about shit like that? The shit that’s probably not healthy to STFU about.
Or maybe it is, what the fuck so I know.
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Separated and don't want to be married again
15 upvotes | August 24, 2019 | by aita2899 | Link | Reddit Link
Working on the divorce and started in MRP Sidebar. Since I don't ever want to be married again, do
you work the sidebar in this case differently?
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Wife critical of parenting style -- update on post from a few
days ago
15 upvotes | September 16, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
I posted in here a few days back about my wife shit testing the hell out of me regarding parenting
styles and philosophy. I'm not going to go into details, but I encourage any guys that aren't familiar to
read the post and comments. Btw, thanks to all for the feedback and thoughts. Appreciate the advise
and the constructive criticism.
Here's an update and a new question. The day following the pissiness from my wife, she continued to
shit storm and be a bitch. I used AA and AM. Joked with her, teased her, and occasionally touched
her and smacked her ass. She raged more, then started to calm down. After a few hours, the kids went
to bed and she approached me and says the famous, "we need to talk..." So, I said, "ok, what's on your
mind baby?" She proceeds to vent and tell me how much of an inconsiderate asshole I am, citing an
example Saturday morning about how I got up early, kissed her good bye and told her I had to meet a
guy that was buying a forklift from me I had advertised online. I told her where I was going and when
I'd be back and left. She blew up my phone and I ignored her until I was ready to answer. I completed
the transaction and came home right when I said I would. She bitched at me and vented her feelings. I
actually sat and listened and fogged the hell out of her. She then went upstairs to read and to
"process" the conversation. I admit, sometimes I tend to be be too much on the prick side and I do
often struggle with providing adequate blue pill comfort. But this time, I think I got it right.
The next day she was pleasant as pie, in my frame, and was super sexual and we went several times
last night and again this morning. I love when she behaves this way and I admit, I show weakness to
you guys when I point out this validational behavior I see from her (but I make a point in my
following question).
Here's my dilemma. I see alot of guys in here that struggle with adding alpha, BUT I think I'm
lacking a little blue pill comfort at times. She's right, I can be a "selfish prick" (her words). How do
you guys find that ideal balance? I want to find the balance between being a strong and comforting
oak, without being a cold heartless asshole. Advice / comments?
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Still failing, but not as much
15 upvotes | September 21, 2019 | by 1kdawg1 | Link | Reddit Link
Rereading sidebar. Making sure I have not missed anything. Read: MMSL MAP NMMNG again Sex
God Method RM 1, 2 ,and 3
Finally realized I created all of this. I failed to lead. I let my ego take control. I allowed my little
feelings get in the way. Absent Captain. Absent father.
I see progress. I STFU alot. Becoming more aware of catching myself in her frame...but struggling to
regain mine....so revert to STFU when I cannot. Lifting, and have been for years. Have Tuesday and
Thursday evening with just myself and by two young sons for Jijitsu and Saturday mornings for
baseball alone. Just started Jujitsu myself....and my size and strength have no advantage to this type
of martial art...absolutely phenomenal sport. I am spending more time speaking and being with my
male friends.....why the fuck I was not previously is just plain stupid.
Nowhere near where I should be, but I am chatting up more random women. Even have a sexy young
waitress at my regular lunch spot flirting with me and vice versa. Getting a lot more smiles....she
baked for me last week. my confidence is getting a lot better when I am slowly learning not to give a
fuck.
Overall, wife is responding with small positive baby steps, and I am passing more shit tests than
failing.....I need to work on frame and self control more.
I know I have a long way to go and all of this is a life long process.
Sex with the wife....I talk more now during sex and she responds with more moans and grabs me
more. She resists a bit less when I approach now. Still a bit whining here and there....fucking
annoying and I get all of these stupid thoughts which are probably true of her not really desiring
me....all due to me being a pussy for so long.
She always cums either with me inside or me eating her out. She does give more BJ's but I have to
tell her to and it still seems like a chore for her.
Most of the time, after she finishes....she tells me to hurry up. I FUCKING HATE THAT.
Still feels she only fucks just to fuck and cum, and not due to the littlest desire for me. Trying to
incorporate ideas from Sex God Method.
Just this morning I fucked her while she was asleep. Incorporated a bit from SGM....she came hard
and I continued to slowly fuck her. She tells me to hurry up. I stopped and told her that was a turn off.
No butt hurt and just went on with my morning with a smile. Other times she gets whiny after sex and
starts complaining about random shit.
I know Rome was not built in a day, but would like some insight if there is anything I may be
missing.
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Wife is pregnant, now what (I know what)
15 upvotes | September 20, 2019 | by WeightsNCheatDates | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: married two years this Sunday. Me: 29, her: 33. Stepson 9. (Already starting this off on the
right foot, aren’t I? Lol).
Lifting: bench 265, squats 265, deads 365. 12% BF, best shape of my fucking life.
Reading: NMMNG(x2) WISNIFG, MAP, MMSLP, book of pook, side bar multiple times. Haven’t
been posting OYS like I should, but its because I felt I was in a good place just owning my shit and
working on my MAP.
Career: make decent money for my area, up for a promotion by the end of the year, owning my shit.
Relationship: sex life stalled to a drop after I stopped owning my shit in the relationship 2 months
before marriage. Marriage was her decision(I’m a pussy) and so of course she lost respect for me.
Half assed MRP until April 20 of this year. Began owning my shit in absolutely every aspect of my
life. I understand it’s only been 5 months but the 1000 foot rope has tightened but my wife continues
to be a cold bitch about everything. So I said fuck it and just continued on with my MAP. She even
has stated that we live separate lives( told her she has the opportunity to come live a great life with
me, but even that pisses her off knowing I’m over here enjoying life).
Been trying to have kids since November of ‘18 but hasn’t happened. In about July I said fuck it I
don’t want kids with her and allowed sex to drop to once a month. Just am not attracted to this
woman when I have HBs at the gym, work and store all ready to hop on my dick if I gave them the
chance.
The stay plan=go plan, but I was preparing to begin the divorce discussion in November.
As fate would have it, we had sex once in her last cycle, I was apparently off on my calculation of
when her ovulation was, and she got pregnant.
Now I realize that I just have to own my shit with this one, but I’m genuinely not excited to have a
child with a woman I have no interest for and had plans of leaving.
Not really a question, and I don’t want any feel good stories about being a dad because I’m not trying
to leech my happiness from anyone here, but I’m struggling with my mindset right now.
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Going Down Road of Divorce. Financial Question.
15 upvotes | October 15, 2019 | by KofPersia | Link | Reddit Link
Dear Reddit I am currently in the bay area and making $140,000 at a new job. My wife and I recently
hit the straights and thinking about the big divorce. She is a stay at home mom with zero income and
lives at home. If I file, how bad will I get fucked? I calculated child support and alimony and it came
out to be about $4400 per month. Does that seem right?
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Is It A Bad Idea To Stop Initiating Sex Entirely?
15 upvotes | November 1, 2019 | by loveisconditional | Link | Reddit Link
Whenever I initiate, my girl will either enthusiastically go along with my advances, or she'll
sometimes just comply with some starfish sex. I'd definitely prefer her enthusiasm, but really I'd just
like to fuck her and I'll still take that if she submits to it.
Unfortunately, just semi-recently I've found out that me still fucking her during star-fish really upsets
her and makes her self-reportedly feel used and uncared for. She claims to have lost comfort with me
as of late and all I've been getting lately is starfish sex.
So my question is, would never initiating on my part, and allowing her to only ever initiate be a smart
move (given that she actually initiates at some point)? I want more than starfish, and yeah I'd like to
keep her comfort with me as she's outright said she's lost a good degree of it lately.
I probably shouldn't have done this, but I did verbally agree with her to not initiate for a few weeks
and only allow her to do it when she's pining for it. Hopefully she does (it'll show her true attraction
towards me). Anyhow, what do you guys think, would doing this be a wise way for men who remain
attractive (if that is me) to stop having issues over sex? Would it be a bad idea if I did this beyond a
few weeks? Just looking for some input here.
I have of course been lifting, my frame still needs some work, have been lifting 11 years now before I
ever found TRP. Am working on improvement in all areas of my life.
EDIT:
So far I've got nothing from posting here. Responses are all: "DO THE WORK" "FAGGOT" "SHE
ISN'T ATTRACTED TO YOU" "FRAME FRAME FRAME" "RREEEEEEEEEEE"
Great help guys. Frame. Isn't attracted to me. Cool shit. Anything else?
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Help me understand the compulsive cooking and cleaning...
15 upvotes | November 4, 2019 | by RaymondCortazar | Link | Reddit Link
(40 years old, married 14 years, 4 kids)
My wife, I think, really likes to cook and clean (don't ask me, I don't fucking get it) - I've asked for
her the prepare less labor-intensive meals and I volunteered to hire a housecleaner (we do pretty well,
I certainly can afford it) - and she gets really fuck-off defensive ("i'll work harder, I'll spend more
time cleaning!"). She won't even let the kids wash/dry/iron their own clothes.
Anyway this means every single weekend is spent either cleaning house OR watching the kids and
keeping them occupied while my wife prepares anywhere from 2-6 meals, each of which takes from
2-5 hours each.
I've spent years upon years doing this, and all of my weekends suck ass. So I'm done with it.
So - last weekend, I woke up, ran 4 miles, took the kids to the museum, ran errands with them. The
next day went on a 7 mile bike-ride. It was fucking glorious. I felt great, and Sunday night, told the
Mrs. that we were going to pop a bottle of wine and knock boots. We did.
I've decided: Okay - this works for me. I'll take care of bits of the home + childcare I deem
relevant/important to me, and then focus on my health + strength.
Every single day over the past week, she gets at least one nasty barb in, every single fucking day,
about how much housework she's got to do and how exhausted she is over it and - when I approach
her for sex - that's the reason she's not up for it. My strategy is STFU, don't take the bait, leave the
bedroom - and go read.
Anyway - this weekend, as my wife is going to be out running a church fundraiser - I'll be singleparenting the whole weekend.
I decide to hit a similar routine, get up Saturday morning, run a 5k (end up 5th in my age group!) get cleaned up, run 4 errands (including getting my wife's bike repaired) - then take the kids to a
block party/community festival thing - get home, wrassle with the kids - and watch a movie with the
older ones.
Sunday (today), go to church, get home, take all of the Halloween decor down, vacuum the house,
clean up the bedrooms, wash dishes with the kids, get the kids fed (took 15 minutes, not 4 hours) take the fam out for a bike ride. I'm feeling good about myself (hey, was even able to do 5 pull-ups on
the playground equipment, a first for me).
The second she gets home, she starts sweeping the porch, and then she starts fussing that the
bathrooms aren't clean and immediately demands the whole family start scrubbing toilets.
I don't fucking get it, y'all. It feels like, no matter what, she throws herself into cooking and cleaning and every single moment at home must be spent doing it. Even if the house is immaculate, she'll
invent shit. Help me understand - what is driving this?
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What is your deepest purpose? Finding it hard to understand
what this could be.
15 upvotes | November 5, 2019 | by mrbadassmotherfucker | Link | Reddit Link
Current OYS for reference...
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/drwc5r/own_your_shit_weekly_november_05_20
19/f6lhq9t?utm_source=share&utm_medium=web2x
Ive read through TWOTSM and found it hard to get my mind around everything he was saying in this
book. I've started reading it again and got thinking more about what he's saying about "deepest
purpose".
It seems as though my mission isn't or can't be my deepest purpose.
My mission is to be a great role model for my kids and grow them into proper masculine men that
understand this world from an alpha perspective. I want to train them to become athletes, great at
sports and able to lift like i do. I will become the most muscular i can, naturally (weight goal of
180lb lean). To become financially stable enough so that money isn't a "problem" or "shackle"
anymore and develop my own company, either doing the type of work i do now or something related
to health and fitness (developing ideas here). I want to create something in this world that has great
influence over helping other people, whether that be through written communication, media
production or general influence via one to one training (I get a lot of joy from passing on knowledge
and seeing someone grow into something they wouldn't have been without my influence).
These are all long term goals, or "my mission" in life. But are they a deepest purpose... i don't think
so.

I wanted to see what you guys thought about this and if you have a deepest purpose in life that's
actually different from your mission?
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Goodbye Ego
15 upvotes | November 11, 2019 | by tom-anonymous | Link | Reddit Link
I’ve been following MRP for about 9 months now. I’ve come a long way in the lifting, but I made no
progress otherwise. I know now it's because of my ego.
I’m choking on the pill - trying to swallow it - and it keeps coming back up. I’m angry. I’m angry
because things aren’t what I thought they were my entire life. There’s no safe place.
I relied on my ego all these years to protect me. I used it to make my career successful. I used it to
kick ass in the gym. I used it to give myself adrenaline to compete against “normal” men.
But now my ego is becoming my worst enemy. It’s made of glass - easily cracked - easily broken. It’s
fragile and it’s no longer adequate to protect me from what’s to come.
But before I kill the ego I need to find a replacement. Before I can find a replacement, I need to find
out why it’s there in the first place.
It’s there to try and protect me from pain. It’s protecting me from the hurt, and it’s doing a shitty job
of it.
Where is this pain coming from? It’s coming from that voice that’s been within me my entire life. It’s
sounds like my step-father - it sounds like my teachers - all telling me I’m a piece of shit who’s not
good enough. The voice is telling me I’m awkward, lazy, stupid and unattractive.
It’s telling me I’m just a boy in a man’s body - not a real man.
The ego is my friend. He’s been telling this voice to fuck off - he’s been telling me to look at the
successes in your life - look at the external validation you get on your appearance. The ego is telling
me I’m not a piece of shit. But all he’s doing is distracting me from pain. He’s telling me to be angry
- to be a big man - to do things in order to get back at those who hurt me.
But I need to feel the pain. I need to take responsibility and accept the fact my wife wanted to be with
another man because I fucked up. I didn’t come to bed at night. I never initiated sex - ever. I made
her ask for sex - and when she initiated I’d often turn her away. I was cold and distant for 20 years. I
never lead or took care of ANYTHING around the house when emergencies popped up. I relied on
her to do it. I got fat and unattractive. I sat in the passenger seat (literally) and made her drive. I
yelled at her too much. I showed way too much weakness. I panicked about life right in front of her.
God - how could she even be with someone like this for over 20 years? How could she not be
attracted to what appeared to be a better man?
I - FUCKED - UP.
My ego is trying to tell me otherwise. My ego is telling me things I want to hear but it’s no longer
helping. In fact it’s making things worse and keeping me angry.
Feeling anger is easier than feeling pain. Anger makes me feel powerful. However after a while it
starts to take from you. It starts to affect every aspect of your life including your family and work.
I - FUCKED - UP.
Feel the pain mother fucker. Feel the pain and then understand that it was your actions that caused
it.
Now - instead of getting angry - do something about it. Start small. You’ve been a weak little boy
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protected by this glass ego your entire life. You’re not going to change over night. You don’t have to.
All you have to do is TAKE ACTION every day. Find out what is making you feel weak - scared unattractive - insecure. Then make a list of actionable tasks and start working on it!
For Christ sake, write an OYS. Coming on her everyday just to watch OPs being called a faggot isn’t
going to help. Take action.
I - FUCKED - UP.
Thank you EGO for trying to protect me throughout the years, but it’s time for you to go. It’s no
longer working. I’m replacing you with ACTION.
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Helping my Boys
15 upvotes | November 30, 2019 | by oldmanmrp | Link | Reddit Link
I have several boys, a couple in college and a couple in high school. To this point, while I’ve
provided a comfortable life for them, I’ve failed to teach them how to be men because of my own
beta ways. In fact, the college boys were home for the holidays and I observed one is a definite betaorbiter to a female.
I’ve read through previous posts and the prevailing advice is to STFU and just lead by example. I
plan to lead by example going forward, although it’s easier with the high school kids since they’re
living at home. It’s the college boys I’m worried about. Is it appropriate to “suggest” some reading to
them in this case? I’ll be honest, part of me wants to give them that “nudge” to get started but I truly
take STFU seriously. I’m conflicted and appreciate some feedback.
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Time and attention my only ammo
15 upvotes | December 8, 2019 | by Wagzdaddy | Link | Reddit Link
Reference post: https://www.reddit.com/r/askMRP/comments/cwm38o/comment/eyh1nrq?context=3
I believe it’s pretty fucking simple. Wife isn’t attracted. As you can see from a previous post it hasn’t
always been this way since dropping the Red Pill. I hit the six month plateau and made the big
mistake of making this about her and not me. And it came crashing down big time. Since then
working hard with my frame and doing everything for me. Continue on my path of awesomeness and
increase my SMV. Gaming women including a 24 HB 7-8. Not fucking them just increase
abundance. Nothing I mean nothing changes with the wife.
Read tremendous amounts of info on removing time and attention. The 2/3 rule is where it hit me.
She never shows, or rarely, attention or non sexual affection. Btw, sex is there but borderline if not
straight up “every wife is a rape victim” offers of starfish. At times I take it a caveman the shit out of
her. She’s pissed I initiate and pissed after. It’s an absolute chore for her. Feels as though I’m literally
at square one ie pre- red pill.
I’ve seen some effectiveness of removing my attention and time. In fact I keep coming back to just
speaking to her concerning logistics only. She wants my attention again she has to earn it. I am not
going to keep trying game and smother her with attention to no avail. In fact the ass slaps and teasing
now not only pisses her off, which I come off as DGAF, but it’s makes her angry not in a fun way. If
that makes sense.
My plan. Remove attention and time. Keep doing my hobbies, gym and friends and wait. What else
can I do?
TLDR: Went from 6mo of great red pill gains to at the 9 mo mark seriously stumped on removing
time and attention or continue with the same red pill/ alpha qualities that got me to where I then
crashed. I believe just need to be doing me and not give one fuck if she ever comes around. Puke
over.
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Looking for advice on how to recover from an evening of shit
tests ... that I failed.
15 upvotes | January 4, 2020 | by False_Responsibility | Link | Reddit Link
First time poster. I'm not going to ask for you to go easy on me. Fuck that shit ... tell me like it is.
Me: 51, married 14 years, 2 kids (13 and 11). I’m outwardly successful ... strong job skills (mid 6
figure annual income), kids in private school, nice show home. Inwardly, I’m a blue-pill-beta-fag.
You’ve heard the story here a hundred time, failed shit tests, drunk captain, sacrificing my integrity
and pride “... to do what’s best for the family.” Wife is 48 SAHM.
About 18 months ago wife decides she’s having a midlife crisis “ ... cares about me, but is not in love
with me.” This leads to a period of emotional turmoil, and discussions. I can't figure out what's going
on, and remain largely clueless. She decides she wants to get fit, so joins a gym and starts working
out. We start counselling about 1 year ago. A lot of her issues are raised and discussed. Things get
more stable.
But then wife decides that "we should behave naturally" and no longer wants to participate in
counselling. I'm lost and in reading r/relationship advice I stumble upon "the 180". I start reading
more and about 6 months ago I end up here. I read all the stories that the other sad beta-fags write
about ... and recognise myself. I've been worst than a drunk captain ... I've been an AWOL captain.
Realise that I'm not special. I read the side bar: NNMNG, MMSLP, 16 Commandments of Poon,
TBOP, 60 Days of Dread, Steel's guide. Much of the material resonates. Need to get my shit together,
so I start by taking the basic steps ... 1. STFU, 2. Lift, and 3. OYS.
Made lots of progress in the last 6 months. Started taking ownership of my my shit ... fixing stuff in
the home/garden that's been neglected ... looked after cars so everything regularly cleaned and
maintained ... fixed pool problems so it's no longer green but blue, clear and kids want to hang out
there. Started Body Weight Fitness (BWF) ... Drop from 85kg to 70kg ... strongest and fittest I've
been in about 20 years ... now working on cutting to better show the progress.
Relationship changes too ... start getting shit tests on a regular basis. I read about shit tests and start
giving them back. We even start to have fun, and I start reading about game to take things to the next
level. Haven't had any physical intimacy for over a year, and I want to take things to the next level.
Feeling good about myself ... until last night.
Spend the day at the beach with friends. Have fun during the day playing in the waves. I'm good in
the water, and comfortable playing the big waves that the others are intimidated by. We go for dinner.
There are 12 of us (3 couples and 6 kids). We don't have a reservation and the place is full, but with a
stroke of luck I make eye contact with the bar manager and she asks me how many for dinner. I ride
this wave, and we end up with two tables ... a table for the adults and a table for the kids. Feeling
alpha as fuck! Shit yeah.
Then she has a couple of wines, and starts the shit tests. One of the guys is a retired chef ... Wife says
all wives need a retired chef and it should definitely be on "the check list". All the girls laugh. I cook
1/2 the family meals, and this is a deliberate upper-cut. Changes the subject before I can respond.
Makes me feel totally beta. I decided to take one up the arse. Not liking it.
10 minus late, she makes a joke about a question I ask every morning. Again everyone laughs. She's
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on a roll. Starts teasing one of the guys and they banter backwards and forwards. She blocks my
interactions by turning away from me and using her hat to block eye contact for the rest of the meal. I
try some lame jokes but nothing resonates. I've been outed as a spineless beta-fag in public.
Spent a sleepless night trying to figure all this out, and decided to make my first post on r/AskMRP.
Retelling this story has focused my thoughts. I started this by thinking I needed advice, but I've been
imagining r/AskMRPs answers as I type and I now have an idea of how to progress ... 1. Don't act
butt-hurt ... I fucked up, so I've got to deal with it and suck it up. 2. Regain frame, and get the captain
on deck. 3. Start preparing for shit tests based on the new material from last night ... I'm sure it'll
come around again.
Thanks for reading. Just typing this shit helps ...
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Need genuine examples for frame and how to hold boundries....
15 upvotes | January 20, 2020 | by 1kdawg1 | Link | Reddit Link
200 lbs, 315 max bench, 365 max squat, 365 max dead, 8.8% body fat, financially secure, constantly
reading sidebar, read most of the books.....
Reading my previous posts will add context....
Improvements: Better at STFUing and not DEERing, better at handling sex refusal, keeping more
busy with myself as we just moved in our new home I built, better at holding my frame most of the
time
Many struggles but the following is what I seek advice for:
Wife still mostly sleeps with our sins, 6 and 8. Just this morning she slipped into our bed and our 6
year old shortly followed. I have been very clear on my position with this. I struggle a lot with this as
I read that I am not to show my hurt but how to balance this with letting her know this is not
acceptable?
I am confused guys. A lot of the sidebar states to rise above, be the man whom she wants to follow,
be strong, don't be butt hurt.
I plainly and calmly have told her this is not acceptable...yet nothing changes.
I know I should not pit sex on a pedestal, and I feel good about my progress on not showing her my
butt hurt, but when we do have sex at my initiating....she ALWAYS whines. Some examples:
I tell her to get on her knees as stare into my eyes while she licks my cock. She whines or comes up
with an excuse, blah blah.
She rushes through foreplay ALWAYS and cums quickly.....no journey.
I instruct her to pleasure herself while I watch, and she ALWAYS has an excuse.
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Need Some Advice
15 upvotes | November 4, 2020 | by sucka_chump | Link | Reddit Link
Here Goes Nothin
This is my first post ever on Reddit. I am doing it under a brand new username in order to ensure
anonymity. I am 46 yrs old. Married 19 years to 45 yr old wife. 2 teenaged kids. Read NMMNG (2x),
all of Rollo’s books, WOTSM, WISNIFG, Book of Pook, 12 Rules for Life, MMSLP, Currently
Reading: MAP
LIFTS: Height: 6’1” Weight: 190; Squat 260 5x5; BP 150 5x5; Barbell Row 130 5x5; Deadlift 230
5x5; OP 100 5x5
Never thought I would post here because none of the shit would ever happen to me. Hell, I was in a
sexless marriage, but I just needed to up my game at home. No way my wife would ever cheat,
branch swing, or even consider either. She is a good girl and always has been. Faithful, comes from a
good family, a great mother, my friends and family love her and thinks she walks on water (and hers
does too for that matter), we have a life together and no matter what, shit would never get to that
point, right? Wrong, dumbass, AWALT!!!!! Let me back it up.
I became interested in RP because of my sexless marriage.....plain and simple. When I first began
dabbling in this community just a few months ago (May 2020), I started to apply some of the
principles and began working my way through the sidebar. As I began working on myself, sex
improved at home a LOT! Our relationship seemed to be improving as a result. Hell, it still sort of
feels that way. RP helped me realize that I had gotten very complacent and comfortable with our
relationship. Truly a drunk captain. So I started lifting, reading, and working on dread game. Well,
just when I thought I was figuring this shit out.......I got hit by a fucking MACK truck just over 1
week ago.
In short, I am 95% sure that she has had an affair with someone from work. It had to have been
before COVID because we have been locked down working from home for months in a fairly
restrictive state. I do not know how long it was going on for, but they worked together for a couple of
years. She has had no in-person-contact with Chad since the lockdowns began in March (none that I
know of but pretty sure of that). I think that helped separate them enough for them to agree to end it. I
am basing that assumption on part of a phone conversation that I overheard just one week ago. She
was talking to Chad during the work day and I overheard just enough. That one really confirmed
some extremely vague suspicions that I began to develop since I have been viewing things through
the RP lens. When I say vague, I mean just wracking my brain to see if the possibility of cheating
existed at all for her.....in general. I cannot guarantee that this is more than an emotional affair, but I
am accepting the fact that it most likely was physical. I have no solid proof and I have been carefully
snooping around for some evidence since overhearing their convo, but I DO NOT YET WANT HER
TO KNOW THAT I KNOW! Plus, I know she will deny, cry, rationalize, and everything else that
makes AWALT. I want to play this right and I want to do what is best for me and my kids.
This is all still pretty fresh on my mind and I am not ready to commit to any particular course of
action. I can’t even articulate how shocked I am that this person would do this. I really thought I had
a unicorn even after learning that there is no such thing as unicorns. However, I have not ruled
anything out in terms of what I will do. If not for kids, I would be going to a divorce attorney
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tomorrow. Thats for damn sure. But I am not sure I can pretend that I don’t know for much longer.
Trying to avoid going Rambo. How the hell can she do that and still act like nothing happened?
(Rhetorical question smart asses!!!!).
So I realize I am still dealing with anger and a variety of emotions. However, I know that I would
have royally fucked this up if I hadn’t found RP before my discovery. I would have confronted her
immediately and argued, fought, cursed, made idle threats, etc. In other words, I am grateful for that
and I am open to any advice. I have not told anyone about this yet as I am still processing, but I
needed to vent here to strangers to get some honest feedback first. I don’t know who I can trust at this
point. Shit is crazy in 2020.
My plan before hearing any responses is to keep working on myself. Plus, I am not naive enough to
think that I am not naive if that makes sense. My lifting schedule began back on August 1st in my
home gym in our basement. I am looking to ramp it up. Looking to shift to something other than 5x5
but not sure what is best, so any advice there would be great. Also, need to read more diligently and
really be willing to push some boundaries. Have at i
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Wife expects me to lead her through nearly all aspects of her
life, and gets upset when I am unable to deliver
15 upvotes | October 26, 2020 | by avidmtnrunner | Link | Reddit Link
Recently my wife and I had a baby. before the baby came our relationship was pretty stable, mainly
because she had a job, I was at work, and this gave us some independent time and allowed us to
experience things throughout our day that we could share with each other when the day was done.
She doesn't really have any hobbies, other than watching the office and smoking weed with her
friend, as well as going to the gym (which I got her into) and baking once or twice a week.
I on the other hand, used to fill my spare time up with weights, hiking, archery, shooting, political
debate, cooking, orienteering, mechanics (replaced about every part on my jeep) offroading, and just
recently I started learning to code. (trying to balance myself out with some more intellectual
pursuits.) I offer to include my wife in all of the above, and she declines.
But after the baby, she complains that I don't spend enough time with her, or give her enough
attention. Her definition of attention is me thinking of something for the both of us to do, (none of the
above, because she doesn't have any interest in them) presenting the idea to her, talk her into
accepting if she's not 100 interested, planning everything it takes to implement that idea, and then
executing while she is just along for the ride.
It's gotten so bad that the workload of helping her with the house and baby, along with being
expected to keep her entertained has caused me to stop most of those hobbies and sent me into a sort
of depression. She's recently expressed that she's upset that she has to stay home and take care of the
baby while I run errands for the baby, grocery shop, go to the gym, or run to the gas station on the
corner to get a tin of pouches. That's right; going to the gas station for ten minutes she is upset by.
Never mind that she has gone out with her friend several times in the three weeks since the baby was
born, had her father come up to visit for a weekend, and could go out and do whatever she wanted
with me watching the little one if she asked. No, she chooses to stay at home and expect me to
entertain her. When I told her that I can't be expected to maintain this workload, she said that I "don't
understand how taxing breastfeeding at night is."
I want to stay married as I got a lot of enjoyment out of marriage, and I truly do love her, but she's
pulling me very thin, and I've kind of shut down as a result. Which she has taken issue with because
I'm not being affectionate enough.
How do I get her to stop expecting me to handle her entertainment and prevent her boredom when
she won't do anything about it herself?
TL;DR: Wife expects me to be responsible for her entertainment. I can't be a husband and entertainer
at the same time, when she refuses to develop her own hobbies or take part in mine. please offer
guidance.
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More muscle growth with high reps lighter weight, or heavy
weight, lower reps?
15 upvotes | November 29, 2020 | by Diamondbacking | Link | Reddit Link
In your experience, which mode of training gave you the greater growth.
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Wife wants a career? Ruining things
15 upvotes | April 23, 2020 | by makes_u_laugh | Link | Reddit Link
My wife has been a stay at home mum for a while now and looks after the kids.
I work long hours in a sales role and now she wants to start selling on beauty products on Facebook.
I didn’t mind initially. I thought it would be awesome for her to have her own gig. However, now
when we speak we’re constantly interrupted by querying customers or if we’re enjoying time together
before bed, again phone pings away like fuck.
It happens constantly due to the number of queries.
Again, I wouldn’t mind, especially if she was making margins on this product. But it’s a shitty
pyramid scheme so for selling 200 units she has made -$20. It would take selling 2000 to pull in a
part timer wage.
I told her that the selling is ruining family time and our time and that I wanted her to stop for a week
to see if it makes a difference to our home life.
She said she’ll stop but doesn’t want to lose her business. She doesn’t like relying on me for all her
money.
I told her I would tell her when she needs a job, as we’re fine financially. If she wants to do a sales
gig for fun during the day, shoot for the stars. Just don’t let it eat up our time.
Her team lead knows I support her financially, so she can afford to operate at a deficit for a little
while- so she calls/texts a my wife to rope her back in.
Initially my wife said she was doing this whole thing as a piss take.
Now it’s annoying and becoming a problem as she’s glued to the phone like a 12 year old.
Am I being fair in saying she needs to take a break? Am I unjustified in thinking this whole thing is
stupid and causing unnecessary issues?
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Is it worth it?
15 upvotes | April 29, 2020 | by turbospeedsc | Link | Reddit Link
A lot has been happening lately, this crap of being in the house most of the time is like RP on ultra
hard, been having arguments often, some good, some bad.
But this has made me start to wonder if its really worth it, i mean is it really worth it? wife has been
great 90% of the time, great sex, sexy, nice food, great with the kids etc.
But everything works like a tense peace, if i slip a bit she is like a shark on blood, i know i have to
keep my game at 100%, but at the same time is tiring.
The years i was single/divorced i used to do beautiful elegant code, because my mind was calm 90%
of the time, made money everywhere. The years i have been married/ltr i live in tension, either from
going beta and living with a bitch, or keeping my game at all times.
not planning to to MGTOW but started to romantize living without a partner, just plates, have the kid
50/50 and enjoy freedom.
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How to respond to wife when she says she wants me to share
more of my vulnerabilities/emotions
15 upvotes | May 11, 2020 | by BayAreaRPChristian | Link | Reddit Link
Hey MRP,
It's been a while since I've visited the RP community. I got married late last year to a woman that I
find very attractive. The TLDR is that my alpha game (frame, being a strong oak, not being
emotionally weak) is strong, but my wife, who is much more emotional, feels that I'm distant
when I do that and she feels emotionally weak compared to me. How can I help my wife feel
comfortable while at the same time being emotionally very strong? Is that even the right
question to be asking or is there a different way to think about it?
I remember seeing a post a long time ago about how when dating, girlfriends look for alpha
characteristics in men. But when married, a married man should know how to use both the alpha and
beta characteristics to 1) attract her wife and 2) make her feel cared for. I can't find that post now and
the situation that I'm in I think is related to just that.
I'm think I have a strong emotional frame. Nothing really bothers me to the point where it affects my
emotions. Things only bother me enough for me to take action to fix it or trust that it'll get fixed
another way if it's not high priority. Something goes bad at work? Doesn't really bother me, I'll fix it
or it'll work itself out. Something broke at home? Doesn't bother me, we'll get a new thing. etc. I can
compartmentalize my emotions well so I don't negatively affect my wife through the difficult things
she's going through.
My wife, on the other hand, tends to get more emotional. She recently moved up with me (we were
long distance), and is transitioning here. She doesn't have friends, is not well acquainted with the
area, and just started a new job. Everything is in transition and it makes it emotionally hard for her.
On top of that, she's a perfectionist and can be very hard on herself and me. For example, when things
aren't done the way she likes them to be done in the kitchen, she snaps at me. She knows this is not
right, but she can't separate the tough emotions she's dealing with with moving to a new place and
small annoyances in the kitchen.
My frame contrasted with my wife's feels makes her think that I'm distant and unrelateable. She also
feels inferior or weak compared to me because I'm able to better deal with my emotions. She things
one way that I can help her feel better is by showing more vulnerability. I think this is a bad idea (I
think it's a shit test) because I don't think neither her nor I actually want to be vulnerable for her. I
think that vulnerability will just add another burden onto her, make me look weak, and cause her to
lose respect for me. How can I help my wife feel comfortable while at the same time being
emotionally very strong? Is that even the right question to be asking or is there a different way to
think about it?
Lifting stats (I'm on the StrongLifts 5x5):
5' 10", 155 lbs
DL: 305, Squat: 225, Bench: 170, OHP: 115, Bent over row: 195
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Need some advice on my dodgy marriage..
15 upvotes | March 9, 2021 | by Cultural-Panda-8177 | Link | Reddit Link
I’m having problems in my marriage, and feel like I’m stuck in a situation that I can’t move forward
on without absolutely destroying everything I currently know and love.
We’ve been married for 15 years, and have an eight year old child together. During this time, I know
that she’s probably had a fairly serious online (and more?) affair with someone who was my best
friend, exchanged erotic emails with someone else, had another ‘emotional’ affair with someone else
for a year or so, and my gut tells me she had some kind of fling with a dude she worked with.
So up until now I’ve been burying this shit deep inside for the sake of our child and dealing with it as
best I can. We were getting on okay on the surface, but the more I’ve been meditating and working
on my own issues, the more this stuff is bubbling up again and wont let me just forget it any more.
All I keep seeing everywhere these days is “trust your instinct”, “follow your gut”.. and now that I
do, I feel I need to be done with her.
It’s been nearly 2 years since her last thing (that I'm aware of) and as far as she’s concerned it’s done
and we’ve moved on. I however, have not. As much as I tried, I can’t forget the sort of person she is
and can’t continue to build a future with someone who I can’t trust and know deep down doesn’t
even really love me for me.
I’m 5 years younger than her, I lift, I take care of myself, and am better looking now than I ever have
been and that’s making her nervous. She knows somethings up with me now and keeps insinuating
that I don’t want her anymore, and am thinking about leaving her for someone younger. Now, all of a
sudden, she cares.
Anyway, every day I wake up, the feeling that I need to live a live of integrity (I.e. I can look myself
in the mirror) and honesty with someone who feels the same as me grow stronger. It’s not going
away.
I know for a fact if I sit down and tell her all of this, she’ll freak out and things will never be the same
again, either permanently or it’ll make the fucked up wedge between us even worse while we stay
together for our child.
Any and all advice appreciated…
TDLR; Can’t bring myself to continue a marriage with a women I don’t trust, who doesn’t really love
me, and need some advice on how to move forward.
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Wife is starting to push back
15 upvotes | June 23, 2021 | by TicTac-Throw | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys, fresh meat I suppose. I have been a lurker for a while, reading a lot and half-assing stuff.
Lifelong beta, semi dead beadroom for years. Been lifting and trying to apply some MRP basics for
about six months. Wife is finally starting to respond in some way (I guess "push back" is the right
word), which is when I realised I probably need to start OYS to get through this. But let's do the
victim puke first...
Age 39, 186cm, 81kg, 17%BF
SL5x5 Bench 72.5kg, Deadlift 122.5kg Squat 80kg, Press 45kg, Row 65kg
Read most of the sidebar. I know stuff in theory but out there in the real world, I always stumble.
Need practice.

Wifey is starting to get testy, which I hope is a good sign. I had the first big shit test in a while
recently. She got pissy over me not wanting to sacrifice an hour of my schedule to drive her to an
appointment. Just wouldn't let it go, threatened divorce and the whole package. In front of the kids of
course. I mostly STFU, fogged and told her multiple times "I'm not discussing this, you just want to
fight". She wouldn't talk to me afterwards but made sure I noticed her shaving her legs that evening.
An obvious "I'm doing this thing that you like, but I'm not doing it for you. Jealous?" She was still
pissy the day after but I'm staying calm, playing with the kids and generally having a good time. This
was probably the first time ever I'm feeling some kind of OI. I'm thinking if she divorces me over
this, she's a psycho and it's her loss.

Couple of days later I initiated sex for what feels like the tenth day in a row. She refused as usual and
when I turned around to leave I got a shitstorm of "it's always sex or leave, why cant we just do stuff
together?" I wanted so badly to tell her that I don't want to hang out with a wife that won't fuck me
for ten days, and that, besides, you are the one passively sitting in front of the TV all of the time so it'
s not like you are trying either. But I managed to avoid engaging, did some autistic but decent
fogging and ended it with "you just want to fight right now, I'm out".
I prepared to go out for a walk when she threw off her clothes and ordered me to come back and fuck
her. She tried to spin it into that I was a butthurt bitch that didn't function properly unless she spread
her legs once in a while. Sure, she's probably half right. But the other half of it must have been
frustration over her feeling her control slipping. I have been way more of a butthurt bitch than this
plenty of times in the past and never got a response like this. She was absolutely the one who was off
balance. Anyway, I didn't want to fuck her under those circumstances but after a while of her refusing
to let go of my dick I just got in there to get it over with. Turned out kinda hot. She tried to be
apathetic and mad but soon she began to moan and then I made her cum (or she faked it, but why
fake an orgasm when you are trying to demonstrate how angry and not into it you are?). She has
barely talked to me since so not sure what to make of it. In the end I got my dick wet and if she wants
to be a bitch about it well that should be her own problem.

The question is how much of this is part of dread (level 4? Or 1?) and how much is that I just got a
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pity fuck from a wife frustrated over her bitch husband. I feel I didn't show much butthurt, I just went
for sex a bunch of days in a row and went "Ok, I'm going out. Love you" when I got shot down. I
have certainly been way more of a bitch in the past without this kind of reaction. Laying down beside
her to cuddle and watch Grey's anatomy after a sexual denial must surely be the worst alternative.
That used to be my go-to response but no more.

I guess all this thinking at least proves I'm not in my own frame yet.
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Attempting to get frame I’m sure I never had.
15 upvotes | August 3, 2021 | by PigletLong | Link | Reddit Link
My wife and I have been together for 7 years (married 6) and honestly, I believe it has been a
complete shitshow. Sex has been a rarity for the majority of the time we have been together. She has
even gone so far as to tell other people about how she refuses to have sex with me. If I’m lucky, I get
sex maybe once or twice a month on average. My wife does not respect me at all. She makes it a
point to try and shoot down every decision I make for my family. Like a beta chump, I concede to
most things. In the rare instances I ignore her grievances and follow through with my vision, she
hates me in the short term and ends up thanking me after seeing the results of my decision.
I have a good paying job that has me in a position of higher management in a company. After getting
the job, she has tried to sabotage my reputation in the past solely based on the fact I am in a
Leadership position. I know this because she could not deny it when I asked her about it.
We have two children together and things have gotten so bad that my oldest child openly tries to talk
rudely to me. When I attempt to correct the behavior, my wife challenges me in front of the children.
I have always been an avid gym goer and with a powerlifting total above 1000 lbs, I would like to
think I put up fairly decent numbers for someone of my stature (5’6). My wife keeps telling me how
much she doesn’t like me going to the gym and again, like I chump, I have compromised that until
recently. She claims she “loves the dad bod.” Something I call bullshit on to this day. I tend to get a
lot of attention from women when I’m at 8-9% body fat. Not so much at my current level (13-14%)
I have let myself be isolated from all of the things I love doing the most in order to make her happy
but I think all it has done is further destroy what little respect she has/had for me. I just happened to
stumble across Red Pill videos on YouTube (Rule Zero, Rational Male, etc.) and have just begun
NMMNG and The Rational Male book one. After learning about these Red Pill truths, I find myself
in a constant state of anger at what my life has become. I have had an honest discussion stating that I
have had enough and do not deserve what she put me through. I threatened to move out and move on
if things don’t change and now she’s trying to show me efforts that she’s making to change (finding
babysitters so I can plan date night with her, more spontaneous sex, letting me raise my children as a
father, etc.)
I own that I am new to this Red pill way of thinking and see that I’m stupid for expecting her to “let
me lead.” When I should have either done so from the beginning or kicked her to the curb. I want to
learn how to establish frame and take the position on my home that should have had a long time ago.
How do I get her into my frame? I’m currently taking the lead without her approval and trying to do
my part in accomplishing my vision for my family but I feel she’s giving me less resistance because
she knows the possibility of me packing up and leaving is very real now.
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I Need Validation
15 upvotes | August 12, 2021 | by hausofedd | Link | Reddit Link
36 yo 185 lbs, 6'2 married 8, together 16, kids 8 months 4 years
Bp 215PR 165 5x5working weight
Op 140PR 110 5x5 working weight
Squat 245PR No working weight as my quadricep tendons are fucked up right now (rolling and
stretching instead)
Dl 275PR No working weight as my quadricep tendons are fucked up right now (rolling and
stretching instead)
Bf% 16.5%
Reading:
NMMNG 2x, WISNIFG 2x, MMSLP and watched the vides Rian puts out on these (good stuff).
reading the game (recco from Rian). Currently re-reading, re-watching NMMNG and doing the break
free exercises.
Also reading some posters with a deep OYS history from start to finish and some posts around frame
- (1) A Practical Guide To Building Frame : marriedredpill (reddit.com)
(1) The Elements of Frame 0 - Introduction : marriedredpill (reddit.com)
I'm not brand spanking new here but im certainly not sure what the fuck I am doing. but I am coming
to the decision that one of my foundational issues is that I am validation seeking .. in fucking
EVERYTHING, that shit seems to permeate into every damn aspect of my life, how I view the world,
how I interpret people, and things.
I am fresh on my second rule 9 ban - and this helped me see the validation lens I use
In doing the OYS and break free and self reflection. It sure seems to me that damn near everything I
do and say comes from a core of validation seeking. Even doing the OYS's, lifting, working on day
game. All of this comes from wanting my wife to dig me more.... day to day I dont think that but
upon reflection I sure as fuck do. It all started as a means to an end of me feeling like my wife lusts
after me like a porn star (insert whatever thing that equates to an extreme level of attraction and
desire)
as I think about it while typing it is hard for me to think of things I do that I can 100% say I am not
doing it for some level of validation, I dont want to be autistic and I understand there is nuance on all
things but as I think about it and my history from like 10 years old or on... it is fucking everywhere.
Even as a kiddo I would change my mannerisms based on which parent I was with, I do this with my
wife now, my friends, co-workers, random ppl I meet.
I dont think my life is bad but I have also lived this way for years and dont know a better way. I DO
know my life has gotten better in the last two years (this process led me to MRP but I have not been
part of MRP for two years) and that can be attributed in part to the readings and participation here.
Really Im trying to work out how the fuck to I break away from consciously and unconsciously
seeking the validation in every god damn interaction in my life? How do I even fucking know who I
am and what I want if all I am trying to do is get validation from others. god damn where the fuck do
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I even start.
I know this isnt unique to me and I would really appreciate some help breaking out of it. If the answer
is to just see it when it comes up/course correct where I can, keep lifting, reading, OYS, and take
your time. That is fine and what my current plan is.
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Help with a Boundary Issue
15 upvotes | September 11, 2021 | by EtherzZero21 | Link | Reddit Link
I won’t waste your time with a victim puke.
Long story short, for years the wife has taken her rings off and moved into our sons room as response
to me in most arguments. It would stay that way until I eventually cowered to her. I was trained by
her. Humiliating to say but true. I unsuccessfully set the boundary to not do that and she knew it
would always get me at my core.
Two years later, after a lot of work on myself and working hard to reassert that boundary she hasn’t
done it for the past year and a half…until the other day.
Here’s the catch, our Anniversary is in 5 days and I have already paid and planned for an out of town
excursion. Non-refundable. She still wants to go but I have made it clear to her that I am in no way
taking her unless she reverses course. ie. Move your shit back into our room, put your rings back on
and cut the shit. She says she’s not ready to do that ‘yet’. I know ultimatums are generally bad but I
wanted to be clear with her.
Obviously I want her to comply but is this as simple as I move forward and go without her? I don’t
really have any other options, do I? She’s implied we’re done for good if I go without her. I know
she’s testing me. Not sure how to successfully navigate this boundary. Thoughts?
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So pissed off. desperate for advice, Cant take the fights
anymore.
15 upvotes | February 3, 2017 | by NONO226 | Link | Reddit Link
My question:
Should i just act totally beta (allow her to call me names and disrespect me in front of the kids) until i
can build up every area of myself, build dread then flip it basically saying “fuck you, i have the
power now.” how do you take this shit. how do you swallow your pride as a man and allow someone
to treat you this way. should i just keep putting my foot down and deal with the hours and days of
misery it incurs, or should i totally beta/bitch out in a trade for some fucking peace? seriously at a
fucking loss, not sure i can become “alpha” fast enough to keep my sanity and “make it through.”
legit ideas, suggestions, comments, and criticisms please! be brutal.
Still very Noob, starting to question if i can ever become ALPHA but doing my best not to Rambo
anything and just defaulting to what i would assume are Beta tendencies when i get into a situation or
conversations I'm not sure how to handle. I have not completed the side bar, i have not reached my
lifting goals, i have not reached my diet goals, i HAVE hit my financial and work goal, and I have
made good strides in all other areas, but there a lot of work to be done.
trying to keep this as brief as possible, when my wife is upset she’s completely solipsistic and
emotional (duh). No one’s feelings matter but her own. She has a mother who acts the same way to
this day. Nothing is off limits, especially with regards to verbal attacks. “piece of shit, asshole,
pathetic, loser, simple minded idiot, dickhead.” are some of the variety of choice comments she
chooses to make. When i discovered the pill i read a tactic that when wives get to this level men leave
the house. I've implemented that. i told her that if she disrespects me to the level of using those
insults, especially in front of the children, then she will get nothing and i leave. This drives her
CRAZY. at first she didn't know how to respond but now she has said that i am not allowed to leave
in a fight.
“you may not say ‘Fuck You’ like i do but when you leave it is saying the same thin.”
She said in turn i need to acknowledge that her feelings are hurt and let her know i care about her and
want to speak with her. that she matters and her feelings matter. OK, fine, i use this line the next time
she gets this way and her attitude doesn't change. i leave, shit totally escalates when I'm back.
Reconciliations are only about me and what she wants “me to change.” i agree i can make changes (i
mean thats why i am on askMRP right) and tell her i am actively working on becoming a better man,
husband, father. Her response is that she will not change anything until she knows she can be
“vulnerable with her feelings with me and not get hurt.”
Totally seems one sided to me. Really struggling with this bc i feel like i am totally admonishing
myself and having to agree that “you’re right honey, i am a piece of shit asshole loser pathetic creep.”
“I am sorry i am so mean and disrespectful to YOU.” (i do not call her names or act that way. i just
shut down.) Then i do a number of acts to make her feel loved (beta bullshit buying flowers and
writing her a nice card about how great she is as a mother and wife and person and that i will work on
managing my life better to give her ‘the husband she deserves’.)
Her apology, maybe a day or two later, right as we are about to fall asleep, “i am sorry i said those
things to you, you're not all that stuff.”
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Me:” OK, thank you for apologizing.”
That’s it. no different actions, not making up for anything, i am still last priority and the second a kid
starts whining or crying, it’s “Honey, what are you doing!” her fucking mental checklist of me never
fulfilling her expectations is tallied.
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Wife had emotional affair. Should I let her say goodbye to him?
15 upvotes | October 22, 2016 | by RecoveringBlue | Link | Reddit Link
Wife and I have been married 10 years. I was pretty alpha before we met and went full on beta bitch
after marriage. We have two kids under 9.
I took the pill several months ago and thought I was aces. Lifting, passing shit test, lots of the best sex
since before we were married. Complete 180. Thought that I had my balls back.
3 months ago, her x reached out to her and they started an emotional affair. He lives in Germany, and
all evidence points toward they haven't seen each other since before I met her. 90% sure they haven't
fucked.
I thought I was being pretty alpha. I fuck her in all 3 holes on the regular, don't put up with her shit,
and have a SMV that is beginning to surpass hers due to working the hell out of my MAP.
She says that she's attracted to me physically and him emotionally. I told her if she communicates
with him without my involvement it will result in immediate divorce.
She wants one last private conversation with him so that she can "close this chapter of her life and
have closure, which will enable her to truly focus on our relationship."
I don't trust my own judgement at this point. I've left out less important details to avoid rambling.
1. Should I allow this private conversation for the purpose of saving my family, will it be a sign of
low value?
2. I know AWALT. Is she doing this as a reaction to my recent changes and she needs a beta bitch
to control, or am I still a beta bitch and I just sprinkled alpha on my shit, and he's the true
alpha? (He sounds like a pussy in their text. He sends her movies of his cats and always goes on
about his feelings for her.) Or is this the ultimate shit test to see if I'll fight to keep and protect
my family and not get butt hurt even when my family is on the line?
Please help me with this important decision.
Edit:grammar and added the shit-test option in 2nd question.
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Did I fail?
15 upvotes | December 24, 2021 | by dontevenbother12 | Link | Reddit Link
My wife asked me to rub her back/feet/arms. We've been going through a DB so I felt this was the
perfect time to be more overt.
After she asked I said "if you give me a bj I'll rub your back."
She replied "I don't like being forced into sexual acts. I just want my back rubbed."
I said "I'm not forcing you. I just asked. You have a need and I have a need."
It was silent from then on for about an hour. She closed off her body language and I made sure to
stfu. Did I hold frame or lose the test?
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I went nuclear on my wife , not sure what to do now.
15 upvotes | December 17, 2021 | by countingworms86 | Link | Reddit Link
My wife is messy as fuck. She knows she is, she's told me she knows she is a lazy, messy person
before so nothing I said was a surprise. I came home last night after getting back from visiting with
my family . The house was so bad I told her in the morning I'm taking my work somewhere else . She
asked me why and I said " take a look around ,this is the kind of shit a fucking pig would live in! "
She ended up cleaning up some of the mess but she's also moping around all day with a sad look on
her face hoping I'll feel bad, but I don't. I'm sick of putting up with the laziness.
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Wife just walked out
15 upvotes | June 7, 2022 | by RotorWash57 | Link | Reddit Link
We got into a stupid argument. She cried cause I raised my voice. Shouldn't have let my emotions get
the best of me but they did.
Just wondering whats the contingency plan right now?
Should have planned for this I know but I didn't.
Contact a lawyer? Let her cool off?
Edit: shitty post and that's on me. I'll go figure it out.
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Father’s Day sex
15 upvotes | June 19, 2022 | by NoRolexNoSex | Link | Reddit Link
Tomorrow is Father’s day and I always get laid on this day. So Im trying to figure out a question that
came from out of nowhere in my mind this morning. Im doing much better since my last post, and
have managed to lock down a 1-2 times a week series of high quality BJs, anal, pussy pounding,
unrushed fucking from her, for several weeks. Even went on vacation and she blew me every time
our daughter went to sleep, followed by a desperation for me to fuck her hard. So I know that she
fucks well when she’s relaxed and having fun. Plus Im still on a Test blast, so my body looks great
naked. Prolly too good for her comfort, lately. So my problem is that for years, Father’s day sex has
basically been duty sex. I wont turn down an opportunity to fuck, but this is a moment in which I’d
like to make the right move. New me says have a good day and fuck if she initiates, which she will,
so I will. But should I break the mold and tell her that I dont want duty sex, just because its FD? Or
maybe just go to sleep expecting nothing and of course, accept that she may very well do the same?
Or is that an autistic move? Im doing so good, I wake up in love with my progress, and I dont want to
fall into a trap. So lemme know. Shut the fuck up, and accept the quality incoming sex without
overthinking it or set up something else that will help the long game?
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How do you punish bad behavior without seeming butthurt?
15 upvotes | August 7, 2022 | by Middle_Path_4710 | Link | Reddit Link
Hey (23M) with a (24F) who was showing super high interest. She text me everyday and cooks for
me. She is a great person and I plan on getting into a LTR with her until recently.
She told me prior to the weekend that her sister in law was coming down to hang out. Then said she
wasn’t so I planned something for Saturday. It was a all day thing and I had 3 reservations. Later that
Friday she said her SIL was now coming and she couldn’t hang Saturday but she will be gone by
Sunday so we can hang out Sunday.
I canceled all Reservations and made other plans. Saturday morning I check her IG (via finsta) and
see that see actually was hanging out with friends. She tagged her friends so I went on a journey
watching their stories. They went to a nightclub and in multiple stories I seen her turning dudes
away/ignoring. (She like a 8/10 so it makes sense why hella dudes approach her.)
Saturday night she tells me that she will be free Sunday and I made plans to pull up to her on that
day. I didn’t make reservations and was gonna make her cook for me or buy me food instead for
canceling on me but…
She sent me a message at 1 in the morning saying “sigh…” but I was sleep so I didn’t see it. Now this
morning I’m sitting her knowing she probably gonna cancel on me twice in a row.
How do I punish bad behavior without seeming butthurt about it? I don’t wanna make it seem like
I’m mad but I do want her to understand not to do that shit to me. How do I go about it?
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How do you deal with permanent STD and dating
15 upvotes | September 28, 2022 | by RP_Savage001 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm recently single after divorce. No kids. Union job and have my own business on the side. During
my relationship/divorce I got genital herpes (HSV2) from a plate 6 months ago. Now that my
marriage is over and I'm going to date it's really hard for to me to think of myself as the prize when I
have herpes.
I'm still hitting the gym to look better and working to up my income. Also looking to get some
coaching to develop game in the future. Which is something I severely lack.
I've been all over ther herpes reddit post. Got medication, tried Ozone Therapy, read books, tried
diets. Know the transmission statistics with condoms and daily anti virals is 5% or less but there's no
way to know that "today I'm not shedding" and I won't infect my partner. Protected or unprotected. I
would feel terrible knowing that I gave it to my future wife, plate or anyone else even if they
accepted the risk.
Are any of you out there living with this and have a close to normal healthy sex life? I wanted to get
advice from those men that have gotten their shit together in the RP but have HSV2. Any of you get
to where you were able to start a new LTR and have kids? That's still a goal, to start a family in the
future.
Post some comments within 24hrs of posting:
I'm also new to the RP and I'm building and defining my frame along they way.
some of the questions I have:
How have you disclosed? How do you portray yourself to others? Hows Your frame eventhough you
have Herpes? When having multiple plates have you transmitted while using condoms? Have you
transmitted to a LTR? Have you had children and your wife/ltr and not trasmitted?
Thanks
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Red pill discovery and the road ahead - next stop divorce
15 upvotes | July 7, 2016 | by Fadren | Link | Reddit Link
Backstory Earlier this year I noticed a change in my wife's behavior, increased activity on the phone,
putting it face down on the table, hiding it when she went to the shower and what not. I didn't
confront her right out but knew something was up. Eventually she screwed up and I got hold of the
phone and read through a long string of messages with a guy. She sent the first text saying something
like "remember me? we met in the queue at this conference" and it evolved in to an emotional affair
with text flirting and regular video calls. He lives across the country so they have not hooked up but
are making plans for later this year at the conference where they first met.
Enlightenment Instead of blowing up in that moment I decided "that's it" and started looking at how
to organize things to avoid getting screwed in the divorce. During my research I stumbled upon the
red pill and realized what had led me to where I was. I was a hardcore blue pill doormat and it was a
bitter truth to wake up to. My behavior read like a checklist of the things not to do and that had
obviously killed her feelings for me. No one to blame but myself.
Redemption Now some six months later I've read the literature, improved my physical shape, got
some traction with ladies (even got phone numbers slipped to me twice unasked), still struggling a bit
with shit tests but overall getting better at being a man. At home, things seem good on the surface
with regular sex and not much drama, however the texting affair is still ongoing. Honestly at this
point I have lost all interest in my wife and I'm going through with the divorce. Even the idea of
being married in present society seems absurd to me now.
Deliverance I have a business trip at end of July and aim to break it off when I'm packed and about to
go. Fortunately we rent a furnished apartment, not much stuff so what I bring will be what I want to
keep. Divorce filing is ready, finances in order and a new place to stay when I return and a few days
of leave to get organized.
The only thing that is not crystal clear in my mind is about how to frame the divorce. I'm thinking it
will hit her like lightning from a clear blue sky and she can be dramatic at times so I'm expecting
emotional fallout, especially as she stands to lose a lot financially. My preference is to just ghost her
but since I need to deal with her later in the divorce proceedings I can't fully do that.
I'd like to leave her as "amicable" as possible because if she contests the division of assets the court
will appoint a "mediator" paid from marital property and I've seen cases where this ended up costing
easily $15k or more (she doesn't have much money so it will come out of my account and then she'll
get the half of what's left...). Theoretically she might be able to hold the legality of phone snooping
over me in some way so I'm hesitant to reveal my knowledge about it. (note: I'm not in the US)
Any suggestion on how to do it strategically to leave a woman less fuming? The truth is somewhere
between knowing about the cheating and not standing for it and just being bored of her ass. Maybe
keep it at "I fell out of love"? that may raise doubts that I have someone else and make me a revenge
target. Maybe it doesn't matter in the grand scheme of things as long as I get liberated (of my
money)...
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FR: Are you cheating on me? You are ruining us! (Neverending
compliance test)
15 upvotes | March 8, 2016 | by jumpingshitstorms | Link | Reddit Link
31, married for 10 years, 2 kids, and been a beta bitch the entire fucking time. Knocked her up, did
the "right" thing and been miserable ever since. That was until I found and took the red pill.
Devoured the MRP side bar, read all the popular blogs, and have been slowly making changes which
has made a great impact on my overall life quaility but still a noob and need some guidance.
What I've Done:
1. Internalized she is my wife, not my fucking mother- I pick out my own clothes, cook my own
meals, schedule my own damn appointments, and make my own choices. No more asking if it
is OK if I wear this shirt or use the TV to watch the game. How pathetic of a beta bitch I was. I
deserved all of the disrespect and rejections I got. In retrospect, I spent years trying to make my
wife a leisbein because I acted like the woman in our relationship. "Hey honey lets rub our
pussies together before you go to bed" (Biggest change with immediate impact)
2. Learned to say no (pass shit tests) - I was the fucking errand boy that would do whatever my
wife or her family would ask me to do. I was the personal shit taster. "Is that corn? Did you
have corn yesterday honey? This shit you are giving me is extra flavorful today" I was
surrounded by so much shit (tests) you would think I worked in sanitation.
3. I lead by making decisions quickly - "We have a battle session (play date) for the boys at 3". I
tell my wife where to be and what we are doing. "Put on something cute and be ready to go at
7. We are going out for dinner."
4. I manage my house like a general instead of a private - All responsibility falls on my shoulders.
If someone fails or something breaks it is because I didn't give clear instructions or I failed to
recognize the symptoms before it got bad. When shit goes wrong, i find out why and make a
plan to avoid it in the future.
5. Back to eating clean and working out. Arms, shoulders, and legs and showing definition.
Fucking stomach has a way to go. I would almost say I am fuckable but do to my hjgh
testosterone from lifting that doesn't mean much. After lifting I would fuck a pig if she looked
at me long enough. (Just kidding, I only fuck animals that can stand on their hind legs)
6. Dress better, groom daily, wear colonge, bought new items, follow mens fashion closely and
use it to create my one style - as ugly as I am it is shocking how many heads muscular arms and
nice clothes turn. I swear I gave a lady an eyegasm from a scarf I wore that complimented a
itchy ass wool sweater I wore.
7. Hobbies outside the home (fucking stuck here) - made some boys at work, introduced them to
the pill and started to go out once every few weeks for food and drinks. First time out was main
event 1: Came home and the Mrs threatened to leave and take kids to another state where we
grew up calling me a cheating asshole. (Hamster on overdrive) I recognize it as a comfort test,
assure im committed to my relationship, and dont chase her as she storms out to sleep in the
kids room. She returns and apologizes then trys to make me promise I wont go out again. Set a
boundary saying I will continue to go out and she will have to get used to it. It is important that
I have friends i can relate to.
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Here is the issue. This was two months ago...now every time I leave when I return she goes on a
fucking rant about how im cheating and ruining our relationship. I guess all my improvements have
her nervous as fuck. Hamster cant run any faster or that exercise wheel will fly off the hinges.
She actually asked me the other day was I doing all this because she doesn't put out enough?
My question to you rude, blunt, fucking assholes who saved my life and potentially my marriage..is
how do I deal with this continued compliance test. She is damn near falling apart in front of me out if
fear of losing me and I only go out once a month. Do I nuke it and say im not cheating bitch shut the
fuck up about it (in a child friendly PC manner) or keep hitting her with the kiss and pat on the butt
saying you have nothing to worry about as long as you do your part on keeping us together. (Aka
give me ass on request for the foreseeable future. Haha)
Just heard: Watch what she does, not what she says in my head and may have just wasted a half hour
writing this post. Anyway going back to work on me. Fuck it. Guess I'll go shoot some hoops with
the boys in a sleeveless tight fitting shirt just to start some shit. Its my life. I will do what the fuck I
want in it.
Oh I am using game, kino, and the first three levels of dread but the desire for her is still not there. I
was a bitch for too long. May take a while to turn the tides in my favor. Sex is infrequent about once
every two weeks but I don't initiate as often due ti the fucking anger phase. Still struggling with all
the lies society gives about relationships. Damn red pill has me questioning everything now from
politics, religion, and parenting. Trying to figure out what's real. Its some deep shit.
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Ok, But What About Love?
15 upvotes | March 6, 2016 | by ParadoxThatDrivesUs | Link | Reddit Link
Do I have stop loving my wife for red pill to work?
Married 13 years, red pill about two months - check my OYS if you want more context. Just got
turned down for sex after what I thought was a great day of gaming her, mutual flirting, etc. Left the
house for a long walk. I have a long way to go, but after lifting four months, I'm in the best shape of
my life, by far. Wife is a good looking woman, but she's also 48 years old. She hit the wall years ago,
and she's not going to find another man like me. She's just not.
It's obvious to me in this moment that everything I've done with red pill has been for her, not myself.
I'm lifting for her, so that she will want me. Covert contract, and it's not working because she still
doesn't want me.
I've got oneitis bad for her - she's my wife, the mother of my children, and I love her. And judging by
both words and actions, I love her more than she does me.
I've noticed that nothing in the sidebar talks about love, at least nothing positive. It's oneitis, a
weakness to weed out of your soul, because the person who cares least controls the relationship. So
do I have to extinguish my love for my wife for this to work? I could do that, I think. But the only
reason I'm with my wife is because I love her. What's the point of winning the battle and preserving
the relationship if the price is that I have to stop caring about the relationship? I can win my wife
back, but only if I force myself to stop caring for her? Is that the price?
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What did you give/get for Valentine's Day?
15 upvotes | February 14, 2019 | by TurdDoctor | Link | Reddit Link
I gave her Reeses peanut butter cups and a hot pink MAGA hat. She gave me a winter hat,
underwear, and a bag of her favorite chocolates. Should I go Rambo and not share my chocolates
with her?
Edit: Tonight I'll give her my dick in a box if she's good.
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What is the ruling on cleaning the house?
15 upvotes | April 5, 2019 | by aonachs | Link | Reddit Link
I wanted to get some input and thoughts on what the rule is related to cleaning the house up when
first beginning the red pill journey.
I’m currently in an LTR where I started out as dominant and alpha and slowly progressed into beta
tendencies as the relationship when on. Failed many shit tests, showed too much emotion and
insecurity etc.
We moved in together very quickly.
Things are reasonably good outside of that and I still have maintained some dominance. Started
reading about MRP about a month ago and NMMNG and have been working to implement it into my
life.
Initially I made the mistake of coming across as an asshole so I slowed the process down and it’s
been working much better. TIP: When implementing things initially, too quick will lead to major
pushback from her and it’s important not to come off as a total jerk to her.
One area I’m curious about is the cleaning of the house. I’ve tried searching and have gotten
conflicting information from various posts where some FRs talk about how they just took charge and
did it all because they wanted a clean house and it was important to them and other posts have
discussed that cleaning the house is a negative thing.
Sure it is more of a woman’s role but what happens in the following case:
To me, a clean house is extremely important. I need to live in a clean environment with relatively
minimal clutter. If I let things pile up and get out of order, It will eventually start to have a negative
impact in my mood and this can parlay into other area of my life.
When I lived on my own, in addition to keeping things organized during the week (put dishes away,
laundry in hamper etc) every Saturday or Sunday I would wake up and do a relatively deep clean of
the house. Lysoling counters, washrooms, wood polish on desks, vacuuming the floors.
Now, I still like to maintain that but the issue I’m having is that she has no issue with the house
getting cluttered throughout the week. Dog toys on the floor, dishes at the counter or unemptied
dishwasher loads, papers left out on the coffee table, glasses at the bedside etc. I’ve brought it up and
she says it doesn’t bother her.
This leads to me either ignoring it and letting the house get cluttered during the week so by Friday it
looks a mess or picking up after her mess to keep it organized. I then wake up and do my deep clean
on Saturday to get it back into shape. Usually I ignore it because I’m exhausted working 12 hour days
and want to relax once I’m home.
I have mentioned it but she wakes up later than me and I like to have it clean early so I can go about
my day.
Tomorrow I want to go on a six hour hike. I’m exhausted (working 60 hour weeks right now) but I
feel I need to clean the house when I get home tonight so I can go hiking tomorrow and if I don’t, I’ll
come home and it won’t be cleaned. She may tidy the kitchen counter but the deep clean I like to do
won’t be done.
Now, I’m new to RP so I want to be looked at as the leader. I expect a clean house. Is the appropriate
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handling of this to simply keep the house clean, do my cleaning, and hope she will eventually get the
idea and follow suit?
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Wife says I look and other women
15 upvotes | May 3, 2019 | by themerovingian01 | Link | Reddit Link
A constant fight we have is the wife saying I look at other women. If she even catches so much as a
glance she freaks out. From there the night normally goes downhill. Then she'll say things like "I
don't want to go there because there are too many pretty girls and you'll be staring at them all night."

I'm sure I do have a proclivity to appreciate beautiful women but she's just being obnoxious about it.

Some DAREing advice or other techniques to stop the cycle would be great.
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How do you deal with anger?
15 upvotes | May 13, 2019 | by MrNoFapzToday | Link | Reddit Link
So from what I understand you do not express negative emotions to your woman. You’re supposed to
be her rock and always keep a cool head.
But I do get annoyed from time to time, sometimes really annoyed from how she acts. And I want to
lash out in one way or another, tell her to grow the fuck up or whatever.
See, my logic tells me that it’s not healthy to bury annoyance/anger inside as having a reaction
releases it from mind and body. Else it builds up and an explosion might happen, or it harms you in
some other way, be it brainfog, feeling stressed, uneasy or whatever it may be.
So how to best deal with this?
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FR – It’s my Responsibility - Long
15 upvotes | January 25, 2018 | by dcapt46 | Link | Reddit Link
This story starts 3 days ago. Red tide just ending and wife has a quick shower before bed. So I initiate
for the heck of it thinking she still has her period (crampy and uncomfortable usually not DTF for
about 4-5 days). However she is on and when I start moving down to eat she stops me saying “no it
might still be dirty” fine. Caveman pounded it quickish because she tends to get sore if it is extended
around red time. Smiles for both.
2 days ago I start initiating and she says “No I’m dirty.” I push it a little more and she is insistent
”No, tomorrow is hump day, I will shower then” So I’m OI at this point and I let it go. Not because
she promised tomorrow but because It had only been one day and I truly felt fine that we didn’t. I am
pretty sure that if I really pushed there we would have had sex but she would have gone starfish and
given in even though she would have liked it in the end.
Yesterday, I get home from work and she is finishing dinner wearing black yoga pants. She has white
dust on them I go over and run my hands over her butt. And say What did you sit in some powder?”
She looks down “oh its Flour, I wiped my hands” I say “I will help next time you are baking I Know
where to wipe my hands” smirk, laugh. Note: I cook sometimes but I never bake. That is her area.
Later we are sitting on the couch and amazingly kids (teenagers) are already in bed because they are a
little sick. We are talking, schedules etc. She comments about wanting to travel with me. I agree that
I want to travel with her and we discuss logistics of MIL availability (scarce). Kids are fine to be left
alone for an evening but not comfortable to leave them for a week or even a weekend. Then she says
“I miss you, I need to be connected to you.” Last week was busy with kids sports and it was shark
week. So I say “sit in my lap and get connected” Now she says “I showered earlier but maybe I need
to shower again”. Based on previous night I know she is hinting at sex. So I say “yes you do”. So she
says what are you going to do if I do? So I say “pin you down and run my tongue all over you.” She
showers and a great extended session ensues. At one point she comments that she loves my arms –
even though 2 months ago she told me to stop working out because I was getting too big. Afterwards
I make sure I stay in her for a few minutes while we come down from the high. She says ”we should
have sex more often” I say “yes we should.” She apologizes saying I don’t know what’s wrong with
me I am trying. I just STFU. Thinking back I should have said “We will” and when she said “I am
trying” I should have said “don’t worry I will make it happen.” Still learning even though
improvements are huge.
What is worth learning here? Besides all the little things (Kino, talking sexual, being sexual early
way before anything could happen (kids still up and around) here are the big things that have changed
in my frame from 10 years ago:
When she asked if she should shower old me would have said. “It’s up to you.” New me says
“Yes you should”
When she asked what would I do? Old me would have said. “Cuddle you” because I couldn’t
directly talk sexual. Embarrassed.
Old me would have hinted at sex but expected her to start it.
Here is a women who has been married 19 years who still plays plausible deniability and has
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ASD
Even though she ‘promised’ sex tomorrow but then she gave herself lots of ‘outs’ had I not
followed through and pushed
She feels closer/more connected after sex
As much as she wants more sex she can’t / won’t initiate it more than making herself available
Now I know that it is my responsibility to continue to push it even more. Our sex life is my
responsibility. She is very reactive and her ‘initiations’ are extremely gently deniable hints. Old
me would have resented this and been angry that she didn’t just jump on me when she promised
to yesterday. Now I accept the responsibility. Next steps in this area keep lifting and keep it
exciting, push boundaries about when and where. DEVI
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Everyone should check out the classic content being re-posted
over in the main TRP sub
15 upvotes | January 9, 2018 | by cholomite | Link | Reddit Link
/u/redpillschool is reposting many of the original posts of a lot of the core materials over at
/r/theredpill. I think it would do well for new guys, or anyone else to go over and check out some of
the posts you might have missed, or re-read some older content you might have forgotten about.
There's a lot of good stuff being posted, make the most of this opportunity.
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Shit test passed...and I love her more???
15 upvotes | July 14, 2017 | by RedishPill | Link | Reddit Link
So my woman is leaving on a trip this weekend (left this morning actually), and was doing some
packing last night. One of her 'tasks' was to create a music playlist on her phone using spotify for her
girls trip. I tried to lay down with her for a bit after dinner and before the gym, but she was on her
phone so I left to do some chores. I cam back 30 min later and she's still on her phone. I tell her to get
ready for the gym as I change in front of her and she says "I'm almost done" (she was already in her
gym clothes). I let her know she's been working on this for 30 min, and that we need to go to the
gym. I go to the door, put my shoes on, grab my stuff and yell "I'll see you at the gym". She says
"Just give me more time!". So I walk to the bathroom, have a pee, see her still sitting on the bed on
her phone, so I walk out of the house and go to the car. She opens the window to say that "I can wait
for her" or something along those lines so I chuckle and give her a "Chop chop!". I get in the car. I
start the car. I sit in the car for 3 min (I know this because I was staring at the clock aha) and then I
drove away.
I get a text while I'm in the gym parking lot about how she's pissed I left her, I'm a shitty person for
starting a fight the night before she leaves, and a "See how well this works for you!". I text her back
that I would love it if she joined me at the gym, and that we're doing legs! (It's her favourite). Then I
put my phone away and go work out. Now, I'll be honest, I wasn't feeling the greatest in the gym at
first, but the longer I was in there, I just started to feel good about setting a boundary (When I say I'm
going, I'm going) and I felt like a man who was operating from his own frame and, surprisingly, I
wasn't mad at her?! I felt so good, that I was actually happy to go home and be with my woman
after I was done in the gym, despite the events of the last two hours. Normally I mentally hate her for
a few hours after we fight or something, but this time felt much different.
When I got home I pretended as if nothing had happened, talked about my sore legs, and for the most
part she was talkative and normal, though you could tell she wasn't 100%. When she mentioned me
leaving her in non-direct ways, why am I so mean to her, I just ignored her etc. I made mention of
"Maybe you'll move a little quicker next time" once when she asked me directly about it, but that was
it. Then I boned her twice this morning before she left for her trip.
So....is this "I feel good" thing from operating in my own frame? Because I like it, and it's the first
time she's gotten angry and my response wasn't anger and thoughts of "Why am I with you?".
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FR: I Finally Woke Up and It's Game On
14 upvotes | February 12, 2018 | by SBIII | Link | Reddit Link
My first OYS is here:
[reddit!]https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/7qqy5a/own_your_shit_weekly_january_
16_2018/dsvt50a/?context=2&st=jdkftdp2&sh=9ee4d4d6
My Fitness details are here:
[reddit!]https://www.reddit.com/r/askMRP/comments/7vms8q/advice_on_bulking_diet/?st=jdkfu90a
&sh=df4962ff
TL, DR; 42, 2 kids, married 11 years, dead bedroom
My MAP:
I set about my MAP last summer after reading Athol Kay’s MAP & MMSLP. Made vast
improvements in my personal life & went from being a directionless, unmotivated waster to running
my own business, having an active personal life and persuing my own hobbies. I straightened out my
finances, wrote out my mission, set out my goals for the next 20 years and a plan of action to achieve
them. Everything – in that respect – was sorted by Christmas.
I know what I want from life. I know how I’m going to get it. But there’s one thing missing….
Still no sex. Or affection of any kind. Not a kiss, hug or even a touch from her in months.
As you can guess, I discovered MRP the usual way. In January, I set about planning out my MRP
map – lift, sidebar, read, STFU etc. Been at it 5 weeks.
An Awakening:
Friday morning, I got into my car to go to the office. I had spent the week hamstering. I realised that I
was spending all my spare time thinking about what she was thinking. It was creeping into my work
life. It was keeping me awake at night. I was posting stupid shit here about back scratches. I was
doing the Dancing Monkey program. I was overthinking everything I said, everything I did,
everything she said, everything she did. It was a disruptive and destructive force and it had control of
me. I had not found my frame.
Sat in traffic, on my way to work, I realised that until I stopped all this, until I finally burned my ship
on the shore, I would be stuck here, dancing around like a hamstering monkey. That’s when I decided
I had to kill my ego, forget about “saving the relationship”, to forget about “winning her back” and to
concentrate 100% on me and finally swallow the pill. It finally dawned on me that this was the only
option, the only way forward, the only way I could stop the rattling and noise that was polluting my
head.
I took a massive gulp.. and when I woke up. I felt free. Liberated. My life was finally back in my
hands.
When I got to the office, I sat down and made a list with the heading “GFTOW”. I decided to write
out a list of ten women I knew who – if I made the effort – would fuck me. TBH, I hadn’t decided if I
was going to persue this line or to spin plates, but I had decided that either I was going to get what I
wanted from my wife (ie., sex and sexual desire) or I was going to get it elsewhere.
The next couple of months of my MAP would be dedicated to this.
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I decided that by summertime, I was going to be having sex again – either with or without her. I was
taking back control of my life and that included my sex life.
I put eight names on the list & scratched off 3. “Five isn’t bad to start with”, I thought. I could easily
add to that once I put myself about. I am after all, a fucking prize.
I put the list away, and started my day’s work. For the first time in months, I felt 100% focused on
my work – no thoughts of her, what she was doing, what she might be thinking. I didn’t care. I’m
awake. I’m reborn.
When One Hamster Dies, Another is Reborn:
Friday evening, I knocked off early, picked up the kids, came home, put some tunes on the stereo and
cooked the dinner. I felt fantastic. My mood was lighter than it has been in months.. years maybe.
Wife got home, we ate and chatted, I went off to the gym. Stopped off at the office and then the
supermarket on the way home, so I got back later than usual.
She asked me where I had been. “Just sorting a few things out”, I told her.
“Are you seeing someone else?” she asked
“Would you care if I was?” I replied
“You didn’t answer my question” she said
“Neither did you” I replied
“Who is this girl Hannah?” she asked.
“Why are you asking me about Hannah?”
“Because she was ringing you over Christmas”
Backstory needed here. A couple of times over Christmas, Hannah rang me when I wasn’t in the
room (I leave my phone in the kitchen when I get home). My wife saw the calls coming in on the
phone. At the time, she said nothing about it and never asked who she was. Hannah is my accountant,
though my wife doesn’t know that.
“Ok” I said.
“So are you sleeping with her or not?” she asks
“Would you care if I was?” I replied again
“Look, I’ve been really angry with you” she says, “I loved you so much when I met you and always
put you first. I would have done anything for you but you let me down and I’ve been angry with you
and I’ve been angry with myself for not standing up to you and for not standing up for myself. That’s
why I’ve been the way I have been with you for the last few months”.
“OK” I replied.
“I’m exhausted with all of this – I just want to be loved”, she says.
So I take her in my arms and hold her. She’s like a floppy rag doll, hands down by her sides. I hold
her closer. No response. We stay like that for a few minutes, then I step back.
“You haven’t told me what you want”, she says
“You haven’t asked” I reply
She starts to cry – “You have to tell me something. You’re not saying anything. Tell me, what do you
want?”
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“I want you”, I reply
She moves towards me and hugs me for the first time in months. Not just a hug. It’s like she’s melted
into my arms.
I pass a comfort test. Dread is creeping in. It didn’t happen at Christmas when the calls came in but
now she’s actually worried now because my SMV is on the rise. She’s hamstering and the hamster is
getting tired. It’s wearing her down.
I kiss her on the head and go off to my studio to mix some tracks.
White Light / White Heat:
The next day, we had family over – my brother, his wife, their 3 boys. They’re staying with us for the
night. She takes the kids off for the day, I stay at home, organise the beds, tidy up and cook. I’ve
prepped like a boss. The dinner goes great – everyone complimenting the cooking. My brother is
diabetic, so I’ve made a non-sugar desert from avocado and cocoa powder. Goes down a bomb.
I haven’t seen my brother’s wife in 8 years. She keeps going on about how well I look these days,
how I’m in such good shape.
I’ve organised a night out for us all – a gig in town. Two experimental indie rock bands. Think The
Velvet Underground with no Lou Reed. I fucking love this shit. I expect everyone else not to but I
don’t care – this is me doing what I love doing. By the end of the night, everyone has had a few
drinks and all enjoying themselves. The wife is kinoing me every chance she can get. I’m in my
element, smiling, having fun with my brother, chatting to people in the bar. A good night all round.
We get back, get into bed and my wife thanks me for organising such a great day and for looking
after everyone. She kisses me goodnight.
First kiss in over 6 months.
Game On:
Next morning, I get up. She’s in the kitchen. I walk right up to her, hold her head in my hands and
give her a full on kiss on the lips. I see a look in her eyes that I haven’t seen in years – the look of a
girl who has just been kissed by a man that she really wants.
The plan now? Just keep on going the way I was going. My life is now back in my hands, I have
control and I feel fucking fantastic. I'm not afraid of losing her anymore. It's time to rock the boat,
initiate hard and up the dread as required.
By summer time, I will allow some lucky lady (or ladies) to share this new found vibe with me and
will reward them by fucking them seven ways till Sunday.
It’s game on.
Currently Reading: Sex God Method ;)
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Tip: when things go south, lift, read and sleep.
14 upvotes | November 20, 2017 | by ImSteveMcQueen | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 15 months into my RP journey. I had a few setbacks along the way. One thing I found was that
when things went badly I got back on track by lifting, reading and sleeping, mostly in that order.
After a while it becomes second nature, but while you are learning it is important to know to just fall
back on these things every time you get discouraged. Do the work. The transition will take care of
itself.
Sleep
The RP process is emotionally draining. Lifting is physically tiring. Dieting is draining. Having a bad
day ? Check how much sleep you are getting. Cut out the TV and get a good nights sleep. Go to bed
at 9:30. Rest. Worst case is you'll wake up at 5:30AM rested and then you can easily take care of shit.
Can't sleep at night ? Work out harder. Eat a high fat, low carb diet. Cut out caffeine. Learn to
meditate.
I keep an Android tablet beside my bed. If something is bothering me I open the tablet and journal
about it until it is captured and then worry about it in the morning. I cannot sleep if something is
bothering me and I want to remember it to work on it in the morning. I need to capture it, then and
there and then sleep.
Reading
Just do it. Sidebar books, other books and the RP Reddit subs. Whenever you get off track, start
reading. Screw up a shit test ? Read. Get butt hurt ? Read. Argue ? Read. DEER ? Read.
If you are BP, you've been screwing up shit tests, getting butt hurt, arguing and DEERing for the last
20 years. Those behaviours are burnt into your subconscious. You do them automatically. You don't
change them by reading a bit. You have to work on the how, why, when of those behaviours over and
over before they become second nature. "You are such an ass !" "Yep, I am really good at it !" "I'll be
even better next week" Or STFU...
I like to read old RP Reddit posts when I'm down. My problems don't seem so bad when I read about
everyone else's. And usually I glean a nugget or two from a thread.
Lifting
Anger is a normal by product of realizing you've been screwing up your life for the last 20 years. The
best way to deal with anger is to work out until you are exhausted. For me that turns the anger into
something softer, like sadness, guilt or remorse. When I feel those emotions, I get some sleep. In the
morning I feel better. I'm ready to start another day.
Work outs produce a variety of feel good chemicals like endorphins. It is rare that I don't feel better
after a work out. Remember that you control your state of mind and work outs are one way to do that.
You don't have to be fat. You don't have to feel shitty. You control how you look and how you feel.
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Own your Own look
14 upvotes | November 9, 2017 | by eyeamamess | Link | Reddit Link
A year ago I took a chance on something different and shaved my head. One never knows how that
will turn out since some people have weird shaped heads. Thankfully, mine looks good. It gave me a
great boost of confidence and looks great on stage as well. I’ve maintained that look until a couple
months ago when things just took a shit.
Long story short my wife’s MS hit hard and she lost the ability to walk and drive. Quite the
emotional upheaval.. I’m used to doing most everything anyway, but now I really had to dig in.
Dumping commodes, etc. Wheelchairs and walkers, exhaustion and upset.. I lost my frame a few
times, but this is beyond the scope of this post. Maybe I’ll address it later on. I didn’t have the energy
to maintain it and let it grow out.
I debated back and forth about keeping it. It was a comfortable look for everyone else.. I looked
softer..nicer, but looking in the mirror, I would see me. I would see the same guy who was asleep at
the wheel for so many years. The guy who blamed his wife for a lot of the financial trouble we found
ourselves in over the years instead of me, who allowed it to happen, who couldn’t say no or stand up,
all that shit described in the sidebar.
Now I have a little breathing room in my schedule and hit the gym last night for the first time since
the setback. Getting the blood flowing back it feels good. I got up a bit earlier this morning and
shaved it all off again. I look in the mirror and smile, feeling glad to be back. Now what I see is the
external representation of who I want the guy on the inside to be. My son freaked out.. “oh, no… why
did you do it??” I took the opportunity to explain to my kids that they shouldn’t allow other people’s
preferences or opinions to dictate your behavior or dictate something as simple as a style. You may
have rules at school or a job on certain things, but mainly it’s your own business. Wife was asleep
when I left for work, but my son told her all about it so she called me and asked, “why?? Why?? You
look so mean.” Etc. I laughed it off because I expected this. Crab buckets, all of them. I’m trying to
grab the bananas at the top of the ladder. It’s my head, people.
I didn’t post this because I’m some RP expert.. trust me, I’m still a complete fuck up, but for the folks
new to this, making an external change that’s comfortable and looks good on you is the easiest
change to make. It also provides good practice in handling all the shit testing that occurs as a result.
Go ahead and grow a beard, or shave yours off.. whatever. It’s your own fucking business.
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fast results, little ones--but wow
14 upvotes | October 21, 2017 | by wildnight98 | Link | Reddit Link
Ok my mind is blown. My W is a high achiever, makes $120K, supervises couple dozen guys. We
have been in a bad spell (silent/cold treatment several days). She slept the 2nd half of last night in the
guest bedroom. Anyway, I've been reading No More Mr. Nice Guy and the forum.
She had to talk to me this afternoon because we have to go over some construction plans for the back
porch. During the discussion over various items she started talking over me (not unusual). Though it
took everything I had, I firmly said "Listen!" in the same voice I'd use for the kids. She stopped
talking and listened, not upset at all. I would have been way too afraid to try this one week ago.
Later she was standing in the doorway looking out back. I came up behind her to go out. I previously
would have put my hand on her gently and asked her to please pardon me. This time I just said,
"watch out" in a firm tone. She moved out of the way, no problems.
I sat down outside and she came to me to talk some more (silent/cold treatment evaporating). I
thought, what the heck, and I said, "would you grab me an apple?" I did not say please and my tone
was firm, not supplicating. She brought me three to pick which one I liked(!). I said, "I'll take this
one" and did not say thanks. One week ago I would have expected this to make her super upset.
Instead she took the other two apples back then came back and sat down next to me on the back
porch. Cold treatment completely evaporated.
This stuff is crazy.
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Wife hates that I push intimacy at random times
14 upvotes | October 5, 2017 | by happyguy20 | Link | Reddit Link
Background: Discovered MRP about a month ago. Went rambo around then (which then required
increased comforting, but I held on to DGAF frame)... needed to just STFU, work on Frame. We put
that incident way behind us. I've been lifting and diet change for last 2-3 months, with noticeable
physical improvements. Have read all of sidebar up to Red Pill Sidebar and Dread. My SMV is above
my wife's (but she has a pussy, and still controls it). Sex is 1 to 2 times per week (similar to pre MRP
levels). Quality is getting way better as I embrace being a man and read more about DEVI (but baby
steps here). Frequency is still lower than I like and I still feel like I'm asking/waiting for it (though
she initiated last weekend, even during the tail end of shark week, which is unheard of).
So, this weekend, I'm taking one or two of the three kids to the mountains (without wife). So I'm
trying to get a lay or two in before I leave for a long weekend. Last night, after the kids went down
and a little bit of clean up, I said "how about a quickie" with a smirk since I had a commitment later
that evening. Of course I expected a "no" and my OI was fine, but she complained that "why did I
have to say that, and make her uncomfortable" I had no good response, but I didn't apologize. I kept
my smirk up, did some other OYS items and then left.
This morning, before work, I grabbed my wife (and picked her up) as the Nanny was about to walk
in, and said "I want to ravage you"... she being paranoid about the Nanny walking in, didn't like it,
and again, said "why do you have to do that, why can't you be normal" I reply with, "I am normal,
and I like making you uncomfortable" with a big ass smile. She goes, "why? you should be making
me comfortable.." and I don't respond, thinking in my mind that I want her to be uncomfortable. A
minute later, I give everyone a kiss and leave for work.
Am I still too newbie to do this? I can't tell if I'm losing my frame, since I'm not sure if my responses
are good enough. Should I keep this rate of sexual tension/suggestion up? I'm doing this because "I
want to". She hates it (at least verbally). But should I pull back and give her space and let her come to
me? Part of me feels like I need to continue to DGAF, and go after what I want when I want it. But
then I have the BP nature that wants to say "this relationship is pretty good". But then again, I also
have used the MRP/RP to disrupt my marriage. Thoughts?
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What to do if SHE has a higher sex drive than YOU?
14 upvotes | August 28, 2017 | by BiggestBoop | Link | Reddit Link
The title is basically the entire point.
My LTR has a super high sex drive. She's down to have basically non-stop sex every time we see
each other.
This was fun at first but it's honestly getting annoying. I'd probably prefer to have sex about 5 times a
week, and sometimes just a quickie. Not a marathon sex session.
I have had my hormone levels checked, they are all normal. My health is fine.
I realize this is a "good problem" to have (and I'd rather deal with this than a sexless relationship) but
it's a problem nonetheless. When I can tell she wants sex, I feel like I'm being a bad leader if I don't
initiate or reciprocate her advances. I feel like my role is to be hornier than she is.
How can I get the fuck over my feelings about this? And how can I reject her properly?
I get freaked out thinking that if I reject her too often she'll want to get it elsewhere.
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[FR] I'm getting on top of this... Still need to work harder
14 upvotes | August 28, 2017 | by AustralianArm | Link | Reddit Link
When I started following this sub at the beginning of this year, the idea of Owning Your Shit didn't
quite click with me as I was always told that marriages were a 50/50 deal. So over the years, it
puzzled the fuck out of me that my wife would get pissy at me most when we were sharing the load
50/50.
FF to yesterday and the following exchange happened when SO returned home from a coffee with a
friend that went longer than planned (shit storm in friend's marriage, betabux and Chad).
SO: [comes inside and I can tell she has attitude before she even speaks] Hi.
Me: Hey. [attempt at hug, shrugged off] How was coffee?
SO: It was okay. WHAT have you been doing while I've been gone? [she looks at TV that had sport
on]
Me: Absolutely nothing at all. [with a smirk]
SO: Great. [Failed AA/AM or her defenses were too strong. And stomps off to the laundry, returning
a few seconds later] You did laundry? Will there be enough time for it to dry?
Me: Yeah, it's all good. It'll dry.
SO: Did you wash sheets too? Or do I have to do that?
Me: Yep. All sorted.
Rinse and repeat for all the other jobs her hamster was going nuts over due to going long on her
coffee outing. Mood still bitchy. I go back to sorting out sprinklers in the backyard.
10 minutes later she comes and finds me and gives me a big hug and kiss.
SO: Sorry I was horrible before. You're not like other guys. You're so much better. But why did you
do everything for me?
Me: I didn't do it for you. I did it because it needed doing. [A look of hurt passed across her face. But
went away quick, didn't stop hugging]
I'm getting better at picking these moments before they happen but I'm still not getting the AA/AM to
work properly for me. STFU only works for so long until they learn that play and go harder at you.
Could I have defused this hamster faster? I'm not sure I could.
TL;DR: SO in a bitch mood, was owning my shit, need to improve AA/AM
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3 [FRs]- Setting a boundary, IDGAF, and saying "No"
14 upvotes | August 4, 2017 | by youscum | Link | Reddit Link
I've posted here before, but had to delete my account due to opsec concerns.
I'll save you the victim puke as I have already done that, but here is a brief background of me:
34, married for 8 years, 2 kids (7 and 1). Been doing jiu jitsu, lifting, and running since 2012 (long
before I found MRP it was a no-brainer that I had to get out of the house more and get back in shape).
I swallowed the pill in January 2017 after being sick and tired of the constant missionary starfish duty
sex I was getting (my baby girl was only 6 months old at this time). Since my sex life was my biggest
complaint in my marriage, I use sex as one of the primary units of measurement for progress I've
made since swallowing the pill (as you will see in the FRs below). In short- I believe if my sex life is
improving, the MRP tactics are working.
So after swallowing the pill, I went a little Rambo at first and was stuck in the anger phase for the
first 3 good months. I eventually slowed down and told myself my journey doesn't officially start
until the baby turns 1 (June). Once June arrives, the clock starts and if my marriage hasn't made ANY
improvements in 12 months, I'm filing for divorce.
And so the baby turned 1 last month and since then I've dealt with some textbook MRP shit...and
quite honestly I'm having a blast with it. When you see the theories and ideas from the sidebar lifted
directly from the pages and manifested right before your eyes in your woman's actions, it truly is
quite hilarious. It's like knowing the secrets to a magician's tricks. You think to yourself "Haha, nice
try but I saw that one coming from a mile away." You become Neo, dodging bullets and seeing the
code. The anger fades and you realize that your woman is not a bad person. She's simply just a
reflection of you.
[FR] Setting a boundary:
On the day of the baby's 1st birthday my wife and her mom were trying to fit a birthday crown on the
baby's head for a photo. The baby wasn't having it, going nuts, screaming and crying about the stupid
crown being placed on her head. I spoke up and said "Alright now, let's not kill the baby for a photo."
It was passive aggressive and a stupid comment to make, I admit. And it really seemed to piss off my
wife as she yelled "WILL YOU SHUT UP!" to me in front of her mom and our kids. Her mom
looked at me like I was a sad little puppy being scolded by its owner. I was embarrassed. Humiliated
might be the better word.
I knew a boundary had to be set. I don't care how frustrated my wife was or what stupid shit I said,
my wife does not talk to me like that under any circumstances.
So I just smiled at her and got up and left the room. I went outside to take out the trash and then
waited at her car for her to come out (she was about to leave for work).
She eventually comes outside and approaches me. We are alone. When she is about 2 feet away I
looked right into her eyes and said "I know you were frustrated and my comment didn't help. But
don't you ever talk to me like that again. Ok?"
She was now the sad puppy being scolded. She lowered her head and eyes and said "Ok" and got into
her car and left.
Moments later she texted me "I'm sorry for HOW I talked to you, but I'm not sorry for WHY I
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snapped like that. We need to have a talk."
I replied "OK, let's talk tonight."
Later that night, the talk never came. But she did. Hmmm. Interesting...
[FR] IDGAF:
I had my relatives (my mom and my sister) come visit a week after the baby's birthday. Anytime
company is about to arrive, my wife goes into obsessive cleaning mode (AWALT, amirite?). The day
my family is flying in we both handle shit around the house and when the chores are done I tell her
I'm off to jiu jitsu class. She blows up. She said "all you ever care about is yourself. You're living in
your own little world and no one else matters" and essentially accuses me of going off to have fun
while leaving her to clean the house and do chores by herself for MY family (shit was already done
and handled, she was just being dramatic and manipulative). She goes on and says she can't believe I
don't have the common sense to skip jiu jitsu the day we're expecting company (I was picking them
up from the airport at 8pm that night...).She starts crying and said she is not happy and that once my
family is gone we need to "have a serious talk" (hinting at divorce, again). Instead of getting dragged
into a long emotional argument like I have done in the past the only thing I said was "Sure. We can
talk whenever you want. Me and the kids will be back later." And off I went.
On the way home, I stopped at the gas station for a Gatorade like I usually do and picked up a diet
soda for my wife, like I usually do. When I got home I approached my wife like everything was fine
and said "hey baby, got you something" while holding up her soda. She tried to ignore me, still mad,
but after waving the soda around in her face like David Bowie from "Labyrinth", she cracked a smile
and said "You're stupid. A soda doesn't fix anything"...and took the soda from me. I then told her I
wanted a kiss and so I went in and right before our lips touched I whispered "with a little tongue".
And she complied.
Over the next few hours, I laid on the kino heavy and played with the kids. I was getting lukewarm
responses from the kino at first but eventually I got her warmed up pretty good and back to a happy
mood.
Later that night I picked up my family from the airport, we all chatted and got caught up for an hour
or so (wife included), and then me and my wife went to bed. I thought there was no way in hell I was
getting laid that night, with my mom and sister staying down the hall, and with my wife not being the
biggest fan of me lately. But that didn't stop me from initiating and when I did my wife's only
comment was "just be quiet" as she took off her pants. I fucked her good from behind and played
with her asshole until she came. Best sex we've had all year.
The rest of the week went fine and when my family left, "the talk" never happened.
[FR] Saying "no":
Last Friday night, I take the baby to her bed to put her down for the night. She is a little fussy and
putting up a fight and it takes a good 45 minutes or so. When I get back to my room to turn in for the
night, I found my wife sitting on the bed reading her phone. Pretty typical. I go to the bathroom to
wash up and she says "Hey can I ask you for a really big favor?"
"Sure, you can ask." I reply.
"Can you go out to my car and get my laptop for me? I accidentally left it in there."
I go to the bathroom without answering to mull this over, to essentially DEER to myself. This is not a
big favor to ask and would be easy for me to do. But why the fuck can't she do it? It's not something
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she NEEDS assistance with. I'm in my underwear, she is fully dressed. I just spent an hour trying to
get the baby to sleep, she sat on her ass playing on her phone. I looked at myself in the bathroom
mirror and thought "this is straight out of WISNIFG and NMMNG. It's my shining moment to put the
word NO into action". I walked out of the bathroom and when she asked me again to get her laptop
from the car, I smiled at her and playfully said "awww, what's the matter with your legs? Are they
broken?"
"No, I just don't want to go outside alone in the dark. Geez!"
We live in the suburbs, not downtown Detroit. The car was sitting in the driveway right next to the
house. She was being lazy and wanted me to be her errand boy.
My only response back was "OK, well my answer is no."
She got up, slamming her feet on the ground, and said "FINE! FUCK YOU TOO!" as she left the
room to get the laptop herself. I was tempted to call her back and remind her that she won't talk to me
like that, but I decided to open a book and read instead.
The next day, I run my kino and flirty banter on her as usual. When I ask her for some help with the
baby she makes sure to sarcastically ask "if my legs are broken?" to which I playfully reply "Fine!
Fuck you too!"
Later that night, I initiate sex and when I do my wife says "what are you doing? Are your legs
broken?"
"No, my legs are fine. But my dick isn't. I need you to fix it for me."
I take off her pants, we start banging, and she is super into it (abnormally so). When I finish she
actually complained that I finished too early (hey, the UFC fights were about to start and I didn't want
to miss them). This was a pleasant surprise. She's gone from "hurry up and cum already" to "ugh, I
wish you fucked me longer."
Then this past Tuesday, she initiated while the oldest kid was still awake. A nice long, passionate
session occurred with more butt play involved. Have I finally killed the starfish?
So....
The frequency of sex has increased from once per week to about 2-3 time per week (my ideal
frequency). The quality has also improved tremendously . My wife would never, ever fuck me if kids
were awake in the house, but now we're banging with kids awake and house guests under the same
roof. Progress is being made.
But don't mistake this post as a man who has made it. I'm still fighting battles and "set backs" occur
frequently. I'm still dealing with disrespectful comments and consistent rejections. I just like reading
about success stories out there in the field and thought I'd share some of my own.
It's been 8 months since swallowing the pill and I'm just getting started.
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Playing with your kids
14 upvotes | July 30, 2017 | by Throwitaway9293 | Link | Reddit Link
Do you guys believe its necessary to constantly be engaging and playing with them nonstop
throughout the day? I'm not the typical emotionally unavailable father, I always set some time apart
in my day no matter how busy to throw a football, play a card game, read a book with them. And still
own my shit around the house when it comes to manly dutues, But they continuously crowd me
during the day wanting to "play"
It can be very draining sometimes and I'll send them to go play with each other, I feel guilty for a
second then I get the thought that past generations of fathers probably never played with their kids at
all. I think its the feminized idea that dads are supposed to continuously be playing with the children
like a "kid at heart" How do you feel about this? Would post in Redpillparenthood but it's a
wasteland.
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MAP vs. MAP
14 upvotes | June 11, 2017 | by sixdownsevenup | Link | Reddit Link
Two of the books in the reading list in r/marriedredpill are by Athol Kay. The one recommended for
reading early in the reading list is The Married Man Sex Life Primer (MMSLP). The other one is later
in the reading list and is titled The Mindful Attraction Plan (TMAP). Each of the books outlines a
“plan” that covers a sequence of changes on how to look at relationships and yourself. Each plan has
seven phases, but the overall focus is not the same between the two books.
In MMSLP, Kay calls the plan “The Male Action Plan” (MAP). The primary focus is to work on
yourself to improve your relative “Sexual Market Value” or “Sex Rank”. The idea is that as you
make genuine improvements to yourself, you increase your Sex Rank relative to your wife or LTR.
The timeline for this plan varies, but depends on how long it takes you to increase your Sex Rank.
The concept of Dread is not really directly discussed in the way that we have seen it explained by
u/BluepillProfessor in The 12 Step Plan of Dread which is an excerpt from his book Saving a low sex
marriage: A Man's Guide to Dread, Seduction, and the Long Game. Nevertheless, implicit in the
MAP from MMSLP is that by increasing your Sex Rank you are increasing your attractiveness to all
women, including your wife or LTR which is a form of Dread.
In TMAP the plan is called “The Mindful Attraction Plan”. That plan is oriented towards
relationships in general, and is applicable to males or females. Kay’s approach in this MAP is to
focus on “energy”. As in the MMSLP MAP, Kay emphasizes that the TMAP focuses on making
changes for yourself that move in in a better direction. And that despite what may be substantial
improvements in critical areas in your life, other people in your life may not recognize or value those
changes. But, in general, those improvements will lead to better relationships because you are a better
person with whom to have a relationship - whether it is romantic, work, etc.
This post is a result of me wanting to integrate aspects of both MMSLP and TMAP into my “master”
MAP. And also reconcile my MAP timeline with the The 12 Step Plan of Dread. A quick overview of
me for those not inclined to review my history: I am 49, 210lb, 20% BF, 6’1”, married 22 years.
Have been aware of MMSLP for a couple years, and started choking on the pill Jan 1. Have read the
prereq (NMMNG several times), as well as TMAP, 16CoP, BoP, 48 Laws of Power and Day Bang.
Have been OYS until having a major setback several weeks back. That setback is what set me on the
course to review and remake my MAP and get back to owning my shit.
MMSLP and TMAP both lay out 7 phases in their action plan. Here is a side by side comparison
along with the implied “Dread Level”:
Phase MMSLP

TMAP

Dread

1

Lift, reading

Get “Red” Energy Areas
under control

Will take some time
Dread Levels 1 &
(until within 5-10%
2
of ideal weight)

2

Initiating Sex &
Game

Work on “Yellow” Areas, Dread Levels 1,2
Ask for what you want,
& 3 As long as
learn to say no
required

(Up to a year or
longer)

3

Upgrade Clothing &
Appearance

Appearance & State
Intentions

2 months MMSLP,
3-6 months TMAP
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Phase MMSLP

TMAP

Dread

Length

4

State Intentions
Clearly

Act on Intentions

Dread Level 9

1 week

5

Start Distancing

Withdraw Support

Dread Level 6-8

As long as required

6

Ultimatum

Ultimatum

Dread Level 10

Days

Life without “Energy
Dread Level 11-12 As Long as Required
Vampire”
A couple of interesting points. First, while both MAPS generally line up with overall themes, the
mapping to dread is not sequential or perfect. This is something that sort of threw me off in my
attempts to draft out a plan. In fact, when I started in January, I was just following the Dread levels,
and never really wrote out a MAP. I sort of had one in the sense that my OYS posts had some
structure. Second, MMSLP is very focused on improvements in sex rank and getting sex and
intimacy needs met for men - while TMAP is focused on improving “Energy” ( I read “Energy” as
outlook) and is focused on relationships of all sorts.
7

New Life (Wife?)

What does this all mean? Well, for me I think that the Dread Level outline is actually a more practical
timeline, and it is logically sequential. If I am being totally honest with myself, I am still at Dread
Level 1 & 2 at 5 months in so realistically still in Phase 1 of either MAP. My reformulated MAP will
be based on the Dread Levels, while pulling in tidbits from the two Athol Kay books. I need to get
real with myself about where I am at right now so I know what my jumping off point will be on my
reworked MAP.
I know this is a little bit spergie and rambling (so, probably best put here on r/askMRP), but I am
curious as to how others created their MAP. Did you write it out all at once before you started?
Winged it? Wrote it out as you went along? Did you base on MMSLP, TMAP or Dread - or a
combination? Other thoughts?
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Wife not kinky
14 upvotes | May 18, 2017 | by renupachi | Link | Reddit Link
Context: I started following redpill since February. Have seen a great improvement in my
relationship. Wife is becoming more and more submissive day by day. She is always sticking to me,
while awake and in bed. She initiates sex 50%+ of the time aka doesn't wait for me to. However, she
is not kinky at all. I have tried talking dirty to her over text/in person, but get a very basic response. I
get bored to be honest. I have asked her to send me nudes from work/wear sexy outfits, she rarely
does.
I am tired of initiating kink every time. What am I doing/not doing right? How to make her want it?
What did you do in your marriage that helped?
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Wife is submissive in all areas....besides the bedroom. Who
moved my slut?
14 upvotes | May 4, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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It's all just one big covert contract
14 upvotes | March 30, 2017 | by 8lack5wan | Link | Reddit Link
Me: married 8 years; 2 kids (7 yrs and 9 mos. old)
Where to begin...
My wife has always made an effort to have sex with me once per week and will even throw in a bj or
two every month or so. We don't have what one would call a "dead bedroom". She knows sex is very
important to me (lord knows my beta bitch-ass has talked about it enough...).
The problem I have is that the sex I get is almost 100% of the time boring, starfish duty sex. When I
met my wife, the complete opposite was true. She was adventurous and spontaneous in bed. And she
actually WANTED to fuck ME. Now she won't even let me fuck her doggy style or ride me without
rolling her eyes or complaining about it. If I try to have sex more than once per week, it's almost
always a guaranteed rejection.
I'm in shape (5' 10", 170lbs), have a pretty decent physique. Current 5x5 numbers: 205lbs bench
160lbs barbell rows 225lbs squat 285lbs deadlift 115lbs OH press
I have hobbies: I train bjj about 2-3 times per week (currently a purple belt; started in 2012 after my
first kid was born). I compete in bjj tournaments. I hit the gym 3-4 times per week. I go to the movie
theatre often with friends or by myself (don't knock it until you try it). I meet up w/ friends several
times a month for beers, etc.
When it comes to leading the household, I handle 100% of the finances (my career is in finance, so
this has been true since day 1). I earn six figures (about 40% more than my wife's income). For the
most part, I am the captain of the ship. There are things I could be better at, but I do more than my
fair share of chores and taking care of parental responsibilities. All seems fine in my marriage except
for my sex life- I am deeply unsatisfied in that department.
I found MRP on January 10th, 2017 (only 3 months ago) and swallowed the pill immediately. I read
NMMNG, MMSLP, WISNIFG, and countless blogs, articles, etc on red pill theory.
Staying fit, dressing nice, and looking sexy has always been a no-brainer for me. But I have been
very guilty of having a weak frame, setting up covert contacts, failing shit tests, and trying to
negotiate desire. Learning about these concepts and how to incorporate dread were huge lessons for
me and I still have a lot of work to do in these areas.
I realize this journey is long, especially with me having a 9 month old baby in the house. I have been
trying to take things slow. But I can't help but feel my MRP journey is still just one big covert
contract to get my wife to passionately fuck me. To desire me. I have been getting better at not being
a butt hurt pussy when rejection occurs and FAKING OI (I still care, I just try to hide it). When lousy
sex occurs, I have been reluctant to reject the starfish but instead will go caveman on her. I have
started to leave the house after a rejection, but it is hard to do without making it look like I'm
punishing my wife (i.e. being butthurt).
My question: those who have developed a true IDGAF attitude, what was the turning point for you
that made your journey about you and not some big covert contract? As hard as I try to develop the
right mindset, I know deep down I'm just doing all of this for my wife.
TL;DR: how did you personally master IDGAF and OI?
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Field Report | Wife Noticed Me Reading NMMNG –
Hypergamy Confirmed
14 upvotes | March 15, 2017 | by crimson_chris | Link | Reddit Link
I was in the bed last night reading NMMNG while the wife was watching TV before bed. I am doing
the “Men of March” challenge - thanks to The Family Alpha - so trying to read a bit every night.
So my wife (who always reads over my shoulder) sees that I happen to be on the chapter about sex.
So she says “What are you reading?”. I have nothing to hide so I hand her the book. She says “Why
are YOU reading this?”. I think I said something about trying to better myself. Then she asked who
recommended the book to me – friend, a therapist? I replied “the manosphere”.
She skims some of the chapter and questions why I think I am a nice guy. She informs me that I am
more of a bad boy with nice guy qualities. She asks me what qualities or issues I have in common
with “nice guys” – I don't really want to have the conversation, so I tell her an abandonment story
that involved my father when I was 5 or 6. She is a little surprised since we have been married for
almost 17yrs and has never heard the story. I am pretty stoic – so never shared it with her. She asked
me what I learned from the book, I pause and say that women don’t really like nice guys.
I re-tell her the story of the summer we met. She was my first and while I’d consider myself good
looking, I was a “nice guy” growing up. I had a single mom, raised by women and was catholic
(basically I was screwed). The summer I met my wife (in college), I decided that my “nice guy” shit
was not working and I decided to be super direct with girls that summer and asked for what I wanted
(more of a bad boy/jerk). That summer I had no filter and literally did not give a shit -I had the most
success with women than I had ever had (and began dating her). So after that convo she confirmed
that girls don’t really like nice guys.
The next morning she initiates another conversation about the book – she wants to revise her “women
don’t like nice guys statement”. Basically she tries to hamster hypergamy. Her take is that women are
“stupid” when they are young. That is why they go after the “hawt” guy (Chad) when they are young
BUT when they get older, they realize that they need someone who is more stable, can be a good
father and provider - so they begin to consider the nice guys. I am thinking
ummm…..yeah..exactly..hypergamy.
I ask her, “don’t you see how that can make guys angry? Women run around sleeping with the “bad
guys” and then once they are done fucking, they are now ready to give the nice guys a chance”. The
rest of the convo does not matter. She hamsters on about how guys do the same thing. I basically
remove myself from the convo at that point since I am not interested and I am getting ready for work.
As I get ready to leave she actually paused the tv (she is doing my daughter’s hair) and looks up at
me and initiates a long, soft 10sec kiss. She will not be fucking the nice version of me tonight.
TLDR: Wife notices me reading NMMNG. She confirms hypergamy. Then she tries to hamster away
her confirmation.
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FR: NMMNG is like a punch in the gut
14 upvotes | March 10, 2017 | by sixdownsevenup | Link | Reddit Link
I started my MRP journey in earnest Jan 1st. I just finished WISNIFG (previously read MMSLP), and
started reading NMMNG this morning in earnest.
This is just a warning for other newbies like me. By the time I got to the end of the first chapter, I felt
as if R. Lee Ermey walked up to me wearing a wry smile, put one hand on my shoulder, gave me a
knowing nod and then punched me right in the fucking gut. I mean, I literally felt nauseous as I read
this description of me - right there in black and white - and it was not pretty.
Fuck. Do I have a lot of work to do.
So, fair warning faggoty newbie fellow travelers ....
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FR: Monkey Wife Fight
14 upvotes | March 3, 2017 | by resolutions316 | Link | Reddit Link
This is not so much a question, but I wanted to lay out my situation, as well as how my reaction has
changed since coming here.
I'd love feedback, but this could also just be read as a simple FR.
Context: MRP since November, bf 16%, 167lbs, 5'10" or so. Fitter than I've ever been but need to
add more muscle. Wife is a SAHM and we have two boys, 1 and 2.5. As /u/man_in_the_world has
pointed out, I am in a pretty classic "Constantly Complaining Passenger" situation. I've been called a
"100% Pushover Prince" and that's probably accurate.
My wife is mostly likely struggling with some kind of mild depression. We're coming off of a 1.5
year long dry spell sexually - we've had sex three times in the past two months, all of which came
after blow-out, emotional fights resulting from me enforcing some (minor) boundaries.
[My most recent OYS.]
(https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/5wmvbo/own_your_shit_weekly_february_28_2
017/debkvkc/)
Situation:
A few days ago I got home from work and just immediately sensed the mood was bad. Kids were
running around and overtired/wild, wife was super stressed, yelling at the dog, yelling at the kids,
storming around, the whole nine.
This is a pretty common occurrence (maybe 1/3 of the time?), but was particularly bad this time
around. So, I swooped in and starting taking over - interrupted my wife yelling at my son, helped the
kids eat, got them cleaned up, moved them upstairs for an early bed time.
Our oldest was completely overtired and acting wild, hyperactive, unable to listen. I was just ignoring
this behavior, since he can't really control himself in this state, and just getting him into PJs. My wife
yelled at him again for doing something stupid, at which point I said "I got this. Take (our other son)
into our room and I'll handle the big one."
She stalked out of the bedroom, turned around, said "Good night" in a cold voice, and closed the
door.
This really, really bothered me. I saw a reaction on the kid's face as well, although it didn't last long.
But I saw the pattern: kid can't behave, withdraw affection. Emotional manipulation, same thing she
does with me when we disagree. It pissed me off.
Before putting our son down I brought him into the other room and asked him to give his Mom a hug
and kiss. He was bashful, but they had their moment and I was able to put him down, then put our
youngest down.
Came downstairs, wife was making cake for our upcoming youngest son's party. She was chatty with
me, talking about the party and her day and so on.
I stopped the flow of conversation and said: "Hey, so let's talk about today."
I told her I didn't think she did this on purpose, but that seeing her leave the room in that way brought
up memories of my own childhood. I told her that it's completely understandable to be stressed and
pissed at the kids, and that lord knows, I get pissed at them too. But that I felt that withdrawing
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affection from them in that way is damaging, and so let's make a rule that whenever the kids go to
sleep, we bury the hatchet with them in our heads and make sure to kiss and hug them first.
I was very polite and kind, as I always am. But this drove her nuts. She immediately came back with
"I guess I fuck EVERYTHING up" and "I'm a TERRIBLE mother." I said "You know I don't think
that's true," and then just let her go a bit longer with that kind of comment. She then shut down
entirely.
She was getting ready to run to the store anyway, but on her way out she acted like she was going to
punch the countertop and didn't. She then said, "I can't even stand to be in the same room as you," to
which I replied "OK..." as she stormed out.
It's crazy - one year ago I would've been all torn up about this, anxious, fretting over her and her
feelings. Instead, I just made a sandwich and watched TV, enjoying the house to myself. I wanted to
turn in early and read, so I did that. I was upstairs when she got home.
We've barely spoken for two days, all the while I've just been doing my thing. This morning, while at
the gym, I get the texts:
Her: You really hurt me the way you talked to me the other night. Me: I hear you. let's talk about it
tonight after the kids are in bed.
...And that's it. I definitely would've fallen deep into the text trap before, but now I just see all this as
emotional manipulation.
Of COURSE I should call her out on shit she does with the kids, just as I hope she would with
me.
Of COURSE I have a right to criticize her, just as she does with me.
Of COURSE she needs to own her mistakes and try to do better, just like I do.
This all just feels like an attempt to turn this into something about her hurt feelings, rather than what
it's ACTUALLY about - me setting a firm boundary and not allowing emotional manipulation of our
kids.
Anyway, that's where we're at.
My plan for tonight is to:
bring it up at the appropriate time
let her talk
not say much, but firmly restate the boundary
not apologize, because i did nothing wrong
if she goes off the rails, tell her it's time for us to go into marriage and family counseling.
But honestly...the change in MY mood, my emotions...it's kind of mind blowing. I never understood
how easily I was being manipulated, how her emotions - which I can't control - were dictating my
own mood, happiness, actions.
I don't know if my approach tonight will be the "right" one. I'd love to have it go well, because I like
my wife. But I'm realizing that if things go south, I'll be fine. I'm comfortable in my own worth, my
actions, my standards.
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Separated wife wants to go on winter vacation with together as
family.
14 upvotes | February 7, 2017 | by radarshines | Link | Reddit Link
One month in to RP and MRP. Reading voraciously. Mind blown. Grateful. I've been blue pill to the
max (except that I've always lifted and taken care of myself). 45 yr. Married 17 years, 2 kids. Last
year wife wanted a separation. We've been living separately since the summer. Since then, I'd been
working on owning my shit through therapy and running my house with my kids half of every week.
Now I'm working on really OWNING MY SHIT via RP/MRP/Sidebar. Blessed. Wife makes more
money than me so she can handle her half of the finances. While we're separated, wife is still very
present and is over at my place every morning to take one of the kids to school and over in the
evenings for the kids' bedtimes. Weekends, we trade off while each goes to the gym and does errands
or hangs out. So while we're separated, there's little actual separation. Of course, there's zero affection
or anything physical. Now I've been setting boundaries - telling wife she can't come over on most
nights when I've got the kids. Wanting more "separation" to this separation. I'm working on plates,
dread. Wife occasionally shows signs that my frame has been working. I'm doing this for me. Now
she wants the four of us to go together to a resort for winter break. I'm torn. Part of me wants to say
"No can do". I'm not up for the four of us going together as if we're one happy family "pretending"
with the kids...me sleeping on sofa bed. On the flip side, I'm thinking "I'm strong. Not the same blue
pill dweeb I was" - still a long way to go but still... Thinking I can go on this trip next month and
work on Alpha'ing the wife and kids and not giving a fuck and use this trip as an intense boot camp to
strengthen myself while catching some rays and margaritas. What do you think? Agree to go on
family trip and work on RedPilling the shit out of the week? Or stick to boundaries and decline the
trip since we're supposed to be separated and I don't want to pretend otherwise?
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Struggling... N-Count
14 upvotes | January 30, 2017 | by donedreadpirate | Link | Reddit Link
I'm about to admit something that makes me feel sick. Only a couple close friends, my wife and my
sister know this.
My n-count is 1. I have only slept with my wife. I lost my virginity to her at 18. In high school, I was
Christian and brainwashed by my alpha widow mother and beta bux father when I was younger - it
wasn't until I turned 18 that I finally fucked a girl. That's all fine and well. But then I married her (@
25).
So much has changed from 18-30. I'm a different person of course. I never really thought about how
she had other partners (2-4) until recently. Now it's eating me like a cancer. We have two kids and I
feel like I fucked up majorly by getting married and never playing the field. But it's this weird
dichotomy because it would be so much easier if I was 2 years into my MAP and she was just a shit
wife I could hard next. It's the opposite. She's done nothing wrong and is actually about as good as
you could ask for an LTR. I'm not making any quick decisions but the FOMO is anguishing. It also
disgusts me to think of her getting boned by her exes. Will keep you guys posted. Go ahead and tear
me a new one or whatever but this is genuinely causing me grief. But why leave a good woman for
no other reason than to fuck shallow women? Just because she had sex in high school and I didn't?
Don't I have better shit to do? I'm not tormented constantly by this but it has been particularly
gnawing at me lately.
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Better than last night ;)
14 upvotes | January 26, 2017 | by RedPillQuest | Link | Reddit Link
Just back from literally throwing the wife over my shoulder, carrying her upstairs, throwing her on
the bed, and fucking her silly. Yep, I'm the one who posted about being a pansy and not doing exactly
this last night.
Damndest thing... She whined and complained the whole way up the stairs and when I started taking
her clothes off. "It hurts, you try being bent in half, you're a jerk and I don't like it..."
I went down on her and she waited about 30 seconds to tell me she "wanted to have sex and have an
orgasm, like now!" I stood up and gave her a look, and she reached between her legs, her ass hanging
off the side of the bed like normal. But she grabbed my dick, put it in her pussy, and spent probably a
minute holding onto my dick and pulling it in and out (never before!). I said "you really want it, don't
you." She gave me a mean dirty look, and I didn't care. When she let go of my dick I fucked her for
all I was worth. Her eyes flew open and stayed open the whole time. She's normally pretty vocal but
she made noises tonight I've never heard her make before. She came really hard with legs shaking
and back arching.
Afterwards she had a look of astonishment on her face and said: "Wow, that was intense! I don't
remember the last time it was like that. I couldn't even close my eyes. How was it for you?" I smiled
and said "it was great. You're welcome baby."
I don't know if it was that I just didn't respond to her shit complaining and dominated her, or if it was
the intensity I brought to fucking her tonight. Maybe both. It was good to see her look at me like she
did. It felt good to fuck her the way I did. We'll see what tomorrow brings. ;)
[EDIT] While I think it's dangerous to make any conclusions from one data point, I did learn that
what she says, even in the moment and what she wants on at least a physical primal level are at odds
with each other. What she says she wants or doesn't want would lead me to believe that she didn't
want to be dominated. What she does and her physical response to my being a man and doing what I
want, makes it clear that the opposite is true. What she says she wants or doesn't want/like, and what
she physically responds positively to, are not the same thing.
The problem I have, and one of the things that held me back a couple nights ago when I failed
miserably, is that I wanted at least a sign up front that the actions I'm taking ARE what she wants.
She won't give me that. I've had others that do just that, so I won't say AWALT. I need to just take
action and then watch to see her physical response.
When she's said "no" in the past (that she doesn't like or want something, that she's "just not like
that," etc.) I've taken it as a hard no. That's not the case. So what does a hard no look like?
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Sick now vs. sick then
14 upvotes | January 2, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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Main event?
14 upvotes | December 5, 2016 | by donedreadpirate | Link | Reddit Link
Wife packed her shit yesterday and said she was going to stay at her parents' house for a while. I said
very calmly she couldn't take the kids. She could leave them with me and I would work from home
this week. She moped around for a few hours and I was relaxed and playing with kids, going about
my day as usual and taking care of some chores (laundry, dishes, etc.) Later, I sat her down and told
her she was welcome to leave, but I expect time with our children and we had to come to an
agreement before she left. She asked if she should leave. I told her I would not tell her to leave or to
stay. She said Do you love me? I said yes. I said I wanted to take the kids to lunch and to the play
place and she could join us if she wanted. Then we fucked and she moved back in. Last night we had
sex for an hour and I gave her three orgasms. First time I have given her multiple orgasms in one
session. MRP works. Was this a main event or just a comfort test? It seemed a little too easy and
fake. If nothing else this is a positive field report and humble brag because I felt true outcome
independence, DNGAF, held frame and gave her crazy tingles. She was glowing all day. Thanks to
the knowledge I have gained from the community here.
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The beauty of STFU... FR morning bed "fight".
14 upvotes | November 30, 2016 | by ImSteveMcQueen | Link | Reddit Link
My wife has a bad, rude disrespectful habit of asking me for things before I've even woken up. I've
been working on this with her. I also have a rule that our bedroom is for sleep and sex and loving and
nothing else.
So this morning I wake up at 4:30AM because I'm hungry from a big workout yesterday and because
I'm pretty excited about some stuff I'm working on. I get out of bed, eat a banana and crawl back in. I
need to finish my sleep so I can have a good day.
My wife stirs and wakes up. Its shark week and I'm tired so I'm not interested in sex. She says
"Wanna chat ?" I sleepily say "Sure". My body language is that I'm still asleep. At this point I'm
expecting some soft discussion about about the kids or something.
She starts in full blast on how we need a dog. My head is on my pillow, my eyes are closed. I open
one eye and tell her I'm not in the mood for a big discussion at 5AM. Later, please.
So then she starts in about our finances. Again, full blast. I open my eye again and give her a stern
look. She stops.
So then she asks me if I can make pancakes for breakfast. In other circumstances this question would
be OK, but not now and not with the tone she is using. I sit up, mockingly reach around in the dark to
find her head and playfully give her a light slap on the top of her head and then lay down on my
pillow and feign sleep. AM without words.
This pisses her off. She utters a few cut downs. I STFU. She huffs out of bed. I fall asleep, truly
NGAF.
An hour later, just before 6AM she storms through the bedroom and utters a few more cut downs.
Again I STFU.
I get up at 6:30 and run into her at the bottom of the stairs. Without a word I plant a 10 second kiss on
her and say "Good Morning". She is pissed but she cant help but smile. She knows she has been bad.
She scowls at me across the breakfast table. I smile back at her. Take that, bitch ! Your bad behaviour
and emotional outbursts have no effect on me !
Prior to RP coaching, her behaviour would have resulted in a full blown fight between us. I would
have been upset. I would have played the scene over and over in my mind during the day trying to
figure out who was "right" and if I deserved any of that. My day would have been ruined. Not any
more.
STFU is genius on many levels.
it doesn't escalate the argument. One person is literally talking to a wall.
it keeps me from being emotionally entangled. I'm literally sitting back in my mind and
logically analysing the shit she is spewing out.
it keeps me from saying something stupid.
it keeps me from feeling I have to solve the problem she is bitching about
it demonstrates my frame for her.
it makes it very easy for me to separate out what is good behaviour and bad behaviour on her
part.
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Thanks to RP coaching, I'm going to have a great day today.
Edit: the term "chat" in our relationship means to have a light hearted, good nature conversation. It
isn't opening the door to discuss world events or anything that takes more than 2 brain cells. My wife
knows this. I don't ask my wife if she wants to chat about finances or weekend planning. We call
those discussions. They certainly don't happen at 5AM when one of us is half asleep.
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Thanks Red Pill!
14 upvotes | November 11, 2016 | by Alpha_Rising | Link | Reddit Link
I just wanted to express appreciation to this group for motivating me to improve myself in ways I
didn't think were possible for me. Ways I didn't think were possible because I lacked self-confidence
and blamed my body. Here's what I mean:
I'm 42 years old. I was a skinny kid who got a sedentary office job, didn't exercise for decades, and
became skinny fat: fat belly, fat butt, skinny arms, skinny legs.
God I was pathetic.
I had knee problems because my leg muscles were so fucking atrophied from years and years of
disuse.
I had no pecs whatsoever. An ant could have strapped on skis and jumped off my protruding collar
bone, slid down my perfect J-shaped chest, and launched off my fat pointy nipples like a ski jump. I
was constantly embarrassed of my protruding nips any time I wore a T-shirt.
If you'd seen my back alone, the complete lack of muscle and sharply defined shoulder blades might
have made you mistake me for a 14 year-old girl.
I always had a ready excuse for why I couldn't exercise, work out, or otherwise take care of myself.
Worked long hours. Too sleep deprived. Too tired in the mornings and at night to work out. Excuses,
excuses.
Finally, about seven months ago I became thoroughly disgusted with myself and decided to start
working out. I found this place a couple months later.
For the past seven months I've been religiously lifting 3-4 days a week, cycling 3 days a week,
pounding protein shakes, and eating better.
Slowly, gradually, my body has been transforming. It's been gratifying to see progress, but also a
source of anger toward myself for squandering what I didn't know I was capable of becoming.
You see, back in high school, I'd go months where I'd lift every day, but I'd see little to no progress,
so I'd give up. I figured I'd just inherited skinny genes--like I was locked into a body type I couldn't
get out of--and I was literally convinced my body was incapable of building muscle mass. I carried
that self-defeatist attitude into adulthood.
In hindsight, I was doing two things wrong in my youth: by lifting every day, I wasn't giving my
muscles time to rebuild themselves; and also (this is a big one) I wasn't getting anywhere near the
amount of protein in my diet that I needed to build muscle mass.
Now that I've been doing it smarter (lifting 3-4 days a week, plus tons of protein), I've actually been
seeing results for the first time in my life. Again, I'm 42, so how fucking pathetic is that? But better
late than never.
When I started seven months ago, I could only bench 3 sets of 8 reps with 120 lbs. Seriously. Fucking
pathetic. Last week, I went for a personal record and did two reps with 250 lbs. This is so far beyond
what I was ever able to bench even in my college days.
For the first time in my life, I actually have pecs. I actually have deltoids. I actually have biceps and
triceps. My back is now covered in layers of muscle. My quads stretch my boxer briefs. My t-shirts
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squeeze my arms and shoulders. And those fatty pointy nips? Gone.
I've been getting IOIs in public and especially from my wife's friends, who have never been so flirty
and touchy. My wife has been giving me compliments on my transformation, commenting on how
broad my chest and shoulders are, and she says I now look like I could "kick anyone's ass". I know
that isn't anywhere near the truth, but still it's nice to hear her say it.
I also seem to be getting more respect from random dudes I interact with. I didn't ever know this was
a thing. Like, getting a higher level of respect from other guys because of my physique.
For the first time in my life, I don't have a skinny fat body--I have an actual masculine male body
with muscles.
I still have a long ways to go. I still have fat I could lose and more muscle mass to put on. I remain
motivated and curious to discover what my best body looks like. But I had to come here and say
"thank you" to this group for helping keep me motivated to get me where I am so far.
Another benefit: I now feel so much better--mood-wise--ever since I started exercising every day. I
used to be prone to being a moody bitch. Probably too much estrogen stored up in my fatty man
boobs. But now my mood is way up, stress level down, much better at reacting to and handling
stressful situations. Flooding my body with endorphins every morning has been a game-changer for
my overall mood and happiness level.
I used to hate and be embarrassed of my body, but now for the first time in my life I'm starting to like
it. I've always had a good frame (6'3" and broad bone structure in the shoulders) but I fucking
squandered it for decades by being a self-defeatist pussy-boy who believed he was genetically cursed
when it came to the capacity to build muscle.
So, thank you, Red Pill. Thank you for helping me discover that there actually was a man's body
waiting to be developed beneath the decades-worth of muscular atrophy and accumulated fat of my
disgusting skinny-fat body.
TL;DR: I have a boner over my noob gainz and had to share and thank you for it.
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Thought I reached alpha mindset, AWALT brought me back to
the beginning.
14 upvotes | November 3, 2016 | by RecoveringBlue | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR - Thought I finally accomplished frame, wife had emotional affair and now I'm re-starting at
square one.
This isn't really a question. I'm just a newb poster and thought it would be better here than MRP.
Married for 10 years, two kids under 9 yrs old.
We both had deep issues when we met. First 9 years of marriage were hell. I faced my childhood
demons a little over a year ago. Made some guy friends and found MRP. Started MAP and life
quickly turned around.
I've had suicidal thoughts everyday since I was seven. (The "childhood demons" were the kind that
really fuck up a kid.) I realized that I couldn't remember the last time I fantasized about blowing my
brains out. I had guy friends, I was looking good and lifting, my wife and I were having fun, having
sex, enjoying our kids and our life. I saw shit test as fore play and she never seemed happier. I
thought I was an oak. I thought I was fucking aces. I thought I had found happiness.
Then I found some clues that she was in communication with an old boyfriend. Turns out she was
having an all out emotional affair for the last 3 months. Talking to the guy on the phone every day,
still sweaty from sex with me. (He lives in Germany and I've read many of the text. 99% sure they
didn't fuck)
She asked to have one last private conversation with him to say goodbye to "close this chapter of her
life." I saw an attorney, got papers and told her she had to make a choice, she closed that chapter
when she married me. She wrote a text telling him not to contact her again and showed it to me
before she sent.
Now I'm back to square one. I'm doing pretty good at focusing on me, but this betrayal hurts and
makes it hard to maintain frame. My butthurt is off the charts, and it seeps out occasionally.
I'm thankful for this though. I would have just kept bouncing along thinking I was strong. It's kind of
like I've been doing squats with shitty form and now I'm going ass to grass for the first time. I'm
deloading all the weight and sore as shit.
I know, I know... "I would have nexted her and you didn't because you don't have any balls... and I
can deadlift more than you." Whatever.
I guess the point is, don't count your chickens... They can wink at you, hold your arm, kiss your
cheek, suck your cock, tell you how proud of you they are, thank you for being an awesome Dad, and
then sneak off to answer that text from their old college sweetheart, the one she thinks about when
she cranks up the vibrator.
When you finally do start to see some gains, just know, AWALT, hypergamy is a bitch, and you are
not a special snowflake. Don't let gains give you one-itis. Don't get drunk on the reaction of others to
your changes. Stay vigilant. Lift, read, hang and don't live for her emotions. You are in this alone,
and your self respect is the only reward worth pursuing.
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[FR] Recently Married, Emotional Cheating, & Dread Game
14 upvotes | January 17, 2019 | by mlsndr | Link | Reddit Link
My Basics
5' 6", 175 lbs, 22% BF.
BP 135, Squat 185, DL 225.
Weight training x3 a week, Cardio session x3 a week (total of 6 workouts a week); workouts
typically around one hour each
Married less than half a year, no kids or pets
Why am I here?
Before continuing, I subscribe to the "hindsight's 20-20" and "you should've never married her"
responses. This post is me recognizing my mistakes and correcting myself for the future, with or
without her. Now to my background:
Several months before our wedding, my wife had started an emotional affair with an old friend
halfway across the world. This included flirting, secret/deleted messages, sexting, etc. Confronted a
few times, naturally did not get anywhere and she just became more careful of hiding her tracks. I
then went online to search for help and came across products that, while marketed like any other
"save your marriage" products ("discover the best way to attract women you desire," "become a better
man", "build these X things to have a successful marriage", etc.), all boiled down to one central
mantra:
I am responsible for what I deserve and get in life.
This brought me to change my approach from "I need to save this marriage" to "I need to fix myself"
since, whether or not my marriage survives, if I have not owned up to my mistakes and beta behavior
in the past, I will experience the same thing again and again, whether it is with my wife or with a new
partner.
In pursuit of fixing myself, I had discovered first TheRedPill subreddit, from which I found AskMRP
and MarriedRedPill and all the gems their sidebars had to offer.
Where am I now?
To date, I've read NMMNG, a summary of MMSLP, The Book of Pook, and am about to start
WISNIFG. I am currently employing Passive Dread in my marriage. I am currently in the 1-2 phase
and will be moving onto 3 early next month. I plan on escalating a level each month until July/August
(which would be 8 or 9, respectively). At this point, given the emotional cheating on my wife's end
and the blue pill behavior I had embodied well before our marriage on my end, I intend to either stay
(if the marriage has truly improved) or next my wife (if the emotional cheating still continues, which
make my decision a no-brainer).
Why do I not next my wife now?
Again, hindsight is 20-20 and I own up to the mistake of digging myself into a hole. There are two
reasons I chose to tough it out for a little more than half a year before filing papers:
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I am in a financial situation where leaving now guarantees homelessness and bankruptcy due to
existing debts (2/3 of these were from before our marriage). I have begun making adjustments
to our finances and my career to be able to financially support myself post-divorce. And no, I
do not have family I can rely on to help me get back on my feet.
Home is currently a safe place for me to improve myself and avoid falling into the same issues
again in the future, whether or not my wife ultimately remains a part of it or not.
What challenges do I face right now?
Career/Finances - While I am in a decent job currently, it does not generate enough income as
is required to live upon and keep ahead of my existing debt. I am working with recruiters to
transition into a much higher paying job (20-30% increase in pay) and will likely get it within a
month or two given relatively low unemployment and the marketability of my skillset.
I recognize some people delay their plans to separate because of financial burden; are there any
pointers I could keep in mind to help overcome that burden sooner than later?
Comfort/Shit Tests - Originally, I thought I may have been in a Main Event situation, but given
how early I am in my process, I doubt it. Currently, my wife expresses intentions to visit her
home country, which is where the man involved in the emotional affair lives. After our last
confrontation on her emotional cheating (which involved the expected crying, "I'm
sorry/embarrassed," "I can't seem to stop," etc.), she asked if she could still go a few days
afterwards. I gave her a flat, direct "No, that is the last thing that should happen now."
Naturally, she became upset and started acting colder and less like a loving wife (though there was no
hostility or yelling like some previous confrontations had). At first, I considered whether or not this
was "standing up for myself and my boundaries" or "mate guarding" and did think about going back
on my "no." However, over the next few days, the following things happened as I stood my ground
on the "no":
She resumed being "caring" to me, offering me ice cream bars, cooking solid meals for our
dinners, expressing concern with a sprain I recently got while exercising, etc. Standard wife
behavior.
She began to say she still "cares/loves/respects/misses" me, but is still upset. (I took this with a
grain of salt.)
When I pull her in to hold her, kiss, spoon her, etc, she initially says "I'm still upset," but does
no longer consistently resists/objects and sometimes reciprocates.
Is this an early sign of dread working? If so, given this is just 1-2, I'd be excited to see what higher
levels accomplish. And, am I recognizing this properly as a test and handling it accordingly? Or, am I
missing the point and need to adjust myself?
Excuses - Am I making excuses for not pulling out papers now? As I type my reasons for not
ending the marriage now, they seem to be legitimate points. However, I may very well be just
making excuses and would love advice on to overcome what I'm treating as obstacles.
Thanks for taking the time to read. Kick my ass as much as needed to get me on the right track if I'm
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missing the point, or kick my ass for questioning the power of MRP and Dread.
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Meeting with divorce lawyer tomorrow
14 upvotes | January 2, 2019 | by Whatev22 | Link | Reddit Link
Age 51. married 26 years. 4 kids, two in house. youngest turns 18 later this year.
5'10" 177lbs. BF 15-18%
lifts static, but feeling/looking really good, putting in the time/effort at gym/diet solid with some
cheats over the holidays.
Sidebar reading continues (slowly).
Found MRP in Oct '17. started gagging down pill about a year ago.

I'm meeting with a divorce lawyer tomorrow. I've put together my balance sheet (debts/assets and
current titling) with some general questions and figuring I need to mentally prep myself for a 3 year
exit plan if I am to maximize my positioning for separation. I also have the household budget, but
haven't printed that off for the meeting.
My prepped questions for the lawyer:
-how to best prepare for divorce?
-feedback on titling of assets.
-how SAHM spouse's lack of income effects situation?
-what happens with debt through a divorce? (and related questions like 'is it better to squirrel away
over paying down debt ahead of time?')
-I have a family member who has worked in my company for years. There is a verbal agreement to
vest them in the business; how will that effect the situation (will transferring some ownership be seen
as an attempt to 'hide' assets?)
-how will current tax rules and non-deduction of alimony effect cash flow?
-should I consult with other good divorce lawyers in the area to narrow her choices of attorneys?
(rural America, not many good choices).
-I'm in a cyclical business. The last few years have been solid. If profit (income) goes down
significantly post divorce how will that effect me?
MRP gurus:
What are the obvious and oblique questions I'm missing?
Many thanks.
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DL 6 PUA on wife...
14 upvotes | December 30, 2018 | by suprathepeg | Link | Reddit Link
Currently reading Bang and am wondering how you guys have applied this to your wives?
Some examples would be helpful for context.
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Testosterone and you
14 upvotes | December 20, 2018 | by DownVoteForDickPic | Link | Reddit Link
Not sure if MRP addresses these questions but it's an important aspect of being a dude. Testosterone
isn't in the sidebar and didn't see any posts on it.
Me 34, wife 32, married 3.5 years, together 7
5'10", 185 lbs, 11% BF, BP 175, BSQ 220, OHP 130, DL 250, BBR 150
Self employed artist, on the road for 1-2 weeks a month.
Most of my life I've struggled with risk taking. In general, I'm very pragmatic, slowly upwardly
mobile by being financially conservative, good discipline and habits, never rattling the sabre but
making maneuvers behind the scenes. I can't grow a full beard but neither can my dad or either
grandpa (tho grandma has a healthy stache). I've been reasonably fit my whole life but I seem to hit a
wall with gains. I've been taking Rogaine for 4 years and Propecia for 3 years, hair looks good and
didn't feel side effects from that.
I'd read about low T from yall and decided to get tested. I did the ZRT home test (4 vials of saliva and
9 dabs of blood) and mailed it in.
Saliva was 92 pg/ml. Says the range is 44-148 pg/mL depending on age.
Blood test was 408 ng/dL. Their range says 400 - 1,200 depending on age, average for a 34 should be
north of 600.
I've read that there isn't a right amount of testosterone, but that there's an optimal amount for each
man. Personally, I don't feel I have enough. If this is where my levels are after 2 years of consistent
diet and lifting, then god only knows how low I was before. Curious if any other men here have taken
the test, and how they approached optimal levels. Did you take the natural way, lifting, diet, etc. or
did you supplement, inject, topical, etc?
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How I fucked up online
14 upvotes | November 27, 2018 | by FoxShitNasty83 | Link | Reddit Link
So here goes my little fucked up tale of woe.
Wife isn't fucking me, been years coming up to 5. I have gained confidence talking to everyone.
Started chatting up a woman online (stupid) via tinder... Transpires she is new to the area and literally
moved in 2 doors down. (I wish that was a joke)
My wife talks to everyone... I can imagine it now... "Yeah I have already met your husband on a
dating app"
And that gents is how you really fuck it up. So my option here is plain and simple if confronted I
simply have to "own it" and take it on the chin. I'm not a troll but I think I'm fucked?
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Period
14 upvotes | November 17, 2018 | by RobertCarraway | Link | Reddit Link
She has the worst. These are not shit tests... she just turns into a raging bitch for 3-4 days. She just
dropped something on her own head, and yelled at me for not catching it.
If anyone has any coping mechanisms please let me know.
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On the topic of being butthurt and BJ's
14 upvotes | October 26, 2018 | by MRPN00b | Link | Reddit Link
I see this topic come up over and over. I think I might have even posted on it in the past. I get it, we
initiate, if we get shut down, we find a way to go do something else. This is tricky, like a tightrope act
trying to not take your toy and go home without looking like a pouty 4 year old.

However, I think I have this part down, and to be honest it's not that hard for me, since I don't deal
with a lot of rejection. Pretty much whenever I want she will "allow me to have sex with her body"
aka starfish.

My problem with being butthurt is this:

I love oral, she know this. No BJ's for the first 17 years (might be off by a year or two) this was prerp, and I one time I got ballsy enough to just ask her/tell her what I wanted. She agreed and did it, at
the time saying "this is out of my comfort zone" I complimented her on how good it felt, etc, etc. This
was about 6 years or so ago. I thought "great!, now this is on the menu, if I get one a week, or every
other week, I'll be stoked"

Yeah well.. we all know how that story ended. It was a couple times a month at first, then about every
three months. Then regressed to "special occasions" maybe Valentine's day or my birthday. So,
again.. couple years ago had "the talk" (blue pill stupidity) and in the middle of the discussion she
blurts out "I know what you want, but I think oral is disgusting and I'm not doing it" then later kinds
of backs off that and says.. "well, I mean it doesn't mean I'm NEVER doing it again"

All that backstory to ask this question. I initiate, I game her, kino.. cocky fun. All that. She's is always
buying lingerie, and is pretty good about using it. However, no BJ's for probably over a year now.
She KNOWS I want it, and in arguments in the heat of the moment she has said things like "I know
I'm not good enough in bed" etc, etc. But unwilling to change it apparently. ( at least for me)

The issue is, after we have sex, which is ok (ish) 5 out of 10 for enthusiastic participation most times,
and 0 out of 10 for oral. It just grinds on me that she knows I want it and won't do it. So the mental
tug of war that I have is, she is kind of watching me to see if I'm happy or not afterwards or the next
day. I feel like if I act like everything's great, I'm not being honest with what I want from her, and
she's think " Ok, cool.. he's good with everything, no BJ required.. maybe he's forgotten about it and
totally satisfied now" but if I act butthurt or sulk (which isn't common, but I'll be damned if it still
doesn't happen from time to time). She kind of gets the message and the next day "what are you mad
about? Is it something I did? Or didn't do??"

Early on in my journey, I doubted that I could pass her SMV, but I think I've done it. By about a
point. WAY more IOI's when I'm out, in the best shape of my life. To be honest, if I push hard over
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the next couple years, I could maybe pull another point (or half a point) but I'm kinda maxed now. So
trying hard to be attractive not be unattractive.

I have to fight my blue pill instinct and "talk" to her again about it. 'Cause we all know that isn't
going to work. I guess some of us might have a particular sex act that we want, and it might be a hard
no from our S/0, so I guess you just suck it up, and deal with the fact that it's off the menu?

Not sure I'm willing to do that. Regardless of everything else that she does, I just can't let this go, and
frankly I don't want to let it go. I guess I have to make the decision whether or not to spin plates, or
some other drastic measure. I highly doubt that after 20+ years that she's going to find some appeal to
it.
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Maintaining frame after serious injury
14 upvotes | October 15, 2018 | by Disgruntledfamilyguy | Link | Reddit Link
Apparently, I am a "value leech," but did not see this addressed before.
To cut to the chase, I seriously injured my back. Can't lift shit, can't bend, can't pickup kids or
groceries, can't do home maintenance. How the hell do you maintain frame under such circumstances.
Can't do all the shit that makes me a man and captain of the ship.

I can tell wife is already losing respect for me. I'm doing all the shit the doc says to do and am trying
to stay as active as possible, but, the fact remains, I can't do most of the shit I used to. And, to be
honest, I feel useless.

So, the question posed is how to apply MRP principles in such circumstances?
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What to do with wife who is constantly on phone?
14 upvotes | October 9, 2018 | by Lion-Slicer | Link | Reddit Link
My wife is always in her phone when we are home. She’s a good earner and still takes care of most
household cleaning but Jesus Christ she’s always flipping through social media while we’re watching
tv and what not. Is this something we ignore and continue on with our mission or does something
need to be said?
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Anyone done a sex moratorium from NMMNG?
14 upvotes | October 6, 2018 | by ParaXilo | Link | Reddit Link
Wife is all on this "not feeling comfortable" when I try to game or be physical and giving starfish sex
to keep me around because I ramboed a couple months back and spouted off autistic shit about
options cause I was being a child with dynamite. Basically any little thing has met resistance because
she doesn't want me butt hurt because I ramboed with "you better fuck me" what a fool I was.
Thanks past ParaXilo. Did us a solid there.
Wants to work on being friends. I told her we aren't friends we are lovers. "I want to be friends first."
I segwayed into us not having sex for the rest of the year. 3 months so no sex 5 or 6 times. I'd be ok.
She said, "we don't have to do that." I told her no sex in October at least.
Really just wanted to use this to see if it really does work. Maybe I can finally stop getting into her
frame and GAF about not stirring things up. Actually break the butt hurt connection she has tied to
me.
Suggestions on the sex moratorium? Do it? Don't do it? STFU and lift faggot is fine too. I'm back to
lifting but need to STFU more. Finally reading the chapters in BPP book. May need to reread and
take notes of MMSL and NMMNG.
Edit: Realize I fucked up. Just gonna take it on the chin for October and work on things I've been
meaning to.
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Wife thinks when I’m avoiding her shit test I’m being sneaky
or shady
14 upvotes | September 27, 2018 | by DoubleDisatitagain | Link | Reddit Link
My wife is an interrogator. Control freak for sure. And nosey when there’s no reason to be. Over the
years I’ve learned to provide comfort. Dread (probably too much) and pass shit test from her.
A lot of the times she will be extra nosey about things that just don’t involve her or things I don’t
want to tell her. Just because I feel like she’s asking for no other reason than to keep a tab on
everything I’m doing. It usually is nothing too. But I get so sick of the bombardment of questions that
I will try to avoid them completely either by Stfu. AA. AM.
when I do this she will say.
“Why can’t you just tell me. Why are you being shady?”
Or tell me I’m so shady. I know this is happened because she’s used to me answering all her
questions like a good little boy. And since I stopped she doesn’t like it. I can see this as probably
being a good thing and gauging I’m on the right track.
But any good advice to AM my way through this?
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Difficulty accepting my new reality.
14 upvotes | September 21, 2018 | by helloredditjhere | Link | Reddit Link
I was made aware of this sub a couple of months ago now after having a personal crisis about my
wife being away and fucking some Chad from her work. (Still don't know if she did or not but that's
not why I'm writing now) The story is still there in my post history if any one actually wants to read
it, but I'm sure you have seen the same story a thousand times before. I was a bit of a wreck, it felt
like my world was just collapsing around me. Then I was guided here.

I was confronted with the hard truth, I was fat, weak and mentally lost. I have started running to burn
of the fat, 8kg gone in two months. Bought some dumbbells, to get some form of strength. I know I
should be at the gym, but I really was so weak that it would have been a complete embarrassment. I
have also started counting calories and paying attention to my macros. I have learnt a load about
building muscle and I am applying what I have learnt. Physically I am slowly getting bigger and
leaner week by week.

I have immersed myself in the required reading. I'm continual learning about the true nature of
women and I can see I have done it all completely wrong with my wife for 20 years. I have come to
the conclusion that the whole of my relationship with my wife I have been so far past beta its untrue.
I was a rebound guy for her, we did LDR, she moved into my house straight after that, I've negotiated
desire for most if not all of our relationship, I threw away my career to look after the children when
they came to make sure she had hers and now I am currently almost completely financially dependent
on her. I can go on and on.

As I am internalizing all of this new knowledge I am starting to realize that my wife is with me
because I am the comfortable option. I suppose I'm coming to terms with the fact I wasn't the prize
for her. The thing is this is starting to piss me off more and more every day. I seems I have a new
epiphany every day about something my wife has done in the past, why she did it and what it shows
she truly thinks or tought about me. To borrow another Matrix quote, "We have a rule. We never free
a mind after a certain age, it has trouble letting go." It feels like that red pill is sticking and catching
all the way down.

I don't quite know what to do about this, where to put my mindset. I'm finding myself actually feeling
resentful of my wife, our relationship's dynamic. Is this just how it is? Suck it up change it? How do I
stop going too far and over compensating? I don't want to chuck the relationship in the bin, I want it
rebuilt differently. Does it have to be knocked down completely first, or is that what I am mentally
doing at the moment? Is there a book that deals specifically with a red pill awakening while married?
I feel like some sage guidance now will help me move in the right direction, and could possibly stop
me destroying our family completely.
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“I spoke to a lawyer on Wednesday”
14 upvotes | September 17, 2018 | by jakethesnake5000 | Link | Reddit Link
Things in my life, excluding my marriage, are going great. I’m reconnecting with old friends, stopped
talking to friends that decrease value in my life, for the first time in years I am proud to look at
myself in the mirror without my shirt off, I feel extremely confident doing cold approaches, kicking
ass at my job, getting shit done around the house, lifting very regularly, and my short term Map goals
are on track to be complete by the end of this year. I’ve dwelled for a long time about divorce and
decided that if there are no changes in my marriage once those goals are complete, then I will
reevaluate the marriage and take action as deemed necessary. Dwelling daily on it like I used to a
couple of months ago didn’t help me in any way. I’m prepared for divorce: talked to multiple
lawyers, real estate agent lined up (the only asset we share, no kids, it would be split 50-50), I know
where I will live after the house is sold. I am working hard to disconnect my emotions from my
marriage and they are already disconnected to her mood. I now do most of the work around the house
and have completed many projects around the house, I basically can live here with out her and
nothing would change from a responsibility standpoint. Before the drama, she added value to my life
and now I can say she doesn’t (gaining weight, boring, lazy). I want to stay married to her if she
comes around by the time I finish my map, but if she doesn’t I am mentally prepared to end it. I have
to do what’s best for me.
My marriage is in really bad shape: no sex for 3 months (married 2.5 years), separate bedrooms for a
month, she doesn’t want to do anything fun outside of the house (she doesn’t do anything fun in
general, basically a homebody), and she said she has “checked out”. Over the past couple of weeks,
I’ve seen her checking me out, all the signs of attraction like hair flips, is more interested in my life,
and is a little bit more playful.
This Friday I broke frame for the first time in about a month (drunk text about her not doing shit... I
know I fucked up). She used it against me and plowed forward saying I haven’t changed one bit
(hamster talk) and that she “saw a lawyer on Wednesday”. After that:
Her: I might as well contact him now and submit the papers. Me: “who’s the lawyer” Her: I’m not
telling Me: don’t you do it, you’re going to regret it (this seemed different than a ‘there’s the door
situation’ Her: what’s our separation date (this made me realize she probably did see one) and more
hamstering about the tests.
After that, shit went back to normal. We ate. dinner together/take out and I continued to do some
major work on our garage. Some random tree removal people came by giving out cards so I got an
estimate. She was really interested in taking down some trees and the prices. All I thought was why
the fuck would you contact a lawyer to leave and want info on long term home improvement stuff.
I’m debating on going into defcon 5. This marriage is definitely looking bad with the checked out
talk and the lawyer talk, I’m thinking I need to raise funds immediately and put some of my Map on
hold (don’t renew Muay Thai class, decrease my investments (current socking a lot of cash away in
stocks) Do you agree?
Also, what are the odds I will receive papers? It could just be her hamster talking but those are
actions that can’t be ignored. Not sure how I will react if I receive papers. The only thing I can think
I’d say is something like “this is your decision, your life and your loss.”
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No matter what, I’m going to be ok. I feel really confident about my life with or without her.
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Blue Pill example - Do not be desperate
14 upvotes | July 31, 2018 | by red-sfpplus | Link | Reddit Link
The following text is from a plate I recently dropped. She was one of the first gals I met on Bumble
after my separation. 6/10 - good personality - another man would probably love her but not this one.
This is the text she sent me after I called it off with her. Couple things:
I do give her credit for her "female awareness" on the situation. Kind of nice but also somewhat
expected.
Begging is an absolute turn off.
You cannot negotiate desire.
Abundance and OI are very important.
How many of you have sent this kind of communication to your wife/LTR?
Make you wanna puke?
Her text:
Thank you for replying. I’ll always respect your decision, but is there any room for discussion?
I was not ungrateful. Far from it. That’s not where my mind was at at all. I was intending to share
that, although I loved the ice cream date, I just found I still wanted more time with you. Time to kiss
and be close. Which is a great thing to want with your date. In the ice cream shop just wasn’t the
place to do it. Apparently I didn’t communicate that well and I’m sorry. And I felt a little guilty
because you seemed so tired and like you wanted/needed to be doing something else. I’ve said many
times how much any time spent together means to me. Time and touch are all I need.
Sigh. I was passive aggressive this weekend. Patience is not my strongest point. I know this will get
easier for both of us when school starts again. And I know you are busy getting kids ready for their
trip. I guess I was just really missing connection with you. And I need to ask for it like a big girl.
I respectfully ask that you give us/me another try. I still see a big potential for us. And I, for one,
want to see if we could be good together. I’m not drama and negativity. Far from it. I am the best
girlfriend you could ever hope to have. What I’m not good at is this middle of the road, not sure
where I stand part.
What do you say? Can we have that bowling date and talk it out?
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It just got more complicated...and it's not her...
14 upvotes | June 7, 2018 | by broneilbro | Link | Reddit Link
Gents, As you know I have been going through the motions here. If you need to read look at my past
posts.
With everything going on with me for the guys that know, I was just informed that I am about to
receive a considerable, and I mean life changing inheritance from my grandparent that just past.
My wife and I knew I was going to have an inheritance and plan for it, but now realize that it is a
considerable amount that would make her probably think she could swing...issue is; its not martial
asset.
Now how do I go about protecting this in a way that is not overtly protecting it from the always
possible separation. I have read about houses being inherited and living in and the guy ends up in the
Ghetto apartment while the wife keeps the house due it being comingled.
Does anybody have any experience with getting an inheritance but keeping it separate in cause of
separation? This goes into my go/don't go plan and now it throws everything into wack giving what I
know now...a year ago I wouldn't be thinking this way.
TLDR; About to inherit good amount of money, how to protect while not looking like I'm protecting
it.
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Can someone translate this to what it should look like
14 upvotes | April 21, 2018 | by SidMRP | Link | Reddit Link
The whole thing , even if you break each one into it's own separate thing.
I woke up this morning and realised I was fat. I cried in front of my computer as I wanked off to a
video of 6 guys fucking a fat girl at a frat party. My son walked in just as I was cumming into my
sock and said "Daddy, what are you doing?" I used a messed up mix of fogging and negative
assertion on him. It didn't work, because he told my wife. She came in, angry and told me I could no
longer do this in the house with the kids there and that she was sick of finding my wank socks on the
floor.
I used a classic MRP trick and told her to "Shut The Fuck Up". She looked shocked and started to
cry. I recognised this as a comfort test, so I got up to hug her. As I did, I decided to throw in some
Kino Game and smacked her on the ass. "Get your fucking hands off me" was her response. I could
tell by her look that this was a soft no, so I went in hard and told her that she could be my wank sock
if she played her cards right. She slapped me in the face and told me to get the fuck out of the house.
I carried on with 100% OI and not showing butthurt and went back to what I was doing before.
Watching porn. She left the room in a huff. I've been tracking her cycle, so I put this down to PMS.
Later I got up to leave the house. She asked me where I was going. "Wouldn't you like to know?" I
replied, flipping it. "Yes" she said, "you haven't left the house in 2 weeks and you're wearing
pyjamas". "Well, I'll need them where I'm going", I winked to her, cocky and confidently.
I got into the car and realised that there was no petrol in it, so I sat there for a few hours and went
back into the house. She didn't ask me where I'd been, so I told her that I'd just been to the gym and
what weights I'd been lifting. I like to call this trick "frame projection".
We didn't have sex today, but like I said, she's nearing shark week. I'm on Dread Level 10 at the
minute, have read the side bar. Didn't click the links but I've read it about 8 times since yesterday.
Tomorrow, I'm off to spin plates. Dread the fuck out of her. Her hamster is going to explode.
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[FR] 1 year after discovering the manosphere - wall of text
14 upvotes | April 19, 2018 | by Kingofdeadbedroom | Link | Reddit Link
I, like many, found my way here after living through the hell of a dead bedroom and staying with my
marriage 'for the sake of the children'. I'm in my early forties and have been married for 18 years, and
have three children. I've always enjoyed participating in sports and physical activities and never been
a fat lazy slob. I've owned my shit pretty well during the course of my marriage, but found myself
getting despondent about the lack of sex and intimacy. That despondency was seeping more and more
into other areas of my life as I would live day by day.
The biggest mistake I made in my relationship was selecting her as a future wife and treating her with
far greater deference than any previous girls (putting her on a pedestal and buying into her frame). In
all previous relationships my frame was solid as I knew that I would never marry any of them, and
they were principally there for sex and fun.
The wife was and still is extremely hard working and honest, but sex was never fantastic or
exceedingly frequent. I continued until we got married because we were otherwise good together. I
had in mind that over time she would lose her prudishness and learn to let go and really enjoy sex. I
now realise that was another substantial failure to lead her there. Since she started out sweet and
doting and sex was acceptable, I never really pushed my sexual agenda.
Over the following years sexual frequency dropped, as I received more and more refusals, and I
continued to treat my 'sweet fragile woman' with kid gloves. I never realised that LMR was an issue
for women in marriage, so I no doubt took far too many soft no's to be hard no's. Later children came
along and sex all but dried up as she saw her role as mother and nothing else. I had thrown myself
into working hard to provide my family with a good and comfortable life. In the process, I had
dropped many of my social and sporting activities. As the years passed, the sex didn't return and I
was left on the drip-fed starfish plan.
I was really unhappy. The lack of sex, prevented me from sleeping well and left me anxious and
damaged my self-confidence. The lack of sex and intimacy led to several arguments, which changed
nothing, of course. Over time she became ever more bitchy, She also wanted me to provide her with
more time and resources. I've never been a totally internalised beta, and my attitude was "fuck you,
you're not meeting my needs, so I'll not labour any more to meet your 'needs'".
I started to restore some boundaries that had been abused. I picked up my sporting activities again,
despite her not being happy with a losing significant portion of my availability. She tried to reassert
control over my availability by "booking" me up in a supporting role for her social life. I responded
by setting the boundary, that my sporting activities will happen unless she can convince me to change
plans with a an exceptional reason. We were left with only one car (which I had bought her) after she
had reluctantly convinced me to sell my old one which was rarely used because we had previously
lived in a town centre. Now living in the countryside, she tried to limit my activities by asserting her
right to use "her car". She would not entertain discussing sharing our car equitably. She didn't want
me to buy a car, so I just bought one. Fuck that disrespect. She knew better than to make any
complain about it afterwards.
I had managed to survive on the drip-fed bad sex plan, with the resultant stress, brain-fog and lack of
enthusiasm for life by kidding myself that I wasn't going to set out to cheat on my wife, but if a cute
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woman took me in that direction, I wouldn't refuse. On a few occasions, some attractive women
propositioned me and I turned them down. The final straw was when a beautiful fit, sex bomb of a 24
year-old (HB 9) propositioned me one night. I turned her down and returned home to the frigid wife.
I was the horniest that I can ever recall being, so much so that I initiated hard with the wife, only to
receive the usual rejection and was then totally incapable of sleep. That night I resolved to fix my
lack of sex one way or another - to hell with what the wife says or wants. I also gave up on trying to
make her happy. I had been trying to do so, and she was less happy than ever, and I was also
thoroughly unhappy and totally unappreciated. I decided to look after my own happiness, and that her
happiness was going to be her own problem.
I started doing resistance training to improve my upper body strength since the HB9 and a friend of
hers said they found it extremely sexy, even though I was already very fit. I had been running and
mountain biking hard for a number of years and although very fit, my arms and shoulders were
reminiscent of a t-rex's.
I had started to scour the internet to find resources to help fix the dead bedroom. I found the
deadbedrooms sub, and saw it for what it is: namely a useless pit of self-pity and inaction.
One day, shortly afterwards, while the wife was taking her turn driving while on an outing. I was
asking my daughter to respect a family rule (an important one for me) that I had agreed with the wife
to implement, and my daughter was being insolent. The wife threw a huge hissy fit and told off both
me and the daughter. The wife had been growing a history of disrespectful behaviour towards me
with respect to this rule. I had made the mistake of letting this slip, and until then I had just been
removing affection and attention from the wife, but without any positive response from her. The wife
broke a final straw that day, namely relating to me treating her with deference and respect. I saw that
she was no longer the sweet respectful young woman that I had met.
I bit my tongue and let her emotions blow over, then a couple of days later when she had calmed
down and thought that it had blown over, I hit the nuke button to make her aware of a few things:
I would not tolerate her disrespect any longer. If she wanted to have me as a partner, then she
would have to treat me like one
We had agreed upon the rule that I was trying to implement and I would not tolerate my wife's
mutiny, and I would not let it drop.
I called her out on the criticisms that she would make for not doing household chores the way
she would do them.
I said that she was treating me like a caretaker or a doormat, and that I'll no longer tolerate that.
I told her "If you do not ever want to be intimate and share pleasures that are supposed to
exclusively bind a couple together, then we can find a workaround; but I don’t intend to live
my life under enforced celibacy or be treated like a pet"
She had taken to dressing for bed like an eskimo - it was unattractive and extremely unsexy,
and I did not appreciate that.
I would not cuddle her in bed if sex was not going to happen. It was like torture to me, and I
would no longer do that to myself.
I had concluded that she was asexual, so I intended to open my end of the marriage. Unless she
did anything to solve the intimacy problem, this was non-negotiable. Thus before finding the
manosphere, I had executed a little low level dread, then assertively jumped directly to dread
level 11.
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I also asked her if she found me attractive. Her pause before responding (on top of years of
behaviour) told me all that I needed to know. She said that she did, but I knew that she didn't. Over
the coming months she made an effort to be more sexual, but but I saw it for what it was. She also
tried to negotiate sexual access by getting me to do more jobs for her. I didn't go there, because it was
clearly bullshit. Then I found the manosphere and started reading furiously and the fun really began.
When planning holidays I eliminated covert contracts regarding sex. There had been a terrible history
of little to no sex on holidays. When arranging one holiday she wanted to save some money by taking
a smaller apartment, which would leave the adults sleeping on a sofa-bed in the living area. I made it
clear that I would no longer tolerate going on a holiday where bad logistics would ensure no privacy
and booked a larger apartment with an additional bedroom. She wanted me to join her on holiday for
a week at her parent's large holiday home and I refused (note that her job gives her considerable
holiday time). She later asked why, so I explained that over the years, there was a history of almost
no intimacy in that house (I think due to extreme prudishness when her parents are near).
Furthermore, she would be looking after our kids as well as her brother's very young kids as a favour,
and enjoying her parents' company. It would have left me doing nothing that I particularly, wanted
for a week, and also unable to relax properly. I would not be able to leave the house and grounds
easily due to having to transport all the kids. Simply put, I chose not to spend my time that way. This
made her cry but IDNGAF. This was a matter of asserting my frame.
I ramped up my bodyweight resistance training and soon began visiting a gym to lift regularly (3-4
visits per week). I prepared a MAP, and began working on the areas that needed the most action:
social life, approaching women, grooming, posture, frame, and game.
After an initial burst of sweetness and sexual interest from the wife, she returned to form and tried to
re-assert her frame. She expected me to serve her long term interests (provide her with attention,
affection, plenty of money, secure retirement, child-care duties, etc.) while my on-going happiness,
life satisfaction and sex were to be considered unimportant. Shit testing increased as she tried to push
me back into her frame, but I started to enjoy dealing with them. Time and again she tried to guilt and
shame me into burying my sexuality, but I accepted none of it. I simply asserted (mostly unspoken)
that I was a sexual man, and I will have sex whether or not it is with her.
On several occasions I just decided to give up on having sex with her, to have sex with another
woman during the coming week. This showed itself as either turning down unenthusiastic sex and
asserting that I don't intend to have sex with someone that doesn't want it, or ceasing all initiation in
the face of extremely heavy shit testing. The result was rather surprising, as though she could read my
mind. All of a sudden she began initiating hard and the quality of sex would increase significantly
albeit only for a short while.
She really helped me to build my frame with various shit tests. One that sealed her fate for me any
feeling of guilt relating to active dread or giving up on monogamy was her challenge that "I didn't
have the balls that her father has". When she said that to me, I just smiled and thought to myself "I
teated you with care and great respect, and this is my reward. The gloves are coming off. You do not
deserve special treatment". That message was burned into my mind and I truly DNGAF about her
feelings any longer. She hasn't cared about my wellbeing and has not treated me with care or
sympathy. Another funny one that she threw at me with rancour was when she accused me of being
'needy'. I am competent, very handy, earn a good (most of the) income, and considerably more
outgoing than her. The only thing that I considered that I needed from her (in the context of a
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marriage) was sex.
Since then she can be angry, sad, try to shame or guilt me, etc. and I truly DNGAF. I will now act in
accordance with my own interests and mission. If she wants to join my happy existence, that's fine, if
she doesn't then it's her loss. I am totally OI about the continuation of our marriage. I don't care if it
ends because I know that I'll be happy regardless. It is now utterly clear that she wants the marriage
more than I do. The balance of power has been reversed.
I enjoyed the strength training related shit tests that MRP had warned me to expect. She threw many
flavours, including: Sexual attraction: "I don't like muscular men", "Yuck, you're all sweaty". (while
of course saying things like isn't her bluepill friend's (heavily muscular) husband nice) Mockery:
"Hah look at you, you're out of breath and you thought that you were fit", Guilt trip: "You bought that
equipment, and you said we should cut spending", Frame assertion: "You're lifting weights, but you
should be doing ..........". Negative judgement: disgusted / disapproving looks
After a couple of months, she gave me a weekend full of this shit testing, we both knew what was
going on, and I just couldn't be bothered to play her silly game any further. I realise that this will not
the generally accepted MRP endorsed approach to this, but it was at least funny. I nuked the silliness
with a single text message when I was away on a business trip. I just asserted that she can stop
pestering me about lifting weights because years of sexual denials had dented by self-confidence. It
was non-negotiable. She replied by text with a WTF!!! and tried to make me feel guilty. That evening
when I called her, she just hung up the call. That was no great loss since I no longer give a fuck. Over
the coming days I didn't attempt to contact her, and she sent me some conciliatory messages that I
ignored. By the time I returned, she was extra sweet. It followed a now typical pattern of clearly
setting a boundary and refusing to tolerate her excessive bullshit, followed by better behaviour from
her.
The current status of the marital sex life is that sex is essentially available on initiation. Nevertheless
she will still almost never kiss. The sex has been considerably more passionate (no starfish) but
extremely vanilla. Most of the time she still does not accept oral either way, or manual stimulation
either way, toys, etc. Sex quality is gradually improving, but I'll no longer allow myself to be
monogamous. She did not value monogamy, but has rewarded me for breaking away from it. She has
almost completely stopped her bitchy whining when having sex, where she would make cutting
criticisms such as "what the hell do you think you're doing!" when changing position. She never
provided positive feedback. I recently caught myself DEERing, when she asked me, after sex
(critically and disrespectfully) why I changed angle slightly because it was really good. In the
moment I took her too seriously and explained that she needed to give positive feedback to get what
she wants. The next time it happens, the IDNGAF service will have resumed and apply fully to sex.
She will then be on the receiving end of laughter, teasing and amused mastery.
I have confirmed more Redpill predictions recently, relating to jealousy, mate guarding and hysterical
bonding. Recently she went into full-on guarding mode when she observed an attractive younger
woman, enjoying my company during a party and holding on to me. On another occasion she saw me
twice during one morning chatting with different women from dating sites. The first time she gave a
enquiring look and I returned with an IDGAF "so what?" look. The second time she asked me "Are
you flirting with those women?", to which I responded with "Yep". Each time sex was much better
afterwards.
I guess that judgemental non Redpilled people would call me a callous 'asshole' for doing all this, but
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IDNGAF. I can see no future for the marriage without proper intimacy. I cannot imagine that my wife
nor I would want to spend time together after the kids leave home, unless proper intimacy is restored.
I certainly will not tolerate having my time and commitment being taken for granted any longer, and
I'll not accept disrespect. I'll certainly not spend my time, commitment and health while suffering bad
sex only with her, just for her to later initiate a particularly comfortable divorce / separation
arrangement.
For now, my journey continues, but I'm happy and enjoying life again. I'm not huge: 6'1", 180 lbs and
sub-15% bf, while bulking and steadily getting bigger. Furthermore the children are happier and for
what it's worth, so is the wife. I'm still at dread level 11, and don't actually plan on ever dropping the
level again. I would like to thank the contributors to this sub for their wonderful insights, and the
authors of the sidebar materials. I will sign off by 'doffing my hat', smiling and offering a warm "fuck
you" to the fem-centric Bluepilled politically correct establishment and mass media and eagerly await
my well earned chorus of 'faggot shaming' from the MRP veterans.
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Treat her like a little girl
14 upvotes | June 2, 2019 | by Daddy_ThunderCock | Link | Reddit Link
I have this little shitty white dog that lives in my house. My wife took it in as a rescue dog. It’s a
maniac with all kinds of anxiety issues. When people came to the house, she would lose her shit and
think my wife would be murdered. At times when we first got her I had to put her on her back and
rub her tummy to get her to chill the fuck out. Getting angry and yelling when she had a barking fit
didn’t work at all. Dogs bark, you can’t get mad.
I planned a few vacations this summer and didn’t tell her about it until recently. I do all kinds of shit
and don’t tell her. This is pretty new and hard for her because I really DNGAF if she likes where I
wanna go, we are doing it and it’s going to be fun as fuck. I also reject her for sex or stop in the
middle of sex regularly. This was the only power she ever had in the relationship. I put her fantastic
little pussy on a pedestal and would go to almost any lengths to keep my dick wet. Now that I have an
abundance mentality it’s easy to say no to sex I don’t want. The night before I stopped another sex
session and went to bed. A lot of non-compliance and shit testing. It was a power struggle and it was
important that I held frame and didn’t get butt hurt. I was tired, so I passed out in about a minute.
Dogs bark and women flip out. You can’t get mad at them even if it’s annoying at times. Yesterday
wife had a nice little flip out session because she has no frame and is feeling a huge power shift
combined with leaving for the day etc. She was trying more power grabs that morning, none worked.
I packed everything up and planned to take the kids so she could have some alone time. She said she
was coming. I told her she had to apologize for her behavior and promise to be good if she wanted to
go. She was bitchy like my 10 year old but complied. A few minutes later she had a full melt down. I
had to pin her up against the wall and hold her face and force her to look into my eyes. I told her I
loved her and kissed her. She kissed me back and cried. I made her look me in the eyes again, holding
her neck and hair by the scalp so she couldn’t move and inch. I told her to tell me that she loved me.
She told me she loved me and hugged me while sobbing. Iv'e only done this type of thing in bed,
never outside but it worked wonders. After a minute I let her go and she ran upstairs to go finish
doing a load of laundry so we could leave. Her attitude totally changed and she was back to being my
happy submissive little wife. She was in a perfect mood the whole day and everyone had a good time.
Same shit the next day though. She turned me down for morning sex. I went to make coffee and read.
30 mins later she texted me to come up and fuck her. I said no. 30 mins later she came down and sat
on the couch and asked me if I was “mad at her”. I laughed and denied it. She asked to come sit on
my lap. I told her she had to straddle me. I moved her shorts aside to check her pussy and she was
soaking wet. I told her to go upstairs so I could fuck her. I filled her up with cum and she has been
happy and compliant the whole day. In fact, at church she asked permission to go to the bathroom
during the sermon and I replied “You are an adult.” Then 10 mins later she said she really had to go
and I told her she should. She laughed and said “Oh, I thought you meant to hold it because I was an
adult. I am basically a high functioning child.” She is now embracing the idea that she is just a little
girl who wants to have fun and has no coping skills or emotional strength. She knows I am
unshakable, strong and can be her oak. This makes her feel safe and also very horny.
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Finally identifying my frame and her frame.
14 upvotes | June 28, 2019 | by ke3bsf6 | Link | Reddit Link
I went ape shit about 10 days ago about being rejected (yes I have learned from it, been doing stfu
and idgaf since), still ended up having sex with my wife that weekend (2-3 days later) first session
was fun, second was semi-starfish (she orgasmed both times though). After reading more and more
about stfu and idgaf, I initiated on Wednesday night and got a soft no (she's never stern about it, just
brushes it off, tired, not in the mood, etc) so I said okay, goodnight, gave her a kiss and turned over,
went to sleep. She hamstered for a bit and then went to sleep.

Last night we went out for dinner and I got a bottle of wine. We got home, sat on the balcony for
awhile and had a really fun convo about us first meeting, etc. (first fun and real convo in awhile with
her). We got ready for bed and I initiated sex, was soft no'd, say okay all good, started watching tv, 5
min passed and I said okay goodnight, gave her a kiss and turned over. Her hamster was on
overdrive. I could sense her looking at me and trying to figure out the sudden change in me.

Some time goes by and she starts touching me and trying to initiate (trying to keep me in her frame)
and asked if I still wanted to fool around. At first I said nah, I don't want her to do it just to do it, if
she's only doing it for me. I resisted a bit more, but she actually wanted it badly now. I let the
resistance last a few more min and then I cave manned her. Went down on her, even tho she wanted a
quickie (10 pm at night, early work the next morning). I also got a bj, which isn't an every time thing.
It was semi-starfish sex, but I made her flip over so I could rail her doggy style ( she was resisting it
at first, but I forced it). Then flipped her over on her back and she was telling me to fuck her hard, so
I took this as a challenge and literally tried to break her. She noticed how aggressive I was being and
although she said to slow down, she def enjoyed being dominated. I eventually slow down, got her to
orgasm.

Now here is my question: I initiate and get turned down. 5 min or so later She initiates (her trying to
maintain her frame), I resist for a bit saying I'm not in the mood anymore. I finally agree and I initiate
it and try to fuck her really hard since she resisted me to begin with. As she was initiating, I kept
thinking that I should stick to my guns and continue to say nah not interested (to maintain my frame),
but I had a loaded gun (no fap and no sex for several days or so) and also a decent amount of wine in
me. I know I probably should have stuck with my guns, but I didn't. In order for me to stay dominant,
I demanded positions that she didn't want to do. This is the first time ever that I resisted sex from her,
so I think it was completely new to her. I'm going to continue to react the way I do when she turns me
down, but did I fuck up by agreeing to sex? If it happens again, should I completely resist, not
interested, turned off, etc? I keep seeing mixed ideas on this. Some people say don't deny sex and
others say maintain frame 100%.

I know I played into her hand a bit, but I feel like this was somewhat of a break through moment for
me. I think the best thing that I got out of this was identifying each step of the situation. I have a long
road ahead of me and a lot to learn, but I overall feel great that I was able to dissect this situation and
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learn from it.
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Won't sign up as the FO despite massive improvement. Kill the
puppy?
14 upvotes | July 21, 2019 | by NotResultsOriented | Link | Reddit Link
1.5yrs since I found MRP. 315sq, 340dl, 155bp (rehabbing left shoulder), 5'11 185. I've lost 40ish lbs
and gained a ton of muscle. Read literally 100% of sidebar, need to circle back as it's been 3-4
months since I've spent time studying it. Two awesome kids, 8 and 3.
I've owned my shit. Better life, crushing my career, consistent at the gym, actually practiced a lot of
baseball with my son so I'm back ripping lasers in Amateur ball, etc. Life is good.

My wife lost her shit the first time I didn't apologize for something I wasn't sorry about. I was such a
doormat. Tried to change slowly, went semi-Rambo. Wife wound up meeting up with an old fling
some and making some bad decisions at month 4ish (lied to me, they made out, which I am 98%
certain is the truth -- I could detail why but it's irrelevant). Talk about making outcome independence
easy. My default since then is that were getting divorced unless she proves herself to be a better wife,
a better Mom, etc.

If that happened right now, I'd file the next day. I told her the only reason we have a chance is the
kids. I was such a pile of shit that I'm starting to let it go. I'll never view women the same, especially
her. AWALT. She has owned her mistake and gave me all her passwords, checks in enthusiastically
and basically doesn't do anything without my permission.

She's been... awesome the past 10-12 months. Feminine, submissive, clean, cooks all the time and
she's doing "I would never do that" stuff in the bedroom (anal, swallowing, etc.). Comfort tests are
occasionally, shit tests are rare. She has added a ton of value to my kids and my life. She was a
worthless iPhone addict and now she's legitimately what I need from a wife.

A months ago, I outlined my future and what it would take to be a part of it. Captain, FO. She also
was to take my last name (she kept hers... so blue pill). She didn't agree and said that's a lot to think
about. I told I want this version of her on my team but I will have an awesome life either way. She
has been embracing the model herself for months, she just didn't know it.

A couple weeks ago, I checked in on her search history and saw, "how to send secret messages."
After kids went to bed, I asked her if she had anything to share, she didn't, so I told her we'd be
getting divorced and outlined how it would go down. She was confused and quite sad. I fucked up -www.TheRedArchive.com
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she showed me her browser immediately showing that her search was based around dread. My phone
has been buzzing at night and she was afraid it was other women. From looking at it, it's clear that's
what happened.

She said that she's scared, walking on egg shells, and worried that I'll file at the drop of a hat. I
reiterated I want her on my team but divorce is an okay option if she doesn't want to sign on. I ended
the conversation as it started so heated and told her we could address the marriage/last name thing.

I should mention that she's all sorts of ego invested in "partner" marriages and keeping her last name,
etc. I knew that when we got together, but fucking agreed at the team. Damn I hate that version of
myself.

The next day, she told she can't sign up for that marriage. She wants someone that sees her as an
equal, etc. She told me how much she loves me, loves our life, etc but she can't do it.

I told her that I wouldn't have married her if I didn't think she was smart, talented, etc and that I know
she naturally defers to me. But if she wasn't able, that's fine.

So, I'm proceeding with the divorce. We're meeting jointly with a lawyer to tangle out some weird
financial nuances then work with the attorney I met with months ago to ensure I don't screw anything
up. Everything is split up, custody has been outlined and agreed upon, etc. I moved into the guest
room to avoid having to "talk about it" all the time.

Then a few days ago, she told me she'd take my last name but not be unequal. Same conversation.
She feels horrible, loves me so much but can't give up that part of herself. Understood, but that's not
ok for any marriage I'll be a part of. No worries.

Since then, she's been coming down to my room to fuck my brains out. It's all she has left, throwing
her body at me. It's fun, but it doesn't change anything for me.

My assessment is that she's doesn't want to lose me, but her ego investment in feminist marriage -www.TheRedArchive.com
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her actions tell me she's there but the words don't follow. I am at this point a bit prematurely in
retrospect, that's a factor.

She's a damned good wife at this point and made some huge, positive changes in nearly all factors of
her life. But, I'm sure as hell not going to continue the marriage in her frame. I've tried that, it's a
fucking nightmare.
My background is sales. This feels like a negotiation where in party has no leverage. Very often, the
simply need a win. Any win, some compromise. I've legitimately won $100k deals by saying no to
everything, getting to a stalemate, then offering to send some swag to secure the deal. And it worked.
My gut tells me she needs some swag. But, I know buyers more than women...

Is there something I could do to give her a path to my future? Or, does a solid future for me require
her to give a part of herself and turn her back on the ego investment?

Any advice is appreciated.
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Shit test...did I pass?
14 upvotes | July 31, 2019 | by Vegasman20002 | Link | Reddit Link
On vacation. Every night I go have a cigar when family goes to bed. My wife is obese and I have
posted here and at MRP about that. I am about six weeks into MRP.
So she texts me, complaining that I do this every night and it makes her feel like a babysitter.
Since I am not interested in making a sexual overture to defuse it (since I don't want it), and sure as
hell am not going to apologize or DEER anymore about what I want to do, I decide to pressure flip.
I tell her to come join me as I would appreciate her company. Kids are old enough to take care of
themselves.
She declined, and says kids are asleep and she doesn't want to (which I figured- she just wants to
complain).
I STFU. Next text from her is "I am going to bed see you tomorrow." I reply with a kiss-blowing
emoji. (Which I figure is the kiss her on the head to end it if it's a comfort test).
Given this is the first time I tried a strategy in response to a shit test, how was my response? Should I
have made a playful sexual comment instead? Or something else?
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Wife has been frantic and emotional about the upcoming family
vacation
14 upvotes | August 2, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi all. Haven't posted in a while. 42 - 6'1" - 225 lbs. Lifts are still good and about 8 months + in my
MAP. Owing my shit and focusing on my growing small business and loving it.
Relationship with my wife has been great. Having fun together, she is submissive, good sex 2 to 3
times per week (she initiates about 1/3) of the time. She takes care of her health, and dresses
elegantly when we go out. I tease and banter with her and she is flirty and sweet. For all newbies
here, there is something to the redpill. Do the work and be a man, and women (hopefully your wife)
WILL respond to you.
Here my question. We planned a family vacation to the beach earlier this year. Me, the wife, our 4
kids, her sister and her husband and their 2 kids, and my mother in law. Leaving this weekend and
looking forward to relaxing and having fun.
My wife over the past week has been frantic and whiny about her sister and her mother's drama. I just
laugh and poke fun and she'll join in and come to my frame, then a couple hours later, she'll get
moody again. She was packing clothes and trying on swim suits (I like to watch her do that cause I
think she's smoking hot). She's looking in the mirror and freaking out saying, "ugh... I look so fat." "I
hate the beach" "god, my sister's gonna make fun of me and give me shit" and "blah, blah, blah".
I think the fretting is kinda cute. I won't say much and then I'll walk down stairs and get busy with
something, then come back up and flirt with her and keep it light.
I think it's just female emotimg and her just being a girl that is stressed about traveling and being with
her family. I have learned not to draw into that frame and bring attention to her drama and "making it
real" for her little mind, cause that only amplified it in the past and we'd end up fighting.
My strategy has been successful and I've been in my frame. Although she is stressed, she is sweet and
respectful to me and affectionate. She hasn't been too sexual this week, but I think the stress in combo
with shark week (yeah forgot to mention) has her preoccupied.
Am I missing this as a comfort test of some sort? I don't think it is, because it's not directed at me and
about her relationship with me. I assume I am getting this right by not caring as much about her mood
swings like I did in the past, because it's not causing friction with her and she isn't giving me shit. I
DO want her to have fun with the family, but I guess that's on her. I've decided to go and have fun. I
suspect she'll come around, but my new red pill reality is telling me to not worry about her moods.
Am I seeing this correctly?
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Need help setting a boundary
14 upvotes | August 8, 2019 | by Madddawg07 | Link | Reddit Link
Ok. On mobile so will make this quick.
I was being a pussy and looked through some of wife's text messages. I justified it to myself as
trusting but verifying.
As it usually goes, when you go looking for shit you'll probably find some. And I did.
I wouldn't classify the messages as sexting but it was at least sexual flirting. I know who the other
dude is and they used to fuck around. He's also married with kids. Let me say here that in swallowing
the pill I have had to acknowledge the fact that my wife may have already cheated on me. I don't
think so but I'll never know.
Here is the question. How can I make a boundary out of something I snuck to find out about like a
little bitch? How can I say to her "no wife of mine will be texting other guys anything sexual"? The
other question is how to manage having this info. I've been pissed which she noticed but I haven't
said anything other than "what reason would I have to be upset. Her response was "I know I'm not a
perfect wife blah blah. I think the right answer is to just store the info and monitor the situation. I
know for sure I shouldn't just bring it up and make accusations. But right now I'm pissed and don't
want to be around or talk to her. She is just coming off shark week so I had planned on Turing up the
initiations but know I only want to hate fuck her. I want to withdraw my sexual attention but I am
ready to go after a week of nothing. Resetting was basically non existent this morning and going to be
hard for me until I figure this out.
Also to add a little context to my situation. A few weeks ago while on the first business trip at my
new job- I got some strange. I really should make a FR about it. It was dope and I've been feeling
only slightly guilty since then. So I'm being at least a little hypocritical by being mad at her for texts
when I went like 10 rounds with a stranger. But hey amoral right?
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Robert Glover in NMMNG: "Talk About Fight Club."
14 upvotes | August 3, 2019 | by McLuhanSaidItFirst | Link | Reddit Link
I'll follow NMMNG whatever she thinks, but what I talk about is relevant to attraction.
MRP says "do not talk about Fight Club" and has NMMNG in the side bar.
NMMNG says on p. 18 "If you are currently in a relationship, I encourage you to ask your partner to
read this book along with you."
To me it seems like bad advice if she has lost attraction to your faggot ass. If she is still attracted,
talking about NMMNG won't increase that much, if at all, for most women. My guess is, it's probably
unnecessary and hazardous.
Glover is a smart guy, but I think he missed the boat in this one instance. The only time it might come
up usefully is in dread where she says "you're changing, what does all this mean? What's happening?"
And handing her the book would be the answer to the comfort test, but only if she's on your side.
I think I know what guys are going to say here: "she's never on your side, she's on her own side."
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Looking for advice for 'nice guy' kids
14 upvotes | August 7, 2019 | by wtf_ever_man | Link | Reddit Link
So in my becoming aware of more and more things I feel I am becoming aware that my son may
eventually fall under the curtain of NMMNG. He has a few things going on but I'm just wondering if
other parents have dealt with anything like this?
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Children fighting
14 upvotes | September 7, 2019 | by pursuing_the_ideal | Link | Reddit Link
May be slightly off topic but definitely is family and marriage affecting. I have two young boys under
the age of 6 that love to fight and wrestle. This of course escalates to violence and tears consistently. I
did the same thing when I was younger with my brother and I know it drove my parents, especially
my mom, insane.
Any tips on how to keep the peace with young kids who always pick fights with each other? This
place has taught me that most likely the problem lies with me.
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Separation, and a smack to the face
14 upvotes | September 14, 2019 | by aita2899 | Link | Reddit Link
As some of you might have seen from my previous posts, my wife has a boyfriend and we are
currently separated, but living in the same house.
We have separated the financials. Nothing has been filed for separation or divorce, I believe she
thinks at this point I will take her back if things go south with this guy who is a LDR(2 days drive).
I continue to stay lifting, reading, following my MAP and STFU because as you all say the stay plan
is the go plan.
When this all went down her sister suggested we stay in the house till spring for the stability of our
three kids (6,11,13).
I have been living like this with her talking to him all day and night in front of the kids etc since the
end of July. As time has progressed she ignores the kids most of the time she is home to talk with
him. She also recently got in trouble at work for her phone being in her face so much.
I feel like it’s my ego here, but I really want to just move on. My two oldest kids want out of the
house with her also. The longer I let this go on, the longer I feel like I’m just letting her postpone the
inevitable. The guy is such a nice guy doormat, that I don’t think it’ll last, but I don’t want to be stuck
with her if their relationship falls apart and she’s all messed up from it.
So my question is, do I stay in this bs till spring, or do I just lay it down and say the house needs to be
sold so everyone can move on. If she tries to say no, do I say you already made the biggest choice of
this relationship, you made the choice that you wanted out. You don’t get to make the choice of how
and when everyone else gets to move on with their lives.
She also keeps saying lets be friends after for the kids. I feel like I should treat this like any LJBF and
say no we can’t be friends after this is done.
I guess I’m seeking advice from you all, since none of you hesitate to smack me in the face to wake
me up to the reality I’m in.
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I believe wife is attracted to another man in our group.
14 upvotes | September 30, 2019 | by 2ndamog | Link | Reddit Link
My wife and I went to a wedding over the weekend. I am at work right now and don't have someone
to discuss this with and really need to get some advice on it. Basically my wife and I went to a
wedding, everything was great as I held frame up until the end of the evening. I am not sure exactly
where it went wrong or how. Either my wife had a little too much to drink and was just extra flirty, or
she was sexually charged and very feminine. Going over it in my head makes me sick so I'm going
with the more realistic answer that she was turned on by his presence. There was direct flirting,
proximity. She leaned over to a seat across the aisle on the bus back and immediately this other guy,
who does happen to be the AMOG, told her to sit down. How fast she sat her ass on the seat was
astounding. In the moment I was embarrassed, but at the time I thought I may have been the only one
to notice the signs. Not so much right now as I write it out. I feel like I fucked up allowing it to get
that far, as in I should have been telling her to sit down. I was leaving my frame in those moments
and now because I was obsessing over what was happening instead of focusing on correcting her
behavior.
When we got back to the hotel, she was not following me. She was astutely aware of his presence and
positioning herself in his proximity under the guise of doing something else. She wanted to go to the
afterparty once we got to the room. We didn't go, the only way I knew how to get over it in that
moment was to fuck my wife as hard as I could. It was pathetic. After I got off we were beginning to
fall asleep, until she started sucking my dick again. We fucked again until she came then passed out.
I've noticed in the past she is usually in a more aroused state after parties/events where this guy is
there. It's worth noting I knew this guys wife before he did, so I cant ignore the possibility of a long
term vendetta or equalling of the playing field type of behavior. It's subtle and it is fucking with me if
that's the case. Having said that, I cant help but believe, that under similar circumstances where I and
his wife were not around and the situation went a certain way, he would make a move, be able to
handle her rebuttals to cheating, and she would want it anyway, then fuck him. She'd feel terrible
after, but I'm not sure if shed ever tell me or if she's capable of hiding it. My wife has never given me
reason to think this, except in these instances.
I tried to conceal my concern over this in case I was not seeing it correctly. On the bus i was mostly
silent. It was all I could do to not mate guard. I cant see this clearly as it's a complicated social
situation and I'm too invested. Am I overreacting, is this a bigger issue, am I missing a bigger
picture?
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Former LTR has popped up. What to do? Plate?
14 upvotes | October 9, 2019 | by SmoovMove | Link | Reddit Link
I touched on this in my OYS this week, but want to get a few more thoughts.
Last week a former LTR hit me up out of the blue. At first it was just catching up a bit, but after a
couple of days she turned things sexual fast. Now shes saying things like she "misses choking on my
cock", how she wants me to fuck her in the back of her car in a crowded parking lot, etc. She's fully
aware that I'm married and I dont discuss any details of my marriage with her (she has no idea that
my wife hasn't let me fuck her since January), but insists that she just wants to be my "secret little
fuck toy." Shes 4 years younger than me, but has hit the wall face first. Still fuckable, but definitely
not what she used to be.
Sex was always insanely great with this LTR but she was too clingy and emotional, so I bailed. While
it has been 15 years, I'm worried that she'll catch feelz and become a problem. Should also mention
that she is also married but separated, and lives half way across the country from me. My work
involves travel and I could easily go on a "work trip" just to meet up and fuck her with minimal
suspicion from wife.
I'm torn...debating on plating her or ghosting. I'm not sure I have the frame to manage a plate quite
yet. Since shes an ex with history, also worried about her catching feelz and nuking my marriage.
On the other hand I havent seen a pussy in 9 months and I'm fucking losing my shit. Also could give
me the chance to practice game and frame.
Should I plate this one, or wait to game fresh girls that are younger and hotter when I'm further along
in my red pill improvement? It's not too late to ghost her or cut her off if I decide not to fuck her. Any
input is appreciated as always.
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Value shit test?
14 upvotes | October 20, 2019 | by dolanthesemicolon | Link | Reddit Link
I was on a business trip this week and was catching up on some reading. Mainly I was reading
WISNIFG and The Way of the Superior Man. But also some of MRP (like the recent post on Initiate
Often, Confident Always). And it occurs to me I'm really failing big time on the initiating and gaming
front. So I decide on my return I shall start to work on fixing it.
Get home from the trip, and immediately picked up my game, kino, affection etc. Then went to play
with the kids for a while, wrestling / boystrous games (I find these great to reset boundaries after my
return from a trip... things usually slip on that front when I'm away). I put the kids to bed and then
enjoy a glass of wine with the wife.
She starts telling me how hard her week has been and how tired she is etc etc, so I turn on the
comfort. I listen, sympathise, give affection, etc etc. Throw in a few anti-kid jokes "little monsers",
"don't worry, daddy's home" kind of stuff. Past beta me more beta me would have dealt with this SO
badly... embarrasingly so. I'd have presumed she was playing the "I'm tired" card to take sex off the
table... so would have reacted with a comparison of how tough my trip was versus her week at home.
I know, cringeworthy. Anyway, new me turns on comfort. After that the conversation moves on to
more light hearted humor etc.
A little later, she randomly brings up a camera I own. It happens to be in view of where we are
sitting. She says "You know what, that camera alone cost you more than my engagement ring". She
has brought up this many times, and previously I'd probably have sighed, got annoyed, tried to justify
it "I had more money when I bought the camera compared to when we got engaged", or some
complete bullshit like that. This night, I STFU to think. I'm not triggered this time, I just don't really
have a response straight off the top of my head. While in STFU mode, she repeats it in a slightly
different way, something like "imagine that, more money on a camera than my engagment ring, I was
robbed!", just to make sure I heard I guess! But in my STFU mode I had thought to myself "hey, I
actually don't give a fuck. Regardless of the facts, it's my money, and if I want to spend it on a 3
grand stripper I fucking well will". So I just glanced back, smiled cheekily, and nodded in agreement.
Discussion over, I move the conversation on to something else.
It seemed to work, she was horny as hell later and let's just say we had a good night (cause and
effect?). Either way, feedback on if there's a better way to handle these "value shit tests", or even
what type of shit test is this?
I know this is meant to be the "kinder" zone of MRP, but please don't hold back.
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I let my LTR show me her DM’s after she asked me about it.
Does that show weakness on my part?
14 upvotes | October 20, 2019 | by trpguy123 | Link | Reddit Link
When I upgraded her from plate to gf, there were still guys in her DM’s trying to hit on her, guys she
has never slept with or even seen in person. She would tell me the messages the guy would send and
she would tell them about me being her boyfriend blahblahblah. She even posts pics of me
everywhere. Now every month usually has one DM from a guy.
One month ago she got a DM from a guy and she told me to open it and reply. I just copied/ pasted
what she said to the guy I just mentioned previously. He stopped instantly.
Yesterday she kept asking me if I wanted to see messages if a guy is trying to hit on her, because she
says she has nothing to hide. A guy DM’d her yesterday complimenting her instagram and she
instantly went to “Complimenting my boyfriend?”. He tried to get her attention but to no avail for
him, she just kept mentioning me.
The few friends she has, her family, and people on social media have known for months that her and I
are together. I don’t care if she shows me or not, I told her that I trusted she would do what’s right.
I’m curious if you all think letting her show me DM’s when they pop up is a sign of weakness from
my end, or maybe i’m just overthinking.
Thanks a bunch.
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Is my marriage salvageable?
14 upvotes | October 22, 2019 | by OptimusRP | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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What's the best book for building the Oak?
14 upvotes | December 18, 2019 | by Diamondbacking | Link | Reddit Link
Would like a text that focuses on being the quintessential Oak upon whom others can rely.
That Jordan Peterson quote, about being the guy at the funeral of your father upon whom everyone
else can rely, really resonates.
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Should I be worried?
14 upvotes | December 28, 2019 | by johneyapocalypse | Link | Reddit Link
Long-time lurker.
I'm MRP-aware.
I stumbled into MRP five years ago when I linked from a dead bedrooms post I'd submitted; it was to
a post in MRP. My eyes were opened and I knew I was on the right path.
Four years ago things were going south again so I read another article and they got better. I was sure
I'd found the right place. MRP builds men.
Fast forward a year and my wife was being a total bitch. "Do this, do that" she'd say, "take out the
trash, and clean the floors." When I asked for sex, she'd say "no."
Two years ago I decided to get serious so I looked into nearby gyms.
For the last year I've been focusing on how I can be a better husband. I'm still looking for the right
place to lift, and I know I need a badass place rather than some dumbass newbie gym, lol.
I'm in the mindset and it's so obvious I have the frame now. My SBV is a good 9 while hers isn't even
that high.
So one of my presents this year was so awesome - sex toys! It had never happened before. Some little
thing I put on my thing and some stuff she wears and some anal stuff - like what that one crazy dude
writes about here.
It said, "Let's have some sexy times, baby. You are the hot rod whose hot rod I dream of. I want it
tonight, Frank."
But my name isn't frank.
Should I be worried?
She told me it was a simple mistake, that those gifts were from my sister who meant to put them in
her husband's stocking. His name is Tom.
I asked my sister.
"Fuck no, dumbass, your whore wife is fucking everyone in town, including Frank. Get your head out
of your stupid ass."
But then again, her husband once said that "she'll never like anyone I marry." Plus, she's a dumbass
and he's a tool, what do they know, lol.
So, should I be worried?
I've been MRP-aware for a while now, I"ve done all the work, and my STP is sky rocketing. She's a
fucking stupid bitch anyway, she's probably just feeling insecure with all my changes.
I'm a unicorn you know.
But, should I be worried?
*Edit: Give me some upvotes dicks. I'm pouring my heart out here. *
*Edit 2: All these years I thought the mods set the "victim puke" - holy hell! *
*Edit 3: My wife had been talking about an "open marriage" or that she was "poly amorous" for a
while but I wasn't really paying attention. Since the week of 12/25 to 12/31 is generally my "MRP
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week" I searched it up. Fuck. She's serious about this shit. Goddamnit. Guys you gotta help me. What
should I do? Does she need more comfort? *
*Edit 4: Fuck, the Google Slate sucks. *
*Edit 5: Are you fucking kidding me? She says she wants a girls night out on new years and I'm
supposed to watch our kid... AND... I'm supposed to paint the basement... AND... she says I need to
get a gym membership. Fucking reverse psychology bullshit, bitch. *
*Edit 6: Her father called me and left me a voicemail and said "son-in-law, you're a sixth son to me,
even if you're not the bread of my loins (WTF?). But, it's important you call me immediately. I
undertand you two are struggling and it's best that I get this off my chest." - What's that douchebag
talking about? Any ideas? *
*Edit 7: Fuck al this Google Slate is irritating. Figure, the bitch gave it to me for Christmas. Whore.
I'm gonna find some bitches and get laid. *
*Edit 8: tre7e bit3ch. *
*Edit 9: Bitches, ttis., tcucking, godtnmnit, bitcnnes, wore. *
*Edit 10: worweyroie Bitch weryweo Whore sdfoiwerhwew weioiwrhf Whiskey wroiuwjwe wer
testosterone rowiwer werourur wouer wouerer pink dumbells twreooowht thoe thehy zumba ttjeuw
iryoubswehe thow prostitute. *
*Edit 11: Theiiiswh fwwwh babysitter aweu weour seht smiled at me saswey whe imnlove. *
Edit 12: Damn, I fell asleep. My head is killing me. Christ, I drank too much. Hah. Fucking bitches.
No better way to show 'em you don't give a damn than to drink yourself to death, lol. Fuck, I don't
even know where my wife is. My father-in-law is bugging the shit out of me. Dick. Where are my
kids? Babysitter's gone, too, said I "reminded her of Jeffrey Dahmer," lol, whore. Fucking women,
they're all the same.
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My wife got too drunk
14 upvotes | January 1, 2020 | by prematureredpill | Link | Reddit Link
So I had this big New Year’s Eve planned. It was a suprise, out of town trip, MIL had the kids,
concert, etc. apparently my wife still hasn’t learned how to hold her liquor. We are back in the hotel
room by 8PM, wife passed out in the bed at the hotel. I’m inclined to just not say anything, and let
my disapproval just be a weight in the air. However inside I’m so irritated, I spent months keeping
this a surprise. Asked my other to keep the kids and spend hundreds on food and the concert we
won’t be going to. I’m just not sure how to proceed. Right now I’m so mad, irritated, and
disappointed for what was supposed to be fun night. I don’t rest know what happened, we went to a
bar had a few drinks, went to dinner, and two hours later, she’a slurring her speech and being sloppy
and I know she’s had too much. I just can’t contain my disappointment. It’s not anger, I feel like a
father who is just so disappointed in their child I can’t even begin to express it.
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Is responsive desire still genuine desire?
14 upvotes | October 6, 2020 | by austinography | Link | Reddit Link
We all know and accept that negotiated desire is never genuine and will only lead to starfish sex and
resentment. Spontaneous desire on the other hand seems it would almost always be genuine, since it
has no cause, other than the woman's innate sexual desire itself. What then to make of women who
only exhibit responsive desire within the confines of an LTR or marriage? Is this not genuine because
it requires some type of impetus, such as flirtation or Kino, to inspire it? If the man were not to
attempt to illicit the response, would there be no desire at all? Is there still spontaneous desire, but
only for the mystery of Chads thick trouser bulge?
Tomassi's Iron Rule #6 tells us that no woman can love a man in the way in which he needs to be
loved. So, is it too much to expect a woman in an LTR or marriage to show spontaneous desire for
her man, simply b/c he needs it?
I am interested to hear your thoughts on this subject.
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Blaming wife
14 upvotes | January 24, 2020 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
I've posted now and again on here, so I'll bypass most the stats part, they haven't changed since my
most recent posts.
I have a wife that tends to be a blamer by default, and I assume a good amount of you guys on here
are in similar situations. Anyway, I used to get wrapped in the insight oriented theory that if I
understood why she did it, I could understand her better and be a more effective leader and lead her
away from that frame and into a more positive one. This couldn't be further from the truth. It doesn't
matter why she does it, the problem is created by the blaming itself. THAT is the problem that needs
to be tackled. I found out the hard way that the absolute WORST way to deal with her blaming was
DEERing. Technically, all the Defending, Explaining, Excusing, and Rationalizing is ALL a
defensive reaction in principle, which infuriates any woman because it's weak and dodges ownership
of a problem. Whether her blaming had some truth, a lot of truth, or no basis at all, does not matter.
DEERing validates her blaming and accusatory statement in her own little head and reinforces your
and her codependent behavior of arguing and debating.
I found that the best way to deal with a blaming wife is to use a tweaked version of fogging.
Remember, she blames because she feels like shit about something, and it makes her feel better to
absolve herself of those feeling by attributing the cause to someone else, whether you are the cause or
not. I would guess that if you have a blaming wife, it is most likely a pattern she repeats with her
friends, family, and coworkers.
When I hear a blaming statement from her, I pick something in what she says to be true that I can
agree with, then I reframe it, make a statement that reflects that feeling back to her, without making
her feel minimized or like she's wrong. Remember, her feelings are her reality and if she feels it, it's
real to her in that moment. If she continues to push and blame, I rinse and repeat, then offer to help
come up with ways we can work out the problem, once I sense she's open to cooperating with me and
being led. If she refuses to cooperate, be led, or wants to walk away, I simply state something along
the lines of "ok, if you want to drop it, we will, but if you bring it up again, I will take it as a cue that
you want to work with me on making things better." Then walk away and DNGAF. You might think,
how does this help. This keeps the interaction and the future interaction in your frame of leading and
cooperation, and sets an implied boundary that you won't be drawn into her shitty frame of going
round and round arguing, which reinforces her opion that you're a worthless fuck (if you submit to
her frame). This also takes the power payoff she gets by controlling the frame, which will curb her
shitty behavior. Frame her blaming as an opportunity to help her and positively lead and challenge
her COVERTLY. If you love her, then show love by covertly lead her from blaming this way.
Remember, love is an action, not a feeling. Live the feeling comes from the action of love.
I'll caution you guys... this is NOT easy and takes CONSISTENT work and strong frame to lead a
wife out of a blaming pattern. She will either eventually fall in or jump from the train. The key is that
you need to show her you're good with either decision, and that if she jumps, the onus is on her.
Have any of you guys seen similar behavior in your wives, and if so, how do you handle?
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Have most guys on married red pill discover red pill before or
after marriage?
14 upvotes | October 28, 2020 | by berttbeans996 | Link | Reddit Link
I’m 24 and wondering about my future.
Why are guys who are red pill married? Did they find a good girl after being red pill and found her to
be the best they can find so they married her? Or did most dudes get married then discover red pill?
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How would you handle this? Wife goes nuclear over garlic salt
14 upvotes | November 26, 2020 | by DavefromCA | Link | Reddit Link
My wife can have quite the reaction to trivial things and being a complete moron I need specific
examples in order to learn. This happened this morning but events like this are not uncommon.
I purchased a large size garlic salt. My wife loves my grilling and we grill quite a bit, so logically I
use quite a bit of garlic salt. Seeing the large garlic salt in the cabinet, she starts screaming about how
the bigger bottle takes up too much space. She tosses the unopened bottle into the garbage, then
proceeds to grab the french toast I am making the kids that is still cooking in the pan and tosses it into
the garbage, storms out of the house and returns with the smallest bottle of garlic salt I’ve ever seen.
She tells me I am to buy all groceries, bring her the receipt and she will pay for half of the “valid”
purchases and informs me she has transferred funds from the joint account to her personal account to
enforce the action. (We both work)
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Arming the nuke
14 upvotes | November 9, 2020 | by ghost__walking | Link | Reddit Link
Preface - arming the nuke:
OYS doesn’t go up until tomorrow, but I have a timely update and would like as much feedback as
possible, and bro-hugs if anyone has them in them.
I drafted the OYS below over the weekend, before I found the last piece of the puzzle that ties
everything together confirming the affair: my wife’s call/text logs, which are unfortunately
inaccessible from the account owner on Google Fi. I had to gain discrete access to my wife’s laptop
which has the Google account saved. My wife is 100% having an affair, and doing her best to pretend
that everything is good between us, despite popping red flags everywhere. Lately, these have grown
to outdoor phone calls (new), and an hour long phone call in a parking lot near our house on Sunday
that she omitted from her going-out story, and as I pressed, sidestepped who she was talking to. She
texts Chad right in front of me at home/night, and talks to him on her way to/from work and her
whole lunch break. The logs confirmed that it was Chad. They’ve had over 40 hours of calls and 89
text messages, all in the two weeks since she returned from her out of town trip. I get the occasional
racy pic/video from my wife, which she’s no doubt taking for Chad.
And I know exactly who Chad is.
I had my initial consultation with an attorney today, following my confirmation, and am going to file
asap. I will not have her served until I have a job locked down, hopefully in the coming weeks. I’m
going to get divorce-raped, hard, because her income is 15% of mine.
In the meantime, I am acting like everything is cool. I’m going to try to cum on her face a few times,
but I’m not tipping my hand until papers are served. I already called the bank to ensure that she does
not have access to the accounts that hold our savings, and removed her as an authorized user on our
joint credit card. My passwords were changed a while back after I noticed my wife’s secrecy. I’m not
hiding our money, just mitigating potential damages.
I’ve read a divorce prep guide on MRP, and will dig it up again. If anyone has something to add,
please do. I’m in Texas, if it helps. I want primary custody (55/45) because my wife does not know
how to run a household, and I want to make the decisions regarding our daughter’s wellbeing. I am
fine with our division of our limited assets, and would like to limit alimony as much as possible
(maybe a pipe dream).
I’m probably not going to post regularly to OYS while I’m going through separation, but I will be
lifting and reading to continue upping my SMV. I didn’t want things to end this way, but the signs
have been there for a long time. It’s a huge relief to get confirmation that I’m not a crazy person. It’s
also a huge relief that my future experiences with women will be on my terms, with what I’ve learned
here. Thanks to the community, contributors, and sidebar book authors.
I think my original OYS draft for tomorrow is worth leaving intact. I’m including it below as a lesson
to other men on how deceptive your wife will be while she’s getting plugged by someone else. Trust
your gut. If there’s smoke, there’s fire.
______________________________
Original OYS #5 (previous):
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Stats: Age 37 - 5’9” - 184.4# (-3.4) - together 18 years, married 11, to wife (36) - one child (11).
Read: NMMNG, MMSLP
Reading: MAP, WISNIFG
Partial, parked: TRM, Bigger Leaner Stronger
Physical:
Running StrongLifts 5x5 from the beginning for 4 weeks, accelerated schedule: SQ 150# (+65), BP
115# (+50), BR 95# (+10), OHP 80# (+15), DL 165# (+30). I was severely impatient with the SL 5#
progression, so I’m adding 10# each session (+20# to DL) to accelerate the program to my strength. I
also increased my SQ and BP +50# on Saturday because I could. I’ll resume 5# steps when I
approach my limits. Lifting is fucking theraputic.
I added more recovery time to my 3x8 barbell curls. Working up from 50# to 55#. u/Cam_Winston21
advised me to stop curling every 2 days, so I reduced it to every 4 days with SQ/OHP/DL, and I’ve
been able to progressively add weight. I’ve added core work on rest days. I’m still walking daily, and
hiking twice a week.
Mental:
I’ve been working on my overthinking (still bad, but improving) and being my own point-of-origin
(much better). I was in a pretty rough place early in the week (more on that later), so it wasn’t easy.
I’m getting better at recognizing when I’m doing it, and moving myself into something more
productive. The things I’m overthinking are those that need to be resolved, so I’m determining what
good looks like, setting goals, and working toward them.
It’s really hard for me to let go of the idea that I could be getting cucked, even though I’m not
looking for it. Where there’s smoke, there’s fire, and there’s a lot of smoke. Am I being placated to
keep me from sniffing out the truth? I feel a need to know, because I don’t want to continue
dedicating time/energy/resources being married to someone willing to do that. If it isn’t true, I’m still
dedicating time/energy/resources to someone who doesn’t satisfy me. There is no chance of coming
back from the former, but the latter deserves my effort before I make an irreversible decision. So I
stay the course. I reset every day.
My ego has been a barrier for me. This is probably from having been very successful with what I
would consider to be a moderate amount of effort. I have taken some failures pretty hard in the past,
and my ego then inhibits my growth. I am using the reality that I’m not where I want to be in life to
dissolve my ego and better harness that feedback loop.
Social:
I hiked with my close friend, and we got into the weeds regarding my home life and what his divorce
from his first wife looked like for him. One of the strong looking lawyers I’d researched on my own
is the same one he used and recommends. They sound like ninjas compared to some others I’ve
looked into. I reached out to them, and am going to go through with a consultation. If I don’t need
them, great, but if I do, I’ve established the relationship.
Relationship:
One of my wife’s relatives suddenly fell ill and passed away last week. I offered support and comfort,
and was mostly pushed away. It was hurtful, but it wasn’t my situation to be in pain over. I kept calm.
I spent a few evenings reading in bed while my wife stayed as distracted as possible to avoid crying. I
suggested leaning into the feelings rather than trying to avoid them, and gave space and privacy to
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grieve. I got a few apologies and was told that I hadn’t done anything wrong. I started seeing a return
to normal in the days following the passing (acceptance), and we started becoming affectionate and
playful again.
I’ve been told a few times recently “I feel like a bad mom/wife,” and have shrugged or STFU in
response. I think it’s time for me to establish boundaries, by pressing for why, and confirming that it
is unattractive behavior, and that I expect better. I think that would be effective in overtly
disapproving the behavior, and implying the consequence. It’s less aggressive than just tossing
disapproval grenades around, and with enough authentic praise for good behavior, I can avoid
becoming a disapproval minefield.
I’ve never been assertive in our relationship - doormat nice guy. As my confidence increases, I’m
finding it easy to say no, or to ask my wife to do things for me. It should come as no huge surprise
that my reasonable requests are gladly fulfilled. Where a get a huge boner out of it though, is when
the response is a playfully submissive “did I do good?” with batted eyes, or “yes sir!” I really want to
encourage and have fun with this - it’s sexy as fuck.
I woke up early Saturday, and went to read on the couch. I’m usually up first and make our coffee in
the morning, but I felt like having fun. When I heard my wife get up and head to the bathroom, I
texted asking her to make us some coffee, bring mine to me, wiggle her booty, plant a kiss, and sit
with me. I received full service with a smile. We had a morning family hike, grabbed food, and while
I was getting my lifts in, my wife was getting ready to go hit wineries with a female friend for the
afternoon/evening. I got a nice goodbye kiss while I was still lifting in the garage and jamming metal,
which seemed to be a turn-on.
We haven’t had sex for a week or so with the unfortunate passing and shark week starting, but with
the heavy mood lifting, I don’t want to appear politely unhorny during shark week. I had a pretty
impressive hard-on due to some Instagram surfing after my lifts, so I hopped in bed naked and
snapped a mighty fine dick pic. I didn’t know how or when I was going to send it; I haven’t sent one
before. I’ve received nudes, so it seemed like fair game.
Me - Hey
W - Hey what’s up?
Me - Do you want to know what’s up?
W - Haha quit being dirty lmfao
Me - [throbbing_dong.jpg]
W - Omgggg!
Me Dropped like a bomb right at the start of girls night.
Family:
My last family section was a big back-patting session for myself, so I decided to work harder. I’m
focusing on improving my daughter’s autonomy and ownership with school. I’ve started extracting
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myself from the school day by being more directive and less hands-on. I’m not going to spend my
energy pushing work completion, but I’m available for help when asked. I’m making incremental
changes to set a new tone, and it has worked very well so far. This is going to be crucial after I return
to work, as I won’t have the time to oversee the school day like I have been.
Career:
I’m currently a candidate with two companies. I interviewed with a startup that sounds like they can
give me what I want, and has really stellar benefits, impressive advisory board, and solid capital.
While this opportunity will be outside of my comfort zone for a while, it’s starting to feel like the
stronger move, and I can afford the risk. My first round interview went incredibly well, and the
second round interview is this week. The other active opportunity would be a return to my prior job,
which pays extremely well and has great benefits. That interview is scheduled for next week. Either
opportunity would be a huge win.
Mission:
Live my life for myself, and share it with others whose company I enjoy. Be fun. Remain committed
to self-improvement. Enjoy work, challenge others, and constantly evaluate myself. Take risks. Enjoy
the world; be adventurous. Lead my family from a place of strength, warmth, and security.
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Is my marriage salvageable?
14 upvotes | December 22, 2020 | by Delicious_Freedom635 | Link | Reddit Link
Can I repair my marriage after discovering my wife’s lying and past promiscuity? It’s more the lying
than the body count that makes me feel hurt and fearful
79 points•118 comments•submitted 2 months ago * by Delicious_Freedom635 to r/asktrp
So, I’m an Asian immigrant who moved to the US a few years ago and after a few years of dating fell
deeply in love with a white American girl. My family is conservative, so I fought through hell and
high water to marry this girl. Turns out there was always something she was lying about.
1 - Met her through CMB, and became exclusive in about 2 months - at the time she told me that she
never had a one night stand or hooked up with strangers (this aligned with my values and me fall for
her quicker)
2 - 6 months into it, she tells me her body count is 15 with 4 being relationships and the rest guys met
in a bar or on apps... mostly bars in NYC and LA. I also discover that 3 months in after being
exclusive she ventured on the dating apps ( we were going through our dating apps and deleting them
together) . She says she wanted to be sure that what she was feeling for me was real. I’m heartbroken
and we have a big fight and she truly seems distraught. I feel like she wouldn’t have shared her body
count if she wasn’t sincere so we make it work and I fall back in love
3- We say I love you 9 months in, she says I’m the only one she’s ever said that to, a year later I
discover that she actually said that to her ex of 3 years (texts, calls, everything). She says she forgot
and doesn’t remember saying it. We breakup.
4- We get back within a week and she convinces me that it was young dumb person and she didn’t
really mean it back then. I believe her, and chose to get back together. She creates a list of all the
adventures she’s ever had and we talk through it. 15 body count, another 10 3rd bases and like a 50
boy’s she’s made out with ( also got drunk / date raped thrice during and after college). I process it
and am like she came clean and has a good soul.
5- We get engaged, and turns out she forgot to mention a one time 2nd base with her best guy friend.
I feel lied to, she cuts the guy friend out of her life so I’m like ok whatever. We get married.
6- A year into the marriage turns out there’s more to her body count ( apparently went home with a
guy she met at a work mixer as soon as she moved to LA etc.) and said I love you to another one of
her exes ( the one right before me). Tells me she blocked those shameful memories and hence didn’t
share.
After the latest, I can feel my love and feelings towards her diminishing. What do I do? Do I give her
the benefit of the doubt? I’m tired of all the lying. Or do I understand and accept her fears and that
she will never be fully honest in this part of her life and enjoy the other parts.
Side note: in the spirit of TMI she did give away her best to randos she met barely a couple of hours
ago in life (wild sex, car sex, outdoor sex etc. ) In our marriage we have okay sex now, nothing wild
as such. However, she did have a few threesomes with me and other girls (she says she’s never done
that with any other guy).
Update: just had a big fight with her and she says it’s 25 people she’s had sex with and doesn’t know
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what was wrong with her and is coming clean coz she can’t stand the thought of losing me. Fwiw
y’all were right and I appreciate your thoughts on this
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Cannot stand my pregnant wife.
14 upvotes | June 2, 2020 | by inshallahmode | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 27, 5ft10, 185lbs. Lift 5 times a week. 2 plate bench, 3 plate squat, 4 plate dead. 16-17 body fat.
Having sex a 2-3 times a week.
My wife is about 22 weeks pregnant and I cannot stand the sight of her. She is constantly looking to
pick a fight over any little thing she can, and then bark at me like a dog for the rest of the day.
She resents my STFU specifically because she wants some kind of reaction. When I don't cave in, she
uses her ace which is taking our son to his parents. She has me by the balls here because I love my
son and I hate to be apart from him. Previously I have stood in her way when she threatened to take
him, and she threatens to call the police. We all know how that would go.
But nothing gives her pause to self reflect. She is incapable of realising what a huge bitch she is
being. No matter how much I STFU, stay out of her way, take my boy out, lift, work.. she is
convinced I'm the monster out to fuck her life. And the craziest shit is, in company, she can flip 180
totally and be the sweetest little thing.
If I didn't have a kid with this woman, and another on the way, I would have left by now.
Has anybody dealt with this before? She is pregnant, but the level of abuse and disrespect is nothing
short of the product of a diseased mind. The pregnancy cannot be an excuse. I have no idea what to
do though.
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Shit tests and asks
14 upvotes | June 24, 2020 | by DanPaladin | Link | Reddit Link
In my readings of various sidebar material and their offshoots, I’ve come across a particular type of
shit test that I thought I’d ask the sub about. There are different types of shit tests, but one that I’m
having difficulty wrapping my head around is this idea that asking for a favor or a request to do
something is in itself a shit test. The example I have seen is: “can you get me a cup of coffee?”
Now my wife asks me for a drink every once in a while. She can get it herself but she asks me to get
it. I never really considered it a shit test and she always says thank you afterwards. But of course, she
can certainly get it herself. So I’ve always interpreted this sort of ask as a comfort test because it’s
not focused on me at all but on what she wants. But after some readings I’m not as sure. So any
thoughts about a wife specifically asking for her husband to get her an iced tea from the fridge about
2-4 times a week, or more generally asking for favors period?
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What place does anger have in an alpha or man working on
becoming an alpha?
14 upvotes | May 23, 2020 | by alpha-zach | Link | Reddit Link
Been around for 3-4 years posted a lot but mostly in TRP. Pretty comfortable with my knowledge.
Worked through most side bar items in TRP, not as many in MRP.
Something that has escaped me all this time is what place does anger(as well as timing on showing it)
have in a TRP/MRP/Alpha man’s life?
Of course, we don’t want to get but hurt over little things. Of course, shit tests need to be passed with
an attitude of not giving a shit. Early on, reading Rational Male I got the impression a man should
never show anger. Getting into 48 laws of power, getting emotional causes you to lose power.
Considering stoicism and Marcus Aurelius, there’s a lot of reasons to not be or at least never show
anger.
But through reading, experience, conversations with men and women, even my own experience with
people that I look up to, it seems like there’s definitely a place for anger, albeit minimal.
Women often communicate their lizard brains are turned on by an angry man. But obviously out of
control, dangerous, or weak(angry about little things aka butt hurt) anger in a man isn’t attractive.
I’ve even seen/read about women getting turned on by a man yelling angrily at them, prob for a type
of disobedience where she knows she was wrong and knows he’s trying to protect her. Similar to the
way a dad might yell at a child for doing something dangerous(not because he is in a state of disliking
them but rather in a state of hating their choices which could have brought harm to something he
loves dearly.)
I can guess that at the least a sort of righteous anger that is directed at something that is attacking a
woman or her children can be a positive experience for her, as long as it’s few and far between and
controlled. Although my mind also goes to the confident silent alpha that knows he can destroy the
little dweeb that grazed his woman’s ass in a club and doesn’t need to get angry or make threats.
I haven’t run across anything or anyone that describes the acceptable nuance here and really drawn
the line.
Any books, articles, posts I’ve missed? Can someone give me some advanced thoughts that has found
the answer to this question?
After thought: something that helps me work through concepts and kill my latent blue pill tendencies
is flipping the scene. So doing that, I imagine an angry woman and how I would react to that. Out of
control and crazy bitch is obviously weird and at times can cause a fight or flight trigger in me. But
there’s definitely something I could see as attractive in a woman that is expressing the right type of
anger. There’s a type of confidence you can see when you compare the difference between a
controlled woman expressing anger and making coherent statements vs a crazy bitch flailing her arms
around and screeching.
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What do you fellas with kids do in your free time?
14 upvotes | August 6, 2021 | by Tohnjaylor11 | Link | Reddit Link
I’m in my early 30s. Besides lifting and reading. I have this underlying anxiety that I am not doing
enough. That I’m slacking and could be doing more. I never feel I’m doing enough to better myself. I
lift 5 days a week. I read everyday. I’m watching videos/podcast while I’m on the road. I do a lot of
mental work. But I feel lack in the action department.
I have a 15 month old and when I have him with the wife’s at work (esp on his nap schedule) I am
stuck at the house with this feeling like I can be doing more productive things with my time. Find shit
to clean. To cook. to do around the house to fill this free time. But I still have this fucking feeling I
can’t shake.
When the kids up I take him to parks (he can’t walk yet) and for walks. Between work and watching
him. I’m beat but again still feel there should be more I’m doing.
Idk if I’m being too hard on myself or not hard enough. I’m in recovery for drugs (1 year sober after
using for 10 years). And boredom has alway led me back to addiction so maybe this part of my
unlying bullshit. Maybe it’s the fear of going back. Maybe it’s trying to make up for lost time.
I guess What I’m asking is. What are productive things you found to do with your free time. ESP if
you’re with your children?
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So what's the point of getting married?
14 upvotes | August 31, 2021 | by believeblackbodies | Link | Reddit Link
I'm new to this and have been doing some lurking but I have a question that's been nagging me. If all
marriage is is just some constant, brutal game between two people where she will drop you the
moment you slip up why even engage at all? Aside from finding someone to have kids with why
would a young man even want to get married?
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Wife is threatening divorce....a lot
14 upvotes | July 18, 2016 | by redmountainpill | Link | Reddit Link
Hello men. Wife and I are early 30's. Have a 2 year old daughter. We're both physicians. Cheated on
my wife a year and a half ago because I thought she was being the bitchiest harpy that crawled from
the bowels of hell. Realize now I was a beta fuckup who was more concerned about rock climbing
with my buddies than raising a family and naturally my wife would take out her resentment in the
form of screeching. Sex with my wife has never been a problem, in terms of frequency and
enthusiasm. Anyway, she found out and made my life a living hell. I tried therapy, and following all
the advice of marriage counsellors. It left me calling suicide hotlines and ended with her moving out
for a while and taking our daughter. I found MRP at that time and I've been obsessed with it. Read
NMMNG, WISNIFG, and months worth of MRP posts by all of you veterans. I'm feeling better about
myself....slowly. Oh, and I started lifting, bro.
After I found MRP and stopped giving a shit if she leaves or stays (well, not totally giving a shit. I
want to raise my daughter) she moved back in. Since I've been lifting and acting more confident, my
wife alternates between saying I'm her dream man and threatening divorce. I'm starting to think I'm
going to fast. For example, today we're leaving the house to go to dinner at my dad's. She mentions
something about moving tupperware around. I was concerned with getting our daughter ready and I
wasn't paying attention to my wife. She gets frustrated, and hits me to get my attention. Not full on
slug, but harder than would be normal to get attention. Blue pill me would have let it go. I told her
"you can tap me lightly if you need to get my attention, but do not hit me if it's out of frustration or
anger." A real simple boundary, I'm thinking at the time. She says, "I didn't hit you and I'm not angry.
(bullshit, but that's ok. I'm trying not to divine her emotions). I just repeat, "Ok, if that's how you
really feel. The fact remains that it's not ok to hit me out of anger or frustration."
I'll save you the rest of the details, but it devolved from there. She threatened (for the second time this
weekend) to divorce me. I said, "ok. There's the door." Which just enraged her further. I maintained
my cool. Tried to STFU. Tried fogging, negative assertion, negative inquiry, etc. She just kept
flipping out. By this time we're in the car on the way to dinner, and our daughter is there. I don't like
her yelling in front of our daughter, but that's a battle for another day. I ended up DEERing and
apologizing just to get her to eat and not be a basket case around my family.
Anyway, I'll stop victim puking. I'm trying to maintain OI and DNGAF. I realize that I'm in her
frame. But I'm torn between standing up for myself and providing comfort. I don't want to let her
bludgeon me with my infidelity, but I also want to be empathetic to the hurt I've caused her. Part of
me wants to go into monk mode for 6 months, give in to her whims and allow time to heal. The other
part wants to ditch her and have the negativity out of my day to day life. I wouldn't be divorce raped
since we make about the same, but I enjoy being around my daughter every day.
I'm realizing a few things:
1. I'm not really outcome independent at this point.
2. I'm deeply in the anger stage. It makes it hard to provide comfort when all I see is Shrieking
Shrew, MD.
3. I need to be patient and continue reading, practicing, and providing Alpha traits with beta
comfort.
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4. Maybe I shouldn't start enforcing boundaries when she has a yeast infection.
Some questions: Is it ok to go slow, provide a lot of comfort, and ramp up the alpha later? If she's
fucking and giving me BJ's regularly and all I want is a halfway decent woman to spend my time
with, is MRP the right place for me? And does anyone have experience with an extremely anxietyridden type-A professional who regularly refers to herself as the "Alpha Bitch"?
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[911] I mate guarded and the guy told my wife
14 upvotes | February 10, 2016 | by Mr_Happy_42 | Link | Reddit Link
Please help, I mate guarded a guy that asked my wife to go workout at the gym (rock climbing). I had
the talk with him last week and told him to back off, it's not appropriate and I wont' stand for it (he's
married). I found out he asked her to hang out by looking through her facebook private messages.
Today at the gym he talked to her about this when I was in another room. All of a sudden my wife
left from the gym before our class together with a group of people we work out with every week. I
confirmed she's at home now with our daughter. I don't know what to do. I'm sure she is embarrassed
and livid with me. My mother was watching our daughter and she said that when my wife picked her
up to take her home she seemed calm and composed. I left class before it started too and I'm at my
workshop now to figure this out and am looking for a recording device to have on me when I go
home to cover my ass if she goes nuclear. I confronted the guy at the gym tonight after I noticed my
wife was gong and all my calls to her where going straight to voice mail. He confirmed that he talked
to my wife tonight and he told me to get away from him, said he talked to her about this because he
felt she knew something and then told me he wanted to stay out of it and told me to leave him alone.
I've never seen any other evidence of them communicating via text or facebook besides him asking
her to hang out last week via private messenger on facebook.
??? Do I fog, apologize, what do I do? This is the second time she'll know I looked at her phone and
she's already sick of my jealous behavior in the past (nothing this bad).
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Higher SMV and confidence causing wife to lose sleep
14 upvotes | November 5, 2015 | by The-Fast-Yeti | Link | Reddit Link
So now that I'm dead set on becoming the masculine male that I (once was) and was destined to be,
it's causing a bit of a disruption in the house. I know MRP is about improving yourself, and it
certainly is, I've seen an improvement in my entire family, except in one area of my wife. She can't
sleep at night. She complains about me being happy and although she's happy, she fears (dread) that
I'm being dishonest, have other girls on the side (which I attack with AM successfully) and that I'm
generally hiding things, which I'm not.
She is going out of town to visit family with the kids and her sister and her kids this weekend. I
thought this would be a good time to go out with the guys Sat night to a 21+up club (few of my
friends are single and new to the area) and try my hand at chatting up some women (with no intent).
Well last night after I good hard fucking I fell asleep. Apparently she went thru my phone (IDGAF)
and saw some text exchanges between us dudes in regards to planning said event. There were no texts
that were damaging to my frame and my commitment to my family. She wakes me up,
"are you guys going out this weekend to meet girls/go to strip club?'
me-"yea maybe, I'm not sure yet"
her-"why, you never have before, if you go I'm leaving."
me-"lol, your leaving huh? Ok."
her-"well I don't understand"
Then I fell back asleep I think.
Several questions and one point. I know I need to immediately set a boundary on waking me up for
non important bullshit, but how do reinforce this boundary? I'm not too keen on moving to another
location to sleep (couch, hammock etc) but that may be the only option. Also, have you guys had an
issue with your wives not getting sleep because of your "new you"? She tells me constantly she
"loves how I'm a man again", "it's sexy as fuck" etc. But her lack of sleep is disrupting my ability to
lead her to better herself.
Any input, suggestions?
Thanks brothers.
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Wife interrupting me while I speak.
14 upvotes | September 12, 2020 | by yourfavkorean2 | Link | Reddit Link
My wife has a poor habit of interrupting me while speaking which is a huge pet peeve of mine. I will
admit, I occasionally do speak to topics that she isn't in love with but nonetheless I would like for her
to listen.
I don't sulk or bitch; I've been trying to positively reinforce her not to interrupt me by giving her
withdrawn attention for five to ten minutes after she interrupts me. Enough for her to notice that she
did something wrong.
What would you guys do in this situation?
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Ex wife problems
14 upvotes | February 7, 2019 | by Sereden_91 | Link | Reddit Link
Spent ten years with her (first mistake) had two kids with her (second mistake) and still put up with
her shit for quite a while after (third mistake)
We have 50/50 custody with my two boys and after raising them alone for the past three years I
finally have a life. Friends, Concerts, heading out to bars, getting in better shape, learning new skills,
usual 27 year old man activities
I’ve noticed ever since I’ve stopped kissing her ass she swings from pleasant towards me, to complete
bitch trying to tell me what I need to do and that my life isn’t together blah blah. I hold frame, I don’t
argue or justify anything I do. My responses range from “K” or something sarcastic which of course
just pisses her off further and makes her try harder to get under my skin.
To any divorced with kids fellas who have swallowed the pill, do they ever just stop being jealous?
Tldr; ex wife swings wildly between temperaments with me since I’ve applied TRP to life and
stopped being a bitch. Do they ever get over it or do I have to just put up with until the youngest is
18?
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Shit tests turn me off
14 upvotes | February 22, 2019 | by sledge2k | Link | Reddit Link
When my 36 year old wife acts like a child and shit tests, it just turns me off. As hot as she may be
still physically, the manipulation of truth is just really unattractive to me. Like for a few hours she
reminds me of Nancy Pelosi and my dick shrivels up.
So problem is I'll pass the shit test and she'll want to bang, but I'm like no thanks.
Curious if this is the case with any other MRPs or am I just a faggot?
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Long term attractive women without oneitis for them
14 upvotes | March 15, 2019 | by teabagabeartrap | Link | Reddit Link
Hey MRP,
now a year after looking into TRP/MRP, I have one thing in mind, I wanted some feedback on.

A few years back I had a girl, where I did everything right according to book. The effect was, that she
did a lot of stuff for me. Was down to fck when ever I wanted. Invested a lot. And I trusted her.
Now after 3 years LTR, I grew bored of her and ended the relationship. It was just no more flame
burning inside me.
To TRP I came because of an oneitis, I couldn't get enough from. It destroyed me (in the time I let it),
but I was addicted.

Now after I navigated through both experiences... and reading all here. Do you settle for a woman
you trust and stuff, even the feelings aren't there? I can hardly imagine this really working out. What I
would look for, would be a match between both, but I know I can only do the right thing, if I'm not
overly attached... So atm I'm confused about what is the right long term plan for this? Just switch
every few years? Could work, but I'm not sure if I get fullfiled by that, as I like the concept of doing
something to complete mastery...

How are your thought about this?
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She wants to turn it into a long distance relationship
14 upvotes | March 27, 2019 | by Antibuddy | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR Live-in GF has last-minute decided not to follow me for job, wondering how I can salvage
Disclaimer: I am posting to a married RP sub because we are effectively in that kind of relationship.
I am moving for work in July. My gf lives with me now for over a year. We have met each other's
families and marriage was somewhere in the plan, but the relationship has gotten EXTREMELY stale
over the past time she's been here.
I have periodically checked with her throughout the year and she has always said, yes of course I'm
coming with you. Her finding a job in the new area requires months of prep work for licensing, etc. I
check in again and she drops this bomb on me about, oh maybe it's not such a good idea since our
relationship is not in a good place right now. We're 3 months away. Not starting the process now
effectively means it's not happening.
First of all, I agree. Don't move in with somebody if your relationship is stale.
But then she also thinks that we can stay together after I move. The distance we're talking about is
about a 2 hour train ride. For me, I'm busy as shit. I'm a doctor. That's going to complicate life in a
way that I don't want.
So I immediately tell her this sounds like a terrible idea. Right, don't move away from your home (we
are still near her fam right now) if you don't feel good about somebody. But you think turning a
relationship into distance is something that will make it stronger? That's just bullshit thinking.
My questions for you guys are:
Is this the nail in the coffin? Am I correct in thinking this is now a truly dead relationship and
she's just too weak to breakup like she actually wants to?
Is it possible to save this sort of situation?
Is there a chance she is actually right and my gut instinct about the distance thing being bad is
totally wrong?
Advice appreciated.
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Am I Holding Frame Well or Just Being Stupid?
14 upvotes | April 5, 2019 | by Keefe9973 | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys this is my first post on here. I'm in an LTR expecting marriage eventually if I choose to go
down that route. This is my first red pilled relationship and as time progressed I fell back to beta blue
pill habits and completely lost the frame. When you have oneitis it's really easy to throw the red pill
away and act like you found the unicorn. We actually had a break up a few weeks back and I
followed some red pill wisdom and it worked to perfection. She came back and fell into my frame
and I was honestly blown away by the results! It was at that point that I was completely sold on the
red pill.

Tonight my GF posted a story on her IG and her boobs were showing in it. She has very big tits so
she says it's hard to keep them out of her page. She has posted more inappropriate pictures in the past
and I felt insecure about it and was acting to beta to say anything. This time I DM'd her about the
picture and said "Hot, but keep your tits off the gram." She replied "You can't tell me what to do!!!" I
had been ignoring her texts during this time as well. About three hours later I responded and simply
said "I don't like my girlfriends boobs to be on social media." In the past with her I have immediately
jumped into argument with her, DEERing regularly etc. This time, I think it's because I've been
staying fresh on TRP, I felt very stoic about the whole thing. I am not mad, and I am not insecure
about this. I simply find the behavior inappropriate for my serious GF if I'm considering you a wife
candidate.

She proceeds to absolutely lose her mind. I run a fitness page on IG so she called me a hypocrite to
which I said something to the effect of "I'm not arguing about my fitness page and you know that's
different. The topic at hand is you posting pictures on social media highlighting your boobs which I
don't like my girl friend to do." She was really going berserk on me at this point. She called me
disrespectful, insecure, borderline abusive, a brat and you name it. She told me she's way to nice and
loving to me for me to treat her this way. I simply replied and told her I was not mad or insecure and
restated I did not like her posting pics with her boobs in them on social media.

This whole situation has really caught me by surprise. Perhaps my being unfazed really pissed her off
but I am just shocked at how angry she became over this. It ended with her texting me saying not to
text her and she'd hmu sometime soon and I replied and said "uhhh okay then. Goodnight I love you."
I am doing my absolute best to remain unaffected. At the end of the day this was not the best picture
for me to pick this battle with. She has posted many more in the past that were significantly worse so
I can see why she would be confused by me making this rule. However I felt I needed to hold frame
when she refused to comply. I would appreciate feedback on how I am doing about holding frame,
what I should expect from here and if I made the right decision reigning this behavior in. Ultimately
she is a good GF and typically submits to my leadership but at times she can get very independent.
Thanks in advance

First Edit: This is a quick edit but after reading the responses I felt I should clarify my reasoning for
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telling her I didn't want her to post these pictures. If she chose to continue doing so I could not
consider her for a LTR. If she doesn't comply it's fine, I will just reevaluate how I perceive her. I saw
it as a shit test and thought I needed to maintain my boundaries. Should I expect her to reach out to
me after I ignore her and fall in line more? Anyways thanks already. I appreciate you guys
challenging me on all of this

2nd Edit: I would like to apologize for not having read the sidebar. I have read it now. I read the LTR
Checklist and realized I was way off on this one already. I haven't ever been active on reddit much at
all before and just really needed to find somewhere to get advice as this happened last night and I was
all confused. I appreciate everyones help. The brutal honesty has been helpful to smack me in the
face because I don't have anyone else to do it and I was raised beta blue pill. I look forward to
mastering red pill and helping anyone in my position soon.
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When does it get better?
14 upvotes | April 13, 2019 | by BurnedRemains | Link | Reddit Link
I am trying to post in OYS since I've not done that yet but I can't seem to post in there for whatever
reason so I am resorting to posting here along with my question.
I am 28 5'9" 135 skinny manlet battling biliary cancer since late Jan. Used to be about 160 and looked
better than my now constant Skeletor cosplay. Not looking for sympathy.
Lifts: 3 sets of: Bench 115x10 Squat 125x10 Deadlift 200x10 Curls 90x10
In addition I do 3 sets of pushups of about 100. Situps with 25lb weight of aprox 50. Pullups x 15.
These vary wildly day by day due to treatment and have all suffered majorly from the treatment.
I've read NMMNG, WISNIFG, TRM, MMSLP, MAP, The Sex God Method, WOTSM, and a
handful of other redpill but not sidebar books.
Test level at 395. If anyone has any advice if I should consider TOT please chime in.
I now see most of what I have asked you guys as trivial because I did not give the full story but the
advice you've all given has been invaluable so thank you all for what you have contributed so far.
My wife has been basically over the relationship since December and I haven't understood why but I
think my illness has played a huge roll into me DEERing and other stupid shit I just can't have
fathomed doing with literally any other woman. Yes, I have oneitis bad. Anyway, I have to work like
a mad lad to be even able to afford treatment and so those of you who have answered my questions in
the past know that I work 80 hours a week, have anxiety intermittently, and am very negative. I was
not comfortable admitting my disease until this moment right now. I'm sure I will be super
uncomfortable that I even posted this immediately after I post too. It's a hard pill to swallow for me
but one that needs to happen. I am completely in my wife's frame right now and I see the way out but
the old crab in a barrel keeps happening with me and her. I feel like I really don't want to push her
away especially right now but in not wanting to that is exactly what I am doing as you all most
obviously know. The only thing that keeps me solice is the fact that I know she isn't getting dicked
down by anyone other than me as her culture is completely against that kind of thing and is very
strict. I have to be better for myself. I feel like a complete fucking simp around her but not around
anyone else because she is the only person besides my parents that know about my condition. I am
constantly overthinking shit and being negative. I need a fucking handle on my life.
Two questions are: how can I get my frame back and when does it get better?
I grew up in instant gratification time so it's hard for me to not just expect that. Thanks in advance
and I hope this clears shit up.
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My wife is interested in a threesome, results or regret?
14 upvotes | April 18, 2019 | by UriahTheChosen | Link | Reddit Link
24 yrs old
6 ft tall
165 lbs
Married 2 years end of this year.
Honestly, i found Trp at the start of our marriage 2 years ago. Was already a drunk captain and so i
read but did not internalize. The initial shock to this information was not enough to wake me up.
“Everything is peachy with my wife, i get regular sex and little resistance.” I read all the stories and
learned nothing.
My wife trusted me to steer and i was asleep.
No game (oh im married that isnt for me) no frame (i was incompetent) and no money (no job). I just
made excuses. I did lift, but not consistently enough to see real results. My wife covered my half of
the bills while i smoked weed and fucked off. I took advantage of her and i worsened as a person. I
look back and have only myself to blame.
Even through all of this she persevered. Her faith unshaken she remained loyal and gleeful regardless
of the burden i placed on her.
Until my good friend killed himself.
I got the call and immediately broke down.
I was the most vulnerable i had ever been in my life, i broke down in front if my wife.
That was the last straw.
Even in mourning i noticed she looked at me differently. She saw me in a new light and i could do
nothing about it. No sex , arguments, and fights(her physically hitting me) ensue. I willingly go about
my days feeling depresses and snappy, and this goes on for a week.
I am sitting there alone thinking to myself about how it all came to this. TRP flickers back to me. I
discover this sub roughly 90 days ago.
Since then i have began reading through the sidebar, i have been regularly (3 days a week) lifting, i
have actually begun to internalize what it means to game your wife.(rather, i feel as if i am on the
right track). A MAP has been drawn and Dread is in full force. (At the point of going outside the
house without my wife to pursue my own hobbies)
Now i am doing better for myself, for myself.
Initially there was a lag time. I slowly woke up and began steering after she assumed i was incapable
of doing so. I broke her trust with my actions so i can not even blame her. She got angrier. I stfu.
After a month and a half of no sex, she slowly began opening back up to me and this past week she
has been “like her old self” almost as if i had been at the helm the whole time. She is willing to give
me a second chance at our life together. Or so i thought.
She opened up privately to me and said she wants to get into a threesome.
Strictly MFF, one time only, “lets agree on boundaries and expectations beforehand”, not anyone we
know, only if you want to, i think it would be hot. Ect.
It is obvious that she has thought about it. Initially i made fun of the idea with her for a bit and then
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never brought it up again. Three days ago. She brought it up again today.
Honestly i am at an impasse.
This is something you would think every man would want but i am not so sure that i do. The idea of
opening that door that can not be closed seems like a slippery slope and i do not want to lose my
marriage. Not only that, but the combination of harsh things said and done so recently lead me to
believe there might be hidden motives.
That said, my intent with this post is to get TRP perspective on my wife’s sudden change of heart.
Is it normal for a woman to flip so quickly?
Should this be alarming to me in any way?
Is my wife actually becoming my personal little slut trying to realize a fantasy of every man, or is she
secretly just wanting sex with not me?
Is this something i should consider pursuing?
Can marriages last once you cross that line?
Honestly my only hang up with the idea that this can ruin our relationship. My dick loves the idea of
getting wet but not if it means my marriage fails in the long run.
TlDr; drunk captain falls out of grace with wife. Finds sub and begins to wake up, wife warms up
after a month and a half of no sex and is receptive to my changes for the better.90 days of sub
implementation thus far. Shares she wants to be in a threesome. Why? Should i pursue? Is this a shit
test?(seeing as its so soon into my mrp journey)
No matter what comes of this, thank you guys for saving my life.
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Post cut rebulking
14 upvotes | April 18, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I was bulking while working toward a 300lb bench. I got it to just past 90 degrees, but could only do
295 to my chest. Oh well. Weight got pretty high in the process. I've been cutting for reasons and
back down 12+ lbs so far. Obviously lifts are starting to suffer ... struggling to hit the 5th rep at 275
now.
I want to drop another 10lbs before bulking again. Anyone know how long it will take to rebuild to
previous lifts again or am I capping myself by cutting now?
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Peter, don't you know who you are? (How to remember being a
boy)
14 upvotes | April 21, 2019 | by UrsanChief | Link | Reddit Link
You guys remember in the movie Hook when Peter has to re-member how to pretend and imagine?
He has to cut through all the bullshit he's picked up as an adult and remember how to be a boy again.
I was reading Book of Pook and realized I've been missing a major piece of my own Red Pill puzzleI take myself too fucking seriously. Maybe some of you can relate to me - both of my parents were
teachers and education/intelligence were highly valued in my house. Both parents were big readers,
and I read a ton as a kid. I was also constantly praised for being so "mature", not just by my own
parents but other adults (also mostly teachers, because for whatever reason teachers seem to hang out
with other teachers). I played some sports as a kid, I skateboarded and always liked being out in the
woods, but I look back and see how imbalanced my childhood was. I don't think I ever really got to
be a boy. People have always called me an old soul and I used to think it was a compliment. Now I
realize I'm just boring. Which makes my wife boring, and my wife doesn't want to be bored. So
despite the fact that I've been consistently lifting since September 2018, I've lost a ton of weight and
look better than I have in almost a decade, I'm spending more time with the kids, I'm gaming my
wife, I am still missing the care-free, boyish approach to life.
My question is how did some of you guys fix this? I'm spending a lot more time with my kids and
that has helped but I feel like I need that Peter Pan moment where I "remember" how to be a boy
again. Like I feel robbed of that piece of my boyhood, so how can I find it again as an adult?
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How do I respond to "Would you still love me if I was fat?"
14 upvotes | May 2, 2019 | by skip_legday | Link | Reddit Link
My wife (25) hit me (29) up with that a couple of days ago.
She basically asked me how important looks are for me because beauty will eventually fade and she
does not care about looks (bullshit).
I mean, she is right, she wont look good with 60. But she can definately look good with 40-50.
I responded with something like "Of course personality makes you love someone but you also need
looks to be attracted to that person,"
I hardly doubt that she would give me the same affection if I would gain 100 pounds. How would you
respond to that without saying "Yes, your beta husband will love you whatever you do." Or do I just
say "yes you are right" because I will keep working on my SMV anyway and she will have to keep
up.
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Is the reason I don't have the sex I'd like because I treat my
wife and sex with her as the prize?
14 upvotes | October 8, 2021 | by Perfectinmyeyes | Link | Reddit Link
I just had the above occur to me and I have been blaming her for years.
Am I the reason for her:
Lack of interest, me often feeling unsatisfied, hardly ever flirts, hardly ever does 'sexy' things that I
like, wanting me to be the dancing monkey but 'it's' still on a drip feed ...
I have been brought up and I think much of society has been to think like:
Men get 'lucky' if we have sex, it's a privilege to have sex with a woman, you 'pay' for sex ... either
literally or by spending money to encourage the behaviour, "you spend 9 months trying to get out and
the rest of your life trying to get back in" - think this was a quote from a Robin Williams film.
I havn't gotten the answer to my question yet, but let's say the answer is yes and if I want the opposite
of the above I need to be the prize?
And if the above is true how do you deal with no longer accepting the 'list' from above ... I can
already hear it - lift, sidebar and STFU ...
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Self Inflicted dread
14 upvotes | December 27, 2021 | by NicestGuyIKnow | Link | Reddit Link
My wife and I have been going through a rough patch for a long while now. So rough that back in
October she was messaging her ex and talking with lots of innuendo with him. I got butthurt as fuck
and that’s where I really “woke up” and ever since then I’ve been cycling through feelings of
anger/hatred. I’ve been going hard at the gym since the summer every work day (5 days a week,
recently doing two sessions before and after work) and harnessing these feelings into my lifts, but
there are times where the thoughts of her talking to this guy get really invasive and I “see red”.
Anyways she ends up getting pregnant a few weeks after this incident (and yes it’s mine, we live in a
secluded rural area so there’s nobody she could have slept with)
So anyways, I work in a customer facing role and I had a young lady (18f) ask for my # so I gave it to
her because she’s a regular and she’s the book keeper for a pretty large account. I text her rarely and
it’s entirely for logistics however my wife came across these texts a few weeks ago and while we’re
on vacation just this morning she says she’s been up really early since 6am feeling bothered and
disturbed I’d hide those texts from her (I recently set a passcode on my phone). She goes off and says
“how would you feel if I hid texts from another guy” and “I don’t care anymore I WILL cheat on
you” and I kinda fucked up and said along the lines of “you already have talked to another guy lol”
and she’s like “I don’t know what you’re talking about” (I think I should have been playful rather
than defensive)
Basically in this instance I know 1. I’m not in the wrong for sharing my #, and her hamstering about
the tone behind my texts with a client is really insane, and 2. She just dreaded herself.
Do I feel bad just a bit cuz she was playing it off like she’s a loyal and dutiful wife but I am just
angry at her hypocrisy and lack of acknowledgment of her own short comings cuz sex is non existent
and she’s already talked to her ex behind my back and you know what I am just having a
victim/anger puke but it just bothers me how she brought something so retarded up. And for further
context I have previously texted this girl at like Midnight but again it’s all logistical conversation.
The wife just wants to read into it like a cheaters diary.
Just wanted to share this mornings shit/comfort test for further wisdom from more experienced MRP
members.
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Any red pilled books/podcasts/youtube channels for expecting
dads?
14 upvotes | December 15, 2021 | by SirOYSalot | Link | Reddit Link
Read: NMMNG, a majority of the sidebar and some lurking.
Lifting: Yes, but really bad numbers. Working on it after recovering from some injuries and
surgeries.
I may be way off but does anyone have any tips for youtube/podcast/books for expecting dads? I
really want to lead us through this but I've found that a lot of the content for fathers is blue pilled.
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advice
14 upvotes | July 10, 2022 | by Svakora | Link | Reddit Link
I have had a rough year with my marriage. We've been married 11 years and been together for 14
years. One thing I have prided myself on in our relationship is honesty. In 14 years good or bad we've
been honest, brutally honest and it's been welcomed. I've never been upset at her for telling the truth
about anything.
With that said in May of 2021 I hung out with a new female friend of hers (full disclosure, we moved
to a new city during the pandemic, first chance to meet new people) That night she started acting
strange, wife literally acted like it was taboo for me and her new friend to talk while my wife was in
the bathroom. Wife went to bathroom and when she came back I was talking to friend and she said
"should I come back"? Now my wife would never do this. She'd tell us to get over ourselves and
move on.
Ever since that day I've noticed little white lies. So fucking little I just can't understand. (For instance,
wife says on a phone call "we are doing this And this and this" but she told me she's alone to start
conversation. Naturally, who the fuck is we? Oh **** is shopping with me. Asked her why she
intentionally made it sound like she was alone and she said it's because I get upset when they hang
out. The only reason I have an issue is because she started lying after spending time with this friend.
The lies continued from there and everytime I reacted I was blamed for not liking her new friend. The
crescendo for me was 2 weeks ago I knew (without her knowledge) that she had taken nsfw videos of
herself in April 2022 and I asked her to send me anything that I didn't have. She claimed she hadn't
taken any new videos since December of last year. When I looked at her phone it was obvious it was
deleted and the worst part was she deleted it after I asked (i inquired in the morning) and claimed she
hadn't filmed anything at all.
After an incredible blow out I find mrp and realize I suck as a husband and should be better. I have
implemented stfu, I already go to a gym and eat well. I'm overweight but this is a focus.
Why would my wife make these little lies after 13 years of honest marriage and why does she lie
about shit that doesn't matter. Had I asked for new pics of her and she said "I made one but deleted it
because I didn't want you to see it" I would've been 100% ok. Had happened in the past and i
respected her 100%. But no I was lied for literally no reason.
Only since this new friend had she started lying.
Rambling I'm sure, but I'd appreciate someone else's perspective on the new found dishonesty.
To note, I hold myself accountable for not being a better man. And have actively started the basic
principles of nmmng.
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Wife calls the shots
14 upvotes | October 23, 2022 | by anonymous50002 | Link | Reddit Link
Newish to MRP - currently reading WISNIFG and MMSLP.
I am a skinny bitch - in shape but have a rock climber physique but lifting again at home to build
muscle mass. Married for 3 years and have two kids under the age of 2.
My no 1 issue is my wife calls the shots and is really really good at it. She has a massive frame and
when she walks into a room she literally immediately starts ordering everyone around and
questioning everything - “why wasn’t this done? This is wrong and needs to be xyz. Okay now you
do this, you put the over here, do it like this, hold this while I do that - over here - okay now do this,
etc.” Like she is an effing drill sergeant. I have tried almost every possible way to break this such as:
1. Try to beat her to the punch and do this myself “hey this needs to be done, can you please do xyz?
She massively resists and counters “no, that’s not how it should be, needs to be done this way instead,
and in this order, blah blah.” - Especially when it comes to the kid/baby. 2. I do the amused mastery
thing - give a quizzical look and chuckle “I love it when you try to be the boss babe.” like I am
talking to my toddler and then ignore or proceed to: 3. Agree and amplify - “SIR, YES SIR!” while
standing at attention. “OH NO, THIS WASN’T DONE! Call the police! We have an emergency!!” 4.
Give a quizzical look and smirk like “who the eff do you think you are?” Ignore and walk away.
The issue is that this is relentless and happens always and I do any combination of the above in 90%
of situations. Like 10 times a day and is always a power struggle. She has 0 self awareness and won’t
get the hint.
Again, This is not a simple “hey can you get me this”, it is literally ordering me (and her parents)
around non stop and I always put up resistance but midful it makes me seem like a little teenage boy
going “no I won’t clean my room!”
I understand I need to build more frame but what is a good way of handling this practically for right
now, as I build more frame? Further, what are ways I can handle this IN ORDER TO build frame?
sincerely, retard.
Btw - sex is fine as far as I am concerned. She is super submissive in bed and rarely rejects (unless
for obvious practical reasons like baby is awake and needs to be fed etc.)
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GF deleted what she is doing on social media.
14 upvotes | November 7, 2022 | by je2907 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys So I’m engaged with the girl I’m with since 4 years. We got an awesome son last year.
At the beginning of our relationship we made things clear : no exes in our life’s.
I discovered this week that she is checking her ex Instagram to know what he is doing and after that
she deleted her search history.
She has done this multiple times, apologized every time and promised to stop doing that.
I retrieved attention immediately. And now I am the bad guy that is jealous bla-bla-bla.
How would you react ? What to do?
Thanks a lot.
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How to handle this situation
13 upvotes | November 18, 2021 | by ke3bsf6 | Link | Reddit Link
Going to try to keep a long story short. My wife (28 y/o) and I (34) have been together for 5+ years.
9 months ago her lifetime on and off junkie dad relapsed again, got caught up doing dumb shit with
the wrong people and ultimately lost his marriage and his home, etc.
6 months ago he started living with us because he had no where else to go. Her parents are divorced
and her mom lives in an apt a few towns away.
The deal was he was allowed to stay for 3 months and then had to leave. Problem is, he detoxed at
our house for 3+ weeks and couldn’t literally take care of himself ( he’s wheelchair bound). He was
so physically sick from the shit he was doing, he dropped down to like 100 pounds skin and bones. It
took nearly 4 months for him to not look like death anymore. That being said, I stfu and did what I
could to make things a bit easier for everyone.
It’s now starting to feel like this is never going to end and that I’m starting to feel that I’m being
taken advantage of. so I told my wife that things need to start being put into action to find him
housing, job, disability, etc. I laid down the law and told her he has to start doing things immediately
or he’s out. I’m hoping it isn’t in one ear and out the other. It’s ultimately on my wife to get her
family together to solve this ordeal.
My wife is gone on a business trip for another 5 days and it’s just me and her father at the house. I’ve
been avoiding anything more than just saying hi to him.
What else can I do to make my requests taken seriously?
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Advice from some more experienced MRP dudes?
13 upvotes | December 11, 2021 | by GreenIcyTea | Link | Reddit Link
A little back story.
Me (26) Male and my wife (27) female have been together for 8 1/2 years and have been married for
2 no children but 3 cats.
We've always had a good relationship with each other over the years. We never argue or fight about
anything and we've always worked as a team and do everything with each other. We have both within
the last 2 years advanced in our careers and changed our setting that aligns with both our goals (out of
our 2 bedroom apartment in the suburbs into a single family home out in the country).
Life is great and we're both happy. As so I thought...
DISCLAIMER *Everything I am about to share is total pussy ass blue pill beta bitch stuff. Trust me I
know. I take full responsibility on the outcome of my relationship. This experience was my prerequisite to getting red pilled and am currently reading How to save a low sex marriage. Recently my
wife just developed a cold attitude. She basically wants nothing to do with me anymore. So I
confronted her about and said "You know, if there's something going on between us or you're not
happy I'd like to know so we can talk about it"
Well, we had the "talk". Long story short. She "says" she's bored with her life and bored with me. She
wants to be independent like all of her friends. Because they're strong independent women so she has
to be also. She also mentioned about having a life changing experience and wants to move out of
state within the next 5 years. She feels like since she settled down so early that she missed out on
having fun. Travel around and meeting new people and such.
She then started to attack me for all the things I do wrong. Beta ass bitch me couldn't help but break
down. So now she just fully resents me and is so repulsed to be around me. She basically wants
nothing to do with me anymore.
Ever since then I started reading How to save a low sex marriage by the blue pill professor and have
been gradually applying the first few levels of dread. It's only been two weeks so I know the ordeal.
I'm taking it slow and just giving her her the space she wants an working on myself.
But, I can't help but feel that something is going on that I don't know about. She's developed a serious
cold attitude towards me. She does not want to talk to me, look at me or even be around me. She
stopped kissing me goodbye and saying "I love you". So I picked up on these cues and have not
bothered with her at all. I've looked at the possibility of maybe she's talking to someone else but I'm
not sure if that's really the case or if she is thinking of divorce and just doesn't want to tell me because
she knows I'm possibly going to break my frame in front of her.
I know it's super early still but I'm just at a lost now. I don't know if it's my phycology getting to me
or what but I really want to know what her problem is. If I bring it up I know it's going to seem like
I'm looking for emotional validation and I don't want that.
So what do you dudes suggest? Increase the level of dread and continue what I'm doing untill she
caves? Or is this the end road?
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What's the best action when you slip?
13 upvotes | March 9, 2022 | by RotorWash57 | Link | Reddit Link
When you fuck up and don't STFU, what's the best course of action?
Saying something that you let slip out of frustration. An insult like calling her a bitch or a cunt or just
calling someone useless. I know weak frame and mindset are my main thoughts. There's no excuse
for saying any of those things as no one likes a dick.
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Wife wants out. Advice needed.
13 upvotes | August 5, 2022 | by AlmafiCoast | Link | Reddit Link
Hi,
Longtime lurker here.
I (32m) recently discovered that my wife (36f) cheated with a long-time on and off partner who is
also married. His wife reached out to me on Facebook and I read the message while on vacation with
my family last week.
I’ve known about their dealings for about 3 years now and saw emails from before our marriage and
flirting/racy texts during our marriage. I never had concrete proof up until last week, however.
My wife and I were long distance for a few years and she got pregnant shortly after one of our visits.
During that visit I discovered that she had slept with the guy the night before I came. We argued and
angry fucked. A few weeks later she’s informing me of her pregnancy. I insisted on a prenatal DNA
test, to which she obliged. I tested positive as the father of our now young toddler.
I made the horrible mistake of abruptly moving to her city and having a shotgun wedding to appease
our religious, evangelical families and to protect our social standing in our church circles.
Our marriage has been tumultuous from the start. I’ve cheated several times throughout the marriage,
am an alcoholic, and haven’t managed our finances well despite the both of us making plenty of
money—I can attribute that to my lack of discipline and alcoholism.
I’ve been going to AA meetings and have started therapy to address this. This isn’t for the sake of
saving my marriage, but for me and my quality of life going forward.
Her cheating is her fault, but I do bear the responsibility of creating a marriage environment that
allowed for this to occur.
After finding out of the affair, I had a few conversations with his wife. Upon confronting my wife,
she admitted to it. She’s not remorseful toward me or his wife. Her disgust with and disrespect have
ramped up since my finding out.
My anger isn’t so much with the cheating as I’ve done my fair share. We’re in an unofficial open
marriage.
It’s with the lack of discretion, how I had to find out, and the fact that she did it in their marital home
which could have put her physical safety at risk. The wife discovered it on their cameras.
Out of anger, I told my mother in law. With information from the guys wife, I got ahold of his
superiors and co-workers phone numbers and email addresses. He works in law enforcement and I
text and emailed everyone from the chief down.
He told my wife what I did and she was furious. She now wants a separation.
I’ve accepted that this marriage is over and have made peace with it.
What steps should I take going forward?
EDIT: My asking, “What steps should I take going forward?” meant as far as separation goes. I know
I have to leave. I’m not looking to reconcile. I should have clarified.
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Do I stay the course with her terrible moods?
13 upvotes | August 5, 2022 | by dndjshsbsjzh | Link | Reddit Link
Me 28M her 27F. Married 1.5 years and have a 5 month old. Tale as old as time. Condom broke and
she got pregnant. Maybe it was hormones (probably) but we were all over each other, ‘loved each
other more than anyone before’ and said screw it let’s get married. The past is the past. It was dumb
but we did it and I own that. And yes, paternity test was done.
Part way through her pregnancy she completely changed. Sex stopped. Terrible mood for at least a
few hours a day. I rationalized it as her being pregnant, it’ll get better.
Kid gets here same shit. She is moody and if it weren’t for the fact that she likes to sit near me and
say I love you I would think she did not care at all about our relationship. She is also avoidantly
attached to a tee. Shuts down, sulks, can’t handle any sort of intense emotional discussion. She
vehemently denies having PPD so not sure if that is at play.
I have read NMMNG and am working on my MAP. I lifted before I met her but stopped. Restarted
and doing well. I probably spend 10 hours a week working out. Have also started to work on some
creative projects. I have never had trouble getting attention, have a ‘sexy’ high paying job, take care
of my physical appearance, etc.
I am a bit of a needy bitch. It took me a long time to cut the ‘what’s wrong’ bs when she sulks but I
have let it go. What I struggle with is the constant accusations of me being in a bad mood when I am
actually a pretty happy guy. Anytime I am tired I’m accused of being rude. I get rejected for sex 90%
of the time now. I feel like I am stuck in my MAP because of her gaslighting of my shitty moods. Do
I just laugh these accusations off? I find myself justifying my behavior by explaining I just worked 10
hours, was up with the baby, etc? Also the high sex rejection rate has me put off from trying. I don’t
react but I just don’t give a shit to get turned down anymore. Really living in a prison I constructed
and want to turn it around and give it my all before I walk.
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Where to to go
13 upvotes | October 10, 2022 | by Neither-Repair-674 | Link | Reddit Link
Im a 19 year old that stumbled upon redpill while looking for how to improve my self but i dont
know what to do recently ive been trying to improve my life i got a job started swimming and started
gym but i dont know where to go like what is sidebar or what to do at the gym ive searched online
but i can never tell if its the right thing or it will give me the body i want or books to read how to
improve my mindset and stop being lazy i never really had a strong male figure to look up to so im
starting from scratch.
I dont know if this is the right olace to post this but im just looking for help because i dont want to
live the rest of my life like this
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Progress blocking?
13 upvotes | August 25, 2020 | by ErroneousMcGee | Link | Reddit Link
I've noticed as I make progress, my wife actually tries to discourage me from getting shit done /
improving. I can't remember her really ever doing this before (or maybe I never noticed it), but after
thinking on it, I can't come up with any other reason than she's trying to stop me from making
progress. Examples of this range from encouraging me to procrastinate chores to asking why I work
out so much.
Not much of a bother, but it is an interesting thing I've observed. Have others experienced this?
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How to lift?
13 upvotes | January 22, 2019 | by mbizjo | Link | Reddit Link
I’m fairly new to RP. I’ve been reading the sidebar and started my reading assignments. I finished
WISNIFG. Enlightening book. I’m half way through NMMNG. Also great. I’m ready to take the pill,
but the one major fault I have is that I’ve never lifted. I get plenty of cardio from running and do lots
of calisthenics. I don’t know how to lift and I want to make sure I get the right form so I don’t hurt
myself and set myself backwards. (The last two sentences sound like DEERing). Any of you gave
advice on where/how to learn how to lift?
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Can She Keep Up?
13 upvotes | January 13, 2019 | by Spock_Vs_Spock | Link | Reddit Link
Like the title says. Been owning shit around the house (inside and out) because that's what I want to
do. One room was a particular disaster and typically unorganized. After drinking a coffee and
watching opening speech of Patton to the 3rd Army I get into things. Organizing and getting shit
together. She comes by and says something to the effect of "In our years of marriage, this never
bothered you". (Note - wasn't bothering me... Just getting shit done). I told her she could fetch me a
beer and I could sit on the couch and watch the game (I could give a fuck about pro sports), smirked,
and kept on my business.
Next thing I know, wife is vacuuming, dusting, and all kinds of other shit like it's a race of some sort
and is trying to keep up. Mind you, I slept in to 6:30 am and had been doing other shit for the past 3
or 4 hours already.
Question - Is this a typical occurrence as you're working your way through MRP? She's
acknowledged my physical and mental changes and in either case I could give no fucks. I'm sure it's
her trying to hang onto what she's losing control of. I'm just curious about any of your observations
and experiences.
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How do you guys get your wives to workout?
13 upvotes | January 8, 2019 | by lotrlotr14 | Link | Reddit Link
Question in title. Already have passive dread going by being in very good shape myself but it’s just
not working. What to do? Any advice?
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On the topic of blowjobs
13 upvotes | December 19, 2018 | by heavensbug | Link | Reddit Link
I’ll cut the shit: 198# 16%bf, 5x5 225 BP, 275Sq, 295DL. DL 5. Busy life outside the home. Married
18 years, swallowed pill 1 year ago. Sex went from 2-3 times per month to 3-4 times per week, 80%
success when I initiate. Blowjobs not so much.
I always had a suspicion she doesn’t like doing it (watch any she does not what she says). Beta years
had me asking her if to be honest only to get a “I like em”.... reality told a different story and I kept
clinging to “oh there’s hope”. Fuck those days
Since the pill I shove it in her face, tell her to suck it, etc but only during sex. Never had a bj to
completion and it’s only foreplay a few mins for her but whatever.
Couple of nights ago she’s bored and I tell her “so get unbored and give me a blowjob” with a smirk.
She starts saying no, I don’t like doing this as a “main course” and goes on about some food analogy
shit. I AA and say “I know.. you’re afraid you’re gonna like it!” She laughs is off with a pale smile
“Nooo!”
She then goes about how this act doesn’t come naturally to her, blah blah.... tells me I need to be
happy and if it means finding someone else to make me happy I should just go ahead, but we’ll have
to divorce as she can’t accept another woman in my life. I stfu thinking “I’m not waiting for your
approval, I’ll do whatever I please”.
Asked me next day if I wanted to talk about it. “Not really, there’s nothing to talk about babe. You
don’t like sucking my dick”. She leaves and comes back after an hour as if nothing happened, kino up
the yin yang.
I won’t lie, I’m disappointed I’ll never have a full bj from her, not the way it sounds anyway. But I’m
now not interested in fucking her either, at least not for a while. I know it goes against reaard good
behaviour (her initiating) but I can’t bring myself to do it. Is there any possible way I maintain frame
and not come across as butt hurt? She initiated earlier tonight as I was heading to the gym, “not now
babe, maybe when I’m back!” Kiss/ass slap. Left her giggly, but I know what she’s up to... sex and
make him forget what he asked.
It’s my choice to remain faithful despite plates waiting on a drop of hat who would eagerly suck me
off. Abundance is there but not without leaving her (again my values, my choice).
Any suggestions?
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Telling me how to discipline kids
13 upvotes | November 6, 2018 | by fruitylad | Link | Reddit Link
Hi Guys, big improvements from sidebar and lifting over last 2 months, but i have a recurring
problem that im not sure how best to deal with.
I has 2 young kids and sometimes they misbehave or cry like crazy over something minor like all
kids do sometimes. My wife is very quick to shout at them and tell them off, tell them to stop crying,
put them on the naughty step, where as i normally give them a little bit of time and ask them in a
calm voice to calm down or stop being silly, ignore them a little and only after that start raising my
voice etc.
This usually works for me fine, they calm down of their own accord, but when the wife is there she
immediately starts telling me to tell them off, meaning shout at them or not let them get away with
things, or your being too soft. To me this is because she gets angry when they misbehave and shouts
because shes angry, but will never just leave me to do what i think is appropriate, she thinks i should
do exactly what she does, or im being to soft.
I have tried to explain my way often works but she just thinks im being a wimp and i sure this lowers
her respect for me. Ive tried explaining there is more than one way but she may agree when all is
calm, but then just does the same thing regardless next time.
So, am i just being too soft and should really make sure to be the loud no nonsense discipline parent
in the house, should i do my calm give them time, ignore approach, and just keep saying to her ive
got it, or stop interfering over and over again.
Any other ideas, thoughts? I need to get this sorted as i think its undermining some of my good
progress recently.

Thanks in advance
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Which weightlifting program to start, already in shape.
13 upvotes | October 21, 2018 | by Only_Rooster | Link | Reddit Link
43 yo Lurking on MRP for sometime, reading but never posting.
Lost 40 pounds in 2013 and have been maintaining high level of fitness since then. Now 5’11” 183
lbs I had mainly done aerobic exercise. I run now, just finished T25 x 2 cycles.
Last time I seriously lifted weights was age 30.
Having read as much as I can, I think I am in information overload. Want to start adopting MRP in
my life, and I am ready to commit to the weightlifting component.
What routine would you recommend I start with?
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New red pill here in need of guidance from the vets
13 upvotes | October 20, 2018 | by cybrsldr | Link | Reddit Link
I’m brand new to this as my buddy just recently got me to read into “the rational male” after venting
to him with my newly raised marital issues. What I’m looking for right now is advice on how to get
frame back in my marriage and become the alpha I once was. Long story short, my spouse of nine
years now has stated that she no longer feels happy in our marriage. This is all happening while I am
deployed of course. I’ve been a career focused soldier for the past nine years and still love my wife
and our three children, my issue is that I’ve been so preoccupied on my career that I’ve paid her no
attention at all. At least that’s is what she says the issue is, I’m sure you’ve all heard something like
this before. With me here in Afghanistan, she has started dressing more revealing and going out with
friends more often to drink and what not. Is there any way I can re-establish myself as the alpha and
leader, while rebuilding her interest? Open to any and all suggestions from the group
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Blowjobs
13 upvotes | October 16, 2018 | by SpitAndGIory | Link | Reddit Link
Alright, serious question. When I first starting seeing my LTR she would suck the cum out of my
balls like her life depended on it. After being together a little over two years I haven’t gotten a
blowjob in months. Sex is good and frequent but the blowjobs have dropped off substantially. I’m
wondering, what is the MRP way to get more of this? Every time I’ve tried lately it’s an excuse.
Usually “my gag reflex is really bad lately” or “you just worked out I’m not doing that.” I’m not sure
how that dynamic changed but it has. What am I doing wrong here? Again, sex isn’t the issue but
goddamn, I just want my dick sucked every now and then.
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Do you feel closer to your wives after MRP?
13 upvotes | October 5, 2018 | by slodojo | Link | Reddit Link
I am starting my journey here. I am slowly passing out of the anger phase and right now I’m
struggling with STFU. I like my wife and I like to talk to her about my thoughts/opinions. I honestly
don’t have a close enough friend that I feel comfortable talking with like I’m able to talk to her.
For example, I want to talk to her about my goals with MRP, even though I know that’s about the
dumbest thing I could do.
So, I’m asking if you can help me feel better about this pathway. Do you guys feel like you have a
closer relationship with your wife after making the change from beta to Chad? Or am I misguided to
think those two things are possible at the same time?
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LTR makes comments about me being unmanly?
13 upvotes | October 1, 2018 | by saltysnakes | Link | Reddit Link
4 Yr LTR, Unplugged 4-5 months ago and devoured sidebar and most RP texts.
Basically she drops subtle comments every now and then about me being 'unmanly'. Some examples
include her saying I couldn't protect her in the event of a break-in, her father has more masculine
hobbies than me, she can't imagine me being the manly type to ride a motorcycle etc.
And yes, I lift, but I think I do have lots of room for progress. I was wondering if you guys could
shed some light on how I can improve, how I can respond to these comments (usually ignore them)
and what she's thinking.
I think maybe I'm operating in her frame? I appreciate any advice
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Do a lot of men let their wives know the pin to their phones?
13 upvotes | September 20, 2018 | by healthyteacher4 | Link | Reddit Link
A friend of mine's marriage is falling apart. He told me about things he saw on her phone and things
she saw on his. I've heard similar stories from others. I keep my phone locked up with a pin, and my
wife doesn't know it. She also keeps hers locked by pin. What am I missing? How could anyone look
at one another's phone if you keep your pins private as I assumed most normal people do.
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"You treat me like a whore"
13 upvotes | September 9, 2018 | by no_turning_back_rp | Link | Reddit Link
39, 190# 21%BF / wife 38
OHP 75, BP 115, Row 115, SQ 115, DL 205 -all 5x5
Read 90% of the sidebar.
About 3 months in. Former drunk captain.
My wife doesn't appreciate my new, direct nature of gaming her. Despite the fact she had recently
been acting whorish (perhaps because of this fact?), she seems to be particularly sensitive to being
treated as a sex object.
Due to being in anger phase, I had been going Rambo at times, and this had bled into my gaming her.
I've since dialed that back, and I'm understanding that there needs to be a transition instead of a
continental shelf fall-off of my beta behavior.
I make sure to mix it up during sex. Sometimes I just get off and let her be. Sometimes I prolong
foreplay. She's generally very passive during sex but does follow directions well. She's very
submissive.
When I ask her for nudes, she always follows through, even when I know she is busy or not feeling it.
I tell her she's a good girl, when she does (or just send her a return Pic).
However, she hates being accosted with surprise spanking (which she generally likes), or pulls away
from groping kisses.
Not sure if I just need to continue working on my SMV and dread, or if she really desires more beta
than I'm giving her right now. Maybe I'm changing things up too quickly. Or maybe she's ashamed at
her previous behavior (she has all but said as much - but she is a stubborn bitch about some things)
and subsequently wants to appear to me (or to feel herself) more trustworthy or vanilla.
She gives hints that dread game is working... "you can't just throw me away now!" after giving
requested sexual favors, for example.
She also generally displays that she values me: gives me no difficulty watching the girls when I go
out to the gym or for a run: gives me gifts constantly, does tasks I ask of her, etc.
I don't want to dial back much. I feel more like myself now. I'm not as angry anymore, either. Just
forceful, perhaps. It's showing, maybe, that I have uncertainty about wanting to stay married. In fact,
I'm uncertain if she is the type of woman I want to be with anymore.
I'm trying to pay attention to her actions more than her words, but this woman gives a lot of weight to
her words - particularly the ones I seem not to hear.
How hard do I push?
I think I already know the answer. As long as I'm in my frame, if she doesn't like it, she can fuck off.
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To housework or not to housework
13 upvotes | September 5, 2018 | by IRunYourRiver | Link | Reddit Link
44, 5'8", 165, married 15 yrs, redpilled 2 months. OYS #1 here
https://www.reddit.com/r/askMRP/comments/9b9j6x/the_nmmng_red_pill_contradiction/?utm_sourc
e=reddit-android
Basic question about housework, home-improvement projects, and the power dynamic in an RP
marriage. My wife is not particularly fastidious about our house. Many of the rooms are messy and
anything long-term or project-based is pretty much out of the question. I'm not anal retentive either,
but I'd like my castle a little cleaner. My wife works part time but spends way too much time with her
job, seems to be always on FaceCrack, and will offer to help another family at the slightest inkling.
So, I'm really torn about how much cleaning to do. I make the money. Shouldn't she be cleaning the
house? I used to do a lot more around the house but since becoming RP and thinking a little clearer,
I've cut it waay back. But then I'll see the ocassional comment on here about keeping your castle, etc.
Is setting up the house the way I want a way of building frame?
So, which is it? Clean the house when your wife won't or make her live in the mess while I do what I
want?
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The NMMNG / Red Pill contradiction
13 upvotes | August 29, 2018 | by IRunYourRiver | Link | Reddit Link
The book No More Mr Nice Guy is an essential start on the Red Pill journey and is listed as the first
book to read on all of the RP sidebar material. I am working my way through the book and it has
been helpful, eye-opening and revealing. One theme that comes up a few times in the book is that
Nice Guys are essentially sneaks. They hide feelings and desires to the point that it creates a series of
symptoms that undermine their ability to have healthy, productive relationships.
One of the first recommendations in the book is to talk about your journey with your SO. Anyone on
MRP or askMRP will understand how fraught this is. When I first saw that advice I did a full stop.
Subsequently I've seen comments on MRP & askMRP echoing my reaction that this is terrible
advice. RP is fundamentally a solitary activity and how do you have a conversation with your LTR
that you are getting advice from strangers on how to be less of a pussy and improve your alpha male
traits? That seems counterproductive at best. But then we're back to these Nice Guy tendencies to
sneak around and hide things.
Does this bother anyone else? How have you resolved this issue?
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Should I inform wife of job hunting?
13 upvotes | August 6, 2018 | by shadowycoder | Link | Reddit Link
Stats
142lbs squat 195 dl 205 bp 110 (SL 5x5 plus accessory work)
Short question: I'm starting to get recruiters from companies pinging me for a new job and will be
doing some interviews in the following weeks/months. Goal is better pay (looks like the offers so far
all have a pretty significant increase). Already make low 6 figures, but can add about $30k per year to
that just by switching to a new company.
Should I bother telling the wife that I'm on the market or just wait until I have actual information to
share. In the vein of STFU and not telling people my goals and just working the problem, it seems
like I should just keep it to myself for now.
Pretty sure I just answered my own question, but any community input is welcome.
Edit: Got my answer. Thanks all. STFU until I have actual news to share.
Edit 2: mixed advice in here so I went ahead and brought it up to let her know I had a few interviews
set up already. It immediately turned into a shit test, of course, but I ended up passing. She sulked for
a while, so I just went and had fun with the kids and she's back to happy wife now. I'll post more
details in OYS tomorrow, but I learned the lesson (yet again) that I can't rely on her for support in my
decisions at this point in my RP journey. Gotta do some navel gazing on that one.
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Latent anger - thought I was past it; wife may have cheated
13 upvotes | August 2, 2018 | by Bushpilot817 | Link | Reddit Link
Me 42, wife 39, 3 kids. BW 164, HT 5’9. BP 195, SQ 200, DL 275, OP 130.
TL;DR - wife travelled on business trip, may have cheated, still angry.
I posted earlier this week about losing attraction to my wife. I received helpful advice and criticism
that boils down to: 1. I’m still in the anger phase. 2. I’m still putting pussy on a pedestal (just not
hers). 3. My lifts suck (working on that).
So I asked myself why I am still angry. I know it’s because she may have cheated. So far in the past
(7 years ago), there’s no way to prove or disprove it now, but all the red flags are there.
At the time she had a corporate job and occasionally travelled. During this time period, she was
physically distant and sexually cold. This was after the recession, in which I lost my company and my
confidence. I’ve got both those back now plus some.
On one of her trips she went out to dinner with workmates, then out drinking with them afterwards
“because she rode with them from the hotel, she had to stay with them”. Normally, she’s not much of
a drinker. The routine was she would call before she went to bed. But that night, no call or text. In
fact, I didn’t hear from her until late afternoon the next day when she was at a layover on the flight
home.
I was suspicious when she got home, but also afraid to know the truth. I asked a few questions but
didn’t press hard and didn’t know what trickle truth was. Here is what she told me then:
1. She says she went out sightseeing alone earlier in the day. There are pictures of her by herself
with tourist areasin the background. She doesn’t remember who took them.
2. Says she went to dinner with co-workers. Felt obligated.
3. Stayed out drinking with co-workers because they were her ride.
4. At some point she mentioned being annoyed with another co-worker at the bar because this
woman told her she shouldn’t be flirting with the guy she was sitting next to since she’s
married. (But said she wasn’t flirting. Now she doesn’t remember this at all)
5. She stayed at this bar with whoever she was talking to while her co-workers went somewhere
else for a while. Caught up with them later. (Now she doesn’t remember this either)
6. Didn’t call/text when she got back to hotel room. No contact till late next day.
There was another instance less than a year prior to that where she said her boss was flirting and
sexually harassing her, making inappropriate comments and touching (back rubs, hand on her thigh).
She reported him, there was an investigation, he was fired and she ended up with his job. I whiteknighted like a good beta. I don’t snoop anymore, but I did back then. Went through her email
accounts and found she had deleted 99% of emails to/from her boss.
Other instances throughout our marriage of her being overtly flirty with other men.
In the past year since I swallowed the pill, started setting my boundaries and expectations, and
actually began to lead, her behavior has improved much.
I’m not looking for sympathy here. I’ve done all the reading and am very well aware that I was low
value at that point and I deserved it. I’m putting my time in and improving myself, FOR myself. I
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also see that I’m 42, and don’t want to waste the next 20 years of my life. She’s 39 in great shape, but
in my mind what she brings to the table beyond this point diminishes daily.
My question is: What’s your read? Did she cheat? My gut says yes and that’s why I’m still angry.
Did any of you guys stick around after a similar situation and was it worth it?
EDIT: Got a lot of good comments here. Frankly I’m embarrassed I posted this in the first place; but,
I’m going to leave it up. I hope it will be a good example for someone else that slips up and needs to
get back on track. For the past few months, my frame had been solid with her and I had put that past
shit aside - IDGAF. Lately I’ve been backsliding a bit, losing some frame. Why? I don’t know, but
whatever. I’m going to focus on myself, hold my frame and work on my lifts and STFU. Going to
start SL5x5. Thanks to all those who responded for the criticism and truth.
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Observing My Dad Through The RP Lens
13 upvotes | July 4, 2018 | by ChokingDownRP | Link | Reddit Link
My dad and step-mom visited this week. It's the first time I've seen him and really talked to him much
since I unplugged in January. It was interesting to observe his behavior towards my step mom and her
behavior towards him.
Observations:
my dad makes EVERY decision. He controls all finances, tells her what she will make for
dinner. He tells her when they're going to bed. She NEVER questions any of it.
my dad does whay he wants, when he wants. He fishes all the time, never asking, not always
telling her. She wouldn't dare do anything without telling him what, where, when, with whom
and why. Likewise, she wouldn't dare plan something with the expectation that he will do it
with her, at least without asking.
he loves her, and shows and tells her as much. No doubt that he had given greet his faithful
commitment in return for her efforts.
he judges himself. If she criticizes something he does, he smirks and owns it unapologetically.
Not a single DEER, no real response at all, doesn't matter what she thinks.
I only remember one argument between them growing up: she complained about cooking,
cleaning (particularly after me - she once tried to keep me from going to one of my football
games because I hadn't cleaned my room or some shit). He basically told her that if she has a
problem with me, ahe can address it with him and he would decide how to handle it. If she's
unhappy with the situation, she's welcome to leave his home.
My dad doesn't have the alpha characteristics of muscles, etc... he's maybe 5'10", 190lbs, does
exercise including some lifting... but the frame on the guy is incredible.
My questions:
Is this just the way men used to be before mass betaization? Maybe my dad is just a relic from days
gone by?
Is this too much in modern society? I always saw my dad as a lazy asshole growing up. I can't
imagine what he's thinking as I'm cooking, cleaning, changing diapers as well as being the sole
breadwinner. I've always tried hard to not be like him... but i now see that he lives like a fucking king.
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neediness
13 upvotes | June 27, 2018 | by simbarlion | Link | Reddit Link
I'm about 1 year in and I have only just realised I am a needy bitch. Or at least i was.
NOTE: I am going to go a bit theoretical here. Bear with me or stop reading.
I have been reading Mark Mansons models book, and the concept of neediness hit home hard with
me, in fact his story about Ryan may as well have been me. Despite the books purple pill (at best)
concepts, neediness was something that really applied to me. Here is my brief background.
Maybe not full alpha but a confident in demand 20 year old, i met my wife at college. I was not needy
(aloof) and i had abundance. I chose between a few girls to be exclusive with my wife. I would
choose surfing over hanging out with her. Together for 10 years, we bought a house. During that time
I had some health issues and developed a decent amount of neediness. This was not my downfall,
although perhaps was the start of a behaviour change. We got married, had two kids. Her career took
off and that included a frequent amount of travel. I struggled. Yes it was hard to be dealing with the
youngsters and my own full time job. But what i really struggled with was my wifes path away from
my Disney dream. I was all in on the Disney Dream, I had it mostly how i wanted. I remember saying
we could take it easy for 5 years, to enjoy the young kids and then ramp it all back up. That is not
how it went down.
And I became a needy motherfucker. "When will you be home? Why are you always so tired?" Can
you.... / please..../ why wont you..... . I may as well been dragged down the hall hanging onto her
jacket as she left for work.
So back to neediness. What i most found relevant to me was the intersection between abundance /
scarcity and neediness / non-needy. Needy is a mindset.
You can have abundance and be needy. You can have scarcity and be non-needy. What is important
about this is that whilst we (men) experience abundance or scarcity directly, they (women) perceive
only neediness or non-neediness. If they experience dread or see you get attention from other girls,
they perceive non-neediness. Mark also goes to some length to explain that PUA is in part the
demonstration of non-neediness as a performance, and that this won't work long term (ie LTR or
Marriage) as the girl will eventually see that that is not the real you, and will realise that you are in
fact needy (the beta backslide). Think about it. Waiting 5 days to call a girl is a fake way of
displaying non-neediness. Having girls surround you in a bar is abundance and will be perceived as
non-neediness. In contrast being a cool dude with lots of friends and things happening, is a real
display of non-neediness. Having no friends, being overweight, and no options is needy. Throwing
down the divorce papers first is (in theory) a display of non-neediness. Oneitis is neediness.
Validation is neediness. Enter MRP, the best guide available to be non-needy (and also better
looking).
The MRP plan is to better one self and this is highly consistent with Marks comments. Being a better
man is likely to lead to abundance, but do not mistake abundance for achieving non-neediness. Nonneediness is a miindset that must be cultivated. It might follow natural on from your changes, but it
wont automatically.
There is one last aspect to this that is not discussed but i think is relevant. Men have a built in
neediness which is need for sex. Yes, women need sex, but it is not the same frequency. In an LTR /
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marriage, a man is locked (in theory) to the partner / wife. This is a surefire way to create neediness
in a man, aka the dancing monkey / choreplay.
Non-neediness (the alpha mindset) comes from a combination of being the best you can be AND
cultivating the least needy mindset you can.
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STFU and Clean?
13 upvotes | June 15, 2018 | by mtwinemn | Link | Reddit Link
2 weeks into this and started reading NMMNG. I'm engaged and glad I got started on TRP/MRP so I
can be set up for a solid marriage. Lifted regularly for the last 3 years, cleaned up the diet,
significantly reduced alcohol in the last month, but have always been the guy that does what avoids
conflict or took the approach of it's easier if I do it because the conflict will be avoided...I thought it
was being aloof but looks more like a doormat.
Here's the thing. My fiance does not take initiative. I would like to trust her to clean the house,
bathrooms once a week, vacuum, mop, dust, and cook. She cooks regularly. I've always been positive
towards her on that. The rest of the cleanliness she seems to careless about. The bathrooms could be
dirty for weeks....she'll complain that she notices it's dirty but won't connect the dots to grab cleaner
and wipe the shit down. (Wait for me to do it, or start a fight OR my all time favorite "Can't you just
help me?")
Now I'm all for creating my reality which is a clean house and maintained yard. So I should mow,
water the flowerbeds, do my laundry, clean the bathrooms, clean the floors, dust, do the dishes, pick
up her shoes and whatever else she leaves around the house, and by some divine intervention of
doing that for myself it's going to click in her head that maybe she should do some of this shit?
My question is I don't have a problem doing all that stuff but then what the fuck do I need her for?
How do I set the boundary of -I'll handle the man chores and you need to handle the dishes,cleaning
and cooking and putting your shit away?
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Questions about BF, Lifting, and Testosterone levels
13 upvotes | June 15, 2018 | by magnoliagent123 | Link | Reddit Link
5'6", 153lbs, ~25%bf SL 5X5 - SQ: 155; BP: 90, ROW: 95; OHP: 90; DL: 165 Read: WISNIFG;
working on NMMNG and RM
I have two specific questions related to my health/fitness.
1.) I've been lifting about 6 weeks now and have definitely dropped quite a bit of fat and body
changes are becoming noticeable. My lifts have not stalled yet (I took a week off for vacation and had
to decrease weight). I track every meal and my macros religiously. Current target diet is 155g
protein/80g fat/<25g carbs. I am happy with my progress…but…I'm having a hard time establishing
my goals now that I'm losing weight. As someone on the shorter side (5'6") what should my goal
bf% and weight be? I want to be ripped, but every chart that I look at for bf% shows that my weight
for 15% being 118-130lbs. That seems crazy. Any examples of someone my height who is looking
great – what is your weight?
2.) Finally got my testosterone levels checked and came back as 336 and 10.5 (free/direct). I was
fully expecting it to be lower honestly. Dr. says this is fine, but I know they tend to say that no matter
what. Is this level ok for now? Any of my other levels matter?
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Sex issues.
13 upvotes | June 11, 2018 | by shadowycoder | Link | Reddit Link
Stats
Squat 115
BP 85
DL 145
5'5"
140lbs
Between 15-22% body fat (cutting ATM to get this down)
Focused on 5x5 the last two months
Starting group boxing classes today
So I've seen a lot of improvements lately but sex is still an issue for me. Twice in the last week I've
initiated successfully, but as soon as I realize it's just going to be starfish sex, I lose it and can't keep
it up anymore. It's like everything is good to go at first and then bye bye erection.
The moment I realize she's just not going to be into it, I'm done. I'm pretty sure the only solution to
this is to keep working on myself and actually start leaving the house to get some dread going, but I
figured I'd see what you guys have to say. It's just shitty to be all over her and ready to go but then
can't perform because of the aforementioned reason. I feel like just not initiating while I work on
myself might be the best choice because clearly bad sex just isn't gonna work for me anymore.
So, any thoughts? If not, I'll just keep on chugging along, lifting, reading, and start boxing then find
something to go do in the evenings after work. Well, either way I'll do that.
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FR, Lifting, SAHM and Shitty wife getting shittier
13 upvotes | May 19, 2018 | by turbospeedsc | Link | Reddit Link
WARNING: Just a bunch of random thoughts and reflections i been having.
M34 W26
1: Finally got around my fuckarounditis and been going to the gym consistently, finally understood
why lifting is the cornerstone of redpill, been feeling a lot better, emotions more in control, better
discipline at work, i feel calm and confident most of the time, no diet yet, been researching on keto
and looks like the way to go. Wife seems to like the fact im being consistent, sex life is on a very
good point, wife is squirting like crazy again, awesome blowjobs, rimjobs you name it, but she's been
trying to sabotage via the food, told her i'm going to make a few changes on food, avoid sugar and
bread (carbs), and been pushing for brownies cake etc, but i just ignore and carry on.
2: Now that i'm going to the gym, wife has been talking about taking care of herself, a friend of ours
goes to girls only bodyweight classes 3 days a week, so i arranged for my friend to pick her up, i
offered to take car of the baby at that time etc, been 2 weeks and she hasn't gone a single day.
On that same line of thought, started talking about taking care of herself, i reminded her that she got a
bunch of supplements and vitamins at home, that she could start taking them again, and now comes
the fun part, wife started talking how she would like to stop working to take care of herself, told her it
was not feasible at this moment, and then started how she wanted to have a social life, got to the gym,
sleep until late etc, i know STFU.... but it was too great of a opportunity to let it pass, i say it was a
GREAT idea, we could take turns at it, i for a year while she takes care of herself, and then next year
i take care of myself while she works, lol had a lot of fun with her hamster trying to counter that,
never touched the subject again.
3: The shitty part, i have a daughter from a relationship, wife been increasingly shittier in that part,
last time my daughter was here i had to go out to some office stuff and she stayed at home with my
wife, and she treated her like shit, my daughter didn't tell me anything, but told her grandma ( my
mom). had a talk with my wife about it and she agreed to be courteous.
This weekend we had plans to go to the wifes best friend wedding, i took care of the travel plans,
money etc, wife got new dress, etc. Problems started once wife was notified, my daughter was going
with us, ( how the invitation was for 2 persons and stuff like that, )so i told her to go by herself, so we
didn't become a problem, after that she changed her tune.
When i picked up my daughter problems arose again, ignoring her, forgetting to serve her dinner,
making remarks my daughter played with the baby, so after kids were asleep notified wife, she would
go by herself, and gave her the bus/uber money offered to take her to the bus station in the morning.
Next morning threw a tantrum on how i was ruined everything for her bla bla bla, so she did not go to
the wedding, and threw herself on depression.....
And i don't care anymore, while i wasn't going, i gave her the means to go, she was responsible for
going or not, her tantrums instead of affecting me like before, looked to me like a teenager, if she
goes, she stays that her problem not mine, im not going to put any pussy above my daughter or my
son.
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On Snooping
13 upvotes | April 17, 2018 | by the_grizzlebee | Link | Reddit Link
I understand the urge to snoop. But why do we snoop? You cannot control someone else. You can
only control yourself.
There have been a few posts in the last few days that were initiated because of snooping. I understand
- you get a hunch, it eats away at you, so you go and look. Hard to fight back. You're afraid. Why?
You're afraid of her leaving. Let that sink in for a moment.
Do you know AWALT? Then what are you afraid of?
Do you have your personal shit together? Then what are you afraid of?
Do you know hypergamy is a thing? Then what are you afraid of?
Nine times out of ten, the time would have been better spent un-fucking the relationship, or better,
un-fucking yourself.
My point being...RP men shouldn't snoop. Snooping is for chicks. It's insecure. You should be busy
being confident, getting stronger, increasing your SMV. If she swings, be ready to get a newer hotter
one. But honestly - if you're hot, and funny, and fuck her right - the odds are in your favor.
I don't snoop. I love my wife, but I also love my life without her in it, because I have cultivated a life
for myself that I love. She gets to share in it. Were she to swing away...it was my turn.
I am curious what others have to say about this, as there may be better reasons for snooping (perhaps
a large sharing of assets to protect. Children also come to mind.)
Rather than "trust but verify", I practice "assume, and don't worry about it."
Thoughts?
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Update: I hired a PI...report
13 upvotes | March 17, 2018 | by broneilbro | Link | Reddit Link
Gents, following up as requested. Previous posts show why I did what I did. I hired a PI and they
followed my wife for about a month. She does exercise classes on M and W and that is her time off,
so the right place to find if something is up.
First two nights: nothing, she went to class and then the grocery store. Third night: went to class, and
afterwards she gets into a truck that I later find out belongs to one of her car group friends. The PI
stated that there was no PDA, they just got in drove around and stopped and talked in the gym
parking lot. PI stated this was unusual but it looked strictly platonic from what he saw. Last check:
she went to class and then went over to his house. They were in the garage working on a project car.
Again PI didn't see anything weird, and provided video and a report. She was there for about 30-45
minutes and left without any PDA or anything like that.
Now this is where I stand. A few months ago i would have been all about this, like 100% insecure
well fuck I guess I was if I got a PI.
Anyways this is a gut check to myself that the wife will do what she wants but I cannot run a story in
my head. She likes cars, guns, and motorcycles. She doesn't have many female friends so I can see
her doing this without any ill will. She would rather hangout working on cars then get pedicures. She
had mentioned that she wants to hangout with friends more but doesn't have the time due to being
deployed.
Friend in question is in his 40ies, overweight and LBF.
This BP victim needs to die and I think it is. The fact that the ghosts of insecurity got the best me is a
hard pill to swallow. I think if it was more it would be easier but this is more reflection of myself
now. I'm going to lift and kill these false ideas.
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Update: Definitely shouldn't relent. Facing pure manipulation.
13 upvotes | March 5, 2018 | by reallythatfast | Link | Reddit Link
8 days ago I posted:
https://www.reddit.com/r/askMRP/comments/7zz2b6/should_i_relent_wife_going_batshit_at_minor/
5'11, 212, 24% via Navy Method, 155bp, 250sq, 275dl
As a forward -- I'm still ahead of my skis. I continue to want to punt this conversation and cave but
her bullshit has me taking the most minor stand ever, which apparently will lead to divorce(?!?). I
benefit from being the settler (I could be with a higher SMV mate reasonably quickly; she would very
likely be downgrading) due to an unplanned pregnancy. My mind has wandered to separation/divorce
and it doesn't scare me. I'm eating 1.75kcal/day with tons of protein, lifting every other day, always
reading, getting better.
Since the last post, I continued on being happy, keeping the house in order, playing with the kids, etc.
Cold shoulder from her, silent treatment. She opened up a bit in the past 2 days. Tonight, she said we
need to chat and that she wasn't happy.
Her: rehashing why she's sleeping in the guest bedroom
Me: being a bit autistic and taking a long time to respond, letting her keep talking, lamely trying to
fog, back and forth, I eventually explain my boundary that I don't apologize when I haven't done
anything I deem wrong
Her: It's so hurtful that you can't just apologize, that you don't care that I'm upset
Me: I don't want you to be upset (had this cycle a ton of times, my mindset/language was that I don't
want to hurt her, but keeping my strict I-own-my-actions boundary)
Negative assertion around it's crazy that I can't just apologize type stuff.
It came up that she thought she was co-dependent and that I was independent. That I was a better
person than her because I could control my emotions.
She says we should consider a separation. I say that I don't want to separate, but we should if our
situation is completely not acceptable, we can proceed. She cries. We go back to the beginning of the
conversation.
I tried to give her a path back on every cycle of the conversation, "I want you to be on our team, on
our family's team, I don't want to separate," which was rebuffed by shit like, "I can't be with someone
that doesn't care when I'm hurt." Whenever I'd say, "I love you + other shit" to give some comfort,
she shut down. She's stubborn. I'm not savvy enough to know if this has turned into a comfort test; I
tried to hedge for this and it failed.
After cycle #whatever, she pushed on separation and said she didn't want to leave the house. I told
her I didn't either. She spewed her shit about this being my fault for not caving. I told her, "I won't be
leaving the house." She said, "Wow -- I can't believe you'd act like this. I always thought if we had
these problems it could be amicable." I STFU'd, she hemmed and hawed then said, "You have friends
you could stay with. Your parents. Bachelor friends. I have no one!" STFU "I'd have to rent" then 2
minutes of silence later she says she'd have to figure out her budget and shit. No idea if I handled this
properly. Simply stated my stance.
After this, she got up to leave. I tried to give her a hug, she was not at all into it and said, "you've
broken a lot of things here. I can't believe you." Starts crying and walking away. The manipulation
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knows no bounds.
I did almost no DEERing, which was the hardest fucking thing in my life. She said things like,
"You're not willing to fight for this?" and "Why is it so hard to just apologize to make other people
feel better?" YOU WANT TO SEPARATE FROM YOUR PRETTY FUCKING SWEET
HUSBAND, HIS SOCIAL CIRCLE (WHICH YOU'RE ONLY KIND OF A PART OF) AND A
NUCLEAR FAMILY BECAUSE HE DOESN'T... APOLOGIZE ENOUGH AND SOMETIMES
MAKES DECISIONS WITHOUT YOUR INPUT? Holy. Shit. We have no business being here.
I went Rambo months ago. I'm not Rambo'ing here. I haven't really done anything except set a single
boundary and hold to it. I'm still playing Varsity as a Freshman, I'm sure I fucked a ton of stuff up.
Please, let me have it.
Also, to add, weekly to dos:
1. Meet with a lawyer
2. Lift
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Texting an Ex
13 upvotes | March 2, 2018 | by MRP-Kris | Link | Reddit Link
Found the wife texting an ex after I checked the phone bill. She was being a bit odd about me
touching her phone(abnormal) to take a picture. I saw about a dozen texts back and forth between
them(most him).
After talking with a friend of mine, and once I cooled off, I mentioned to my wife that it was a bit
strange of her to act like that towards her phone. I gave her the chance to tell me. She didnt. Then I
addressed it.
I said "there are two things I draw a hard boundary on, lying and talking to other men."
She went on to say that he messaged her about her parents house being on the market. And he had a
couple of questions(right..). I told her I wanted to see the messages, but she said she deleted but she
didnt want to make me angry. In the past, I would have gotten jealous and angry but I maintained
frame(as best as I could) and didnt yell. She also said that in the past, I "didnt care who she
texted."(maybe I did but that was then, this is now.)
Lastly, I told her "if you want to act single, you can be single." she blew that off and tried to pretend
not to care by saying "okay!". Now, Im here. Any further communication with this guy and its game
over. I believe she understands that now.
Whats my next move? As expected, she been Ice Queen for the past 24 hours.
Do your worst, Men.
Background: 27, her 26. Married 1.5 years. RP aware 10 months. Reading, lifts(bench 215, DL 345,
Squat 305, BF 15%). For more info check my posts.
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What'd you do for Valentine's day guys?
13 upvotes | February 15, 2018 | by weakandsensitive | Link | Reddit Link
I took the family out for a vacation last weekend.
I bought wife 2 dozen roses on Tuesday.
I came home from work early today.
And my wife won't even laud my efforts on social media.
On the bright side, she did cook dinner tonight.
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Wife addicted to weaponized sex; impending divorce
13 upvotes | November 6, 2017 | by herp_a_merp | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR: wife has issues, can't stop herself from weaponizing sex even past DL 10, going to have to
end this shitshow in 3 weeks. Any advice for what to do until then?
20+ years relationship, 2 kids, read all the sidebar plus extra stuff, lifting, shit tests are effortless now
etc.
I've been implementing MRP stuff for 2 years. Great results. Came from DB, sex is now 2-3 / week
and much better, when things are okay. But this is mixed with regular episodes of hardcore ice
queening, indignation overdose, cold wars and weaponized sex.
The thing is that we've been playing this "look how you made me feel" passive aggressive ice queen
routine for years. She suffers from low self esteem and her way of dealing with conflict is that she
cranks up her self-victimization to 11. She can go full ice queen for days, even weeks.
This comment by /u/jacktenofhearts is an eerily close description of this shitty dynamic.
It's a childhood thing, and I'm guilty of reinforcing this behavior for almost 2 decades. But it's been 2
years since I stopped doing that, she's been on therapy for the same time and she's still doing the same
shit.
The pattern is this:
Things go well.
Something makes her feel bad. It can be anything from saying sth, not saying sth, NGAF,
taking her on a surprise trip abroad (!!!) etc.
She goes full ice queen, complete with silent treatment, crying, laughing at me when I initiate
with lines like "you didn't think you'd get sex after this, did you"? Past 2 years, I deal with this
with NGAF and she always blinked first, I haven't apologized for anything. Kept myself busy.
Almost from the RP get go she understood that if she keeps withholding sex, the marriage is over.
She said this out loud and I neither confirmed, nor denied in words, but she knows. She can't resist
weaponizing sex anyhow. Last time after "Cold War VI (?)" and 10 rejections in a row I went to the
lawyer and in fact gave her the fuck me or fuck you speech complete with paperwork. (To my wife,
not to the lawyer.)
Right after that, sex was back for a couple of days, but now ironically (?) the divorce talk became her
source of indignation ("how could you talk to lawyers, that's not what normal people do! I thought
you were trying to fix this!").
I've head enough of this bullshit. There was plenty of progress, the post MRP part of my marriage
was the best and honestly only worthwhile married time together. Lots of fun and adventures, decent
amount of sex. Except for her ice queen episodes which she can't stop doing.
It's literally like a fucking addiction. I'm not even sure if it's fixable and how many years of therapy
would that take.
Few days ago she took sex off the table again, asked for "more time to think" because she's "having
her doubts about the relationship". Wants to wait until her upcoming appointment with her therapist
and I said sure. (Yeah, yeah, you'll say she's preparing a branch swing. Whatever. I'll high five Chad
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for ending this for me if this is the case.) I still do like her a lot, she's otherwise a decent woman, but
her issues have been cock blocking me for too long and show no signs of retreat after 2 years of
therapy and MRP.
This nominal deadline is in 3 weeks. The question is what should my approach be during this time. Is
there any magical last minute thing I can try?
Past this agreement, I've been friendly to her, still joking, teasing, but held off of on initiation for a
few days. She's not hostile by far -- in fact, I think she's enjoying it -- but still sleeps in a separate
bedroom.
I'm pissed at myself for wasting so much time, but honestly I'm also thankful because if I needed this
dumpster fire of a marriage to find and implement MRP and I wouldn't be ready for what comes after
divorce.
p.s.: it occurred to me that she wants me to kill the puppy, but she could have just signed when I gave
her the papers before.
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New to MRP and the marriage looks like it's coming to an end
13 upvotes | October 12, 2017 | by salsasix | Link | Reddit Link
Me married 17 years, age 41, 1 10 year old child.
I first came here soon after discovering my wife texting other men, this resulted in marriage
counselling which after one session we both believed it to be bullshit and decided not to go anymore.
During the texting incident, before my beginning of the red pill I think I handled it OK for a guy who
knew nothing. Basically I told her if she wants to text men, there's the door and pack your shit. Deep
down though I was scared what this meant for me, how could I ever go on and other bullshit. I did
promise to work on myself though, I knew I had caused this issue and really couldn't blame her for
looking elsewhere. She agreed to stop and I proceeded to turn into a placating blue pill faggot and
began hating myself. This was a mistake.
I then found these subs and read for two weeks, I read a few of the books, some shit really excited
me. Every post though was like lift, lift, lift. I'm not a gym guy but thought that's what they say, that's
what I'll do. I've been going 4 days a week for two months doing the major lifts. I have found the
gym to be a real pillar for me, I enjoy going, I enjoy lifting more than last time, I enjoy it isn't easy, I
enjoy my muscles hurting and I enjoy being around other motivated people. I have a long way to go,
currently I'm 6', 21% BF and 205lbs, what you guys call skinny fat or maybe just fat. Squat is 200lbs,
bench is 140lbs. I'm thankful that mrp puts such a strong focus on lifting, it is changing me physically
and mentally. My diet has improved and I'm drinking less alcohol.
My newbie gains really worked with the wife, sex increased from the usual once a week to three
times. I used to indulge in porn on the off days when I felt like it but now I don't feel the need for
porn and really have better ways to spend my time. During my reading I understood I had a few of
the covert contracts that resulted in butt hurt, I'd get caught in shit tests firing back which I could get
quite nasty and degrading about. I always put down my wife which is a fault I have learned to own, in
a way I wanted her to push me, to make me make bigger decisions, have her say in the vision for our
family. This was a false expectation, I guess I was asking for her to hand out my mission. A big part
of me degrading her was her dedication to alcohol which I didn't respect, now I don't mind a drink but
she will fall asleep on the lounge after 1 1/2 bottles of wine, night after night. She had some serious
medical issues in the past, ongoing illnesses that affect her daily life and the usual anxiety girls get.
My attitude was HTFU and get on with life and look to the future, my comfort was lacking and my
respect for her dwindled.
As far as OYS goes pre red pill I think I was OK. All finances were mine to control, I jokingly told
my wife she can't be trusted and we'd be broke in a month if I let her manage things, again me putting
her down. She was still well looked after, she is a modest girl with modest needs, not material at all
which made it easy. I'm well into 6 figures for salary, we live in a nice place. I'm handy and I can fix
shit, anything around the house is mine to look after, the yard, the washer is fucked, all this was mine
to handle and I did it out of enjoyment. Shit is fucked, great I get to learn how it works. I enjoy these
challenges in life.
I believe I led the family well before the red pill, we literally crossed deserts under my direction.
Need to drive through 3 feet of river water not a problem, just be prepared to jump if we get stuck. I
love putting myself in these unsure situations, life can be too safe, too predictable and we must get
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uncomfortable regularly. Around the home I was usually busy but did have the covert contract of I
did this so you should do that and if you don't I'll get shitty and call you on it. Soon into red pill I
stopped that, you guys say if shit needs doing, do it, which I did. This turned out great for my wife as
she now had a lazy life drinking wine and being looked after. I then read with earnest about
choreboy, I didn't want to be a choreboy. I called her on it which resulted in her wondering if I
wanted a medal. I turn around and walk away accepting that I could have handled that better and
reinforcing my disrespect for her.
Red pill has helped me with leadership though as the focus is on being fun. My process changed from
"where do you want to go?" to "We have dinner at 7pm, wear something sexy and put that slutty red
lipstick on". This worked well and I enjoyed it. Let's go here, let's go there. I've got tickets to this
we're going. My wife generally enjoyed these outings and I felt it was great family time.
Red pill has taught me my game sucks and it probably sucks with my wife hence the texting issue. I
have got better and looking better has helped a lot. I learned about the teasing and making fun of her.
It worked well and she would initiate all the time. It was good sex too not boring old married couple
sex. I have got more confident with girls in public too, I look better, feel better so fuck it I'll flirt. I
never had any interest in any women outside my marriage, maybe because I enjoyed controlling my
wife and the sex was always there.
Fast forward to this week and well what do you know texting men again, her saying she can't stop
and it gives her the feels. I put this down to me being so early in my journey and I am far from any
form of mastery, experts say my journey is a good 18 months, I'm two months in, making mistakes
but feeling positive about my slow progress. My wife says she needs texting to forget her day and
forget her issues, she says it is not sexual, flirtatious yes. We all know this is bullshit, I detect the
branch swing and soon will come the met up and then the magical dick of another man. For some
financial reasons we need to stay together for another 4 months, this is critical as it affects the future
of my child otherwise I would end it now, we have committed to making this work during this time,
she has also committed to fucking me during this time which I found odd and maybe this is a ploy to
keep me delivering the comfort I provide until she swings away. The strange thing during all this is
the sex is still there, her emotions are still there. She does fuck all around the place and still drinks
but she has time for me, fucks me and is generally not a little bitch about things. We still laugh and
have fun together. I kept thinking it was that she was getting the dick elsewhere and it was guilt but I
don't see it, no doubt it won't be far away with the texting. We had a long discussion about breaking
up and getting into finer details, there were tears and plenty of emotions. I was surprised at how OK I
was with all this, I had few comments to give and did some DEERing which I regret about her not
trying to improve herself and rather looking at an easy life escape through the attention of other men.
I suggested that cutting back on the wine and going to the gym might make you feel just as good.
Anyway after hours of this talking we get to bed, she jumps on top and starts fucking me hard, it was
passionate sex that felt good. What the fuck is going on here? She says she will always love me and
always want to fuck me but then goes onto say that I'm a controlling asshole and that now she has a
good job doesn't need to put up with it anymore. I have done some controlling shit and I can say
hurtful things, she brings up shit from the past and talks about events from 15 years ago and and how
she is over it all. What's going on here? I get it I've been a dick, I'm working on changing myself but
the 1000' rope may be just too long in this case?
During my short journey on red pill things began to get clearer, about two weeks ago I had a shift
from "Can I make our marriage work?" to "I don't give a shit". I'm going to be better anyway, I have
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a long hard road ahead of me and I will be the best that I can. I will make mistakes, own them and get
back to the grind. Deep down I'm excited about going my own way, maybe this "want" to be free has
been picked up by my wife? I have a mission that goes beyond her, a goal that does excite the wife
when I mention it. I'm missing something big here though. Any kind, gentle words for a poor faggot
like me would be appreciated :)
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Victim puke
13 upvotes | October 6, 2017 | by Rageaway17 | Link | Reddit Link
Disclaimer: This is a victim puke, and I'm not going to pretend that it's anything but. I want to make it
clear that I know that I arrived here as a result of my own decisions and my own failures, particularly
in the arenas of maintaining strong frame, leading the household, and enabling the behaviors
described below for an extended period of time.
I’m mad, dammit
I’m mad and it’s largely impotent—I feel bound up, trapped, unable to move. I've been taught not to
cause problems, not to make waves, to just buckle down and endure. That if something made me
unhappy, I needed to adjust my attitude or change something about myself. Classic nice guy
syndrome, I recognize that now.
I did everything right, and yet I’m miserable. I worked so hard, did everything I was told I needed to
do, and I ended up with almost none of the things I wanted.
I’m saddled with thousands of dollars of debt, driven largely by errors that my wife has made.
I’m shelling out close to ten grand a year for her classes, and she fucking ditches them to go spend
money on dinner with friends.
I spend hours every week tutoring her, trying to help her learn the material for her courses, only to
have her bring home mediocre grades and waste hundreds of hours watching youtube and Netflix.
I work a respectable, full time, decent paying job, and then I come home and I make meals, do most
if not all of the cleaning, do dishes, prepare lunches, tutor her, and then find myself negotiating desire
like some loser chump on the street corner being taken for all he’s worth by a hooker who should
have retired ten years earlier. This always felt wrong, I just didn't realize why until I started reading
the sidebar material back in March.
She did plenty of sexually adventurous things with her two past partners—which is bullshit, by the
way, since I saved myself for marriage and I ended up with someone who didn’t, but who
conveniently when asked mentioned only being raped and never brought up her voluntary trysts.
I find myself laying down last night with someone who claims she can’t kiss me because she can’t
deal with being breathed on. Nevermind that when we were dating we would fucking suck face for
hours on end. "It makes me feel claustrophobic, like I'm suffocating."
There is no more genuine desire on her part, at least not that I can see. She doesn’t try. I work hard
every day, lifting and running to keep myself in good shape. I’ve probably never looked better.
Meanwhile, she’s put on near enough eighty pounds. We’ve been trying to get her to lose weight for
three years, and she’s only gone up.
Why am I still here? Why the fuck haven’t I divorced her ass? I get hit on regularly, and if I put
myself out there I could be fucking hot women practically every night. I have a master’s degree—I
could be married to someone with a similar level of education, instead of this dumb bitch who can’t
fucking figure out entry level college courses. Why am I doing this to myself? Why do I put up with
her constant bad moods and bad attitudes, her bullshit excuses, having to bargain for sex?
Last night I fucking did everything. I cooked food, I prepared lunches, I cleaned dishes, I did laundry,
I cleaned around the house. She was supposed to be in class. When she comes home she tells me she
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ditched both classes and went to dinner with a friend, spending money we don’t fucking have. I try to
initiate at bedtime and I get shut down hard. “I can’t relax honey, I have so much to worry about.”
What the fuck do you have to worry about? I pay for fucking everything, I did all the fucking
household work, what the fucking fuck else is there? Oh, you have school? You’re too worried about
that to make love to me, but not too worried to fuck off and take the entire evening to hang out with
your friend? What kind of backwards-ass pageantry is that? And if you’re too fucking stressed out by
a 15 credit freshmen level course load to give me the tiniest piece of your energy, how in the FUCK
are you going to do it when kids come along? When you’re working, part time or full? This shit
hasn’t improved in three plus years of me doing everything I possibly could. Hell, even when I was
doing grad school and you were “supporting me”, all you were fucking doing was working part time
at rucking retail. Occasionally you might cook, but you cooked shit that made you fucking fat and
you ate like a pig, leaving me with piles of dishes to clean up and a wife that was less attractive than
she was the day before.
Meanwhile, I worked eighty hours a week in the fucking lab, killing myself, staying awake for 72
hours at a stretch to run experiments when I had to, only to find out that we had been “volunteered”
to fucking watch the dogs and the house for your friend, meaning that I have to sleep in a fucking dog
hair encrusted bed instead of my home, being constantly jumped on by a bullshit little rat-dog that
was never trained. That one's on me, I should have said no, but I never did because I was told/taught
that this was what you needed from me to be happy and unstressed and that doing so would produce
desire.
But it was all bullshit. Right from the very start. You never cared one whit about what I wanted or
needed. Maybe you thought you did, I don't know. I sure thought so. But you use me as a paycheck
and as a support system, while never returning the support and love that I need.
You’ve had every fucking opportunity. You’ve been granted a free ride in school courtesy of my
sweat, months on end where your only damn responsibility was to get in shape, free room and board,
a personal maid and chef, and you fucked it. You fucking wasted those golden moments. You sat on
your perpetually increasing fat ass in the bedroom and watched the same damn videos of people
screaming at each other for three years. And the excuse is always the same. “My depression makes it
hard, I struggle to get out and do things, it doesn’t make me feel good. These videos keep the bad
thoughts away.”
I am so past caring about your feelings. Funnily enough, the same things that you complain about
doing, like exercising, not sleeping til noon, going to work, studying, eating halfway healthy, are the
same things that would help with your damn depression. Just fucking owning your responsibilities
and acting like a damn adult would have helped. But you did the exact opposite of what you needed
to.
I fucking called you on it last week. You were throwing a tantrum over your statistics homework,
getting mopey like a child. I was explaining Z-transformations to you. You were stuck on a question.
Lo and behold, when we flip backwards in your textbook, there’s a paragraph explaining how to
solve this sort of question in detail. Did you read this, I asked? No, you didn’t think you had to.
I told you that you had to read the relevant sections, not get frustrated, and deal with your emotions
like a grown woman instead of getting angry. I told you I was leaving to go get shopping done. (I was
proud of myself--I kept frame, I kept calm, I went and did something useful instead of rewarding
your bad emotions)
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I come back, and you’re not hard at work. You’re huddled in the bed, crying your eyes out. “I wonder
if it’s even worth it when you’re so mean to me!” You weep. “I thought about ending it! How can
you be so cold?”
This is not the first time, nor the last, that you have told me that you have thought about killing
yourself over something I’ve said or done, or some other trivial occurrence in the grand scheme of
things.
I want to leave. I fantasize about going back in time and telling my younger self to stay away. How
sad is that? I can’t even dream about divorcing your, I have to dream of roundabout ways to do it. I
want to get away. I want to run screaming to a foreign country, disappear, start over. I want to flee
back to the jungles of Ecuador and fucking collect insects, or return to Spain and learn to surf in the
Canary Islands and fuck the hot college girls that would always hit on me when I was there. I want to
fucking LIVE.
But I can’t. Because I’m fully convinced that you will kill yourself if I go, and I still love you. And
the only way I can even express these feelings is by puking them out into a document that I’ll delete
as soon as it’s written for fear of you seeing it. The only people who will ever see it are anonymous
strangers on the internet.
This is bullshit.
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Just found you! Devouring the links on the right but I need
help and I need it soon.
13 upvotes | August 22, 2017 | by awaythrow99912 | Link | Reddit Link
I just posted in another subreddit yesterday about my problem and really wasn't too happy about the
responses. I don't know if there are rules about posting a link or can I just re-post to this subreddit.
The first link on the right was a real eye opener. I think I have found the correct subreddit. I'm gonna
continue reading but I need help soon. Be as harsh as you need to be (from the looks of other posts, it
looks like I don't have to say that).
Some things about me: Male, 45 yrs, lifting regularly for 3 years or so. Got some muscle but not
ripped. About 10-15 lb over ideal weight (6'1", 195 lb). Good marriage (she is respectful and cooks
and cleans). Once a week sex.
EDITED TO ADD ACTUAL PROBLEM BELOW:
Last weekend my wife of 20 years asked if we could do some kayaking and swimming. This
surprised me, as she is not a fan of water sports at all. Other than that, she’s always active with
walking, hiking, and biking. So I like water sports but don’t do much of it because we like to do stuff
together when we can.
So on the way to renting the kayaks, she very casually mentions that in a 3 weeks she is taking the
afternoon off of work to go on a 4 hour kayaking trip and wanted to practice. Her (female) friend
from work asked her to go with her and two guys from a company they do business with. The idea is
that since she and friend direct some business their way, this would be the way the guys could pay
them back. Still she says she barely knows the guys (only talked on the phone). She said that the idea
was that they would have two-person kayaks and that they would split up the guys and girls so that it
would be easier to stay together because the guys are stronger paddlers. After the kayak trip, they
would get changed and then go out for food (and drinks I’m sure). I didn’t say too much at this time
as this really seemed strange to me.
So my wife and I went practice kayaking and she gained some confidence and we went home.
This really seems like a date to me and therefore inappropriate as hell. I talked to a good friend about
it and he agreed with me but I suspect he told his wife who then told my wife because a few days
later she told me the plans had changed and that she told the other girl that they would be riding
together in their own kayak. I still didn’t say much.
This whole arrangement really bothers me. I don’t usually think about it during the day but I wake up
most night thinking about this. Help me out here. I feel like I can’t talk to my good friend any more
about this.
EDITED TO REMOVE SOME UNNECESSARY PERSONAL INFORMATION
tl;dr: Wife going on what seems to be a double date. Need help.
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Ok ASKMRP, riddle me THIS!!!
13 upvotes | August 17, 2017 | by mmarp1w | Link | Reddit Link
We've all learned to 1) Initiate often and 2) be outcome independent.
What happens if she plainly says "can you stop asking for sex every day".
I have been very much OI, but initiating often... accompanied with Kino. everyime she says no, I
honest to god say "your loss!" or follow her denial up with some other fun statement, read a book, go
downstairs and hit the bag for a while... but good god man, every day being told no, then "stop
asking" is a serious kick in the nuts.
The fact is, it's been 4 months now. Initiating as often as possible, sometimes in the worst situations,
sometimes in the best. I get a ton of "just let me take care of it", which always leads into a 2-3 week
dry period. So then, a stallion like myself let's 2 days go by before I slap her ass and ask again.
Waiting for her to initiate after what's likely a week or two, or more, isn't acceptable. So I don't stop
initiating, as it's something I don't feel I need to refrain from doing if I genuinely want it. Initiating
isn't about wanting to make her upset, it's about opening the air for her to jump on her readily
available sexy and high value husband.
Some background. Married 12 years. BP probably 11 of those years. I honestly dont give a flying
fuck if she flicks me a hard no, as at the end of the day I'm the prize and it honestly is her loss. Ideally
I'd love to continue our marriage together, but if she doesn't jump on this train I'm fully prepared to
keep on chuggin.
So, fellow MRP's. When the crazy lovely harpy says "stop asking every day", what is YOUR
response? Do you trust the lady that shell actually initiate... or do you keep on keeping on, and
continue to be OI. For example, tonight is night 12 of initiating , and still a no. I'm not butt hurt, nor
upset... but, Id like to fuck her, not other women - genuinely - shes my wife and I love her. So, what
now? Do I go 20 days initiating, 30, 40, 200, 2000, 20,0000 oohhhh gooddddddd......
Teach me something I don't already know you sexy fucks. And .... go!
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The value of an older, mature woman versus younger.
13 upvotes | July 24, 2017 | by RPThrowAway987654 | Link | Reddit Link
I've been lurking and RPing for over a year. Late 40s, recently divorced. Got my shit together.
Benching my body weight, handling shit tests, loving life, living it for me.
I recently started testing the dating waters. I met a totally awesome woman, lets call her S. Rather I
was doing my own thing and she found me.
S is super together - upper management, making good $$, ex model, super sexy, great body,
intelligent. From what I can tell her previous relationships were with betas who worshiped her and
then she ended up being mommy to them and hating them. She is now totally aware of this and is
seeking a different kind of man.
I have been mostly RP with her, calling the shots, being strong, deflecting shit tests, leading, leading,
leading. She loves it. Lapping up every drop. Can't get enough. I find I have to be just a bit soft and
comforting to her, but not much.
The sex is absolutely awesome. I'm fit and she craves my body. Won't wash the sheets for days
because she desires my smell. I just spent 3 days with her and we lost count how many times she
orgasmed. And 2 hours later she wants it again. From what I can tell, this is genuine desire. She has
spoken frequently about needing it every day if she is in a good relationship.
I can totally see her being a great first mate.
So here is the thing - she is 47 years old. I'm 49. Her body is really good. She has a bit of fat on her
ass and stomach, but not much. Her core is extremely strong. Her arms are a bit lacking, but nothing
that a bit of training wouldn't tone up. She has a few sun wrinkles, but nothing major. Beautiful smile,
perfect posture, lovely legs. Looks killer in a dress.
Here is the other thing. I look 5 to 8 years younger than I am and can pull attention from sub 40 year
old women without much trouble. But when I find those women, I also seem to find trouble - too
wrapped up in their kids, financial trouble, poor relationship skills, skittish personalities, etc.
Granted I haven't been dating long and I certainly haven't exhausted all the potential dates out there.
But the fact remains that S outclasses the younger women I've meet by a long shot. In fact, S is the
highest quality woman I have ever been in a relationship with.
I agree with spinning plates and dating lots. But with every date S and I grow closer. I'm not seeing
anyone else at the moment, though the possibility certainly exists. S lives in another city. She is
making changes to her life and is hinting she'd like to live closer to me and be exclusive. I can only
put off commitment to her for so long.
So, is there something to be said for being in a relationship with a slightly older woman versus a
younger women that can't seem to get their shit together ? Would you commit to S ?
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Update on the "grab the lube" outburst.
13 upvotes | July 13, 2017 | by dirtyelmopuppet | Link | Reddit Link
This is an update to my first post in the subreddit which you can read here. For the most part I have
implemented shut the fuck up and that has helped but I did decide to go monk mode as some
suggested. I’ll have to say that has been very successful.
Quickly, what has happened since then is for about a week to ten days following my outburst she
pouted. I got a lot of “How could you ruin our marriage bringing something up from the past?”, “You
lied to me all these years”, etc. I just weathered each emotional outburst with a stare and a nod of the
head and “I understand” every once and awhile. I was also friendly and happy during all of this. The
ten day pout session guaranteed me a surefire celibacy period. I was worrying about how to
implement a monk mode without going into a lot of explanation but by shutting up and being patient
it took care of itself. As she wound down the end of the pouting, it happened to end just as I had a
three day work related seminar out of town. She was scheduled to go but she had worked up a head of
steam and in a fit cancelled her flight to join me on the second day. We were scheduled to stay an
additional two nights. She did not like it but I would not book her another flight (bitch move or lesson
on making decisions while angry?). She could have bought her a new ticket but she would have had
to pay for it out of her discretionary money...she did not have enough. I went without her and stayed
the additional two nights. Spent a lot of time reading and walking and thinking. It really helped me to
re-evaluate things. When I came back she was appalled that I was willing to go without her so cue
another pout session. So that has carried me through to this past weekend. This past weekend she
began to worry why I had not initiated. I guess the monk mode turned into low level dread. Who
knows. I have determined that she is completely off her rocker. Three days now she has initiated and
the first two times I responded and basically fucked like we were teenagers. The third time she
offered we got into it and the starfish made a return and I immediately stopped. Kissed her goodnight
and grabbed a book and read. All of you are very familiar with the reaction that followed I am sure.
The next morning she apologized and I hugged her. Never said a word. The last two days she’s been
playful and texting little messages to me. So there is where I am.
ME: I have determined the comment about her affair was a huge covert contract. That in my head I
was trying to prove myself better than him. Fuck it. He only got what she gave him. I think I wanted
to believe he had some special power over her but in reality she’s responsible for the decision to
cheat not him. Regardless, of any issues between us. I think that was my “come to Jesus” moment. I
can get up and walk out the door and never look back. Maybe she senses that now I don’t know. I
truly do not care. I am losing the weight and replacing fat with muscle everyday. I am becoming a
better man inside and out every day.
I continue to read. I continue to lift. I continue to own my shit. I continue to lead. But more
importantly, I review my day with a very honest and critical eye and pinpoint where I need to get
better at all of these things. I prefer to spend my remaining days on this earth with my wife. I have no
idea if it will be that way.
Aside: I appreciate the advice from you guys. Especially, the private messages. Even the ones from
the little fat lesbian troll. Those helped me hone my internet “cred”. I was really surprised at how
good I got at trading insults with it. Very creative stuff if I say so myself. And I started on the Gotu
Kola. Too early to see results but I’ll keep you updated.
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Wife came home late for third time in a month so I cancelled
our weekend beach house trip. Am I over reacting?
13 upvotes | June 30, 2017 | by bikemike45 | Link | Reddit Link
So my wife doesn't really go out much, doesn't drink much, etc.
She has one friend who is married and lately whenever they get together my wife drinks more than
she should and comes home later than she says she will/is usual.
Once about a month ago she said she'd be home around midnight. I got home around 130 and she
wasn't home yet. I called her and she came home.
Another time, with the same friend, she went out to dinner. Around 11 she shows up at home drunk.
Last night she goes to a happy hour with her friends, says she'l staying for an hour (until 8pm).
Around 9pm she calls me saying she's going to dinner. I tell her she needs to take out the dog since I
didn't given that she said she'd be home. She hangs up on me and doesn't get home til close to 11.
So today, she was all excited about our trip that we've been planning for a few weeks. I flat out told
her I am not going. She asked why and I said because I'm not.
Am I overreacting here? I feel bad because she was looking forward to it but at the same time I don't
see how to get through to her that she can't be late all the fucking time.
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Wife blew up at our daughter, how'd I handle it?
13 upvotes | June 29, 2017 | by hellome99 | Link | Reddit Link
Three kids, our daughter is in a math class in a tutoring center because she was falling behind in
math. Pre-Rp I stayed out of the homework help most of the time and let my wife handle it. Our
daughter is 11.
So basically my wife is stubborn/short temper just like all the women in her family. Especially when
it comes to school. We have been working on it little by little everyday and she has improved
tremendously judging by the sample tests quizzes.
I missed the bulk of the fight, but apparently daughter wants out of the class, which lasts another few
weeks. With the reasoning of not having enough free time and that she's better now. Walked right
into my wife yelling at her at the kitchen table.
When I asked what was going on, my daughter was crying at the kitchen table saying her mom called
her stupid. Got the full story told her to downstairs and I talked to the wife. Apparently she did call
her stupid, this particular kid of mine is sensitive to any words insulting intelligence.
Didn't raise my voice, but told her I don't ever want to hear that she called one of our children by
anything but their names, just like they will do the same. Told her it's not my problem that her father
left their mother call them every name under the sun, but I won't tolerate that shit in my house.
Had a talk with daughter alone, told her she will be staying in the class because she's doing so well.
Took the kids out for ice cream and daughters mood completely changed.
Wife was being stubborn and said she was sleeping on the couch. Middle of the night I use the
bathroom downstairs and give her a smirk. Five minutes later she's in our room all over me.
Pre-Rp me would have probably called her a bitch in front of the kids and got into an argument of my
own. I feel like I could of done/said more for whatever reason. Words can really fuck a kid up no
matter where they come from.
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Leading and Mrs. Nice Girl
13 upvotes | June 26, 2017 | by checka_fred | Link | Reddit Link
Wife has always had an issue with being too nice to people, and predictably getting taken advantage
of/manipulated into being an unwilling volunteer. This has been going on pretty much since I've
known her, and ultimately I've clumsily bailed her out of most/all of these situations. Sometimes
directly and sometimes indirectly.
I've never had the knowledge, patience or articulation to lead her to improve her social ability.
Personally if I feel myself being manipulated/used I am very blunt about not wanting to be in the
situation, and people end up fucking off. Wife is much more sensitive about peoples' feelings, and has
sort of a "scarcity mentality" when it comes to friends. She will give in with the worry that if she
doesn't comply something bad will happen. After listening to NMMNG I interpret this as
abandonment issues. Her parents divorced at 7yo, and her dad more or less bailed, and my MIL was a
big "I need friends around all the time and they're like family to me" type of person.
The most recent situation was that a classmate/friend of our son has a mom that is super fucking
clingy. I don’t know why she is clingy, and I don’t really care. Our kids have hung out before, ours
has stayed the night, and they get along pretty well. Now it’s summer, clinger mom works full time,
and she can’t afford her babysitter. So she asks my wife to do it, as my wife works at a school, and
for the most part has the summer off. As noted, wife doesn’t know how to handle shit like this. She
clearly does not want to do this, and rightfully so as it’s a ridiculous request. Put him in a fucking
daycare like everybody else.
I took some initiative here as I saw this as an opportunity to lead. I suggested some methods on how
my wife should handle the situation. She’s a "nice person," so when I told her to text a perfunctory
“no, I can’t do that” her head pretty much exploded. I took her phone, and I sent the text. I told her do
not answer if she calls, as I know this is more than she can handle. She looks immediately relieved.
Other mom responded immediately with a 4-5 text saga, and wife freaks out. I break down the texts
for her. “This woman is manipulating you. Whether she intends to or not, she is deliberately trying to
put pressure on you to do what she wants. Look, she even brings up the kids, and how good it is
they’re friends blah blah blah.”
Five or so minutes pass: I then tell her to text back “Sorry, I just don’t have the time.” Again wife’s
head explodes. I type out the text and send it. 2-3 more texts back immediately. Complete change of
tune. Very generic “I’m sorry for bothering you, blah blah blah.” Basically a guilt trip.
Wife: Jesus you’re right. Look how manipulative this is. Now she’s trying to make me sound like the
bad guy.
Me: I know.
Her: What should I say now?
Me: Nothing. The conversation is over.
Her: What if she texts again?
Me: Ignore it. If it’s something you feel compelled to respond let me know. I’ll tell you whether you
need to.
I don’t know if I handled this completely correctly. Some of it feels like I’m encouraging conflict
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aversion, but at the time I viewed it as someone trying to cross my wife’s boundaries. Also, I believe
she was covertly begging me to help her solve this problem. She seemed extremely grateful, and went
from super anxious to pretty much at ease.
Normally I would avoid interfering as this is her drama. But as I mentioned, this has happened
before, and sooner or later I get dragged into this shit whether directly or indirectly. This time I
viewed it as a chance to be viewed as her captain, and acted preemptively. I saw an opportunity to
teach her how to recognize and handle this shit from the beginning, and for the time being it seems to
have worked out.
I'm curious if there's anything I missed or fucked up here. Was I too hands-on? Am I encouraging
conflict aversion? Or am I just overthinking this?
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12 year LTR just ended
13 upvotes | April 23, 2017 | by 12yearLTR | Link | Reddit Link
Hello, first post here. Lurker for quite some time. We'll, guess I'll get to it. I caught my GF of 12
years lying and cheating on me. I don't know how long it's been going on but at the very least it could
have been a month. My now ex, let's call her Jenny for now, had been going out a lot the past 2 weeks
because she has family visiting for 3 weeks. I don't drink and going out to bars was never my thing.
Her and her family go out about every weekend. I used to go with them but it got boring quick. I had
100% trust in Jenny and told her all the time that I didn't mind staying home and for her to have fun
with her family. These past 2 weeks though, she was coming home after 5am. I always wait up for
her because there have been times where she ran out of gas or lost her house keys. I asked why she
came back so late without a text or call and she chalked it up to falling asleep at her cousin's friends
house. I just shrugged it off and figured whatever. Throughout the 2 weeks, she was coming home at
5-7am. I asked what her deal was and again she said it was just because her family was here and she
had so much fun that she just loses track of time. Now one night she asked if I could sleep at my
place because she was having the girls over and needed the room (her place is small). I naively
agreed. I woke up the next morning and rushed back to her apartment because I had meat marinating
and need to start slow cooking it before it got too late. As I open the door to the apartment, I see her
family and 3 random dudes on the couch. I was shocked at first then got pissed real quick. First words
out of her mouth were "hey, you didn't tell me you were coming over" why the hell would I? No kiss
hello or hug when she sees me also. So pissed off I start cooking and ask her to get everyone out. She
pushed back and said, we're in the middle of a movie and I want everyone to finish watching it. It is
her place so I didn't say anything, I just gave her a look. So the movie is done and everyone leaves. I
immediately start fighting with her and leave. I didn't talk to her the whole day and again that night
she goes out drinking again. No show until 7am again. I asked if she went to a guys place and she
said yes, it was her cousin's friend and that she was ok. I told her to stop doing all of this because it
was disrespectful to me. She agreed but said she was still going to out because family. She came
home again at 7am. I told her I had it, that if she doesn't stop this I'm gone for good. No calls or texts
from her for 3 days straight. So I text her and see what she's done since. Claims she was working and
didn't go out at all. So I come back to her place and she drops a bomb on me. Says that I would need
to change my mind about marriage, kids and living together and getting rid of my apt (when we first
got together told her I would never do either and we agreed that it was ok at the time) or she is out.
So I leave and go think it all, I come back later that day and tell her that I think or relationship has too
much value to let it go and I agreed to change my views but we need to start budgeting immediately
for the changes. I bust out a spreadsheet and get to work. And out of nowhere she says, we're still not
good. That she now needs time to think about it and was skeptical of my decision since for the past
12 years, I never wanted any of that. So I left confused as fuck. I knew it in my gut, there was
someone else. I start digging around but no one that knows anything will talk to me. I didn't see her
for 2 days and go over her place to talk. As we are sitting and talking I see her deleting text
conversations. Entire convos, not just messages. She gets in the shower after some talking to get
ready for coffee. I quickly Google how to recover them and look at her gps history to see where she is
at 5am almost every night. I got the address but only saw a handful of texts because she caught me
looking through her phone. The texts read, "I miss you my love" mostly from the other guy. She
responded with the same. I was fuming but I kept my cool. I acted like I saw nothing because she
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thought she was slick deleting them. I go home and tell her to have a goodnight and if she was going
anywhere after hours to let me know. At 3am that night, I go to the address after she told me she was
going home. I see her car and I knock on the door. No answer, so I see if it's open. It's unlocked so I
walk in and see her, her cousin and the other guy sitting on a love seat. He quickly jumped up and
went to the other couch. She was pissed that I just walked in and demanded to know why I was there.
We argued and kept saying nothing physical ever happened between them I tell her about the texts I
saw and she claim it was only "emotional" and never did anything with him. But she also claims that
she was thinking of breaking up with me because of my views and he was just someone she was
"talking" to for the past week but didn't come to a decision yet. You don't send texts like that to
someone you haven't fucked. I made her leave and go to her place and I went home. The hurt was so
bad. I changed my views for this chick and i think she only asked me to do it thinking I would say no
and walk away and then she could jump into a new relationship guilt free. I'm literally beside myself
KNOWING full well what I should do, but not being able to do it. I don't want to lose to this dish
washer without a green card, because I know I'm 100 times better than him. I got more money than
him, a better Apt and I look way better than him! My fucking ego is destroying me right now! It's
making me want to believe that nothing physical ever happened but it just can't be true.
Update: Guys I have read every comment so far and I get it, paragraphs, my hamster went into
overdrive. I did in fact setup a no strings attached relationship so I could jump ship when the time
was right, but she was the one that benefited from that and not me, so I acted like the bitch. I'm good
now though. I went back to her place and removed all of my accounts from her PC, changed all of my
passwords, packed up all my shit, made her go to the bank to pay me the money she owes me and
bounced.
Since then, I was invited to a bar a friend of mine DJ's at and bumped into my (recent) ex there. Our
friends and families are very close and I couldn't really get away from the situation when they all got
together. Then out of nowhere, bam, one of the hottest chicks I have ever known (my teenage crush
who is still about a HB8) walks in and is shocked to see me. Tells me how good I look and can't
believe the change. In my teen years I was the fat, super bluepilled, gamer kid (I have been lifting
now for 5 yrs). My 2 close friends that were there instantly start asking who she is and if she is single.
Then while my ex was talking to me and my 2 other friends, my old crush comes up and starts hitting
on me and asks me to facebook her. I know, it sounds so made up because the revenge couldn't have
felt any better! My ex walks away, heated, and my 2 friends just looked at me and asked how in the
hell can I be that lucky? We always joke about a video from Casually Explained: The Friend Zone
and I just shouted out, "STEP ONE!"
It was too perfect.
Edit: Changed link to jump to the explaination of step 1.
Edit #2: My ex's mom keeps calling me asking what happened. I guess she found out we broke up. I
love her mom, she treats me like her own son and I don't want to cause her any pain if she finds out
what her daughter has done. Her mom is super old school and will flip out on my ex if she hers the
truth. So my question is, should I tell her or just tell her to ask her daughter? I have ignore all of her
calls so far.
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Wife read my secret diary and shut down. Am I handling this
correctly?
13 upvotes | April 20, 2017 | by En0der | Link | Reddit Link
tl;dr: My wife read my secret diary documenting her abuse and my red pill journey and stopped
talking to me. I behave like nothing happened, but need some tips and encouragement.
Background:
We're both around 40, got a 10 month old son. I've been aware of TRP for about two years, read the
sidebar, internalized some concepts, but wasn't too serious about it until half a year ago, when my
wife's behaviour towards me changed drastically, towards a point where one could call it domestic
abuse. That's when I decided to fully apply the teachings, which improved my life and my marriage
enormously (only instead of lifting I do boxing). Everything was going smoothly and well until a
couple of days ago, when she stumbled upon my secret diary.
WTF? Diary?
"Why would you write a diary, are you a fucking teenager?" one might ask. Well, with the amount of
abuse I was facing on a daily basis, constant gaslighting, coupled with chronic sleep deprivation, I
needed to keep track of what was going on. Also, I did it for therapeutic purposes, to clear the head
and put some order into the chaos of my mind.
Being aware of the postnatal depression I wasn't very combative, restricting myself to "don't talk to
me like that" or similar statements, with little effect. Soon it all developed to a typical domestic abuse
pattern, where she exploded for no reason, and after a couple of days went back to normal, beginning
the "honeymoon period". That's when I went fully on the red pill (not Rambo though, only slowly
retaking the lead and making a better version of me).
OK, so what's in it?
The diary contains mainly my account of the disturbing events. She did that, I said that, she said that,
I went to sleep in the car (yes, there were such instances where I would drive to a shopping mall
parking lot to get some sleep and quiet during the day). With dialogues recounted as accurately as I
remembered them. With all the insults and threats she threw at me, and my responses to them.
It also contains my comments and thoughts about particular situations. Analyses, often in quite angry
and unpleasant terms.
And, since I began my RP journey (I never mention the fight club in there!), it includes my thoughts
on that, including live applications of TRP techniques (even a recount of going caveman on her). At
one point it becomes so soaked in TRP mindset ("so what? fuck her and the noises she makes with
her mouth!"), that an unaware reader might take me for a monster. Note that these notes were taken
only immediately after serious disturbances, so they don't include my thoughts on happy or regular
times.
That's it?
Yep, in as short terms as possible. I didn't cheat on her, didn't break the law, didn't phantasize about
having sex with a rhino. Only AARs with comments - granted, personal and unpleasant, but they
were not meant for the public. And it hadn't been updated for more than two months, except for one
short entry a couple of days ago, where things were appearing to go in the wrong direction again.
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Probably that's how she found it ("recent files") and just had to satisfy her curiosity. Then she texted
me "I read your chronicle" and stopped talking to me completely.
My reaction
After the initial fight or flight stomach drop I assessed the situation and decided that I had done
nothing wrong. I have the right to have my own thoughts and to write them down in any form I
please. The person in the wrong here is the one reading other's private files, and behaving in a manner
that resulted in creating their content in the first place.
So, I behave like everything's fine. I do my things, I asked her about a thing or two (with no reply, so
I stopped bothering), clean the kitchen in the evening, take care of the kid before going to work (she's
on a maternal leave, taking care of him for the rest of the day).
The only thing I did was password protect all my electronic devices (better late than never). Other
than that, I'm not giving a fuck, at least not about what she might have read - that's the past, and the
diary was not meant for her, so fuck off.
What I do give a little small fuck about though is that my marriage might be going to hell, which is
not my desired outcome. I keep tellin myself that she's just realigning after discovering the "true" me,
who appears to be someone completely different to the beta she once knew, and a power struggle will
soon follow, and after that my life will be much less bearable, because she will try to exact all sorts of
revenge and reassert dominance.
Questions
To those more profficient in TRP ways: do you think I'm handling this OK, or should I add
something to my approach (like talking to her? explaining? nah, no way), or prepare some special
defenses for the imminent onslaught? And no, please don't tell me about password protecting
sensitive stuff, that lesson is already learned.
Thank you for your attention, guys.
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[FR]You can make your life what you want.
13 upvotes | April 18, 2017 | by Dc4red | Link | Reddit Link
Over the last month I have been going through RP 101 with the ending of a 5 year LTR, learned some
very hard but needed lessons.(check my history,cheating, own a house together.)
I can honestly say that outside of a few seconds of grief in private the last 3 weeks have been some of
the best non-vacation weeks of my life. I have focused on enjoying my life, improving and living life
on my terms, I have really made an effort to be open to people all around me and re-connect with
some old friends. This has opened me up to more attractive people than I ever thought possible. I
have talked to 100's of people(NOT JUST WOMEN) in this time, some are potential clients, others
are potential plates. I have picked up 13(used 3) numbers from women I consider 7+ as I consider
myself at least that and hold myself to that standard, while also having multiple women say
something like "You're really cute, I want to give you my number." And also getting looks from
Married/un-available women(Still waffling on how i feel about taking them to the next step)
I was a man in a relationship with blinders on who would have never done anything to "harm" my
LTR but of course because of that I was not living up to my social or business potential as meeting
people is important for my new job.
Im already building a roster of females who are interested in my attention, and some odd(but
positive) interactions that I don't even think I would have be open to 3 weeks ago.
I was lucky to start my red pill journey while the ship was sinking and not after, as i've hit the ground
running, I have been getting crazy amount of attention from women while all of my friends and
family all seem me in a positive light and are willing to introduce me to any single women they
know.
Thank you guys for helping me handle all of this the masculine way, keep my composure and come
out ahead of this situation. I will never go back to the old me, In the distant future I may take on
another LTR but i will never go back to no living life exactly how I want.
Also guys there is a light at the end of the tunnel, trust your gut, if its not right, don't settle for good
enough, your life can be whatever you want it to be, you get to choose the relationships and let go of
the negative ones.
P.s. First date with hot 22 y/o Nurse tomorrow evening, back to normal RP for me but i think this
communitys life experiences and choices are gold and can also be a huge part of me learning to be a
betterman.
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General: how MRP helped me improve in particular things
13 upvotes | March 31, 2017 | by En0der | Link | Reddit Link
I've been struggling in my LTR, failing even after reading the sidebar, struggling, and losing
everyday fights. What actually helped me, was reading comments. They proved to be hugely
beneficial to my understanding of practical application of sidebar theory in everyday life. This post is
my appreciation of the all commenters work and the time they spent reading about other guys'
troubles and tapping their keyboards to help unknown bros improve their lifes.
Shit tests Before: I engaged immediately, DEER-ing to insanity and no effect. What actually
helped me was this particular sentence: "Arguing with a woman is like wrestling in mud with a
pig. You get dirty, the pig is happy". This, coupled with MRP theories, got me to Now: making
fun of them and having fun with them. In particular, when she demands that you make her a tea
(a classic shit test opening), I don't make a quarell out of it; instead I make make a tea and place
the cup in some place that makes her move - another room or faraway kitchen table. Don't bring
it to her, and if she dares demanding it - ridicule her, you have a double advantage here denying
to be her cook and waiter at the same time. This is a recipe from some MRP comment, doing
miracles.
Lifting I fucking hate lifting. It is mind-numbingly boring, repetetive exercise in a stupifying
social environment. But I get that it's needed for many reasons (body sculpting, hormone
balancing, making time for yourself etc.). I substituted it with boxing, and man, does it work
wonders. Before: boring tv series watching before going to sleep. Now: not only she gets it that
I have to go out, she touches my muscles after it, and "let me show you some moves" often
leads to fun time (or more, if I feel like it). Having an aura of a boxer (even if you are really a
beginner) instantly adds +50 to your masculinity. On bonus, you can slip some hints of it at
your workplace for similar benefit.
Leading This is insanely important in every aspect of one's life. Before: I used to be passive
unless something really important to me was on table. That led to "I don't care" attitude, which
is oftenly mistaken with not giving a fuck. Now: I make decisions and communicate them. This
requires some mental work, because not everything about you needs your attention... or so I
thought. Now it does. I make decisions about everything, but not get upset when it meets
resistance. It's OK to change your mind, but you have to be sure it's what you want, instead of
waiting for someone else to tell you that. Works charms in workspace too.
Outcome indepence (OI) That was a hardest thing for me to grasp, I always relied on external
appreciation. One phrase which helped me: kill the ego. (Eckhart Tolle's works provide some
good techniques for that, as well as broader understanding of how one's own mind makes
himself unhappy). Before: I looked for approval for anything I did, from anyone: a shop clerk's
smile, a car mechanic agreeing with my asessment, my LTR for everything. Now: I just do. I
may talk about it or not, but I never talk about what I am going to do pending approval. FFS,
I've lived for nearly a half of a century, it's time to set free from "mom, can I"? mindset.
Diet I used to be fat as fuck, got lean, got fat again. My main problem: addiction to sweets. And
to pizza. But it all got down to attacks of hunger, coupled with my LTR's "let's eat some
icecream" attitude, that led our refrigerator to be full of ice cream. And pizza. How to resist,
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when you feel you have to eat something or you will vomit, and the fridge is full of
presiousses? Well, some commenter posted about bulletproof coffee. My wife calls it bullshit
coffe, but... Before: I was insanely hungry and had eating binges at least twice a week. She did
too. Now: I have a bulletproof coffee twice a day, and it works wonders when it comes to
suppressing hunger. I cut my diet to below 1500 kcal, and my wife followed suit. We are both
losing 6 pounds a mounth effortlessly, thanks to it. Note: you don't have to use the actual
bulletproof recipe, a teaspoonful of clarified butter and a teaspoonful of coconut oil does the
trick.
These are the main points in which the MRP advices improved my life (while reading the sidebar,
NMMNG and WISNIFG made a solid base for it). My general enjoyment of life increased, as well as
sex occurences. So, I just wanted to tell you all new and struggling guys: this shit works.
And as a general advice: always be cheerful. Especially when a fight is imminent. If it happens,
disengage; be cheerful nevertheless. In normal LTRs that's the best pacifier.
[edited for typoes]
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Petty Behaviour 2.0
13 upvotes | March 27, 2017 | by brattykids123 | Link | Reddit Link
I have done a lot of reflecting based on my previous post. I decided that I was ready to lay the law
down, or move on.
On Friday I told my wife she needs to fix the pictures back calmly. She fobbed me off. I fogged and
asserted, she brought out a camcorder supposedly to record me being aggressive "I'm recording this
as evidence, this is illegal abuse". Cunt. 30 minutes later, I told her she has the weekend to fix them,
and to fix everything that she has fobbed me on earlier. I told her any mention of legal/cop threat is
an instant divorce. I told her she needs to get her last name sorted, and a bunch of other things I asked
her about before. Saturday went by with nothing happening. In the background on Saturday I went
and rented a place nearby. Paid 6 months rent upfront, not waiting for any credit crap delay. The
reality is that I decided that this is that and I no longer want this cunt to be with me. On Sunday she
went out with some friends. I packed her shit up and took it to this place. I packed the kids stuff and
sent it as well - I told my kids they are free to stay in the existing house whenever they want. I had
the locks to the house changed. I texted her that she needs to go to the other place when she's back.
She comes around - the kids are there, in their new rooms. Food in the fridge, clothes where they
should be. Absolutely stunned, she says she's going to the old place anyway. I told her the locks are
changed and the beds are all out (I did that on purpose).
Then I hanged around for a bit, made sure the kids are fed and ready for bed, she went out dunno
where to, then she came back. I told her I'll be seeing the kids in the evening. then left to my place.
Last night was the first of a very quiet nice night. Previously I thought I would be emotional and shit
- I was stunned to feel very relieved - as if the weight of a thousand handcuffs have been taken off .
For the first time there is no tinkering around with the phone at night, no rudeness in the morning, I
put stuff somewhere and it's left where left it. The feeling of freedom and exhilaration is awesome.
Well, apart from the fact that every bone and muscle in my body is hurting from 7 hours of work to
move things from the old house to the new place.
This morning I filed the papers and told my lawyer she's on board - i discussed the moving family
home details previously and she thought it was in the clear. I made sure to hire the meanest bitch
possible, she understand women very very well.
So that is that. Perhaps not the best boner raging RP success story, but I'm moving on. The only
things I want to nail down now are 1) the divorce 2) talking to the kids. 8 year old and 10 year old. I
always had them trusting me despite her trying to weaponise them multiple times. They understand
what is going on and have told her multiple times to shut up when she was being cunty in front of
them - they have better AM than me on her. I explained to them that I want the best for them and I'll
be around always. I gave them a phone. I want them to feel that I'm not abondoning them. Any hints
or experience as to anything further I need to do with them are appreciated.
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Resolutions317: Parallel universe, or closer to reality?
13 upvotes | March 14, 2017 | by man_in_the_world | Link | Reddit Link
Some of you, like me, have no doubt been following with great interest /u/resolution316's MRP
journey. That he tells his stories very well is part of the appeal. It is said that a good fiction writer
achieves "suspension of disbelief". A few days after his latest vignette, however, I find my disbelief
ever harder to suspend. As a thought exercise, let me tell a different tale, or tell the tale a different
way, and ask you to decide which one seems a better interpretation of reality.
Resolutions317: alternate reality, or a true(r) tale?
Once there was a very pretty girl, who grew into the beautiful woman we know of here as Mrs.
Resolutions316. She had little else going for her other than her beauty, but like a great many pretty
girls, she was spoiled by her parents and indulged by everyone else, and became narcissistic and
something of a drama queen. She learned that by acting helpless and sad, men would leap to take care
of her; teachers forgave misbehaviors at school; cops let her off without a ticket; smart boys did her
homework for her. Being naturally rather passive and lazy, this became her primary means of dealing
with any challenges or adversity in life.
As a young woman, she was naturally attracted to the alpha bad boys, and her beauty attracted them.
She drifted rather aimlessly through her teens and twenties in a long series of failed relationships,
fully expecting one of her Chads to wife her up and take care of her, as men always had. But though
her beauty initially attracted attractive men, her passivity, shallowness, and sense of entitlement
quickly became tedious, and again and again she ended up back on the cock carousel looking for her
knight in shining armor. After yet another tumultuous breakup in her early thirties, she finds herself
once again, post-Wall, marooned on the island of Alone.
Emotionally shattered by her latest breakup, despairing of getting a Bad Boy to commit, and really
rather alarmed at the prospect of not having a man to take care of her, the future Mrs. Resolutions316
makes a resolution (perhaps even her 316th): she's going to stop dating the alpha Bad Boys she likes
who always pump and dump her and leave her emotionally shattered. Instead she'll look for a Nice
Guy, the type she has always despised but who now seems like a cool, safe haven in the desert of her
life. She'll also date by The Rules this time. Maybe that Nice Guy, Mr. Calmly Calmly Plan (known
here as /u/resolutions316) who keeps asking her out, a timid but determinedly pleasant little manlet
who damps down all of her emotions like a box of wet cotton and radiates calmness, stability, and a
seemingly infinite willingness to take care of her ... in a word, the antithesis of the guys she's
normally attracted to who generate the tingles and drama she craves. But in her frazzled emotional
state, this feels exactly like what she needs, and he's even kind of cute in a nerdy sort of way. She
sends IOIs in his direction.
Mr. Calmly Calmly Plan notices her IOIs and thinks he has won the lottery of life. Fully bought in to
the BP/Lean In mantra that after sowing her wild oats on the CC, the hot woman will settle down and
actually prefer and desire the steady BB provider, basking in the ego validation, and anyway
convinced he's superior to those Bad Boys who stole his lunch money and got all the hot girls in high
school, he doesn't question this Beauty and the Nerd fairy tale come true. He courts her, happy to play
by The Rules as yet another sign that she has 'matured' into a respectable woman. However,
unattracted and bored, she breaks it off and returns to the CC. But after a few more turns on and again
crashing off the carousel, and now deeply in post-Wall panic, she grits her teeth and goes back to Mr.
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Calmly Calmly Plan with the intent to marry him. Like a moth attracted to a flame, he takes her back
and marries her, and sets busily about building his perfect life with a house in the suburbs with his
always calm and contented SAHM Stepford Wife and 2.7 kids.
His Stepford Wife-to-be represses her vague feelings of dissatisfaction and lack of attraction to her
attentive little manlet, which is eased by The Rules not requiring her to put out too much or too
enthusiastically, and by her general passivity and dependence on a man to fix her problems (which
he'll do by marrying her, right?) The marriage preparations and drama surrounding the wedding bring
some welcome emotional excitement into this otherwise bland relationship.
Now she's married to a stable beta provider; safe at last. But wait; this is really tedious and boring;
Mr. Calmly Calmly Plan seems terrified of spontaneity or any emotions other than a bland, pastel
pleasantness. Maybe being a mother will fill the emotional void. Cue the kids. But she finds that
being a housewife and mother involves a lot of tedious work and lacks the kind of emotional drama
she craves to add spice and spark to her boring life. Lacking any real self-awareness, she attributes
her dissatisfaction to the tedious daily chores and the minor frustrations of parenting; cue the 'helpless
and hopeless' complaints to her husband who, also lacking in any real introspection but always
willing to take on more, slowly assumes most of the duties for the entire household.
Since this was never the real problem, things just get worse. By now Mrs. Resolutions316 has lost all
respect and desire for this bland and now infuriating little man who crushes all spontaneity, emotional
excitement, drama, and passion out of her life with steamroller-like efficiency; he's an emotional
gaoler locking her spirit in a padded cell. The very thought of sex with this chump is now too
sickening to bear, so after becoming pregnant with their second child, she refuses to resume sexual
relations. In her frustration and boredom with the mundane challenges and tedium of mothering she
continues to turn to the only solution she's ever really known; act helpless and hopeless and let a man
come and take care of it.
Meanwhile, Mr. Resolutions316 is viewing his situation with slowly growing alarm. His Stepford
Life with his Stepford Wife isn't turning out as he had hoped; she seems permanently discontented,
doesn't always follow his many Plans, and most of all she refuses to fuck him! Since she complains
about being overwhelmed by the mundane responsibilities of life, he doubles, then triples, then
quadruples down on the choreplay until he's essentially doing everything, but she doesn't improve.
Always looking for an outside authority to give him answers and to reassure him he's doing the right
thing, Mr. Resolutions316 discovers MRP. At last, some confident men seem to have an answer to
his problems; if he diligently follows the 12 Steps of Dread program, he'll get his Stepford Life with
his Stepford Wife back again!
At first, it seems to work. He develops a tiny bit of frame and manages to stand firm against some
minor emotional outbursts from his wife. Finally sensing some steel to strike against in the padded
cotton of her husband, the long-lost tingles spark in his wife and she has sex with him three times.
But alas, it does not last. As her emotions expand, they once again overwhelm and terrify her timid
little manlet, so much so that he retreats in panic again behind the padded walls and questions her
very sanity. Egged on by other traumatized men who only hear his side of the story and validate his
fears, he seeks professional help to fix her.
Whatever will happen next? Stay tuned at /u/resolutions316.
.
Gentlemen of AskMRP, is this
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alternate reality fan fiction?
a modern-day The Turn of the Screw?
a more accurate interpretation of reality than /u/resolutions316's OPs?
Edit: Changed dating details for consistency with this post.
Added links. Fixed typos.
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Why bother?
13 upvotes | January 29, 2017 | by RecoveringBlue | Link | Reddit Link
I'm doing better than ever owning my shit in the standard areas. I'm lifting, passing shit test,
improving financially, hanging with bro's, started a 3rd business. I've plenty of room to improve, but
I've come a long way. I'm no master, but I'm no longer a rookie either. My problem is more
philosophical in nature.
About 3 months ago, my wife had an emotional affair with her college boyfriend. It happened for
about 3 months, at a time when I thought we were happier than ever. I had begun the redpill journey
about 6 months before she began the affair. We were having the best sex of our lives, shit test were
batted off with a smirk and we were having fun. I thought life was easy sailing for the foreseeable
future. Then I found out about the daily phone calls with Mr. Ex. We've got kids and businesses and
houses and shit. Those things made divorce more painful than staying. I'm willing to walk, but I'd
prefer to avoid it if possible. I did see an attorney and made it clear that if it happened again it was
over.
Fast forward a few months (present). I'm thankful for the affair because it showed me the true nature
of reality, but I'm having trouble adjusting to this new reality and reconciling some contradictions.
Is it my fault that she did this because I didn't give her the tingles or is it hers because AWALT?
If it's my fault, then it seems too focused on the woman. She did this because I wasn't giving her the
tingles? Rephrased: her feelings are my responsibility. I'm building 3 businesses, being an awesome
dad, lifting, maintaining friendships, reading tons of books on how to deal with her evolutionary
sexual strategy and that's when she pulls this shit? WTF!? I really don't think I can pack much more
self improvement in a 24 hour period.
If it is her fault, because AWALT, then she'll just do it again, especially considering she did this
when I was at my best and our relationship was at it's highest point in 10 years of marriage. This
means there's not much I can do and I might as well bail or start cheating (both of which I'm too busy
to deal with right now.)
This has condensed into a lack of attraction on my part. I really don't want to touch her. When I do,
all I can think about is her wanting this other guy. The few times we've had sex in the last two months
I've developed a P.E. problem. I know that this stems from some sort of anxiety. It sucks because I
can't just work harder to fix that problem. It's some reptilian brain shit that I can't reach. It's like
saying, "Make your heart stop beating for 5 seconds."
So on one hand, I should step up my game and give her the tingles, show OI and be the shit. On the
other hand, it feels like a big phony act. It feels like I'll never be attracted to her again. In fact, it feels
like all women are just cum recepticles, not worth the effort. I thought mine was better than most,
which I still feel is true. That doesn't make her great, it just makes all women really vile.
I'm caught in a catch 22. If I put on a happy face and game her to give her the tingles, I'm being
phony and ultimately acting within her frame. If I do what I feel, which is ignore her and focus on
me, then she won't get the attention she apparently needs and she'll just chat it up with Mr. College
Sweetheart.
I'm starting to have a very negative view of my wife and women in general. They can not be trusted
and I don't like having people in my life I can't trust.
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How do you have relationships with women when you know they will look you in they eye and lie
for no other reason than it feels good?
Have any of you come back from infidelity, either with your partner or with women in general?
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You Cannot Improve Via Osmosis
13 upvotes | January 21, 2017 | by GargantuaBlarg29 | Link | Reddit Link
Osmosis:
1: A process by which molecules of a solvent tend to pass through a semipermeable membrane from
a less concentrated solution into a more concentrated one, thus equalizing the concentrations on each
side of the membrane.
2: The process of gradual or unconscious assimilation of ideas, knowledge, etc.
The act of reading books cover to cover in and of itself will not suddenly unplug you. You do not
unconsciously assimilate RP ideas. Your actions and replies will not suddenly shift to be more witty,
effective, and drench her panties. Simply surrounding yourself with books of RP wisdom and lurking
in the subs of dense RP thought will not transfer a solid frame, OI, and AM onto yourself through
osmosis.
Those starting out. Use your heads and think. Think about examples of covert contracts you've made
in the past when you read about them in NMMNG. Understand why David Deida tells you that
women get mad when you offer solutions to their problems when they're complaining to you. Blend
the ideas Rollo teaches with future observations of women shutting down a beta at a bar or smiling
and giggling when an alpha throws down a ridiculous line. This isn't just some words on a screen or
text in a book. You need to INTERNALIZE this. You need to make it a part of your conscious
thought. You need to train yourself to read it, reflect on it, observe it, sort it, order it. You need to live
it and breathe it. Simply put you need to put some damn effort into it. There's been a noticeable
amount of, "I read WISNIFG, then I said no to my wife and felt guilty...what do" lately.
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Tactics for running the Family
13 upvotes | December 31, 2016 | by redPillOnHard | Link | Reddit Link
Happy New Year!
I found RP about 3 months ago. It has been eye opening. I'll save you all the life changing bull shit.
I've still got a long way to go... progress is being made. I posted on the RP forum a few weeks ago
and got a lot of good feedback. Some of my background is there if you think it will be useful to
answer this question.
I plan to implement improved family organization in the new year. I realize I need to make this
process my own, and keep it fun and positive with the family. However, I figure a group of low BF
badasses like yourselves will have some valuable input I can build upon.
I'm not looking for stuff like "find your why", "set goals", and other long term vision stuff. I get that,
I have most of that nailed down. There are tons of posts on MRP about that.
I'm looking for specific daily, weekly, monthly tactics and tools. I'm looking for systems. I run a
company and use daily scrums and weekly check ins with my direct reports. Obviously the dynamic
is different in a family, but I believe a lot of the same principles apply.
Questions:
Do you hold a family meeting
How often
What is the agenda
How do you keep notes on who is accountable for what (Do you assign responsibilities are let
people volunteer)
Do you utilize some sort of chore chart (whiteboard, google doc, an app)
How do you track family scheduling (google calendar, fridge calendar...)
How do right the ship when life happens?
Book recommendations on this topic?
Tools - Apps, planners, web resources
I have 2 daughters 6 and 9. Old enough to to own their part of this. Wife and I are busy like everyone,
but this is a priority and I will make sure we follow through.
Thanks in advance.
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Small Shampoo Bottle Thrown At My Head
13 upvotes | December 12, 2016 | by 470_2_700_nm | Link | Reddit Link
So the other day I'm responding to Ex_Addict on some Ask MRP thread, and smack I get hit in the
head by an unknown object thrown at my head. I'd like to share my experience and get some honest
(brutal if need be) feedback.

TL/DR: Wife threw and hit me in the head with hotel shampoo bottle, I wanted to
freak but held frame, closed with her later that day. Next day guess what? Heavy
shit tests returned.
On the weekend our family was out of town with M&FIL as well as SIL and nephew at a resort.
Kids are off playing happily in another room with nephew, I am taking some time to myself reading
and responding to a thread on Ask MRP. Just then my wife gives me an order (which she is doing a
lot lately, not sure if main event is impending). I don't like a) her tone b) what she is asking me to do
and c) that this is the first private moment I have taken since we arrived the day before. I ignore, and
with in a moment or two WHAP I get hit in the head with something. It hurts, and I look up at my
wife and she has this ":-O" look on her face as if it surprised her as much as it did me. I then look
down at the ground to understand what it is (I don't actually find the shampoo bottle). I'm pissed. It
hurts, and it has been done intentionally. My gut reaction is to get angry, ask WTF, and vent. But I'm
in the MRP mode, and without skipping a beat, I get up and walk calmly out of the suite across the
hall and into ours. I close the door and am alone. I finish my reply to Ex_Addict, and pause to
consider my next move. My head still hurts and I want this girl to know she can't throw things at my
head. I now she knows she made a mistake. I also know by her ":-O" face (and her gender) that she
will not openly take ownership of the fact that she did this on purpose. It just doesn't feel good to do
that for her. I decide with my head still hurting, to play the it didn't hurt game. Kind of like if a dude
punches you and you look back at him and say is that all you've got?
So once I have composure, I walk back into the suite where everyone else is just sitting down for a
bite, and as I enter she says right away "I didn't mean to hit you in the head". My regular self would
have retorted something, but I didn't say anything, I just locked eyes with her. At this point she pulls
her self in tight pressing her tits against my chest and her pelvis against mine. She says again
something about "I didn't do it". I know she knows she did do it on purpose, and I also know she
knew full well there was a very good chance she would hurt me. SHE MEANT TO. I'm OK with this,
it was a fucking hotel shampoo bottle, nothing big, but fuck my head is still smarting.
I take the moment to set boundaries. Simple, succinct, and to the point. "You may not throw things at
me" I say in front of my kids, her parents, and my SIL / nephew. No one says a word, they all know I
mean it, and understand that the oldest kid in the house just got told.
I break the hold she has on me prematurely even though I want to hate fuck her right there in front of
everyone and am really enjoying those tits and pussy pushed up against my body. She grabs some
food and starts talking about what there is to eat. Here is some meat, oh and here is some cheese, and
salad, and blah blah blah I stay somewhat neutral, but still allow her to brush her tits against me. We
finish the meal, and I declare "the smaller children will never go for a nap this afternoon" (I really
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just want them tired so they will sleep early as apposed to the night before).
Nobody seems ready or motivated once the meal is finished and coffee is done, so I announce
suddenly "well I'm off to the pool". Why? "Because the hot tub is awesome". I leave.
I'm in the hotub alone chatting up a SMV 1 or 2 below me and my wife's SMV, and this gal enjoying
it. She's out of town on a girls weekend, and I know the wheels are spinning in her head. 10 minutes
into the chat my oldest comes poolside and asks me this or that. I say who are you with? He says
"mom". I know at this point mom has had a chance to see me in the hot tub chatting. Out of town
mom scatters sensing she's in for some eyes from this guy's wife shortly, and moves into the main
pool. The rest of the family arrives, we swim, play, and later go out for dinner.
Later that evening, kids are in bed, FIL asks women if they would like a drink. The all say "mmm...
noo...." and father in law sits down. There is no whiskey there and I'm off carbs for the time being
(Keto is working quite well BTW, abs especially are starting to show signs). So I don't want a drink,
but I'm in the kitchen area already. I grab three glasses, and pour a drink my wife just loves into all
three on ice. I walk over and hand a glass to everyone I know who will take one my wife included. I
follow it up with two more in the next hour.
A short time later we have all the kids sleeping, and we are brushing teeth and getting ready for bed. I
pull my dick out right there and she's receptive. She starts out right away with a blowjob, and then I
fuck her hard like the slut she is for me - a good session.
So the next day I wake up and am going through my routine when I just wake up, and I remind
myself. This isn't over. I can't relax. I reached no endpoint last night. Rather it was just part of the
journey. My old self would have thought "OK now that we have an understanding everything will
keep going well as it did last night".
And then yesterday happened, and somewhere about late afternoon the heavier shit tests started again
and some were passed well, and some less well. Guess what: I wasn't in a position where she was
clawing at me to suck my dick and get fucked before I left the house for sports. And guess what?
That's MRP. There is always a lot of room for improvement.
How did I do. Any suggestions?
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"RP on hard mode" on hard mode
13 upvotes | November 3, 2016 | by psycho_tyrant | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR: wife found out about RP and seems like she uses it as an Infinite Indignation Generator to
give her an unending source of victimhood feelz.
Backstory
Long marriage with teenage kids. Found out about RP a good time ago, started to implement it. Read
the sidebar, the books, lifting, got in shape. DB resurrected.
Complication: wife found out about RP and I think she read a large part of the literature and the
related subs.
E.g. she uses RP terminology in her shit and comfort testing: "alpha", "dread", "my SMV is too low!"
etc.
This by itself is not a problem. I can deal with shit tests now, comfort tests also. They don't phase me
any more.
But what I notice is that she's getting so heavy into victim mentality in a way that's too much even for
a woman. E.g. reacting to a romantic surprise trip with crying and over the charts indignation. "How
could you do this to me! you're a monster!" kind of stuff. Everything I do (or don't do) is assumed to
be part of a power play (can be as simple as replacing a household item).
I'm getting the feeling that her completely exaggerated and unwarranted woe-is-me-my-husband-is-apsychopath mentality has little to do with my actual actions or things I say, but rather the horror
stories she reads on /r/exredpill or who the fuck knows where.
I believe being an "RP-victim" became a big part of her identity now. She reads about it all the time
and mentally projects those stories on our relationship.
I never discuss RP with her. I don't DEER about it (or about anything else). She also doesn't mention
it outside shit / comfort testing.
Does anyone have experience with this?
(BTW the amazing stuff is that this shit still works even when she knows about it.)
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Gaslighting responses
13 upvotes | June 28, 2016 | by yankee_tree | Link | Reddit Link
This is a topic I haven't seen covered in much detail anywhere else, but also one of my wife's favorite
tactics. Basically she will make broad accusations that are not true, or occasionally specific ones.
Examples:
"You never spend time with me." (said the Monday after a weekend filled with shared
activities)
"You never compliment me." (said the same day I know I've complimented her)
"You're always at the gym." (My gym schedule is reasonable and has long been established)
"What did you do with my hair clip, I saw you messing with it earlier." (Obviously false, never
touched it and found it where she dropped it. She was just angry for other reasons.)
I understand why she's saying these things, and I understand that her hamster has convinced her that
these things are actually true. However, to A&A, AM, or fogging seems to acknowledge that I agree
with the root of her shit test. To start listing the obvious reasons that what she's saying makes no
sense, is to DEER and will not work (again, I think she actually believes what she's saying is true).
I guess ignoring is the least worst response, but she uses this a lot so it'd be nice to have something
else.
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Man in the Arena
13 upvotes | June 16, 2016 | by juggle4balls | Link | Reddit Link
First and foremost a bit of inspiration before puking all over the manosphere:
It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, or where the
doer of deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the
arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who comes
short again and again, because there is no effort without error and shortcoming; but who does actually
strive to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in a
worthy cause; who at the best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the
worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those cold
and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat. - Theodore Roosevelt
Print that out. 3 times. Hang it in the bathroom. Hang it in your office. Tattoo it on your dick. A daily
reminder to get in the arena and man the fuck up.
------------- Insert Puke Here ------------Almost 40 and I've been married 15+ years. Kids. Have struggled keeping a healthy sex life for all 15
years. Wife admits it. I admit it. Something has to change.
Needless to say, when i dropped in on TRP i immediately thought "it's too go to be true". Skeptical,
but at the end of my rope, I started reading MMSLP in January. so thankful to have found MRP
because it took to much effort applying principles of TRP to the married mans life.
I found that generally I've owned my shit. Certainly some alpha. Certainly some beta.
I'm in shape but don't lift. I'm stronger than most guys who aren't lifting, but not over weight. I did
stop eating sugar and processed foods and lost a few pounds. At some point wifey jumped on the diet
train and has lost 25 pounds with another 25 to go (not sure what motivated her to start dieting again).
Career is always on the up and up. I'm a successful guy in corporate America well into the low six
figure income. Bored a few years back got into some online business and had quite a bit of side
income coming in as well. I've always owned the family finances and keep a healthy budget in check.
Kids are well behaved - generally speaking. Lots of parents tell us that our kids are well behaved.
Wifey stays at home with the kids but has a passion which i support and help when/where i can.
Around the house I handle business. I fix shit all the time. I fix the cars, i fix the kids toys, i do
random home improvement fixes for the wife.
Places that I noticed are lacking are in the leading department. Since finding the redpill I've tried to
drop the "i don't cares" and make a decision. If the kids want to do something, i say yes or no. no
more, "ask your mom".
A few months back, wifey asked me to go to a conference with her. sure! no kids, just wifey, i'm in.
took off work, made the airfare, hotel and car rental arrangements. She packed up and when she
wasn't looking I dropped in some of my favorite panties for her to wear and some massage oil. Long
story short, the whole week was jam packed and ended up with no sexy panties, no massages, and
one 5 minute sexy time right before we passed out before our 4 am flight. I was butt hurt. no
questions about it. I didn't tell/show it though. I had read to much. Never mentioned another word
about the trip or anything that happened or did not happen. Used this as fuel to keep improving.
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At night instead of sitting with the wife, watching the news or generally wasting time I would clean
up or fix stuff. read NMMNG and working on WISNIFG.
We had sex 2-3 weeks ago. Right afterwards I'm extra cuddly and touchy feely which she clearly
notices and mentions. "see you're much more touch feely after sex" I didn't respond. I initiated sex the
next 3-4 days and slowly stopped cuddles and touches. Then shark week.
During shark week i woke up one morning and said "i'm going to work out". she literally said "what
just happened. you haven't worked out in 20 years." Be home an hour late and out the door. No
resistance, just curiosity.
So its been 2+ weeks since we've had sex. Yesterday, she calls me at work tells me that she's taken a
shower and the hour is near. I know what that means so i'm stoked. Get home and she has a skirt on
for the first time in forever. I complement the skirt hoping for sexy panties...strike 1.
Get the kids situated and jump in the sac after 10 which i already know is a problem. DGAF and
initiate. She says "are you trying to make it with me". "Yup. (strike 2. i haven't touched your body in
3 weeks and you going to ask me this?)" She says "make it quick it's getting late". STEEEEEEERIKE
3! Basically i took this as, Stop rubbing my tits and take my panties off and get this over with, it's
after 10 and i'm tired. Slowly stopped the kino. she says "hey...i thought we were makin' it. you don't
want to get up and get the stuff?" STFU waited a few minutes...watching tv. then rolled over and
went to sleep. This morning...business as usual. So many things running through my mind.
What's the right play: Cave man? Which honestly I'm not quite sure how this goes. basically pump
and dump and leave her needs by the way side? Starfish? Think i read enough on that yesterday to
know that is a bad idea. * Conversation? Only thing I planned to say if it came up last night or this
morning was "You clearly needed your sleep". I opted for STFU.
You can probably see the dysfunction - sadly I cannot. Help a brother in the arena.
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Is anyone here taking cold showers?
13 upvotes | May 26, 2016 | by SubPrimeMate | Link | Reddit Link
I heard about the health benefits of cold showers from a few different places, then read more on
Return of Kings and ignorelimits.com. Although I didn't see much real science, the anecdotal
evidence was undeniable. Increased focus, metabolism, testosterone, etc. I decided to give it a go.
So I am about a month in to this experiment, and it's kindof how you would imagine. It's extremely
uncomfortable, but oddly soothing. It's the first thing I think about when I wake up, and it's not a
happy thought. I don't fret for long. I get out of bed, do some sit ups and push ups to try to warm my
core, turn the handle way right, and jump in.
At first, my screams would scare my wife and wake the kids. But I have calmed down. I just try to
keep breathing as the icy water covers my body from heads to toes. I stay under for as long as I can,
then move out of the way and soap up. Then I get under again and rinse. It's like a forced meditation.
I focus on my breath and, sometimes, the water actually starts to feel warmer. When I turn off the
water and step out, the cold is gone instantly, and my body feels electrified.
The lasting effects are hard to describe, but I can feel how it changes my whole day. No need for
coffee at all, but I sometimes drink it for the comfort. Mentally, I feel more at ease. Focused, but
calm. It's like the hardest part of my day is over first so the rest seems easier. Physically, I feel more
alive and aware. Probably due to increased circulation and metabolism. It seems to be helping shed
pounds -- and there is some science to back this up. Also, I had been experiencing some mild E.D.,
and that is very much gone. But a lot of other things are changing from my MRP efforts so I can't say
for sure that is from the cold showers. It might just be from more sex.
I actually decided to end the experiment last week because, obviously, its ridiculous. But after the
initial euphoria of my first hot shower faded, I felt soft-served and weak-sauce, so I cranked it back to
freezing and stood there as long as I could take it - trying not to scream like a little girl.
This type of thing seems in line with MRP principles, but I don't think I've heard it mentioned here.
Has anyone else here tried cold showering? I'm dying to find someone, most people think it's bat-shitcrazy, but I swear it's helping. Thoughts?
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Email from wife
13 upvotes | May 4, 2016 | by RPStruggle | Link | Reddit Link
Started as a typical nice guy, default "yes" and 80% housework. Been running MAP a while(5
months)with success to me, but not so much my marriage. I've been working hard on improving not
only my body and social life but my mind, most importantly. Wife and I have fun, but no sex. I've
been plowing forward throughout the numerous rejections even though it does seem like my wife is
more attracted to me and she should be, I'm a tall, good looking guy that takes care of shit. Our SMVs
are similar but she's always thought she is a 10(more like 7), even though she has low self esteem and
a craving for validation. Talks shit about how hot she is often.
Recently, my wife confronted me about wanting more attention, because I've been gradually pulling
back with every rejection. Things have been flirty and fun between us otherwise. I met her
confrontation with "I'm not interested in hanging out with someone who isn't interested in sex" and
she hit me with all of her hamster logic and I didn't have a good fogging response at the time so I left.
The last few days I've been initiating and she says something similar to "you need to be nice to me"
so I swat those with AA but she isn't having it so I get up and move on.
I'm also holding her more accountable around the house by being assertive when things need to be
done but I've met much resistance as she likes to be in control. And she's taken offense to me saying
"no" to her unreasonable compliance requests (I still do requests that make sense) and is holding on
to those moments as a reminder where I was being "mean".
Anyways, I get this email earlier today.
I really want to talk to you, but you seem to not want to talk with me. So, I figured I would write it all
down and maybe you will read it. I know you want only sex from me, but I need and expect more. I
asked you on Sunday what you do when you are new in a relationship to make them feel special. You
said nothing. Well, you dote on them. You smile when they talk. You act interested in the things they
are interested in. You take time to be around them. You do things for them just because. Those are the
things that I am missing. You have no desire to be around me and when you are it feels forced. You
are a stranger to me. I don't know who you are anymore. If we were not married and we were just
dating, I would not date you. You are not a nice person anymore. But we are married, and I made a
commitment to you and I honor that commitment. You've told me what it was about me that you
wanted me to fix and I have done everything I can do to become better and correct the things you saw
wrong. They only thing I have not done is sex, but I don't have sex with strangers and that is what you
are to me. If you do not want to (or willing to) become a husband to me then please let me go. I
cannot live like this anymore.
Talk some sense into my situation and call me out however you see fit.
I believe she's a narcissist, her mom is very narcissistic in her actions and they butt heads over
decisions constantly because they both think their world view is the only view. My wife also tries to
degrade me(which I ignore) and occasionally tease me by flashing boobs, rubs dick, flashes ass but
denies me in the initiation.
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Does she actually enjoy giving BJs?
13 upvotes | March 27, 2016 | by fakefalse | Link | Reddit Link
This comes off as a stupid question, but I'm honestly not sure how to measure this.
She is awesome lately. Submissive, touching me, swolling me, sex is up. I'm more attractive, so I
understand that, but she's also giving me BJs. Even initiating them!!!
She does the fun stuff with it too. I just melt when she looks up at me or gobs all over, something she
would never do, even when I'd ask. Hell she even chokes on it with tears and running eye liner, which
is a new thing that absolutely blows my mind...
Honest. This is not bragging, honest. She appears to enjoy it but to what extent is it simple "mate
retention"?
Thanks for all the angles.
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What is fog/fogging?
13 upvotes | August 24, 2015 | by recon_johnny | Link | Reddit Link
Ok, so I figure it's confusing the issue she's bringing up. But, anything specific?
There was a post on MRP that someone suggests asking SO about emotional insecurities, STFU,
letting her talk, then fog. Then fog some more.
So, I'm looking for a few examples, if anyone has them; or a different definition if mine is wrong.
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Parenting - how are you equipping your kids for automation,
AI, and uncertainty?
13 upvotes | February 13, 2019 | by wrong_hole_lol | Link | Reddit Link
A bit off topic, but there's quite a few self-aware, smart Dads here. As I've started owning my shit
physically, professionally and mentally I have realized that I'm raising my kids (7b, 3g) in my image - comfortable suburbanite focused on academics and athletics. I'm sure this has been a worry of
fathers for 300 years; the world is changing at an unprecedented pace and I'm very worried I'm not
adequately preparing my kids.
Automation & AI will push young, lower-SES male unemployment to > 20% over the next 20 years
which is a recipe for revolution. General unemployment will skyrocket similarly. We can guess at the
careers that will benefit (e.g. programming) and those that will cave (e.g. trucking), but there are
obviously unknowables.
I'm trying to come up with a set of skills that we can slowly work on that will best position my
children for any future. I realize that this is Parenting 101, but the tilt being the assumptions of our
parents (college => family => happiness) will likely fail. This may seem like doomsday prep, which
isn't quite right... more future-proofing. Any thoughts, critiques or additions are appreciated.
Physical: - Basic TRP, functional strength and general conditioning as a cornerstone of life - Martial
arts, be capable of self-defense against untrained foes, reach a competent level
Education: - STEM * 1000 - in your studies focus on where the puck is going
- general understanding that school != the real world, life is hard and C's get you fired - tools of
entrepreneurship - chase ideas, take risk while young (especially when family can provide necessities
if/when you fail). There is freedom in being your own boss - sales - there is always a place for people
who can facilitate mutual creation of value
Life:
- mental point of origin - you cannot rely on the government or anyone else to solve your problems
- basic survival skills - not sure how to define this, but probably something around being able to live
disconnected from society for a sustained amount of time
- basic mechanical ability/maintenance
This initial list is lacking in specifics. If you have an specific thoughts, please share. E.g. "I work in
higher education and think it's on the brink of collapse because of x, y and z -- my kids will not be
going to a 4 year school unless it's free or I can easily pay 100% of their bills."
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Found a text suggesting lunch with guy from gym. Should I say
something?
13 upvotes | February 13, 2019 | by starky000001 | Link | Reddit Link
So I pick upped my girls phone to check the time and the text screen was open I saw a text to some
guy with an emoji under it so I clicked it. She’s training to be a CrossFit coach. I don’t do CrossFit I
lift heavy. so I never went to this gym or seen these people.
He gave her a book to study for the test and she said thank you when can I take you out to lunch?
And he said you don’t have to do that but I’m free whenever for you. Let’s avoid the snow with a
smiley face.
Now if I was doing this she would def not be cool with it. Even if I suggested it. Should I bring
attention to this? I think the fact that she did it and prob sees nothing wrong with it but will chastise
me if I did raises even more of a flag.
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Giving redpill advice to Male employees
13 upvotes | March 16, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
I own an engineering and construction business with about 40 employees. In response to changes in
my local market, I eliminated a small division, consisting of four guys, of my company and
repurposed them elsewhere. I offered these four guys four new positions I had created. In a nut shell,
the offer consisted of restructuring their compensation package, but they are not taking a total
compensation cut, but in fact in increase in some areas (two of the four got switched from a salary
position to an hourly, but they got a better health insurance package. Although two of these guys will
bring home a little less money in their check, but now have a company vehicle.
Anyway, my point is about their greatest concern, which they eventually expressed about 30 minutes
into the conversation. They were scared to death to go home to their wives and have to "explain" this
new offer to them. They told me, "what am I going to tell my wife??" Now both these men are just
over 60 and close to retirement, but it is so sad to see these men express their world views and
concerns from a blue pill lens. (One is my uncle and the other is one of my dad's childhood friends)
My question is, should I try and intro these guys into the red pill and where should I start?
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My beginning - What am I doing wrong?
13 upvotes | March 28, 2019 | by Future_Desire | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys,
I found that sub-reddit about two weeks ago and it attracted me very quickly
About me:
I look good, get compliments and flirtations from girls in my neighborhood, I have a good job and I
earn well, I am funny and very sociable.
I have to lift, my body is pretty small but I've already started working on it vigorously.
I am with my wife 3.5 years, our relationship is good, almost do not argue, I do not feel that she is
trying to prevent me from doing things I love, but our sex is bad.
Before my wife I was with very few girls and I did not accumulate such experience, but my wife was
in a lot of relationships and with lots of men (some just for sex) - to be honest it does not bother me
so much "what was before me," but I will not lie, I've thought about it a few times.
At first the sex was good for me slowly I realized that I was not good, she was mostly active,
complained that I do not initiate sex at all and pretty boring. It took me a while to realize that I was
bad, I started to initiate more, stronger and try new things and be more active.
But after a year and a half in a relationship my wife started to want less sex, I got more rejections and
sex became very vanili.
She is not willing to blowjob me because she said it's make her choke and beacuse she dont like the
taste of the spearm. She is willing to do almost only missionary (making a face when I want a
different position), not willing to try anal even though it's a very big fantasy of mine. It annoys me
very much, I think a lot about how I'm not as satisfied as I would like, I find myself doing a handjob
2-3 time a week (I just stopped following the materials I read here)
I got to talk to her several times about not being so pleased, the first few times she would accuse me
of not trying enough and not initiating enough, of course I took the blame on myself and worked with
me. The last two times we talked about it she admitted she had less desire than I and she was trying to
work on it.
She goes through some difficult periods (social, university, family) and I understand that it affects her
desire but what about my need for satisfaction ??
The sentence that strangled me the most was the article I read:
"If she really loved me she'd allow me anal sex."
"I'd be OK without anal if she had refused all previous boyfriends, but she let her boyfriend
Chad fuck her ass, so as her husband I should get it, too."
It just described me, she tried anal with a guy she was dating only two months, And I, who have been
with her for 3.5 years and she loves me so much, will not try (claiming it hurt her that time) even
though she knows how much I want to try? I think about it a lot.
I put my happiness in sex in her hands, and I'm frustrated when she refuses (I never got to tell her not
to sex)
The one time of the week she does agree it feels like some of the time is just to please me and not out
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of behingh horny.
I am a good husband, help my wife, support her, love her, why does not she rip my clothes off?
In the past, she had a lot of desire, proof of this is that she has rich sexual experience, so why with me
is it different?
I'm angry, I'm frustrated, what am I not doing well?
I feel that I will find the answer here
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Wife escalates with physically assaulting me during arguments
13 upvotes | April 16, 2019 | by go-RED-go | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 35, wife also 35, married for 2 years, together for 2.5 years. 1 child (1.5 year old son).
Discovered red pill around 6 months ago and mrp reddit 4 months ago.
Going to the gym for almost 3 years, but was doing mostly fuckarounditis and going only twice or
even once a week.
Exactly 2 months ago I started with serious Stronglifts 5x5, 3 times a week.

Height 192cm (6 feet 3.6 inch), Weight 100kg (220.46 lbs), bf estimation between 13-17%.
Squat 5x5: 97.5kg (214.9 lbs)
DL 3x5: 112.5kg (248 lbs)
BP 5x5: 97.5kg (214.9 lbs)
OHP: 52,5kg (115.7 lbs)
BR: 70kg (154.3 lbs)
Finished MMLSLP, Rational male, NMMNG 2x, reading WISNIFG at the moment. Read about 15%
of the sidebar.
Posted my first OYS.

Soon after we married, she became extremely controlling, and started having regular anger outbursts.
Some of the worst shit (breaking a lot of stuff in the house and slapping me and hitting me with
objects) happened when she was pregnant and my gut was telling me I should just endure and tolerate
it until pregnancy is over. I felt like a weak faggot and grew a lot of resentments towards her and
myself.
After our son was born, breaking of stuff stopped but the physical attacks continued.
The shit culminated one day with us physically fighting while the newborn was in the same room. I
started hitting her back when she wouldn't stop hitting me. A total fucking shit show.
I finally discovered redpill and mrp.

After discovering /mrp started STFU-ing worked like a charm towards goal of creating my frame and
maintaining it. Failing less shit tests than before. After failed shit test, I make a mental note and
prepare for another. Working on not being butthurt, reseting every day. We don't argue as much ,and
the arguments last a lot shorter thanks to STFU, AA, AM and a lot of less DEER-ing.
Sex was never the problem, her lack of respect towards me was (I am aware that's my fault) and
inability to have a civil discussion or argument without raging.
She became less and less aggressive and I found the ways to defuse the behavior before it escalates to
the point of no return.
I don't manage to do it all the time though. So about month ago was the last time she wanted to hit
me, I looked her in the eyes and told her : "If you hit me, be prepared to be hit back, I am a lot
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stronger than you, I will not put up with being hit by you." She stopped for a second hesitating, but
still hit me in my face.
To be perfectly honest, In that moment, I wanted to ram her fucking head in the wall until it pops. I
looked her in her eyes with anger but did nothing, I stayed still. I just kept looking at her, made a "I'm
very disappointed" head gesture and walked away.
Later she apologized, cried and told me she will go to therapy. She kept her word and told me she is
very aware of her problem, but also told me I'm the part of the problem (I'ts my fault that I constantly
"deliberately push her buttons").
She told me she did that shit in relationships before me and told me that her dad often physically
disciplined her.
I'm not sure if I acted good in this situation, so I would appreciate any advice on how to deal with
wife physically assaulting you? I tried 2 approaches - being a pussy bitch and even begging her on
my knees to stop (makes me wanna puke when I remember how low I felt), that didn't work, I tried
hitting her back after she wouldn't stop (she seemed to respond best to this, she would cry, calm down
and apologized and but I know this is not healthy, and not normal and I don't wanna do that shit).
The "not acting out on my rage and making a disappointed face" is the last thing I did.
This time I wanted to show her that even though I wanted to fucking kill her, I endured and kept my
cool.
I am yet to see if this reaction worked on her or not.

When this shit starts again, I must be prepared. I would appreciate any feedback. How to address
when she wants to break your STFU by physically attacking you?
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How to begin leading your kid away from wife’s negative
influence?
13 upvotes | April 19, 2019 | by Iseeitnow7 | Link | Reddit Link
Sorry if this double posts. It wasn't showing up for me.
Found MRP about 2-3 months ago. 5-10”: 230lb. Lifts: Girl level. Sidebar: Completed-NMMNG,
MMSLP, WISNIFG, MAP. Currently 75% through TRM.
I was drunk captain for 10 years, wife didn’t really take over so basically nobody was captaining for a
long time. I expect her to push back on any changes that directly affect her, but I don’t envision a big
battle where I have to re-assume command. Could be wrong on that.
I’ve known this day was coming for years and it’s here now. Wife’s negative traits are rubbing off on
oldest daughter (11) and I have to now find a way to counteract it to avoid my daughter ending up a
clone of the emotional wreck that is my wife. Wife has turned into a super negative pessimist who
snaps at any kind of adversity. Yes. I know whose fault this is. Daughter’s hormones are starting to
kick in and she’s having outbursts and parroting wife’s negative and defeating self-talk about how
she can’t do this, can’t do that. Doesn’t know how to do this, doesn’t know how to do that, etc, etc.
So basically, I now need to hold my daughter to a higher standard than my wife does with self-esteem
and handling negative thoughts and I’m not sure how to go about it. I can STFU and ignore/deal with
my wife over the span of months but I need to do something now with my daughter because it’s
getting bad and she’s starting middle school in the fall. I fear that the sharks will smell blood in the
water if she rolls up to middle school and kids she doesn’t know with poor self-esteem and a loser
mentality. Book recommendations welcomed.
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Are All Women Like This?
13 upvotes | April 22, 2019 | by Keefe9973 | Link | Reddit Link
I made a post several weeks back about a relationship I was in. I thought I had swallowed the red pill
only to find out I had rationalized my behaviors as being red pilled. The chick was a HB/9, ending a
marriage she had gotten into at 18(now 23), and was long distance. I know all of you are jumping to
blast me for being a pussy ass beta male who didn't digest the red pill but I already got that on the last
post so I'm here for different reasons. I realize how many fuck ups I made and I’m committing to
doing the learning now.
It was the first relationship I have had. In the past I've had sex with two women and both times I had
anxiety induced ED. When we would talk and have phone sex I never had the problems, we
connected extremely well and agreed on a lot of unorthodox opinions. I had convinced myself of so
many things I didn't believe in like soul mates and all that bull shit. Honestly this part is a warning to
anyone who hasn't fully digested the red pill. Watch the fuck out for how your emotions can convince
you of so much bull shit.
I honestly think I did a good job being alpha at the beginning aside from it being long distance. She
was telling me I was hottest guy on the planet, sending me gifts and blowing up my phone constantly.
I saw this relationship as an opportunity to learn red pill dynamics from a distance, thinking this
would keep my emotions out of it. WRONG. I had read RM, game, mystery method and a couple
others before starting it. I know, I know, I disregarded half the shit in RM but that was part of me
learning so I can't say I regret all of this.
She mentioned a guy from her past who I now know made her an alpha widow. She told me how
much she hated him. He had cheated on her publicly in high school, kicked her out his car 45 mins
from home and made her find her way back and all other shit. He only came up once in a blue moon
so I didn't read much into it at the time. However, days before I had a complete loss of frame I
remember her mentioning him. Saying it was the first time she'd seen his IG in a long time. After we
had our big fight because I lost frame completely, I noticed him follow her on IG and she followed
him back.
Next thing I know she is completely done with me. It shocked me. I got real beta and insecure and
told her I knew she was talking to him. She said he hadn't even reached out to her which I'm sure was
a lie. Fast forward two and a half weeks, I had been in no contact(still trying to gerry rig this oneitis)
with her and she reaches out to me. She mention she'd hung out with him a couple times and that it
was only as friends and that she realized he was actually a "good guy now." I knew this was a lie
when she told me. In a weird way I felt relieved when she said it. It was like a release from oneitis
somehow as much as I had wanted to make things work.
I really wanted you guys opinion on this idea of women lying. This girl in particular had more red
flags than I can count and I know I should have steered clear. Her mother and her hated each other,
she admittedly had been kinda slutty in high school, she was married when we started and I could go
on. She had started talking about marriage with me like a month into us talking and while her divorce
was going on she told she had lied about that to keep me from leaving her. She later explained she
was just feeling that way because she was going through the divorce and didn’t want to think about it
and I bought it because after it was over she started talking about marriage again. However this was a
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lie and I know there are other lies I’m struggling to remember.
It’s one of the hardest things for me to swallow in the red pill. I'm posting in Married Red Pill
because I would like to know how you guys deal with this in an LTR or marriage. I should have
known better than to believe anything this woman said. After all, she lied to her husband before she
started the divorce and told him I was just a friend. Who knows what else she lied about. Are all
women manipulative liars to this degree or she just an awful LTR candidate? Do you just accept that
your wife or LTR is probably lying to you about a lot of things? and if so how do you deal with this
in your head?
It's so hard for me to believe all women are just lying constantly and have no moral compass. I'm not
marriage oriented per say but I enjoy having more than a shallow relationship with a woman. I even
went out to bars this past weekend. It was my first time really implementing game strategies and I
made out with a couple of chicks and got a number but it's hard to explain but I felt completely
disassociated from the entire experience. Is this some deep rooted blue pill shit I have to break
through or is it possible to be red pill in a LTR with a great woman, who isn't bullshitting you and
you feel a genuine connection to? And does it just mean I have a problem if I prefer that to casual
sex?
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The push/pull game
13 upvotes | April 23, 2019 | by red-sfpplus | Link | Reddit Link
10 months into my LTR with Mandy and the push/pull game is starting to get pervasive, and I am not
sure why?
To be straight, there is only one person playing this game - her.
If I had to guess, perhaps my level of comfort is low, however I feel as though I am providing the
exact level of comfort I am willing to provide, and no more. I have no intentions of providing "fake"
comfort just to shut her up.
The push/pull game goes something like this:
"Blah, blah, blah, you are annoying/"
"Yep, I am. Chat later, have shit to do."
"Wait, what? I was just kidding - come here" as she kisses me, or proceeds to blow up my texts
telling me she misses me.
Typically happens on Tues/Wed after we see each other on the weekends. No I do not ghost her
during the week. We still chat often/FT and I try to grab her for lunch every other week or so since
my schedule is so flexible. I have to eat after-all, might as well have lunch with someone I like.
I get the push/pull dynamic when you are trying to hook up and/or the relationship is fresh. But 10
months in?
I know two modes - on/off - in/out - you get my time/you dont - you get my attention/you dont.
If you annoy me, I dont respond.
Obviously I understand that I am clearly winning this game of push/pull as I do not fall for the bait.
But it is a boring game. And I clearly do not give enough fucks to keep her comfort level high enough
for her to not want to play this game.
What is next level game here?
I am apparently obtuse, and need to manufacture some drama perhaps?
This is not a shit post BTW.
Actually - now that I have typed this, and am reading it.....
Maybe I am the one doing push/pull and don't realize it?
Fuck. Someone set me straight....
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Tips for dealing with resentment
13 upvotes | May 8, 2019 | by LocustOfOrigin | Link | Reddit Link
I'm looking for suggestions about dealing with my wife's resentment/anger. Currently I ignore her
attitude, remove my presence, focus on my mission but it's seems to be an endless cycle. Half the
week she seems fine, the other half she's a resentful bitch.

Quick Background:
I run my own very successful business, I lift 5 days a week(run gear), I have have hobbies and a great
circle of friends. Sex is/was never an issue. Even with her shitty demeanor we still fuck 2-3 times a
week. That said, her attitude stinks and is becoming a huge turn off.

I spent a good deal of time searching and learning on this sub and I know it's often said that she's a
reflection of me, but I'm not resentful, I'm happy with my life, my mission, my progress. I've
searched for posts about resentment but most seem to reference the anger phase, and it's not me who
is angry. So I'm looking for insights that I may be missing.

My wife seems to be very entitled and selfish at times. It may be of no value but a couple months ago
my sister in-law, out of nowhere, in private, said she knows her sister is an entitled selfish brat and
she thanked me for "hanging in there"... I think this was like a kick in the nuts that opened my eyes.

It's very possible I just stuck my dick in angry (she was not like this while dating) and I've been to a
couple lawyers in regards to my exit strategy should it need go that way. But I want to make sure I
address my own bullshit before I go that route.

I don't have many expectations of her, she's a SAHM, kids are in school, outside of cooking a meal a
couple nights a week and some laundry, she doesn't have much on her. I make good money and we
have lots of support. She should not be stressed out given the circumstances, I don't know what she
resents me for but half of every week is the silent treatment.

So I ignore her bullshit and focus on me but I'm concerned about the lessons I'm teaching my kids
with this ongoing dynamic. I believe in extreme ownership so I know, regardless of the issue, it's my
fault. But I'd like to see the fault more clearly before I take my next action. Thoughts...
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Ltr friend
13 upvotes | May 15, 2019 | by Somelier1234 | Link | Reddit Link
Ltr has a close friend who is always hating on her own marriage to her husband. Constantly wishing
she could leave her husband and complaining about him when all he does is work and pay for her to
sit on her ass at home (typical). This friend constantly wants ltr to go out to bars and other random
events where there is definitely some male attention seeking behavior going on.I guess my question is
are friends like this bad news? Also she wants her to go to a four day festival to get wasted and camp
out how would you violent gentlemen handle this? I assume let her go and if shit goes down then
next? Or do I just next period if she wants to go to the fest?
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What tools and techniques do you use to internalize a frame?
13 upvotes | May 24, 2019 | by Meeterpoint | Link | Reddit Link
I am underway, I lift, I got my MAP, now I’m wondering if there are any good tools and techniques
to subconsciously internalise a frame.
In the past I read things about writing down positive affirmations 10-100 times a day which is
supposed to accelerate the internalisation of a mindset (“I am responsible for my family, taking the
decisions bla bla bla”). Then there is talk about self-hypnosis and how that can help efficiently reprogram the subconscious beliefs and patterns.
I’m not looking for shortcuts, I’m just curious if anyone has some good tips and techniques that help
anchoring a new frame within your subconscious in the most efficient and persistent way.
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Bored of people who says that I am stupid because I got
married at 22yo. Need advices
13 upvotes | May 28, 2019 | by dbayraktar | Link | Reddit Link
I got married at 22 years old and now I am 23.
My wife is 20. We both didn't want to marry so early. I knew everything about the mentality of TRP.
It is a long and very annoying reason why I got married. Yes I love my wife if you wonder. But
again; we didn't want to marry so early, we just had to because of her dad insisted and threaten us to
break up. He is an alcholic man. He asked me to break up with his daughter or he said he would kill
me. I didn't give a fuck about him and he locked her daughter to the room for 3 days and then she
ended up to came to me and we suddenly got married. I know that sounds very strange or maybe
stupid.
Anyway, there is nothing to do. I just want to be happy but I can't because of people who always say
that I am a stupid man because I got married so early. They always say that I can't live my life
anymore. I can't get other girls when I want bla bla bla....
What is your advices for me? Marriage life is very hard. I have been trying to earn money to get our
life in order. We don't want a kid yet. She has some dreams about our future like having a baby,
having a beautiful house, living without stress etc. But I don't want to dream like her because I
always got a thought in my mind that I can't live forever as a married man. I will die one day and I
want to live like a free man. Sometimes I see other single guys who live their life as a free man and I
say I wish I didn't get married so early. I don't know.
I know most of you are in your 30s/40s of your life. I know you have got valuable informations to
give me about life, marriage. How should I live my life?
Thanks.
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Wife is too RP perhaps, help with blended family.
13 upvotes | June 3, 2019 | by HornsOfApathy | Link | Reddit Link
It's been a while since I posted a question. Just for background - been at MRP for nearly a year.
Relationship with my wife is the best it's ever been after months of self-improvement on my part, but
there is one final shit test that I can't seem to get through - or captain the fuck up and lead. I could use
input. My wife has generally fallen into her feminine frame most of the time and enjoys being lead.
Wife loves RP marriage. She is also RP herself quite a bit. I have a son from a previous relationship
(12yo). She has slowly grown to resent him. For the same reasons that a cucked stepdad would, plus
the fact that she can no longer shit-test me about anything that I do for the most part because my
SMV is far above hers, and I own my shit. I don't get shit tests about me anymore.
She has never once lashed at him, but expresses being cucked often in private to me. Things such as:
I gave up my career for him (she did not), he doesn't talk to me ever (she doesn't inititiate any
conversations), he is always up his mom's ass (BP behavior).
Son has no ill-feelings at all towards my wife. I think he actually likes her better than me to be
honest.
Relationship between wife and I is increasingly better and this is the last hurdle to overcome, if it's
possible. She regularly brings up leaving now because she can't handle being a stepmother. This is
vastly different than when we got together 7 years ago.
How does a captain deal with that one? She has put in no effort to read books about being a
stepmother even though she bought one, and refuses to let go of any resentment or anger at all about
the past. I ask these questions because this is the one thing holding back my marriage from being
exactly what I want.

Edit: One more question - what is MRP's stance on counseling or therapy for this topic of blended
families only and stepparents? I am apprehensive about suggesting so given the "well we went to
therapy and tried to work it out but it didn't" statement that most women would give.
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HD/LSE Wife... any tips?
13 upvotes | June 13, 2019 | by mrp_awakening | Link | Reddit Link
After re-reading Practical Female Psychology, I've become more and more convinced my wife falls
under the "HD/LSE" (high sex drive/low self esteem) category the authors talk and warn about. In
particular, she can take it personally if I say no to compliance tests or pass shit tests, and will escalate
to fighting. STFU/ignore/leave room is ineffective... she'll follow me around screaming, swearing,
threatening, waking me up at night to keep fighting, etc... This type of response is erratic. Usually
passing a test works, but on rare occasion it's met with this extreme behavior. She meets many of the
LSE criteria (awful father/childhood, history of DV in many other relationships, etc...). I could
elaborate on specific events in comments, but the events themselves aren't really significant. What
matters is that she takes a "No" to a compliance test as an attack on her self-worth/self-image
(validates LSE belief of poor self worth) and responds with defensiveness/aggression. It's gotten
worse recently as my OI, confidence, and DNGAF attitude has increased. My SMV right now is at
least a 1-3 pts higher than hers.
Regardless... Has anyone dealt with this before, or have any tips? Will staying the course cause
improvement in this scenario, or do I need to tweak how I respond to shit tests (compliance tests in
particular)? It may be fundamentally incompatible, but is there a way to add comfort while passing a
compliance or shit test? My gut instinct says no, but figured I'd ask if anyone has pointers.
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She's a reflection of me
13 upvotes | June 15, 2019 | by UnlimitedEgo | Link | Reddit Link
So... I'm early on my journey (again, not sure why I fell off but anyway). My wife, mom of our two
little ones recently told me the reason she doesn't want to have sex (let's put it this way, jerking off
doesn't do the job and my human need for sex with a human is over the moon) is that she isn't
comfortable with the way she looks (overweight and psoriasis). Do I want a wife that is motivated to
fix herself when she sees flaws, yes... I've offered my support but ultimately put it as, 'its hard work
and I'll help you, but I'm not going to waste my time in it if you don't want it'. (By all means it should
piss her off that she can't meet my needs and doesn't even recognize that she has some buried
somewhere. She did tell me that she feels like I pester and bug her about sex all the time... (I do make
comments sexual where I can,
So back to the title of this post - she's a reflection of me... I've fallen off the boat of red pill several
times for several reasons which ultimately go back to me being a faggot... Drunk captain, DEER
expert.
My question is if AWALT, she should come along on a semi parallel journey, correct? I can't force
her. It's like a dog on a very long loose leash she'll finally have to if I'm going the other direction at
100mph and she's stopped.
Anyway it feels like I shouldn't go 100% full speed with all concepts I've learned, but incramentally.
as men we're logical so I'm trying to find a plan that tells me where ...
So how can I lead her to better ideas I'm making, in a way that gets her excited again. She just won't
play along and she still won't fuck me if she thinks she's ugly she probably will not fuck me
regardless...
Anywho -- general dialog is always helpful. Please let me know any up front info u might have that
can help my frame or that I can use to get her to lose her pants.
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Time to get shafted by askMRP, but I want some input.
13 upvotes | July 13, 2019 | by CrazyLemonLover | Link | Reddit Link
Together 6 years, married 6 months. 24m and 23f Just started TRP after following dead bedroom and
glancing at mgtow. Didn't find what sounded right in either.
Gym 3 times a week, doing SL 5x5, not sure what my max lifts are. Navy method says 19%BF. 6'3"
185 lbs.
Read NMMMG, reading WISNIFG
So, I was, and still act like/am a blue pilled simp most of the time. My wife holds the keys to our
relationship, and shit if it feels like shit. I have no frame, no idea wtf I am doing, and the only skill I
thought I had was STFU until today.
Im not an emotional person. Im not bound to outbursts or anger. I spent my entire childhood being
told that men don't feel or show emotion by both parents. Kinda fucked me up. My wife repeats this.
If I disagree with her, I'm yelling. If I get angry, she treats me like im going to beat her. I've never
laid a hand on her or even shown a violent impulse in 6 years. Violence makes no sense to me in
most cases, except as a response to violence.
I tend to have to think out my answers, my motto for a long time was "it's better to say nothing than
say something stupid." Now I think that was just an excuse for being indecisive.
My wife, I can tell, is looking for leadership but fighting me every step of the way when I try to show
it. Questions that she asks, but wants me to answer her way, advice on her relationships, questions
about our future. I've always deferred to her on this shit. In my mind it was because I didn't care.
Now I know it is because I thought my wants were less important than hers. "Happy wife happy life"
was uttered more times in the last 6 months than anything else I was told. All I could think was "am I
just not important?" Well. No. Im not. No one gives a fuck about me. Not our parents, not her, not my
boss. If I want someone to give a fuck about me. It's gotta be me.
And that's where I am. Smashing through the sidebar but finding myself to balless to apply it. Trying
to get through the idea that IT WON'T GET BETTER IF I DON'T.
Today, I passed(I think) the first shit test I've ever passed. Could have failed. I did get pissed for once
and she pouted. Girl lives to pick at my skin blemishes. I told her no. She did it again. I raised my
voice again and told her to go fuck off. She started pouting and I STFU and went back to what I was
doing. For the first time, I didn't DEER when I got angry. I HAVE A GOD DAMNED RIGHT TO
BE ANGRY that's my new mantra. I have the right to feel how I feel and not fucking apologize like
the pussy I am.
And man has this been a struggle against DEERing, and with a ton of comfort tests. "What if you get
hotter than me and leave me for some skinny gym chick." My response "guess you have to try
harder" with a grin. Then I get called to cocky and an asshole. "Okay" and STFU. Keep to my
routine. Gym. Work. Research. Improvement. When she goes to bed, hobbies. Music, video games,
computer programming. It's annoying, but fuck the girl never sits down. And if she's doing shit, I
have to, or im a lazy shit bag and that's unattractive. But man, it sucks. Up at 6, don't sit down till 8.
Actually, it's a bit empowering. Just... boring.
As for her... she works 8 a day, cooks, cleans, is super affectionate, validates me without my asking
or looking at all. Wants non-sexual intimacy. Even the frequency of sex is decent. 2-3 times a week,
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mostly her initiating. Truth is, IAHBNFH. She doesn't put work into her appearance, doesn't try to be
sexy, and hates when I mention wearing X, or trying Y.
I came to MRP for the self improvement. Im working on it. It's too soon to tell if im just fucking it all
up.
I came to askMRP to see what nasty foot up my ass you guys could give, and see if there is anything
you guys pick up on that I am missing that might point me in a better direction.
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How did you approach your wife?
13 upvotes | July 15, 2019 | by RK4765 | Link | Reddit Link
Hello Ask MRP,
Posted this on MRP and got banned. Reposting here so i can get some real answers hopefully.
Here I am, sitting at a rooftop bar next to 3 girls focused on their instagram accounts. I'm not getting
any IOIs, I'm bitter and discouraged. I've done a lot to improve myself, and when I do approach it just
doesn't happen.
Striking out and I just dont get it. I just don't see why it has to be this way. I'm ready to get married
and my dad met my mom years younger than me with no game.
I'd like this topic to be a place for men to share the approaches that led to their current marriage
partner.
What year was it, how did you approach? What made the difference with being seen as the right man
in their eyes?
Thank you for your time.
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Theory on Frame vs. Ego
13 upvotes | August 11, 2019 | by LeonidasMRP | Link | Reddit Link
I am 2.5 months into my MRP journey and I am working on defining frame. When I was first
studying this concept I was having trouble distinguishing frame from ego. I knew that ego is your
sense of self worth. After studying frame I would say that frame is how we interface our ego with
reality. A lot of people say we need to kill our ego but I don't think it can be killed. Ego will always
be with us, I think it just needs to be reprogrammed. STFU is a way of reprogramming the ego and
for us to stop sabotaging our lives while we learn RP.
The problem with the ego is that the default setting for the ego is to be stimulated when our bodies
receive pleasure. Unless you are careful your ego will allow you to be under the impression that you
are succeeding in life everytime you:
eat a cookie
look at porn
receive praise
avoid discomfort
Allowing the ego to operate like this is self destructive. As MRP men we need to reprogram our egos
to be stimulated by ourselves because we truly like the person we are or are becoming. We start
investing time and energy into ourselves because we believe in ourselves and we want to make
ourselves happy. Pretty soon our ego tells us we have value because:
you are intelligent
you are funny
you like how you look in the mirror
you proved to yourself you can achieve goals
Being your own source of ego stimulation creates positive feedback loop that results in a strong ego
that will not be shaken when someone insults or disagrees with you. Once the ego has been
reprogrammed, you can build your frame around that. Your frame is the interface between your ego
and reality. If your frame is fun, energetic, positive and strong, like your ego is, then most people will
be happy to enter your frame. If they choose not to enter your frame its because they are bitter, boring
people and their rejection of your frame will have no impact on you. Don't try and build your frame
until you have fixed your ego.
Thoughts?
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Tips for Threesome Game
13 upvotes | August 5, 2019 | by Redpillbrigade17 | Link | Reddit Link
Last night my LTR and I went out to a low key late dinner, close to our neighborhood. This after our
workout, and an otherwise fun and sex filled weekend. Our waitress was hot, and I immediately
found myself attracted to her - nice body, face, legs, tank top, shoulders, ass - you name it, she had it.
I start chatting up with my LTR about how I find her attractive, and asked her if she did too- turns out
yes. (My LTR and I have dabbled in such action ever since we went out a year and half ago with one
of her girlfriends, and after several drinks the two of them were making out profusely.- but nothing
concrete since).
So we start talking a bit more with waitress every time she came to our table, and gaming her.
Surprisingly my LTR although initially nervous, got into it quickly and was really good at teasing
info out of her, building connection, even did some nice kino! when a mosquito landed on waitress
shoulder, she reached out, touched her to waive it off umm yum. Anyway - I end up pushing the
envelope, and toward end of dinner ask her if she’d like to join us for a glass of wine after work. She
politely declines. We shrug it off, say something like maybe another time.
Later then as we’re in bed, the two of us kept fantasizing about the waitress, vocalizing what we
would do to her, how she would join in, all the positions all of us would get in. All while my LTR is
wearing some hot lingerie I asked her to wear, a neck choker / collar and we put on some nice porn
online with 2 hot girls and a dude. We had a lot of fun, and I see it as part of priming my LTR to get
really comfortable for when we do land that one third for some three way action.
Anyway so here is my question: what are some good practical tips you fellas have for getting that
much dreamed of threesome with you &two girls.
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The struggle of balancing time with/without LTR
13 upvotes | August 29, 2019 | by Throwaway721477 | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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A question for the lifters.
13 upvotes | October 11, 2019 | by DefiantOutlook | Link | Reddit Link
Good evening
At 42 years of age and 9 years married I’ve finally realised what a faggot I’ve become and am going
about unfucking myself.
I accept it’s a long road.
I accept I’ve done this to myself.
There are no excuses - just a desire to be better and an acceptance that the stay plan is the same as the
go plan. I realise that this will take nigh on a year at least but I’m prepared and willing to do the
work, which leads me onto my question.
I’ve started 5x5. Chest, back and shoulders are fine but when I squat I simply can’t use legs properly
for up to 5 days. If I follow the programme to the letter, I should be squatting every other day - bar
weekends - but I’m seriously concerned about injury.
Am I right to wait until my legs feel ready to train again and just do my other lifts or do I ignore the
fact I’m walking like an 80 year old and hit them again. Issue is, I love squatting, but I’m concerned I
could seriously fuck myself up.
Thoughts appreciated, gents.
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Fiance gave me her old laptop to use for work - a look into her
past has me worried
13 upvotes | November 4, 2019 | by trp1223 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 31, 6'6, 260 lbs - own a successful business and a nice home. N-count is in the 40s. My family is
"the family" in our county of about 700k people. I lift 3-4 days per week, but I'm still soft around the
edges. max bench: 285 max OHP: 175
I met my fiance 2.5 years ago. Even though I hadn't found the red pill yet, I was already living a
fairly red pilled lifestyle. I was constantly working on my mission, dating multiple girls and dropping
them on a dime if they hindered my life in any way, and I've practiced stoicism since I first heard
about it in college.
Dated my fiance (she's 27) exclusively for a year, then she moved in, and roughly six months after
that I proposed (about two months ago).
I vetted her as best I could and always paid attention to her actions. Not once in 2.5 years have we
had any major issues. She's submissive (both in and out of the bedroom), she treats me like a king,
she comes from a good family, we share the same faith, and she's not even remotely lazy at home or
at her job.
The one thing she does do all the time is glance at other guys. The first glance never bothers me, it's
the second or third glance that feels disrespectful. Perhaps this is normal and I'm just being insecure.
But I digress.
The other day my laptop crashed and I needed to get some work finished at home. So my fiance said I
could use her old laptop.
Long story short, it was a macbook and it had been synced with her phone. All her text messages
were there for my viewing pleasure.
I firmly believe trust but verify and knowing that marriage is the riskiest investment I'll make in my
life, I wanted to verify that the girl I'm about to marry didn't have any major red flags.
Here's what I found:
Confirmed n-count of 11 (she specifically mentioned this number to her best friend)
I didn't know her n-count prior to this, not sure how to feel about it being 11
4 of them were in the two months prior to meeting me
She was sleeping with at least two dudes at the same time before we met
Justified it to her friends because she wasn't exclusive with either of them
She texted a few of her friends excitedly telling them she slept with a professional soccer player
Turns out he lied to her, he was just a tall, good looking dude who played in college
Hooked up with a guy friend while on a group trip abroad
She randomly messaged one of her friends: "I'm irritable and just need sex from a guy"
They go on to discuss who she should try to hang out with
She hooked up with a juice head
Her ex of 1.5 years was also a juice head
Kind of worried he alpha widowed her
She casually dated a police detective 10 years older than her for a few months
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She also was texting a cop prior to me. I do notice she looks at guys in uniform a lot. Is
this just something girls do because they like the authority shit? Or am I fucked because
I'm not a cop and thats what her subconscious craves?
Other than that, all the messages about me were good. She's been raving about me to her friends and
family since the day we met. Not a single negative things had been said about me. She told everyone
how happy she is with me and that she can't wait to marry me.
Is marriage with this woman doomed from the start or am I overanalyzing what I found?
Although I believe in AWALT/hypergamy, I also believe it's a spectrum. Perhaps the things I found
point to her being more AWALT and hypergamous?
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Wife backing out on a trip out of state with another couple but
still wants me to go... alone...
13 upvotes | November 18, 2019 | by skizzum97 | Link | Reddit Link
We had planned to go up and visit friends (another married couple) in another state this weekend but
all of a sudden my wife wants to stay home but is insisting that I still go. I told her it would be weird
if I went without her but she is insisting that I still go ... Her reasoning for wanting to stay is vague
excuses about being tired and needing to run errands and catch-up on work.
Is this a shit test? is she up to something? How should I navigate this?
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Weekly Workout Routine
13 upvotes | November 27, 2019 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Stats:
6'4 235 (about 20% body fat)
Started 5x5 two months ago with just the bar.
Current lifts (all 5x5):
Squat: 170
OH Press: 100
Deadlift: 225
Bench Press: 125
Barbell Row: 110
Schedule
Monday - Squat, OH Press, Deadlift
Tuesday
Wednesday - Squat, Bench Press, Barbell Row
Thursday
Friday - Squat, OH Press, Deadlift
Saturday
Sunday - Squat, Bench Press, Barbell Row
Following Week would have Monday off and start Tuesday with Squat, OH Press, and Deadlift.
I've made excellent physical gains over the past 2 months. I'm stronger than I've ever been.
Question:
While I have lost a good amount of weight, about 30 pounds in the last 3 months I have noticed my
cardio is still pretty bad. I get winded from a light jog or running up a few flights of stairs. I do have a
spin bike (Pelaton equivalent made by Nordic track) I can use to start building cardio. Would it be
wise for me to start adding a 30-45 minute spin on my off days? If not, is there another excise I could
add?
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Hiring Wife?
13 upvotes | November 29, 2019 | by HonkHonkBaby | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys,
I need some advice. I'm early 30s and married when I was 20, because my then girlfriend needed a
Greencard, though she denies it till today and insists it was because we were so in love with each
other.
Anyway, I was broke most of my earlier years between University, a dropout and low paying jobs.
And if she could have left me then she probably would have, but for reasons (no job, no language, no
connections) she didn't.
Fast forward I am a small business owner, with 3 employees, very soon with around 8, because I am
buying an old competitor out, in a white collar industry.
Admittedly it is very hard for me to turn the ship around at home, because for more than a decade I
didn't own my shit. I didn't brought in the money, I didn't work out and my marriage was and is still
partly dieing a long painful death.
At work it is a totally different story. I am the youngest, and well dressed in the office and employees
are very respectful. I get told in my face how much of a catch I would be and notice getting eyed, a
thing that didn't happen in the past, so I must be doing something right in the eyes of these post-wall
women. At home I am in the following stage
Your mind will be consumed by your lack of sex and intimacy and your relatiionship will
be defined by a massive lack of respect.
With my current acquisition my company is about to make 400k a year revenue. With so many
employees it's not much, but it is so much better than being broke.
Though I have continuous nagging at home for not hiring my wife, and why I employ other women at
my company, instead of my wife, and send my wife to work full time for other men. "Any real man
with an Office, wouldn't let his wife return at home at 10pm from a shitty low paying job."
Objectively she would be a good candidate. She has the right qualifications, is good looking and hard
working. But her lack of respect at home make my stomach clinch.
Furthermore some good employees already don't like the idea (hiring decisions are team decisions),
because they have seen her being "hysterical".
On the one side I need to hire an assistant to assist me in the acquisition process. On the other hand I
haven't been able to tame her, so she is still a risk factor, since I heard at least from one qualified
employee that he would consider quiting, if I hired her.
My gut feeling tells me that hiring her is a high risk high reward situation. I would have the mother of
my child in the office. I would fuck her whenever nobody is around (that's part of the job description)
and if she works as hard as she does elsewhere, she would be a benefit.
The risks are that she wouldn't be able to accept a subordinate role to other more experienced female
employees and would probably try to use her connection to me for power trips. Though any display
of lack of respect will be reprimanded early and swiftly by me, which would in turn create problems
at home. Also she is the jealous type of person, which might create conflict and a bad atmosphere.
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I don't need bitch fights. But I also am quite guilt-tripped by her for not doing my duty. By the way, I
have a fully implemented performance measurement system that tracks everything that can be
tracked, so I would see very quick if she does her job or not.
I don't know whom else to ask for advice. All around are my employees who are unanimously against
it and beta males who are in favor.
I personally am inclined to test her out. See how things work out, and if they don't (aka she doesn't let
me fuck her), fire her. Sounds good in theory, but nobody believes that this kind of golden way works
in real life.
So what do you guys think?
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Spark
13 upvotes | December 23, 2019 | by IATAsshole | Link | Reddit Link
This is just some late night philosophy, not an uegnet problem I have, just want to pick you guys’
brains on this one.
About an hour ago I had the realization that the in love feeling in the start of a relationship is never
gonna come back the same way. It’s common knowledge and I knew, but now I know. It hit me quite
hard as I was tickling my girlfriend of 4 years and we were laughing, weird timing to find out.
Now in fear of sounding like a beat I have to say my connection with her is deeper, so we’re evolving
as a couple, and we compliment eachother nicely and I appreciate that.
I’m wondering how you who are in successful LTR’s and marriages keep the spark going. I mess
around with her, tickle her, spank her randomly around the house etc. She responds well and we
laugh, sex is often and great. It’s just this internal feeling I’ve been having a while.
Few stats we’re living together and have a 15month old child, she’s 23 I’m 25. Economy is good. I’m
a weak bitch but look aesthetic, I’m 180cm 74kg, Benchpress 55kg x 5 Deadlift 75 x 5 squat 65 x 5
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How to build social life from scratch?
13 upvotes | January 10, 2020 | by Goobergus_Gubbins | Link | Reddit Link
My last couple OYS here:
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/el8s8z/own_your_shit_weekly_january_07_2020/
fdh3iya/
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/ei069l/own_your_shit_weekly_december_31_20
19/fco6124/
I’m 10 months in to MRP. Up to this point, I had thought my situation was less dire than average. I
was basing this diagnosis on not having a dead bedroom at any point in my 25+ years married. The
last few weeks, feedback from this community has made it crystal clear that I have one-it is really bad
and little social network aside from my wife’s work/church/general circle of friends. Also critical
gaps in my competency set as described in my OYS.
The past week, I have been pulling back from smothering/clingy/needy behavior at home. Wife’s
response has been to cut me off sexually. Not unfriendly or hostile, just smug and perky: If I’m not
going to pedestalize her princessness, then I don’t get my validation handout sex. Enough about her,
Rule 9. If this is just a bump in the road, no problem. You can’t make an omelette without breaking
eggs. It’s just a place I have not been before.
Emotionally, I’m pretty raggedy. Am attempting to be OI about not getting laid, but there’s zero
chance my wife is buying any of that, my frame is weak as hell. I understand, textbook-wise, about
developing abundance mentality so the OI is genuine and unforced. I got married as a 28 year old
almost-virgin, so have never experienced abundance.
To my question. I’m recently retired. My hobbies are largely cooking, writing, car restoration, and
aquariums. I also sail several times a week, and attend a weekly BSDM class and post-class coffee
meetup. I backpack solo for a week every year, and sometime another week with my brother. MRP
12 Steps of Dread indicate that I need a hefty increase in time spent away from the house,
opportunities to make friends, and a robust social life. This leads to a quandary. For the most part,
being a home-body is compatible with 99 percent of my mission. The guys I sail with are chill, ubercompetent, and stoic, difficult qualities to find in the general population of humans. It’s hard to
schedule sailing crew, so I solo the boat a couple times a week as well. 80 percent of people I run into
randomly, I find fat, beta, pathetic, and annoying. I don’t see how they would add value to my life.
Becoming more social solely in order to get laid also seems like it violates some foundational MRP
principles.
BJJ is out, my skeleton is too fucked up. Although an MMA dude at my gym generously worked with
me on hitting the heavy bag. Ditto for say, rock climbing, but that’s exactly the kind of people I like
hanging out with. At 56, there’s also the problem that I’d be “that old guy” hanging out with all the
young people. Church is out, because I can’t fake believing in the alternative history, science, and the
invisible guys.
Help me to get my head screwed on better. I'm experienced with the beat-down style of this forum.
Bring it.
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What to do if I am the one with a low sex drive?
13 upvotes | October 10, 2020 | by Agitated_Ad_3662 | Link | Reddit Link
I am not far into the MRP journey yet. I have read and continue to reread all the required side bar
contents, been doing so over the past 9 months trying to get momentum going. I own the fact that it
has not yet. But there is one big issue I cannot find much information on and really am stuck on:
My wife does not have a low sex drive. Her sex drive is huge and she keeps blaming me and getting
angry formy lack of sex drive. I know:
1. I ought to have even angry sex just to calm her down.
2. "Everything is about sex. Except sex. Sex is about power." (Oscar Wilde)
3. not fucking her (enough) is breaking the red pill rules.
Yet with everything that has happened and is happening, my sex drive is simply not there anymore. I
originally married her in part because I was with a frigid woman before, but after over 2 years of
misery it simply died out on my side, while I am still very much trying to save this marriage.
Her sex drive though... The day can have been a horrible s**tshow on every level, but even if she was
throwing the most demeaning insults at me right before bed, she still expects sex right then and there.
I have tried purposefully intoxicating and the dissociation does boost my sex drive, but that obviously
is not a solution and I don't know what that experiment is supposed to tell me.
Any insights would be most welcome.
Disclaimer: I have read the side bar, looked for similar posts and tried to follow policy guidelines
with this post. Most things MRP says about me is true and I readily admit I need to work on myself /
own my shit. I have tried to do so for the past 9 months, which I know is only beginning and I will
continue to stumble over myself until some momentum on my side is reached.
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How did you find your mission?
13 upvotes | February 20, 2020 | by napthaleneballs | Link | Reddit Link
I grew up poor and my number one priority was to not be poor anymore. I finished my engineering
degree last year and found a job that pays well. I'm new to MRP and I'm fixing the areas of my life
one by one, but that is a process that will go on forever. I see improving myself as a prerequisite for
my mission, not my mission itself.
Now that I have got a job, and have settled down in it, I no longer have a vision of my life. I look at
my seniors here, and their life seems kind of flat to me, not something I want to aspire to. I talked to
my seniors from college and observed that all of them either go for higher education, or slowly climb
up the corporate ladder, both of which are basically the same thing. And I'm stoked about neither.
I hope to achieve the following with this post:
1. Men who have a concrete vision of their life - how did you develop that?
I'm interested in your process, and any exercises or tips you might have for me.
2. How do I find some alternative avenues regarding my career?
I'm a Software Engineer and it is a popular choice of career nowadays. But surely, not all
people stay in the corporate world. Besides freelancing, I haven't seen anyone do anything else.
If you took an unconventional approach with your career, I would like to hear your story. I
understand that not everyone is comfortable sharing it here, so please PM me if that's the case.
Thanks for your time.
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Just discovered this sub and I want to get feedback from you all
13 upvotes | December 30, 2020 | by oldskoolflavor | Link | Reddit Link
So this happened in my marriage. We have been married for 2 years. Dated for 4 years.
We have one son.
Prior to this incident about her calling the police on me, she tried to get a mortgage without ever
telling me a single word. Keep in mind I am the primary bread winner in the family. In the event of
us getting approved, I was going to provide most of the cash for a down payment which I saved since
before our marriage.
We had numerous fights for stupid shit. Her mother would use really bad language on me. No matter
what approachment I took, she would use very bad language to insult me. I had numerous talks with
my wife and her siblings about this and they sort of just replied with "that's the way she is since my
dad left". I didn't want her babysitting my son after that knowing the disrespect.
Three days ago I found a GPS on my car. Went to the police station and they contacted me today
telling me that my wife was the one who put in on my car and she has been tracking me since the
beginning of the month. She admitted this on text as well.
I feel truly heartbroken after this shit. I sort of hoped for things to work out and I didn't want to have
my son raised in a broken home but it sounds like there's more harm than anything if we try and go
back.
What do you guys think?
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Question for the guys with kids
13 upvotes | April 11, 2020 | by Jessor69 | Link | Reddit Link
Is punishment or reward best for teaching kids?
Say you got a bunch of chores for them to do but they're being disobedient, is it better to threaten to
take away a luxury for them or incentivise them with a reward when they complete a chore. The kids
leave shit fucking everywhere and I'm always picking up after them, I've tried teaching them to look
after them selves which work for like 3 weeks then they start doing it again. They're 8 & 9 btw
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Starting Red Pill with an infant
13 upvotes | December 12, 2020 | by tabula_rasa_889 | Link | Reddit Link
Wife and I have a 3 week old infant. Have had sex about 5 times since she got pregnant, last time
months ago. Job shifted to work from home in March. Gyms finally started opening up again around
here so I'm back to that, although there is tons of resistance with me going to the gym after working
all day.
I've read NMMNG, WISNIFG, MMSLP (currently re-reading), Rollo, WOTSM and a few others.
This year I became very beta especially when my martial arts gym and regular gym closed and I was
working from home and just being home 24/7. I am beginning to reread Red Pill material.
My question is this: Does anyone have tips on implementing Red Pill lifestyle while having an
infant? I'm pretty pissed now, and I don't want to end up nuking my marriage. I don't have oneitis, but
lack abundance mentality since I don't have a life. Feeling stuck with everything closed.
At this point, I don't care to be married anymore, but would like to save the marriage if possible for
the sake of my daughter. Is it selfish to hit the gym 3-4x /wk with a newborn? Is the total 180 going
to force a break/divorce if I go too hard right now?
Just looking for tips from guys who tried to turn their life around with an infant in the picture. Thanks
all.
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Opportunity to marry a virgin and "good girl"
13 upvotes | June 27, 2020 | by Objective-Letter | Link | Reddit Link
I (25M) have an opportunity to marry a very competent female (24F). This is an arranged marriage
between islamic families who are very cultured.
About me. Grew up in a dysfunctional single mother house where everyone was mad at each other. I
grew up isolated and alone from my family members which caused me to be very anti-social. I don't
have many friends. I've been listening to Jordan Peterson for a few years and got my act together.
Quit cannibis addiction, graduated uni, making 90k year, working on being more social and
connecting with the few friends that I have and working on my weaknesses in general.
About the female. Making 60k, very social and religious women. She wakes up at sunrise every
morning to pray for the last three years. Claims to be a virgin (my family also suspects this of her).
Well educated and travelled. Dresses modestly and is a very compassionate, polite, agreeable and
Conscientiousness person (made her do understandmyself assessment). Has both parents and has very
strong family connections and long friends. A very conservative person and understand the her
primary duties is to take care of the household. She also plans on getting her masters
After meeting this women I've realized how underdeveloped I am in multiple areas in my life and she
is clear more competent and experienced than me in life. She has a significantly stronger frame than
I. However, ever since meeting her I've been wanting to improve myself. I've made peace with my
brother and have been putting more work into my projects so I can become a more masculine man.
I'm very underdeveloped in many areas of my life and my gut feeling is not to marry her and improve
myself so i can become a more competent man (I did three tabs of LSD and had thoughts that I'm
getting screwed over by marriage/ getting played). But I may be foolish in losing this opportunity of a
"good" women due to my current status. I've never had a long term relationship with a women so this
would be my first. I have insecurities of not knowing what it means to be a man due to the lack of
male role models in my life and have this feeling deep down that I'm not good enough. She may have
picked up on it but I'm trying to change my thoughts to say that I am good enough. I know the best I
can do is be better than who I was yesterday. I would appreciate your advice on this
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Drawing Lines/Boundaries
13 upvotes | August 4, 2020 | by sodarishnod | Link | Reddit Link
I posted this in MRP and was told to post it here. Appreciate any input.
Last night my wife came back with our 11 and 12 yo and I found that they had gone to a family
friend's place (pseudo grandparent types) and joined the divorced son and his 15 yo son in shooting
skeet.
I strongly believe in gun safety training and that putting a gun in a kid's hands w/o that is all kinds of
stupid and leans towards guns as fun over guns as deadly weapons. I asked why she didn't tell me
what she was up to and she said I would have said no, and I said that's correct and that doing it
anyways is messed up.
I told her there were new rules: - No guns, no matter what. If they're interested, they can join me and
my 21 yo daughter at the gun safety class in a month. - My 11 yo son and 12 yo daughter (who looks
14) are not to be alone at that place where there's a single male adult and 15 yo male. They can hang
out with the "grandma" at Chik-Fil-A or anywhere public. But if they're at that house, an adult from
my family will be there. - Plans will be clear and communicated. - No late nights over there.
Although I don't see this issue exactly laid out in the 101 books, it does seem like a NMMNG/"don't
have your feelings and rights walked on" and a frame issue. At the same time, I have this sense that I
screwed up. Having to lay down rules actually feels like a loss of power or frame. Something doesn't
feel right.
Obviously I see I screwed up in that I'm not having cool/dangerous/fun things lined up for my kids.
Perhaps chess and history walks downtown don't cut it. Laugh all you want.
Secondly, I need to live in general in a way that gives her the feelz so that there's no reason to want to
hang out somewhere else. It's one thing that she really likes the grandma person, but the divorced son
that lives there is absolutely something I'm not comfortable with tons of time around.
Scott
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I am no longer interested in getting married and I need advice
on what to do moving forward…
13 upvotes | August 9, 2020 | by Johnny10Help | Link | Reddit Link
Hello MRPers.
First off, I’m on mobile, so I apologize for any formatting issues this post may have. I had trouble
logging into my main account that a normally use on my browser, which is why I’m posting on a new
account here.
Anyway, to give some backstory, I am 27 years old and have been engaged to my fiancé (25F) for the
last five months now. We have been together for the last three in a half years before I decided
(somewhat, along with pressure from her family) to propose to her early this year. I have been
following both MRP subs since October on my main account, after going down the RP rabbit hole on
YouTube (via Rich Cooper, Rollo, and a few others) over a year or so back now. It has been an eyeopening experience for sure; especially, from all of the sidebar material that I have gone through
(NMMNG, Rational Male, Book of Pook, etc.) and all of the posts I have read.
I love my girlfriend/fiancé a lot and she has been a great compliment to my life, but my gut feeling
over the last couple of months has been telling me not to get married. I will admit, a few years back I
was balls deep in BP territory, but over the last year in a half or so of waking up to the reality of the
sexual market place, female nature, family law/divorce, marriage laws — all of it. It has really been a
wake-up call for me to digest everything here. At one point, I was dead-set of getting married to her,
but the last couple of months have really been changing my mind on this decision.
Back in December, my fiancé and I flew back to her home country (Montevideo, Uruguay) to visit
and hang out with her family for a few weeks. My fiancé moved up to my city (I’m in Canada) in her
early twenties for schooling and to pursue her career up here instead of back home. She comes from a
very wealthy background and large family, with her father being very high up in the banking sector
of Uruguay (the Switzerland of South America). Back in December, her father, uncle, and a couple
other of her family members sat me down and mentioned to me they would be “hoping” that I would
be proposing to their daughter (cousin, niece, etc.) soon since we have been together for a while now.
To be fair, I was already thinking about proposing to her for a while (up to that point). Stupid me, I
felt extra pressure, but the chats her father had with me kind of pushed me to the need to do it soon.
At the time when I proposed to her early this year (end of February), I was all in for it. But, I think a
lot of that had to do with all of the emotion and excitement around it. That has faded fairly quick;
especially, after being in lockdown together for a couple of months. I have heard her chatting with
her family back home around doing the wedding back home in Uruguay since all of her family is
from there. Her father has even sent me a few emails recently asking my opinion on what we should
do, but I’m just not feeling it.
I know that I’m going to be the bad guy and the fucking asshole, but I’m not sure how to approach
this situation. Has anyone here had to call off a marriage before? Do I just push back the marriage for
the time being to give us some extra time (a couple of years) before getting married? Do I just break
up with her completely? I have fucked up here. I know I have gotten myself into this mess all by
myself and I own that. I’m just curious to get some outside feedback on how I approach this situation
with my fiancé and her family.
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Thank you very much, guys.
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What is an acceptable frequency to visit family when married?
13 upvotes | February 1, 2021 | by vigilantfox | Link | Reddit Link
31y, temporary not lifting because of pandemy, good career in technology.
..
Me (31M) and She (29F) are together for 3 years, living in the same place and occasionally planning
to have children.
But something that we always discuss is the frequency that we visit her family and meet her friends. I
like them but i prefer to use my weekends to chill, have sex, read or do something that i like (after do
all the chores, what is very tiring)
Last discussion was about when we have children, She would like that her family be more present in
child's life. I said that's fine, but not all weekends because i want to raise my children on Our way,
without to much influence from others.
Just to you know, last time We visit her family was 3 weeks ago. I visit my mother yesterday, but last
time i see her was about 1 month ago.
By the way, I am a only child and She has 3 sisters. I'm very comfortable with visiting family 1x or
2x times a month, but she always complain about this.
What do you think about it ?
TL;DR Wife complaining about the frequency we see her family and friends. I'm worried that will be
worse when we have kids.
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Cialdini's Influence
13 upvotes | March 8, 2021 | by Beneficial_Secret_81 | Link | Reddit Link
I just read "Influence" by Robert Cialdini and it was illuminating. It was easy to see both my
unconscious use of manipulative techniques and susceptibility to them, as well as my desire to
socially disconnect when in situations I feel I may be easily manipulated. However, while reading, I
had suspicions that while there are similarities, there are also core differences in the way the sexes
respond to the various click…whirr influence factors. I wish the research in the book had assessed
sexual differences.
I'm looking for well-researched works that explore these topics further and I'm curious if anyone
knows of a book/research/etc that explores similar phenomenon but does its examination through a
sexually dimorphic lens?
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Sexless in the 20s
13 upvotes | March 28, 2021 | by PeacockPuncher | Link | Reddit Link
I've been scouring the forums for about a month here, but I don't think I've read up on a situation
quite like mine. Nothing unique here though: Have 3 young kinds, no sex in over a year. Pandemic
made everything worse. I need to do something different.
Background: Me - 39, 6' 179, second marriage. Gyms all closed so I walk and do yard work (e.g.
lost a massive oak and I've turned it into firewood.) Her - 31, 5'6" Was 140 she may actually be close
to me at this point. Married 4.5y dated 3 before that. Twins born 2017, single born last year.
Prereq's: I did fine with girls in college, but needed some extra help after. Discovered the seduction
stuff, hated it and then embraced it. When my first marriage ended (no kids, no house, clean split) I
found the updated RP stuff. Went monk mode and was a regular on TRP (my handle was nuked),
read CH, read Athol, read Rollo, read NMMNG, When I Say No, Deida. Since Jan, I've caught up
reading BPP/Dread and going through sidebar.
Postpartum: With the twins, it took us about 5 or 6 months to get back to sex. 20 months ago, we
decided to try for #3 and almost immediately, we conceived. by the 2nd trimester, we stopped having
sex completely and then she was having lots of bleeding issues. Nothing critical, but she wasn't doing
well. I was working from home so it was very easy to be there for her.
Postpartum II: When the baby came last year the pandemic was kicking off and I got laid off. The
daycares closed down and my family couldn't be there to help us, It's a little weird how little I even
thought about sex for a few months. When everything got closer to normal (new job, kids in daycare,
baby calmed down) I started making a few attempts, but got rejected every time. At first it was like,
"later this evening," "tomorrow," "yes, this month, I promise." Nothing.
Seemingly out of nowhere, my wife tell me she's decided to get an IUD. But that night, she starts
bleeding... and it kept going. This apparently can go on for 6 months. My sister even revealed to me
that it happened to her. There are always pads in the trash.
Married Monk Mode: SO I decided to give up for a bit and focus on my job, the LLC I launched in
case this goes south, making good investments. I'm a fiddler and I got really good in the last 6
months. I took up a new instrument too. Because I can't lift (and probably wouldn't have time to
anyway) I changed my diet completely eating cleaner and much less meat. Recent bloodwork came
back the best I'd had in 5 years.
But I also went through a periods, where I simply was not attracted to her and found her boring and
sort of weak minded. She got wrapped up in the election and I've always had an aversion to people
who make politics their personality. I went to bed later and started to enjoy the extra hour doing
chores or zooming with friends or listening to music or trying a weird new beer.
Epiphany Phase: But then I realized, 18 sexless months had gone by. I started dreaming about sex
regularly and went through a couple weeks of regular porn use. I actively decided meditate on the
anger I was building up toward her and I let it go. I remind myself that I signed up for a lot of this. So
I'm working on being a cool, chill dude again, thought I have my moments of anger still.
She never was a huge shit tester, and I'm 80% sure I'm passing them again. I think I'm also naturally
past level 2 and 3, to the best of my ability. But I'm not sue where to go next. I feel like it might be
time to be a little more explicit. Like "how are things with the IUD?" Or, "lets figure out how to work
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on this."
Questioning: I feel like level 4 is a good place to mess everything up. I also feel like maybe I'm
being ridiculous and the second pregnancy, or 3rd kid, is a totally different ball game. Anyone been
here? How has this stupid pandemic changed things??? I just want to repair the foundation of this
marriage. And if I can't want to have a normal sex life again.
EDITS and UPDATES: Real fucking talk. Thats what I'm here for. I'm seeing how defensive a
couple of my replies have been, but I knew what I was stepping into and I'm back for more. Everyone
IRL is so friendly and reassuring, it's not helpful. Nothing like random internet people to poke hole in
your bullshit.
I emailed the gym a couple days after this post and, turns out they'e open, have been for 6
weeks. Apparently there was some big email announcement, but I was the "20th person to ask
about it," so I think they have a SPAM issue... I guess I coulda driven by it though.
With a solid quarter of exceeding targets now in the books, I need to back off the grind. I'm
fucking up by putting in 12 hours a day. I need to figure out how though. I went from running a
team of 6 at my last job to having one shared person here. With Easter, I decided to reward
myself by taking a few days off. I also am going to block out that time for the gym basically in
the AM, right after I do the daycare run. Wife does them all right now.
So I decided to call an audible and open up the Lake House like 8 weeks early. We have so
much fucking firewood that it's totally fine. plus my cousins have been at their house
(winterized) since COVID and our kids love hanging out. Nothing's changed, but I'm hoarse
from laughing I'm glad I'm here.
I've been flirtier with my wife every day since reading back the comments here. She's receptive,
so I guess that shows me how useless sitting around waiting has been. So, it's given me the
confidence to also try to initiate, with more genuine OI than before, only to find her asleep... on
the couch or in bed in the time it takes me to brush my teeth.
Yesterday, she mentioned to my cousin's wife that this kid has been by far the hardest to cope
with. Compared to fucking twins, I was kind of surprised. So later I asked her about it -- at a
time when I would have tried to make a move. "I've never been so tired in my life," she began...
and spent time going through our entire year and how everything that could have been hard
about a baby's first year, was. I couldn't disagree. She ended with, "Thank you. I love your
calmness. I love you. I'm going to bed."
My "calmness" is bullshit. I realized I've been so fucking angry this whole year. And she knows
it too, despite what she said. Thinking about it, I realized it meant "your attempt to be 'calm' is
cool and all," but I gather she saw right through it.
Finally, fuck all y'all. My neckbeard hobbies are awesome.
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(married with children) Trying to regain my individuality by
being more active away from home, but without the feeling of
abandoning my wife with all the work around the kids
13 upvotes | July 8, 2021 | by qwasd0r | Link | Reddit Link
So far, all my solo activities have stayed close to my house and therefore family (gym in the
basement, tennis court a stone-toss away...).
I want to do more things, like diving, going out with friends, etc., most of them require me to drive
for a considerable amount of time (living in a more rural area).
My kids are 4 and 6, so they need constant attention. I want to make myself more scarce around my
wife, but at the same time I don't want to leave her alone with the work all the time. Do you think I
should worry about loading too much onto her, or should I go ahead and do everything and gauge her
reaction to it?
Sorry if my grammar is a bit off.
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Is being empathetic pretty much a sign of losing frame?
13 upvotes | August 7, 2021 | by TrenGod37 | Link | Reddit Link
Been thinking a lot about frame since it’s always been a struggle for me. And trying to figure out
what I’m doing/not doing. Trying to internalize it and make it make sense through the hundreds of
comments and post I’ve read on it.
And then it dawned on me. I have always been a very empathic person, I can almost feel what
everyone else in the room is feeling and have this need to make them feel comfortable (know yourself
to know others I suppose). I almost take their problems on as my own. (I know. I’m rereading
NMMNG at the moment)
Every time an issue arises with the wife I notice I put myself in her shoes (aka her frame) something
she would never think to do for me before blurting out how she’s tired from cleaning the house after I
worked in sweat, dirt and insulation all day. Went to the gym. And now am being asked to change
our kid before I even shower or take off my boots. (But I shut the fuck up and keep these CC to
myself)
Anyway. Am I onto something here when I catch myself being empathic to those around me. Isn’t
that like an immediate loss of Frame?
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How to regain "honeymoon phase" levels of attraction with
LTR
13 upvotes | August 23, 2021 | by maisman10 | Link | Reddit Link
As stated, the quotations is the acknowledgement that most people in this community believe that the
honeymoon phase is a myth and the female(s) in your life are either attracted to you or not. Whether
that be the case my question is, as stated above.
I've been with my LTR for just under a year and it's become apparent that she has fallen out of the
"honeymoon phase". We were spending a bit too much time together, and things became
comfortable. I consider myself at the time of this phase in the relationship somewhat redpill, redpill
enough to exert the traditional alpha-lead style in the relationship, but not redpill adept in
relationships.
So upon this discovery, I read up on dread game and used it a bit. However as people have mentioned
in this community before that there needs to be an actual reason to dread her, and she hasn't given me
one. She's still a good, loving girlfriend who is often dtf. She hasn't been a bitch or rude. She's just
not as into me as she once was.
So back to the question, for a guy in my situation, what is the strategy do regain that burning desire
she had in the "honeymoon phase"?
We don't live together, ftr.
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Vent
12 upvotes | June 6, 2019 | by magnimeelcul | Link | Reddit Link
This is mostly a vent, however of course I would welcome a word of advice from mature TRP (that's
why I'm posting here). It was very hard to write this.
I have failed as a leader, again. I keep getting emotional over small shit and loosing my temper like a
little bitch. I have failed first of all my mission. It started as "I'll take some time off to figure out if I
want to start a business or become a freelancer" and now it's hoping somebody will hire me just to get
out of this hole. I have plenty of business ideas, have high level scientific education and am
competent with computers and programming - should be a no-brainer. But I'm not passionate about
any of these things, and thus I have restrained from jumping into making a startup. Not sure I would
gladly make the small hours for it, which is what many mentors say is needed. I'm 32 and I should've
figured out by now what I'm passionate about, sadly I don't know. I have many talents but get bored
easily and lack persistence. The only thing I know is I dont' wanna become a fat worthless mangina.
Then of course there's her, my LTR, asian woman with strong character and moral values, who can
be a lion towards others but is a submissive kitty for me. Of all the men I know, there is only one
other guy that I think could keep up with her (has stronger frame than me). For a while I had the
perfect equilibrium between alpha and beta traits with her. Then my last job ended, I moved to the
city where she's studying (into my own flat) to be closer to her and because last city was a shit hole.
Now I'm here, without friends and without a job; some days the only thing I have planned for the day
is to go lift - it sucks to wake up and feel like you could just as well lay in bed for a few more hours.
My idea was to go full out on workouts and BJJ for a while but third training in I break a rib - I
couldn't wait for it to be completely healed and the other day I rolled, now it hurts again. I should
probably not train for a month, which makes me depressed.
I feel like she is slowly but steadily loosing respect for me. Actually, now that I'm rereading what I
wrote, I'm surprised this isn't happening faster. I'm failing more and more shit tests - basically I get
pissed and loose my temper too easily, it's partly also me, I'm higher than average on the neuroticism
personality trait. I know what is the likely outcome and I hate it. I don't wanna go there.
I guess my dread game must be very weak, because she knows I don't have the exciting life I had
when we met, and that she has more social value than me now (as in: friends that want to hang out
with her). The rational way out would be to break up with her, suffer like a beaten dog and get my
life together. But I'm not willing to do that, I invested too much in her emotionally and I still think
she's worth it, if led properly. I know this is sunken cost mentality. The thing is, she's without a doubt
the best partner I've had, and I don't like spinning plates and slutting around. Of course I could
potentially find somebody like or better than her, but it would require a lot of gaming time, and I'd
like to get on with more important things in my life.
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Introduction - Slow gains
12 upvotes | June 9, 2019 | by canbelboy | Link | Reddit Link
Written in April 2019
This is my last resort. This whole thing, this married red pill stuff will make or break me, one way or
the other.
I’m exhausted, frustrated, angry.
This is my first post on here, although I have been reading a lot. I started lifting about 4 months ago.
It’s a long read, so you fuckers might need a chair to sit this one out.
I am a 43y old man in a LTR with a 46 y old woman. We’ve been together for 23 years. We have two
beautiful daughters (10 and 12). I met my wife at university when I was 20, she was a few years older
and doing a post-grad. We fell in love and have been a couple ever since. I had sex with 2 other girls
before I met my wife. She had the same number: two guys.
Most of the men on MRP went through the same scenario: hot and plenty of sex in the beginning,
then gradually decreasing to (virtually) zero. My timeline is somewhat different. Sex has always been
an issue in our relationship. It took 2 years before we had normal sex (P in V). Before that, it was
hand jobs, some oral or climaxing on her tits or ass. Every attempt to normal intercourse was painful
for her. She went to see a doctor but he couldn’t find anything abnormal. We talked a lot about it, I
didn’t want to push or rush her. She felt bad about it, so I kept silent and hoped it would become
better. It did, just when I was about to hit the road and break up with her (now I realize she must have
felt something was off). From that moment on, the sex was relatively okay: plain, vanilla sex about 4
times a month. She never let me cum on her face or in her mouth. Anal was a big no-no. I never
insisted to increase the frequency. Partly because I didn’t know better, I was blue pill, and I was in
love with that girl and everything went well, apart from the sex.
We traveled a lot, we both had a career, great social life, we had friends, hobbies, a life... Around
2005, we decided we wanted kids. The sex became more intense, more frequent. Only two months
after she stopped taking the pill, she was pregnant. During her pregnancy and many months
after giving birth, sex went off the table. Two years later, when the second kid was born, same
scenario.
Since daughter #2 (2008), sex has never been the same. Being intimate became a struggle. She was
never into it anymore. I’ve heard every single excuse in the book: too cold, too hot, need a shower,
just showered, feeling sick, ate too much, headache, kids are still awake, kids are asleep, tired, work
to do, must watch show on tv , etc. Some months, we would still have sex 4 times, but only after I
really insisted. Sometimes, we’d only have sex twice a month. It became very functional
intercourse (duty/starfish sex, as I learned on here).
In 2012, she decided unilaterally she would stop taking the pill. She suggested I could get myself a
vasectomy. I was not willing to do that at that time. Blue-Pill-me never argued and started using
condoms or I just pulled out and came on her belly/tits. I hate condoms so I stopped using them and
just pulled out every time. Risky business, I would say, but frequency had dropped to about 3 times
per month, so who cares, right? While typing this, I now realize it’s been almost 7 years since I came
inside my wife!
Now, my wife was very happy with this situation. She couldn’t/can’t care less about sex, she literally
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told me a few times that she could live her life without having sex ever again without a problem.
Not so much for me, it became a real problem. I became resentful, frustrated, angry.
I tried every option in the book to change our situation:
I tried to talk logic with her: “Sex is part of a healthy relationship.”. Nothing changed.
I tried choreplay. The house was spic&span, hoping that I would be granted acces to her pussy.
Nothing changed.
After years, that didn't seem to work, so I drew the opposite card and acted extremely butthurt when
denied. I would give her the silent treatment for days, neglecting the house and even my kids,
thinking that would show her the way. Nothing changed.
I was blue pill, for sure, but not all the way. I am controlling finances in our house, I have a
relatively visible media job in my state and I do have some limited “star power”. I make 100k/year, I
have a private pilot license. My kids come to me first to ask permission for something, I run the
house like a tight ship and even my wife seeks advice for things. But in relationship stuff, including
sex, I am blue pill and afraid to confront her.
In all honesty, she is a good mother for our daughters and not a bad woman. I read all these horror
stories on MRP about nagging, lunatic and loose-canon spouses. That’s not my situation. Shit-testing
is minimal, she’s good looking, in good shape and of sound mind … but the sex sucks.
Anyway, in 2015, we endured a very long dryspell (months without any action). At one point, I just
snapped and couldn't take it anymore. On a lonely night, when she went upstairs to sleep at 9 pm and
left me all alone and horny downstairs, I opened an account on datingsite POF.
I never had any real street game (I never cold approached a girl), but my online game was pretty
good. Within a week, I was close with 3 ladies. I met up in real life with a HB7. Married, midthirties, in a dead bedroom situation. Eager to be fucked. So yes, I had an affair. Was that my best
move ever? No, but it was all too much and I needed relief.
That fling opened a new world to me. For the first time in 19 years, I slept with another woman, and
that was an eye opener. It felt so extremely good to be with a woman that was actually enjoying sex,
how cool was that? She sucked me in a way I was never sucked before. She let me fuck her how I
wanted. She let me cum wherever I wanted. I felt revived, what a joy!
My ‘plate situation‘ lasted a few months, until … until my wife found out. She found some messages
on my phone from the HB7 chick and I confessed. Or actually, I partly confessed: I said we kissed
and fooled around, I never admitted we had sex, there was no proof anyway. Whether she believes
that, that’s unclear. We talked and we talked and we talked. I said I was unhappy because of the lack
of intimacy, she was mad but said she understood and partly took the blame. After that shitstorm
passed, the sex actually picked up again. But old habits returned and frequency dropped to about
3x/month starfish sex again. So I’ve gone through all the scenario’s again: choreplay, passive
aggressive, logic … I even showed her articles stressing the importance of sex in a relationship, I kept
a score card, I was extremely nice, or extremely rude: to no avail. The sex was/is pathetic.
Fast forward to end of December 2018: it’s been a month without sex, and I am to blame for that as
well, because after so many rejections and NO’s, I just stopped initiating. For the first time in 2
decades, I was really contemplating of leaving her. I was ready to have “the final talk” with
her... Then, on a dark winters night, I discover married red pill.
BOOM!
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It was as if suddenly someone turned on the light in the dark room I have been walking in for more
than 20 years. All of a sudden, I could see the objects in that room. And I finally understood how to
not run into them. Inexplicable or seemingly random events from the past all made sense now.
I'll give you a few examples to make my point:
After she found out about my affair, the first week was all drama. Silent treatment, tears, anger,
resentment; the full package. But in week #2, however, she all of a sudden became very sexual.
She initiated sex twice that week (something she hadn't done in years). Out of the blue, things
were possible that she never allowed before. I was flabbergasted and it didn't make sense to me
AT ALL at that time, until I discovered MRP recently. She must have realized she needed to up
her ‘girl game’ because she saw I had options.
Another example. As mentioned, my wife would agree to the deed on average only once or
twice a month on - what looked to me - random dates. Thanks to my scorecard and a 'period
calculator' I can now see that those sex days were on days she ovulated.
I slowly started implementing MRP in January. I read through MMSLP, NMMNG, WISNIFG, Pook,
Way of Superior Male. Other books will be read soon. I started lifting, and slowly but steadily
building muscles (I was skinny fat: 5’11” and 150 lbs). Showing more leadership in my house (be the
oak), seeing old and lost friends again, started initiating with her again. All hard NO’s by the way, no
sex for me so far.
One of the first things I did after my disovery of MRP was getting that vasectomy. 'Control the birth'.
If it wasn't for my current LTR, I would be abe to fuck other women without risk if the need should
arise.
In February, my wife developped a full blown hernia and she couldn’t leave the house for days.
Recovery has been slow since that day. She had a lot of pain for weeks. It’s only since the end of
March that she’s off pain killers and able to function normally again. This slowed down the MRP
process for me somehow. Of course, I kept working on myself in the background while assisting her
in her recovery to the best of my abilities. But I stopped initiating . Her pain was real, I could see her
suffer and I completely understand she – physically - couldn’t have sex.
She’s much better since April and I have been slowly initiating again, but still all NO’s. I tried to talk
her into hand jobs or BJs (no back effort required, right?) but been gettin hard NOs. She says she’s
not feeling it right now because of her condition. I am willing to go along with that and don’t want to
be an asshole, but I am afraid that her medical condition will now be the standard excuse for not
fucking me.
Anyway, that’s where I am right now. No sex since early december and slowly adding MRP into my
life. That’s enough for the introduction. I’ll follow up from now on in OYS and keep you posted
about my progress...
Thanks for reading, good luck to you all.
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Covert Contracts and STFU
12 upvotes | June 26, 2019 | by 88Tyler | Link | Reddit Link
Hello Men,
There's a question that has been lingering in my process for a while. I was a text book Nice Guy. The
book NMMNG talks extensively about covert contracts. The whole manosphere also talks
extensively about STFU.

Can someone explain the two seemingly contradicting thoughts to an autist like myself?
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Did any of you married men "talk" about sex before getting
married?
12 upvotes | July 8, 2019 | by strngExtent | Link | Reddit Link
I asked a colleague what some of the biggest things he would consider before marriage. He was
referring to, how often sex was going to be had post marriage. Seems pretty compliant and like one
would be negotiating for desire. Did any of you do this either pre or post red pill aware? If so, why?
What was the outcome? Would you do it differently now?
He noted the top 4 things to consider are: 1. Faith 2. Family 3. Finances 4. Sex
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How to deal with sexual urge?
12 upvotes | July 22, 2019 | by Gonnaroff | Link | Reddit Link
My biggest issue is that I’d like to stop wanting my wife sexually until I’ve actually transformed
myself. This is due to me actually wanting to be desired, which doesn’t happen.
I however don’t seem to be able to get it under control and just laying next to her after a couple of
nights drives me crazy and then my whole life gets affected by this. I yell at the kids, I’m short with
her and an overall miserable loser until we fucked. Pathetic.
Is this normal? How to deal with this?
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Wife’s a lazy in bed. Do you acknowledge low quality sex
12 upvotes | July 23, 2019 | by coinbaserep | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Before you found rp, while you were still drunk, is there anyone
here whose wife found rp before you? What did she do to
inspire you to OYS?
12 upvotes | July 30, 2019 | by McLuhanSaidItFirst | Link | Reddit Link
I was browsing /r/RedPillWives and looking at things from the other side of the situation. Their
sidebar has a book called Fascinating Womanhood, about how to draw a guy into the masculine role.
Seems to work. It's funny to see the feminine equivalent of "faggot- lift and STFU", etc. Anybody led
here by the wife leading from behind?
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Dealing with LD Women
12 upvotes | August 6, 2019 | by ProfessionalBit3 | Link | Reddit Link
I just finished Practical Female Psychology but was hoping there was more practical information on
how to deal with the different types of women vs just one little paragraph. Are there any other
books/blogs/videos/whatever that go into more detail about how to deal with the different types of
women? Most specifically LD women?
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Lifting but losing muscles - need tips
12 upvotes | August 16, 2019 | by Betrootjuice | Link | Reddit Link
Hello,
I started being consistent with exercise around the end of May this year and lifting from the end of
June.
Nutrition is tight since August, with a proper plan and calorie counting.
However, I feel that I am not doing everything right as I fear I am losing fat and muscle mass. Some
lifts have stalled in recent days while I should be gaining nearly at all sessions given my noob status
(not yet at doing the same stuff for 2 months).
I am reading lots of different opinions online so I wanted to check with the MRP crowd.

My stats:
5"11 (179cm), 77kg (170lbs). I was 83kgs at the start. Body fat is 15% if ou believe the Navy (21% at
first), 18% in a fat measurement machine at my gym (was 21% at the beginning). Goal is 75kg in one
month (looks within reach) and then towards 12% BF to show some abs.

This is my routine:
5.45am: wake up, get dressed, skip breakfast
6.00am: lifting for one hour every 2 days, otherwise 45min yoga +abs or 1h30 road bike on the
weekend.
7.15am: after shower and grooming, having breakfast (following the nutrition plan of my coach, so
lots of eggs)
I like exercising early: it is done and puts me in a great mood.

In terms of calories, I have an average of gross calories around 1800 a day. Net would be closer to
1500-1600 (I also walk everywhere a lot).
My diet averages 140-150g of protein a day - I am struggling to go higher than 180g a day unless I
take more than 2 protein shakes (which I do not like doing as this is processed food).
I also eat roughly 150g of carbs and 75g of fat a day. Sugar is below 50g. I don't digest carbs well
(makes me constipated) so happy to have more fat than carbs.

Questions:
1. In your experience, lifting on an empty stomach eats the muscle mass?
2. How do you go around it apart from eating something 45min before (tough to do to wake up
even earlier as I won't be in bed before 10pm given my activities)
3. Should I do cardio on empty stomach and move lifting to later in the day?
4. Should I add more protein to my diet? Reach something like 180g on average a day?
5. Any idea to increase the protein intake without being too processed?
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Many thanks for your answers!
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How to raise a daughter successfully
12 upvotes | October 3, 2019 | by IATAsshole | Link | Reddit Link
I have a 1yo daughter. Common knowledge and reading has made me understand that leading by
good example is the best parents can do to raise a child.
Now here is the thing, I was an above average rebellious kid. I started drinking, smoking(both weed
and cigarettes) having sex etc. Very early. I had a couple parties at home where things got trashed
and they obviously lashed out.
They tried everything, talking calmly, screaming at me, grounding me, taking me to psychologist etc.
And whatever they did I resented them more and more.
Is there any good reading material on how to parent "correctly"? If she turns out half the asshole I
was the challenges will stand in que.
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Wife calling me 'Daddy' a LOT...
12 upvotes | October 8, 2019 | by skizzum97 | Link | Reddit Link
Wife and I are in our early 30s, no kids, great sex life, great communication and dynamic between us.
I swallowed the RP about 6 months ago and my wife responded to it immediately. Went from vanilla
yet intimate/passionate sex to a more d/s dynamic, which she definitely is into. She started calling me
'Daddy' during sex and soon after it entered normal conversation and texts. I was a little put off at
first because of the incest angle but she said she likes the term because she sees me as the man of the
house, the future father of her choldren, the provider and leader, etc. Now, don't get me wrong, Im
digging her enthusiasm and obvious adoration of me that is inherent in this dynamic but I can't help
but have some concerns about how prevalent it has become. She does not ever do it in front of others
(except to tease me when we get a moment alone) but the texts and solo convos are always
overflowing with her calling me Daddy...
So is this a red flag or just her being enthusiastic and fully embracing her sub role in our relationship?
Do I need to be worried or should I just keep rolling with it? I do find it sexy but also want to avoid
any slippery slopes it could lead to. How should I proceed?
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Branch swing to low SMV Beta
12 upvotes | December 16, 2019 | by themerovingian01 | Link | Reddit Link
For those of you following my plight I have an update. You guys were right, there was definitely
another man involved. I found out she's been sleeping with this dude for a few weeks but the
emotionally attachment started months ago (before separation).
What has my head spinning is this. He's a married older, fat, slob of a beta who has no money. I'd put
her at a 6 or 7 and he's a 1 or 2.
Apparently she likes him because he's extra nice, adores her, will put her kids first, will do anything
she asks, and is fat so she doesn't have to feel insecure about being a little chubby.
How does a branch swing to a lower SMV beta even occur?
Needless to say I filed the divorce papers today.
One last question, do I tell his wife and blow up his life too?
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Getting my shit together, but in need of some advice from the
pros.
12 upvotes | December 28, 2019 | by Six-String-Samurai | Link | Reddit Link
So I've been turning my life around thanks to discovering MRP, three months ago my wife told me
she "loved me but wasnt in love with me" I moved back to my dads for a brief period while we were
on a break (before I unplugged) then I decided that I should never have left in the first place and
moved back in, she put up a mild protest, But I didnt back down and she came round almost
immediately. Since coming back and implimenting what I've learned, (lifting, being more confident,
gaming her daily, no longer having her be my mission) things have improved dramatically. But now
that has presented a new problem, turns out I can't last in bed, I read somewhere that you shouldn't
jack off before a date or before sex as it kills your game. But the last two times we've had sex I've
bust a nut within the first few minutes, or the latest time during foreplay. Now I'm not asking for how
to last longer, unless you guys have some secret that I've yet to learn. But I want to know how you
guys would deal with the situation afterwards, obviously my wife was disappointed but i held my
frame and tried not to give a fuck. That said I feel like I could have handled it better. Any advice is
welcomed.
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Moving out during a divorce
12 upvotes | December 29, 2019 | by Daddy_ThunderCock | Link | Reddit Link
My friend who has been divorce raped by a similar woman to mine and has strongly urged me to
move out immediately. Either pay 3-5k in rent or pay 10-15k in lawyer fees. Lawyer said not to move
out as STBX loses incentive to finalize the divorce.
What are the pros and cons for moving out that I am not seeing?
Pros - Mitigate divorce rape - Freedom to be a peacock and fly
Cons - Low on cash. Need to take loan out against 401k if lawyer agrees with the strategy and can
convince hers - Not a great usage of marital funds which aren't great as is. 20K in 401k and 40-60 in
home equity. No debt but nothing in savings - STBX could drag things out while fucking another
man in my bed in a house that I am paying for - New man to replace the selfish dad who abandoned
his family - Lose little influence I have left over the kids - Courts might see it as me being a piece of
shit if custody were to become an issue
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I was caught
12 upvotes | December 30, 2019 | by Stallion--Duck | Link | Reddit Link
Guys I've fucked up royally.
I got drunk the last two nights and started texting the neighbor girl over IG. We sent messages about
dreams, sex dreams, etc. It was inappropriate but nothing absolute and too out of pocket. Just stupid.
Her husband sends the screenshots to my wife this morning while I'm on my way to run.
I woke up to a message from the neighbor girl saying that she couldn't talk to me anymore and that
her husband had read it and some of it was very inappropriate.
I feel like a fuck. My wife and I finally addressed the elephant in the room. At first it was about the
messages. How I've lied about the neighbor being attractive.
Then she started crying and saying it was all her fault and expected it to happen eventually because
she has no sex drive.
I owned all of it, apologized for how she feels, for making the mistake etc.
I asked her what she wanted to do? "I dont know, you tell me, you're the one with the options" (we
have 2 boys and one on the way)
We eventually talked it out. There's a looming depression in the air. Minimum talking.
I've probably blown it up. I've had every emotion imaginable go through me today. I'm trying to hold
it together. Sucking on a gun even passed through my mind a few times. Not from losing her. I can't
lose my boys.
I know I'll have to make preparations no matter what happens. So far, we have agreed to not split up.
(We will see)
I guess I'm just typing this out. Someone on here has fucked up like this. I just need guidance.
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Is STFU misunderstood / mis-advised?
12 upvotes | October 27, 2020 | by Startlivingfornow | Link | Reddit Link
There’s only one time that I STFU and that’s when my wife is already in an emotional state.
Because I know that trying to logic her when she’s emotional simply doesn’t work.
So, by keeping quiet, she eats up her own emotions. And if it gets out of hand, I’ll remove myself
from the situation.
However, I don’t believe in letting her do whatever she wants while simply working on myself...
For example:
A few months ago she was angry at me for something stupid and decided not to dress up in the
lingerie I bought / make a porno.
Twenty minutes after the issue, I said, “You expect me to respect your emotions as a woman and I
do. However, in return I expect you to respect my needs as a man. In the same way that listening to
you shows you that I care. It’s important that you show me you care by taking care of my needs. And
‘this’ is how you show me you care.”
And since that day, she’ll still dress up, send nudes, etc even if she hates my guts on that moment.
Another example was when she interrupted a phone call with a friend and got upset when I used a
‘harsh voice and wouldn’t put the friend on hold’.
And so I simply said, “When you’re busy, I understand you’re doing something important and so I
don’t get mad when i have to be patient for your time. It makes me happy when you try to understand
me in the same way. If you interrupt me, I’ll unfortunately use a harsh tone again because I’m being
interrupted.”
She got upset. But since then has never done it again. In fact, just earlier she apologised for
interrupting me on a call by mistake. And I reassured her that it wasn’t her fault as she couldn’t see I
was on a call / apologised for my tone.
What I’m getting at here is that there’s only one time EVER that I STFU...
And that’s if talking will lead to an argument. Because it’s pointless.
But if there’s something I don’t like, I’ll still bring it up and be transparent once the dust has settled.
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Salary negotiation strategy
12 upvotes | November 3, 2020 | by ancient_resistance | Link | Reddit Link
So this isn't usually what we talk about here, but fuck it. I need input.
Entering negotiations for a position that combines two technical skillsets. This combination is
uncommon, so hard to baseline. A few results from glassdoor etc gave me pretty wide margins, based
on what looks like the closest match to the skill combination in question.
It's also a 100% remote role, so I don't know if I should compare salaries to my location or where the
company is based. The skill combination is in high demand, but this would be my first job in such a
role. So I'm kind of entry level, but in an advanced field.
I have a bottom line number in mind, based on the margins from research, and my current salary. but
I don't want to under-sell myself either. My strategy so far is to try and draw an initial offer out of
them and work toward what I want, but I also feel like a more assertive approach might get better
results.
Is it better to let them open with an offer and work up to what I want, or should I roll in with a high
number up front and work down to my bottom line through counter offers?
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Wife's note to herself last night.
12 upvotes | October 29, 2020 | by SoggyTrain | Link | Reddit Link
38 yoa 5'8" 165 (down solid 5 due to injury) Squat 315 DL 345 BP can't do...was 295 in August pre
injury. All Side bar. Multiple OYS but still retarded if I'm posting here.
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________
I am successful, have a prominent job where my client base is 70% female. Own my shit in and
outside the house. The thing I slack on is hobbies, but we do have an active social life as a couple.
Wife out earns me by 100K and is in a top position of her company.
So over the last 1-1.5 years I've moved sex from 1x every 5 days roughly to typically 3x per week
lately. I don't get a lot of BJ's, but don't ask a lot unless shark week. Over a week ago I got 2 in 4 days
during shark week. As long as I keep initiations down to EOD or E2D I don't get much shit and do
well.
Recently went NoFap, and have pushed for BJ's in between sex days this past week. It has not gone
well. Denied BJ Friday, sex Sunday, denied BJ Monday night and Tuesday AM, wife initiated sex
Tue PM. Yesterday I initiated for another BJ, which caused her to blow up and come at me with the
same old shit about our relationship only being about sex. I just said JFC if you keep saying no I have
to keep asking, as the answer is always no if I don't ask. She talked and I left to hang with the kids for
a bit and then went back to work.
Came home and I got the silent treatment. She wrote a note to herself on her phone in the middle of
the night...I read it:
Making decisions on own that affect me.
Maybe I wasn't supportive but so deceitful. (this referring to when I came clean about Viagra).
Anger. Guilt. Defeated.
Needs to get T checked but dragging his feet. (she wants me to get a 2nd opinion about TRT from
different doc).
Forceful/demanding.
Trust partnership us gone..all about I.
Selfish...all not abut
_________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________
What is your guys take on this? Normal resistance to the transition of power? I do care about my wife
and hate to see her depressed (I know her feelings are her problem). Obviously I was hoping to have
a wife that was DTF all the time without snot bubbles or a main event...is that even possible? Not
near enough dread because I'm a home body? I'm trying to calibrate and not be fully retarded. I also
hate she see's a fucking therapist about this shit.
My thoughts, go back to EOD or E2D for initiation, but on the off days she doesn't get my time or
attention. Yes dancing monkey, but produces dread and makes me do something other than focus on
my wife.
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This morning I reset and shaped her breakfast in the shape of a dick. She didn't think it was that
funny.
Come at me faggots.
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RP that somehow became BP
12 upvotes | June 25, 2020 | by Idigabighole | Link | Reddit Link
Was RP without even really knowing it throughout my teens and 20s. Did my thing. Lived my life.
Hobbies. Education. Career building. Met my wife. Fucked constantly, publicly and dirty. She was
happy tagging along and was happy to stay at home and be led.
Fast forward to now. Somehow I BPd myself along the way. The sex. The intimacy. My hobbies.
Everything got pushed back or dropped until now I do almost none of those things. It got so bad that I
actually had 'the talk' with my wife about our sex life. Yeah. I did that.
So now I'm waking back up. Rekindling old friendships. Hitting the gym. Reading. Taking up new
shit. Trying to find that man again. Dropping the faggotry.
My question is, having started reading actively again, what are some good resources to turn to? I'm
pretty new to the active RP community so I'm unfamiliar with the literature. I want to do this right.
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How do you react or respond when someone hits/flirts with
your wife?
12 upvotes | July 12, 2020 | by ShiningShrine | Link | Reddit Link
You know those situations where when a guy and your wife are having a friendly conversation in a
public setting, and they get lost in their own little world. Your name might be mentioned. They look
at you, and then they quickly look back at each other.
Should you simply ignore it or intervene at some point?
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Are these my only options?
12 upvotes | July 31, 2020 | by Elephant_777 | Link | Reddit Link
A bit of info about me; 24 years old, lift 4 times a week for the past 2 1/2 years. Currently studying
my bachelor's degree. While trying to get work as a firefighter. Currently earning good money at the
moment though (barring this quarantine).
I figured I would post this here as opposed to asktrp. I am someone who prefers monogamous
relationships. I am aware of female nature etc but want to have kids one day.
Yet when it comes to finding a woman worth working with. I feel like I'm stuck. I feel like these are
my only options. Is there something I'm not seeing?
1) I get alot of girls trying to branch swing (not trying to brag) to me. I never allow them to because it
just feels gross being branch swung to. If these same girls were single, I'd happily be down.
2) The ones I run into that are single are riding the carousel, fair enough do you. But I sure as hell
won't commit to one who is doing that. I did try commiting to one who had rode the carousel but she
pissed me off with a ridiculous amount of shit tests. It weren't worth it and I left.
3) Or girls who aren't riding the carousel yet and don't have a boyfriend but are less attractive.
Should I just ignore the gross feeling of being branch swung to? It feels like a lose lose either way.
Edit: Thanks for the advice everyone. I guess I just need to continue focusing on what I've been
doing. And to not lower my standards.
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get out of the house... how to?
12 upvotes | April 30, 2021 | by hausofedd | Link | Reddit Link
may seem like a silly question but a post came up in MRP about get the fuck out of your house to add
some mystery.
So my wife and I both work from home 2 kids she is on maternity leave.... I work during the day and
she watches the youngest.
I love the idea of going out but I am not sure where to go, what to do, and how to explain it as I have
never just "gone out" simply because there are many other things that need doing at home.
I of course go see the dudes, go for runs, I did go into the office but for a guy that never just went out
it would raise some odd looks.
Maybe this is a long term goal vs what I do tomorrow but legit how does one make room to go out? I
think my head is filled with beta excuses on this.
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What is the correct way of dealing with wife/ltr thinking of
other men?
12 upvotes | May 31, 2021 | by sobrage | Link | Reddit Link
This is a general question, I'm not in the stated situation, but I'm sure it happens to almost everyone at
one point.
When your wife or LTR has some sexual tension with another guy, maybe from work or something
like this, and she understands this is not appropriate and she respects you but has a fantasy for him,
and even tells you about it. What is the correct way to handle this? We're all human, after years
together with the same partner it makes sense but then how do you deal with her saying or feeling
stuff like this?
edit: what is up with all the spam? I think this is a legit question, I didn't find an answer in reading
material so I ask here for some opinions.
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NMMNG sometimes encourages you to talk to your wife about
the changes you intend to make - is that compatible with
STFU?
12 upvotes | July 27, 2021 | by qwasd0r | Link | Reddit Link
Especially talking about the topic of focusing your activities towards your own happiness instead of
hers, and why you're doing it. I feel like this conflicts with the usual mindset here.
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Main Event?
12 upvotes | February 11, 2018 | by Awakeningof17 | Link | Reddit Link
7 months in. Read WISNIFG, NMMNG and MMSLP Chapters 3, 4 and 9 as instructed. Lifting
consistently, in the best shape ever and dressing well. SMV is high with IOI's almost every day now
at work, in shops and the gym etc. Still not great at dealing with shit tests, think I may be over
thinking too much when they are fired at me. I've been having fun with the wife recently. We had
some great weeks and I felt things were heading in the right direction - less fights and some great
sex.... Well, now I'm an asshole. I love myself. I have a fucking attitude. I don't tell her anything. I go
out all the time (to the gym and to buy food, fuck me).
5 days ago she comes home and starts having a go at me for no reason. She's mid period. Throwing
everything at me begging for a fight. I just dont engage. It all blows up and she's like a raging bull,
saying I need to decide what I want in life etc. Next day I receive text saying shes leaving, which I
ignore. She goes to the spare room to sleep. The threats continue for the next few days and then we
have a chat. Long story short she's not happy, feels sad, lost etc. and says I treat her like shit. I state
I've made some changes to help me become a better father and husband. I don't appreciate her threats
to leave. I feel we make a great partnership and want it to continue. It's been 5 fucking days now and
she's still giving me shit tests left right and centre! as well as insisting its over and she's leaving. I
know she must be wondering why I'm not panicking and begging her not to leave as I would've
before RP. I can see it in her face and through her actions. I've just reached the point where Ive had
enough of her bullshit and DNGAF. I feel more relaxed and calm than ever. But where does this
thing go? 5 days of chaos which looks likely to continue.....
TL;DR Wife been noticing changes, finally kicks off and 5 days of hell have ensued. Says she's
leaving.
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Secret Phone - Part 2
12 upvotes | February 10, 2018 | by loading__Alpha | Link | Reddit Link
Tl;DR: Drunk Mormon Captain, Career Nice Guy Beta. I’m a Goddamn Mess. Found MRP, tried to
turn things around. Found a secret burner phone couple days ago in wife’s closet. Coming up with
exit plan and confront. This is my reality. I've created this shit and know I have to own It. Read
“Secret Phone” for more info.
Pre-Update Note: As Rian Stone and several other red-pillers pointed out, my background is very
important in my current position. I should have added it, below my update is a very thorough stats
and backstory. Thanks to all the feedback guys.
Update Day 3:
Yesterday, my wife asked for sex after posting Update Day 2. Not wanting to arouse suspicion and
the fact that I wanted to get off I gave her an angry, intense Fuck. She had the most intense orgasm
I've heard her have in about a year. And said she needed it because she hadn't had one in a while
(Mystery Chad out of town?) Maybe, I'm fucking myself by fucking her, but I’m trying to “Act
Normally” as SSS mentioned. Ok maybe I'm not acting exactly normal. I've pounded her before, but I
don't think I’ve ever pounded her that hard before. She asked for it harder. She even said in a happy
kind of way “You look angry when your intense,”
Today she’s said “I love you” three times before kissing me. I again said “Bye” or nothing at all. This
is probably the most she's initiated kissing or said “I love you” in such a short period of time. My
guess is she feels insecure about my lack of reciprocation and feels a need to chase me. My left eye is
about 20/20 and my right is 20/30 but both are still hazy and still a little hard to drive. It's like being
able to read everything, but through a frosted filter. Doctor said it's normal and will get better as time
progresses. My next appointment is on Tuesday, where he will take out the protective contacts that I
have on my eyes. She just went to a church function said how much she loves me, kissed me, and
said she wished she didn’t have to go and could be home with me. Fuck. Religion or not, Hypergamy
don't care.
Exit Strategy:
Still trying to figure all the logistics of the details of what I’m going to do, but it’s probably going to
be a composite of what all of you have suggested. One thing I’m pretty sure of is that if she realizes
that I went to a Lawyer to get divorce papers and advice, this shit is going nuclear. Will keep you
posted.
Full Background:
Finances:
Engineer, 77k. Wife was in charge of paying the bills for most of marriage, always paid bills on time,
but is a spender. I took over finances 2 months ago.
Stats:
6’0” 180#. 15% BF. 1RM: DL-350#, BS-255#, BP-205#, OHP:145#.
Read: NMMNG x 3, MMSLP x 1, Rational Male, Year One x 1, MAP x 1. Reading: WISNIFG. Still
got a lot of work to do in career, lifting, and reading.
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Backstory:
I'm 36. She's a 33 alpha widow HB8 with recent DD implants. As girl’s go she not very emotional,
intelligent, and strong willed. We are both active Mormons. (Multiple-wives jokes are encouraged),
meaning we attend church every sunday, have callings or jobs to fulfill in the church, and have
temple recommends. We've been married 12 years with 4 kids.
Her father suffered with MS for all of her childhood and died when she was a teenager. She’s a
classic “girl with a daddy problem”, but instead daddy was paralized and mentally handicap for quite
a bit of her life.
During her “bad girl” years she slept with 3 guys (according to her). She got pregnant (18 years old)
while living with her last non-alpha pothead beta boyfriend before she had her coming to jesus
moment (aka need a good beta provider). She turned her life around and started living by the church
standards a year and a half before she met me (her goody-goody Mormon betabux). I adopted her
daughter after we got married “for time and all eternity” (the most Oneitist belief ever). I believe the
younger three are mine, but anything is possible.
12 years later-Pre Red Pill
She started going to the gym 3 years ago when she hit her wall (Rollo you are a genius). 7 months
ago she began going to the CrossFit classes at her gym and a little bit after that I came across some
messages with her CrossFit coach that raised my eyebrows. He was using tame sexual innuendos
with her, sharing some sexually explicit songs with her, and she was texting it up with him for
several hours almost every day. Although I never found anything explicit or even implicit from her to
him, she never told him to stop until I put my foot down and told her she was having an emotional
affair. She apologized but denied anything physical. I gave her the benefit of the doubt, because she
would have to have lied to her ecclesiastical leadership to maintain her temple worthiness. A week
later we got into a huge fight and decided to separate. I was an emotional wreck. Went to Marriage
Counseling. I saw my kids almost everyday during the 2 month separation. After some reconciliation
I came back home and we tried to work things out (I'll never leave my house again, unless I sell it).
Post Red Pill
Beginning of December I came across Married Red Pill via Family Alpha, as I was trying to find
answers to our marital problems. I began with Rational Male, year one since it was the most easily
available. It blew my mind and made me see life for what it really is. At the same time I took over the
finances and found my wife had spent a lot of money. She apologized profusely, said she would ‘fix
it’ and I gave her a budget. I stopped the Marriage Counseling, because it wasn’t doing anything for
us. I realized that the problem was me and that some her behavior only improved because Male
Counselor was acting like Alpha Daddy telling her to quit it. Unfortunately, as I was sucking in all of
Year One I went Red Pill Rambo a couple of times in December, which almost ended our marriage in
divorce.
The beginning of January I started reading NMMNG. I was STFU and doing my best to not be butthurt. I began keeping an OYS checklist in my journal and completing as much shit I could every
week. Part of that was giving my kids my time, so I planned to take my daughter out to eat. I talked to
her about it and found out that my wife was sharing our financial struggles with her. I was not happy.
I had just finished NMMNG and I tried to set some boundaries and told my wife not to share our
financial issues with our kids in the calmest way I could at that time. My Father would do this when I
was a kid and it created a lot of unnecessary fear in me, which to me is a total beta move. She got
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upset and threatened to divorce me and left the house. After 30 minutes she came back and said that
she wouldn't divorce me and agreed that she wouldn't share our financial situation with the kids
anymore. We then had a great month of frequent (27 times), wild sex. She was submissive, attentive,
and asking to spend time with me. I did my own things without worry of what she thought. Red-Pill
was working. Shit tests were far fewer. Then last week I did the financials and found she went over
$300 on our budget and on top of that she spent $400 on clothing the same day. I was angry, lost
frame and we avoided each other for a couple of days. When we started talking again she said I was a
‘Jerk’. I never apologized, but went right back at the fact that she promised to ‘fix it’ and she didn’t
follow through. She said ‘I’m trying.’ Same exact time she got a job as a CrossFit Coach. Also, she
just got off her period so she's not pregnant. Very next day I find the burner phone slightly charged in
a shoe box in her closet.
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Need to sort my life out
12 upvotes | January 23, 2018 | by ExceptionableCell | Link | Reddit Link
First-time poster, long-time lurker. 36yo, 5’6” manlet, overweight 69.3kg (153 lbs), 20% BF. Married
(34yo) with 3 young kids under 6. Good profession, decent earnings, but still in heavy debt due to
profligate lifestyle.
Wife was my first ever girlfriend, high school sweethearts, been with her since I was 16. Very few
drunken ONS on my part over the last 20 years (mostly at uni when we were LDR) always regretted
in the morning. Wife faithful to me AFAIK.
Wife never particularly adventurous sexually, but we had an average quantity of sex... with the
inevitable decline that comes with kids. Mostly just missionary sex (not Starfish, but no variety).
About 2 years ago, I was a typical Nice Guy, full of covert contracts, nicest husband ever until I’d
suddenly blow up over a sexual rejection or even just taking a comment the wrong way. I’d end up
sobbing in bed alongside her, begging her to do more with me, how unattractive she made me feel,
how unhappy I was. She would just get defensive and nothing changed.
I was a typical Drunk Captain too. Wife in charge of everything - organising, kids, food, finances,
everything. She’d have a to-do list as long as her arm, and I’d wake up in the morning and ask “what
are we doing today?”.
About 18 months ago I accidentally found the Manosphere while searching for something else
(Return of Kings sounds like an awesome video game, right?). From there found my way to reading
NMMNG and was just utterly flawed by how much it described me. Like tears flowing, oh my god,
what am I?
From there, reading on Reddit, I made the classic mistake of just trying to be an asshole (that’s all
you need to be Alpha, right?). Started a diet and lifting weights. Further alienated my wife, but ended
up feeling confident enough to start talking to an attractive younger woman at a hobby group, being
cocky and funny with her and she was clearly attracted.
We started talking by phone and very quickly we were having an affair. She was the opposite of my
wife, a hot young kinky bisexual who loved me dominating her. In my head, I had a plate, in reality I
was developing a dangerous Oneitis and neglecting my family even more.
As soon as I got comfortable with my new girl, I dropped all the Red Pill stuff immediately. I
obviously didn’t need it any more. What’s the point of going to the gym if this girl tells me she loves
my dad-bod? So it was day-and-night texting, blue pill romance, “I love you, you’re so beautiful,
blah blah blah”. The excitement of our secret encounters. She was the first thing I thought of in the
morning, and the last thing I thought of at night. And all the while, my wife and kids are barely
getting a look in.
Trouble started setting in though. I’d go away on holidays with my family, and Oneitis would start
getting pissy. I’d end up having massive rows with her by text (while trying to hide it from my wife),
while she was complaining that we had no future. I just said whatever it took to keep her happy, lying
to her that wife and I never had sex any more, that I was planning on divorcing her (which I wasn’t).
About 3 months ago, I woke up severely hungover in a hotel room after a night away with friends.
And I had two angry women messaging me - wife that I hadn’t bothered to check in with her all day
yesterday while she was looking after our kids, Oneitis that I had overslept and I wouldn’t be able to
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see her before she went away for the week. I felt like utter shit - physically awful, and guilty as hell
for what I was doing to these two women.
I made a decision I needed to get away from Oneitis. Told her she obviously wanted a real boyfriend,
and not a married affair partner. Broke up with her despite all her tears and protestations. Stayed
strong through weeks of upset, bitterness and pleading from her. I started to worry I’d never get rid of
her.
Time goes by and she finally asks “are we definitely, 100% over?” and I said yes. She said she was
going to try to find someone on Tinder, and I wished her well. And then she found someone on day 1,
and.... I went to pieces.
She immediately shifts all her affection to this new guy, clearly aesthetically and physically my
superior. All of that desperately wanting me back evaporated overnight. She keeps messaging me as a
friend, and I just feel like I’ve made a terrible mistake, I beg with her to take me back, but it’s too
late, Chad Thundercock has taken my place.
I went properly off the rails, had to take time off work with “depression”, told my wife out of the blue
I wanted a divorce then changed my mind, yelling at my kids, telling Oneitis that I hate her, then I
love her.... I end up seeing a psychiatrist and a counsellor.
And in the midst of this hell, I start reading the Red Pill again. Realise what an utter prick I have
been. Realise I need to start turning things around.
I have made some progress since, but I’ll save it for a follow-up post. Any thoughts would be
appreciated, I can handle criticism.
EDIT - Added a link to my first OYS to show what I’ve been doing since this fucking disaster.
Own Your Shit
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Told my wife of 3 years, 8yrs together, that I want a divorce...
12 upvotes | December 10, 2017 | by PrincePacor | Link | Reddit Link
2x lifting, 3x rowing, 3x cycling. Told my wife of 3 years, 8yrs together, that I want a divorce about
10 days ago. This week-end I found an appartment I like. Need to close the deal so I can move there
asap. I have no children. I am 40, 185lbs x 6' and in excellent shape. In the last ten days read Beyond
Mars and Venus, NMMNG!, and currently reading HTWFAIP. I feel like I am escaping from a
prison. I'm gidy but afraid to be recaptured somehow. Don't want to look back but we are under the
same roof for a while; at least unti January. I have been a classic looser Beta. I have been lazy and
settled for horrible sex and horrible feelings and guilt and being emotive and shit. Sooo many sshiot
tests failed. God. Fuck all that though - I am so out! I found TRP 2 days after I told the wife I wanted
out. You guys are phenomenal. So glad to join this group. Cheers.
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Tip: forget about sex. Stop being needy. She'll come around
when she feelz it. She'll let you know.
12 upvotes | November 21, 2017 | by ImSteveMcQueen | Link | Reddit Link
I see a lot of guys come on here because their sex life sucks. They start the RP journey and 2-4 weeks
later they post complaining about the lack of sex or starfish sex or being butt hurt.
I have some advice for RP newbies: forget about sex. If you were separated and single, would you
need sex ? Nope, you could do without it. If you were on a business trip away from your wife, would
you need sex ? Nope. You'd do without it. You've done it before, you can do it again.
For a lot of newbie RP guys, sex is either a compliance test for the wife or the man needs sexual
affirmation from her. Neither is a good thing !
In the early days of MAP, forget about sex. Stop fapping, stop begging, stop being butt hurt. Yes it
hurts emotionally that she is rejecting your needs, but continually asking her only reinforces that she
has the power and makes you look desperate and needy. Do you want these things ? No.
So forget about sex, until it is obvious that she is ready.
The lack of sex in your relationship is just a symptom. You need to fix things before the sex will
return. So work on fixing things. OYS. Dig in and get the work done. Start your dread program. Lift.
Read. Sleep. Rinse. Repeat. She'll let you know when she finds you attractive. Initiate periodically, be
OI, but don't be focused on sex. Focus on you.
And don't think that just because you transform that the sex will come. That is a covert expectation.
You can fix you. You can't fix her. You can't control her emotions. You can't negotiate her desire. So
don't try and don't expect it to.
You control you. You can build yourself into an awesome man. And if the relationship, including
sex, doesn't meet your expectations, you have options. Options are what transform victims into
survivors.
It is almost impossible to eliminate a behaviour without substituting a new behaviour. So what are
you going to do instead of asking for and having sex ?
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Wife gave me a letter
12 upvotes | November 10, 2017 | by changing_bobby | Link | Reddit Link
Background: I'm 42, wife 45. Married 11 yrs. 3 kids, only one left at home (11yr/old). EDIT: One kid
each from previous marriages (aged 1 & 3 when we met), one together (conceived on honeymoon).
Sex dried up when we got married. Maybe once a month for first 8 years, then once every two
months, this year twice so far, and the last time (August) was the worst sex I've ever had, which is
what drove me to find mrp.
It took me a while but I fully except that this is my fault. I've been lifting, losing weight (10lbs so far
20 more to go? currently 5,11 & 196lbs). Over the last couple of years I've been building a life
outside of the home. I play in a band that keeps me busy, builds my confidence, and gets me meeting
new people. I'm working on cutting my alcohol down. This is my only vice and is glamorised where I
live (something that I'm only just waking up to). I'm on my second read through the sidebar.
I've been working on the house, fixing what needs fixing and redecorating the place. There are still
things that need doing, but I'm not willing to go into debt to do them, so I do it as and when I have the
money.
A few years back I got sick for a year, to my surprise I got no sympathy, in fact she was totally cold. I
know why now, but that sent me completely BP at the time. Fast forward to a year ago and I lost my
job when the company I was working for went bust. I've been working hard on starting a business
(tradesman), which is now doing okay, but still needs to grow. The last year has been financially
tight. No holidays, and very little money for fun. However, she's been supportive of the new business.
So with all of the above, it's no wonder shes not happy, I'm not happy, and we're basically room
mates.
SO: Last night she left me a letter saying that she feels that she's depressed and feeling ill (she bottles
up emotion) because she can't talk to me anymore. She loves me, but doesn't like me at times. She
thinks that I must be frustrated with the lack of sex (I've stopped mentioning this since finding MRP
(august) and STFU). She wants a divorce but wants to separate on good terms.
I thought on it a while, then went downstairs gave her a hug and a kiss on the head, but said that I
didn't want to talk about it right now, as it was a lot to take in. She said shes not saying that this is
what we definitely have to do.
Now, I was expecting this at some point on my MRP journey (which I'm expecting to end in around
12 months), but not yet. It's taken me by surprise and I don't know what to do.
Part of me thinks it would be nice to just end it, but I've got an 11 yr/old to think of that have a great
relationship with, and don't want to mess that up. My original plan was to work on myself and follow
the dread levels with the view that i WILL be getting the sex I want at the end, with or without her.
A little background on her, which I add not to winge, but just give context: Her only hobby is
watching TV which she does LOADS off. I've cut my screen time to very little over the last year. She
eats a crap diet, does very little around the house. She is a great mother though.
I don't know if this was a massive comfort test brought on by my changes (I am treading lightly
though), or something she really wants. She gave me a kiss (peck) before leaving for work this
morning, which she hasn't done for months.
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I don't know what my next move should be? Any guidance very welcome.
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'to Pity Fuck' or 'not to Pity Fuck'?
12 upvotes | November 9, 2017 | by SimilarSalvation | Link | Reddit Link
As some of you may remember, my world got turned upside down 2 months ago when my newborn
son died after 36 days because of an aggressive brain tumor. We are trying to pick up our lives again
step by step.
As you can imagine, dealing with the death of our son is difficult, maybe even more so for my LTR
than for me. As was recommended in Shitty Comfort Test, I am her oak whenever she breaks down
and I am there to comfort her. And as you can also imagine, sex has been absent (too) low this past
two months... I understand she is not yet ready to get humped again so I give her her space. Flirting
and kino is still present, she does not recoil from me touching her but sex is still impossible for her.
This morning, however, she clearly got herself ready to pity fuck me: "I know you need your sex and
it is not fair of me to deny you. We still have 15 minutes before the kids wake so you can go ahead
and fuck me". Needless to say I was not aroused (a little butthurt) and not in the mood at all. Luckily?
our daughter saved me by waking right after my LTR speaking so I did not have to respond..
How should we (not specifically me in my rather unique? situation) react to a pity fuck? I would
rather not get my dick wet after 'getting permission because she has to' because I deserve better than
that. But I would love to hear your opinions on this...
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Presentation skills - how to stand up and be heard
12 upvotes | November 7, 2017 | by thunderbeyond | Link | Reddit Link
After watching u/Rian_Stone 's video (thank you, I really took a lot from it) I notice there's some
quite constructive feedback given on the forum about presentation style/substance. It is obvious that a
lot of the respondents have been in the position of presenter before, and have some good advice about
how to do it well. Some of you were posting "how would I do if I were in Rian's position?" The
reason I'm posting this is because... that's what I was thinking. I don't think I would do half as well.
And now I have been invited to give a presentation to a group of professionals at a conference, none
of whom I know. Its in the STEM field, and in a relatively new area of that. I did consider it, and then
reply that I would be happy to present (lean into discomfort, right). While I am thrilled to have been
invited to talk, I am also... ahem... concerned.
It's been many many years since having to give presentations at college. In my work life, I've found
that most of the presentations I have had to give have been to people I knew and who knew me and/or
my work prior. Or were in a classroom or teaching setting and therefore less pressure.
I'm also going to be perhaps the least qualified in the room (but fuck it, they asked me so that must
mean something...) which adds to my sense of fear. I don't have a LinkedIn profile (sure as hell ain't
on FB or socials) so for a lot of people in the room this will literally be the first time they have
seen/heard of me.
The feedback from this post was helpful. I'm not so retarded to ask "how would Chad give a
presentation" but if you have any pointers, tips etc that I can use, it will be appreciated. I also don't
have an alt account to post on reddit - I'm sure there are other subs - but since your opinion is valued
I'm asking you.
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(FR) Need to Own My Shit 1 year after D-Day
12 upvotes | October 12, 2017 | by RPWolf | Link | Reddit Link
I need to own my shit. If I am going to go all in on this I need to own it and stop lying to this board
and myself. I am typing this shit out for one reason and one reason only.
I have been at MRP for 6 months and making vast improvements but I dont feel I can come to grips
and actually move fully forward with the best version of myself until I can be honest with myself.
It was 1 year today that I found out that my wife cheated on me. This is a bit of info I have left out of
all my OYS and FRs up until now. It has been hinted at by others but I could never type it out and
admit it because I didn't want to hear "next the slut", "shes a whore" etc. These things I know and I
wasn't in a place to hear them or deal with it.
This wasn't just a ONS, this was a physical affair that took place in a hotel regularly while I was at
work and the kids were in school. I confronted her and I have read enough here to know I was getting
maybe 1% of the truth and trickled to me only as I asked questions. I caught her by setting up a
camera in the house and heard her conversations with the guy. So many red pill truths came out of
her mouth it read like a FAQ of red pill definitions. I saw a lawyer but had oneitis too bad to pull the
trigger. I did at least have the balls to set a couple boundaries after the fact. She admitted it, she
sobbed for days and weeks, hysterical bonding ensued and then it didnt. I was angry and she fucked
me enough to make me not angry and complacent again. Then when she knew I wasnt going to pull
the trigger and I went back to my BP ways the sex stopped also. Reasons came in for why we weren't
having sex. So in place of the sex my hamster took over and spun itself off the casing and out the
fucking room. I did every form of OPSEC imaginable and knew what she was doing every second of
every day. It was pathetic and a miserable existence. We saw a counselor, which predictably didn't
work. The upside was this counselor was not red pill aware but believed in the captain/FO dynamic
and was trying to not blame me for what happened but show me that me being a pussy and being a
drunk captain is what lead to my wife doing what she did. The counselor perpetuated the trust issues
my wife was having about me and like a dumb fuck I also initiated a 3 month no sex moratorium
based on the exercise in NMMNG. This lead to a 9 month dead bedroom.
I blamed myself, I blamed other people but most of all I was angry. I had mountains of rage and
resentment built up. I knew I was fucked up and I knew there was something wrong with me. I
always felt like something was wrong but could never put words to it. Its what Rollo talks about
when he refers to the Void men have in their lives like something is missing. I bought the Disney
dream and everything that came with it. I was as much "go girrrrlll" as any other reader of Huffpost,
but I always knew and believed guys were getting the short end of the stick. I was ashamed of my
desires for sex and felt like a weight was on my chest when it came time to initiate with my wife. I
was scared of her emotions. I was an emotional tampon. I had her on a pedestal and care took her in
all aspects. I tried to fix her issues and lived in fear of losing her.
After 6 months of floundering around trying to make sense of what happened, wallowing in self pity,
trying to "respark" the desire, not owning my shit and simply doing more of what got me to the same
place 6 months earlier I picked up NMMNG. It hit home immediately and I re-read it right away. I
signed up for one of Glovers online classes and through that someone hinted about "red pill" and
reading The Rational Male. In April I started reading TRM and found MRP soon after.
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Its been 6 months and that is only a couple steps in terms of the MRP marathon but the gains I have
made in myself are amazing to me from where I was 6 months ago.
Where I was :
Career Beta/Nice Guy/People Pleaser
Cheated on my wife for validation from another woman.
Would lie to my wife like a child because I was afraid of her emotions.
Would try to control her because I lived in fear of her disapproval.
Sought out validation from others in my job and life.
Never owned my decisions or opinion. Would fold under pressure.
Dug myself into the dark hole of obsessive OPSEC.
Former collegiate athlete turned dad bod fat fuck.
Covert contracts all over the place.
Where I am Now:
Lifting 4 times a week.
Stopped blaming others for my problems.
Owning my shit around the house, job and life.
Building abundance mentality and OI.
Better relationship with my kids. I interact with them better and am teaching them to own their
shit and become men.
I feel better and look better then I have since my first son was born.
I am not afraid of my wifes emotions.
I do things for myself because I want to, not because I feel obligated to or out of fear of
rejection.
I am not writing this looking for validation or feels. I made the choice to stay with my wife a year ago
out of oneitis and for the kids. I choose to stay now because she adds value to my life in many ways
besides sex and it is the best option I have that fits my life as I improve. I don't blame her for what
she did, was it her decision to get fucked by another guy, totally. I also can not put all the blame on
her for that however. I beat her down emotionally through cheating, lying and controlling. I own that
now and will be a better person then that.
So where do I go from here? I have miles and miles ahead of me and it seems like more questions
every day. 6 months is nothing in the long haul of MRP. Will I get divorced...maybe? I gave myself
18 months of solid 100% MRP change in myself and then reevaluate the situation. If my relationship
hasnt improved then I am out. This is a solid statement. I am not afraid of walking away at this point
but I won't delude myself into thinking it won't suck and my relationship with my kids wouldn't be
impacted. I can already see improvements in my relationship but I have days I get anxiety and
become untrusting. I work through it, I take it out on the weights, I meditate and I try to own my shit.
Will I ever trust my wife again? Who knows, my guess is probably not. Will she cheat on me again?
Maybe, maybe not. I can't control her, only how I react to it. The thing I do know now is that if she
does, she will get caught, everyone does and I will walk away. That boundary has been set and she
knows I am not bluffing on that.
The bottom line is the stay plan is the same as the go plan. I have my list of non-negotiable items in
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order for me to stay in my marriage and I am giving myself the time to make myself better so that I
know at the end of the day I gave 110% before I cash out.
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Are there any books for my wife to read to set her on her own
path of enlightenment that will help benefit our family?
12 upvotes | September 30, 2017 | by SidMRP | Link | Reddit Link
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She's shit testing me right out the door.
12 upvotes | September 28, 2017 | by RedishPill | Link | Reddit Link
My question: Is it ever her fault? If it is, what does that look like, aside from personality disorders
and obvious addiction problems/slut behavior?
Now, before you give me the knee jerk, keyboard smashing, foaming at the mouth "ITS ALWAYS
YOUR RESPONSIBILITY" answer I am expecting, hear me out.
Women shit test. I get this. I see it. Regularly. The problem is, I'm getting really fucking tired of it.
To the point that when it happens now, I just stare up at the ceiling while simultaneously clawing at
my face and start listing off the pros and cons of being with her. Yes, I could surely turn around and
give her a wink and a witty remark, but I just don't have the energy. I did this for a while, but the
thought of putting up with her shit for the rest of my life makes me want to end it now. It is often said
on here "Women will never stop shit testing", but is there a point when it moves from shit testing to
"this twats broken"?
I have often had the outlook on life that everything is my responsibility. With my discovery of
redpill, this has confirmed even more so that it is, and I still maintain the idea that "If my GF is doing
X then I need to 1) lift more, 2) read more, 3) smack her (ass) more often, 4) fuck her more
aggressively, 5) be more active in setting boundaries 6) etc".
I have three thoughts:
1. my love for her has been eroded by other experiences with her, and without that foundation, I
don't care enough to deal with her (which she has probably noticed and has caused a negative
feedback loop on the shit tests).
2. as has been pointed out by other members on here from my past experiences with her that I
have posted about: it really is 100% my fault. I am not leading enough. I am not being alpha
enough. I am not DOING enough. I am not passing shit tests enough.
3. related to two, but when we first met I was in a really bad place. Depressed, hated myself, had
strong OCD, and I can count off at least 5 times I cried in her arms and had complete
meltdown. I am not there anymore, and I have been actively fighting to kill the person I was
back then, but I wonder if she will never forget my past (even though she never brings it up in
arguments or shit tests about it) and thus will never be comfortable looking to me as her oak.
I appreciate the feedback.
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[FR] Main event begins?
12 upvotes | September 6, 2017 | by RPWolf | Link | Reddit Link
In my OYS I have been talking about looking better then I ever have, mentally feeling better then I
ever have and becoming involved and doing things for myself now. My wife has been noticing and
staying quiet. She has been shit testing like crazy and overall has had a shit attitude not just to me but
the kids as well.
Last night she stayed quiet no longer. I have been getting hard no's and withdrawing my time and
attention the last couple of weeks. Not in a butthurt way at all but in a your loss way. I havent been a
dick either just busy. Last night was no different. I tried to initiate got a hard no and grabbed my book
and gave her a kiss and said I am not real tired I'm going to read for a bit. She stammered and finally
asked if we could talk. All she said was "whats going on?" I replied, I am going to need more detail
then that. Thats when she lost it. Waterworks unloaded, sobbing, etc. She said "that right there", "I
don't know you anymore", "I don't trust you, I live with Jekyll and Hyde". I let her keep talking
because there weren't any questions to answer.
In a nutshell she expressed that the OPSEC I had done and she found out about has ruined her trust in
me. My response to that was, yes I did that but I am not in that mental place anymore and I am over
it. Her response was I dont believe you. I just fogged by saying I can see how that would break your
trust but I am not in that place anymore. This infuriated her and escalated the tears.
Her second statement was to bring up the coworker who was flirting with me and texting. Nothing
happened and I never intend for it to at this current spot. However, the wife saw the texts and has
been sitting on them. This is where she got overly dramatic by flipping on the lights and glaring at
me. Asking me who this girl was etc. My response was, nothing happened but I am a man, you have
expressed previously that sex and affection are the only things you feel you have control of in this
marriage. I dont want to cheat on you but now you see that I do have options. I can not continue to
give my time and attention to someone who clearly is so unattracted to me. This was followed up by
hysterics, way more sobbing and her admitting that she looked through my phone. This was also
followed up by, "jesus christ is this some psych 101 bullshit??!!"
Third item she brought up was a charge for a lawyers consult. She knew I had talked to a lawyer a
year ago to discuss options. I had a follow up consult with my lawyer to make sure everything was
still in line. This was where she really lost it. She flat out asked me if she needed to get a lawyer. "I
said you do what you need to do. If the question is do I want to divorce you then the answer is no, I
would have left a long time ago." Her response was that it doesnt matter anyway because she can't
leave, she wouldnt have anywhere to go and she doesnt want to leave the kids.
After all that she proceeded to tell me how she doesnt know me anymore and doesnt trust me. She
stated how unhappy she is and doesnt know if she can ever get past everything that has happened and
is happening to us. Today she has gone completely silent, which I expected and I am doing business
as usual and will continue to be a fun guy. I know this is only the beginning and this may very well
drag on for a week or more.
The long and the short is that she bottled everything in from when I walked out weeks ago and she
unleashed it all last evening. I let her talk until the hamster ran itself tired. I doubt I handled most of it
correctly but I know I did better then in the past. Did I stay in my frame? That would imply I have a
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strong frame to stay in. Probably not but I felt I stayed in what frame I have. I know it was a shit
show and I know I could have done better. When she was finally done talking and her sobs lowered
themselves to a snivel I put my arm around her and hugged her, kissed her on the cheek and held her
for a minute. I then let go, told her I loved her and went downstairs for a bit. I do not intend to cave
and placate her but at the same time I do not want to set myself back to the beginning again.
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[FR] Leading, and using the cheat code
12 upvotes | August 31, 2017 | by MRPN00b | Link | Reddit Link
Swallowed the pill back in July of '16. Choked, and swallowed again.
Married over 20 years. 6'5 215, 15% BF, visible abs, hair and clothes are on point.
As part of my process through MRP, I have slowly been taking back the decision making in pretty
much every aspect of our life from my first mate.
We usually go out once or twice a week, golf, dinner, movie, hike etc. I've left it up to her to plan this
in the past. Asking her where we are going and what we are doing.
It's funny, since she always had a plan I assumed that she wanted to plan it. Nope.. turns out she
doesn't.
A few weeks ago, I texted her about 4pm and told her I'd be home to pick her up in an hour, we were
going out, be dressed and ready to go. From the minute I picked her up, it was relentless shit testing.
"why are we taking this car?" "How far are we going? I have to be back by 8 to do blah, blah, blah"
"Why are you going this way, sounds like there is traffic"
About 4 different times, I just about turned the car around and dropped her off back at home. But I
held frame, just smiled and said "It will be ok"
Ended up at a store to pick up a particular item for the house that she wanted. I agreed we needed it
and and had discussed it a few weeks ago. I called and ordered it, and it was ready when we showed
up.
As soon as we saw where we were "what? I don't want you spending money on xyx, blah, blah, blah"
Led her into the store, made sure it was the one she wanted, and loaded it into the car.
Next stop was dinner at a new place, small out of the way, but very high end. "this is too expensive"
"How long is this going to take?" On and on.. until a funny thing happened. About half way through
dinner, she started opening up. Relaxing, just talking about everything (I let her ramble on)
On the way home, I got "wow.. that was so nice! Thank you for planning everything tonight, I really
enjoyed myself"
The funny thing about this night was I can't even remember if we had sex or not. We most likely did,
but that wasn't the point. The point is, this shit works. Just stick to the plan, she will shit test until you
want to leave her by the side of the road, and then the clouds will part, and she will see the captain (or
captain in training) isn't a complete moron, and she might fall in line. might
Part 2
I don't know who suggested this, but I seem to remember a member on here giving a similar example,
and I used it with great success.
Wife gets out of the shower and is standing naked by the mirror getting ready. I walk by on my way
to the closet and smack her on the ass. Then I come back through the bathroom and smack her again.
Instant shit test "Do you HAVE to hit my ass every time you walk by?"
Me: "I dunno, let me see?" I back up into the closet again, walk by and SMACK!.
"Yup.. I guess so"
She instantly went from a scowl to one of those roll eyed smiles.
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So whoever that was that gave that example. Thanks. Smacking the ass is like a cheat code. It's the
"go to"
That's all..
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The "you're looking at other women" shit test
12 upvotes | June 5, 2017 | by repairedandwhole | Link | Reddit Link
This was handled much better than in years past, but there's still room for improvement. At the beach
over the weekend. At one point, I'm further out in the waves with our daughter, she's further in with
the little kids. I'm enjoying the sight of a tight Asian girl coming out into the water. When I
bodysurfed in, she says "I saw you looking at that ugly Asian girl".
Many years ago, I DEERed all accusations of looking. This sometimes resulted in long running
arguments. About 6-7 years ago I quit giving a shit. I'd just grunt or ignore her. This time, I told her I
like brown girls, but prefer Latin ass (my wife is Latina), swat her ass, and then headed back out in
the waves.
Next time I come in, she's on me, wanting a kiss, playing in the waves, clinging on as I pull her
further out (she doesn't swim well, I'm muscular and a strong swimmer). She used to bitch about
going more than knee deep, getting hair wet, etc. today she's laughing at having waves crash over her
and me keeping her upright.
Decent passage of a shit test had solid results, but it seems like better can be had with further AA and
AM. What has worked well for you guys in these types of shit tests?
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Avoiding Nihilism?
12 upvotes | January 23, 2022 | by reddit_acbt | Link | Reddit Link
For whatever reason following MRP helps, get up early, lift, do the work, date your wife, have better
sex... it works, you feel better too.
But every now and then you stay up late drifting into nihilism? What's the point in any of this or
anything? Is this just me, where do you go from here?
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Live-In LTR of 3.5 Years Offering "Hard No's" for the First
Time.
12 upvotes | March 2, 2022 | by simba_remember | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Are all threats honored?
12 upvotes | March 28, 2022 | by cryptus-maximus | Link | Reddit Link
I’m familiar with the “all threats are honored” maxim but how does this play out in the real world?
How does someone using AM or AA honor a threat when they are essentially belittling it, albeit
indirectly?
I have a personal high stakes example. Taking a threat at face value or vice versa, especially ones
done in the midst of a divorce can end up hurting you when it’s time to negotiate. When do you a call
a bluff, a bluff?
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Absolute Mess
12 upvotes | June 12, 2022 | by GermanSatay | Link | Reddit Link
I'm struggling with actioning the sidebar information. Lots of unattractive qualities and I find myself
losing track or reverting to old habits without realizing. Does anyone have a good method for keeping
on top of it all?
For example. I have a lifetime of poor social skills. Terrible with women, but also guys and making
friends. My experience is that people don’t listen when I talk, they aren’t blowing up my phone to
hang out, jokes are met with awkward silence and I’m the butt of jokes that make me butt hurt. I
understand why, i'm a textbook loser.
Finding information on the fixes is easy. So I fix the diet, and start a lifting program 4 days per week.
I focus on STFU because people probably aren’t listening because what I have to say isn’t worth
listening to. It doesn’t stop me being a target at work, with people fishing for comments so they can
laugh or make fun of me. I look at fogging, negative inquiry and assertion, broken record. Have some
success, but find myself ruminating about the 99% which are failures. Why do I care so much
anyway? I read NMMNG, realise how utterly pathetic I’ve always been and about my deep desire for
validation - and that’s just the tip of the ice berg. I join a BJJ gym but still feel like an outcast. Each
day I find myself working overtime in every interaction, thinking about eye contact/body
language/stfu/fogging/smile/what do they want to talk about/repeat their name/relax/try to be
confident/stand tall/not too much eye contact. You get the point, it’s a total fucking mess.
The only thing I find consistent progress and success with is lifting and diet. In terms of a solution,
my thinking is to break things down into my biggest weaknesses or areas that will net the biggest
improvement, and chip away.
Lift (stick to the program)
Diet
STFU (in regards to feelings or anything negative)
Eye contact
Smile
Have some wins with these things over the next week and then maybe add something else next week.
People talk like not being shit socially is easy. For most maybe, because they learned the skills
growing up and used to be fit, fun and fuck. Not the case for me, advice like "pick up a hobby" isn't
enough on its own to undo the awkwardness. It's going to take me a lot of time and effort to undo this
shit. Any advice beyond rereading NMMNG, WISNIFG, HTWFAIP (i'm rereading all three) would
help a lot.
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Wife hates her job and it’s spiraling into
anxiety/depression…How do I lead her out of this?
12 upvotes | June 29, 2022 | by JnC2cherries | Link | Reddit Link
For context, I work in the same field as my wife . In fact, up until this past year we both worked at
the same org. The way this place is run is very Machiavellian, major power gap between
administration and staff, and they will absolutely break employees into submission by making them
feel as if they are worthless at their chosen profession. I watched it happen to a few people, then it
happened to me, and now it’s happening to my wife.
She’s currently admin making a decent salary, albeit relatively underpaid compared to her peers
(90k/yr). I’m still below this on the org chart but left that shit hole last year and negotiated my way
into a much better salary (70k/10months) at my new employer, where I can inflate that pay quite
easily through side jobs for $80/hr straight cash as many times as I want through the week. I’ll touch
on why I include these stats later in this post.
I don’t want to get too deep into the gritty details, but there are a couple of points I feel are necessary
to understanding the situation. My wife is young to be in her role (31), and has been at this position
for 2 years. She rose quite quickly to get there in part because she’s incredible at her job, very
attractive, assertive when it comes to her professional life, and was lightly flirtatious with the head of
the org. I have no problem with this as I very openly do the same to benefit my career. We mirror
each other in many ways regarding looks and personality and using them to manipulate those around
us to serve our personal goals. Recently, however, her boss has texted her more overtly flirtatious
things (not enough to be considered harassment) which she completely ignored and has lead her to
withdraw any type of flirtatious or flattering behavior toward him. I assume that, because this is
contrary to the type of response he expects and desires, he’s now retaliating by micromanaging her
and making her feel like she’s failing at her job. Last weekend he basically told her he was
considering letting her go, saying it was a risk to keep her in this position. Objectively, she’s great at
her job and handling an extremely demanding position better than most people who’ve been at it for
years. Add to this she works with a woman who is supposed to be her assistant, yet she takes every
opportunity to try to sabotage my wife’s success because she wants to be in charge. She’s gone as far
as trying to turn the staff against her, and very obviously, telling her boss (who is never there to see
the day to day as he works on a separate site) that my wife is doing a terrible job.
Needless to say, this is an extremely uncomfortable environment to work in. It’s almost exactly the
same situation i was in a year ago at the same place (boss turned on me, coworker actively sabotaging
my success by lying about me). When I saw that it was affecting my self confidence I got the fuck
out. On to bigger and better because I’m the prize and any employer I choose to work for is lucky to
have me and what I bring to the table. I know my abilities and I’m damn good at what I do. My wife,
on the other hand, has lost all confidence in herself. It’s continuing to spiral into all aspects of her
life, to the point that she’s told me on numerous occasions she feels broken and like she’s lost her
sense of who she is. She’s started to see a psychologist, but it’s too early to see any real results from
this.
At home, I am a good captain. I lead our family by handling the finances, household chores
(delegating where necessary), keeping solid routines and discipline with our children, and being the
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oak. Positive and neutral emotions only, stern when need be with both wife and kids. I’ve been
lurking MRP for about 6 months, and though there are definitely still improvements to be made on
my part in many areas, I didn’t exactly start from square one. My wife respects me, defers to my
leadership, and aims to please me because she trusts me and feels safe with me. I’m at a loss here
though. Although she’s not as debilitated by all of this as she was a few months ago, she has zero self
confidence, anxious constantly, and isn’t sleeping well at all. I use my situation as proof that it’s not
her, but her environment causing this and she can leave at any time. I’ve helped her polish her resume
and find jobs to apply to (which she has started to do), and generally try to balance comforting her
with expressing my need for her to push through this as it’s affecting her ability to be the copilot i
want her to be.
What am I missing? Jordan Peterson talks a lot about the crisis many women face at this stage
regarding career and family goals. She often works late /weekends, and feels guilty about missing
time with our kids/me. But she also enjoys the financial benefits of her high paying job. She’s shit at
managing money and has a problem with online shopping that we’ve addressed but it’s a work in
progress. I wonder if I am contributing to this by having supported her in her pursuit of this higher
earning/responsibility position rather than pursuing it myself. Or if I’m not leading her through this
properly with my logical, it’s not you it’s them approach. I just want my happy, positive, confident
copilot back.
Any of you have experience/feedback?
Much appreciated in advance.
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Am I misunderstanding what a mission is?
12 upvotes | October 18, 2022 | by hausofedd | Link | Reddit Link
Just got to the 16 commandments of poon in the reading and the 3rd is about making a mission my
life's goal - rather than my wife being the center
I have mentally masturbated about this in the past and have a few ideas in my head. So im sharing it
here so y'all can shit on me and hopefully provide some direction as well.
through other sources around personal development it seems that happiness is gained by aligning
yourself to something greater than yourself. this is often around service to others but not always. This
is not the same as a mission I don't think but more of a relative of a mission. As we all want to be
happy and that is a thing we work to.
Where im at now though is my mission seems to be self-improvement and gaining life experiences.
I have an urgent need to go and do things, try things, explore, and learn. This work is my center
today. But to what end? no end just the intrinsic value of the having the experience of a life well
lived.
What this looks like is me trying and doing new things and getting involved in the communities that
are around them. I have examples but they don't really matter- the fact is they seem to feed into that
life passion I found lacking the last few years and meeting folks with similar interests does the same.
In terms of sexual strategy this seems great in getting new sexual options but luke warm in terms of
exciting a long-term option - outside of the competition angle (there is a term used but I cant
remember it - something about girls want the guy other girls want)
I'm going to keep doing these things because I just like them but I wonder if there is something else
in a mission I ought to be considering in terms of a mission?
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Withdrawing attention as a punishment when we both work
from home
12 upvotes | January 25, 2019 | by MoreCarefulThinking | Link | Reddit Link
tl;dr
1. How do I withdraw attention when we both work from home, in the same room?
2. In general, how do you not make it obvious that you are withdrawing in response to something
she did?
3. Is working from home together just a bad situation for MRP?
-
I've seen it mentioned here that a good consequence for disrespect or other undesirable behavior from
your wife is to withdraw attention/presence for a while.
This is a bit difficult for me because we both work from home (about 15ft. from each other) and
sometimes my wife can be disrespectful or shit test me during this time.
In our apartment we don't really have another choice but to work in the same room unless one of us
moves to the bedroom. I think I could find a coffee shop to go to and work from, but she knows that I
like my home office area and it would be odd if I started doing that. It seems like it would show lack
of frame because I'm being transparent that I'm removing myself the situation and I'm putting myself
in a suboptimal work environment. Even if I show no emotion and STFU as I'm leaving it still seems
obvious.
I could find something to do, like take a walk, even though I'd want to limit my time doing this to not
seem flaky at work. I usually lift in the mornings before work, so that's not usually an option.
But this leads to a more general question about withdrawing: how do you not make it seem like you
are reacting to the situation and getting chased out of your own house? If you only take walks after
your wife acts like a bitch then she could get the sense that she is controlling you and can make you
leave at any time.
Am I overthinking this?

Tack-on question: is this working from home situation bad to begin with? Am I too available to my
wife every day? I'm starting to book up my evenings with activities away from her, but I feel like she
might be getting too much presence from me, minimum 40 hours a week, and it's hard to create
dread.

Thanks for helping a noob.
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Using power/muscle during sex
12 upvotes | January 18, 2019 | by Steve_rebooting | Link | Reddit Link
The short; What kind of 'moves' do you put on your women during sex that require some muscle (like
picking her up, sex on wall, etc... etc...) I know I could lift her up and fuck her, but wouldn't be able
to last long in that position before muscle burn.... Do you guys have some 'go to' power move tips
during sex you could share?
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1 rebuttal that has always stumped me. How do you best deal
with this?
12 upvotes | January 11, 2019 | by prometheus_winced | Link | Reddit Link
This is a general long-term question, not a “what do I do right now?” question. This has plagued me
for decades. This one thing has cropped up many times over the years. The situation is always with a
girl I know is ready, and things are about to get serious physically and there’s a last minute “what
about your GF/wife?” Always worded exactly the same. That one locks me up. My brain wants to say
“WTF are you talking about, you don’t give a shit”, but I just stammer out something . I’d say
progress at that point has been 50/50. I can’t ever remember how I respond that’s successful. What
the fuck is their goal with this last minute blocker, what are they trying to accomplish? What’s the
best way to deal with this?
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Confused about punishment and DEER
12 upvotes | December 28, 2018 | by alpha-zach | Link | Reddit Link
Took pill 3 years ago. Went Rambo. Divorced.
Spun plates. N count over 100. (Got a good feel for how women really are through this.) Now
recently in an LTR
With plates, if I was displeased with their actions, I’d remove my attention, go silent for a few days
or more. Make them make the first move to reconnect.
But that’s partly impractical in an LTR because we interact daily and sometimes need to for logistics.
She’s out of town for two weeks visiting family. So I’m basically in a forced long distance
relationship for two weeks. No sex. I’m also no fap.
We were texting. She didn’t do something I asked. So I wanted to remove my attention because she
wasn’t pleasing me. I told her I was done talking with her for the day. She gets cunty, so I make it
two. She texts me after several hours then texts multiple times all night and into the next day.
First clear mistake is, I broke frame and didn’t fulfill the two days. She baited me in. I held frame.
But after it seemed like she got the point, I started chatting. I pulled off 36 hours or so. I rationalized
it at the time, but now see how big of a mistake it was.
Second mistake, when I broke the two days I DEER’d. Essentially explaining punishment. Major
back and forth. Held frame. But it mostly ended in a stalemate.
Overall, I def still have the frame, but lost significant ground through this situation. She’s texting me
all day. Flirty, nudes etc. So all is fine. But I def don’t want to see this happen again.
This is new territory for me.
So I’m getting the distinct impression that I’m coming off like a woman “you didn’t make me feel
good, so now I’m not talking to you”
But I know I did it right with plates. I just don’t get how you do it in something deeper.
Do you punish at all? I thought I read something about that in an LTR, but it was a long time ago, I’m
fuzzy.
If they are like children and I explain my punishments to my kids, don’t I explain it with an LTR? Or
is that DEER’ing?
Were my only mistakes in this situation DEER’ing and frame break?
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Ex-Wife/ kids cellphone
12 upvotes | November 27, 2018 | by unclearimage | Link | Reddit Link
My ex-wife and her boyfriend (it's been like 4 years) gave my son a cell phone that can't make phone
calls. (For playing games) I told her I don't want it at my house, and she kept bugging me about it
saying our son wanted to bring it.
Now she wants me to connect it to my wifi, she says she wants to chat with my son while he's over
here. But I also keep in mind her boyfriend is apparently tech savvy.
Really don't want to connect it to my wifi, even if it's just for harmless chatting as she suggests.
Aren't there apps that let you take control of the camera or microphone over wifi?
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Withdrawing attention from your wife without sacrificing time
with your child(ren)?
12 upvotes | November 2, 2018 | by ParaXilo | Link | Reddit Link
Son is 5 months old. I already miss thing because I have to work. Food on the table and what not. Not
expecting a reward because it's what I'm supposed to do.
Wife is a harpy cunt and I'm ready to step it up and withdraw time and attention outside of my
workouts and jiu jitsu that she already complains about but I've been able to broken record "I enjoy
being active and it keeps me healthy." Unless recommended otherwise and just keep doing these
things.
I work out early morning and late evening in the garage while everyone sleeps
I usually go to BJJ for an hour and total time occupied maybe 2 hours with class, changing,
drive back, and shower.
How do you withdrawal attention from your wife but not lose time with your child?
They're not shit tests. If they were shit tests she would want to fuck me. She doesn't want to fuck me.
I don't even want to fuck her.
MAYBE they're comfort tests? Could have STFU more but I at least was able to just walk away with
my son and take him to play.
Still trying to get it and be less of a faggot.
Take aways:
This is a shit test. I'm failing.
I Still give too many fucks about what she says.
I need to be the oak. I'm not.
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Take this deal or not
12 upvotes | October 28, 2018 | by MarriedRedEnough | Link | Reddit Link
I discovered red pill a few months ago and have been swallowing it -- reading, started my MAP. I've
been a complete pushover beta.
With my new way of looking at the world, I recently discovered my wife is having an affair. Married
14 years. Both in early 40s.
I've realized she never was attracted to me and hates my attempts to be emotionally close. So our
relationship has been me chasing and her throwing up roadblocks -- extreme disrespect, which I was
beta enough to accept.
The thing is, she just accepted a new job and is set to make a lot of money. Up until now we've been
equal earners. I've never been a beta bux but she leans on me for support in a lot of other ways, as
she's an immigrant.
She is begging me not to divorce. I have no interest in an emotional relationship with her -- I lost all
attraction when I learned of the affair. I have no hope that we'll "fix" this. She will never divorce me.
The deal is very clear, though mostly unspoken. We stay together to raise the kids and so she doesn't
lose face with her family, and I provide the same support I always did. She'll support me financially - I'll work, but her new job is in a high-cost area and I'll probably shift to something low-key. I can
spin plates. She claims she'll be faithful, but let's not kid ourselves. She's up for sex, though I'm not.
I do think her active disrespect will stop, as she has no more emotional leverage over me now.
This is not what I expected of my life. It's not my idea of marriage and it's hard to accept.
But in some ways I'm in no hurry to divorce -- the option will always be there, and I should come out
fine if and when it happens.
Anyone have thoughts?
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Dread level 4 Implementation
12 upvotes | October 26, 2018 | by Jupi_ter | Link | Reddit Link
I have been here for a year, the first 6 months were very poor implementation (Rambo), now I have a
firmer grip on things. My life is on a 10x better track. I saw improvements in marriage over the
summer and now I’m seeing some sliding.
Every time I see some slide (there have been several and typically things get better thereafter), I
connect it to my growing frustrated at the lack of sex, building resentment and anger over a period of
time and eventually starting to show it.
My assessment is that the butt hurt factor when I get shot down is zero, but after a while (take now, 2
months no sex) I grow resentful and mean, I start not wanting to kino and show affection, because I
don't really want to get cock blocked again.
When this happens I also start to slide back into her frame. It’s really obvious. I’ve seen this cycle a
couple of times.
Take today, I’m obviously annoyed I got turned down yesterday, and the sub-communication is
terrible, petty fights, little shit tests I handle poorly, wife physically withdrawing from me.
My dread level is steady at 3, but I have been implementing 5, 6 and 7. I have a number of potential
plates and for the first time I seriously consider them. Whenever I think about plates I find they are an
escape from OYS, but man, I want a drink.
Dread level 4 is a level I always struggled with when thinking about implementation. The way I’m
looking at it right now is to spend significantly less time at home (I started already), make her a
roommate and sparsely give some kino/affection and engagement. I tried in the past to full-on remove
affection and that was retarded.
The problem is initiating, if over a long time frame I get shot down I start giving a fuck and undo all
the good work. Folks that had a seriously withdrawn wife, how did you handle it?
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Wife's pms is increasing.
12 upvotes | October 12, 2018 | by jimmyjohncocks | Link | Reddit Link
Just a fr here. It's been 19 days since the last time i deered. I've added 15 lbs to all my lifts and
continued 3x a week lifting heavy. Gained 2 lbs and haven't been shot down since. Started preping to
apply for a wireman apprentice program to get out of warehouse slave labor. Read Epictetus and
halfway through Pook.
Came home from work yesterday to hear the wife has started pms a few days early this cycle. Raging
to the kids about a mess they made. I don't acknolwedge her while i go start dinner and she never
comes to me to get attention which is unusual.
I play with the kids and make them clean up the 200ish books they put on the living room floor while
i finished dinner. Wife goes on screaming to them in the other room trying to get a rise outta me. I
keep my cool and eat dinner with the kids while she finger fucks her phone on the couch.
I realize I made this harpy cunt and she seems to have the worst pms I've seen her ever have right
now. Is this due to the improvements ive made in recent weeks?
After the kids went to bed she told me no one listens to her in the house and I just said well i can't
speak for the kids but i know i dont want to listen to fuck 4 times in every sentance while someones
screaming. Then i walked off and read my book while she watched Netflix on her phone in our bed.
I feel like i need to set a boundary about how she talks to the kids. She asked the 7 yr old why she
was such a fucking idiot for not picking up her boots off the kitchen floor when she was told.
Wife was practically dragging the 2 yr old to the bathroom to brush his teeth by his wrist. At which
point I grabbed her wrist only hard enough to take the pressure off his. She said dont fucking touch
me and I said don't touch our son like that. I told her nursemaids elbow doesn't feel good.
My main question is will my wife stop being this way over time as i improve myself? It seems to be
getting worse at this point.
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“Do you think I’m fat?”
12 upvotes | October 12, 2018 | by Rino1977 | Link | Reddit Link
So walked in from the gym this morning and was on a business call. When I got off I was asked?
“Were you talking to your girl friend”
Me: nope she isn’t up this early
Walked up stairs got ready for work. When I was leaving I got asked the age old question.
Do you think I’m Fat?
Me: Yes
Now I’m pretty sure that was the wrong response as I’m in no place to be making that comment.
One of my pillars is to tell the truth but maybe I should just bend it a bit because I don’t think the
answer was correct.
Comments?
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Developing Abundance, Tinder, and OPSEC?
12 upvotes | September 28, 2018 | by Reject444 | Link | Reddit Link
So as I mentioned in my OYS post from this week (starts here and continues here)--primarily in the
second part--I've been thinking a lot about how to develop more abundance mentality lately. I've
never really done much "gaming" or flirting of women other than my wife, even before I was
married, so I don't have a lot of knowledge or skill regarding how to meet, flirt with, and hook up
with, women. I've never considered myself particularly physically attractive but have never really
tested the waters to try to evaluate it objectively, and I'm probably not going to truly believe that
other women could find me attractive unless I actually have women finding me attractive.
As a result, I'm having trouble internalizing an abundance mindset and an "I am the prize" attitude. I
understand it mentally, but emotionally I'm not yet able to really believe it. I don't really know where
I'd go to meet/flirt with women and the logistics of my demanding job and leading my family make it
difficult to find free evenings to go to bars or clubs anyway.
So I've been considering signing up for Tinder, if for nothing else than just to get a taste of what's out
there. I feel like even a few matches and decent text conversations could help me really prove to
myself that I do have other options besides my wife, and at least offer a few opportunities to practice
flirting and being cocky-funny over text. I'm not sure I'm ready yet to actually go on dates or escalate
anything physically with another woman (I'd primarily be going for catch-and-release right now, if
anything), but I believe that knowing whether I'd have the chance if I wanted it could be very helpful
for my frame development right now. Hell, even seeing the list of women near me looking to hook up
would probably be useful.
However, I'm being a pussy and not signing up yet because I'm concerned about OPSEC; despite my
efforts to research this online, I'm still not fully sure how Tinder actually works or displays people. If
I had an account and my wife found out (likely through single family members or friends who might
have accounts and could see my profile), it would likely destroy my marriage--and while I haven't yet
decided if the marriage will survive, if it's going to dissolve I want to make damn sure it happens on
MY terms and when I'M ready for it.
So those of you who are married and use Tinder, how do you protect yourself from being found out?
Is there a way to safeguard against this? How likely is it that somebody of the opposite sex living in
my same city would see my profile? How about if they live in another state?
I'd appreciate any help or input regarding Tinder use, places to go out and meet/flirt with women, or
any other help with things I can do to develop true abundance and "I am the prize" mentality.
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I think it is time to leave
12 upvotes | September 24, 2018 | by throwaway76554672 | Link | Reddit Link
I am a 30 year old male, and she is 34. We have lived together for 5 years. My bench PR is 225 Lbs,
Squat is 295, and OHP is 155. My BF% is around 15 to 20%. I weight 180 lbs and I am 5'9. I have
not read any of the books here that are advised on, but I did read Enchiridion and Marcus Aurelius'
Meditations, which they are part of the stoic philosophy the Red Pill requests. Side bar read. I am a
good looking male, and I have the confidence to think that I can get any woman I want. My current
downside is that I have bad debt that I am trying to clear up since it has spiraled out of control. Two
important things that I should mention: I have not gamed her in a year, and she has OCD related
PTSD from a bad accident. She is scared of food being contaminated. I think my debt issues start
from her problems with food. After I grocery shop weekly (~ $225), and after work and before
getting home, I find that most of the time I have to stop by the grocery store to purchase more things
for dinner and snacks. I would spend about $30 to $40 dollars extra daily, while some food that I
bought that weekend will go to waste. Our pantry is full with food but it is not used. I believe if I was
single I would use all of that food. Why haven't I gamed her? Last year she took some medication for
her mental health illness that made her gain weight. She currently sits at 340 lbs. She slept/layed on
the couch from August of last year to May of this year, and as a "nice" guy I took care of her. I
cleaned, I cooked, I cut the grass, I walked the dog, I did the laundry, I took care of the cars. A one
man army. Last April, I was diagnosed with mono and I had 3 fevers in 2 months. I kept doing the
same chores, without any help since she was too busy with her teaching job, meds or who knows. Just
last week she apologized for not taking care of me; her excuse was she was still in meds and feeling
tired. I think she has the princess syndrome, and she probably wouldn't be a good mother. She gives
me BJs but I do not reciprocate, and I had to hear about it in arguments. These past 2 months have
been hell. We have been renovating the kitchen, and her dad and her cousin are helping me do it.
While she lays on the couch, she has 3 men working in the house. After they leave, I cook, I clean
(the dishwashers is temporarily in the basement, so emptying it and re-loading it is a work on itself),
walk the dog, get laundry done, etc. She absolutely does nothing. I have hear all the shit tests in the
world, but at this time I just want to fail them because I do not want to do anything with her since she
is so inept. I don't fail them though. Shit test examples:
Cousin: Look at those lats. You look good man, I wish I looked like you. Her: Stop stroking his
ego, I have to deal with that after you leave.
Cousin: All you have are tight shirts that show your biceps. I guess if you have them you have
to flaunt them. Her: That's all he has, he looks like a fag. She asks me if she can help when I am
working in the house. I try to lead her to assist me with some of the stuff, but then it becomes a
power struggle:
Me: Yes, can you put away those cereal boxes on the table? Her: But one of them is dirty with
construction dust. Me: I am not sure which box is "dirty" for you. That's why asked you. If you
don't want them throw them out.
Her: Can you buy me popcorn? Me: You have 2 partially open bags in the pantry. Her: I don't
know how old they are. Me: If you don't want them throw them out. I saw them there that's why
I didn't buy any while I was grocery shopping.
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Her after I cut the grass: We should fertilize. Me: I have to finish cleaning, the laundry, then
cook. If I have time I will. You can help me so we can finish quicker. Her after 30 minutes of
vacuuming: My wrist hurts, I need to sit down. (I end up completing the task, and I cannot
fertilize). But the thing that actually PISSES me off the most is the "why don't you" questions.
If I am taking Advil, she asks "why don't you take Tylenol?", if I wash the white clothes, she
asks "why don't you do colours?", and if I run the dishwasher at 8:00 pm, she asks "why don't
you run it before we go to bed"? Or the "did you" questions. If I mop, she asks "did you use the
bucket you were using for the grout"?, if I cook eggs I get the "Did you use a new or old butter?
My dad had his dirty hands in there", or after I cook she asks me "what is the expire date?" Like
I literally just want to do chores so that I don't have to listen to her. or the "you can't"
statements. While going up and down emptying and reloading the dishwasher, she says "you
can't let the organic can open without anything on top because the dog will eat it". I tell her "I
am going up and down while you are on the couch. I didn't let the dog out, you did. so
supervise him, if you don't want to supervise him crate him". You can't put the bed sheets in
cold, it has to be warm. And yes, I seldom up, like last Friday where I served her dad a stale
Pepsi that was expired. Like I did not buy the Pepsi, I don't drink Pepsi, if it is expired
and not thrown away is not because of me. I don't eat butter or sugar, and if it was left on
the table for the cat to rub against it it is not my fault it was not put away. I don't have all
the time of the world to do all of her shit. She asks me these questions every single day,
and when I up, I start to doubt my abilities. I have come to the habit of asking her "do you
want me to do this or that" just because I am afraid of doing the wrong thing. Yesterday, she
told me she senses I don't want to be with her anymore. I avoided the conversation like an idiot.
Instead, I told her she makes me feel like I do everything wrong, and that she doesn't help, like
an idiot. She is unwilling to change, and there is so much a men can take. This morning, she got
frustrated with me. I cleaned the front hall closet last Friday. There were 2 or 3 of her leather
boots broken in there laying on the floor where it is impossible to close the mirror door
properly. I told her to get rid of them, she said she will fix them and it's been about 2 years and
nothing has been done. The door closes better now. This morning, apparently "people" (me) put
mud on her work shoes when I put my shoes on top of hers. I stayed quieted, but in my mind I
wanted to say "I spent my Friday night cleaning the closet, and like what you said is true, about
taking care of shoes really good, the closet would have been cleaned by now. There's not room
for my 3 shoes because all of your shoes that you do not use for more than 10 years are still
there. You told me to put the shoes in the closet because the dog eats them. Also, get rid of the
boots like I told you". I am pissed at work, and I want to leave my current life. TL;DR: Not
looking for validation. She does absolutely nothing. She thinks she is a princess and everything
revolves around her. She tell me what, when, and how things should be done like I am her
peasant. Renovations are hard on everyone, but her behaviour is running out of control. Read
the last 3 sentences. Rant over.
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Dread and Attraction issues.
12 upvotes | September 20, 2018 | by DeplorableRay | Link | Reddit Link
39 yo. 5'10" 205lbs 17%bf Bp 270, DL470, Squat 365. Side bar completed ad nauseum. I participated
in Hunter's first 31DTM via Twitter. At DL 10.
I'm the guy that comes here for the information without providing much value other than the
occasional obvious shit post comment. I'm a leach and you guys deserve better for the effort you put
in. Honestly, I never really feel like I have much value to add. I've come to the place we are all trying
to get to, and in the process I've found myself and lost over 100lbs. Everything I hoped to gain from
this process has been achieved and then some. When Rollo suggests that women desire and fear a
man that knows his value, he is speaking to me in this moment. I have found my peace and I know
my value. When Rollo taught me that desire is not negotiable, he is speaking to me now, only
ironically. Here's my problem, my wife is trying so hard to win back my favor and regain my trust.
She means it, I know she does. She has made herself available to me in ways I never understood she
was capable, in all facets of our marriage. Only, my desire for her has decreased significantly. I want
to find her desirable, but the years have fogged my glasses and I can't see my wife for the field.
I was a "nice guy" for ten years. I white knighted her while she completed post graduate studies and
internships, being the emotional tampon. She treated me like absolute shit for it, and I resented my
covert contracts. For a long time. Fast forward... We have two kids, she's on board with the marriage
and I feel a confidence about myself like I've never had, only not about my marriage. I have let the
past go, and I am looking forward. My Map is in tact. What I want is to find my wife attractive and
have the family that I want, intact. I'm starting to feel that I may not get both.
What has been the experience of others that have arrived to this point concerning a waning attraction
for your spouse?
or
Do the glasses eventually unfog and I should give this time for desire to rebuild?
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Is this as good as it gets *with her*?
12 upvotes | July 25, 2018 | by TurdDoctor | Link | Reddit Link
How do you know if this is good as it gets with this woman.
I have progressed through the levels of dread over about 15 months taking it slow working on myself,
one month per year of the relationship. My attractiveness and frame have grown tremendously and it
feels like I'm "in the zone". You could argue that I have more to go but at some point physical
attractiveness plateaus and it's more about strengthening the inside (frame) and pressing forward with
your mission. That's where I'm at.
Lately, it seems like I'm just spinning my wheels with her and not moving forward. How do I know
that this is as good as it gets with this woman? For those who have moved on from their LTR- how
did you come to understand that it wasn't going to get any better with her and it was time to try with
someone else? Or did you just know?
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Got this text today.
12 upvotes | July 11, 2018 | by tikitheman | Link | Reddit Link
5'10" 245 39 waist 18.5 neck 19% BF
Bench 315 squat 420 dead 465 press 193
Lots of gold here. I am not sure how exactly to take this. I would like to know what the more
experienced members think. Am I on the right path or am I going Rambo.
I plan to respond with some comfort in person. I need to own my shit better because I have been
leaving some stuff undone. Need to stfu more she has overheard me giving rp type advice to single
friends I think its beta as fuck to check out chicks overtly need to be more disciplined when it comes
to the female form.
What do you think?
Here is the text I have not replied.
"Tikitheman, I love you so much more then words could say you truely are my best friend, my lover,
my rock you are so amazing,talented,smart,funny and extremely sexy. I've been worrying alot lately
you used to be so sweet and would give effort I'm not sure what's going on with you lately you don't
do half the stuff you used to do and lately it's all about you or when it's convenient for you and I can't
help but feel as if this is who you are now you used to write me love letters and used to say you love
me without me saying it first and lately you don't even say it back you don't text me in the morning or
just throughout the day just to see how I am like you used to your always asking me how much I love
you but don't do it in return and lately I feel as if you only want me around for sex. You choose to go
to the gym instead of seeing me and not even telling me so I was thinking you were going straight
home to the kids. This morning you woke me up to give you your shot not to see me before you had
to leave you didn't say I love you before you walked out the door if you don't want to be here then
why play games with me and try to hurt me I am doing the best I can right now for our family and I
know you think our house is gross but you barley want to help. I'm hurting really bad right now and
am worried cause I don't know what's going on with you right now and you won't talk to me. I just
don't know why and when you decided to become an asshole guy who only cares about himself and
checks out every woman he can while sitting next to his wife or giving people advise that is so wrong
as a married man just by the way you talk and act makes me feel as if that's how you want to be.
Every time we go out you get buzzed and hang out with everyone but me of course besides dancing
But you almost remind me of that guy I used to help get laid and talked to about chicks. You used to
want to make me happy it was us against the world and right now I don't feel like I am apart of your
world other then when it's convenient for you. You don't even call me unless I call you first I would
really like to know what's going on I was looking through our text and I tell you I love you multiple
times and you don't say it once it's so sad. I love you so so much and just want to spend my life with
you."
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Working on me, wife fucks up big
12 upvotes | June 25, 2018 | by reallythatfast | Link | Reddit Link
Hey MRP,
This might be victim pukey, but I need some guidance.
You can read post history, but don't bother. Chronic beta, zero control of life or relationship. Setting
my marriage up for misery, not owning my shit until a few months ago. Down 20lbs, broke wrist
playing baseball so haven't been lifting. Focusing on being an amazing Dad (coaching ball, playing
with kids) and getting my house in order.
My wife hates the slow dynamic switch and is being a pouty child. I increasingly have stopped giving
a fuck and the idea of a separation/divorce becomes less and less bad to me. I want our family to stay
together for the kids, I think my wife has the ability to add value to our life, but I need to get my shit
together first.
Please note, I realize I didn't handle the below well. Fuck me.
Then, Friday before last, wife lies to me and maybe fucked an ex-BF (from like 10 years ago). She
says she's meeting friends from work downtown. Completely out of character, everything seemed off
-- gut, spidey-sense, etc just confused as fuck. Literally the first time in 7 years I've felt like this.
Look on phone website and see she's texting with a zip from old area code. Throw it in a reverse #
and it's the ex-b/f around 1AM when curiosity gets the best of me. I call, no answer, she texts "what's
up?", I say answer, no answer, I send her a screenshot of the # + name and say answer now. She says,
"I didn't do anything" and proceeds to not answer. A dozen unanswered texts and calls including me
telling her I'm going to come pick her up (I did find my iPhone 20 min later and saw she was an apt
building). Wind up picking her up outside his apartment complex at 3AM.
She says she left the bar shortly after I confronted her because she was mad at me or some shit.
Makes a whole lot of sense. She swears they did nothing.
I think she was fucking him when I called and she wouldn't answer, she wasn't around crowd noise.
I feel guilty. This is my fault for sucking ass as a husband, for not being a leader, for being
unattractive. But I also don't know how if I can proceed.
In the past week, she has been a saint. I told her Divorce is my preference but I have to figure shit
out. We have a conversation where I tell her this incident clicked some shit and that she's been a petty
baby, acting like a child and bringing zero value to my life. She cried and says she knows, etc. Tons
of RP truths from her about wanting me to tell her what to do. She loved being corrected. Hysterical
bonding been enjoyable but I'm not being fazed by it.
WTF do I do? Do I numb myself and believe that she didn't fuck him and just messed up majorly?
Accept that she probably blew the dude with recognition that I drove her there? Do I see if this
incident is leverage to build the life I hoped for and pull the cord if it's not? Straight up divorce?
I did speak to a lawyer and am in a very good position to not get raped. So that's good.
Sorry for the vomit.
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Communicating from strength, acta non verba, and seeking the
opposite of butthurt
12 upvotes | June 15, 2018 | by pursuing_the_ideal | Link | Reddit Link
I've been thinking about this a lot while driving and at the gym. I'm starting to feel that a big problem
with my relationship lately has been uncommunicated desire.
It started after our first baby. Her chemistry pushed her to focus primarily on our new child and my
desires were put on the back burner. I stomached this and gave her space and tried to support her as
best as I could. But I was a new dad and a shitty one and our first son was a really hard baby. My
weaknesses, which I didn't even know I had, came sharply to the surface.
In spite of my weaknesses and how hard our lives had become with the new baby, I still needed to be
loved and touched and desired. I reached out and tried to initiate touch and intimacy but from a
position of weakness. She recoiled from my touch which was super hurtful and something I didn't
understand at all. How could the woman who I committed to fully and worked day in and day out to
support reject me? I was communicating my desire from a position of weakness, both verbally and
nonverbally. This led into a downward spiral. My expression for desire transformed into something
she saw as unattractive, disgusting, and repulsive. This negative cycle eventually has led me to no
longer talk to my wife about intimacy and what I want. I stopped being playful and whipping my dick
out and initiating. I started to tip toe around intimacy to avoid being rejected. What actually made
matters worse is I wasn't always rejected. This made me incredibly confused about which behaviors
would be rewarded with intimacy and which ones wouldn't. All along I never considered hormones,
cycles, and ovulation being a potential driving factor for her behavior.
So, I started watching porn much more and jacking off like crazy to try to fill the hole of desire. Of
course in hindsight and after the Red Pill, I should have lifted instead. But I didn't have a reliable
roadmap to try to regenerate the desire we had for years before our first kid. Fuck me in the goat ass.
I think communicating from weakness is essentially what it means to be butthurt. So the opposite of
butthurt must be to communicate from a position of strength. I think we do this via acta non verba via
the 12 levels of dread. Maybe the key to communicating from a position of strength is being willing
to bet the farm and lose it all because you know you can replace it all and they know it too. I feel like
there is an emphasis on acta non verba but I still feel like we are missing spoken words - I can't just
lift and dread and hope my wife touches me the way I want to be touched, right? I feel like I need to
lead her and tell her exactly what I need and want. Is this correct? If so, when is the right time for
this?
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NMMNG says not to seek external validation. Is working on
raising our SMV not doing just that?
12 upvotes | June 4, 2018 | by TimeToDad | Link | Reddit Link
I just found MRP very recently and started reading NMMNG yesterday. I find he talks a lot about
accepting yourself "just the way you are". Not focusing on your hair, clothes, physique, etc to define
your worth. However, much of the advice I'm seeing in the basic RP info is about grooming,
style/fashion, exercising. So when we are doing these things to raise our SMV, does this not conflict
with the idea of not doing these things for external validation? Isn't SMV basically related to how
others perceive you. Or am I completely misinterpreting this?
Please note, I definitely see the value in doing all of these things for ourselves. I'm just a bit mixed up
with SMV vs external validation.
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FR- divorce has been finalized
12 upvotes | May 15, 2018 | by izual19 | Link | Reddit Link
All of my 5x5 lifts are up. Squat 300, Deadlift 270, BP 180, OHP 125. Bench has stalled 3 weeks in a
row so im switching to a 4x10 routine. Been on stronglifts over a year so time to switch it up. Bf is at
20%, cutting out beer consumption except on my weekend, see how that goes.
Im off anti depressants, was a total faggot and tried to lull myself into being happy with a shit
situation during my marriage. They are horrible, make you not give a shit about bettering yourself
and just be ok with being a mediocre work bitch for your wife.
The divorce process is finally done. It took 10 months and cost me 14,000 cash, worth every penny.
Minnesota is a very progressive state in that I was awarded 50/50 joint legal and physical custody.
The best part is, since she made more I actually get paid child support. Putting the money into
savings and when it reaches x amount heading to Thailand for a savage vacstion.
Now that the judge has signed off on the paperwork I can get approved for a mortgage. Im short of
my 50k goal because I went overboard on restoring my Bronco, and I bought a bass boat, plus the
divorce mediation process was more expensive than expected. Still have a decent down payment with
a VA loan.
Dating has been fun. Currently seeing a 28 year old cutie who gives me ample opportunity to practice
amused mastery as she trys to lock me down.
All in all, life is good and I am really grateful that I took the advice offered on this sub too turn my
life around.
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Pregnancy and Newborn affect on relationship: Is this normal?
Does it get better?
12 upvotes | May 7, 2018 | by Eaghost3 | Link | Reddit Link
Hello friends. Let me start by saying that I have read the sidebar and I lift (almost 1000 pound club),
and my career is moving along nicely (surgery resident/MD). I say this to not make this discussion
about a lack of reading, lifting, or career.
Onto the question: My wife and I have been married since I started residency, about 4 years now, and
have been together for over 10 years. We have a 2 yo and a 3 week old. I have been following MRP
for about 9 months now and have read the sidebar and have been slowly implementing changes. I
know that there have been theories that changes in the relationship can take X amount of time for Y
amount of relationship length. Given our relationship length and my time working on this stuff, I
expected to see more improvement.
Im wondering if pregnancy and young children is a confounding factor that often slows progress. I
started MRP work about when she got pregnant and we had sex maybe 4 or 5 times during the 9
months, and it was never really good. Very minimal HJs no BJs.
Now post delivery we cant have sex for 6 weeks and last time it took her like 6 months before it
wasnt painful. Have you guys who have had good or successful marriages noticed similar situations?
Overall Im quite unhappy with the relationship, half the time I dont want to be around her and almost
everything she says bugs me. Im still quite attracted to her and care about her a lot and dont think the
relationship is dead and am still going to continue putting in work. (Before you post "All I hear is you
talking about her", you're right because Im asking how pregnancy and young children have affected
your wifes in your relationships).
So should I expect a slower turnaround in the relationship given life events or am I just not doing
enough/is the relationship dead? What do you guys think?
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Kill the puppy?
12 upvotes | March 5, 2018 | by tbicwtfh | Link | Reddit Link
Massive beta blue piller for years, unplugged about a 16 months ago. Lift four times a week but still
weak as fuck. Age 45, 179 lbs (down from 215), 5'11", lift four times a week. BP 5x165, DL 5x265,
SQ 5x225, married 17 years, read everything in the sidebar and lots of posts.
As of 8 months ago we have sex whenever I want. Also, spontaneous, unprompted weekly BJ's and
up until tonight the wife has said our relationship is the best it's ever been. Great dates, lots of fun,
great sex, overall really enjoying the wife until tonight. Tonight, I think this woman may have a deep
layer of rage or is just fucking crazy.
Working my plan. My stay plan is the same as my go plan.
Tonight we had a nice dinner on the patio with the kids (teenagers) until shit went sideways. I think
she drank to much wine but who knows. At one point she accused the boys of being potential parent
killers (think Mendez brothers). I shut that conversation line down as it upset the kids and was a
shitty thing to say. I told the kids that isn't a possibility and their mom watches way to much news. I
then excused the kids and changed the subject.
About ten minutes later we started discussing summer vacation and she brought up her desire to take
a dog with us that pisses in the house. I said that's not going to happen and that I found the dog in a
room earlier today that is off limits to it. I didn't know who left it but that room smells like piss now
even though I couldn't find a spot. (I hate that dog and she knows it)
Wife then starts saying I get on to her to much and I wouldn't like it if she did the same. She then
quoted me getting on to her about the potential shooter accusation and the dog pissing. Instead of
deering I got up and started clearing the table and took some dishes to the kitchen.
Next part is seen by one of the boys....On my way out the kitchen door to get another round of dishes
she blocks my way. I went around her so she grabbed my hoody (it was slightly chilly out) and
yanked hard so it choked me. I turned around and brought my forearm down on her hands to break
the grip and stop the choking and walked away. She threw a serving bowl at me and hit me in the
back and then ran at me and started pulling on my hoody.
I broke her grip again and went to walk around her. She grabbed me again so I grabbed her hips and
moved her to the side and started walking out of the yard towards the street. She once again started
pulling on the hoody. I told her to let go and quit being a mean drunk. I would discuss things with her
when she was sober. She kept attacking and pulling as I walked down the driveway. I finally let her
have the hoody and walked down the street.
After walking a ways, I realized that she would probably do something shitty with my toothbrush and
other personal items so I went back to the house and gathered that stuff up. (She keys cars when
people cut her off or drive to close to her while she is cycling. My toothbrush to clean the toilet, etc. )
When walking out of the house after packing up my toiletries wife said "I'm done. I just need some
money for a lawyer. "
I didn't reply. I just left for the hardware store to get some stuff for a home repair project and decided
to type this.
We have three more years before the youngest will graduate high school. If we divorce the spousal
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support will make it so I can't keep the house and stay in the district. It's a great school district and I
would like the kids to finish up there.
Any thoughts? I had hopes that this marriage had turned around but there seems to be a huge amount
of pent up anger in my wife and a large dose of crazy.
I know I'm not perfect so advice will be appreciated.
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PI Update: I've hired a PI...
12 upvotes | February 16, 2018 | by broneilbro | Link | Reddit Link
Gents, I'm trying to hold as much as I can. As in previous posts on here I was looking into getting a
PI because the wife has been acting complete 180. I know its puke and vomit but being deployed
does shit to you when the only thing is communication, but I want to verify so if it is true I can have
my stuff in line when I get back.
Getting to it; things that have been red flags.
1. The frequency of texts, used to get ton, now nothing, no pix etc.
2. Missed our scheduled FaceTime two weeks in a row. I care more for the kid but didn't give a
"We are busy right now" or any of that shit. I mentioned it to her and she did the "Oh yeah, my
bad"
3. V-Day - Fuck covert contracts but if you send nothing but two texts all day...thats noticeable.
4. Lastly, she met up with a bunch of our friends for a playdate with my daughter. My friend sent
me a message telling me my wife was acting different and on the phone most of the time. He
mentioned he was getting a weird vibe.
It fucking sucks and is BP as hell but this gut feeling I have needs to be verified before I start
sharpening the blade to kill the puppy and oneitis. Last time I felt this way it lasted 3 months and I
am not going to do that to myself.
The PI has dealt with it before with deployed members and understands the issues as he was deployed
multiple times during his wife.
Two things come out of it as he said: 1. She's cheating 2. She isn't. He stated he deals with the
deployed in a different way as he knows how things can seem similar with other guys marriages. He
did hint that since she has only a set window and little other time its good for us.
It does suck and again I am doing this to kill the false thoughts or verify them.
Anyways, on another note; lifted 4 days out of the week; rode 12 miles today, and starting to train for
a triathlon as I always wanted to do one.
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"You're making me miserable"
12 upvotes | June 7, 2016 | by omarcoming16 | Link | Reddit Link
Monday evening, the kids are watching TV, and me and my wife are eating dinner together. I rolled
my ankle earlier in the afternoon running around with my son, and have let this affect my mood
because excuse, so I'm I'm sulking like a sullen loser rather than making general chat. After a few
minutes of silence, she starts talking.
Her: "I'm sick of how you are treating me at the moment, and it can't continue".
Me (patronising tone) : "Really?" I keep eating, and don't engage.
Her: "I'm serious. You're always just so smug and arrogant, and you're always criticising me. This
isn't how you treat someone that you love"
Me (dismissive tone): "Sure" I continue to keep eating, and don't engage.
I finish eating, clean my dishes, and go to ice my ankle again.
Her: "You are making me miserable. You can't keep treating me like this. Do you remember how you
told me how miserable you were last year? Well, now, you are making me miserable"
Me: Pause, and look at her. "Well, salvation lies within" I walk outside and ice my ankle.
She's in a mood the rest of the night, but doesn't re-engage, and goes to bed early just after we put the
kids to bed. I watch Fight Club for the first time in years. Great movie.
Next day, I get back to doing me. Get up early, work, gym, home, with a few pleasant emails and
texts in between. I'm back in a good mood, and suddenly, she's back in a good mood too. Talkative,
cuddly and touchy feely, and almost deferential. I don't bitch about my sore ankle or any work shit to
her, and she doesn't bitch about me to me. I make a soft initiation, get a no, and roll over and go to
sleep. She initiates in the middle of the night.
The world is back in balance.
My take aways:
1. Frame extends to the entire world, not just to your relationship with the wife. Any dent that you
allow life to form in your frame will be visible to everyone, and they can then use that as an
opportunity to crack you.
2. While we should look at what she does, not what she says, what she says can be a useful
yardstick of progress too. In this case, using words like smug and arrogant let me know that she
doesn't believe that this is me yet. And that's fine, it's up to her to decide whether she comes
round and starts to see me as cocky and confident instead. But is she chronically miserable?
No. She might have felt down when I was sucking all the energy out of the house with my bad
mood, but when I don't do that, she's as happy as a clam.
3. She reflects me. I was a sore and sullen loser monday night, she picked up that vibe and ran
with it. I was back to normal the next day, did my thing as normal, and was pleasant to be
around, so she picked up that vibe and ran with it.
(Edited for bullet point spacing)
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Where to post Breaking Free Activities?
12 upvotes | May 11, 2016 | by Manny_Childs | Link | Reddit Link
Hello. I've been lurking on marriedredpill for a while now and have decided to start down the path of
being a leader in my home. I am going through NMMNG and was wondering if there was a specific
place to post the responses for the Breaking Free activities as described in the intro thread. I've done a
search for Breaking Free and NMMNG and could not find anything that had already been put in place
but I did not want to start posting my responses to the activity all willy nilly if there was a specific
spot for it. Thanks for the help.
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PSA: Okay bitches, move on
12 upvotes | April 23, 2016 | by SorcererKing | Link | Reddit Link
This is aimed at any of you who have been here a month or more. Time to shit or get off the pot.
askMRP is meant for dumb questions, beginner questions, lazy questions, victim pukes, it's true. But
if you've been here a month or more... time to sack up and move to MRP. Time to take your lumps f
from the Big Boys. Time to Own Your Shit. Time to do this For Reals.
I'm not monitoring. I have no usernames to call to the carpet. But I'm certain we have guys in here
who have overstayed their welcome. Fuck me or fuck you, as we say in the Big Boy sub. Graduate
for fuck's sake; take the plunge.
See you over there.
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Gaming Your Wife For Dummies
12 upvotes | March 16, 2016 | by tim_rp | Link | Reddit Link
I'm looking for some food for thought on starting to game my wife.
"Game your wife" is one of those pieces of advice that floats about here, but advice and strategies
appear to come from guys who are more established captains in their marriage.
Those of us who were beta bitches for a long time can't just go from zero to alpha. I'm interested in
hearing what's worked for guys who have made it through that early phase of turning things around.
What strategies did you use to begin to create tingles out of nothing? What advice or written
resources helped? (I've tried a few PUA books but find they tend to be a little too focused on, well,
pick-up.)
Applying back to my situation, something like the daily 10 second kiss suggested in MMSLP would
be viewed as contrived by my wife or a sign of neediness. Likewise, being more physically
dominating would likely be viewed unfavourably. For anyone who's slipped too far down the beta
slope, even basic kinoing can be met with resistance.
The natural answer I jump to is to "just do what feels right to you" or "just be a fun guy". These are
both good answers but to me seem more like a code for interacting with people in general. Not
someone you're trying to "game".
I have seen some positive effects by being less predictable and handling shit in general.
Working off the assumption that my other MRP ducks are in a row, what could I be doing to chip
away at my wife's repulsion and, in time, generate some tingles?
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FR - UPDATE !! Wife brought up vacationing with her friend,
shot down within 2 minutes.
12 upvotes | February 28, 2016 | by Mikesi12345 | Link | Reddit Link
So if you have seen my previous post , in summary. Saw wife's message about her asking her gf
about going on a few days trip to paris without me. Basically her and her friend.
So last night me and the wife go out for a few hrs for some fun. We are on our way back and pull into
the house. Somehow talks about our vegas vacation come up and how one of my buddies is gonna
meet us up while he is there. She starts to ask about him and his wife and if they are down for shows,
drinking etc. I tell her he is coming by himself. My wife looks in disbelief as to how he is travelling
alone and why his wife doesn't want to go. I completely agree with her because i too feel the same
way. Again this isn't a bachelor party , this isn't someone died and I have to leave , it's going on
vacation without your significant other..and this I don't agree with.
So my wife sorta catches herself and says maybe she doesn't gamble. She then says " hypothetically if
I wanted to go with my friend. .lets call her Anne for a vacation you would be ok with it right".
Bachelorette party? Or did someone die in her family/our family. She says no just to get away. I say
no i don't approve. I say we go on vacation together. We save for vacation for us
She says what about paris , just her and Anne. Again i say no and i then proceed to tell her, im not
paying for it and for safety issues I don't approve. I say who is paying for it? She tells me she will
save up for it ....So I tell her ok save for it and have a good time.
She looks at me and says so you are ok with it. I tell her no , as I stated to you before. But know once
you get back Im gonna save my money and head out with one of my boys on vacation. She says
where to , I tell her who knows , Italy , Amsterdam , dominican republic.
She then says you proved you point, I would be very upset if you went on vacation without me. Case
closed.
About an hr later she says hey babe, lets try and go somewhere just me and you a nice getaway if we
have the money.
Fucking women.
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She's fighting with me, and I don't care.
12 upvotes | September 19, 2015 | by Ive_Had_Enuf | Link | Reddit Link
We're fighting ... At least that's what she thinks. Maybe a year ago, I would have been an emotional
wreck about it - wondering what I did wrong, what can I do to make it right?
Now: I don't really care. I'm just treating everything like its normal. I'm not being beta - but just
doing what I want.
It all started Thursday. I got home. Ate dinner. After putting the kids to bed, I noticed the missus was
pissed off. Ok - I'll bite - I was curious. "What's wrong," I asked. She replied "I had a shitty day." I
responded "why, what happened?" No answer from her. So, I smack her on the ass and say - "well get
into the bedroom, I'll make your day better." She says "you don't know when to stop." I reply "I sure
don't." She then storms away and locks herself in the bedroom. (In this house that's a hard "No").
Since then, she hasn't really talked to me. And I don't really mind. I spent Thursday night cleaning the
pool and getting it ready to use with the kids for the weekend. Then threw on some jazz and reread
some of the sidebar materials. I remained jovial during this whole period - smiling at her when she
walked by looking at me with a scowl.
Then yesterday she maintained radio silence all day long. I get home. We eat dinner. Kids go to bed. I
hold her hand and then grab her ass. She says "I'm still mad at you." I reply "then let's have some
makeup sex," and lead her to the bedroom. She rages again. Gives me a hard no. So, I make some
plans with friends and head out for a few hours. She asks "where are you going?" I reply "out."
Today it's been more of the same. I'm taking it in stride. I did ask her what she's so mad about again.
She didn't reply (still giving me the silent treatment). I smiled told her that I guess it's nothing
important. She gave me a dirty look. Whatever.
We haven't talked today other than that brief exchange. I've asked her a few logistical things (to
which she didn't reply), but that's about it. I'm acting normal - she's acting like a teenager.
A year ago, this would have bothered the shit out of me. Now, I don't really care. I fixed some shit in
the backyard. Took the kids out for ice cream. Now, I'm kicking back on the couch watching some
football with my son and she's doing whateverthefuck in the bedroom.
So, I guess my question is how I should I play this? Keep on doing what I'm doing? Pick a fight?
Ignore her back? Feedback is appreciated.
(Btw: I've been lifting. Yesterday was leg day. I'm sore and today is a rest day.)
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Victim Puke: Feel like i can't deal with life anymore
12 upvotes | March 12, 2019 | by turbospeedsc | Link | Reddit Link
Sorry about puking here, but lately everything financial has been going wrong with my life, and i feel
like i can't deal with it anymore, First my small business is a car wash, and has been rain season
during the last two months, was able to open 18 days in the las 2 months, and between rent, salaries,
taxes, accountant, lawyer plus a costly repair from some water damage i been losing a lot of money.
As a back up i found a job 10 hours from my house and i had to stay with a friend, money is very
good but hours are long and i have stay 1-2 weeks at a time, my friend has been having problems
with his wife and i might need to find a place to , to make matters worse i lost my fucking work
permit, and that means i have to reapply, and might not get it approved again. This has severe
consequences and the income im making is needed to pay the debts my business got during januaryfebruary, everytime i get a dime, is gone in a couple of hours. My fucking phone died, and can't
afford a new one, because my friend is having problems with his wife i no longer have wifi, have to
to a mcdonalds to get internet, so basically i'm uncommunicated most of the day, when i get out of
work basically i have to be alone all day long, cant even make a phone call, i just keep enough money
for gas and cheapest food i can get, everything else i use it to pay debts. MAIN PROBLEM: Now that
i lost my work permit im able to work until march 22, after that it might be a couple of months i won't
be able to work.
My wife is managing the business while im gone but she isn't very good at it, she makes her best
effort but it just isn't the same, i feel so fucking frustrated and stupid, i just can't deal with it anymore,
been having thoughts of getting a life insurance and have an accident, sex life is awesome, but
financial life is killing me, i feel like i can never rest one day, when i go home after working 1-2
weeks of 12-16 hours shifts, i have to go and work on my business, if i want to stay home i can't rest
because i'm thinking of how much money i need.
Sorry about puking like this is just that i can't deal with life anymore.
Context: Im in Mexico, so a small business like mine makes $80-150 US per day, gas is US $4 per
gallon, the work i got is making me about $80 per day ( a very good wage down here)
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Overly reactive father. How to introduce him to TRP?
12 upvotes | March 12, 2019 | by geismaikati | Link | Reddit Link
He is not a ''nice guy''. He has no problem saying no and isn't a pusharound. He is a respectable
person and runs his own buisness.
The only problem I see in him, through my RP lenses, is his ways with dealing with my mom. Now if
it was me, I would have nexted her years ago, but that's out of the question as they have been married
for 20+ years.
Everything she says or does, he is always reacting emotionally. Nothing stoic about him. Most of the
times my mother is actually wrong for what she says and he has every right to get angry, but as we all
know that is not the right way to deal with women. He is always explaining himself to her or arguing
with her. Constantly breaking frame.
Once I even told him that he should leave her and he got mad at me because, as he said, I don't want
to help with the family issues.
If we were native English speakers, I would have bought him The Rational Male. Since we're
Bulgarian, I'm having a hard time getting him into TRP. Everything I say to him (I tried once) sounds
like absolute bullshit and like I'm some mad man. The fact that I'm 17 doesn't help.
Any advice on how to get him to step his game up and stop taking every little thing so serious. He
should start treating my mother like a child and not valuing what she says so much, but I have no idea
how to explain it to him.
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The fallout of saying no
12 upvotes | April 8, 2019 | by throwingawayylmao88 | Link | Reddit Link
For weeks my wife has been talking about going to see her half brother's son's new baby girl. She has
a big family and is intent on keeping ties, so obligations come up frequently to spend time with them.
I've always dutifully accompanied her. But whenever she brought up going to visit this baby I said I
didn't want to.
Yesterday she was getting ready to go, an hour and a half's drive, and I still said no. She went without
me and took our infant son. I stayed home and got some work done. Heard nothing from her other
than a text to say she'd arrived and our son was ok.
When she got back she didn't say hello, didn't talk, looked past me. I plated up some food I'd made
and gave it to her while she breast fed out son. She thanked Me, but after eating went on a tirade
about how I only care about my own happiness, how my selfishness had permanently affected the
relationship etc. Money is tight currently, so she found a way to bring that in and bemoan that I never
give her money for 'just woman things '.
I've been listening to a lot of Patrice who says you should explain a woman's behaviour to her. So I
told her that these obligations are tyrannical since they force me to either be unhappy fulfilling them
or unhappy getting the fallout. This may have been a mistake since she refused to see it that way.
She tried to make me sleep downstairs but I told her it was my house and bed, I can sleep where i
like. So she spent a while making as much noise as possible with as much light on as possible since
she knew I'd be up at 5:30 For gym and work.
How to handle this? Simple STFU and then what?
Also, how do I avoid this in the future for simply not doing things I don't want to do every weekend I
have some actual free time?
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Weird Blow-up last night... I struggling with how to handle it
this morning... would love options/opinions... it's 5:30am, and
I'm at a loss.
12 upvotes | May 20, 2017 | by maxofreddit | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR - Wife comes in during bedtime yelling at full volume, during a bump in the bedtime routine.
Causes complete chaos. What to say this morning?
While the wife does have an issue or two with anger (she's a fucking woman), this is not a normal
occurence.
Context/details
Last night, things are going well, got a jump start on the weekend by getting some shit cleaned off the
patio (that would've usually waited until Sat or Sun), made burgers, & sat down to watch a movie
with the kids.
Earlier in the evening, she mentions she has stuff to prep for tomorrow (she's a teacher, and has a
parent teacher thing Sat/this morning). I tell her to go down and get it done while we're watching the
movie. It's all good.
Bedtime. Somehow, through the night, kid #2 (we have 3 - age 11, 9, & 6) didn't eat enough, so she's
having a slight meltdown (as happens with kids when they don't eat sometimes) in bed, but I'm
handling it, or so I think. It's about 9-9:30pm, a little late, but it's Friday, and movie night with Dad,
so what the hell.
The wife comes in with both guns blazing and at full volume with essentially, "CAN'T YOU SEE
SHE HASN'T EATEN! ARE YOU GOING TO FEED HER? I HAVE WORK TO DO FOR
TOMORROW!! ... " and the like. Immediately kid #1 starts crying (parents fighting is scary). And
that puts kid #2 into major meltdown. I don't raise my voice for any of this (through the whole
experience), but get her out of the room with "Go back to your office, I got this." But she won't. We
somehow get to he kitchen (to get kid #2 a snack, if I recall), and I tell her that I got it, while she
continues with, "Were you going to actually FEED her?!?!" and the like, still at a pretty good volume.
By the time I get back to the bedroom, Kid #1 is curled up on her bed reciting through tears, "I love
momma, I love daddy" over and over, while kid #2 is crying and and asking, "I ruin everything.
What's wrong with me?" I eventually got the kids calmed down and fell asleep snuggling them. Now
I'm up at 5:30am, trying to discern the best way to handle this.
Should I have been a little more on the ball that kid #2 didn't eat after I cooked and sat down for
movie time? Sure, I'll own that.
But how to handle the COMPLETE freakout of the wife?
Option 1 - Cold shoulder her (all weekend, or as long as it takes). That shit isn't ok, she knows it (or
fucking should) and I withdraw until her hamster gets her shit back on track. Until she came in with
guns blazing, it was a night with one kid having a 9 yr old meltdown, she turned it into a fucking shit
show. This feels like the better choice to me.
Option 2 - Talk with her. This feels fucking off to me, since I kinda prefer option 1. But at the same
time, if she doesn't actually realize that NONE of what she did was helpful, and won't take
responsibility, then WTF? On the one hand, I shouldn't need to tell her, on the other, I get the feeling
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she just had a nice time with herself last night afterwards, watching Netflix by herself, while Friday
night for the kids was left in shambles. It's just shitty, and I feel like it should get called out.
Option 3 - Family meeting. Have a sit down with kids + wife, and explain that we all have to take a
little more responsibility for our own shit. Kids need to eat at dinner, the wife needs to be helpful
when she enters a room.
For clarity, I could give a shit. I can ignore her for a fucking week, but it affects the fucking kids, and
she needs to see that her behavior affects them. I mean, our kids will remember last night for
YEARS.
I'm headed to the gym for the first part of the day, so I'm doing the cold shoulder until then (about
noon on Sat), but I would love input in what others have done in this kind of situation. I'm ready to
ignore her for the whole weekend.
EDIT(s) - formatting, spelling and clarity
EDIT Option 4 - I'm reading Extreme Ownership right now and am actually leaning a bit in this direction,
after initially trying the ignore approach. Something along the lines of, "This isn't the way I want our
family to run and I don't think it is for you either. We need to nail down a routine, and stick to it,
here's what I'm proposing...blah, blah, blah... do you have any inputs on this, you (the wife) seem to
really lack energy to finish the night without yelling and stress."
Just wondering what that total ownership of this situation would look like. As I see value in coming
at it from that angle as well. As in, "That was a shit show. Let's make sure it doesn't happen again.
Here's the plan."
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Confronted wife about excessive drinking.
12 upvotes | April 28, 2017 | by mrpjourney | Link | Reddit Link
I'm pretty sure I fucked this up. Had to break the first rule in confronting a loved one about
drinking. We had a lot going on last night and she got a drink in before we talked. I was lamenting on
whether to hold off on the convo because we have so much going on, but then came to the realization
that it would never be the right time.
After the kids were in bed, I asked her how I could help her cut back on her drinking. I told her that
I was concerned about the amount and frequency. She replied, "the amount she had been drinking
was starting to way on her mind." She said she does it to escape, another flag I know. I explained that
I prefer her sober to drinking, she is a lot more pleasant to be around and she has more patience with
the kids. Her reply was she would be more conscience of that.
I really fucked up this next part, I said her needing a drink at 9am before our kids soccer game
scares me, trying to point out the red flags. Instead of owning that its a huge deal, she just replied: "If
it scares you, I won't do it anymore".
I then proceeded to tell her that imho a lot of the issues she's been having lately could easily be
attributed to her drinking. Lack of weight loss, anxiety, sleeping problems etc... The only one she
would agree with was the weight loss.
I asked again if there was anything I could do to help her, like me not drinking the 1 or 2 nights a
week I do. She then went into a defensive spiel about not being able to ride horses anymore. How she
doesn't have the time, money or resources. I asked about her taking a lesson once or twice a week just
to be able to get on a horse. She said it's $50/lesson and we cannot afford it, which is total BS. I told
her if $100/week is going to give her the outlet she needs to quit/cutback on drinking and improve her
overall health then $100/week is a small price to pay. That's when her hamster went into overdrive
with more excuses. I then realized I was trying to solve her problem.
Every problem she brought up, I had a logical solution for, but as we already know, she doesn't
want me to solve her problem. So I backed off and just said, "I don't want to be in your way, if you
figure out something you want to do/try I don't want me or the kids to be your excuse not to do it.
You tell me what you want to do and when and I will make sure it happens and left it at that. She said
I wasn't in the way...
Feeling like we were at a small crossroads, I just replied... "We will see how it goes". She then got
defensive and asked "what does that mean". I told her I'm not going to judge you or tell you what to
do. It just means that I've told you how I feel and we will see how it goes. She just looked at me like,
how dare I put her in this situation or something. Then asked again, what does that mean. I got a little
stern and replied, "It means I've told you that you get more defensive with me and less patient with
the kids and if it doesn't get better then we will revisit the issue". She said ok.
So maybe I should have set a boundary, maybe I should have put her on a drinking schedule? She
doesn't like anyone telling her she can't do something and she clearly doesn't see this as a big problem
yet. She was very quiet and distant both last night and this morning. I found it very hard to be
affectionate, but did anyway. I wanted her to know that things would go right back to normal on my
end. This morning she was avoiding me a little. I really wanted to just leave for work, but I went
ahead, pinned her down and gave her a 10 second kiss and told her to have a good day. She shit tested
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about the kids seeing which I ignored. Then left.
She doesn't know this, but I also talked with her father. He is a great sounding board and can keep
his mouth shut, unlike her mother. I also did this because I wanted to tell him not to bring wine over
anymore when they come to dinner. Usually she's already had vodka, then she will drink the wine and
then more vodka after they leave. He agreed....
We have an out of town wedding this weekend and as mentioned in my other post a week long
vacation coming up in about 2 weeks. I know she is going to want to drink at both and I don't think
she can have 1 or 2 and stop, especially in those situations. I guess ultimately its not my problem, I
just need to do me, I can't fix her. My concern is I can't always tell when she's had a lot to drink. She
doesn't slur or stumble, her mood definitely changes, but its been so long since I've known anything
else I'm afraid I won't always recognize it. Right now I just look at the vodka bottle when I get home
and then again when I go to bed to keep track of how much is really drinking.
What are MRP thoughts on setting a boundary that she not discipline the kids after one drink? She
really doesn't want to discipline them anyway and if she adhere's to it, maybe it will open her eyes to
how much/often she is drinking?
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Observations After Wife Found Out About My Affair
12 upvotes | April 26, 2017 | by mrpdedicatedaccount | Link | Reddit Link
Background. I'm late-30s, she's mid-30s SAHM, married for 15 years. We were each other's first.
We have 4 kids. I've read the sidebar, NMMNG, WISNIFG, 48 Laws of Power, MMSLP, SGM,
Rational Male, Year One, Sixteen Commandments of Poon, Book of Pook, and just started Saving a
Low Sex Marriage. I've always dressed well and have been reasonably attractive, although I let
myself go for too long and at my worst was about 50 lbs overweight. I've lost 40 lbs over the past two
years and am 5'11, 170 lbs., about 16% bf. Still some room for improvement, as I'd like to get into the
10-12% range. I lift (SL 5x5) 3x per week with some cardio mixed in on the other days.
I began an affair a few months ago, about 5 months into my MAP. Wife found out about it on Sunday
-- the same day it ended. I didn't have sex but went as far as having oral. After having had a few days
to reflect, the following are my observations and thoughts from a red pill perspective.
Observation No. 1. I rushed through the 12 steps of dread and unnecessarily skipped from step 8 to
step 11. My changes and self-improvement led to a much more fulfilling and exciting sex life with
my wife, and an improved relationship in general. I justified the affair by telling myself I was
developing abundance mentality. Bullshit. If that was my motivation I could have done that through
catch and release. The reality is I did it because I'm a pussy who seeks external validation and I need
to get over that.
Observation No. 2. I suffer from nice guy syndrome. I read NMMNG several months ago and picked
it up again Sunday night. This excerpt hit me particularly hard: "IF I can hide my flaws and become
what I think others want me to be THEN I will be loved, get my needs met, and have a problem-free
life." I've always tried to hide my flaws and project a false image of myself. Whether it was hiding
porn, masturbation, having an affair, or any other undesirable habits or flaws, I have always gone to
great lengths in order to hide them from others while projecting a very different public image. If I
was truly owning my shit, I wouldn't feel the need to hide these things from others, and I would be a
big enough man to accept the consequences of my decisions rather than trying to hide them. I have a
lot of hard work ahead on this issue.
Observation No. 3. Failing to lead, weak or ambiguous sexual initiation, and being butthurt
following a rejection of my advances are undeniably unattractive. Of course, this is not new
information. But in a rare moment of truth, my wife confided to me that my lack of leadership in the
home, my indirect sexual advances, and my pouting after being rejected are highly unattractive and
turn her off. Clearly I have work to do in these areas.
Observation No. 4. Holding frame is vital. Again, nothing new here. In the past, when I would fuck
up I would immediately lose frame and try to "fix" things by doing whatever she told me I should do
to fix the problem. After finding out about the affair, she asked me what my plan is for moving
forward. Rather than respond like a pussy with "whatever you want me to do" I told her I want to lead
my family to great things and I want her to be along for the ride. I was able to lay out a general plan
of action that I think provided some comfort and security in a time of uncertainty.
Observation No. 5. STFU. She needs to process and work through some pretty serious shit. She
doesn't need me to fix it, she needs me to be a fucking rock. I have to fight my natural tendency to
DEER, and just keep my fucking mouth shut.
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Observation No. 6. I need to be more involved here. I haven't posted much here and have been
primarily a lurker. I previously posted a few times in OYS on the main sub under a different
username, but I'd like to become a regular contributor if for no other reason than to track my own
progress and to keep my ego in check.
I have a long and hard road ahead of me and welcome any comments or feedback, good and bad.
[Edited for formatting and to add missing details] [Further edits to round out the sidebar materials
I've read]
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Anger
12 upvotes | April 10, 2017 | by starrcarr | Link | Reddit Link
Married, 15y, 2 kids, both 46,I've made limited progress on the path over the past year. Still 7-12
pounds overweight and not lifting consistently. But, I dress better, I have lost 2 stones, I NEVER
react - I used to argue back constantly. I think I out rank her SMV (I would say that).
Sat night: I initiated, she was suddenly tired and couldn't get away from me fast enough. We have sex
once a week, she's too tired any days but weekend. This was a weekend without this duty sex - I
stayed calm and didn't act butt hurt - but was awake all night with uncontrollable anger, my emotions
are out of control. The temptation is to give up, just forget sex and intimacy altogether as the pursuit
of it causes turmoil for me , but I have a MAP and need to throw myself at it like a rabid dog. maybe monk mode. But, Jesus the anger, the anger - and I fuckjng meditate an hour day!
Any tips on controlling the anger very welcome.
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How to respond?
12 upvotes | April 6, 2017 | by RedPillQuest | Link | Reddit Link
If you look back at my posts, I clearly went RR, didn't know what I was doing, and almost fucked
what little of my marriage remained. I'm still pretty clueless, but I'm reading, lifting, doing MMA,
eating as much food as I can get my hands on (I'm 6'3" and currently 168 lbs, on my way to 190), and
I've decided to leave my current job in order to open my own firm. It's taking a lot of time and effort.
I'm good with it all and feeling better and better about myself. Catch and release has been successful,
which has helped me to start developing an abundance mentality. That's the focus... improving
myself, owning my shit, and building a frame that I can hold.
I dropped a lot of the RR, mostly by being so focused on getting my new firm started and making
related significant life changes. Sex is meh... still scheduled and frequently starfish. Lifting, learning,
and if/when she's attracted to me, hopefully that will improve.
2 years ago wife had a thing with some pilot dad in the neighborhood. Sent him nuddie pics on
multiple occasions, and I know she kissed him "once" and watched him jack off on FT "once". This
was all pre RP. Long story short, when I found out I bought her a one way ticket to her parents' place
and a few weeks later we did intensive MC. Lots of life changes, and according to her, the guy found
out that she'd told a mutual friend what happened and he went off on get over it. That was supposedly
the end of it.
Background aside, she currently often goes out for long "walks around the neighborhood" at night
and gets dressed up to go to the library (to her credit, she does read a LOT, and she's always actually
come back with new books)... If I walk into the room she'll turn her cell phone over so that I can't see
the screen. Given the past experience and the repeated behavior above I suspect but don't have any
clear evidence that she's cheating.
Yesterday she came to pick me up from work. When I got into the act the first thing she said was
"look at this, I burned my neck with the curling iron yesterday." Right where I'd give her a hickey on
her neck, she has a perfectly round, perfectly sized, dark red spot with a small blister. My response
was "ouch." Nothing more. Whenever I looked over at her she covered it with her free hand. When
we got home she got a bandaid to cover it.
Inside, I'm thinking....
I worked from home yesterday. I was home all day and I never saw or heard about this.
why would you burn yourself on the front of your lower neck with a curling iron? You've
burned your hands before but never your neck, always oval shaped burns not perfectly round,
never that raspberry color, you never have a blister or keep covering it like you're embarrassed
about it, that's the perfect size for hickey, and damn it, that's all a bit suspicious to me.
Would she actually burn herself with a curling iron to cover up a hickey?
I don't want to accuse her, and I don't want to spy on her... That's pretty beta pussy. But if it's
someone else's turn, I want to just know so that I can cut her off and let the next guy be her beta
bitch and provide for her. Yes, there are kids involved and if fight hard to keep custody etc.
Those little mammals are amazing and I love them to pieces.
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So the questions...
1. Am I being a pussy by not seeing obvious signs and calling her out, or am I being a pussy by
getting insecure and making a mental leap to assuming her infidelity without any proof at all?
2. Do I say anything or do I just keep my mouth shut until/unless I have a smoking gun? Of
course, if she's willing to burn herself to hide it, she's obviously willing to lie about it too, so I
don't know that addressing it would do anything but show her that I'm butt hurt, over sensitive,
self conscious, and suspicious... All of which is unattractive AF. Maybe I just answered my
own question... :)
3. I could download her phone including erased photos, text, and WhatsApp messages, which
would either confirm suspicions or set my mind at ease. But maybe that's a really pathetic and
insecure move on my part, even if she's done the same thing to check on me and there's
confirmed history just a couple years ago.
Ok, go ahead... Tear me a new one guys. And thanks in advance.
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Need your advice on emotionally cheating wife.
12 upvotes | April 5, 2017 | by SUP2012 | Link | Reddit Link
Need some advice. (TLDR @ bottom)

Married 10+ years, lots of good times, very few major arguments. Lots of bickering
over small things and nit picking. She dated lots of "bad boys," so her family was
super excited when we got together. I think it worked because I was a mix of mostly
"nice guy" with ambitions, and just enough "bad boy" to be palatable for her. She
knew she would have a pretty comfortable life. I was never an Alpha, but definitely
had a lot more qualities before marriage. Ended up slowly going beta over the next
few years.
Sex life:

Typical sex life story... great before marriage, slowed down shortly after tying the
knot, then took a big dive after our first kid. "I don't feel sexy anymore." Figured it
was par for the married life course. Spent the whole time doing the BP thing and
trying to guilt her into sex because we were married and it was her duty. So of
course I got drip sex when I pouted enough. Like everyone here, I wish I had found
out about the RP concept long ago.
Red Pill:

Started down the path about a year ago. Followed all the guidelines, started feeling
great about myself, and stopped trying to please her. She flipped out. Couldn't
handle the change. Actually used the words "This is not who I married, I married a
nice guy." Kept plugging along and doing my thing. After she got over the initial
shock, I started to notice results about a month into it. Much better sex life, less
bitching, started doing nice things for me, and buying me stuff. It was always the
other way around. Crazy how well it works.
Finances:

Started a new business a couple years ago, and due to getting it up and running, I
work a lot more and make about 20% less. This has caused a lot of stress on us
both. I'm not happy about it, but know it will be much better in the long run. She's
talked about not being happy for a while, but only recently started bringing up the
possibility of splitting up. She finally showed her cards and implied that she "can't
live like this AND not have any money." Basically her comfortable life was no
longer as comfortable so she is ready to jet. I was pissed!
Therapy:
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She started seeing a therapist a couple weeks ago. It was long overdue, even if only
for several stressful events (outside of our relationship) over the last few years.
Since then she's been more open with me. Finally came out to me that she doesn't
think we have, or have ever really had sexual chemistry. Not that we haven't had a
good sex life, because she says I can always make her orgasm, but basically she's
had better sex with one (or probably several) of her previous 11 partners). It was
huge blow to my ego. Then I was more upset that she's waited all these years to tell
me. Not giving me chance to work on things, but instead having lots of obligation
sex with me.
Suspected of Cheating:

I have always trusted her. Don't look through her stuff, don't care when I go out of
town, or if she goes out dancing with her girlfriends. Really trusted her completely,
and always lived by the fact that it wasn't worth the mental energy as long as
nothing was super obvious. Then out of the blue, 2 months ago, I asked to look at
something she was talking about on her phone, and she hesitated, did something
else on it, then gave it to me. Wasn't a big deal, but gave me a strange vibe. I
dismissed it, and made a point to not go snooping, because that's not me. Then I
started to notice her being more and more weird about her phone. She never used
to care where it was, now all the sudden she was on it all the time, and would
literally take it in and set it on the edge of the tub when she showered. Major red
flags. So I started to find excuses to need to use her phone for something, just to see
how she re-acted. She would get weird, and then start talking a lot more and being
overly happy. Finally over the weekend, I used her phone to call someone, and the
last txt was from her personal trainer. When I opened it, there were only 3 txts
from that day. I was sick. Got on Verizon and pulled up her txt records. There
actually hadn't been any txts to or from him in a couple weeks. Didn't want to ruin
the weekend since we had lots planned with friend, so I waited until Sunday night.
Confronted her without being an ass in case there was some explanation.
Esentially: "I've never had doubts about you being faithful, and I'm mad that I've
been worried lately, looked at your phone and there was only 3 txts from
Douchebag Trainer. Why are you deleting txts from him?" She says she deletes txts
to "clean up" her inbox. Told her that there were lots of other txts that she hadn't
deleted, so that didn't make sense. She said it had been a while since she had
deleted stuff. Point blank asked her if they were sending anything inappropriate,
txts or pics. She said no. Because I had already looked at her txt records, and it had
been a couple weeks since they had sent anything back and forth, I thought that
could have been feasible. If something was up, I figured there would be a steady
flow of txt history. I didn't have any proof, and if I pushed it anymore I thought it
would make me look bad for doubting her if she was actually being honest.
Confessed To Cheating:
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She saw her therapist 2 days later, and said she needs to get something off her
chest. "I lied to you the other day, I have been sending stuff to Douchebag Trainer.
I have feelings for him. We haven't done anything sexual but we have talked about
it." Basically they've been "dating" via txt over the last 3 months. Talking about
their day, telling him looked hot after their work out, at some point sending half
naked (she says not fully naked) pics to each other, and the thought of hooking up.
Because I know her schedule, and he's married with kids, I do believe her on them
not hooking up. She takes care of our kids all the time, so it would have been nearly
impossible for it to have happened. She said she couldn't take it anymore, and told
him that they couldn't keep doing this, about 2 weeks ago. Txt history does back
that up.
Need Your Advice:

Am I crazy for thinking she is genuine in wanting to work on our relationship?
How should I treat her or act around her?
I'm pretty sure I have the ability, using Verizon Messenger app, to see all of her
deleted txts. Is that a bad idea, or am I just going to make myself more sick?
TLDR: Wife of 10+ years married me because I was a stable option with a future. We've had lots of
good times, but it's been kind rough the last 5 years. She's been talking about the possibility of
splitting up. Just told me that we don't have "sexual chemestry," and that my not making more money
is making things a lot worse in our relationship. Have been trying to reconnect and get our marriage
back on track, and she started seeing a therapist. Then told me she has feelings for her trainer, and
they have had a txt (not physical) relationship over the last few months, but she called it off 2 weeks
ago. -- What do I do?
Update 4/6/17 (2am)
Fuuuuuuuuuck! Everyone was right. They were fucking. Didn't get to see all of their texts, but
enough to know she's lying. Probably worked out for the best with my OCD traits. Can't believe how
stupid I was. Easy to fall for the crying, "I'm so sorry," bullshit. I believe that she was sorry, because
she's realized that she fucked up. Then knew that if she told me they were fucking, it wouldn't be able
to recover.
So, since this is MRP, and not RP... I have 2 small kids. Should I not try to continue being a bettter
me, and see if we can work it out? We really do have a pretty good family life, despite our currently
fucked up relationship. I'm pissed, just don't want to make a hasty decision that will forever change
my kids lives.
In light of the new information, and because I am hearing a resounding DIVORCE HER... I am going
to talk to a lawyer, and get my ducks in a row. However, if I do decide to see how things go over the
next few weeks, any advice on how to proceed would be appreciated.
I'm telling her in the morning, that she needs to put in her 2 week notice @ work (the gym were
everything happened). In the beginning, I thought, sshe's an adult, I'm not going to tell her what to do.
If she wants to stay there and be tempted by him, then so be it. If there is any hope of salvaging this,
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she needs to get a new job.
Also, should I tell his wife, or is that not worth the additional drama? Noticed Athol Kay,
reccommends tell the other spouse.
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What is this about?
12 upvotes | March 28, 2017 | by AmeriknGrizzly | Link | Reddit Link
Was posting in r/deadbedroom and was message by another user to check this place out and it could
help me. I've lurked for a few days here and there but not really sure what this is. Anyone care to give
a rundown?
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FR - Main event & on my way out
12 upvotes | January 30, 2017 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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If you could turn back the clock, would you still get married?
12 upvotes | January 6, 2017 | by mrpaway | Link | Reddit Link
Hello all,
I'm 36 years old and a former beta cuck who swallowed the red pill after a few disastrous LTRs that
crumbled due to my sensitivity and weakness (both mental and physical). I still have a lot to learn,
but when it came time to throw off the blue pill chains, I naturally adopted the IDGAF attitude,
started heavy lifting, and found a lot of success with women, sex, and relationships. In fact, I'm trying
to learn to tone not giving a fuck because my last LTR turned into a Master/Slave (instead of the
Captain/First Mate) relationship that I could not tolerate (the constant comfort tests and neediness
eventually destroyed any desire I had for her).
I'm currently in an LTR of 1.5 years that has been progressing smoothly and I've been making an
effort to create a more Captain/First Mate dynamic (although I'm still primarily getting comfort tests,
this woman is not as needy as the girl from my previous relationship). She's operating in my frame,
allows me to lead, and sex is abundant. In short, I'm pleased with the progress so far and she's starting
to bring up living together/marriage.
Reading a lot of TRP literature and blogs, men are constantly advising other men to avoid living
together and marriage. Even the successfully married ones advise against it unless you really want a
traditional family environment to raise children (my girlfriend and I are both childfree, so that doesn't
apply). I've read enough to have very little doubt that these men know what they're talking about and
that I'd be a fool to not take serious heed of their warnings. In fact, I have no desire to marry and
would be happy with the limited companionship that living apart provides.
As a side note, I'm currently employing Agree and Amplify responses whenever she brings up
marriage, but at some point soon this issue needs to be seriously addressed.
Perhaps I'll get lucky and she'll be fine with remaining in an LTR without any further commitments,
but I think that's like a woman saying maybe she'll get lucky and he'll be fine with remaining in a
marriage without any sex.
My questions to all of you married RPers: if you could go back in time, would you still get married?
Under what circumstances would you ever recommend a fellow man get married?
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27 Year Anniversary and an Observation
12 upvotes | December 17, 2016 | by Texas_Sir | Link | Reddit Link
Puke Following: A couple of years ago we averted a divorce by stepping into our Dominant and
submissive roles. She quit fighting to make the decisions and we realized all of that power struggle
was making her miserable. Myself included. 2 years now living our D/s. Got our kink on and making
up for the missed sex daily.
Got a bit lazy six months ago. Took my foot off the gas. We both started to slip. My fault all the way.
Since a buddy turned me onto the Family Alpha page a while back and hence MRP, I did a quick
course correction. Back in the gym. Eating right. Cut out the beer and liquor. Reset some boundaries.
Being a fucking man's man. I have cut out all the weak bullshit "friends" that refer to their wives as
boss. Toxic family gone too. That dismantling began 2 years ago.
So my MRP inspired manning up a month or so back led to an almost instantaneous change in her.
She dropped back into her sub self and it was clear she was waiting for me to man the fuck back up.
Won't be taking the foot off the gas any more.
Celebrating our anniversary weekend out of town and I've got my plan mapped out. Waiting for the
inevitable contingency to have to kick in.
Letting her get her shopping on to finish up Xmas stuff. I'm sitting in the huge mall watching all the
hamsters and fat fucks. RP has recently opened my eyes man. Blinders removed. Hamsters and fat
fucks. Everywhere. Blue Pills everywhere I look. It feels good to see it for what it is.
will report back as time marches on. Where was this shit when I was 20? Fuck.
"You can't save everybody. Everybody don't wanna be saved. "
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How to deal with a fat wife?
12 upvotes | November 15, 2016 | by redpillninja | Link | Reddit Link
I've done so much in the past couple of years to improve myself, regular gym schedule, back at
martial arts, reading, reading the side bar, focusing on my needs. The issue is that now that I have the
higher smv, I find myself completely unattracted to my wife. I can't stand that she is overweight, and
though she tries to exercise, she doesn't seem to lose any weight. How do I deal with that? I don't
want to fuck her, I don't want to hang out with her... Hell I don't even like being seen in public with
her. We can't change others, we know that here in the red pill world. My question is, can I make her
hot again? Damn I'd be happy with her losing 30 lbs....
I'm at dread level 4, Btw. Pass shit test, dress nice, lift regularly. Sex if I want it... Etc. just, I'm not
interested in her anymore.
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Women Need Discomfort
12 upvotes | November 6, 2016 | by RCMasculinity | Link | Reddit Link
In reading Athol Kay's MMSLP it brings up something that I'd not quite considered before. Women
NEED discomfort. It's like a drug that provides a rush of tension, then a rush of relief. When they
have a man who's involved in a dangerous activity they are freaked out when he's in harm's way, then
relieved when he returns safely.
It's the discomfort- attraction paradigm. She may hate what he does. But she's attracted to him for
doing it. This explains women's attraction to men in physically risky professions, Soldiers, police,
firemen, fighter pilot, etc.
The more chance you have of dying, the greater the attraction.
I think I'm with the Bluepillprofessor on this one. The soul of a woman really does seem like it was
created down below.
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Father finally passed away
12 upvotes | September 14, 2016 | by RecoveringBPAddict | Link | Reddit Link
Well, he’s gone. Cancer ate him up. The final days were awful with so much pain. I was able to be
there near the end with a final good bye so there was that. On my last post, I thought long and hard
about what you all said. Frame is coming along and I am really struggling to avoid “sprinkling a little
alpha on it” mentality as I make newb gains.
The service was really good. I got the local AFB to send an honor guard out to do their ceremony and
present the flag “on behalf of a grateful nation” to my Mom. In preparing for this, I found his
DD-214. HE FUCKING EARNED THE DFC!! (Distinguished Flying Cross)
He never told anyone. I search frantically and found the citation. He volunteered to fly a Huey
gunship in support of downed American Airmen who was able to be rescued. His ship came home
with 78 holes in it and not a scratch on him. Reading this was the first time I wept since he died, and
not in front of the wife. I then kept it together the next few days and into the memorial service. I
talked the honor flight into letting me command it. I am a reserve Major and they were enlisted so I
got my way.
Anyway it went really well, but I began weeping silently when they started playing taps. FUCK! She
finally saw me weep silently. I just couldn’t hold it back anymore.
So now we are back home across the country and life is supposed to return to normal. I just feel like
shit. She is being all nice and sweet and asking me to share my grief with her and the temptation is
SO STRONG to do so. But like many have said, I have had my day of grief and now I need to march
on. I need to celebrate my SHIT HOT GUNSHIP NVA KILLING Dad with what I do with the rest of
my life.
But I really feel like shit. He was a lot of greatness that I never knew about. I think this is a part of
what “Alpha” might mean. Doing great things (like saving a fellow American) for the sake of doing
them instead of what anyone else thinks, but I would have loved sharing these things with him while
he was alive. It turns out that he had 5 other air medals awarded for just being an awesome pilot.
Now he’s gone and I really miss my Dad.
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Happy wife, happy life
12 upvotes | September 8, 2016 | by Gallbladder_Summoner | Link | Reddit Link
This phrase gets shit on a lot around here, and with good reason. Like most axioms, though, it’s a bit
more nuanced and actually contains a lot of truth that has been distorted by how it’s used in culture
today. “If mamma aint happy, aint nobody happy!” is most often the context in which we see the
trope utilized, implying that the wife is in control of the tone of the relationship. The real truth to of
the words is buried beneath the follow on question that rarely gets answered correctly;
How do you make a woman happy? Spoiler alert: the answer is not 42.
At its root, MRP is male self-improvement for its own sake, in order to be a better man. Invariably,
when a poster has too much “her” in a post he gets called out for being in her frame and/or making
covert contracts and generally being a faggot, and rightfully so! The only person we can directly
control is our self, so worrying about her is counterproductive. She is generally welcome to come
along for the ride, but only if/when she learns to submit, follow our leadership, and toe the line; she
has to add value to the crew, and in return she will benefit from life aboard our ship.
Our goodwill and willingness to have her along is linked directly to her behavior, which can be a
difficult thing for those of us still struggling with blue pill conditioning to reconcile. We are trained
to put women and children first, ahead of our own welfare; this is true in the context of western,
feminized culture in general where young men are spoon fed the “knight in shining armor” Nice Guy
ideology, but especially in conservative Christianity and influenced communities.
I’ve seen a lot of posts since I’ve been following the subs that contain something to the effect of: “I
want to improve my marriage and I want my wife to want to fuck me, but I won't use dread because
divorce/cheating/flirting is wrong because [reasons].” While this is counterproductive from a purely
practical standpoint with respect to implementation of MRP theory and techniques, it also reveals a
critical flaw in their mindset. Being unwilling to implement higher stages of dread seems to stem
most often from residual misconceptions about TRP/MRP methods being immoral, or from feelings
of guilt over how she and/or your kids will be affected if higher dread levels, up to cheating and
divorce, are on the table even if they are never necessary. She senses this lack of congruence, and the
whole mess backfires, leaving him with an even bigger hole to dig out of.
The irony is that these conscience-ruled recovering white knights needn’t worry about hurting her
feelz in the short term, because by following MRP praxeology, by focusing on self-improvement
without concern for how she will react to it, and by becoming the best, most masculine man and
leader that you can be, you are in fact answering correctly that ultimate question of life, the universe
and everything.
Once you’ve learned the basic principal of how women communicate covertly by looking at what she
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does, not what she says, you come to realize that the axiom is not really incorrect, so much as
incomplete; a happy wife and a happy life do, in fact, go together. The problem lies in our lack of
understanding of the methodology for achieving those things; it makes a lot more sense, and is more
true to life, once inverted just so: A happy life leads to a happy wife. Or, more succinctly:
Happy life, happy wife.
Edit: formatting
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Example Reframed victim puke
12 upvotes | August 21, 2016 | by sh0ckley | Link | Reddit Link
X thing happened
Went to pick up rental car with wife. It wasn't the car we needed for the trip because I reserved the
one she bitched about instead of the one I knew was right.
I felt X
Anger. At myself. For having been a pussy who would do what a woman wants just because she
bitched about it. (Reservation was made several months ago pre current progress.)
did Y
I got to the car, saw it wouldn't comfortably fit the people we are meeting and would still guzzle fuck
tons of gas regardless. We needed a VAN - not an SUV. I pointed that out to her without blame
(waste of my energy) and then walked back to the rental car counter while she acts up and tries to
shame me into doing the wrong thing by attempting to embarrass me in public. She failed. Bonus was
that the clerk was a woman.
This was good/bad/ inconsequential in retrospect because:
Good because we got the vehicle that was required for the task at hand. I ended up having to pay
more for it because of the change. Lessons cost money. Especially marriage ending lessons but that's
an established fact.
Later she says "I'm sorry if you're sorry" and I reply "I'm not sorry" and she says "you don't think you
have anything to be sorry about?"
I say "no" She says "then I take it back" I say "good, are you done now? Let's go"
I think the root cause is (insert your failure here)
I changed my mind to please a woman back when I made the reservation. It's plastered all over The
Way of The Superior Man but maybe I hadn't fully internalized it until now. If you're new, do NOT
read that book first. Start with Blue Pill Professors book or Book of Pook.
Plans moving forward:
Make god damned sure I am doing what ever the fuck I want while taking my first mate's opinion
into account but never blindly following it like a faggot who wants a blow job from mommy.
Given how big a fuck tard I was even 6 months ago. I know I handled this damn well. 6 months ago, I
might have done what she wanted just so I could escape the unwarranted shame and berate her about
it the whole time and then wonder why she wasn't DTF.
Honestly I would not have mentioned this at all because I try to own my shit these days but at the
suggestion of /u/Scurvemuch and given the flood of weak ass posts here, I thought it would be a
worthy contribution.
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Girlfriend's new coworker is a God amongst men
12 upvotes | July 26, 2016 | by cholomite | Link | Reddit Link
My girl and I have been together for about 10 years. For most of that time I've been pretty beta.
Insecure, whiny, jealous, butthurt, all that good stuff. That all changed 2 or 3 years ago when I found
the red pill. Things have been great and are currently better than ever. This shit really works as long
as you aren't a complete social retard and are at least midly self-aware.
For almost our entire relationship my gf has worked at jobs that primarily cater to women, so her coworkers and customers have been exclusively women or gay men. I haven't had to worry too much
about other dudes she spends time with, not that I should anyway, but blue pill me would have
imploded.
However she recently changed jobs and now works with basically the perfect human male specimen.
She was talking about her new job over dinner and begins talking about this guy like "oh yea, there's
this guy I work with who is super hot and every girl there is obsessed with him." I laugh a little
because I don't really give a fuck. There's always going to be someone better than me and if she
wants to leave me for him, so be it. That's life and no point crying about it. Honestly, I figured the
guy was only OK looking and she was just shit testing me about it, but I stopped by a few days later
and holy shit, this dude is amazing. 6'5, handsome as hell face, jacked as a mother fucker, from
eastern Europe so he's redpill as fuck and he has a sweet accent. I have nothing but respect for this
guy and harbor no ill will about the whole thing. I also take it as a good sign that my girl told me,
instead of saying nothing. If I was still beta she wouldn't have said shit because I would have freaked
the fuck out, so at least I have that going for me I guess.
However I find myself slipping back into some old beta habits. Just feeling down, worrying about if
they're hitting it off or whatever. I know she is AWALT, and I have a pretty good abundance
mentality, but I would prefer not to completely lose frame and turn into an insecure bitch every time
she mentions the guy or whatever. I'd like to keep her around as long as I can and don't want to fuck
it up by mate guarding or getting insecure about it.
So I'm just wondering if there's any other guys on here whose women work, or spend a good amount
of time with guys that are just way "better" than them. Obviously looks aren't everything, and having
tight game and a good personality help, but let's be honest, most guys who are as built and attractive
as this guy also have good game and personality, so that will only go so far.
Again, I really don't give a fuck either way, but I'd prefer to not push my girl away by having a weak
frame or getting caught up in a negative headspace when she tells me something funny this dude said,
or about how every girl there wants to suck his dick off.
Any advice? Is not giving a fuck the only thing I can do? I'm lifting and getting in better shape every
day, but I started a few years ago, whereas this dude looks like he has been shoveling Romanian coal
since he was in diapers.
Any thoughts on boundries? If they all go out for drinks or whatever after work, what's appropriate
and what's not? Should I ask to come along or does that seem clingy and weird? I'm just getting
caught up in my own head over this tall handsome ubermensch and need a slap back to reality.
Thanks bros.
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What just happened?
11 upvotes | May 11, 2017 | by trp_kiro | Link | Reddit Link
MRP since March, slowly implementing. Marriage was great, except for quality of sex- we are
generally happy. Married for 5 years, together for 5 before that. We have 3 kids (2.5 year old twins
and 8 week old). We are both 28 and started dating in high school.
BACKGROUND: Since I started working on me in January while wife was pregnant, I didn't really
know what to expect. I didn't force too much as I knew it could backfire. However, when we got the
all clear after 6 weeks post-partum, we have had sex every night save one. I've gotten more blowjobs
in the last 3 weeks than I did the previous year. Added bonus.
I mainly started to follow MRP because in September, the foundation of trust in our relationship had
come crumbling down after she confessed some infedelity in our high school/early college years"never sex, but close". I got trickle truth every night for a week and I'm convinced that I still don't
know the WHOLE truth. Went through a couple of counseling sessions and left still pissed off. That's
when I made the decision that I cannot control anything that anyone else does. What I can control is
how I proceed. Not going to lie, Divorce had crossed my mind.
I started working on me. I began to lift, run, read, eat correctly and really focused on playing with my
kids and fixing up our first home. The I swallowed the pill about 1.5 months ago. I needed to make
sure that my son grew up knowing what a man does and how he holds himself. I've read NMNNG
and half-way through MMSLP
PROBLEM: The last couple of weeks/months, I have been in the best shape of my life, I'm getting
compliments from everybody I see that knows what I used to look like 6 months ago. I have had no
rejections for 2 weeks, closing nightly and sometimes in the morning or on lunch break for a quickie.
Yesterday, I told my wife that I am going to be taking over the finances of the family and bill-paying.
She is first confused, but let's it go.
Today, while at work, I text my wife and tell her to have herself and the kids ready to go out when I
get home (playfully). She's confused but excited. We needed to leave right when I got home or we
would have missed the event.
We go to this outdoor art fair event, live music and all. Kids are having a ball, I'm playing with them,
playing with her, pulling her in for some dancing. It was a great day. Go out for some pizza
afterwards with the kids.
After kids are in bed, I ask if she wants to join me in bed so I can take her for a ride.
"Not tonight honey. But I love you"
I say, "of course you do" with a cheeky smile. Give her a kiss and get up to go downstairs to start
working on organizing the bill chart and finances. She asks where I'm going and I tell her. SHOULD
I HAVE STFU?? She loses it about not wanting me to do the finances and bills, that she LIKES to do
them and she doesn't understand why I want to all of a sudden. I don't think I lose frame too much
when I answer, "I want to take over the finances and I am going to do it. It is not a knock on you, it's
what I want to do".
She gets mad that I leave it at that and walk away and she's yelling as I walk down into the basement,
some shit about how she doesn't understand what's going on.
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Any help or advice appreciated.
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Leadership and the "What should we have for dinner?"
Conversation
11 upvotes | May 7, 2017 | by V1adimirPoontin | Link | Reddit Link
The following is inspired by a recent post that alleges "[Having t]he 'what should we get for dinner'
conversation is worse that [sic] putting your balls in a vice." My response to this OP would be: Why
are you having this conversation with your wife at all?
I personally eat three meals a day, but regardless of your meal schedule, failing to plan is planning to
fail. This is particularly applicable to those who count macros or follow another specialized diet, but
is generally applicable to anyone who shares meals with their LTR. The "What should we have for
dinner?" conversation is a prime example of an easy way to implement leadership in your
relationship.
Naturally, when my finacée and I combined households, we began sharing the majority of our meals
together. This meant that the "What should we have for dinner?" conversation was no longer limited
to date nights or sleep overs, and was instead occurring every night of the week. And it typically went
something like this:
Her: What do you want?
Me: I don't care. Are you craving anything?
Her: Not really. I want what you want. What do you want?
Me: I don't care. Do you want to cook or go out?
Her: Doesn't matter to me. I'm down for anything.
You get the point. At times we would literally write ideas on pieces of paper and picking them out of
a bowl at random. This was incredibly annoying and inefficient, because it meant that every night we
were going to the grocery store or a busy restaurant. On the worst nights, this discussion ended in an
argument with both sides accusing the other of being purposefully indecisive.
I quickly realized that this wasn't simply an example of her being an indecisive woman, but rather her
begging to submit to my leadership in this area. She wanted me to decide, because she wanted to
please me and I was failing her. Upon realizing my error, I changed course and decided that we
would schedule a time to sit down every week and plan out our meals. We would also use this time to
make a shopping list, and do our best to limit grocery shopping to one day a week. This would not
only save time, but money.
Fast forward, and now we sit down every Saturday and plan out what we would like to have for each
meal including breakfast, lunch, dinner and extras for snacks. We create a list and complete our
shopping on Sunday mornings. Extra visits to the store are only allowed during the week if something
unexpected comes up (guests, work event, party, etc.). This has made both of us happier, and makes
week nights seamless as the LTR knows what she needs to cook when she gets home from work. No
more guessing games.
When faced with the opportunity to eat out, I only ask once where she would like to go. If she doesn't
provide an answer the first time, we go wherever I choose. So, instead of approaching this
conversation as a never ending, circular torture, I now look at it as an opportunity to lead.
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Sex is not the goal.. Just a nice side effect.
11 upvotes | May 2, 2017 | by eyeswideshut73 | Link | Reddit Link
Probably like most men i wondered onto this site because 1. i wasn't getting enough sex and 2. i was
tired of the constant arguing and bullshit that was occurring. When i first got on the sites i gravitated
to the post about sex and dread and how to increase your % of getting laid!!! The more i read the
more i found myself less worried about getting laid, and more worried about how i was living my
life, to the point i found myself not worried about my ltr and obsessed over how i was handling my
life. I think the eyes wide open moment is when i realized that the goal was not to get laid but to gain
back my man hood and handle my shit and get myself in order(which by the way i am a long fucking
way from doing but everyday is a new challenge) to lead the ship as i have read... Getting laid is just
a nice side effect of reclaiming all of that ...........i.e. she now wants to fuck me because i am the man
she wants, not the fat-ass beta pussy she was married to. Just wondering if this is how it went for
most of you guys or is getting fucked the main point and i am totally of the fucking rails ?!?!
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Red Pill for me?
11 upvotes | May 1, 2017 | by sivarias | Link | Reddit Link
I'm new to red pill. I'm lifting, working the sidebar, and agree with a good chunk of what you guys
say. But I married my high school sweetheart, and as far as I'm concerned, owning my shit means
sticking to it. Divorce is off the table unless she starts fucking someone else. I made a commitment
for life. I'm owning it. Also I made a monogamous commitment for life. I'm owning that too. While I
like the self- discipline aspect and consistent self improvement, as well as learning masculinity in a
feminine world, the cheating and divorce encouragement is pretty rampant. It doesn't jive with my
Christian values. Am I wasting all of our time on here?
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My wife has a covert appointment with a divorce lawyer. Do I
call her out on it?
11 upvotes | May 1, 2017 | by JudgeDoom69 | Link | Reddit Link
Brief background: My wife and I have been married for 10 years. About three years ago she got fed
up with the drunk captain and pretty much checked out of the marriage emotionally. We tried
counselling etc which was just a waste of time and money.
I’ve been a little more than two months Married Red Pill and have been implementing my MAP very
methodically. I’ve made good progress with leading, holding frame, responding to shit tests, getting
in shape, and owning my own shit in general. The advice in response to my OYS posts has been very
valuable.
The effect of my MAP in the short term has been to destabilize my shitty marriage, which may have
been too far gone for all of this to have a positive effect. My wife has started sleeping in the guest
bedroom, and we have very little interaction other than discussing logistics. There is zero physical
affection shown between us other than the occasional platonic hug.
Late last week my wife called and made an appointment with a divorce lawyer (I saw this on our cell
phone bill online). Today after she dropped off our youngest at pre-school, she called and told me she
was on her way to an “interview”. She made it sound like a job interview, but I’m sure she is
interviewing the divorce lawyer.
My question:
Do I call her out on this, (I hate being misled) and ask her how the appointment with the lawyer
went? Or do I adhere to Outcome Indifference and let the chips fall where they may, and if she files,
she files. Should I go and get my own lawyer so I'm ready if/when she files?
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I'm done with "cheaper to keep her" and afraid of divorce in
general.
11 upvotes | April 11, 2017 | by separatebutmarried | Link | Reddit Link
You can look at my post history for the context.
Basically, scarcity mentality led me to attempt to stay with my unfaithful wife because it was "easier"
instead of owning my shit and dealing with the fallout. So, last week I moved out and will likely
serve her papers within a month.
I might end up going bankrupt from the divorce, but that's better than giving more of my life/time to a
woman that demonstrated exactly how little she thought of me for nearly an entire year.
I have a very marketable skill, so even if I go bankrupt and lose my security clearance and I'm not
able to retire from the military, I have plenty of experience to get out and get a good job. I have other
skills I can use to make extra cash on the side when I have time (auto repair, computer repair, cell
phone repair) in order to keep from going bankrupt.
I have options. The world is full of opportunities that can never be found if you choose to remain at a
dead end.
My biggest fear in all of this was having that toxic relationship with my ex-wife that everyone always
talks about and I wanted to avoid that, but I realize now I'm only half of that equation and it was
going to happen anyways whether I divorce her now or later. I thought that staying with her to get rid
of the debt might allow us to reach some sort of amicable middle ground, but in doing so I essentially
became a slave to her frame because she knew I didn't want to be there, yet there I was.
I'm done being afraid of her or anything else. I'm a smart dude with unlimited potential. It would have
been nice to reach that potential with the woman I married 15 years ago, but that didn't happen. So,
I'll get there without her and maybe I'll find someone worth sharing that with later on.
I will still peruse this sub on a regular basis because like TRP, the lessons here apply everywhere in
life, not just in dealing with women.
Wish me luck, gentlemen.
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Could use some criticism to turn this shit around
11 upvotes | April 5, 2017 | by izual19 | Link | Reddit Link
Been married to the wife for 5 years. Typical white knight beta fag. Thought I could save my wife
from her terrible life style and life choices.
Looking back know I realize that I missed a shit ton of red flags. My wife had crushing credit card
debt from being irresponsible in college. She lived like someone from an episode of hoarders. And
she went raw dog with me on our second date. But, I overlooked all thus because she fucked better
than a pornstar. And I thought I could help her change.
Fast forward a few years. We got married. Bought our first house. And shit was really great. Had sex
all of the time and both the wife and I were into lifting. She accepted my finial advice and
consolidated her debt.
I fucked up by agreeing to have a kid with her. I doubted she could handle the extra responsibility but
I wanted too make her happy. She swore up and down that she wouldnt get fat and would make our
sex life a priority. After the kid was born things instantly changed. Shocker.
Our boy had a severe reflux issue and couldn't sleep without being propped up. This lead to him cosleeping with my wife. And I moved to the downstairs bedroom because I'm 6'3 and I did not want to
crush my son in my sleep.
I lived in exile downstairs for 10 months. The wife and I work different shifts so we rarely see each
other. We had sex maybe twice during that time. I grew butthurt and depressed. Started snapping at
my wife like a bitch. And she spiraled and became more and more negative. In my depression I
stopped lifting and checked out of my marriage. I played video games and drank. I got fat. Truly
pathetic shit.
When my son turned a year and a half I got a message on Facebook from another man's wife. She had
discovered some messages and pictures between my wife and her husband. She had been sex
messaging this guy for 4 months. Like hundreds of pictures.
This was literally the worst day in my life. I had been hoping that things would just go back to the
way they were with my wife and her she was being set for someone else. I did not see this coming.
I confronted the wife, screamed at her. And we started therapy. I started lifting again and i discovered
the red pill. Started strong lifts 5x5 and have made it to the gym 4 days a week for the past 6 months.
She seemed genuinely remorseful but I couldn't get over the fact that she cheated. That she is an oath
breaking liar.
I do the petty thing and I throat fucked a 21 year old chick in our house while my wife was gone for
the weekend. I am 33. I also picked up a single 41 year old mom while working out and fucked her in
the ymca shower room.
This made me feel better at first. Of course my wife finds out about this. Turns oit shes been spying
on my phone since we stared dating.
A couple weeks pass of us talking about this shit in therapy. Then, I get another message from a
different dudes wife.
Turns out my wife didn't have just 1 affair. But 2. And this one was much more serious. She sucked
this guy's cock while my son slept upstairs.
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I want to salvage this marriage because the thought of not seeing my son everyday fucking kills me.
Also, my wife was diagnosed with BPD and if we split I don't trust her to not end up with some
Nuttball psycho and have him be around my son. Not to mention divorce rape.
I've been lifting. And the last few months I've started holding frame. It took me over a year of trying
to really get it thou.
I have forgiven my wife in that I'm not throwing it in her face. But I don't trust her as far as I can
throw her. After writing this the answer is pretty obvious now but I will ask anyway. What can I do to
fix this abortion? Is this even salvable?
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Need some advice on how to respond
11 upvotes | March 28, 2017 | by Terribledragon4Hire | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys. I haven't completely swallowed the RP , it is stuck in my throats right now. But I am
engaged in the reading on the sidebar.
I have really started to dial in my diet and am dropping weight, as well as doing other things to
improve myself.
How do you respond when your SO starts to question your motivation and your appearance and
whatnot?
Edit: thanks for the comments so far. Right now I have responded with "for my health. And I like the
attention from you and others". It lets her know there is outside attention to me"
I need to tread lightly as my situation is different than many of you guys here. My wife is dealing
with some massive PTSD and it affects everything including our relationship.
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Weight loss Advise
11 upvotes | March 28, 2017 | by ofthehighdesert | Link | Reddit Link
Quick background: I started running my map toward the beginning of last year, which one of the
main parts included losing a bunch of weight to get down to 10 percent body fat. So I started working
out moderately and gained some muscle and lost some fat and then put a bunch back on at the end of
the year. Starting in January 2017, I decided I needed to take a more serious approach to get to my
goal. So I went to a pretty intense workout program, and began restricting my calories to 2,000 a day
with 1 pound of body weight to 1 gram of protein ratio. Things have gone pretty well. If my math is
right, I have put on perhaps 20-25 pounds of muscle, which is great, because even when I was very
lean in the military, I was scrawny. I have also gotten down to about maybe 15-18 percent body fat,
losing a steady 2 pounds per week.
So here is where I am stuck and am hoping some of you guys who got down to 10 percent body fat
can help. Now that I am about 10 maybe 15 pounds to my goal of 10 percent, I am noticing that my
body is resisting losing the weight much more. The plateaus are closer together and require a lot more
restriction to get past. So right now, I have to drop to 1500 calories with at least 40 percent protein to
move the number down. The trouble with that is that I am pretty damn tired and I get gassed out
easier during my workouts. I am also concerned that I am shooting myself in the foot as I spend more
time in a very restricted calorie period, as the body will adjust and just lower my metabolism.
Did anyone else run into this problem when they got down to within 10-15 pounds of their goal? Are
there any strategies that keep your energy up while still forcing your body past the plateaus? Thanks
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Low Testosterone, experiences?
11 upvotes | March 25, 2017 | by prematureredpill | Link | Reddit Link
Mrp,
Over the last few months I've suspected I may have low T. I'm having terrible trouble losing weight,
tired, grumpy, I don't have any trouble getting it up but at times I don't have any desire even though
my wife is ready to go.
Anyway, anyone here on TRT? What symptoms did you experience and how did you approach your
doctor?
Edit: I've been lifting. StrongLifts 5x5 for a few months. Buckled down these past 4 weeks. Exercise
6 days a week. 3 days HIIT, 3 days lifting.
I'm very overweight. Have been my whole life, my lightest was 195, right before I met my wife
(imagine that). Ballooned all the way up to 270, currently at 230. BF is probably 30-35%. So yes. I'm
a fat tub of fuck.
Calories a day are around 2000.
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Divorce happening now. What to do before lawyer meeting?
11 upvotes | March 22, 2017 | by OverthinkerTRP | Link | Reddit Link
Meeting with lawyers Friday and Wednesday for initial consult. We both made clear we are done
tonight. We share a joint checking and savings, I have the 2 credit cards with my name only and she
has her own with her name only. Payday this Friday.
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DIRECTIONS: Which Way do I Go
11 upvotes | March 13, 2017 | by SgtSilverBack | Link | Reddit Link
Everyone one of us Fucking New Guys (FNG) found this place while looking for a way to reach a
better marriage, a better sex life or something else that validated us. We found a Map in the form of
TRP/MRP with only one destination, A BETTER YOU. But we don’t see that, we think we see so
many destinations like daily blow jobs, enthusiastic sex, respect ETC……… We don’t realize that
those are only the attractions at the one destination.
Many stumble through the sidebar without internalizing it I want to go to Hooters, I see it on the
Map and Now I know how to get there. and strike out for the destination we saw on the Map.
I did it for respect, sprinkle Alpha on it, be a bit better in a couple easy areas then got butthurt when
she doesn’t respond. It took re-reading NMMNG and realizing that I was able to validate myself, that
her disagreeing with me didn't negate my judgement of myself. this allowed me to reflect on my
EGO, and follow the direction found in similar posts. BUT I HAD TO DO THE WORK, to not be
fearful of the pain that admitting I wasn't all my EGO said I was before I could see the direction I
want my life to go.
Here are the problems with not accurately reading the Map of TRP/MRP.
1 You don’t know where you are going. By not internalizing the sidebar and doing the work,
whether its breaking free activities or just self reflection you have no idea you want a better you
instead of my marriage, my sex life.
The FNG posts about a shitty circumstance and the Vets start giving him direction. “She gave you a
shit test but you are to deep in her frame to see it as such Turn left at the broken down Dodge “DO
YOU EVEN LIFT BRO, it helps you validate your own strength and let aggression out instead of
puking to your wife” Don’t take the second right, take the Third right, it is right after the
HEAVY ASS ROCK. For most FNGs that haven’t begun to internalize it, we post back “Yeah I
started telling everyone how its gonna be and she is still a bitch” I took a left at A broken down
Chevy not the Dodge “I did cardio this month, and she still wont blow me, she just rolls her eyes and
picks up her phone.” I turned right at a big rock, wasn’t that the one?
Until you internalize the side bar and get familiar with the area, NO DIRECTION will make sense.
You read cut the EGO and have no idea what that means. You read a comment about being her OAK
and think it means telling her how to fix her emotions. You read about Owning your Shit and think it
means telling everyone how the new Alpha/Captain you will fix the shit that she fucked up by being
bitchy. You where never actually headed in the right direction to the right destination. Eventually if
you persist without wrecking your car on that sharp turn that everyone told you to slow down
for “RED PILL RAMBO” then you start seeing landmarks that /u/stonepimpletilists pointed out. You
see the poor leadership that /u/Thefamilyalpha told you to avoid. You slowly begin to see the one
destination of a better you right there in the middle and can now see the “Shit test” broken down
dodge and “STFU” HEAVY ASS ROCK. You are now able to start heading in the right direction
base upon the vets and sidebar. You will still take wrong turns but you will also know you area
heading in the wrong direction and correct it.
2 By not knowing where you are, your posts don’t reflect the accurate information for the Vets
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to help direct you on getting to A BETTER YOU, which you didn’t even know you wanted to
reach in the first place.
Many FNGs, Myself included, post about the SHE, HER, THEY, SEX, RESPECT, MONEY. Or in
other words where you think you need to go and where you are. That helps no one help you.
When you post with where YOU are “I read NMMNG and realize I don’t feel comfortable doing
anything for myself, but I don’t know a hobby that I want to do” I see the dodge you talked about
but I’m across the broken bridge, how do I get there? or “I’ve been doing 5/3/1 or BBB and
finally lift my own body weight, now I just need to loose fat” or “I read MAP and know the things I
want for MY life and I just need help figuring out how to start a business to fulfill my purpose” all of
the sudden all the vets can see exactly where you are on the Map of TRP/MRP and help guide you to
A BETTER YOU. This is the purpose of OYS, you telling everyone here where you are in relation
to you goals. They wont drive you there, none of us are Uber, but you will know how to get from
where YOU are to WHERE A BETTER YOU is.
So the next time you lurk and read posts, or post your own event. Realize that you need to know
where you want to be before asking directions. You get there from reading the sidebar, lifting and
Owning Your SHIT.
Next weeks post will be DIECTIONS: How to avoid the EGO Mountain.
EDIT added some of my own pathfinding.
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To Game or Not To Game
11 upvotes | February 25, 2017 | by resolutions316 | Link | Reddit Link
Hello all How can you tell whether it's counter-productive, in the context of improving your marriage, to game
your wife?
Context: We're both 37, married 5 years. I've been a career-beta with just about the worst-ever case
of oneitis. Two years ago we were at MAYBE sex 1x a month; after our second kid was conceived
we didn't have sex until just a month or two ago (a 1.5 year dry spell). Sex three times since then, all
after big melt-down encounters where I more or less held frame for the first time since...well, ever.
Found MRP in November, lifting, reading, etc. Lost 10 lbs, body fat down to around 16% from near
22%, look better than I ever have at this point. Very successful with my own business. Grooming and
clothing games much improved, owning shit around the house, having a fantastic time with the kids,
trying to set more direction for the family. My biggest challenges are holding frame, being assertive,
and uncovering those deep covert contracts.
Background on Situation:
MRP is pretty big on gaming your wife, and rightly so - keeping things fun, flirting, etc. That's been a
weak spot of mine, and after finally getting over at least the majority of my anger/butt-hurt phase, I
started working on it. It's been even more of a focus since many MRP commenters thought I was
going "rambo", doing too much pulling away.
(keep in mind that, throughout our relationship, including before MRP, I've always been the
physically affectionate one, and so things like a hand on the thigh and so on are not out of the
ordinary. These are almost never reciprocated, however).
I've been doing "drive by" touches, on her arm, legs, etc; going in for hugs and kisses throughout the
day; tried the 10-second kiss a few times; started teasing her/making occasional sexual comments,
etc.
I am by no means a Don Juan, but I've never been particularly autistic about social interactions either.
My feeling is that these attempts aren't the smoothest things anyone's ever seen, but probably aren't
particularly terrible either.
I've also been initiating sex around 2-3 times a week.
I am rebuffed in every single one of these instances. She pulls away, turns her head, flat out says no,
no engagement or humor whatsoever to any of my flirty comments.
To do any of this, I need to constantly invade her space - even in terms of how she angles or holds her
body, she is almost never "open" to me, making any attempt to be physically affectionate feel
incredibly awkward.
Example 1:
She had had a particularly emotional day with the kids the other day, so after I put them down I came
into the kitchen and found her on her phone (she is always on her phone - it is a constant and
impenetrable barrier between us). I said, "Hey - put that down a sec and let me give you a hug." I
pulled her in, gave her a strong hug, hand on the back of her neck. "I know you had a tough day
today. How're you doing?"
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Silence. I pull back to look at her face and realize she'd been using Facebook over my shoulder the
whole time. I say, in a goofy voice, "You're still using your phone? Good lord, woman!" laugh, go do
my thing. A minute or two later she sought me out to chat about something else.
Most of my "game" attempts end similarly, or just end without any acknowledgement on my part at
all.
Example 2:
I enter into our bedroom, after just putting our son down for his nap. My wife is changing and is
bottomless (middle of the day, so this was unusual).
As I enter the room, I say, "Well, Mrs. Resolutions316, this is all very sudden - you really should buy
me dinner first." Her eyes roll so hard I am worried for a moment they will pop out of her head and
I'll have to fish them out from beneath the bed.
While eye-rolling could be done in a fun way, this was not fun, nor was she at all amused.
My Confusion:
I'm 100% on board with the idea that I fucked up our relationship by being so fucking beta for so
fucking long. My relationship with my wife is a reflection of me, I'm with you on that.
I'm also working very hard on internalizing the idea that flirting does not equal sex, and most (but not
all) of my engagements with my wife are just in-the-moment things.
But I feel like I can interpret this situation in two ways, in terms of how I proceed:
The OI-Sparring-Partner Model - My wife is my sparring partner, helping me improve my game.
Either she'll come around, or she'll get me ready for when we split up.
Plus, every time I initiate/flirt, get rejected, and don't show pain/bitchiness, I'm building up my sense
of OI and showing her I don't require her for validation. (I'm there sometimes, and probably not there
others, but I'm 100x better than I was).
The Pursuer-Distancer Model - then again, maybe constantly pursuing my wife and getting
rebuffed is not a great idea.
If she simply isn't attracted to me, no amount of "game" is going to fix that. If she was never attracted
to me to begin with, even more so.
Constantly pursuing her in this instance simply causes her to run further away. It also reinforces her
frame - she's the one who's desired, I'm the one who desires her.
In that case, maybe pulling back - stopping the physical affection and just focusing on myself - is the
better move.
I'm down to improve my own game and OI, but am I doing that at the expense of my actual marriage?
So, TL;DR:
If your wife rejects or ignores all of your advances, including fairly ild kino/non-sexual touch, do you
continue to pursue game, in hopes that she'll eventually come around? Or is that a sign that it's
perhaps too early to focus on that at all, and instead you should pull back and focus more on
yourself?
Thanks.
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LTR - Fiancee wants hyphenated last name. Thinking of
parting ways (reason inside)
11 upvotes | February 22, 2017 | by notMYlastname- | Link | Reddit Link
I've been dating the same girl for around 6 years now. I popped the question a while back, but I'm
debating breaking up now. Randomly, while were discussing our plans, she said she wanted a
hyphenated last name. It went like this
So, I've been thinking and I want a hyphenated last name
m: a lot of people do that, I've never really thought about it. have you thought about why?
her: I don't know, I feel like it helps me keep some independence
m: you're right marriage is a one-way hostage(tongue in cheek, btw), what about kids, when they
come?
(for reference, I only asked this because I know girls get all dreamy and weird when you start talking
about the future)
her: I don't know
m: cool, you talk to your dad about it?
(she's raised by a single dad - he's pretty cool, pretty redpilled, won custody of his daughter back in
92 or something)
her: I didnt ask him, I asked [her best female friend who is single and pregnant].
m: So, why'd ya bring it up ya goof?
her: I don't know, I guess
m: lets go to to bed, babe
sex
here I am today please advise? seems like a red flag.
I'm not really here nor there about breaking up. I am fond of her, but I'd rather break up before we're
married. I can watch for red flags, but we're getting married in November. Don't wanna wait too long.
thanks /r/askMRP in advance. independence + marriage sounds pretty fucking stupid.
I made an edit but I'm not sure what happened to it. Anyway case seems to be closed on her end, but
I'm pretty put off of marriage already now. As I said to a poster as a reply:
Thanks for the well thought out and written reply. I really appreciate it. I had posted an edit
to the OP with what happened when I told her when I got home from work - before she left
for work but I'm not sure what happened. It was brief. I said something like, you know, if
you want more independence you could always move out (tongue in cheek), she called me a
dick (tongue in cheek) I said something along the lines of "in all seriousness if we're going
to get married, you get the dress, ring, last name and get to call yourself mine" she kinda
just giggled and left for work. She shot me a text just about five minutes ago saying "you
know what, [her first name] + [my last name] has a better ring to it anyway, love you <3" I
guess she got concerned and is now trying to do damage control, but personally this whole
thing woke me up to how little I actually want to go through the trouble of this shit when
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what we have is fine.
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How did your wife react over time?
11 upvotes | February 10, 2017 | by resolutions316 | Link | Reddit Link
My Background: MRP since November. Lifting, eating better, down to 170 from 179 or so, body fat
around 20% from god knows whatever it was, 30% maybe? Reading sidebar, mostly focusing on my
own mindset, stopping supplicating beta behaviors, and improving my own life + assertiveness. Just
now getting into the "game" pieces of the sidebar.
Question: How did your wife react to your MRP journey over time?
For me, starting MRP has been all about withdrawing my over the top comfort-building, beta
behaviors, and focusing more on my own happiness.
That's meant lots of focus on working out and diet, rebuilding relationships with friends and going
out a few times a week, starting up jiu jitsu classes twice a week, dressing better, while also trying to
establish my own point of reference and not constantly worrying about how she feels, what she's
thinking, etc.
Almost everything I've needed to work on has involved removing a behavior or bad habit.
It's been interesting to plot my wife's reaction to that over time:
The day I read The Rational Male (first MRP book I got my hands on), she said "You seem
different all of a sudden."
About 1.5 months into working out, she complimented my body and new clothes.
2 months in, I started getting big, blow-out shit tests, crying, yelling, etc....followed by finally
breaking our 1.5-year dead bedroom. My wife suddenly wants to buy sex toys after more than a
year of barely touching each other?
3 months in, things seem to have quieted down, and I noticed smaller, more "every day" shit
tests emerging. Sex also stops, all initiations shot down, and sex toys are still in the box.
Entering our 4th month, I can feel more tension in the air. Even less affection, a little more
bitchy, definitely feeling the "distance" between us (since instead of trying to fill that distance
with beta supplication, I'm simply not around or not giving a fuck)
The realization that this isn't about her, but about building myself a Totally Awesome Life (TM), has
been a big one for me, and I feel better than ever about the whole process.
But I'm curious about the trajectory here....
What did your relationship look like? Was it continuous improvement, or were there big peaks and
valleys? Did it get better, worse, better....or just one or other other?
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Suporting The Next Generation of Alphas
11 upvotes | January 12, 2017 | by luckie_duckie | Link | Reddit Link
So I got thinking, I am making all of this progress in my personal life which is extending into my
family life. However, I am concerned about my son. I understand my frame should extended to him
and he should see that as an example. However, are there any books or reading material others have
seen that covers the rearing of male offspring from a slight RP perspective? Honestly, if someone had
given me some of these tactics as a young man I would be much more confident, able to shut down
shit tests, and not be 10 years behind in my understanding of what women need. I know MRP
development is fairly new, but we almost need a Children Red Pill to ensure our sons grow up to be
the alphas we know they can.
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Tough conversation with my wife coming up. How should I
handle it?
11 upvotes | January 6, 2017 | by resolutions316 | Link | Reddit Link
UPDATE: Well, that didn't turn out as planned.
After reading the many, any comments and pieces of advice in this thread, I went into this
conversation in a COMPLETELY different frame. This conversation went from a fraught and tense
"confrontation" about how I live my life into a conversation with someone who was simply being
irrational. Every bit of my stress drained away.
Got home, ate, did our usual routines with the kids, etc. She moped around the house and gave me
one-word answers, but I simply ignored it and had fun with the kids. The effect on the whole house
was palpable; the kids and I had a blast.
I put the kids down each night (some of the best quality time I get with them), and instead of running
downstairs to have this "conversation" I just took a shower, shaved, and got some of my own shit
done. When I did get downstairs, I made myself "available" if she wanted to bring it up - read,
watched TV, etc - but didn't initiate any conversation at all. I had a great "night alone" while she
dicked around on Facebook.
Finally I said I was going to bed and she followed me up. As we turned off the light, I reached out
and firmly held her hand. She started crying, and I held her until she calmed down.
And then, we had sex....for the first time in a year and a half.
So. This is obviously not the end - when I started here, all I wanted was to have sex with my wife
again. Now, I see it as much more than that...a long road towards reclaiming a side of my personality
that's been long repressed.
But this is a major milestone for me, and I couldn't have done it without all the comments, tough
love, and support from everyone who bothered to put in their two cents.
So, thanks, everyone. It's much appreciated.
Context: 36, married for 4 years. Two kids, 2.5 years and 10 months. I own my own business, my
wife is a SAHM. I work four days a week and handle the kids on Monday. Every morning I get up
with the kids, make breakfast, clean them up, change diapers, do as many dishes as possible, etc,
before getting out the door for gym/work at 8AM.
I'm a few months into MRP - started lifting (Mondays after the kids are in bed, W/F in the mornings,
before work) and going to BJJ classes (Tu/Th evenings. I leave work early, which means I am home
at 5:30pm instead of my usual 5pm). Lost about 10 lbs, adding muscle. Generally working on being
more assertive (I'm a life-long people pleaser), typical MRP stuff, but trying to take things slow.
My wife and I have not had sex in over a year in half. There is very little affectionate touch, etc. She
says this is because she is/was depressed (she went through a tough post-partum period), because of
some post-pregnancy physical complications (bothers her in terms of her self-image, but is not
painful in any way), because she is exhausted from the kids, etc).
This summer, before I discovered MRP and desperate for any sort of change, I broached the subject
with her. She said my initiations made her stressed, and suggested a temporary "Moratorium" on sex.
I eagerly agreed, because I was an idiot. The subject has not come up since then, and I have not
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initiated.
The Issue At Hand: Today I did the morning routine and got the kids up as normal. Did all the
dishes, but didn't have time to get to cleaning off the breakfast table, so there's a small amount of
oatmeal/etc on there.
At the gym, start getting texts from my wife:
Her: (some complaints about the oatmeal, etc) I feel like since you started gym and jujitsu
at home stuff has suffered. We need to reevaluate because now I feel like I'm sacrificing and
nut getting my time even more so and you get your stuff.
Not to say you don't deserve your time. It's just not even and I've been trying to get personal
time for months to no avail.
Me: Thats fine. I have organized my work and exercise around being home to help with the
kids. As I have always said, I will be flexible in the same way to help you get your time in.
So let me know what you have planned.
Her: Not to mention we are drifting apart even more so. You've been very focused on
yourself.
Me: I have been focusing on myself, more, yes. Does it bother you?
Her: Only if it feels like I'm being left behind. Which it does. You have to rush out the door
so the kitchen is left a mess when before you would get it back to normal before leaving.
You are too tired when you come home so you don't help with night clean up as much.
You don't really ask me how I'm doing. Just focus on yourself. I want to be happy for you. I
really do, but it's hard given the circumstances and I don't want to be resentful. I'm trying
not to. You deserve to have what you want.
Me: Hmm. I would disagree on some of that. But let's have this conversation in person.
We'll talk tonight.
Her: So it doesn't bother you that we are drifting apart?
Me: It does. I'd just rather talk about it face to face so we can actually connect.
I will point out her complaints about not cleaning up are patently untrue; I literally clean up the entire
downstairs every night after the kids are in bed. But that's neither here nor there.
Any thoughts on how I should handle this/what I'm walking into? Is this a fitness test (trying to bring
my SMV, which has always been lower than hers, down again)? Or is it a comfort test ("I see you
doing all this stuff and I'm getting nervous")?
Any advice is appreciated.
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FR I fucked up again
11 upvotes | January 2, 2017 | by prarrott | Link | Reddit Link
I come to admit a failure. In hopes I don't lose my positive attitude, and find some resolve to move
forward.
Wife gave me a hard-no for the third straight night and who knows how many times in the last month
and a half straight. I had been owning my shit and she'd been into me last several days (I thinkits right
time of month). She strung me on all night with the tease of sex and shut it down at the end of the
night. I know, I know, Im not attractive enough. Period. But all the constant denial wears on a man.
I got openly frustrated. She knew it. I told her she manipulated me, which was weak. I had her phone
because I was looking up something and tossed it on the bed. It slid off the end. After my shower she
couldn't find it and I told her its behind the bed. She then acted like a teenager (of course) and called
me names, etc. and she made a point of showing me she locks me out of our bedroom. She's done this
before and I just knock on the door incessantly or sleep on the couch like a pussy. This time I kicked
the door open with three kicks, in a semi-rage, and said "do not ever lock me out of my room. If you
dont want to see me, go sleep somewhere else". She cowered in fear and called me a psychopath, of
course. Now I'm sitting on the couch realizing about 15 minutes may have unravelled weeks of
positive work with her.
I'm reminded I'm doing this for me, and I've never felt better. I believe in that. But failing to maintain
frame is disheartening.
I know the sidebar, but can the crew point me back in the right direction.
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Just waking up. Critical shit test in progress. Need help.
11 upvotes | December 29, 2016 | by Stoned_Captain | Link | Reddit Link
Total newb to trp. I recently discovered trp and mrp trying to find some answers to save my marriage.
Been reading through posts and ordered all the prerequisites from amazon but they wont arrive until
tomorrow and I feel I am in the middle of a critical shit test that could set the tone for how my
marriage moves forward. I apologize if this post is long and rambling a lot of this shit I just have to
get off my chest and I am coming here seeking advice because this shit is too embarrassing to talk
about with anyone I know in real life.
Background: Both early 30s, lived together 11 years, married 5. 2 kids one hers that I adopted when
we got married and one together. In the early years of the relationship I feel like I had at least some
alpha qualities but looking back it has been a slow descent into full betadom. Up until the last couple
years she was pretty much completely reliant on me for everything financially, socially, emotionally,
etc. She had no friends devoted all her time to home and kids. I had all the power and the trump card
of being the sole provider for her and her daughter (still am) which I often played in fights. I still did
shit with my buddies (mainly smoked weed and played video games) and I wished she would find
some girlfriends or something so she would stop guilt tripping me every time I left her home. Right
before we got married we got a house (100% in my name, she has never contributed any money
towards it) where it was easier to smoke my weed on the down low and stopped hanging with
buddies except for the occasional ball game. I would take her out from time to time which she told
me she wanted to do more of both verbally, and physically but I basically blew it off like everything
else she said. I worked all week and was tired. She started to go out on her own and eventually made
friends. 6 months ago she befrinded a divorced mom from a nearby city. They went to concerts
together travelling to each others citys and took a couple road trips. She has always complained she
had trouble making friends with other women because they were so catty so I thought it was great at
first. She'll finally have someone besides me to talk about her feels with I thought. Before long they
were going out very frequently and I started to feel like it was a little much. All she wanted to talk
about was going out, people they met, etc. I felt like she was slacking in her duties as a wife and
mother. The house was less clean, wasn't keeping up with grocery shopping, couldn't handle the few
grown up things I asked her to. But I wanted her to be happy, didn't want to rock the boat, so I was
just a passive aggressive bitch about it to her.
Exactly one week ago things hit rock bottom. I could feel it slipping away for a while. We hadn't had
sex in months. My gut was screaming at me that something was going on with her so I checked her
phone and discovered that she was flirting with another man via text. I screenshotted what I could
and contained my rage long enough to get the kids to bed and left the house without any explanation.
I drove around screaming and cursing her for a couple hours. She didn't even text to ask why I left
abruptly with no explanation. When I came home she was asleep. I woke her up and confronted her.
She claimed the guy was "gay as hell" (which made some sense based off the selfies he sent her
wearing flower crowns and shit) but his texts definitely seemed like a man trying to get in her pants,
telling her how perfect she was, he was obsessed with her, etc etc. Not only was she not shutting it
down she was flirting back. I told her this was completely unacceptable, she cried and admitted it was
inappropriate and she was completely wrong and sorry. She claimed it started as harmless shit gay
guys do with girlfriends telling them how pretty they are but she was starting to get a more serious
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vibe and should have stopped it but didn't because it felt good to hear those things. She swore she had
never done anything physical with him or anyone else during our marriage despite opportunities and
only exchanged numbers with this guy because she thought he was gay and was friends with her
friend. We had a pretty honest conversation about the state of our marriage. She told me how she felt
like she was married to her grandpa and she couldn't be herself around me because I was snarky and
judgmental when she tried to talk. I told her I wasn't thrilled with her performance as a wife and
mother recently and felt like she was checking out of the family life we had planned together for
years and that was why I was acting that way. She didn't deny or apologize for it only said she wanted
to live life to the fullest and I didn't and that she couldn't waste her life watching me go to work,
come home, and sit on the couch anymore. We had nothing in common and she was uncomfortable
here with me being a bitter asshole (my words not hers) and if it wasn't for the kids we would
probably have broken up already. She had changed, it wasn't me it was her. I admitted I had been
pretty down on life lately and was in a rut feeling like there was nothing left for me other than work,
pay bills, raise kids, and die.
Being days before Christmas we agreed we didn't want to do anything rash for the kids' sake and left
things open. I barely spoke to her for the next 2 days and she slept on the couch. I discovered trp and
started reading. The harsh truths stoked my anger toward her at first. She never loved me. I was a
meal ticket for her and her kid and now that she locked me down with a marriage and a kid of my
own she was out slutting around with her divorced friend. She'll never admit it if she actually did
physically cheat. How can I ever trust her? Was it even worth trying to save this for the sake of the
kids?
On the 3rd night I got into her phone again and read texts between her and the friend. The messages
after our fight are remorseful. She tells her to tell the guy she was texting she cant text him anymore
that she is a married woman. Wtf was she thinking? I am a good father and provider but she isnt
happy and doesn't think I will change. She worries that I am telling our family and friends and that I
am talking to my lawyer and will take the kids. She says she has to figure this out for her kids sake
and wonders whats wrong with her why she's not happy with our family life. Reading back in the text
thread she complained that I wasn't fucking her and she needed to get laid. She said she just wanted
to know what it was like to be pursued by a man before she was too old and that she had always felt
like the pursuer in her past relationships. The friend downs me, refers to me as her "has been" tells
her she deserves to be happy, encourages her to talk to other guys. My rage toward her turned to rage
toward myself. I had been such a beta bitch faggot getting high and watching porn on my phone
while my attractive wife is wishing I would try to fuck her. I had been stoned for 15 years and
completely missed what she was trying to tell me all those times she got pissed off when she asked
me to make decisions and I was just a wishy washy bitch about it. After reading some MRP I realized
I was the Drunk Captain hiding from my duties as my ship sank. Looking back there were so many
times she told me exactly what she needed but I was too blind to see. I thought she was just being a
nagging bitch who couldn't do anything on her own and turned to my weed to hide from the negative
feelings. I woke her up had her come back to bed to talk. I told her I realized I had not been the man
she needed. I would be making changes for myself with or without her to be a happier and better
person. I wanted the marriage to work and I wanted her by my side through the process but I was not
doing it for her I was doing it for me because I needed to be happy too and my old mindset of
ignoring my own needs for the good of the family was actually destroying us. We had a good
Christmas eve and Christmas with family. I stayed sober, made a conscious effort to engage her and
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try to be more fun and playful. On Christmas with family over we had a moment alone in the
bedroom. She asked me if I liked my presents I said "yeah but the one I really want to unwrap is you"
she said "you can unwrap me tonight if you like" told her I would love to and gave her a kiss on the
neck and a slap on the ass and went back out and worked on being more social and charming than
usual with the family. That night after everyone left I felt like she was stalling on going to bed. She
always goes to bed before me but she was staying up watching a movie on tv she had already seen.
When it ended and another one began she did nothing so I announced I was going to bed. She
followed. I began to initiate, she seemed pretty uninterested, acted like it was all an inconvenience for
her that it was late and I had waited too long. She got naked and said "ok are we gonna do this or
what" I said "yeah but I need you to participate if my dicks gonna get hard" she just said wow and
started to turn away. I rolled her over and just started ravaging her, rammed it home and started
pounding her, pulling her hair and telling her in her ear how hot she was and how bad I'd been
wanting to fuck her. It was short and sweet, we came together and both went to bed satisfied.
In the days after we talked and started making up she told me she was no longer going on a girls trip
out of town she had planned for NYE and we decided instead we would take the kids shopping to
spend their xmas money from Grandma. I told her not to do it for me. She said it wasn't for me she
didn't want to go anymore. She also asked if she could go visit her divorcee friend one last time to
give her her Christmas present and "break up with her". I gave her my blessing and thought ok now
she's realizing this bitch is a bad influence and not healthy for her life. Well last night was the visit
and upon returning home not only did they not "break up" but she tells me she's thinking of going
ahead and doing the girls trip for "one last hurrah" since they wont be going out together anymore
after this. I probably should have shut it down with a hard no immediately but I reverted back to my
BP bitch thinking and told her I didn't really think it was the best thing for our family right now we
had been making a lot of progress in the last few days and needed to be together. She said if you want
to say no then say no. I bitched out and just said you're my wife I think you should be with your
husband on NYE. She said come with us then. I immediately agreed, thinking it could be a good
chance to show her we can have fun and go on adventures together. This morning I could tell she
didn't really want me coming, she acted annoyed and bitchy, said we need to change reservations at
the hotel now blah blah blah. I didn't say much about it, went through my routine before work, tried
to kiss her goodbye got the cheek, ignored it and kissed the kids and left. I need some advice on how
to handle this now because I feel like I fucked up and am falling back to my old ways before I can
even get started. These are the options as I see it now.
Go on the trip. Try my best to be fun and awesome around her friends. I know she will probably be
weird and bitchy toward me now. Don't let it affect me, stay fun and positive.
Reverse my decision and tell her no. I don't want her going she needs to stay home with me and the
kids and do what we said before. Give her an ultimatum that if she still goes it shows she is not doing
anything to change and doesn't give a shit about me or the marriage. I am filing for divorce asap.
Let her go without me and try not to give a shit what she's doing. Have fun with the kids and do what
we originally planned without her plus something more fun that I come up with. Try to show her we
don't need her and will be just fine, if not better, without her around.
I just need some advice about how to proceed from this point on from some more experienced RP
guys. I know I need to change with or without her but I don't really want to blow everything up
before I can even get started with the basics because I really do want to save my family.
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How to avoid being Butt Hurt (Mini FR)
11 upvotes | December 8, 2016 | by MRPN00b | Link | Reddit Link
Me: Mid 40's 6'5 220, lifting like it's the last thing on earth. Diet dialed in (macros, calories etc etc)
Lean mass gaining, and BF dropping every month (working on recomping) SMV improving every
month.
Finished sidebar reading, starting over on it again. Swallowed the pill in July.
Seeing some success. Especially with A/A and STFU. (Although I could have done more of that in
this instance) I'm a wordy bastard, and in sales, so old habits die hard.
You can read my first thread, basically stating that I didn't get any BJ's until my pussified Beta self
managed to bring it up to her 4+ years ago. Then it started slowly, and has gone downhill from there.
She has gone down on me maybe 10 times. And even then you could tell it was a chore. Pissed me
off. (still pisses me off)
Last night after some lame sex, I flat out told her, I'm not interested in starfish. (didn't even mention
anything else) I guess I broke frame on that one, but I didn't come across angry, just told her straight
up. I'm not interested in pity sex, or her just laying there. And for those of you that say "go caveman"
on her. Tried it.
At any rate, out of the blue she blurts out "I know you want oral, but honestly.. it's just disgusting. I
have to go to a different place (in her head) to do that to you. I love you and so I did it to try and
make you happy, but I hate it" (side note, I've tried to go down on her many, many times. She
refuses.)
I just STFU and let her hamster start running. She goes off on how in our group of friends, we are the
ones that have the most sex, etc, etc. And comments like "you think it's better out there, but it's not" I
just let her go. When she was finished, I said " I don't care about anyone else's sex life, my happiness
or satisfaction isn't predicated on how we are doing compared to other couples. Either it works for us
or it doesn't. Told her I'm glad she got that off her chest, kissed her on the head and went to the gym.
I was pissed, I'm still pissed. Furious. I find myself realizing that my head is spinning with a bunch of
NMMNG stuff. (Covert contract) "after all I've done for you in the last 20+ years, you can't do this
ONE thing for me??" Had a helluva good workout.
When I got back, her hamster had been working overtime, poor little bastard probably is going to
have a heart attack. Fur was all matted, breathing heavy..
Her: "I shouldn't have said anything, I knew it as soon as I said it"
Me: STFU
Her: "I could tell that you were disappointed"
Me: "Nope. I'm fine"
Her:"I know what you are thinking, so don't tell me that"
Me: "Ok, I might as well go do something in the living room then, and you can have the argument by
yourself if you know what I'm thinking"
Her: "I mean, it doesn't mean I'll NEVER do it again, I just don't understand why it's so important to
you?"
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Me: "Just because you say you don't want to do something, doesn't mean I'm going to stop wanting
it"
Her: "yeah, but now I'm going to pay for that comment with you being cold, distant etc"
Me: "Nope"
Kiss on the head, and rolled over.
I KNOW the right answer is not to be butt hurt, I know it. It works. But how do you get that resolved
in your head and get past it? I'm so pissed last night and today I can't think straight. I know it's that
giant covert contract in my head.
Right now, I want nothing to do with her. But any break in the normal routine, or me "pulling away"
is going to come across like Butt Hurt and giving her the cold shoulder. But in the back of my mind,
I'm thinking "If I act just fine, then she'll think I'm fine with her not going down on me, or spicing up
our sex life" like it's giving her comfort that it's ok.
How do you walk that tightrope gents?
I have been in the best mood since posting this, and just going about my day. She has been sulking
around, I know that hamster is running hard.
Tonight she tells me "I Love you and I want you to be happy. I just need to get over this I guess"
Wow.
STFU works. Damn.
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Blindsided at Therapist last night
11 upvotes | September 16, 2016 | by CasperTFG_808 | Link | Reddit Link
Pertinent background: Had seen a marriage counsellor off and on for several years with the wife
(pre-RP days). For the past year wife has been seeing same therapist on her own to deal with her
OCD and other issues. Wife asked me to come to the next appointment with her to give my take on
how things are progressing. I set the expectation with wife that we would use this appointment to
discuss strategies for her to cope with her OCD as I am going to be clearing out her clutter from the
house in 2 weeks time.
Session: It did not go well, I was not in frame and I was asked to give my thoughts on how things are
progressing. I said that I do see that things are changing but not to my satisfaction. Asked to explain I
pointed out that Task wife is responsible for was finally completed but that it was completed 3 weeks
after the promised to complete date.
Wife begins with shit and comfort tests. She starts explaining that she was done task by due date but
it wasn't her fault it didn't get finalized because of outside problems, then begins the water works.
Saying that I don't see that she is trying, all I see is that she didn't complete task on time and don't
give her praise for the effort she put in. Then my train totally ran off the rails;
Total DEER Failure: I got caught off-guard and ended up DEERing the whole fucking thing, I did
every part of the Acronym thanks for the help on that /u/BluepillProfessor and /u/Bread_Pilled.
Defend - I started by defending my actions that I did give her praise when the task was actually
completed, I will only give praise when praise is due.
Explain - Then I use a fucking metaphor to explain myself, "My boss doesn't give me praise
just for sitting at my desk, I get it when the project is delivered well and on time".
Evade - I try to shift the blame back onto wife, that her excuses are just excuses this task
should have been completed 9 months ago, I gave her an additional month and she still came in
3 weeks late.
Rationalize - Finally I try to get back into some semblance of a frame, but instead I start to
rationalize the whole thing back for her to see my point of view, etc. etc.
Fallout: What happened next was exactly what you experienced MRPers would expect, she saw that
my shield was down and she started firing with everything she had. She is trying but I don't see or
care, She is making progress but I only care about results, and finally that I am acting conceited and
being a dick. Obviously need to learn more about AM. Luckily her 20 minute diatribe gave me time
to regroup and pull my shit together.
The rest of the session I kept to STFU and only very short answers when asked. This worked a lot
better and I wish I had this frame going in. So now I am so spun around after this meeting any ideas
on how to get this train back on track. I am in the middle of reading WISNIFG, already read
NMMNG and MMSLP.
Open to all of your criticism, I truly need it because that was a total fuck up.
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Captains Log - 1+ Month
11 upvotes | September 2, 2016 | by CasperTFG_808 | Link | Reddit Link
I figured I would write a captain’s log, for me to look back on in a few months to laugh at.
Background: Married 15 years, 3 Kids. I haven’t been a captain at all, I was led by my wife from the
start. She was the one to ask me out and for 5 of those 15 years I was a drunk (alcoholic) captain.
Being an absent captain led to getting exactly what I deserved even though society told me different.
Wife controls everything (I am not kidding myself on this anymore I fully understand that I am
currently in her marriage), Sex: Pitty sex 10-20 times a year, her choice of house, cars, Schools,
Friends, etc. and here is the best part she manages all the finances even though I am the sole
breadwinner. Oh dear lord what a good Cabin Boy I am.
Basically I got what I now realize I deserved and based on the drivel that society told me I felt I
should have been happy with that but I wasn't. I did get things of my own to control, things a cabin
boy is great at dealing with. I cook all the meals, I have the only money earning job which helps pay
for a cleaning lady, full time daycare for our youngest and whatever else my overworked SAHM wife
needed. I am now realizing I can’t blame her for not being able to be a Mother and Homemaker
because she needed to captain the ship as well.
RP - Before understanding RP
Wasted years in Couples Therapy, and then a few more posting on /r/DeadBedrooms generally
wasting time and not applying myself because nothing seemed to be working. Then some things
started to work? Some guy in DB suggested I forget about my Wife and sex and start focusing on
myself, lift weights, go out make friends. Even if it didn’t fix my marriage at least I would feel better
about myself.
I dropped 30 lbs, started having fun and life started to get better. I was more confident and stopped
crying and moaning about lack of sex, I just put it out of my mind that I would have sex with wife
and all of a sudden I started getting sex? I truly did not understand what was happening until I was
Introduced to /r/MarriedRedPill a little over a month ago. I should note, I knew about TRP but
thought it was just for single guys gaming women it wasn't until MRP and AskMRP that I really
decided to listen.
Progress
Reading: Finished reading MMSLP, currently reading NMMNG and have WISNIFG cued up for
after that. Need to put aside more time to read, plan is to stop spending time on reddit reading MRP,
etc and put that time towards reading the core material.
Diet and Lifting: Back on Keto, I was 238 lbs last year, down to 190 lbs, 10-15 lbs more to go to
lose the flab. I was doing 5x5 but got bored and plateaued so I switched to a Crossfit gym 3-4 times a
week. Finally seeing muscle gains in my upper body where I need it.
Work: Getting better, focusing on my job and as a result I am becoming more in demand. Got
mentioned by a few VP’s for a job well done which is an improvement over my past just trying to
skate under the radar and collect a paycheck. Need to work on delivering what I say I will without
reminders and without procrastination.
STFU/Anger: I haven’t totally lost my shit in the past few weeks. I had a few incidents of getting
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angry and raising my voice but I quickly identified and chilled. Other times I got angry I was able to
STFU and walk away. STFU has worked miracles over the past few weeks. I haven’t gotten pulled
into arguments that I do not care about, and avoided feeding my wife’s Hamster for the most part.
Decluttering Going to talk to wife’s therapist with her in 2 weeks. At that point in time I am going to
bring up a clutter and garbage clear out day. Want to be sure that she has time to work with her
Therapist to get some OCD coping mechanism.
Finances Looking for guidance here, I know I need to get to taking over finances but I don’t want to
implement too many changes at once. For now the only change I am worried about is the decluttering.
Results
This part is validation for me (or anyone else) that RP works and is working. My relationship with
my wife and kids is improving drastically. I don't get into stupid arguments with her about shit that is
inconsequential. Instead of going back and forth for hours about where to go out for dinner, I just
pick a place and let her know what time our reservation is. I thought she would flip out but she didn't,
she thinks it's some sort of romantic surprise that I am taking her out somewhere and not telling her
where until we get there... Mind Blown I just wanted to avoid the confusion of having her input.
Sex: Talking about Blown, Sex is getting better. Kids were away for an entire week and we fucked
every day and twice on Sunday, okay it was twice on Saturday. On the last day that the kids were
away, shark week started and she was disappointed, she wanted to end with a big bang so she give me
a very lengthy BJ instead.
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Noob FR- Early Success and a few failures
11 upvotes | August 25, 2016 | by AttemptedUnplug | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR: Recovering Beta Porn Addict Fatass seeing early results and feeling pretty damn good. Still a
long fucking way to go.
34 y.o., been with my wife since we were 19, married for the last six years. Pathetic beta almost all
my life -- in fact I am a former orbiter of my wife from HS who got with her in college. I didn't
realize it then, but I got her originally because I took my SMV up several notches in college. I didn't
learn a single lesson from that, and over time fell back into my beta ways. Sex, which up until a few
years ago was a daily event, has dropped to twice a month since our son was born 18 months ago. I
know others here have it worse.
Over the last few years my SMV has declined dramatically, displaying almost entirely beta and even
some omega traits while allowing my weight to balloon. Hers has dropped off too but not as fast -- at
this point I would say I am a 3 she is a 5. Started checking r/deadbedrooms after getting shot down
for sex on my 34th birthday. After a few weeks lurking there I found the advice to be pretty much the
same shit I'd been trying the last few years as our marriage and sex life deteriorated.
I discovered MRP and askMRP after an argument with the wife in which she said, "You know, I like
sex too." Whether she meant to or not, the implication was that she likes sex, just not with me. Read
up on MRP and that point got brought home like a brick smash to the fucking face. I don't actually
think she is cheating on me (she displays few of the signs Athol Kay talks about in MMSLP, other
than an obvious lack of attraction for me), but at this point I wouldn't blame her. The day I discovered
MRP I got on the scale for the first time in 2 years. I weighed 289.7 lbs (I am 6'1).
Step one. I've dropped a nasty porn habit and gone nofap. I've been a porn addict since before I
started dating my wife. I never realized until I stopped just how much fucking energy I've been
wasting. I still get the urge for the occasional cyberspank, but I try to find something else to do.
Nofap isn't for everyone but it's been a key piece for me so far.
Since then, I have been trying to plow through the sidebar. I have read NMMNG, MMSLP, The
Rationale Male Year 1, the first half of WISNIFG, and the first half of the Book of Pook. I've been
trying to work in some Alpha behaviors and trying to do it slowly. Sometimes I fuck up and move too
fast, which leads to her wanting to "talk" about the changes in my behavior. I'll acknowledge to her
I've been acting a bit differently but for the most part try my best to STFU.
I am lifting 3 days a week with at least one day running in between, with plans to ramp up the
weights. I've begun the process of building out a weights area in my garage. To date I am down 25
lbs and definitely have a leaner look. Still a fatass at 264, but less so than I was.
Around the house I've been keeping much busier. I've been busting out items that have been sitting on
our to-do list forever. I am taking a beginner's carpentry course starting in September (I SUCK at
working with my hands. Going to change that). I do have guy friends and try to hang out with them
when I can -- one thing I do feel I have always done well in this relationship has been an insistence
on "me" time -- time for me to hang out with my buddies or even go off on my own for a while.
I've been trying to get more creative and surprise her. For far too long, any weekend night typically
consists of us ordering take out and watching a movie on demand, with a side of duty sex. Last Friday
I surprised her with a bottle of wine and a paint-by-numbers competition (technically not the most
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masculine idea ever but she ate that shit up) -- we ended up fucking on the kitchen floor after. In two
weeks (I am away this weekend), I've already set up plans to have her mother come over to watch the
kid so I can tell her to get dolled up to take her to a 5-star restaurant, which is definitely something
we hardly ever do.
Positive Early Results:
Sex is up to 2-3 times a week. I know I am not exactly swimming in pussy, but it's an
improvement.
I feel great. I have a ridiculous amount of energy that I was previously wasting on jacking my
pud to computer pixels. It's allowing me to exercise more and the additional will power seems
to be spilling over into my food choices.
Wife has commented on my improved appearance and general attitude. Important to note I have
not been asking for comment from her, she offered that on her own. The other thing I've
noticed is that she doesn't seem to shit test me as often as the other wives of the guys in these
subs. That's not the she hasn't, and I certainly haven't passed them all, and I suppose it could
just be that I am too new to recognize a lot of them.
I am increasingly feeling like what is motivating me to continue down this path is the sense of
general improvement it makes me feel, even if the initial impetus to start was getting more vag.
I am far less bitter/resentful of my wife. This isn't her fault, it's mine. That realization has made
me see her in a whole new light and it's making me more pleasant to be around.
Negative Early/Results and Questions:
I do not have anything resembling OI. I still get butthurt when I get a hard no. I get even more
butthurt when just out of the blue gives me a pre-emptive no without me even initiating. For the
most part I try to just STFU to hide the butthurt (in the past I'd react by trying to "talk through
our issues"). I am wondering if I should respond to the pre-emptive nos with Kino/initiating on
my own and make her give me a hard no. Just trying to find the balance between taking the
initiative and seeming desperate.
Sometimes I think I need to SFTU more. I have a habit of telling her if I've hit a
workout/weight loss milestone, or telling her about what I've eaten in a given day. This is
lameass beta validation seeking and I need to stop.
I want to get better at approaching random girls and striking up random conversations/flirting. I
do not want to cheat on my wife, but I have bought in hook line and sinker to the idea that
demonstrating that I COULD has value. I know at my current SMV that chances of legit flirting
are slim to nil, but given that I've always been poor at approaching women, I figure I'll start
getting practice in now.
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How to stop micromanaging?
11 upvotes | October 18, 2021 | by blackjackjackblack10 | Link | Reddit Link
Not only in my marriage but I find myself doing this a lot at work.
But for the sake of example I will use my marriage.
My wife was painting the walls in the bathroom. We’re remodeling and she wanted to participate and
I don’t like painting. I let her paint. But she was leaving globs of paint on the floor and on the wall. I
pointed it out and she got pissed.
I just looked at her when she copped and attitude and walked away to do something else. She’s not
lazy at all she will help out a lot around the house but she does things so inefficient and stupid imo.
So I try to guide her or suggest better ways. But she’s very sensitive and take every suggestion as a
personal attack.
I stopped otherwise it ends in a fight. but now I’m left with globs of paint to scrape off the new tile.
She then says everything she does is wrong in my eyes. I AA but that always pisses her off more. So I
just stop talking.
I know you’re going to say I’m in her frame but I notice I micromanage a lot in other areas so In
reality she’s not wrong.
I’m very observant and Even at work. I will see people do things wrong and feel the need to correct
them.
I am working at being a better leader and I know micromanaging doesn’t make a good one. Anyone
have advice on thing?
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What's this subs idea of a good husband?
11 upvotes | December 31, 2021 | by dontevenbother12 | Link | Reddit Link
Out of all the reading I've done so far, I've learned that I have multiple NG tendencies that need to be
broken, fail shit tests constantly, abuse covert contracts, rely too much on porn and masturbation, and
have coping issues.
All these readings are definitely eye opening and something that I will work to implement into my
life. I want to be better for myself. But out if all the posts and books, its only self centered. Work on
yourself and the rest will fall into place. Put her in her place when she's emotional. Dont be clingy.
Dread her. Be attractive.
What it doesn't really explain is how to be a good life partner and husband. Maybe all the ones that
figured it out have left and forgotten about this sub. When do we get to be fun? How do we prevent
the father/roommate feeling? When can we relax from all the mind games and just enjoy the life with
our wife?
What separates a RP Alpha boyfriend from a MRP husband? What does being a good husband look
like to MRP?
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Probably a basic question
11 upvotes | December 26, 2021 | by Beginingtoimplement | Link | Reddit Link
A month ago my wife told me that I was emotionally absent and she didn’t feel loved by me and that
I had pulled away. She wasn’t wrong, for the better part of the last 15 months we put the kids to bed
then I disappear into the basement, turn on the television, and drink until I’m tired. She had come to
this realization about two months before she told me, at that time she more or less completely shut
down, I noticed but didn’t really do anything except pester her about what was wrong.
After she told me we had multiple “talks”, I’ve since read NMMNG and everything I said could be an
example in the book of what not to do. I stumbled across the MRP subreddit about 5 days ago and
recognized that I used to live my life in a manner that more closely resembled an RP man. I’ve since
read NMMNG, started MMSLP, and read through a bunch of the recommended posts and some OYS
posts. Before I even knew what the issue was, I had already started lifting again, significantly cleaned
up my diet, and stopped drinking.
Today she told me that she notices that I’ve made changes but she’s hurting and can’t keep crying
herself to sleep every night, that she needs space to heal and that she can’t do it with me constantly
there as a reminder of the man who stopped loving her. She wants to separate for some period of
time, 3 months or something. This would look like us getting a furnished apartment and sharing that
while also splitting time in our existing house with our young children.
Having barely dipped my toe in this I’m not sure where to go from here. This post is pretty much just
a hail marry for advice from people who have already made this journey.
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Slipped back into old behavior.
11 upvotes | December 13, 2021 | by ackley1900 | Link | Reddit Link
OYS history
I am on a two-week MRP ban because people with eyes better than mine saw a lot of "she" in my last
OYS. I read and re-read before posting, and I thought I was recounting events with me as the actor.
These two weeks have shown me they were right, and I see it now.
I have slipped back into old habits big time - or perhaps I never moved away from them really. A
train wreck. I need help get to back on track.
Here's where I am.
There are two main aspects in which I believe I progressed since starting OYS. First, I am much less
afraid of shit being thrown at me. I address bad behavior much sooner. The quality of these
interventions is still likely poor. Second, I am much more focused on me. I took back my life, my
mission, my agenda, and - in fact - my family's agenda as well. In these two weeks, I lost again
ground on the second part at least.
I can regulate my kids' emotions, but not my wife's. She talks to them with a scolding tone 80% of the
times, and has been bitchy and nervous for more than two weeks now. I have addressed this explicitly
with her several times in these days, but I am obviously not doing it well. I even let myself be
dragged into a shouting argument over the phone up 24 minutes before a semi-public speaking event.
I go again to sleep late, don't sleep much, and haven't lifted in two weeks. The whole damn thing.
In the only evening she was outside, the kids and I had an amazing time. It was liberating.
It's the first time I've seriously considered ending the relationship.
I have better things to do than appeasing this shit. I have zero interest in sex with her, and I've
withdrawn from her physically. She has withdrawn from me emotionally. It looks like I am in the
grinding stage of escaping sex for validation, except I don't feel any interest in a path forward. I
wanted to spend a few days together around Christmas time, but I lost all the appetite for it. I feel
again a lot of anger. I have gone back to the wiki posts and seeing them more in perspective now.
I know this is my fault. I let myself suck back into all of this. I know what I have to do: lift, read, stfu.
I'm posting just in case people see something more. Or perhaps this is just a giant victim puke and I'm
telling myself otherwise.
-------------------------------------------------------EDIT.
I came for advice on my wife. I got advice on myself. This is what I learned. I need to act.
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Assuming your wife lets you play the field, how to you unlock
the single energy/flow so important when attracting women?
11 upvotes | February 28, 2022 | by M00Nthatspellsmoon | Link | Reddit Link
Edit: Yeesh. Noping the fuck out of here. Weird corner of Reddit.
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JJ for lifting
11 upvotes | April 7, 2022 | by XxHuffmaster4000 | Link | Reddit Link
So After my wife and I buy a house I want to start JJ. Right now I’m about 15 pounds over weight
coming in at 190 Im 5’7. I lift once week (sometimes more) was a solid 3-6 days a week before my
son was born. By the time I start JJ I’ll probably have 3 days a week for hobbies. Would lifting one
day a week and rolling 2 be ok or should I hold off on the JJ until I’m at my ideal weight. This spring
I’ll be getting back into disc golfing but will give that up for JJ. Oh I do have an 8 month old son so
not trying to be a dad who just is self absorbed in his own hobbies Thoughts?
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The Problem is Me
11 upvotes | April 29, 2022 | by Wish_You_Were_Here_2 | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Can woman be aroused and excited when having sex with a
blue-pilled male?
11 upvotes | May 28, 2022 | by hunteralliance | Link | Reddit Link
One major conclusion of TRP is that a blue-pill beta can only have transactional sex with woman,
and red-pills can have validational sex. Validational sex comes from woman's genuine desire.
Transactional sex happens when the woman is trying to get some material benefits from blue-pills.
According to TRP and Rollo, having validational sex is enthusiastic, while having transactional sex
with blue-pill beta is disgusting for woman.
For detailed explanation, see this.
From my observations, it is of course true that having sex with alphas is more enthusiastic. However,
in many recent observations, I find that many female can also enjoy the "sexual service" provided by
blue-pill betas, and even reach the climax. It seems like woman can also find transactional sex
exciting, rather than disgusting. What's your observations? I'll be very happy if you can teach me
some facts narrowly defined in this topic.
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GF's parents suddenly on the offensive about marrying and
adopting her son
11 upvotes | June 15, 2022 | by StanisBot | Link | Reddit Link
Stats
Me: Late 30s | 5'10" 195 lbs | DL 405x5, SQ 315x5, OHP 140x5, BP 195x5 GF: Mid 30s | DL 45x1,
SQ 45x1, BP 45x1, OHP 45x1
Reading
Truly, I've read every book in the sidebar at least once. I came across the list 5-6 years ago and have
made massive improvements. To put it simply I've had to overcome being a massive covert
contractor, and a lot of gross manipulation and butthurtness to untangle. STFU has become my
mantra, to great success. In recent years I've gravitated towards the more philosophical style books,
for example my current book is "The Courage to Be Unliked" and recently finished "Zen and the Art
of Motorcycle Maintenance". Those seem to point more deeply and accurately to the core of my
issues compared to say NNMNG or MAP.
A Story as Old as Time
10 years ago I was effectively Beta Bux'd by a single mom with a young son. I was recently divorced
from a cheater and latched onto the first pretty face that came my way. There was an "oops" with
taking birth control and we soon had a son together. Heard this one before?
I knew I was wronged, so while my eye condition usually prevents me from seeing red and yellow
flags, I hesitated against my instincts to marry, adopt her son, and "man up" to make this a real
family. This hesitation was because of a bunch of little lies and acts of disrespect I began noticing.
We had (and still have) a very passionate relationship with frequent enthusiastic sex, but little lies,
manipulations, and silent treatments gave me pause just long enough to find my way to this subreddit.
That hesitation, and not marrying nor adopting her son, was possibly the smartest thing I've ever
done. The Second Story as Old as Time would be for me to marry and adopt. Then for whatever
reason she decides she is leaving, and I'm stuck paying alimony and child support for a kid who is not
mine. I have somehow miraculously avoided this.
SITREP
I like my kids home with mom instead of day care, so I've been supporting them solely all this time.
We have a nice house in one of the nicest areas of our state, good schools, good vehicles, and I take
care of all the shit in and around the house. Being a stay at home mom is not easy, but she really
doesn't have any obligations besides tending to the kids and cleaning up after herself. Some of you
may know the massive pressure and strain being a single income dad can be, but it's a labor of love
for me. This, of course, includes her (not our son), and when things like $7K USD of dental work are
needed for him, that's on me. I take him fishing, camping, he helps me around the house, we cook and
have a great time, do electronics and computer programming, play guitar and drums, really we're
buds.
I would say I treat her son like one of my own most of the time, the best I can, but he doesn't call me
Dad and has a different last name. With young kids sometimes things are uncomfortable, especially
around father's day where there's a lot of "Dad" stuff. Very often people refer to me as "his dad"
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without knowing, which is fine and expected. GF's parents insist on him calling me dad which is not
fine, and I've had to point this out several times which causes massive tension.
Kids are active in sports and doing well in school. We have a fantastic social group in our
neigborhood, and things are generally going pretty well for them. Between the two of us, there are
many times where it's kind of tense and quiet. Usually due to me pointing out something unsafe or
unhealthy she's doing with the kids. For example, came home from work yesterday to the kids sitting
around a wall outlet trying to stick a shiny gum wrapper into the socket while she was on the other
side of the house scrolling Facebook on her phone. I pointed this out pretty strongly, which enqueued
a long list of excuses and an awkward tension the rest of the night. I'm pretty good at resetting each
day, but stuff like this happens all the time. Really, all the time.
Yesterday
GF's mom was over hanging out, I was installing an outdoor sink, and something came up about
father's day and the older boy got very sad. Not calling anyone "dad" and having a different last name
got to him. This triggered grandma and she came at me guns a-blazin'. Basically calling it bullshit and
to "man" up and marry / adopt. I calmly asserted my position that we have not decided to let him call
me dad, as I am in fact not his biological or legal dad. "You are his dad whether you like it or not."
"You've been his dad for 10 years." "Man up." "Do the right thing." I calmly deployed the broken
record strategy, which ended with her getting in the car and storming off home. Nothing like this has
ever remotely happened, our relationship has been very warm and comfortable, besides the layer of
disagreement about marrying / adoption / "dad".
Later her husband, my kids' grandpa, called me saying things like "things aren't okay" and "you need
to come over so we can talk about what your steps are" and "it's time to make things right". He
insisted, which I appreciated, discussing in person and not over the phone. I agreed to hear him out in
person and discuss, which I think was the right choice here. GF won't be at the table in this case, I'm
going solo.
I think I've made it clear in this post that I have no intention of marrying nor adopting at this point. If
not, I will assert now that that is the case. However, this situation has really upended me, and I'm
stuck ruminating over the conversation. Slept like shit, workout was trash, I can't focus as work, and
I'm having a hard time meditating or getting it out of my head.
I'm not sure what their strategy in the conversation will be. I suppose they could try to convince me,
manipulate me, bully me, or play good cop bad cop. I can't seem to find the foundation of a strategy
so I keep ruminating. I am not going to trash talk their daughter in front of them of course, and
probably shouldn't use words like "child support" nor "alimony". I don't think I can broken record or
fog my way out of this conversation. I do worry I'll start getting pissed off if they start with the "be a
man" talk, as I wouldn't be posting here if I was an enlightened buddha.
I've made great strides creating a frame in my relationship, and that frame works well in other
situations like work and out socially, but that frame doesn't feel like it fits here. I don't worry about
being manipulated into agreeing something I'm not comfortable with, I've read WISNIFG enough
times to have at least a few strategies. But I feel like I'm not getting out of this conversation until I
provide real, concrete reasons why I won't marry / adopt. And of course this is not a list I'm willing to
rattle off, since it would be negative aspect of their daughter, and I don't see any good coming from
that.
I'll take any advice you have. I figure broken record is my best strategy here, but I'm not sure what
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I'm being a broken record about. I know my answer is "because there are red and yellow flags I can't
ignore, and I'm not paying child support for another man's kid", but I don't know how to phrase that
to the girl's parents. I also don't feel like I can fog, negative inquiry, and ultimately deflect and leave
the conversation with things unanswered.
Thank you for reading.
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Will Chateau Heartiste come back?
11 upvotes | June 4, 2019 | by scarmine34 | Link | Reddit Link
A little off topic - but since Wordpress dissapeared the Chateau, I've been wondering if he is coming
back. I'm sure he was smart enough to archive, and he had a huge email list. Has anyone heard
anything?
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Validation & MRP, contradictions
11 upvotes | June 23, 2019 | by Goobergus_Gubbins | Link | Reddit Link
Honest question, not trolling. On my first OYS, was advised to read up on validation and stop
seeking it. There were several good posts on why validation seeking is bad, for example:
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/ab7vt5/validation_needs_that_can_poison_your_
sex_life/ I definitely recognize this flaw in my own wiring. In contrast, Mr. Tomassi describes
validational sex (from woman's perspective) as good:
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/82trm6/transactional_vs_validational_sex/ Can
somebody clarify how this term is used differently depending on situation and context? Much
appreciated.
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Career beta looking for tips on maintaining frame, without
anger, during early transformation
11 upvotes | August 8, 2019 | by austindcc | Link | Reddit Link
Recently swallowed the pill, but I've been working on my shit for ~19 months. (See my OYS post for
details.)
I now have at least the beginnings of my own frame, and I've had productive conversations with my
wife, setting new expectations and boundaries, that she agreed to, and has followed up on.
But then I hit the anger phase.
I found this post about moving past the anger phase. I'm working on all 7 suggestions, which I have
put into practice and see the wisdom in, but I can tell it will take time.
I can see my anger is rooted in fear of falling back into beta nice-guy mindset, and back into my
wife's frame. As a decade-long career beta the fear is huge. It's happened before, and it took me 6
months to recover and extricate myself from the "nice-guy/self-sacrifice = meaning" mindfuck.
Here's what I'm doing about it:
Bought No More Mr. Nice Guy today
I have the beginnings of a Morpheus relationship going
Hitting the gym at every opportunity (min. 3x weekly)
Hiking every weekend and pushing into hobbies
Practicing social interactions (I hesitate to call it "game" this early in my journey) wherever
possible, especially with women
Buying shit I need for my hobbies
Reading TRP resources/sidebar at work
All this looks and feels great, and I know I'm moving the needle. But I'm at a huge risk of falling
back.
I feel like I need a month away from my wife, to soak up TRP, and build my own goals, frame, and
foundation. Logistically that would be very hard to pull off.
What else can I do to maintain frame and avoid backsliding, while moving beyond anger?
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Books to start addressing finances
11 upvotes | September 10, 2019 | by R288DRO | Link | Reddit Link
So I've had a look in the sidebar- does anyone have any good recommendations for books to start
tackling finances?
No major debts except a mortgage, but I'm a complete newb with money.
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Shit testing about disciplining children
11 upvotes | September 12, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys. Been a while since I've posted. For those of you who've never read my past posts or don't
know me, here's a little back ground.
I'm 42, wife is 43. Second marriage for both, and we each have two kids to a previous marriage,
sharing 50-50 custody with our exes. Children are on the exact same custody rotation, so when we
have them, they are always together.
I'm 6'1", 225 lbs, work out regularly. Could stand to lose 10 lbs, so I started running again. In general,
both of us are fit, healthy and attractive.
My kids are 12 and 7 (boy and girl, girl is oldest) My step kids are 12 and 9 (boy and girl, girl is the
oldest)
In general, my kids behave much better and listen better than my step children. My kids don't talk
back, they do their homework, do their chores, shower and go to bed without any guff or problems.
My step children are good for the most part, except for the occasional talking back (always to my
wife). They also are super passive agressive when it comes to bed time as well.
My wife always brags about how she's a staunch disciplinarian and how her kids "tow the line." She
always seems to be chasing after and yelling at her kids. However, they seem to listen well to me, and
when she's not around or working, I have little trouble with them.
I know she sees this and gets mad sometimes. One time, she'll criticize my more laid back parenting
style, and tell me I "don't do it right" (but I shrug it off and ignore her because I see results). Then the
next time, she'll be struggling with and yelling at her kids being passive agressive by (for example)
avoiding getting ready for bed at bed time, then she'll come to me whining for help saying, "God, I
wish my kids listened like yours... I need your help." It seems as soon as I get involved, my step kids
seem to fall in line and they're off to bed. I can't exactly say what it is I do to be able to lead like that,
I just know that I can do it and it happens naturally.
So, here comes my situation and my questions.... I have a rule in the house that the kids aren't
allowed to have food in their rooms. Drives me nuts. I also have a philosophy that ALL the kids need
to be monitored and checked on in aspects such as cell phones, video games, tv, etc. My wife follows
this lead and has instituted a rule of the random room flip and bookbag search / dump.
Yesterday, I got home from work, and my wife is sitting in the kitchen with a bag of candy and a
couple of cookies in front of her. She proceeds to tell me that she pulled a random search on the kids'
rooms after she got home from work, and found the food in my daughter's bedroom. She flipped out
and demanded that it be addressed. Now, MY daughter is actually been the biggest offender of my no
food in the rooms rule historically. I told her, I agree... I'll handle it (with her staring in silence). We
didn't have the kids yesterday evening, so I had to wait until tonight.
Kids all go to bed tonight, and I went to my daughter's room to say good night and struck up a
conversation. I brought up that we did a random seach of the rooms last night and we found the food.
My 12 year old froze, then instantly owned it and admitted it. I asked her what the rule was, and she
said "no food in the rooms... I'm sorry, I won't do it again." I said, "ok, I believe you, BUT breaking
the rules has consequences." I took her cable box and tv remote for the evening. She instantly started
crying, and told me that I was mean and to please leave her alone. I kissed her on the forehead,
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hugged her and told her I loved her, then said you can have this back tomorrow.
I came back up upstairs and my wife pounced on me and wanted to know what happened eagerly. I
calmly told her what I said and what I decided. She rudely said, "ha, surprised you didn't cave and
followed through with a punishment." I said, "ok" and didn't DEER, and walked back downstairs. My
wife followed me and continued to shit test, poking at her perceived "weakness" in my parenting
philosophy. My daughter came out of her room and up to the kitchen to get a drink of water, moping
and silent, then went back to her room. I chuckled about her (my daughter acting pissed) after she left
the room.
My wife rails on me saying, "I can tell you're bothered by the fact she's upset." I just shrug and blow
her off. She keeps ranting and "bragging" about how she "doesn't care if someone's mad at her.. blah
blah blah..." female bullshit ranting. I admit, pre-redpill I would have taken that bait, but I resisted." I
did however, chuckle lightly, which made her say, "what's so funny" in a snooty voice. I teased her
and called her out on bullshit about not caring if someone's mad at her. She pissed and moaned more,
"oh, so now you're inside my head... asshole". She then kissed me goodnight, told me she had to get
up early and went to bed.
Question: did I handle this properly and what kind of grade do I get for holding frame? I give myself
a B / B- at best.
Also, any of you guys have a blended family? What have you seen with respect to parenting
differences?
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Any experiences with the Keto diet
11 upvotes | September 29, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 6'1" 225lbs, but I want to get to 200 - 205 and my bf% down some. I've seen and heard alot on
here and in the media about the keto diet. There's a lot of commercialized and competing material out
there with various takes on it. Do you guys have or know of any resources, sites, or books that are
reliable? Thanks.
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Differentiating between shit test and comfort test with a
depressed wife.
11 upvotes | October 10, 2019 | by mynewthrowaway1990 | Link | Reddit Link
Hello all. Throwaway since wife knows my main. My wife has a history of depression, which has
been well controlled for about 90% of our time together and our relationship has been mostly smooth
sailing. She adds a lot of value to my life and generally treats me like a king.
For the past month, she's entered a very depressed state. She has talked about potentially starting
medication (which she used to take over a decade ago before we met) and I've given her praise for
recognizing she has an issue that she may not be able to deal with on her own.
This morning we were having a conversation and she was in a pretty low state and stressed about
having to work an afternoon shift. I told her that she seems burnt out and that she should take a
personal day and her and I can go out and have some fun. She responded saying that she "can't do
that" and "work needs her and it would be too soon of notice." I held my tongue and didn't argue back
and just said "alright." and left it at that. She then went on getting upset about how she's been
exercising and eating right and that no matter what she tries she hasn't been able to beat her current
state of mind and that she stays up until 4am unable to sleep from the anxiety/depression. I responded
by saying that if she's having a hard time, she's welcome to wake me up and that I'm there for her if
she needs to talk. She then began saying she won't do that, and how "everyone says they're there for
me and it doesn't make one bit of difference, and nothing you can do can help, so there's no point"
NOTE: She said this last part in a lashing out kind of way with some anger and annoyance in her
voice.
I responded by saying "All I'm trying to do is help and be there for you, and you're just giving me
back attitude so I'm just gonna leave." I said this very calmly, but sternly without letting her comment
get to me and maintaining frame. I then collected my things and went out the door to go to work
without saying another word.
I'm fairly new to the redpill (sort of, I actually discovered it about 8 years ago and kind of
internalized a fair amount of what I learned, which I think is what has led to a mostly successful
relationship with this woman), so I want to know what you gents think about how I handled this
situation. Was this a shit test? Or a comfort test disguised as a shit test? It's getting increasingly hard
to differentiate between them in her current state. It's also tough because in general she is a very
sweet and submissive wife.
All feedback is welcome. Please feel free to rip me a new one if you think that's appropriate.
Criticism is welcome.
For reference, I would (being as objective as possible) say that my SMV is about an 8.5-9 and hers is
about a 7-7.5. I've read all sidebar material but I find it hard to apply to situations when dealing with
a depressed wife. I'm very much a "fixer" but I've been trying to take a more be the oak/supportive
approach rather than trying to solve this depression problem for her, since I know this isn't something
I'm capable of fixing and don't want to foster codependency.
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SSRI's and the wife.
11 upvotes | October 13, 2019 | by IncitingDramah | Link | Reddit Link
First off let me say TRP/MRP is amazing, and worked so damn well it's sad. I've followed the play
book and literally gotten everything I want. Quality sex, I look great naked, I'm captain of my ship
again, all is well aside from little thing.
I'm not sure how exactly I feel about my wife being on SSRI'S. We had a child a while back, he has
medical problems, this in turn took a serious toll on us both, but her more specifically.
Long story short shes on antidepressants. Sex drive/submissive behavior is still there but she
wont/cant cum anymore. Perhaps it's my ego? But regardless it bothers me she cant, not to mention I
seriously dont think antidepressants are a long term fix. I'm concerned about the long term effects of
use.
Thoughts? Concerns? Perhaps insight I'm missing?
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Why has my wife recently been curious about strip clubs...
11 upvotes | October 28, 2019 | by skizzum97 | Link | Reddit Link
So my wife has been bringing up strip clubs a lot recently... This was prompted by her telling me that
a friend of hers mentioned that she would be going to a strip club with her husband while in Vegas.
My wife seems to have an obsession on the topic ever since because she has brought it up repeatedly,
and once acted guilty saying "does it make me a bad wife that I don't want to go to a strip club with
you?" Claiming jealousy and self confidence issues are the likely rooted cause... My opinion has
always been consistent, I think it would be hot to see my wife having fun with another woman and I
would be open to an FFM but only if it was a team endeavor, not one-sided, requiring her enthusiasm
and insistence. Wife has always claimed to be purely straight, never experimented with females, and
claims this is still the case. However she also claimed to not be into bdsm when we first started dating
and now she is a kinky bad girl lol. She asked me my opinion on strip clubs, told her I'm not a big fan
of paying to see fake tits and generally am not attracted to the type of woman who would be a
stripper but that it would be hot to see wife get a lap dance. Wife didn't seem upset about that
response but didn't escalate either... then yesterday she texts me a YouTube video of a Halloween
themed poledance... I'm like "you seem to be obsessed with strippers lately, do you like this video?"
And she turned it around and asked 'i just thought it was funny and coincidental to our discussions
recently", not really saying anything new...
So basically I am confused lol. I'm wondering if this seems like my wife is curious and wants to try
going to a strip club together. Would she keep bringing it up otherwise? She is always the one
bringing it up, not me. Is this a red flag or something that can enhance our marriage? How should I
proceed?
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Having issues dealing with anger.
11 upvotes | November 8, 2019 | by fannyfire | Link | Reddit Link
27 yrs old, 5’ 7”, 145lbs, BF% 17.25, BMI 22.7, Married 4 years, No kids
Lifts:
Squat - 155lb
BP - 85lb
BBR - 95lb
OHP - 65lb
Deadlift - 115lb
Reading: NMMNG, working through sidebar.
OYS: Currently on week #3.
Sexlife - acceptable
Last year I had some bad anger issues that were causing me quite a bit of trouble. I was regularly,
almost routinely, getting into fits of road rage with people on a weekly basis. I had many
opportunities where I could have got hurt, hurt someone else, and could have got my wife hurt as she
was with me during some of my freak outs. I tried seeking out a psychologist and I did not like it. She
put me on medication that made me feel different and unable to feel anything at all. I decided that I
would just "lift" and get through this and it worked for a while.
Fast forward another year and I'm back here, still up to my old tricks. Today, a truck with a trailer
decided to cut me off and I almost wrecked my car. While I was talking to my wife on the phone, I
immediately sped up to the driver of the truck, rolled down my window, and completely threw my
frame out the fucking window. My ego was out of control and I just wanted to hurt this guy, which is
quite a joke if you look at my stats. I thought that lifting, having lots of sex and going through all of
this was going to help me lose that side of me. However, I realize that I have a serious problem and it
is completely ego driven. I am just a very angry fucking dude and my fuse is a stub. I am currently
going through therapy right now for depression. I am embarrassed that I am going to have to admit
that I behaved this way to my therapist the next time I see them. Afterward I knew what I did was
wrong and I feel guilty and ashamed that I allowed myself to stoop so low.
I know most of you are not quite in the same situation as I am, but I am sure that some of you must
get mad or angry for whatever reason. I don't know what to do about my behavior and I am mentally
exhausted. I suppose I am at that point where I am sick and tired of being sick and tired.
Does anyone have any advice on anger management?
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Repost from marriedredpill: Wife doesn't seem to love me
anymore. We have a 1yo child. Can it be repaired? Is it even
worth repairing at this point?
11 upvotes | December 6, 2019 | by redpillthrowaway2115 | Link | Reddit Link
Following the suggestion of another redditor, who's advice I greatly appreciated, I'm reposting my
desperate plea on this sub.
So here's another "woe is me" sob story about a broken man. I'm sure some of the responses will be
brutal, but here we go.
Married for 7 years. Together for 10 years. 1 year old baby. We've always had a tumultuous
relationship in which she has a short temper and exaggerates her outrage and I have to be the pacifist
but sometimes lose my cool because of how extreme her mood swings can get. She seems to have
some characteristics of borderline personality disorder, but thankfully not the full spectrum. Almost
every argument leaves me on the receiving end. In some arguments, she's thrown things and broken
stuff. Aside from all of this, it's somehow been a good relationship and she's actually a good person
the rest of the time.
Now this is where things get bad....
Once my wife got pregnant, we stopped having sex completely. In fact, no sexual activity at all.
Some of this is explained by the fact that my wife is from Asia, and she's quite traditional in some
ways. She's also a prude, so that is factored in as well. After the baby was born, my wife had some
physical complications which required a few immediate medical procedures. It was very concerning
but successful in the end. That left us a little worried and we decided to hold off on sex for a little
while just to ease our minds. As the months passed and we were busy taking care of the baby, my
wife told me that she had lost all physical desires. She didn't want sex, didn't want to kiss, hug, or
hold hands. She asked if this was okay with me, and I said I can wait. I didn't want to make her feel
guilty, even though she was causing this rift. We finally had sex after over a year and a half from the
start of her pregnancy. Needless to say, it was less than stellar and she was relieved for it to be over.
Since then, it's been zero activity or interest, and it's increasingly feeling like a loveless relationship.
She doesn't want to initiate any physical contact with me. If I try to kiss her, she squirms away or
gives me a dry peck. She's even asked me many times if we should just be friends (remember, she's
Asian and very open and blunt with her thoughts; that doesn't make it right though). Nowadays, all
she says to me are points of dictation and criticism. She never compliments me, no warmth or
kindness to speak of. I am an eternally flawed man in her eyes, and my words cannot be given serious
consideration by her. We're at the point where she will not respect me as a person, and I don't know
how to fix that. And it's not like there's something exceptionally wrong with me. I still look young for
my mid 30s, stay in shape, don't drink or smoke, no real vices to speak of, straight arrow, I have a
decent job that pays the bills and puts food on the table, no debt, and I'm an overall nice person that's
easy to get along with. Even my wife's friends say I'm a catch (and it annoys her to hear it). In the
end, it just makes this whole thing all the more frustrating.
So somebody please help out this fool. Is it her fault for treating me like shit? Am I an idiot for
ending up with a browbeating shrew of a wife? Should I make it work? Should I make her make it
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work? Should I just fucking escape? I don't know....
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Skin Care
11 upvotes | December 17, 2019 | by WolfofAllStreetz | Link | Reddit Link
Hello faggots. As I get older (36) I realize we need to take care of our faces as they take abuse. What
do you older guys do for a skin care routine. All I ever have done is moisturize my face after I shower
or shave with a beard oil/lotion.
I started to notice dark circles and bags under my eyes. It seems most of the billion brands of skin
care products are bullshit out there so I was wondering what you guys use that works.
Obviously staying hydrated, getting adequate sleep and avoiding alcohol helps.
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Umbilical hernia from lifting
11 upvotes | January 26, 2020 | by go-RED-go | Link | Reddit Link
36y, married 3 years, 1 child (2y) 6'3'' 220lbs
11 months of barbell training.
Squat 231, DL 308, BP 231, Pendlay row 198, OHP 143, Chinup +44lbs. (Reps)
So I got a fucking umbilical hernia. Recently when i finish workouts and after chugging down a
protein shake, my bellybutton hurts and pops out. I press down on it and it gets back in a bit.
However I can still feel it's there when I get in certain positions.
I have a doctors appoitment in a week.
So bassically I'm so fucking pissed at myself for letting this happen to me. Just when I started feeling
stronger then ever and broke platoues on some of my lifts. I'm also frustrated by the fact that I
probably need to stop lifting right now wich means stopping my progress and not having a place to
go away from my wife. This also means shit tests could increase and attraction will decrease. So
fucking pissed.
Anyone had any experience with hernias from lifting?
Edit: I apriciate the answers from you guys. You helped me change my perspective on this.
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Titrating Comfort
11 upvotes | February 21, 2020 | by MeanPhysics | Link | Reddit Link
Hi, I’m MeanPhysics, and I’m an autist. I’ve been running the MRP playbook for 2 years (yeah, I
know. I had a long stall before I started posting OYS late last year), and have achieved huge
improvements across the board in personal satisfaction, confidence, social activity, relationships. My
marriage has improved wildly too, in all the ways that folks talk about here. Respect, attitude,
submissiveness, care, frequency and quality of sex, etc.
Recently, I realized I’ve been failing comfort tests for a while. I thought I just wasn’t ever getting
them because my wife is fairly emotionally closed off. But through talking with folks here, I realized
I’d just been consistently confusing her comfort tests with shit tests. I modified my behavior and saw
a huge change in attitude from my wife post comfort test.
This has me questioning whether a lack of comfort has been holding me up sexually, too. I’ve been
pushing for a variety of new menu items, sexually, and while my wife is sometimes open to the new
(toys, light bdsm, etc) in the moment, and clearly enjoys herself, her processing after-the-fact isn’t
“oh that was fun let’s do more” but “I didn’t like being spanked” or “that was degrading” etc.
Watching what she does not what she says tells me this is wildly inaccurate, but when I try to take her
in-the-moment behavior, and talk about it so that we can bring it above board and explore further, she
always reacts negatively.
She’s also started over the last few months asking “do you just see me as a sex object” “do you just
keep me around for the sex” etc, and more recently came out with “I’m not going to do whatever you
want just to keep you around, I’m not going to be that woman” and “No matter what I do I won’t be
enough for you”.
I’ve historically viewed this as insufficient attractiveness on my part and lack of dread. So I’ve
continued to AA/AM her comments and keep focused on my self-improvement and game. But my
comfort test epiphany has me wondering if I’m seeing this issue from the wrong angle.
To me, it seems like her hamster has run into a wall that says something like “if you give him what he
wants, you’ll still lose him, AND you’ll lose your self-respect”. It’s like she’s unwilling to try this
expanded sexual path because she’s afraid it won’t be enough, so she’s just going to refuse to open
herself up to it. It gives her the out of saying that I wanted things she thought was degrading, so in the
end it’s OK that I left.
I feel like there’s an opportunity to give more comfort here to show her that she can be confident in
opening herself up sexually because I’ll be there to make sure she’s safe, I’ll be there to support her,
etc.
What’s the MRP wisdom here? Am I just unattractive and dreadless? Or have I been missing a huge
opportunity to provide comfort and security and through that drive desired behavior?
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It all came to a head
11 upvotes | February 24, 2020 | by LabelOtherSide | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys, I think I went Rambo without realizing it.
I thought I was doing good in our marriage applying red pill (gym, focusing on my own growth, not
being overly attached to her, teasing, etc.)
A few days ago she was in the bathtub around bedtime. I walked in and heard her crying. Got her out,
started talking, she says “I don’t know if I can take you and I don’t want this baby.”
She is pregnant with our second child, about halfway through the pregnancy. We talk and she says
through tears “other than our (1 year old son) I don’t have any reason to live.”
She is sobbing and I remain calm, but instead of applying what I think is “red pill” I decide to just
switch back to how I used to treat her before I found the red pill (sweet, caring, showing obvious
interest in her, comforting her, probably “placating” for all I know.)
I have been very “short” with her occasionally through this red pill journey. And I haven’t been
complying with any of her simple requests like “can you tend to the baby while I xyz.” Probably just
trying too hard to go the other direction against “blue pill tendencies of being a nice guy.” Probably
the very definition of “going Rambo.” I’m the most caring guy in the world and that’s why I’ve been
doing to the exact opposite. Rambo, I guess.
So this conversation... I just decided to try being nice to her again and quit treating her like a silly
little girl. Actually show some investment. Some concern for her well being. I thought I was still
showing that during her conversations/sobfests the past few months but I guess she didn’t see it as
“caring” cause I was being too stoic. she has said multiple times in the past few months since going
red pill that “I wish you treated me like you did when we were boyfriend/girlfriend.” Saying things
like “I want ‘boyfriend’ LabelOtherSide back.”
So I asked her “do you want me to treat you like that again?” She, through tears: “yes” Me: “do you
want this marriage to work?” She, emphatically: “yes” Me: “do you want to be married to me?” She,
emphatically: “yes” Me: “do you like us together and are you willing to put on the work for us to be
happily married again?” She, emphatically: “oh yes, oh yes yes yes definitely” Me: “ok, we are in
this together. You are the only girl I love, I will do what I need to do.”
She was crying and smiling through all of this once I started showing some investment/started
“emoting” with her.
Since then we have been right as rain. She and I have had the best sex in our marriage so far, and did
it ~5 times in one night (we had to plan this about a week out, and get some coffee and catch up on
sleep the day before the “all-nighter” to make sure we could do it. And no, I didn’t orgasm 5 times,
we just “did it” throughout listening to music and watching a movie, taking breaks occasionally.)
She has been much more responsive to me sexually, and we are treating eachother much better. I am
letting go of this bitterness I have had, enjoying the sex and passion, and I think she is having the
“loving husband” she wants.
I’ll add this: she has invested a lot in me over the years, and I have invested a lot in her. She has NO
other friends other than me. She has had no other lovers other than me. She stays at home, I work, so
she doesn’t get to “make friends” much. She is submissive to me and I am pretty much her world.
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This red pill business has been putting a huge strain on our friendship/marriage/everything. Not in my
eyes, but in hers.
What is up? Did I just get too heavy, too fast? The whole thing blows my mind, I thought being an
asshole turns girls on? She said that my teasing “just hurt her feelings and made her want to die, ‘like
you don’t care about me’ or something like that.”
Why is my blue pill method of treating her so effective? Obviously it’s what she’s used to... but I
guess I’m just asking, why have all of my red pill tactics fallen flat?
I don’t want to go back to blue pill but dang... she said she wanted to die. (She since retracted her
statement and said that she knows she is hormonal from the pregnancy and actually DOES want our
baby... her actions the past week or so have shown that she is “alright” and in fact is the loving
mother that I’ve always seen her be. Can’t take what they say at face value, right? Ha.
It’s just that her actions show my blue pill treatment of her to be effective. And I thought the opposite
would be true.
Anybody have some advice of what I should do going forward? Maybe I was using dread and not
realizing it? (Fatal during pregnancy, I know.)
Anybody have any ideas what could be going on here? Has this ever happened to any of you?
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A little help - advice on aftermath of big fight
11 upvotes | February 24, 2020 | by IRunYourRiver | Link | Reddit Link
Background: 46, 3 kids, married 16 years, red pilled 18 months, DL 4-6, 5x5 SL: Bench 160 OHP 90,
BS 275, DL 305. Readings – Pretty much everything recommended, the sidebar, and some other
things. Most recent: The Subtle Art of Not Giving a Fuck.
TLDR: I picked a fight with my wife, it got very ugly, but I think she’s looking for something from
me. How do I stop feeling like a victim and be the oak?
A few days ago I picked a fight with my wife. Honestly, I’ve been wanting to fight with her for a
while. The subject was a social media post about a birthday present she bought for another guy
(AG). I’ve long suspected that something more than pure “friendship” existed between AG and her.
This situation is what drove me to Red Pill in the first place and has been the subject of several fights
between us in the past. I didn’t bring this up immediately upon learning of it because she was going
through an unrelated personal trauma and the timing was bad. But it had been eating away at me and
I wanted to make sure we talked about it. From my perspective and experience, she didn’t tell me
about the birthday present because she knew I would be mad or at least it would have made for an
uncomfortable conversation. So her logic is to hide it from me. I suspect she has been hiding A LOT
from me over the past few years. This is the reason I find it a red flag. It’s the tip of a much larger
iceberg.
Our “talk” turned into a pretty big fight reminiscent of the ones we had in the days before my Red
Pill awareness. We haven’t really fought at all since I became Red Pilled although I never was able
to entirely let go of the anger around the situation.
Some observations: We are terrible at fighting each other. I bring up the past and say hurtful things.
She goes into full histrionics and uses her tears and abject victimhood as a way of manipulating me.
She knows if she slapped me or swore at me or threw something at me that I would think it was
funny. When she makes me feel like the bad guy, I’m much more likely to cave in.
What have I done right? – 1) I think I’m willing to recognize her manipulation and not fall for it
completely. I never DEERed, I haven’t acted scared or uncertain around her. 2) I’ve continued with
my schedule including gym and time with friends. 3) We had this ridiculous episode where we were
both in the house and texting each other about the fight. My texting game has improved 1000% since
becoming Red Pilled. She would send scrolling texts to me that smacked of hurt, manipulation,
maximalist interpretations of what I said etc. I think I did a good job staying out of her game and
keeping it somewhat light. She was trying to corner me into DEERing and I avoided it. 4) She and I
often sit on the sofa and drink coffee in the morning before our day starts. The day after the fight she
came and sat next to me on the sofa as usual. We didn’t speak, but I maintained focus and breathing
and tried to use a generally calm body language. I held her hand for a little while. Not great, but not
bad.
What have I done wrong? – 1) Victim mentality. When I think about the fight, I keep thinking about
how I was “right”. This is small, shitty, victim thinking. The universe gives no fucks about “right”.
The fight was lost because I lost my cool. 2) The episode on the sofa (above) was, I think, good. But
it can’t end there, obviously. She wants more from me and I don’t know how to get myself in the
proper mindset to give it.
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My questions – The bottom line is that I’m stuck in a cycle of victimhood. I’m focused on the ways
that I was “wronged” and how I was “right” to say some of the hurtful things that I did. As if gravity
cares about right or wrong when you fall off of a building. I think she’s looking for something more
from me, but I’m not in the proper mindset to give it. I’m not mad, but I’m also not setting my mind
toward a vision for us or how we can move forward together – or apart. So when we’re silent
together, that presence isn’t underlain with anything profound or inspiring to her. How do I get in the
proper mindset to move forward? What I’m looking for is perspective or perhaps something from the
sidebar or other readings that this reminds you of.
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How does your woman add to your mission?
11 upvotes | March 4, 2020 | by Unfugwitable | Link | Reddit Link
As a single father, I don’t see what role a woman could possibly play in my life. I have 3 kids and I
maintain a household all by myself. Cook, clean, homework, trips, and finances. It’s all me. Woman
at this point are only for sex or because I enjoy their company. They are a liability if anything
because I finance the dates and experiences I allow them to share with me.
I for the life of me cannot imagine what role a woman could play in my life to help me on my
mission or to be a second mate.
Can you divorced or post LTR guys shed light on how you’ve vet women that you decided jumping
into another LTR would be worth it? What role should a woman play if she’s not the mother of your
children?
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Girlfriend wants me to train her.
11 upvotes | March 5, 2020 | by RoccoPinkman | Link | Reddit Link
Just a quick one. My girlfriend says she wants to get in better shape, never been to the gym in her life
so she’s a complete noob. In the past I’ve said no, my general opinion on training with a woman is
it’s pretty gay, strange as that sounds, my time at the temple is my time and I don’t really wish to
share it with her.
Here is the thing though, she’s getting pretty thicc and would actually look great if she did some
weights.
Is this a genuine want to get fit or some covert way of spending time with me/checking up on me? Or
should I help her?
I’ll save you some time, yes I’m a massive autistic faggot, that’s why I’ve taken to the internet to get
an answer like a simp.
P.s what should I start her on first winny, Var or tren? She’s never done a cycle other than her
monthly one.
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What advice to give to my dad?
11 upvotes | March 15, 2020 | by DennisErectus | Link | Reddit Link
My dad (45M) has been married for 10 years to his wife (32F). They have a 9 year old kid together. I
am his son (22M) from his first marriage and lived with them all upon until now.
My dad is a beta and a pushover in the relationship. She's capable of insulting him in front of his
employees and friends. He works in show business and helped her rise to relative stardom when she
had nothing. They opened a company together and she attributes its success mostly to herself (she
does bring in a lot of clients, but she wouldn't be anywhere without my dad investing in her early on
and without him handling most of the operations of the business). Their kid (my step brother) sees the
mother as the authority, not my father.
My dad goes on a one week binge drinking alcohol every 3-4 months. He does nothing but drink all
day at home. He says it's sometimes because he fights with his wife, other times just because of
something positive. She then gets extremely pissed at him and has warned him multiple times that
she's going to get a divorce. They also don't even go out together, my dad prefers to watch a movie at
home, while she goes outs with her "friends" to restaurants and clubs. They don't have much in
common.
This year he has had 2 binges already, one in new years that lasted a week, and the other at the end of
February that lasted 2-3 days. I walked in home one day after his February binge and she told me we
had to move with my dad to our old apartment (which is half as small and far from the luxurious
apartment they bought a year ago which we all lived in upon until now). I didn't think of this much as
she has already said this before.
My dad started sleeping on the living room couch every day for weeks. Then March 8 (International
Women's day) came around, which is a national holiday in my country. His wife traveled to a ski
resort with their kid days before. My dad bought his wife a $7k watch as a gift and hopped on a plane
right after work on the night of March 8th to surprise his wife and kid on the day of the holiday.
They returned and I could tell by my dad's face that he was not happy. He continued to sleep on the
couch for days, until one day I couldn't find him in the apartment and asked my step brother where he
was, to which he replied: "he left to the old apartment". That's when it him me and I realized its for
real this time. She's not giving up. He returned and slept on the couch for another week with the hope
that she changes her mind. She straight up told him that he shouldn't wait, her decision is not going to
change. She asked him everyday to move. I helped him move his things today, I will be moving my
things in the following days also.
Frankly, I think she's not attracted to him anymore and doesn't love him (she told him this). She
attracted all possible resources from him, and now that she's relatively famous and earns good money,
she decides to leave him. She believes she can find a better replacement. Many people that know my
family circle have actually predicted this correctly.
I told him the following:
He shouldn't have left the apartment. If she wishes to leave, she's free to do so. She told him to
"act like a man" and leave the apartment. The kid is attached to the mother, so my dad should
think about their kid because it would be hard for the kid to move apartments and our current
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apartment is close to his school (she could've rented another apartment close to school, but
anyways, that's what she said).
Start lifting. My dad is tall and has an attractive face, but he's a little overweight. Losing some
kilos would improve his health and looks and its better than sitting at home watching tv shows
and movies.
Dread. I told him not to initiate contact for at least 1-2 weeks. Business related only. Told him
to act as if nothing happened when they have to see each other. I'm not sure if he will go along
with this, but I really hope so.
TRP resources. I plan on giving him a recommendation for a TRP book. No More Mr Nice Guy
or The Rational Male as a start.
I realize that his chances of getting her back are minimal, and he shouldn't be aiming for that
anyways, but what other tips can I give my father so he can get back together and reestablish himself
as an alpha in the relationship? My dad has gone through a divorce already, and if he gets divorced to
his current wife his emotional state will go to shit, he will start drinking heavily, and their business
will go to shit also.
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Boundary or insecure mate guarding?
11 upvotes | April 1, 2020 | by g4l4xy36 | Link | Reddit Link
For a potential LTR upgrade I plan on saying "I dont date girls who keep in touch with exes" or
"When in a relationship I dont message my exes/flings and I expect the same" or "My GF doesnt
keep in contact with exes, you cna do what you please but my GF doesnt"
On one hand its a personal boundary because I cant stand to know/meet any LTRs exes. On the other
most women think its normal to stay in touch with an ex.
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Reading what's below the words
11 upvotes | December 8, 2020 | by _suchasimpleman | Link | Reddit Link
Hello askMRP,
Yet again a betaised dude seeks your advice. I'd like to consult my thoughts with more experienced
MRP's. I believe I'm stage 3 with my recovery. I'll write my story as short as possible, you can skip if
you'd like. I realize that there's a bazillion similar ones here.
My background
8 years ago, during my uni time - extravert, quite good game, passing shit tests easily with A&A and
AM. Good social circle, one of the most known guys on my year. I hit the gym regularly and get
quite nice results. Despite my very poor clothing, 5's and 6's are hitting on me and I'm quite
successful with 7's. In my second year, I've got oneitis, started a long-distance relationship with a
strong 8 my age (22 at the time). Surprisingly, it goes quite well, the girl is very into me and we meet
every weekend and summer break for two years. She is sweet and innocent, I start the captain
save'a'hoe protocol and feel needed.
Fast forward 2 years, I pass the exams and start the master's degree in her city. We move in together
and the decline starts. Sex drops, lots of shit tests to domesticate me, 90% failed. I lose my social
circle, become more and more insecure and unhappy, resign from the gym and get obese (25-30%
BF). We have our ups and downs, but for both of us this is our first real relationship, so we motivate
ourselves and manage to overcome the obstacles somehow. 3 years ago we've got married after total
of 7 years of LTR.
Recent situation
Somewhere before the wedding she changes her workplace, gets new girl friends. They meet often
and discuss their relationships. They teach her that 'she can do so much better' and 'you go girl'
principle. I see the change in her everyday, sensing the storm. I see I stagnate and lose my masculine
energy when she becomes more and more assertive and independent. I even remember googling 'how
to be a man' and finding some 'be yourself' bullshit. I apply it, nothing changes. I become bitter and
lose friends, but still dont understand why.
One year later she meets the senior manager in her company. 6 years older, married, two kids, 'evil
wife'. Very successful, does martial arts, gym, writes for major websites in his field. You see where
this is going.
Last summer, she starts acting weird. She's very bitchy, picks up a fight all the time. I try everything
to fix this. One day we are on a date, but she is constantly on her phone. Later that day I see her
typing something, smiling to herself, but when she noticed I see it, the smile disappears. I wait for the
moment and check her phone to find out what's going on. And there they are, deleted but still in the
trash - the messages. Nothing big, no photos, some flirting, 'whatcha doin' messages and the dude
boasting. The last messages imply a strong erotic sense - they plan to meet in 2 weeks when he'll be
visiting the company department in our city. She notices me reading them, the shit hits the fan. I feel
like my life collapsed. She apologizes, cries, explains that she felt so unhappy for so long, but she
didn't realize that before her girlfriends haven't shown her that she has other options. She has met the
dude three times total, two of them without informing me (one in the workplace, one wark in the
park). She swears she did not sleep with him. I go sleep on the couch with a plan to move out
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tomorrow.
The very next day, she speaks to her GF's and changes the rhetoric. Now she's the victim and I
violated her privacy. She claims she did nothing wrong except for meeting this guy behind my back. I
accept the apology and we decide to give it another chance (I know, I know... I hear you facepalm).
One year later, I finally moved out. Nothing worked. I'm living for ~2 months alone now. She was
cold and unreceptive, starfish sex, lot's of arguments. I had an intense time with the sidebar during the
whole time. Red NMMNG (my fucking biography), MMSLP, Rational Male, lot's of articles. All of
that gave me enough confidence to say I'm done. And as you all predict correctly, the girl now wants
me back. We're still married and we're on good terms. We meet from time to time for ONS.
What's more, I noticed some weird behavior in her:
she is very intrigued with her GF that recently breakup with a dude, and is now having ONS
with her FWB (married, 2 kids, evil wife - is this some kind of pattern, ffs?). She never used
that phrase before, now I heard it like 5th time with some weird smile.
she said she'd go for CC if we won't make through this in 3 months. She was always the 'good
girl'.
some time ago she had a meeting with her rich bad-boy ex from 10(!) years ago. They weren't
really together, but she had a bad crush on him back then for over a year. They meet for coffee
and afterwards she said she really can't stand the dude as he is such a Peter Pan. However, her
body movement and stupid look-in-the-floor smile says something different each time I
mention him. And when she got really drunk, she jokingly said that since we're now living
apart and were together for so long, we should give each other a permission (like it's even
necessary at this point) to shack someone - and she would pick him. It seems to me like she
might be alpha widowed. Is it even possible that after all those years she will still have tingles
for him? Also I used the 'text him you're alone and looking for fun and see how he responds'
when she said he's only a friend. He smiled and agreed he would come.
she hit 30 and the wall kicked in. One of her GF's got a baby boy a couple of months ago. She
said multiple times that she is finally ready for a kid since then. Before it was always 'a bad
moment' because of her career. I wonder if she really feels that she wants to have me in her life,
or looks for a beta provider (taking into consideration the previous ex-boyfriend tingles point, I
have a bad feeling about this).
The big question
I wonder if you would give the chick a second chance to see what happens. I realize that it is not
advised most of the time, but I'd like to reach MRP's opinion. I have a great time with her now since
my SMV had grown. I'm grateful I've found Rollo's book's, then sosuave, then MRP. Got pissed, got
back at the gym, start a diet, changed my style as advised. I know what path I want to go but I really
don't know if I should cut her out, or rather give it a go for a while. Except for ONS's with her, I'm in
monk mode due to work, gym 6 times a week and COVID.
Thanks for reading this far. It's my first post here. I promise to take all advice seriously. If you'd like
to direct me to read some material - feel free to do so. This is the biggest decision in my life so far
and I feel like my logic is paralyzed. I still have feelings for her, but even after I proof-read this post
myself, I feel something is not right here.
Thank you for taking effort and helping guys like me.
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Hanging on by a thread, must need a MAP
11 upvotes | July 1, 2020 | by PrinceOfCupsMrp | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 37, she's 35, we have three kids aged between 3 and 8. About 8 months ago my partner told me
out of the blue she wants to break up. It prompted much analysing of myself and a huge number of
arguments and me working on improving myself and me spying on her stuff to realise she had been
having what redditors appear to call an emotional affair with some guy and the thrust in that
relationship seemed to be mainly from her. Though she says it wasn't an emotional affair, but it does
seem to

We talked a great deal, I get panic attacks whenever she says she's going to leave. She explains why
she thinks she fell out of love with me. We had just moved to a new city, a boring one, I had kind of
not really been engaged with her and the kids as much as I could have been. I'd finished work, come
home, and play a few hours of video games. I'd let her handle the admin stuff of the house for years.
I'd say I had some anxiety problems and to even make a call to get something done would result in
me having an internal struggle and avoid doing it.

When she told me she wanted to breakup everything changed in me. My anxiety vanished, I can call
whatever whenever, lost interest in computer games, started trying to figure out how to improve
myself, told her about my improvements, started being engaged with her and the kids, but I also
would get all clingy and desperate and beg for her love and horrible crap like that

It was some kind of break down.
We spent the past eight months having periods of quiet during which things would appear to improve,
then I'd get triggered by her 'friendship' with the guy and then I'd go into the negative parts described
above. Then every so often she would push the idea of us separating in some form or other and often
I'd have some kind of panic attack. During that period she still let me touch her and we'd have sex
maybe twice a month.

Where am I now. We're still together, a few weeks ago we had another big argument when she
floated her latest separation idea and I again had some kind of panic attack and also did a huge
amount of moralising telling her what a terrible person I thought a person who would do that was,
there was shouting and it was horrid.

Since then she's stopped letting me touch her but things are still civil, she also seems to have built
some distance with her guy friend. We went on a day drip the past weekend which resulted in some
passionate sex and since then I've been able to touch her briefly but she's still quite cold towards
touch.

To be fair I've been searching for this subreddit for months now and I'm glad to have found it. I've
started reading No more Mr Nice guy, I've bought and can't wait to get Married Man Sex life primer,
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and I have read a few other relationship books.
But I'm hanging on by a thread here.

Definitely need the MAP but I can't find where to get started with making one, is there a make your
MAP guide I'm missing or have I not worked my way through enough of the sidebar yet?
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I trust your opinion so... Shoot me some wisdom
11 upvotes | July 20, 2020 | by 321gumby | Link | Reddit Link
This is a question as to whether or not I should go ahead and move forward with my ltr.
A quick run down.
She is 27 Masters degree Owns her own house Good old school family Repectfull, willing to follow,
loves my kids and more. Most arguments are solved quickly. Willing sexually Just an overall quality
person in a world of trash people.
Me 34 2 kids 15 and 10 from a 11-year marriage Technical degree Good job. Gym 3 times a week.
Good frame with her. Have kids 50/50 Very low child support. But still rebuilding my life.
The relationship has grown well and I can see us making a good team. She had some issues with
threatening to end the relationship if she didn't get her way but that ended quickly when I made it
clear I would make no effort to go after her if she left. Haven't had that come up again in a long time
and she has admitted to it being a wrong thing to do.
Anyway, im trying to make a long story short. She is a high-quality girl, but im definitely scared of
remarriage and more kids. My time divorced involved heavy red pill consumption and I feel that may
have completely turned me off to marriage.
So im here to get feedback from you guys because I know you won't sugar coat it and maybe some
positive feedback on marriage too.
Im worried ill be letting a good thing go buy completely rejecting the idea of marriage and a bigger
family .
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Girlfriend acting inconsistent, good sex but weird shit
otherwise, do I just STFU?
11 upvotes | July 25, 2020 | by Coolrubbings | Link | Reddit Link
Hey, first LTR since discovering TRP.
We were fwb for a year, started being exclusive a month ago.
We see each other once a week, the sex is good and frequent.
Recently though, she’s been hitting me with all these questions, and the first shit test.
Asking me if there’s any history between me and the girls I know(I’m in a fraternity), saying that she
wishes I’d open up more, that I’m inconsistent with texting etc.
We argued the other day, she threatened to leave my house, I told her to go ahead. She then got
angry, but then laid back down with me, then blew me.
After not texting her for 5 days, she posted a video on social media, one saying that men today are
trash with relationships, aren’t ready for commitment etc...
Is she trying to make me understand something?
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I [33M] am 8 months into my MAP and I’m losing attraction &
interest for my SO [28F] — looking for some outside opinions.
11 upvotes | July 27, 2020 | by Mobile1Guy | Link | Reddit Link
Stats:
33 years old
Lifting 4 days a week (sometimes 5 days a week)
5’10, 189lbs, and 13.6% BF
2 Plate Bench & 3 Plate DL
1 day a week for cardio (stationary bike)
Books: NMMNG, MMSLP, WISNIFG (70% finsihed), Rational Male (#1 & #2), and TMAP.
Sidebar Material: 16 Commandments, ‘”I get it!" "No, you really don't." - Triadis3’, and 60 Days of
Dread.
Relationship: Over four in a half years with my LTR [28F, we dated for around 6 months prior to
getting into an LTR] & started my MAP 8 months back.
Hi guys. I’m looking for some feedback on my situation right now. This might be a long read…
As you can see from the info I shared above, I have been working on my MAP for around 8 months
now. I initially found the MRP sub through spending a lot of time on Reddit searching through
different posts around dealing with ‘attraction’, ‘sex life’, and other areas of LTRs. Weirdly enough, I
was looking through the /r/relationships sub one day (almost a year back) when someone in the
comment from a post mentioned the sidebar for the mrp sub(s). That’s how I found my way to this
area of Reddit.
One of the big issues I was dealing with in my LTR (at the time) was a mix of constant conflict &
arguing, along with a deteriorating sex life that was, at most, two or three times a month, which kept
getting worse. After spending a month digesting the mrp subs, which included reading through top
posts on both subs (/r/marriedredpill & this one), I decided to take action. I bought NMMNG, TMAP,
and MMSLP right away and got myself back into a more consistent workout/gym routine.
Over the past 8 months of reading through some of the books on the sidebar, actively making more
time to go and work out, and start going through the 60 Days of Dread, I have found myself feeling,
looking, and acting way better. Not only has it showed in my relationship, where our sex life is
around 4 to 5 times a week (at the moment) and my LTR seems to be acting way calmer around me
and following my lead. But, I have seen it in my personal life as well. I find that every time I leave
my place, whether its to do errands, hang out with friends, go shopping (I have been improving my
wardrobe a lot) — whatever. I have been having a lot of great interactions with people that I come
across (i.e. IOIs from other women, phone numbers, networking, etc.).
Even though I am only 8 months through my MAP, I have noticed myself losing attraction to my SO
for almost 2 months now. A lot of it started when I was pushing myself to be more social with new
people and I was playing a lot of “Catch & Release”, which was something I learned from Rian
Stone’s YouTube channel. The other week while I was doing some errands around getting new stuff
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for my place, I had two women that I was speaking with give me their numbers out of the blue. One
of them was an early 20s retail worker, who I had around a 40 minute conversation with, while I was
shopping for a new jacket. She mentioned that we should hang out and asked for my number to get
together. I have always been surprised from some of these interactions. I’m not going to lie or deny it,
it feels great getting attention from other women.
Back in March, I noticed that my SO was getting pretty anxious around this whole pandemic
situation, even though our relationship had improved in spades. My SO has a Brazilian background
with lots of family living in and around Rio, which has made her concerned for them (rightfully so).
Her cousins and family back in Brazil are doing well and she has been chatting with them fairly
regularly on WhatsApp to check in with them. That being said, I found out around April that she
started to take some medication around some anxiety she was dealing with, as well as starting to get
into smoking weed on almost a nightly basis before coming to bed. She wasn’t taking anything (i.e.
medications), nor was she smoking weed when we first got together. If she was doing this in the
dating phase, I can almost say for certain that I would not of got into a relationship with her.
I have been doing well when it comes to taking the lead around getting out of the house and going for
hikes, going to the beach, small day trips to small towns around our area, etc., to get her out of the
house and having fun. That being said, her attitude around everything has really been turning me off
lately. I’m not complaining around the fact our sex life is almost on the daily and my STFUing has
helped with no arguments or major drama to deal with anymore. But, her current lifestyle of staying
up late by drinking and/or smoking weed, followed by her coming to bed later on in the evening is
really making me lose attraction for her. I know I may sound like an asshole, but I’m starting to feel
that if things don’t improve on her end, that it will be time to let her go.
I love and care for my SO a lot. She is beautiful, very sweet and caring to me, and as I have gotten
my act together over these last number of months, the relationship is even better (knowing all of this
info) from when we originally got into our relationship. The thing is, I’m finding myself at a conflict
knowing that I have been improving my overall life, raising my SMV, and understanding the
dynamics around the sexual market place. I know that I can’t “save” or “tell my SO how to live her
life”, which makes me wonder if the feelings I am dealing with right now are indications that I should
pull the chord and move on.
I would love some outside thoughts on my situation here; especially, from those of you here in LTRs
and marriages where maybe you have had to deal with similar feelings and/or situations similar to
mine. If you were in my spot, how would you broach the situation as a whole? As I mentioned before
in my post, I’m pretty conflicted right now on the relationship as I have been improving my life quite
a lot in the last number of months, with a special thanks to this sub and the sidebar.
Thanks for reading.
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Taking a break with my wife ?
11 upvotes | January 14, 2021 | by Startlivingfornow | Link | Reddit Link
My wife has been constantly getting upset the last few days.
Sometimes it's because she's been disrespectful and I've pushed back.
Other times, she's been upset over something I've said while being aloof and taken it to heart...
If I have made a mistake, I'll let her know I was in the wrong.
But if I haven't, I continue on with life as normal.
Today, as an example, she refused to speak with me because of an 'off-hand comment' during
breakfast. So, I decided to hit the gym, which suddenly made her want to talk again.
Anyway...
I've had enough of the ups and downs and told her we'll be taking a break for the next 3 - 4 days. That
means her heading back home to live with her parents.
As you can imagine, she's flipping her shit.
But, I am done with the emotional roller coaster that has been the last week.
Has anyone tried taking a break like this?
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Struggling To Internalize TRP/MRP Material
11 upvotes | October 28, 2020 | by MichaelHunnids | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 6'3 160. Just started workout routine last month of 100 pushups and sit-ups a day. Usually a 30
minute workout. I plan to get to the gym but don't wanna be the weak fuck that can barely bench his
body weight.
Readings: NMMNG x2, Rational Male. I bought WISNIFG, The Game, MMSLP, and Mindful
Attraction Plan.
After my last post about women using your weakness against you, and rightfully getting my ass
handed to me. I decided to really work on getting my shit together. I've been lurking MRP/TRP for a
little over 2 months, so I'm still a new. I have to be the most hard headed guy ever. Despite all my
failed relationships as a result of my jealousy, insecurities, and complacency, it's like I still cant
internalize these new beliefs and unfuck myself. I read the sidebar but I don't know if I'm trying to
read it all so I'm not letting it sink in. I'm restarting at the very top of the sidebar. It's just seems like
so much that I'm trying to hurry up and learn so I can change my life around and start to see the
results.
I read about the "Career Beta" in the intro to MRP, definitely me. Except I'm a dick too. So I'm a beta
dickhead that acts like a pussy when my girlfriend sees me for what I really am. Might seem like a
dumb question but how did you guys start implementing these ideas once you read them? How many
times did you have the read the books and sidebar until you were able to internalize what you're
reading? In a way I feel like I'm trying to save my relationship, but I still want to get a head start on
becoming a better man even if we don't work out.
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How do I show affection to my girlfriend without showering
her?
11 upvotes | February 27, 2021 | by 2020WasAShitYear | Link | Reddit Link
Hello.
I am in the beginning stages of a new committed relationship. It is also my first romantic relationship
as well. Often, my girlfriend tells me that "she loves me, thinks we're perfect, and she doesn't deserve
me". In a sense, it's puppy love statements like these that I don't know how to respond to other than,
"I love you so much too".
Should I always be reaffirming my love for my girlfriend when she tells me she loves me? I believe
her statements are genuine, but I honestly don't know how to react to it since I'm so new to this. She
tells me things like, "You're so sweet to me honey, I don't deserve you!" or "You spoil me" in
flirtatious ways. Again, I'm not sure what to say back.
Thanks
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Thoughts on whether to have kids
11 upvotes | April 20, 2021 | by Numerous_Reindeer581 | Link | Reddit Link
GF wants to have a baby. I do like kids but I'm worried about what I have to give up, mainly in terms
of sex. Sex live is pretty good currently (every 2-3 days on average) and high quality. Reading up
online it sounds like a kid is the fastest way to a dead bedroom. Curious what experiences here have
been. Do you regret having kids? Did you have doubts before?
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Lot to unpack here
11 upvotes | April 2, 2021 | by RandomDude11111 | Link | Reddit Link
Background - 33 years old incel nice guy, beta orbited a colleague for months and got friendzoned. I
went no contact with her for a month during which time I discovered TRP and my world turned
upside down. Anger phase during that time propelled me to make some massive changes which
helped me get her when I came in to contact with her again.
Got ED while trying to have sex with her due to massive anxiety and insecurities. But finally did
manage to have sex with her using viagra. She got super attached to me during that time which
stonewalled me and I started thinking I can do better than her with all this TRP knowledge I got and
subsequently I fucked up.
Failed lot of comfort tests from her since I dealt with them like shit tests. And she bailed on me when
she found someone else. This was 4 months ago and I still haven't gotten over it. My life is so fucked
up at this point I don't even know where to start.
Books Read - NMMNG, Book of Pook x 2, TRP sidebar, Chateau Heartiste x 2, The Rational Male
Lifting - This is the only thing I haven't given up on. Did stronglifts for 3 months which massively
fixed my posture. Currently on Reddit PPL which is showing great hypertrophy results. I was a weak
skinny ass guy with rounded shoulders. Have gotten to normal bodyweight during these four months.
Gained around 10 Kg in total and still getting good comments from people I know.
Lifts - Height - 5'7" Weight - 160 lbs BF - 18% (Navy) Squat - 165 lbs, Deadlift - 198 lbs, Bench
Press - 132 lbs, Overhead - 72 lbs, Barbell Row - 125. Major lifts have all stalled and moving pretty
slowly. Planning to stay on this program till year end with one cut for two months.
Finances/ Business - Financially stable. Worked hard to launch one side project last month which has
been part of my mission since long. It's failing miserably and I'll need to work on something else.
Current Issues - Lot of grief/sadness for mistakes I made, still feel like I missed my shot at life by
wasting all my adult life just reading books and chasing money.
Severe scarcity mentality which is fucking up my head.
I want to become high value man but the force I had during anger phase is fizzling out. I plan things
which I fail to execute.
Not understanding lot of my emotions. I know it's over but my mind still keeps on hoping that she'll
come back, I keep on checking on her social media like an idiot.
I thought I knew what needs to be done but looking at the position I am in I need literal hand holding
to move forward.
Reading through all the OYS posts it felt like all kind of guys wash up here and then there's me.
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How do I get a life out of the house without my wife resenting
me for it?
11 upvotes | June 14, 2021 | by Cartographer419 | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR: SAHM/homeschooling wife spends all day with kids, has started giving me shit for leaving
her with the kids "on short notice" if I want to do something in the evenings.
I spent most of the past year and a half holed up in the house with my family (wife and 3 kids
between ages 5-9) and though pandemic was a partial excuse, in many ways it was just a continuation
of many prior years spent mostly at home and without many outside interests.
I realized I had become completely uninteresting. I brought nothing to dinner-table conversation
other than whatever happened during the day while I was working from home (not much). So earlier
this Spring I resolved to make some changes once things started opening back up.
The biggest move so far has been joining a weekly golf league. I now have a locked-in reason to get
out for a few hours every Sunday afternoon. I ran it past my wife to check if she'd be OK handling
the kids for a few hours every week and she encouraged me to join. It's been great for me to pick up a
new hobby and friend group for a minimal time commitment. Really happy with how it has worked
out so far.
But last week and this week things have gone south after a few spur-of-the-moment opportunities for
me to get out with friends. One of my best friends was in town last week visiting family, and he
invited me to meet up at a baseball game on Thursday, the last night he was here (I hadn't seen him
yet during this visit). It was last minute, around 7pm at night, and we had already eaten our family
dinner and were about a half hour away from starting bedtime routine for the kids. I texted him back
that I'd be there, then went to tell my wife that I was going to meet up with my friend and asked if she
was OK handling bedtime herself. She said fine, but I could tell it soured her mood and she seemed
pissed at me most of the weekend.
In a similar vein, today I told her that I was making plans with my dad to take him to a game some
night this week. I immediately saw a negative reaction on her face, and she started talking about how
I "spring this" on her and some combination of feeling like I get to go out and do whatever I want
while she's stuck at home in the kids, and feeling like when the tables are turned I am reluctant to
handle things at home when she is out.
I'm trying to approach this from my own frame and I am not sure what more I can be doing here. In
both situations I felt like I gave as much "advance notice" as I could.. it feels more like she is
expecting me to ask permission to go out on my own. Her pre-pandemic activities haven't started
back up yet, and maybe once she has her own chances to get out on nights by herself without the
kids, I won't get as much grief. I get her perspective that she spends all day with the kids for school,
and then has to get them dinner and handle bedtime after that.. but that's kind of how our life is set up
and won't be changing anytime soon. We haven't gone on a date, or had any time as a couple away
from the kids, since pre-pandemic, which is also probably amplifying whatever she is feeling about
me getting a "night off" without her.
This is all a long way of saying.. I still have a lot of sidebar reading to do, but it seems apparent to me
that a big part of being attractive, especially for someone working from home, is finding ways to get
out and be an individual and pursue my own interests so that I have something new to bring back to
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the relationship. I still have a long way to go on that front; telling her what I shot on the front 9
doesn't count for much. How do I establish a life out of the house without feeling like I need my
wife's permission?
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Just some thoughts about the sidebar books
11 upvotes | July 15, 2021 | by alphacr7 | Link | Reddit Link
Hello just dropping my opinion here and want to see if other members of mrp faced the same
problem regarding rational male.
I am not a native english speaker. No doubt it is a great book and basically red pill 101 for many, but
Rollo seems like a desperate guy trying to appear intellectual and smart by using unnecessary
complex sentence formation and uncommon words. The whole book could be written way simpler if
he wished to. I had so much trouble grasping the concept of the book.
I have finished NMMNG, WISNIFG, MMSLP and MAP. Fantastic books. I am trying to apply the
concepts of the first two. MMSLP was an eye opener. So far my fav.
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Wife knows about dread
11 upvotes | July 22, 2021 | by CyclopsWarrior | Link | Reddit Link
At dread level 3. Wife discovered my sidebar material and did some light reading. Now she is aware
of how I'm manipulating her feelz. It's still business as usual for me. I'm happy with the results and
dont plan on changing things. Any pitfalls going forward I should watch for. I know it will be thrown
in my face repeatedly and I'm unsure how my response should be. Right now I've just been going
with "it worked didn't it"
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LTR Trying To Leverage The Relationship (Relocation)
11 upvotes | August 21, 2021 | by RoyalPoolMan | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 33 years old [6’1, 200lbs~, 13%bf - max BP 210, SQ 300, DL 245, OHP 165] - never married
and no kids.
Sidebar: No More Mr. Nice Guy, Rational Male, Book of Pook, Bang & Day Bang, When I Say No,
I Feel Guilty.
Opsec account as my LTR knows my main Reddit account.
Post:
Gentleman, I’m looking for some outside perspective on my current situation involving my LTR. I
have been in a relationship with my girlfriend (28) for well over two and a half years now. She
started out as someone I casually dated for around a year in a half before I decided to become
exclusive & LTR her. The relationship over the past two years has been very good as she enters my
frame and compliments my life. After taking the time dating and spinning plates before entering an
LTR, I wanted to make sure that vetting and boundary making was done well in advance to help
whatever woman I decided to be in a relationship with.
Back in the spring around April, after it was around our two years of being together, my LTR
mentioned to me that she was interested in us living together and taking the next step. I told her that it
would be something I would be open to in the future, but as of now, nope. She was a little annoyed at
my answer I do see the potential of being with her long-term and even having kids with her one day,
but it’s still far too soon as I have things going on in my life and that is a priority. It’s something I’m
open to and I am keeping my options open. Based on Rollo’s rules, there is no way that I am living
with a woman unless I am planning on getting married to her (soon) or planning on having a family.
Over the past month or so, my LTR mentioned to me that she is thinking of relocating cities for her
career since her company has offices in other areas that she can move too; especially, with covid
pretty much done where we live. The other day when we were together, she mentioned to me that she
is openly looking and starting to apply for ‘possible’ (her words) relocation. She asked my thoughts
on the situation and I just responded that she has to do what she has to do, if you want to leave and
work somewhere else, do it. I understand the saying “she’s not yours', it's just your turn” all too well.
When in doubt, AWALT. Afterward, she came to me all upset and saying how she wanted to be with
me more. She brought up the topic (again) around wanting to live together to give it a shot. My
answer was the same as before a few months prior and I left it at that.
I have never been in this situation before, but I’m curious if any of you guys here have been through
it. Based on all of the info I have read from the sidebar, it seems like she is trying to leverage the
relationship and have me enter her frame. What’s the best way to approach this situation? Do I just
accept that she will more than likely move on (i.e. relocate for job, bounce, etc.) if we don’t end up
moving in together? Thanks in advance.
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Getting shit together too late - Minimizing collateral
11 upvotes | August 29, 2021 | by TakeIIRP | Link | Reddit Link
Resolved: Talk a lawyer first.
We have joint accounts so I'm trying to figure this out. At work tomorrow I'm going to contact a
couple of divorce lawyers and start figuring out my next steps.
What lead to all this is when my Wife mentioned, "We should sell our house." When I asked why she
said, "to live in an apartment."
She's gone down this tangent before when she's upset about things so I played into and asked if I
would be involved in this to which she didn't respond but shortly after said "well I wouldn't be able to
afford one on my own anyway."
She has never directly saying the D word but has pushed. This could all be a bluff as she is a SAHM
as of recently but still has a PRN job. I know the whole "ignore what they say and watch what they
do"
I took a new job a little over a month ago that allowed this to happen. Smartest idea? Probably not but
I got the job I wanted and I'm happy in that area.
At this point I currently don't care if we stay married or not anymore. Now I want to continue the
work I am doing (lifting, dieting, STFU, and correcting my mindset etc) and save some collateral
damage.
What would anyone that "gets it" better than me at this moment start focusing on financially? I'm not
even going to pretend that I've internalized all this or that I haven't been fucking up for the last few
years.. I was considering opening a 2nd account which I should have done before but didn't (mistake
on my part).
Thanks
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Female psychology for the practical male?
11 upvotes | September 10, 2021 | by Tohnjaylor11 | Link | Reddit Link
I haven’t bought the book yet. I was about to but it got me thinking, if MRP talks all about your wife
doesn’t matter. You’re in her frame. Stop worrying about what she does. Your thinking revolves
around her. Etc etc.
Why is there a book all about the entire female psychology suggested in the sidebar?
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Need Some Help Analyzing Wife's Offer For Duty Sex
11 upvotes | January 29, 2018 | by Reject444 | Link | Reddit Link
EDIT: Some comments have noted that I failed to give stats; I'm 39, 5'10", ~185 lbs.; not in great
shape, could be leaner but not "fat"; just started lifting. I have always taken pride in dressing well. I'm
not the best looking guy but I'm far from repulsive.
So I'm brand new here, have been dealing with a low-sex marriage basically since it began 20 years
ago. I'd been hanging around DeadBedrooms for a few years but not really getting anywhere and I
stumbled across MRP about a week ago; since then I have been obsessed with reading all I can. I've
already read dozens of helpful posts on here, as well as MMSLP and NMMNG (both are lifechanging); I'm now beginning WISNIFG.
Sorry if this ends up being a long post, but I'm really perplexed about what happened last night and
I'm seeing everything with new eyes since beginning to read these MRP materials. I think the context
of our relationship is important for good advice so I hope you'll bear with me.
I THINK I'm "Scenario 2", "Slippery Slope of Beta," but I've always had a strong Beta streak so I
worry that I might actually be a Career Beta--though I fought for and won my wife over a strong rival
when we were dating, and I had a lot more confidence and potential back then, so I think I may have
had more Alpha than I realize(d).
I'm also struggling with a MAP because I think I might actually have the higher objective Sex Rank-my wife is pretty but has put on significant weight. I'm no physical specimen but I'm decent-looking,
have a solid and high-paying career, and am a good father and provider.
Anyway, because of my time in DeadBedrooms and other things my wife has told me, I have
basically become her little bitch-boy in a desperate attempt to get good sex from her (a concept I've
only realized over the past week since finding MRP). She doesn't make outright demands and doesn't
criticize me, but she manipulates me through claiming to be "stressed" or "tired" or "sore" or
whatever so that I will do more around the house (I work a high-paying and demanding job; wife is a
SAHM for our two young kids). I've been conditioned to know that if she's tired or stressed or
whatever, there is ZERO chance for sex that day, so I have been trying to do everything in my power
to make her more comfortable and remove those problems for her. I know now that this is highly
Beta behavior and I think that she has lost respect for me because of it, so she isn't desiring me
sexually.
I wonder if she CAN desire sexually or if she ever did desire me, though, because for our entire 20year marriage we've had sex just 2-4 times per month, and it's always been lackluster. It's very rare
that she is an enthusiastic participant in sex; she usually just starfishes and offers me duty sex because
otherwise I will complain. She has never (literally NEVER) given me a blowjob and will not let me
give her oral sex either (she has a lot of anxiety). I consider myself a good and attentive lover and I
deeply care about her enjoyment of the activity; she just doesn't seem to care for herself.
For at least the past year or so, initiation of sex always begins with me making some physical
advance--rubbing up against her, kissing her deeply, or most often, giving her a backrub after we go
to bed. Many times, that's where it ends, she tells me she loves me and goes to sleep. Sometimes,
though, she will validate this advance by asking if i want to "do stuff", which means that she will
starfish (either laying on her back or stomach) until I'm finished. I've explained to her that I would
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love to involve more foreplay and other activities, but no changes ever happen.
This weekend really changed my perspective. Saturday was a big day for me with a high-stress
project involving a great deal of money that took most of my day; I succeeded very well and I was
proud to report my success to my family.
EDIT: Just to clarify, this was a personal, family financial project, not a work thing. Every dollar in
my favor on this deal from Saturday went DIRECTLY to our family's account. This is particularly
important for this story because my wife has been really focused on our buying a house lately (we
currently rent and hate it), and I have told her my master plan for accruing a down payment, of which
this project on Saturday was a large part. So this should have made her VERY happy. /EDIT
Then Sunday I decided to pamper my wife; I made lunch, watched the kids while she took a 3-hour
nap in the afternoon (her daytime naps often are a prerequisite to sex); I helped prepare dinner, and I
got both kids to sleep (each kid is a stressful and time-consuming game) so that she could sit on the
couch and watch the stupid Grammy Awards. Then I took the trash out and cleaned up dinner.
Once the Grammys were over, my wife announced that she was taking a quick shower. I thought to
myself that I had set the perfect stage for sex by giving her a nap and removing kid-based stress, plus
I had scored an Alpha-style victory on Saturday. She had also been complaining that her back hurt, so
I set the bedroom up for a real massage (with dimmed lights, relaxing music, etc.) and when she was
out of the shower, instead of letting her get dressed, I barged in, grabbed her hand, and led her to the
bedroom and told her to lay down. She was naked and I spent a good hour at least giving her a strong,
therapeutic massage with real oil. I tried to throw in a sensual touch now and then as well, but mostly
kept it focused on relaxing her muscles.
When she flipped over I finished the fronts of her legs, then moved to her breasts (again mixing real
massage with sensuality), and then to her V. I rubbed it for a while but wasn't really getting any
response from her at all; she never opened her legs, or reached out to touch me, or even gave any
vocal encouragement. I tried to kiss her and she kissed back but reluctantly.
Then it hit me, clear as day: my wife is not attracted to me sexually. She has no desire at all to engage
in sex with me. It was so clear that it made me emotional and dizzy. I asked if she wanted more
massaging anywhere else, she said no; I cleaned up the oil on her, told her to get up when she was
ready, and headed to use the bathroom. On my way out, she said, "Do you want to do stuff"? When I
returned she was still laying there naked, and said "You didn't answer my question--do you want to
do stuff?" But she was laying there motionless, and made no affirmative showing that she wanted
sex. I felt strongly that she felt that I had made this a covert contract (something I do a lot) where I
had it in my head that if I massaged her, I'd get sex, and she was offering starfish/duty sex to avoid a
later confrontation about this "breach" of covert contract. I was still so emotional from realizing so
clearly her lack of desire, and from seeing EVERYTHING so clearly now, that I couldn't bring
myself to have sex. I told her that it was okay and she could get dressed, and I'm sure I saw relief on
her face when I did not accept her "offer."
So now I come to you, o gurus of MRP, to ask how I should have handled the situation when it
happened. Aside from my very Beta behavior during the earlier day, was leading her to the massage
an Alpha or Beta move? Should I have been more aggressive during the massage in suggesting sex
(though I was not very subtle about it)? Should I have just climbed on top of her at the end of the
massage, even when she wasn't responding? Should I have accepted her offer to "do stuff" even
though I could, for the first time, clearly see the dynamic between us? Did I screw up by not just
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having sex with her even when I knew she didn't want it?
Any advice, specific or general, would be really helpful. I've just been replaying the events in my
head all morning and I cannot figure out what the "right" way to handle it would have been.
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FR: wherein I try to cultivate abundance with the oldest,
rustiest tool on my farm, the cold daytime approach.
11 upvotes | January 19, 2018 | by Senor_Martillo | Link | Reddit Link
Abstract: 2 months into map. Working out every day, lifting, trail running and mt. biking.
6'2/200/15%. Working hard on OI with some notable slips. Wife of 16 years showing some signs of
life, but I have a long way to go. Finances, hobbies, kids, all good.
I started noticing IOIs about a month in, and decided I needed to work on my approach. One of them
is a cute little brunette I see on the ferry. She's given me some good lingering glances a few times, so
this morning I go introduce myself while we're boarding and she is all ears. We go get a seat together
and it's full on flirtation. My goal at this point is to get a date with her, then let her know it will be
completely platonic. I'm not planning on cheating or puppy-killing at this point.
First few minutes are basic small talk, where do you work, where do you live blah blah blah. She's
got a few big red flags for suitability ("I'm an empathy educator for an international non-profit") but I
DGAF cuz I have no intention of dating this lady. Divorced with two kids, no surprise there at my
age. She's also got a rock hard body and some great bolt-ons, so I'm trying to stay focused. At one
point she mentions she's still tired and is about to lie down on me and have a nap. I'm thinking I'm a
golden god of seduction, chatting with the first chick I'm openly hitting on in 20 fucking years.
It takes her about 10 minutes to ask if I'm still married, to which I can only respond "yeah..". Talk
about caught flat footed. Of all the fucking obvious questions to not be prepared for. At that point it's
pretty much needle-off-the-record. She retreats back into small talk. We get to the dock, and I figure I
have to complete the experiment. "So you want to grab a drink on the way home?" She looks at me
incredulously: "Nice to meet you, Senor" and she's off.
TLDR: opened a random 7 on the way to work, for the first time since the 90's. Could have closed for
sure, but was totally unprepared for a 100% predictable line of conversation. Dumb fuck.
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Is my wife crazy or am I going rambo
11 upvotes | January 19, 2018 | by FoxShitNasty83 | Link | Reddit Link
Ok gents let me lay this down. Been reading the books and lifting and feeling good. Still early days.
So it was my birthday this week, wife was doing a night shift on my birthday so I was stuck at home
looking after the kids. (She won't have babysitter... Long story)
I mentioned it would be great to go out for a meal as a couple or family but money is tight after
Xmas.
My family (mum and dad) who we get on well with suggested we all get together at their house (it's
bigger) at the weekend and have a cooked meal, I checked the calendar all looked good so I said yes
that would be great let's do that. I didn't check with the wife but I felt hey I can do this I can do what I
want.
So I mention what I have arranged and she isn't keen, then the wheel of excuses rolls out. The kids
won't get to bed on time (they are 20mins away). Why can't they come to us. Why don't you consider
what I want. Its stressful for me.
So I just said of it's too much hassle you can stay at home with the kids or I can take them with me.
"You don't care what I want etc.." I said that's what I wanted to do. Stfu left went to gym
I get back late and she is in bed, i get in bed go to put my arm round her. Get a don't touch me you
don't even care.
She is grinding her teeth and her stomach is churning. She appears propperly stressed out. I guess this
will blow up again and again. This normal?
I forgot to add, she has always been controlling and treats me like a doormat. Whenever I stand up to
her she gets very angry
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Basic Courtesy for the newbie and establishing some frame
11 upvotes | January 16, 2018 | by dcapt46 | Link | Reddit Link
This might belong in MRP but as I have relatively few posts I am putting it here for newbies to
absorb. This applies to guys who are new to MRP and are looking to assert their frame without going
Rambo and totally shocking her. This is how to start to take back the frame that you have handed her
for so many years.
Part of frame includes about basic courtesy. Start with some basics like you are sitting watching a
movie and she says I'm thirsty. You say "ok", don't jump up to get her a drink. However if you are on
your way to the kitchen to get yourself a drink you can offer "I'm going to get myself some
water/tea/wine would you like a glass?". Also applies to her ordering you to do something, example
you are walking by the sink and she is on the couch - her "get me some water" if she does this treat
her like a 5 year old “Wow, did we forget the magic word?” If she responds with a polite “Please”
then get it. Any sarcasm or angry answer and you treat her like a child and don’t get her anything.
You can continue the condescending humour or if you don’t want WW3 just STFU and ignore the
request. She will test you on this either way. This might seem so basic but if you just recently found
this place there is a good chance she is not using polite language with you.
The next level is what is she doing for you besides sex? Women innately want to serve men but if
you are early in this she likely is not doing much for you. Any time you can think of something you
can ask her to do for you do it. Example: she is getting up to get a drink or snack – you “Hey while
you are up, grab me a water/beer/apple/etc”. When she brings it you give her a nice polite “thanks”
bonus points if you pinch her butt while thanking. As you get more and more advanced you can start
to request small favours from her when she is not even up/getting up. Example “Get me a beer please
I don’t want to miss the next pitch” Once you are here if she will comply give lots of praise/butt
rubs/tickles etc. She gets rewarded by your positive attention. This is how you slowly shift the
relationship to a place where you are captain and she is first mate –without blowing things up to get
there quickly and giving her all sorts of ammo against you for being an asshole. She may call you can
asshole for doing some of these things above but this is where you just smile and say “Thank you”.
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Merry Christmas, MRPers...
11 upvotes | December 25, 2017 | by ImSteveMcQueen | Link | Reddit Link
Merry Christmas, guys.
All the best to you and your family, whatever that is, wherever you may be.
I'm Steve McQueen.
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Having your reality smashed
11 upvotes | December 20, 2017 | by Cre4tiveUserN4me | Link | Reddit Link
Does anyone else find this keeps happening the further down the rabbit hole you go?
Each time something I've read from the side bar gets re-affirmed or a nugget in the comments. I get a
little voice saying 'you know nothing Jon Snow'
Example tonight, overhead a conversation on the train of a girl recounting that last week called in late
to work. Because she got a booty call from her bodybuilding guy that had 'muscles on muscles' she
met in the queue at the post office.
With her friend saying 'your so naughty! Your boyfriend better not find out' and her answer was 'he
needs me, I don't need him'
Last week Xmas drinks with my wife's friends and husbands, hearing them all whinge and bitch and
then observing blue pill everywhere in there relationships.
I generally don't accept anything as the 'one' truth.
The more I read, the more I observe my own and others behaviours. The more I realise this is the
closest I've ever come to seeing something as the one and only truth, and that what I thought I knew
was nothing.
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Notice that "mid life crisis" is mainly a female accusation?
11 upvotes | October 22, 2017 | by buildingbloch | Link | Reddit Link
For all the middle aged guys here... (I'm late 40's with 3 teen children)
Me, I played sports and worked out a lot when I was younger. Fell off during the "children years".
Started working out again about 2 years ago. Just a little at first, but I progressively keep ramping it
up to the point where I work out a LOT now.
And I occasionally hear "he's having a mid-life crisis". But then I noticed something... only females
are saying this (wife, her friends, sister, mother, etc etc). While the females are putting a negative
spin on it as a "mid life crisis" all my male friends are like "way to go dude... looking good!"
Anyone else experiencing this? Females are reacting to your improvements negatively while male
friends are positive?
(and I suppose we could discuss all day as to WHY)
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Wife gifting younger single male friend
11 upvotes | September 13, 2017 | by 101016lost | Link | Reddit Link
Long time lurker, first time poster...created this account just for here. While I am reasonably sure of
my action/choice going forward, I am looking for y'alls outside perspective on this before I go all
Rambo.
First off, yes I lift...rehabbing disc and rotator cuff injuries. SL 5x5 current numbers: ohp 105, bench
155, squat 155, dl 260, row 135. 6 ft, 202, 22% bf...upping cardio. Dropped 40 lbs in last 9 months.
Have read sidebar.
Now for my question. I recently found out that my wife has been giving a birthday presents to one of
her younger (by 10 years) single male co-workers. I know that this shouldn't bother me, but it does.
Especially since she hasn't remembered my birthday eight of the last 10 years (Yes I need to work on
letting it go). I am struggling with setting a boundary here without looking butthurt, especially since
she is being sneaky about the gifts (e.g. she doesn't know that I know). Any suggestions? I know that
I should just let it go and laugh it off while hitting the iron but I just can't get past it.
Ok, have it and fire for effect.
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Why do we men give a damn about her state of mind?
11 upvotes | September 5, 2017 | by Nec_sorte_Nec_fato | Link | Reddit Link
Why do we men give a damn about her state of mind?
I see it everyday here on askMRP from other OP's, and I'm no different.
Yesterday wife was distant and cool toward me most of the day (later discovered due to low level
dread she's feeling - yesss!).
I did a better job of using /u/BluepillProfessor 's "Extinction" method of ignoring her negative
behavior and rewarding her positive behavior. I managed to hold frame pretty damn well and be
lighthearted in spite of her negative vibe.
But.
Every single time I was met with her coolness I would be in turmoil inside that she wasn't "happy"
for lack of a better overall term. My emotions covered angry, curious, resentful, confused, etc. etc.
etc.
Why? WHY?!? At this point in our piss poor marriages why do we give so many fucks?
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[FR] Camping Trip
11 upvotes | August 14, 2017 | by RPWolf | Link | Reddit Link
Looking for some perspective on a couple of things that happened this past week.
tl;dr - Gone on camping trip for the week with no contact. Wife sends affectionate texts and then
fucks me after 9 months as soon as I get back. Why now? and many shit tests after.
Been posting in OYS for a while now but missed last week since I was on my annual camping trip
with my brother and my two oldest boys. This is a traditional camping trip that I have been doing for
20 years now but started doing with my boys for the past 5. I have explained to them why my brother
and I do it. Mainly, kids today don't know any struggles. They want for nothing. Everything is
disposable. This trip if nothing else gets them out of the screens and lets them see the real world for a
week. During this trip we canoe down river for 3 days taking all our gear with us and pull over in the
evening to camp. We have 3 days to go 30 miles on the river. We fish, talk about life and just focus
on nature. It is hands down the best bonding experience I have with my boys and my brother. We
force them to take care of their own gear and camp site. It is great and we always end the trip with a
steak feast at the local steakhouse near where we get out of the water.
So this trip is 5 days long. There is very limited cell coverage, if any at all. My SO is at home alone
with our youngest (not old enough to go yet). When my phone comes into coverage there are a couple
texts from my wife saying how she wishes she could have come cause it always sounds so much fun.
First, no way in hell. My wife can camp but this is my thing with my boys and she knows this. Not to
mention we've been doing it for years without a peep of her wanting to come along. About the 3rd
day when I get a signal I get good morning, love you texts. I haven't gotten one of these in months. I
text back when I can with updates but am mostly radio silent simply because there is no coverage.
Her texts are progressively more cheerful as the week goes on. Finally, we get out of the water on the
last day and I send her an update that everyone is alive and good. SHe responds back that she cant
wait to see the boys and is glad we are all good.
We all get home from the trip on Saturday and are disgusting. Havent showered in 3 days, beard
stubble, stink, smell like camp fires and wet clothes. I pull in and start unloading the car with the
boys. She was at the store and rolls in 15 minutes later. She gets out smiles at me but I dont run over
and get all in her shit as I would in the past. I keep unloading the car. She comes over to me and I
give her a big 10 second kiss. She comments on the stink but laughs and goes into see the boys. I
finish unpacking.
After completely unloading, getting everything squared away and starting laundry I roll upstairs to
shower. She is sitting on the edge of the bed looking at her phone. I roll in and we start talking. She
goes to stand up and I push her back down on the bed and jump on her stink and all and just start
kissing her neck etc. She doesnt stop me. Now, I have been in deadbedroom for 9 months so inside
my head I am like ok when is the hard no coming. I smell like Bigfoots asshole and I wouldnt even
fuck me. She doesnt stop me. I raise her ass up to take her pants off and she says something about the
kids. I stand up close the door, lock it and take my pants off right there and pull hers off as well. I
proceed to cave man her and she is giggling about how bad I smell but at the same time cumming. I
even reach up and start choking her as I am fucking her and she leans into it!! I end by cumming in
her, hopping up and jumping in the shower. She literally passes out on the bed and when I get out she
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is still laying there in the same spot in bed.
Now I could tell afterward though that she immediately went back to her cold self. I was going to my
buddies 40th birthday party that night. Normally I would have bailed after the trip and stayed home
with her but I didn't. I went and had a good time but was getting shit test texts all night. Yesterday I
tried to initiate in the morning and got a "it was so long since we fucked, I am sore as hell", I just
smirked at her and went and lifted. I was getting shit tested the rest of the day and I just did yard
work I had planned on and STFU.
So I guess my hamster or logical side is getting the best of me. Why now did she decide to fuck after
9 months? I can clearly see that she is shit testing me to see if she made the right choice. I am also
guessing all the love you good morning texts were her hamster kicking in with all the alone time on
her hands.
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SO Having Lunch w "Ex" and Friend - best way to handle
11 upvotes | August 10, 2017 | by throwaway99999123455 | Link | Reddit Link
I am seeking opinions on best way to handle this.
Background: M30, 2+ years redpill, read sidebar and basically all of the books, lift heavy religiously,
low bf% (4/6 pack depending on day), overall good job of leading and OYS- of course always trying
to improve, sex 7/10, been together better part of 5 years (3 before that), 1 yo kid, getting married
soon
Here's my dilemma... fiance tells me about going out to lunch with her girl friend and a guy friend.
Both mutual friends of mine through her. I hung out with guy a few times a couple of years ago, see
girl every so often. Guy is not a real threat, objectively multiple points lower than me as far as SMV.
It came up years ago while hanging out (from her girl friend, same one at lunch) that "oh this must be
awkward for you, since they fucked in the past" or something like that, which I was like ok who cares
and went on about my business and had a great time, maybe even better with the mindset of knowing
I was the one who got the girl. My SO denies this past history. Whatever, AWALT.
Fast forward to yesterday, my SO calls me on the way home from work like usual and is telling me
about going out to lunch with these two. Going on about how this guy is getting married, living
conditions, etc. a little giddy in her tone. I just go with the normal "that's cool, how interesting"
responses. I then tell her about something unrelated and she flips out for not including her on it. I told
her I was making an order days ago and tell me what she wants or I am going to order without her.
Gave it a few days and made the order - she flips out and does a little girl tantrum and in essence
hangs up. Awesome, now I have some peace and quiet before she gets home. I only mention this
because this action is not typical for our conversations.
So from there, I have created a conflict in my own mind and would appreciate some opinions on the
matter. I'm kind of stuck between two thoughts: 1- Who cares, you're the prize, it's your turn and the
odds of this guy getting one is slim to none, if something was going on she obviously wouldn't tell
you about it, and if she does oh well, lots of better fish in the sea
2- No, I need to set this as a boundary. Obviously it makes me somewhat uncomfortable and is a sign
of disrespect in my eyes. If I let her disrespect me like this now, I could be giving her keys to a cuckmobile to try and run me over with later.
Normally, I'd just keep this to myself, but while I was evaluating the best course of action to take
internally, I was not being "overly" affectionate. Keeping it more to logistics with her. This
apparently set off her radar and now she is freaking out that something is wrong. I don't believe I was
showing butthurt, because really it isn't bothering me - I'm more concerned with making the mistake
of not setting a boundary early on if needed.
I tried searching old posts, but didn't find anything directly related to this and kept getting
/relationships results and they were only good for laughs. My SO never dated this guy, but I do
believe they hooked up in the past based on what her friend told me. Am I making a mistake by
letting it slide or is this an opportunity to set a boundary? I know mate-guarding is unattractive, so I
do not want to come off in that way. I don't think this is "next" territory, but I'd love to get some
outside opinions. Thank you.
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How do I know if I'm on the right track with all of this?
11 upvotes | August 8, 2017 | by beta-to-boss | Link | Reddit Link
I'm still learning and reading the side bar. And I don't want to rely on asking tons of questions
everyday. I want to figure this out on my own. But I'm wondering how do I know if I'm doing things
the right way or not?
If I'm getting sex? My relationship isn't bad but I want to be a better leader and make it even better.
I get confused when to do a lot of things such as agree and amplify. Ignore. Shut the fuck Up. If I'm
DEERing. If it's okay to deer when I'm wrong. etc.
I'm a perfectionist so that makes this shit very stressful. Idk if I'm handling things good or really
wrong. Without posting and asking all the time. Is there a way I can figure this out on my own but
have a guide point to know if I'm doing things the right way. Or if they can be done differently. Or
better?
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Reading the sidebar on a Kindle
11 upvotes | August 7, 2017 | by TurdDoctor | Link | Reddit Link
Just a quick note for guys starting out. Fucking read the side bar...but if you download sidebar books
to your Kindle, make sure you don't have a shared account with your SO set to syc purchases between
devices. Check the settings and know what you're doing.
In June my wife says to me "You bought some marriage books on Kindle???" Shit yeah, MMSLP and
the professor's book were on both of our Kindles because it was set to syn all devices. I recovered as
best I could and deleted those from her Kindle, she hasn't spoken about it since.
I was a fuck-tard, don't be me. Be smart. Don't talk about fight club or let her know ANYTHING
about fight club.
Edit: no damage done
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Update: Issues Integrating LTR into Friend Group
11 upvotes | August 3, 2017 | by V1adimirPoontin | Link | Reddit Link
You can find the original post [HERE]
(https://www.reddit.com/r/askMRP/comments/6n3zvh/issues_integrating_ltr_into_friend_group/)
This is a long post with dialogue, TL;DR at the end.
The event that I was referring to happened last weekend. It was a Friday - Sunday reunion event, so
LTR and I were on vacation from Thursday - Monday. We scheduled in extra time for travel, because
we had flights with long connections due to the lack of decent direct flights from the nearest airport.
The schedule was: Friday: evening cocktail party and dinner Saturday Morning: guys and girls
events (guys going golfing/girls doing wine tasting event) Saturday Evening: boat party Sunday:
group brunch
We sat down the Wednesday evening before the trip and went over the schedule together. She also
shared with me her fears that this would be a repeat of the wedding, and we discussed signals and
ways that she could show me she was beginning to feel uncomfortable.
On Thursday, we arrived and checked into our rental. We unpacked and organized our things and
went out for dinner at a restaurant the I had made reservations at.
Friday night arrives and LTR is all dressed up and ready for the cocktail party (I don't want to know
how much time or money she spent on outfits and accessories, but she looked smoking the entire
weekend). We arrive at the party and head to the bar. LTR "doesn't drink" (aka drinking is rare), so I
made sure that we got there early enough that she could make friends with a bartender and arrange
for her to serve mocktails throughout the evening. You would be surprised how often she gets shit for
not drinking from people, and she didn't want the extra pressure of explaining herself all night.
Next, I found us a table and we settled in so that people had to come to us if they wanted to talk.
Things went well, I introduced my financée to those who hadn't met her yet. There were plenty of
new spouses and significant others (both male and female), so unlike the wedding LTR wasn't the
only new person.
When my core group of friends arrived, greetings went okay and everyone caught up on each other's
lives. Then as we moved towards more substantive conversation, I noticed some signs that two of my
friends were purposefully ignoring and being rude to LTR. She noticed it too, and after it happened
enough times that it was not an accident, she signaled that she was uncomfortable. We had already
talked about what would happen next, so I knew the next time it happened I would jump in.
A couple of minutes later, LTR again tries to engaged in the conversation and asks Friend A a direct
question. Friend A immediately changes topic, ignoring LTR. But, before I was able to interject and
ask Friend A what the fuck his problem is, LTR says the following:
LTR: "Excuse me A, I asked you a question. Would you mind answering? Or in lieu of an answer,
you can feel free to explain to me what your problem is. I'm sure everyone here would love to hear
the reason you and B keep pretending like I don't exist."
A: Silence
B: Silence
LTR: "Looks like you two do not have an explanation for your behavior. That leads me to believe
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that you are both choosing to be rude. It is unfortunate that you are so immature. I was raised to treat
people with respect, so let me respectfully say this ... Either remove the sticks you have up your asses
and explain what the problem is so we can find a solution, or please kindly remove yourselves from
this conversation."
A: "Vlad, you need to learn to control your fiancée."
Me: "I was ready to say the exact same thing to both of you, and it would not have been so
eloquently worded. You heard LTR. Either share your grievances so we can move past your bullshit
or leave."
A: "Have fun being married to that bitch."
B: "Looks like LTR has really changed you Vlad, and not for the better."
Me: "I believe you were asked to leave if you couldn't offer an explanation of why you two are such
dickheads. As you have both throughly embarrassed yourselves and your wives, I would highly
suggest leaving the entire party. You know where to find us if you are inclined to apologize and beg
for forgiveness."
A decent amount of the guests at this reunion had the pleasure of witnessing this exchange and
watching A and B exit the party. Word quickly spread when there were four empty seats at dinner.
After this exchange I took LTR aside and told her that I was very proud of her for sticking up for
herself, and that I supported everything she did and said.
LTR: "I know you promised that you would handle the situation, and I never doubted you for a
moment. I'm not going to lie, that shit mad me pretty fucking angry, and I wanted the satisfaction of
standing up for myself. I wanted them to know I knew exactly what they were doing. I'm sorry if I
stepped on your toes and deviated from the plan."
Me: I understand why you said and did what you did. I support you sticking up for yourself, and I am
proud of you for going out of your comfort zone. I have your back. If you want we can leave now
too, but I think we should stay and rock it and be awesome. A and B are the little bitches babe, not
you.
We stayed and had a blast. Suddenly everyone wanted to be our new best friends. A and B were no
shows for the golf outing as well. I arranged a spa day for LTR instead of the wine tasting, because
she doesn't drink. But, I heard from some of the other women that their wives still showed up and did
nothing but bitch about their husbands.
I would like to say that there was a come to Jesus moment where A and B apologized and everyone
started to get along, but that never happened. I saw them around the rest of the weekend, but we
never spoke again. Maybe we never will, who knows. Either way, my already great relationship has
improved. This was the one nagging doubt floating around between LTR and me, and it is gone.
TL;DR Hoity toity people enjoy drama, and that is no longer my life. Took everyone's advice about
confronting my friends for being dicks to my LTR. She beat me to the punch, and I had her back the
entire weekend. Ended up being one of the times I've been proudest of LTR. There comes a time in
life where it is okay to put "hoes before bros."
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Critique my wife's ultimate shit test
11 upvotes | July 9, 2017 | by motivated777 | Link | Reddit Link
Last night my wife wanted the dogs to sleep in the bedroom with us. A rule we've always had since
we bought them is that they don't. Occasionally, like on a weekend I'll allow it as a treat to them and
my wife. Last night she wanted it, I said no, not tonight, she started whinging so I just went to sleep.
Today I got this bombshell text: literal copy and paste
I have never been so sad for so long. Almost 2 years now and i don't feel more settled or happy. Yes,
i have moments of happiness, but the sad moment are much more and i don't think that's how it's
supposed to be. What you said last night made me realize that i am here under your conditions, "if
you want to stay here, that's how it is", i know you were talking about staying in the room and the
dogs, but that's the thing, it's always about "your rules" and what "you think is better", but you don't
think about me, about what makes me happy, about what i want. It has been like that for a while now,
this is not the first time i tell you this. And about your "rules", aren't they supposed to bring us closer
and make us a better couple? Because so far i don't see it, it only makes me feel like i live under your
power and your command. I can honestly say that i haven't felt this alone in my entire life. I know it
might make you sad but i can't wait for you to go to go on ur work trip coming up. Im pretty sure
that's not how it's suppose to be, it's not normal. I Can't wait to go to Sydney and spend time away
from you. Maybe that's what we need. And i have been feeling like this for a while. I cried myself to
sleep the last 3 nights, just because i feel sad, and you don't make it any easier, the person with whom
I'm suppose to feel better, makes it worse sometimes. Im sorry if this hurts you, i needed to let you
know. I found the words just today. I've been thinking all morning how to organize my thoughts,
exactly what i feel and how to communicate it. I don't have a solution, I don't have any ideas on how
to change this. Im not asking you to solve this, i just wanted to let you know.
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Wife constantly bringing up male co-worker
11 upvotes | July 3, 2017 | by Bprp03 | Link | Reddit Link
This new guy started working at my wife's job apparently, And she keeps bringing him up with negs
i.e "he's weird" "he does things funny" "he looks mean" etc. She then tells me a few days later "I gave
him my phone number and told him to text me if he had any questions about work and he told me he's
engaged WTF. I was totally not even trying to come onto him like that, isn't that stupid?"
At this point it was hard to maintain frame but I did and just brushed it off with a "ha..." but honestly
felt like calling her out on her bullshit. How do you handle this fuckery?
Tl;dr Obvious wife wants new co-workers cock in her mouth, how do you handle a woman bringing
up another man constantly?
(Originally posted in asktrp...looking for different perspectives)
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Daughter is being plated. How do I stop it?
11 upvotes | June 28, 2017 | by RPPilot | Link | Reddit Link
My wife and I have a 17 yr old daughter who has been dating her bf for a couple of years. They keep
breaking up & getting back together. Every time, she tells him that he better straighten up, or else. Or
else she'll tell him to straighten up again. After doing some reading on TRP and MRP, I now see
exactly what he's doing. He's plating her. But if I try to tell her what he's doing, well... I just don't
understand. He's not like that... etc, blah, blah, blah. So the challenge here is 1, how do I convince her
what he's doing? And, 2, how do I do it without divulging Fight Club to the wife? I'm pretty new at
MRP, so I don't want to screw this up.
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Turning down duty sex
11 upvotes | June 18, 2017 | by Cre4tiveUserN4me | Link | Reddit Link
Would love to hear thoughts on this.
Sent her to bed early. With a 3m old, she's exhausted. Gave her a good ass grab and squeeze... didn't
get swatted away, orange light.
Few minutes later walked in doing the helicopter like a big cheesy asshole and started rubbing it on
her nipples. She said 'get on top of me' (which equals I'm going to lay here like a starfish) I started
rubbing harder and said 'nah I think I'm just gunna cum all over you boobs' and she grizzled and
covered up.
I rolled her on her side, slapped her ass and said 'your loss' and went back to my meal prep.
I know I didn't handle it badly, and I'm sure if I just climbed on top of her I would of lost frame
because starfish is a massive turn off for me. But could I have handled it better? How do you A&A
having sex with a warm corpse? (She's not always but the 'you should get on top' line is a garuntee)
Edit: not nursing. Baby is bottle fed... Hormones are back. Period is like clockwork, she's a couple
days from ovulation.
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FR: The opener is not important, but OI, abundance, and
confidence are
11 upvotes | June 14, 2017 | by NoneSuchAs | Link | Reddit Link
An FR in two parts.
Part 1: Cold approaching in the supermarket
My goal this week is just to initiate conversation with women I see at the grocery store. Attractive
ones if possible.
Last night I hit Whole Foods with a goal of 7 approaches. It was tough. I'm new at this. The biggest
excuse: I didn't have a good opener. "I have no good reason to talk to this girl; I'd just be wasting her
time."
But I stuck at it, mostly with variations on "pardon me, which of these food products is superior?". I
kept thinking about the 3-second rule, and on the last two I managed to just do it: see her, approach
her, speak to her.
I had no idea what to say, so I had to just blurt out something -- and it worked great. "God, remember
when there was only 3 of everything and you didn't have to spend forever choosing between 15 kinds
of chocolate chips?" (To a woman my age or older.) "Hey, wow I didn't know they had fresh herbs
here, this is awesome, did you know that? ramble ramble ramble". Both of these led to the woman
genuinely contributing in an intelligent conversation. That's the goal here, so this is great.
I was so psyched to see this happening, I opened two more on my way out. "[laughing] Oh, those
shorts are fantastic. [laughing] Where the heck did you find those?" (To a very fashionable woman in
shorts with a ridiculous peacock print.) And, "Hi. Do you know if there's a Starbucks around here?"
The lesson for me: the opener is neither magic nor very important. Making the opening is important,
and the subsequent conversation is what counts.
On the way home, I listened to RooshV's podcast on the 9 immutable laws of pick-up, which
happened to include rule #4, "The opener is the least impactful part of the pick up."
Part 2: Banging my wife
Came home late, spent 5 minutes listening to the wife and then got ready for sleep. So did she.
When I came to the bed she was already curled up to sleep but I saw her face looked pretty stressed.
Not my problem, could be from anything. But what the hell, I've got some energy to be kind and give
her a quick back rub. What follows is night and day different from my recent failed attempt at hot
bath, oil massage, and sex.
I told her to lay out flat and then rubbed her back. I decided in my mind that this was not a contract
for sex, it was my gift to her.
Along the way I decided I would make love to this woman, slowly but by my choice. I also decided
that if I reached a hard no, I could let that go with dignity, "Okay, your loss." This is a gift to her,
which I expect to enjoy greatly; but it's not her gift to me, nor payment for anything I've done.
I anticipated her most common cockblocker, "This isn't working," and prepared my response, "It's
working fine for me," but it never came up. I rolled her over face-up, without asking as I normally
would in a massage, and made a point of moving her physically into different positions as part of the
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massage.
I exacerbated things she normally doesn't like, because I wanted those things: she usually likes it
dark; I made a point of turning on a small light. She protested having her panties removed because
there was still a pad there (shark week ended yesterday); I removed them and made a point of not
replying to her protest.
Aiming for some extra tension, I put a towel over her eyes and said nothing to her protest, and kept it
there until she was clearly aroused.
I made a point not to smile at her all this time.
After sex, I intentionally teased her, smirking but not smiling, about things she often has teased me
about. "Gee, what a mess you've made," and such. Then we lay there talking some and I told a couple
of funny stories (funny to me, anyway, I had a laugh blast telling them).
As we dozed off to sleep, I rolled over and touched her hand with mine, and she squeezed it gently. It
occurred to me, that hasn't happened in a long time.
Caveats:
This is not a how-to manual for making love to my wife. Boring nice guys keeps notes on
"what worked last time".
This looks to me like "sprinkling Alpha" and "fake it till you make it" and "applying a few
techniques." I acknowledge I have much work ahead in internalizing an abundant mindset.
Lessons:
OI frees me to be myself.
Abundance mindset is a good foundation for OI.
On the way to real OI and abundance mindset, confidence has specific outward manifestations
that can be learned through study, observation, and practice.
Hitting my cold-approach goals may just have given me a confidence boost that I didn't even
notice.
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Started 5 months ago fucked up big time last night and lost
ground to the point i am further in the hole.
11 upvotes | June 8, 2017 | by dirtyelmopuppet | Link | Reddit Link
Found Red Pill eight months ago and soon after married Red Pill. Five months ago I began reading
the sidebar and the subs daily. I am morbidly obese and have lost over one hundred pounds in the
past year. I currently weigh 335 lbs. Started Strong lifts a month ago after over a year with a personal
trainer to just get to the point that I could exercise without my heart exploding. I have never been
with any woman other than my wife. I have exactly no game and am a complete idiot when meeting
new people.
Marriage-Married for 31 years with three kids. I love my wife and have a serious case of oneitis. She
had an affair 23 years ago and it still guts me to this day when I think about it. As far as I know she
has been faithful since we reconciled but who knows. The fact that I cannot put it behind me 23 years
later is one reason I need the principles of MRP so bad.
Kids- I am their dad period. This is the one area where I have excelled and have no doubts. They
have all transitioned to good solid adults with no major issues at all. Just the normal growing pains.
Sex- I am tolerated. Frequency during my marriage has been about every other week. During the past
five months it increased to twice a week but still very vanilla. I have never had a blowjob. Never.
Few apparent starfish sessions but nothing overwhelming. This past weekend no hard no's but three
times in a row I got "I don't want to but if you have to get the lube and I'll let you." First time I took
the opportunity but the other times I passed.
Finances- Good. Not much I can add.
My problem is my big fat stupid mouth. I know I am unattractive. I know my wife detests having sex
with me. I know I should lead and I do in more areas than not and was getting better everyday. But I
have a long road ahead to get to the point that I could even be considered tolerable to look at much
less nice looking. No rose colored glasses here. But I need a fucking muzzle. I have worked hard over
the past year and a half to get healthier. Not once have I looked at myself and said, "You need to lose
weight so your wife will like you." Never. It has one hundred percent been about me being a healthier
person and tired of the chronic pain that comes with being over four hundred pounds. But, the limited
success I have had went to my head I decided that maybe its about time my wife validated me.
STUPID STUPID STUPID. This lead to my complete and utter failure in maintaining any type of
frame.
The above exchange regarding "get the lube" caused me to start pouring out my anger and feelings
about how she made me feel when she says stuff like that (normally I have been good at not being
butt hurt)...it snowballed into the affair and culminating in me telling her how much I resented the
fact that she had such passion for her fuck buddy years ago that she was willing to throw me and our
son away to go off and fuck him. And that I never got that passion from her. We have not spoken
except for taking care of things around the house. Until this point I had laid a small foundation of
Alpha behavior and was slowly building on it. I knew it would be a long time but I could not STFU.
Now my question- Do I try to fix this somehow by owning it. Or do I shut up and ride the storm out
and start over. Hell, how do I own it? I am at fault for losing frame and slinging feelings around like a
monkey slinging shit. I just need some guidance on how to navigate this guy's.
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Update ** Damn... You mother fuckers are awesome. Thanks for your encouragement and much
needed truth. Because if this I have changed my goal that I have had for the past year and a half from
trying to be a healthier man to flat out being the best man I can be period. I have changed my view of
what happened from a failure to an opportunity to improve. And that subtle shift in thought is
powerful to me right now. I see it now as an opening to really internalize the sidebar.
Vision. Goal. Action. The pieces are there.
Again thanks.
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No sex during ovulation
11 upvotes | July 7, 2016 | by Anomalousfunction | Link | Reddit Link
First post. Started swallowing 3 months ago. Agree totally with many observations that swallowing
the red pill is a long process not one quick fix. I am lifting for the first time which I am surprised I
love. Willingness to interact and game with everyone has improved. I am 46. wife 42. married 20
years. I reckon the slide into the beta phase coincides with arrival of 2nd child so maybe 13 years. My
biggest issue and fear is how our relationship moves with my wife's cycle. Sex has been improving in
frequency. We have sex during shark week. We have sex either side of shark week but I get clear
refusals and avoidance when she is ovulating. The fact she doesn't want me when I know she is horny
is really upsetting, killing my frame, making me very very mad.
I know one or all of the following apply: (1) I am not alpha enough for her during that time (as per
MMSL) (2) She knows she is horny and doesn't like it / fears it (3) There is an AF actively in play I
haven't seen anyone post about this type of behaviour (although ATOL mentions it) so was
wondering if anyone had similar experiences they had worked through?
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First post
11 upvotes | July 1, 2016 | by Bobber62 | Link | Reddit Link
Reading through MRP and askMRP has been like having a giant mirror put up to my life. I became
THE stereotypical nice guy in my 15 year marriage. I was doing everything wrong!
I did everything I could to make my bitchy wife happy but I still only got starfish sex on her terms
(and only when she felt like it). I read NMMNG and my world started changing. I found MRP and
my world REALLY started changing. I realized the problem was ME all along. It's liberating to find
my manhood again. Don't get me wrong, things are still rough at home and I have a long way to go,
but I'm on the right track. I'm lifting, running 4 miles a day, and reading...so much reading...here in
the forums and in the sidebar books.
I really just want to say "thanks".
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I've read quite a lot already the past 2 weeks, but I finally need
to write this shit out and get my stupid questions out of the
way.
11 upvotes | June 29, 2016 | by rpcurious | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR: I became a blue pill in the past year by drinking all day and eating aintidepressants.
BODY I'm 38, she's 30. I met her 7 years ago doing PUA shit that I'd only been working on a for a
few weeks. HB8, and I'd just left a horrible "we got pregnant better do the right thing" marriage of 8
years that yielded 3 kids and a 250lb cow for an ex.
I was in heaven. I had started drinking so the confidence was coming easily. Also, I only now see
how naturally I was using TRP back then.
Oops we got pregnant (I know) and decided to move in together, and honestly had the best year of
my life. We would camp, rock climb, go out dancing, were drinking buddies, and had amazing sex all
the time.
Pretty quick I noticed her anger problem. I never put up with it, and maintained frame (innately) for a
long time. Often she'd go stay at her mom's for a week and I'd play video games, drink and generally
have an awesome time.
I snapped sometime last year, though. 2 years ago we decided to have 1 more kid (all 5 live with us),
she would be a stay-at-home mom, and I was working my dream job for decent money. I started
getting blackout sloppy all the time and drinking beer for breakfast to recover. I lost all self-esteem,
and decided to go get on antidepressants, and told her she needs to to counseling for the temper
tantrums.
She did, but I just started getting emotionally weaker, and last Thanksgiving while with the 2
youngest boys, I melted down when she said she wanted a divorce. Swore off the drink, got the doc
to prescribe withdrawal meds, and put 30 days together sober.
Started playing hockey, became her favorite person again by treating her like royalty and then
decided I could drink again. Rinse repeat that over the past 7 months, 12 days sober, 4 day bender
being completely pissed off at how she talks to me, and being an emotional little bitch and ending up
in the ER with panic attacks.
It's taken a toll, and I'm wondering if the meds have anything to do with my own freak out sessions as
well as getting fixed.
We still had good sex, right up until the night before she moved our 2 kids to live with her uber
feminist sister in another state.
I started 5x5s again Friday. Depression has gifted me low BF%, so I only have gains to worry about
now. I already look pretty decent. She's been hitting yoga like a woman possessed, and it shows.
But I'm totally fucked right now mentally, crying all the time, and definitely fucking up by texting her
too much, obsessing, sending her a video of our wedding vows (which she won't watch.) I'm getting
dread gamed hard I think.
I want to save the relationship, she hasn't said 100% she wants a divorce, but she's definitely 6 hours
away with my kids through the summer. How do I make myself awesome again, and let her see it,
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with text messages. Facebook bugs the shit out of me, but seems the best way to subtly show off the
cool shit the kids and I are doing without her, and that I became a super dad. (I haven't yet, but that's
the plan.)
And yes, I know I have to stop drinking. I got through today somehow. Anthony Hopkins did it, and
he's a badass. What one man can do, another can do!
Help dudes.
Edit:
Per /u/sexyshoulderdevil 's advice. 2 full days sober. The above is a lot of embarrassing withdrawal
panic weaksauce, I'm leaving it to read every time I think I want to drink, and for anyone after me
that can relate to it later.
Edit 2:
5 days sober, hitting an AA meeting every day (have one in an hour). Alternating weights and
running every day (I'm already a physical specimen somehow sitting at a desk for 15 years) so I'm
interested to see what my body does with all this. Supplements, whey protein, real food, no more
McDonalds. Anxiety has subsided greatly. 2 days off the pills, too. My sponsor is a tatted up badass
that I wouldn't want to fight and gives hard answers. Learning my kids are little badasses. Still BPing
too much with my wife, but it's better than it was a week ago.
I'll check back in when I get double digit days I suppose.
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Mid-nuke & clueless
11 upvotes | June 8, 2016 | by MrClueless777 | Link | Reddit Link
I've been lurking here for a while. Read pre-reqs and currently 4-5 months into my map. Been lifting,
eating right. And with the wife been consistently passing the smaller shit tests. Anyway, I had a big
display of disrespect from the wife.
Yesterday was my son's Pre-school graduation. He was trying to get the attention of my mother-inlaw and got upset because she was distracted. Anyway he was in mid-cry-tantrum and I took on
calming him down since we need to get going. While i try to calm him my wife interjects with yelling
at my son. I asked her to stop and she began yelling at me. Attacking my parenting methods, trying to
enforce her dominance basically.
I walk off at first since her mother was here. I pulled her aside and told her that I do not appreciate
this behavior and will not tolerate this disrespect.
She then begins to yell at my further, the long story short of her message was I need to do what she
says. Her mother chimes in that we need to be a united front in front of them. Basically backing my
wife. At this point she's screaming at me. I tell her this conversation is over until she can speak to me
with respect. She began to scream more and I walked away. Note, this whole time I remained calm. I
believe it was my calmness that made her escalate. If it weren't for his graduation i would have left
but I couldn't do that to him.
I realized my mistake was not addressing her behavior when she calmed down. So today I calmly told
her the same thing that her tone is appreciated and will not be tolerated. She goes off saying how i
disrespected her when i walked away. I stupidly replied that I did so because I wasn't going to be
screamed at (which I already told her yesterday when i did). Anyway she goes off and stay on
message that this needs to change. Then i had enough and calmly told her this is a final warning that
things need to change and left. She chased me out and told me not to come back.
So anyway, what to do now? I know i'll be ripped apart so please rip my ass apart. Tear me down so i
can rebuild.
Lastly, i found it interesting that today she told me how nasty and disrespectful I was yet I remained
calm the whole time. I fogged all her distractions and stayed on message that I demand respect. Yet
she interjected her feelings of how i felt. Damn crazy women...
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Vacation with a Main Event
11 upvotes | June 1, 2016 | by RedAlertAndFullSpeed | Link | Reddit Link
I'm posting this to introduce myself and to get perspective on my blind spots. I also wanted to say
thank you MRP community, this place has led me out of a dark place in my life. That being said I
believe the main event is happening, and It's happening quicker then I expected.
Here is some background: Married for 10 years have two kids in elementary school, i got married in
my mid twenties, my wife is a few years younger then me. We were each others first. I come from a
very religious close-knit family as did my wife. I was raised very beta, my mom ran the house hold.
Joined the military to help pay for college and my eyes were opened to a world that was foreign to
me. It was my first inkling of Red Pill and how the world really works. I stopped being religious as i
didn't believe any more, my wife is still somewhat religious.
Anyway got married in college and i was with my one and only soul mate in the world. (oneitis all
the way)
After graduating college and landing a good job, we decided to start raising kids. Wife quit her job
when our first child was born. During pregnancy and after birth, I cringe at how I interacted with her
and became completely beta. Gave her lots of space and hid my sexual desire because it was expected
of me. After the birth of our second child, our struggling sex life ceased to exist. What did i do? I
became even more beta at home and talked and talked, we went to counselors.. Sex started to trickle
back, but barely. I became depressed and let myself go. I threw myself at work as it was the only
thing that i could understand, My wife took care of most things at the house, i took care of making
money (beta bucks).
I was not happy in the marriage, I lurked at /r/deadbedrooms for a couple of years. but was starting to
realize that people there were not progressing.
10 months ago come across a post about MMSLP. I read it and started to implement the advice in it.
LOL! The turn around was mind boggling. Sex was back on the table. Started lifting again, counting
calories, shedding weight, dressing better, cut back from long hours at work and reconnected with
friends.
The realization hit that I wasn't attractive to her anymore. The "yes she does like sex just not with
me" was crushing and liberating at the same time. I could fix our marriage! I could fix her desire.
(Ha! Fuck you Low Libido). I was still completely in her frame and everything i did, I did for her.. It
was a huge covert contract. Big surprise sex started to taper off again.
4 months ago I came across BluepillProfessors youtube videos and that led me to MarriedRedPill. A
lot of things that I didn't understand started to make sense. I decided to swallow the pill. I read the
side bar, started with NMMNG, WISNIFG, MAP, read most of Rollo's posts (fuck me), The Family
Alpha's blog, lurking here and even went back to find posts that i could relate with. Read the Way of
the Superior Man and Extreme Ownership.
The biggest change for me was i'm doing this for me. I'm the prize, I need to self improve because i'm
worth it. I'm going to become a better man, with or without the wife. I stopped worrying about if i got
sex or not. I stopped asking for her permission for every little thing. I started to make changes, started
to remove the most obvious red items in my MAP. I took over finances. Made a budget, presented to
wife and implemented. Turned negative 200 dollars a month to 400 in savings.I started cooking
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healthy dinners for the family, fixing things around the house, passing shit tests, Lifting was already
happening, but i added two more days a week of sprinting, pull-ups / push-ups. I Play a sport with a
local league and get out of the house once a week to do activities with friends. I'm coaching sports for
my kids, started to do most of the cleaning in the house, and doing the kids laundry if needed (I have
always done my own laundry). If I saw a need or something that I didn't like, I took care of it.
Planned multiple camping trips this summer and have taken care of every detail of it. I was the solid
oak during her grand father's death two months ago. Took care of travel, hotel arrangements, meals
and kids.
Started doing more kino, 10 second kiss, and escalating throughout the day. If I got a hard no, "ok"
and I would hit the gym or just be somewhere else. If she was into it and has multiple orgasms, great!
If not and starfish was offered, I would go cave man. I did what I felt like and pushed boundaries. If
she complained about being sore the next day, I would tell her "you're welcome".
Crazy thing? I've been getting unsolicited blow jobs and was offered anal. Never happened before.

Cue the rumblings of the main event?
I had a 4 day vacation planned to meet with my family this last weekend that required a lot of driving.
On the way up, My younger brother became incapacitated probably for life. Made arrangements for
the wife and kids to play at a park while I meet with my mom at the hospital. It was heart breaking to
see him like that. My mom was understandably very emotional. I was solid oak and even joked a
little with my brother. He finally told us that he's sorry he let the family down and doesn't know how
he can pay back what he owes. (he had some school loans left).
Afterwards I took the family to the vacation spot, and laid out the activities that I planned and left
with the wife watching the kids. My older brother and I went back and visited my mom at the
hospital. On the way down we decided that we will split whats left on my brother's school loan and
pay it off. So we did. I had some money I was saving for a truck (nice to have, but not needed), and
would only set me back a year.
At some point my mom told my wife thank you for letting me pay off my brothers debt. :)
After the vacation, and on our long drive back home I get blindsided with it.
Her: "Do you want to be married with kids? Do you regret getting married? Do you want to be like
your older brother living the high life"?
Me: No, I love having my family. (smiled and pat on her thigh).
Her: "Why didn't you let me help decide to pay the school loans?"
Me: "There was a need and i took care of it."
Her: "That was big decision to make all by yourself! Do you not trust me?"
Me: "Trust had nothing to do with it, there was a need and i took care of it."
Her: "We are equal partners in this relationship! I always come to you with big money decisions. I'm
credibly hurt and feel disrespected."
Me: "I understand you feel hurt and disrespected, but there was a need and i took care of it."
Her: "I try my best in our marriage. I don't understand what has gotten into you. I don't know how we
got here. What are we DOING?!? (starting to cry at this point)"
Me: "I'm working on improving myself, I have been slacking in our marriage. Thank you for the hard
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work you have done, taking care of things when i was absent. I'm going to lead this family to a better
place."
At this point I STFU as i realized that its probably too soon for this kind of a talk.
she went into a crying/pitiful voice tirade:
Her: "I don't need to be LED! i'm not a dog, and i'm not taking this laying down! We are Equals in
this relationship. I cannot be in a marriage like this! How would you feel if I went spent a bunch of
money without telling you. Remember how much trouble your dad got into when he spent alot of
money and didn't tell your mom? This isn't how our marriage should work. we are equal partners! We
agreed that I would stop my career and SAHM for the kids! Do you want me to go back to work and
you will have to EQUALLY drop off and pick up kids from school? Why don't you open up to me
anymore? Fine! I'm not talking to you either."
I just pictured a 5 year old ranting. I stayed stoic for the remainder of the trip.
This evening she informed me that she is going to a marriage counselor at church and wants me to
go, which I promptly told her I won't be coming.
So there it is. I still have a long ways to go. I hadn't planned on this happening so soon, lay it on me
MRP, and don't hold back.
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Doxxing my old DB throwaway
11 upvotes | May 23, 2016 | by FearDearg2015 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.reddit.com/user/caithamach99
I stopped using this account shortly after I found MRP. I just read back through my couple of posts
on it and I can clearly see the moment where I saw the light. Also, I've been feeling a bit guilty
recently that I deleted my victim puke on MRP. Dudes come on here and pour out their stories, and
then they mostly knuckle down and start owning their shit. This is a great community and a pleasure
to moderate (barring the odd skirmish with some unfortunate misguided trolls who have zero fucking
clue about reality and resort to shaming tactics). The men on here understand that shame is the
currency of the unenlightened, and they no longer accept that currency as payment. Blue pill trolls
succeed only in wasting the time of the moderation team, and every now and then, kicking off a
flame war with some of the more easily "triggered" dudes who are still unplugging. It's a pain in the
ass to ferret them all out, and it's truly a shame that they don't stick to their honest mandate of
"satire", but I guess they also have the same problem of being a beacon on the darkness which attracts
all sorts.
I only mention "blue pill" here because as I read back through the short comment history of my old
throwaway, I can see the blue flag / db victim circle jerk flag flying in there. But I can also see the
underlying MAN looking for answers. Struggling to make sense of a fucked up world. It was nice to
read back through my naive comments on DB, thinking I could actually make a difference. I
continued to post over there under this account, but I guess my tone was too red and I got shadow
banned. Boo hoo.
This is a low value post, by married redpill standards, but it's been almost a year since I first stumbled
into this community, and it never ceases to slap me in the face when I read a new victim puke saying
all the same things I felt way back. I know I am literally incapable of writing anything in the tone of
what I posted on that throwaway now, and it's less than 12 months since I was active on that account.
This year, we'll have been together 16 years, married for 9, two amazing sons, and another kid on the
way.
Married red pill literally turned my life upside down, and shook out all the fucking clap trap that I
had accumulated over my 3 decades on the planet. /r/askmrp provides a "safe space" shudder for a
victim puke and a one time shoulder to cry on, and then cuts you loose to decide for yourself what
comes next. It's a landing zone on your way to a new you, the real you. Your life, ultimately, will be
defined as a short horizontal line between your birthdate and the date of your inevitable death on your
grave stone. Make the most of it and stop feeling sorry for yourself. Embrace your impermanence.
Get cosy with the idea that death waits patiently for you. This post might literally be the last thing
you experience. Is that how you wanna go out? Victim puking or reading some other internet losers
victim puke? You wanna die fapping to some Internet porn? You want your last thoughts as your life
flashes before your eyes at the end to be thoughts of regret or "should haves"? No? Then fucking man
up and start living your life on terms that you decide.
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Vasectomy
11 upvotes | April 27, 2016 | by ornerycrank | Link | Reddit Link
Is there any MRP reason not to get one? I'm 39 and am 100% certain I don't want to father any more
children. I've been responsible for BC for my entire marriage. Wife is unwilling to get on BC for no
particular reason. I'm really tired of condoms.
I'd decided to save for one (will cost about a grand, not covered by my medical insurance) but Athol
Kay in MMSLP specifically advises against it.
Do vasectomies lower a mans SMV or otherwise reduce the dread a wife might feel? Are the
advantages worth that trade off, if so? Thanks!
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Coming from /deadbedrooms? We'd like to hear how your
story went.
11 upvotes | April 6, 2016 | by Boogy03 | Link | Reddit Link
So I was interested in finding out if there are other people who came here after some time spent in
r/deadbedrooms.
My background: mid thirties, in a ltr for 7 years. When I first started noticing that my girlfriend isn't
interested in sex anymore, I started to look for answers. From /relationships I ended in
/deadbedrooms, where at first I was like "hey, i'm not the only one having this problems". For a year I
posted and replied in DB, going through all the motions the people there suggest to everyone. Having
"the talk". Making a plan. Withdrawing from sex. Trying to convince her. You know them all. Of
course, while I did all that she just waited for me to come to my senses and be a man.
I was entertaining the thought of leaving, when I somehow found theredpill and i became enraged. I
felt lied, deceived, I was even more willing to just let the relationship go. Somehow, during that time,
sex was again happening. Even blowjobs became more frequent than one every two months. Untill I
found MRP, it was all "reading, thinking, not much action". When i found MRP, i was stunned to see
field reports; examples; situations explained; how others did, what they said, how they behave. It was
a new experience. First step was to read NMMNG and oh boy, what a read it was. If only I would
have found that book sooner.
After some time I went back to read what people in /deadbedrooms are still doing. As you can guess,
not much has changed. Same people giving the same advice. I mean, there are people there
commenting for over a year and a half and not a single thing has changed for them. I felt sad. I tried
to post some help, but when you suggest a simple step for them to make, like reading NMMNG and
you are downvoted, you just leave that sad place and hope that those poor souls in there catch an idea
and hopefully seek help in other subs. Since any form of the help we provide here is basically
downvoted on that sub, maybe if those people see this, by any chance, can make a connection with
their situation and see the light.
So, people who came here from r/deadbedrooms, what's your previous experience and how did you
end up here on r/marriedredpill?
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I don't care about dressing up (but I guess I should). Opinions?
11 upvotes | January 25, 2016 | by IASGame | Link | Reddit Link
I started lifting almost right after finding the Red Pill and more recently I also started tracking what I
eat (major props to Redneck001).
Lifting I like (surprise).
Eating more and tracking the food is boring drudgery but I'm getting used to it. If I could get away
with healthily drinking a shake with all my macro and micro nutrients I seriously would do it.
Another common advice is to start dressing up. I'm often tempted at getting several copies of the
same clothes to bother even less with what to wear.
I realize I'm sounding a bit like a cartoon character with the nutrient shake and copied garments, but
I'm seriously tempted.
I'd like to read the brutally honest opinion of people here (as usual) because clothing is really
something that I care very little about, and if I am to power through with discipline I need to convince
myself.
Exercise I always liked and there is the health aspect. Eating properly is also obviously important for
the health aspect.
Dressing up (beyond not being in dirty rags) seems to really be just appearances with no health
benefits. I understand and know that society reacts differently. But if I do it, I feel like I'm doing it for
others (my wife, society) and not for myself. Does this make sense to anyone here?
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Hobbies
11 upvotes | January 22, 2016 | by bio9 | Link | Reddit Link
In all the discussions and growing hobbies comes up. This is an area I don't necessarily have an issue
with. I have a wide range of interests; from firearms to board games. Heck as part of my growth I
have picked up my texts about Logic (I have dual bachelors degrees and one is in Logic).
The trouble is that in the past (BP days) my wife as always been opposed to anything that takes me
outside the home' or in her words the family or anything that would cause me to spend money outside
the family. The exception to the is going to the gun range as she doesn't see it as a hobby.
So as a result my BP persona had me closing off most of my outside interests. I still do some of my
hobbies actively (board games with a club I run and go to the range 1 a month). Sometimes when I
can get out more often it's usually to a response "I don't care I have to study" or her mom is over....
how do you deal with her when she starts complaining about these things?
And as I type this an epiphany comes to me. I am there to entertain her, to keep her from being
bored.....
Well fuck
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You never say "sorry"
11 upvotes | December 17, 2015 | by burbor290 | Link | Reddit Link
Clear anger issues here. For me, it takes a while to build up anger. For her, it's almost SUDDEN and
it can be anything. She came home and started yelling at the kids for not cleaning their rooms. Then
she yells at me for not cleaning my side of the table. I personally don't think it's dirty. I call her out on
HER side of the table which has her iPhone cords all over the place and her empty shoe boxes. She
starts hitting me - i block myself and she goes "why can't you just say SORRY and clean it up?" she
KNOCKS everything off the dresser and tells me to pick it up or she won't talk to me all night.
That's a typical night.
Her main thing is when I forgot to do something or accidentally spill something - I don't say SORRY
to HER. I used to say it a lot in my beta days. I don't anymore. If I'm slightly wrong, I'll say "my
apologies" but never sorry. Am I wrong for that? I can't keep saying sorry all the time. I've been
getting gradually better and owning my shit.
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Wife is a planning drinks with a single guy, how to respond
11 upvotes | November 6, 2015 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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I'm that rare career beta that has arrived at the red pill...
11 upvotes | October 30, 2015 | by Quarter_Century_Club | Link | Reddit Link
I feel like a castaway that just washed ashore after being. I'm 35, married, in a dead bedroom,
stagnant career, have been beta ALL my life and digging out of a big fucking hole. I know I have a
shit ton of reading/studying ahead and I'm willing to do whatever it takes to turn my life around.
My only question at this time is this. Are there any Morpheus' in the forum that would be willing to
work with me? I'm critically low on male friends (surprised?) and desperately need help immediately
to fix myself. Any help is appreciated.
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User animates some basic RP concepts.
11 upvotes | October 14, 2015 | by Countpudyoola | Link | Reddit Link
Great animation by redditor /u/briggs-D [1] . I think he does an excellent job of explaining
Hypergamy and Shit-Tests.
Being in an LTR (for MRP) I think we have to add to the definition of shit-testing to include not just
testing of social status with regards to how others perceive us, but our social status within the family
(she's testing if you're still wearing the pants or if she has to put them on).
I like also how he differentiates that AWALT doesn't equate AWATS (all women are the same),
which detractors like to spin.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8aT6uE3QFs
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So my wife thinks I'm cheating
11 upvotes | October 13, 2015 | by marriedrpguy | Link | Reddit Link
Well after a confrontation a couple of weeks ago about everything going on in our marriage, things
have not gotten better except for my attitude about it. I've resolved that if things end then I'm okay
with it and have even begun taking steps to move on if necessary. She's also aware of that. Dread
Level is at about 9 or 10 depending on the day. She actually asked me to stay in a hotel for a few days
and I outright refused.
However, I'm not cheating and she thinks due to the improvement I have been doing that I am. In
fact, she outright accused me of it today. In her words, the improvement to myself and doing things
like lifting more, manscaping, reading books like Models and 48 Laws of Power is directly correlated
to teaching me how to go out and have an affair. While I blew it off and used amused mastery one
thing that I was wondering about is how to directly approach it. For example, she seems to be
concerned about it yet is doing absolutely nothing to prevent it.
I'm astounded at the fact that while she seems to be really upset about what is going on she has done
absolutely nothing to change herself or the situation. I've confronted her on several issues but her
only response is that she deals with our kids all day, wants to go to counselling and isn't emotionally
attracted to me at all.
Are there any MRPers who have gotten to this stage and come out of the other end still married? Or
is it time to really prepare for Dread Level 12? I'm starting to wrap my head around it.
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Covert Contracts and MRP
11 upvotes | August 12, 2015 | by Scurvemuch | Link | Reddit Link
If you've read about covert contracts, you will instantly recognize the “If I get her flowers, she will
want to fuck me” type of covert contract.
There are plenty of other covert contracts that are covered in the reading . This made me think about
the covert contracts we are brought up with.
If you do well in school, you will have a good job
If you have a good job, you will have a nice house
If you have a nice house you will have a pretty wife
The implication in these recognized contracts is the idea that your wife will WANT to FUCK YOU.
This is incorrect.
Your wife will want to fuck you if you start and continue to exhibit these Alpha qualities. You will
lift and get more fit, you will straighten out your finances, you will stop acting like a hurt child. Then
your wife will want to fuck you!
Did you just believe me? Did you say to yourself that of course you will lift and do all those other
things?
Slap yourself, you’re in my frame. I am just Some douche on line. Even if you do those things, no
one is saying she will want you. All any one is saying is that these things have helped them, and
therefore they are kind enough to share those ideas.
Gents, Please lift for yourself Get in shape for yourself. Get your shit together for yourself Do the
appropriate levels of dread for yourself. Then maybe she will fuck you like she wants it.
and if not, you have a decision to make. again.
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Welcome to askMRP
11 upvotes | August 12, 2015 | by SorcererKing | Link | Reddit Link
This sub has been established to help the new guys.
If you have basic questions, ask them here. If you want to victim puke, do it here. If you don't
understand some of the basic reading, ask here. If you want to give a micro-field report, do it here.
This sub will also be a place for guys who are working through NMMNG to find safe people for the
Breaking Free exercises. We'll work on an efficient way to do that once I get more mods on board.
We won't be as hard on you here as we would on MRP, but the goal is to get you ready for MRP; to
start you on the path. Think of this as basic training. When we're done with you here, you'll be red
berets. There's still a war out there, and though we can't fight it for you, we can make sure you're
trained up and ready.
"When the student is ready, the Master will appear."
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Do things change when baby is born vs. when your SO is
pregnant?
11 upvotes | February 7, 2019 | by gioxcas | Link | Reddit Link
Right now me and my pregnant SO are living together.
I have 2 main problems that I feel might change when the baby is born in 4 months.
1. Sex of course. Right now she's taking a bunch of vitamins / meds and it's messing with her sex
drive. She doesn't show any passion or desire for me and it sucks. One time we were making
out and I went down to finger her and she was dry. We were having sex often before she was
pregnant and at times her sex drive was higher than mine. Will her sex drive come back after
the baby is born?
2. She's overwhelmingly clingy and needy. She wants to be around me at all times. She'll follow
me around the house. This morning I decided to go to work early. 2 hours early. I am heading
out of town for the weekend so I had stuff I had to pack into the car. Right now we are sleeping
in separate rooms in separate beds because both beds are full size and 1 full size bed isn't big
enough for both of us. (King size bed arriving this weekend) Anyways she notices that I get up
early, goes to lay down on my bed, and watches me come in and out of the room while I'm
packing stuff. I'd come back into the room, she'd put her phone down, and then watches me
move about the room. It was more creepy than cute.
It's frustrating having her want to be around me this much and keeping it all non-sexual. I still find
her attractive so having her trying to cuddle me and smother me is like smelling a juicy hamburger
and not being able to eat it.
So my questions, does the sex drive come back after baby is born?
and does the neediness / clinginess also go away when the baby is born due to her needing to put
all her attention and time on the baby?
This is my first kid so I'm completely clueless. Please share your experiences.
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The greatest pill. Ever. Tables are turning.
11 upvotes | April 23, 2019 | by FinancialLeopard5 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi Guys, hope you're doing fine!I posted some of this text in "Deadbedroom", but I believe this is the
ideal place for this.
So grab a pop corn!!
I believe I read 90% of the posts and success stories of MRP in the last 4 days... Lol.I'm sorry if I
posted in the wrong place, I'm new here at Reddit and getting used to it.I would like to share a piece
of my story. I ended up here by chance after reading "No More Mr. Nice Guy" and joining a
Facebook group. I will try to summarize to the maximum.
I'm a nice guy.I never understand why some things happened.... "ohh..you're so cuuute. You're not
like other mens!"NMMNG book gave me answers. Looks like the book was wrote for me!I opened
my eyes when about 1 month ago my wife almost left. Let's start!
Four years ago I was dismissed from job. Good money, status. But 9 hours/day only replying e-mails.
WOW.I was dismessed as soon as our daughter was born. I took as a good thing and decided to
change my area, after all, we have money saved, we have no debt.From birth, four years, to this day, I
take care of the house. Bath in dogs, clean the house when the cleaning lady does not come, I go to
the market, etc. etc.
So in my new profession, I worked from 4AM to 4PM when I pick up our daughter at school (I left
her at 9AM).Meanwhile, my wife risingon her profession, changing company and I always
supporting her in the decisions, hearing the problems of the work, getting the house always tidy for
when she arrives no need to have trouble and not get bored. "Ohhh your husband is so nice! Wish my
were like that!"
In these 4 years, I spent 2 years doing freelance ( entered some money) and 2 years in the new
profession (absolutely no money entered). I sat down one day with her and asked her if she could
handle paying bills, etc., while I went after my dream. I had this conversation every six months
during those two years. She ALWAYS accepted and supported me. (Detail: I was pretty fat, lost 90lb
alone, just adjusting my mind. I quit smoking, too)
When a month ago she just didn't care anymore. She didn't talk, she didn't care. Sex?! Pff... As with
99% of people, before marriage was practically every day. After she got pregnant it was every 1
month. When she got pregnant even, I was 1 year without sex. Yes, my friends... Is true. But anyway,
I was 1 year without sex, after all she was the "love of my Life", right???
Until 1 month ago the 'bomb' came:
- I don't want you anymore. You have no ambition, I don't love you anymore, I'm under a lot of
pressure.
-What do you mean? I didn't knew anything and you said it was okay!-But it's not. I'm not happy, I
can't stand it anymore. I want divorce!
BOOM.
Parentheses: from 1 year and a half to here, I greatly improved my self-esteem and self-confidence.
Very much. I believe we must exhaust all possibilities before making a decision.
That's what I told her.
We decided to get help, although I already do sessions with psychologist for panic attacks, she agreed
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to do it for her.
So for a month now, I've been "working". Listen even more about her work (pathetic), buy flowers
(wtf?), breakfast (oohh your husband is so sweet!) and all the bullshit that you already know.
Now I have to go back to my old profession, but I do not find a job. Sending some CVs and doing
some interviews. Not a problem to me. Sometimes we have to step back.
So I noticed that the last 2 weeks she was 'strange".I thought: "Alrighty Mr Nice Guy, let's have a
nice conversation with her!"The judging eyes, the crossed arms, the rolling eyes.She said:-I can't
stand anymore all pressure on me! (again)
- Ok, I'm trying to find a job, actually today I made some package deliveries to earn some money. I'm
making a step behind to reconstruct my mind.
- But you're giving up your dream and I don't see ambition in you!
- Wtf?!
And to end she said:
- Btw that job interview that you did on Monday, I don't think that you will pass!
- Wtf?Result: I ended up at a motel. LOLThat's when I've started to read MRP.
Reading. Reading. Reading. Reading. Thinking.
I think I lost the "Power " When I was dismissed from previous job and turned out to take care of our
daughter. My wife go to work while I was trying to "win" in the new profession. She, my wife, said
that did not admire myself anymore, because I had no ambition. Even I waking up at 4.00 in the
morning, doing exercises, studying, taking the child to the doctor, doing homework with daughter,
making food, etc. For me it was a "betrayal ", because all this was talked about earlier.... Any
similarity with MRP Anger Phase????? LOL!
I think that since she got promoted and got a salary raise and I'm not working at a 9-5 job, she feel
that she's powerful... That doesn't need a man in her life.
Sex?! What's that?
She get home everyday and: " I'm very tired. Going to sleep "and ends on Netflix on cellphone at bed.
That's part 1.Now the 'phoenix' part. I know it has been few days that I've discovered MRP, but when
I put something in my head, I go to the end. And in this issue I'll go to the end too.Eight months till a
month ago, I was consistant at the gym, running on treadmill, push-ups and abs, but I always felt like
I needed to pull iron.
Anyway, Friday I came home (I slept in the motel from Thursday to Friday).
From Friday (19) to today, Monday (22), I did not open my mouth to talk to her. STFU. I don't want
to talk to her.I didn't look into her eyes. I just left without giving any info were I was going, went for
a walk, had coffee... Alone.I played with our daughter, etc. From Saturday to here she's pulling
conversation and I'm just saying yes or no.She even brought me popcorn in the office and made my
favorite food: Parmeggiana. Coincidence???
Sunday I went to the mall alone to change my wardrobe. I bought shirts that I've always wanted and
she ALWAYS said that they didn't fit good on me. Fuck that. I bought a fucking nice shirt to do job
interviews.I ran at street yesterday and I'm waiting for a personal trainer friend to pass me a
bodybuilding workout.
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Is it going to end in something? I haven't any idea.
But one thing is certain: I will get back MY power. Enough from wanting to "please", to let her fell
comfy with her male girlfriend. Fuck that. If she wants to go along, go. If not, I'm going to thrive.And
I'm aware that I'm going back to my old profession from scratch, with a low salary, while she has a
high salary. But who's going to reign in my house is me.
Long Life to MRP.
Thank you FROM MY HEART to all those who share their stories. Helped me a lot.And to think I
had thoughts of making life insurance and leaving everything to my daughter... NEVER AGAIN.
Thanks brothers.
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Get her a shirt
11 upvotes | May 14, 2019 | by hellocs1 | Link | Reddit Link
Had this thing that became an argument, any suggestions on how to deal with this in the future would
be appreciated.
GF is staying at mine, it's late and I finally come into the bedroom after doing some work and
showering. I put on a shirt, get into bed. GF has been on the bed scrolling Instagram. Once I get into
bed and get under the covers, GF starts undressing. She asks me to get her a sleeping t-shirt.
Now, when she asks me, I am comfortably under the covers. I would have to get out of the bed like
an errand boy to get her shirt. I don't want to do that. My GF is standing by the bed, she knows where
I have my shirts, she's gotten shirts before and nothing is stopping her from doing that again.
I say no, I'm tired, I tell her she's standing and is closer to my closet anyway. She keeps insisting that
I get her the shirt. I recognize this as a shit test. At this point I'm fucking tired in general and tired of
this shit. I slap her ass playfully and push her towards the closet. She resists and jumps into bed and
gets under the covers and says "well now I'm in bed and I'm cold so you need to get me a shirt" etc
etc. I keep telling her to go get it - I honestly had no clever comeback or wtv at that moment to direct
the growing tension over this ordeal. We already had sex earlier and I really just wanted to sleep. I
definitely did not detect any sexual undertone here despite her behind half naked, and I didn't want
any sex and just wanted to pass out.
As this goes on, she goes from asking me with nicely to becoming more serious and asking me why I
wouldn't just "do this little thing" for her. I laugh in her face, tell her how absurd this is since she's
making this tiny thing into a big thing. She gets more upset. Finally, she went and got herself a shirt.
She gives me the silent treatment (I wasn't trying to talk to her, but you can always feel the silent
treatment) and I pass out without us making up.
Anyway, I'm not sure how I should've dealt with this. Any criticisms here are welcome.
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Is this just anger?
11 upvotes | May 16, 2019 | by insanelyunclever | Link | Reddit Link
Full disclosure- there will be some "she's and "hers" in here but overall i am trying to work this out
for myself.
Trying to completely unplug has been very trying. The more I see the more i hate. And yes there are
times that i get mad at the dog for barking and being a dog because some dogs don't bark as much. I
am only about 4 months into this whole thing. I started posting in oys, still lift 5 days/wk, 33, 6'3",
200lbs, ~9%bf ,married 9yrs, 3 kids. I have read almost all of the sidebar, listening to some of
chateau now. Some of the manipulation and shit tests i am seeing amuse me. I have learned to stfu
but at times i dont want to. My anger for the hypergamous behavior seriously pisses me off. I really
want to call this shit out when i see it but to what end? I see that this will likely do nothing for me so i
resist. For instance, wife went out with a friend last weekend. I really could care less when she goes, i
enjoy spending time with my kids without her. She stayed out late and i went to bed. The dogs woke
me up around 3am and then shortly after she came home. I believe she was trying to make me jealous
telling me that her and friend played the "we are lesbians" game. Undoubtedly to get as much
attention as possible. She was telling me what some of them were saying to her in which i replied
with something about getting hit on by only losers. We proceeded to fuck into the wee hours of the
morning (shitty sex). At first, i ignored the behavior of obviously trying to induce attention but it ate
away at me when i thought back on it later. This is where i want to take my anger at her behavior out
and essentially tell her she should've gone home with one of them and not come back. It is taking an
obvious toll on my day to day, as i really dont want to be around her let alone be friendly. Hoping for
some advice to deal with this, is it just anger that i need to accept and deal with? Or is there more
going on that i am not seeing?
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The little baby is sad and anger
11 upvotes | May 19, 2019 | by FinancialLeopard5 | Link | Reddit Link
So we're living like roommates. Took her out for a dinner yesterday, cold as ice.I tried to kiss her.
(yeah..nice guy acting ...motherfucker) Nope.Few conversations in the house.It's not possible to live
like that shit. Anyone already passed thru this?Btw, she'll travel tomorrow and be 1 week out.I really
don't know how to "manage" the conversation this week. She will eventually call to talk with our
daughter at night.I'm missing some affection... not from her, but in general.Also, she's "transferring"
her affections to our daughter, like: "i love you so much" and she really wasn't like that..Thoughts?
*EDIT: sad and ANGRY.
I can't edit the title...
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Best parenting books for new dads?
11 upvotes | January 17, 2019 | by burtcokain94 | Link | Reddit Link
My wife and I are having our first child in September and I'm trying to find some decent parenting
books for raising RP'd kids.
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LTR bitchy in public(friends, family)
11 upvotes | January 7, 2019 | by Grfokpr | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys.
In my LTR I got sloppy for past few months, didn't passed a dicent amount of shit tests, failed allot
on complacency test. But got my shit together and now I'm more focused and I do better. But one
thing bothers me. My LTR at home is nice to me, we have sex whenever I want, so no problem there,
but when we out with friends or her family here inner bitch shows up (started not long time ago).
She is acting like I'm not there. Ignoring me most of the time, and some time jokes really badly.
Something like "I always got lucky playing cards, and always unlucky with finding love". Friends
even say to here that this shit is not funny and you should not do this kinda stupid jokes in public.
Most of the time I'm ignoring it, but I do think that I need to bring it up. I want to say that I will not
tolerate this shit, and she should pick here words and act like an adult and not a spoiled brat.
Actually, I know that she did this thing with her EX, so it's kinda a pattern here.

But I'm not really sure is it good to bring it up? or should I just ignore it and pass here shit test, be
more Alpha every day and this will end?
And if so, maybe some tips how should i bring it up

There is an underlying story. She moved with me to a new city 2 months ago as I got a job. And she
left her family and friends and a job. She is angry at me(but not saying it to my face) and for sure she
blames me that her life quality dropped. Now she got only me as in before move she had ( Me,
Family, friends, and job that she liked) . Maybe I'm just trying to rationalize here, but I do think it is a
big part of her actions.
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Is marrying an older woman a bad idea?
11 upvotes | January 5, 2019 | by wild_deer_man | Link | Reddit Link
Thought I ask here since people have more experience here. I am 34 and she is 39. We are together
for half a year, and I need to decide if I want to make it more serious or let her go.
The main reason the age gap is bothering me is attractiveness. Although she looks great now, I
imagine being 40, in my prime, and she will already be 46, and each year passing the looks gap will
get worse.
Also, I am worried about having children at her age (she didn't have any yet).
Otherwise, she is loyal, submissive, calm, wise and generally a pleasure to be with.
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Marriage without the Paperwork?
11 upvotes | January 3, 2019 | by CaliEd256 | Link | Reddit Link
Disclaimer = Not currently on hard mode.
Buying a house and moving in with 2 year LTR this summer. We both have full custody of three
kids, so six kids total, both divorced. I make $80k, she makes $45k.
She got married young in a courthouse, always wanted a “real” wedding. She pushed for a “maybe
someday” answer from me for a long time. Fogged for awhile, but she started communicating
overtly/dropping numerous shit test and comfort tests three months ago about it.
Broke it down for her like this
“I got burned in my last divorce, and I will never put myself, or my kids, in that vulnerable of a
position ever again. For anyone. I will, however, think about giving you the wedding, the dress, the
ring, but I will NEVER sign paperwork. I will give you the experience, because I love you, but you
have to 100% accept that I won’t sign my future away.”
She brought it up again the other day, in a joking manner, and I politely and firmly told her to knock
it off it wasn’t funny. She got pouty face but didn’t bring it up again.
My theory is she isn’t 100% confident in locking Beta Bux down, and she obviously wants to. I
expect the tests to increase when we move in together.
Anything wrong with how I’m handling this?
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Did you tell your wife about red pill?
11 upvotes | December 22, 2018 | by serious_bs | Link | Reddit Link
As the title says, did you tell her? Which situation were you in and why did you tell her? What were
the results?
Reason: I (longtime unplugged) am in a very good LTR (cpt - 1st mate, started after I completely
unplugged) with a woman who's a complete green flag, red pill principles apply to her + relationship.
We're thinking of having kids, and sharing the knowledge would make it much easier to discuss
parenting.
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Cardio and lifting
11 upvotes | December 4, 2018 | by pursuing_the_ideal | Link | Reddit Link
A key part of my mission is to obtain the ideal body. After doing a bunch of research I've set my
targets on these three metrics which are my current best guess as to what the ideal body would be to
me:
1. Weight - 195 pounds (Currently 6' and 190 pounds)
2. Body fat percentage - 11% (Currently 28.5%)
3. Resting heart rate - 55 BPM (Currently 74 BPM)
(would love feedback on these targets)
I've been searching for a strategy that will get me to my ideal body the most efficient and fastest way.
Keto and Stronglifts have been the foundation of my progress so far (I started out at 240 pounds and
just the bar). I lift 3x per week and try to increase the weight every time. I am getting to the point
where I am just incrementing by 2.5 pounds each session and at the last of each sets my form is about
70-80% of what it should be and I almost fail the last rep. It is easier to lift heavy when I cheat and
eat carbs, but my usual day is keto at 1,200 to 2,000 calories. Last testosterone check was ~500 (six
months ago when I was 30 pounds fatter) but checking again in January (I am 34).
Do I need to be incorporating cardio into my regimen at this point or should I keep on cranking with
Stronglifts? Any tips on things you guys have done to see bursts of progress? I understand this is a
marathon and not a race, I just want to be as efficient as possible with my time.
Current lifts for reference:
Squat: 205
Overhead press: 100
Deadlift: 240
Bench: 145
Row: 135
Thank you my brothers, I have already seen such an improvement in my life from taking my body
and health seriously and I feel like I am still just at the beginning of the journey.
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Minimum age for OYS post on the main sub
11 upvotes | November 28, 2018 | by grlahmb | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 22 and after plate spinning successfully for 3 years whilst at university (TRP on easy mode) I
decided to enter a monogamous relationship with my current LTR. I'm wanting to join in on the OYS
post but never see any other young guys posting. TRP has helped me immeasurably and has acted as
a substitute father. I want to join in on OYS as I continue to mature as a man as I think I would
benefit from the advice of the older gentleman.

Would my post be welcome there?
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What do you guys do when your wife comes home from work
frustrated?
11 upvotes | November 24, 2018 | by Bulk_king11 | Link | Reddit Link
For those of you who still enjoy your wife And have a great relationship and don’t feel the need to
respond with “DGAF” or “you’re a fag because You care about your wife’s feelings.”
When your wife comes home from work and had a rough day or comes to you about something.
What do you guys do?
I feel like I suck at this in general because people don’t come to me with issues. I guess I suck at
listening. Or talk too much when they do because I always look for a solution.
Me and my wife have a great relationship. Straight across the board. But like today she texted me
asking about my day. I didn’t get to see her yesterday. I told her and asked her about hers and she
said “
annoyed.”
She manages a restaurant so I know something happened. I’m seeing her tonight so I’ll just wait to
talk to her. But I’m just wondering IN GENERAL what’s the best way to handle these situations.
With anyone.
Shut up and listen? Ask her questions. Get her to vent. Sympathize? Tease her and change her mood?
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How do you manage income, savings, and spending in your
relationship?
11 upvotes | November 14, 2018 | by hbPUA | Link | Reddit Link
Do you share how much you earn? Do you tally all of your expenses? Do you disclose how much
much you have stashed away?
How do you keep her accountable to long term money goals?
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Moving In To An Apartment With Pregnant LTR. What's The
Best Approach?
11 upvotes | November 13, 2018 | by Peter_B_Long | Link | Reddit Link
LTR (21F) is 9 weeks pregnant. She rents a room with a couple. I (24M) also rent a room with a
couple who are also my best friends.
We're both on the same page. We both want to stay together (we're very happy together so far), and
after much thought, we've both decided to get our own place together. It'd be a 2 bedroom, and one of
the bedrooms would be a guest room / office for my freelance work. She'll be bringing her German
Shepherd.
Our price range is the same as what we are paying now (combined) and we would split everything
50/50 (I think she makes slightly more than me but I choose to avoid discussing incomes).
Now, I've made these decisions already and I've only mentioned the above to give context on my
situation.
My main concern now is the whole co-signing a lease and stuff. Besides sharing a baby (She's
agreed that I will get a paternity test before I sign a birth certificate), I want to avoid as much legal
obligation with her as possible. No marriage, etc.
We will begin searching and moving in around the beginning of the year so we're saving up now for
the deposits and stuff.
Now, am I ok co-signing a lease with her? Should I get it all on my name? or hers? I'm clueless
on how these things work, please inform me.
Like I said, me and baby mamma are very happy right now. Since the beginning of the pregnancy
we've not had any arguments. Any shits tests or comfort tests thrown my way I, IMO, pass flawlessly.
BUT, I do want to be as fucking prepared as I can if shit does go south. Worst case scenario we split
and I fight the uphill battle for custody, but the chances of that right now seem low, but always
possible.
TLDR; Questions are above in BOLD.
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Wife got upset about folding laundry. Was this a shit test and
did I handle it wrong?
11 upvotes | November 13, 2018 | by mrptw | Link | Reddit Link
Wife is a stay at home mom. She complains about having to fold laundry, but she enjoys her time
sitting in front of the TV up in the bedroom alone for an hour while she does it. Tonight I suggested
again that the kids should be helping with the laundry, at least folding their own clothes, and she
started to get upset and then turned it back on me about how many of my clothes she folds and puts
away, and why wasn't I helping. I told her to stop using folding laundry as an excuse to sit in front of
the TV for an hour (I know it takes her twice as long to finish when she does) and make the kids help.
Then she dropped a pile of my clothes she had just folded onto my laptop and stormed downstairs.
I wanted to run after her and yell at her, but I didn't. It's not that I expect her to stare at the wall while
she folds laundry, I'm just sick of her deliberately going slow so she can have more me time and then
complaining how overworked she is. It ought to take less than 10 minutes to finish if her and the kids
were focused on it.
Was I wrong to call her out for watching TV? Was her response a shit test, or just disrespectful
behavior? How should I have handled this situation?
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wife says, “I don’t know what game you’re playing “
11 upvotes | October 29, 2018 | by InSearchOfLogos | Link | Reddit Link
Since my last post was uninformed I will try to start this one more appropriate.
1. Been married to my second wife for almost two years.
2. We have a one month old child. Both of us have children from previous marriages.
3. I have lifted in some manner since I was 9 years old. I guess you could say I am one of those
guys that won the genetic lottery. The first time I remember maxing on bench I lifted 210lbs. I
don’t recall my age but I weighed around 125 or 130 because I remember being the only kid
that could lift over my weight when we maxed. In middle school I dunked a basketball for the
first time and realized I had a talent for jumping. I wound up earning a college scholarship for
track and field and competed for two years and just missed qualifying for NCAA nationals my
freshman year. I quit college after two years and got into powerlifting. I competed one time for
the USAPL and unofficially qualified for nationals for the raw division. I say unofficially
because it was in an equipped division so they wouldn’t accept my lifts. I still managed to earn
a bronze medal in the Southern regional championships being the only unequipped lifter in the
building. My best lifts (primarily all gym lifts) BP 455, SQ 605, DL 550. Currently I am
training for a fight (explain under hobbies), so my lifting varies depending on my body weight.
I am cutting some weight for my fight. However, strength, muscle mass and testosterone have
never been a deficit for me. A year ago, on a bet with a chump, I went and maxed on bench.
Had not touch a weight in at least three years and I told the guy I could bench over 300. I got
365. I weighed about 215 at that time. In my early 20’s I had a hormone profile done because I
had trouble sleeping and the doctor thought my symptoms were that of Low T. Plus I drank a
lot everyday and my diet was a typical powerlifting diet. When the bloodwork came back he
asked me if I took steroids. My free testosterone level was just under 800. Right now I’m 34
years old and about 205lbs under 10% body fat and should hit around 6 to 7% on weigh in day.
Now post-RP I guess you could say I’m the most genetically gifted recovering beta chump I
could be. I was raised by a single slut to be a feminine emotional stuffed animal. I think I am
coming out of the rage stage because I am finally starting to be entertained and slightly inspired
by my use of game. Up until about 2 to 3 weeks ago I was almost ready to go straight up
MGTOW. I think seeing some dread results has boosted my confidence.
4. My main hobby is competitive kickboxing. In 2017 I won the International Kickboxing
Federation amateur heavyweight title. It’s a small niche but a pretty serious accomplishment for
it. I haven’t competed this year accept for the upcoming bout. I plan on getting into amateur
boxing this year to hopefully pursue a title in that.
5. I am just now familiarized with dread and it seems like I am going from level three to four.
From my best judgment, I was inadvertently causing dread pre-RP but succumbing to the shit
tests(high achiever in career and hobbies). I think that is probably why my first wife left and
my wife now has been giving me so much grief and throwing all kinds of shit tests at me. I am
now actively applying dread and seeing some real progress the last month. Which is probably
why I am getting out of the rage stage.
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My last post gave me some great insight on my progress and regress. With these new insights I hope
to break past some sticking points and move forward.
On to my question. I have seen some recent positive results from shit test avoidance. My wife was
raised in a home with an alcoholic parent and has a history of abuse. Despite my femininistic
upbringing, I didn’t experience the same kind of trauma. I imagine I activate a few of her “triggers”
while she cries wolf 100% of the time. Now that I recognize 99% (most likely 100%) of them are shit
tests, her frame is losing stability. Last night I stood my ground till the bitter end. Even left the house
because she threw a dirty diaper at me. During her attempt to argue she threw every comment
possible at me to incite rage and disgust. I didn’t even raise an eyebrow. Then she said, “I don’t know
what game you’re playing or what the rules are, but I am going to find out and we’ll see how that
goes”. I just want to know if any of you have been in a similar boat as me and how you’re progress
has went to get some idea how this will look as I proceed. I know everyone’s different but I would
still like to have an idea.
A word before you answer*
I am a Christian and I will not consider divorce until certain lines have been crossed. You can think
I’m stupid but that’s just me. When those lines are crossed, it will come without hesitation. If she
leaves and files for divorce, I will not prevent it. I will sign and walk. Until then I am committed to
every practical means necessary to make my marriage work. So a hard next is not my first option.
Also considering the trauma my wife experienced as a kid, mental illness is a predictable certainty.
There is no formal diagnosis but she is in therapy but takes minimal active responsibility for her
condition(always a victim). I have little to no hope for her therapy because it is a female therapist but
better than nothing I suppose. I think any progress that has come has been more from my newfound
RP increase in stability in our home environment rather than therapy. My marriage may be on its way
out and I am prepared for that in some ways and preparing in all the other areas I can manage. I sold
my house paid off all my frivolous debts and all but one we shared which I should be able to pay off
soon. I drive an old truck and work for cash. I’m ready for anything but will try to work it out. Either
way, for once in my life, I’m good. Just want to hear from the guys that have traveled this same road.
Thanks and God bless!
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How do you frame dating when separated?
11 upvotes | October 23, 2018 | by jakethesnake5000 | Link | Reddit Link
Not sure what to do about this. Going on a date in the next couple days with a girl and I don’t know if
I should be up front about it before or just put it to the side for a while. Either way, I’m just looking
to have fun so I don’t want to hurt my chances. Anyone have experience with this?
Plus, if she wants to come back to my place, she cants because the ex still lives her. Good thing this
other girl has her own place
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Shit test pass or fail
11 upvotes | October 18, 2018 | by Rino1977 | Link | Reddit Link
Wife was at yoga the night before. Did the dishes on the sink and counter cleaned up put the kids to
bed and then went up stairs. This morning while I am making breakfast I get a snappy” why would
you not at-least wash the kids lunch kits if your going to do the dishes”. I calmly replied the kids
know they are supposed to unpack their lunches when they get home. I’m not searching for things to
clean. And proceeded to make my eggs. While I’m sitting down eating I get another can you make
sure your son is getting ready for school. I just look over and then back and continue eating. I get
asked again can you make sure kid x has his socks on. I just grab my stuff don’t say a word head up
and take a shower. After I say good by to the kids and leave. Phone blows up with a bunch on why
didn’t you say good by this morning. Don’t be pissed off at me because I don’t feel good ect.
Main question is should I of made any comments there or just do what I did. Still haven’t responded
to the messages and ignored 2 of her calls.
When I get home tonight I will act as if nothing happened other than her being a nag just wondering
if that’s the right approach to the 3 shit tests.
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Stupid mistakes. Rookie mistakes.
11 upvotes | October 7, 2018 | by ieatclicks | Link | Reddit Link
Maybe this is just a “word to the wise, don’t make this mistake” post.
43yo lifting , 15% bf. 6’2” 200#
Man I goofed up. In an earnest manner that if felt was of the best intents. I fucked up.
I shared in an email to my wife my thoughts on our marriage situation. This was not emotional or
feeling based email, but a document of why I am taking my own path forward.
Not embarrassed of it nor ashamed, it was an honest attempt to state clearly a small set of things I
believe would be excellent actions towards staying married. It was me trying be fair and say, “Here
we are so near the end for these reasons. If we want to try to fix this here are 5 things I will need to
see happen.” One of them was fuck me or fuck you. But put very pragmatically. I thought this was
the fair thing to do. To put it clearly in front of my spouse, how we can strive to stay together. Stupid.
So I learn from my closest friend that wife shared the email with several of her girlfriends. My
friend’s wife is friends with my wife and he would have not and has never gotten involved in this and
he would never want to. But this time he did. He told me and he did this at great risk to his own self. I
am not mad. I am only wondering why she decided to share it. It was the last of the trust in our
relationship, now spent. Seems a stupid thing to do for a woman who has no job and no prospects
outside this tenuous marriage. Her choice. Huh...
Anyhow I fucked up. I learned a few things. My friends think I should move on now (20+years
married) and they are telling it to me straight (now). This weeks agenda: lawyer up. Hit gym. Stfu.
Read.
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Advice for this new situation?
11 upvotes | October 6, 2018 | by Red-PillNoob | Link | Reddit Link
So I started improving myself a few months ago.. cardio now weights in the past month. Dropped
25lbs since May. Also cut out emotional bullshit (whining to my wife, sucking up when she’s mad,
etc). Realized I don’t need her in my life (sure I love her but don’t need her for my happiness).
Everything was improving. She seemed happier and I was happier. Was beta for over a decade so this
is very new and I’m taking it slow.
I showed her the results of my weight on Wednesday and that I hadn’t been this skinny (still fat at
220 and 6’ 2”) since high school. At this point things started going downhill. She was mad that I was
later Thursday night than usual because of an appointment she knew about. I just said yeah I was and
moved on. Yesterday she had a Dr appointment so I was going to get the kids ready and she starts
giving me step by step instructions. I told her I know what I need to do and don’t need to be
instructed like a child.
Since then she’s been very distant - cold shoulder, near silent treatment,,”don’t touch me”. Yesterday
I STFU and ignored it just went about my day. No emotional reactions, stayed positive, lifted, rode
the exercise bike hard for 30 minutes, took care of the kids, etc. she’s still acting pissed and I feel it’s
almost getting worse. Last night we were watching a movie with the kids and I was talking to my
daughter. She told everyone to shut up, I whispered my last sentence I was half way through and she
got kissed and left the room. One of the stupid shit I’ve tolerated is when she gets really mad she’ll
take her wedding ring off. I fear that’s next despite me doing nothing (that I can see at least) to
escalate this.
What’s your advice here? I’m way too early in for any thoughts of divorce. Is this a massive shit test
already? It is causing me stress but I’m taking that out on exercise and keeping busy. How long could
I expect this to go on for?
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How did you meet your wife?
11 upvotes | September 29, 2018 | by DWscrub | Link | Reddit Link
I've been spinning plates but find it wholely unsatisfying and all too time consuming. I don't lift but
run 10k every other day and do bodyweight exercises (I box). I'd like have kids one day so marriage
+ prenup seems like a decent solution to me.
I'd like your input on this. How did you meet your wives? How old were you? Were you RP aware?
Am I being a complete idiot? Any and all additional details are welcome.
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Newly Red Pill Aware, fast gains, but.....
11 upvotes | September 26, 2018 | by cuttheshitdammit | Link | Reddit Link
Want advice from the community. Only woke up from the blue pill lie about 6 weeks ago
I've read athol kay, NMMNG, WISNIFG, and listened to many podcasts and youtube vids with Rollo,
Socrates, art of manliness, etc. Began lifting, eating better, owning my shit, being proactive. I am
now in the best shape I've been in since college, 20 years ago.....Side note - I was losing weight for
about 6 months, that was happening before the awakening
I've been internalizing the red pill and realize it is all true. AWALT applies to all of them....I've been
with her for six years, married for one...….I was confident when I decided to commit years ago- that
she was 'different' from the rest of women, and I now realize I was wrong.....
A couple of months ago, I suspected she was cheating and planning for divorce. I have no concrete
proof, just lots of red flags and indicators...….Much became apparent after she upgraded her cell
phone. Late night/middle of night messages on phone, guarding the phone, yet never putting on a
passcode protection, discovered a never mentioned google account and amazon cloud storage
account(no idea what is on them).....text message history was always cleared, a severe change in her
demeanor that mimicked the lead-up Athol Kay's steps 4 and 5......she just no longer cared about me
and let me know it. Said things like we never should have married, we should have separate
bedrooms, we should just end it, etc,
On my part - I was a drunk captain, for about 3.5 years. She stopped waiting for me to sober up.
I am higher SMV of two of us, and with the changes I've made/things I've learned -could easily
replace or upgrade to a different woman if this all ends tomorrow. I don't want that - would be too
fucking messy, and believe with me acting as a sober captain - that she would return to form as an
excellent first mate.
She has been responding positively to the changes I'm making to myself. I'm more physically
attractive, am owning my shit, making lots of improvements in almost every aspect of life, and other
women are beginning to notice. I'm noticing a return of affection, meaningful sex, and actual effort
on her part to repair the relationship...….It's been a quick turnaround.
Today she said (unsolicited) I could look at her phone whenever I wanted too, three weeks ago I
demanded to see the phone and was told to stop crawling up her shit.
Her self identity is one that she places very high value on others seeing her as
honest/genuine/scandal-free. Her mom was not, and that affected her throughout her youth.....She
would never want to have her kids/coworkers/neighbors/friends see her as a cheater...…..Which is
why if she was cheating - her phone would've had apps that keep everything hidden, using
amazon/google cloud services, disappearing messages, whatever......I'm not enough of a techie to
figure all that out, so - am still going by gut feelings and circumstantial evidence.
My gut tells me a few possible truths, but I'm so deep in this may be missing things:
A) She's gotten rid of any evidence on her phone of any cheating
B) Initially she stopped or became more secretive due to possible damage to her public image/family
relationships. (Both she and I have very good public images in community.)
C) The changes I've made have caused her to want to try to rebuild the relationship because she
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knows I am high(er) value, and she is past peak SMV....Hypergamy swings up - but I've just lifted
myself to a higher branch....
D) She developed feelings for some chad during my drunk captain period, or got revenge on me by
having sex with some chad(s), and may want to continue those things while seeing if the new me is
real.
How would you handle all of this?
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Not exactly shit tests - a little help?
11 upvotes | September 22, 2018 | by IRunYourRiver | Link | Reddit Link
Newly unplugging, Dread 1/2, last OYS post is here:
https://www.reddit.com/r/marriedredpill/comments/9gsz6v/own_your_shit_weekly_september_18_2
018/e67i4nl?utm_source=reddit-android
My wife has recently started this thing where she sort of gushes over me - my body, my mental state,
my career, etc. I'm doing fine, fellas, but this is a bit much.
I know these aren't exactly shit tests, but they are something. I don't know how to handle these so I
usually smirk and STFU, make a stupid joke, or launch into a marginally related anecdote.
What are these? Any thoughts on how to handle them?
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Her Sexual Changes (Direct vs. Indirect)
11 upvotes | September 18, 2018 | by cutthesh1t | Link | Reddit Link
I have a question for the guys who have experienced changes in their partners sexual behavior after
swallowing the pill and applying RP. Here's a bit of context to help frame the question.
After swallowing the pill, working through the sidebar, lifting, etc. I have noticed many positive
changes in my wife's sexual behavior (increased frequency, her initiating, BJ's on sharkweek, more
enthusiastic, etc.). These changes happened indirectly because of my changes. I did not have a talk
and say I need you to initiate or I need a blowjob. While the changes have been great there are still
areas I'd like to explore.
Question - For those of you that have expanded your wife's sexual appetite, have you done this
directly (tell her "I want you to swallow my cum") or indirectly (focusing on yourself and applying
RP principles)?
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Anger problem. I have the divorce papers in my car.
11 upvotes | September 16, 2018 | by martyrothenburg | Link | Reddit Link
I have an anger issue. But mostly only towards my wife. I lose my temper way too quick on my wife.
It’s like everything she does or says annoys me. It’s a constant nag. Nag. nag.
ignore her don’t work. She asks why I’m ignoring her. changing the subject don’t work bc she asks
why I’m changing the subject. AA don’t work. Bc She will say why are you avoiding what I’m
asking or give me an “no seriously”. AM don’t work she will say why can’t I just talk to her normal.
talking to her don’t work because then I’m DEERing. I withdraw attention then she asks why I never
spend time with her. I dont spend time with her because then she bumbars me with shit I don’t want
to talk about. I tell her I don’t want to talk about it she asks why I can’t communicate with her. I try
to NGAF then she says I’m not respecting her. I try to fog. Then it gets to a point where I’m like “I’m
sorry you feel that way” and it’s “I fucking hate when you say that shit. It’s like you don’t even give
a fuck about this relationship”
And that’s on a good day we can get to that point. So then what? After all that I fucking don’t want to
hear her speak. She’s the best wife ever if she would just not speak. Ever.
I tried the whole oldest teenager mindset. Only she doesn’t act like a teenager. She acts like a grown
woman who isn’t satisfied with anything ever. Think of the times when someone annoyed you so
much it was almost an instinct to be like “would you shut the fuck up already?”
It makes me not want to fuck her. It makes me not want to talk to her. So I should probably leave but
I’m trying hard to salvage this relationship before I go rogue.
I have withdrawn as much attention as I can. Made my life so busy. We barely see each other and the
couple hours I get to spend with her. By the end I want to hand her by her toes outside the balcony.
I have never needed to take it this far with any other women. I AA Or AM and they stfu. Or laugh.
Move on.
When I tell you I’m trying to take my Anger out else where. I go to the gym 2-3 times a day and do
bjj. I come home and the second she opens her mouth I want to round house kick her. I realize I’m
probably going to be told I’m being a faggot but she incites a rage in me I can’t put out.
And the hardest part is she provides so much value otherwise. She’s loyal. She cooks. She cleans. She
has her life in order. Good family. She’ll be Great mother one day. Very caring. Fucks me whenever I
want Bends over backwards for me. But I just can’t stand being around her anymore. It’s so forced.
And it never used to be.
I’m at a point now I don’t give a fuckkkk. I told her she’s annoying. Straight up. You annoy me. Stop
being annoying. I feel like I’m tuning into a psycho bc of it.
How do I stop this??!
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“Are you mad?” “Is something wrong?”
11 upvotes | September 14, 2018 | by BramStroker47 | Link | Reddit Link
I think I’m one of those “used to be Alphas” that got beat into submission. One of my kids (a girl) has
a lot of emotional problems and that has made us focus on her instead of ourselves. I realize I need to
be a man again (for me and for my son) and I’ve been reading everything I can. I’ve adopted a
mentality that I will no longer be shaken by things or freeze up from fear. These are things I didn’t do
when I was young and I’m sick of being like this. Maybe I don’t understand the STFU approach well
enough. I’ve started working out and losing weight and started doing home improvement things on
my own without discussing any of this with my wife. (In other words, getting off my ass and being a
man again) This is not the problem. The problem is: What do I say or do when she asks me, “What’s
wrong?” “Are you mad?” “I was going to say we should go out to lunch but you look like you don’t
want to.” etc? Also I think I have resting bitch face. I don’t want her to think I’m mad at her. I’m just
trying to do the STFU thing. Maybe I’m approaching it wrong.
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LTR/Fiancee job relocating, how to deal?
11 upvotes | August 30, 2018 | by Opposite_Philosophy | Link | Reddit Link
So here's my situation. I'm 36, engaged to 33 y/o. I'm divorced with kid from previous marriage, just
got a big promotion, nearly 6 figures now (well above average for my area), very stable company,
and not paying any child support due to custody arrangement.

My fiancee recently got a new job working in the fashion industry which put her salary close to mine.
Jobs in that field are pretty hard to come by around here. Well within a couple weeks of her starting
the company says they are relocating across the country. She wants to be able to relocate, keep our
options open, etc.

I'm not in a position to move. Even if I wanted to (I don't), I'd either have to go through a lengthy and
expensive custody battle to get full custody of my kid, and then deal with him traveling, finding a
new job for myself etc. Or give up a lot of time with him, and end up paying child support. I'm not
moving, this is not an option, she knows this.

So she's suggesting that we do "long distance" for a time while we figure out how to get her a
different job here (they are offering a big relocation incentive with a 12 month commitment). I'm not
into this. Unless you're in the military and deployed, I think long distance is for suckers.

But I'm struggling with how to approach setting a fucking boundary here. Just tell her to make a
choice? How should I approach this situation? Call off the wedding?
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What is the fly in the ointment of your success?
11 upvotes | August 23, 2018 | by healthyteacher4 | Link | Reddit Link
No matter how much TRP you apply to your life and execute flawlessly, there will always be one or
two pieces you can never quite fit into place. Maybe you built strength, but fail shit tests. Or you pass
shit tests, but fail to embody abundance mentality. Maybe in the darkest recesses of your heart, the
seed of oneitis is starting to grow again. Or maybe despite implementation of sidebar, women still
just don't respond to you.
So... what is the fly in the ointment of you achieving your optimal level of success?
For anyone who doesn't know the term 'fly in the ointment,' here's a def:
The likely source is a phrase in the King James Bible: Dead flies cause the ointment of the
apothecary to send forth a stinking savour. (Ecclesiastes 10:1) For five centuries, 'a fly in the
ointment' has meant a small defect that spoils something valuable or is a source of annoyance.
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Swallowed TRP, losing interest in wife
11 upvotes | July 30, 2018 | by Bushpilot817 | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR - swallowed pill, implemented dread, lost attraction to wife. Now what?
M (42), W (39), married 13 yrs, 3 kids. Swallowed TRP one year ago. I’ve read the sidebar and
books, improved myself, been lifting about 4 years but got serious about one year ago and I’ve put on
about 20lbs of muscle. Currently 164lbs, BP 185, OH 130, DL 275, SQ 200, 15% BF.
This is my first post, I’ve always thought I should wait to contribute until I had more RP experience.
I followed the plan, followed the levels of dread up to and including DL 10. I made mistakes (went
Rambo, failed shit tests, then comfort tests) along the way, but kept coming back to RP, MRP, rereading things I missed the first time around. I found new hobbies, started riding dirt bikes and I’ve
been taking Krav for 10 months. Made new male friends, improved my looks, wardrobe, became
more fun, social skills, and practiced PUA.
I made slow but gradual progress with the wife along the way. Eventually I became a better leader
and she started following. Sex improved little by little. By far, the biggest change came when we had
our main event 2-1/2 months ago, when we briefly separated. I had done my homework; I talked to
attorneys, talked to the bank about how to keep my house, was tracking my time with the kids, had a
FU fund.
Once I had laid it all on the line, she started working immediately to turn things around. Suddenly she
was pleasant, and hornier than I had ever seen her. Now, sexually, nothing is off the table. Whatever I
want, and there’s no asking from me, I just do it. She initiates almost every day. Makes me breakfast
most days, packs a lunch for me and cooks dinner when I’m home. She’s been pleasant most of the
time. When she does get out of line, I correct her swiftly. Mild shit-testing, but more comfort testing.
I’m not good at these. I was so BP for my entire life, I’m overly cautious about adding in a little beta
here and there.
I’ve improved myself, and I’m not done by any means. I’ve found plenty of ways to keep improving
myself.
Here’s what I didn’t expect. I had placed my wife on a pedestal for so long. And let me tell you, I
polished that pedestal like you wouldn’t believe! I was proud of it (raised by a single mother). I truly
believed it was my role to serve her like a princess. It makes me sick now to think about it. I had
placed her on a pedestal for so long, that I always saw her in my mind’s eye as a couple points above
me. I could never have imagined now being attracted to her. Now, I’m more HV and I find myself
losing attraction to her.
I know RP is amoral. I know I have to figure this out for myself too. I’m asking the community, what
are some strategies for dealing with this? Are there only two options - suck it up with the wife or spin
plates?
Bring on the criticism.
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Divorced Dad Red Pill?
11 upvotes | July 4, 2018 | by RPGivesYouWings | Link | Reddit Link
A short background on me that's not a field report on the marriage. A father in his early 30s, absorbed
PUA in the 00s, discovered T/MRP about four years ago while married. Divorced. Still lurked MRP
in addition to TRP. Changed reddit name (new beginnings and all).
I've noticed that TRP often skews young and doesn't have much dialogue or considerations of kids
and ex's that you can't ghost; and MRP obviously skews towards a context of a being in a LTR.
Divorced dads exist somewhere between single and married men. We have the highest rate of suicide
and in general fall the fuck apart, and I'm not convinced that TRP or MRP can be the locker room we
need.
I understand that the easy answer here is: "rework your mission and keep on keepin' on." Yeah, that's
the advice I could've worked with, but I think there's a large subset of men that found T/MRP too late
and are caught in the chaos of grieving their marriage, grieving their shattered Matrix, and struggling
with single life with kids all at the same time.
Perhaps a dedicated subreddit is overkill because the base information already exists in T/MRP, but I
think a space dedicated for divorced dads, new and old, to exchange strategy and applications of
theory could be valuable. Hell, the insights might even serve as a warning to the younger guard of
T/MRP.
Are there existing posts on divorced dad strategies? I couldn't find any.
Thoughts?
Edit: lol y'all, I'm fine, thanks for the concern. I've navigated this whole thing incredibly well, thanks
to taking the pill early enough. It just seems like this is a niche that might be underserved; I'm sure
there's room in TRP and MRP for a few divorced dad specific posts... Managing Your Baby Mama,
etc. Sure I could contribute some, but I'd like to consume as well.
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Caught wife cheating, she backed out of mediation
11 upvotes | June 28, 2018 | by medic_jajs | Link | Reddit Link
New to all of this but an urgent situation came up. Long story short 4 weeks ago my wife asked for
separation for problems related to us but mostly me. Last week I found she was cheating with a big
black lesbian. She's 49 and we've been together 15 years with 3 teenage boys.
We we supposed to go to mediation today to begin to separate things out but she cancelled apparently
she lawyered up last week. I already have a lawyer.
We were going to tell the kids about this GS after mediation and I still plan to Friday. Now that she
has retained a lawyer and wants to make this messy (she makes more than me and I live in NC.
Adultery isn't looked upon kindly here. She likely would have gotten a better deal with mediation).
Anyway, is there a way to let the kids know she was unfaithful and that's why this is happening?
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Tried to have sex. Failed hard
11 upvotes | June 21, 2018 | by ParaXilo | Link | Reddit Link
God fucking damn it. Couldn't think of any other flair.
Not sure what happened. Had been wanting to have sex. We started I went straight for trying to fuck
after we laid the baby down.
Not sure if I got over anxious since it's been almost 3 months or if I was thinking too much about the
baby waking up. Not sure if it was because she kept saying it hurt and just wouldn't relax. Or
probably the consensus I'm a beta bitch and should give one of ya'll my wife's information (that's
usually the response it seems but not what I'm looking for because I'm legitimately trying to get my
shit together.)
Guess I should have done foreplay instead of just going for pound the pussy approach but wasn't
trying to play pussy hero 4 because that's what it always is. Pussy hero 4 then I flop around on a
fucking starfish.
The baby got fussy and we had already stopped because I told her we can stop. Just wasn't into it
because it was duty sex. No desire. Nothing. I DEERed like a weak mother fucker. She fed the baby.
I got dressed and went to do laundry. When I did speak to her she said, "that was weird." I DEERed
and said, "yeah that was all me. Got inside my head I think. Was feeling rushed." She said, "I felt
rushed. That was a bad experience." I told her, "we can try later or another time." (Wrong response.)
She said, "we will see." I said, "That's ok. I'm going to go finish Laundry." I exited.
Posting this doing laundry. Expecting shit tests to follow due to my broken frame.
I'm 3 weeks into this so of course my SMV sucks. Just started lifting. So that's low. Everything about
me reeks of beta bullshit.
Question is what's the best approach now?
Stfu, pass shit tests, and lift? Try again later.
May be jumping the gun posting this. I'll post my stats in a little bit once I clear my head.
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Update: She has swung and is killing the puppy...
11 upvotes | June 10, 2018 | by broneilbro | Link | Reddit Link
Gents, Today I was able to finally skype with the wife. Everything was going normal and it was very
cordial. I started talking about us finding a house that I have described on here. She went silent and
then hit me with the words "I want to find a place for the kid and I". I was flabbergasted by it. I
wouldn't say out of the blue but it was it.
She stated that things haven't been good between us, which I would agree to. She went to discuss her
independence and all that fun stuff. She stated she regained her old self back and such. I was just
sitting there laughing internally but just shocked by it.
I asked point blank "You are talking about separating, taking my kid away from me" She did the
hamster bullshit and explained it wasn't taking away and she was going to have her 50% of the time. I
just sat there realizing that I am a fucking statistic right now. Got a verbal heads up for a
separation/divorce when I get back.
I don't know where I am right now. I am literally mad and I am laughing too at the same time. I'm
upset that my wife will make such a self-centered decision but at the same time not shocked due to
the readings.
My kid is everything to me and this is what I am dealing with. I need some advice moving
forward...this has gone faster than expected.
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The Hamster is about to run...
11 upvotes | June 4, 2018 | by broneilbro | Link | Reddit Link
As you might know I am deployed and my wife and I schedule Skype so I can mainly connect with
my kid once a week. This is something that I have been adamant about many times when it was
skipped over in the past.
We usually do it Sunday afternoons when I am available and before/after the kid goes down for a
nap.
Yesterday I reached out and she said the kid was down. I told her that before she gets the kid up to
call me up as I wanted us to talk so I could have my wife's undivided attention. She didn't respond to
it but I assumed she was running doing chores while the kid is down.
A couple hours pass and it gets a little late, so I let my wife know that I'll stay up until the girl gets
up.
There was a delay in the response and then it comes back that they were out running errands. This
irked me off, but I reacted in a way that some of you guys recommended on here.
Instead of just acknowledging it and saying "Ok" and being butt hurt I responded with "Ok, the
window that I have to connect with my daughter is small window, regardless it is important to me.
Kiss her and tell her I love her".
Wife responds back with a blatant lie that she called but I didn't pick up, which I respond with "Ok,
nothing on my end, thank you" and ended the convo.
An hour later the wife responds with "I assumed that you had gone to bed and didn't want to wake
you" another lie. I wanted to respond with "A follow up text would have worked" I haven't respond
and won't respond to it.
Old me would have been "WTF? Why didn't you call" "Why aren't you returning my texts" etc etc.
Now its more disappointed I wasn't able to talk to my daughter, and now that my wife is lying about
petty shit is sort of amusing.
One thing that deployed people have to deal with is the feeling of being an afterthought and
forgotten. It's a bitch that creeps into your mind and if you are an afterthought where is their
forethought? Damn one's hamster does run wild sometimes but if know its going to run you can trap
it.
With all that said, I have to say I am slightly amused due to my readings. I feel that I fogged her lie,
and the fact that she tried to shift guilt to me with the last text was something I chuckled at.
I'm going to minimize initiating with the wife this week as I am going to not be distracted by these
shenanigans. If she reaches out I'll do the 2/3 rule per POON and work from there.
Did I handle the situation better than before, or what should I evolve?
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Do you have goals?
11 upvotes | May 28, 2018 | by GrahamBaby | Link | Reddit Link
I’m devouring my way through the sidebar and I can’t believe how beta I’ve been in the past, and
how true all of this stuff is.
Tried a bit of catch and release recently, which has given me the phone numbers of 3 potential plates
who don’t give a fuck that I’m married, and all 8 out of 10 or above (1 is a 19yr old model).
So the abundance side of things is shaping up well, and it’s having a definite effect on my wife who
has started to pay me more attention and give me more sex. We’ve gone from maybe once a month to
now around 2-3 times per week.
All seems great, however I believe I’m experiencing an existential crisis of sorts. I used to put pussy
on a pedestal but now it just seems fairly ‘meh’. I think this is a result of my need for validation
going down whereas before it was sky high.
Business is going pretty well.
I don’t have any serious goals, and that’s my problem. I’ve always been a ‘shiny object syndrome’
person, putting half hearted effort into things and abandoning when the next new thing comes along.
Life is good, it’s comfortable, but inside I’m in crisis. Mid 30s now, 3 kids. How do I make a fucking
difference in this world? I live in a sparsely populated area where most people come to retire.
I’m bored with life. An affair is not going to solve that.
Is this common for guys my age? Have you experienced the same? How do you get through this?
The problem is, if you ask me what do I really want from life, my truthful answer is: “I have no
idea”.
What goals/mission can you have when you feel so completely lost?
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How to talk politics with hardcore bluepilled wife?
11 upvotes | May 23, 2018 | by roostrboostr | Link | Reddit Link
Wife grew up with beta provider dad / domineering "boss" mom, then went to university for a degree
in blaming patriarchy, then married me, a weak "feminist ally" of the worst kind. I woke up a few
years ago and started the long process of getting my shit together; she has responded instinctively to
RP tactics and has adopted some tradcon thinking to justify her feelings and view of me as leader, but
I still have a long way to go and she is still extremely tied to mainstream feminist theory of
everything. Things work better in our actual relationship, and are improving slowly, but it is
impossible to have a conversation about politics or men/women in a general sense. How do I manage
this? I try amusement about that which is outside of my frame but my frame is not even close to
100% and I still succumb to getting pissed off after enough talk about male oppression and female
victimhood. When I do successfully achieve amusement, I tease her about her victim complex and
she goes completely ballistic. Any advice, other than stay the course and continue to become less
pathetic?
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technically, I'm still married. beta newb puke.
11 upvotes | May 11, 2018 | by FlayedStarion | Link | Reddit Link
Where I'm at: 36 yo, 5'11”, 150 lb. INTJ. 12 year LTR, married for 7 years, 2 kids (8 and 3).
TRP and MRP newb. Currently reading RM, Marcus Aurelius Meditations. MMSL and NMMNG in
my cart. First post. Backstory, victim puke, emergency911. It's a mess.
I'm BB. Wife cheated last year (with motorcycle driving ex-con). Told me about it (I had been
oblivious) when she was ready to skate. I had thought we were mostly good, she had been a bit extradistant for a year but I was assuming she was working through her inner turmoil shit. She was the one
who was always ga-ga over me, I assumed it would stay that way. But if you're a pussy long enough,
it doesn't. That was July/August of last year. It shook my world and re-aligned my head some. After
playing the pussy for a couple of days, I bucked back and tried to kick her out. That went weird quick
– she unhappily broke off the affair and agreed to work on us. But you can't negotiate desire. Three
weeks ago or so I asked her just what the fuck our non-relationship WAS. WTF she was planning on
doing about it. Weak, I know, now. Give me time. That was a week before I had ever even opened
TRP. We “separated.” To keep things copacetic in the meantime for the kids, we are somewhat
sharing the house. She hasn't uttered the word divorce. Not sure if she's trying to get me to kill the
puppy. She didn't take back up with her buddy (beats the hell out of me why the fuck not). She sleeps
in a (female) friend's bed 5-6 days a week. If she's home I sleep in the basement. We're friendly. She
was the SAHM so now she's got a temp min wage 4 day a week gig and juggling kids and getting the
older child to and from school is a major negotiation.
Sex. Ours wasn't the “good sex for a year and then it dries up” variety. But also not good. She wanted
sex at least daily. But she also wanted me to lead and add spice and variety and I was FAR too beta to
DO it, let alone parse the message. Some of this came out in our half-hearted re-start. She wanted
daily sex, but would starfish and I didn't know how to lead (because I was listening to her words, not
her actions) so I would get bored and jerk off to more interesting stuff. I was too dumb to know all I
had to do was bring it on. So she thought she was way more horny than me. I came up with two
boundaries (pre-TRP awareness of ANY kind) 1) if she was going to approach a sexual or romantic
relationship with anyone else, to NOT sleep home anymore and 2) if she was going to be taking
strange, that we wouldn't fuck anymore – my rationale was that we ARE still married, and I'm NOT
agreeing to an open relationship. She came home less and stopped initiating sex – and I sure as shit
wasn't going to. SHE was the one who told ME that I should look into TRP. SHE has repeatedly told
me to feel free to date, at the very least to go get fucked. Which I haven't.
So, here I am. Aware I'm not the man I ought to be. In a strange fairyland limbo of a mostly dead
LTR. I did, at the outset, get momentarily to a place where I truly DNGAF, but it was fleeting and
basically from me trying to find a LITTLE backbone. I am a decent father, I love my boys and my
boys love me. If I fight, I am pretty sure I will lose custody. I am a small biz owner. I stay afloat, but
I have some massive debts as well. We were poor together, her parents basement, section 8 housing.
Now we own a house, have decent cars. No savings, no cash, as I've dumped everything back into the
business. So breaking up is gonna fucking hurt in a practical as fuck way. I have 4 full time
employees (over-staffed a bit, but that's saving my ass now that I'm doing baby care 1/3 of my
previous working hours). She can completely fuck me more than she already has if she'd like.
I have worked to improve myself, for myself, in the last 9 months. One tenant of RP that I
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accidentally adopted. Been doing Rip's SS method. Still a total novice, but I've gained 20 pounds, sq
170, dl 210, press 70 (ha!), bench 125. I'm a skinny MF, but it's a start. Got contacts. Attempt to see
the barber a little regularly. Cut back on sports watching. Cut way back on beer. Trying to learn how
to dress a bit smarter. Joined a fraternal lodge. Patting myself on my back, but I have a LONG way to
go. I have about ZERO social life, and cutting out drinking isn't helping. My business is doing OK
but it should be fucking killing it, and my inability to be my own best salesman is holding me back.
I'm still a total stick. I never had game, and after this LTR started, I thought I never would. I was
wrong and wrong. I am already aware that I CAN change myself, personality included to a degree.
There's a fucking mountain ahead of me. I'm not certain if given the option I would tell my wife “no”
if she wanted to start over, but I am aware that without the proper plan to do so, that's a total disaster.
She was a wonderful wife and mother until she wasn't.
My 3yo broke my nice wireless speaker by spraying it with the garden hose last week. NO, I left it on
the patio where he COULD. My bad. Same with my relationship. It's about as far off course as it
could be. But I let go of the wheel and let it drift there. She did same as my child. What was natural
to do in the situation. My bad. My hope is I can learn from both.
I'm cashing in my victim puke card up front. There enough shit here to qualify I'm sure. This was
intended more to be an emergency post tho – not divorced, sure. But cheated on. Separated at her
request. I'm a doormat. But I'm here. Any specific advice, links, etc appreciated. I'm not sure how to
get to truly NGAF if the relationship survives or not. And I think without that, i'll continue to be
powerless. Books, posts that may be of particular relevance appreciated. Telling me where my heads
inserted up my own ass probably also necessary. I don't need treated with kids gloves, but I'm also
here and puking because I'm sure I couldn't handle the concrete dildo of truth of what I need to
eventually wrap my head around.
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Girlfriend's friend wants to visit and stay in the same room.
11 upvotes | May 3, 2018 | by jauzu | Link | Reddit Link
So my girlfriend and I are both in college. Last night she told me that a mutual friend of her and her
roommates is planning to come over to our college from his to visit. So far so good. Then she asks
me, "Are you okay if he stays in our room?". In my book, not good. I said fuck no that's not okay.
I asked her why he was coming, when, for how long, and what he was coming for. She told me he's
here to see her roommate, who's a track athlete, run and hangout with them. The guy and the
roommate are both from the same state and that's how they know each other. My girlfriend knows
him because they worked together over the summer.
So I created an outline with his reasoning for coming and what I considered to be the facts. His
reasoning can be summed up as: 1. Wants to hangout with my girlfriend and her roommate 2. Their
good friends and that's just what good friends do 3. He has other mutual friends in the area he wants
to visit.
Now here are the facts from what I asked her about him: 1. He's visiting during the week before his
graduation (he's a senior at another college) 2. He's staying for 5 days 3. He's flying from one side of
the country to the other. East to west. (which costs a lot of money and time). My friend s who study
on the east cost never come home for spring break or thanksgiving because the trip is too short for the
amount of money spent. 4. Plans to stay in the same room as my girlfriend and her roommate.
I told her that I'm uncomfortable with the whole thing and especially the part about him staying in the
room with them for 5 days. I told her the facts don't add up and he has ulterior motives because no
guy just flies all the way across the country just to "hang out".
I do trust my girlfriend and that's why today I told her that I'd be fine with him staying with them.
Then she told me that she loves me and is willing to let him stay with me or another guy. I told her
it's going to have to be another guy because I don't know their mutual friend like that. I don't trust his
intentions at all and my gut tells me that something is off about this whole thing. I know that my
girlfriends friends mean a lot to her and I don't want to drive a wedge in between. She also finds it
important that I engage with and get along with her friends. To be fair, I've never had a problem with
any of her guy friends before nor failed to get along with them. But with this guy, I want nothing to
do with him at all. I don't want to see him, don't want to talk to him, and I certainly don't want to get
to know him.
Just thought I'd rant here and get some outside perspective in case I'm just being unreasonable.
tldr; Girlfriend's friend wants to visit and stay in the same room as her and a roommate. I don't like
the situation at all, but don't want to get in the way of her friendships.
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Finally understand "be attractive"
11 upvotes | April 16, 2018 | by FossilGuy16 | Link | Reddit Link
I finally get "be attractive".
I have been here for just under a year with all of the sidebar read and lifting 3-4 times a
week....slowly becoming more attractive. In the first couple of months, the anger stage which led to
being Rambo was all about getting more sex from my wife.
Finally clicked last night why I don't need to worry about what my wife wants/thinks at all. As I
become more attractive, I am getting more interest from other women. I am not fully where I want to
be with my wife but it doesn't matter. There is a point coming very soon where the options available
will outweigh the loyalty I have for my wife and she knows it. As more attractive women openly
begin to hit on me, she will have no choice but to enthusiastically have sex with me or I will leave.
Her options are to have enthusiastic sex with me or risk me leaving for someone more attractive. My
options are stay or go - the more attractive my options are, the easier it is to leave.
Understanding this allows me to see how the next 6 months to a year will unfold - which leads to a
sense of calm and confidence which will only lead to better handling of shit tests.
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First Post - Long Term Beta
11 upvotes | March 18, 2018 | by orangejuan | Link | Reddit Link
34 years old, Wife 33, kid 4 years old. Married 5 years, together for 7. Dead Bedroom. Discovered
MRP two months ago and have started the journey of unplugging and trying to get my shit together.
Lifetime Beta, part time Omega with a lot of bad habits to shed.
WARNING - this may be long but I need to start somewhere.
Background (victim puke) - I live in Europe, met my wife online, things were rosy for the first year,
she moved to my country. I was besotted, sex every other day. She was hot, foreign, interesting but
had some issues that I thought I could remedy.
Sex started to slow down towards the end of our second year together but I had full on oneitis at this
point. I let her dictate the terms of the relationship and she walked all over me. The most sickening
thing is that I was happy to let her do it.
I later found out she had been sexually abused as a child and wanted to believe her when she said that
she had dealt with it through counselling.
She got pregnant in the third year, sex became a distant memory but we still got married. I was
convinced the lack of sex was down to the pregnancy and couldn't possibly be anything to do with the
devoted, caring husband.
Sex was still infrequent after the kid came along and I fell into a trap of covert contracts. The harder I
tried the more resentful I became with the rejections. All intimacy vanished.
Went into full on drunk maybe even paralytic Captain mode. Played video games and jacked off all
day, basically I let myself live in an alternative reality and became full on Omega. House was a mess,
I couldn't even decide on what type of pizza to get. I was a boring recluse and bitched, blamed and
complained about anyone and everything. I can see, now that I've started to unplug, what a waste of
oxygen I was. My wife had no support, no leader and was crying out for me to step up. She kept
asking for the "old me".
I did start making changes about a year ago and things have significantly improved, communication
is better and I was only jacking off half as much, still her lack of respect was there and I didn't have
the answers.
Sex hasn't happened in over two years and any initiation or attempt at intimacy on my part is met
with a lengthy discussion about her child hood issues and how her feelings for me have changed.
After years full of resentment, arguments and no sex, I am finally in a place where I can see the
mistakes I've made and how the blame lies with me and my inaction to start living my life. Thank you
MRP.
I did take that long hard look in the mirror and no I wouldn't want to fuck that guy, hell i'm not even
sure I'd even want to have a beer with him. But that is going to change. I don't know where this will
take me but I am feeling better with each day that passes. It feels awesome to go to bed knowing I
grabbed the day by the balls and gave it my all.
Physical - 5"10, 135lbs, scrawny and former distance runner, just started lifting. Began with 100 push
ups a day and signed up to the gym three weeks ago. Managed to coerce a guy I met last week into
showing me the ropes, so will post numbers once I know what the heck I'm doing.
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Books - after stumbling across MRP by chance, I spent the first few weeks reading the sidebar and
finished NMMNG, MMSLP and WISNIFG. Currently reading the MAP and also bought 31 days to
masculinity.
I have found I can relate to the material in all the books so far, I will ensure I read the entire library
again, I'm not naive enough to think I've fully digested everything.
Financial - Earning 60k SO - 50k Certainly not living the life of luxury. No significant debt (one
small loan that I'm paying off) Currently renting a property. Have now taken control of the finances,
despite protests. Given the wife an allowance and cut down on unnecessary outgoings. Wife is a
heavy spender, had a frank talk about how her purchasing decisions were affecting the family. Have a
goal to save enough money for a deposit on a property in the next two years.
Captain - Went from occasionally washing the dishes, to doing literally all the chores in the house.
Planned a trip to my folks, asked for input but made all the decisions. Went out for dinner a few
times, booked it and arranged the babysitter, just asked the wife if she fancied coming, she did. Felt
awesome to take ownership of some stuff.
Relationship - Wife has noticed the changes I've made and appears to be getting on board. She has
started to hug, kiss and cuddle which would not have happened two months ago. She allows me to
initiate kissing but I have not yet initiated sex. After swallowing the pill I have started taking better
care of myself and ensure I look good everyday, this has drawn compliments from a lot of people I
know and my wife has caught some of the comments. She says I'm like a different person and
actually broke down into tears last week saying I think that I'm better than her and she is worried I
will find some one else. I think this was a comfort test so I just gave her a hug and told her that I'm in
the process of improving myself. I'm still getting the hang of shit tests but even after a month they
have decreased noticeably. I tend to just AA or STFU.
I've made it clear that I need a sex life and my wife says she understands but does not like the
pressure. It is a little more complicated given her past but I have told her that I didn't sign up for a
sexless marriage.
I will just continue down the red pill path and keep on the road to self improvement. I like my wife,
she is fun, a good mother, intelligent and attractive but without the sex it's just like window shopping
for a Ferrari. I might just have to go and buy myself a Rolls Royce.
Give it to me gentleman.
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Can too much dread be hazardous to your health?
11 upvotes | March 18, 2018 | by Captain_Obvious2017 | Link | Reddit Link
Here is an example of what can happen when there's too much dread in an LTR: "She found a dating
app on her boyfriend's phone. Then she bought a samurai sword."
It appears the victim, Mr. Lovell (aka "Biggie"), also went a little too far in removing time and
attention--presumably because Biggie was spending 12 to 13 hours per day playing PlayerUnknown's
Battlegrounds computer game.
In this case, dread appears to have been the more powerful passive kind--Tinder app on his phone,
red hair in shower drain (Biggie's LTR's hair is green), and scratches on his back "possibly from a
romantic encounter."
Biggie's LTR's hamster then persuaded her to go shopping for a samurai sword, hide his phone (so he
couldn't call for help), and when he fell asleep, begin attacking him with the sword. Her hamster
satisfied, she eventually called 911. When the police arrived, the blood was too much, so she told
officers "You need to help him." He went to hospital. She went to jail and was booked on first-degree
attempted murder charges.
All of the articles I have read about this crime were written in an upbeat, humorous tone. (Reminded
me of Sharon Osborne joking about male genital mutilation on The View.) Would the reporting be
different if gender roles were reversed and Biggie had attacked his green-haired LTR?
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Stoicism vs. nice guy
11 upvotes | March 18, 2018 | by 91dudeman | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys,
Long time lurker here. “NMMNG” was a very enlightening read for me. A question I have is
regarding confrontation. For a guy early in my journey, STFU has done wonders for my slowly
building frame. However, I do recall that “nice guys” often avoid confrontation by shutting down. I
am guilty of this, in a previous relationship I set no boundaries, and hamstered it as “being stoic”.
How do you determine when a minor boundary should be addressed? It’s clearly blue pill to spill
your guts out every time you feel uncomfortable, but the opposite, holding everything in, seems
potentially just as blue pill.
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When you want your wife to get in shape...?
11 upvotes | March 1, 2018 | by RedPillNewb88 | Link | Reddit Link
Alright, I read someone's comment in an older post. OP was talking about his wife getting chubbier.
Someone had responded with "Have you tried pulling your pants up during sex and walking out
because her body isn't doing it for you?"
Has this actually been done? What are some ways you can inspire your wife to hit the gym. I have
always been going to the gym and she has never shown an interest. If I say, "Hey I'm going to the
gym, you coming with?" She just says nahhh...
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A Nice Guy Lies
11 upvotes | February 28, 2018 | by yesbuthereswhy | Link | Reddit Link
I got back into reading NMMNG today for the first time in ages. I'm 25 and I actually read the book
at 17 or 18 because I was being conditioned from a good friend in his 30s. I am starting to read the
book again now because I do not want my marriage to spiral out of control. I came across a section of
NMMNG today that I don't know how to interpret.
Lying
Most Nice Guys pride themselves on being honest and trustworthy. Ironically, Nice Guys
are fundamentally dishonest. Nice Guys will tell lies, partial truths, and omit information if
they believe it will prevent someone from focusing on them in a negative way.
I am going to ask this dumb question because I am sick of hearing it and not knowing how to reply.
My wife loves to play the "Oh do you think that woman is attractive?" game with me. To her it's not a
game (shit test) but at the same time I don't know how to answer. When I got married I didn't just
become oblivious to other women around me. Women aren't just gray blobs of goop walking around.
I always find some clever way to give a roundassabout answer that is no but after reading this I feel
like I should just be flat out honest. I'm tired of lying to not hurt her feelings because I know damn
well that if the right circumstance came along she'd be on some other guy's jock. I'm not afraid of
saying tough things but I've got this mindset in my head that is "some things are better off not said."
Am I wrong to think this way?
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4 year LTR left. Need to get my shit together plus a kick in the
balls.
10 upvotes | August 21, 2020 | by LogicalBrah | Link | Reddit Link
Stats - 6’2” - 235 pounds - fucking fat. 35+ BMI. 31 years old, no kids, never married. Make good
money in sales, no debt, nice car, nice apartment. Just started working out again this week so can’t
lift much more than a pre teen.
6 years ago I had a bad breakup, found TRP and started getting my shit together. Started spinning 2-3
plates at a time, worked out basically every day and had a life of abundance. Shit was working, life
was good.
Met a girl 4 years ago, she was in open relationship with a guy 15 years older than her, she’s a year
younger than me. She was fucking me in Macy changing rooms, bathrooms, cars wherever - she was
hot and fun. We had fun for about 6 months, I got oneitis and tried locking her down. Even though I
had other girls I wanted her for some reason. She laughed at my plates, she knew she had me. She
branch swung from him to me, started living in my apartment.
I got fat and lazy, she did the same. We would come home and get drunk, smoke some weed, fuck
and go to bed. After 2 years neither one of us were the same person and started being miserable bickering and fighting about dumb shit. For the most part we got along and starfish sex was always
available. I knew I was a drunk captain but didn’t give a fuck if the ship crashed.
Relevant context 1- when we first started dating she made 1/3 of what I did, she now makes pretty much the same as I
do. I never asked for rent money or anything like that - she basically bought all the groceries and
that’s all she contributed financially which I was okay with. Money was never an issue.
2- we always slept separately in separate rooms from day one. Different schedules and sleeping
preferences (hamster)
3- neither one of us ever said “I love you” to each other ever. When she would speak with her parents
she didn’t say it either. Very little snuggling etc as well - just sex for intimacy.
4- we both have narcissistic and manipulative egos - she couldn’t authentically say “I’m sorry” when
she fucked up - always avoided responsibility and could gas light the fuck out of me. I don’t think
she’s BPD because no self harm, not super emotional, not a lot of drama.
About 6 months ago I found a paper bill from the cable company with just her name on it laying
around. This bill had an address I never heard of. I googled it and found the purchase title - she
bought a house late last year by herself 10 minutes away.
I confronted her, she admitted it and said it was her backup. She said when we fought I always
threatened her with kicking her out so she got a place just in case. My hamster ate that up - I thought
it was fucked up but in my head it was what it was.
I still don’t know how she did this without me knowing but whatever - I saw where it was going but
drunk captain didn’t care. I was still doing what I wanted and got my starfish pussy when I wanted. I
was totally okay with us just using each other until the wheels fell off.
After all of this she turned 30 and within a week asked about marriage and kids. I held firm that I
wasn’t interested. After that conversation shit tests and bitching turned up 100%. I usually passed
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these being very stoic and didn’t take the bait mostly. Overall IDNGAF and was good at STFU and
have her comfort when she needed it. She would call me an asshole, I would tell her make sure her
next boyfriend is super sweet and nice and laugh.
Three weeks ago she ruined some of my electronics being careless - $4k worth of shit I need to
replace. I threw a temper tantrum, she didn’t apologize or even act remorseful so I told her to go to
her house if she wants to break shit. She then did exactly that with little emotion. No yelling, she
packed up her shit and within 20 minutes was gone. While she was shuffling back and forth from the
car I was deleting her off my phone and blocking her from everywhere - I haven’t heard from her
since. I’m assuming she branch swung again - AWALT.
I don’t want her back, I know it was a dumpster of a relationship and I own fucking it all. I have
anger from it but I know it’s all ego. I became a boring, lazy, fat alcoholic. Looking back I think I
was a bitch and made her kill the puppy because I couldn’t/wouldn’t.
I will post on OYS next week and am committed to getting my shit together. I have already started
lifting which feels great, stopped smoking weed and went from drinking a bunch of hard liquor to
only a few beers throughout the week. Plan on being completely done with alcohol in another week
or so. Afraid to stop altogether and have heath issues.
I have old plates that I have been chatting up but it’s more or less attention validation. Pussy is the
last thing on my mind right now - I know I need to get my shit together first.
TLDR - Life was good 6 years ago after finding TRP, got oneitis and LTR’d a former slut, became a
fat boring mess, she left shortly after kids/marriage talk. Working on getting my shit together. Want
kick in balls feedback so I don’t let this happen again.
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Book recommendations?
10 upvotes | January 19, 2019 | by TrenGod37 | Link | Reddit Link
Read all of the sidebar books.
This month I read. Never split the difference. Can’t hurt me. Extreme ownership. Psycho cybernetics
All these books were really good but the book that literally lit a fire under my ass was The mindful
attraction plan.
That book changed my life and I haven’t been able to stop since. I’m a new person. I been staying
away from the forum. Reading and putting things to the test. Writing my thoughts off here.
Anyway I’m wondering if some of you can suggest another read or two. I’m more focusing on
bettering myself but I do like i aspects of books understand the dynamics of a healthy marriage like
MAP and MMSLP. My relationship is really fucking good because of the implementation of MAP
and all this. So my relationship isn’t an issue but it doesn’t hurt to brush up on things. My main focus
though is and as always should be. Bettering me.
Thanks for your suggestions guys
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Update, progress, and question.
10 upvotes | January 16, 2019 | by dll142 | Link | Reddit Link
I made a post about a situation and victim puke a couple weeks back. Got advice and comments here,
and applied them. I've been holding frame and applying STFU when applicable. My relationship with
my wife is uptrending.
However, last night, we were hanging out. She was telling me about some genetic test she took, its
results, and her shock about how accurate it was about her family ailments. I playfully bantered with
her and she was into it and kept on about the test. I kept bantering with her playfully and laughing
with her, then all of a sudden she blew up and called me a rude, condescending asshole. She told me
to change the subject and she was pissed. I laughed at her again and told her she was silly and over
reacting and she got angrier. I calmly got up and told her that I am done with this conversation and
that I have to leave early for work, so I was going to bed. I went to bed and she came in a half hour
later storming around. She said she was mad at me for not dropping the subject when I did (all I said
was she was over reacting a half hour before and laughed at her), and she was sleeping in one of the
guest rooms. I ignored her and went to sleep. I got up this morning and left for work and didn't speak
to or acknowledge her.
I think since she can see me on an uptrend, she threw me a nasty shit test to see if I was for real and I
think I passed it. Before I would have apologized and felt bad about her mood, but this time I didn't
care and actually saw her as a giant, ranting teenage girl (she's 42). Btw, she is in day 3 of shark
week. Thoughts?
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How fast you can get setback
10 upvotes | January 4, 2019 | by Mrp-InProgress | Link | Reddit Link
First real set back since taking the red pill. Too much red pill rage over how fucking pathetic I have
been and how long it’s gonna take to fix and victim puked to my wife and was an insecure little bitch.
Can’t even believe I did that, like WTF first rule is STFU....and I blew it.
Well that put me back a few weeks if not months. Any pointers after a serious blue pill meltdown
moment? Gonna shut the fuck up now......
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Just realised that my wife makes absolutely no sense when she
argues. What do you guys answer to "you hurt my feelings"?
10 upvotes | December 6, 2018 | by NateRobinsonIII | Link | Reddit Link
TRP really opened my eyes. I finally understand that I'm not responsible for her well being. We had a
fight and I held frame. Didn't give her an inch. Even when she said I hurt her feelings and I need to
apologize. I didn't, so she left the room. Eventhough I probably handled the situation right I still feel
bad. What would you answer to that?
Btw I didn't do anything bad. She just said it to manipulate me to apologize. I saw right through it,
but I still feel bad. Should I handle it differently next time?
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FRs from men with depressed wives
10 upvotes | December 4, 2018 | by electric_dragon1 | Link | Reddit Link
Wife was diagnosed as depressed this week, confirming and explaining many of her behaviors that
I've observed for many years- suddenly makes lots of sense.
Interested in any resources that can help here- applying dread seems like an easy way to trigger
suicidal thoughts. We're going to find her therapy and some pills... but I'm not sure how to preserve
my sanity / continue with MRP in the meanwhile. Self improvement on my side isnt going to slow
down one iota, etc. But really worried about gaslighting being a consequence of her new diagnosis
and this becoming a new normal.
Has anyone been here? How did it play out? What applies in MRP vs in dealing with non-depressed
women? Please only reply if you have direct experience. Thanks
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Stay vs. Go Plan At Odds?
10 upvotes | November 30, 2018 | by hack3ge | Link | Reddit Link
Requisite stats: 175lbs, 5'8", 14%BF, BP 210, SQ 365, DL 415

As I progress in my MAP I am finding that there are things I would do differently if I was going to
leave my wife vs. stay with her. The standard shit is all pretty straight forward: controlling
finances/budgets, owning shit around the house, leading my kids/wife, hobbies, friends, etc.
However, I am finding that some things I surely wouldn't do or would be counter-intuitive to do if I
were to leave.

For example, if I stay I certainly am going to be purchasing some real estate investment properties for
passive income but if I were to leave the reduction to a single income and a tighter budget increases
the risk of doing this. Also, I have been starting to work on building a coaching practice which I have
been doing for free to test out some of my ideas with friends/family but moving this to the next stage
would be additional income that would increase my alimony/child support in the divorce. These are
just a few examples and I am finding there are others that are not quite as impactful but similar.

The idea of not moving forward on things and delaying them because of concern for an unknown
future event just doesn't sit well with me but these things do have real world implications.

As I write this not sure I have a question other than looking for alternative ways to look at the
situation.
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Setting the bar so high?
10 upvotes | November 30, 2018 | by TrenGod37 | Link | Reddit Link
I was in a 5 year relationship that was ass. It was my fault. I got lazy. I cheated. I lied constantly to
avoid arguments. I didn’t own my shit. Kept relapsing, I didn’t care anymore. All the while I still
lived like I was single. I was RP throughout but applied to everything but my GF In a sense. I didn’t
even want to try to make things better. I realized that unless I killed the puppy I wasn’t going to
change. I kicked her out.
It was the first day of the rest of my life. When I say my life went a total 180 in a month I mean total.
I don’t know what really lit a fire under my ass but whatever it was and it had been here ever single.
I’d say I finally found my mission and my fulfillment and attention became absorbed in that rather
than drugs and getting women.
From that month I left my job to go to a new career. I Love working with my hands. I love building
shit. I love learning. And I love money. I got an opportunity to go to school for HVAC (all paid for)
this is something I have always wanted to not only learn but eventually start my own business in. In
the meantime I got hired for a guy I always wanted to work for making Great money and learning
how to build houses from scratch. Again another thing I’ve always wanted to learn how to do because
I want to flip house in the near future. I literally jump out of bed in the morning to go to work. Much
like I used to jump out of bed when I knew I was going to cope drugs from my dealer. It is the first
time I have found fulfillment in something other than women and drugs.
I was living in a mansion a place I really couldn’t afford and was renting. I moved the fuck out and in
with a buddy (not ideal but it’s a strategic sacrifice to save money for a house and get out of debt)
I won’t go much further into the other shit I have been doing because that’s not what this is about.
I have a new girl now and this is the best relationship I ever had. She literally follows everything. I
lead. She follows. I handle everything. She messages me everyday saying how grateful she is. That
I’m everything she never even knew she wanted. I can’t even go to the store to get milk without
getting my dick sucked. This shit works.
TL;DR and my question:
I’m wondering am I shooting myself in the foot here by setting the bar this high? I mean I literally
have been applying everything to this new relationship that besides my financial situation. I have
everything so on point. My girl is in bliss. I’m jacked. I’m firm. I have boundaries. I make plans I set
dates. I provide tons of comfort. I have a mission. I have goals. I make a list of them everyday. I
don’t sleep or stop till everything is done. I work my ass off. She feeds off my drive and she becomes
motivated herself. I know she and most all women never experienced this. (Including me) But...
Will there come a time now where this will become expected of me to a point where I almost can’t do
any more to “up the ante” and I’ll be continuing busting my ass and almost get burnt out?
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Mixed signals from wife lately
10 upvotes | November 9, 2018 | by LongRoad_518 | Link | Reddit Link
So RP at beginning of October, lots of ups and downs so far. See my OYS for details.
This week though my wife has confused the fuck out of me. Monday/Tuesday - wonderfully sweet,
great passionate sex (better than in a really long time). Wednesday she went to bed early, last night
she went to bed early. Today she says she thinks I'm perverted, treat her like a piece of meat, she's not
interested in that at all (she certainly was Monday and Tuesday!), wants to be a nun, all guys are sick.
Conversation went on for a bit, but I fogged/negative inquiry. Didn't apologize for any of it. She
never flat out said she doesn't like it, but she doesn't ever think about it and that I think about it ALL
THE TIME which makes her digusted.
I know you can't negotiate desire, but for two days it's there and then it's gone. The sex from months
past were starfish, Mon/Tue were not. Now this... it's confusing as hell. I'll keep the current path (lift,
read, STFU) - feeling great and calmer than ever. But this has been bothering me... I know I shouldn't
care but the mixed signals make me question if I'm trying to initiate too much (daily) and flubbing
with ass grabs, touching, etc.
I am tracking her cycle, yesterday/today should be ovulation so it's a bit surprising that she effectively
shut down. Also, I can't pinpoint anything on my side - no beta behavior, no change at all from
Tues->Wed.

Edit: checked her tracking app - ovulation was Tuesday. This explains her actions Mon-Tues. Still
going to bed early - at least she's going to sleep. Will post more in my OYS this week. Still makes me
angry but at least I'm not complaining and victim puking.
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Alpha married with older women?
10 upvotes | October 31, 2018 | by Bruchibre | Link | Reddit Link
I've recently seen that:
- Chris Hemsworth (35) was married with Elsa Pataki, 6 years older than him
- Jason Momoa (39) was married with Lisa Bonet, 12 years older than him with a kid from her
previous marriage.
These two dudes are the personification of alphaness on cinema screens and make all pussies wet.
How do you explain this? Are these guys not so alpha or are these women very high SMV? These
two could basically bang 18yo top models any day of the week.
Any of you married with older women?
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The stay plan. The go plan. Killing puppies.
10 upvotes | October 23, 2018 | by ieatclicks | Link | Reddit Link
Without loading a bunch of puke into your day, last night I realized how important the phrase, “the
stay plan is the same as the go plan” is.
This process has no mantras. No 12 steps (though OYS seems a little that way) to drive you through
it. I realized I am the steps.
The reactions of your spouse don’t change the plan. Neither do their emotions or their attempts to
manipulate. You own the steps.
Your obligation is to grow and learn how to assert your needs as the best choice for you and your
spouse and your family. If those choices are challenged by factors or action of others- then your stay
plan is not the same as your go plan and you don’t own your process because as evidenced by how
easily it is derailed.
I did not get what I wanted by way of reaction or physical intimacy last night. So what? Boohoo. Plan
remains the same.
So the question I have for y’all is this: MAP in hand, it is time to kill the puppy. Move fast or move
slow? Anyone with experience? Fast seems best to get on with my own life. Slow seems best for all
the others involved. I’m gonna get divorce drilled in this as I am in the very worst tactical position SAHM, I make 6 figure, few kids in tow...
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I just started lurking on this sub, but is it for me?
10 upvotes | October 22, 2018 | by WhyAmIMisterPinkk | Link | Reddit Link
I see a lot of people complaining about their marriage. I’m actually rather happy with mine. I’ve got
someone who is beautiful and treats me like a king and I love her very much. The problem, you see,
is that I am not worthy of the praise and love that I receive. I have let myself go, I don’t take proper
advantage of my opportunities at work, I’m lazy, I don’t work out, the list goes on. I’m looking to
better MYSELF, and in turn, keep the marriage strong. Am I in the right place? I have read the
sidebar and I’m interested in any opinions regarding which of the various pieces of literature might
be best for me to start with. Thank you for any advice.
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Diet Help
10 upvotes | October 12, 2018 | by ChokingDownRP | Link | Reddit Link
Age 40 6'4" 245lbs (down from 283), 21% BF (Omron handheld scanner).
Unplugged in January, life is mostly good these days, It's like I've learned Kung-fu like Neo. Wife
and others are responding positively to physical and attitude changes.
Physical Gainz came easily at first, I was seemingly losing fat and building muscle simultaneously
just by lifting and cutting out garbage foods...for a little while (maybe 2 months or so). Noob gainz
stalled & I decided to focus on eating better, losing weight. That worked for a while, though muscle
gainz slowed or stalled. Weight loss has also stalled again. over the past couple of weeks. I
understand that you cannot burn fat & build muscle simultaneously over the long run. Do I need to
alternate between cutting weight and building muscle?
I want to be lean, not the fat guy with muscles...what is my best approach going forward - focus on
cutting weight, or focus on heavy lifting & building muscle? What are the best resources available to
dial in my diet and control macros? I want to make sure my diet is dialed in to optimally support me
reaching my goals as efficiently as possible.
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Want a LTR, plates too distracting
10 upvotes | October 8, 2018 | by Marriedman85 | Link | Reddit Link
I recently have gotten out of a 10 year marriage (15 years together) . For the past 6 months, I
basically spent most of my free time (when not looking after my kid or working) spinning plates,
most of which i dedicated a significant amount of time to (probably more FWB than plates, to be
honest). I have however been lifting heavy 2-3 times a week, and do MMA training 1-2 times a week,
so have been using some of my time wisely.

What I have realized is that this took way too much time away from my mission. It also felt like I
wasn't congruent. For this (and many other reasons), I've decided I would prefer a LTR one on one
relationship. One of the people I was seeing is in my opinion LTR material, and I am planning on
taking a redpill approach to the relationship. The things I am worried about right now are getting
Oneitis, and making the same mistakes as in my previous relationship. Also, I am still concerned with
Rollo's idea of a LTR not being an end goal....which means perhaps I am doing this too quickly.

My questions are:
1) Are there any other people that started a new relationship after being married/together for a long
time, that had similar realizations?
2) What are some of the things that I should be thinking about when starting a new relationship
(maybe stuff not specifically in the side bar)?
3) Is this too soon to start a LTR?

Thanks
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Can someone explain to me the reference about loading the
dish washer?
10 upvotes | October 4, 2018 | by throwawayfaggo | Link | Reddit Link
I've now seen it in a few places including MMSLP. Just curious.
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First post, great life makeover.
10 upvotes | October 2, 2018 | by Nuwanda206 | Link | Reddit Link
Age 30, married for almost 4 years, LTR 6 years, no kids.
Stats: H 5’9’’, W 178, BF% 20%, SQ 205, BP 165, DL 250.
Read most of the sidebar; the book that made me swallow the pill was “The Manipulated Man”, it
made me angry for a couple of weeks, but eventually led me to read the rest of the sidebar, so that
particular one was my life changer.
Testosterone levels check pending, though no symptoms, and I get night and morning boners every
single day, been building good muscle and sex almost 4 times a week.
Sexual Initiations / Rejections (for the past month): 16/16 - Same kpi before the last 2 months: 10/2
Women besides wife I could call right now: 2
I’m finally taking the time to write this post, to acknowledge how TRP has changed my life
drastically. Basically all you need to know is that I grew up in a matriarchy where my dad was just a
money supplier and I was basically raised by my mother. This led me to being the perfect Nice Guy,
that dude that chicks would text all day but would never go out with, in fact I had only one girlfriend
for 4 years whom I never had sex with, and actually dumped me for “being too mature”, which can be
translated as being a “beta fuck”. After that girlfriend, I went out with another girl with whom I
actually had sex with, and eventually got married at 26.
4 years later, I got pretty fat, and was operating as a textbook drunk captain so the past two years sex
basically dried out, I stopped playing guitar, and stopped hanging out with my friends; I bitched
about my job everyday with my wife and became stuck in videogames, so I do not blame her.
A couple of months ago, I came across a video on youtube about “monk mode”, and I figured I could
apply that to my physique, so I joined a gym with my friends. As research continued, I eventually
came across Rollo Tomassi and TRP. I read the side bar and started building back my own frame and
discovering my life-long sleeping masculinity. I lost 26 pounds and went from 40% bf to 19% in 3
months, I’m currently doing powerlifting 3 times a week and calisthenics 2 times a/w, my body has
completely changed and my wife has noticed. I stopped bitching about my job, and I started handling
things at home, even the most basic things such as paying the bills myself instead of leaving that to
my wife (despite that I’m the only source of income for my house). Went to fix my teeth, bought new
clothes, did some maintenance around the house, fixed the cars, started going out with the dudes
again at least twice a week, stopped giving the wife flowers every time I wanted to initiate, stopped
being all cheesy and saying “I love you” every day all the time, and I lead outings instead of asking
her where does she want to go. In other words, I started owning my shit. Since then, I get to choose
when to have and not have sex; she will even wait for me awake when I go out with my friends to
have sex as soon as I cross the door. There hasn’t been a time in the past 2 months that initiation
wouldn’t lead to great sex.
Three weeks ago I went out of town for business, I bought a cheap phone, and went out to a bar,
approached a HB9 and couldn’t believe it actually happened but we danced and talked a lot. I told her
that I was looking for something casual and discrete as I was in a LTR. This totally turned her on and
we went to a hotel room and we had awesome sex, almost porn-like. I travel every week to that town
due to my job, and I’ve seen her ever since; she doesn’t know my real name, and I told her I live in a
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different town from where I actually live, I do know her real name and she gave me her Ig, she
basically likes this scheme as she is busy all week long. She basically worships me when I’m with
her, and we’ve become fuck buddies, which has been a big confidence boost.
So after all this, comes the anger not at my wife, but at myself. I know I got myself into marriage and
nobody put a gun to my head, but I’ve lately been thinking a lot about if I would’ve swallowed the
pill 6 years earlier, chances are I wouldn’t be married. I enjoy my wife’s company and she is
respectful, but I can’t suppress the feeling that I wasted my 20’s and only been laid with 2 different
women in my entire life; so controlling those feelings and frustration has been my focus lately.
Thank you for taking the time to read, any feedback, comments or suggestions on how to manage
these feelings will be most welcome.
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Need serious advice about a plate
10 upvotes | September 24, 2018 | by throwawaywithstyle5 | Link | Reddit Link
First time autistic faggot posting, here.
Ben swallowing the red pill for about 9 months. I'm not there yet.
Seeing good progress in myself, my frame, and in the bedroom. Wife gets the tingles more often. She
is more in my frame now than she's ever been, before or after marriage.
Spun the wrong plate and took it farther than I should of. too far. Inadequate/insufficient vetting on
my part, and fucking idiotic of me. Now this crazy bitch is threatening to go straight to my wife and
fuck up all of my/our progress, and take me down with her as she self-destructs on her nosedive
toward her own rock-bottom, all cause some twisted sense of her own religious self-righteousness.
I know I need to beat her to the punch, but how do I frame this to my wife without cowering like a
fucking dog with my tail between my legs? How do I do damage control?
I realy am looking for real advice. Thanks in advance.
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Thank You
10 upvotes | September 11, 2018 | by parkerfiveone | Link | Reddit Link
Deleted
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Crunch time
10 upvotes | August 19, 2018 | by discard9090 | Link | Reddit Link
51yo with 46yo gf. 2.5 year relationship. I have two boys, 13 & 16yo. She has a 16yo son who is a
best friend with my eldest. Sex life has been great and I probably click more with this woman on that
level than any of my past girlfriends. It’s wide open, anything goes, and she’s the sort of woman than
needs a couple of orgasms a day and loves me waking her up with a stiff cock slipping in from
behind.
We don’t live together.
Read NMMNG, Rational Male, WISNIFG plus a bunch of David Deida stuff.
6’4” , 190 lbs, lifting for a couple of years, around 15% bf. Hit the gym 4 x a week without fail and
despite her regular tests along the lines of “But we could just go for a walk on the beach instead!” or
“You’d rather go to the gym than stay in bed and make love with me?” or “Deadlifts are really
dangerous, you should come and help me move some furniture instead”.
I have many more demands on my time than she does. My work, my kids, my hobbies, gym,
meditation etc etc. She doesn’t work (relies on rental income), is a lot less hands on as a parent than I
am and so has way more time on her hands than I do.
From the beginning, it’s been a fairly constant complaint from her that I don’t prioritise her or the
relationship, that I never have enough time for her, that she feels alone in the relationship, that I am
too autonomous etc etc She doesn’t feel special etc etc
I’ve learnt to not DEER around this stuff and to FOG it pretty well. I do slip into DEERING around
other stuff that comes from left field and this is my real edge at present — really being vigilant
around my own reactivity as this woman brings it up in spades in me if I drop my awareness and to
be honest it’s been a pretty dramatic relationship until I really committed to applying the tools.
Fogging, AM, AA, not DEERING, STFU etc but she does still get under my skin from time to time
and I react.
So it’s against this constant backdrop of “I am not special to you, You don’t have enough time for
me” that our relationship exists. Having said that, when it’s good it’s really good. When I have the
time and give her my energy & presence, she really responds in a positive way and it’s fucking great
and she’s a lot of fun. 2.5 years in and I love fucking her more than ever. I know how to light her up
and she responds instantly. But most of the time I am busy with my life and so she apparently feels
neglected. There’s not a lot I can do about this as I am not giving up any of my current commitments
to spend more time with her.
I recently bought a new house. She has an overseas trip coming for 6 weeks, travelling for some of
the time with her parents and her son, and a couple of weeks traveling with old friends on and off.
She explained that she would like to move in to my new place prior to her trip and then for a couple
of months on her return so as to rent out her main place for 6 months.
I said I don’t think that’s a good idea at all. I don’t think it will be good for us as a couple and also
maybe not for my youngest son (as she doesn’t get on that great with him). Come and visit
occasionally I said, but having you and your son live with me and my kids isn’t something I want to
take on right after I move, not to mention her cat on all my new furniture and bedding etc.
This has precipitated something of a rupture in our relationship. She can’t believe that I wouldn’t
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want to unconditionally have her for stay with me for a few weeks before she goes and again on her
return. Again, it’s proof that I don’t love her or care for her. But I stand my ground, even if I do start
DEERing on this point, even to the point of telling her that having her around 24/7 wouldn’t add
much value to my life. Of course, she was appalled and relishes telling me just how much all her
girlfriends were horrified that I would say that. “Just sharing my awesome life with you should be
enough for you!” LOL.
It sort of feels like crunch time for me. I don’t want to live with her, even on a temporary basis
straight after moving into a new house. The move is a big transition for my boys and I and I want to
share the initial time in the new house with them alone as my immediate family.
And here’s the kicker. Most of the time while she’s away, she’s travelling with her parents and her
son but she will be spending a few days (with her son) visiting an ex-bf from about 10 years ago and
is also spending a few days (without her son) with some other old male friend, not an ex though. I’ve
made it clear that she’s free to visit whoever she likes but I’ll admit that I do come across as jealous
and she jokingly teases me about liking that I am jealous as it means I “do want her” and “don’t want
to share her”. I’m at my edge with this whole thing and pretty much just have to fall back to STFU
although internally it’s highlighting my own lack of abundance mentality and lack of options here.
Again, she’s free to do what she wants but I’m sure as hell not going to entertain the notion of having
her live with me before and after her trip under these circumstances. But damn it’s hard to not appear
insecure.
Right now, I’m pretty close to just pulling the pin on the whole thing. I’ve spent the whole weekend
moving in, single-handed, whilst feeling unwell. She’s been off on dinners with friends, at a salsa
party, seeing a couple of bands and very much making a point of “having fun” while I’ve been
moving in, even to the point of shit testing me about not coming out and having fun with her as
though I am letting her down by not going out. It’s fucking nuts hearing her lay that trip on me in the
middle of moving house and it’s all I can do to bite my tongue at the ridiculousness of it all. Yeah,
she’s feeling unloved and rejected to an extent because I didn’t just roll out the red carpet for her in
my new house. I even invited her to dinner tonight at the new place but she wanted to go see a band
instead.
I suppose this is my one and only victim puke. If I didn’t like fucking her so much I’d walk away, but
she’s definitely got under my skin and the thought of someone else fucking her right now doesn’t sit
so great with me. At what point do you just say "fuck it"?
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You're a bad dad!
10 upvotes | August 16, 2018 | by FoxShitNasty83 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 5' 6" / 158Lb / Bf 21% / 35yo
SQ 170
OHP 75
DL 155
BP 105
ROW 100
So I do own my shit, I am a busy blur moving target. I fucked up and i want to redeem myself.
I have been asking my wife to do more stuff in an attempt to lead, on my way out to work i asked the
wife to put the laundry away please. I washed it ironed it and ran out of baskets so it needed to be put
away.
I get home and the house is a shit state she is out with the kids and the laundry isnt away various kid
pants on the living room floor, not going to be butthurt so as the captain I roll up my sleeves and start
clearing up the mess putting clothes away and getting dinner ready.
wife rocks up with kids but im smiles and say nothing just carry on sorting shit out. I start getting the
kids to bed and start to head out to the gym. Wife starts putting washing away and asks me if i can
put my own washing away (Shit test) as i haddnt finished. I was going out so dumped it in a basket
and said laters... off i trot and have a great lifting session.
Next day my eldest son exclaims... "you're a bad dad"
Me: "whys that"
Son: "mummy said you didnt help put the washing away"
Me: "do you think im a bad dad?"
Son: "but mummy says you didnt help"
.... I left it at that got angry and here i am.
Options please gents:
Worth calling out her bullshit?
Give less fucks
Stick my dick in a meat grinder
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Matrix, mother-fucker, you can't quit...
10 upvotes | July 25, 2018 | by johneyapocalypse | Link | Reddit Link
Dude, if you're done then the world has turned on its axis.
The sun is exploding. The earth is imploding. The universe is amiss.
You aren't done. You can't be done.
You're just down. And that's okay.
Done versus down.
A couple of letters difference, but those letters mean a lot.
I've been traveling a bit. I didn't see your message until just now.
You'll get through this, bro.
You're not done mother-fucker, you're just down.
And that's okay.
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Wife still wants to see friend who's in love with her
10 upvotes | July 22, 2018 | by monkey__harris | Link | Reddit Link
OK, so I'm new to MRP but have read NMMNG and working through WISNIFG. I'm guessing the
answers here are going to be stfu, sidebar and lift, but thought I'd ask anyway...
My wife (37) is an artist. She's been working hard for a few years, getting better and better but
without any commercial success yet. This means she has very little feedback on her work.
We moved to a new city last year and she met a load of people on the local art scene. One of them, a
divorced depressive guy (50s) she hit it off with as he really liked her work. She also really likes his
work.
Surprise surprise, he's now in love with her. She still wants to see him as he's been really helpful with
her work and she likes spending time with him talking about art. He's the first person she's really
clicked with about art-related stuff.
I don't know what to do about this. Part of me thinks its her emotional drama and I shouldn't be
sucked in. That I should just stfu etc and get on with improving my own life. Part of me worries that I
need to set some boundaries here.
Any insight welcomed. Even if it's just stfu, sidebar, lift.
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Wife wants feelings justified. How’d I do?
10 upvotes | July 4, 2018 | by hopinghobby | Link | Reddit Link
where I am at
Been working through everything I read in the sidebar (I’m reading MMSLP I’m about halfway. I
been picking at it everyday. Little by little) . Lifting has never been an issue. My goals have been to
stfu and not allow myself to enter her frame. This shit isn’t called hard mode for nothing. She knows
exact what buttons to push. I find myself wanting to snap constantly. But I keep saying stfu. Don’t
enter her frame. Go do something.
the incident
I invited some of our friends over for a forth of July party. Grill and fireworks. We needed to run to
the store t”o grab stuff. We had a time frame to prep before I told people to show up. So my goal was
to be in and out.
I tell her this. “In and out we need to get back” because I know how she is when we go to the grocery
store.
Sure enough she’s taking forever so I go off and grab exactly what we need. While she sits and
debated what the ripest avocado is (we didn’t even need them for the party).
When I get done. I meet back up with her. She says I just need to grab a case of water for the house.
So I go with her. Of course I’d normally carry the case from the self to the cart but I had received and
important text from a buddy. (Yea it could have waited but I didn’t even think anything. I looked and
responded.) And she’s fully capable to carry it herself. so she grabs it and walks it over to our cart.
She’s standing there staring over my shoulder at what I’m texting. She knows I hate this and it was
personal stuff from a friend that didn’t involve her. So I said stop being nosey. I hate when you do
that. Or something of the sort.
She puts the water in the cart and says, why do you always have to be an asshole.
I ignore it. She’s in a mood now. I check my stuff out. And go to the car.
She’s driving, so she goes in and won’t open my door. I stand there, she pulls forward. I stay put for a
sec then walk up to the door and keep pulling at the handle and locking on the window. She opens it.
I get in and say. “That was a gooood one babe. You got me so good (in a sarcastic but playful. You
can do better tone)” She smirks then goes back to being pissed off
Again just let it be.
Then she goes “are you going to apologize?”
“No”
“do you even care about my feelings? You don’t do you?”
I never said that
“You never respect me. Or how I feel. And I do everything for you”
I do respect you.
“Yadda yadda. Now yelling about how I didn’t help her with directions I didn’t even know she
needed”
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I laugh and say geeez at this point because I can’t even help it. She’s just finding something to get
mad at.
We get home and I ask her a legit question about something with the party. She ignores me. I don’t
have time for this. I go in the house.
I’m literally taking a quick she and she swings the door open.
Asking if I’m going to bring up the exact stuff I asked her if she wanted me to leave in her car or not.
I said
“ I asked you ignored me. So I will get it later”
She said “I ignored you because that’s what you do to me”
“I’m not going to argue with you over trivial stuff, so that’s why I ignore you. ”
(I deer here. I caught it after but it is what it is. I’m still learning)
Now she’s going off on how I didn’t help her carry the water to the cart. When in reality I know it
was how I responded to her peering over my should to the text. So I stop this dead.
I’m not doing this. If you needed help you could have asked.
“Look at me. Can you just be nice to me. And respect me”
Of course. I love you!
And then there wasn’t much said after this.
The rest of the night was fine. She is on her period and still blew me. And we all had a fucking blast
but I deal with something like this almost daily. About something usually stupid. If I had to get this is
coming from a place of needing comfort.
my personal thoughts
She wants my attention. Love and affection. But I am having such a hard time gaming her. I just
don’t have that drive in me like I used to. I think about how much i liked her when we first met. And
I can’t find that spunk in me anymore to do all I used to anymore. I think it’s because of the constant
nagging. I never really been beta to her. always on the alpha side just lack some leadership skills in
the relationship.
I have cheated before and women give me lots of attention. So I’m sure it adds to the constant need of
comfort but The cheating was pretty far in the past. I’m starting to wonder if this is a sign it’s time to
cut things loose. I really do have some good times with her. And in the grand scheme of things our
relationship is really good. But I find myself lacking the drive to put in crazy efforts to game and give
her affection. And the thing is I do put in effort but it’s almost like I can’t do it fast enough. Or
enough to satisfy what she Is looking for. Or maybe that’s just an excuse on my part because I don’t
feel like trying. I’m not sure. It’s like I’ll show her love and affection But she is constantly trying to
drag more of it out of me. And as you know this can come off unauthentic if that’s the case. She also
nags a lot and it causes me to not want to award that behavior. I’m not sure if the nagging is coming
from the lack of attention. Or what.
And I honestly got thrown off when she asked me if I care about her feelings. Because I know I’m
not supposed to. But I also am not supposed to communicate that with her.
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Acta Non Aska
10 upvotes | July 2, 2018 | by johneyapocalypse | Link | Reddit Link
For the next 20 or so assholes planning to post, I want to offer some advice.
Practical advice. Advice about life, and living, and doing.
We often read the phrase "acta non verba" which means act, don't speak.
I'd like to take that phrase to the next logical step as it relates to MRP - or at least Ask MRP - and
encourage you to consider "acta non aska" - or act, don't ask.
Don't ask, type a post, wait for an answer, and then act (ATWA).
Instead, simply "acta" or act.
Why?
Because the very act of acting – and I don't mean acting like you're in a movie dumbass - I mean
acting like executing - like doing - is a necessary part of your personal growth. Of evolving. Of
becoming a man. Of going from "faggot" to "the man" and everything that entails.
Sure, you might act wrong, but so might we all.
Christ, the overwhelming majority of my own personal growth has come from acting wrong - my
mistakes - not my successes.
You don't need a bunch of anonymous strangers to validate your choices or lay out your path or help
reconcile your decisions, you just need action, and if the action comes from within then you are
responsible for your personal growth and grow even more.
In that that action is independence. In that action is strength. In that action is absolution. In that action
is the very essence of "being a man" that you crave so very much. In that action is frame, and frame,
as you’ll soon come to understand, is everything.
Very, very few questions posted here are of such magnitude - and special circumstances - as to be
justly influenced by the opinions of our masses.
You risk little when you act, but you gain much.
Acta non aska.
When you simply "acta" you grow. When you grow you improve. When you improve you become
the man you want to be.
Give it a try.
What do you have to lose, pussy?
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How can I stop feeling the need to explain myself all the time?
10 upvotes | June 28, 2018 | by squidwig | Link | Reddit Link
I always feel the need to explain myself. It’s like I can’t handle when someone thinks something that
is completely untrue or completely misunderstanding the point.
If my wife says something that doesn’t make any sense to a decision I made I almost feel the need to
correct her train of thought. Or DEER.
“That doesn’t even make any sense.. and away I go”
same with a post over in TRP. An outside sub had posted about “red pillers” and how awful they
were and how the women escaped a prison when it came to their relationships with ex boyfriends
who followed the red pill.
And it immediately made me want to ask them. How your ex improving himself a prison. It’s clear
your ex didn’t actually follow........ you get the picture.
It’s a constant need to DEER. I do everything in my life with a purpose so if my wife. Friends. Etc
are going to question something I do. Or try to turn it into something it’s not. I hate having them
think that way so i try to change it.
How can I stop this?
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[Update 3] Trial Separation, Frame, and Lawyers...
10 upvotes | June 27, 2018 | by broneilbro | Link | Reddit Link
I wanted to provide an update since my wife decided she wants to do the "trial separation" aka "soft
divorce".
First I want to thank everybody who as provided advice since I swallowed the pill in October. I have
become aware of who I was, am and where I need to be. I have to say the me from a year ago would
have been crying like a bitch. Damn hypergamy is a bitter truth.
As in my previous posts I was initially shocked by the delivery of the news but I had seen the red
flags over the months; distancing herself, lack of communication, projection of insecurities; oh and
the Chad.
I minimized calling her shit out because it would come from a place of weakness and insecurity like I
have done in the past. It was pretty DGAF about it and STFU. Also deployed it is just a bad idea.
Since she dropped the news two weeks ago, she actually has reached out more and seemed more
cordial for some reason. I think it was my DGAF reaction which was STFU and minimal DEER with
more AA than usual. She was expecting the tears and anger but more like laughs and amusement.
Our most recent conversation started with us talking about logistics of her move and how my
daughter is doing in school etc (RESET). I discussed my plan when I returned as I have a lot on my
plate that is requiring logistics but I'm compressing them together to minimize distractions. After that
she started to drive the conversation about the reasons why she wanted the separation.
She started to discuss a lot of insecurities she had with me, "was I cheating while deployed, why I
was going to the gym, etc" and that is when it clicked. She had talked 15 minutes all about herself
and my "wrongs".
I calmly told her that it seemed she was projecting insecurities and there was some guilt behind it,
and asked if she had anything she wanted to tell me. She paused and was caught off guard because
she was used to me DEERing and defending my BP self. She said she didn't but one knew she does.
I told her that I am focused on my daughter right now and the outcome of her actions will have. She
wanted to talk about the trial separation "plan" which I told her that we would deal with it when I got
home because I'm focused on the mission. I also told her we would stay to our martial vows, but if
that changed be up front and not waste my time. Again she was taken back by it.
During this I was very calm and collected and ensured minimal DEERing and emotion. As I talked to
her internally I was questioning why would I even want to "date" her, but I didn't let that bleed
through. I could hear her hamster spinning because effectively I wasn't clamoring to have her take me
back etc. I was recalling the priceless advice within the RP texts.
After I talked to her, I called 3 lawyers to ensure I get my plan together. One of them who has been
doing divorce for 20+ years told me my story is no different but he did mention how positive I was.
He usually gets BPs sobbing on the phone and I was laughing because I was amused with myself and
how I was handling this. Since I'm military he is going to help me out as he knows what it is like as
he is a Vet. He told me to stay the course and be cordial because it can get ugly fast. I told him to
generate a 50/50 split of custody with every other week, she keeps what is hers and I keep the debt
and my assets. He said that it was a good deal and meditation can work if it is at this point.
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The dude was RP as he agreed that the "trial separation" is just "Let her blame him for not working
out". He also mentioned the possibility of a Chad and how many times he has seen it where the wife
wants to divorce due to Chad and the husband gets the newer model. Wife tries to change the
agreement after the fact because of it lol.
With that said; I am remaining the course. I am working out and hitting PRs each week. I am stowing
cash, looking at places to live, and I am actually excited about the prospect. I have reached out to
multiple social groups that I want to be a part of and working the problem. I am also reading Superior
Man right now and I have to say it is a solid read and rings true. Personal reflection is a bitch
sometimes but I have to say that you cannot change until you become aware.
Overall, I am satisfied where I stand as I am feeling I am in control of my agency, and I appreciate
the advice and reach out that MRP has provided. I'm looking forward to my return.
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Wife likes the idea of me but hates me in practice.
10 upvotes | June 24, 2018 | by BuffaloFartFace | Link | Reddit Link
My wife and I have been together for 5 years and married for 3 and we have no children. Recently
I’m starting to understand that she loves the idea of me but actually hates me in practice.
When we first met it was awesome, we’d go out all the time, have great adventures, be spontaneous,
have great sex, get drunk and just have a good time all around. Then we decided to move in together
and thats when things started to change a bit. It started with small things, like her not enjoying my
music anymore or complaining about me wanting to go out. I’ll admit though I was a beta I didn’t see
the signs then when I should have.
Fast forward our lives a bit we ended up moving to a different part of the US to get away from our
hometown for a bit. I took a better job where I could work from home and she decided she would find
something when we got out to our destination. Also we were engaged at this point.
When we settle into our new location and home I pick up all the bills for a whole summer since she
cant find a job, cool, no problem, I’m a man and I can do that. She ends up getting a job and paying
for some things, I still held a majority of the bills though. This is where the change really started
happening.
Turn out she doesn’t like the way I dress, the music I listen to, the way I handle my stress, that I get
to loud when I am happy or too quiet when I am tired. This is the big one here, I even for a time was
convinced I was an alcoholic because she started not liking me when I drink ( I would maybe have 4
beers a week while I played battlefield on the couch to relax). I even started attending AA until I had
some realizations about my “problem”.
She’s asked me to change so much and I have done it all but she’s still treats me and makes me feel
like I’m a crazy person.
Fast Forward one more time, we are moving back to our home state because I got an amazing job
paying way more and treating me way better. She just straight up does not want to work anymore,
and she does not want kids, she wants to be what she calls “the angel of the house”. I’m stressed out
right now trying to prove myself in my first few months of my new job and helping with the move
back, and I am expected in the office the first day back in state.
I’ve confronted her many times trying to have some conversation about tit, I’ve admitted many times
my faults and am more than willing to change them and work with her but all she wants to do is point
fingers and not compromise on anything. Everything is always my fault and I’m fucking sick of it.
These women in 1st world countries are so god damned entitled. I’m ready for the Red Pill but I
don’t know what to do.
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Getting divorced, don't feel like sex
10 upvotes | June 19, 2018 | by Marriedman85 | Link | Reddit Link
I posted on here a while ago, but a quick recap:
About 3 months ago I found out my wife of 10 years (together 15 years) has been having an affair.
She left me for the other dude. She finally moved out a few weeks ago, currently still have to see her
as we have joint custody of my 3 year old son. Divorce settled, but still has to go through the legal
channels (I made well, got the house and let off the hook for most alimony, got to love the country I
live in....)
Been seeing someone for the past 6 weeks. Solid 6, wants sex all the time, is very caring and
constantly wants to do stuff for me. I've been trying to work on myself in the meantime (sidebar,
rational male, lots of RSD vids), but between a peak at work and taking care of the kid and
everything, its hard to find energy. Have still been working out 3 x a week (1x bjj, 2x lifting), and am
trying to quite smoking again (started when I found out about the affair). Probably not sleeping
enough either, but eating healthy and am at about 12% bf.
Here is the problem. My sex drive seems to have bottomed out...Even though I have access whenever
I want, I just don't feel like it a lot of the time. This is very strange for me (always had a high sex
drive). Wanted to go and get t-levels tested in the next couple of weeks to see if that is the problem.
Apart from that, I really am at a loss. Any ideas?
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SO flipped out because I talked to these two girls while she was
talking to another dude
10 upvotes | June 14, 2018 | by hopinghobby | Link | Reddit Link
I’ll start by saying I been lifting 5 days a week. For a while now. I’m pretty ripped. Been focusing on
my shit and still spending time with her. I’m working on shutting up and not participating in verbal
intercourses. But this happened just now.
I was at the pool waiting for my buddies to show up. A guy walks by with a dog ( we have the same
dog). She ran out to go pet the dog. In the meantime I struck up a convo with these two women by the
pool. Nothing serious just small talk. She comes back and sees this. I even try to add her in the
conversation so they know she’s with me. I then tell them have a good day.
My friends show up then. I can tell she’s acting all pissed. I ignore it and try to flirt with her. She’s
being cold so I tell my boys let’s go get food.
We go get food and she text me this.
“Did you get her number lol” I don’t even have time to answer. Then it’s followed by
“Don’t ever do that shit again, talk to bitches right in from of me. Next time we’re out somewhere I’ll
walk up to a group of guys while you’re with me and start talking to them. “
“I didn’t see Z and his boys go up to them an start talking. Be respectful towards me especially if I’m
here”
I haven’t responded yet. And I know when they leave she’s going to bring it up again. How do I
handle this.
I want to be like “who cares you were talking to another dude I just was having a harmless convo.
What I can’t have a convo??” But I know that’s the wrong way to handle it.
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FR update one day later to my long AF post
10 upvotes | May 17, 2018 | by alphasixfour | Link | Reddit Link
I thought I would start a new thread for this field report so it doesn’t get lost among the excellent
advice I got yesterday. Thank you.
We had opposing schedules last night and I was home with two of the kids and she had the other two.
Didn’t see her until late.
She already dinner prepped, a Thai peanut curry that she knows I love but hasn’t made for me for a
couple of years.
She came home and pulled her usual routine, as we got the kids to bed she fell asleep with the last
one. Lame. Determined to be OI I tried to wake her up and failing that went downstairs, took care of
myshit that needed to be done and went to bed alone. Didn’t feel butthurt about it for the first time in
a long time. Just letting the rope play out. She stumbled to bed about 4:00 am. Promised myself that I
would reset in the morning.
Got one shit test about the beard as I was grooming it this morning. I completely ignored it with a
small smile as if it was nothing. What a difference.
Pretty soon she went and told our daughter to get ready, then locked our door and laid down on the
bed.
I teased her and asked if she was tired, then pretended I had been talking to the dog who was sleeping
in the floor. She laughed called me a jerk and asked if I had time.
One last shit test telling me to shave as I pulled off her pants. I laughed and started to get up
determined to STFU and just go to work OI.
She grabbed my hand and pulled me back down and we went at it. I expected a starfish caveman hate
fuck especially when she kept pulling away as I kissed her shoulder, but I worked my DEVI game as
well as I know how and soon she was enjoying it more than me and not pulling away from scratchy
kisses.
It’s not the beard. It’s the frame.
OK guys. Self imposing a moratorium on mentioning my beard without being asked for at least 60
days. Enjoy the break.
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Married Mormon Monk Mode
10 upvotes | May 12, 2018 | by becoming_alpha | Link | Reddit Link
Obligatory Cut the Shit Summary
Write down your stats (height, weight, bf%, lifts). 6'2", 193, 12.7% BF, 1RM bench 250, squat
305, dead 360. Great progress from where I started lifting nothing and at 15% BF.
Write down all the books you have read in the sidebar and one sentence about what you learned
from each one (even if you haven't finished it yet). Read NMMNG, rational male, MMSLP,
blue professor’s podcasts, Subtle Art of Not Giving a Fuck, and Burn the Fat Feed the Muscle.
A few pages left in WISNIFG, which is awesome but tough to internalize. Bang is next on my
upcoming business trip.
Get your testosterone levels checked and write them down. Nope.
Write down your ratio of sexual initiations/rejections. Batting under .200
Write down the number of women besides your wife you could call right now to chill this
weekend. 0.
Shit, write down the name of the last girl you flirted with who isn't your wife. None, working
DL 1-6.
Write down how many days over the past 15 you have actively gamed your wife. 10 (5 were
quality).
Write down two things you do that make you a good catch. I'm smart and I make people laugh.
Write down what you would do today if you did not have a wife/kids to go home to. Work, hike
or bike, lift, read, then hang out with friends.
Write down what Dread Level you are on. Probably 5, gearing up for 6.
Write down how many more months you have to go until you are an attractive man with
options. 9.
Background
I’m [37] an active Mormon, 3 kids and SAHM [35]. I draw the dread line at infidelity, so I know I’m
hampering my MRP effectiveness. That’s OK, it’s MRP on hard mode and what I signed up for.
Swallowed the pill 6 months ago. The last 10 years I’ve been a compliant, needy, sickening beta
working my butt off for regular starfish and servicing a couple times a week, doing all I could to win
back the affection, love, and desire she showed our first 5 years. I was really pathetic about trying to
get those first 5 years back and tried everything under the sun to get her interested in sex again. She’s
super controlling around sex and my relationships with other females and has serious trust issues. I
agreed to all her conditions and rules for 10 years. Her trust issues stem from somewhere I can’t
fathom, but I’ve been about as good and faithful a husband as a man can be. Most of her distrust is
from me telling her about co-workers flirting with me and me shutting it down.
Wife showed good signs of responding when I started MRP. But here’s the deal, I’m trying to be
transparent in my marriage. I talk too much to her, tell her too much, and don’t STFU enough. I think
honesty is an important foundation in marriage, but I think I take honesty too far. She thinks not
nearly enough.
I kept some pictures of her that she wanted me to destroy 5 years ago and 2 months ago finally told
her I still had them. Damaged some trust and that was my bad for not being man enough to deal with
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her anger 5 years ago and keeping it from her. After that, I decided to put all the cards on the table.
She asked for my journal I’ve been writing trying to figure out our marriage and sexuality for the last
2 years. I gave her the whole thing (no RP mentions) but I did record that I had an epiphany 6 months
ago what worked with her and what didn’t, and that sometimes her body responded when her mind
didn’t (that really pissed her off).
I told her I was done with all the rules I’d agreed to the last 10 years, and that I was going to keep my
marriage promises of fidelity to her, avoiding emotional affairs, and avoiding porn. But I was going
to do my own thing and get ideas about sex wherever I wanted, outside her control. She flipped out as
I asserted my frame and staged interventions with family, friends, and counselors. I agreed to it all,
I’m an open book. In marriage counseling now, but shopping for a new one as ours is retiring.
She also insisted on a month of abstinence. I agreed to that and now we’re a week past that. She gave
me a hard no yesterday. I kino a lot, but pretty mild stuff. She seems to be reacting negatively to
every masculine RP trait. When I kino, she says it's not congruent with how I'm treating her (really
how she's feeling about me not being a compliant needy obedient beta). When I kino a bit heavier,
she calls it sexual abuse, assault or molestation. When I AM, I’m laughing at her and disrespecting
her. She says I’m disrespecting her clear boundary of she only wants sex at most once a week and
only on the weekend if I initiate any other time. I’ve simply stopped letting her manipulate me with
her emotions. She thinks I’m a cold, callus asshole. Paradoxically, she says all my actions and most
of my words are kind, but my heart is far from her. I’ve been focusing on myself, lifting in the
evenings, going out with the guys to see movies, doing stuff with the kids, stuff like that and she feels
neglected. When I set aside an evening to be with her and do something light and fun, she says she
can’t do light and fun with this disconnect and proceeds to engage in verbal intercourse. I’ve been
withdrawing from that. She says for the same reason of no mental or emotional connection, she can’t
even think of connecting physically and is extending the abstinence.
Maybe I’m not attractive enough (I’m probably a point above her now), or maybe I was so good at
being a beta that it’ll take longer than normal for me, or maybe I have that special kind of snowflake
that won’t respond to MRP. Could be. Her dad is alpha and she has no respect for him and liked me
because I wasn’t like him. The Mormon church raises really good betas focused on service and with
the women on pedestals, and I was a top-notch blue pill beta.
I laid out my vision to her of us working on our issues, mine being my own validation and getting
over defensiveness and anger, and I think she knows her issues of trust and control, but hasn’t
accepted them as issues. I suggested we work on ourselves for a year and decide if our marriage is
working at that point. I said I think we can be happier and closer than we’ve ever been. She didn’t
buy into it and said she can never fully meet my sexual desires.
Question
I’ve read that monk mode is essentially for single guys focusing on their mission and not getting
distracted. I’m thinking it might be monk mode time for me. I’m already involuntarily there and I’m
pretty sure she sees holding out on sex as the last lever she has to try and get me back into my beta
box that I somehow escaped from.
I know I’ll get lots of guys saying to next her, and I might in a year, but I’m willing to give her a
chance for that year and give her the opportunity and motivation to address her trust and control
issues that she hasn’t even accepted yet. The stay plan is the go plan. I said that in a previous post
with a 15 year timeline when my youngest is out of the house. I’m down to a year timeline and I’m
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coming to peace with the fact that my wife might never change and might never trust me. Not sure if
she ever has. I’ve fully realized that no matter how much I do, how transparent I am, that won’t make
her trust me. I literally can’t make her trust me. She has to choose to trust me or not.
What is the advice on monk mode in my situation? Stop all kino? Keep some light comforting kino?
Only stop full initiating? Or just keep doing what I’m doing since she already sees me as an out of
control sex-crazed asshole who is sexually abusing her?
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6 Month Progress - The Good and Bad
10 upvotes | May 10, 2018 | by Steve_rebooting | Link | Reddit Link
6'4, 205lbs, 12.5%BF. 8 year married, 1.5 year old and 5 year old. I dont know my 1RM but using the
following for 5x5's 95 press, 145 bench, 245 deadlift, 135 squat (struggling with form/knee issues)
There has been some changes in my life which include;
1. Wife poking my chest and arms randomly wondering if the muscles are real. During sex she
will grab my pecs or triceps and can clearly see her being turned on. A "omg" was heard under
her breath. Went from sad handjobs (to keep my drip requirements met) to BJ/swallowing
again. I cringe at the old day me; Once i asked her "can you put it in your mouth" and she said
"I could" but continued to just jerk me off to completion. After all the changes, and me telling
her what I want its happening without question. She is constantly referring to my muscles
throughout the week
2. Noticing that after only 3-4 months of dedicated lifting I am the fittest person in any room at
about a 95% average. Just came back from a water park and I must have been the fittest dad in
the place. Also noticed my wife's friends checking me out during this weekend.
3. Covert contracts are gone. I no longer clean the house/kitchen in hopes of getting a blowjob
when my wife discovers a shiny room. I now clean it because I want a clean house... and if later
in the day i want some sex i will initiate without relation to prior 'brownie points'
4. Wife's nagging has decreased and it almost feels like MY nagging has increased. Now that i
stopped caring about her feelings or walking around on egg shells i started to assert how I want
my life to be. I used to put up with cleanliness and organization problems because it never
bothered her... but now I realize that it really bothers me and I am trying to get her to prioritize
things better. I'm trying to find the balance between being 'fun and manly' but still telling her to
'clean up your shit'
5. Starting the days, or encounters, with the 'reset' button has been great. Typically I would let the
previous days attitudes or bitchiness leech into the next day. Now I just act like nothing has
happened and my wife reacts as if nothing has happened. Its a head scratcher but works.
6. Just listening without trying to problem solve has resulted in her thinking I am more
compassionate and caring then before. Oddly I care less now
7. The gym has become my mental and physical temple. Its the one hour I get to think, push
myself, and get better. I dont spend my time at the gym, like 90% of the people there, finger
fucking my phone more than lifting weights. It feels damn good
8. I stopped the beta foreplay games (massages, rubbing her foot) – now when I want sex I just
escalate to it. A few times recently she got into bed facing away from me and I just pulled
down her pants and she was very into it. Beta Steve from 2 years ago would have never thought
that was a possibility. One night I was exhausted but she was on her phone looking at
Instagram and I just said “well, if you’re going to keep me up with that phone in my face…”
and proceeded to pull her pants off. She liked it
Things I still struggle with:
1. Haven't figured out my mission or purpose. For now I am focused on my children, lifting, and
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

improving myself and by extension, my marriage. We have a new house so dealing with
moving, selling and when we get the new place I plan on managing all the bills/financing. Job
is good but looking for something new within the company. Already at Senior Management
level with good pay but need to be challenged more
Not getting butthurt has always been a problem. I've gotten a lot better with sexual rejection
and just let it bounce off me but its the comments/attitude from my wife that seems to linger
longer. I STFU where I can or respond with amused mastery but sometimes I just want to tell
her to "cut the fucking shit."
Sometimes I just want to fucking relax. I used to loose alot of time with video games but have
completely changed it around to completing tasks and fixing things in the house/life. But every
once in a while I just want to sit on a sofa and relax
I find it hard not to argue or tell her things are wrong. I know arguing is pointless but also need
to create or re-enforce boundaries. What’s fine line between here between trying to correct
things you don’t want in your life vs. being nag/argumentative
My wife is addicted to being busy. It’s almost like she creates her own crazy agenda and gets
lost in priorities. I've called her out on things a few times like forgetting something important
because she was busy with something stupid (or not time sensitive) - This is an example of me
not knowing if i should STFU or tell her to get her shit together. I've tried getting her to write
lists and prioritize but she creates a 3 page list by the end of the week.... stops looking at it, and
has another 3 pager for the next week. It makes it difficult to even Kino/Game/Initiate with her
when shes always head-deep into some task she feels is past due. I stopped initiating sex before
bed (which is kind of the only time she actually wants me to) but during the day she gives me "I
have too much to do"
Generally dealing with a 1.5 year old and 5 year old is hard. I’m their primary source of fun and
both enjoy different games so it’s challenging. Trying to get anything done on my list is hard
when my wife is always "busy" with her shit and I’m dealing with the children
My wife is so nice (can’t say no… except to me apparently) that its actually detrimental to my
time and family. A lot of times we spend just waiting for responses from someone she wants to
talk to (before leaving a venue for example) or her trying to organize plans with a friend for
20+ minutes only to find out that they haven’t figured anything out (another time I struggle not
to be butt hurt and tell her WTF have you done with the last 20+ minutes)
I go through cycles of anger at being sucked into my wife’s world as her provider. I’m very
good at not dwelling on the past and ‘what could have been’ but still get angry wondering if I
could have scored better/higher or if she played me
I struggle to wake up early. Even when I do wake up I still feel more tired then when I went to
bed
Im a hairy dude and constantly shave my shoulders/back but thinking of laser surgery… anyone
have opinions?
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Ice Cream...everyone loves it
10 upvotes | May 4, 2018 | by red-sfpplus | Link | Reddit Link
Y'all know I run a pretty tight ship, but sometimes I get a WTF moment, so here you go on this rainy
Friday...
I am the fitness one in our family, by far. While I do not cook much my wife sticks to a pretty decent
menu for us. Kids 9 and 8 eat pretty clean and make decent choices, and that is fine. All I want is
guard rails at this point in their lives.
She makes breakfast and lunch for all of us 5 days a week, and at least 4 of those nights are home
cooked meals. So, let’s say out of a possible 21 meals a week we cook 15 at home or right at 71% of
our meals are clean. Weekend lunch and dinner is normally a free for all.
Pretty good so far….
Kids have been churning thru money at school for lunch, so I investigate and find they are buying Ice
Cream at $2.00 a day, 5 days a week. OK, no big deal – course correction. Let’s do that one day a
week kids, pick a day – I don’t care.
Here is where the problem starts. I bust the wife sneaking milk shakes, ice cream and other junk
items to the kids when she goes up there for lunch with them. So, the one day a week thing is moving
back up.
OK, no big deal, give the wife a course correction and explain to her the guard rails one more time.
This was a few months ago.
Last night, the wife leaves town to attend a funeral so I am I have the kids with me for 4 days. Party
time!!!
I am asking them what they want for lunch today, and I ask them what snack they want me to bring
up, since Friday is the snack day.
During this discussion with the kids, it is uncovered that mom had already taken them their Ice
Cream for the week (fine so far) but she told them to LIE to me about it if I asked. Neither of them
can lie to a professional liar (I am in sales after all.)
So now, this is not about Ice Cream in my eyes. That is one thing. I have issues with her telling the
kids to lie to me, over something that is really rather trivial.
So now, when she gets home I get to address this issue with her, and it is no longer about the ice
cream, it is about poor advice and direction she is giving our kids. One parent telling their kids to lie
to another, is not a game this family is going to play.
My suspicion in all this, is that she knew she was leaving town, and she did not want to miss her “Ice
Cream” day with the kids. Rather than just simply saying that, she believes resorting to deception is a
higher probability of success than getting a waiver for the week.
Why, I have no clue….
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I've lost all interest in women.
10 upvotes | April 25, 2018 | by ImSteveMcQueen | Link | Reddit Link
I'm not really sure why, but I seem to have lost all interest in women.
I have a tinder account with 20 matches and 50+ likes. I've messaged a couple of them. But I'm just
not interested. Right now I should be trying to set up a date, move things forward. But I'm not.
I'm not sure exactly why.
My most recent gf ex contacted me a couple weeks ago. I think she was trying to rekindle something
after I broke things off. I'm not really even interested.
Why ?
I think the issue is that I've lost my Disney view of relationships. And now a relationship doesn't
really have any value to me. Why do I need a woman ? More precisely, what is a woman going to do
for me ? What value will she add to my life ?
I guess I just don't see the need or the want for that matter. It is kinda shocking to come to this place
because all my life prior to RP I chased women. I needed women. I was rarely not in a relationship.
And now that I see things for what they are, I can't be bothered to be in a relationship. Relationships
used to be about me working my ass off to please them. Because I needed the woman's validation.
But I don't anymore. So now what ?
I'm not sure what to say or do about this. Is it a phase I'm going through ? Am I going to meet some
woman that blows my socks off ? Because right now all I see are women with agendas. Biffault's law.
AWALT, right ?
I guess that is the problem with my Tinder matches. I'm supposed to pursue and chase them. But I
look at their profiles or send a few messages and I'm at a loss as to why I need the woman. I'm not in
the MGTOW camp by any means, but I'm also not interested in jumping through hoops these days.
Has anyone else gone through this ?
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Branches: How do/did you discover them?
10 upvotes | April 9, 2018 | by broneilbro | Link | Reddit Link
Read previous threads about my situation: Deployed and wife is possibly cheating on me: meeting a
male friend after her class, hanging out with said friend, and going on an overnight camping trip
where they both were on the FB "Going" list (Thanks FB feed), only today when I went to check on
photos from the trip she and him deleted themselves from the list. The plot thickens...
That's a shitload of fucking red flags or coincidences...
What should I do in this situation as I am deployed until the fall:
1. Call her out on her shenanigans now? - This could be bad as she could get the upper hand while
I am out here.
2. Hold my tongue until I am back and prepare the NEXT kit? Stash money and improve my
SMV for the next phase of life. This is a more conservative approach.
3. Shop for plates? She's possibly doing it so why can't I? Get out of the system and reset upon
return?
Any advice from those that were deployed and dealt with this shit?
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A Man’s Frame....
10 upvotes | April 9, 2018 | by BobbyPeru | Link | Reddit Link
A Man’s Frame
Full blog post here:
http://mastercoachpaul.com/a-mans-mental-strength/
Usually, if someone says the words "a man's frame," the reader automatically thinks about the
physical (body) frame. But, that is not the kind of frame we are going to discuss here. Men are
naturally masculine, and some are naturally more or less masculine than others. This is a fact.
Men also have mental and emotional constructs that can be sturdy or can be like the house build on
sand and crumble at even the smallest challenge, particularly from the opposite sex.
This is the frame I am referring to for this blog entry - a man's mental and emotional frame. Just like
a man's physical frame can be strong or weak, his mental and emotional frame can be strong or
weak
Sometimes, a man's frame can become weakened by years of betaization in a long-term relationship.
Betaization refers to a man becoming less alpha and more beta over the course of a relationship.
The betaized man can become very defensive when challenged, even on the smallest challenge where
he might be better off either ignoring (choosing battles wisely), *agreeing and amplifying(making a
joke out of the challenge), or simply using Amused Mastery** .. perhaps a smile and a change of
subject.
When a man goes into defensive mode, he may think he is strengthening his frame, but in actuality he
is weakening it. The opposite sex can sniff out such a weakness like a dog on a prairie, and if a man
is defending trivial topics and challenges, it only shows that he is not strong enough to ignore it, joke
about it, or just change the subject. It also makes him boring and too serious.
So, the first thing a man needs to learn to strengthen his frame is STFU. Shut the fuck up I'm not
talking about going mute and pouting for the whole day. That's no fun, and we want to have fun after
all, and if we are fun it is also contagious. I'm talking about ignoring trivial challenges and
changing the subject.
As a side note, it is important to note that the woman subconsciously **wants•• the man to pass these
tests. It reinforces that she has a man of high value.
At first, this may make the man's long term relationship (LTR) or marriage partner uneasy since it is a
change, and it is likely his partner will want to know if his newly found frame is for real. Thus,
further testing is very likely. The man should be ready for more advanced testing from different
angles.
So, the man should continue to practice STFU until the man can master it, and then the man can
move onto other, more advanced ways of strengthening his frame. However easy this sounds,
practicing it in a LTR can be much more challenging than imagined since his partner is likely to
know all the right buttons to push to get him back on the defensive side again.
What does a man do when he fails to STFU and falls into defending trivial arguments? He should
just get back on the horse, and continue to practice STFU, and change the subject.
Through time and practice the man actually learns how to do this without appearing "butt hurt." This
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is actually the real sign of progress. A man can try to fake not being butt-hurt, but he must be honest
with himself as to whether or not he is butt-hurt or not because again... his partner will smell it from a
mile away just based on body language, tone, and other nonverbal cues that thousands of years of
evolution have afforded the opposite sex. Yes, I am saying that women are better at reading social
cues
There is a lot more to this subject, but STFU is the most logical starting point.. I will discuss some
other frame strengthening techniques in future blog posts.
The goal is not to have a "bag of tricks," but rather to internalize a genuine strong frame, and
that is where a strong frame begins to become effortless. However, a man must be willing to put
in work and practice since he is likely to be beat down by years of betaization and emasculation... and
it is is own fault
After all, in order to stay strong in any sport (as an analogy), a person must continually practice that
sport. Such is the same with Frame. Where a strong masculine frame may have come naturally to a
man, he may become weakened through lack of practice over months or years.
It is not a woman's fault or anyone else's fault when a man becomes betaized. Again, I will
emphasize that a woman will want her man to pass these tests subconsciously, and as the man
passes more tests, he becomes stronger and of higher value as a man
A man must take full responsibility for his state of mind and frame for that matter.. This is also
a potential topic of future blogs.
The bottom line is as men we must learn to (OYS), own your shit. Period. You are the master of
your destiny, and you are where you are because the actions you have taken.
So, start making a change today by practicing STFU because trivial challenges do not mean anything
in the grand scheme of things. Put trust in the process that I have followed, and you will eventually
find great results. And, I have found that STFU is the first step in building your new frame.
Build your frame on a solid foundation, not sand foundation... lest the frame will crumble, and
the house will fall.
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How to balance work and wife
10 upvotes | March 21, 2018 | by freedominlight2 | Link | Reddit Link
I want to preface this by saying I am not married yet. I plan on proposing in the next year to my LTR
of a few years. We do not live together and see each other for the weekend and some weeknights.
Both religious and want a family.
I’m a 26 yr old aircraft engineer by trade and I spend most my time in a hangar. I usually work from
7-4. I’ve recently been offered a new job with another company for more money but it comes with
more hours work. The current company I’m at is a dead end in every way so it’s a no brainer
financially.
Interestingly the guy who hired me has just resigned and I asked him why, “need more time with
family” was the response. He wants a normal 8-5 job and as the chief engineer he couldn’t get that.
What I don’t want to happen to myself is to slowly decay the good relationship I’ve built by working
all the time, as appears to be the case with this gentleman. Frankly, I’m trying to find another source
of income so I can potentially work less in the hangar and have more time to build the relationship at
home.
How do you all manage work and wife?
What is a working model to have a good family?
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Removing Presence and Passing Shit Tests
10 upvotes | March 21, 2018 | by becoming_alpha | Link | Reddit Link
Obligatory Cut the Shit Summary
Write down your stats (height, weight, bf%, lifts). You are keeping a journal of your workouts
right? 6'2", 202, 14%, bench 220x5, squat 265x5, dead 325x5.
Write down all the books you have read in the sidebar and one sentence about what you learned
from each one (even if you haven't finished it yet). Read NMMNG, rational male, MMSLP,
blue professor’s podcasts, Subtle Art of Not Giving a Fuck, and Burn the Fat Feed the Muscle.
Halfway through WISNIFG, which is awesome but tough to internalize.
Get your testosterone levels checked and write them down. Nope.
Write down your ratio of sexual initiations/rejections. Batting about .200
Write down the number of women besides your wife you could call right now to chill this
weekend. 0.
Shit, write down the name of the last girl you flirted with who isn't your wife. None, working
DL 1-4.
Write down how many days over the past 15 you have actively gamed your wife. 10 (5 were
quality).
Write down two things you do that make you a good catch. I'm smart and I make people laugh.
Write down what you would do today if you did not have a wife/kids to go home to. Work, hike
or bike, lift, then hang out with friends.
Write down what Dread Level you are on. 1-4.
Write down how many more months you have to go until you are an attractive man with
options. 10.
Background
On Ovulation day-2, wife comes back from GNO and commences comfort test, I provide comfort,
then initiate and we have awesome sex. She told me she felt tingles when I initiated (she's never said
that before). Next day she's cuddly and sleepy from being up so late, I let her get to be early and put
the kids down. Ovulation day I get up early for work as usual, give her a kiss goodbye and she's
clearly DTF, wet and ready to go. I finger her a bit then say I have to get to work so that'll have to
wait for later, and that she's making it really hard for me to leave. I realize here I completely blew it. I
could have gone for a caveman quickie to satisfy both of us. I could have been a few minutes later to
work without adverse consequences and she knows that. Part of my thinking was showing her that I
don't need sex, and to build up for that night. Next time I won't make that mistake.
Removing Presence
After work that night, I kino and after kids are down I initiate and get a hard no. I was surprised at the
time, but looking back I'm sure she was pissed I didn't pound her in the morning and that dried her
up. She goes back to her default line that she only wants sex once a week, and that's her being
generous. After the hard no, I STFU, kiss her goodnight, roll over, and go to sleep.
Here's my first question. I know the idea is to remove my presence in response to rejection. I'm not at
the point where I can do that immediately, so I thought I'll remove my presence the next day. Is that
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the right way to remove presence? The next day? Or is it a fresh start the next day?
So, the following day, I go to work, come home and pickup the kids and take them to the park to
play, then out to dinner (bring some home for the wife). We put the kids down (kinoing as we do so)
and I head directly to basketball after the kids are down and get home at 11.
Shit Test
She's usually in bed by 10, but is still up researching grad schools when I get home at 11. I shower
and kiss her goodnight and she's still in the office researching. I go to bed and she comes in at 11:30
and starts asking me questions about credibility of grad schools. I see this as shitty behavior when I
have to get up at 5:30 (and she's a SAHM), so I say I'm not starting that conversation at this hour and
I have to get up for work. She STFU and played with her phone. Finally she gets in bed and we
usually spoon. I roll over to spoon her and she doesn't want me to touch her at all. I STFU, roll over,
and go to sleep.
Second question: was that a shit test and did I pass?
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RP books on fatherhood
10 upvotes | June 4, 2019 | by suprathepeg | Link | Reddit Link
One of the pillars of my current mission is to prepare myself to be a solid father. I’m wondering if
there are some good books out there on fatherhood that you guys would recommend?
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Knowing what you know now, would you get married/have kids
again?
10 upvotes | June 11, 2019 | by virtualvirgincake2 | Link | Reddit Link
More a question for those married for a while. knowing what you know about red pill theory and your
personal experiences, would you do it again?
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Strategic Thinking Help Needed – Boundary Violation
Consequences
10 upvotes | June 15, 2019 | by ComteDeBetamax | Link | Reddit Link
I need strategic counsel for my gathering war party...
For those who don’t read my OYS, I live in a small town while my wife and kids are 5 hours away in
the city. A new job (@50% current income is 1-2 years away) Meanwhile, I have a monster of a
commute every weekend and I don’t see my kids as much as I want.
I have been the ultimate plow horse and BetaBuxx provider up to this point, stupendously unaware of
my own learned helplessness and irrational fears regarding a 5’4 108 pound fairly attractive meat
puppet. I have had unclearly defined and poorly enforced boundaries, and recognize that her
ridiculous behavior is completely enabled by me continuing to provide resources for it.
I’m about 2 months into MRP and slowly taking my life back. My wife clearly does not respect me
much, and has just now passed a significant boundary that I need to respond to vigorously. I want
those who have been through this before to weigh in on what I'm missing or going to be blindsided
by.

BOUNDARY: After putting a hold on her credit card for ignoring budget constraints several times,
she reactivated it AND REMOVED ME FROM THE ACCOUNT. She then promptly spent another
$700 on a horse show she doesn't have money to go to.....while remaining sweet and nice to me over
the phone.

GOAL: protect the treasury. I alone will fund, control, and govern the income/savings/and expenses
of this family “corporation.” I currently have a co-pilot who does not respect that, and thinks she can
continue to abuse the “corporate credit card” without consequence. There must be consequences and
she must be demoted from her autonomous financial controls.
I already control all the checking accounts. I have no control over her card....or her spending so far.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------There are a lot of financial variables that I need to include because the decision tree requires them:
VARIABLE A: Her credit card previously had a budget of $1000/week. She subsequently ran up
$5,700 unpaid debt, I placed a hold on the card, and informed her she gets $300/wk in gift cards until
it is paid off. Totally blown through.
The problem is that I can’t close the card. I’m not on the account. I’ve spoken to the company and
they won’t give me anymore information. I control the online account, but have no way to limit or
control it from there. It maxes out at 12K.
VARIABLE B: Her parents no longer pay for her rent in the city condo per their agreement. She
assumes I will just cover the $2,800 per month for the next 3 months until she can move out.
VARIABLE C: We are building a second home in the city near where she wants to live. We have
60-70K down already, and the house will be finished in about 3 months. We signed all the paperwork
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jointly, but have not signed for the mortgage yet.
However, I really like the house and area, and think it would be amazing for our kids...full support
from me. But I also think it is retarded to buy a house in an area you don’t have a job. If I get a job
elsewhere, we will have to sell it. She said she understands this….she says a lot of things.
VARIABLE D: Most of the food is spent on a Target Red Card that I pay. 800-1000/month.
VARIABLE E: The horse... I bought a very expensive horse for her instead of a Tesla for me several
years ago. It is her hobby and her passion. It is fundamentally one of the reasons she wanted to move
to the city, because there were no show barns near us and she was driving 2 hours a day to train.
She has blown through a lot of money pursuing this lifestyle, taking several weeks a year to travel for
shows and racking up a lot of money. I expected some of this, but she has pushed way past, and I’ve
fought her on it several times. I currently pay $2,500/ month for lessons/board/and grooming for the
horse without including shows.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------POTENTIAL RESPONSES:
TIER 1 – stop funding everything. If you can’t abide corporate rules, you lose corporate privileges.
Your debts are not my problem. I give her $300 a week for food for the kids, and pay for the kids’
activities on my card.
Privileges come back at $500/week on her card (to which monthly rent is deducted) once she makes
me the primary account holder on this credit card so that I can close it in the future if needed.
Consequences:
1. she ignores me and runs up the credit card to 12K (I can handle this consequence)….but maybe
she requests a higher limit. Big problem! (HOW THE FUCK DO I CLOSE HER CARD?)
2. My credit gets dinged when she doesn’t pay rent to the condo or horse barn. It’s over 800, so I
don’t know how much it will bring it down. Nor do I know how long it will take to build it
back up. But that could seriously impact real estate investing in the future if I have to
personally back my first few projects…

TIER 2 – do not allow her into the new house. Seize control and resell it with an agent. I’ve reached
out to my attorney to see if there is a way to do this before we sign for the mortgage.
Consequences:
1. If I can’t seize control, I have to walk away and lose the 60K downpayment...
2. Divorce threats – not my first choice. But at this point, I can’t live with this financial behavior,
so I would embrace it and move forward if she chose to.

TIER 3 – Sell the horse. It would be the thing that hurt her the most. She seriously might pick the
horse over me in a fight :) (It’s irrational.)
Consequences:
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1. Divorce likely– same as above


CURRENT PLAN: My wife is clearly a spoiled, entitled, rich girl who views me the same as her
wealthy step-dad. I’m not. I am pursuing Tier 1, and pre-planning Tier 2 needs through my attorney.
Obviously, something has to give if we are going to take a 50% future pay cut and assume a
mortgage on a second home. All of this has been laid out to her over the last 6 months several times. I
want to continue to pursue a high savings rate to put money into real estate for more passive income
and am unwilling to give that up for a consumption lifestyle.

Questions:
1)Where am I being dense and where am I going to get blind sided?
2) Where can I be more effective?
3) How much to I signal/disclose the consequences to her vs. just keep my mouth shut and just let
them happen? (For all I know, she is reading this…) To avoid the passive-aggressive approach, I
think me just calmly informing her that she did something unacceptable in this relationship and
explaining the response is in order.
4) I’m also struggling with how to handle the next 2 weeks. We are doing family vacation together
and spending a lot of time together with the kids. I feel like I have the option of just treating her like a
teenager who is being grounded, but still part of the family (and not paying for a damn thing.) But
I’m not sure if that is the best way forward. If I tell her not to come until she gets her shit sorted, she
keeps the kids and I go on vacation alone….
Thanks for your time in advance.
Flame away.
inb4 I already know I was a faggot prior to 2 months ago
----------------------EDIT: Lots of feedback to deal with here. Please see my UPDATE2 linked below.
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Finally passing shit tests, but more questions
10 upvotes | July 29, 2019 | by ke3bsf6 | Link | Reddit Link
32 y/o 6 ft, 186 pounds.
Deads: 365, squat: 275, Bench: 265. MMA, BJJ, Muy Thai 3-4 times a week. Competing in a few
months.
Reading several books, read the side bar, etc.
Yesterday, I decided that my wife and I needed to thoroughly clean the apt because it was getting a
little out of hand. (we both come from households where growing up, our parents were not good at
keeping a clean house, so we made it a point to do everything we could to keep our home clean).
I tackled certain tasks and she did certain tasks as well.
She cleaned the kitchen counters, the island, the stove, etc.
We finished cleaning and a an hour or so passed and I decided to make some food, while she meal
prepped for herself.
I used the stove and made the slightest mess. Shit test 1 It was literally just a bit of grease splatter.
Instant shit test. bitch bitch bitch, moan moan moan about how she just cleaned and that she feels like
it was a waste of time that she just cleaned it, etc. She rambles on for 5 min or so while I have my
face buried in my breakfast, pretty much ignoring her. She finally stops and starts looking at me and I
calmly said, " It will get cleaned, once you leave the kitchen" (She had stuff on the stove as well).
Went back to stone silence and she just stood there for several mins or so while she continued
prepping. I didn't make eye contact, didn't acknowledge her, etc. This went on for well over 5 min. I
finished my food and went into the office. Another 5 min passes and I can hear her put down a
kitchen utensil and I hear a knock on my office door.
She walks in and instantly starts apologizing for being controlling and being upset about it. She vents
her apology for a few min and I barely acknowledge her. She said she knows she gets controlling
sometimes and she apologizes for doing so. I basically just said "Okay" and she asked me if I was
mad. I said, "no why would I be."
She gave me a kiss and went back to finishing her meal prep. I finished what I was doing in the office
and went back into the kitchen. Talked to her for a bit and joked around/had some convos.
She finished and we got ready to go to our apt pool. On our way out the door, she asked me again
Shit test 2/continuation "are you mad, you seem off?" I said, "no not at all, why?". She said "you
just seem quiet after the issue earlier". I brushed it off, I might have been a little quiet, but it wasn't
from a place of butt-hurt. I really just didn't have much to say to her.
I brought headphones with me to the pool and listened to a pod cast while she read. We barely talked
for the entire time we were there. Her mom came to hang with us, I stayed with them for about 20-30
min and then I went back to the apt alone. I really didn't want to hang out with them. I tell them I had
a bit too much sun and that I'm gunna go upstairs.
Her mom leaves, she comes back up and we discuss dinner. She tells me to stay busy for an hour or
so, she wants to surprise me with a really nice home made dinner.
The dinner was amazing. She loves to cook, so I usually eat really well, but this meal was over the
top good.
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During dinner, I told her I want her to wear her lingerie outfit that she has (hoping to have sex after
we digest dinner) and she passively says "I don't want to wear it" (we had unexpected sex during the
day on Saturday that she initiated, so she probably thinks shes off the hook for a few days/week, it
was also semi starfish sex because we were short on time). So I shrugged it off and said "okay". She
has been self conscious about her weight the past 2 weeks. She went away on a business trip and
went HAM on the eating. She was bloated, etc from the trip, even a week after being home. (Which I
noticed but didn't care).
I thanked her for the great meal and we start up a multi-episode documentary to watch, which we got
about half way and got into bed. (Sunday's are lazy days for us, I like to recover from my MMA and
lifting workouts).
We watched 2 of the 8 episodes before we got into bed, my wife skips ahead to like episode 6 and it
is about sex, or so I thought. While picking it she says "ohh this one is about sex" in like a very
interested voice while looking at me.
It was def a blue pilled script to begin with (the scientific portion was interesting, but the host was
such a beta faggot), but it wasn't cringe worthy until this portion of it. It was basically saying that
women aren't the only ones who should look into contraception options and that men should do it too.
The undertone was shaming men into making women the focus on contraception. I tried keeping my
mouth shut, but I couldn't help it. I basically told her how ridiculous this is and that they show the
most beta male men on these shows to shame men. She didn't really acknowledge my comment.
The documentary ends and she makes a mention that Shit test 3 "when her and I are done having
kids, she wants me to get a vasectomy". I said "no way in hell and that if her and I were to split, I
want to be able to keep my options open."
She didn't like this answer and basically repeated what I said. I said "yep". She said goodnight, I said
goodnight and gave her a kiss and turned over. No sex, she's now pissy, etc.
Wake up this morning and she seems normal, I woke up with the reset in mind and she leaves for
work, I go to Jiu Jitsu, haven't heard from her since.
I trying to turn this semi starfish sex into more fun. She used to love when I went down on her,
usually orgasm'd every time. She's into butt plugs, but we haven't used them in awhile because she
"feels constipated".
She's felt "constipated" for weeks now. I took all of the toys, put them in a bag and put them in the
closet. She recently asked where they were (not while we were having sex) and I basically said that
we don't use them, I put them away.
Half assed BJ's just to get my dick wet to be able to stick it in easier. She uses a vibrator while I fuck
her missionary, she orgasms very strongly. I flip her over for doggy to finish and that's that. Move on
with the day.

Questions:
Are these decent/good ways to handle shit tests as a newbie red piller?
In what ways can I handle the lingerie situation? I can tell she feels guilty about going crazy on her
business trip and over eating. ( She isn't fat, but she does need to lose about 10 lbs).
Thoughts on the vasectomy response? She is obviously trying to call the shots. I know vasectomy's
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are reversible, but she is obviously saying it to try to be in her frame.
I really don't know what else to do to get her to be sluttier again. I've been soft dreading her. I
stopped kissing her as much, stopped saying I love you unless she says it, I stopped being physical
with her, unless I'm initiating sex. I do my best to stay busy. I'm caught between doing more kino and
completely withdrawing attention. I think sometimes I come off looking needy when I kino too much.
Sometimes when I try to hug her from behind and jam my dick into her back, she just tells me to stop
and pushes me away.
Should I withdraw even more attention?
Any other tips on how to continue dread and to get her to be sluttier? I know people will say that I
need to flirt with not only her more, but other girls in front of her. There hasn't really been a situation
in a long time where I could even do this. Her and I don't go out to the bars or anything at all really.
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Wife prohibiting me from DJing in bar of my choice
10 upvotes | July 29, 2019 | by MentalMonkey16 | Link | Reddit Link
Long time lurker, first time poster. I first heard of the original red pill subreddit about 5 years ago. I
love all the free content and I'm still going through the sidebar right now, my lifestyle and work
schedule allows very little free time to read the sidebar books although I'm committed to finishing
them. So as far as I'm concerned I'm not sidebar graduated but I understand the importance of the
basics like lifting, STFUing, etc. Please roast me
I'm a DJ for only about a year trying to transition from private clientele to instead a consistent
venue/bar. I have two new bars lined up, one every Wednesday and the other every Saturday. She
walked into my Saturday bar with me as I was contacting the owner to solicit my business. It's a
Latino sports bar and the waiters were all in booty shorts. So my possessive wife prohibited me from
going back into that bar saying that I didn't need to surround myself with women like that. I didn't
even notice they were in booty shorts. She hasn't seen my Wednesday Latino dance club bar and is
unaware that they bring models on the weekends to dance on the stripper poles. She's making plans to
bring all of her friends this Wednesday for my first gig at the dance club but refuses to even go to my
Saturday sports bar which is a lot less provacative in my opinion on the grounds that I don't listen to
what she says to me. She's cried in the past explaining that the reason she's so possessive about where
I play is because she doesn't wants sluts coming on to me while im spinning (vinyl, not plates) and
she doesn't want to leave me because of something like that.
So now I've committed with the Saturday sports bar for this Saturday after she told me not to. And I
later told her about it when she was in a better mood to which she emotionally lashed at me. I said I
want to make my own choices without her prohibiting how or where I play. She said I can choose to
go but that I can't choose the consequences and that she won't go no matter what. This conversation
took place by text and I cut the conversation saying that we should calmly talk about it in person.
I'm at a loss about how I should approach this in-person conversation and I'm open to feedback and
suggestions for my situation. I kind of feel like this whole thing is just one big giant shit test and she's
going to stand her ground no matter how unreasonable she realizes she is because I "never listen to
her"
Thank you in advance
UPDATE : Told her I was going, made herself cry, saw that I didn't care, told me next time she did
something I didn't like I wasnt allowed to complain, saw that I didn't care/didn't respond, and then
snuggled up to me. I almost can't believe it was that easy. Thanks for helping me realize there is such
a thing as a stupid question
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